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Dp-J naqam

di2-J 
"aqam; 

dPJ ndqdm; ;l?i|l neqamd

Contents: l. Grammar and Syntax. II. The Obligation to Take Vengeance: l. Blood Revenge;

2. Revenge in the Case of Rape or Other Serious Transgressions; 3. Places of Asylum.

III. Prohibition of Revenge: l. Within the Clan; 2. ln a Given Social Structure. lV. Cod as

Avenger.

I. Grammar and Syntax. The verbal root nqm, expressing the notion of revenge, is

attested in Amorite, Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, South Arabic, and Ethiopic. The verb

nqm occtLrs 36 times in the Hebrew Bible in the qal, niphal, piel, and hithpael. Both the

derivative substs. naqam (17 occurrences) and neqam| (27 occurrences) mean "ven-

geance, revenge" and are thus synonymous with Amot. niqmu and Arab. naqma,

niqma, naqima. Although the month niqmu is attested in the Old Babylonian epoch in

Mari, Chagar Bazar, al-Rimah, and in the region of Diyala, i.e., in regions under

Amorite inf'luence, its possible relationship with niqmu, "vengeance," has not been

substantiated.
The Hebrew yerb naqam in the qal means "to avenge" or "to take vengeance," often

taking as its direct object the subst. neqAmr? (Nu. 3l:2) or naqam (Lev.26:25; Jgs.

16:28;Ezk.24:8:25:12,15;CD 1:17; 1QS 2:5;5:12).In other instances the direct ob-

jecr is the blood (Dt. 32:43) or the person to be avenged (l S. 24:l3lEng. v. l2l). Al-

though in Josh. 10:13 the direct object seems to refer to the enemies on whom one

takes vengeance, this construction is unusual, and the use of the verb "to avenge" in

ndqam. W. F. Albright. "Archaeological Discovery and the Scriptures," Christianity Todav

l2 (1968) 3-5; M. Buttenwieser, "Blood Revenge and Burial Rites in Ancient Israel," JAOS 39

(19i9) 301-211G. Cardascia, "La place du talion dans I'histoire du droit pdnal i la lumibre des

droits du Proche-Orient ancien," Mdlanges offerrs d Jean Daut'illier (Toulouse, 1979)' 169-83;

W. Dietrich, "Rache: Erwdgungen zu einem alttestamentlichen Therna," EvT 36 (1976) 450-72;

G. Dossin, "NQMD et N\QME'UAD," Syr 20 (1939) 169"76; F C. Fensham, "Das Nicht-

Haftbar-Sein irnBundesbuch im Lichte der altorientalischen Rechtstexte," ./NSL 8 ( 1980) l7-34;

F. Horst, "Recht und Religion im Bereich des AIs," EvT 16 (1956) 49-'75 = idem, Gottes Rec'ht.

ThB t2 (1961) 260-91 ; idem, "vergeltung," RG6, Yl, 1343-46; K. Koch. ed., um dos Prin:.ip

tler Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdF 125 (1972); idem, "Gibt es ein
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this text is inappropriate. Instead, one should read a form ofthe verb qilm andvocalize
'ai-ydqftm instead of 'ai-yiqqdm. The translation would then be: "as long as the host of
their enemies rose up" (cf . gby n€f;dr in CD 14:14). The piel of nqm is auested twice
and used exactly like the qal, i.e., with the subst. neqamd (Jer.5l:36) or with the
"blood" to be avenged (2 K. 9:7) as its direct object. The qal passive in Gen. 4:r5,24;
Ex.2l:21 means "to be avenged."

The niphal and hithpael have the reflexive sense of "to avenge oneself' or "to take
vengeance," except inEx.2l:20, where yinnaqem must have the passive meaning "to
be avenged," since the reference is to a slave who was beaten to death. The niphal in-
finitive also has a passive meaning in sir.46:1, where lhnqm nqmy'wyb should be
translated "so that the vengeance taken by the enemy be avenged." This passive con-
struction corresponds to the active expression naqam naqam. Ex. 2l:20, however,
presents a series of problems. Indeed, Ex. 2l:20f . seems to betray two redactional
strata. The combination of the qal infinitive with the niphal imperfect, naqom
yinnaqem, is rare.l Furthermore, the Sam. text reads m61 yfrmd1, while the Targs. and
Syr. understand this as "he shall be punished before the court." It is possible that the
original text should be understood in the sense of nbqEm yinnaq€m, "an avenger should
take vengeance," and that nqm niphal here has reflexive meaning.

Reference to the enemies on whom one avenges oneself is introduced by min (l s.
14:24;24:13[12]; Jgs. 16:28;2K.9:7; Est. 8:13; tsa. t:24; Jer. 15:15; 46:10; cf. Jer.
ll:20 20:10,12), mc'e! (Nu. 31 :2), be (Jgs. t5:7; I S. l8:25; Jer. 5:9,29;9:g[9]; 50:15;
Ezk.25:12; cf. CD 8:llf.; lQpHab 9:2),or le (Ezk.25:12; Nah. t:2;CD 8:5f.; 9:5).
This last particle can also precede the name ofthe person for whose sake vengeance is
taken (Jer. 15:15; 1QS 7:9);in one instance minprecedes the reason one wishes to take
vengeance (Jgs. l6:28). The prep. 'al is used with similar meaning in ps. 99:8, where it
refers to Israel's deeds (1lil61) that are protected by God's avenging might.

The substs. ndqam and neqamd are used with either the subjective or objective geni-
tive, though a pronominal suffix can also be used. The subjective genitive designating
the avenger usually refers to God (Nu. 31:3; Jer. ll:20; 20:12;50:15,38; 5l: l l; Ezk.
25:14,17; IQS l:11; lQM4:12)ortohiswrath(leM3:6).InLam.3:60;Sir.46:l;and
IQS 2:9 it refers to the adversaries who take vengeance. It is always nqmt that is used,
excepting Sir.46:1, the only occurrence ofthe pl. nqmy.The objective genitive refers
to the one to be avenged. This can be a person's blood (ps. 79:lo), the temple (Jer.
50:28; 5l:11),Zion (Jer.5l:36), rhe sons of Israel (Nu. 31:2), Jeremiah's personal ene-
mies (Jer. 20:lo), or the covenanr (Lev. 26:25; cD l:lif .). only in the lasr instance
does one encounter the subst. ndqam. Amor. niqmu has thus far been attested only with
the objective genitive (slf.): niqmliu, niqmt, niqmtya.

The notion of "taking vengeance" can be expressed in various ways with the root
nqm. ln addition to nqm, alone or with the infinitive absolute, and the idiomatic expres-
sions ndqam ne qamd and naqam naqam, the following expressions ocatr: hdii! naqam
(Dt.32:41,43; Sir. l2:6), 'aiA neqamd (Jgs. 11:36; Ps. 149:7;Ezk.25 lj; CD 8:11-12;

l. Cf., however, GK 9113w
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lQpHab 9:2) or 'dSA ndqdm (Mic. 5:14[15]), laqah neqamd (Jer' 20:lO) or ldqah

naqam (Isa. 47:3), and nalan neqamd (Nu. 31:3; 2 S. 4:8; 22:48;Ps' 18:48[47];Ezk'

25,14,17). The offended party wishes to "see vengeance" (ra'd neqamd, Jer. 11:20;

2O:12;cf.Lam.3:60; orhdz6naqam,Ps.58:11[10]).Forthatpersonthedaywhenven-
geance is taken is in a ceftain sense a festive day, while the same day is a day of terror

for the person on whom that vengeance is taken. This day is called ybm neqamd (Jer.

46:10) or ybmnaqdm, "day of vengeance" (Prov.6:34;Isa. 34:8; 6l:2;63:4" lQS 9:25;

l0:19; 1QM 3:7f.;7:5),'€! neqamd, "the time of vengeance" (Jer. 5l 6), or m6'€d

naqam, "date of revenge" (1QM 15:6). The month niqmu(m) in the Amorite calendar

of the Old Babylonian period might imply a limitation of the right of vengeance to only

one month during the Year.
The avenger is normally called -+ )Xl ga'et, though use of the ptcp. ndqem for

God as avenger and for those who carry out divine revenge (Ps. 99:81 Nah. I :2; CD

9:4f.; 1QS 2:6) seems to indicate that this was the original expression for "avenger."

This participle should perhaps also be read in Ex.2l:20 (see discussion above). The

name naqimu(m), "avenger," occurs as an Amorite personal name.2 This name was

possibly given to a child who was one day to take revenge on the murderer of his fa-

ih"r o. grandfather. The name niqmdnu(m) is attested among the Amorites during the

same period and might have the same derivation, since it means approximately

"vengeful."3 An unpublished Mari text calls the avenger bdl niqmi, lit. "master of re-

venge."4

II. The Obligation to Take Vengeance.

l. Blood Revenge. The obligation to take blood vengeance, niqma! dam (Ps.

79:10), arises from the real or imaginecl blood kinship among the members of a clan

or tribe. This is an old desert law corresponding to the !a'r of the Arabs with the goal

of guaranteeing respect for life. This obligation is supported by the entirety of OT

legislation: cf. the covenant code (Ex. 2l:12), the Holiness code (Lev. 24:17), and

th; Deuteronomic collection of laws (Dt. 19:llf.). As Gen.9:6 states in rhythmic-

poetic language, the blood of the person who sheds human blood must also be shed.

Redemption by monetary payment is not a possibility (Nu. 35:31-34). The nearest

relation is the g6'El, who is to take vengeance on the murderer (Nu. 35 19 Dt. 19:12;

cf. 2 S. 14:1 1): A father must avenge his son, a son his father ( I K. 2:5-9;2 K. 14:5);

if a person has no children, his brother or one of his closest relatives must take this

task upon himself. Thus Joab kills Abner (2 S. 3:22-21) to avenge the death of his

brother Asahel (2 5.2:22f.). The avenger must carry out the punishment "with his

own hand" (b"yad; cf. Ezk. 25 14; IQS 2:6) and shed (on the ground) the blood of

the murderer of his son or of one of his blood relatives. Indeed, blood vengeance can

extend into the fourth generation (cf. Ex. 20:5; 34:7), though subsequent law re-

2. T. Bauer, Die Ostkanaancier (Leipzig, 19267,36 APNM' 24lf .

3. Bauer, 47; ARM, II, 95, 5.

4. Cited by G. Dossin, Syr 20 (1939) 175 n.2.
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stricts blood vengeance to the murderer alone (Dt. 24:16:2 K. 14 6 par. 2 Ch. 25:4;
Jer 3l:29f .; Ezk. 18:2-4).

The law of blood revenge is intended to guarantee respect not only for the life of the
freeperson but also for that of the slave (Ex. 21:20f.). If a slave, male or female, dies
under the blows of his or her master, "an avenger shall avenge him [or her)" (ndqdm
yinndq€m).s This punishment was undoubtedly death, since a comparison both with
Ex. 21 : I 8- 19 and with the Sam. text, which replaces nqm ynqm with m61 yfimag, shows
that the lex talionis must be applied here. The avenger was normally to be a member of
the slave's family. If the slave was a foreigner or alien whose family was not present to
carry out that vengeance, however, the murderer went unpunished. Talmudic legisla-
tion provides for such cases by prescribing the appointment of an avenger by the judi-
cial assembly (Bab. Sanh.45b), though this measure is not attested in the Bible itself
and presupposes a procedure involving public law, while the law in Ex. 21 : I 2ff. seems
to give the murderer over to private vengeance.

If one excludes the hypothesis of an avenger appointed by a legal authority, the law
inEx.27:20 still allows for two different interpretations. It may be that it applies in ac-
tual practice only to the Hebrew slave whose family genuinely is able to take ven-
geance. This is the most probable explanation. If in contrast it applies to every slave in-
dependent of origin, then it must also consider the possibility of immanent or divine
vengeance. Perhaps one interpreted the lethal bite ofa snake or a scorpion in this sense,
since Nu. 21:6-7 does mention the serpent as the executor of divine punishment, and
since talmudic literature portrays it as the avenger without qualification. Here we find
the expression that someone "avenges himself and is as vindictive as a snake" (n6q€m
wenbtCr l(ndl.tdi; Bab. Sabb. 63a; Yoma 23a; Ta'an.8a). Here Samson is characterized
as "vengeful as a snake" (l(iem ie-nAhAi naqman; Gen. Rab.99). The blood of the
victim cries out from the ground (Gen.4:10), the habitation of the serpent, the arche-
typal chthonic animal. These later expressions of popular belief, which also mention
angels as executors of vengeance,6 do not allow us to reconstruct the exact understand-
ing of divine vengeance, a notion possibly presupposed inEx.2l:20f. In any event, the
slave can no longer be avenged if he or she dies one or two days later rather than di-
rectly under the blows of the master. It must be clear that death was not intentional or
premeditated. The master was considered sufficiently punished by the financial loss
brought about by the death of the slave and the cessation of the slave's service.

The obligation to "blood revenge" can also be regulated contractually, as shown by
the stelae of Sefire. According to stela III, which treats of the obligations of a vassal in
the case of regicide, the vassal must "avenge the blood" (nqm dm; cf . Dt. 32i43; Z K.
9:7) of the liege lord, the lord's sons, and his descendants "from the hand" (mn or mn
yA of their enemies.T If he himself participated in the conspiracy, someone had to
avenge on him the blood of his liege lord.8 This particular case of obligation to take

5. On this emendation see previous discussion.
6. Cf. J. Naveh and S. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985), 135, 144.
7. KAI,224:llf.
8. L.22.
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vengeance on the murderer was familiar in ancient Israel, since a similar obligation de-

rived from the covenante between Yahweh and the people. And though Yahweh exe-

cutes vengeance on disloyalty toward the prescriptions of the covenant (Lev.26:25: cf .

IQS 5:12; CD 1:17-18), he also obligates himself by oath to avenge the blood of his

servants (Dt. 32140-43; cf. Ps. 79:10).

2. Revenge in the Case of Rape or Other Serious Transgressio,ns. Revenge is ex-

tracted not only in the case of murder but also in the case of rape and serious bodily

harm. Thus Dinah's brothers avenge their sister by killing Hamor and his son

Shechem, "because their sister had been defiled" (Gen. 34:1-5,25-27). After Amnon,

David's firstborn, violates his half-sister Tamar (2 S. l3 l-20), she is avenged two

years later by her brother Absalom. Absalom has his servants kill Amnon, and then he

hees to his maternal grandfather, the king of Geshur, with whom he remains for three

years (2 S. 13:23-38; cf. 3:3). Afterward he is able to return to Jerusalem (14:21-24),

iince the right of blood revenge is not valid within the same familial group. The jealous

husband also extracts revenge when he punishes the adulterer who has violated his

marriage by lying with his wife (Prov' 6:34f ,),

The story of Samson relates an example of vengeance prompted by serious physical

injury. Samson avenges his blindness on the Philistines by causing a house to collapse

and burying them under its ruins (Jgs. 16:28-30). Jeremiah's adversaties want to take

revenge on the prophet because of his prediction, which in their eyes threatens the exis-

t"r"" of the city (Jer. 20:10; cf.26:11); and Jeremiah himself wishes that God would

avenge him on the people (ll:20 20:12). The righteous wishes to "see vengeance" and

to "bathe his feet in the blood of the wicked" who caused his suffering (Ps. 58: l1[ l0]).

Vengefulness is satisfied at the sight of revenge, which Israel's and Judah's enemies

(e.g- the Edomites) also carry out (Lam. 3:60; Ezk. 25 12,15; Sir. 46: 1 ; I QpHab 9:2;

tQS Z:q). The Song of Lamech (Gen. 4:23-24), in which he boasts of having killed a

man for wounding him, and even of being avenged seventy-sevenfold, does not reflect

reality, but is rather an ancient boasting song illustrating the violence of the Cainites. l0

3. Places of Asylum. The example of Joab, who kills Abner (2 s. 3:22-27; cf.

2:22f .), shows that the sacred duty of blood revenge was not soon forgotten. Thus it is

understandable that legislation tried on the one hand to restrain the practice of taking

revenge, though on the other hand it was quite suited to function as a preventative.

Legisiation regarding the cities of asylum (Nu. 35:9-34;D;4:41-43; 19:1-13; Josh.

2O;1-g), while sanctioning blood revenge, does distinguish cases of unintentional kill-
ing and establishes for such cases the ordinances of asylum. It establishes furthermore

that only the murderer be punished by death. The texts describing this institution are

difficult to interpret, and the cities of asylum (Josh' 20:l-9) are located apart from the

9. i n!']f bert @efirh) (r1,253-79).
10. On the notion of "violence" in the OT see N. Lohfink et al., Gewalt und Gewaltlosigkeit

im AT. QD 96 (1983), with extensive bibliography.
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Levitical cities (Josh. 2l:11,21,27,32,36,38: cf. 1Ch.6), as if rhe Levites were origi-
nally persons who had fled into the cities of refuge, where they survived under God's
protection, having changed into zealots for his cult (cf. Gen.49:5-7; Dt. 33:9;.tt

Sacred sites could also function as cities of refuge, and certain statements in the
Psalms seem to allude to the temple as a place of refuge. The temple is a shelter from
one's adversaries where one can remain in safety (Ps.27:2-5) beneath the wings of
Yahweh (61:af.[3f.]), while a guilty person is denied access (5:5[a]). This is why the
murderer can be torn away from the altar to be delivered over to punishment (Ex.
2l:l3f .). Thus also Joab, who had murdered Abner and Amasa (2 5.3:26f .;20:9f .; 1 K.
2:5f.), was not protected by the right to asylum and was killed in the sanctuary itself
(l K.2:28-31).

III. Prohibition of Revenge.
1. Within the Clan. The prohibition of revenge is emphatically inculcated in the Ho-

liness Code: "You shall not take vengeance (ld'-tiqqdm) or bear any grudge (16'-tittdr)
against the benA'ammekd" (Lev. 19:18). The historical interpretarion of this law de-
pends on the exact sense of benA'ammeld. Although some have taken this expression
as a reference to the entire people of Israel, it is doubtful whether this accurately re-
flects the real meaning of the word -s dg 'am, which in v. l6aa appears in the plural.
Several mss. emend this pl. 'myk to a sg. .'mk, and the older versions translate it as if
"the people" were meant. In the meantime, the lectio dfficilior 'myk reveals the real
meaning of this expression: it might refer to the paternal "ancestors," as in Amorite, in
the old prescription of Lev. 20:17, or in the expression ne'esap 'el-'ammayw, "to be
united with his ancestors ," and ni\ral me'ammayw, "to be cut off from his ancestors."12
In accordance with the original meaning of the root rkl, "to engage in trade," the ex-
pression lA'-lelCk raf;tl be'ammeyftd (Lev. 19:l6aa) would mean "you shall not go
about as a trader of your ancestors." This prohibition was probably directed against
trade that violated blood bonds by attempting to circumvent the law prohibiting the
auctioning of paternal property, thus transferring property outside the family circle in
the way effected in Nuzi by means of pseudo-adoptions.

The word 'am also has the same meaning "ancestors" in Lev. l9:l8aa, which regu-
lates the taking of vengeance. Furthermore, one must remember that the expression br
m in this verse is already attested in Amorite by the PN bin-'ammi o, Urnu-'o**it3 (cf .

Gen. 19:38) as well as by the alliance that the Bedouin of Belqah (Moab) call bdn
'am€h. This alliance was made only between neighboring tribes living in constant con-
tact with one another, and was based on the solemn oath that the members of the two
tribes would conduct themselves as relatives. Such an alliance lends this tribal associa-
tion a stability similar to that obtaining within the family as a result of blood ties, and
in the case of murder permits no vengeance within the bdn 'am€h. The murderer of a

1 1. -+ n)PD miqlat (ylll]l, 552-56); + ,i) lcwt (VX, 483-503).
12. Cf. B. Alfrink, "uExpression l.'Dy-)S lps;," ors 5 (1948) 118-31.
13. Bauer, 15ff.; ARM, XVVI, 8lf.
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ben'am must leave his tribe along with all his direct descendants and with the three

generations of the line most closely related to him. From now on he is subject to the

vengeance of the victim's relatives, since he no longer enjoys the protection of a bEn

'ameh; the more distant members of his family who remain in the tribe are not to be vi-
olated, and even the property of the ostracized person is untouchable.la

This institution enables us to understand the original sense of the prohibition of Lev'

19:18a: "You shall not take vengeance or bear any grudge against the children ofyour
ancestors." This is a prohibition of vengeance within the familial group' though it by

no means implies that a murderer should go unpunished. The punishment meted out to

him is exclusion from the clan, as is the case with the fratricide Cain (Gen. 4:10-14).

As Yahweh does here, so also can a Bedouin sheikh and the tribal elders exclude a dan-

gerous member from the clan on the basis of a decision called infirdi 'abdtih, "shaking

(out) his cloak." All the members of the camp and of the neighboring tribes are offi-
cially informed concerning this harsh decision, which subjects the individual to the

mercy or disfavor of any person happening upon him. No one, neither from his tribe

nor from his family, will avenge his blood if he is murdered. This is the allusion in

Gen.4:l4.In the meantime, Yahweh puts a mark on Cain that he be avenged sevenfold

(yuqqdm) should anyone kill him (4:15), even though cain is the murderer of his own

brother, whose blood cries out to God from the ground (4:10f.). Gen.4: 15, however,

might be a redactional verse taking the Song of Lamech (4:24) as its model. If one

takes 4: l5 as redactional, one can hardly conclude from it the existence of a specific in-

stitution or praxis protecting the murderer.l5
The story of the woman of Tekoa (2 S. l4:4-ll), a tale illustrating royal wisdom (cf.

1 K. 3: I 6-28), seems to contradict the custom of not carrying out vengeance within the

same family group. According to this story, a fratricide was to be killed by the mem-

bers of the clan. This case is unusual, and it is thus the task of the wise and just king to

resolve it. His decision does indeed accord with custom, a fact confirming his wisdom

in the eyes of the people. Furthermore, the king assures: "Not one hair" of the fratricide

shall "fall to the ground." This implies that the intervention of the highest authority

puts an end to the dispute.

2. In a Given Social Structure.The commentary of the woman of Tekoa (25. 14:14)

resembles a wisdom reflection on the fate of the sacrificial offering for which one can

do nothing more, and on that of the murderer who can yet be of use to his clan. This re-

flection tends in the same direction as the institution of cities of refuge and a more

comprehensive interpretation of Lev. 19:18. Although the rabbinic commentaries in

connection with this verse do not consider the important circumstances of murder,

rape, or mutilation (Bab. Yoma 23a), the LXX translators might have been thinking of
serious injuries, since they render l1rtiqqom witb ouk ekdikdtai sou h€ cheit: "that you

14. A. Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes au pays de Moab (Paris' 1908), 149-62'

15. A different view is taken by F. W. Golka, "Keine Gnade fiir Kain," Werden und Wirken

des ATs. FS C. Westermann (Gottingen, 1980), 58-73.
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not take the law into your own hands," using the same verb ekdikd as in Ex. 2l:20f. or
Dt. 32:43.In other words, one must seek justice from the courts.

The Qumran Essenes go even further in their interpretation of Lev. 19:18. Accord-
ing to CD 9:2-5 God alone is to take vengeance on his enemies. Vengeance and rancor
are viewed as transgressions against the law if a person accuses his companion without
first having rebuked him before witnesses or having brought his anger under control;
one would be making the same mistake if one were to accuse him "before his elders."
This Essene prescription need not have any particularly grievous transgressions in
mind, since the rules of the comrnunity (1QS 7:8-9) provide for a punishment of six
months or a year for the transgression of bearing malice or taking revenge. One of the
most essential obligations of the members of this "new covenant" consists in "not bear-
ing rancor from one day to the nexf'(CD 7:2-3). God will severely punish those who
"have taken revenge and borne malice" (CD 8:5-6).

IV. God as Avenger. The notion of the "avenging God" (Ps. 99:8; Nah. 1:2; CD
9:4-5). the "God of vengeance" (Ps. 94:l; IQS 4:12), "Yahweh's vengeance" (Nu.
31:3; Jer. 11:20; 20:12; 50:15,28:' 5l :11; Ezk. 25:14,17), or rhe "vengeance of God"
(1QM 4:12; 1QS l:10f.) derives from an ancient Semitic concept already expressed in
Amorite personal names consisting of the root nqm and a theophoric element. l6 Some
of these names carry the verbal form yaqqim < *vanqim, which can be interpreted as

indicative or jussive. Considering that the names often express a special relationship
between the believer and his or her god, and that they thus have the goal of invoking
divine protection for the believer, yaqqim can be understood as a jussive. The deity is
entreated to exercise the function of an "avenger" or "protector" of the believer. Thus
one might translate the PNs yaqqim-haddu, yaqqim-'el, and yaqqim-li'im as "may
Haddu/El/Lim avenge or vindicate." Translated thus, rather than invoking divine ven-
geance on a specific enemy, the names express the wish that the god might protect the
newborn child throughout life. This can be seen even more clearly in the theophoric
names constructed from the subst. niqm- (occasionally niqmtya with the I st person sg.
suf.), where niqm- is an abbreviati on of be'l niqmi, "lord of vengeance," "avenger, vin-
dicator." The expression occurs in a text from Mari: bel niqmiiu idukiu, "his avenger
has killed him"; the first -ia suffix ref'ers to the person whom one avenges, the second
to the person on whom one takes vengeance.lT At least one Amorite personal name
shows that the deity was viewed as the normal avenger of the believer: (bzl-) niqmtyq-
haddu, '6my avenger is Haddu." Although this personal name is associated with others
seemingly of the same type, these probably have a different explanation. Thus it is un-
clear whether a divine father is the intended avenger in the PN (bel-) niqmi-'abt, "the
avenger is my father." Similarly, one can ask whether yapu'fiiapa' and yatar in (bel-)
niqmi-yapu'and (bCl-) niqmi-yatar constitute theophoric elements or verbal forms sug-
gesting the translation "the avenger reveals himself'and "the avenger is stronger." The

1 6. I. J. Gelb, Compurer-Aided Analysi.s of Amorite. AS 21 ( I 980), 334f.
17. G. Dossin, Syr 20 (1939) 175 n.2.
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reigning dynasty of Ugarit preserved the tradition of these names. The kings Niq-
madd(u) and Niqmepa bear such names, even though the root nqm was not customary
in Ugarit. Other names, rather than expressing a wish, articulate gratitude for divine in-
tervention, allowing a family member to be considered avenged. The existence of cor-
responding names leaves no room for doubt, as shown by the Akkadian pN nabfi-tuktA-
ertba, "Nabu has taken vengeance."ls Such a name occurs in Ugarit, where na-qa-ma-
du, i.e., naqam-haddr?, means "Haddu has avenged."le phoenician attests a similar pN,
nqm'\, "El has avenged."2o

Even if Hebrew does not off'er analogous names, the OT does attest several exam-
ples of naqam, niqqam, or niqqzm with yahweh as the explicit or implicit subject (Dt.
32:43; I 5.24:13[12);2K.9:7;tsa. t:24;Jer. l5;15; 46:10;5t:36; Ezk. 24:8). To these
we may add the synonymous expressions meaning "to wreak vengeance,'or ,.to 

exe_
cute vengeance" in which similarly yahweh is the subject i hcitb naqam (Dt. 32:41 ,43;
Sir l2:6), nalan neqamA Q S. 4:8;22:48; ps. l8:4g[47]; Ezk. 25:14,11), .aiA 

neqamk
(Jgs. ll:36l.Ezk.25:17;cf.Ps. 149:7),'didndqdm (Mic.5:l4tt5l), or laqahnaqam
(Jer. 47:3). God can also send an "avenging sword" (fieref; noqemet, Lev. 26:25; CD
l:17f .), a "vengeful avenger" (leS 2:6), or a mighty ruler who will ..wreak vengeance,'
(CD 8: lf.). God is seen as one who intervenes to avenge the desecrated covenant (Lev.
26:25; cf . I QS 5:12; cD I : l7f.), zion (Jer.5l ;36), or rhe desrroyed temple (Jer. 50:2g;
5l:ll), as well as his people or his servanrs (Dr. 32:35,43;2 K.9:i; ps. 79:10; Isa.
35:4; Ier. 15: l5). Thus does he take vengeance on Midian (Nu. 3l:2f.), the Ammonites
(Jgs. ll:36), Babylon (Isa. 41:3; Jer.50:15,28; 5l:6,1t,36), Edom (Isa. 34:8;Ezk.
25:12-14), the Philistines (Ezk. 25:15-17), or on the nations in general (ps. 149:7). He
avenges himself on his enemies (Dt. 32:41; lsa. l:24; 59:17; Jer. 46:10; Nah. I :2; Mic.
5 : I 4[ I 5] ; CD 9:5), or for the faithlessness of Jerusalem (Ezk. 24:g). He can also inrer-
vene in personal affairs and take vengeance on Saul (l s.24:13tl2l;2 S. 4:g), on the
psalmist's adversaries (2 s.22:48 = ps. l8:48[47]), or on those of Jeremiah (Jer. I I :20;
20:12).In the eschatological view of eumran he will wreak his vengeance on the men
of the lot of Belial (lQS 2:6) and on the sons of darkness (leM 3:6). Although rhe spe-
citic manner of divine intervention remains undetermined in the prophetic predictions.
narrative texts indicate that God employs both human beings and events. In this sense
the armed men execute Yahweh's vengeance on Midian (Nu. 3l :3), and Rimmon,s two
sons consider themselves to be the executors of divine vengeance when they behead
Ishbosheth and bring his head to David (2 S. 4:7-g).

Lipifiski

18. AHw III, 1368a.
19. PRU,III, 196, 1,9: PNU, 168.
20. Benz,363.
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lPJ ,aq"p

contents: I. Etymology. II. l. oT occurrences; 2. Phraseology and Synonyms; 3. LXX;

4. Qumran. III. 1. OT Usage; 2. Sirach.

I. Etymology. The term nqp II represents a root not attested in East Semitic (cf' the

par. qfiD) The Larliest witness comes from Ugar' nqpt, "cycle, year'"2 Syt' neqep' "to

"firg 
a,', is comparable, as is Middle Heb. hiqqip or Jewish Atam.. 'aqqip, "to sur-

.ourd," Eth. wa[Af, "bracelet," and Arab. waqafa, "to remain standing'"

ll. l. OT Occuffences. The OT attests the verb once in the qal, 16 times in the hiphil

(including paniciples; Ps. l7:9 might belong to nqp I, "to cut down"); mention should

alsobemadeof thesubsts. niqpLQoccurrence) andfqfipA(4occurrences).Twooccur-

rences are in the Pentateuch, 6 in the Deuteronomistic history, 3 in the Chronicler's his-

tory, 5 in the Psalms, 2 in Job, and 1 in Lamentations; to these one may add 3 from Sirach'

2. Phraseology and Synonyms. The direct object is introduced 5 times by 'al and 4

times by ?.I; no distinction in meaning can be discerned (compare 2 K. 11:8 with 2 Ch.

23:7).
The frequent parallel usage with -+ f lo sdbab Q times) is noteworthy, sbD always

standing in ttre initiat position. To this are added the contextually associated sdbib Q

times). btn". parallel expressions include sph and bnh 'al (initial position) and iftr

hiphil (second position). Only 4 occuffences remain in which no parallel verb is used'

Subjects inCtude Yahweh (twice; cf. also Yahweh's wrath), persons (10 times), ob-

jects (i times), or abstract subjects (twice, including Yahweh's wrath).

An initial overview reveals that the occulrences involving Yahweh describe an act

of "surrounding" for the purpose of punishment, though this element derives from con-

textual factors rather than from the fundamental meaning of the word as "to surround'"

3. LXX. The LXX uses eight words in its translation: kykloiln (5 times; this usually

constitutes the rendering of sbb, as attested by about 63 examples) , perilcykloiln (once),

kyktos (once),lcjkl1sislonce), periichein (4 times), perilambdnein (once)' syndptein

(once), and syntelein (once); to this we may add poiefn sis6dn (once)'

4. Qumran. Only once (lQpHab 4:7) does nqphiphil appear in the Qumran writ-

ings. fne construction in this instance deviates from the usual OT witnesses insofar as

thI indirect object is introduced by be: "they encircle them with a mighty host'" While

7,SeeGesTh,912;R.Gordis, TheBookofJob.Moreshetseies 2(NewYork, 1978), l2,who

calls nqp "a metaplastic fotm of qAp."

2. WUS, no. 1847; UT, no. 7700.
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the causative aspect is clearly preserved, this usage constitutes a blending of the mean-
ings of nqp I and II, since contextually this encirclement is carried out for the purpose
of annihilation.

lll.l. or usage. The presumably earliest witness is found in ps. 48:13(Eng. v. r2),
a hymn to Zion in whose fourth section the call to a procession is issued. Walking
abot* (sbb) and circling (nqp) Zion has religious implications insofar as Zion is
Yahweh's city and the location of the temple of God (vv. 9f.). Here "age-old traditions
have been applied to Jerusalem (very likely already in pre-Israelite times). There can
be no doubt that mythical elements are involved";3 bellicose connotations are not dis-
cernible. These are remnants of elements according to which the (cultic) procession
guarantees power and strength.

Even though the Holiness Code in its present form derives from a relatively late pe-
riod, it nonetheless preserves extremely old elements, which seem to include Lev.19:27.a
The prohibition against haircutting (nqp hiphil ["rounding off'l pe'a1ro'J), based on su-
perstitious considerations, derives from the fact that in the early period special power was
attributed to one's hair (cf. Samson) and that hair was often used as a funerary offering.-5

lsa. 29:l , a text usually taken as Isaianic, offers a cult-critical accent, since the Isra-
elites are mockingly exhorted to let feasts continue to "run their round," a reference
probably to the annually recurring.festival cycle of significant celebrations. In this con-
text the term nqp closely resembles Ugar. nqpt (year, season),6 even though the cultic
perspective should be emphasized. The durative dimension of the prefix conjugation
emphasized by O. Rtissler accords extremely well with the intention of the passage,
since it is the repeated festivities that are being subjected to criticism.z

Though deriving from a later period (shortly before the exile), Josh. 6:3,1 I nonethe-
less attest the same content for nqp. Once again nqp follows and is subordinated to the
synonym sbb. The scene occurs in connection with the glorified portrayal of the taking
of Jericho. Although one must indeed note that in many passages sbb refers to hostile
or military encirclement (e.g,, Jgs. 16:2;20:5;1 S. 22:18;Job l6:13; ps. 109:3), such
passages are countered by examples in which adversarial dimensions can be com-
pletely discounted (e.g., I K. l8:37; Ps.26:6;32:10), showing that context rarher than
the word's fundamental meaning evokes the notion of hostility, though at times the
verb does approach the status of a military term. In connection with Josh. 6 we have al-
ready noted that two traditions are interwoven, one of which seems to have combative
implications.8 verses like 3 and I I are found in such passages; though men of war do
play a part here, they are to march around the city in the manner of a processional, as

3. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987),473.
4. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATII4 (1966),254.
5. B. Baentsch, Exodus, Leviticus, Numeri. HKATUZ (1903), 399.
6. Cf. W. G. E. Watson, "Fixed Pairs in Ugaritic and Isaiah,', W 22 (1972) 463.
7. "Die Priifixkonjugation Qal der Verba Ire N0n im Althebriiischen und das Problem der

sogenannten Tempora," ZAW 74 (1962) 126,137t.
8. Cf. H. W. Hertzberg, Die Biicher Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD IX 1s1974r,39t., 42.
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do the priests, rather than actually into battle. This lends credence to arguments that,

based among other things on the number seven' presuppose ancient traditions alluding

to a divine battle evoking notions of magic and involving the anxiety and terror elicited

by the numinous.e Worn down in this way, the city falls; poetic elaboration then de-

scribes the walls themselves collapsing'

The prophetic legend in 2 K. 6:8-23, which acquired its present form only around

the time of the exile, states that Syrian soldiers sulrounded (nqp) a city in which Elisha

was staying. The same circumstance is rendered in v. l5 by sbb. While in this instance

,4p i, ur"J in an implicitly hostile context, in 2 K. 11:8 (also situated within a multi-

layered text)r0 nqp ii used with sdp?l in connection with a protective function involv-

in! temple gruidu The underage heir apparent Joash is to be protected against

Athaliah's officers. In the par. 2 Ch.23:7 it is temple officials who are to prevent the

king from inappropriately entering the holy precinct.lr

trA. Nottmugg"ttr that I K. 7:24 (cf . the par. 2 Ch. 4:3) represents an excerpt from an

old register.12 iftt it it the case, the witness according to which the bronze sea was dec-

orated round about (nqp thiphill . . . sabiD with art work would be quite old. In con-

trast, this passage is eliminated as an older witness for nqp if one accepts the thesis that

the remark "they compassed the sea round about" constitutes a gloss to v. 24a'13 In any

event, 2 Ch. 4:3 attests the text in I Kings.

Isa. I 5: I -9, a passage dating probably from the later monarchy, describes the spread

of the cry of wogthroughout Moab by ushg nqp hiphil in l5:8. The causative function

of the hiphil comes to expression in its original import in this notion of sweeping dis-

semination (in the ,"r." of dynamic forward movement rather than encirclement)'la

Although Ps.22:17(16) might be dated in the postexilic period,rs some scholars

consider ii impossible to date. The portrayal of distress shows that a company of evil-

doers encircle.s the petitioner. Again, sbb is synonymously complemented' V. l7a( l6a)

describes the adversaries as a pack of dogs roaming about the mortally threatened peti-

tioner, ready to tear the cadaver to pieces.16 In Job I :5 the question whether the subject

of hiqqiptt is Job's children or the "days of the feast" should be decided in favor of the

,""ond possibility.rz It is extremety doubtful, however, whether the reference is to a

9. J. Bright, "Joshua," 18, II (1953), 578. On the ancient traditions see J' M. Miller and G. M.

Tucker, The Book of Joshua. CBC (1974),54f.
10. Cf. M. Rehm, Dcs zweite Buch der Kr)nige (Wiirzburg, 1982)' ll4'
11 . W Rudolph, Chronikbiicher. HAT U21 (1955), 2'l l '
72. Krinige (l-16). BKIX/l (21983)' 147f.

13. So E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch tler Ki)nige t-16. ATD XVI (1976), 77 n. l.
14. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng' trans.' Minneapolis, 1997)' 109'

15. Cf. C. A. Briggi, A Critical and Exe[etical Commentary on the Book of Psalms. ICC, 2

vols. (1906), I, l9l.
16. Cf. O. Keel et al., Orte und Landschaften der Bibel (ZurichlCologne/G<ittingen, 1984), I'

108f.
17. For the former see S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on

the Book o.f Job. ICC (1g21),II,25. For the lattersee G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI
(1963),70 n. 5.
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festival at year's end or even to ongoing, excessive celebration.ls One can correctly
note that there is no suggestion of debauchery.le The hiphil of nqp points out rather that
the festival period has come to an end (has come full circle, as it were; the causative
may have maintained its function here). Lam. 3:5 takes us back to the collapse of the
exile. In the second line of the three-part strophe beginning with b€1, the terms bnh'al
and nqp parallel one another. The point is that Yahweh himself drastically diminished
the t'ullness of existence (bilh be (ari, v. 4), so threatening the petitioner that he wastes
away as if among the dead (v. 6). The objection has been lodged against v. -5 that while
the first substantive refers to a concrete entity, the second refers to an abstraction,
which seems unacceptable.20

In addition to mitigating interpretations for ro'J as bitterness, other emendations
have also been suggested.2l F. Praetorius, w. Rudolph, ancl BHS (with reference to the
LXX) remain close to the MT.22 This reading, which corrects only y and w as scribal
errors, addresses the fact that all the substantives associated with the petitioner in vv. 4-
6 are accompanied by "my." The hiphil of nqp fits seamlessly here, since the direct ob-
ject is not always, and the indirect object is never, introduced separately. The sentence
reads accordingly: "He [God] envelops my head with tribulation [exhaustion]." The re-
maining problem is that bnh z/ is usually found in connection with war (Dt. 20:20;
Eccl.9:14;Ezk.4:2;the metaphorical usage in Cant. 8:9 can also be adduced here).

Given the previously discussed usage of nqp, one cannot understand the verb as a
military term, but rather must assume the presence of ongoing parallelism describing
the consequences of such a threat to one's existence.

The presumably postexilic text Job l9:6 is of interest because v.26 uses nqp l,
which one might consider a stylistic device. Again, Yahweh is the subjecr, and again
the reference is to hostile attack. God is portrayed as a hunter who "closed his net about
me." Portrayals in which a god captures his enemies with a net are attested quite early
in the ancient Near East (cf. Marduk spreading out his net to enfold the monster Tiamat
and the "Net cylinder" of Entemena).23 In this context the word nqp expresses the no-
tion of being enfblded on all sides.

In Ps. 88: I 7f.( I 6f.) Yahweh's expressions of anger and the attendant terrors are the
subject of nqp. The verbs sbb and nqp describe the threat that comes in round about
from all sides like a rising flood. In this case the aspect of hostility inheres in the con-
text rather than in the verbs themselves.

18. For the former see N. H. Tur-Sinai, The Book rf Job (lerusalem, 1967), 17f., with refer-
ence to the Ugaritic connection. For the latter see G. H<jlscher, Das Buch Hbb. HAT l/17
(21952), t3.

19. F. Hesse, Hiob. ZBKXIV (1977),25f.
20. D. R. Hillers, Lamentations. AB'7A(1972),54.
21. For "bitterness" see H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder (Thrcni). BK XX (41983), 52. For the others

see, e.g., BHK3.
22. Praetorius, "Threni III, 5. 16," zAw 15 (1895) 326; Rudolph, "DerText der Klagelieder,"

zAW56 (1938) ll0.
23. For the former see ANET, 67 . For the latter see the reference in M. H. pope, Job. AB 15

(31973), t4t.
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2. Sirach. The difficulty of the reading in Sir. 43:12 accotding to ms. B (h6q or the

marginal reading h6fi militates for following the Masada text,2a since God encom-

purr", or "encircles" (hiqqtpfl the vault of heaven (bfiS; cf . Job 22:_14).In Sir. 45:9

nqp hiphil describes the adornment bordering the priestly garments.zs The terms sbb

"id"jp are also parallel in 50: 12; the content, according to which (in metaphorical

portrayal) the sons surround the high priest, does not deviate semantically from the

earlier tradition' 
Reiterer

24. Cf . G. Sauer, ,Iesas Sirach. JSHRZ IIV5 (1981)' 612.

25. Cf. F. V. Reiterer. "Urtexr" und Ubersetzungen. ATS 12 (1980)' 156f'

aJ* nor;]''J ntr

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. Personal Names. II. In the OT: l. In House and

Tent;2.In the Sanctuary; 3. Metaphorical Usage;4. David; 5. Yahweh. III. LXX and Qumran.

1.1. Etymology.
a. The Root nwr The term ner, "light, lamp," is a nominal construction deriving

from the common Semitic root nwr or nyr whose original form nawir contracted to

nEr The root derives from the base nf which developed in various ways. In Hebrew it
is preserved only in nominal derivatives. The verb +'1;11 nahari "to shine," constitutes

the form of the root "expanded by the nonetymological h,"t as preserved in Aramaic'

The subst. ni4 "light,lamp," differs in orthography from nEr. Yet a further homonym

nir is usually understood to mean "ground newly broken."2 The term -) il1IJD menbrA'

"lampstand," also derives from the root nwf "to shine," which is not attested as a verb

in the OT. Several personal names are also constructed with ncr3

ndr S. Aalen, Die Begrffi "Licht" und "Finsternis" im AT im spiitiudentum und im

Rabbinismus. SNVAO (1951;; K. Galling, "Die Beleuchtungsgerate im israelitisch-jiidischen

Kulturgebiet," ZDPV 46 (1923) 1-50; M. Gdrg, "Ein 'Machtzeichen'Davids 1 Kcinige Xl 391"

yI 35-(1985), 363-68; P. D. Hanson, "The Song of Heshbon and David's NIR,* HTR 6l (1968)

297-320; A. van der Kooij, "David, 'het licht van israel,"' Vruchten van de uithof. FS H. 4'
Brorgrr, (Utrecht, lg7q: 49-57; W. Michaelis, "hlpoq tru1vlcx," TDM ly,324-27; H' P'

Rtige-r, "Lampe," BHHW, II, 1046f.; H. Weippert, "Lampe," BRLT, 198'201'

l. Wagner, 81.
2. But see I.l.b below.
3. See I.3 below.
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Akkadian attests the root in the form nawAru./namaru, "to be or become bright, to
shine," to which can be added the noun nuru, "light, brightness."4 The differentiations
discernible in Hebrew appear to be reflected in Ugaritic even in orthography. Thus
aside from the verbal forms of the root nw/yr in the sense of "to shine,"s we also en-
counter a masc. notJn rui "light, lamp," e.g., kd imn lnr ilm, "a jar of oil for the lamp of
the gods,"o next to the word nyr in a similar sense: yr! nyr imm, "Yrb, the illuminator
of heaven"T (Sir. 43:7 also refers to the moon as nr, "lamp"), or the fem. construction
nrt, e.g., nrt ilm ipi 'the lamp of the gods, Spy's (cf. Sir. 39: 17, where Syr. reads n r in
connection with the sun). Aramaic can be represented by Syr. nfira', "fire, brand,"e
Mand. nura, "fire,"to Biblical Aram. nfir "fire," in Dnl. 3 (14 times) and 7:9f., as well
as by Jewish Aramaic witnesses for nfira'in Midrash and rargs. The root occurs in
Arabic in the nouns nur; "light," ndr, "fte," and naur, "blossom."ll S. Fraenkel reckons
Arab. mandrat, "lampstand," among the Aramaic loanwords in Arabic.l2 But since
both the root and the form are common in Arabic, and since OSAmnwrt can also be ad-
duced, Arab. manara, seems instead to represent a genuinely Arabic construction,
while Eth. manarat is a loanword from the Arabic.13 The word read on the one hand as
mnr in a Lihyanite inscription and interpreted as the name of a month has on the other
hand been read by A. F. L. Beeston as wid, thus eliminating it as a witness for the root
nwr.l4

The root occurs in old South Arabic not only in the Minaean form already men-
tioned, mnwrt, in the sense of "laying a fire,"ls but also in the Minaean month name
8nw4 evoking either a cultic situation involving the altar fire,16 or light and fire in the
sense of heat. In Sabaean the fourth stem of the root nwr is attested quite often as hn4

4. For the former see AHw, ll,768b-7Oa; CAD, Xlll,209b-18b. For the larrer see AHw, ll,
805: CAD, XU2. 347b-51a.

5. WUS, no. I 850.
6. KTU, 4.284,6.
7. KTU, 1.24, 3l; cf. w. Herrmann, Yarifi und Nikkal und der preis der Kulardt-Gdttinnen.

BTAW t06 (1968), 11.

8. KTU, 1.6 I, 8f.
9. LexSya 421b.
lo. MdD,294b.
11. Lane, I,8,2865; cf. also P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico: III/IV: I

fenomeni naturali. La religione," AANLR 20 (1965) 138, 144.
12. Die aramciischen Fremdwbrter im Arabischen (Leiden, 1886),270.
13. Cf. D. H. Mtiller, WZKM I (1887),30. For Old South Arabic see RES, 2869,5. Cf.

W Leslau, "Arabic Loan-Words in Geez," "/SS 3 (1958) 164.
14. For the former see A. J. Jaussen, Mission orchdologique en Arabie. Soci4td des.fouilles

archdologiques 2 (Paris, 1909), no. 71, 5. For the latter see Beeston, Proceedings of the Sixth
Seminar for Arabian Studies (1973),69.

15. RES, 2869,5. Cf. W. W. Miiller, Die Wurzeln mediae und tertiae y/w im Altsiidarabischen
(diss., Tiibingen, 1962), 107. A different view is taken by M. 'A. Ghul, "New eatabani Inscrip-
tions," BSOAS 22 (1959) 20.

16. RES, 3458,7; so A. F. L. Beeston, Epigraphic South Arabian Calendars and Dating
(London, 1956), 16; cf. also M. Hcifner, "Die altstidarabischen Monatsnamen," Vorderasiatische
Studien. FS V Christiar (Vienna, 1956), 53.
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'to light a fire (of burnt off'ering to God)."17 Biella renders mnrt as "altar (for burnt sac-

rifice'l),"ts whereas the Sabaic Dictionary, given the uncertain context, does not risk a

definition. Finally, the root also appears in personal names.le In Mehri the expression

kebkib nuwtr is used as a reference to the star of Venus.20

Ethiopic also attests a root nwx W. Gesenius concluded that Eth. 'anware with the

meaning "to reprimand, disapprove, accuse, shame," derives from the original mean-

ing "to illuminate," just as Heb. hizht "to warn, caution," is related to the root 1hr "to
illuminate." or Aram. nehar can mean both "to illuminate" and "to infbrm or instruct

thoroughly.":l In the case of z.hr, however, we are dealing with two different, albeit

homonymous roots, and Aram. nehar"to illuminate" and "to instruct" are semantically

very close. Scholars as early as A. Dillmann voiced their doubts concerning the etymo-

logical derivation of Eth. nawara suggested by Gesenius, though even he does not

completely discount the possibility of a connection with the root n',vr.22 One must

presumably2l take the fundamental meaning of 'anwara to be "to brand with a mark,"
so that nawr "mark of shame"2a (cf. also Amhar. nciv''r andTigr. nciwri), was originally
a branding mark. Native-language lexicons distinguish two roots: on the one hand

noro, "to be tainted, disgraceful" (cf. Arab. ndwara, "to revile"), and on the other hand

nwr tn the G stem nawera and in the D stem nowwara, "to be lighted, illuminated," de-

riving from Arab. nur or ndr25

b. nir At least 3 passages (Prov. l3:23; Jer.4'.3; Hos. l0:12) employ what is gener-

ally taken as a homonymous word nir with the meaning "newly broken ground, fallow
tield." The only etymological clue is Akk. nrru, "yoke, crosspiece,"26 which was bor-

rowed by Aramaic as nira27 (also Mand. nira, "yoke,"28 and as an Aramaic loanword

in Arab. rir "double yoke"2e;. The semantic route leading from "yoke" to "fallow
field," however, seems a bit too distant to support the alleged kinship between the two
words. E. Kdnig virtually excludes any relationship between "newly broken ground"

and "yoke," "since during normal plowing draught animals also had Yokes."'lo In con-

trast, he views nir "newly broken ground," as belonging to the root nwr, "to be light."
in the sense of "bringing the lower layers of earth to light, thus creating newly broken

lancl." A. Guillaume's suggestion that we compare Heb. nir with Arab. bf r "fallow

17. Cf. Beeston. 101; Biella, 298; RES,4906,2, and elsewhere.
18. crH, 276,2.
19. Cf. I.3 below.
20. Cf. W Miiller, Wurz.elu 107.
21. GesTh.408.
22. Lexl,ingAeth, 671.
23. Cf . G. R. Driver. "Problems in the Hebrew Text of Proverbs," Bibl 32 (195 l) 185'

24. Dillmann, LexLingAeth,6Tlf.: macula, labes, virium.
25. Personal reference from W. W. Mtiller, Marburg.
26. AHw, ll,793b-94a; CAD, XUz, 260a-64b.
21 . Le.rSln 428a.
28. MdD.299b.
29. Fraenkel, Die oramcii,sclrcn Fremdwrirter 131.
3O. Hebrciisches und ttromiiisches Worterbuch zttm AT (Leipzig, 1910;0't19371,2rUO.
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ground," does not help either.3t ln any event, in Ugaritic the fcrrm nrl is attested by the
context ksrz, "spelt," in the sense of field or newly broken ground.32 The meaning
"newly broken ground. fallow field" in the OT has in part been passed down by the
earlyversions(Hos. l0:l2Vulg.;ler.4:3 LXXandVulg.; Prov. 13:23Vulg.: novaLis-
n6oma).

When Hosea (10:12) "employs the notion of newly broken ground, i.e., of the cre-
ation of new agricultural land by cultivation, he adroitly combines the imagery of land
acquisition and the urgent call to his contemporary listeners concerning the matter at
hand: The point is to bring about a completely new orientation."33 One can hardly
speak here of "f'allow ground of knowledge"34 (because the LXX and Targs. seem to
presupposes da'afi, since the metaphor of newly broken ground was not acknowledged
by the LXX (and Syr.), receiving rather the translation "light fbr yourselves a lamp of
knowledge." Jeremiah (4:3) employs the agricultural metaphor of fallow ground some-
what diff'erently to point out that seed can sprout only if it is not sown among thorns,
and only if the ground is tilled anew; the radical transformation of one's heart is the
only true atonement. The sense of Prov. l3:23 presents enormous difficulties: "The fal-
low ground of the poor yields much food, but another is swept away through injustice."
Since fallow ground does not normally yield rich harvest irnmediately, and since the
poor person does not represent any "ideal" extolled by the poets of Proverbs, the inter-
pretation of this passage is burdened from the beginning. "Perhaps this verse is saying
that even the meager, untilled ground lett over for the poor bears enough fbod as a re-
sult of Cod's steadfast concern, but that human injustice disrupts God's natural order
such ttrat want and distress result."3s The word nir should probably also be understood
in Prov. 2l :4b (despite numerous mss. and early versions with the pointing nEr) in the
sense of "fallow ground." Since, however, the line belonging to 2l:4b is apparently
missing, the question is idle whether one should translate "the fallow ground" or "the
lamp of the wicked is sin."

M. Noth has tried to equate the word nir in I K. I l:36 (where according to the usual
interpretation David is always to have a ntf i.e., a lamp in the sense of descendants, be-
fore Yahweh in Jerusalem) with nir "fallow ground," in Hos. l0:12 and Jer. 4:3.36 One
would then translate I K. I l:36: "So that David my servant may always have [the pos-
sibilityl of 'newly broken ground' [i.e.. of a new beginningl befbre me in Jerusalem."
Since Noth himself returned in his comm. on the books of Kings to the usual transla-
tion, however, it is appropriate to understand ntr in the sense of "fallow, newly broken
ground, newly tilled land," only in Hos. l0:12; Jer.4:3; and probably Prov. l3:23.37

31. "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography," Abr-Nahrain 2 (1962) 25.
32. KTU, r.t6lII, 10.
33. J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24/l (1983), 136.
34. So H. W Wolff, Ho:;ea. Herm (Eng. trans., 1974), 180, 186.
35. So H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD 1611 (31980), 58.
36. "Jerusalem und die israelitische Tradition," OfS 8 ( 1950) 36 = GSAT. ThB 6 (31966), 179.

Cf. II.4 below.
37. Kdnige (1-16). BKIXII (21983), 243t.,261.
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2. Occurrences. The term nCr occurs altogether 44 times in the OT, including 17

times in P (always in the plural except in Lev. 24:2 par.8x.27:20).In addition to the
usual orthography nr the form nyr also appears once (2 5.22:29). The plural is attested
only as a feminine construction ending in -61, i.e., ner61, and refers to "a multiplicity
conceived as consisting of individual specimens."3s To these can be added 4 occur-
rences(l K. l1:36;15:4;2K.8:19;2Ch.21:1)of nirinthesenseof "lamp,light,"in
reference to enduring stability or permanence, as well as nir in Prov. 2l:4.3e One can
ask whether the differentiation between n€r and ntr can be traced back to a semantic
distinction admittedly now hardly discernible, whether the differing orthography re-
flects dialect differences, or whether with the plene orthography nir the Masoretes in-
tended to draw attention to the fact that the reference in this case is always to the endur-
ing existence of the Davidic dynasty.

P. D. Hanson does not consider ntrtobe a secondary form of ner and interprets it
rather on the basis of Nu. 2l:30 with reference to Akk. ntru in the sense of dominion.
According to Hanson, Akk. nlru acquires the sense of "dominion of the king over a
conquered people or his sovereignty over his own subjects" and "the suzerain's harsh

subjugation of an intractable vassal, or his benign rule over obedient subjects."4o He
suggests further that in the OT Assyr, nrru as a technical term associated with the vo-
cabulary of dominion passed by way of various stages of reception in the northern
kingdom (Ahijah of Shiloh, I K. I l:29-39; the Heshbon song, Nu. 2l:30) into the
south as well, and ultimately into the vocabulary of the Deuteronomist (cf. I K. 11:36;
l5:4; 2 K. 8:19 par. 2 Ch. 2l:7). Hanson also interprets 2 S. 2l:171, Ps. 132:17 and
Prov. 2l:4 in this sense. On the other hand, M. Grirg points out that Egyp. n4 "power,
might," can throw light on the etymology of nir In Hebrew it may be that both the
meaning of Assyr. ntru and that of E gyp. nr may have coalesced semantically into an

individual concept. "When the Deuteronomist, positively inclined toward Judah as he

was, introduced this expression, he could interpret the 'yoke of dominion' as a 'symbol
of power' representing the tribe Judah as 'David's scepter."'

The remaining 27 occurrences of ner are distributed throughout the OT, though
Proverbs stands out with 6 occurrences (6:23; 13:9;20:20,27;24:20, and 31:18), as do
the Psalms and Job with 3 each (Pss. l8:29[Eng. v.28]; l19:105; 132:17; Job 18:6;
2l:17; 29:3) and Chronicles with 7 (including ner 3 times in the single verse I Ch.
28:15; besides this also 2 Ch. 4:20,21; l3:ll;29:7). The remaining occurrences in-
clude I S. 3:3; 2 S. 2l:17; 22:29:' I K. 7:49; Jer. 25:lO; Zeph. 1:12; and Zec. 4'.2
(twice). Finally, nr also occurs 3 times in Sirach (26:17a ms. Ct 43:7b ard 50:18b ms.

B). It does not occur in Genesis, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 2 Kings, Isaiah, or
Ezekiel, nor in the Minor Prophets (with the exception of Zephaniah and Zechariah) or
the Megilloth. It is extremely doubtful that sanwertm, "blindness" (Gen. l9:ll;2 K.
8:18; Isa. 6l:l conj.) has anything to do with theroot nwral

38. D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebrtiischen Syntax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1971),1,35,40.
39. See, respectively, II.4 below; I.1.b above.
40. P. 312. See AHw, ll,'794.
41. Cf. F. Rundgren, "E':l:llp Gen 19,11; 2 Reg 6,18," AcOr 27 (1953) 325-31; and
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3. Personal Names. NZr is the name of the father of Kish (1 Ch. 8:33; 9:36) and of
the father of Saul's cousin and commander Abner, whose name 'apndr or {ltnEr (l S.

14:50 et passim) uses the element ner as its second component. The term ner consti-
tutes the first component in nErtyd or nEriydhfi, the name of Baruch's father (Jer.

32:12,16 et passim) and of Seraiah's father (Jer. 51:59), a name also well attested in
extrabiblical sources.42 Personal names constructed with nr or nwr are relatively wide-
spread in Semitic onomastica; cf., e.g., Akk. dPN-nfrri;a3 lJgar. 'mnr, nryn, nrn;4a
Ammonite mnr on a seal;as Pun. b'lnr;46 Palm. nwrbl, nwry, nwr'th, 'tnwry;41 Saf. nr
nr'|, zbnr; Tham. nwr, rui dblnr; OSA mnwr dzbnr Sbnnr;a8 Arab. nawar.ae One is
tempted to understand the element nr or nwr in these names as a theophoric component
attesting the presence of a deity nr in the Semitic pantheon.so A good example would
be WUS, no. 1852, where nr is enumerated as a divine name in a list of gods. As it turns
out, however, the text reads knr, "the divine lyre of the cultic music," rather than nr5l
Furthermore, despite A. Dupont-Sommer, the fact that nr appears in an enumeration of
gods in the Aramaic inscription of Sefire may not be adduced as a witness to the pres-
ence of an independent deity nr since this constitutes a "secondary deification of the
concept nfiru, 'light,lamp,' referring to the spouse of Shamash, namely, Aya."s2 Nev-
ertheless, H. Donner poses the question whether Hebrew personal names constructed
with nr "are not based on an unnamed but concrete deity whose actual or imagined re-
lationship to light allowed substitution of the element 'l:."s3 Thus the interpretation
presented by Noth is still possible, namely, that these names actually represent "names
of trust and confidence" in which ndr is used as a metaphor for happiness and good for-
tune.54

A. Ahuvya, "On the Meaning of the Word Erlllfp (Gen l9,ll;2 Reg 6,18)," Tarbiz39 (1970) 90-
92.

42. Lachish ostracon l:5; Arad ostracon 31:4; on a vessel inscription from Tell Beer-sheba,
cf. Y. Aharoni, "Tel Beersheva," RB 79 (1912) 592; and on seals, cf. F. Vattioni, "I sigilli
ebraici," Bibl 50 (1969) 357ff., nos. 19, 50, 56.

43. AN, $29, lc; also APNM, 243f.
44. PNU, 165f.
45. P. Lemaire, "Nouveaux Sceaux H6breux, Aramdens et Ammonites," Sem26 (1976) 62t.
46. Benz,96, 363.
47. PNPI, 39,46.
48. G. Lankester Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-lslamic Arabian Names and In-

scriptions (Toronto, 197 I ), 585, 603, 295; and W. Miiller, Wurzeln, 107 .

49. W. Caskel , Gamharat an-Nasab: Das genealogische Werk des Hiiam ibn Muhammad al-
Kalbr (Leiden 1966), ll, 447; additional varying constructions can be found in J. J. Hess,
Beduinennamen aus Zentralarabien. SHAW (1912/19),51; and in W. M. Slane, Vocabulaire des
noms des indigines de l'Algirie (Paris, 1868; Algiers, 1883), passim.

50. Cf. M. Hdfner, "Nar (NUr), NA'ir," WbMyth, l, 45'1.
51. KTU, 1.47, 32: H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandcier Die

Religionen der Menschheit l0l2 (1970),169.
52. H. Donner, KAI, II,245,on Sefire I A,9. Cf. Dupont-Sommer, MAIBL 15 (1958) 32;

A. Lemaire and J. M. Durand, Les inscriptions aramdennes de Sfird (Paris, 1984), 170.
53. "t; (in Inscr. Safirdh Aa 19)," AfO 18 (1957158) 390-92.
54. rPN, 167t.
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The place-name )r?r preserved in Punic,s5 which can be associated with the toot nwr

and interpreted as "fire island," has a parallel on the Arabian peninsula: Al-Hamddnl'

al-Iklil VIII mentions in Yemen a certain dabal Yantr, evidence perhaps of former vol-

canic activity.s6

II. In the OT.
l. In House and Tent. Clay lamps preserved since the Middle Bronze Age show how

lamps were constructed. Although they initially had the form of an open, round shell or

,uri"., a small furrow or spout was later added to the rim for the wick. As these spouts

were enlarged, a flat foot was added to the saucers. Finally, the saucer sides were

folded tog"th". so that it had two openings: one for the wick (which was made of f'lax

fibers, piitd,Isa. 42'.3;43:17), and one in the middle into which one could refill oil' In

the Hellenistic and especially the Roman-Byzantine period the closed lamps were pro-

duced with the aid of molds, and were in part elaborately decorated. For the sake of

more efficient lighting one placed the lamp as high as possible on a lampstand (cf' Mk'

4:21), which is why the f'urnishings of a guest room included, in addition to a bed,

table, and chair, a lampstand upon which the lamp could be secured (2K.4:10); in con-

trast, in a tent the lamp hung high underneath the tent roof (cf. the reference 'dldw' Job

18:6;29:3).As is yet the custom among Bedouins today who want to ward off demons,

the light of the lamp probably burned while a person slept' The lamp can also be of use

during the day, e.g., when a small object such as a coin (Lk. l5:8) is being sought in the

housel lampsmust also be fetched when something is being sought in the city (Zeph^

l:12).

2. In the Sanctuary. According to 1 K. 1:49 par.2 Ch. 4:7 (cf. I ch. 28:15, accord-

ing to which these were golden and silver lampstands) there were altogether ten

lairpstands in Solomon's temple, five standing to the lett in the temple and five to the

rigtri 1cf. dso rhe plural in Jer. 52:19), though it is not said how many lamps each

lampstand held.sT It is unlikely that the lamps also were made of gold and silver, as

suggested by I Ch. 28:15. The formulation kaqb64a! menbrd fimenird (l Ch. 28:15)

seems to inclicate that the lampstands served different purposes and thus dift'ered in

size.58 When 2 Ch. 13:11 again speaks of only a single lampstand in the temple, this

shows that the Chronicler is thinking of the postexilic seven-branched lampstand,

whose lamps (according to 2 Ch. 13: I I ) were regularly lighted by the priests' ln Heze-

kiah's discourse (2 Ch. 29:7) one of the first abuses criticized is that the lamps in the

temple had been extinguished. Even though the OT evidence (Lev.24:3 par' Ex' 27:21

"from evening to morning" ; 2 Ch. 1 3: I I : "and care that the lamps may burn every eve-

ning") indicates only that the lamps of the lampstand burned during the night (cf' also

55. CIS, 267, 4.
56. Ed. M. al-Akwa', 135, 4. Personal reference from W' W' Miiller, Marburg'

57. Cf. C. L. Meyers, "Was There a Seven-Branched Lampstand in Solomon's Temple?" BAR

5/5 (1979) 46-s7.
58. So W. Rudolph, Chronikbicher: HAT V2t (1955)' 189.
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I S. 3:3 concerning Shiloh), the fact that the sanctuary (according to the portrayal in P
as well as in I K. 6) was windowless and thus dark even by day, as well as various indi-
cations in rabbinic tradition (Mish. Tomid 3.10;6.1), allows the conclusion that at least
one lamp burned during the day as well.

The text concerning the production of the lampstand (Ex. 25:31-40, a text lacking
unity) and the attendant account (P) of its actual production (Ex. 37:17-24) indicate
that the lampstand was to made of gold, and that on its six branches and central shaft it
bore altogether seven lamps. Nothing is said about the material used for the seven
lamps (Ex. 25:37), so one must probably assume they were made of clay.5e This
lampstand represents a preliminary form of the seven-branched lampstand familiar
from the relief of the Arch of Titus. The lamps were to be set up so as to give light upon
the space in fiont of the lampstand itself (cf. Ex. 25:37b;39:37 and Nu. 8:2). Josephus
(Ant.3.7.7 $182;8."/. 5.5 $217) and Philo (Vit. Mos.2.2l S$102f.) associare rhe seven
lamps with the number of planets.

Both Lev. 24:l-4 and Ex. 27:20f . (secondarily copied tiom Leviticus) address the
problem of supplying the lampstand with the best oil, and portray a different vessel than
that in Ex. 25:3lff . par.37:l7ft. Only one lamp is mentioned that is ro be placed on the
lampstand (peculiarly called a ma'6r here).lf n?r is not understood as a collective here
(there is no reason to do so), the reference is probably to a form of lampstand correspond-
ing perhaps to the vessel described inZec.4:2, one which, similar to the two sets of five
simple lampstands in the preexilic temple (l K. 7:49), had only one lamp.60

3. Metaphorical Usage. Just as light serves as a metaphor for happiness and good
fortune, prosperity and well-being, so also can the lamp in its function as a giver of
light be used metaphorically in this sense; indeed, ncr parallels '6r in Job 18l.6;29:3;
Ps. I l9: 105; Prov. 6:23; l3:9. In its praise of the good wife, Prov. 3 I : t 8 points our thar
this woman's lamp does not go out even at night, not because she keeps working at
night, but because her undertakings are profitable such that she can afford not to extin-
guish it at night. When burning brightly, the lamp means good fortune in life; if ir goes
out, it means death and demise. The extinguishing of such a lamp6t symbolizes misfor-
tune and demise, since darkness resembles death and conceals its terrors.

Hence profuse archaeological evidence has been fbund for lamps in tombs. The
burning lamp was understood as a symbol for the continuation of the family or clan.

Prov. l3:9 reads: "The light of the righteous burns brightly, but the lamp of the
wicked will be put out." Prov. 20:20 says similarly: "If one curses his father or his
mother, his lamp will be put out at the onset62 of darkness," pointing out metaphori-
cally that a bad son will fall into misfortune (cf. also Prov.24:20: "for the evil man has
no future; the lamp of the wicked will be put out"). In this sense Job 18:5f. also asserts

59. Cf. K. Galling in C. Beer, Exodus. HATll3 (1939), 133.
60. M. Ldhr, Das Rtiucheropfer im AT. Schiften der Kdnigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft 4l

4 (1927), 182, understands this as a hanging lamp.
61. -+ ilf) kdba Nil,38-39); see also d7<.

62. See BF1S.
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that the light in the tent of the wicked no longer shines, since the lamp above him has

gone our (cf. Job 21:17 , where the extinguishing of the lamp of the wicked is described

as their calamity, 'AA.In the pronouncement of punishment in Jer. 25:10 two meta-

phors describe how every sign of human habitation in the land will disappear: The

early morning grinding of the millstones will no longer be heard, and in the evening no

lamp will be seen burning.
Although the OT employs the lamp in various ways as a metaphoq the same is not

true of the lampstand, though lamp and lampstand are correlated: "Like the shining

lamp on the holy lampstand, so is a beautiful face on a stately figure" (Sir. 26: l7). On

the other hand, Gen. Rab.2O:7 compares the noble woman with a golden lampstand,

and her base husband with a clay lamp: mnwrh il zhb wnr il hrs 'l gbh, "a golden

lampstand and a clay lamp standing on it."

4. David. Assuming thatntr can represent a secondary form of nEf63 we find that

several passages apply the metaphor of the lamp to David or to the Davidic dynasty.6a

ln2 S.2l:17 David's men implore him with the words: "Go out no more with us to bat-

tle, lest you quench the lamp of Israel." They fear that David could be killed in battle

against the Philistines, so that the "lamp of Israel" (David as king) would be extin-

guished when it had hardly begun to burn. One should also view 1 K. l1:36; l5:4;2K.
8:19 and 2Ch.2l:7 against the background of this verse. In 1 K. ll:36 the prophet

Ahijah of Shiloh says to Jeroboam that though he (Jeroboam) will be king over Israel, a

son of Solomon will continue to reside in Jerusalem so that the promises made to Da-

vid wilt not be completely abrogated. Similarly, after negative estimations of the reigns

of Abijam (1 K. 15:4) and Joram (2 K. 8:19 par.2 Ch.2l:1), a Deuteronomistic

redactor65 points out that, in spite of this, for David's sake a lamp will remain before

Yahweh; this metaphor expresses confidence that the Davidic dynasty will not perish,

though it is not clear why this Deuteronomistic reference appears only in connection

with Abijam and Joram.

Ps. 132:7 asserts that Yahweh will prepare a horn and a lamp for David. Here, too,

the lamp can be understood as a symbol for the enduring dynasty (the horn might refer

to the male p otestas necessary for the continuation, or be viewed as a vessel for the oil
necessary to refill the lamp), so that one need not interpret the lamp as a symbolic term

deriving from the royal cult (with reference to Egyptian texts);66 rather, this is a "prom-

ise of blessing, culminating in the blessing of David."67

5. Yahweh. The metaphor of divine favor is taken from image of the continually

burning lamp; Job (29:3), reflecting nostalgically on his former happiness, mentions

63. Cf., however, I.1 and 2 above.
64. Cf. van der Kooij.
65. Cf. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen B 193 (Helsinki, 1975), 118f'

66. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989)' 483.

67. H. Gese, "DerDavidsbundunddieZionserwiihlung," ZTK6l (1964) 16 =VomSinaizum
Zion (Mtnich, 1974), 119.
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that God "let his light shine" over his (Job's) head (behill6 is to be undersrood as

bahilld in the sense of bahahill6). Thus it is Yahweh who makes a person's lamp bright
(Ps. 18:29[28]), or who is himself a person's lamp, as we read in the parallel passage
2 5.22:29. Since Yahweh's word and commandment show a person the right way, they
are like the nocturnal light lighting the way (Ps. 119:105: "Thy word is a lamp to my
feet and a light to my path"; Prov. 6:23: "For the commandment is a lamp and the
teachingalight";Ps. l19:l05appearsinwhatisperhapsanabbreviatedformonaRo-
man clay lamp in the inscription nlt, Prov. 6:23 on a Jewish bronze lamp;.ot

The fourth vision of the prophet Zechariah (4:1-6aa, l0b-14) speaks of the seven
lamps on the lampstand,6e each with seven lips (Zec. 4:2) so that seven-times-seven
flames burn, and identifies these lamps in its interpretation of the vision (4:10) as

Yahweh's eyes, which range over the whole earth.7o In contrast, the account of the
day of Yahweh in Zephaniah ( 1 : l2) tells how Yahweh will search through Jerusalem
with lamps to find even those who sit hiding in dark corners, so that no one escapes
judgment. Both the MT and the Vulg. read the pl. banndr61, and W. Rudolph ex-
plains this by suggesting that "a single lamp burns out too soon";71 this can hardly be
the meaning here, since, e.9., a lamp on the lampstand in the temple, freshly filled
with oil, burned throughout the night, and since it would have been simpler to keep a
jar nearby with oil for refilling the lamp (cf. Mt. 25:3). Both the LXX and Syr. thus
consider a single lamp in Yahweh's hand sufficient, The Targ. "perceives the image
as inappropriate for the omniscient God, and thus attenuates it to 'I will appoint in-
vestigators who will search through Jerusalem."'72 Perhaps the plural here alludes to
Zec, 4:2, so that the lamps are to be understood as Yahweh's eyes, from which noth-
ing remains hidden.

According to the MT Prov. 20:27 is also speaking about Yahweh's lamp: "The
neiamA of man is the lamp of Yahweh, searching all his innermost parts." It seems that
neiamd is understood here in the sense of a person's conscience, so that the verse is
saying that "one's conscience is a God-given faculty for understanding our motives."73
H. W. Wolfl howeveE points out that the meaning "spirit" or especially "conscience"
is nowhere attested for neidmd.Ta Hence it is not going too far to accept the generally
preferred conjecture noser instead of ndr and to translate: "Yahweh 'guards, watches
over' the breath of man, he searches all his innermost parts." The synonymous parallel-
ism supports this textual emendation.T5

68. Cf. J. B. Bauer, "Ps 119,105a als Lampeninschrift?" ZAW'14 (1962) 324.
69. Cf. K. M<ihlenbrink, "Der Leuchter im ftinften Nachtgesicht des Propheten Sacharja,"

ZDPV 52 (1929) 25'l -86; R. North, "Zechariah's Seven-Spout Lampstand," Bibl 5l ( 1970) I 83-
206.

70. Cf. also K. Seybold, Bilder zum Tempelbau. SBS 70 (1974),82f.
71. Micha, Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanja. KATXllll3 (1975),263.
'12. tbid.
73. Ringgren, Spruche,8l n. 6.
74. Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974), 59-60.
75. -+ ;'lDi7: neiam6.
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III. LXX and Qumran. The LXX translates ner almost exclusively with llchnos
(the exception being Prov. 13:9 with phSs;20:10 = LXX 2O:9a and 24:20 lamptiir').

The LXX seems also to have found the metaphor of the lamp in Nu.21:30. Finally, the

LXX renders nir in Prov. 2l:4 with lamptil4 and similarly apparently reads ner from

wnrgn in 16:28, translating with lampt6r; neither does it acknowledge nir in Hos.

l0: l2 as "fallow ground," but rather, as in Prov. l3:9, arrives at a completely different

metaphor by its renderi ng with ph6s than the MT; this shows "that the LXX in any case

pref'ers the lampstand-light topology."uo
ln Qumran neither ner61 nor men|rd plays any special role. Only llQT 9:12 and

22:1 mention lamPs' 
Kelrermannf

76. Michaelis. 327 n. 1'l .

NlDl rraia'; nNlrD mai'€!; t\wD ma{id';

nNV il?1; Xrl, .(i'; l\pD maiia'
i$pD maiiaZ; N'IPJ ll naii'll;

contents: I. Fundamental Meaning. II. Cognates: l. Ugaritic;2. Aramaic; 3. Akkadian; 4.

Phoenician; 5. Moabite. IIL OT Usage: 1. General Considerations; 2. Bearing in the Sense of

Sutl'ering; 3. naia' 'awOn and Synonyms; 4. Idioms. IV. l. Qumran; 2. LXX.

I. Fundamental Meaning. The root ni', "to lift high, carry, take," is a common Se-

mitic root referring to the physical movement of raising, lifting up, and carrying, along

natu'. P. R. Davies, "Ark or Ephod in I Sam XIY 18?" "/7S 26 (1975) 82-87; W. Eichrodt.

"Sin and Forgiveness," Theoktgy of the OT. OTL,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1961-67), II, 380-495;

M. I. Cruber, i'The Many Faces of Hebrew E'lD Nlrl 'lift up the face,"' zAw 95 ( 1983) 252-60;

R. Knierim, Die Hauptbegrffi filr stinde im A'I (Gtitersloh,21967); L. Kopf, "Arabische

Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelworterbuch," yf 8 (1958) 16l-215; B. Lindars, "'Rachel

Wieping-for Her Children'- Jeremiah 31 15-22," JSOT 12 (1979) 47-62; K. D. Sakenfeld,
,.The Problem of Divine Forgiveness in Numbers 14," cBQ 37 (1975) 317-30; G. Schwarz,
"'Begiinstige nicht. .'? (Leviticus 19,15b)," BZ 19 (1975) 100; I. L' Seeligmann"'Zur
Terminologie fi.ir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen Hebriiisch," Hebrdische

wortJbrschung,. FS W. Bawngartner svT 16 (1967), 251-78, esp. 27Off .; E. A. Speiser, "census

and Ritual Expiation in Mari and Israel," Oriental and Biblical Studies (Philadelphia, 1967),

171-86; J.J.Stamm, Erk)senundVergebenimAT(Bern, 1940),esp.67-70;F.Stolz,"Rl':ni'to
lift, bear," TLOT Il, 769-74', V. Taylor, Forgiveness and Reconciliatkn (London, 21952);

W. Zimmerli, "Die Eigenart der prophetischen Rede des Ezechiel," ZAW 66 (1954) 1-26, esp. 9-

12.
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with every conceivable association. This wide semantic scope is attested throughout
Semitic literature. In addition to the verbal root, we also find substantives, which form
idiomatic expressions in specific contexts. The main emphasis, both in the physical
and in the emotional and spiritual sense, resides in the notion of carrying or bearing, be

it punishment, shame, or something similar. In the OT this notion has been expanded to
include the principle of forgiveness, and forgiveness is itself associated with the idea of
lifting away or taking away guilt, sin, and punishment. Since the expression for for-
giveness is frequently semantically the same as "bearing the burden of punishment,"
forgiveness is frequently understood as "to bear, carry away, settle, etc."

II. Cognates.
l. Ugaritic. The root rz.f ' occurs over 60 times in Ugaritic.l The fundamental mean-

ing "to carry a burden" manifests itself frequently. The sun god lays the dead Ba'al on
'Anat's shoulders so that she can carry his corpse into the netherworld;2 but'Anat also
"lifts" her wings to fly.: Paghat lifts up her father (Danel) and places him on a donkey.a
In the Sa[ar-Salim text r.i'refers to the "raising" of a bow to shoot a bird.s Precisely in
this text, however, several difficult passages occur. In KTU 1.23,54,65 the translation
of ii 'db depends on whether one understands'db as a verb or a noun. In the first case

the translation "arise [raise yourselfl and present the off'ering" is appropriate; in the
second case it is a "presentation [a lifting upl of an offering" (cf. I Ch. 16:29). In the
myth of the struggle between Ba'al and Yamm, two of Yamm's emissaries come to the
divine assembly. At their entry the gods drop their heads to their knees as a gesture of
fear and subjection. Ba'al answers: "Lift up, O gods, your heads from upon your knees,

fiom upon your thrones of princeship" (i'u ilm r'aitkm lzr brktkm ln kh! zblkm).6 L.29
responds: "The gods lifted up their heads from upon their knees." Although the refer-
ence is to the lifting of heads, the context also implies boldness and independence on
the one hand, and the reestablishment of honor on the other. The corresponding OT id-
iom is naia' rd'J.7 Ugaritic also uses the term to ret'er to the lifting of one's head in the
literal sense alone.8 The root nsY'also appears frequently (30 times) in the phrase ni'g
wsyh, "to lift up one's voice and cry" (cf. Heb. ndid' q6l + verb).e In order to liberate
Ba'al from the power of the god of the dead, 'Anat "lifts up her voice and cries."lo

Ugaritic (with 12 occurrences) as well as other Semitic languages attests the expres-
sion ni"nwph, "to lift up one's eyes and behold."llThe expression "to lifl up one's

l. WUS, no. 1859; UT no. 1709.
2. KTU, 1.6I, 14; ANET 139.
3. KTU, l.10ll, I0f.; ANET, 142.
4. KTU, l.19II, l0; ANEI 153.

5. KTU,1.23,37.
6. KTU, 1.21,27f .; ANET, 130.
7. Cf. lII.4.b below.
8. KTU,1.16III, 12.

9. See III.4.e below.
lO. KTU, 1.6II, I lf.; cf. KTU, l.l9 II, 12f.,
I l. See III.4.d below; cf. KTU, l.l9 l,29,

l6; and 1.4 ll,2l;ANET 140; cf.also 133, 141.
ll, 27; 1.4 II, 12; 1.10 ll, 13; ANET, 142.
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hands" (ni' yd) occurs twice, clearly referring to worship and offering, and thus to a
form of human behavior in addressing the gods.12

The passive N stem of n.Y'occurs in reference to "carrying a sick man into his

bed."l3 In contrast, the Gt stem means "to be upright, to get up," a reference either to

one's erect posture while sitting or to raising oneself up.la For the OT compare the sim-

ilar meanings of the niphal and hithpael (Nu. 23:24; Ps. 7:7[Eng. v. 6);94:2; Prov.

30:32; Isa. 33:10).

2. Aramaic. The root n^f'occurs in all periods of Aramaic literature, and in widely
varying contexts. Old Aramaic witnesses are the inscriptions from Panammuwa, Zakir,
and Sefire, where the expression n,f'yd occurs twice with the meaning "to pray" and

"to take a solemn oath."15 The expression ni"l {ptym, "to raise to the lips,"to expresses

the articulation of a plan, in the present context the planning of murders against a liege

lord or his descendant. The meaning in the other Old Aramaic witnesses evokes more

the fundamental meaning "to take away" (property), "to lift up high."tz
Documents in Official Aramaic attest n.f in a marriage contract from Elephantine,ls

in which in the enumeration of the bride's property we find the remark kpn lmnS' mih,
"spoons [vessels?] for carrying [storing?] salve/oil." According to the Arshama docu-

ment an official's son receives permission "to take possession, to assume responsibil-

ity" for property originally given to his father.re

The root n.f 'occurs 9 times in the words of Ahiqar in its original meaning of lifting
up various goods (sand, straw),2o as well as in the haphel "to cause to be carried." It re-

fers to lifting one's foot, to taking possession, and to the high estimation of wisdom.2l

In Biblical Aramaic n,('occurs in Dnl. 2:31-35, where the wind carries away the pieces

of the demolished statue like chaff. The impv. i€' (Ezr.5: l5) demands of Sheshbazzar

that he take the temple vessels and assume responsibility for them. Finally, inEzk.4:19
the hithpael participle is used as a substantive in its meaning "to rise up against some-

one," and is associated here with meraQ, "rebellion," and '€itaddtrr "sedition."

3. Akkadian.In Akkadian naitr means"to lift up, take up." Here the field of mean-

ing is definitely expanded when the reference is both to "carrying away" and "trans-

porting" objects on the one hand, and to "accepting" objects on the other. The semantic

nuance of taking possession is touched on, as is the notion of giving over and carrying
goods for the purpose oftax collection. The termnaifr also refers to brandishing weap-

12. KTU, 1.14 II, 22; lY, 4f .; ANET l43f . Cf .11.2; III.4.a below.
13. KTU, 1.14II, 46; ANET 143.
14. See esp. KTu, l.l7 Y,6; similarly KTU, 1.19,1,21. Cf. KTU, 1.40 l6f .

15. For "pray" see KAI,2O2A:ll; for "take a solemn oath" see 214:29.
16. KAI, 224:14-16.
17. For the former see KAI, 2228:38f .; for the latter, 224:26.
18. BMAP,7:19.
19. G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifrh Century r.c. (Oxford, 1954),2:4.
20. Ll. 111f.; see ANET 427-30.
21. See, respectively, ll. 122f.;1. l2l (ct. Driver, Aramaic Documents,2:4);1.95.
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ons and to putting on and wearing clothes. In the metaphorical sense it refers to the ele-
vation of a person to a higher status.22 In the S stem naifi means "to cause to be car-
ried," in the N stem "to be raised, elevated," or intransitively "to get up."

The following idioms are constructed in connection with substantives: tna naifi, "to
raise the eye(s)": "to watch out, to peer at greedily or eagerly"; pdnl naifi, "to raise the
face": "to desire, yearn for, worry"; qdtz naifr, "to raise the hands": "to pray, take an

oath"; libba naifi, "to raise the heart": "to wish, strive for"; rEia naifi, "to raise the
head": "to inspect, elevate, honor"; then also arna naifr, "to suffer punishment"; llta
naifi, "to bear punishment for a crime"; and pifudta nait, "to bear responsibility."

4. Phoenician. The root occurs 5 times in Phoenician, 4 of those in the Eshmunazar
inscription23 and once in RES, 1215, 6. The sarcophagus inscription of Eshmunazar is
concerned with preventing his desecration or "removal" (taking up, carrying away). In
RES, l2l5 the term refers to the citizens of Sidon, who have to "pay, deliver up," taxes
that are due.

5. Moabite. The root n.f'occurs twice in the Moabite Mesha inscription with the
metaphorical meaning "to lead." Thus Mesha leads an army to lahazin order to take it,
and leads shepherds (?) to tend small livestock (?).24

Freedman - Willoughby

III. OT Usage. l. General Considerations.
a. With more than 650 occurrences without any noticeable significant distribution

statistics (except Ezekiel, with 68 occurrences) , ndid'represents a very common OT
word; hence the large number of synonyms and antonyms comes as no surprise. Indi-
vidual semantic spheres, however, should be examined separately.

In the meaning "to lift lup," ndid'is more or less synonymous with'dmas, "to lift,"
salal, "to carry," ndtal, "to load," then also ybl hiphil, "to bring," and ldqah, "to take."
Antonyms include .f/k hiphil, "to cast, throw."

The niphal in the meaning "to be elevated, lifted up," can also be expressed by rttm
or qfim, "to be high, raise oneself, arise," or by gdlah, "to be high, exalted"; antonyms
include idp7l, "be low, abased." The piel corresponds semantically approximately to
ntl piel, "to suspend, keep, maintain," and to gdl piel, "to make great, powerful."

The expressiot ndid' pdniru is largely equivalent to hanan, "to be graciols," rdsi,
"to be pleased," though also to knh piel, "to flatter," nkr piel, "to prefer," and nbt
hiphil, "to regard, look upon in a friendly manner."

The expression naia'4dl corresponds largely to qara', "to call," and to sd'aq, "to
cry out."

The expression naia''awdn in the sense of "to forgive" is synonymous with the

22. + X'WJ nait'.
23. KAI, l4;5,7, lO,2l; ANET 662.
24. KAI, l8l:20, 30; ANET 320.
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verbs -+ n)O stn, "to forgive," and -+ aD) kipper "to atone," then also with + i1i2J

nqh piel, "to declare innocent," + i'lD) ksh piel, "to cover," and metaphorically 'br
hiphil, "to let (sin, guilt) pass by."

b. Hebrew constructs the following nouns from the verb: --> N!ir: ndit', "one lifted
up or exalted, prince"; *ndit'Il occurs only in the plural with the meaning "damp fog,
mist" (Ps. 135:7;Prov. 25 14 Jer.l0:13;51:16);25 -+ N'irD masia', "burden," "raising
(the voice)" = "pronouncement, utterance";26 mai'e1, "lifting up, tax, off'ering," in the
expression mai'ay he'anan, "cloud of smoke, smoke signal" (Jgs. 20:38,40).zz lrrn"t
forms include ma:ffo', "partiality," lit. "raising of the face" (2 Ch. l9:7);zt maiid'd,
"lifting up" (Isa. 30:27); and the textually very uncertain mai'6! (Ezk. l7:9), which
some think represents an aramaism (infinitive).zs

The word .fe?1 occurs with two meanings: as "lifting up, nobility" (e.g., Job 4l:17;
Ps. 62:514D, and as "skin blotch," lit. "raised place" on the skin (Lev.
13:2,10,19,28,43; 14:56).30 Finally, the term xii', "loftiness, pride" (Job 20:6), is
unique, and its derivation trrom na:f is not undisputed.3l

Among these nominal constructions, --> Nil/D maiid', "prophetic pronouncement,"
is of particular theological significance.

Fabry

c. The fundamental meaning of naia', '1o lifl, raise," is fbund in Gen. J:lJ:"andthe
waters increased, and bore up the ark, and it rose (rAm) high above the earth" (cf. Isa.

5:26;11:12;and elsewhereinreferencetoafieldstandard;32 Isa. 10:26, arod;2:4,a
sword). With the same meaning the verb can function as a kind of auxiliary verb, ap-
proximately in the sense of "to lift up in order to carry or hold" (Gen. 21: l8; Jgs. 9:48;
2 S. 2:32; 4:4; Am.6: l0). From this perspective the meaning "to carry" emerges (Gen.

37:25;44:l;45:23; I S. l0:3; Jer. l0:5), then also "to carry away" (l S. l7:34; cf. Nu.
l6: I 5).

A senrantic extension is evident when naia'no longer refers simply to physical lift-
ing, e.g., in the semantic nuances of "to take away" (cf. Jgs.2l:23; I K. 15:22; 18:12;
Lam. 5:13; Mic. 2:2) and "to receive" (Dt. 33;3; I K. 5:23[9]; Ps. 24:5). When the con-
cern is with tribute or gifts, naia' can mean both "to give, bring" (Jgs. 3: l8; 2 S. 8:2,6;
cf. also Ps. 96:8; Isa. 60:6) and "to receive" ( l Ch. l 8: 1 1 ).

Jer. 17:21,27 inculcates the prohibition against bearing any burden on the sabbath.
"Bearing the yoke" is a metaphor for the burden of suffering in Lam. 3:27. Weapon

25. For a discussion of the terminology of meteorological phenomena cf. R. B. Y. Scott, "Me-
teorological Phenomena and Terminology in the OT," ZAW 64 (1952) 1l-25, esp.24f.

26. Cf. HAL, II, 639f.; BLe,490b.
27. Lachish Letter 4:10; cf. KAI, 194:10.
28. On the fbrm's construction see BLe,493zr1 or er1; cf. III.3.g below.
29. So BLe, 44lc; ct. also HAL, II, 640.
30. -+ I1V"|I $Ara'a!.
31. Cf. C. Rabin, "Etymological Miscellanea," Studies in the Bible. ScrHier 8 ( 1961), 399,

who suggests it is a cognate of Arab. id'a(y), "to wish."
32. --> O) nds (1X,437-42).
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bearers @Aft'keltm) are frequently mentioned (Jgs.9:54; I S. 14:1,6f.,12-14,171. 16.21;
31:4-6; 2 S. l8: l5).

Several passages speak of carrying the ark: in the wilderness (Ex. 37:5), crossing
the Jordan (Josh. 3:3,8, etc.; 4:9f.), at the conquest of Jericho (Josh. 6:6,12,13), and
while transporting the ark to Jerusalem (2 S. 6:3f.,13,15). The miikdn and its furnish-
ings are carried in the wilderness (Nu. 1:50; l0:17; utensils also in F,x.37:14f .,21; cf .
also Isa. 52:8). Deutero-Isaiah speaks scornfully about carrying idols (Isa. 45:20 and
esp. 46:1,3,4,1 . according to which the animals carrying the images become tired
themselves, while God carries his people always; cf. also Am. 5:26).

The wind lifts up chaff and such and carries it away (lsa. 40:24;41:.16) 
- thus are

human beings before Yahweh;57:13 says something similar about useless idols; cf.
also 64:5(6): "Our iniquities, like the wind, take us away." The Spirit of Yahweh seizes
the prophet and carries him away ( I K. 18: l2; 2 K. 2:16); this is said several times of
Ezekiel (Ezk. 3:12,14 1l: l; 43:J).::

During the time of salvation Israel's mountains will become green and "bear"
fruit @a{a' pert, Ezk.36:8); metaphorically rhe assertion is made (Ps. 72:3) rhar un-
der a good king the mountains and hills will bear idl6m and ;"ddqA.The vine of Is-
rael brings forth ('di6) branches and bears fruit (peri, Ezk. 17:8; v. 23 exchanges the
verbs).

Ringgren

The most fiequent meaning of ndid'niphal is "to be high, elevated, lifted up,"
then also "to be exalted." This is said of God (Isa. 6:1;57:15; cf. Ps. 94:2; Isa.
33:10),of theServant(Isa.52 13), of thekingdom(l Ch. l4:2),of hillsandmoun-
tains (lsa. 2:2), etc.

The term na:ia'also ref'ers to the "carrying" or "bearing" of burdens with the conno-
tation of empathy and concern. This extends to the sharing and collective bearing of
burdens. In this general category the verb refers to the bearing ofresponsibility. In Ex.
18 Jethro advises Moses to share the responsibility of leadership with appointed
judges, "so it will be easier for you, and they will 'bear' [responsibility] with you"
(v.22:cf. Nu. ll:11-14;Dt. l:9-12).Althoughtheinitialconcerniswithadminisrrarive
responsibilities, the office of leadership also involves bearing the people's complaining
and murmuring. At the same time, however, this task of carrying the people as a father
carries his child (Nu. ll) implies that such leadership includes warm and loving con-
cern for the people. Carrying a people means loving and protecting it, sharing its bur-
dens, yet also exposing its mistakes (cf. also Dt. 1424; Job 2l:3).

The same expression can be applied to God's relationship with Israel: He carried Is-
rael through the wilderness not only in the sense of guidance but also and especially in
the sense of support. The metaphor in Ex. 19:4 shows "how I bore you on eagles'
wings and brought you to myselfl'(cf. Dt. 32:11). Dt. 1:31 addresses God's parental

33. See G. Widengren, Literary and Psychological Aspects of the Hebrew Prophets. UUA
fasc. l0 (1948), 103ff.
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concern for his people using naia': "You have seen how Yahweh your God bore you,

as a man bears his son, in all the way that you went." The notion of carrying exhibits

emotional connotations here deriving from the father-son relationship.
Prophecy employs the metaphor in the same sense in its reference to the shepherd

who carries his lambs (Isa. 40:l l; 46:3;63:9). In its fullest sense, then, "carrying" im-
plies "helping, guiding, leading, supporting, and caring for."

Such "carrying" also includes "bearing." Moses bears the burden of people; he

bears not only their accusations, but also their difficulties and weaknesses. Something

similar is said of God, though he, too, can ultimately become too weary to bear the bur-

den of the people (cf. Isa. l:14; Jer. 44:22).

2. Bearing in the Sense of Suffering. "Bearing a burden" resembles semantically the

notion of bearing in the sense of suffering. This is the meaning of naia', e.g., in Job

34:31;Ps.55:13(12);Prov. l8:14;30:21. This is especially clearwhen the verb is asso-

ciated with objects such as herpd,"scorn, abuse" (Ps.69:8[7]; Jer. 15:15;31:19;Ezk.
36:15; Mic. 6:16), l(limmd, "disgrace" (Ezk. 16.52,54;32:24f.,30;34:29; 36:6f,;

44:13), and others.
In Jer. 10:19 the nation (?) confesses that it must bear an affliction, according to

3l:19 the disgrace of its youth. These laments witness areflection on one's guilt, the

awareness of having been chastised by God, and the admission of shame prompted by

one's own transgressions (cf. Ezk. 16:52,58;32:24f.;36:7, et passim).

The focal point is frequently the source of one's disgrace: Israel's enemies, neigh-

boring nations. The outcome, however, is almost the same, since such pressure from
adversaries is viewed in connection with Israel's own sins. The demise of the king-
dom is the main object of scorn that Israel must bear (as a consequence of its own
guilt and of external oppression). The ambivalent character of ndid' is reflected here

in the fact that it is used with equal facility to refer both to the raising of accusations

against someone and to the bearing of scorn brought by others. The righteous person

is thus said to bear the shame brought upon him by his adversaries, while he himself
raises no charges of his own against his neighbors. Thus we read of suffering the re-

proaches of the nations (Ezk. 34:29;36:6f.,15), though these same nations must then

suffer their own humiliation (Ezk. 36:'7; cf . Ps. 89:51[50]) as punishment for the hu-

miliation they have themselves meted out. Bearing in the sense of suffering thus can-

not in any way be limited to physical suffering alone. Indeed, more attention is given
to offenses resulting from words, and to insults and the smearing of a person's honor

in mockery and taunts.

One series of passages touches on the aspect of injustice to the point of theodicy.

The speaker asseverates his own innocence, yet must suffer the most grievous perse-

cution (Ps.69:8[71; Jer. 15:15). Here the notion predominates that it is possible to
suffer disgrace tbr someone else's sake, especially for God; this does not yet, how-
ever, address the question of representative suffering, since these afflictions issue

from adversaries, not from God. A person does not bear them in someone else's

stead but rather our of faithfulness and loyalty to God. This notion is associated with
the use of the expres sion naia' 'awbn in the meaning "forgiveness of sins and recon-
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ciliation,"3a and its implications are obviously important for theology: there is suf-
fering (the bearing of insult and reproach) that does not result from sin but rather

from one's faithfulness and loyalty to God.

3. ndid' 'aw6n and Synonyms. The root ndSd', in connection with terms for sin and

related words,3s means lit. "to bear (injustice, sin, transgression)," an expression refer-
ring to three specific situations.

a. The first is the bearing of one's own iniquity in connection with the confession of
one's own guilt and an understanding of its punishment. Taking guilt upon oneself in
this sense means acquiring an understanding of the relevant context and its acceptance.

The reference can be to ritual regulations: priests wear linen breeches "lest they bring
guilt upon themselves" (8x.28:43; cf. Lev. 22:9;Nu. 18:32). According to Nu. l8:22
the Israelites are not permitted to approach the ark of the covenant, since in doing so

they would profane the sacred place and bring guilt upon themselves. According to
Lev. 19:17 one is not to hate one's brother lest one bring sin upon oneself. This seems

to confirm the notion that by not putting aside concealed hatred against one's fellow a
person brings guilt upon him- or herself for the sake of that other person. Responsibil-
ity for guilt involves both an ethical and a ritual basis, even if OT laws do not address

this distinction explicitly. The ritual is worthless if performed without inner participa-

tion, particularly since it is supposed to express one's innermost disposition (humility,
worship, righteousness, conversion, etc.).

Yet another matrix is addressed by the fact that Aaron is responsible for transgres-

sions involving the holy offering (Ex. 28:38); this is a matter of ongoing responsibility,
not of specific deeds. Even though the focus is on accoutrements, ethical concerns are

implied here as well (cf. Nu. 18:l).
The expression naia' 'awbn also refers, of course, to responsibility for one's cur-

rent transgressions. According to the ancient Israelite legal principle deriving from
the act-consequence relationship, a sinner has to answer personally for his or her
own transgressions. Only rarely do texts mention any influence by God on this situa-
tion.

"Bearing guilt" and "suffering punishment" are to be distinguished, though they are

frequently viewed together. Specific transgressions are punished by specific measures,

but the payment of such punishment does not remove guilt. The person who trans-

gresses against the law incurs serious guilt, since through one's transgression one has

alienated oneself from God and from the worshiping community. This self-removal
from the worshiping community is the most drastic effect of sin and can be borne only
by the guilty person her- or himself. Here forgiveness and reconciliation commence

with an alleviation of the burden of guilt, the removal of the divisive barrier, and a
bridging ofthe separation. The consequences ofthe misdeed in the natural and histori-
cal sphere, however, are unaffected by this. The OT literature consistently uses the for-

34. See 3 below.
35. -+ Jlll 'aw1n; fue1', -+ NDB hdfi'(chdtd') (IV 309-19). For related words -+ 9l?D peia'.
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mula "he [the guilty personl shall bear his iniquity," i.e., he is responsible lbr his deed.

This is equally a legal formula and a religious principle.
Ritual transgressions (Lev. 7:18; l7:16; 19:8; 22:16) generate their own guilt,

though apparently not as a result of the underlying motivation; cf. Lev. 5:17: "If any

one sins, doing any of the things which Yahweh has commanded not to be done, though
he does not know it, yet he is guilty and shall bear [the consequences ofl his iniquity."
l'his rule would apply more to the sphere of cultic law (laws normally not familiar to
the lsraelite layperson) than to fundamental ethical principles. At the same time, igno-
rance may also be a f'actor in such complex prescriptions as those addressing forbidden
degrees of kinship in sexual matters (which should be viewed more as sociological
than ethical prescriptions). In such cases the burden of guilt is more a formality, since

the essence ot guilt involves premeditated violation and malicious intention. If the

deed was committed in good taith or ignorance, then the guilt existed independent of
any later acceptance, and the main concern was, e.g., fbr the payment of reparation or
restitution.

According to Lev.5:lff., contact with a corpse makes a person unclean, and thus

guilty, even if this occurs unknowingly, and a person defiles the community if he does

not cleanse himself. Lev. 20:.17-20 deals with transgressions against sexual laws,

which sirnilarly are described in the terminology of the contamination of the hclliness

of the community. Lev. 24:15 addresses blasphemy: "Whoever curses his God shall

bear the consequences of his sin." Here we should also mention the ordeal to which the

wil'e must submit who has been accused of infidelity (Nu. 5:31).
According to Nu. 9:13, the person who refrains from keeping the Passover though

not on a.iourney shall bear the consequences of this sin. Ezekiel makes frequent use of
this lbrmula in ethical contexts. Thus the Levites must bear the consequences of the

sins they committed in their past (Ezk. 44:9-14). The people nlust themselves bear the

consequences of their idolatry (16:58; 23:35,49; ct.30:26).
After his murder of Abel, Cain says to Yahweh: "My guilt [punishment, so RSV] is

greater than l can bear" (Gen. 4:13). lt is not clear whether this represents genuine re-
pentance, an attempt to better himself, together with the realization that the burden of
guilt is indeed too great (punishment has not been inflicted). What Cain is actually un-

able to bear is alienation and separation fiom God. The reference might also, however,
be to the realization that his crime transcends bearing (= forgiveness).

The notion ofrepentance also resonates in Hezekiah's letter to Sennacherib: "I have

done wrong; withdraw fiom me; whatever you inpose on me I will bear" (2 K. l8:14).
Au essential element of repentance is the willingness to bear the consequences of guilt,
even if, as is the case here with political motivation, this involves tribute. A theological
parallel is tbund in Mic. 7:9: "Because I have sinned against Yahweh, I will bear his in-
dignation." Here the people recognize in their own behavior the reason for Yahweh's

wrath, and declare their willingness to bear the consequences necessary for reconcilia-

tion. Thus repentance consists precisely in accepting, rather than fleeing, conse-

quences.
b.tnNu.30: l6(15) naia'reterstotheacceptanceof theconsequencesof anoathof

another person: If a husband does not annul an oath of his wife within a specific period,
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it goes into effect, and he must accept the consequences. This provides the point ofde-
parture forthe notion of na:fu"awin as the bearing of the guilt of others, though the
notion is yet rudimentary here, since in this entire matter ethical responsibility attaches
to the husband alone. This comes more clearly to expression in l4:33: "They lyotrr
childrenl shall suffer fbr your faithlessness (wenaie'ii'e!-z,en[i12ftem_), until the last of
your dead bodies lies in the wilderness." God visits the iniquity of the fathers on the
sons (Ex. 20:5; Dt. 5:9). This is a common theological insight that basically represents
a continuation ofthe act-consequence relationship beyond generational boundaries (cf.
Jer. 3l:29f .: Ezk. l8:2ff.); among the people it was presented as an interpretation for
the punishment of the exile. The comprehensive prophetic diatribe in Ezk. l8 chal-
lenges this view and comes to the conclusion: "The soul that sins shall die. The son
shall not suffer for the iniqtrity of the father, nor the father sufTer for the iniquity of the
son; the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon himself. and the wickedness of the
wicked shall be upon himself' (v. 20).

c. The OT does attest the bearing of the guilt of another person fbr the purpose of
forgiveness. According to Gen. 50:17 Joseph is to forgive the transgression of his
brothers. Even if behind the brothers' objectionable behavior God's own salvific plan
ultimately becomes discernible (cf. v. 20) and the guilt thereby already addressed, for-
giveness and reconciliation depend ultimately on Joseph's actions, since he was the
one affected by the transgression. For his brothers, too, however, reconciliation be-
comes possible only through the realization of their own guilt and their willingness to
accept Joseph's indignation and to bear its consequences. Thus in the final analysis the
naia"av,6n. resides on both sides: with the person actually committing 'aw6n, andwith
the person who fbrgives 'aw,6n (cf . I S. 25:28).

Divine forgiveness is already involved in human forgiveness. This is shown by the
way Moses represents God before Pharaoh (Ex. l0: l7), and becornes especially clear
in the juxtaposition of Samuel and Saul (l S. l5:2-5). Saul did not observe the regula-
tions of holy war and is thus held accountable by Samuel as God's representative. To
Saul's request "now therefore, I pray, pardon my sin (icl'nd'-e!-hdfiA'!i), and return
with me, that I may worship Yahweh," the prophet responds with rejection, thus an-
nouncing Yahweh's judgment of condemnation.

d. In three instances the OT speaks symbolically of the bearing of guilt. Accorcling
to Ezk. 4:4ff . the prophet is to bear the punishment of Israel and Judah. though he is
himself innocent. Nonetheless, this is not a case of representative suffering, since the
essential element is yet lacking: one's own suffering in the place of the suffering of an-
other. or the punishing of the innocent in the place of the guilty. The prophetic act indi-
cated here has purely symbolic value and thus does not remove the guilt tiom Israel
and Judah. The prophet as God's representative is to portray Israel's guilt and its conse-
quences. At the same time, he represents both lsrael and Judah in this role-playing. Be-
cause the prophet is not actually Israel, however, he cannot bear Israel's guilt. His ac-
tion is a demonstration.

Lev. 10: l7 reports that the sin offering is given to the priests as something highly sa-
cred, "in order to take away the guilt from the congregation and to make atonement for
them before Yahweh." The connection through the inf. con$. lase'! and lekapper lends

33
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an ambiguous sense to the subject: scapegoat or priest. K. Elliger remarks: "The most
important thing is the theological justification in v. 17b. It is highly unlikely that this
should be understood as a synergetic process, as if the atoning efficacy of the offering
depended on being eaten by the priests."36 The function of the sin offering, however, is

clear: atonement as the reestablishment of harmonious fellowship between God and

human beings.37 Atonement becomes necessary because of sin (cf. 4:26; 5:6,10;
l6:30,34). The complete account of the sin offering is in 9: 15-24. With the goat offer-
ing the priest is to make atonement for the people (v. 7), thus reestablishing their cultic
acceptability.

This kind of cultic ritual, however, releases the people neither from the necessity of
acquiring insight into its own guilt nor from repentance. Here, too, the goat symbolizes
that the people bear their guilt, and what happens to the goat symbolizes the people's

own fate. Just as the fire consumes the goat offering (Lev.9:24), so does Yahweh ac-

cept the sin offering. Thus, on the one hand, the goat has borne the sins of the people;

on the other hand, in accepting the offering, God also has borne (= lifted up, sus-

pended) the sins of the people, i.e., he has forgiven them.

This ritual of sin offering exhibits considerable proximity to that of the Day of
Atonement. The ritual is rather complex and apparently contains archaic elements. Ac-
cording to Lev. l6 it is to be performed in the seventh month on the tenth day. Lots are

drawn for two goats as a sin offering for Yahweh and for the desert demon Azazel. The
first goat is sacrificed to make atonement for the sanctuary because ofthe uncleanness

ofthe Israelites. The priest lays his hands on the head ofthe second goat and confesses

all the sins ofthe Israelites. "After he has put them [the sins] upon the head ofthe goat,

he shall send it away into the wilderness by the hand of a man who is in readiness, and

the goat shall bear all their iniquities upon him to a solitary land" (vv. 2lf.).
At first glance it seems that the functions of the two goats overlap insofar as both

bear the sins of the people. While the one goat represents a sacrificial animal and thus a

necessary prerequisite for reconciliation, however, there is no talk of forgiveness

@A:iA') on God's pal"t. God, too, must bear the sins. The second goat seems to take on

this task and in this respect to represent God. Only now does the two-sided na{a"awdn
come together in the rite, and reconciliation is effected. Since the priest confesses the

sins of the people over the head of the goat, the scapegoat becomes the "bearer" of
those sins in the literal sense as well; it lifts them up and carries them into the desert

outside the relational possibilities between God and human beings.

e. When God bears the guilt of others, the reference is to divine forgiveness. Here

the previous connotations flow together: "lifting up, carrying, bearing, bearing respon-

sibility." God has much to bear from human beings (Isa. 63:9; Jer. 44:22). God is ac-

knowledged as the "forgiver of sins" as early as in the confession of faith inEx.34l.7;
cf. Nu. 14:18 (cf. also Mic. 7:18; the parallel expression 'd!€r'al peia', "who passes

over transgression," is noteworthy here). All the injustice human beings inflict on one

Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 139.
-, '1D) kipper (Y11,288-303).

36.
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another also affects God, or vice versa: all sins against God find expression in trans-
gressions against human beings. According to Mic. 7:18 (cf. Ps. 99:8; Hos. 1:6) God
not only bears this injustice but also takes it on in a positive way. God's bearing of such
injustice is always an act of forgiveness. This does not mean that he acts as if no trans-
gression had occurred; rather, he refrains from requital. The result is that though God
does not suspend the consequences for the sinner, neither does he prolong them. He
forgives and does not reject. This is what is meant by God's -+ 1Ol1 hesel. God frees
the sinner from the burden of his guilt, he lifts it up, suspends it (ndfid' 'dwdn), by tak-
ing on the injustice. This is understood literally when Mic. 7:19 speaks of God casting
all the sins of human beings into the depths of the sea (cf. the scapegoat analogy).

In a reverse fashion, one can also say of God that he does not forgive (Josh. 24: I 9).
There is ultimately no difference in this understanding of God from that in Mic. 7: I 8;
rather, God's will to forgive founders on the refusal of human beings to recognize their
guilt (cf. v. 20). According to 8x.23:21 it is the angel of Yahweh3s who will not bear
(nA,fi') human rebellion, i.e., will not forgive it. Again, human behavior is the deter-
mining factor.

According to Ex. 34:6f. (J), "Yahweh is a merciful and gracious God, slow to anger,
and abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness, keeping steadfast love for thousands,
bearing [RSV 'forgiving'; ndidl iniquity and transgressions and sin, but who will by
no means clear the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children" (cf. Nu.
14:18; Jon. 4:2).Here the contrasting pair ndie"awbn and pdqdQ'aw1n are used to
correct simplified notions of the process of divine forgiveness and of the relationship
between sin and righteousness, sinner and God. The profusion of adverbs is a summary
of Israel's experience with its God in history.

After the making of the golden calf Moses petitions God to take away the sins of the
people (Ex. 32:32), though he himself threatens to visit their sins upon them (v. 34,
paronomastic pAqafl, a threat that according to the writer was realized by the death of
the entire wilderness generation.

A similar situation obtains in Nu. 14 (JE). After the people's rebellion Moses peti-
tions: "Pardon, I pray (selal.t), the iniquity of this people, according to the greatness of
your steadfast love, and according as you have forgiven this people (katier ndid'lA
la'dm hazzeh.), from Egypt even until now" (v. 19). The use of ndid'is explained by the
phrase "according to the greatness ofyour steadfast love." This is not a matter ofa par-
ticular instance of forgiveness, but rather of God's patience and forbearance. A differ-
ent understanding of forgiveness manifests itself in the usage of sdlah. Here it is a mat-
ter only of not carrying out the threat made immediately beforehand (the extinguishing
of the entire wilderness generation) in the sense of a postponement of the punishment.

According to Hos. l4:2-3(l-2), the prophet urges Israel to repent so that God might
grant forgiveness (nafa''dw6n), the point of departure for further reconciliation and
for a flourishing existence (vv. 5ff.[4ff.]). Forgiveness is to be understood as the re-
moval of guilt and of the barriers separating God and human beings. In Isa. 33:24 the

35
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rare (though cf. also Ps. 32:1) formulation in the passive occurs: neifi' 'Awbn, "the peo-
ple who dwell in Zion will be forgiven their iniquity." The focal point here is probably
the parallel view of forgiveness and the healing of sickness (v.24a) as a sign of the
messianic age. Cf. also Ps. 103:3 concerning the association of sin/sickness and for-
giveness/healing (salah/rdpd'). For a critical view of the doctrine of the act-conse-
quence relationship providing the background here cf. Job. l:20f. (here naia'peia'par.
hezltr'aw)n).

God's forgiveness is a frequent theme in the Psalms; such forgiveness manifests it-
self in the suspension of punishment and in the presence of divine grace evident in the
changing ofone's fate and in the repulsion ofone's adversaries (Ps.25:18; cf. vv.
7,1 I ). Although it means blessing,3e it does require human repentance (32: 1f.,5); it also
results in the restoration of exiled Israel (85:3[2]).

The expression naia' 'awdn also occurs in the complex literary songs of the Suffer-
ing Servant.ao lsa. 52:14 and 53: I -3 portray the Servant as a sick and disfigured person.
His form attests the connection between sin and sickness according to OT thinking (cf.
53:4b); the physical suffering ofthe Servant appears as the consequence ofsin. The as-
tounding disclosure (introduced by 'dkEn, v.4; anticipated in 52:15-53:l), however, is
that he does not suffer for his own sins but rather effects representative atonement. In
view of the rite of the scapegoat (see above), one can attribute the following connota-
tions to na{a'in these texts: The Servant suffers as a result of our sickness (cf. v. 3), he
bears its burden, carries it away, and heals us from it (cf. v. 5).

Verses 5ff. describe the Servant as the victim of false justice: "But he was
wounded because of [or: in consequence of, min] our transgressions, bruised for [in
consequence ofl our iniquities." By taking this treatment upon himself, the Servant
sets the process of forgiveness in motion. According to v. 6 Yahweh laid our guilt on
him, i.e., Yahweh made it possible fbr him to be the "sacrifice" or "of'fering" for our
sins, even though no sacrificial terminology is used here (including v. 7). The Ser-
vant's most important responsibility is to be the target of attacks and accusations.
The turning point comes in v. l0: the triumph of the innocent Suffering Servant (on
this language cf.52:13; 53:12), attributed only to his representative suft'ering (vv.
I 1f.). Interpreters justifiably point out repeatedly that the Servant's being and actions
exhibit divine features.

Freedman - Willoughby

Interpreters usually decline to offer a common translation for the two meanings of
naia' 'aw)n. The fact remains that the meaning "to bear guilt, iniquity" occurs exclu-
sively in P and Ezekiel (the possible exception being Gen. 4: 13), while the meaning "to
forgive" is found largely in the Deuteronomistic history (Hos. l:6 and 14:3121 are not
clear). HAL associates the meaning "to bear guilt/iniquity" with Ak'k. fil1a naifi, "to
bring transgression upon oneself' = to make oneself culpable, and erna u $tta naifi, "to

-+ !'''lll/N 'airA ('ashrA) L 445-48).
--> 1a9 'd[aQ.
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bear [share the burden] of guilt and transgression."4t The meaning "to forgive guilt" is
explained from naia'in the sense of "taking away," the association being with the re-
moval of guilt.+z

Ringgren

4. Idioms. a. naid' yd{. The expressi on ndfi' ydi, "to raise the hand(s),"a3 ref'ers to
an act of hostility (2 S. 18:28; 20:21) and the use of power (Ps. l0: l2; 106:26). It also
refers to the gesture accompanying a solemn oath or a petition to Yahweh, which is
why the expression can mean "to take an oath" (Ex. 6:8; Nu. 14:30; Dt. 32:40; Neh.
9:15;Ezk.2O:5,6,15,23,28,42;36:7;44:12;47:14).++ Interestingly, Yahweh is the sub-
ject in every instance. If this is said of a person, the expression hdqim,vd4l is used (cf.
Gen. 14:22). The lifting of the hands might be an affirmative gesture,as and less a sym-
bolic threat of death in the case of a broken oath.a6 Concerning the meaning of naia'
yAQ in the sense of "to pray" cf. Ps. 28:2; Lam.2:19.a7 Finally, ndid' yA/ par. -+ ''l''l)
brkcan ret'erto agesture of blessing (Lev.9:22; Ps. 134:2; perhaps also Ps. l0:12).+s

b. ndid'r6'i. The expression naia' r6'i, o'to lift up the head,"aq denotes an act of au-
dacity or independence and pride (cf. Jgs. 8:28; Job l0: l5 [as an expression associated
with acquittal, cf. the use with pantm in l1:l5l;Ps.83:3[2] [cf. Ps. ll0:7 with h€rim];
Zec.2:4ll:2ll). "Lifting up the head of another person" can be meant literally (cf. Gen.
40:19), though also metaphorically in the sense of a restoration of honor (Gen.
40:13,20; cf .2 K.25:27). Technical usage occurs in Ex. 30:12; Nu. 1:2,49 4:2,22,
where naia'ro'i means "to count, number," or "to conduct a cenqus."5O

c. naia'panim. The expression naia'pantm, "to lift up one's face, countenance,"sl
can be meant literally (2 K. 9:32). Lifting up one's face is a sign of well-being and of
good conscience (2 S. 2:22;Job l1:15; cf. esp. Gen. 4:'7 and the contrasting construc-
tion napal pdnim, vv. 5,6). When God litls up his face, he bestows grace and blessing
(Nu. 6:26; cf. Ps. 4:7[6]). "Lifting up another person's face" implies a show of grace
and favor. This reflects the ruler's show of favor toward a petitioner; cf. Yahweh's re-

41. HAL, 11,726. See E. Weidner, "Hof- und Haremserlasse assyrische Konige aus dem 2.
Jahrtausend vor Chr.," AIO 17 (1956) 270; and concerning the OT witness W. Zimmerli , ZAW 66
(1954) 9-12 = Gottes Offenbarung. GSAT l. ThB 19 (21969), 160f.

42. See J. J. Stamm, Erldsen und Vergeben im AT (Bern, l94O), 66-70; Knierim, Haupt-
besrffi, 50ff., 114-19, r93f .,2t8ff .

43. -+ lr yad, V,393-426, esp. 416,424.
44. -+ Y. 424.
45. Cf. G. Giesen, DieWurzelgaVi "schwdren": Eine semasiologi,sche Studie zumEid int

AT. BBB 56 (1981),43.
46. A. D. Crown, "Aposiopesis in the OT and the Hebrew Conditional Oath," Abr-Nahrain 4

(1963/64 [19651) 107f.
47. On the Mesopotamian "prayers of hand raising" (iu'illa) cf . SAHG, 19.
48. -r V 411.
49. -+ tl/N'] ro'J.
50. On the influence of Akkadian here, cf. F. X. Steinmetzer, "Z\ den babylonischen

Grenzsteinurkunden," OLZ 23 ( 1920) 153.
51. -+ EllD pdntm.
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action to Abraham's request concerning Sodom (Gen. l9:21), David's gracious accep-

tance of Abigail (l S. 25:35), and God's consideration toward Job (Job 42:8f; cf. fur-

ther Gen. 32:21l2}l; Dt. 28:50; 2 K. 3:14; Lam. 4:16; Mal. 1:8f.).

In substantive form this expression occurs as nesu'pdntm, "he with his head lifted

up,,' as a reference to prominent personalities (2 K. 5:1; cf. lob 22:8; Isa. 3:3;

S:t+ttSl). Since the meaning of the expression has something to do with a demonstra-

tion of special preference or a show of favor, it is positive-negative-ambivalent' The

negative component predominates in juridical contexts, where naia' panim is identical

wiih partiality and is associated with bribery and the perversion of justice (cf. Prov'

6:35). eltnough Yahweh intervenes for his own, he is characterized as one "who is not

parrial', (to'-yiiila' panim, pef.. lo' yiqqah idbad, Dt. 10: l7). In the same way, partiality

io*ard the poor iJ also forbidden (cf. Lev. 19:15; cf. Ps.82:2; cf. also Job 13:8,10;

34:19; Prov. 18:5).

d. ndid' 'anayim. The expression naia' 'anayim, "to lift the eyes," is extremely

widespread and refers to eager looking, particularly since it is normally followed by ->
iya ;d'A, "to see" (35 times). The notion of honor or veneration is also occasionally

associated with it (cf.2K. 19:22;Ps. l2l:l;123:l; Isa. 51:6), or of cultic worship

(Ezk. 18.6,1 2,15 ; 33:25) and idolatry.

e. ndid' q1l. The expressi on ndid' q1l, "to lift one's voice," is also quite widespread,

and its *"uring is obvious (cf. Ps. 93:3; Isa. 52:8). In its immediate context other verbs

occur delimiting more specific semantic areas: -) 1)) bdkA, "to weep" (Gen. 2l:16),

-+171 ranan, ,,to shout with joy," andsahal, "shout (for joy)" (Isa.24:14), and -+ N'1i2

qAra', "to speak out loud" (Jgs. 9:7). In the course of this expression's usage the subst.

qat 
"un 

even be omitted entirely (cf. Isa. 3:7; 42:2,11) or be replaced by other nouns:

-+)uD mdidl(Ng.23:18:24:3,15,20f.,23),-+l{irD maiid'(2K.9:25),-si1Jli2 qinA

(Jer.7:29; Ezk. 26:17;27:2;28:12), and others (cf. Ps' 15:3; Jer' 9:9'17[10'18])'

It is possible rhat the oath formula ndid' idm in the Decalog (la' fiisd' 'e!-idm-

yHwH iaiiaw" '.you shall not take the name of Yahweh in vain," Ex. 20:7 ; Dt. 5: I 1 ;

cf. Ex. 23:l; Ps. 16:4) also belongs in this or a similar context.s2 The term fpiilA,
"prayer," can also be the object of ndid'(cf. 2 K. l9:4; Jer' 7:16; ll:14)'

f . ndsd'nepei. The expression ndsa'nepel53 seems to express a wish, interest, and a

cerrain element of sympathy (Dt.24:15; Piov. l9:18); a desire for sin (Hos. 4:8); mind-

fulness of deceit (Ps.i+:41;s+ though also trust in Yahweh (Ps' 25:l;86:4; 143:8; cf'

Lam. 3:41). The expression ndsa'lZbss is similar, and refers to encouragement (Ex.

35:21,26;36:2), though also to €urogance and impetuosity (2 K' 14:10)'

g. other Expressions. The expression ndia' lten or ndid' heseQ means "to find ap-

proval/favor" (Est. 2:9,15 ,17 5:2), and belongs in approximately the same category as

ndid'pdntm (see above). The expression nasa' 'iiid, "to take a wife" (Ruth 1:4; 2 Ch.

1l:21; 13:21;24:3;Ezr.10:44) stands (even without'iii1, Ezr.9:2,12; Neh' 13:25) for

52. l dui icm: -+ Nll/ iaw'.
53. -+ l?Dl nepei (1X,497-519).
54. Concerning the text see BllS and the comms'

55. -r l) tcb (vil,399-437).
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"to marry." It represents an expression from the later period of the language, since
older Hebrew luses laqah f.i.iri to refer to marrying.s6

Freedman - Willoughby

lY. l. Qumran. In Qumran na{a' occlurs about 60 times, with significant frequency
in the various Community Rule writings: in IQS (5 times), lQSa (once), lQSb (8
times), CD (7 times), then in 1QH (5 times), and l lQT (13 times), with wide semanric
scope. Passages reflecting secular usage are rare: a tree brings forth (bears) leaves
(lQH 10:25), the wind carries away grasses (4Q185 l:11); a person wears clorhing
(4QLam t4Qllll fr. 1,2:ll), carries away boory (l1QT 58:12), rhough also conse-
crated offerings (llQT 43:141,53:9). Anyone who lifts up the bones of the dead be-
comes unclean ( I I QT 5 I :4). On the sabbath a person may not even carry medicines or
an infant (CD I l:9,1 I ). In Qumran, too, the word naia' resembles laqah: to take a wife
(llQT 57:15,18), to take possessions of the Gentiles (CD l2:7). No simpleton is al-
lowed to hold office in the congregation (ldid'l mdiid'par. hiEassE!, lQSa l:20). No
person may "carry on trade" (ndid' wenalan, CD 13:14) with outsiders.sz

The expression naia' panin exhibits the same semantic scope and sphere of appli-
cation as it does in the OT (lQS 2:4,9; IQH l4:19; lQSb 3:1,2,4), as does ndid"dw6n/
het': Precisely in trafficking with outsiders the community member can bring guilt
upon himself (1QS 5:14). A member should correct his companion lest he bring guilt
upon himself (lQS 6:1;CD 9:8;cf. Lev. 19:17). Finally, desecration of the sanctuary
leads to naia''awdn (l lQT 35:7;1. 14, ndia'hct). According to CD l5:4, confession
is the decisive step toward forgiveness granted by God (CD 3:18; IQH 16:16[?]; cf.
4QDibHama I4Q504l fr. l-2,II, 7). llQT 26:13 mentions the scapegoat ritual.

One interesting perspective emerges from IQH 6:34. Though the textual problems at-
taching to this teacher's song (lQH 5:20-7:5) make caution advisable, the following
statement can nonetheless be recognized: "Those who lie in the dust hoist a banner, and
the worm of the dead, they raise up an ensign" (iwkby 'pr hrymw trn wtwl't mtym ni w
ns). The anthropological associations of the context do not allow any clear decision re-
garding whether this statement addresses the resurrection ofthe dead, especially since the
related terminology derives from the conceptual sphere of the commencement of battle.5S

2. IXX. The LXX has understood the more than 650 occurrences of naia'in an un-
usually extensive semantic range. The dominant renderings quantitatively for all stems
are a(rein and its compounds (about 230 times), lambdnein and its compounds (about
200 times), phirein and its compounds (about 40 times), and hypsoiln trl. (about 15

times); the compound expression ndid' qbl is rendered also by bodn ktl., naia''Anayim
by anablipein, ndid' nepei by mimniiskesthai, etc. The term maiia'is in several in-
stances rendered verbally by airein ktl., apaite{n or thaumdzein, while the most fre-

56. -+ ni2) laqah (YIll, 16-21).
57. -+ NlrD maiia' (1X,20-24).
58. Cf. H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild in Tbxten der Qumrangemeinde. SIJNT

15 (1980), 219-21.
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quent nominal translations are liimma (12 times), bdstagma and rhdma (7 times each),

h6rama, h6rasis, phortion, and others.
The term maiia'd is rendered by l6gion, while the term ma:('el caused some prob-

lems for the translators, since it receives completely different renderings. Finally,
maiio'is rendered by d6xa; naii'IIby nephil€: ie'clby liimma, oulii, and others; while
.fi' is misunderstood as td d6ra (Job 20:6).

Fabrv

\PJ naiag

Contents: I. Etymology and Occurrences. II. Secular Usage. III. Religious Usage: l. Cultic
Contexts; 2. Other Contexts. IV. Sirach. V. Qumran. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. Few equivalents to the root nig are attested in
other Semitic languages. They are found in Arab. naia{a, "to hunt,"l and in Samaritan.
Additionally, Aramaic witnesses are attested in an Aramaic inscription from the Neo-
Assyrian period as well as in Ahiqar.2

The root n.f,g occurs 46 times in the OT, though only as a verb in the hiphil.

II. SecularUsage. The verb is used in secularcontexts in Gen. 31:.25 44:4,6;Ex.
14:9;15:9;Dt. l9:6;Josh.2:5; 15.14:26;30:8;2 S. l5:14;2K.25:5; I Ch.2l:12:Jer.
39:5; 42:16; Lam. l:3; Hos. 2:9(Eng. v. 7); 10:9. Except for I S. 14:26; I Ch. 2l:12;
Jer.42:161, andHos. l0:9,nig, inthecontextof narratives(exceptLam. 1:3),refers
variously to overcoming spatial distance between two persons or groups of persons in
the sense of "to catch up with, reach. attain." Here n.(g is used several times in connec-

tion with rdp (Gen. 44:4; Ex. l5:9; Josh. 2:5; also Dt.28:45; see below). In the other 4
passages mentioned this usage differs insofar as the concrete meaning is given up in fa-
vor of metaphor: in 1 S. 14:26 the participial expression is to be interpreted as "not to
eat."3 Within the framework of an oracle of judgment Jer. 42:16 speaks about the
sword that in Egypt will overtake those who flee there; while Hos. 10:9. also in an ora-

cle of judgment, speaks about the war that will come upon Israel. According to I Ch.

2l:12 David is to choose, as punishment for having taken the census, whether among

other things the sword of his enemies is to "overtake" him.

1. HAL, Il,727t cf. A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography: AComparative Study,
ll," Abr-Nahrain 2 (1960161) 26.

2. A. Caquot, "Une inscription aram6enne d'6poque assyrienne," MdLanges d A. Dupont-
Sommer (Paris, l97l), 9-16, esp. 9; Ahiqar 133, 2OO; trans. in ANET 427-30; cf. J. M.
Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore, 1983), 128f.; AP, zl'ltt.

3. On the possible, but not essential, conjectures for maiitg, cf. K. Budde, Die Biicher Sam-
uel. KHC VIII (1902),97; W. Caspari, Die Samuelbiicher KAT VII (1926), 165.
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III. Religious Usage.
l. Cultic Contexts.In cultic contexts n.fg occurs particularly in connection with sac-

rificial offerings. Thus Lev. 5:11; 14l.21 ,22,30,31,32 variously provide for a "reduced
sacrificial taiff'a when a person cannot come up with the prescribed offering: ('im-la')
taiiig yd16. Lev. 5 (and then probably also ch. 14) possibly reflects the impoverished
circumstances of the postexilic cultic community.-5 Lev. 25:25ff. articulates regulations
concerning the redemption of property in the Year of Jubilee. According to Lev. 25:26
the person who has no redeemer yet is able to acquire sufficient means (wehiiiig|
yd16) can redeem his property himself (similarly v. 49). Lev.25:47 addresses the case
of a stranger or sojourner who gains property or riches (haiitg yaj g|r) and to whom
an Israelite sells himself.

Lev. 27:8 provides for the possibility of redeeming a vow even if the person cannot
come up with the sum actually required: the priest is to estimate how much the poor
person can provide (taiiig yaQ hann6l4r). Vows are also the concern in Nu.6:21,
which deals with regulations applying in the case of the Nazirite vow apart from "what
else he can afford" (taSitg ydd.6).6 Finally, Ezk. 46:7 stands among those passages ad-
dressing the offering of the prince in the new temple: as a cereal offering accompany-
ing the lambs the prince is to add as much as he is able (ka'aier taiitg yaQb).

2. Other Contexts. Gen. 47:9 occupies a position between secular and religious con-
texts. In conversation with Pharaoh, Jacob declares that his own years have not at-
tained (hiiitgr?) to those of his fathers; he also qualifies negatively his lif'e as years of
foreign sojourning. In this sense hii$g,fi is to be understood here not only quantita-
tively but also qualitatively.

Both Lev. 26:5 and Dt.28:2,15,45 stand in the context of blessing and curse. If the
commandments are kept, Yahweh will bestow his special blessing on the land's fruit-
fulness. The time of threshing is to "reach" (wehiiiig, RSV "last") to the time of vin-
tage, and the time of vintage to that of sowing lyaiitg).Spatial usage is thus expanded
into the temporal. Dt.28l2 promises that if the divine commandments are followed, the
blessings mentioned in vv. 3ff. will come on those who are obedient, while the threat in
v. 15 promises similarly that the curses mentioned in what follows will come on the
disobedient ones; v. 45 contains a similar pronouncement, construed with hiiitgfiftA,
whereby in comparison with v. 15 v. 45 has been expanded with rdp.l

Job 27:20 speaks of how floods will overtake the wicked like terrors (taiiigAhfi).

4. R. K. Harrison, Leviticus. TOTC (1980), 152.
5. So W. Kornfeld, Levitikus. NEB 1219961, rt.
6. On the translation problems attaching to the portions of the verse immediately preceding

this formula, see B. Baentsch, Exodus, Leviticus, Numeri. HKATll2 (1903),482.
7. On the question of the identity of the author of these three conditional sentences as well

as the question of their context, cf. the differing positions of J. G. Ploger, Literarkritische, form-
geschichtliche und stilkritische Untersuchungen zum Deuterorutmium. BBB 26 (1966), l37f .;
and G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT 93 (1971),263,
266.
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Despite layh in v. 20b, the context does not necessitate emending kammayim here to

l(m6 y6m.8 Job 41 : I 8(26) presents translation problems. The formulatiot maiiigdhfi
herep first suggests a conditional sentence as a casus pendens.e Both K. Budde and

B. Duhm argue against this conditional sentence and suggest an altered formulation.l0

The problems attaching to such alteration can be seen especially in Budde's discussion;

he presents several alternatives that he considers possible, all ofwhich involve consid-

erable consonantal alteration. Since maintaining the formulation still yields a com-

pletely comprehensible text, however, no emendation is needed.ll Thus the divine dis-

course draws attention to the immense power and might of Leviathan, who is
unaffected even if one "reaches" or "strikes" him with a sword'

The verb n.(g occurs in Ps. 7:6(5); 18:38(37); 40:13(12); 69:25(24); except for
40:13, all these psalms focus on enemies. In a lament Q:a-63-51) a petitioner utters

the "oath ofthe innocent";12 i, v. 6 he adjures that his enemy seize/overtake (yaiSeg)

him if he be guilty of any transgression. According to 18:38(37) the petitioner claims

that with God's help he pursues, overtakes ('aiiigem), and destroys his enemies. Ps.

69:25(24) is also directed against one's enemies. Within the framework of a lament the

plea is directed to God that his anger might overtake the petitioner's enemies ('app'kd

yaiiig1m), a plea whose content is then specified more closely by a precise description

of just how the petitioner conceives Yahweh's actions against those enemies. Ps.

40:13(12) speaks in a similarly metaphorical fashion. In a petition appended to a
thanksgiving psalm, the psalmist speaks of how his own iniquities have overtaken him
(hif iigfin? 'aw6n61ay). The preceding line of the verse makes clear that this expression

might very well be based on concrete experience, since numerous evils have encom-

passed the petitioner. From the perspective of the act-consequence relationship, one

can say here that the petitioner's sins have "overtaken" him in the form of those resul-

tant sufferings.
The warning against the strange woman in Prov. 2:16-19 points out (v. 19) that those

who go in to herr3 will no longer regain the paths of life (16'yaiftgtt 'or|t6l bayytm).
Both Isa. 35: l0 and 5l: I I speak with identical wording about, among other things,

how joy and gladness will seize (yaiiigfi) the redeemed of Yahweh. The LXX transla-

tion has prompted O. Procksch to the following consideration: "One can translate the

concluding line according to either MT or LXX. In the first instance, the Israelites will
attain joy and gladness, while sorrow and sighing will flee away. In the second, JiDip
;lBDt|)] is rhe personified subject (cf. Ps. 23:6; 85:11), Israel the object, so that Dllrur

8. So M. H. Pope, Job. AB 15 12191tr, 194; cf. also M. Dahood, Psalms 51-100' AB 17

(1968),163.
9.Ct. GK, $116w; R. Gordis, "Note on General Conditional Sentences in Hebrew," JBL49

(1930) 200-203; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 52'1.

10. Budde, Das Buch Hiob. HKAT llll 1219131,266; Duhm, Das Buch Hiob' KHC XYI
(1897),200.

ll. Cf. Fohrer, Hiob,526f.
12. So H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 170.

13. -+ N'lf b6' (tt,20-49).
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(LXX kataliimpsetai autotis) should be read."la This alteration of the verb, however, is
by no means necessary, since in the present Hebrew text both iimhi and iai6n take
over the function of a subject in the inverted verbal clause. The question remains how
Isa. 35:10 and 5l:11 came to have the identical text, though a clear decision regarding
just which of the two verses is the original one is not completely possible.ts This does
not present problems for the interpretation of the verb n.(g, however, since in this case
it does not depend on the dating of the two verses.

The lament in Isa. 59:9 speaks of how justice is far off and righteousness does not
reach us (ld' taiiigEnfi S,ddqd).Once again the verb is used figuratively. Zec. l:6 is
similar; within the Yahweh discourse the congregation is asked: "But my words and
my statutes . . . did they not overtake your fathers (hi{$gA)?" That is, the fathers were
not able to escape those words; rather, they were confronted by them.

IV. Sirach. The verb (again only in the hiphil) occurs 11 times in Hebrew Sirach
(3:8; 6:4,12,16,18; 7: I ; 12:5,12: 3ll34l:22; 35:12). The only cultic context involving
n{g is 35:12, according to which God accepts no bribes in connection with offerings.
According to 7:1 and l2:5 evil will befall the person who himself does evil. Similarly,
the 'Joy of hate" will overtake a person, i.e., will yield negative consequences (6:4).
6:12 points out that the false friend will turn away when evil "befalls" a person. In 6: l8
n.fg is connected with "acquiring wisdom." The person who fears God, however, will
according to 6: 16 acquire a faithful friend as a pledge of life. 3:8 issues the exhortation
to honor one's father so that "all blessings may come upon you" (cf. Dt. 28). Sir. 12:12
is preceded by admonitions concerning one's dealings with enemies, suggestions con-
cerning the things one should not undertake with them, "and later my words may reach
you, and you would lament with my lament." The idea here is apparently that the ad-
monition might reach a person too late. Sir. 31134:22 also stands in the context of ad-
monitions: "Listen to me, my son, and do not disregard me, and in the end my words
will reach you." Here n.fg is to be understood in the sense of "to be confirmed" (cf. the
addendum at the end of the verse).

V. Qumran. The verb occurs 6 times in the Qumran texts, again only in the hiphil:
IQS 6:14;7:8; IQH 5:29; 17:9; CD 6:10; lQ22l:lO. According to lQS 6;14 the per-
son who takes on or accepts discipline lyaiiig) can be admitted into the community.
Those who do not follow the instructions of the law, howeveq will not attain (instruc-
tior) (yaSitgi) until the appearance ofthe teacher ofrighteousness (CD 6:10).to pr. 2t
is evoked by lQ22 1:10 with its pronouncement that curses will come upon Israel
(wehisiigttm) if it does not keep the law. IQH 5:29 recalls the Psalms, lamenting that
the adversaries "have overtaken me in a n,urow pass without escape" (cf. Lam. l:3).

14. Jesaia 1-39. KATlxll (1913),438.
15. Cf. the differing conclusions arising as early as Procksch, Jesaia, 438; and K. Marti, Das

Buch Jesaia. KHC X (1900),248.
16. Concerning the diverse possibilities of dealing with this verse, see J. Maier, Die Texte

vom Tbten Meer, 2 vols. (Munich, 1960), II, annotations on p. 50.
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The sense of lQH l7:9, to the extent that the text can be reconstructed at all, speaks

about how depraved things have not reached them (16'taiiigfim), thottgh it is not clear

just who is meant by "they." 1QS 7:8 picks up rhe formula from Lev. 5:11, though not

in a cultic context: Anyone who has caused a loss is to restore it. If he is unable to pro-

vide it ('im 16' tasiig ya/6), he is punished with sixty days (of exclusion).

Despite its proximity to Deuteronomy, the Temple Scroll does not attest any occur-

rences of nig.

VI. LXX. The multiplicity of possibilities for the usage of the Hebrew verb n.fg is

reflected in the Greek translation. No fewer than l6 different verbs are used, the most

frequent being katalambdnein (27 occurrences). No particular thematic tendencies are

discernible in the choice of Greek equivalents except in the use of the verb heuriskein,

which is usually found in the translation of the formula taifig yd/6.
Hausmann

NlillJ ,ari'

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences and Usage; 3. LXX. II. Witnesses: 1. Ancient Near

East;2. OT. III. Qumran.

nati'. J. Boehmer, "'1)D und NrtDI bei Ezechiel," TSK73 (1900) 112-17; O. Calderini, "Il
na.(i'bibliconell'epocapatriarcaleearcaica," BeO20(1978)65-74;idem,"Evoluzionedella
funzione del ndit': il libro dei Numeri," BeO 20 (1978) 123-33; idem, "Considerazioni sr;]l naii'
ebraico, il naii biltim babilonese e il naiA assiro," BeO 2l (1979) 273-81; idem, "Note su Es.

22,27 ,- BeO 22 ( I 980) 1 I 1- I 8; A. Caquot, "Le messianisme d'Ez6chiel ," Sem 14 (1964) 5-23;
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H. Gese, Der Verfassungsenliurf des Ezechiell BHT25 (1957); M. H. Gottstein, "ElilN Nrlrl
(Gen XXIII 6)," VT 3 (1953) 298t.; E. Hammershaimb, "Ezechiel's View of the Monarchy,"
Srudia Orientalia. FS J. Pedersen (Hauniae, 1953), 130-40; M. Haran, "The Law-Code of
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"sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel," ZAW 94 (1982) 66-98; W. R. Irwin, "Qri'6 ha-'edhah," AJSL 57

(1940) 95-97; idem, "Le sanctuaire central isra6lite avant I'dtablissement de la monarchie," RB

72 (1965) 161-84; D. Kellermann , Die Priesterschrift von Num 1,1 bis 10,10. BZAW 120 (1970);

B. Lang, Kein Aufstand in Jerusalem. SBB 7 (1978); J. D. Levenson, Theology ofthe Program of
Restoition of Ezekiel 4048. HSM 10 (1975), 57-lO'7; J. Liver, "N'lP;," EMiqr 5 (1968)' 978-

83; G. C. Macholz, "Noch einmal: Planungen ftir den Wiederaufbau nach der Katastrophe von

587 ," VT lg (1969) 322-52; A. D. H. Mayes, "Israel in the Pre-Monarchy Period," VT 23 (1973)

151-70; J. M. Milgrom, "Priestly Terminology and the Political and Social Structure of Pre-

Monarchic Israel," JQR 68 (19':-7178) 65-81; M. Noth, Das System der zwblf Stcimme Israels.

BWANT 4 (1930; repr. 1966);J. van der Ploeg, "Les chefs du peuple d'IsraEl et leurs titres," RB

57 (1950) 40-61; O. Procksch, "Fiirsr und Priester bei Hesekiel," zAw 58 (1940141) 99-133;
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l. l. EtymoloSy. With the qafil construction the substantival form nait' represents a
nomen professionis deriving from the Proto-Semitic verb naia', with the fundamental
meaning "to lift up" or "to elevate, raise, exalt," so that it is to be understood as "one
raised up, exalted."t Additional occurrences of this nominal construction are found in
the East Semitic and West Semitic linguistic spheres.2 Attempts to derive the substan-
tive from expressions such as ni' panim3 or n.f'qal are not persuasive.

occurrences of the intransitive verb ndsd' qal in the sense of "to be exalted, high, el-
evated" are disputed (Hos. l3: l;Ex. 18:22).a In comparison, Nu. I l:17 exhibits the se-
mantic equivalence to intransitive naia'in its expression naia' bemaisa', which can
also be transferred to Ex. 18:22. Nah. I :5 involves an ellipse with q6l.s In Hab. I ;3 ei-
ther the perfect or participle niphal should be read,6 while the imperative niphal should
be read inPs.24:9.7

In addition, a substantive occurring only in the plural is also attested, ndii'rr, with
the meaning "rising mist, vapor, cloud" (Ps. 135:7; Prov.25:14; Jer. l0:13; 5l:16).

2. Occurrences and Usage. The subst. nait'(one raised up, exalted) occurs 126
times in the OT, with most of those occurrences in the Pentateuch (4 times each in Gen-
esis and Exodus; once in Leviticus; 60 in Numbers). It occurs 14 times in the
Deuteronomistic history (12 times in Joshua; twice in Kings),7 times in the chroni-
cler's history, and 36 times in Ezekiel.

L. Rost, Die vorstufen von Kirclrc und synagoge im AT. BWANT 24 (1938); J. M. Salmon, "Judi-
cial Authority in Early Israel: An Historical Investigation of OT Institutions" (diss., Princeton,
1968); c. Sch?ifer-Lichtenberger, stadt und Eidgenossenschaft int AT. BzAw 156 (1983), esp.
355-67; K. Seybold, Das davidische K\nigtum im Zeugnis der proph.eten. FRr-ANT l0'l (197i),
145-56; E. A. Speiser, "Background and Function of the Biblical Nasi'," cBo 25 (1963) lll-17;
F. Stolz, "NDl ni'to lift, bear," TLOT Il,'769-74; J. Strugnell, "The AngeliCliturgy ar eumran

- 4QSerek Sir6t'Olat Hai5abbat," Congress Votume, Oiford tgS9. SVfj (1960),518-4j; R. de
Vaux, "La thdse de 'l'amphictyonie Isradlite,"' HTR 64 (1971) 415-36; E. vogt, I-lntersuchungen
zum Buch Ezechiel. AnBibl 95 (1981); K. weiss, "Messianismus in eumran und im NT,"
Qumranprobleme, ed. H. Bardtke (Berlin, 1963), 353-68; S. Zeitlin, "The Titles High priest and
the Nasi of the Sanhedrin," JQR 48 (1957/58) 1-5; w. Zimmerli, "plans for Rebuilding After the
Catastrophe of 587," I Am Yahweh (Eng. trans. 1982), 1 I l-33.

I . See G& g84l; Calderini, BeO 21 (1979) 273; Stolz,773; van der ploeg, 50; Calderini, BeO
20 (1978) 65; de Vaux, 431f.

2.ForEastSemitic seeAHw,r1,762;cAD,xu2, Tgf.ForwestSemiticsee iyus, no. 1860;
DNsl II, 763f .; J. Hoftijzer, G. van der Kooij, and H. J. Franken, Aramaic Texts J'rom Deir 'Alla.
DMOA t9 (t976),2t4.

3. Cazelles, Emdes,81;Noth, 162.
4. Noth, 162.
5. See, respectively, H. W Wolff, Ho,sea. Herm (Eng. trans., 1974),219t.; Cazelles, Etudes,

81.
6. Adduced by L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwcirterbuch," V78

(1958) 186f.; cf. also w. Rudolph, Michtt, Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanja. KATXfiT/3 (1975), l5l.
7. See Rudolph, KATXllU3,200; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l9g7),

311.
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The assertion that the MT originally attested nesiim instead of the present 'andiim

in Josh. 4;2 and 9:14 is not supported by LXX drchontes in Josh. 9:14.8

Word combinations include neii' 'elohtm (Gen. 23:6) and neii' ha'ares (Gen.

34:2;Ezk.39:18). In connection with names of countries the title occurs together

with Israel (Nu. l:44; 4:46;7:2,84; Ezk. L9:l:21 17,30112,25):22:6;45:9,16),
Kedar (Ezk. 27:21), Judah (Ezr. l:8), and Midian (Josh. 13:21), as well as with
ydm (Ezk. 26:16) as a geographical term. The term naii' occurs most frequently

with terms referring to community social life. Thus there are the neiiim of the in-

dividual tribes (Nu. 2:3-29;7:10-83), of the families (Nu. 3:24,30,35; 11:1712)), as

well as the neii'A ma! 6! '"b6!am (Nu. 1:16; 7:2; cf . 34:18,22-28), representing a

combination of the first variations mentioned. In addition, the title is applied to the

congregation Gdd, Ex. 16.22;34:31; Nu. 4:34; 16:2;31:13;32:2; Josh.9:15'18;

22:30).
The expressions neit'neit?rz (Nu. 3:32) and neii'r6'i (Ezk.38:2f .;39: l) are used to

express the superior position of one nait' over other neiiim.
Terms parallel to ndit'include kdhEn (Ntt. 27:2; 3l:13; 32:2; 34:17f.; Josh' l7:4;

22:13f.,30,32), rd'J (Nu. 7:2; l3:2f.; Josh.22:14,30; I Ch. 7:40: I K. 8:1), as well as

zdq1n (l K. 8: l; 2 Ch. 5:2) and meleft (Ezk. 32:29).

3. lXX. In most instances the LXX renders ndst' with drchOn, and, second in order

of frequency, with aph7geisthai. Other translations include basileils (Gen. 26:3),

ithnos (Gen. 17:2O), hEgoilmenos (Josh. 13:21; I Ch. 7:40; 2 Ch. 5:2;Ezk. 44:3;45:7),

andr(Nu.32:2),archdgds(Nu. l3:2;16:2),andantitassdmenos (l K. ll:34).TheLXX
omits the occulrence in 1 K. 8: 1 . In two passages the LXX reflects naii' where the MT

does not have it: Hos. 1:6 (antitassdmenos) arrd Josh.9:14 (drchdn); in Ezk. 28:12;

37:22,24;43:7,9 ithaskept ndit'in mindinitsrendering of meleftwithdrchOnor
hegoilmenos.

II. Witnesses.
l. Ancient Near East. The title naii biltim occurs in CH $$36-38,41, biltum refet-

ring here to a tax or tribute,e and naium to the person bearing this payment '10 The naii
bittimis a vassal who has leased lands belonging to the crown.ll This understanding

also emerges for an additional occurrence in a letter from Hammurabi to Shamash-

flazir.t2
Several personal names constructed with n.fy are attested in Mari, such as sidqa

8. Contra J. Dus, "Die Analyse zweier Ladeerziihlungen des Josuabuches," ZAW 72 (1960)

l24f.Cf. J. Soggin, Joshua. OTL(Eng. trans.1972),109.
9. AHw, l, 126; CAD, II,232-36.
10. AHw,ll,765 Calderini, BeO 2l (1979) 278.
ll. cf. G. R. Driver and J. c. Miles, The Babylonian Inws,2 vols. (oxford, 21956), I, l16:

"rent-payer."
f Z. if. f. Thureau-Dangrn, P,1'2l (1924) no.35, l0: "tenant, lessee"; and F. R. Kraus, Briefe

aus dem Archiv des Samai-fld.zir (Leiden, 1968), no. 35: "state tenant, leaseholder."
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ldnast, nawdr-kanasi, or iafi-wi-nasi. 13 The title naiu occurs in Assyrian legal texts
from the llth century with the meaning "herald."l4

Whereas in these East Semitic occurrences one can yet discern the active meaning
of naifr as "to carry, bear," the Northwest Semitic subst. nc.(i'does not allow us to dis-
tinguish whether it is to be understood as an active or passive form.ls

2. OT. a, Preexilic. The oldest biblical witness is found in the Covenant Code (Ex.
22:27[28]): "You shall not revile God, nor curse a nait' of your people."l6 The reasoning
behind this prohibition derives from the authority of the ndit', which is viewed in much the
same way as that of God (parallelism!). Special attention should be given the formulation
be'ammef,a, which means that the prohibition refers only to an Israelite naii'.t7 The focal
point is thus ultimately respect before legislative authority, in which case this can be com-
pared with the Decalog (Ex. 20:12), since here the fear of God is followed by respect for
parents.18 According to H. Cazelles the danger of cursing comes from a man who has lost a
judgment before'elAhim and his nait'.te In this instance 'elohtm is not to be understood in
its erstwhile presumed meaning as'Judge," but rather as "God."20 In comparison with Ex.
22:27(28), the accusation leveled at Naboth in 1 K. 2l:lO (bcraftta'elohim wammeleft)
shows that in the preexilic period the title ndit'had already fallen from use. Josh. 13:21
mentions the five ne$'A miSydn in connection with an area outside lsrael, referring to vas-
sals of the Ammonite king. In Nu. 3l :8 the same persons bear the title meleft.

Like Josh. 13:21, I K. I l:34 distinguishes between melek and nait', since although
the kingdom is to be taken from Solomon, he will retain the status of nait'.2|

b. In P and Ezekiel. Both P and Ezekiel come from the priestly tradition, and both
refer back to the term ndii', with P preceding Ezekiel.zz

The relationship between the two textual complexes is such that the nait'as a lead-
ership figure within the tribal system served as a literary model for the ndii'in Ezk.
40-48. This is also supported by the fact that the ndit'is associated with the 'am

hd'Ares (45:16,22; 46:2-3,8-9) in order to eliminate the social stratificarion of the
preexilic period. Scholarship has not yet unequivocally resolved the question ofthe re-
lationship between P and Ezekiel in regard to the ndit'. M. Noth asserted the priority of
the P conception in connection with the amphictyony hypothesis, against which espe-
cially L. Rost objected.23 The assertion that the substitution of naii'for melek is actu-

13. For the first see APNM, 98f.; for the last, ARM, Vlll,88, 6; VII, 200, 8, r. 10.
14. Cf. Calderini, BeO 2l (1979) 279f.
15. On the active see NSS, 184; on the passive see van der Ploeg, 50.
tO. -+ ))p qalal; --> ''l']N 'rr (I,405-1S).
17. Rost, 71.
18. Cf. Calderini, BeO 20 (1978) 70t.
19. Etudes, 82.
20. Cf. Calderini, BeO 22 (1980) 114, on the Targs.; also Levenson, 62.
2l.Concerningthetextof theLXXcf.M.Noth, Konige l-16.BKIXll 121933;,243;onthe

question of textual redaction cf. Ebach, 51.
22. Cf . Haran, 57 n. 24 and 59-71 .

23. Noth, System, 156-58; Rost,74f.; cf. also Ebach,56f. n.41.
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ally a result of Ezekiel's own initiative is controverted by the f'act that even before
gzet<iet, inEx.22:27(28)/l K. 21:10 and Josh. l3:21lNu. 31:8, the titles na(t'and
melek are already being exchanged.2a

lnEx. 16:22 the neiiim are the representatives of the congregation and function as

their spokespersons before Moses. Ex.34:31 also presupposes this, and in Ex.35:27

the neitim constitute the only rank within the congregation.

For the mustering of warriors one man from every tribe is to be at the disposal of

Moses and Aaron; this person is to be the head of a family (Nu. l:4). After the enumer-

ation of these men ( l:5- l5), I :16 refers to them as "ones chosen from the congrega-

tion,"2s "the ne (tTm. of their ancestral tribes, the heads of the thousands of Israel." This

designation of the nesiim as the heads of the thousands identifies them as military

leaders, providing the background for the na,(i'understanding in Nu' 2. This identifica-

tionof variousfunctionsinthefigure of thenait' canalsobediscernedinT:2,where
the neii'A yiird'dl are identified with the heads of clans and tribes in their function

overseeing the mustered men. The notion emerging here of attributing a naif'to each

tribe (7:3, I 0, 1 2-88) is also founcl in I :4; 2. As far as literary-critical considerations in-

volving 1..1-47 are concerned, one can determine that initially Moses alone received

the order for mustering. After this order was extended to Aaron, further textual redac-

tion introduced men in supporting roles. Nu. 1:16,44 then made these men into neitim'

This redaction can still be discerned on the basis of the singular verbs in 1:19,44.26 The

same thing is evident also in 4:34,46',3l:13 (cf. Josh.22:30,32).

Nu. 3: l4-39 offers a slightly different view of the ndii' in connection with the mus-

tering of the sons of Levi. Here the ndit'is the head of several families tracing their lin-

eagelack to the same patronymic. Three nei?im are enumerated forthe tribe of Levi

(3:24,30,35). The individual families are called bA1 'a6,zt and the head of the ne(iim

themselves bears the title n(i?' neiiim halldwi (3:32).

The differing functions of the neiiim in Numbers elucidate the increasing esteem

accorded those who bear the title, from census assistants to military leaders to chiefs

over the Levite groups.28 The nediim enjoy the highest esteem where they function as

representatives of the twelve tribes (Nu. l:4;2;7:2f .,10,12-88; 17:l'7,2112,61:27:2;

3f:13). Any conclusion prompted by this and by Gen. 17:20 and25:16 (the twelve

nesi'im of lshmael) that there were tribal emissaries absolving the business of an

amphictyonic sanctuary is not supported by sufficient evidence.2e Furthermore, one

muit remember that the nd$' conception of P actually constitutes a proiection back to

the wilderness period, a projection itself lacking unity concerning the functions it at-

24. Contra Lang, 180.

25.Calderini, grOZO(1978) 126;adifferentviewistakenbylrwin, AJSL51 (1940)97: "an-

nouncers of the festivals."
26. Cf. Kellermann. 4-17.
27. Ct. tbid'.. 4f .

28. Cf. ibid., 148; Rost, 74f.
29. Contra Noth, ,s.ys/ern, 162; cf . van der Ploeg, 49; Mayes, 162; Irwin, RB 72 (1965) 169,

182-84; de Vaux.
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tributes to the ndSi'. In its treatment of the sending of the spies, Nu. l3:2 is again based

on the notion of according to every tribe its own nait', though here the ref-erence is to
persons other than those enumerated in the nai?'lists, suggesting a more comprehen-
sive naii'concept. Traces of this can also be found in 16:2, which speaks of 250
ne iiim. Here the reference is probably to chiefs of individual clans.30 This also applies
to the Simeonite naft'mentioned in 25:14 as well as to the Midianite naji'mentioned
in v. 18.

In their juridical function the neiiim appear together with Moses and the priest
Eleazar (Nu. 27:2; 3l:13) as a panel before which disputes are adjudicated. They are

similarly involved in the land allotment (32:2), where they are in part identified with
the ra'Jtm (thus the ne iiim in 32:2 are referred to in vv. 28-30 as ra'iim, and the ne (iim
in 34:16-29 appear in Josh. l4:l as ra'iA-'db6!).

The only passage involving ndit'in Leviticus addresses the unwitting transgression
of a naSt' (4:22-26). A distinction is made between the transgression of the high priest
(vv. 3-12), the congregation (vv. 13-21),the ndii'(vv.22-26), and the common people
(vv. 27-35). The atonement sacrifice fbr the transgression of the na{i'is to be a goat,
i.e., the sacrifice of the highest representative of the people during the wilderness pe-

riod (cf. Ezk. 45:22).tr Only through the insertion of this passage into the context of
the Priestly historical work is the highest representative of the people designated here
as nait'. Considering the terminology of atoning sacrifice, nait', and'am-ha'ares, one
perceives in the background here the nait'conception of the torah of Ezekiel, in partic-
ular that of Ezk. 45:21-46:12, albeit with the difference that in Leviticus nafi'appears
without the article and is associated with the tribal princes.32

The juridical function of the neSiim is also illustrated by Josh. 22:14,30,32. This
text was reworked by P, the neiiim entering the text in the process, where they replaced
older terms referring to the tribal representatives.33 A dispute regarding the construc-
tion of an altar by the Transjordanian tribes is brought before the priest Phinehas and

ten tribal neitim. The addition of bC!'Ab34 to the neiiim (v. 14) shifts this ofTice from
the tribal level to that of the clan. The parallel positioning with ra'iA 'abA yiira'dl iden-
tifies them as leaders of military detachments (v. 30). The n"Siim decide the case, and

the priest announces the decision (22:31f .).
The 4 ndit' occurrences in Genesis also belong to P.3s In Gen. 17:20 Ishmael is

promised numerous descendants; he will be the father of twelve ne{iim and so become
a great nation (25:16). ln23:6 the Hittites, from whom Abraham wants to acquire a

burial place, ret'er to him as neii' 'elohtm. He sees hirnself as ger wetdiab Q3:4), with
which he gives expression to his lack of rights as an alien. Over against this, his desig-

30. Ebach, 49 n.16.
31. Cf. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATU4 (1966),72,who perceives in this series "already acer-

tain devaluation" of the naii' in the postexilic period.
32.'N. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 539. Cf. Elliger, Leviticus,'12.
33. Cf. Soggin, Judges,215.
34. BHS suggests deleting this addition.
35. Cf. Calderini, BeO 20 (1978) 69f.

I
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nation as neit' 'elohim expresses respectful acknowledgment.36 But the root n.f'does

not allow the conclusion that God brought Abraham into the land, a more likely con-

nection being that with Akk. nii tne (a lifting up of the eyes) in the sense of being ele-

vated or exalted by the deity.37

In the meaning "prince" the term ndst' is applied in Gen' 34l.2 to Hamor or

Shechem. He bears the title neit' ha-'are$ and represents the head of a Canaanite city.

The confusion regarding the person to whom the title actually refers derives from the

fact that in 34 l-34 two different narratives have been amalgamated into a third'38

Within the Deuteronomistic history one nail' occulrence is in 1 K. 8:1, a passage at-

tributable to a P redactor.The neii'A hd'Ab6! mentioned here are the heads of extended

families; in their position parallel to the ra'iim they represent an interpretation carried

through by P of the ziqn| yiird'dl (cf. Nu. 3:30,35).3e

Altogether we can discern four functions for the title na$'as understood by P. It re-

ferstothetribal leader(Nu. l:4;2;7:3,10,12-88;34:18,23-28),thechief of aclan
(3:24,30,35;4:34;17:17,2112,6):25:14;34:25; I K. 8:l;2Ch.5:2), the military leader

(Nu. l0:4), and in general the title of a respected or exalted person (Gen.23:6;34:2;

8x.35:27: Nu. 16:2; 27:2;32:2; Josh. 22:30). The concepts of the "clan leader" and

"tribal head" sometimes overlap (Nu. l:16,44; 4:46;7:2; 17:17,2112,6);36:l; Josh.

22:14).
In Ezekiel we find the basic meaning "one who is elevated, exalted," with various

nuances. Thus in EZk. l-39 naii' refers to princes in the general sense, as in 7:27

(melef;has been added here; it is not attested in the LXX)a0 and in 32:29.The title is as-

sociated in 19: I with Jehoiachin, and in 34:24 and 37 :25 with the coming ruler. In ad-

dition, both the king of Judah (7:27; 12:10,12 2l:17,30112,251;22:6) and lesser for-

eign kings (26:16;27:21;30:13:32:29;38:2f.;39:1,18) are designatedas ndii'.In this

contextthetitle neii'r6'ialsoappears(38:2f.;39:l),refeningtothefirstinaseriesof
princes.al The LXX misunderstands rd'.i here as the proper name of a country
(drchontaRos). Greater foreign kings receive the title melef,, as do the king of Babylon

(17 12 l9:9;21.24,26119,211, and elsewhere) and the pharaoh (29:3;30:2lf .;31:2f .;

32:2). ln 30: 1 3 (a passage not attributable to Ezekiel) the title is given to the pharaoh.a2

On balance Ezk. l-39 makes a clear distinction between lesser rulers and powerful

kings, whereby the king of Judah receives the nait'title probably not because of his

status as a vassal but because of the connection here with the P terminology ne$'A

yiird'Zt (Nu. l:44; 4:46;7:2,84; and Ezk. l9 l;21:l7ll2}.22:6;45:9, as well as the

singular in 2l :3Ol25l).a3

36. Ibid., 65f.; C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans', Minneapolis, 1985)' 373.

37. Contra Gottstein, 298ff.; see AHw,797 Ebach, 54f'
38. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 536.
39. See Noth, Konige, 176f.; on the ellipse involving bA1 see 17l.
40. Cf. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),200.
41. Speiser, 113; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 305; "chief prince."
42. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 127t. Cf. also Ebach, 46 n. 6'
43. See Ebach,48. Cf. Rost, 72f.; Procksch, 116.
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The ruler of the salvific future, who also receives the title ndit', plays a special role
in the torah of Ezekiel (chs. 40-48). Only he is permitted to sit in the east gate of the

temple and eat bread before Yahweh (44:3). Here 'el hanndit'("concerning the ndit"')
should probably be prefaced as a superscription in order to resolve the text-critical
problem.aa

The ndfi'is not permitted to enter by way of the east gate into the inner court, which
was generally accessible for prayer (46:2f .): rather, he must remain at the post of the
gate, while the people remain at the entrance of the gate structure. Similarly, the ndit',
in contrast to the people, is to go out through the same gate through which he enters
(46:8-10). One should assume that 44:l-3 is a redactional addendum dependent on
46:l-12.as

In the reallocation of the land the nd{i'receives his portion on either side of the

Yahweh precinct (45:7f .;48:2lf .1.+0 Since the nd(t'is responsible for the various offer-
ings (45:17 ,22), the people are to make deliveries to him for canying out these offer-
ings (45:13-16). The ndii'does not himself bring any offerings but rather merely at-

tends the offerings presented by the priests (46:2,4,12), since he is only a member of
the congregation.aT The result is that here the priests are no longer subject to civil au-

thority.+a
The disputed question involves just who is meant by the term ndfi'in chs. 40-48. Is

the reference here to the future king from the house of David,ae or is Ezekiel using this
title to express his rejection ofthe monarchy itself? In any event, one can discern here a

limitation, associated with messianic hopes,50 of the claims of kingship. One can no

longer determine, however, whether Ezekiel is merely picking up an older title in order
toexpress(asisthecasein I K. 1l:34)themaintenanceof theDavidiclineoverthe
remnant of Israel,sl even if this may have played some role in his choice of titles.

Regulations concerning land allocation (Ezk. 45:8; 48:21) and inheritance (46:18)
prevent infringements on the part of the ndfi'that kings had earlier committed.s2 One

cannot completely resolve the question whether, analogous to the distinction between

meleft and ndii'inBzk. l-39, the choice of the title in chs. 40-48 is implying that a fu-
ture king is to be subject to the king of one of the greater powers.s3 It seems more likely
that Ezekiel is placing the last kings ofJudah into a specific historical context. One no-
tices that the designation ne$'A yiird'El functions in negatively colored contexts deal-

ing with accusation (22:6), judgment (7:27; 12:10,12;21:30[25]), and gief (7:27;
l9:l; 2l:l7l l2l). Thus the designation of the kings of Israel as nait'implies an

44. Cf . G. J. Botterweck, "Textkritische Bemerkungen zu Ez xliv 3a," W 1 (1951) l45f .
45. Gese, 86f.; Procksch, ll2f.; Vogt, 157-60.
46. Cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 5'35.
47 . Zimmerli, "Plans," 125; idem, Ezekiel 2, 550f . Cf. Procksch, 117.

48. Cf. A. Cody, A History of OT Priesthood. AnBibl35 (1969), 176t.
49. Seybold, 146f.
50. Lang, 180; Levenson,67.
51. Caquot, l9f.
52. Macholz, 337f.;Zimmerli, "Plans," 124.
53. Procksch, 116; Ebach, 281 n.4; a different view is taken by Gese, 118f.
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historico-theological view in which the badneiiim are contrasted with the ideal por-

trayal of the ndst' in chs. 4048. Within these final chapters one should differentiate

between a nait' stratum in 44:l-3 45.2lf .; 46:l-10,12, which views the rzdJi' posi-

tively, and secondary passages that seek to limit the power of the naii'(45:8b,9; 46l.16-

l8;.s+ 1, this context the prescription in 44:l-3 was only retroactively expanded to in-
clude the nast'.Ss Furthermore, one can ascertain that by referring back to the title ndit'
Ezekiel is evoking an older social order, one preceding statehood.56 This can be seen in
that the nd{t'is viewed together with the 'am ha'ares (45:16,22:46:2-3,8-9), the ex-

pression Ezekiel uses to refer to the entire people;s7 he does this in order to do away

with the social stratification of the preexilic period.
c. Postexilic. Ezr. 1:8 refers to Sheshbazzar as the ndii' of Judah, by which one

should understand the ruler of the province Judah.s8 This creates tension with Ezr.

5:14, where one reads that Nebuchadnezzar'had installed Sheshbazzar as governor.se

According to Procksch,60 Sheshbazzar is a ndii'by birth and governor by appointment,

so that he combined both titles in one person, something that after him was no longer

the case. One can, however, adduce I Ch. 2:10 and 5:6 against the assertion of the in-
herited nature of the ndii'title, since there one finds that the father of a ndit'did not

bear this title.ot It is more likely, then, that use of the nd^fi 'title in Ezr. 1 :8 derives from
the influence of the torah of Ezekiel; through this title Sheshbazzar was to become the

guarantor of Ezekiel's hopes.62

The 4 nast'occurrences in I Chronicl'es summarize passages from the Pentateuch

andrefertotheheadsof families(l Ch.4:38; 7:40)or tothetribalhead(1 Ch.2:10;
5:6) as ndst'. The 2 occurrences in 2 Ch. 1:2; 5:2 also refer to the heads of families.

The title ndii'livedon in the leadership of the Sanhedrin, whose head bore this title,
while the person occupying the second position was designated as'd! bA1 din.ot This is
explained by the fact that during the postexilic period the high priest had acquired sig-

nificant honoriflc features of the ndst', features that afier the elimination of the theoc-

racy under the Hasmoneans passed to the principal leader of the Sanhedrin, since he

exercised the highest religious authority over all Jews.6a

III. Qumran. Among the Qumran writings the title occurs primarily in 1QM. In 5: I
it refers to the leader of the sons of light in their war against the sons of darkness. In

this context he is joined by the kdh,n hdrd'i (lQM 2:l; 15:4; 16:13; l8:5; 19:ll).

54. With Gese, 110; and Procksch, l21f . A different view is taken by Ebach,2O4f
55. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 439.
56. Ibid..218; Ebach, 57.
57. Ebach, 70f.
58. Japhet, 97f.
59. Cf. Japhet. 98.
60. Pp. 120f.
61. Ebach,52n.30.
62. Rost, 75.
63. Zeitlin. 1.

64. See Zimmerli, EzekieL 2, 539f.; Zeitlin,4f .
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These two persons are not to be taken as messianic figures from David and Aaron,
since the neit kol-hd'djA in 1QM only appears here, with no further significance.6s The
twelve ne:itim also appear in lQM as leaders of the tribes (3:3,15), and in the same

passages are also called neii'A 'Cl or iar?m. To these one can add the notion of the na{t'
as leader of a unit of ten thousand ( I QM 3:16). That in I QM 5: I the twelve leaders of
the tribes bear the tille iar implies a fundamental equivalence between naii' and iar in
Qumran.6o This is also the case in the na.(i 'passages in the Temple Scroll (2 I :5; 42:141.

57:12).
The neii hA'CdA appears in lQSb 5:20, viewed as a secular ruler (cf. CD 7:20;

4Qplsaa t4Q161l frs. 5-6:3), though here, in contrast to 1QM 5: l, he is anticipated as a

messianic figure (cf. lQSa 2:11f.). This becomes especially clear in the messianic at-
tributes drawn from Isa. 11.67 CD 7:20 views him as the neit' kol ha'CQA and as the
scepter out of Israel (cf. Nu. 24:17). CD 5:l goes back to Dt. l7:17 and replaces Da-
vid's royal title with ndii'.

The title nei?'r6'i, already attested in Ezk. 38:2f.;39:1, appears in 4QShirShabbd
(4Q403) l:10,17,18f.,21,23f.,26 in reference to seven different figures whose task is

the blessing of the righteous. These neiiim are archangels (cf. Tob. 12:15).
The title neii'yiird'€\, which is attested only in Ezk.2l:30 in the singular, is resur-

rected under Bar Kokhba, and is found here also in the form nait'.68
On the whole, the Qumran witnesses exhibit no deviation from OT usage. The con-

nection with the naii' conception of P is clear in the formulation neit (kol) hA'efi
(compare Nu. 1:44,46; 4:34; Josh. 22:30 with IQM 5:l;7:20:'1QSb 5:20; CD 7:20).
Regarding the expression neii' el (lQM 3:3) cf. Gen. 26:3, and for neit' r6'i (Ezk.
38:2f.;39:l) cf. the passages from the Angelic Liturgy (4QShirShabbd).

Niehr

65. Weiss, 359-62.
66. Van der Ploeg; Rouleau, 87.
67. Cf. Weiss, 354.
68. For the former see Le.r Grottes de Murabba'6t. DJD, II ( 1961), 21 D 3; F 3; G 3. For the

latter see B 3, 9; C 3: D 18:' E 2,7.

Nlll n^i'I

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Hiphil. III. Niphal. IV. LXX.

I. Etymology. The etymology of n.f' I (hiphil, "to deceive") is unclear. P. de

Lagarde's conjecture that it might derive from the term for "usury" was early rejected;
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instead, scholars take it as a secondary form of -+ Nllt .irry'.I The better suggestion is

probably that of GesB, which derives the hiphil directly from .iw',' the niphal form
(with only 1 occurrence) would then constitute a secondary construction.

II. Hiphil. Of the l2 occurrences of the hiphil, 5 refer to the Assyrian propaganda to

Hezekiah during Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem. According to 2 K. 18:29 par. Isa.

36:14, the Assyrian commander Rabshakeh says to the inhabitants of Jerusalem: "Do
not let Hezekiah deceive yo:u ('al-yaiii' ldf,em hizqtydhfi), for he will not be able to de-

liver you." 2 Ch.32:15 adds swr hiphil as a parallel. He thus insinuates that Hezekiah

has sustained his people with false hopes, and continues: "Do not let Hezekiah make

you to rely (fatsely) (bdtab hiphil) on Yahweh" (v. 30). A bit later Sennacherib sends

messengers to Hezekiah himself and has them say: "Do not let your God on whom you

rely 'deceive' you into believing that Jerusalem will not be given into the hand of the

king of Assyria" (2 K. 19:10 par. Isa. 37:10). Thus both cases focus on persuading

someone into a false sense of security. This is also the case in Jer. 4:10, though in a

completely different situation, since here the prophet accuses God himself of having

seriously deceived the people by promising them well-being. In Jer.37:9 the prophet

says: "Do not deceive yourselves, saying, 'The Chaldeans will surely stay away from

us."' Those are false hopes, "for they will not stay away." Jer.29:8 is also concerned

with talse hopes: The prophets of good news have apparently enticed the exiles with
visions of quick return, which according to Jeremiah's own judgment in v. 3l has

awakened false confidence in them (wayya!1dl.t 'elkem'al-idqer).

Jer.49:16 is almost identical with Ob. 3. According to the first passage, the terrors

the Edomites have prompted among their enemies and the pride of their own hearts

have deceived them into thinking they are invincible, while the latter passage speaks

only of pride of heart - thus again a false sense of security and false hopes. Ob. 7 as-

serts that the allies and friends ('aniA idbm) of the Edomites deceived them and then

overpowered them; thus through feigned friendship they deceived their partners into
thinking they had nothing to fear.

Against this background the earliest witness (Gen. 3:13, J) is self-explanatory. The

serpent deceived the first two human beings into thinking that if they ate from the tree

of knowledge, they would become like God; it turns out, however, that this hope was

completely false.

III. Niphal. The single occurrence of the niphal accords well with this picture. In an

oracle ofjudgment on Egypt the prophet announces the inner dissolution of Egypt (Isa.

19:13): "The princes of Zoan have become fools (y7 niphal), and the princes of Mem-
phis are deluded"; the Egyptians have been led astray (td'A hiphil) by their own
princes.

l. Lagarde, Ubersicht iiber die im Aramiiischen, Arabischen und Hebrciischen ilbliche
Bildung der Nomina (1889; repr. Osnabrtick, 1972), 196. Cf . GesB, 526; HAL' 11,728, though

with a question mark.
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IV. LXX. The LXX usually translates with apailia, though in 2 K. and Ob. 3 with
epairo. Elsewhere hypolambdndandanapeithoareused. InIsa. 19:l3theLXXreadsa
form of ni' (hypsath6nai), and in Ob. 7 it reads the verb as a form of n.i'III, "to attack"
(this meaning does indeed occur in Ps. 55:16[Eng. v. l5] and89:231221).

Ringgren
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Contents: L l. Semitic Parallels; 2.LXX;3. Qumran. II. 1. Occurrences and Meaning; 2. OT

Legal Contexts; 3. Semantic Field.

l. l. Semitic Parallels. The root ni'is attested in many Semitic languages, though its
derivation is complicated by the change of radicals s/i, 7h, and n"/rl Hebrew alternates

between ni'and n.ih with no difference in meaning. Despite morphological correspon-
dence, no semantic correspondence need also obtain.

Arabic attests nasa'a and nasa'a in the sense of "to postpone payment," "to fix a

term for debt," or "to give credit"; the accompanying noun is nasi'a.? Old South Arabic
attests ns'with the same meaning.3 In both Syriac and Jewish Aramaic n.f'means "to
forget."a Jewish Aramaic renders the subst. "lending" withnih or r.f'.5 Here the con-

ndid'. H. J. Boecker, Law and the Administation of Justice in the OT and Ancient Near East
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1980); I. Cardellini, Die biblischen "Sklaven"-Gesetze. BBB 55
(1981); S. Cavalletti, "I1 significato di mashsheh yad in Deut 15,2," Antonianum3l (1965) 301-
4; H. Cazelles, Etrdes sur le Code d'Alliance (Paris, 1946), 79f .; A. Cholewifiski, Heiligkeits-
geserT und Deuteronomium. AnBibl 66 (1976): F. Criisemann, Widerstand gegen das Kdnigtum.
WMANT 49 (1978); L. Epsztein, Social Justice in the Ancient Near East and the People of the
Bible (Eng. trans., London, 1986), 124-28; F. C. Fensham, "Widow, Orphan, and the Poor in An-
cient Near Eastern Legal and Wisdom Literature," JNES 2l (1962) 129-39; H. Gamoran, "The
Biblical Law Against Loan on Interest," "INES 30 (1971) 127-34; F. Horst, Das Privilegrecht
Jahwes. FRI"4NT 45 ( 1930), 56-78; H. G. Kippenberg , Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken
Judria (Gottingen,zl982); E. Klingenberg, "Das israelitische Zinsverbot in Torah, Mischna und
Talmud," AAWLM.G 7 (1977), 5-102; E. Neufeld, "The Prohibitions Against Loans," HUCA 26
(1955) 355-412; J. P. M. van der Ploeg, "Les Pauvres d'Israel," OTS 7 (1950) 236-'70;
M. Schwantes, Das Recht der Armen. BBET 4 (.1977); R. K. Sikkema, "De Lening in het OT"
(diss., The Hague, 1957); S. Stein, "The Laws on Interest," "/fS, N.s.4 (1953) 161-70;
E. Szlechter, "Le PrEt dans l'AI," RHPR 35 (1955) 16-25.

l. On the first see S. Moscati, An Into. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Lan-
guages. PLO, u.s.6 (21969),34; F. M. Fales, "A Cuneiform Correspondence to Alphabetic lI,"
Or 47 (1978) 91. On the second see Moscati, 42; Beyer, 42. On the third see Moscati, 32.

2. Lane, s.v.
3. Biella, 307.
4. For Syriac see CSD, 352; for Jewish Aramaic see ANH, s.v.; WTM, s.v.

5. Cf. Dalman; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 337f.
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nection between "to forget" and the special case, namely, the "forgetting of the date of
payment" by the creditor, expresses itself linguistically as well. HAL gives ra'ffi, "cred-

itor," as the Akkadian equivalent.6 Considering the rnorphological correspondence, the

connection with Aramaic does not present any problems. In addition to raifi, Akkadian

also attests raifi, "to receive, acquiie," in the sense of "earning interest," in the S stem,

and the derivative raiutu, "a loan."

2. LXX. The LXX translates ni' accor<Iing to context with varying verbs, since it
finds no blanket equivalent. This reflects the difficulties involved in translating the

term unequivocally.T

3. Qumrctn. The root is not attested in Qumran, and in postbiblical texts it occurs

only in biblical citations. That the word for "to borrow, loan," is exclusively -+nl) lwh

inclicates that the ni'connection was no longer familiar.s

ll. l. Occurrences and Meaning. In general, most passages are translated with "to
grant a loan, to loan," though the meaning "to practice usury" is also offered.g The

present discussion intends to examine individual passages to show not only that this

latter meaning applies to all passages, but also that it should be made even more inci-

sive in the sense of personal attachment.

Ex. 22:24(Eng. v. 25) (LXX katepeigein) contains one of the three prohibitions

against interest in the Pentateuch (Lev. 25:35-38; Dt.23t20f .). The believer is prohib-

ited from being like a noieh. The construction of the overall passage is a parenetically

altered casuistic legal principle, with the prohibitive functioning as the apodosis. The

term ni'is set off agains t lwh: ni' mlst be prohibited for the sake of protecting the poor.

The motivation given is both Yahweh's compassion for the affected grotp ('ammi) and

group solidarity (Ant 'irnmdll. The intention of this law is thus to insure financial sup-

port for the poor person, which according to the text he needs for securing the necessi-

ties of life (cf . v.26127l), without granting nik, i.e., without any advantage to the credi-

1e1.rt) fhus here as well as in the tbllowing passage (Dt. 15:2, LXX opheilein) the

reference is not to commercial loans of the kind familiar from Mesopotamia but rather

to consumer credit to be given to the poor without speculative interest.ll

Dt. l5:2 deals with the law concerning the iemittd year. The construction bd'dl

maiiEh -yd86 is of particular importance here. Horst suggests that yd86 refers to the

borrower as the one who has had to accept a loan into his hand.l2 By means of a hand-

shake the creditor acquires access to the person and finances. A guarantor (cf. Prov.

6. P. 687. with reference to AHvv, ll,962.
7. Concerning the LXX translation, cf. II. I below and the discussion of individual passages'

8. Horst. 68.
9. Cl. Ge.tB and HAL, s.v.

10. -+ i]) hwa I Nil, 477-78).
I I . Cf. Gamoran, 131; Horst, 58.

12. Horst. 59.
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22:26, which in this context uses the subst. ztaJ.ia'61, derived from nj), takes the bor-
rower's hand out of that of the creditor and subjects himself to the creditor's control.l3
Other authors insert malieh'81 and thus translate: "Every holder of a pledge [shall re-
leasel the pledge of his hand."la In this case the hand is that of the creditor (cf. Ger.
Faustpfand).In view of Neh. lO:32(31) this seems the more probable interpretation.

The next question concerns the quality of the pledge. As the overall context shows,
the person in question is poor; as already was the case in F;x.22:24(25), however, he is
able to pledge only the bare necessities of life, or, as it were, his life. The consequence
of noncompliance is thus in any case bondage or slavery. This also explains why the
position at the outset is a legal interpretation of the iemittd regulation (v. l) with re-
spect to a slave. "The mih is a pledged person who can be a slave, a family member, or
the debtor himself,"ts and the creditor's earnings consist in the work performed by his
"pledge."r6 This interpretation is strengthened by the use of -+ D:: nagai in v. 3,
which has the sense of "imposing compulsory service on a person pledged in this
way."t7 This renders moot the question concerning the kind of release. The reference is
not to the remission of the loanl8 or of interest; the release consists in a renunciation of
one's claim to the pledge, the motivation being the "suspension of all social disruption
and need,"le something strengthened by the concept of the brother.

The prescription in Dt. 24:10f. (Lxx opheildma/ddneion) addresses one's rights
concerning the pledge. These verses reach back thematically (property) beyond vv. gf.
to vv. 6f.: neither handmill nor millstone may be taken in pledge, and the stealing of a
person fbr the purpose of sale into slavery is prohibited. In this context vv. l0f. curtail
the creditor's rights of seizure concerning his debtor. Although nJ'initially evokes the
notion of personal attachment, which is why the debtor is given with the prep. be,zo the
present context seems to be referring to a pledge of movable goods. A look at v. l3 (cf.
Ex. 22:24[25]), however, shows that these are pledges touching on the life and per-
sonal dignity ofthe debtor. These prescriptions are to protect a person's basic needs.2l

The next passage, I s.22:2 (LXX hyp6chreo-s), identifies "those who were in noie',,
as members of David's troops. Because of personal attachment the reference here is to
"a person who has escaped either actual or imminent debtor,s bondage.,,zz

In I K. 8:31 (LXX ldbi, the interpretation of n.f 'must take as its poi'nt of departure a

13. Cf. Horst, 63.

l!. A.D. H. Mayes, Deuterorutmy. NCBC (1979),248: J. A. Thompson, Deuteronomy. TOTC
(21976), in loc.; R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 31 1969),10g; civalletti,
303: BIIS.

15. Cardellini, 270.
16. Cf. Cholewir/,ski,224; Cazelles, Tgf .

I 7. Cholewiiski. 219.
18. Thompson, in loc.; Schwantes, 66.
19. L. Perlitt, "Ein einzig Volk von Bri.idern,', Kirche. FS G. Bornkamm (Tibingen l9g0),

33. Cf. Kippenberg,T4.
20. Horst, 61.
21. Boecker,183.
22. Crtisemann, 139.
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reversal of the supralinear dot, resulting in the reading ,3' 6e.23 The same applies to the

parallel passage (2 Ch. 6:22).
2 K. 4:l (LXX daneisle's) describes the steps taken by a n1ieh in the case of a tardy

debtor: He takes the debtor's children as slaves! This shows quite clearly that a nih

creditor's rights of access were maximal. In v. 7 (t6kos) the derivative subst. neii refers

to the debt with personal attachment.

In Neh. 5 n.i'or n.ift occurs 3 times in rapid succession (vv. 7,10,11; LXX apaitein,

apaitcsis, ekphdrein). The text enumerates virtually all the possibilities and conse-

quences of such loan seizure: v.2 - children are pledged; v. 3 - immovable goods

are pledged; vv. 4f. - immovable goods are pledged, children taken into slavery in or-

der to make payments; v. 8 - compatriots fall into debt slavery in this way; vv. l0f. -
for loans and grain the possessions of the debtor pass into the hands of the creditor; the

debtor must provide further payments.

The basic tenor of all forms of loan seizure is complete dependence on the creditor

that can extend even to the sale of one's family and to the pledge of oneself into slav-

ery. Even when "merely" the debtor's goods are pledged (vv. 4f.,1 I ), the result is still

bondage, since the debtors must then work their former property in order to fulfill the

requirements of the debt (v. t 1;.2+ The coupling of high interest rates with the institu-

tion of personal attachment, against the background of Babylonian lending practice,

leads during the time of Nehemiah to a situation in which all loans have the tendency to

result in the personal bondage of the debtor.2s The protocol confirmation of the remis-

sion of debt circumstances is in 10:32(3 1) (LXX apaitdsis), where the derivative

maiid' is used. The construction with ydql establishes a connection with Dt. 15:2.

Among the Psalms, the term noieh appears in 109:11 (LXX saneistiis), where the

verb n4.i gives it a pronounced negative qualification'. The ndieh is a person who seizes

all that a person has. Isa. 24:2 (LXX 1pheilein) confirms the difference between n.i'

and lwh: "normal lending" (lwh) is mentioned first in the series, then the ni'relation-
ship. In the chain of comparisons, both concluding constructions mention first the

creditor, then the borrower dependent on him.26

In conclusion the two passages from Jeremiah should be mentioned. The assevera-

tion of innocence in Jer. l5:10 (LXX opheilein) is comprehensible only if n.ift does not

refer to simple "lending" but rather precisely to an unjust form, i.e., usury or personal

attachment.2T

Jer.23:39 involves another instance of confusion with n.(', something confirmed by

23. M. Rehm, Das erste Buch der Kijnige (wfirzburg,19'79), in loc.; E. wiirthwein, Das erste

Buch der Kdnige 1-16. ATD llll (1976), in loc.; 8115.

24. Cf. Kippenberg, 57f., 73.
25. Sikkema, 37.
26. Cf. W. Elder, "A Theological study of Isaiah 24-27" (diss., Baylor, 197 4),25; P. Redditt,

,,Isaiah 24-27: AForm-criticaiAnalysis;' (diss., vanderb\lt, 1972); W R. Millar, Isaiah 24-27

and the Origin of Apocalyptic. HSM 11 (1976),25; a different view is taken by H. Wildberger'

Isaiah 1i-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), in loc.

27. Ct. F. Hubhann, Untersuchungen zu den Konfessionen. FzB 30 (1978),260'
l
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many mss., the translation of the LXX (lambdnein), and the reference back to maiid'
(v. 38). The expressior,'elkem ndid', following on ndiili in v. 39a, is completely miss-
ing in the LXX.28

2. OT Legal Contexts. As the discussion of the various passages has shown, ni'/nih
refers in all cases to a particularly unscrupulous, profit-oriented form of lending di-
rected specifically at one's needy fellow citizens. Since the borrower needs the loan to
provide for basic necessities (consumer credit), he generally can offer as a pledge
(maiid') only his land, from whose yield he nourishes himself, and his own life or that
of his children (personal attachment). Since through the nJ'relationship the creditor
enjoys maximal rights of seizure over against the borrower, the virtually unavoidable
result is personal bondage or sale into slavery. The campaign against this form oflend-
ing is justified on the basis of social ("your brother") and theological ("one of
Yahweh's people") considerations.

3. Semantic Field.The general term for "lending" in the OT is lwh. Anequivalent to
lwh is the rarely used + Ufy 'Apat hiphil. Since the OT speaks primarily about con-
sumer loans, the form of lending stipulated is interest-free lwh: "lending based on soli-
darity with the poor." As an analogy to lwh, Roman law understands mutuum as inter-
est-free solidarity loan. In contrast, nexum refers to the loan the rich grants to the poor
for interest, partially analogous to nJ'. Juxtaposed with the other verbs mentioned, the
decisive element characterizing n,f is the interest in profit and speculation. A term
closely related with ni'is -+ ']lr: ni& which means "to take interest" or, as a substan-
tive, "interest." The texts dealing with interest describe the creditor in a way similar to
that of the n.i'texts. Both occur in the same passage, Ex. 22:24.It is thus probable that
the loan-pledge contract (nJ) could in general be amplified further by interest.2e The
two verbs describe the same circumstance of debt fiom different angles of vision;
whereas n.f'emphasizes the pledge, n.it focuses on the interest.

Release from debtor status is expressed by the terms irn, and gd'al.
Hossfeld - Reuter

28. Cf. A. Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia 1-25,14. ATD 20 (81981), in loc.; W. Rudolph, Jeremia.
HAT Al2 (31968), in loc.

29. Cf. Sikkema,25, 37.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. OT Usage. IV. LXX.

I. Etymology. The Heb. ndid, "to forget," corresponds to Ugar. n,iy, "to neglect,"

Jewish Aramaic neiL, Syr. neiA', Arab. nasiya, and Eth. tanasaya, all "forget."l Old

South Arabic also attests an occulrence, and Akk. maifi is comparable.2

II. Occurrences. The verb naii occurs 5 times in the OT, once each in the qal,

niphal, and piel, and twice in the hiphil. In addition, the noun neityd occurs once.

III. OT Usage. The qal occurs in Lam. 3:17: "You have driven my nepei ftom

idl6m,I have forgotten what is good." The second clause could be paraphrased with "I
have forgotten what happiness is" (so RSV). Whether one maintains the first verb in

the 2nd person or emends it to the 3rd person to establish congruence with what pre-

cedes it, in any event the verse asserts that Yahweh has cut the poet offfrom his earlier

happiness; it seems to him as ifthat happiness never really existed. In this case "to for-

get" means almost the same as "never to experience."
The occurrence ofthe niphal (Isa. 44:21) is linguistically difficult insofar as the pas-

sive verb takes a (dative?) suffix.3 Maintaining the MT yields the translation: "Israel,

you will not be forgotten by me." Textual emendation is hardly advisable, since the MT
yields good sense. Israel is Yahweh's servant, fbrmed (y;r)by him, and will thus not be

forgotten by hirn or left in the lurch.
The piel occurs only in Gen. 4l :5 1 in the folk-etymological explanation of the name

Manasseh: "Gocl has made me forget all my hardship and all my father's house'"

The hiphil occurs in 2 passages, both in Job. Job 39:17 asserts that God has made

the ostrich forget wisdom, since she leaves her eggs to the earth without considering

that they might easily be trampled. The synonymous verb iAkah is used: She forgets

that a foot can crush them. M. Dahood refers to the par. hdlaq, "to give a share," and

suggests that ndiA thus be understood to mean "to lend."a

Job l1:6b is difficult. The context includes the wish that God speak and give Job in-

struction. In what follows attention is directed toward the difficulty in recognizing and

comprehending Go{. The sentence weQa' kt-yaiieh lekd 'el6ah me'awoneka seems to

interrupt the context. If, however, min isbeing used partitively, and n.i/z hiphil means

"to grant forgetfulness," then one might translate: "Know then, that (for you) God

L For Ugaritic see I/US, no. 1863. The Old Aramaic in KAI, 223A:4 is an uncertain adden-

dum.
2. See W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum Hebriiischen Lexikon," ZAW "15 (1963)

312:' VG, l, 160.
3. Ct. GK, $$57 n. 2; tt7x.
4. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 337t.

60
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gives much of your guilt over to forgetfulness." In other words, "the person to whom
God reveals his hidden and wise actions will learn more than that God holds a person
accountable for all guilt. Rather, that person will realize how much all of God's chastis-
ing acts are coupled with abundant compassionate oversight."s

The noun ne.iird occurs in Ps. 88:13(Eng. v. l2): God's wonders and righteousness
are not known (yd'niphal) in the land of forgetfulness. The realm of the dead is the
land of fbrgetfulness (cf. Lethe as the river in the netherworld of Greek mythology).
Ps. 6:6(5) also says that there is neither remembrance nor praise of God in the realm of
the dead. On the other hand, the dead there have been forgotten by the living (Eccl.
l:11 2:lO,'An zikkdrdn); cf. especially 9:5: The dead know (yd) nothing, "rhe memory
of them (zikrdm) has fallen into forgetfulness (niikah)."

IV. LXX. The LXX generally translates with epilanthdnA. ln Job 39:17 aposiaprio
is used, and in Job ll:6 circumlocution is used. Ps.88:13(12) is rendered by en gi
epileldsmin(.

Ringgren

5. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 169.

'?ltliJ naso*: wJ neiek

6l

Contents: I. General

2. Meaningl 3. LXX. il.
Considerations: 1. Occurrences in Other Languages; Etymology;

Usage: 1. To Bite;2. To Charge Interest; 3. neie!. lII. Qumran.

naial. M. Fraenkel, "Bemerkungen zum hebrriischen Wortschatz," HUCA 31 (1960) 651f.;
H. Gamoran, "The Biblical Law Against Loans on Interest," "/NES 30 (1971) 127-34; J. Hejcl,
Das alttestamentliche Zinsverbot. BSt Xlll4 (1907); E. Klingenberg, "Das israelitische
Zinsverbot in Torah, Mi5na und Talmud," AAWLM.G '7 (1977) 5-102, esp. 23; S. E.
Loewenstamm, "n'f'ln/D and'JID)," JBL88 (1969) 78-80; B. J. Meislin and M. L. Cohen,
"Backgrounds of the Biblical Law Against Usury," Comparative Studies in Society and History
6 (The Hague, 1964), 250-67 , esp. 266; B. N. Nelson, The ldea of Usury: From Tribal Brother-
hood to Universal Otherhood (Princeton, 1949);E. Neufeld, "The Rate of Interest and the Text
of Nehemiah 5,11 ," JQR 44 (1953154) 194-204; idem, "The Prohibitions Against Loans at Inter-
est in Ancient Hebrew Laws," HUCA26 (1955) 355-412; R. Salomon, Le Pr€r d intirAt en
ldgislation juive (Paris, 1932); S. Stein, "The Laws on Inrerest in the OT," JTS 4 (1953) 161-70;
E. Szlechter, "Le pr6t dans l'AI et dans les Codes m6sopotamiens d'avant Hammourabi," RHPR
35 (1955) 16-25; A. Weingort-Boczko, "L'Interdiction des int6r€ts en droit juif," Revue
historique de droit frangais et dtranger 57 (1979) 235-45; idem, Le PrOt d intdril dans le droit
talmudique (Paris, 1979); R. de Vaux, Anclsr, esp. 17Of .; -+ ll11 nalan.
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I. General Considerations.
l. Occurrences in Other Languages; Etymology. The root n.ik occurs in the Semitic

languages usually with the meaning "to bite." The word occurs frequently in ancient

Mesopotamian texts, e.g., iumma awtlum kalbam naiik, "when a man holds a dog with

his teeth" (medicinal text), iumma iapassu ehta unaiiak, "when he bites his upper

[p."r 1, Ugaritic the verb n1k also means "to bite," e.g., ynlkn kblnm, "they bit each

other like serpents"; cf . nlk nl.ti, "bite of the serpent."2 The noun nlk seems to mean

"levy, tax."3 In Arabic the meaning of nalaka has been generalized: "to destroy, break

up," whereas Eth. nasaka has preserved more of the meaning "to bite," though also in

figurative usage. In Aramaic and Syriac metathesis has perhaps occurred to nkt, "to

bite," though it is more probable that Northwest Semitic appropriated the reference

from Akk. nks.

Not much can be said concerning etymology. The roots niAnlk seem to have meant

"to bite, tear, tear apart, gnaw," from an extremely early period, something supported

by the rich witnesses to this usage in Akkadian. One difficulty, however, does attach to

the metathesis nil</nki. Koehler assumes that Hebrew actually had two roots ,?.ft: one

with the meaning mentioned above, and another derived ftom neieft, "interest, in-

crease."4 He views the noun neiel as a loanword from Akkadian, where it derived per-

haps from Sumerian. It is questionable, however, whether this derivation is necessary

at all. While Akk. nikkassa, "settlement (of accounts)," is indeed a loanword from

Sumerian,s the noun niksu "that which is cut off," has been constructed from the root

nks, "to cut off."
M. Fraenkel refers back to the older suggestion made by R. von Raumer, who finds

behind nik an Indo-Germanic root tuk (in the sense of "increase, propagation"), which

also lies behind Gk. t6kos.e

2. Meaning. The same development occurred in Hebrew. Here the root nks is not

used, but rather the familiar n,ift, so that the noun neieft refers to "that which is bitten

off." This is how charging interest was viewed: as an increase "bitten off' from the

principal, i.e., an increase for the lender, "to bite" for the receiver. The popular percep-

iion of charging interest has always been as "biting," and this was also clearly the case

in the ancient Near East. Thus biting (nik) could naturally also come to mean "to

charge interest," and the root occurs in the OT with both these meanings.

1. See, respectively, F. Ktjcher, Die babylonisch-assyrische Medizin in Texten und

Untersuchungrn, 6 ,oit. (Berlin, 1963-80), IY 393, r. 5 (Old Babylonian); F R' Kraus,
..Babylonischle Omina mit Ausdeutung der Begleiterscheinungen des Sprechens,* AfO ll (19361

37) 223, rro. 52.
2. For the former see KTU, 1.6 VI, 19; for the latter, 1.100,4, lO,20f',31' etc'

3. KTU,4.225, t4. t6.
4. KBL2, 639; cf . also HAL, lI,'729.
5. AHw,II, 789.
6. Pp. 66f.
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3. IXX. As one might expect, these two meanings have parted ways in the LXX and
received different renderings. Biting is translated by ddknein (e.g., Gen.49:17; Nu.
2 1 :6), while references to charging interest are rendered with the no:url- t6kos, "interest"
(e.g., Ex. 22:24lEng. v. 25h Dt. 23:20|91).

II. Usage.
l. To Bite. The root n.it is used with the meaning "to bite" as early as the oldest

songs, often in connection with serpents, which in ancient Canaan posed a much
greater threat than today. Gen. 49:17 compares Dan with a serpent, "which bites the
horse's heels so that his rider falls backward." The bite of the serpent is also mentioned
in Nu. 2l:6-9, where Moses makes a bronze serpent in the wilderness and sets it on a
pole, thereby saving the life of those who had been bitten. With few exceptions the ref-
erence is always to the bite of serpents, clearly indicating this was much feared (Eccl.
l0:8,11; Jer. 8:17; Am.5:19; 9:3). When one expressed a threat, one frequently used
the image of the bite of the serpent. Prov. 23:32 compares the effects of wine with the
bite of a serpent: "At the last it bites like a serpent, and stings like an adder."

Only once is n.it used to refer to the "bite of people." In an oracle against the proph-
ets we read in Micah: "The prophets who lead my people astray and cry 'peace' when
they have something to bite with their teeth" (Mic. 3:5), whereby hannoiefttm seems to
be used in a neutral sense here, though it is to be understood ironically.

2. To Charge Interest. The figurative meaning "to charge interest" is found in its
verbal form only in Dt.23:20f .(19f.) and Hab.2:7 . Koehler considers the root in these
passages to be a denominative from neieft, though this is not necessary. Dt.
23:20t.(l9f .) is the locus classicus concerning the question of charging interest in an-
cient Israel. Hab.2:7 raises a cry of woe concerning those who enrich themselves with
the property ofothers; yet even against such persons, the "biters" (n1ieleyftd, i.e., their
debtors) will rise up. This play on words evokes both meanings of the root nik and
makes clear the conceptual connection between "biting" and "charging interes1."7

Dt.23:20f.(19f.) uses the verb n.it in the qal and hiphil as well as the noun neie!:
"You shall not charge interest on loans to another Israelite, interest on money, interest
on provisions, interest on anything that is lent. On loans to a foreigner you may charge
interest, but on loans to another Israelite you may not charge interest, so that Yahweh
your God may bless you in all your undertakings in the land that you are about to enter
and possess." Lending without interest did occasionally appear in the ancient Near
East, and both Dt.23 andLev.25:35-37 presuppose that this was also the case in Ir
rael.8 What comes to expression here is a feeling of solidarity with those belonging to
the same society, an echo of the older Bedouin and farmer community. Mutual aid was
a normal occurrence, and the charging of interest in such cases was viewed as "biting."

7. Cf. M. Dahood,
8. Cf. E. Lipifiski,

133; + lI11 nalan.

"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 339.
"Neiek and tarbit in the Light of Epigraphic Evidence," OLP lO (1979)
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Another consideration was that the interest rates were extraordinarily high, 20 to 50

percent not being unusual. Furthermore, there was a distinct difference in the actual

practice of dealing with interest between the farmers and nomadic inhabitants on the

one hand, and urban dwellers on the other, especially traders and merchants. Jews from

the colony of Elephantine in Egypt appropriated the customs of the Egyptians and de-

manded interest and compound interest even from their own compatriots, though in

this case the term rik was not used, but rather marbtl, which later became the term for

interest.e
In the ancient Laws of Eshnunna one also encounters the charging of interest, here

expressed by the noun sibtum,to whrle naidku,% means only "to bite" and is used paral-

lel with nakasunt, "to sever."ll ln the world of ancient Babylon the charging of interest

was a completely normal occurrence, something seen in the many regulations found in

the Code of Hammurabi.l2 Babylonian merchants had no way of carrying on trade

without investing their money against interest. That foreigners carried on trade in Is-

rael emerges not least from Dt. 23:21(20), and Neh. 12 mentions merchants fiom Tyre.

These people naturally demanded interest, just as interest was demanded of them (cf.

Dr. 23:2lt20l). The regulations in Dt. 23:21(20) (cf. Ex. 22:241251 and Lev. 25:36)

likely represent the last attempt to preserve older customs and practices fiom the tribal

period in the hope that the older sense of solidarity would come to expression, a notion

according quite well with the primary concerns of Deuteronomy.

3.neief,. Koehlerdefinestheterm neiekas anincreaseinthesettlementof anac-

count, and views it as a loanworcl tiom Akkadian. Although the connection with Baby-

lonian merchants came about quite early and was certainly not unimportant, the Akka-

dian word is nikkassu (see discussion above). The word neief; occurs in the previously

mentioned statement of Dt.23:20(19) referring to interest on money, provisions, and

all sorts of other things fbr which one charges interest. No kind of interest was permit-

ted in connection with one's compatriots. This is also explicitly underscored in Ex.

22:24(25): "If you lencl money to my people, to the poor among you, you shall not deal

with them as a creditor; you shall not exact interest from them." Concerning this pre-

scription M. Noth remarks: "So a rule of life is put forward and affirmed for Israel,

who is and is to remain separate from the urban character of the settled lands of the an-

cient East with their life of business and trade."l3 Lev. 25:36-38 offers theological jus-

tification for such a prescription: "You shall fear your God, that your brother may live

beside you." The admonitions in Lev. 25:36f . are clear: "Take no interest (neieft) ftom

himorincrease (tarbiil. Youshallnotlendhimyourmoney (kaspebd) atinterest(lo'
fifien 16 beneieb." The significance of this commandment emerges from Ps. 15:5. In

this psalm, which gives the rules fbr entering the holy precinct, the prohibition against

9. Cf. AP. 10:4, 6, 8, llf., 14-16, l8; l1:8f.
10. $$18, 20f.; translation in ANET, 161-63.
n. $$42f., 56f.
12. CH, $$48-51, 89-96, 100; translation in ANET 163-80.

13. Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), 187.
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charging interest fits quite naturally: "who does not put out his money at interest." This
reflects the behavior of the person who walks blamelessly (Ps. l5:2). Prov.28:8 ex-
plains what happens to the person who does not act thus: "He who augments his wealth
by interest (ne,{eb and increase (tarbtfi gathers it for him who is kind to the poor."

In Ezekiel, too, it is characteristic of the righteous person not to lend at interest
(neieb or increase (tarbifi (Ezk. 1 8:8. I 7). The person who does not act thus but rather
does indeed charge interest and increase "shall surely die" (Ezk. I 8: I 3). In his judg-
ment on Jerusalem in ch.22, the prophet again mentions the charging of interest and
increase as one of the crude sins that will bring chastisement on the God-forsaken city
(Ezk.22:l2ff .).

The prohibition against charging interest oould not prevent lending against surety,
something that in its own turn resulted in debt. Nehemiah thus considered it necessary
in 445 to put through a remission of debts (Neh. 5: I - I 3).

III. Qumran. The root nsYk is attested in lQpHab in a citation from Hab.2:7:
ndie[eyld, "your biters," though the first part of the word is missing in the text of
lQpHab 8:14. The interpretation of the difficult passage is here applied to the priest
who rebelled and violated the commandments (8:16f.).

Kapelrud

;lDtr: neiamdT?:

Contents: L Etymology; II. 1. Occumences; 2. Syntax; 3. LXX. III. L God's n?iAmA as Life-
Giving Breath;2. n?iamii as "Lif'e" in General; 3. "Living Creatures"; 4. God's n(idmi as

Destructive Power. IV. Job. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The word neidmd is a feminine form of the qatalat pattern of nim.t lt
is attested beyond Biblical Hebrew also in Middle Hebrew, Palmyrene, Biblical Ara-
maic, Samaritan, and Christian Palestinian Aramaic as niima', and additionally also in
Jewish Aramaic as niimela', in Syriac as neiamta', in Mandaic as niiimta, and in
Arabic as nasamat.z The only verbal form, 'eiiom, occurs in lsa. 42:14 with the mean-

naiamd. A. R. Johnson, The VitaLitv o.f the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Car-
ditt,21964),27f .;T. C. Mitchell, "The OT Usage of nesdma," VT n (1961) t77-87; H. Ringgren,
Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966), l2lf.; J. Scharbert, Fleisch, Geist und Seele
im Pentateuch. SBS 19 (2196'7),22; O. Schilling, Geist und Materie in biblischer Sichr. SBS 25
(1967),42,45;F. J. Stendebach, Theologische Anthropologie des Jahwisten (Bonn, 1970); T. C.
Vriezen, An Outline of OT Theolog) (Eng. trans., Wageningen, 21970); H. W. Wolff, Anthropol-
oglt of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1914), esp. 59f.

1. See Ble, 463r; HAL, II, 730.
2. For Palmyrene see DNSI, II, 765; for Mandaic, MdD, 300a; for Arabic, Wehr (41 979), 1 130.
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ing "to pant, breathe heavily" (Yahweh pants like a woman in travail). The emendation

suggested by Blls for Dt. 33:21 , from iam ("there") to yiii1m (here in the sense of "to

yearn for"), seems to make little sense given the context, and thus seems without justi-

fication.
The basic meaning is "breath, wind," also "breath of life, living creature." The word

-+ ll'l'1 rfiah appears as its parallel (cf. Eccl. 12:.7 and elsewhere).

ll. I . Occurrences. The subst. ne iamd occurs 24 times in the Hebrew OT, and once

each in the Aramaic part of Daniel (5:23) and in Sirach (9:13). Of these occurrences, 3

are found in the Pentateuch, 6 in the Deuteronomistic history, 4 in Isaiah (though no-

where else among the prophetic writings), and 1l times in wisdom literature (7 times in

Job).

2. Syntax. The term neiAmd appears in several different syntactical combinations. In

the singular absolute state it occurs l0 times without the article, twice with the article.

The following construct combinations occur: niima! rfial.t ('ap), "blast of his wrathful

breath" (2s.22:16 par. Ps. l8:16[Eng. v. l5]); niima!ftayytm, "breath of life" (Gen.

2:7;7:22):niima!'el6ah,"breathof God"(Job4:9); niimal'el,"breathof God"(Job

37: l0); niima! YHWH, "brearh of Yahweh" (Isa. 30:33); niima! iadday, "breath of the

Almighty" (Job 32:8; 33:4); niimal'aiam, "breath [RSV 'spirit'] of man" (Prov'

20:27). A suffix is twice used with neiamk (Job 27:3, niimdli;3 34:14, niimdl6)'

3. LXX. The LXX renders neiamd 13 times with pnoii,4 times with empnein, 3

times with pnetima, and once each with pr6stagma, |mpneusis, thym6s, and 266. ln

Dnl. l0:lTtheLXXhaspnertma,Theodotionpnod;lsa.2:22hasanapnoi (thoughthis

verse is not found in most mss.).

lll. l. God's neiamd as Life-Giving Breath. The point of departure for understand-

ing neiamd in the OT is the oldest witness, Gen.2'.7. Here the Yahwist conceives the

creation of human beings as a twofold process: God forms the human being from the

dust of the ground and then breathes into him the "breath of life" (niima! l.tayyim).

Though neiamd here already means "breath of life, breath," in and of itself, its combi-

nation with fuayytm underscores further its character as "life-giving" breath.+ The sec-

ond act is the decisive one, since only through Yahweh's neiAmA does the human being

become a living being, does "something quickened into life" emerge from'Just some-

thing."s
The notion of the quickening to life of this human being of clay, however, was not

new with J; it is found earlier in Egyptian portrayals in which the goddess Hathor holds

the symbol of life (ankh, Egyp. ,nb) ,lp to the mouth and nose of the form created by

3. Cf. IV below.
4. -+ i]!fi hayd (chdyah) (lV,324-44).
5. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-lt (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 206'
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Khnum. "This is clearly a very abstract adaptation of the older form where the creator
breathes the breath of life into what he has shaped. This older form appears in the prim-
itive descriptions, as well as in the account of a Babylonian story of the creation given
in Berossos . . . and in Gen 2:7 ."6 J thus appropriates here a notion already predominant
many centuries before him, one more specifically identifying human beings.

After shaping this lifeless, material form from the dust of the'ay'amd, Yahweh turns
it into the nepei hayyd by means of his own neidmd.l It is thus inthe neiamdthatJ
views the power that actually brings life to the human being. This neiamd, as

ensoulment through in-spiration, is something different from the incorporeal being
called the "soul," which completes the body in its identity as a living human being, be-
stowing both life and consciousness upon a person and, as spirit, enduring beyond
death.8 Antiquity perceives human beings only in their capacity as living beings (to be
understood as a whole) or as dead.e

Without ne iamd, then, the human being is dead, and the ne iamA as the characteristic
feature of life reveals human beings bound together inseparably with Yahweh,lo
though this inspiration of the divine breath does not constitute for human beings the re-
ception of a divine soul or a divine spirit, and in this the human being, despite the
breath of life received from God, is indeed different from the Creator. ll That is, ne iamd
means "the giving of life to humans, nothing more."l2 Nor does this reception of the
neiamd account for any fundamental difference between human beings and the animal
world, since 7:22 (J) mentions the niima! riah hayytm as the life-giving principle in
reference to animals as well.l3 The word rfrah constttutes a later insertion by P, since
the term does not occur in the expression niima! l.tayytm in 2:7 (J), but does occur in
the expression rfrah l.tayytm (7:15, P). SinceT:22 clearly belongs to J, rfrah represents a

subsequent addition whose reason is no longer discernible.la
This understanding oftheneidmd occurs in Isa.42:5 and 57:16 as an unequivocal

evocation of the creation events. According to 42:5 Yahweh "created the earth and
what comes from it, he gives breath (neiamd) to the people upon it and spirit to those
who walk in it"; a promise to believers assures them that "their rfiah shall not pass

away before me, nor their neiamA, which I made" (57:16). The parallel of neiami and
rfiah reyeals the semantic relationship between the two terms; God gives both to hu-
man beings as life-giving powers. In this form, such parallel usage is found otherwise
only in Job 4:9; 27:3;32:8;33:4;34:l4.ts

The term neiamA acquires a negative sense in Isa. 2:22, which inquires concerning

6. rbid., 205.
7. -+ t?51 nepei; cf. Wolff, 33.
8. Cf. Stendebach,249.
9. Cf. Westermann, Genesis l-1 1, 207 .

10. Cf. Wolff,59.
11. Cf. Vriezen,406.
12. Westermann, Genesis l-11, 207.
13. Stendebach, 249; contra Scharbert, 22; and Mitchell, I 8l .

14. Westermann, Genesis 1-11. 439f .; cf. Stendebach, cb. 6, 112 n. 12
15. See IV below.
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the significance of human beings as such, in whose nostrils there is "merely neiam6'"

This use of neiamA is unusual, since in contrast to Gen. 2:7 itis not viewed as a divine

gift, serving rather as a negative characteristic of human beings. In this difficult pas-

sage, which is to be viewed as a gloss to lsa. 2:6-21 , ne iamA should probably be under-

sroodinthesenseof -+):;l hebel(Job7:16)or -+'lDll'dpar(Ps.103:14).r6Inmy
opinion, this change in the understanding of ne iamd derives from the fact that "in view

of the imminent Day of Yahweh it would be vital to trust neither in idols nor in man,

but to rely only on God and in that way to avoid judgment."lT That is, the neiamk char-

acterizes human beings in their capacity as mortal beings; as already mentioned'

Yahweh's own neiamd does not elevate them into a divine sphere'

2. neiamA as "Lfe" in General. From the perspective of creation, neiamd charac-

terizes a person's physical life. Daniel's encounter with the supernatural world stunned

him to such an extent that his strength was drained and his breath (neiumA) faltered

(Dnl. l0: l7). The author of the book of Sirach advises to stay away from the person

who has rhe power to kill, "lest he rob you of your life (niimdle&a)" (sir. 9: l3). when

1 K. 17:17 says that the son of the widow of Zarephath had become so ill that "no

neiamd was left in him," this means that death had come (cf. vv. l8ff.)'

3. "Living Creatures." Based on the notion that neiami in the tull sense constitutes

life, the term came to be usecl in the general sense of "living creature." The war laws in

Deuteronomy direct Israel to leave no neiamA alive in the cities that Yahweh gives

them as their inheritancets (Dt. 20:16). This directive is implemented during the con-

quest of the promised land, during which Israel on the one hand carries out the ban "on

utt ttut breathed" (kol-hanneiamd, Josh. 10:40), and on the other so devastates the

Canaanitecitiesthat"therewasnoneleftthatbreathed (kol-neidmd)"(11:11,14;.te4t

soon as Baasha became king, he killed all the house ofJeroboam and destroyed every-

thing that had neiamd (1 K. l5:29).
Given this understanding of neidmd, Ptov.2O:27 presents problems: "The human

neiamd is the lamp of Yahweh, searching all the innermost parts." According to this

passage, the breath of life that has been breathed into a person is a "lamp" for Yahweh

ievealing to Yahweh even a person's innermost secrets that are unknown to that per-

son.20 Considering Prov.24:12 and Job 7:20, the reading suggested by BHS' ndsdr

YHWH niimal'aQam, seems more appropriate; here the masc. sg. ptcp. lt,p€( lnds in
yahweh a grammatically unobjectionable correlative. One should probably proceed on

the assumption2l that this passage is to be read: "Yahweh 'guards, watches over' the

16. So H. Wildberger, Isaiah t-|2 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), lzlf.: "breath, vapor,

vanity."
17. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL(Eng. trans. 1983)' 63.

18. -+ )n: nahal (1X,319-35).
19. -+ D']lt hrmll, Y 195-98.
20. Cf. O. pliger,Spri)che Salomos(Proverbia). BKXVII(1984),239; seealso -+l,3nerll.3.
21. Cf. Wolff, 59-60,236 n. 5, contra Pldger, Sprilche,239.
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human breath, he searches all the innermost parts." In this sense Yahweh is not only the
creator but also the protector of one's breath. The function of the neiamd and thus also
the task of human beings is ultimately praise of God (Ps. 150:6).

4. God's neiamd as Destructive Power Yahweh's neiAma not only exhibits a posi-
tive, creative power but also causes the earth's foundations to quake. In Ps. l8:16(15)
par. 2 S. 22:16 the niimal rfiah of Yahweh's wrath (par. ga'a4 "rebuke") is described as

a power rendering the depths of the sea visible, and laying bare the foundations of the
world (t€!€l). This conception, within a theophany portrayal, presents Yahweh as ruler
and conqueror of the powers of chaos. The use of neiamd here is quite different from
that in Gen. 2:7 . lt is difficult to date this psalm;22 if it is taken as a unity, it was proba-
bly composed in the preexilic period.23 Since form-critical and stylistic considerations
suggest a later stage, it is probably to be dated during the postexilic period;2a in any
event, the motif of the chaos struggle derives as a rule from the exilic or postexilic pe-
riod (cf. Deutero-Isaiah).

The notion of the life-giving power of the niimal YHWH is left behind in the au-
thentic text of Isa. 30:33: it ignites the wood for a sacrifice.

IV. Job. The book of Job attests the entire semantic scope of neiamd; all the pas-
sages come from the later poetry of Job (3:142:6).In Job 33:4 Elihu confesses that he
is God's creature, created by God's riah and given life through his neidm6. Together
these two constitute the "guarantee of Elihu's genuine or sinless knowledge and
words."25 Job 27:3 presents Job's neiamd and the rfiah 'eloah as guarantors of Job's
truthfulness. Even though this parallelism does not specify the relationship between
the two more closely, it is not necessary to read the I st sg. suffix of niimal? as the 3rd
sg.-vof thePhoenicianform,sinceinallotheroccurrences of neiamd asaparallelto
rttahin the book of Job the reference is to God's neiam6.26 Job34:14 underscores that
both existence and the duration of life depend on God's vivifying nc iamd alone. It also
bestows wisdom (32:8); otherwise Job's question in 26:4 ("with whose help have you
uttered words, and whose neiamd has come forth from you?") would be incomprehen-
sible. The destructive power of God's neiamd, of the kind already described above, ap-
pears in the first discourse of Eliphaz (4:8f.): Those who sow trouble perish by God's
neiamd. As lord over the powers of nature, his breath causes ice to form that covers
over broad expanses of water (37:10).

22. Cf . the enumeration of possibilities in H.-J. Kraus, Psalns 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapo-
lis, 1987),258.

23. Ct. J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT
10 (196s),33f.

24. Cf. A. Deissler, Die Psalmen. Welt der Bibel: Kleinkommentare zur Heiligen Schrift
( Diisseldorf. 1963\. 77 .

25. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 456.
26. Ct. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 339.
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v. Qumran. In Qumran literature neiama occurs only twice. l1QPsa l9:;4 (niimq!

kol baiar) menrions Yahweh as the creator of all that lives (cf. Gen.2:7). The Commu-

nity Rule (lQS 5:17) cites Isa. 2:22, thereby giving neiama a negative connotation.
ktmberry-Zielinski

l!l). "ei"p

Contents:t.l.Etymology'Occurrences;2'Versions'II'l'semanticsinContext:
2. Theological Contexts.

l. l. Etymology, occurrences. This word is generally derived from the root n.ip, "to

blow," *t i"t o""urs in other Semitic languages with similar meaning (Akk' naidpu;

Aram. nip)l and is related phonetically with the roots nib, nim, and npi ("to blow,

breathe heavily, breathe," etc.). Derivation from the homonymous Middle Hebrew root

nip (,tojump up, separate, loosen by pressing")2 seems misdirected. Since the verbal

form of ,,fp i"f"rr to the blowing of the wind (Ex. 15: l0; Isa. 40:24), while the noun

neiep obvio\sly refers to a time of auy, this word can be understood originally as a ref-

erence to those hours when in Israel a cool wind usually comes up: shortly before the

rising and afterthe setting of the sun (cf. Gen.3:8; Cant.2:17).3Thusneiep refers to

the Jarkness both of -o*irg and of evening, This double sense was recognized as

early as the Talmud and given a popular-etymological explanation ("the night with-

draws, nip, thenday comJs; the day withdraws, nip, andnight comes," Bab. Ber 3b);

commenting on Job 3:9, Ibn Ezra iefines neiep as both the beginning and the end of

the night. This ultimately yields the comprehensive meaning "darkness."

The term neiep occuisl2 tirn"t in the OT, all but two in poetic speech. It appears

only in the singular, is used in genitive combination s (as nomen reSens in Isa. 21:4, and

as rectumin Jer. 13:16 and Job 3:9), and in one instance is used with a possessive suffix

(Job 3:9).

2. Versions. The ancient versions reflect the word's semantic scope by rendering

largety with general expressions for "darkness" (LXX sk6tos, Y:ulg. tenebrae, Targ'

neiep. A.Baumstark, Noctuma laus. Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quetlen und Forschungen 32

(tvtiinstEr/Aschendorff, 1g57); K. Goldammer, Die Formenwelt des Religidsen. !<rtinl.rs-

Taschenausgabe z6a gt iti",,, lsooj, 59,210ff.,297ff.; -+ 1la boqea 11,228; + luin haiak

(v, 24s -5r: )\ n)'\ lay it/layld (Ytr, 533 -42); a19' e reb.

l.ForAkkadianseeAHw,ll,'758;CAD,I'Uz,56'ForAramaicseeJastrow'941;
F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syiiialar*'inurz (Berolini, l9O3), 129; Beyer, 642; on Arab. nsl see

GesB, 527; KBL2, 640 (no longer in HAL, II, 730)'

2. See Rashi on Bab' Ber. ib and Meg' 3a; Levy, WTM' lll' 45Zf'

3. O. Keel, Orte und toiirnoft* dir Bibel (lurichlCologne/Gtittingen, 1984)' I, 5lf'
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qbl', Luther and Buber-Rosenzweig,4 Dcimmerung [twilight, dusk, dawn]). Transla-
tions occasionally feel obliged to be semantically more specific, though in these cases
each bases the rendering on its own interpretation. Thus neiep is interpreted as
"dawn": LXX hedsphdros (1 S. 30:17); Luther frile (2 K7:5,7 [RSV "twilight"]; Ps.

l19:147 [RSV "dawn"]); Targ. iprpr'(Ps. ll9:147; Job 7:4): Syr. spr'(2 K. 7:5); in
contrast, it is also interpreted as "evening twilight": LXX opsd (Isa. 5:11); Yulg. vesper
(Isa.5:ll; I S.30:17;2 K.7:5), Targ. rmi' (Prov.7:9); and finally also as "(mid-)
night": LXX mesonjkrios (Isa. 59:10), nyx (Job 3:9), Targ. nip lyly'(Job 24:15).

ll, l. Semantics in Contexr. That the word can refer to the early morning hours is re-
vealed by Job 7:4,where the suffering Job laments: "When I lie down. . .I am full of
tossing tilltheneiep," i.e., until the morning dawns (so Targ. and Rashi: neiep ielybm).

The LXX renders "from evenings till early in the morning" (ap6 hespdras h6os
prdt) for neiep, as if the ambiguity of the Hebrew word was to be maintained; but the
Greek version is based on a variant reading or understanding according to which the
person thus languishing away yearns during the evening for morning, and during the
morning for evening.

Usually, however, the word refers to the "later evening hours." Isa. 5: I I portrays the
excessive revelers who in their desire for intoxicating drink rise early in the morning
(boqer) and then tarry late into the neiep with their wine. Though one might think here
of a period well advanced into the evening (LXX, Ibn Ezra), the reference may even be
to the very late night or wee hours (Targ., Rashi, Luther: "into the night"), since else-
where neiep on the one hand is juxtaposed in direct contrast to sohorayim, "midday"
(Isa. 59:10), and on the other hand stands in a contiguous relationship with expressions
for "dark" and "darkness" (Jer. l3:16). This provides a semantic profile for the word:
neiep rcferc to the darkness characterizing the earliest and latest hours, whereby this
darkness is not only confirmed as such but is also described as an interim condition; it
refers to the darkness that has just come about or is just waning.

This can be seen in those prose passages in which the use of this rare word can only
be explained on the basis of this specific meaning. In the story of 2 K.7:5ff. the lepers
wait for the neiep to carry out the plan they made during the course of the day, namely,
to go over to the enemy camp; in the evening darkness they can no longer be seen and
seized by their own people (cf. vv. 9,12; contra Syr., Luther, "in the early morning"; cf.
RSV "they arose at twilighf'). Under the cover of precisely this emerging darkness
(neiep, v. 7), however, the enemy had already taken flight. A determination of the pre-
cise time of day is more difficult in 1 S. 30:17, which asserts that David smote the
Amalekites "from neiep until the evening ('ere!)." The answer to the question whether
this battle lasted from dawn until evening (so Bab. Ber.3b, LXX, Syr., Luther), or from
one evening to the next (Jewish exegetes such as Pesiqta de Rab Kahana, J. Karo,
Tanhum, Kimchi), depends on a text-critical decision.s The present Hebrew text

4. Buber-Rosenzweig, in loc.
5. See Bll(.
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(emended lemohora!6) states that after darkness came David attacked them as they cel-

ebrated their spoils, and pursued and annihilated them until the next evening (RSV

"until the evening of the next day"). The dynamic sense of the word is also intended in

the sequence "mountains of neiep" (Jer. 13:16): these are not mountains lying in

darkness6 but rather mountains upon which darkness begins to descend (cf. the con-

text: "before he brings darkness, before your feet stumble"). The "stars of neiep" (Job

3:9) might be referring to Mercury and Venus, which give off light in the morning or

evening twilight, which renders unnecessary any choice between "evening twilight"
(LXX) and "morning twilight (dawn)."r Nonetheless, the context suggests the latter al-

ternative: the cursing of the day of birth and its night consists in losing the stars that

presage morning. The"neiep I longed for" (Isa. 2l4) is the evening coolness so wel-

come in the Near East, though in this case it brings terror and fear.

2. TheoLogical Contexts. The darkenin g neiep opens the door to sinful activity. The

adulterer lies in wait for the neiep (Job 24:15), which cloaks his face so that no eye can

see him. At neiep (Prov. 7:9), at the end of the day and under the cover of darkness. the

adulterous *o*in lies in wait to seduce the unwary young man (vv. 6-21). A person's

iniquity and transgression cast themselves over him like heavy darkness (lsa. 59:9- l5)'
so that he stumbles in the light of midday as if it were neiep (v. l0). In contrast to other

elements attaching to the conceptual field "darkness," this word by no means symbol-

izes the sphere of evil which is completely cut off from God. At the hour of twilight

and uncertainty a person can approach closer to God: Just as believers begin even be-

fore the night watch to meditate on Yahweh's words, so also do they eagerly rise before

the neiep (Ps. 1 l9:147) that they might raise their voices in prayer to Yahweh.
Kedar-Kopfstein

6. KBL2,640.
7. For the former see E. Konig, Hebrtiisches und arameiiscltes Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leipzig,

1 g I 0; o,i 1917), 291. For the latter see GesB, 527 ; B. Duhm, Das Buch H ktb. KHC XVI ( I 897),

20; S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Book of Job. ICC, 2

vols. (1921), I,34f.
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I. Distribution, Meaning, Etymology. The root n.i4 is attested in most of the an-
cient Semitic languages (Akkadian, Ugaritic, Hebrew), and was also used in Qumran
and in Jewish Aramaic in the sense of the Biblical Hebrew tradition. The Old Aramaic
witnesses are not undisputed, and are partially replaced by conjectures.l Egyptian at-
tests a phonetically different but semantically equivalent word (in).2

The focus of the semantic field of niqis the notion of kissing with its various mean-
ings: as a constituent part ofintensive love relationships, as an expression ofbonds of
kinship, and as a sign of submissive veneration.s The religious sphere is also included.
Thus in the Aqhat epic the Ugaritic hero Danel kisses the grain in order to release it
from the power of the drought.a This variety of rneanings associated with niq is also
found in the OT witnesses.s

The etymology of the root niq is unclear. J. Barth derives it fiom Arabic in the
meaning "to smell something; to sip breath."6 Both GesB and HALlist in addition to
the root niq l, "to kiss," an additional, homonymous root, niq II, with the meaning "to
equip oneself' or "to arm oneself," which is traced back to Arab. nnsaqa, "to line up,
put in an order," and which is also alleged in Ezk. 3:13.7 L. Kopf correctly points out
that the etymological connection between niq I and n.ir7 II needs more precise investi-
gation. More recently, J. M. Cohen has returned to Arab. nas(lqa, "to line up, put in an
order," advancing for niq I the basic meaning "to seal (the lips [in silence])."4 With this
interpretation, one supported only by the Talmud, he can also make sense of disputed

naiaq. N. Adcock, "Genesis 4l 40," ExpT 67 ( 1955/56) 383; J. Barth, Etyrrutlogische Studien
zurn Scmitischen (Leipzig, 1893); A. Bertholet, "Eine crux interpretum. Ps 2,11f.," ZAW 28
(1908) 58; idem, "Nochmals zu Ps 2:llf .," ZAW 28 (1908) 193; W. H. Brownlee, "Psalm l-2 as
aCoronationLiturgy," Bibl 52(1971)321-36; J.M.Cohen,"AnUnrecognizedConnotationof
niq peh with Special Reference to Three Biblical Occurrences," VT 32 (1982) 416-24 G. R.
Driver, "Difficult Words in the Hebrew Prophets," Studies in OT Prophecy. FS T. H. Robinson
(Edinburgh, l95O), 52-72, esp. 55f.; W L. Holladay, "A New Proposal tbr the Crux in Ps II 12,"
VT 28 (19'78) ll0-12; K. A. Kitchen, "The Term NJq in Gen 4l:40," ExpT 69 (1957/58) 30;
L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwcirterbuch," VT 9 (1957) 247-8'7,
esp.265-67; A. A. Macintosh, "AConsideration of the Problems Presented by Psalm II ll and
12," JTS 27 (1976) I - l4; A. Robinson, "Deliberate but Misguided Haplography Explains Psalm
2,ll-12," ZAW 89 (1977) 421-22; W. Thiel, "Der Weltherrschaftsanspruch des judiiischen
Ktinigs nach Psalm 2," ThV 3 (1971) 53-63; H. W. Wolff, Anthrupology oJ'the OT (Eng. trans.,
Philadelphia, l9'7 4), 169-7 3.

1. Ahiqar 103,222; H. L. Ginsberg, ANET 426-28: cf. DNSI, ll,764f .; AP,237f .,248; J. N.
Epstein, "Glossen zu den 'aramrlischen Papyrus und Ostraka,"' ZAW 32 (1912) 135.

2. Cf . WbAS, rV ls3f.
3.Forthefirst,inUgaritic,seeKTU, 1.23,49,51,55; l.lTI,3g.ForthesecondseeGilg.XII,

24, 26; in KTU, 1.22I 4 "the little one whom the lips kiss" refers to the beloved grandchild. For
the third see Esarhaddon, Prism B I, 84-85.

4. KTU. 1.19 II, 15,22; ANET 153.
5. See II.2. 3 below.
6. Pp. 46f.
1. HAL, II, 730f.
8. Cohen,4l6f. This view is mentionedin K8L2,640, though associated in HAL,II, 73 l, with

niq ll.
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passages (e.g., Gen. 4l:40; Job 3l:21;Prov' 24:26; see below)' W' von Soden explains

naiaq as onomatopoeic: to make .iiq.e

II. OT Usage.

l.occurrences.Therootniqoccurs32timesintheoT.Theverboccursinthefol-
lowing aspects with these -"unirgr, qal, "to kiss; touch one another"; piel, "to kiss

long ind much"; hiphil, "to touch one another" (perhaps add "audibly").10 The noun

nriiqd occurstwice. The root niq occurs only once in the writings of Qumran, in an ex-

p."r.ion appropriated from the OT (CD 13:3; cf' Gen' 41:40)'rr

2. Expression of Human Relationships'

a. Love. The oT rarely mentions kissing as a sign of a love relationship between

man and woman; in the iositive sense this occurs only in Cant. l:2;8:1, while Prov'

7:13 reckons the kiss among the devices of seduction employed by the adulterous

woman.
The remarks on Gen. 29:11 ("then Jacob kissed Rachel") passed down in the rabbinic

commentaries make clear just how this reserved attitude emerged concerning the encoun-

ter between man and *o-un and thus why the OT so rarely mentions kissing in this

sense: 
,,In general, kissing serves immoratity, though three kinds are exceptions, namely,

kissingaccompanyingtheacquisitionof honor(1 S. l0: l),kissingattheoccasionof are-

unionlollowing a long absence (Ex.4:27), and kissing at the occasion of departure (Ruth

l:14). R. Tanhuma said: Kissing one's kin can also be added" (Gen. Rab.70.121'tz 11''1t

witness to a rigoristic, religiousiy motivated attitude is complemented by the fact that at

this time the acceptance oiCanticles into the canon of OT writings was being hotly dis-

puted.13 In the meantime, one can assume that in daily life and in Israel's popular litera-

ture outside the OT itself, literature not preserved, both the word and the deed were more

common than the tradition of the OT would lead one to believe'

b. Kinship. Kissing as a sign of bonds of kinship takes up considerable space, such

bonds beingespecially underscored when taking leave or seeing one another again' Af-

ter Jacob's disfute with Laban and his secret flight, Laban objects that he was not even

able to kiss his daughters Rachel and Leah farewell (Gen. 31 :28; cf. 32: I [Eng. 3 I :55])'

At his calling Uy niijatr, Elisha asks that he be permitted to say farewell to his parents

with a kiss (1 K. 19:20). In contrast, Naomi releases her two daughters-in-law with a

kiss (Ruth 1:9; cf. I :14). A farewell of a special sort is involved when blessings are be-

srowed in the case of imminent death (Gen. 27:26f.;48:10; cf. 50:1: Joseph kisses his

dead father Jacob). The occasion of reunion, usually after a longer separation, is also a

situation at which one exchanges kisses (33:4: Jacob and Esau;45:15: Joseph and his

brothers; F-x. 4:27 : Moses and his brother Aaron; Ex. I 8:7: Moses and his father-in-law

9. "n als Wurzelaugment im Semitischen," Bibel und Alter Orient. BZAW 162 (1985)' 110'

10. On tt e hiphil se! II.1 below. on Gen. 41:40 see II.3.a below; on Ps' 2:12 see II'3'a below'

11. See II.3.a. below.
12. Cited by LevY, WTM,lll2, 453.

13. O. Eissieldt,The OT: An Intro. (Eng' trans', New York, 1965)' 485' 568'
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Jethro; 2 S. l4:33b: David and his son Absalom after rhe latter's flight and exile). In
contrast, Rachel and Laban have never seen Jacob before their mutual greeting (Gen.
29:ll,l3), and now attest their bonds of kinship with a kiss.

c. Friendship. The farewell kiss between David and Jonathan is a testimony to gen-
uine friendship (1 S. 20:41); King David departs with a kiss from his aged benefacror
Barzillai, who had supplied David with all the necessary provisions during David's
flight from Absalom (2 S. 19:40). In contrast, the kiss with which the rebellious royal
son Absalom greets the supplicants who come to the king (15:5) is politically moti-
vated. The kiss that the commander Joab, who has been released from service, gives in
greeting to his young successor Amasa (20:9; cf . 19: 14[3]) is pure deception, and has
been justifiably called the "OT kiss of Judas."l4

3. Expression of Veneration.
a. Secular The kiss belongs not only to the sphere of personal relationships such as

those represented by love, friendship, or kinship, but it also becomes a symbol of ven-
eration both in the secular-political and in the cultic sphere, though in some instances
the boundary between the two cannot be sharply drawn. Thus I S. 10: I recounts that as

Yahweh's representative Samuel anoints Saul and greets him with a kiss as the king of
Israel. Both K. Budde and H. W. Hertzberg remark that a bit of "fatherly affection" ac-
companies this kiss.15

The expressionwe'al pildyiliaq kol-'ammt in Gen.4l:10 (cited in CD t3:3) is un-
clear. The LXX, however, interprets it according to the context in the sense of
hypakoilsetal (similarly the interpretation of CD l3:3 by IQS 6:3-5;.to There is no
need to assume the presence of textual comrption or to replace the verb by qib hiphil,
"to be attentive."lT Rather, this expression derives from the root niq II, which can
mean not only "to arm oneself' but also "to put oneself in an order, accommodate one-
self." L. Kopf renders Gen.41:40 as follows: "and all my people shall order them-
selves as you command" (so also RSV); J. M. Cohen interprets similarly, reckoning the
meaning "to obey" (lit. "seal the lips") to niql (see discussion above).18

Ps. 2:llf. is justifiably considered a crux interpretum. The word bar (= Aramaic
"son") is universally viewed as an error, making textual emendation unavoidable.le
A. Bertholet's conjecture, wenaiffqA beraglayw bir'A/d or bir'dQd naiieqfi beraglayw,
is supported by the psalm's general focus, by witnesses from the ancient Near East,20
and by Jer. 49:23. Many exegetes follow this suggestion, with W. Thiet calling this

14. K. Budde, Die Biicher Samuel. KHC Vlll (1902), 300.
15. K. Budde, Die Biicher Samuel, in loc.; H. W. Hertzberg, Die Samuelbilcher ATD l0

(61982), in loc.
16. According to E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971),290 n. 84.
17. For the former see C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), 94.

For the latter see K8L2,640.
18. Kopl 267; cf . also HAL, ll, 731, in this context; Cohen, 417 -20.
19. See Wagner, 37. Ct. BHS.
20. Esarhaddon, Prism B I, 84-85.
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..one of the most fbrtunate and insightful conjectures'"2l In contrast, attempts follow-

ingM'Dahood,ssuggestiontointerprettheexpressionniqbaraccordinEtoUgaritic
as-ni qbr..men of the grave" = "*o.tuIt," are not so persuasive.22 G. R. Driver ex-

pands'bar to gibbbr anJidentifies it as a messianic royal title (cf. lsa' 9:5[6])' In con-

irast, A. A. Macintosh interprets the verb niqhere as in Gen.41:40, approximating

thus most closely the statement implied in Bertholet's conjecture'

b. Religious. iccording to the oT, the kiss as a symbol of veneration or respect also

playsa.t"inthewors-hipofthegods.InlK.lg:lsthisgestureinvolvesthe
'Cunuunit" 

god Ba'al, u""o.dirg to HLs. 13:2 worshiped probably in the image of a

calf.23 The expression waxiiialq ydQt lept (Job 3l:27) indicates that this gesture could

also be carried out as a "hand tiss."za 
-cohen 

translates: "If my hand ever sealed my

mouth,,, referring to a gesture of silence in the context of religious worship.2s

III. Figurative Usage. In the figurative sense n.iq is used in the oT on two different

levels: in the metapholcal speech of wisdom literature (Prov.24:26" 27:6), and as a

synonymous expression for personal encounter'- 
In prov. 24:26 thekiss becomes a symbol of gladness ("He who gives a right answer

kisses the lips like a friend."26 In contrast, Prov. 27:6 evokes the notion of the "kiss of

Judas,,t na7ar6lis to be replaced by the niphal ptcp. nera'6!, "to be evil," ot ne'6161

(fromrvr),.,tobecrookeo,aeceptive,"sothatthetranslationwouldbe:"butthekisses
of the enemy are deceptive."27 bohen again offers a different interpretation: "He that

gives tbrthright judgement will silence all hostile lips'"zs

The descriptiln of the call vision of the prophet Ezekiel recounts. that the wings of

the creatures surrounding the throne-chariot touched one another with a certain noise

(Ezk. 3:13: niq hiphil). ihi, 
"u, 

be understood as the figurative meaning of the term

.,to kiss,,, since at least externally a similar process is involved; it is also possible, how-

ever, to understand this form oi niq ll in the sense of "to touch one another'"29

For Ps. 85: 1 I ( I 0) the emendation of the qal form ndidqfi to the niphal niiidqfi has

been suggested.30 The verb then parallels pg.f niphal as an expression of amicable en-

counter' 
Bevse

lV1 naraq

21. Thiel, 62f , n. 40. Cf. the comms' in loc.: H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKAT l1l2 (51968);

F. Ndtscher. Das Buch der Psalmen. EB lY (1962); H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng' trans" Min-

neapolis, 1987).
)2. Psalms t-50. AB 16 (1965), 13f'

23. -+)7v 'cgel.

1q. irt;;, Sil;H,c,t,tl,'13r;G' Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob' I(AT XVI (1963)' in loc'

25. Pp. 423f.
26. Translation according to B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos' HAT1116 (21963)' 88f'

27. Translation u""o.alnf to C" mser, Spiuihu Salomos, g6' See discussion of 2 S' 20:9 in II'2

above; -> Vg'] r"; cf. HAL, II, 804, conj'
28. Pp. 420-23.
29. So HAL, ll' 731; see II'3.a above on Gen' 41:40'

30. HAL, II, 731; so also as early as Gunkel's comm'
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contents: I. l. Etymology and Semitic Isoglosses. Il. or occurrences: 1. overview; 2.

Zoological considerations. III. or Usage: l. The Prophets; 2. Pentateuch; 3. In proverbial

Wisdom; 4. Daniel. IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology and Semitic Isoglosses. The Hebrew noun neier is to be viewed as a
primary noun whose etymology cannot be explained on the basis of inner-Hebrew der-
ivation. Middle Heb. naiar piel, "to lacerate, tear to pieces,"l could be denominated
(though cf. Arab. nasara, "to tear to pieces"). Middle Heb. neier, "drop," is relate<l ety-
mologically to Middle Heb. naier qal, "to drop," "to fall, drop down."

The Middle Hebrew noun neier, which has traditionally been interpreted as "eagle,"
is attested by isoglosses in most of the Semitic languages and dialects. In East Semitic,
Akk. nairu, attested once, probably represents a West Semitic loanword.2 The term erfr
(etymologically identical with Heb. 'aryEh, "lion"!), normally translated "eagle,"r ."-
fers presumably to the lammergeier, or great bearded vulture (Gypaetos barbatus; cf.
also ztbu, probably the "griffon vulture" lGltps fulvus)).a Regarding south Semitic, one

neier. l. Achaj, "The Eagle and the Phoenix," BethM I I (1965/66) t44-47 (Heb.); I. Aharoni,
"on Some Animals Mentioned in the Bible," osiris 5 ( 1938) 461-78; F. S. Bodenh eimer, Animal
Lift in Palestirle (Jerusalem, 1935); idem, Animal and Man in Bible Lands. Collection de travaur
de I'Acaddmie Intemationale d'Historie des Sciences l0 (Leiden, 1960); G. Cansdale, Animals of
Bible Lands (Exeter, 1970); M. Dor, Leqstqbn Z6'6l6gi (Tel Aviv, 1965) (Hebrew); G. R. Driver,
"Birds in the OT. I: Birds in the Law," PEQ 87 (1955) 5-20; idem, "Birds in the OT. II: Birds in
Life," PEQ 87 (1955) 129-40: idem, "Once Again: Birds in the Bible," pEQ90 ( 1958) 56-58; C. L
Emmerson, "The Structure and Meaning of Hosea VIII l-3," VT 25 (1975) 700-7lO; Fauna and
Flora of the Bible. Prepared in Cooperation with the Comntittee on Translations of the United Bi-
ble Societies (Londont,lew York/Stuttgart, :1980); J. Feliks, The Animal World of the Bible (Tel
Aviv, 1962); idem, "Geier," BHHW I, 533f.; idem, "Eagle," EncJud, VI, 337f.; idem, ,,Vulrures,,'

EncJud, XYl,232f .: W. H. Gispen, "The Distinction Between Clean and Unclean," OTS 5 (1948)
190-96; w. Heimpel, Tierbilder in der sumerischen Literatur stPohl 2 (1968); o. Keel, Jahwes
Entgegnung an ljob. FR/ANT l2l (1978), esp. 69f.; w. Kornfeld, "Reine und unreine Tiere im
Nl," Kairos 7 (1965) 134-47; B. Landsberger, The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotamia. MSLVIIU2
(Rome, 1962), esp. 130; R. Meinertzhagen, Birds of Arabia (Edinburgh, 1954), esp. 382f.;
A. Parmelee, All the Birds of the Bible, Their snries, Identification and Meaning (New york,
1959); W Paschen, Rein und unrein: (Jntersuchung zur bibli,schen Wortgeschichte. SANT 24
(1970); W. Pinney, The Animals in the Bible (Philadelphia, 1964);L. Prijs, "Ergiinzungen zum
talmudisch-hebr:lischen wdrterbuch," ZDMG 120 (1970) 20; A. Salonen , vcigel und vogelfang im
alten Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B 180 (Helsinki, 1973); T. schneider and E. Stemplinger,
"Adler," RAC, 1,87-94; W. von Soden, "aqrabu tnd nairu," AfO I 8 ( I 957158) 393; R. K. yerkes,
"The Unclean Animals of Lev. l1 and Deut. 14," JQR 14 (1923124) l-29.

1. Jastrow.942b.
2. Von Soden, 393.
3. AHw, l,247.
4. Landsberger, 129f.
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should first refer to the Arabic noun /rosr (nisr/nusr), which functions primarily as a

vague designation for the genus of vultures in general (with the exception of rafiam,

"eaglelike vulture"), though in certain instances also for "eagles" (cf' OSA nsr as a di-

vini or male name).5 In Ethiopic, which has been strongly influenced by the tradition

of biblical translation, the noun nesr can mean both "eagle" and "vulture."6

Among the Northwest Semitic isoglosses regarding Biblical Heb. neierthe following

should be mentioned. The noun n.fr occurs rather frequently in Ugaritic texts and is usu-

ally translated "eagle" with no further discussion.T Further witnesses include Old Aram./

Biblical Aram. ne iar;8 Sam. n1ior/ain.ior; Nab. r.fr,'e Palmyr. n,fry (masc. noun);lO Mand'

niira;tt in the Aramaic of Deir 'Alla: n.ir nirt, in connection with an obscure list of
birds;rz Post-Biblical Aram. neiar;13 Syr. neira';la and Middle Heb. neierts

II. OT Occurrences.
l. overview. The term neier occvrs 26 times in the oT (excluding I s.26:20 conj.):

4 times each in Jeremiah (4:13 48:40;49:16,22) and Ezekiel (1:10; 10:14; 17:3,7);3

times each in Deuteronomy (14:12;28:49;32:ll) and Proverbs (23:5;30|7,19); twice

in Job (9:26; 39:27);and in Ex. l9:4;Lev.ll:13;2 S. l:23;Hos. 8:1;Mic' 1:16; Hab'

l:8; ob.4; Isa. 40:31; Ps. 103:5; and Lam. 4:19. To this one can add Biblical Aram.

neiar, occuring twice in the book of Daniel (4:30[Eng. v. 27];7:4).

2. Zoological Considerations. An initial overview of the various attributes and char-

acteristics that OT texts associate with the neier already reveals that the reference is

not normally to an "eagle" but rather to some species of vulture.

In the OT the neier is well known because of its swiftness (qll,2 S' l:23; Iet. 4:13;

Lam. 4: l9). On the one hand, this swiftness is associated with its voracity: It is "swift

to devour" (Hab. 1:8) and "swoops down on the prey" (Job9:26; cf. also 39:29f.;Hos.

8: l). On the other hand, it is associated with the bird's extraordinary ability in flight: it
comes "with great wings and long pinions, rich in plumage of many colors" (Ezk.

l7:3); it has "great wings and much plumage" (Ezk. 17:7; cf . the expression "neier

5. See Lane, 2789b-9Oa; see also R. Dozy, Suppldment aux Dictionnaires arabes (Puis,
21927 ), ll, 67 4b; ContiRossini, 1 88.

6. LexLingAeth, 641.
7. See UCno. li14;WUS, no. 1868; M. Dahood, RlP,1,282, no. 396. Whitaker,460, lists 2l

occurences.
8. Vogt, LexLingAram, 1l6a; segert, Altaramciische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975), 543b;

Beyer, 642, "vulture."
9. DNSI, 1r,765.
10. PNPI, 100.

tt. MdD,300b.
12.Ll.8a,8b, J. Hoftijzer etal., Aramaic Texts from Deir'Alla. DM0A256 (1976),2OO,204.

cf. H. and M. weippert,-"Die 'Bileam'-Inschrift von Tell Der'Alld," zDPv 98 (1982) 94tr.

13. Jastrow,942b.
14. LexSyr 451b.
15. Jastrow, 942b.
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wings," Dnl.7:4).Indeed, it "flies up and spreads its wings in flight" (Jer. 49:22; cf .

Ex. l9:4; Dt.28:49; Jer.48:40), and so "flies toward heaven" (Prov. 23:5). Thus did
"the way of the neier in the sky" (Prov. 30: 19) become proverbially wonderful and in-
comprehensible. The flight of the neier takes it aloft (gbh hiphll), and it makes irs nest
there "among the stars" (Ob. 4). Especially Job 39:21-30 speaks extensively about the
habitation of the neier: At God's command the neier flies up high, and "it makes its
nest on high"; "it dwells on the rock and makes its home in the fastness of the rocky
crag. Thence it spies out the prey; its eyes behold it afar off. Its young ones suck up
blood; and where the slain are, there it (too) is."l6 From there it leads its young out,
"flutters over its young, spreading out its wings, catching them, bearing them on its
pinions" (Dt. 32:11). The OT also says that the neier is "bald" (qorlti, "baldness,"
Mic. 1:16). Furthermore, the neier allegedly has the ability to renew (hd.i hithpael) its
"youth" (ne'trrtm) (Ps. 103:5). Finally, one should note that the neier commences both
OT lists of ritually unclean birds (Lev. ll:13; Dt. 14:12).

It is immediately clear that some of these fragmentary descriptions of the neier do
not fit an eagle at all, e.g., that it is bald (on its head and neck, Mic. I : l6), and that it
feeds on carrion (Job 39:29f .; cf. also Prov. 30: l7). Biblical commentators noted this as

early as the Middle Ages (e.g., R. Tam, ca. ll00-1171, Tos. ar Bab. Hul. 63a). Currenr
scholarship generally agrees that the OT neier normally refers to a vulture, in all prob-
ability to the griffon vulture (G1tps fulvus), the great vulture with an almost 3-m. (9-ft.)
wingspan and pale-brown plumage. This bird, which was once fairly numerous in an-
cient Palestine, can still be seen today in the Negeb. Most of the characteristics attrib-
uted by the OT to the neier fit this great carrion vulture.lT

This does not mean, however, that all OT occurrences refer unequivocally to vul-
tures. At the very least, the great neier in Ezk. 17:3,7 is presumably an eagle;I8 it re-
mains extremely doubtful, however, that the texts discussed by Driver (Ex. l9:4; Dt.
32:ll;2 S. l:23;Prov. 23:5;Jer.4:13; Lam. 4:19) also refer to the eagle.re lt does re-
main true, however, that a vulture circling high in the sky is difficult to distinguish
from an eagle, and that accordingly in antiquity the vulture was not infrequently taken
to be an eagle (e.g., Aristotle and Plinius).2o Furthermore, it is quite possible that occa-
sionally in the OT the neier might refer simply to "a great bird of prey."zt One should
remember, however, that as a designation of species, the neier refers to the griffon vul-
ure (Gyps fulvus), whlle the eagle, which was much rarer and less familiar in ancient
Palestine, was normally called'ayit.zz

16. Concerning the text, see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 494; vv. 2'7f . are
not, however, to be viewed as glosses to Jer. 49:16; cf. BHS.

l'7. Cf ., e.g, Aharoni, 47lf; Driver, PEQ 87 (1955) 8f.; Feliks, Animal World,63-71; idem,
BHHW I, 533f.; idem, EncJud, Y[,337t.; idem, EncJud, XYl,232f .: Keel, 69f.

18. See, e.g., Feliks, BHHW I, 533f.
19. PEQ 87 (1955) 9; 90 (1958) 56.
20. See Cansdale, 142-46; Fauna and Flora,82f.; also Schneider and Stemplinger, 87-91.
21. Keel, 69 n.234.
22. See discussion below.
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The low estimation of the vulture and high estimation of the eagle as a royal bird, an

attitude inaugurated in the ancient Near East by the Greeks, is a prejudice that appar-

ently already lies behind the consistent LXX rendering (aetds), which was then picked

up and promulgated by the Vulg. (aquila) and continues today; this attitude, however,

contradicts the state of affairs in ancient Israel's cultural environment. For example,

Egypt attests a vulture cult quite early, but no corresponding eagle cult. The vulture

goddess Nekhbet played a prominent and completely positive role as the regional god-

dess of Upper Egypt.23 In ancient Mesopotamia, especially in the earliest periods, the

vulture not infrequently occupied the position of the royal eagle.2a A. Salonen remarks

thar "it is likely Lhat the great birds of prey portrayed in antithetical compositions on

the earliest seals and reliefs with outspread wings, long tails, and long bodies, repre-

sent not the eagle but rather the vulture."2s
The following types of vultures are mentioned in the OT in addition to the neier: the

peres, the second in the lists of ritually unclean birds (Lev. I I :13; Dt. 14:12:- only here in

the OT), is usually identified as the bearded lammergeier, or great bearded vulture

(Gvpctetus barbatus).26 The 'ozn?yA, third in the lists of unclean birds (Lev. ll: l3; Dt.

14'.12; not otherwise found in the OT), is probably the cinerec'rus vulture (Aegypiu's

monachu,s), also known as the black vulture.2T The carrion vulture rAhAm/rahAnfi ap-

pears only in the lists of ritually uncle an birds (Lev. I I : 1 8; Dt. l4:17 ) and is usually iden-

tified with the rather small Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus).28 In contrast. the
'ayit (cf.Ugar.'/, a kincl of edible bird),ze which the OT describes as a bird of prey, is

probablythedesignationtbrakindofeagle(occurringonlyinGen. l5:ll;Job28:7;lsa.
l8:6;46:ll; Jer. l2:9 [bisl;to F.zk.39:4).tr It is a carnivore (Isa. l8:6;Jer. l2:8f.; Ezk.

39:4: cf . Gen. l5:l l) whose penetrating vision is proverbial (Job 28:7); Deutero-lsaiah

(Isa. 46: I I ) portrays the invincible Babylonian king metaphorically as an'ayit.3z

III. OT Usage.
l. The Propfiets. a. Hosea. One of the earliest witnesses for neier is Hos. 8:l (MT?).

Here presumably the swiftness, decisiveness, and voracity of the vulture are being

evoked as a metaphor for the Assyrians advancing under Tiglath-pileser III in 733 s.c.:

"Like a vulture [the hostile army comes] over Yahweh's house."

23. See E. Brunner-Traut, "Adler," LexAg, l,64f.l "Geier." LexAg. ll.5l3-15; "Nechbet,"

RlR, 507f.
24. See Bodenheirner, Animal and Man in Bible Lands, 51.
25. P.81.
26.8.g., Aharoni, 472; Feliks, Animal World, 68-71: idem, BHHW' I, -534; idem' EncJud,

XVI, 233; HAL,111,969.
27. E.g., Aharoni, 471; Feliks, Animal Wrld, 68-71; BHHW l, 534 EncJud' XYI' 233:

KBL3.766.
28.8.g., Feliks, Animal World, 68-71; idem, BHHW, I, 534; idem, EncJud, XVI, 233'

29. UT. no. 1838.
30. But see Driver, PEQ 87 (1955) 139f.

3t. cf . HAr-,II, 816.
32. See Peliks, Animal World,66; Dor, 246f.; Feliks, EncJud, Vl, 337f.
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G. I. Emmerson translates the entire verse: "Set the trumpet to your lips as a herald
(making a proclamation) against the house of the Lord."33 This is based on N. H. Tur-Si-
nai's suggested emendation naiiar/naiiar instead of ne.ie4 a suggestion that, while not en-
tirely off the mark, founders on the fact that the noun naS{ar/naiiar is not attested, while in
contrast neier appears fairly fiequently in connection with strife and dispute (e.g., Dt.
28:49; Ier.4:13:Lam.4: l9; Hab. l:8; cf. also 2 S. l:23; Jer.48:40:49:22.,F;2k. 17:3,7).t+

b. Micah. The characteristic baldness (head/neck) of the vulture is used as a com-
parison in a presumably genuine text of Micah from the time between Tiglath-pileser
III's first campaign to Palestine (134) and the conquest of Samaria (122).zs In view of
God's irnminent strike, Micah calls his listeners to mourning: "Make yourselves bald
and cut ofT your hair, lbr the children of your delight; make yourselves as bald as a vul-
ture (neier), lbr they shall go tiom you into exile" (I:16). Such cutting ofone's hair ac-
companies the dirge (Jer. l6:6) and the lament over the fall of a land or city (esp. Isa.
3:24; l5:2;22:12:' ler. 41:5: 48:37; Ezk.l:18;27:3l1.to

c. Jeremiah. In his dramatic announcement of the "foe from the north" (chs. 4-6),
Jeremiah describes the hostile army with reference to the swiftness of the vulture
("switter than vultures," qallfi minneiartm,4:13), recalling Hosea's earlier announce-
ment (see discussion above). The Edom oracle in Jer.49l.7-22 again uses the vulture as

a metaphor fbr Yahweh's predicted strike (against the Edomites): "Behold, he will
mount up and f1y swiftly like a vulture, and spread his wings against Bozrah" (v.22).
Although the original ref'erence was to the power of Babylon, after 587 it was reinter-
preted because of Edom's role; the statement also found its way into the Moab oracle
(Jer.48:l-47;v.40;.:u Sorn passages involve irony: both hostile nations, who them-
selves live in high places like proud vultures (Jer. 49l.16 apparently stands in traditio-
historical connection with Ob. 4),38 are themselves soon to be attacked by a mighty
vulture and ultimately subjected.

<1. Habakkuk At approximately the same time as Jeremiah, Habakkuk responds to
the lament of the prophet with the announcement of the Chaldeans (hakkaidim, l:5-
ll): "They f1y like a vulture swift to devour" (v.8).

e. Ezekiel. The noun neier occurs 4 tirnes in the book of Ezekiel in the first main
section (chs. l-24). Although one cannot determine exactly whether by neier Ezekiel
understands an eagle or a vulture, its description as a bird "with great wings and long
pinions, rich in plumage of many colors" (17:3; see also v. 7), probably refers not to a
grifTon vulture but presumably to an eagle.3e

33. P.710.
34. Tur-Sinai, The Book of Job (lerusalem, 1957).550. Cf. J. Barr, Comparative Philology

ttnd the Text of the O7'(Oxford, 1968),26-28.
35. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99O),39-66, esp. 53f., 64.
36. -+ nlt gilluh (gitlach), lll, 10-12.
37. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATU12 (31968), 283,290-93.
38. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), 34.
39. This is also the consistent understanding of, e.g., W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1979), in loc. Cf. Feliks, Animal World,66; idem, EncJud, Vl, 337.
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The account of the prophet's calling (1:1-3:15), more specifically the description of

the appearance of Yahweh's glory 0:4-28), includes a portrayal of four creatures

".".ging 
from a great storm phenomenon (vv. 5-12). V. 5 describes them as "having

human form," a statement then expanded by degrees, presumably by Ezekiel's school.

First. "each had four faces, and each of them had four wings" (v' 6). The four faces un-

equivocally symbolize an all-encompassing divine power: the face of a man in front,

God's reflection and vice-regent; on the right a lion, on the left an ox, the preeminently

royal and the strongest land animals; and then (at the back?), the neier, probably the

royal eagle. It is quite possible that "a hidden scale of values" reveals itself here.ao

The same symbolism of divine power also penetrated into the great vision of Jerusa-

lem's idolatrous worship (8: l-l I :25 lO:14), inserted presumably by a more recent re-

dactor.
The section concerning Zedekiah's treaty violati on (17:l-24) includes metaphorical

speech about a great neier, a cedar, and a young vine. On the basis of the attributes ap-

p1i"d to it, the neier is to be identified as an eagle: "The great eagle with great wings

and long pinions, with full plumage, which had brightly colored feathers, came to Leb-

anon and took the top ofthe cedar" (v. 3).ar This eagle, the Babylonian king, isjoined

in v. 7 by "another great eagle, with great wings and much plumage," representing the

Egyptian king Psammetichus II.a2 Between the two great eagles stands the vine, Judah'
- 

t. OUaaian. At the time of Jerusalem's oppressive situation after 587, Obadiah picks

up an orally transmitted statement about the habitation of the vulture and prophesies

against the Edomites living in the mountains: "(Even though) you build like a vulture

in the heights (or if) your nest [be set between the stars] yet I am (nonetheless) bringing

you down from there, saying of Yahweh" (y. 4).43 The oral tradition standing behind

this passage reappears in the post-Jeremianic oracles on Edom and Moab (Jer. 48:40;

49:16).++
g. Deutero-lsaiah. ln what was originally a presumably independent disputation or-

acle (Isa. 4O:27-31), Deutero-Isaiah says: "But those who wait for Yahweh shall renew

their strength, they shall mount up with wings like vultures" (v' 31). Though it is theo-

retically possible that this usage reflects remnants of a phoenix motif (renewing plum-

age), the statement refers primarily to the remarkable strength of the vulture: "While

those who draw only on their own natural strength ultimately fall to the ground . . .

those gifted with the strength of hope in Yahweh soar aloft as if on miraculously grown

wings."4s

40. Zimmerli, Ezekiel
Erscheinung Gottes (Ez
(Wiirzburg, 1917), 3l-54.

41. Concerning the text, see Zimmerli, Ezekiel I' 354r see also IL2 above.

42. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel l,362.
43. See Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah,39-41; concerning the text,34'
44. See III.l.c above.
45. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BKXVI (1978), 101, who does, however, translate

neidrtm with "eagles." Cf. Achaj, 144-4'l .

1, 126; on the four creatures see L' Diirr, Ezechiels Vision von der

c. I und 10) im Lichte der vorderasiatischen Altertumskunde
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By all appearances the same message, now generalized, is continued in the late
(postexilic) Psalm 103.40 Yahweh is praised, "who satisfies your longing [LXX; see

BHSI that your youth be renewed like the vulture" (v. 5); here, too, the primary focus is
"a symbol of renewed, young strength."47

2. Pentateuch. a. Ritual Uncleanness. In the Priestly (Ex. 251' Nu. l0) and
Deuteronomic laws (Dt. 12-26) of the Pentateuch, the neier (griffon vulture) is de-
fined together with, among others, the peres (great bearded vulture), the'ozntyd (black
vulture), and the rdhdm/rdhdmri (Egyptian vulture) as ritually unclean.48 Thus we read
in the section concerning clean and unclean animals (Lev. ll:l-47): "And these you
shall have in abomination among the birds (f iaqqesfi);they shall not be eaten; they are
an abomination (ieqes): the griffon vulture, the great bearded vulture, the black vul-
ture" (v. 13); and the presumably post-Deuteronomistic additions in Dt. l4ae present
the following regulations: "You shall not eat any abominable thing. . . . You may eat all
clean birds. But these are the ones which you shall not eat: the griffon vulture . . ." (Dt.
14:3,llf.). These definitions are naturally primarily theological-religious qualifica-
tions, reflecting in part older notions of animism and totemism, and these birds may in
part have functioned as holy animals for certain deities, something confirmed by a
glance at Israel's surrounding cultures; because of its swiftness, the vulture could even
be associated with demonic powers.so Although in Israel, too, the vulture could sym-
bolize Yahweh's divine power, as the representative of non-Israelite religious notions
and cultic practices it was an abomination as far as OT ritual was concerned.sl This un-
derstanding of ritual was maintained in ancient Judaism.

b, As a Symbol of Yahweh. Other characteristics, however, made the vulture an ap-
propriate symbol of Yahweh's mighty and caring activities. Thus we read in the divine
discourse introducing the Sinai theophany (Ex. l9:1-25;20:18-21): "You have seen
what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on vultures'wings and brought you to
myself' (19:4). This statement could be portraying Yahweh as a vulture living on the
Sinai, who on his mighty wings carried his endangered young in Egypt, namely, the
people of God, to the mount of God.s2

A related motif is found in the Song of Moses (Dt.32, presumably part of the older
stratum [Ef1;.s: Here, too, Yahweh is the vulture living in the wilderness mountains
who has taken care of its young, the Israelites: "He found him [Israel] in a desert
land. . . . Like a vulture that guards its nest and flutters over its young, spreading out its

46. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),290.
47.lbid.,291, though Kraus translates as "eagle."
48. -+ NDU lAme'(V,330-42); cf. esp. the studies by Yerkes; Gispen; Driver, PEQ87 (1955);

Kornfeld; and Paschen.
49. See H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982),53.
50. Cf. II.2 above; Heimpel,425,428; also K. Elligea Leviticus. HATY4 (1966), 150-52.
5 1. See esp. b below. Cf. W. Zimmefli, OT Theology in Outline (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1978),

130f.
52. Cf. B. S. Childs, The Book of Exodus. OTL (1974),366t.
53. See Preuss, Deuteronomium, 61, 165-69.

83
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wings, catching them, bearing them on its pinions" (v. I l). The sovereign vulture here
represents Yahweh's superior power, power that can also be transferred to "his young,"
the God-f-earing Israelites, if they wait for Yahweh (Isa.40:31; cf. Ps. 103:5).s+

c. Other Uses. In an isolated instance the motif of the vulturelike swiftness of the
enemy finds its way into the Pentateuch, in a Deuteronomistic addition inDt.28:47-
68(69[29:1]).ss Here the Babylonian intervention is transfbrmed and generalized retro-
spectively into a threatening admonition: "Yahweh will bring a nation against you from
afar, fiom the end of the earth, [as swift and unencumbered] as the vulture flies"
(v. 49).

3. In Proverbial Wisdom. OT wisdom speaks especially about the vulture's swift-
ness. This motif, which tradition history can trace back to David's lament over Saul
and Jonathan ("[in battlel they were swifier than vultures, stronger than lions," 2 S.

1:23), is used in a variety of ways in proverbial wisdom.
The vulture's swift flight toward heaven is used in the Egyptian-influenced collec-

tion (Prov. 22:1'7-24:22) to illustrate the swift disappearance of wealth (23:5). The
Egyptian wisdom Instruction of Amenemope characterizes riches as "geese that have
flown away to the heavens."56

In Job's third discourse (9: l-10:22) the flight of the vulture becomes a metaphor for
the transitoriness of Job's own days: "My days are swifter than a runner . . . they go by
like skifTs of reed, like a vulture flying to and fro tbr prey" (vv. 25f.).s7

Prov. 30:17 uses the voracity of the vulture in an admonition against scorning one's
parents: "The eye that mocks a father and scorns to obey a mother will be picked out by
the ravens of the valley and eaten by the vultures."s8

Otherwise, OT wisdom views the vulture as a wonderful work of God: "The way of
a vulture in the sky" remains too wonderful and incomprehensible for human beings
(Prov. 30:19). The first divine discourse in the book ofJob characterizes the vulture's
lofty flight and lofty nest as a sovereign divine wonder (39:27).

4. Daniel. The noun ne.iur occurs twice in the Aramaic section of the book of Daniel
(4:30[33]; 7:4);it is uncertain whether neiar refers here to a vulture or to an eagle.

The first occurrence is found in the account of King Nebuchadnezzar's illness
(3:31-4:3414:l-37); first half of the 2nd century B.c.).se Nebuchadnezzar, who by all
appearances replaced Nabonidus, the original focus of the tradition,60 was ostracized
during his affliction "till his hair grew as long as vultures' ffeathers] and his nails were
like birds' [claws]" (4:30[33]).

54. See III.l.g above.
55. See Preuss, Deuteronomium, 59, 157.
56. See O. Plriger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). A1( XVII (1984), 271; ANET 422.
57. Concerning the text see Fohrer, Hiob,199.
58. On the word combination in v. 19a cf. Pkiger, Sprtiche Salomos,355.
59. Cf. J. J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Vision rf the Book of Daniel. HSM 16 (1977), l-65.
60. See L. F. Hartman and A. A. di Lella, The Book of Daniel. AB 23 (1978), 168-80.
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The second occurrence is found in connection with the vision ofthe four beasts and
the man (7:l-28); though in its present form this vision aims at Antiochus IV
Epiphanes, it had an extremely complicated prehistory (cf., e.g., the parallel in the nar-
rative of the statue of four metals in ch. 2). In its present form the vision contains a
symbolic description of the four great kingdoms: the Babylonians, the Medes, the Per-
sians, and the Greeks. The Babylonian Empire is "like a lion and had wings like an ea-
gle" (7:4). These eagles' wings naturally represent the sovereign power of the Babylo-
nian kingdom, power taken away once and for all by Cyrus's conquest of Babylon.

IV. LXX. Although the LXX consistently renders neier (llke Aram. neiar) with
aet6s (Jer.48:40 is missing in the LXX), this translation says nothing definitive about
the zoological understanding of the LXX interpreters, since, among other things, in
classical antiquity vultures were not infrequently reckoned among eagles.6l

V. Qumran. In the Qumran writings the word neier occurs in lQpHab 3:6-12:
"They [the Kittim] come from afar, from the islands of rhe sea, to devour all the peo-
ples like a vulture [eagle?l that cannot be satisfied." 4QDibHam 6:7 (bis) consritures a
free citation of Ex. 19:4.

Kronholm

61. See IL2 above.

;lf tnl neg\a -+ 111. derek @erekh) (rtr,270-93)T.!

Contents: I. Etymology. II. General Usage: l. Qal; 2. Niphal; 3. Hiphil; 4. Hophal;
5. Substantival Constructions;6. LXX. III. Theological Meaning: l. God's Wrath Pours Forth;
2. Smelting in the Fiery Oven; 3. Creation. IV. Qumran.

nA!a[. O. Eissf-eldt, "Eine Einschmelzstelle am Tempel zu Jerusalem," FuF 13 (1937) 163-64
= Ras Schamra und Sanchunjaton (Halle, 1939),42-46 = KlSchr II (1963), 1O'7-9 J. Jeremias,
Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gauung. WMANT l0 1z197rr' T. N. D.
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Monarchy. CB 5 (1971); W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25.
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I. Etymology. The rootntk is found in Akkadian as nataku with the fundamental

meaning "drip, drop";l in Ugaritic as ntk, "pour,"2 ytk, "dtip, drop";3 and in the so-

called ia'udi language of the royal inscriptions of Zenjirli: hdd hr' lytkh, "may Hadad

pour out his wrath."4
Discounting all conjectural occurrences,S n/k occurs 21 times in the Hebrew

texts of the OT in verbal forms, and once as the subst. hittfrk. The fundamental

meaning is "pour, gush forth," which in connection with the activity of metal

working then merges with "melt, smelt." The semantic connection most unique to

the verb nd1af; is that with water or liquids in general (something sufficiently at-

tested by the Akkadian examples); in the OT, however, the verb is governed only

once diiectly by the subj. "water" (mayim), and once by the subj. "rain" (mdlAr);

twice a liquid is used as a comparison for an event designated by ntk (water in Job

3:24; milk in Job 10:10). It is thus striking that, except for the instances mentioned,

the root ntk is always used in the figurative sense when not intended with the

meaning "melt, smelt."

II. General Usage.

l. Qal. The term na1af; occurs 7 times in the qal with the meaning "pour forth." At

the same time, the action of gushing water designated by this root does indeed refer to

other phenomena. Job's cries of distress (ie'dg6, pl., Job 3:24) are poured forth like wa-

ter; above all, however, it is Yahweh's anger ('ap) and wrath (hEmA) that are poured out

over the Judeans who want to go to Egypt (Jer. 42:18), over the cities of Judah and the

streets of Jerusalem (Jer. 44:6), and over Jerusalem itself (2 Ch. l2:7; 34:25). This is

related to the use of the qal in Dnl. 9:11 with the subjs. "curse" ('Ald) and "oath"

(iebfi'il, which have been poured out as catastrophic powers over the people of God,

and in Dnl. 9:2',7 with the subjects "annihilation" (kdla) and "what is decided"

(neherdsd), which lend to the events associated with ndlak a certain apocalyptic tone

(cf. Isa. 10:23; 28:22).6

2. Niphal. The term nlk is used 8 times in the niphal, and in 6 cases is to be

translated as "pour forth, be poured forth." The semantically natural subjs. "water"
(mayim, 2 S.2l:10) and "rain" (mdtdr Ex. 9:33) are used once each as references

for nittak; otherwise ntk is used 4 times in the sense "pour forth, be poured forth"

WMANT 4l (1973); idem, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52

( 1981); C. C. Torrey, "The Foundry of the Second Temple at Jerusalem," JBL 55 (1936) 247-60.

-+ |,ltl 'anap ('anaph) (I, 348-60); -+ i'lDll hcmd (chemdh) (lV' 462-65)'

1. Cf . AHw,II, 765b; CAD, XV2,ll5b.
2. KTU, 1.14,28.
3. KTU, l.19 II, 33; cf. UT, no. 1716; WUS, no. 1871.

4. KAI,214:23; cf. DNSI, 11,'764t., s.v. nifr,'TSSI'[J,13,23.
5. Concerning 2ch.34:9,cf. BI/S and w. Rudolph, chronikbiicher. HATXXI (1955), in loc.

6. H. Wildbeiger, Jesaja 28-39. BKXI3 (1982),1080; O. Kaiser,Isaiah l-12. OTL (Ene.

trans. 21983), 240-42; idem, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974)' 255t.
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in reference to "anger" and "wrath" ('ap; ltcmfi that pour forth on "this place" (the
Jerusalem temple); on people, animals, all the trees of the field, and the fruit of the
ground (Jer 7:20); and on Josiah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem (2 Ch. 34:21).
Nah. l:6 compares the pouring forth of God's wrath (hCmA) with a spreading fire.
This picks up on that particular semantic component influenced by the use of the
root ntk in connection with the working of metal (thus the LXX, with tiikei, is prob-
ably reading ntkpiel in Nah. l:6),7 namely, "melt, smelt," or "be melted, smelted."
Those belonging to the house of Israel are to be melted in the fire of Yahweh's
wruth ('ebrA; Ezk, 22:21). In Ezk. 24:11 the niphal of ntk refers to the melting (=
passing away) of the uncleanness (tum'd) of the kettle that Yahweh8 places on the
fire.

3. Hiphil. The hiphil of nrt occurs especially in connection with the process of metal
smelting with the meaning "to cause to melt" in Ezk. 22:20,here, too, with God as the
subject and a metaphorical reference to the house oflsrael. The form hittift also occurs
with God as the subject in Job l0: I 0 in connection with a product of creation with the
meaning "pour out, empty."

In 2 K. 22:9 and2Ch.34:17 the understanding of the two hiphil forms referring
to the actions of the servants of King Josiah is disputed. Although the usual transla-
tion is "empty out," the suggestion that one render these verbal forms as "melt
down" should be seriously considered.e This is supported by the LXX translation
chdneild. One would then presuppose the existence of a smelting area associated
with the temple of Jerusalem where money that had been offered or collected was
cast into bars or ingots; from these one then extracted whatever por(ions were neces-
sary to cover expenditures.

4. Hophal. The context makes clear that the only hophal form (Ezk. 22:22) is to be

interpreted as the passive of a causatively understood hiphil, "be melted."

5. Substantival Constructions. The substantival construction hittfrk (Ezk. 22:22) re-
fers to the process of smelting. The construction is disputed. HAL understands it as a

secondary form of ntkhiphil, BLe as a qittfrl construction derived from the hiphil, and

G. Fohrer as a mixed construction.l0

6. LXX. The LXX renders ntk with stdzd (6 times), ch1nerta (7 times), chid (Jer.

7:20),tilka (Ezk.24:ll;Nah. l:6),amilgd (Job 10:10), epdrchomai (Dnl.9:ll), diddmi
pass. (Dnl. 9:27). Job 3:24 is a free translation; the variant ekkaid is the reading offered
by 2 Ch.34:21,25.

7. Cf. W. Rudolph, Nahum. KATXIIU3 (1975),152.
8. Cf. W. Zimmerl\, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),494t.
9. Cf. Eissfeldt; Torrey; Mettinger; E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige, partll: 1. Kdn.

l7-2. Kdn. 25. ATD XUZ (1984),446.
lO. HAL, I,257; BLe, $6lyy; Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT XlIl (21955), 127.
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III. Theological Meaning. The use of the root ntk is theologically interesting espe-

cially in connection with Yahweh's judgment.

1. I . God's Wrath Pours Forth. E. Johnson points out that passages in which nrk is
associated with 'ap ot hemd or both never say that God pours out his anger, but rather
that God's anger and wrath stream forth of their own accord.ll Even if we leave unde-

cided for the moment whether this constitutes a stylistic feature of the Deuterona
mist,12 the formula of the "pouring forth of Yahweh's anger (and wrath)" does in any

case represent a particular way of referring to the issuance of God's judgment. It is
fbund only in those passages in Jeremiah that Thiel has classified as products of
Deuteronomistic redaction: 7 :20:. 42: I 8 (twice); 44:6; also 2 Ch. l2:7 ; 34:21,25 (the
LXX emends the text of Chronicles according to 2 K. 22:13,17). Finally, the formula
also appears in Nah. l:6, in a Yahweh hymn focusing on his coming to judgment,l3

though the formula itself does not constitute part of the theophany portrayal as such
(Nah. 1:3b-5), belonging rather to the framework (vv. 2a,6) that interprets the actual

theophany portrayal.la The pouring forth of God's wrath is compared to fire, a seman-

tic correlation also used in Jer.7:20 44:6; ard 2 Ch. 34:25.It is difficult to decide

whether this semantic connotation is influenced more by the subj. hemd, which llke
har1n descrlbes "the inward fire of the emotion of anger,"ls or whether the phenome-

non of a spreading fire is functioning as the conceptual background, or perhaps even

the pouring out of molten metal (a possibility considering the use of the verb in refer-
ence to the smelting process).

This figure of speech involving God's anger being "poured out" is applied charac-

teristically only to Israel. Thus during the postexilic period this expression might have

become a standing designation for God's judgment on Israel as a fact of history mani-
t'ested in the tall of Jerusalem, and less as one of God's acts; this would also explain
why in this context God never occurs as the subject of ntk. That the formulaic expres-

sion "God's anger (or wrath) is poured out upon . . ." is somehow connected with the-

ophany portrayals might be attested by the overall context of Nah. l:6, by the reference

in Jer.7:20 to the universal scope of what will be affected by this pouring out of God's
anger (human being and beast, trees of the field, fruit of the ground), and by the refer-
ence in Jer. 44:6 to "waste and desolation" as consequences of God's anger. That nrk in
connection with the execution of Yahweh's judgment possessed a fixed meaning is

shown by Dnl. 9:11,27; instead of God's anger or wrath, it is a curse ('dh) and oath
(iebfi'A) or destruction (kald) and what is decreed (neherasd) that function as subjects

of ntk.

2. Smelting in the Fiery Oven. BothEzk.22:20ff . and 24:71 also use the root ntft in
connection with judgment on Israel. Even though the root does not really belong to the

11. + t]JN 'anap ('anaph), I, 358.
12. Cf. Thiel, Jeremia 1-25, 121; idem, Jeremia 2645, 66,72.
13. Cf. Jeremias, 5, 32, 169.
14. rbid.. 169.
15. W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT. OTL,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1961-67), I, 258.
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specialized terminology of metal smelting, it occurs 5 times in the judgment oracle
22:11-22, whose metaphorical background is just such a smelting process involving
metals. This text narrows the process of smelting down in an undifferentiated fashion
to the process ofdestruction caused by the fils.to This doubtlessly constitutes second-
ary use of such imagery in comparison with the more differentiated portrayal in Isa.

l:22,25, where the smelting process (srp) pursues the goal of purification and of re-
moving all elements contaminating the precious metal. In contrast, Ezk.22:11-22 is
concerned only with the destructive power of the fire, so that in this context ntk ac-
quires the semantic overtones of "destroy," "cause to pass away." The subject of this
action in 22:20 is God himself. That in this connection Ezekiel draws precisely on the
root ntk may derive from its fixed meaning as a term of judgment. In24:l I nrk has the
sense "cause to pass away" in reference to the pot's filthiness, though the pot does rep-
resent Israel itself.

3. Creation. The root nrft is theologically significant in Job l0:10 in reference to
God's creative activity in connection with the metaphorical representation of the con-
ception of human life within the womb. Here, as is often the case in the ancient Near
East, incipient human life is compared with the curdling of milk. We may leave unde-

cided in the present context whether the intended reference is to the general compari-
son "of the inception of one thing from another that constitutes its point of departure,"
or whether the metaphor ref'ers to the physiological process involving the pouring out
of the milklike sperm, which in the woman's body then curdles like cheese into an em-
bryo.lT What is decisive is only that the origin of human life is understood as the result
of God's activity.

IV. Qumran. Among the Qumran texts, the root ntk occurs in CD 20:3 in connec-
tion with the metaphor of the smelting oven in which that person is to be smelted
down, i.e., purified, who shies away from carrying out the regulations of the righteous
though he himself counts among the ranks of the men of perfect holiness.

Stiglmair

16. Cf. Zimmerll Ezekiel 1,464;Kaiser, Isaiah l-12, 43.
17. For the former see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 217;for the latter, S. R.

Driver and G. B. Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Book of Job. ICC,2 vols. (1921),
I, 100; M. H. Pope, Job. AB 15 1:19rrr, tO.
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lDJ "ag";\\D maxan; i1J\D mattand; hED matta!;i,Jtl* 'eUA;l$S/]tlN
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Contents: I. Root: L Verb;2. Substantives;3. Personal Names. II. Usual Meaning: l. Give;

2. Set, Put; 3. Turn into Something; 4. Allow; 5. Idiomatic Usagii. III. Legal and Commercial

Usage: l. Compensation; 2. Remuneration for Work; 3. Sale;4. Exchange; 5. Loan; 6. Wedding

Contract;7. Gifts. IV. Cultic Usage: l. Sacrifice;2. Consecratory Oft'erings; 3. Consecration of
Slaves. V. l. LXX; 2. Qumran.

I. Root.
1. Verb. The verb nalan deives probably from a monosyllabic root d./tin, whence

derive the augmented forms y/n in Ugaritic and Phoenician, naddnu in Akkadian, and

nrn in Amorite, Aramaic, Hebrew, and the "Canaanite" languages of Transjordan.l
That the root is not attested in Arabic and the South Semitic languages suggests that it
comes from the linguistic substratum of the Fertile Crescent.

In Biblical Hebrew, ntn occurs approximately 1900 times in the qal. It encompasses
an especially broad concept whose fundamental meaning is not "give" or "make a gift"
but rather "extend the hand" in order to place an object at a specific place or to give it

na1an. l. M. Baumgarten, "The Exclusion of 'Netinim' and Proselytes in 4Q Florilegium,"
RevQB (1972) 87-96: M. Dandamayev, Rabstvo v Vavilonii (Moscow, 1974),273-324; H. J. van
Dijk, "A Neglected Connotation of Three Hebrew Verbs," VT 18 (1969) l6-30; R. P. Dougherty,
The Shirkfrtu of Babylonian Deities. YOSR 512 (1923); C. H. Gordon, "Egypto-Semitica," RSO
32 (1957) 267 -77 , esp. 273f .; J. C. Greenfield, "naii - naddnu and Its Congeners," Memoirs of
the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences 19 (1977) 87 -91; M. Haran, "The Gibeonites, the
Nethinim and the Sons of Salomon's Servants," VT ll (1961) 159-69; J. Jacobs, Studies in Bibli-
cal Archaeology (New York, 1894), 104-22: B. Jongeling, "Uexpression my ytn dans l' Nl," VT
24 (1974) 32-40; M. Z. Kaddari, "Bitluy hammi5'ilah 'my ytn,"' ShnatMiqr 2 (19'l'7) 189-95,
XII; idem, ")xpm' ']oo llu): ln: hylD;'t ']rfnn)" [Syntactic features of the verb nrn in
Ezekiell, BethM l7 (1972) 493-97 , 527; Y. Kobayashi, "A Study on the Transcription of the Old
Babylonian Hypocoristic Names i-din-ia and i-din-ia-tum," Acta Sumerologica I (1979) 12-18;
C. J. Labuschagne, "The naitt - naddnu Formula and Its Biblical Equivalent," Travels in the
World of the OT. FS M. A. Beek (Assen, 1974) 176-80; idem, "Jnl ntnto give," TLOTll,774-91;
B. A. Levine, "The Netinim," JBL82 (1963) 207-12; idem, "Notes on a Hebrew Ostracon from
Arad," IEJ 19 (1969) 49-51; M. Moreshet, "Tracing lai'dt w"-latet," Lei 43 (1978179) 295-3Ol1'
S. C. Reif, "A Note on a Neglected Connotation of ntn," VT 20 (1970) 114-16;' S. Segert, "Noch
zu den assimilierenden Verba im Hebriiischen," ArOr 24 (1956) 132-34; E. A. Speiser, "Unrec-
ognized Dedication," IEJ 13 (1963) 69-73; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 89f .,364,383; J. P. Weinberg,
"N"tinim und 'Srihne der Sklaven Salomos' im 6.-4. Jh. v. u. 2.," ZAW 87 (1975) 355-71; D. W
Young, "Notes on the Root Jhl in Biblical Hebrew," yf 10 (1960) 457-59; C. Zaccagnini, "Lo
scambio dei doni nel Vicino Oriente durante i secoli XV-X[," OrAnt 1l (1973) 324-28.

1. Cf. B. Kienast, "Das System der zweiradikaligen Verben im Akkadischen," ZA 55 (1963)
138-55; J. Macdonald, "New Thoughts on a Biliteral Origin for the Semitic Yerb," ALUOS 5

(1963-65) 63-8s.
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over to another person, with or without compensation, as a possession. The result of
this action is usually considered enduring and definitive. In the passive this action is
rendered in Biblical Hebrew by the niphal (about 80 times) and the qal passive (8

times). In Biblical Aramaic, nelan occtrs 6 times, and the pass. ptcp. ne1intn once (Ezr.

7:24); the hebraized form nelinim occurs 15 times.

2. Substantives. Three deverbatives are constructed with the preformative ma-:
mattdn, its feminine form mattunA @iblical Aram. mattlnd), and matta!. Furthermore,
a prefixed aleph appears in the noulrr'e!nan/'e!nan, attested once in the short form'e1nd
(Hos.2:14 [Eng. v. 12]). The appended -an/-an does not necessarily indicate that we
are dealing with an Aramaic loanword. Indeed, the probable basis of construction is the
impv. fnA with paragogic -d. Hence the short form'e1nd (Hos. 2:14[2]) might be

older than 'e!ndn. The purely prosthetic character of the 'e- < 'a can be seen in the
hiphil hif nfi and in the corresponding imperfect ytnw in Hos. 8:9f.: "But Ephraim has

given the wages of harlots for services of love. Even though among the nations they
give the wages of harlots. . . ."2 All the substantives, mattan, mattand, matta!, 'e!nA,

and 'elnanl'elnan, characterize the object of the action as a gift, payment, wages, or
present.

3. Personal Names. The verb ndlan and the substantives derived from it are used in
constructing various personal names: 'elnaldn and nelan'El, "El/God has given";
yehdndldn, ydndldn, nelanyaht, and ne1an1td, "Yahweh has given"; nelan-melef,, "the
king has given"; noldn, a theophoric name reduced to the verbal element;
mattanyah(ft), mattiEdh(tt), "gitt of Yahweh." The forms mafiAn, matfnay, and
mattafiA are abbreviated or hypocoristic nouns of the same construction. Furthermore,
the forms 'elnan (l Ch.4:7) and'elnt (l Ch.6:2614ll) occur, possibly as nicknames, as

well as the Phoenician name yalni'dl, "El/God has given" (l Ch.26:2). The place-name
yilndn (Josh. l5:23) is possibly related to the imperfect of nalan.

II. Usual Meaning.
l. Give. The verb nalan is often used with an accusative object and the prep. le, fol-

lowed by a name designating a person, and means "give, pass on, transfer." Eve gives
the fruit of the tree to Adam so that he may eat (Gen. 3:6,12); Abraham gives his ser-

vant a calf so that he might prepare it for the guests (18:7); he gives Hagar bread and a
skin of water when he sends her away with the child (21:14).

The same construction can also mean that one places certain goods at the disposal of
another person. For example, God puts plants and fruit-bearing trees at the disposal of
the human beings (Gen. 1:29), then similarly animals, birds, and fish, that they might
serve as nourishment for humans (9:3). In other cases it is more a matter of distribu-
tion. Thus parts of an inheritance are apportioned according to the inventory lists (Nu.

2. Cf . H. S. Nyberg, "Das textkritische Problem des ATs am Hoseabuch demonstriert," ZAW
52 (1934) 2s0f.
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21:9-11;36:2; Josh. l7:4,6; l9:49; Job 42:15:' Ps. 111:6; Ezk. 47:23; cf. Josh. l3:14,
33; l4:3).

In the same way, one can also express the notion of "bestowing" (Gen. 45:22) or
"granting a favor." God can give a person wealth, wisdom, and honor (Gen. 24:35; I K.
3:9), oreven victory (Ps. 144:10), strength, orpower(Dt.8:18;Ps.29:ll;68:36[35]).
He gives a son (Gen. l7:16;306; I K. 3:6; 5:2lU); I Ch. 25:5; 28:5:2 Ch. 2:11[l2])
and offspring (zera': Gen. l5:2f .', I S. l:11), something that can also be said of a man
(Gen. 30: I with ydhap; 38:9). God gives prayers a favorable hearing and grants what
the petitioner's heart wishes (Ps. 20;5[4]; 2l:3[2];106:15; Prov. l0:24). Eating and
drinking and having a good time are such a gift (mattafi of God (Eccl. 3:13; 5:18[9]),
from whom even the sacritjces come that one offers to him (l Ch.29:14). The subst.

mafiAncanrefertoapresent(Prov. l8:16)ortoalms(Prov.21:14;Sir.4:3; 40:38),ex-
actly like mafiAnA (Est. 9:22). The generous person is called ii mattan (Prov. l9:6) or
n6len mattandl (Sir. 3:17); "according to his generosity" is rendered as l(matfna!
vad6 (Dt. 16:17).

The delivery of burdens imposed through compulsory labor is also designated by
nalan. According to Ex. 5: I 8, the Israelites in Egypt had to deliver (na!an) a prescribed
number of bricks daily. For the production of those bricks, they were given (na!an)
straw (Ex. 5:7,10, 16, 18). During the siege of Samaria, Ben-hadad demands that the Is-
raelite king "deliver" to him silver and gold, his wives and his children (l K. 20:5).
Hezekiah had to "deliver" to Sennacherib all the money in the ternple and in the royal
treasury (2 K. l8:15). Later, Jehoiakim "delivers" the silver and gold that Neco de-
mands as tribute (2 K. 23:35). In the metaphorical sense, one can "deliver" a person
over to famine (Jer. l8:21), to a curse (Nu.5:21), or to death (Ezk.31:14).

Yet another semantic nuance is that of "giving forth"; thus nalan ie[APel refers to the
discharge of semen (Lev. 18:20,23;20:15; Nu. 5:20), nalan qbl ("give forth sound") to a
vocal utterance (Gen. 45:2;Ex.9:23;Nu. l4:l; I S. l2:17f.; 25.22:14;Ps. 18:14[l3];
68:34[33]; 77:l8U7l; lO4:12', Prov. 1:20; 2:3;8:1;Jer.2:15;4:16;22:20:.25:30;48:34',
Lam.2:7;Joel2:11;4:16t3:161;Am. l:2;3:4;Hab.3:10), ndlantiip tothebeatingof the
timbrel (Ps. 81 :312)), nalan rZah to the emanation of pleasing odors (Cant. l:12;2:131'
7:14|3); Ezk. 6:13),3 and nalan'ayin to effervescent liquids (Prov. 23:31). This nuance
is closely related to the meaning "bring forth" when natural forces are the subject. Thus
the vine, the fig tree, and the fruit tree all bring forth their fruits (Lev. 26:20; Ps. 1 :3; Joel
2:22;Zec.8:12); the earth yields its products (Gen.4:12;Lev.26:20; Dt. ll:17; Isa.

55:10; Ezk. 36:8; cf. Gen.49:20). God, however, is the one who gives the rains in their
season (Lev.26:4), the water in the wilderness (lsa. 43:20), and the calamitous hail (Ex.
9:23;Ps. 105l.32). In the intellectual sphere, "ascribe righteousness" is rendered by ndlan
seQeq (Job 36:3), "ascribe unrighteousness" by ndlan tiph (Iob l:22): this particular
usage of nalan touches on the meaning "set, put."4

3. Cf. P. A. H. de Boer, "An Aspect of Sacrifice," Studies in the Religion of Ancient Israel.
svT 23 (t972),37tf.

4. See II.2 below.
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2. Set, Put. The verb nalan is frequently used with the meaning "set, put, place," of-
ten accompanied by the preps. be, le, 'al, or 'el to indicate the place. This construction
occurs, e.g., in Gen. 1:17, with God setting the stars in (be) the firmament; or God sets

his bow in(be) the clouds (Gen.9:13). One places a garland on(be) someone's head
(Prov.4:9;Est. 6:8) and bread on('al) the table (Ex. 25:30). One gives a woman into
(be) the embrace of a man (Gen. 16:5). The same constructions are used to say that
someone wounds (nalan be, Lev.24:19) or slanders another person (Ps. 50:20).

The semantic proximity with verbs of "putting, placing" is also evident in numerous

idiomatic expressions similarly constructed with -+ DtW itm, sometimes -+ t1rl2 ,i[
and nalan, as if these verbs were synonyms. A partial selection would include iim tiph
(Job 24:12) par. ndlan tiph (Job l'.22), "asulbe unrighteousness, judge as unrigh-
teous"; itm l.taq (Ex. 15:25; Josh.24:25) par..f[ hdq (Job 14:13) par. ndlan hdq (Ps.

99:7; 148:6; Prov. 3 I : l5; Neh. 9: l3; Ezk. 2O:25), "promulgate a law"; iim ial6m (Nt.
6:26; Isa. 60:17) par nalan idl6m (Lev.26:6; I Ch.22:9; Jer. 14: l3; Hag. 2'.9),"create
or bring about peace"; Stm panim (Gen. 3l:21;Lev.20:5; Jer.2l:10; Ezk. 6:2;13:17
etc.) par. nalan panim.5 "turn, turn around"; iim rttah (Isa. 63: I I ) par. nalan rfiah (Nu.
11:29', I K.22:23;2K. 19:7;2Ch. 18:22; Neh.9:20; Isa.37:7:42:1,5; Ezk. l1:19;
36:26f .;37:6,14), "give breath," or "put spirit into"; itm dam (Dt. 22:8; Jgs. 9:24; I K.
2:5;Ezk.24:7) par. nalan dam (Dt. 21:8t I K.2:5; Jer.26:15; Ezk. l6:38; 24:8; Joel

3:312:301; llQT 63:7), "spill blood"; {tm '6!6! ttmopeltm (Ps. 78:43; lO5:27; Jer.

32:20) par. nalan ',6!6! ttm1peltm (Ex. 7:9; Dt. 6i22; 13:2[1); I K. l3:3; 2 Ch. 32:24:
Neh.9: l0; Joel 3:312:3OD, "provide signs and wonders"; itm leiammA (Isa. l3:9; Jer.

4:7; l8 16; l9:8;25:9;51:29;Joel l:7;Zec.7:14)par. iilleiammi(Ier.2:15;50:3) par.

nalan leiamntA QCh.29:8;30:7: Jer. 25:18; 29:18;Mic. 6:16), "make (something) a

desolation"; itm liirdqA (Jer. 19:8; 25:9) par ndlan liirdqd (2 Ch. 29:8: Jer. 25:18;
29:18; Mic. 6:16), "make into a laughingstock"; iim herpd (l S. ll:2; Ps. 39:9[8];
44:14131) par nalan (le ) herpd (Jer. 24:9; 29:18; Ezk. 5:14; 22:4: Joel 2: 17,19), "put
disgrace upon"; Stm lilhilld frlei€m (Zeph. 3:19) par. ndlan lilhilld fileiem (Dt. 26:19;
Zeph. 3:20), "give praise and honor"; itm leg1y SAd6l (Gen.2l:18; 46:3) par. nd1an

leg6v gdd6l (Gen. 17:20), "make into a great people"; itm rahumim (Isa. 47:6) par.

nalan rahomtm(Dt.l3:18[7]; Jer.42:12; llQT 55:llf.; Metsadah Hashavyahu 13f.),
"show mercy."

3. Turn into Something. The verb nalan is often used with the accusative and the
prep. le, followed by a dative object, to show that someone or something is trans-
formed. The fundamental rneaning is that of "set, put, place." In addition to the expres-

sions already mentioned,6 the following examples may be included: nalan legbyim
(Gen. l7:6), "make nations o?'; nalan le'6r gbyim (Isa. 49:6), "give as a light to the na-

tions"; nalan lizwa'd (Jer. 15:4; 24:9:29:18;34:11), "make into a horror"; nalan
lemaidl weliintnd (2 Ch. 7:20; Jer. 24'.9), "make into a mockery and taunt"'. nalan

5. See II.5 below
6. See II.2 above.
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liqldld (Jet 24:9;25:18;26:6), "make into a curse"; nalan lero'i welo' lezdndb (Dl
28:13; cf. v. 44; Isa. 9:13f.[14f.]; 19:15), "make into the head and not into the tail";
ndlan lehomilnel.taiel (Jer. 1:18; l5:20; cf. EA, 147:53), "make into a bronze wall";
nalan lelip'are! (Dt. 26:19), "make into honor"; nalan linweh gemalltm . . . lemirbas-

sd'n (Ezk.25:5), "make into a pasture for camels . . . into a fold for the flocks"; ndlan

lishtah sdla' (Ezk. 26:4), "make into a bare rock"; nalan lel.tor!61 (Ezk. 29:10), "make

adesolation of'',nalanlerahomim (l K.8:50;Ps. 106:46;Neh. 1:11;Dnl. 1:9;cf'Gen.
43: l4 without le), "grant compassion."

Instead of le, the comparative particle lf is also used: nalan l(ppe1 Qer. 19:12),

"makelikeTopheth";nalanka'dlanim(lK. 10:27;2Ch. 1:15),"makeasnumerousas
stones." A third possible construction uses a double accusative: ndlan PN nAgti (l K.
14:7;1.6:2; Isa. 55:4), "elevate PN to be crown prince"; ndlanPN nibzim (Mal. 2:9),
"make PN despised."

4. Allow. The verb nalan used with le and the infinitive means "let" or "allow" (the

fundamental meaning here being "set, put"). This syntagma generally occurs with a ne-

gation, i.e., 16'na1an le + infinitive (Gen. 20:6; 3l:7;Ex.3:19; 12:23; Jgs. l:23; 15:l;
1 S. l8:2; 2 Ch.20:10; Job 31:30; Ps. 16:10; 66:9; l2l:3;Eccl.5:5[6]; Hos. 5:4). The

construction without /o'occurs more rarely, and then in relatively late texts (l Ch.

16:7;22:19; Est. 8:1 l; Job 24:23). In these texts the direct object of nalan is introduced

by le (cf . also 2 Ch. 20:10), except in I Ch. l6:7, which employs a circumscription with
beyaQ. In some texts nalan directly governs an infinitive without /'(with /d'in Nu.

2l:23; Job 9:18; Ps. 55:23122); without negation in Ex. 16:3; Nu. 20:21;2 S.

19:1[l8:33]). Two of these texts (Ex. 16:3; 2 S. 19:1[l8:33]) use the expression mi-
yitt€n, which B. Jongeling and M. Z. Kaddari have examined. This expresses an

(unXulfillable wish, though the precise meaning depends on the specific nuance of the

verb nalan and the construction itself.

5. Idiomatic Usage. The verb nalan also occurs in various idiomatic expressions,

which are frequent and sometimes problematical.
The expressi on nalan panaw is already attested in Mari,7 Ugarit (ytn pnm),t and in

Amarna letters from Byblos,g Tlre,to and Jerusalem.ll It means "turn around" or

"turn," and is used in Ugaritic with 'm, in the letters from ARM and EA with ana, in
Lev. 17: l0; 20:3,6;26 17;Ezk. l4:8; l5:7 with be, in Gen. 30:40 and Dnl. 9:3 with'el,
in Dnl. 10:15 with the accusative and an enclitic -h, and in 2 Ch.20:3 with /e + infini-
tive.

The phrase nalan 'al ya{ means "entrust to." It occurs in Gen. 42:37;2 K. 12:16

U5);22:5,7,9; I Ch.29:8;2Ch.34:10,17;CD 14:l3.Incontrast, ndlan'alya{ inGen.

7. C.-F. Jean, ed., Lettres diverses. ARM II (1950), 57, 7.

8. WUS no.2230,2.
9. EA,'73:37f .; ll7:20f .

1 0. EA, 148:9f., 26f .; l5O:4f .; 1 5 1 : 19f., 23f ., 69f .; 1 55 :27 f .

IL EA, 286:53 288:49f.
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4l.42; Ezk. 16: l1; and 23:42 (mss.) means "put (a ring) on someone's hand" in the lit-
eral and material sense.

The syntagma nalan ydd b' inEx.7:4; IQM l2:11; and 19:3 has become a simple

variation of ialah yd.d b' (Gen. 37:22; I 5.24:7 ,1116,10ll'26:9; etc.) with the meaning

"lay violent hands upon a person." The original sense of this phrase was probably "go
to some effort," "take in hand," like ida nadanu in Babylonian.l2 By cor,trast, nalan
yad with le (2 Ch. 30:8) or tafua1 Q Ch. 29:24) or with /e + infinitive (Ezr. I 0: 1 9) means

"surrender (oneself)," "subject oneself to someone," or "give in to someone." Thus

does Jehonadab "subject himself'to Jehu (2 K. 10:15), and the members of the

Davidic court "subject themselves" to Solomon (l Ch. 29:24). In both these cases,

"giving one's hand" indicates that a person declares himself to be a vassal of the ruler,

accepts the ruler, and acknowledges his authority. Ezk. 17:18 alludes in the same sense

to King Zedekiah, who "had subjected himself'to Babylon by acknowledging Nebu-
chadnezzar as ruler (cf. 2 K. 24:17). In an analogous fashion the people are invited to
"yield themselves to Yahweh" (2 Ch. 30:8). In Jer. 50: l5 ndf nd ydQdh means simply
that Babylon "has surrendered." The phrase ndlannA ydi inLam.5:6 can be translated

exactly the same: "We have subjected ourselves to Egypt and Assyria in order to eat

our fill of bread." According toEzr. 10:19, those priests who had married foreign

women "give in" (wayyittenfi ydiAm) and agree to send their wives away, This
syntagma also occurs in a Neo-Assyrian text, doubtlessly under the influence of a West

Semitic language: iddni ana mttiiti nittidin, "we have given in to death" (cf. Ezk.

31:14;.t: This idiomatic usage of nalan yd/ must be distinguished from Gen. 38:28,

which refers to the actual gesture of extending one's hand, and from Isa. 56:5, where

yaj refersto a stela or monument (cf. I S. 15:12; 2 S. l8:18).t+
One of the most frequently attested syntagmas is nalan beyaQ, meaning "deliver over,"

usually "to the favor or disfavor" of someone else (Gen. 9:2;8x.23:31;'Lev.26:25; Nu.

2l:2,34 Dt. l:27;2:24,30;3:2f .;7:24; 19:12;20:13;21 :10; Josh. 2:24;6:2;7:7;8:1,7 ,18;
10:8,19,30,32; ll:8; 2l:44;24:8,11; Jgs. l:2,4;2:14,23;3:10,28; 4:7,14; 6:l;7:2,7,9,
l4f.;8:3,7;9:29;ll:21,30,32;12:3;13:l;15:2,12f;16:23f.: l8:10;20:28;l S. 14:10,12,

37; 17:47;234,14;24:5,11[4,10]; 26:23;28:19 30:23;2 S. 5:19; 16:8:21:9; I K. 18:9;

20:13,28;22:6,12,15;2 K. 3:10,13,18; l3:3; l7:20; 18:30; 19:10; 2l:14:' I Ch. 5:20;

1410; 22:18;2 Ch. 13:16; l6:8; 18:5,11 ,14; 24:24; 28:5,9; 36:17; Ezr.9:7; Neh. 9:24,

27 ,30; Job 9:24; Ps. 78:61; lO6:41; Isa. 36:15; 37:10; 47:6; Jer. 2O:4f .; 21:7 ,10; 22:25;

26:24;2'7:6;29:21 32:2f.,24f .,28,36,43;34:2f.,20f.;37:17;38:3,16,18f.; 39 17:'43:3;

44:30', 46:24,26; Lam. l:14l, Ezk. 7:21; ll:9; 16:39; 2l:36131); 23:9,28:' 3l:ll: 39:23;

Dnl. l:2; l1:ll;CD 1:6; lQpHab 4:7f.;9:6f .,10; llQT 62:9;63 10).r5 The cry "Yahweh

12. Altbabylonische Briefe in Umschrift und Ubersetzung, II, 130, 14; F. Thureau Dangin,
"L',Exaltation d'Istar," RA 1l (1914) 147,7; cf. CAD, XUl,52.

13. R. F. Harper, ABL, XI, 1238, r. 18.

14. -+ 'Ir yad, Y, 422f .

15. Cf. W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB 18

(21966),2lff.; J. G. Plciger, Literarkritische, formgeschichtliche und stilkritische Untersuch-
ungen zum Deuteronomium. BBB 26 (1967),61ff.
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has given . . . into your hands" belongs to the language ofholy war. On the basis ofan af-
firmative divine decision, the leader proclaimed this before the battle.l6 The same expres-
sion can also contain the idea of mediation or of services rendered, meaning then "give
sornething over to someone" (Gen. 27:17; 30:35:.32:17U61;39:4,8,22; Ex. 10:25;2 S.

10:10; I K. 15:18; 1 Ch. 19:ll;2Ch.34:16;Ps. l0:14;Isa. 22:21; Arad ostracon l7:8f.).
The idiomatic sense of beya! as "through the mediation of ' becomes clear in Lev.26:46
and Neh. l0:30(29), where nalan beyaQ mAieh must be translated "give through the me-
diation of Moses." In some texs nAlan bettaj mustbe understood in the material sense of
"hand over," almost with the nuance "by one's own hand." This is the case in the pas-

sages referring to a cup (Gen. 40:13; Ezk.23:31), trumpets and jars (Jgs. 7:16), a sword
(Ex. 5:21 ; Ezk.2l:16[ l]; 3O:24), or a bill of divorce (Dt.24i1,3),

The expression nalan libbbt1 with /e followed by an infinitive occurs only in ex-
tremely lare texts (l Ch.22:19;2Ch.ll:16;Eccl. l:13,17;8:16;Dnl. l0:12). This ex-
pression (occurring also with .fir, Prov. 22:17) means "devote oneself to" or "get to
work on," and should not be confused with the similar expression ndlan libb) le with a
dative object (Eccl.7:21;8:9), "pay attention to, apply one's rnind to," synonymous
with i[ libbb le (2 S. l3:20; Ps. 48:14[13]; Prov. 27:23; Jer.3l:21: cf . I S. 4:20; Ps.

62:llll0l)or'el(Job7:17),withitmlibbble(Dt.32:46; lS.9:20;Ezk.4O:4:cf.Ezk.
44:5)or'el(8x.9:21;15.25:25;2S. l8:3; Job2:3;34:14), oralso'a/(Job l:8;Hag.
l:5,7; cf . Hag. 2:15,18; Zec. 7:12). The analogous expression nalan ro'i with /e + in-
finitive (Neh.9:17; cf. Nu. 14:4) means "decide" to do something.

III. Legal and Commercial Usage.
l. Compensution. The verb nalan is frequently used in the juridical sphere, where it

exhibits a variety of meanings. In the Covenant Code (Ex. 2l:19,22), nalanhas the
sense of "pay" (cf. 2l:32: nalan kesep), or, better, "compensate." The legal regulations
in Ex. 2l address on the one hand fights that result in one of the adversaries bec<lming
bedridden or invalid (vv. l8f.), and on the other hand a miscarriage caused when a
woman is harmed by one of the combatants (v. 22).ln both cases it is impossible to re-
turn things to their original condition, or to repair the damage by providing the
wronged person with an equivalent in natura. The lawgiver here does not use the verb
iill7m, which is used consistently in 2l:33-22:14(15) in the sense of "restore." The
condition of being an invalid on the one hand, and the loss of a fetus on the other, can-
not be directly restored. Hence the invalid and the husband of the woman miscarrying
must receive a sum of money or natural goods as compensation for the irreparable con-
sequences of the violence. In the case of the crippled person, the one who has struck
hinr must ii[tA 1,i119n, "pay (or compensate) his lameness" (21:19).ln the case of the
pregnant woman, the perpetrator is to bow to the demands of the wronged husband
wenalan bipliLtm, "and pay" or "provide compensation for the misdeed." The same in-
terpretation is required in 4Q158 9:5, where bplylyym should be understood as an ab-

16. Cf. G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, l99l), 42
17. -+ a) bb Nil,399-43't).
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stract plural of peltli (cf. Job 3l:11,28-).tt The be in bplylltymis abe pretii, andisfre-
quently associated with na1an.

The verb nalan is also used with the prep. tahal in formulating the lex talionis (Ex.

21:23-25; cf. Dt. 19:21). This indicates that in such cases nalan connotes "give up, sac-

rifice": "And if any harm follows. then you shall give life for life, eye for eye, etc." The
lawgiver here is doubtlessly demanding compensation that restores the balance be-

tween the wronged family and that of the perpetrator.

2. Rentunercttionfor Work. Payment for work or service is also designatedby nafim.

The direct object is Lhen id[dr (Gen. 30:18,28; Ex. 2:9'.Dl24:15:1K. 5:20[6]; Jon.
1:3; cf. Zec. 1l'.12 1,hb), "wages." "fees," which sometimes is not explicitly mentioned
(Gen. 30:31), though also pc'uilA (lsa. 61:8), "reconrpense, remuneration," "wages," or
quite simply ke,sep (Jgs. 16:5; l7:l0l 2 S. l8:ll), "money." Such work or service can

include w atching over a flock (Gen. 30:28,3 1: cf . Zec. I I : l2). comtnitting an act of be-

trayal (Jgs. l6:5). fulfilling priestly functions (Jgs. l7:10). murdering an enemy (2 S.

l8:l I ), nursing an infant (Ex. 2:9), f'elling trees (1 K. 5:20[6]), and transporting some-

one by ship (Jon. l:3).
The wages tbr hired labor can also be designated by mattay. This is the case in Prov.

25:14, where one should perhaps read matta!.fdlir (instead of ieqer) and translate "so
is a man who boasts of paying wages," an allusion to the meager wages earned by hired
labor. The expression nAlon matta! in I K. l3:7 similarly means "pay wages," in this
casethoseol'thehealer(1 K. 13:6).AnanalogouscaseisfoundinGen.20:14,16-18,
where Abimelech gives Abraham sheep and money, apparently so that through Abra-
ham's intercession he and the women of his harem, all of whom were struck with inl'er-
tility, might be healed. The expression natan kesep (Gen. 2O:16) often means "pay"
(Gen. 23: l3; Ex. 2l:32; Jgs. 16:5; l7: l0l 2 S. l8: I l; I K.2l:2). The nuttan61, "gifts,"
can also refer to presents or sums of money given to someone to insure his assistance
(Prov. l5:27; Eccl.7:7). Wages for sacral prostitution are given a specific name: 'elnA

(Hos. 2:14[12]) or'e1nan (Dt. 23:19[l8];Ezk. 1631,34,41), an expression the prophets

also apply metaphorically to Israel (Hos.9:l), Samaria (Mic. l:7), and Tyre (Isa.

23:1'7f .). The prostitute asked her client mA-titten-li, "what will you give me?" (Gen.

38:16), and she "had him paid" (Hos.8:9f.;denominated hiphil *hi1in, attested once,

and only in this context).le

3. Sale. In contractual and commercial law, nAlan can mean "sell." Although this
meaning is certainly included in the syntagna nalan beftesep (Gen. 23:9b; Dt. 2i28:
14:25;1K.21:6,15; ICh.2l:22;Ezk.27:12), "giveformoney," natanalone canalso
have this meaning. This is particularly the case in the narrative of the patriarch's pur-
chase of the burying place in Hebron (Gen.23:4,9a,11).20 This emerges clearly frorn

18. Cf. GK $124f.
19. On the hiphil see L2 above.
20. Cf. H. Petschow, "Die neubabylonische Zwiegespriichsurkunde und Genesis 23," JCS 19

(196s) r03-20.
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the context, since not only does the process take place F'AnA benA 'ammt, i.e., in the

presence of witnesses (Gen. 23: 1 I ), but the narrative also goes on to report the discus-

sion concerning the price of the field (vv. 12-16) and the payment of the sum agreed on

(v. 16). The verb nalan is already attested with this meaning in the ancient episode in
Jgs. 8:5f. This becomes clear in the response of the officials of Succoth, who fear they

will not be paid and ask mockingly whether the cup (kap), i.e., the fate (cf. Ps. l1:6;
l6:5), of the Midianites is already in Gideon's hand. A third passage attesting nalan in
the sense of "sell" ( I K. 9:l lb-14) uses the verb 3 times with this meaning. The twenty
cities ceded to Hiram are not given to him as a present but rather are sold for a price of
120 talents of gold, which the king of Tyre sends to Solomon (1 K. 9:14). This notion

of "selling" or "exchanging" also occurs in I K. 21:2-4,6, not only in vv.6 and l5 in
the expressiol nalan bef,esep; v. 2 already makes clear that Ahab wishes to acquire

Naboth's vineyard by trading it for a better one or by buying it at its value. If nalan

beftesep means "sell," then correspondin gly ndlan kesep be means "buy" (Dt' 14:26).

4. Exchange. The verb nalan is also used with be pretii when the intended meaning

is "exchange"; this qualification, signaled by the preposition, enables one to distin-
guish between sale and exchange (l K.2l). According to Lam. l:ll, the people, in
their search for bread, "trade (na!an) their treasures for food (be'dftel)." Joel 4:3(3:3)

mentions the interlopers who traded (nd1an) young boys fbr harlots (bazzbnA). Art
analogous notion is found in the Phoenician inscription of Kilamuwa, which alleges

that the Assyrian king "gave a maid for a lamb, a man for a garment" ('lmt ytn bi wgbr
bswt).2t

Ezk.27:12-22 recalls the practice of barter in the international trade carried on by

Tyre; here the syntagma nalan be appears in the sense of "exchange for." In 3 instances

here the direct object of nalan is *'izzebbnim (27:12,14,22), twice also introducedby be

pretii (vy.16,19; cf. also vv. 27,33). This is probably an expression borrowed from the

Phoenician (cf. Ugar. 'db, "prepare"; OSA '8b, "set\p"),22 referring to manufactured

goods, which are exchanged for raw materials, specialty foods, valuable fabrics, pre-

cious stones, slaves, or livestock. In the same text the word maara|, which as in Ara-
maic refers to a ship's cargo,z3 is twice the direct object of ndlan (Ezk.27:13,17), and

is introduced once by be pretii (v. 19; cf. also vv.9,25,27,33f .).
The notion of exchange is also associated with nalanin I K. l0:10,13, verses that in

the original narrative appeared in direct succession. The correspondence of gifts be-

tween the queen of Sheba and King Solomon in reality constitutes an exchange of the

sort commonly practiced among kings at the international level;24 cf. also I K.

5:24f.(10f.), where Hiram supplies (hayd n6!En) Solomon with cedar and cypress

wood in exchange for 20,000 kor of wheat and 20,000 bat (LXX) of olive oil yearly.

The metaphor of exchange occurs in Cant. 8:7 and Job 2:4. The aphorism in Cant.

21. KAI,24:8; ANET 654.
22. Beeston, 12f.
23. AP,2:5.
24. Zaccagnini, I l7 -24.
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8:7 mentions the man who "gives all the wealth of his house for love (ba'ahabd)"
(without attaining it); and in Job 2:4 Satan asserts that a person will give everything
that belongs to him "for his life (be'ad napi6)." The compound prep. b'd here is noth-
ing other than an amplified be pretii.

5. Loan. The verb nalan is also used with be pretii in the phrases ndlan beneielg (Lev.
25:37:Ps. l5:5; Ezk. 18:8,13;zs and ndlan bemarbtl (Lev.25:37), both of which mean

"loan at interest." The word -+ 'll?l neieft refers to a contract that fixes the sum to be re-

paid, whereby the interest due on the date of payment is already figured in. In contrast,

marbilor tarbtlfixes the amount of capital loaned out and the rate of interest.26 The direct
object of ndlan in the phrase nalan be ne i e& (Lev. 25 :37 ; P s. l 5 : 5) is ke s e p, "money," and

inndlanbemarbtl(Lev.25:37)'okel, "grain." Since money and grain are the commodities
most frequently loaned, however, one should not conclude from the ancient legal maxim
in Lev. 25:37 in poetic form that the object of a neief;loan was primarily money and that

of a tarbil/marbtlloan primarily grain (specifically barley).

6. Wedding Contract. The expressior. ndlan bittb le'iiid /ePN, "he gave his daughter
as a wife to PN," derives similarly from the terminology of contractual law (Gen. l6:3;
29:28; 30:4,9; 34:8,12; 38:14: 4l:45; Dt. 22:16; Josh. I 5: I 6f. ; Jgs. I : 1 2f. ; 2 I : I ; 1 S.

18:17,19,27; I K.2:17,21:'2 K. l4:9; I Ch. 2:35; 2 Ch. 25:18; cf. Gen. 29:19,27:
34:9,16,21;F;x.22:16117l; Dt. 7:3; Jgs. 3:6; I S. l7:25; Ezr.9:72:' Neh. l0:31[30];
13:25; Jer. 29:6: DnL I l: l7). Even if the marriage was not viewed as a purchase, the

family of the bride nonetheless had a right to expect financial compensation (Gen.

34:12;Ex.22:l5t.Ll4f .l; I S. l8:25),27 which might also take the form of services ren-
dered (Gen. 29:15-30; Josh. 15:16f.; Jgs. 1:12f.; I S. l8:17-27; cf. I S. 17:25; 2 S.

3:14).
In the narrative of the two marriages of Jacob, Laban is to give him his daughter

(Gen.29:19) as a reward (ma(kdre!,29:15;cf.3l:7,41; Ruth 2;12) for services ren-

dered. At the end of seven years, when Jacob objects to Laban's deception, Laban
promises also to give him the younger daughter "for the work" (baolAdd) he will per-

form for him in seven additional years (Gen.29:27). The be in bav!6/A is a be pretii,
and is part of the full formula of the wedding contract: nalan bittb fPN P'iiiA
bav!68d/bemdhar (habbe1frl6!) (l S. l8:25; cf. Ex. 22:16117l) lbemd'd'6116! peliittm
(l S. l8:25; 2 S. 3:14).

In addition to the mohar or its equivalent, we encounter in mattan another "gift"
ex marito (mentioned in Gen. 34:12 after mahar). This is presumably an equivalent
to Akk. nudunnfi, which was a kind of dowry (morning gift) or widow's settlement.2s

It is uncertain whether Gen.24:53a refers to this mattan, since the jewelry offered to

25. Cf . KTU, 4.682,3f ., 12.
26. E. Lipiriski, *Neiek 

and tarbtt in the Light of Epigraphic Evidence," OLP l0 (1979) 133-
41 .

27. -+ -ti',J mdhar (Ylll, 142-49).
28. Cf. AHw,II, 800b; CAD, Xllz,3t0.
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Rebekah more likely corresponds to the duma4a of Middle Assyrian laws.2e Such
jewelry was intended to adorn the bride (cf. Isa. 61:10) and was given over to her to

use only during the marriage. In contrast, the migddn1l given to Rebekah's brothers

and mother could be mohar (Gen. 24:53b). The latter, like the widow's settlement

and the groom's present, must be distinguished from the iillfthim, which the father
gives to his daughter as a dowry (na!an, I K. 9;16; cf. Mic. 1:14), and which in the

case of divorce he can take back (Ex. 18:2, 'ahar iillfiheyha, "in addition to her

dowry").

7. CrJis. The Priestly texts in the Pentateuch express the notion of promise and be-

quest of the land through formulas derived from deeds of gift. A comparison of the ex-

pressions used in Gen.12:7: l3:15,17; 15:18; 17:8; 24:'7 with that in 48:4 (cf. Dt. l:8;
Nu.32:29: IQS ll:7) yields the fbllowing reconstructed formula: nalafii Lekd itf-
zar{tka 'allareyf,d 'e!-(kol-)hd'ares hazz6'! (la)nfiuzza1 '6lAnt/'ad '6lam, "to you and to
your descendants after you I will give this (entire) land for an everlasting possession/

forever." The actual Priestly influence appears only in the usage of zar'of,a instead of
bdneyf;d, which occurs in Dt. l:36 and in attested legal procedure. This formula is in
fact a parallel to that found in Aramaic deeds of gifts fiom Elephantine: "This house

and land I give to you (yhbth) for my lifetime and after my death; you have full rights
over it from this day for ever, and your children &fter you."30 A similar formula appears

in a deed of gift fiom Nahal flever: "as a fiee gift, I, Simeon, give (yhbt) to you, Mir-
iam, all that I possess in Mal.roza . . . ; I give [it] (yhbt) to you as a gift in perpetuity
(mtnt 'lm)."31 The specification "as a free gift" occurs frequently in the Aramaic docu-
ments: brhmn,3z brhmh,33 rhmt,3a or mn r'wty.35 But such formulations have no equiva-
lent in the Priestly texts regarding the giving of the land.

Gen. l3:14f.,17 show that the giving of the land to Abraham has immediate legal

status. The passage in question is actually alluding to the double rite of taking posses-

sion of the land, namely, to the circumspection and circumlocution of the entire area.36

lQapGen is particularly interested in the execution of this rite by Abraham, who tra-

verses the promised land (21:8-20), as described in Gen. 15:18. A variation in Ex.
32:13(12), wherc wenahalfi le'6lam is used instead of lanhuzz,al '6lam (Gen. l7:8;
48:4), shows that the Priestly authors borrowed their fbrmula from deeds of gift mortis
causa. In such deeds, a paterfamilias bequeaths, prior to his own death, an inheritance
to one or several of his descendants (cf. Ezk. 46:16). Here the Priestly authors remain
loyal to an older tradition also attested in Deuteronomy, where one repeatedly encoun-

29. Pt. A, S$25, 26, 38.
30. AB 8:8f.; cf . l37f .;25:8f .; BMAP, 4:4f.
3 1. Y. Yadin, "Expedition D - The Cave of Letters," IEJ 12 (1962) 24lff.
32. AP, l82',25:.ll, 14:, 43:3; BMAP, 4:4, 12'.7:41'. 9:5, 12, l6f .; 1O:9.

33. BMAE 6:14.
34. AE 9:6f .; BMAP, 12:26,31.
35. See pap?HevB ar 3.

36. Cf. D. Daube, Studies in Biblical Law (Cambridee, 1947),25-39.
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ters the expression ha'ares 'aier YHWH 'el1heyka ndlen leka nahald, "the land that
Yahweh your God gives you for an inheritance" (Dt. 4:211, l5:4: 19:10; 2l:23;24:4;
25 :19 ; 26: I ; cf. 3 : I 8 ; 4:38; 2O:1 6; 29 :7 l8l Josh. I 1 : 23).

The giving of land has a counterpart in Gen. 17:7f .; the bequest of the land, which is
the object of the covenant (of. Ex. 6:4), is bound to the obligation to acknowledge
Yahweh as God: lihybl lekd ld'ldhtm (Gen. l7:7; Lev.22:33;25:38;26:45: cf . Gen.
l7:8). The question is whether this expression does not derive originally from the for-
mula of bequest mortis causa, as might be suggested by Gen. 17:18 and Lev. 25:38. If
one considers that 1 S. 28:13 refers to the spirit of the deceasedas'elohtm (doubtlessly

a reference to the cult of the dead),37 then it is possible that lihy6! leftd l€'l6him origi-
nally contained an obligation directed to the recipient to provide for the interment of
the donor atter death. In the meantime, it is certain that the Priestly authors applied this
expression to the cult of Yahweh, who had just bequeathed the land; it is thus to be ex-

pected that the recipients, namely, Abraham and his descendants, would provide for
Yahweh's cult. Thus although this gift made in perpetuity did not become a qualified
bequest, it did imply obligations that the recipient had over against the donor. In this
case such obligations involved loyalty to the conditions of the covenant, conditions
God fixes through the bequest. This view of covenant and the bequest of the land is re-
flected in the LXX translation of berilby diathdke, which can refer both to an act of be-

quest mortis causa as well as to a testament or will in the usual sense. From this one

may conclude that an uninterrupted tradition linked the Greek translation with the

Priestly authors of the Pentateuch.
A bequest during the lifetime of the donor (outside the covenantal context) occurs in

Gen. 25:6. Abraham "gives gifts" (txdlan mattdn6!) to the sons of his concubines
(pilagitm).38 The text specifies that he did this "while he was still living" (be'68ennfi

hay), and that he sent them away "to the detriment ot" (mE'al; cf. Jgs. l6: l9f.) his heir
Isaac. At issue is a bequest of movable goods to which Abraham's natural sons would
have had no claim after his death. The same expression, nalan mattand, appears twice
in Ezk. 46:16f . A mattand that a prince gives to one of his sons is to be viewed as an

advance on that son's inheritance (nahald). By contrast, a mattand given to a prince's
servant does not become that servant's property. According to 2 Ch. 21i3, the mattan6!
are gifts of movable and immovable goods the king offers to his younger sons, while to
the firstborn, Jehoram, he gives the kingdom itself. It thus seems that the expression

nalan maftAnd everywhere refers to anticipatory gifts from an inheritance involving
also an apportionment of the estate. In contrast, the semantic scope of mattAnA i$elf is

broader; the n6lCn mottan6! (Sir. 3:17) seems to be simply a generous person, unless

the issue is that his generosity extends so thr as to include giving away parts of his in-
heritance.

37. Ct. KTU, 1.17,1, 26-33; II, 1-8, 16-23.
38. Cf. J. P. Brown, "Literary Contexts of the Common Hebrew-Greek Vocabulary," JSS l3

(1968) 166-69.
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IV. Cultic Usage.
l. Sacrffice. The use of nalan in the cultic sphere in the sense of "consecrate" or

"sacrifice" is extremely old, though the exact meaning depends on the specific situa-

tion in which it occurs. In I S. 1: l1 Hannah vows to "give" her child to Yahweh for his

entire life if God will but send her a son. The meaning here is governed by the recipro-

cal nature of the process. If God "will give an offspring" (na1an zera'; cf. Gen. l5:3;
38:9), then the mother will "give" him to Yahweh. Hence the syntagma ndlan IeYHWH

is detached here from its technical meaning, something also indicated by the parallel-

ism with the double use of ia'al in vv. 26f. (cf. vv. l7 ,20; 2:20). The ritualistic formula

of Hannah's vow is more likely m6rd lA' yalleh 'al-r6'i6 (l S. 1:11), "no razor shall

touch his head," which is identical with the formula in Jgs. l3:5 (cf. l6:17) and synon-

ymous with ta'ar lA'-yanb1r 'al-rd'i6 (Nu. 6:5). This is a reference to the Nazirites,

with which, however, the rest of the narrative and the consecration of an offspring to

God exhibit no visible connection.
This is not the case with ndlan IeYHWH in the sacrificial regulation found in Ex.

22:28b,29b(29b,30b): bef,^r bdneyfid titten-li, "the firstborn of your sons you shall give

to me . . . seven days he shall be with his mother; on the eighth day you shall give him to

me." Such a gift to the deity is normally a sacrifice; compare the ritualistic text from

Ugarit: ytn i qdi[], "he shall give a sheep as a holy sacrificial gift,"zs or the Phoenician

inscription from Lapetho st ytt wyqdit kyt igyt . . . l'dn 'i ly lmlqrt, "I have given many an-

imals to my Lord Melqart and consecrated them."a0 The case cited from I S. 1:11 as well

as the consecration of the ne1?ntm (see below) show in addition that an interpretation de-

viating from the ancient law in Ex. 22:28f.(29f.) was possible. One presumably gave the

law an interpretation acceptable at a later time, or presupposed the usual redeeming of the

firstlings (cf. l3:12f.;34:19f.), though the texts say nothing ofthis. several passages

show unequivocally that for the original lawgiver of 22:28b,29b(29b,30b), the term

nalan inclttded the notion of offering and sacrifice: the tradition of the death of Egypt's

firstborn (11:5; l2:12,29f.; Ps. 78:51; 105:36; 135:8; 136:10); the sacrifice of the male

firstborn of the clean animals (Ex. l3:l5b; Nu. 18:17; Dt. 15:19-21), which is connected

with that of the male firstborn; the obligation of redeeming the firstlings (Ex, 13:l3b;

34:2Ob; Nu. l8:15); and the choice between redeeming and slaughtering the firstborn of
the ass (8x.34:20) unsuitable for sacrifice. The same applies to the expressions qaddei-li

(Ex. l3:2a; cf. Nu. 3:13), yaqripfr YYHWH (Nu. 18: l5), zdbab le (Ps. 106:37f.) , and kol-

pete r rehem lt (Ex. 34l9a; cf. 1 3: 12b), summarized succinctly as lt hf in 1 3:2b. This is

corroborated by the formulation of Jephthah's vow, who promises to sacrifice to Yahweh

the first person who greets him upon his return: weha'A leYHWH, "that person will be

Yahweh's" (Jgs. 1l:31; cf. Nu. 3:12f.).
We encounter yet another use of nalan in the sacral context in Lev. 20:2-4 and I Ch.

27:23. lt I Ch. 2l:23 the Chronicler has replaced the pregnant formula habbdqdr

td'616 from2 5.24:22 with ndlatti habbaqdr ld'Ah, *I give oxen for burnt offerings."

39. KTU, 1.104, 12; cf. 1.119, 6.

40. KAI, 43:9.
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The same syntactical constmction occurs 3 times in Lev. 20:2-4, a section possibly ap-

pended by the Priestly redactor: nalan mizzar'6 lammOleft, "give one of his offspring
for the molek sacrifice." In Lev.2O:5 a later redactor who no longer knew the meaning

of the word mlk and understood ntn lmlk in the same sense as ntn IYHWH added the

gloss lizen)l'aharA hammdlek. The expression ntn (m)zr'w lmlk, characterized by the

Priestly use of Zr'in the sense of "offspring,"4l was in any case not an authentic for-

mula of the mdtef, ritual. This formula rather took the form he?f;ir ben)/bittb (bd'ci)

lammolek (Lev. l8:21; 2 K.23:10; Jer. 32:35) or he?f;tr ben)/bittb ba?i (Dt. l8:10;

2K.16:3; 17:17;21:6;23:lO;2 Ch. 28:3[LXX, Syr.]; 33:6;Ezk.2O:31l'23:37 [LXX'
Syr,l; cf. Nu.31:23). One can also reconstruct the formula he?ltr kol-peter-rehem
(lammdtek) (Ex. l3:12; Ezk.20:26, where lmlk was read as lm'n), referring to the sacri-

fice of the firstborn.
Deriving from a context different from its present one, Lev. 18:21 combines the

Priestly expression ntn mzr'w lmlk with the ritualistic formula h'byr lmlk, yielding

mizzarlf,a l6'-titten lehaaf;tr lammdle!, "you shall not give any of your offspring to

devote them by fire to Molech"; cf. the similar passage Ezk.20:26,31 , where matfinA

replaces the verb na1an. In two parallel sentences, waalamme' '61am bematf n61dm par.

behaaf;tr . . . lammoleft '6iimZm (instead of lema'an aiimmEm; cf. Ps. 5:ll),+z gry.

20:26 explains why God gave the people the offensive laws: "that I might defile them

through their gifts and through the offering of all firstborn by fire to Molech." A simi-

lar parallelism occurs in v. 31, where it is clear that mattand ref'ers to the sacrifice of
the firstborn or of children in general. Hence the term ndlan is attested in the terminol-

ogy of the mdlefu sacrifice at least since the beginning of the 6th century, though it is
possible that a contamination of two different formulae already took place in that ep-

och: one, a formula for the sacrifice of the male firstborn, taking the form nalan bef,6r

bdnim/kol-peter-rehem IeYHWH (Ex. 22:28b,29b129b,30b); 13:12); the other a for-

mula for the sacrificial consecration of a son or daughter, whose full form seems to

have been hevltr beni/bittb bd'di lammdlek. In the first formula nalan can be replaced

by qdi in the piel (Ex. l3:2a) or hiphil (Nu. 3:13).+: According to Nu. 18:15, ndlan

IeYHWH can also be replaced by the sacrificial formula hiqrt! IeYHWH (cf. Lev. 1:2;

Ezr. 8:35; Ezk. 46:4, etc.).

The expressior, nalan rAah nihOall (Ezk. 6:13), tit. "give off pleasing odor"'a+ 6"-
rives from the context of burnt offering (cf. Gen. 8:20f.; 8x.29:18,25; Nu' l5:3, etc').

Ezk. 20:28 uses the verb itm instead of nalan,as although the latter is yet used with

rAah as the direct object in Cant. l:12 2:13;7:l4ll3)). The verb nalan also occurs in

the expressions nalan frfrma! YHWH (Ex. 30:14f.; Nu. l8:28; 2 Ch.3l:14),46 and

41. Cf. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIy (1966), 2'13 n.6.
42. Ct. GK, 568.
43. Concerning the parallelism between qdi and ntn cf . 7 K.9:7;2 Ch.7:20; Neh. 12:47; Jer.

l:5: KAI,43:9.
44. Cf. ILI above.
45. Cf. II.2 above.
46. Cf. W von Soden, "MirjEm-Maria (Gottes-Geschenk)," UF 2 (1970) 269-'70.
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nalanterfimdleYHWH (Nu. 15:21;cf. 18:19).Thiscombinationwith frfimd, "contri-

bution, offering (something lifted off, separated)," occurs less frequently than those

with the equivalent verbs hcrim (Ex. 35:24; Nu. 15:19; 18:19,26,28f.; Ezk. 45:1;

48:20) and hdbt' (Ex. 35:5,21,24;Dt.126,11;2 Ch. 3l:10.12; Neh' l0:a0[39]).

2. Consecratory Offerings. Some texts invite one to "give Yahweh kabdd' (in addi-

tionto nalanll S.6:5:Jer. 13:16lonealsoencountershereyaha! [l Ch. l6:28f.;Ps.
29:1f .',967f .1+t and iim [Josh. 7:19; lsa.42:12]), to "give Yahweh t68d" (Josh.7:19:'

Ezr. l0:11), to "give him'dz" (Ps.68:35t341;cf. I Ch. 16:28; Ps.29:1;96:7), and to

"give his name kd!6{' (Mal. 2:2).The psalmist invites Yahweh himself to "give kd[6Q

to his name" (Ps. 115:l), and Yahweh in his own turn assures that he will "give his

kapbQ to no other" (Isa. 42:8; 48:ll). He also "gives" to Solomon "riches (posses-

sions), kdbbd'(l K. 3:13; 2Ch.l:12 cf. also Eccl.6:2). To those who walk uprightly

he "gives" favor and kdb1d Qs.84 l2tl1l). By contrast, the wise person proclaims that

it is useless to "give kab6d to a fool" (Prov. 26:8).

All these texts use the verb na1an, which as a rule is associated with the notion of a

transfer of goods. Hence the expression nAlan kab1d, always without the article, origi-
nated at a time during the semantic evolution of + 'IlI) kd!6i when this term referred

to a "sum" or "totality," as in the administrative and commercial documents from

Ugarit.as Concerning kAbbd in the sense of "total possessions," cf. Gen. 3l:l; Ps.

49:17(16); Isa. l0:3; Nah. 2:10(9). "Giving Yahweh kabbd'thus means that one sub-

jects oneself completely to his will and acknowledges him as Lord.

The primary sense of this expression was perhaps quite concrete, implying a gift
of all relevant possessions to the temple or their consecration to God through burnt

offering. This explanation seems corroborated by the narratives in Josh. 7:19-25 and

I S. 6:2-15. According to the original intent of these narratives, all the riches that

Achan had taken, and the box with the golden objects that the Philistines wanted to

offer as a guilt offering, were added to Yahweh's treasury (Josh. 6:19,24;7:23; I S.

6:8,11). A comparison between Josh. 7:19 and Ezr. 10:11 also shows that the un-

masked perpetrator must "give Yahweh fiQA." The expression ndlan t61d is likely
synonymous with helt' fidA Q Ch. 29:31 Jer. 17:26:33:l l) and qittcr tOQd (Am.

4:5), referring probably to a thanksgiving offering; in the present instance this offer-

ing gives thanks that God has exposed the source of evil. The two sentences iim-na'
kdb^d YYHWH . . . welen-16 t68d (Josh.7:19) are by no means inviting the perpetra-

tor to sing a song of praise, but rather are demanding that he give everything over to

Yahweh and offer him a sacrifice (cf. Ps. 5O23a). One would need to inquire

whether this double rite does not derive ultimately from the tradition of holy war.

Here, too, the spoils seized from the enemy are added to Yahweh's treasury, and as

thanks for the victory one sacrifices to Yahweh the small livestock taken as spoil.

47. Cf. 3 Apoc. Bar. 2:17f.
48. M. Liverani,"kbd nei testi amministrativi ugaritici ['consistenza complessiva']," UF 2

(r970) 89-r08.
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This explanation finds support in I S. 15:15,21 , despite Samuel's own condemnation
in v.22 (cf. also I S. 6:14).

In the course of its semantic development, kabbd was associated with the notion of
"wealth"; cf .nalankdp6Qin I K.3:13;2Ch.1:12; Ps. 84:12(ll);Prov.26:8;Eccl.6:2.
In contrast, in Ezk. 39:21 the expression is intended in the specific meaning given it by
Ezekiel and the Priestly tradition; wenalatti'et-l(bddi basgdyimthus means "and I will
set my glory among the nations."

According to Ps. 84:12(ll), God "gives" hen weld!68. The term /ze7 is the direct
objectof nalaninGen.39:21;Ex.3:21:11:3;12:36;Ps.84:12(11);Prov.3:34;13:15,
suggesting that at times hCnhas a relatively concrete meaning. Indeed, the'e!1en h4n
(Prov. l7:8) is a "valuable stone," and the liwyal hEn (Prov. I :9; 4:9) "a fair garland."
The expression nalan h?n probably means "to make precious," a meaning rendering
the maxims in Prov. 3:34 and l3:15 more comprehensible.

The expression nalan kAbbd IeYHWH is related fi nAlan rd'ii1 leYHWH, "give to
Yahweh the first/best" (Nu. 18:12 Dl 18:4',82k.44:30; cf. Nu. 15:21'), a formula in
which nalan can be replaced by hCli' (Ex.23:19:'34:26;Dt.26: l0; Neh. 10:38[37]); cf.
also nalan maaie\ "pay a tenth" (Gen. l4:20; Nu. 18:21,24; Neh. l3:5), though this is

more commonly expressed with hCbi'(Dt. 12:6,11;2 Ch.3l:5f.,12; Neh. l0:38[37];
13:12; Am. 4:4; Mal.3:10). The firstlings and the tenth belong to the mattln61
qoQditm, "holy gifts" (Ex. 28:38), or simply mattan6! ([,ev. 23:38; Nu. 18:29) or
maftan (Nu. l8: I I ), which one brings to the temple.

3. Consecration of Slaves. The Solomonic temple doubtlessly had slaves at its dis-
posal, slaves that Ps. 68: l9( l8) calls mattan6!. The nelintm (LXX nathinaioi, nathinint,
or nathinin), however, are found only in the postexilic temple. The expression is trans-
lated literally in I Ch. 9:2 as hoi deddmenoi, "the given ones," and Josephus correctly
indicates their function wtth hierddouloi,ae as does 3 Ezr. l:3, where the Greek term
preserves its original sense of "temple slave."

The neltnim came from Babylon (Ezr. 2:43-54: 8:17,20: Neh. 7:46-56) and were
counted among the "sons of Solomon's servants." Together they constituted a group of
392 persons (Ezr.2:58; Neh. 7:60). These "given ones" resided on Ophel near the tem-
ple (Neh. 3:26,31; 1l:21 cf . I Ch.9:2;Ezr.2:70:- Neh. 7:63) and constituted the lowest
group of sanctuary personnel, serving the Levites (Ezr. 8:20); their names betray in
part foreign origin (Ezr. 2:43-54; Neh. 7:46-56). Although Ezk. 44:6-9 accuses the Is-
raelites of having brought foreigners into the temple and of having shifted part of their
own duties to them, he does not call them nelinim. It is possible that these verses are re-
ferring to the same situation in the Second Temple, since Ezk. 44:6-31 must in any case

be dated in the postexilic period.
Since the nelinim come from Babylon and bear a name borrowed from Aramaic

(< *na1?n, nelinayya', Ezr. 7:24), a name then translated by Heb. nelfinim in Ezr. 8:17
(K,); Nu. 3:9;8:16,19; 18:6; I Ch.6:33(48), one must assume that they originated in
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Chaldean Babylon. R. P. Dougherty associates them with the institution of the iirkfrtu,

one attested especially under Nabonidus, Cyrus, and Cambyses.50 The iirku, "conse-

crated one, oblate," and the iirkatu, "oblate," were temple slaves "given" (nadanu) or

"consecrated" (zukkfi) to the deity in order to gain its favor. The origin of these oblates

varied. They included prisoners of war "given" to the temple by the king; slaves

"given" to the deity by their masters out of piety; children of insolvent debtors "given"

to the temple in order to settle debts; and naturally any children issuing from marriages

between "oblates." The origin of the neltnim was probably the same; some might have

been gifts of Cyrus, others gifts of Babylonian Jews who, while not returning to Jerusa-

lem itself, nevertheless wanted to demonstrate their bond with the Yahweh temple

through a significant consecratory gift (cf. Ez1 l:6:3 Ezt.2:9).The 220 nelintm whom

Ezra brought along in 4581457 s.c. (Ezr. 8:17,20; cf.7:7) came from the sanctuary

(hammdqbm)st in Casiphia, a sanctuary doubtlessly playing a role similar to that of the

temple at Elephantine, though probably far surpassing the latter, since it was able to

contribute 38 Levites and22O nelinim to Ezra's train.

In Jerusalem they resided in a bA! hannelintm (Neh. 3:3 I ; cf. the blt iirki of the Bab-

ylonian oblates). Jerusalem's neltnim were placed under the responsibility of one who

bore the title 'al-hanneltnim (cf . rab iirki) and who himself belonged to the class of
"consecrated ones" (Neh. ll:21). The two mentioned in Neh. ll:21 are supposed to be

identical with the first two overseers of the nelintm in Ezr. 2:43 and Neh. 7:46. From

this one must conclude that the list (Ezr. 2:43-54; Neh. 7:46-56) is not enumerating the

families of the nelinim but rather groups or squads commanded by an overseer.

The iirkatu of the Ishtar temple in Uruk was marked on the hand by the star of
Ishtar';sz lsa. 44:5 also recalls the practice of tattooing the word leYHWH, "belonging to

Yahweh," on the hand. Since this text dates to the end of the exile and reports that for-

eigners had IeYHWH tattooed on their hands in order to "surname themselves by the

name of Israel" (yekunneh; cf. Targ. and Syr.), this practice might be referring to the

nelinim, who included many foreigners. Such a practice was already possible in

Casiphia. Nu.3:9; 8:19; l8:6 attest an expression deriving probably from the

consecratory formula of a ne1in, one paralleling Akk. ana iirkuti ana DN nadanu,

"give to DN for oblate temple service."53 Indeed, Nu. 18:6 should be understood as

"the Levites . . . a gift for Yahweh as consecrated ones" (hallewtytm . . . mattand

nelAnim IeYHWH). In Nu. 3:9 and 8:19 this sentence was altered to read nalan'e!'
hallewiytm nelfintm le'aharbn, "give the Levites to Aaron as consecrated ones." Since

the Levites take the place of the neltnim here, and Aaron that of Yahweh (cf. Nu. 18:6),

the consecratory formula of the nelinim, a formula also familiar to the Priestly redactor,

must have beennalanPN ne!in@) leYHWH, "give PN to Yahweh as a consecrated one."

The designation nelinim was borrowed from the Aramaic vocabulary of Mesopota-

mia, where neltn was viewed as the Aramaic equivalent to iirku. Even if the technical

50. Pp. 90f.
51. Cf. A. Causse, Les dispersds d'Isradl @ans, 1929),26f.
52. AHw, l, 42lb; III, 1155b.
53. AHw,lll, 1217b.
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use of the word is attested only in the decree of Artaxerxes I documentedinBzr. l:24,
the Aramaic PNs naltn, naltna', naltnt, and naltna! nonetheless do occur frequently
and correspond to the names of Akkadian origin, iirku, iirka.sa The oldest attestation
of the name mna-ti?-nfuf comes from Gozan and is to be dated at the beginning of the
Sth century.ss Since this naltn is actually a slave, the use of this personal name might
attest the existence of the institution of the neltnayya'already in the old Aramaic tem-
ples.

In the long run, the presence of foreign slaves in the Jerusalem temple evoked pro-
test (cf. Ezk. 44:6-9).In response, one tried to attribute the institution of the neyintm to
David (Ezr. 8:20); the corresponding relative clause, however, is clearly secondary (the
Aramaic relative pronoun ,ie occurs only here). An attempt to ascribe the origin of the
neltntm to Moses (Nu. 31:30,47), however, does not mention their name. The institu-
tion of the nelintm disappeared eventually, and their tasks were discharged by the Le-
vites (Ezk. 44:10-14). This is dictated in Nu. 3:9; 8:16,19 and 18:2-6 (cf. I Ch.
6:33[48]), possibly allowing the conclusion that the neltnim, whether Jews by birth or
through conversion, were ultimately viewed as having a status equal to that of the Le-
vites. In contrast, the Mishnah maintains that they were to be distinguished from other
groups in the populace, and places them together with "bastards" and foundlings at the
bottom of the social ladder (Yebam. 2:4;6:2;8:3;9:3; Qid. 4:l; Mak. 3:1; Hor. 1:4;

3:8).
Lipifiski

Y. l. LXX. In rendering nalan, the LXX uses the verb diddnai and its com-
pounds with enormous frequency (qal about 1660 times; niphal 46 times, and I I
times paradid6nai; hophal 6 times). It uses tithdnai and its compounds over 220
times; only sporadically does it xe bdllein and its compounds (20 times), kath/
( h)istdnai ( I 3 times), aphiein, etc. ( I I times), poiein (9 times), and tdssein, etc. (5
times). Substantive renderings (ap6/doma and others) are unique and lack signifi-
cance.

2. Qumran. The number of attestations in the Qumran writings has climbed to 128

over against Kuhn's concordance (which lists 58;,so though many cannot be considered
because of the corrupt textual situation. Usage corresponds essentially to that in the
OT. Phrases occurring frequently include "giving insight, etc." (nalan bind, da'n7

fuftmi, rtrah, etc.; lQpHab 2:8; IQH lO:27; ll:27; 12:12; 13 19; l4:8; 16:11; l7:17:'
18:271?); IQH fr. 3:14;4Q504 l8:2;4Q5ll 48-5l,II, 1; llQPsa l8:3;27:3); "deliver
over (to the enemy, etc.)" (nalan b'yod; lQpHab 4:8;5:4;9:6,10; CD 1:6; 4Qplsaa

t4Ql61l frs. 8-10 3:8; 4QpPsa t4Q171l 2:20;4:10;11QT 62:9; 63: l0; cf. 59:19); "hold

54. See AHw, lll, l2l7a; R. Zadok, On West Semites in Babylonia During the Chaldean and
Achaemenian Periods (Jerusalem, 1977),124l. W. Kornfeld, Onomastica Aramaica aus Agypten
(Vienna, 1978),63.

55. J. Friedrich, Die Inschriften vom Tell Halaf. BAfO 6 (1967), no.25.2.
56. Cf. Labuschagne, TLOT ll, 791.
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coart" (nalan miipat; lQpHab lO.3;2Q22 2:4; 4Q185 l-2,2;2); "give decrees" (nalan

ftuqqtm, IQH 2:37). Outside this expression as well, God is almost exclusively the sub-

ject of nalan. lt is he who gives the land into one's possession (1QS 1l:7; lQ22 2:2;

4Q501:l; llQT 51:16 55:2,16 5612;60:16; 62:13;6413);he gives courage (lQM
14:6) but also fear (lQH l1:4). He gives supplication (lQH 9:10) but also hymns of
praise (lQH 11:4). He gives peace and kingship (1QSb 3:5;4QpGenal4Q252)5:4),
the breath of life (11QPsa l9:4), a strong heart (4Q183 l:2,4), compassion (llQT
55:11), blessing (llQT 53:3), but also terror (1QS 2:5), etc. The Temple Scroll devi-

ates from this practice considerably; here, commensurate with the regulations taken

from Deuteronomy and Leviticus, in half of the occurrences human beings are the im-

plied subjects. This constitutes a significant difference over against the rest ofthe writ-

ings of the Qumran-Essene rules.
Fabry

Yll) natasr -T

Contents: L The Root: l. Etymology; 2. Forms, Distribution; 3. Meaning; 4. Parallel Verbs;

5. Early Versions. II. Usage: 1 . Cultic Reform; 2. T6161and Parenesis; 3. War; 4. The Prophets;

5. Cultic Poetry and Wisdom.

I. The Root.
l. Etymology. The root nr:r seems to be unique to Hebrew; no exact equivalent

has yet been found in any other Semitic language (Eth. nasata?). Although lexi-

"on, 
d.u* the comparison with nts, "tear up," nt', "break out," and -, Un: nti (cf .

Arab. natasa) "tear out," no etymological relationship can be demonstrated. Per-

haps this involves various expansions of the root nr-, meaning approximately "tear

awaY."l

2. Forms, Distribution. The OT attests only verbal forms of this root (42 ocar-
rences); in contrast, cf. the Middle Hebrew subst. nelisd.2 Among the verbal stems,

the qal occurs most frequently (31 times), followed by the piel (7), niphal (2), and

ndya;. R. Bach, "Bauen und Pflanzen," Studien zur Theologie der alttestamentlichen Aber-

lieferingen. FS G. von Rad (Neukirchen, 1961), 7-32; J. A. Emerton, "New Light on Israelite

Retlgion: The Implications of the Inscriptions from Kuntillet 'Ajrud," ZAW 94 (1982) 2-20;

l. HitUe, Das privileg,recht Jahwes Ex 34,10-26. FRIA.NT 114 (1975),115f.; S. Herrmann, Die
prophetischen Heilserwartungen im AT. BWANT 85 (1965), 165-69; E. Jenni, HP, 184; W Thiel''Dii 

deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia t-25. WMANT 4l (19'73),62'79; -+ d1l1 hrm

(Y 19e-203).

l. Cf. L4 below.
2. WTM,lll,45'7t.
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pual (1). The term nitt9sfi in Ezk. l6:39 is a piel form.3 The form yuttas (Lev.ll:35),
usually taken as hophal, is better understood as qal passive.a

While n/s occurs more frequently in some books (8 times each in Judges and
2 Kings; 6 in 2 Chronicles, 5 of those piel;7 in Jeremiah; 3 in Ezekiel), others attest
only sparse occurrences ( I each in Exodus, Job, Isa. l-39, and Nahum; 2 each in Levit-
icus, Deuteronomy, and Psalms). The root is entirely absent from Genesis, Numbers,
Joshua, I -2 Samuel, I Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Proverbs, Isa. 40-66, the Minor
Prophets (except Nahum?), and the Megilloth. In Nah. l:6 nisseltt is usually read in-
stead of nitf,rr2.s By contrast, much suggests that an original nittgsfi is to be read in Jer.
2: l5 instead of the traditional nisselfi (Q), attesting yet another occurrence of n /s in Jer-
emiah.

3. Meaning. The primary meaning characterizing the use of n/s is "break up, demol-
ish, tear down (an edifice or some construction)." The verb refers to the violent "tear-
ing down" of houses, towers, walls, entire cities, as well as altars, sanctuaries at high
places, and other cultic institutions. Apart from a few examples of metaphorical us.
age,6 nts refers consistently to the destruction of edifices or objects constructed by hu-
man hands. The concrete notion of "tearing down" is so strong that the more general
meaning of "destroy" is wholly inappropriate.T E. Jenni has tried to show that the qal
passages emphasize the action itself, while in contrast the piel passages emphasize the
final condition, i.e., the result of that action ("factitive/resultative" piel).

4. Parallel Verbs. This specialized meaning distinguishes ,?rJ more or less sharply
from the numerous parallel or complementary verbs of destruction. The closest verb
semantically is -+ 0'1i1 hrs, "tear down," often used as a parallel (Jgs. 6:25 next to
nrs in vv.28,30-32; Ps.58:7[Eng.v.6]; Jer. l:10; 3l:38; Ezk. 16:39;26:12). Al-
though extremely close to nts, the verb hrs adds on the one hand the semantic ele-
ment "break through" (Ex. 19:21,24), and on the other hand even more frequently
the general meaning "destroy, obliterate" (Ex. l5:7; Ps. 28:5; Prov.29:4;lsa.49:17;
Jer. 42:10). One particularly popular parallel word is -+'lf t, ibr, "break up, shatter"
(Ex.34:13; Dr.7:5; l2:3;2 K. ll:18 with 2 Ch.23:17;2K.23:15LXX;25:10,13;
2Ch.3l:l;34:4:.ibrwith hrsinEx.23:24).In isolated instances, n/s is accompanied
by the semantically related verbs dqq, "crush" (2 Ch. 34:7), hth, "beat down" (Ps.

52:7151, ktt, "beat, smash" (2 Ch. 34:7), and rss, "smash vp" (2 K. 23:12). "Cut
down" or "fell" is the meaning of two other verbs used along with nts, on the one
hand -+ Il"lf trr (8x.34:13;Jgs. 6:25f.,28,30), and on the other gd'(Dt.7:5;2Ch.
31:l;34:4,7; with .ibr in Ezk. 6:6). One final group of semantically related verbs ap-
pears in proximity with nrs,'both -+ l2tll nti (Jer. l:10; 18:7; 3l:28) and nsft (Ps.

3. Contra KBL2 and Lisowsky.
4. Following GK, $$52e, 53u; cf. KBL2,644; HAL, 11,736.
5. But see II.5 below.
6. See II.5 below.
7. Contra GesB, 537.
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527t51) as well as ns'hiphil (Job l9:10) have the meaning "teat out," offering thus a

clear contrast to nts, "tear down."

5. Early Versions. The various translations of nts in the LXX confirm the special-

ized meaning of the root just discussed. The most frequent terms are kathairein,

kataskdptein, and kataspdein; as a rule, the semantically virtually equivalent tetm hrs

is translated the same. Similarly, the Vulg. frequently uses destruere (27 times), though

also subvertere (5 times) and demolire (4), and only rarely dissipare (2), suffodere,

"undermine" (Jgs. 6:31f.), comminuere, "demolish" (2 K. 10:27), and others'

II. Usage.
I . Cultic Reform. The largest group of occurrences of nrs ( 16) is found in the sum-

mary reports of the destruction and desecration of Canaanite sanctuaries and cultic ob-

jects. Summaries similar in form and content - which we will here call "cultic reform

accounts" - are found in all the historical works with the exception of J. The formu-

laic expression "putting away foreign gods" (hdstr)8 in Gen. 35:2; Josh' 24:14,23; Jgs.

10:16; 1 S. 7:3f. may be understood as a short form of this genre. In connection with an

etiology of the name Jerubbaal, Jgs. 6:25-32 recounts Gideon's cultic reform at the

high place of Ophrah; 6:28,30-32 mention 4 times the tearing down (nts) of Ba'al's al-

tar,andtwicethecutting down(krt) of theAsherah(cf. hrsin6:25).e 1K. 15:l2f.re-
counts how Asa removed the idols and destroyed the Asherah erected by the queen

mother (krt, irp); 2 Ch. 14:2-4 relates much more comprehensively that he "took

away" (hcstr) the altars and high places, "broke down" (ibr)the pillars, and "hewed

down" (gd') the Asherim.
2K.3:2 recounts succinctly the removal of the pillar of Ba'al by Jehoram, the son of

Ahab. Although the account of Jehu's cultic reform in 2 K. l0:26f . has become textu-

ally disorganized, it does reveal that both the temple and the pillars of Ba'al were de-

stroyed (irp, nt;) or desecrated. Such cultic reform also includes the destruction (irp,

nts) of the Jerusalem temple of Ba'al, including its altars and images, by "all the peo-

ple" (2 Ch. 23:11) or by the 'am hA'ares (2 K. 1l: l8) after the fall of Athaliah.r0 The

brief summary report concerning Hezekiah's reform measures in 2 K. 18:4 mentions

the removal of the high places, the breaking of the pillars, the cutting down of the

Asherah, and the demolition of the Nehushtan (hdsir ibr krt, kn); the parallel passage

2 Ch.31:l (cf. 33:4) uses in part different verbs (Sd', n$), adds the altars, omits the

Nehushtan, and expands the action to include all Judah, Benjamin, Ephraim, and

Manasseh.
Only the final account in this series of similar accounts has a broader narrative

scope. This concerns Josiah's cultic reform first in Judah (2 K.23:4-14), then also in

Bethel (23:15-20). Behind and between the numerous additions (e.g.,23:16-18), both

8. -+'1'10 swr.
9. Concerning the meaning of 'aierd cf. Emerton.
10. Cf. W Rudolph, "Die Einheitlichkeit der Erziihlung vom Sturz der Atalja (2 Kon l1)," FS

A. Bertholet (Ttibingen, l95O), 473-78.
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the content and style of the short summary accounts are clearly discernible (destruction
of sanctuaries in the high places, of altars, Asherim, houses of the temple prostitutes,
with the verbs ntr in vv. 7f .,12,15, 1m'in v. 8, rss in v. 12, irp in v. 15, and hestr in
v. l9). The parallel in 2 Ch. 34:4-7 offers a much briefer account (destruction and dese-

cration of the altars, Asherim, images, and incense altars, with the verbs nts, ibr ktt,
gd), one possibly reflecting an earlier stage of transmission. To this group of occur-
rences one can also add the single Qumran occurence (llQT 2:6).

2.76161 and Parenesis. A further group of 6 occurrences is related to laws and to the
"sermons" that explicate those laws parenetically. Only Lev. 11:35 and l4:45 deal with
actual t6r61, namely, with priestly purity regulations (Lev. 11-15). Within the torah
concerning clean and unclean animals (Lev. ll), a lengthy insertion (vv. 24-39) regu-
lates cases involving humans or household utensils touching dead animals. Any
earthen vessel into which the carcass of an unclean animal has fallen must be shattered
(ibr ll:33); in an analogous case, ovens and stoves must also be torn down (n/s,
11:35). The occurrence in Lev. 14:45 belongs to the torah concerning uncleanness re-
sulting from leprosy (Lev. l3-14), and within this section to the instructions regarding
"leprosy" affecting clothing and house (13:47-59; 14:33-53). An article of clothing
that has become unclean is to be burned (irp, 13:52,55,57), and a house similarly af-
fectedistobetorndown(nrs, 14:45). Theoccurrenceof nts,ibtand.(rpinbothin-
stances or in their context recalls the usage within the cultic reform accounts.ll

The use of nrs in contexts identifiable as parenetic explication of laws also focuses
consistently on measures involving cultic reform. Ex.34:13 (the destruction of
Canaanite altars, pillars, and Asherim, with n/s, ibr krt) is part of the Deuteronomistic
insertion vv. llb-13. Ex,23:20-33, the Deuteronomistic addendum to the Covenant
Code, exhorts to undertake the same radical measures (hrs, ibrin23:24). Dt.7:1-11
and 17-26 contain two "sermons"12 concerning the obligation to devote to destruction
the country's inhabitants; the directives interspersed in 7:5, cast in the form ofpositive
commandments (destruction of altars, pillars, Asherim, and images, with nts, ibr gd',
irp; cf .7:25a),largely agree with those in Ex. 34: l3 and 23:24. An additional, almost
identical formulation of the "commandment of the ban," actually constituting
applicative instructions for the laity,l3 occurs in the first version of the
Deuteronomistic "law of centralization" in Dt. 12:2-7 (nt;, ibr irp in l2:3). The "com-
mandment of the ban" appears a final time at the conclusion of the introduction to the
book of Judges (Jgs. 2:1-5; here v. 2); although only the breaking down of altars is
mentioned (nts), the LXX adds the smashing (ibr?) of images.

As far as the older law is concerned to which this kind of sermon is referring, the au-

thors might have been thinking of the prohibition against covenants with a country's
inhabitants(cf.theformulaic l0'tikre!frber?1inEx.34:12,15;23:32;Dt.1i2;Jgs.2:2).

ll. See II.l above.
12. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966),6'l
13. Ibid., 9lf.
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Yet this formula, too, is probably a stylistic f'eature of Deuteronomistic sermons. Hence

this more likely represents a more stringent interpretation of the older prohibition
against foreign gods (cf. 8x.34:14 in connection with v. 13; cf. also Ex. 23:24 as well
as Josh. 23 7 and 2 K. 17:35 within the parenetic framework of the Deuteronomistic

history). This radicalizing of the prohibition is responding to the increasing influence

of Ba'al on the Yahweh cult, something first historically discernible in the Elijah narra-

tive. According to the Deuteronomistic understanding, it was these Mosaic "banning

commandments" that were implemented during the various cultic reforms, though un-

fortunately not rigorously enough.

3. War. A completely different, apparently purely "secular" use of n/^s is attested in
ref'erences to the tearing down of normal houses, fowers, walls, or cities.

Insofar as they are found in military accounts, 7 occurrences of this type can be

classified as a special group. This applies to the account of Gideon's destruction of the

"tower" (i.e., stronghold) of Penuel (Jgs. 8:9,17); this account is found within the

framework of the Manasseh tradition of Gideon's campaign against the Midianites in

Transjordan (8:4-21). Jgs. 9:45 also stands in the context of a military narrative
(Abimelech's conquest of Shechem, 9:22-49): the city is taken (lkd), desttoyed (nts)'

and sown with salt.la
The remaining occurrences within this group come from accounts of the catastrophe

befalling Jerusalem in 586 8.c., as preserved in 2 K. 24:18-25:21and Jer. 52:l-27,in
excerpts in Jer.39:l-10. and considerably reworked in 2 Ch. 36:ll-21. All four ac-

counts relate that the Chaldeans burned (irp) the temple, palace, and all the houses of
Jerusalem. and tore down (nrs) the walls around the city (cf.2K.25:10 with v.9; Jer.

-52: l4 with v. l3; Jer. 39:8;2 Ch. 36:19). In addition, two accounts relate the smashing

(ibr) of the bronze utensils on or in the temple (2K.25:13;Jer. 52:11).

In general this use of rts and its parallels corresponds completely to that found in
mrlitary campaign accounts of ancient oriental kings. One example is Esarhaddon's

(680-669) account of the conquest of Memphis: "I destroyed (it) [i.e., the city], tore

down (its walls) and burnt it down."l5 According to Ezk. 26:9, this "tearing down" was

carried out by means of battering rams and axes or crowbars.16

The question is nonetheless justified whether the OT use of n/.r in military ac-

counts, especially when parallel verbs such as irp and ibr appear in the same con-

text, is not sometimes influenced by the notion of devoting spoils to destruction, i.e.,

the execution of the ban. This is a serious consideration in Jgs. 9:45, since "the oppo-

sition between Canaanites and Israelites constitutes the background to the story of

14. -+ n)n melah (Ylll,331-33).
15. ANET.293.
16. Illustrations of these techniques from the time of Ashurnasirpal II (883-859) and

Ashurbanipal (668-631) are found in Y. Yadin, The Art of Wa(are in Biblical Lands,2 vols.
(Eng. trans., New York, 1963), II, 388-93, 446: O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World
(Eng. trans., New York, 1978), pl. 5; R. D. Barnett, Assyrian Palace Reliefs (London tl960i),
pls. 23f., 35, 38, 40141.
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Abimelech."tT And one must certainly reckon with the inf'luence of vocabulary asso-

ciated with the execution of the ban in those accounts of the destruction of Jerusalem

edited by Deuteronomistic redactors.

4. The Prophefs. An additional group includes the 9 occurrences of nts in prophetic
pronouncements (Isa. 22:10; Jer. 1:10; 4:26: 18:7; 3l :28: 33:4: Ezk. 16:39:26:9,121.12

Objects of such tearing down include cities in the kingdom of Judah (Jer. 4:26), certain
houses in Jerusalem (lsa.22:10; Jer. 33:4) or Tyre (Ezk. 26:12), the defensive towers of
Tyre (Ezk. 26:9, parallel with the city walls), and foreign cultic sites in or around Jeru-

salem (Ezk. l6:39). ln 3 instances n/s is used without an object (Jer. l: l0; 18:7; 3l:28).
Subjects include the "men of Jerusalem" (Isa. 22:10),te Nebuchadnezzar (Ezk.
26:9,12), and Jerusalem's "lovers" among the great neighboring states (Ezk. 16:39).

Yahweh himself can indirectly be the acting subject when the verb is used without an

object (Jer. l:10; l8:7; 31:281;zo his initiative can also be determined fiom the context
(4:26; cf. v.27).

Within the oracle lsa. 22: I -4, customarily dated at the time immediately following
Sennacherib's suspended siege of Jerusalem (701 s.c.), vv. 8b-11 mention measures

undertaken to increase defensive preparations, including the tearing down of certain
houses (v. l0). What the government understood as "Realpolitik," Isaiah views as a

dangerous "utopia" and as a sign of unbelief.2l ln the context of the salvific oracle in
Jer.33:4-9 (here v. 4), as well as in the overall context of ch. 33, whclse Jeremianic au-
thorship is usually disputed, mention of "houses of this city and houses of the kings of
Judah that were torn down" seems to recall the voluntary demolition of houses in Isa.

22:lO; given the context, however, it refers to the condition oftotal devastation ofJeru-
salem and its surroundings after 586 s.c.

The 3 occurrences of nf^r in Ezk. 16:391,26:9,12 stand in the context of judgment or-
acles against Jerusalem and Tyre. Although in mentioning the total destruction of these

cities (nrs, hrs: cf . iht in 26:4) these oracles follow the schema of the "military ac-
counts," they displace those events into the future; the enemies do not act indepen-
dently here but rather as executors of Yahweh's judgment. In contrast, E'zk. 16, whose
basic content includes the announcement of judgment in vv. 35,37au*,39-41a,22 is

again unique insofar as the destruction of the city here is portrayed simultaneously, or
even primarily, as a "cultic reform" enforcing sacral law.

A special situation obtains regarding the thematic juxtaposition of nts and other verbs

of destruction (nts, hrs, ?d hiphil) with the two positive verbs -+ ila bnh, "build," and

+ yt l nt', "plant," at the conclusion of Jer. I :4- 10 (Jeremiah's call narrative).23 This jux-

17. H. W. Hertzberg, Die Biicher Josua, Rit:hter Ruth. ATD lX 1st97Or,rOr.
18. Concerning Nah. l:6, see II.5 below.
19. Concerning Jer. 33:4, cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), 214.
20. Cf. ibid.. 7 n. 5.
21. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),376f .

22. W. Zimmerli, Ez.ekiel l. Herru (Eng. trans. 1979), 346t., 348.
23. Cf. Bach.
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taposition recurs in several prose passages in the book of Jeremiah (18:7-9; 31:28; with-
out using nrs also in l2:l4f .; 24:6; 42:10; 45:4). The verb nts and its parallels are used

here as verbal symbols for judgment, destruction, and death associated with the prophet's

commissioned message. Similarly, bnh and r?r'are used as verbal symbols for a new dis-
pensation of grace, Iife, and growth. One can assume with S. Herrmann and W. Thiel that

these passages in Jeremiah reflect interpretations imposed by Deuteronomistic redaction.

5. Cultic Poetry and Wisdom. A final group encompasses 4 occurrences within the

context of poetic texts involving cult-lyrical and wisdom genres, genres that from the

outset lead one to expect n/s to be used figuratively. Within the acrostic hymn Nah.

l:2-9*, only half of which has come down to us, v. 6 describes the irresistible power of
Yahweh's anger: "his wrath is poured out like fire, and the rocks are torn apart by him
(nts)." Since K. Marti, the almost unanimous reading is nig;e1tt instead of nitf stt,

though the MT also yields an intelligible reading; cf. "the rocks are broken asunder by
him."2a

In Ps. 52:7(5) a wicked ruler is threatened with judgment: "But God will break you

down (yittosf,a) forever; he will snatch and tear you from your tent; he will uproot you

from the land of the living." Ps. 58:7(6) contains a petition for the annihilation of the

wicked in the land: "O God, break (hrs) the teeth in their mouths; tear out (nelail the

fangs of the young lions, O Yahweh." Clarification of the situation in life and cult pre-

supposed here presents considerable difficulties in both these psalms (cf. also Ps. 12;

14; 64;75 821.2s

In Job l9:6-22 Job laments the injustice that God has visited on him: "He breaks me

down (yittlsdni.) on every side, and I am gone, and my hope he has pulled up like a

tree" ( l9: l0).26 Just as the second line is based on the imagery of an uprooted tree, so

alsothefirstisbasedonthatof abesiegedfortress(cf. 16:14).Theuseof n/.Jinrefer-
ence to human beings in Ps. 52 and in the wisdom book of Job once again clearly illu-
minates the connotation of the "carrying out of the ban" from a new, theologically rele-

vant perspective.
Barthf

24. See D. L. Christensen. "The Acrostic of Nahum Reconsidered," 7-qW 87 (19'75) 22. Cf.
K. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton erkkirt. KHC Xlll (1904), in loc.

25. Concerning the attempt to discern "prophetic liturgies of lament" here, cf. J. Jeremias,

Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spciten Kdnigszeit Israels. WMANT 35 (1970),

tto-27.
26. Following the translation of F. Horst, Hiob 1 (l-19). BKXVUI (41983),277; also RSV.
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?DJ napq: ?f;) neleqt -T

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Occurrences: l. General Considerations; 2. The Yerb nalaq;

3. The Noun neyeq. lll. LXX. Iv. Qumran.

I. Etymology. As early a grammarian as Ibn Barun (ca. 1100) explained the Biblical
Hebrew root ntq (Lev. 22:24; Jgs. 2O:32; Eccl. 4:12; Jer. 22:24) by comparing it with
Arab. nataqa, "shake."l This root is attested in other Semitic languages: Eth. nataqa,

"take away";2 Samaritan;3 Deir'Alla Aramaic (ntq itpeel);4 and Post-Biblical Aramaic
(n'!aq, "tear apart, separate off," etc.; nilqa' = Biblical Heb. neleq).s The primary
meaning of the root ntq seems to be "tear loose," "tear out."

One should not overlook, however, that ntq is also related historically to roots such

as nth and ntk (nth, piel only: "cut [meat] into pieces"; ne1ah, "piece [of meat]";0 s1.

Arab.natafua, "take away";TEth.nataga/natga,"dragaway";8 natha,"tear out"'ezlrkis
also attested in Ugaritic, Ya'udic, and Akkadian, with the basic stem meaning "pour
forth"ro).

II. OT Occurrences.
l. General Considerations. In the OT the root ntq is attested with certainty only in

the verb ndlaq and the noun netreq.The verb occurs 27 times (excluding Eccl. 12:6

conj.): in the qal (3 times), niphal (10), piel (11), and hiphil/hophal (3). This includes 7
occurences in Jeremiah, 5 in Judges, 3 in Joshua, 2 each in Psalms, Job, Isaiah 1-39,

and Ezekiel, and I each in Leviticus, Ecclesiastes, Trito-Isaiah, and Nahum. The noun

nalaq. F. Criisemann, "Ein israelitisches Ritualbad aus vorexilischer Zeit," ZDPV 94 (1978)
68-75; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 340f.; G. R. Driver,
"studies in the Vocabulary of the OT III," JTS 32 (1930131) 361-66, esp. 363f.; L. Kohler, Ile-
brew Man (Eng. trans., New York, 1956), 47-50; T. Seidl, Tora fiir den "Aussatz"-Fall.
Literarische Schichten und syntaktische Strukturen in Levitikus 13 und 14. ATS 18 (1982);

K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Kranken im AT: Untersuchungen zur Bestimmung und Zuordnung
der Krankheits- und Heilungspsalmen. BWANT 99 (1973).

1. P. Wechter, Ibn Barun's Arabic Works on Hebrew Grammar and Lexicograplry (Philadel-
phia, 1964), 104.

2. Leslau, Contibutions, 35: LexLingAeth, 662.
3. Z.Ben Hayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic amongst the Sa-

maritans, 4 vols. (Jerusalem, 1957-61),11, 522b, -530; cf. HAL, ll, 736.
4. J. Hoftijzer et al., Aramaic Textsfrom Deir'Alla. DMOA256 (1976), combination Y c4.

5. Jastrow, 945b.
6. HAL, 11,732.
7. Lane,276lc.
8. LexLingAeth, 660f.
9. NBSS, 197.
10. HAL, l,732t.
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neleq is found only in Leviticus (13 occurrences in 13:30-37; also l4:54).tr The root
ntq does not occur in Biblical Aramaic.

2. The Verb nalaq.
a. Qal. The 3 occurrences of nalaq (qal) already reveal different usage. These in-

clude the concrete notion of "tearing away" or "tearing off' a thing or a bodily organ;

and figuratively the military maneuver of "drawing out" the inhabitants of a city
through deception.

The Yahweh oracle concerning King Jehoiakim in Jer.22:24 speaks of "tearing offl'
or even "shaking off'tz a signet ring from the right hand: "Though Coniah the son of
Jehoiakim, king of Judah, were the signet ring on my right hand, yet I would tear you

off' (unless one is to read'etteqennfi).13
Another concrete use of the verb nalaq derives apparently from the language of ani-

mal husbandry or of priestly sacrificial terminology. The Holiness Code uses it along

with ka1a1, md'af,, and karal as one of the four castration terms: "Any animal that has

its testicles bruised or crushed or torn (nd!fiq) or cut out, you shall not offer to Yahweh
or sacrifice within your land" (Lev.22:24).

The qal of nalaq is also used once in the military-tactical sense of deceitfully "entic-
ing out." According to the narrative of the abomination in Gibeah (Jgs. l9-21), the Is-
raelites planned to "draw out" the Benjaminites from Gibeah "onto the [two] highways

fleading to Bethel or Gibeon]" (Jgs. 20:32; cf. the related function of the verb in v. 31,

hophal; also Josh.8:16, niphal; Josh. 8:6, hiphil).
b. Niphal. The niphal of ndlaq refers to concrete objects "being torn apart" (twine,

laces, cords): "string of tow" (Jgs. l6:9), "sandal thong" (lsa. 5:27), "tent cord" (Isa.

33:20; Jer. l0:20; also Eccl. 12:6, if the MT [K: yirhaq; Q: yeralcq] is to be emended:
'a8 'aier yinndldq he[el hakkesep, "before the silver cord (suddenly) rips apart" la), and

finally "a (threefold) cord" (EccI.4:12). In one instance, this function of the niphal is
employed metaphorically. Like twine, etc., so also can "plans" (zimm61ay, Job l7:l l)
be quickly "torn apart."

Only once is ntq niphal used in reference to the separation of dross in the purifica-
tion of metals. The prophet Jeremiah is like one who smelts metal; although he wishes

to separate the genuine metal from the slag by heating it, '1he impurities could not be

removed" (weraim 16' nittdqfi, Jer. 6:29), "apparently because in that case nothing
more would be left of the rnaterial itself,"ls i.e., of the people of God.

One peculiar use is made of the niphal of ntq, though again quite concretely, in the

narrative of Israel crossing the Jordan. "And when the priests bearing the ark of the

covenant of Yahweh came up from the midst of the Jordan, nitt9qtt kapp61 ragb
hakkohantm'el hehardbA. Then the waters ofthe Jordan returned to their place" (Josh.

11. See II.3 below.
12. See I above.
13. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXII (31968), 144.

14. See BIIS; A. Latha, Koheler. BK XIX (1978),204f.
15. Rudolph, Jeremia, 51.
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4:18). The sentence is presumably saying that "the soles ofthe priests'feet extracted
themselves [from the water and stepped] onto dry ground."t6 The military-technical
function of nalaq is also attested in the niphal. The Deuteronomistic history relates that
at the conquest of Ai the Israelites pretended to be beaten, fled, and were pursued by
the inhabitants of Ai, "so that they [the inhabitants of Ai] were enticed away from the
city" (wayyinndf qfi min-hdin Josh. 8: l6).tz

Bildad's expression concerning the wicked being "torn from the tent in which he

trusted" (Job 18:14) derives from the nomadic environment.18
c. Piel. The piel of ntq usually refers to "tearing apart (violently or suddenly)"

things that normally cannot be easily torn. Samson tears apart (waynatt€q) "the [seven
freshl bowstrings [with which he was bound], as a string of tow snaps (yinnaldq) when
it touches the fire" (Jgs. 16:9); he also "snapped the new ropes otT his arms like a

thread" (v. l2). Otherwise, reference is made especially to the tearing apart of "bonds"
(mbs?rd, Ps. 2:3; 107:14: Jer. 2:20:,5:5; Nah. l: l3); one should note that mbsErA is al-
most always (excepting Job 39:5; Jer.27:2) associated with nd1aq. These texts refer to
breaking Yahweh's divine dominion (3 times), either by the people of God themselves,
i.e., Israel (Jer.2:20;5:5), or by the kings of the world (Ps. 2:3). In 3 instances the ref-
erence is to the bonds of non-Israelite rule: of Babylon (Jer. 30:8), of Nineveh (Nah.

l:13), and of worldwide exile (Ps. 107:14). Here it is Yahweh himself who breaks the

bonds in liberating his people.

According to Isa. 58:6, proper fasting includes tearing apart the bonds of the en-
slaved in order to free them: "break every yoke."l9

In the allegory of the eagle, the cedar, and the vine (Ezk. l7:1-10.1, in connection
with Zedekiah's breach of the covenant (17:l-24), the prophet employs an expression
from viticulture in his Yahweh oracle concerning the "disloyal" vine (Judah): "will one

not pull out its roots?" (hal6' 'e!-iordieyhd yenatteq, v.9).
The formulation of an addendum to Ezekiel's words concerning Oholah and

Oholibah (23:l-49), an addendum not attested in the LXX and OLs, is quite unique.

This occurs within a second subsequent insertion (vv.3l-34) concerning Oholah's cup

of horror, a cup given into the hand of Oholibah, who must drink it and drain it and
gnaw its sherds (MT).20 The addition reads: "so that you shall tear apart your breasts"
(weiddayik f nattcqt, v. 34); this probably "points back to v 3 (v 21) and shows how the
judgement falls on the breasts of the adulteress which were once shamelessly offered
to the Egyptians."2l

d. The concrete meaning of the qal is picked up in the 3 causative attestations. The
basic meaning"tear out, tear loose," is especially clear in Jer. l2:3. Here the prophet

t6. ct. HAL, 1,736.
17. See II.2.a above.
18. Concerning the text, see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 298.
19. Concerning this passage, see Dahood, 340.
20. See G. R. Driver, "Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," Bibl35 ( 1954) 155; but cf.

BIIS; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),477.
21. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 497.
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petitions against the faithless: "Pull them out like sheep for the slaughter, and set them

apart for the day of slaughter."
The military-technical use of the root ntq is also attested in the hiphil. According to

Josh. 8:5f., as part of his preparations for taking the city of Ai, Joshua "entices the in-

habitants out of the city" through deception. According to Jgs. 20:29ff ., the Ben-
jaminites of Gibeah are tricked into a sortie and thus "enticed away from the city"
(honteqtt min-hdir v. 3l).

3. The Noun neleq. The noun neleq occurs in the OT only in the priestly laws con-

cerning leprosy (Lev. 13:l-14:57), where it is identified as a sara'a! illness.22

The priestly definition of a case of neleq reads: "When a man or woman has a dis-

ease on the head or the beard, the priest shall examine the disease; and if it appears

deeper than the skin, and the hair in it is gleaming red GahdUz3 and thin, then the

priest shall pronounce him unclean; it is ne1eq, it is sdra'a1 of the head or the beard"
(Lev. l3:29f.). The reference is probably to head or beard scales (e'g., ringworm, ec-

zema), "probably primarily to the kind of trichophyte caused by hair fungus, one mani-

festing itself in various forms (pustules, blisters, scales, nodules). Such scales easily

infect the hair and beard areas."2a

III. LXX. The LXX offers widely varying translations for ntq, above all
diarrhdgnfein, diarrhcgnfnoi. diarrhdssein (piel 6 times; niphal l), though also,

among others, aporrhdssein, rhiSssein, ekspdn, apospdn, diaspdn, and spdn; the noun

neleq is rendered with thrailsma (though twice also with trafima).

IV. Qumran. The root ntq is rare in the Qumran writings, and the most significant
occurrences seem to be those of the noun neleq it the laws in the Temple Scroll con-

cerning the ritual protection of the sanctuary and holy city (l1QT 45:748:17). Here

the unequivocal stipulation is presented that those rendered ritually unclean through

nocturnal pollution or sexual intercourse, blind persons, those affected by flux, those

who have come into contact with the dead, and those affectedby sara'a1are not per-

mitted to enter the city (45:7-18); three separate areas are to be set aside to the east of
the city, one each for "those sick with $ara'a!, those suffering from a flux, and those

who have had an emission" (47:16-18; cf. also 48:14f.). It is the priest who shall de-

clare unclean anyone with chronic wra'a! or neleq (48:17).zs

The root ntq oceurs only once in the remaining Qumran writings; it is used substan-

tively with a meaning attested only for the verb in the OT, the state of "being torn

apart." In 1QH 5:36f. the community's misery prompts it to pray in the phraseology of
the lament: "Truly, I am bound with untearable ropes (l'yn ntq) and with unbreakable

22. -+ h9.ll lAra'a!. Concerning the literary strata see Seidl.
23. HAK,III, IOO7.

24. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIY (1966), 184.
25. Cf. also B. Z. Wacholder,The Dawn of Qumran. Monographs of Hebrew Union College 8

(Cincinnati, 1983), 121-24.
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chains." S. Holm-Nielsen suspects that the OT background can be found in Jgs. 15:13

or also Ezk. 3:25 and Ps. 2:3.26 Of course, Jgs. 16: I I f. is also a possibility, where one

finds not only the verb "bind" ('dsar) and the noun "rope" ("bo!), but also and espe-

cially the root ntq (cf. also Job 36:8).
Kronholm

26. S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot: Psalms from Qumran. AcThD 2 (1960), 1ll.

afli narar: 1117 nerer

Contents: I. OT Occurrences. II. Etymology: 1. Basic Meaning "Leap"? 2. Cognates and OT

Usage; 3. Hiphil and the "Hand" of God. lll. neler: 1. OT Occurrences; 2. Etymology and

Development; 3. The Use of Natron.

I. OT Occurrences. The verb n/r is attested only 8 times in the OT: once in the qal
(Job 37:l), once in the piel (Lev. 1l:21), and 6 times in the hiphil (2 5.22:331?l; Job

6:9;Ps. 105:20; 146:7;lsa.58:6;Hab.3:6). The rootnelar occurs once in BiblicalAra-
maic in the aphel (Dnl. 4:11[Eng. v. l4]).

II. Etymology. The basic meanin g of ntr is not certain, and one must perhaps

reckon with two different roots.l
l. Basic Meaning "Leap" ? It is questionable whether the meaning determined con-

textually from the qal and piel as "leap, jump" (the LXX translates the piel with p€ddn)
is the primary one, since it is attested in no other Semitic language. It is possible, as

J. Barth suggests, that the root of Arab. natala ("abrade, whet, drag"; "empty"; "re-
vile") is related in the specialized and rare meaning "leap forth (from a series)."2

a. Qal. The qal is used in Job 37: I in reference to the heart that trembles (hdrafl be-
fore the power and greatness of God; that heart "leaps up" from its place (mimmeqbm6;

Targ. attests a form of f paz,'Jump, leap"), i.e., beats vehemently.
b. Piel. Whereas the basic stem refers to a movement bound to a specific situation

nalar. G. R. Driver, "Difficult Words in the Hebrew Prophets," Studies in OT Prophecy. FS
T. H. Robinson (Edinburgh, 1950), 52-72, here 70-72.

l. KBL2, 645, and HAL, I,736f., suggest three.
2. J. Barth, ZDMG 43 (1889) 188, following J. G. Hava, Arabic-English Dictionary (Beirut,

1951), "to rush forth from the lines [soldier]."
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and place, though a movement also taken as iterative, the piel in Lev. I I :21 , apparently

as an intensive, refers to the successive jumping around from place to place unique to

grasshoppers.3
c. Hiphil. The hiphil is explained from the perspective of this postulated basis

'Jump" in the causative sense as "cause to leap up" or as an undoing of fetters (Ps.

105,20:146't;lsa.58:6; in each case the LXX uses a form of $6), or is interpreted as a

"loosening" or "raising" of God's hand (Job 6:9), and as causing someone to jump up

in terror, to start/leap up.4 or as causing the nations to quake (Hab. 3:6; cf. Akk. turAru,

"tremble, quake," and Arab. tartara, "shake, stir up, incite";.s
The hiphil wayyafter Uamim darkb lQ: darkfl) in 2 S. 22:33 is disputed, since the

textually more reliable parallel passage in Ps. 18:33(32) reads wayyittZn. H. W.

Hertzberg, however, suspects that this represents "an inappropriate simplification,"
ancl translates "and made my way free and safe";6 KBL2 suggests (under rlr hiphil) for
wayyafiar the conj. wa'efiar, a qal form of nalar with the secondary meaning "leap

saf'ely." An error in transmission, however, would in any case transcend the LXX,
since over against itheto (Ps. l8:33[LXX 17:33)) it translates exetinaxen (Ai

exdteinen, Yulg. complanavit) in2 5.22:33, the same verb (ektindssein) it uses for the
'aphel of nelar in Dnl. 4: I I (Theodotion 14) (ektinrixate).

2. Cognates and OT Usage. Other Semitic languages off'er two semantic clues for
explaining etymologically the Hebrew usage.

a. In Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic,T ntr means "fall oftTdown, drip down." Middle
Heb. nular (a synonym of ndiar) exhibits the same meaning as "fall off/down, detach

oneself"; niphal, "loosen, become detached"; hiphil, "loosen, detach"; cf. Arab.

nalard, "fall off/down" (leaves, in the Syriac dialects). In Biblical Aramaic, nelar oc'
curs once in the aphel in reference to "stripping off'or "shaking off'foliage (Dnl.

4:l 1[ l4]). The hiphil of ntr in Isa. 58:6; Ps. 105:20; 1467 can be understood quite well

as deriving from the basic meaning "fall off/down"; this would then be understood in

the causative sense as "cause (fetters) to fall off."
b. Arab. natara means "seize for oneself, tear away, seize through force"; "tear

apart (a garment)" (related to nasara I, "take away, scratch off'; Vulg. "be torn apart,

rip apart" [intransitivel, and to Akk. naiaru "apportion off, separate out, withdraw")'
Akk. ncrtaru means "rip apart" (intransitive); D "rip apart" (?) (mountains, jaws),

nutturu, "tear away."e This might suggest an expansion ef ths !35s 21-. l{)

3. Cf. HP, 153.
4. HAL, 1,737.
5. GesB.
6. I & Il Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1964), 390 n. g.

7. Cf . MdD. 308.
8. Concerning Soq. ndtor; fbr which W. Leslau, Lexique Soqotri (Paris' 1938)' 279, suggests

"let out a word," cf. Arab. nalara al-kalaL,z, which according to Hava, Arabic-English Dictio-
nary, means approximately "he spoke much."

9 . Cf. AHw, Il, 7 66a and 806b.
10. -+ fn: nala;, l.l.
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Heb. nalar can easily be understood on the basis of this etymology. In Job 37:1 this

would refer to the violent throbbing of the heart ("up to one's neck"; cf. Ps. 38: l 1 [ l0],
tibbt seharhar), such that it is virtually "torn away" from its proper place (LXX
aperry<e; Yulg. emotum est; cf. Sir.43:18: ekstilsetai kardia). The piel in Lev. l1:21

would be describing the adroit movements of grasshoppers, who "tear themselves

away" from the earth with the leaping of their large legs. The hiphil in Ps. 105:20;

1467: and Isa. 58:6 can be understood not only on the basis of the fundamental mean-

ing "fall offTdown," but just as easily on the basis of "make a quick movement," which

would then qualify the "tearing apartlofflaway" of fetters as an impulsive and dynamic

act, unless ultimately such "falling off/down" is itself to be derived from the notion of
"making a quick movement." Driver interprets the hiphil in Hab. 3:6, which portrays

the reaction of the nations to Yahweh's theophany, analogous to the Akkadian expres-

sion describing Nabu as "tearing apart the land" through the storm winds (mAtdti

unattar); this is the same sense in which Yahweh "tears apart" the nations, i.e., "scat-

ters" them.ll If the notion of "tearing apart" derives from that of "making a quick

rnovement," then this might mean that Yahweh causes them to undertake quick move-

ments, i.e., either causes them to "tremble," which might be suggested as a parallel to

the shaking of the earth (mwd),12 or that he drives them to flight such that they "dis-

perse, scatter apart" (- are "torn apart").

3. Hiphil and the "Hand" oJ'God.It is unclear just what notion lies behind the

hiphrl of ndlar in connection with the "hand" of God (Job 6:9), which is to cut off Job's

life thread. F. Horst takes as his point of departure the alleged basic meaning "cause to

leap," and translates "that he would free his hand" (for action).13 Drawing on the same

etymology ("free up, start up"), G. Fohrer seems to assume quite the opposite by un-

derstanding "that he would free, raise his hand" in the sense of "that he would with-
draw his hand." Ia HAL also advocates the meaning "to loosen . . . remove," and refers

to a fragmentary Egyptian Aramaic verbal form tf which as an equival ent to h'dt, "l re-

move" (haphel of 'dy) one should read as ['hn)tr "l take away" (haphel of ntr).ts
The connection between ntr yd + divine subject is possibly also attested in Ugaritic.

The only occurrence reads: yd ytr k1r wbss.tb J. Aisleitner derives the verbal form yr4

which occurs only here, from ntf "make an adroit movement," whereas in contrast

C. Gordon associates it, with no indication of meaning, with "rr[?] II."17 M. Dahood

translates, "may he stretch out his hand" and refers to Job 6:9 with allegedly the same

11. P.70.
12. cf . HAL,II, 555.
13. Hiob. BKXYlll (1968), 104.

14. Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 157,161.
15. HAL, ll,'736, referring toAB l5:35. Cf. J. A. Fitzmyeq

Aramaic Marriage Contract (AP l5)," Near Eastern Studies

Albright (Baltimore, 1971), 166.
t6. KTU, 1.6. VI, 52f.
l'7. Ct. WUS. no. 1873; UT no. 2595.

"A Re-Study of an Elephantine
in Honor of William Foxwell

l2l
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meaning, though he also considers a derivation from wtr "to be in excess," hiphil, "to
make abundant," to be conceivable, according to which then yd ytr would mean "may
he be generous."lS In any case, until now the other Semitic languages have not offered

any unequivocal explanation for Job 6:9. As far as the parallel first half-verse is con-
cerned ("that it would please God to crush me"), the most likely basic meaning is that

discussed above under II.2.b, "make a quick movement," secondarily "tear apart":
That God might finalty "unfetter" his as it were "bound," i.e., inactive or resting, hand,

or quickly set it into motion,le to cut off Job's life thread.

III. Neter.
7. OT Occuruences. The noun neler, "r,atron " occurs twice in the OT (Prov. 25:20;

Jer.2:22).

2. Etymology and Development. This lexeme is of Egyptian origin and is attested

since the Pyramid Texts as n1ry, later as ntry.zo From here it found its way as a cultural
loanword into the Semitic and many other languages, though before the Late Egyptian

sound shift (ca. l2OO B.c.), but after the change from 1 to r, as T. O. Lambdin suggested:

AkJr.. nit(i)ru,' perhaps also Hitt. nitri; Aram. nilrd', Syr. nc!ra', Eth. na1ran.2t The
word found its way into the European languages by way of Arab. natrfin, as well as

Gk. nitron (also litron) and Lat. nitrum.

3. The Use of Natron. a. In ancient Egypt natron was mined prirnarily in the Wadi

Natrun, so named after natron itself, and near El Kdb, and was used in mummification,
ritual purification, censing, healing, and glass production.22 In Mesopotamia it was

used for skin eruptions; for scab removal, the head should be washed with a mixture of
natron and honey.23

b. It also appears in Jer. 2:22 as a substance used in purification and healing. No
matter how much natron andlyeza Israel uses, it cannot wash away the filth of its guilt
before God. The comparison in Prov. 25:20 recalls a familiar chemical reaction of na-

tron. A person who sings and one who is in a bad mood get on together like natron and

vinegar; the mixture "ferments, boils up" (this is why one earlier derived neler etymo-

logically from nalar, "leap up";.zs
Maiberger

18. Dahood, RSB II, 36, no. 6c. Cf. also idem, RS^B III, 83, no. 147.
19. K. Budde, Das Buch Hiob. HKATIVI (21913), in loc.
20. See M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), ll7. Ct. WbAS, II, 366.
21. "Egyptian Loan Words in the OT," JAOS'73 (1953) 152t.
22. Cf. LexAg, IY 358f.
23. R. Labat, "Le premier chapitre d'un pr6cis mddical assyrien," RA 53 (1959) 8:34.
24. AuS, V 155.
25. So still H. Lewy, Die semitischen Fremdwdrter im Griechischen (Berlin, 1895), 53.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. IL l. Jeremiah; 2. Other Texts; 3. Summary.

uI. LXX.

l, l. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root nr.f is attested in Middle Hebrew, Jewish
Aramaic, Samaritan, and Syriac.llt is also attested in Egyptian Aramaic as nd.f with
the meaning "destroy."z

2. Occurrences. Within the Hebrew canon itself, the root n/i occurs only as a verb:
14 times in the qal, 4 in the niphil, and once in the hophal. To this are added 3 occur-
rences in the qal in Sirach. The root n/.f is not attested in the Qumran texts (including
the Temple Scroll).

ll. l. Jeremial2. Of the l9 occurrences in the Hebrew OT, 1l are in the book of Jere-
miah (1: lO; 12:14,15,17; l8:7,14;24:6;31:28, 40; 42:10; 45:4), revealing a clear cen-
ter of gravity in usage. Of these, however, one can be eliminated, since it is fbund in an

apparently corrupt text; it is universally accepted that I 8: 14 should be emended from
yinndf iit to yinnaielft.

Within the book of Jeremiah, the verb nr.i is usually used in contrasting correlation
with nr'. This becomes especially clear when the two contrasting verbs are immedi-
ately juxtaposed in Jer. 24:6;42:10;45:4, where hrs and bnh are also variously juxta-
posed. This contrasting of the two terms makes possible a more precise determination
of the content of nt-i in the sense of "tear out, uproot," in semantic opposition to
"plant." A survey of the texts also makes clear that both n r.i and nt' are always used fig-
uratively in Jeremiah to express the loss of land (exile) or the (renewed) bequest of
land and an abiding in the land.

One notices that nti never stands isolated in Jeremiah (though at first glance this
seems to be the case in ler. l2:l4f ., v. 17 already alters this situation), but rather always
in a series with one, several, or even all of the following verbs: 'bd, hrs, nts, r". This se-

ries then also includes - apart from Jer. l2:14f.,17;31:40 - nt', as already men-

tioned, as well as, subordinated to it, bnh; this includes Jer. l8:7, though the connec-

tion is not made until v. 9. In connection with this series, R. Bach speaks of an

originally four-part form in which the two positive verbs bnh and nt'are fixed from the

nalai. R. Bach, "Bauen und Pflanzen," Studien zur Theologie der alttestamentLichen
Uberlieferungen. FS G. von Rad (Neukirchen, 1961),7-32; W Thiel, Die deuteronomistische
Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973), esp. 163f.; H. Weippert, Die Pru.sareden des

Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (197 3), 191 -202.

1. HAL,1,737.
2. DNSr, 1,719t.
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outset, while the negative verbs may vary.3 Because of the difficulty in temporally dif-
ferentiating between the various texts in Jeremiah, however, one cannot demonstrate
unequivocally the existence of such an original form.

In Jeremiah, Yahweh is variously the initiator of this tearing out or of being torn out
(Jer. 31:40 is the only text with the niphal of nt.i, excepting l8:14). The object is never
an individual person but rather a group, including nations and kingdoms ( I : l0; 1 8:7),
the Judean exiles (24:6), the house of Israel and the house of Judah (3 1:28), Jerusalem
(31 :40), those planning to emigrate to Egypt (42:10), even the "evil neighbors" (12:14-
l7); finally, the verb is formulated openly without any concrete addressee in 45:4, in
the words to Baruch.

The verb n/^i occurs in connection both with assurances of good fortune (and then
usually with la'; cf. Jer. 24:6;31:28,40: 42:10) and with proclamations of disaster ac-

companying similar assurances (l:10; l2:14f.,17: l87;45:4). Hence in Jeremiah this
term, in reality a negative one, never occurs alone in these announcements of judg-
ment, but rather always with an eye on Yahweh's prospective salvific activity. This ab-
sence from the pure proclamation of misfortune stands "peculiarly without reference

next to the center of Jeremiah's proclamation."a This prompts the question whether the

use of rzri is to be traced back to Jeremiah himself, or whether it points to a different au-

thor. According to Bach, these series of verbs date fiom the second period of Jere-
miah's activity.s H. Weippert (passim) also assigns this use of nli to Jeremiah himself,
while Thiel and others, probably in view of the various contexts, speak with greater
justification of Deuteronomistic origin, as suggested as well by some of the texts men-
tioned in what follows.

2. Other Texts. The use of nri in Dl 29:27(Eng. v. 28) clearly refers to the already

very real situation of the exile; according to this text, this uprooting is a consequence of
divine wrath, and Yahweh is accordingly again the subject, the Israelites the object.
The conclusion to the verse shows that the statement was made during the period of the
exile itself', so that fbr that reason, too, this must represent a Deuteronornistic text. I K.
14: l5 also occurs within a Deuteronomistic context in the announcement of judgment
to Jeroboam, including the announcement that Yahweh will send Israel into exile, in
this case referring probably to the northern kingdom \n 7221721.6 Ezk. 19: l2 deviates
strikingly from the usage discussed to this point. The lament over the royal house in
Ezk. 19:lfT. flows into a statement concerning the queen mother (vv. 10-14). The com-
parison with a vine in a vineyard indicates that she will be uprooted and, after a de-

struction of her desires, transplanted in a foreign land. According to W. Zimmerli, the

"mother" here stands for the entire Davidic royal house.T Thus the focus is on its exile,
not on the people themselves. Hence the substance of what is said using nr.f remains

3. P. 11.

4. Bach, 10.

5. P. 30.
6. E. Wiirthwetn, Das erste Buch der Kdnige l-16. ATD XIll (19'77), 178.
7.W.Zimmerll Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),397.
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identical with that of the previous texts, and any textual emendation metri causa re-
garding wattuttai is to be rejected for this reason as well.8

Within the context of the salvific oracle in Am. 9:13-15 (a later addition), Yahweh
assures Israel that he will plant them upon their land and will never again pluck them
out. Here the threat ofexile is reversed,e and both the return to the land and an abiding
in it are assured. Both the formulation and the content here recall the texts in Jeremiah

and were probably also influenced by them.l0
Although the various uses of n/.i in the remaining texts exhibit a more singular char-

acter, the semantic proximity to our previous examples remains discernible. Problems
arise in connection with Mic.5:13(14) with regard to the object of wenalaiti within
Yahweh's invective against Israel. Although the text attests 'aiAreyf;d, H. W. Wolff
suggests that one read an original 'dyeleyf;d, since n/,i is otherwise always found in
connection with the deportation of human beings and is never used to express the de-

struction of Asherim.lt Mic. 5:llf.(12f.), however, fully supports preserving the refer-
ence to 'aiAreyfrd, so that Mic.5:13(14) represents an atypical use of n/i, 12

After being rescued from enemies, the petitioner in Ps. 9 extols Yahweh in a

thanksgiving hymn: 'artm nAlaifi (v. 7[6]). The use of nri here parallels our previous
findings at least insofar as here, too, reference is made to the depopulation of cities,
which probably also includes deportation.

Dnl. ll:14 ref'ers more to an individual person than do the previous texts. Dnl.
ll:2b-4 deals with the time and rule of Alexander the Great and with the collapse of his
power. Not only people will be uprooted here but Alexander's kingdom itself (tinndlCi
malkfr16). Although this text does use nt.f in the figurative sense, it no longer does so in
connection with human beings but rather with an abstract notion.

In Yahweh's words to Solomon after the temple construction is completed (2 Ch.

7:l2ff . par. I K. 9:2-9), he warns against transgressing his commandments; if this oc-

curs, he will pluck the Israelites up out of their land. It is striking that the verb n/,i does

not appear in the source text itself (which has kdraD, but rather was consciously intro-
duced by the Chronicler in recollection of the experience of the exile.

Finally, the verb n/.i occurs 3 times in Sirach (3:9; l0:17; 49:7).The latter two oc-

currences are commensurate with our previous findings. Whereas 49:J refers to Jere-

miah's call narrative and repeats Jer. l: l0 almost verbatim, Sir. l0: l7 addresses the na-

tions; God sweeps them from the land and plucks them out.
In contrast, Sir. 3:9 involves questions of upbringing and the relationship between

parents and children. The father's blessing lays the foundation (the root), and the

mother's curse uproots the plant. Here, too, nri is used metaphorically, though in a
manner diff'erent from the previous texts it focuses on the foundations of education,
foundations that can be not only established positively but also destroyed in a child.

8. Ibid., 390.
9. H. W Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 354.
10. Cf. Weippert, 199.
11. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 159.

12. Concerning the problems raised by Mic. 5:13( 14), cf. also J. Sasson, RSe I, 436, no. 94g.
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3 . Summary. We have fbund n ri to be a verb that in relatio n to nt' suggests first of all

concrete usage in reference to plants, which can be uprooted from the earth. In contrast

to n/', howe'{er, nti nowhere demonstrates this kind of concrete usage in the OT.

Rather, nl,i is always used in the figurative sense, and almost always focuses on the up-

rooting of a people or group of people fiom their native land and on their exile in a for-

eign land. In this context nti can be threatened as a coming experience, or can be an-

nounced within the framework of salvific assurances as an experience (soon to be)

overcome. Although Yahweh is the initiator of this uprooting, the actual cause is a de-

viation fiom the commandments, or the provoking of Yahweh's anger. Since n/-f does

not occur in preexilic texts, one can assume that the use of this verb derives from the

experience of the exile itself, which was interpreted as an uprooting from one's own

land in analogy to the uprooting of a plant from its vital earth. The verb nti is perhaps

also underscoring in its own way the significance the land possessed for the people ac-

cording to the OT understanding.

IU. LXX. In view of the LXX rendering of nti, a unique situation arises insofar as

l4 cliff'erent Greek verbs are used to translate the one Hebrew verb. For this reason, one

cannot demonstrate any special content for nti in the LXX.
Hausmann
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I. Extrabiblical Occurrences. 1. The root sbb is attested in Ugaritic in the G stem

with the meaning "go around something," "turn into something," and in the N stem

with the meaning "be transformed."l In the Ba'al myth we read sb ksp lrgm firs nsb

llbnt, "the silver had become plates, the gold had become tiles,"2 and in the Legend of
King Keret one reads in a conjuring scene sb lqsm i,l, "he encircled the ends of the

earth."3 The verb recurs in the Tale of Aqhat, again in the context of conjuring, in the

expression ysb p'lth, "he walked around his failed field."a

2. The root sbb occurs in two forms in the Ammonite inscription from the citadel of
Amman, a cultic regulation from the 9th century s.c.: sbbt and msbb 7 (1. l). The first
form corresponds to Heb. sebtb6! and refers to a "circle" or "cycle" around something.
The second, corresponding to Heb. missdbib, though disputed, probably means "encir-
cling, surrounding (upon)." The construction with 7 suggests a hostile act.5

3. The root sbb is attested in Phoenician in an inscription from Kition,6 where bsbb
means approximately "round about, all around."7

4. Several occurrences are also attested in extrabiblical Hebrew. In Lachish ostracon

no. 4 one finds the expression btsbt hbqr whereby rsDr alludes to a cycle, i.e., approxi-
mately "at the return of the morning," "when morning comes again."S In ostracon no. 2

from Arad the expression whsbt mhr appears, which Lemaire interprets as "and you
will return" in the sense of "you will send back," Aharoni as the military expression "in
the survey tour of the morning," and Sasson as "hand over, transfer" (as in Nu. 36:7;
1 Ch. l0:14; Jer.6:l2i 21:4; Sir. 9:6).q

on a Fifth-Century Phoenician Inscription from Kition, Cyprus (CIS 86)," Or 37 (1968) 304-24;
G. von Rad, "There Remains Still a Rest for the People of God: An Investigation of a Biblical
Conception," The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966),
94-102; W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB 18 (1963);
V. Sasson, "The Meaning of whsbt in the Arad Inscription," ZAW 94 (1982) 105-11; B. Stade,
"Der Text des Berichtes iiber Salomos Bauten. I Kir. 5-7," ZAW 3 (1883) 129-'77; T. Veijola,
Verheissung in der Krise: Studien zur Literatur und Theologie der Exilszeit anhand des 89.
Psalms. AnAcScFen B 220 (Helsinki, 1982); idem, "Davidsverheissung und Staatsvertrag,"
ZAW 95 (1983) 9-31, esp. 15; J. A. Wilcoxen, "Narrative Structure and Cult Legend: A Study of
Joshua l-6," Transitions in Biblical Scholarship, ed. J. C. Rylaarsdam (Chicago, 1968),43-70.

l. WUS, no. 1882, assoqiates this latter meaning with syD, "pour."
2. KTU, t.4,vt,34f .

3. KTU, l.16,IIr, 3.
4. KTU, 1.19,II, 12; cf. line 19.

5. Horn, 2-13; Cross, 13-19; E. Puech and A. Rof6, "L inscription de la citadelle d'Amman,"
RB 80 (1973) 531-46:Dion,24-33.

6. An administrative document, CIS, 86.
7. L. 4; cf. Masson and Sznycer, 21-68; Peckham.
8. KAI, 194:9; Lemaire, 110-17.
9. Lemaire, 161f.; Aharoni, 15f.; Sasson, 105-11.
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5. Old Aramaic attests an occun:ence in an inscription fiom Sefire, which reads wftn
y't'hd mlkn wysbn, "and if one of the kings comes and surrounds me."t0 This is a refer-
ence to "surrounding" in the military sense.ll

6. Finally, the root .sbb has been transformed in Mandaic into swb, though the mean-

ing remains the same, "surround."l2 It should be pointed out that in the Samaritan Pen-

tateuch both sDb and swb are used (qal and hiphil).

7. These examples show clearly that the rcot sbb as a rule has the meaning "turn
(around)" or "surround"; only in one instance (Arad) is the meaning "transf'er" a possi-

bility. The context is largely military (war) or cultic-liturgical; the Amman inscription
seems to unite these two aspects.

II. Biblical Occurrences. l. The verb sbb occurs l6l times in the Hebrew OT: 90

times in the qal (9 in the Pentateuch, 37 in the Deuteronomistic history, 8 in the
Prophets, 36 in the Writings), 20 in the niphal (3 in the Pentateuch, 7 in the

Deuteronornistic history, l0 in the Prophets, 8 of those in Ezekiel), once in the piel
(2 S. 14:20), l2 in the polel (7 in the Psalms), 32 in the hiphil (once in the Pentateuch,
15 in the Deuteronomistic history,4 in the Prophets, l2 in the Writings), and 6 in the
hophal (4 in the Pentateuch;.

2.The word sdf;i! is used as a substantive ("environs," "neighborhood") or adverb
("round about, all around")'13 it occurs 333 times: 73 times in the Pentateuch, 50 in the

Deuteronornistic history (27 in l-2 Kings), 149 in the Prophets (28 in Jeremiah, 109 in
Ezekiel), and 6l in the Writings (23 in Chronicles).

3. Other derivatives include sibbd, "turntng, arrangemenC'(1 K. 12 15; the par.

2 Ch. l 0: 15 has ne sibbA); mdsab, "circular banquet table, couch" (Cant. I : l 2), "neigh-
borhood. surroundings" (2 K.23:5), "round about, all around" (l K. 6:29; Ps.

140: I 0[Eng. v. 9] ; so also me sibbh in Job 37:12); and mttsaf; (Ezk. 41:7, uncerlain).

4. In addition, Sirach attests 14 occurrences: the verb 3 times in the qal, 3 in the
hiphil; sabib 7 times; seBi[d once (14:24).

In these statistics, the enormous fiequency of occurrences in Ezekiel stands out
gAb?b, l09of 333occurrences;sbb, 1l of 161 occurrences; andmftsaf;). Oneshould
also note that the P tradition in the Pentateuch, which stands close to Ezekiel, has a
large number of occurrences (of 86 in the Pentateuch, more than 60 are attributed to P).

lO. KAl, 222B:28:' cf .34.
1 l. Cf. Dupont-Sommer, 25'7ff .; Fitzmyer,9ff .

12. MdD,320.
13. Cf. R. Cook, "The Neighbor Concept in the OT" (diss., Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, 1980).
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III. Semantic Field. L Among the words semantically related to .gbb, -+ ly') nqp

hiphil is especially significant. Of the l5 occurrences of this verb, I 1 are associated

wtth sbb/sdf;ib (Josh. 6:3,11; 1K.1:24;2K6 l4f .; I l:8: 2 Ch.4:3; 23:l'.Ps. 17:9-ll;
22:17116);48:13[2];88:18[7]). The Psalms use the two verbs in synonymous paral-

lelism, and the other texts similarly attest either parallelism or an amplification or com-

plementing of the concept itself.l+

2. The semantic field of sbb coincides in part with that of iwh. The two verbs are

mutually related; cf. Gen. 42:24'."He turned away fiom them (way1'l.rsob me{tl?hem)

. . . and he turned back to them (watyaiob'ul?hem)." A comparison between the paral-

lel passages 25.6:20a ancl I Ch. l6:43b is particularly revealing. Here the same for-
mula is used in an identical context and with the same rneaning. yet the first verb is

iwb, and the second sbb ("and David returned to greet his household"); hence the two
verbs are in part interchangeable (see also Josh. 6:14.2 K.9:18-20; Ps. 59:7,15[6, 141:

Jer.4l:14).

3. Other parallels to,rbb include: fttr which in Ps.22:13(12) is synonymor,rs with
sbb; 'pp (2 S. 22:5t. par. Ps. l8:5f.[4f.]; lon. 2:4,613,51); ancl 'rb.rs

4. As a verb of movement, .lbb appears frequently in close association with other

verbs of this type: pani (Dt. 2:l ,3), halak (Jgs. I I : I 8; I S. 7:16l' 15:27'.2 K. 3:9; I Ch.

l6:43; Jer. 41 14; Ezk. l0:l 1,16), qfim (Jgs. 2O:5), 1,6vo4 ( I S. l5: l2), 'rlld (2 S. 5:23;
I Ch. l4:l$,'abar(Josh.6:7; l5:10; l6:6: lS. l5:12:Ez,k.l:9,l2,l1tJon.2:4[3]),and
nil.r (Ps. I l4:3,-5).to

IV. Syntax, Stylistic Considerations, Meaning. The general, basic meaning of the

root sbb as revealed in the extrabiblical documents coincides essentially with that

found in the biblical texts. One should note, however, that the fiequent use of sbb in the

OT has developed a broad spectrum of meanings.

I . The sub.jects of .rbb include persons (e.g., Samuel in I S. 7: l6; Saul in I S. l5: l2;
David in 1 S. l7:30;Ahab in 1K.21:4; Jeroboam in 2 Ch. 13:13), human collectives
(e.g.,'aniAha'irin Gen. l9:4; benAyi96'21inDt.2:1,3',hakkenaaniinlosh.T:9:
yi.ffd'€l in Jgs. I l:18; banl ddn in lgs. l8:23), animals (Ps.22:13,17112,16D, or things
(e.g., stones, Ex.28:11 39:6,13t the wheels of a cart, lsa.28l.27; a door, Ezk.41l.24:
etc.). Abstract concepts occasionally function as the subject of sbb: iniquity (Ps.

49:6[5]), steadfast love (Ps. 32:10), mischief and trouble (Ps. 55:llt10l), or geo-

graphic realities, e.g., a boundary (Josh. l5:3,10; 16:6; l8:14). In Ez,k.1:9,12,17, su-

pernatural beings are the subject of sbb. Yahweh or 'elohim functions several times as

the subiect of sbb, especially in the polel and hiphil (Ex. 13: I 8; Dt. 32: 10: I Ch. 10: l4;

14. Cf. V.2. I below.
15. See V.1.2 below.
16. Cf. also M. J. Gruber, "Ten Dance-Derived Expressions in the Hebrew Bible," Bihl 62

(1981) 328-46.
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Ezr. 6:22;Ps.32:7; Jer.2l:4;Ezk.7:22, etc.); this is less frequently the case in the qal,
niphal, and hophal (cf., however, Job 16:13; Ps. 71:21).

2.The objects of sbb are also quite varied. They include: a land (Gen. 2:11,13; Nu.
2l:4), a city (2 K. 6:15; 2 Ch. l'7:9), a house (Gen. 19:4; Jgs. 19:22; 2O:5), a person

(Jgs. 16:2; I S. 17:30; 2 Ch. 13:13), an object (Prov.26:14: Jer. 52:21), etc. In this re-
gard, three objects should be pointed out in particular: pantm, lEb, and iem. These form
characteristic expressions with sbb, expressing significant alterations in the persons in-
volved. (a) "Turning one's face (or turning it away)" can be meant in a purely external
fashion,orcanrefertoachangeinattitude,oreventostrongdisinclination(Jgs. l8:23;
1 K.8:14;21:4;2K.20:2;2Ch.6:3;29:6;35:22 [hiphil]; lsa.38:2;Ezk.1:22; see also

2 S. 14.20 piel, "give the matter a different complexion, change the course of affairs."
(b) "Turning one's heart" refers to a change in direction affecting a person's action or
thinking (l K. l8:37; Ezr.6:22 hiphil; EccL2:20;7:25 qal). (c) "Changing one's name"
usually indicates that a person receives a new task (Nu. 32:38 hophal; 2 K. 23:34;
24:17 ; 2 Ch. 36:4 hiphil).

The object often stands in the accusative, especially with the qal and hiphil forms,
and the verb then means "surround, encircle." The same meaning occasionally occurs

when sDb is used with 'el or be (2 K. 8:21; 2Ch.17:9;23:2;Eccl.l2:5). In contrast, sbD

+ minrefers largely to "turning away from," usually from a person (Gen.42:24; I S.

l7:30; l8: I l; Cant. 6:5:Ezk.7:22): sbb + min .. . 'el implies movement from one place

to another, or a transition from one condition to a different one (Nu. 36l.7; cf . I S. 5:8).
The prep. 'al gives the root sDb a hostile connotation (Gen. 19:4; Josh. 7:9; Ps.

55:llll0l).'7

3. The verb sbb thus usually implies a movement that simultaneously involves a

change of some sort. This change can be of various types: a change of place, of pos-

sessions, of disposition, of behavior, etc. In brief, the verb involves an external cir-
cular movement or an inner change, an alteration of things or events, in one respect

or another a turning from or avoidance of a place or person. The fundamental mean-

ing of sbb takes on various nuances according to the type of change or the path
taken. Both this fundamental meaning and various nuances can generally be ex-
pressed by compounds using Lat. circum-, Eng. "around," or Gk. kykl-. In some

cases, however, sbb deviates from this basic meaning. In order to comprehend the

entire semantic scope, one must consider the purpose, context, and special circum-
stances ofthe text. That is, the encircling of a person, building, or city can take place
for quite varied reasons. The purpose can be protection (Dt. 32:10; 2 Ch.33:.14;
Cant. 3:3; 5:7), attack (2 K.3:25;2 Ch. l8:31), a cultic procession (Josh.

6:3f .,7,14f .), etc. Contexts can be martial and cultic as well as religious-theological,
and are occasionally mixed.

17. Cf. I.2 above.
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V. Significant Texts.
l. Military Context: War. The root sbb (both verb and adverb) occurs frequently as

part of formulae and texts characteristic of military and martial institutions'
a. 1 S. 14:47 relates that Saul conducted war with his enemies on all sides

(wayyilldhem sdblb bekol-'dy"bayw).A similar statement is made regarding David, us-

ing sbb and milhdmA,' David was unable to build the temple mippenA hammilhamd
'aier sebaluhfi, "because of the warfare with which they surrounded him" (l K.
5;l7t3l). The following verse underscores the contrast with Solomon: "But now

Yahweh my God has given me rest on every side" (hdniah lt missabib, v. l8[4]). These

statements are absolute and global. War and peace completely influenced the period of
Israel's first kings, and these formulae seek to describe programmatically the entire life
or at least the essential authority of their reign.

b. As antithetical concepts, war and peace belong to the same semantic field, and

the root sbb is related to both. Ancient cities were normally surrounded (.sbb)by walls,
while fortifications, trenches, siege ramparts, etc., around (sabiD the city served for
defense or for attack. David's first undertaking after the conquest ofJerusalem was the

construction of a wall around the city (2 S. 5:9). Solomon similarly concerned himself
from the outset of his reign with the construction of the wall around the city ( I K. 3: I ).

By contrast, one of the first measures undertaken during an attack on a city was to de-

stroy the walls surrounding it (2 K.25 l0; Jer. 52:14; cf . Eccl. 9: 14:Ezk.4:2). An anal-

ogous situation applies to human beings. Whereas Samson's enemies assemble (hiphil)

around him in order to kill him (Jgs. l6:2; cf.20:5), Saul's people are encamped

around him(hdnim sebibOtdw) to shield him fiom the enemy (1 S. 26:5,7). Saul slept in

the middle of the camp, and his warriors positioned themselves around him. This is the

strategy of royal escort whenever possible (cf . 2 K. I I :8,1 l: "you shall surround [nqp
hiphil + sabtbl the king, each with his weapons in his hand").

The root sbb is used quite often with the meaning "surround with hostile intentions" in

connection with other verbs typical of military language. In these instances such "encircle-

ment" is usually a preparation for harsher measures. Thus 2 S. 5:23 (cf. I Ch. l4:14;2Ch.
13:13) involves sulrounding the enemy in order to attack them with the swordl in 2 Ch.

l8:31 the purpose is the coming assault (wayydsObbf iildw lehilldh€m; cf.2Ch.35:22).
Some texts use sbb with 'arap with the meaning "set in ambush" (Jgs. 20:29;2 Ch.

13:13), others with nkh hiphil (2 S. 18; l5; 2 K. 3:25 par. 2 Ch. 21:9).

c. As a holy institution, war in Israel is accompanied by certain rites. In the final
analysis, Yahweh both wages war and brings it to an end. Divine ir.rtervention is so de-

cisive that it can change the fate of the combatants: "I will turn back (sbb) the weapons

of war which are in your hands and with which you are fighting against the king of
Babylon and against the Chaldeans who are besieging you outside the walls" (Jer.

2l4). Even though the exact sense of the expression sbb 'e1-keb hammilhamA here is

somewhat obscure,l8 it is clear that Yahweh is directing the battle.

18. H. Weippert, "Jahwekrieg und Bundesfluch in Jer 21 l-7," ZAW 82 (1970) 405-8, sug-

gests "a turning of weapons."

l3l
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The role Yahweh plays in both war and peace comes clearly to expression in texts

using sbb/sa!i!. One particularly significant expression is 'oye[im missdptp, one used

together with various other verbs exclusively in literature of the Deuteronomist and the

Chronicler. Saul conducted war "with all his enemies on all sides" (sabib bekol-
'oyeldw, I S. 14:47); it is repeatedly said that Yahweh gives his people rest (nwh

hiphil) "from all their enemies on every side" (Josh. 2l:44;23:l). These formulae oc-

cur in the traditions concerning the conquest ofthe land (Dt. 12:10; 25:19; Josh. 2l:44;
23:l) and in connection with several kings: David (2 S.7:1b), Solomon (l K.5:18[4];
I Ch.22:9,18), Asa (2 Ch. 14:6[7]; l5:5), and Jehoshaphat (2 Ch.20:30). Such peace

before the enemy is not limited to political deliverance but rather encompasses all of
life.le Jgs. 8:34 and 1 S. l2: I I use the verb nsl hiphil: Yahweh rescues his people "from
the hand of all their enemies on every side." In contrast, Yahweh's chastisement ap-

pears in Jgs. 2:14 when he sells (mkr) his people "into the power of their enemies

round about."
Yet another word combination usually exhibiting military associations is magbr

missdlt!, "terror on every side." Although the combination is characteristic of Jere-

miah, it occurs elsewhere as well. This formula refers to that particular terror caused by
inescapable danger. Jeremiah uses it primarily in divine oracles. ln 6:25 it refers to the

enemy from the north, in 20l'3 to Pashhur, who appears as the embodiment of terror -
Yahweh will change his name into mag)r missdlt!.zo Jer. 46:5 and 49:29 use this ex-
pression in oracles against hostile nations (cf. also 20:10; Ps.3l:14[13]; Lam.2:22).

2. a. Josh. 6 contains numerous statements with sbb as the central focus (6 times in
the qal: vv. 3,4,7 ,14,15 [bis]; once hiphil: v. I I ). Although the semantic equivalent nqp

hiphil is used in vv. 3 and I l, the construction itself suggests the presence of a later in-
sertion; whereas nqp is used elsewhere in parallelism with sbb (Ps. 22:17116l;
48:l3ll2l 88:18[7]), here the infinitive absolute is used adverbially and is in part su-

perfluous. Josh. 6 is not a homogeneous text.2l One can distinguish at least two por-
trayals of the processional: (a) an encircling of the city in silence, culminating in the

shout of the warriors and the following collapse of the walls; and (b) a noisy march

during which the priests and other participants blow the trumpets.22 The first circumlo-
cution is completed in a day, and in this case several elements associated with war are

emphasized, such as the great cry of the warriors (f rfi'6); sbb also exhibits certain
martial connotations (cf. v. 1; the LXX omits the verb nqp, which according J. M.

19. Von Rad, passim.
20. On the relationship between Pashhur and this name see A. M. Honeyman,"MAGOR MIS-

SAAig and Jeremiah's Pun," VT 4 (1954) 424-26 J. Bright, Jeremiah. AB 21 (1965), 132
O. Eissfeldt, "Renaming in the OT," Words and Meanings. FS D. Winton Thomas (Cambridge,
1968),69-79, esp. 73f.; for additional interpretations see W. L. Holladay, "The Covenant with
the Patriarchs Overturned: Jeremiah's Intention in 'Terror on Every Side'(Jer 20:l-6)," JBL9I
(1972) 305-20; D. L. Christensen, "'Terror on Every Side'in Jeremiah," JBL92 (1973) 498-502.

21. Cf. M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HATYII (31971),40.
22. Cf. Wilcoxen; Dus, 108-20.
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Miller and G. Tucker indicates that the Israelites did not march around the city but

rather besieged it).23 The second march takes seven days and exhibits certain liturgical
or cultic features. While the verb sbb was characteristic for the first portrayal, nqp

might be an addendum underscoring the cultic aspects. These aspects become discern-

ible in the presence of priests and trumpets as well as in the number "seven." The

march acquires the form of a liturgical procession, though without forfeiting its martial

features. However things may stand with the reconstruction of the original text, it re-

mains evident that the present text combines both martial and liturgical elements, with
preference for the latter. "The warriors were to march before Jericho not for battle but

rather for celebration." 2a The amplifying presence of nqp lends liturgical connotations

to sbb. The march around the city becomes both a military parade and simultaneously a

processional. The rite culminates in the blowing of trumpets, the great shout of the sol-

diers, and the collapse of the walls. Both the trumpets and the shout have martial-cultic
value.2s In the present context of Josh. 6, then, sDD refers both to a military march

around the city and (especially) to a cultic procession as an integral part of a liturgical
celebration of the victory won by the Israelites through Yahweh's miraculous interven-

tion at the time of the land conquest. The portrayal of this celebration and victory ac-

quires quasi-magical features; at the sound of the shouts and trumpets the walls col-
lapse without any military action taking place. There is no doubt, however, that

Yahweh's intervention stands behind this event.

b. Several elements from Josh. 6 recur in other texts as well that in part have the

same martial-religious background. This is especially true of Jgs. 1:16-21 . Here as in

Josh. 6 (cf .2 Ch. 13:13- l6; l5: l4f.) the blowing of trumpets, the great shout of the sol-

diers, and the parade around the camp all coincide. Gideon orders the soldiers to blow
the trumpets on every side of the camp Gebtb6!hammahaneh. vv. 18,21) and to shout

"for Yahweh and for Gideon" in order to spread terror in the enemy camp. Even though

the soldiers do not raise their weapons, the victory comes in a sudden, miraculous,

quasi-magical fashion. This emphasizes Yahweh's role in giving his people victory.26

Ps.48:13(12) directs the cultic congregation to walk around Zion. The verbs.rbb

and nqp are used as parallels here, with both referring to a cultic procession after a
cultic act in the temple itself (v. l0). Although the context is clearly cultic, certain ele-

ments of war also appear: towers, ramparts, walls (vv. 13f.). According to H.-J. Kraus,

the purpose is to celebrate the glory and invincibility of Zion. Kraus even wonders

whether a magical procedure comparable to the Jericho episode might not originally
have provided the background to this celebration.2T H. Gunkel refers to Ps. 26:6b,

where sDb is used in reference to a procession around the altar of Yahweh ('"sdbebk 'e!-

mizbahaf,d).z8 Gunkel also points out that such processions are common in other reli-

23. The Book of Joshua. CBC (1974),56.
24. H. W. Hertzberg, Die Biicher Josua, Richter, Ruth. ATD \X 1s1974r, OO.

25. Dus, 108-20; Richter, 195f.; Humbert,29-34.
26.Concerningtheroleof"divineterror," -+1111 hara{,Y168f.; -+'lD'lll, i6par; -+!1'1 rw'.
2'7. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs .l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 476.
28. Die Psalmen. HKAT IUZ (s1968),207.
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gions as well.2e One can recall here the conjuring scene in the Tale of Aqhat, which in-
volves a cultic-magical act in whose course Danel performs a ritualistic circumlocu-
tion around a field.3o

The interpretation of I S. 16;11 is disputed. W Caspari (in agreement with many
others) explains the text in a cultic sense.3l H. W. Hertzberg translates sbb with "close

the circ1e."32 The text refers not to sacrifice but rather to the act of anointing, whereby
according to v. l3 the brothers are standing in a circle. A similar interpretation might
apply to Gen. 31:'l . Here as in 1 Samuel the focus is on the youngest brother, who is to
rule over the other brothers (v. l8). The sheaves of the brothers surround the sheaf of
the youngest and bow down before it. The verb sbb is associated here with hiitahawA,
which refers to the courtly and cultic act of proskynesis (obeisance), according well
with our interpretation of I S. 16:llff.33

3. Cultic Context. One series of texts uses sbb/salp in reference to the temple or to
acts taking place there.

a. In the course of the temple dedication, Solomon "turns around" to face the con-
gregation assembled for the cult and blesses them (wayyasse! hammeleft 'e1-pdndw

wayeparef, 'e!-kol-qehal yiird'dl, I K. 8:14 par.2 Ch.6:3). Literally, "he turned his
face" (cf. Jgs. l8:23; I K.2l:4;2 K.20:2 par.Isa. 38:2), i.e., he turned toward the peo-

ple. The wording of I K. 8:14 reflects a ritual, both in the turning of the king and in the

standing of the cultic congregation. A. Sanda notes correctly that "a solemn stillness
enters."34 During Solomon's time the king exercised several priestly privileges. At the

temple dedication, the king acted as the official representative of the people, and for
that reason sDb acquires an official and ritual sense (different from 2 S. 6:20 par. I Ch.

l6:43, although here, too, a blessing is involved).
b. Both the Priestly tradition (esp. Ex. 25; Nu. l0) and Ezekiel frequently use the

root sbb, particularly the adverbial form sdpiQ. It appears in a series of texts more or
less associated with the cult. Thus sdpt! is often used in connection with the altar. The
sacrificial ritual instructs one to "sprinkle" (zdraq) the blood "against the altar round
about" (8x.29:16,20;Lev. 1:11; 3:2,8,13;7:2;8:19,24;9:12,18). One is also instructed
to apply blood "on the horns of the altar round about" (Lev. 8:15; 16:18). Mention is

also made of the screen "which is around the tabernacle and the altar" 1'o3r, 'al- . , .

sali|, Nu. 3:26; 4:26), or of a trench around the altar (l K. 18:32,35). In an oracle
against the mountains of Israel, Yahweh proclaims through Ezekiel that he intends to
scatter the bones of the Israelites round about the altars (Ezk.6:5,13).

29. Cf. Eliade,3Tl;C. H. Ratschow, "Prozession," RGG3, Y 668f.; L. Rcthrich, "Umgang,"
RGG3, VI, 1116f.

30. See L l above. Cf. Mtiller, 92, who understands sbb "as a terminus technicus for this cultic
circumlocution" and refers to Gen. 37:7; Josh. 6; 1 S. 16:11; and Ps. 48:13(12).

31. Die Samuelbiicher KATyll (1913), 188-90.
32. I & II Samuel. OTL(Eng. trans. 1964), 135, 138.

33. Cf. Gronbek, 69f.; Criisemann, 146; -+i1111 hwh (IY 248-56).
34. Die Biicher der Kdnige. EHAT lxll (1912),221.
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Regulations for the construction of the sanctuary include several occurrences of the

expression z€r zdhd! sAlt! in reference to a golden molding around the ark (Ex. 25:11;

37:2), around the table of the bread of the Presence (Ex. 25:24f.:37:11,12), or around

the incense altar (Ex. 30:3;37.26). Similarly, the robe of the high priest was to have

bells of gold around its skirts (Ex. 28:33ff.;39:25f .).

In describing the future temple, Ezekiel portrays its various parts and the decora-

tions that are to surround it. In chs. 4042 alone, sdbtb is repeated 50 times, usually in
the doubled form sdf;i! sd!t!, e.g., in reference to the external wall (40:5), the east gate

(40:14,16), the outer court (40:17), the south gate and the inner court (40:25,29f .), etc.

It is interesting to note how Ezekiel associates the construction of the sanctuary with
the distribution of the land (45:lf.). The Deuteronomistic history creates an analogous

connection between the erection of the temple and the possession of the land. Solomon
justifies the construction of the temple by referring to the fact that Yahweh has given

lsrael rest befbre all its enemies (l K. 5:17-18[3-4]).35 The centralization of the cult is
similarly associated with the rest that Yahweh has created for the people before all its
enemies on every side (Dt. l2:9f.7.t0

Thus when sbb is used in cultic contexts, it is often permeated by elements associ-

ated with war. The same texts that provided a point of departure for the analysis of sbb

in the context of war now serve as an aid to understanding sbb in the cultic context. As

in the extrabiblical texts, texts that use sbb are associated both with war and with the

cult, and it is not always possible to distinguish completely between the two aspects.

4. Religious-Theological Context. a. In the religious-theological context one should

first consider those texts in which Yahweh constitutes the central focus. Some psalms

portray him as surrounded by attributes or beings representing his court and ultimately
his essence itself. The expression kol-sebibdw refers to those who surround him. In Ps.

76:12(ll) it refers to the Israelites: "Those who surround Yahweh on earth will form
his heavenly entourage."37 In Ps. 89:8b(7b) the expression kol-sebtbdw parallels s64l-

qe/6itm (v. 8a[7a]), benA-'elohtm (v. 7b[6b]), qehal qeQditm (v' 6t5l), and sePd'61

(v. 9t8l). The parallel expressions show that kol-sebtbdw is referring to the heavenly

assembly.38 The same psalm mentions goodness and faithfulness as Yahweh's diadem
(v. 9t8l): hasdeftd [instead of has?n fi.h]zv we'emAndf ld sebib6ldw.In connection with
the expressions just mentioned, both goodness and faithfulness appear as personal at-

tributes belonging to Yahweh's heavenly council. ln and for themselves, however, they

are constitutive elements of God's essence. They not only constitute Yahweh's sur-

roundings but also are aspects of his being.aO In other passages Yahweh appears sur-

35. + 11'11 nfialt (1X,277-86).
36. Stade, 131f.
37. M. Dahood, Psalms 5l-100. AB l7 (1968),221.
38. Cf. Ahlstrcim, 59; -+ 110 sril.
39. See Veijola, 30.
40. Cf. Ps. 3210 in the discussion below, and H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom (Lund, 1947)'

r -50-54.
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rounded by theophanic elements. A devouring fire precedes him, and a mighty storm

surrounds him (seli[dw) (Ps. 50:3; cf .97:3).+t
b. In other texts, Yahweh is the subject of sbb, and the object is then usually the peo-

ple or the lsraelites.
Since hesej is an integral part of the divine being, Yahweh surrounds those with his

hesejwho trust in him (Ps. 32:10). The same notion is expressed in Dt.32:10 with dif-
ferent imagery. Here an older tradition is preserved according to which Yahweh found

Israel in the desert (cf. Jer. 3l:2f.; Hos. 9:10), "encircled" (yes6!elenhfi), cared for, and

protected them. A parallel to this language occurs in Jer. 3l :22, though the roles are re-

versed. The woman (= the people) encompasses the man (= Yahweh) (neq€lA f sbbeb

ge!er). In addition, sbb exhibits sexual connotations here that are not present in Dt.

32:10, since there the focus is more on the notion of protection, although the aspect of
love is not entirely absent.a2

One can also compare the imagery in Dt. 32:10 with that in Ps. l7:8-12. Both texts

apply imagery from the world of animals to Yahweh. Both the image of "wings" and of
the "pupil of his eye" (ii6n'ayin) express intimacy. Rather than being distant, God's
protection implies an almost corporeal proximity. Accordingly, in Dt. 32:10 sbb exhib-

its an affable, affectionate aspect, evoking the notion of a mother protecting her chil-
dren, or of a bird encompassing its young with its wings to give them warmth and pro-

tection. In Ps. l7:9 sbb refers to enemies and stands in stark contrast to God's own

activity. The psalmists often lament concerning the enemies that surround and bind

them. In this situation of distress and oppression the psalmist turns to Yahweh with a

petition for help, asking that Yahweh lovingly surround and protect him (17:11;

l8:6[5]; 22:13,l7ll2,l6l;49:6[5]; 88:l8U7l; 109:3; 118:10-12).In all these passages

sahbuni/selapunt refers to the enemies. Ttris construction occurs elsewhere only in
2 5.22:6 (identical with Ps. I 8:6[5]) and Hos. 12: 1( I I : l2). The latter passage probably

refers to the prophet himself, who like the psalmist feels surrounded and oppressed.a3

The 1st person sg. suffix alludes to the psalmist's personal situation and explains this

turning to God, who is viewed as a courageous warrior (cf. Ps. 17:13), as a rock, for-
tress, refuge, and shield (18:3t21). The psalmist knows that his entire life depends on

God (22:10-12|9-lll), and thus he turns to God fbr protection against his adversaries

(118:10-14). He does not fear those who surround him, for God will rescue him
(3:7f.[6f.]). All these psalms breathe the air of combat, and describe both the enemy

and Yahweh with military expressions and imagery.aa Job sees God as a warrior
(l(gibb6r) whose arrows whiz about him(ydsdbbfi'dlay rabbayw, l6:13f.). In contrast,

41. Cf. also the explanation of M. Dahood, Psalms l-50. AB l6 (1965), 306; idem, Psalms
51-100.36t.

42. Cf. W L. Holladay, "Jer. xxxi 22B Reconsidered: 'The Woman Encompasses the Man,"'
VT 16 (1966) 236-39; E. Jacob, "Fdminisme ou messianisme? A propos de 161 31 ,22," Beitrrige

zur alttestamentlichen Theobgie. FS W. Zimmerll (Gcittingen, 1977), 179-841, -+ Wln ha4ai
(chdtlhdsh), [Y,237t.

43. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),209.
44. Cf. V.1 above.
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the psalms always focus on the enemies of the psalmist, ultimately the enemies of God,
who surround and oppress him, and this is why the psalmists seek God's protective
help; Yahweh will surround him with shouts of deliverance (ronnA pall?t tes1pepEnt)
and with his steadfast love (hesej yeso[elennfi, Ps.32:1,10). Just as Jerusalem is sur-
rounded by mountains, so also will Yahweh protectively surround his people
(yerfiidl4m hdrtm sdlt! lah weyhwh sdlt! le'amm6, 125:2). Yahweh thus functions as a

wall round about Israel, or his angel encamps around those who fear him (34:8[7]; cf.
also Zec. 2i9l5l).4s

The same notion of divine protection is reflected in other texts with sbb, though
from different perspectives. Ex. l3:18 (like Dt. 32:10) places us back into the wilder-
ness perspective and relates that God did not guide his people directly to Canaan, but
rather had them take a detour through the wilderness (wayyasse! 'ekjhim 'e1-ha'am

deref, hammi/bdr).
The Deuteronomistic narrator who recapitulates the wilderness wanderings reports

that the people took a detour (wannaso! 'e!-hdhdr) as Yahweh had directed (Dt. 2: lf.).
This involved a cautious defensive measure understood as part of the divine guid
ance.46 The same notion is discernible in Ps. 78:28, when Yahweh causes quail to fall
all around (sabiD Israel's tents.

c. God's providence implies not only that the entire people will be guided but also
every person individually, especially those who are to direct his people's fate. "The
king's heart is a stream of water in the hand of Yahweh; he turns it wherever he will"
(Prov.2l:l). Hence nothing is more natural than that God alters the king's heart ac-
cording to his own plans, as Ezr.6:22 relates: wehese! fyhwh) l€b melek'aiiLr akhem,

"for [Yahweh] had turned the heart of the king of Assyria to them." The underlying no-
tion here is that the events narrated in Ezr. l-6 attest the governance of divine grace
over Israel.aT The same idea is found in I K. l8:37: we'attd hlsibba@'e!-libbdm
'ahdranntl, "and you have turned their hearts back." Yahweh appears as the God who
draws his people to himself through "external wonders and inner guidance of the
heart."a8 Here, too, we encounter the theme of divine providence.

d. Yahweh can also cause the office of king to pass to a different person. Whereas the
alteration of a person's heart is an inward process, the reigning of a king is external and
juridical. Adonijah openly asserts his right to the throne even though he accepts that the
office of king passes to another; he admits, howevel that it is a divine decree: "the king-
dom has turned about(wafiAso! hammelfi[d) and become my brother's, for it was his
from Yahweh" ( I K. 2: 15). Here s&b refers to the change of fate, the transition of posses-

sions to another. A similar situation obtains regarding the division of the kingdom after
the death of Solomon. The Deuteronomist interprets the transfer of kingship into the
hands of Jeroboam as God's will: "So the king did not hearken to the people; for it was a

45. Cf. V.l.b above.
46. Cf. G. W. Coats, "An Exposition for the Wilderness Traditions," VT 22 (19121 292.
47. Cf. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia samt 3. E,sra. HAT XX (1949), 6lf.
48. A. Sanda, Die Biicher der Kdnige. EHAT 2 vols. (Mi.inster, l9l1-12), 1.439.
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sibbdbrought about by Yahweh" (1 K. 12:15 par. 2 Ch. 10:15). The hapax legomenon

sibbdrefershere to guidance, almost in the sense of predestination, a turning of fate as in

the case of Adonijah. The transfer of kingship from Saul to David represents a similar

case. In the Chronicler's interpretation, it appears as divine punishment for Saul's weak

faith: "He did not seek guidance from Yahweh . . . [therefore] he turned the kingdom over

(wayyassd!) to David" (1 Ch. l0:14). In these passages sbbhas legal connotations in-

volving rights that are transferred from one person to another (cf. also Nu. 36:7,9; Jer.

6:12).Itis Yahweh who directs the fate of kings and, in the final analysis, also of the peo-

ple. The changes expressed by sbb show divine guidance at work in history.

Yl. L LXX. As a rule, the LXX renders the root sDb with various forms of klrkl-, the

most frequent being kiklos (182 times) and lcykl6then (70 times). The latter always cor-

responds to sdpi!/missalip, with the exception of 1 K. 6:29 (mEsa!); 2 Ch. 33:14

(sbb); andEccl. l:6. The verb is translated 59 times by lcykloin. Otherrenderings in-

clude lclkloma (4 times), perilcykloin (15 times), and hyperbiklg (once).It is interest-

ing to note that perilcykloln is also used for nqphiphil.ae ln 2 K. 6:l4f . wayyaqqiptt'al-

niir. . . s6leb'e!-hdir is rranslated periebikl\santdnp6lin... kykloilsatdnpdlin.
The forms of lcykl- are well suited to render those passages where sbb/sAbib refers to a

surrounding or encircling. The Vulg. usually has circum- in these instances.

The verb sbb can also be rendered by other words, e.g., striphejn (5 times)'

apostrdphein (20), epistrdphein (30 + sAbtb 3 times), metasydphein (3), peristrdphein

(3). The Vulg. often uses verlo and its compounds in these instances: averto, reverto,

converto, etc., though also transfero, reduco, and others. The LXX translates the paral-

lel formulae in I K. 8:14 par. 2 Ch. 6:3 with aposff'phein and epistrdphein.

The verb sbb is also rendered by 1rchesthal and the compounds metdrchesthai (3

times) and periirchesthai (7).ln Josh.6:7 the latter word serves to translate'dlarin
connection with kykloiln = sbb: perielthein kai lcyk6sai t6n pdlin. Rare translations in-

clude katakltuein (l S. 16: I I ) and epitithinai (2 K. 24:17).

2. Qumran. The root sbD occurs only rarely in the Qumran literature. The verb oc-

curs only 5 times, 3 times in l QM (5:5; 9:2,13) and twice in the Hodayoth (lQH 2:25;

5:35). The term sdbib occurs 19 times, twice in IQM (5:9; 7:7),twiceinthe Hodayoth

(lQH 5:25; fr.25:2), twice in lQSb (4:21,25), and l3 times in llQT'
In some cases the OT background is clearly visible. IQM 9:2 speaks of the guiding

function of the priests, who are to direct the battle through their blowing of trumpets'

"until the enemy is smitten and turns the back of his neck [i.e., are put to flight]." In the

OT sbb is used not with '6rep bttt rather with panim (2 Ch. 9:6). This strategy recalls

Joshua (Josh. 6) and Gideon (Jgs. 7).s0

IQH 2:25t. speaks of enemies who are planning an attack: "Mighty men have

pitched their camps against me, and have encompassed me lread sbbwny instead of

49. See III.I and V.2.a above.
50. Cf. V.2.a,b above.
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sbbwml with all their weapons of war." This expression recalls Jer.2l:4.lQSb 4:24-26
compares priestly service in the temple with the service of the angels in heaven. "He
will be as an angel of the Presence in the abode of holiness . . and will attend upon the
service (irt) sdbib in the temple of the kingdom."

Most of the occurrences of sdli! are in the Temple Scroll in the section concerning
the temple and sacrifice, with much reminiscent of the Priestly tradition (P) and
Ezekiel.sr In 11QT 56:13 the law of the king appears with a formula identicat to Dt.
l7:l4b ("like all the nations that are round about me").

Hence just as in the OT, so also in Qumran does sbb belong to the language of war
and of the cult.

Garcia-L6pez

51. Cf. V.2.c above.

))Q sayat; ))Q scbet; *)=6 *sobel; )gE sabbdl; *ni);g *sebdl6!

Contents: I. 1 . Etymology; 2. Occurrences. IL OT Evidence: 1. The Verb; 2. *sopel and sdpel;
3. Burden Bearing. III. LXX.

l. l. Etymology. In the Semitic languages the root sbl exhibits a colorful palette, one
made even more colorful by the presence, in addition to sbl, of the root -+\1lt z"bul
(zebhul), which probably arose through regressive partial assimilation of the voiceless
s to the voiced D.l Akkadian attests zabdlu (in isolated instances also sabaluor sabalu)
with the meaning "caffy, transport," specifically also in reference to the carrying of
bricks.2 From this one can hardly separate the noun zabbllu, "basket," in addition to
sablum as a Canaanite loanword with the meaning "work force" in the Mari texts.3

sapal. M. Held, "The Root ZBL/SBL in Akkadian, Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew," Essays in
Memory of E. A. Speiser. "/AOS 88 (1968) 90-96; T. N. D. Mettinger, "Excursus: The Term hD,"
Solomonic Skrte Officials. CB 5 (1971), 137-39; A. F. Rainey, "Compulsory Labour Gangs in
Ancient Israel," IEJ 20 (1970) l9l-202; M. Wagner, "Beitriige zur Aramaismenfrage im
alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch," Hebrciische Wortforschung. FS W. Baumgartner. SW 16 (1967),
355-71, esp.362-64.

l. According to C. Brockelmann, VG, I, 163, however, this partial assimilation in juxtaposi-
tion, sD > zb, is attested only for Ethiopic.

2. CAD, XXL l-5; AHw, lll, 1500f. Cf. Held, 92; A. Salonen, Die Ziegeleien im alten
Mesopotamien. AnAcSc Fen B 17 1 (1972), 199t.

3. For the former see CAD, XXI,6f.; AHw, III, 1501b; for the latter, AHw, 11,999b.
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In CAD and AHw, the classificatior of zabbllu as afi Aramaic loanword derives from

the fact that zabbtlu is not an Akkadian nominal form, though it must be noted that Syr.

zabild'/zanbila', "basket," lacks an endemic Syriac etymon and in its own turn derives

from Akk. zabalu.
The term sblr, "burden," listed inWUS, no. 1886, does not exist in Ugaritic; instead of

reading sblt 'sm.7s, "the burden of the fruits of the earth," one should read rather sb.l qsm

is, "they went round about to the ends of the earth."a But the ro ot zbl is well documented as

the noun zbl in the sense of "prince, principality," as "sick person' illness," and as a place-

name.S tJgar. zbt is the semantic equivalent of Heb. ndit', while zbl with the meaning "sick

person" can probably be explained as a development from "carry" to "endure, bear, be ill."6

Aramaic attests on the one hand Syr. zabbtld' or zanbtla', "basket"7 - borrowed

probably from Akk. zabbtlu - in addition to Syr' se\al, "carcy, carry away, endure,

iuffer," with several derivatives. Sam. sbl coincides with the Syriac and with Mand.

sbl/swl,8 while in Jewish Aramaic and Christian Palestinian Aramaic the figurative us-

age predominates with the meaning "endure, bear."e A striking semantic shift took

place in Official Aramaic, where sDl was used in the sense of "support someone' as-

,u-. ..tporsibility for a person's upkeep."l0 In Arabic one finds zabbala, "fertilize,"

in addition to zabala, "carr1y', carry away."ll One might possibly also mention Tigre

iabela, "spice container,"tz with reference to Akk. zabbllu and Syr. zabtld', "basket," if
this is not a Cushite word. W. Leslau finds evidence also for Tigr. sablala, "to load,

burden," and iablala, "load lightly," with which one may also compare Gurage

aiballala or iefallala, "load an empty sack or skin (on the donkey)'"tr
We thus find that Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Hebrew, as well as Arabic, all attest a root

zbl, la whose basic meaning is "carry, carry away." In Aramaic this root appears with

the same basic meaning as sbl. It is possible that in Hebrew we are dealing with an

Aramaism inherited quite early.ls

2. Occurrences. The verb saf;al occurs 7 times in the qal in the OT (5 of those in

Deutero-Isaiah); a pual participle occurs in Ps. 144:14, and a hithpael form in Eccl.

4, KTU, 1.I6,III, 3.

5. KTU, 4.213, 13.
6. Held,92,93.
7. LexSyr 187a,201a.
8. Cf .2. Ben flayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic Amongst the

Samaritans, 5 vols. (Jerusalem, 1957 -71), l-ll' 522: lY, 467; MdD, 316b'
g. WTM, lll,466f .; F. Schulthess, I'exicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin, 1903)' 130'

10. DNSI, l,'774f .; also Hermopolis, Excavations at El-Ashmonein (Lotdon, 1983), I, 5; cf.

Beyer,643.-ll. 
Lane, l2l2c; J. Barth, Etymologische Studien zum semitischen insbesondere zum

hebriiischen Lexicon (Leipzig, 1893), 50'
12. WbTigr 215b.
73. Contibutions,36.
14. -+ ):l z"bul (z"bhul) (IY 29-31).
15. Cf. Wagner, 364, picking up a suggestion by M. Noth.
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l2:5. A po'el orpo'al participle nccurs in the Aramaic text of Ezr.6:3 in an unclear
context. Among the nominal forms attested, s€pel occurs 3 times (1 K. 11:28; Neh.
4:ll[Eng. v. 17]; Ps.81:7[6]), *solel similarly 3 times (Isa.9:3[4]; 10:27; 14:26),
sabbdl5 times (l K.5:29[5];2Ch.2:l,l7l2,l8l;34:13; Neh.4:4[10]), and *sepalb16

times (Ex. l:ll;2:ll; 5:4,5; 6:6,7).

II. OT Evidence.
l. The Verb. The verb sapal means "carry" in the qal; cf. Isa. 46:7 , where an idol is

carried around in a procession. The form sdlal also occurs in Jacob's blessing in the
characterization of Issachar (Gen. 49:15), who bowed his shoulder for bearing burdens
(wayy€! iikmb lisbdl),16 becoming thereby a slave at forced labor (mas 'dbcil.tl Lam.
5:7 points out that the children will have to bear the guilt of their fathers' sins as pun-
ishment. In what is known as the fourth Servant Song, we read that the servant bore our
sicknesses and carried our pains (Isa. 53:4), and shortly thereafter (v. I l) an expression
similar to that in Lam.5:7 relates that he bears the aw6n61of the many. M. Held points
out that the root zDl occurs several times in Akkadian in connection with illness, as at-
tested in Ugaritic for zbl, "sick person."ls This figurative usage in the sense of "bear,
suffer," can also be observed in Aramaic.le In Isa. 46:4 Yahweh confirms that he will
"carry" his people in all its ages (sbl par. nS). J. Rabinowitz draws attention to the fact
that this represents a usage of sdlal also frequently encountered in Egyptian Aramaic
in the sense of "support someone, assume responsibility for a person's upkeep."2o

The pual ptcp. mesubbal?m occws in Ps. 144:14 as an explication of 'allfipdnA
('allttp = ox? as yet in Sir. 38:25). LXX pacheis, Vulg. crassi or crassae (Jerome:
pingues), and Syr. 'synn suggest fat animals. Whereas F. Baethgen suggests beasts of
burden, and H. Schmidt pregnant oxen (despite the masc. pt.), B. Duhm points out the
difficulties deriving from the fact that 'ail,Ap otherwise refers to the tribal chief or to a
confidant, thatif mesubbdltm meant "pregnant" one would expect a feminine form, and
that precisely the most important piece of information is missing if the reference is to
beasts of burden, namely, just what these oxen are carrying.2l Hence Duhm sees in
'allfipdntt mesubbaltm a corrupted variant relating to ma'altp61 merubbd!61in v. 13b.
J. Ziegler has offered a new suggestion regarding the textual criticism of v. 14, reading
'aldp€nA missubbalim and translating "our provinces without burdens, no incursion
and no marching off, no cry of distress in our streets."22

The concluding poem in Ecclesiastes (11:9-12:7), about youth and old age, describes

16. Held,95, reads l"sebel.
17. Cf. A. Alt, "Neues iiber Paliistina aus dem Archiv Amenophis IV," KlSchr III (1959),

169-75.
18. Held, 92f.: WUS, no. 878, II.
19. Cf. I.l above.
20. "A Note on Isa 46:4," JBL 73 (1954) 237.
21. Baethgen, Die Psalmen. HKAT lU2 (1897), 423f.; Schmidt, Die Psalmen. HAT Xy

(1934),250; Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHCXIV (21922),472.
22. "Ps 144,14," Wort und Geschichte. FS K. Elliger. AOAT tB (19'73), l9t-97.
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the troubles of old age largely in the form of allegory; in l2:5 it contains three images

that scholars have variously interpreted: the almond, the grasshopper, and the caper berry'

The hithpael of sdlal in the expres s\on weyistabbel hehdgAb might mean that the grass-

hopper tries to "carry itself in the sense of dragging itself along. The hdgA! would then

be a type of grasshopper unable to fly. Or one might think of the grasshopper's immoder-

ut" 
"ortu-ption, 

translating "it loads up," i.e., it burdens itself through hearty eating.23

Or, like O.Loretz, one understands the hithpael of sdpal as referring to pregnancy, and

translates "the grasshopper multiplies."24 The three metaphors of these natural processes

were understood allegorically. The blooming of the almond tree might symbolize an old

man's white hair (less likely: the inability to crack almonds); the bursting of the caper has

been understood as a reference to the diminishing healing power of the plant with regard

to older people, or to the inefficacy of aphrodisiacs with regard to old men' In contrast,

the grasshopper allegedly alludes to the stiff movements of an old man or to his sexual

impotency.2s More recent scholars are inclined to understand the three metaphors as real-

istic references to the cycles of nature with their blossoming and fruitfulness, in contrast

to human life, which moves toward the gtave.26

In Darius's response (Ezr. 6:l-12), given in Aramaic and including parts of the edict

of Cyrus, v. 3 says the following regarding the house of God in Jerusalem: "Let the

house be rebuilt as a place where sacrifices are offered we'uiidht mesbbelin." The
'uiiayyd' are the foundations (cf. 4: I 2; 5: I 6), and mes\leltn is the po'el or po'al partici-

ple. It is self-evident that foundations are "bearing" in the sense of capable of bearing

ioads (po'el ptcp.), but not that foundations are themselves "borne" in the sense of

erecred (po'al ptcp.). Thus interpreters, following the lead of 3 Ezr. 6:23 (h6pou

epithlousin did pyr6s endelechoils) usually point'ei6ht, and translate "and where one

offers his burnt offerings" (shaphel, from ybl). The suffix lacks any reference, how-

ever, thus detracting from this solution. Since one expects a transition to the following

construction directives, W. Rudolph's suggestion seems quite plausible: to read

frmiifuilht mitf lilin, "and its dimensions are to be measured."27

2. *sdPel and sElel.
a. xsdpel. The noun xsd[el occurs 3 times in Isaiah (9:3[4]; lO:27: 14:,25).In 14:25

a redactor takes l0:27a as the point of departure, a verse for which 9:3(4) provides the

background, and asserts that the victory over Assyria will simultaneously usher in the

hour of freedom for the people.28 The yoke of his burden ('61 subbol6) will be broken

23. H. W. Hertzberg, Der Predig,er. KATXYllt4-5 (1963),207,"it stuffs itself'; cf. LXX
pachynrhl.' 

24. Qohelet und der Alte Orient (Freiburg, 1964), 190 t- 228.

25.4t. HAL,I,290; F. Delitzsch, comm. on the song of songs and Ecclesiastes. KD (Eng.

trans., repr. Grand Rapids, l95O),414t.
26. Cf. W. Zimmerl| Prediger. ATD Xylll (31980),242.
27. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia samt i. Esra. HAT XX (1949), 54. See K. Galling,

.,Kyrusedikt u;d Tempelbau," OLZ 40 (1937) 477, "and one shall take along his construction di-

rective '.fm'."
28. Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),48t.
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(9:3[a]), and his burden will depart from its shoulder (10:27; 14:25). The "burden" is
used here in the figurative sense to refer to foreign rule, consisting primarily of forced
labor, of the pulling of burdens and loads.

b. sdlel. One can discern hardly any difference between *solel and sZlel in Ps.

8l:7(6). In retrospect of Israel's bondage in Egypt, the psalm emphasizes that Yahweh
took away a burden (sCbel) from the shoulder of his people and freed its hand from the
basket (dfril. In contrast, I K. 11:28 uses sdlel as a general word for the labor of bear-
ing burdens. Solomon commissions the property owner Jeroboam, whose industrious
talents have become evident, with overseeing all the burden bearers of the house of Jo-
seph.2e

3. Burden Bearing. The form *se!d161, attested only in the plural, always refers to
the Israelites'forced labor in Egypt (Ex. 1:ll;2:ll;5:4,5;6:6,7). T. N. D. Mettinger
understands mas, "forced construction labor," and *sePdl61, "burden bearing," as syn-
onyms referring to the same activity, while M. Noth and A. F. Rainey believe two dif-
ferent activities are at issue: the transport of goods necessary for construction
(*sebAl6!), i.e., "organized transport," and then the forced labor generally enlisted in
construction projects (mas).30 The passages in Exodus show that *se!dl61is a general
expression for the Israelites' forced labor in Egypt, e.g., in connection with construc-
tion projects establishing store-cities such as Pithom and Raamses (Ex. l:ll).:t

Burden bearers, along with hewers of stone, constitute an important contingent
within the infrastructure of the labor force during the period of the monarchy. The cus-
tom of officially enlisting sojourners (gertm) primarily remnants of the pre-Israelite
Canaanite population, as auxiliary laborers goes back apparently to David (cf. I Ch.
22:2; also 2 5.20:24).It is said that, in addition to 80,000 hewers of stone, Solomon
had at his disposal 70,000 burden bearers as laborers (sabbdl; t K. 5:29[l5l ndie'
sabbdl, which Noth identifies as bearers, specifically burden bearers; the par. 2 Ch.2:l
reads ?i sabbdl; v. 17, sabbdl). Only by enlisting such a large number of laborers (the
numbers are hardly authentic) could the intense construction activity under Solomon
and later Josiah be successful. 1 K. 5:29(15) also shows that the burden bearers were
distinguished from forced labor.32 2Ch.34:13 relates that the Levites regulated certain
work, in particular that of the burden bearers, in both tempo and rhythm with their in-
struments.33

Burden bearers again play an important role as voluntary labor groups in the recon-
struction of Jerusalem by Nehemiah. Neh.4:11(17) says specifically that the burden
bearers, hann1feim bassef;el, were armed (read hamuiim), pursuing their burden bear-

29. Cf. Mettingea 136, 138.
30. Mettinger, 138f.; Noth, Kdnige (1-16). BKlxll (21983), 257f.; Rainey, 200ff.
31. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BKll(1974),35.
32. --> OD mas (Ylll, 427 -30); cf. Rainey, 200f.
33. Cf. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HATXXI (1955),323, who adduces examples from an-

tiquity and modernity suggesting that the work of slaves had to be carried out to the tempo of in-
struments.
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ing with one hand, probably primarily removing debris, while holding the other hand

on their weapon to protect themselves against violent attacks by Neherniah's adversar-

ies. Neh. 4:4(1O) preserves a ditty of these burden bearers: kdial kdah hassabbal

wehe'apar harb,h waanallnfi 16' nfikal li[n61 bahbmA, "the strength of the burden

beareri is failing, and there is yet much rubbish; thus we are not'able to work on the

wall."

II. LXX. No consistent rendering of the root ^sbl is discernible in the LXX. The verb

is rendered once each with ponefn, andchein, analambdnein, poretiesthai, odv-ncin,

tmaphirein, and hypichein. In Ps. 144:14 and Eccl. l2:5 the LXX thinks in terms of

"being fat" (pach!.s, pachiein). The form sdPel is rendered by drsis and once (Neh.

4:1lti7l) by artdr: rhe rendering of sabbal is twice (pl.) aircntes drsin, notoph6ron,

ancl once (Neh. 4:4[ IOD trin echthr6n (derived from achtlryph|rdn?). Renderings f'or

*sebdl6! include 6rg,on, p6nos, and dyna.stefa; *sobel is rendered once with r.)'gti^s, in

lsa. lO:27 with phribos (derived from ph6ros?), and in lsa. 1425 with kldos (derived

from kildos?). The root sbl is not attested in the Qumran literature.
Kellermanrt(-t)

ilhP seguila

Contents: I. Distribution: l. In the OT; 2. Outside the OT. II. l. Conceptrral and Semantic

Field Outside the OT; 2. Rabbinical Usage. III. OT Usage: l. Ancient Versions; 2. Hehrew Text'

I. Distribution.
I . In the OT. The word se gulld is attested only 8 times in the OT. lt refers in 6 instances

to the people as a whole, who are called the s"guilA of Yahweh (Ex. l9:5; Ps. 135:4; Mal'

3:17) or rie'am segul.ld (Dt. 7:6; l4:2;26:18), and twice to the royal treasures (1 Ch.

29:3;Eccl.2:8). Inl Ch.29:3 David's segulla consists of gold and silver that he conse-

se|uila. o. Baichli, Israel unrl die vi)lker ATANT 4l (1962), 142-44; N. A. Dahl, "A People

for Hls Name," NTs 4 ( 1957-58) 319-27; G. R. Driver and J. C. Miles, The Bab,-lonian Lawl 2

vols. (Oxford, 1952-55), ll,22lf .; M. Greenberg, "Hebrew scgltlld: Akkadian sikiltu," JAOS'7 I

(1951) 1'72-741 M. Held, "A Faithful Lover in an Old Babylonian Dialogue," JCS l5 (1961) 1-

i6, ..p. I I f.; cf. idem, "A Faithful Lover in an Old Babylonian Dialogue (JCS XV pp. I -26) Ad-

<lenda et Corrigenda," .fCS I 6 ( 1962) 38; F. Horst, "Das Eigentum nach dem Nl," Gttttes Rec'ht:

Gesammelte Studien zum Recht im AT. ThB l2 (,l961), 203-21'. S. Loewenstamm, "'am

5egyllahi' Hebrew Lang,uage Studies Presented to Prqf. Ze'et'Ben-Hayyim (Jerusalem' 1983)'

:it-ZA (HeU.); H. preiikei "nepror1oroq," TDNT,yI,57f.; G. Rinaldi, "'Territorio'e societir

nell'AT," BeO 22 (1980) 161-74; E. A. Speiser, "The.Hurrian Equivalent of sikiltu(m)," Or; N S.

25 (195t6) 1-4; B. Uffenheimer, "The Semantics of il)'uD," BethM 22 (19.'761'77) 42'7-34. 529f ,;

H. Wildberger, Jahwes Eigentu.msvolk. ATANT3T (1960), 71-79 idem,"7\19 s"gulld pfoperty,"

TLOT, rr,'791-93.
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crates to Yahweh. The segilh represents his personal fortune, and the dignitaries of the
kingdom follow the royal example by off'ering their own fbrtunes to the ternple treasury
(1 Ch. 29:6-8). In the virtually contemporary text Eccl. 2:8, the "royal segulld" is men-
tioned after the silver and gold that Qoheleth has accumulated for himself. The expres-
sion is thus alluding to a treasure that this royal personality has acquired for himself, and
is being used probably in apposition to "silver and gold" (exactly as in I Ch. 29:3). It is
followed by the word hmdyntvt, which is usually translated "the provinces." The pres-

ence of the article as well as the unexpected mention of these provinces indicates that the
text has been corupted here. Perhaps one should read hmdnywt = *hammiddaniy)l, an

aramaizing double plural of middA < maddattu, "tribute" (Ezr. 4:20;6:8; Neh. 5:4); cf.
biranty\l, pl. of firA (2 Ch. 17:121'27:4, my addition).

2. Outside the OT. The word se guilA then also appears in Mishnaic and Talmudic
Hebrew, where it refers to the reserve fund a person has set aside.l The verb sigg4l is
a denominative derived from se guilA whose usage is identical with the Akkadian ex-
pression sikilta(m) sakalu. From this one can conclude that Akk. sikiltu and Heb.
segulh derive from the same Semitic root, and refer to the same semantic field. The
transition liom the voiced g to a voiceless k is attested in other instances as well.
This phenomenon does not occur in the Babylonian dialect variations iigiltu(m),
iagiltu(m), and the verb iagalu, which instead attest the familiar alternation of ,r and

^i. Accordingly, any investigation of the biblical word seguilA must take account of
the use of segulld and sigg€l in the Mishna and Talmud as well as of the Akkadian
use of sikiltu/iigiltu/iagiltu and sakdlu/ingdlu. In addition, sklt occurs twice in a

document fiom Ugarit.

ll, l. Conceptual and Semantic Field Outside the OT. [n Akkadian legal documents,
sikilttt refers to movable goods that a person has "acquired" (sakalu) either justly or
unjustly, or that a person has put aside, such as the barley stores to which Nuzi textAO
15541,15 apparently refers.2 The word seems to refer primarily to the kind of reserves
acquired by a person of lower standing, one either under guardianship or having only
limited legal rights, through means put at his or her disposal by either a husband or fa-
ther. Indeed. in the various documents under consideration, the reference is to movable
goods acquired by women.3 The Nuzi text JEN 435 involves an agreement between
two fathers whose children are to marry.

In the Assyrian historical inscriptions sikilturefers to the spoils that a person has ac-

quired (sakalu).4 In Babylonian texts the expression iagiltu(m) or iigiltu(m) seems to
refer to "acquisition," or goods acquired by a person - often in an unjust manner.5

1. WTM.[t,474t.
2. See E. Cassin, "Tablettes inddites de Nuzi," RA 56 (1962) 75-78; CH $141.
3. CH g 141; in the Old Babylonian letrer CT 29, pL. 43 = VAB, Yl,218, 3lf.; and in the Nuzi

texts fLSS, V,71,17-19, and74,7-ll (cf. 66,25-31).
4. TCL, VIll, 234, cf . 245; OIP, ll, 55, 61.
5. Ur Excavation 7bxts, Y, 16,22; TlM, ll = AbB, Ylil,28, 13; cI. CAD, VIII (1971), 305.
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In the religious sphere the Akkadian usage of sikiltu is closely related to that of the

biblical texts, which refer to the people as Yahweh's segulld. The PNs sikilti-dadad|

and sikilti-duqur,1 as well as their abbreviated form sikiltum/ti,8 attest the use of this ex-

pression as a reference to a relationship between believer and deity since the Kassite

epoch, i.e., from the middle of the 2nd millennium B.c. on. In Alalakh the royal seal as-

ciibes to King Abban, son of Sar.an, the epithets warad dIM narAm dIM sikiltum ia
algftMf, "servant of Haddus, favorite of Haddus, most personal property of the

la[dy]l"e Cf., e.g., this enumeration of epithets with a passage from a Mari letter:

inanna anaku minfim lilsufiaria amassa illilma iagiltum, "what am I now? His slave,

his servant, or a personal possession?"Io These examples of the use of sikiltum and

iagiltum show that the word does not necessarily refer to goods acquired improperly.

The emphasis is on one's own possessions or one's personal acquisitions. It is also

noteworthy that the feminine suffixes in the Mari text refer the iagiltum to a woman,

and that the royal seal from Alalakh associates sikiltum with a female deity, at least if
the reading dytltl) is correct. This would conform to the legal use of the word in its fre-

quent reference to the property of a woman who stands under the guardianship of her

husband or has only limited legal rights. The inscription of the royal seal from Alalakh

as well as the statement in the Mari letter must, however, also be compared with the

parallel but later usage of sg/t found in the Ugaritic translation of a letter whose origi-

nal was probably written in Akkadian, and which was addressed to the last king of
Ugarit, 'ammurapi, by the Hittite ruler. The high king reminds his vassal that the latter

is "his servant [and] his property" ('lbdhl sglth hw/'t1.tr The owner of the s"gulldhere

is the king of Hatti. In this instance, sglt probably complements the general notion of a

vassal relationship ('bd) by adding the nuance ofa personal and special bond.12

2. Rabbinical Usage. Rabbinical usage of the verb siggdl and of the noun seguilA

seems to corroborate the conclusions we have drawn from the Akkadian and Ugaritic

evidence. According to lnmentations Rabbahconcerning Lam. 1:17,13 a shepherd who

owned only a stafT and a turban "exerted himself, saved (slgge-l), and acquired sheep."

By all appearances, he had not previously been working independently.

6. VR, 44,111,4'7d= W. G. Lambert, "Ancestors, Authors, and Canonicity,",fCS 1l (1957) 13'

t. 47.
7. PBS, IUz, 13,36; cf . AOAT, ll, 44 n.5; W. G' Lambert, "studies in Nergal," review of

E. von Weiher, Der babylonische Gott Nergal (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l97l), BiOr30 (1973) 356b.

8. PBS, lll2, 59,6; CBS, 12605, adduced in PBS, II/2, p. 80; E. Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte aus

As sur j uristisc hen I nhalts (Leipzig, 1927), 219, 7 .

9. b. Collon, The Seal Impressions from Tell Atchana-Alalakh. AOAT 27 (1975), 170f.; cf.

Seux,261f.
ro. ARM, XIV 81, 29f.
Il. KTU, 2.39, 7 , 12; cf . H. B. Huffmon and s. B. Parker, "A Further Note on the Treaty

Backgroundof Hebrew Yada',- BASORI84(I966)37n. l2;M.Dijkstra,"TwoNotesonPRU5,
No. 60," UF 8 (1976), 437 n. 6; M. Dahood, RSB II, 24t., 544.

12. Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 341.
13. Ekah Rabati, ed. Buber (Wilna, 1899),79.
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When a son earns his own keep, independently from his father and during the lat-
ter's lifetime, then according to Jer. B. Bat.9:77a,"everything he saved(siggEl)be-
longs to him." In this text siggel means that the son acquires a personal balance that is
not part of the parental inheritance to be distributed after the father's death. ln Gen.

Rab.37b the noun segulld refers to personal fortune that one enjoys counting again and
again; but Bab. B. Bat. 52a speaks of the segulld of a child not yet of age; the guardian
must take responsibility for it as for property owned by a minor.

The allegory in YaL Dt. 873 mentions two brothers who "put aside a reserve"
(mesagg€lin) with the money they received from their father; and the parable in Cant.
Rab.7 .14 cites a wife who says to her husband: "Just look what you have entrusted to me

and what I have saved for you (siggalt?)." Finally, the rabbis explained the use of seguilA

in Ex. l9:5 by comparing God with the servant or with the son or wife who "put aside a
reserve" (mesaggdl, mesaggelel with the goods of the master, the father, or the husband
(Pes. Rab. l1 and par.), just as God makes Israel his own among all the nations.

The term segulld has not yet been attested in the Qumran texts.

III. OT Usage.
l. Ancient Versions. The Akkadian and rabbinic evidence allows us to discern the

meaning of segulld in those texts in which it refers to God's people. In the Vulg.
Jerome uses the terms peculium and populus peculiaris in these instances. That is, he is
following the sense of segulld in Talmudic Hebrew, since peculiumrefers to the per-
sonal possession of someone under guardianship or having only limited legal rights
(cf. Bab. B. Bat. 52a), i.e., the property of a wife (cf . Cant. Rctb, 7:17), a son living in
his father's house, or a servant living with his master. In the meantime, this interpreta-
tion seems to offend God's dignity, and the Aramaic translators, then also Syr., use

habbtp?n, "favorites, beloved," and'am habbt!, "beloved people," in order to circum-
vent the more primitive meanings. The Greek uses /ads periofisios (Ex. 19:5; 23:22;
Dl 7:6; 14:2;26: l8; Titus 2:14; I Clem. 64), "chosen people" according to the mean-

ing of perioilsios in Pap. Gen. ll:17 ,ta or also the expressiots periousiasmds (LXX Ps.

134:4; cf . Eccl. 2:8), "excess," or peripoidsis (Mal. 3:17; I Pet. 2:9), "savings" (RSV
"special possession"). These last two translations approximate the sense of "reserve,"
without having the exact meaning of peculium, which in its own turn comes remark-
ably close to the meaning of Akk. sikiltu(m).ts

2.HebrewText. InEx. 19:5;Dt.7i6', l42;26:lS,YahwehchoosestheseguilAfrom
among the community of peoples. This imagery might exhibit a certain relationship to
the myth of the divine estate or inheritance, which is divided up among "the sons of the
gods" (Dt. 32:8).to Israel, however, would be viewed as Yahweh's personal possession

14. Cf. F. Preisigke, Wbrterbuch der griechischen Papyrusurkunden, l-lll (1925-31), Sup I
(1971), rr, 296.

15. See discussion above.
16. -+ )n: nafual, Y.\(IX, 330f.).
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not through inheritance but rather through the putting aside of a reserve from the pos-

sessions of the Most High. Nonetheless, the rabbinic tradition eliminates this view of
Yahweh's limited sovereignty by referring back to the end of Ex. l9:5: "for all the earth

is mine" (Pes. Rab. ll and par.).17 Whatever the exact features of this anthropomor-

phism may be that ascribes to Yahweh a se gulld, this concept does in any case differ
from that of a divine nafial| insofar as it implies both Yahweh's initiative and his per-

sonal engagement. This kind of acquired possession is valued more highly, and the

word ultimately becomes the designation for any possession that one especially values.

Thence derives the semantic nuance "treasure," which suggests itself for seguilA in

Eccl. 2:8 and in I Ch. l9:3, and which acquired spiritual meaning for the ancient Ara-

maic translators of Ex. 19:5; Dt. '7:6; l4:2;26:18.
Lipifiski

17. Cf. R. Mosis, "Ex 19,5b,6a: Syntaktischer Aufbau und lexikalische Semantik," BZ N.s.

22 (1978) t-25.

'110 sdgar; alQD masgEr; n:'!l9D misgerel

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Qal. III. Hiphil. IV. Nouns. V. Qumran. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology. This root occurs in two variations, sgr and skr (which Aramaic keeps

separate; see below); both have differing meanings in the qal and hiphil: qal, "shut,

close up, lock"; hiphil, "hand over, deliver." Regarding Jgr one can refer to Ugar, sgr,'l

Phoen. sgr "shut, lock"'2 Aram., Syr. segar; Akk, sekcru, "close off,"3 sikkiiru, "bolt,
lock";4 Arab. sakara, "shut, close, lock, bolt."s Concerning sgr/skr, with the meaning

sagar J. V. Kinnier-Wilson, "Hebrew and Akkadian Philological Notes," JSS 7. (1962) 173-

83.

l.WUS, no. 1890; concerning s8rl see KTU, 1.100,70; cf. M. C' Astour' "Two Ugaritic Ser-

pent Charms," JNES 27 (1968) 26; E. Lipiriski, "La ldgende sacr6e de la conjuration des

morsuresdeserpents," UF6(1974)170, 174 D.W.Young,"TheUgariticMythof theGod

$dr6n and the Mare," uF 11 (1979) 844,867; also M. Tsevat, "Der Schlangentext von ugarit,"
uF tr (1979)766.

2. DNSr, ll,778.
3. AHw, II, 1035; bur cf. Kinnier-Wilson's etymological distinction between sekEru, "dam

up," and sa-ga4 "close, shut."
4. AHw, ll, 1042.
5. Wehr,486.
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"hand over, deliver," cf. Old Aram. and Official Aram. skr haphel/aphel, "hand over,
deliver," and Phoen. sgr yiph'il, "deliver."6 The term sft4 "bargain for, buy" (Ezr.4:5),
is a late secondary form of -; '1)i, .fk,! The form masg€r occurs in the emph. in the Ar-
amaic ostracon 44, with the meaning "prison," amplified by the mention of "bread and
water" (1. 3) as the food given those who are incarcerated.T

II. Qal. The qal form is used first quite concretely, referring to closing a door (Gen.

19:6,10; Jgs.3:23, here together withnd'al, "lock"; 2K.4:4f .,21f .;6:32; Neh. 6:10, the
doors of the temple; 2 Ch. 28:24; 29:7 , the temple or 'ttlam; similarly the niphal in Neh.
13:19). Mal. 1:10 also speaks of the temple doors, insisting that it is better to close
these doors than to allow a foreign cult at the altar. The closing of the temple doors in
2 Chronicles is to be understood as a polemical act against the Yahweh religion, just as

in a reverse fashion the opening of the doors of the house of God in I S. 3:15 is to be

understood as a reopening or redisclosure of the divine source of revelation.s The
closed doors in EccL l2:4 are probably a metaphor for closed ears as an image of the
weak hearing of an aging person.e Similarly, like doors, city gates are also closed
(Josh.2:5,7; Ezk.44:lf.;46:1,12). Josh.6:l represents a special case in its assertion
that Jericho was sdgerel ttmesuggerel, "shut up from within and from without because

of the people of Israel; none went out, and none came in." As M. Noth correctly sus-

pects, this represents a fixed expression, literally "blocking (the way in) and blocked
(to anyone trying to get out)."10 In Ex. l4:3 sagar is used without any explicit object
and together with'al; Pharaoh believes that the Israelites are wandering about aim-
lessly in the land; the wilderness has "shut them in," has closed off their way.

Niphal forms occur in I S. 23:7 , where Saul believes that David has closed himself
in by retreating into a fortified city, and Ezk.3:24, where the prophet is to shut himself
up inside his house.

The term sgr occurs several times with this concrete meaning within theologically
significant contexts. According to Gen.7:16, God closes the door of the ark behind
Noah (in contrast, Gilgamesh himself does this in the Gilgamesh epic).rr lsa.26:20 in-
structs the people to go into their chambers, shut the doors, and hide until the wrath is
past, a possible allusion to the Flood narrative. In Isa.45:1 Cyrus receives assurance

that Yahweh will open all doors for him, so that no gate will be closed to him, thus
smoothing his way to world dominion. Hence Cyrus appears as the instrument with

6. For Aramaic see DNSI, II, 786. For Phoenician see DNS1, l,'178; KAI, 14:21; M. Dahood,
"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 341: "imprison."

7. ClermonftGanneau; cf. A. Dupont-Sommer, "Un ostracon aramden in6dit d'Eldphantine
(collection Clermont-Ganneau no 44)," Hebrew and Semitic Studies. FS G. R. Driver (Oxford,
1963), 54,56.

8. Cf. J. G. Janzen, "'Samuel opened the doors of the house of Yahweh' (I Samuel 3.15),"
JSOT26 (1983) 89-96.

9. A different view is taken by A. Lauha, Kohelet. BK XIX ( 1978), 212: the lips (the old per-
son) fall silent because he hears nothing.

lO. Das Buch Josua. HATyll (31971), 16.
11. Gilg. x[,93.
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which Yahweh intends to liberate his people. Isa. 60:11 foresees a future in which Jeru-

salem's gates will be continually open, being closed neither by day nor by night, so that

the wealth of the nations can be brought in. Job 12: 14 describes God's omnipotence by
asserting that what he tears down, none can rebuild; what he closes, none can open;

similarly, he either sends or withholds the waters. lsa. 22:22 describes Eliakim's au-

thority in similar terms, pointing out that with a key Eliakim will both open and shut

the house of David. Job 3:10 metaphorically curses Job's day of birth, since it did not

shut the doors of his mother's womb (cf. I S. l:5f.).
Gen. 2:21 and Jgs. 3:22 have a different focus. In the former, God takes a rib from

Adam's body, then "closes up its place with flesh." In the latter, the fat closes over the

blade in Eglon's belly. The text in Ps. 17:10 is comrpt, and one should read h-leb
libbdm6, i.e., "they closed their hearts with fat."

Examples of skr occur in Ps. 63:12(Eng. v. 11) (stopping up the mouth) and Gen.

8:2 (the fountains of the deep and the windows of the heavens were closed [niphal]).
In a single instance (Job 11:10), the hiphil of sgr is used with the meaning "lock up,

confine, throw into prison"; when God passes by (l.talap), apprehends the guilty (sgr

hiphil), and calls to judgment (qhl hiphil), no one can hinder him.

The verb sagar is also used in reference to shutting in or closing off lepers. Thus

Miriam is separated from the camp for seven days (Nu. 12:14f.)' The law regarding

lepers in Lev. 13f. uses the hiphil form (11 times); its object istbenega' on persons

(Lev. 13:4,5,31,33) and things (13:50,54), then also the persons themselves
(13:11,21,26) or a house (14:30,46).

III. Hiphil. The piel and hiphil are used with the meaning "hand over, deliver, sur-

render." The piel is always used with beyay' and occurs 3 times. David knows that

Yahweh will deliver Goliath into his hand (l S. 17:46). David did not kill Saul even

though Yahweh had given him over into his hands (24:19; cf. 26:8).
The hiphil is used without beyaQ, usually with the meaning "deliver over to the en-

emy."'David attempts to learn through an oracle whether the citizens of Keilah will de-

liver him over to Saul, and receives an affirmative answer (l S. 23:l lf.). Shortly there-

after the Ziphites offer to deliver David over to Saul (23:20; cf. also 30:15).

Amos reproves the inhabitants of Gaza for having delivered prisoners of war over to

Edom, probably so that they might work as slaves in the copper mines (Am. 1:6). Vir-
tually the same thing is then also said of Tlre ( I :9, though H. W. Wolff considers this to

be secondary).12 The haphel of skr is used with a similar meaning in the Sefire texts.13

Ob. 14 is comparable, with its admonition to Edom not to deliver up the survivors of
Judah; the parallel is krr hiphil, "annihilate" (RSV "cut off').

According to Dt. 32i30,Israel's fall is possible because "their Rock has sold them
(mkr),because Yahweh has given them up" (cf. Lam. 2:7i Am.6:8). This complex also

includes Ps. 31:9(8), which N. J. Tromp, with reference to masg74 "prison" (in Ps.

12. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 140.

13. KAI,224:2f.
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A2:8Ul), understands as "imprison."la Isa. l9:4 uses the piel of sftr similarly in its as-

sertion that Yahweh "will give over the Egyptians into the hand of a hard master."
The "historical psalm" Ps. 78 asserts that Yahweh has given over the cattle to hail

(v. 48), the life of the people to the plague (v. 50), and the people itself to the sword (v.

62).

An escaped slave is not to be delivered over to his former master (Dt.23:16). A
murderer who has fled into a city of asylum is not to be delivered over to the blood
avenger (Josh. 20:5). When Job laments that God has delivered him over to the un-
godly (Job 16:11), he apparently means that they do with him whatever they will.

IV. Nouns. Nouns deriving from sgr include masgCr and misgerel,' each means

"prison, dungeon," and each occurs 3 times.

In Ps. 142:8(7) the petitioner pleads to be released from prison so that he might
praise God. If this psalm represents the prayer of a prisoner,15 then it may be meant lit-
erally, though imprisonment can also symbolize inescapable distress. Tromp considers

masg7r to be a symbol of the netherworld (see above).16 According tolsa.24:22,"the
host of heaven and the kings of the earth," i.e., all cosmic and earthly rulers, will be

gathered together "in the pit (bbr) and shut up (sgr pual) in a prison," to await the final
judgment. This apparently refers to the subterranean realm of the dead. According to
Isa.42:7, the Servant of God (or Cyrus; see the comms.) is to open the eyes that are

blind and free the prisoners from the dungeon. The parallel to masg€r is bA1 kele',
"house of confinement." Imprisonment and darkness belong together, and to guide
prisoners into the light means to free them.lT Although it is uncertain whether blind-
ness also is intended as a metaphor for imprisonment, this text does in any case recall
songs relating to the accession of a king.

The 3 occurrences of misgere! are all similar. According to Ps. l8:46(45) par.2 S.

22:46, the vanquished enemy come trembling (hrd from their dungeons in order to pay

homage to the victor. Mic.1:17 also speaks of enemies who emerge trembling (rgz) from
their dungeons. In all 3 passages, it would be possible to understand misgere! as "hiding
place," in which case the reference would be to unconditional surrender.

V. Qumran. The Qumran texts usually remain within the parameters of OT usage.

The expression "deliver over to the sword" (hiphil) occurs rather frequently (CD I : l7;
3:10;7:13;8:l; 19:13), and the hiphil with b"yaQ is comparable (lQM l1:2,13;
lQapGen 22:17). The qal of sgr appears with delel in CD 6:12f., and in an eschatologi-
cal context in IQH 3:18, which speaks about closing the doors of the pit (daftA ialtafi.
IQH 5:9 uses it metaphorically in reference to the closing of the mouth of the young

14. Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT. BietOr 2l (1969), 155.

Cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography V," Bibl 48 (1967) 428.
15. So H.-J. Kratts, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), in loc.
76. Primitive Conceptions, 756.
17. Also said of Marduk, see F. Stummer, "Einige keilschriftliche Parallelen zu Jes.40-66,"

JBL 45 (1926) 180.
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lions (= the enemies); cf. also the peculiar expression sogarfi be'aQ iinnAhem in lQH
5:14. Only CD l3:6 uses the hiphil to refer to excluding the unworthy from the com-

munity; 4Q512 67'.2 refers to closing off houses in the case of leprosy (cf' Lev. 14:46),

and 1 I QT 34.5 to a possibility for closing or bolting wheels in a hoist for sacrificial an-

imals.

VI. LXX. Although the LXX uses a whole series of verbs in its rendering of sagar,

the emphasis is clearly on kleiein, "close, shut up,"tt with its compounds apokleiein

and synkleiein. The aspect of delivering over characteristic of the hiphil is accurately

rendered by paradidtinai. Similarly, the rendering of masger (synkleiein, desm6tes,

etc.) and misgere! (synkleisma, etc., though twice also stephdnd) does not deviate from

this field.
Ringgren

18. Cf. J. Jeremias, "rtre(q," TDNT,lll,744-53;F. C. Untergassmair, "xtreiq, rtreio," EDNT'll,
296-97.
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Contents: I. Location of the Pentapolis. II. Etymology and Occurrences Outside the OT.

III. OT Tradition: L Occurrences; 2. Genesis; 3. Ezekiel; 4. In the Remaining OT. IV. Ancient

Versions and Later Jewish Tradition: I . Ancient Versions; 2. Jewish Literature after the OT.

s"/dm. F. M. Abel, "Histoire d'une controverse," RB 40 (1931) 388-400; S. Ahituv' "ll'l'Io
it'l]Dy]," EMiqr Y,998- 1002; W. F. Albright, "The Archaeological Results of an Expedition to
Moab and the Dead Sea," BASOR 14 (1924) 2-12;M. C. Astour, "Political and Cosmic Symbol-
ism in Genesis l4 and in Its Babylonian Sources," Biblical Motijs: Origins and Transformations,
ed. A. Altmann (Cambridge, Mass., 1966), 65-l12; M. Blanckenhorn, "Entstehung und

Geschichte des Todten Meeres," ZDPV 19 (1896) 1-59; idem, "Noch einmal Sodom und

Gomorrha," ZDPV 2l (1898) 65-83; idem, Da.r Ttrte Meer und der Untergang von Sodom und

Gomorrha (Berlin, 1898); J. Blenkinsopp, "Abraham and the Righteous of Sodom," "/"/S 33

(1982) 1 l9-32;F. G. Clapp, "The Site of Sodom and Gomorrah," American Journal of Archaeol-
ogy 40 (1936) 323-44; F. Cornelius, "Genesis XlV," ZAW 72 (1960) l-7; J. A. Emerton, "Some

False Clues in the Study of Genesis Xly," VT 2l (1971) 24-47; idem, "The Riddle of Genesis

XIY," VTZI (1971) 403-39; E. Haag, Abraham and Lot in Gen l8-19. AOATZI2 (1981)' 173-

99; J.PenroseHarland,"SodomandGomorrah," BA5(1942)l'7-32:6(1943) 41-54; W.C.van
Hattem, "Once Again: Sodom and Gomorrah," BA 44 (1981) 87-92; L. Heidet, "Pentapole," DB,

V, 46-501 idem, "Sodome," DB, Y 1819f.; L. R. Helyer, "The Separation of Abram and Lot: Its
Significance in the Patriarchal Narratives ," JSOT 26 ( 1983) 77-88; F. L. Hossfeld, "Einheit und
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I. Location of the Pentapolis. The designation "Pentapolis" as a reference to the

five cities mentioned in Gen. l42, of which Sodom and Gomorrah are the best

known, is found in Wis. l0:6, though the exact geographical location of these cities

is still unknown.lTwo basic hypotheses address the question of this location.2 The

tirst locates the sites north of the Dead Sea, the second at its southern end, though

the exact locations at the southern part of the sea vary. As many have thought since

the Hellenistic age, did fbur of the five cities mentioned in the OT sink in the shal-

low waters south of the peninsula of el-Lisan? Can one still find remnants of the leg-

endary cities in the ruins of old settlements southeast of the sea (e.g., at Bab edh-

Dhra')? Or are they to be found on the southwestern shore near Jebel Usdum (Har

Sedom)? The southern hypothesis has long been considered more reliable, since

Zoara, a Hellenistic-Byzantine city (Khirbet Sheikh 'Isa) at the edge of Ghor eq-

$afijah.r was viewed as the OT city of Zoar,in whose vicinity, according to OT ac-

counts, the other cities must have been located. The OT accounts, however, are not

unequivocal, and arguments can be presented both for and against each hypothesis.a

Furthermore, the reliability <lf the OT accounts stands or falls according to the his-

torical validity one attributes to them. In any event, attempts have been made again

and again to adduce not only biblical but also classical, geological, and archaeologi-

cal evidence in locating the Pentapolis, though thus far without any success in identi-
fying the location of the cities.

On the one hand, Gen. 13:1OfT. might be adduced in locating the Pentapolis north of
the Dead Sea and the place where the Jordan f'lows into it - present-day el-Ghor, in

antiquity Arabah (situated outside Canaan).5 The ref'erence is kikkar hayyarden or

hakkikdr (Gen. I 3:10-12; 19:17,25,28f .; Dt. 34:3;2 S. l8:23; I K. 7:461' 2 Ch. 4:17;

Einzigkeit Gottes im friihen Jahwismus," /rr Gesprcich mit dem dreieinigen Gott. FS W. Breun'
ing (Diisseldorf. 1985), 57-"14; O. Keel and M. Ki.jchler. Orte und Landschaften der Bibel, ll
(ZurichlCologne/Gtittingen, 1982),247-57; R. Koeppel, "Ut'erstudien am Toten Meer: Natur-

wissenschaftliches zur Lage der Pentapolis und zur Deutung von Tell Ghass0l," Bibl 13 (1932)

6-27; R. Kraetzschmar, "Der Mythus von Sodoms Ende," ZAW l7 (189'7) 8l-92; M.-J.
Lagrange, "Le site de Sodome d'aprds les textes," RB 4l (1932) 489-514 M. J. Mulder, Her

meis.je von Sotlotn: De targumim op Genesis I 8:20,21 tussen biibeltekst en haggada (Kampen,

1970 21975); A. Neher, "Ezdchiel, r6dempteur de Sodome," RHPR 59 (1979) 483-90; E. Power,
"The Site of the Pentapolis," Bibl I I (1930) 23-62, 149-82; H' Shanks, "Have Sodom and Go-

morrah Been Found?" BAR615 (1980)26-26: J. Simons, "Two Notes on the Problem of the

Pentapolis," OIS 5 (1948) 92-ll7: L. H. Vincent, "Ghassoul et la Pentapole biblique," rRB 44
(1935) 235-44; A. H. van Zyl,"Die ligging van Sodom en Gomorra volgens Genesis 14," HerTS

l4 (19s8/59) 82-87.

l. Cf. Heidet.
2. Cf. esp. J. Simons, GTTOT, $$404-14.
3. Ibid.. $4ll;cf. already the Madeba map from the 6th century.
4. Cf., e.g., Power, Clapp, Harland, and J. Simons, Opgravingen in Palestina (Roermond-

Maaseik. n.d. [1935]), 125-43.
5. See M. Weippert, "Canaan, Conquest and Settlement of ," IDBSup, 125f. A different view

is taken by Vincent. 244; Ahituv, 99t1.
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Neh. 3:22; 12:28), sometimes restricted to the area of the southern part of the Jordan

depression (approximately from Qarn $a(abe [Alexandreion] to where the Jordan

flows into the Dead Sea),6 the alleged location of the cities. On the other hand, some

OT texts suggest that the Pentapolis is located at the southern end ofthe Dead Sea. For
example, the gloss in Gen. l4:3 is probably equating the'€meq haiSidtm (cf. 14:8,10)

with the shallow southern part of the Dead Sea.7 Ezk. 16:46 mentions that "Sodom

with her daughters" dwells "to the right," i.e., to the south, of Jerusalem, just as Sa-

maria dwells "to the left," i.e., to the north. It becomes obvious that the only conclusion
allowed by a precise examination of all the OT evidence is that the OT tradition itself is
imprecise and uncertain. Even the submersion hypothesis (already disputed with good
reason by A. Reland but then still defended by N. Glueck) is hardly supported by the

OT texts, since the OT always refers to the annihilation of the cities only in a general

fashion as "overthrow, catastrophe."8
Since the mid-l9th century, attempts have often been made to locate the Pentapolis

topographically on the basis of archaeological evidence (and tradition), e.g., near Jebel

Usdum.e For example, A. H. van Zyl considers it possible that the cities of the Pen-

tapolis were situated in a straight north-south line west of the Jordan and the Dead Sea,

with Sodom, as the southernmost city, situated opposite 1"-tu1"rn.l0 Since the 1930s,

the excavation of Teleilat el-Ghassul has drawn attention to a northern location for the

Pentapolis.rr On the basis of the investigations of Bdb edh-Dhrd', W. F. Albright was of
the opinion that the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, now submerged, were situated at

the Sel en-Numeira or Sel-'Esal.12 The excavations of P. W. Lapp (1965-67) at Bab
edh-Dhra' and those of W. E. Rast and R. T. Schaub (since 1973) in the entire southern

Ghor have found evidence of Early Iron Age settlements in which the cities of the pre-

historic Pentapolis might be recognizable.l3
It is doubtful whether we are in a position at all to identify the lost cities of the

Pentapolis, since the story of annihilation is a widespread motif of legends accord-

6. GTTOT, t08-17.
7. See, e.g., Lagrange,492f.
8. -+ "fDi'l hApaft (haphakh) (11I,423-27 ). Cf. A. Reland, Palestina ex Monumentis veteribus,I

(Utrecht, l'714),254-58; N. Glueck, Expktrations in Eastern Palestine, II. AASOR 15 (1934135),

7t.
9. Cf. Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'archiologie orientale I (1888) 162: "undisputable rep-

resentative of Sodom"; Heidet, 48; F. M. Abel, Une croisiire autour de la Mer Morte (Paris,
tgtt),82.

10. Pp. 82-87.
I l. Excavation by A. Mallon, R. Kdppel, and R. Neuville; for bibliog. on Teleilat el-Ghassul,

see E. K. Vogel, "Bibliography of Holy Land Sites," HUCA 42 ( 1971) 80. For the northern loca-
tion see Power, Koeppel; cf. Abel, Lagrange, Vincent.

12. See Albright, passim; cf. further also Harland, "Sodom and Gomorrah ," BA 5 (1942) 31f .;
idem, "Sodom," IDB, IV,397.

13. Cf. Shanks; W. E. Rast and R. T. Schaub, "Survey of the Southeastern Plain of the Dead
Sea, 1973," Annual of the Department of Antiquities of Jordan 19 (1974) 5-53; van Hattem;
Helyer, 80; for further bibliog. on BAb edh-Dhr6', see E. K. Vogel and B. Holtzclaw, "Bibliogra-
phy of Holy Land Sites Part II," HUCA 52 (1981) 14.
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ing to which a prospering yet wicked area is destroyed by the angered gods, though
pious human beings are delivered from the disaster (cf. the Phrygian tale of
Philemon and Baucis).la "Such narratives are naturally localized at sites which oc-
cupy the imagination because of their desertion or peculiarity."ls It is also quite
possible that a great natural catastrophe during the prehistoric period, caused
perhaps by geophysical disturbances, lived on in legends of the surrounding peo-
ples (e.g., the Nloabites and Edomites) and was picked up by Israelite tradition.
"However, such geological considerations have not yielded any unequivocable re-
sults." I6

II. Etymology and Occurrences Outside the OT. Like the location, so also is the
etymology of the names Sodom and Gomorrah disputed and uncertain. The MT always
reads seSam; lQlsaa (Isa. l:9f.; 3:9; 13:19) swdm; lQapGen (21:6,24,26,31,33;
22:1,12,18,20,25) similarly swdm (in 21:32, however, swdwm).17 Also, qmdrA (MT)
occurs in lQlsaa as'wrnrh (Isa. l:9f.; 13:19), and in lQapGen even as 'wmrnl

(21:24,32). The orthography swdm and'wmrh probably represents a qutul form, while
the form of the MT is similar to an infinitive construct, since qetbl goes back to a qutul
type.r8 According to E. Y. Kutscher, the form 'wmrnt (with mem affix) is a run affix
frequently used in Mishnaic Hebrew, Galilean, and Christian Palestinian Aramaic with
indeclinable words ending with an open syllable.le This final nun is often rendered
graphically by amem(cf . iillah in Isa. 8:6 with silodm in the NT and LXX), which was

actually pronounced as nun.2o

The etymological derivation of the names Sodom and Gomorrah are just as disputed
as the presumed location of the cities. Gesenius already mentions two possibilities for
Sodom: (1) idmh, "field"; (2) idph, "incineration."2l Another derivation refers back to
Arab. sdm, "tristis poenitens fuit."2z ln their dictionary, J. Fi.irst and V. Ryssel mention

14. As adduced, e.g., by H. Gunkel, "Sodom und Gomorra," RGG\2; idem, Genesis (Eng.
trans., Macon, Ga., 1997),212-14.

15. Gunkel, Genesis,2l3; also O. Eissf'eldt, "Sodom und Gomorrha," RGG3, VI, 114f.;
H. Donner, Einfiihrung in die biblische Lcndes- und Altertumskunde (Darmstadt, 1976) 27; Keel
and Kiichler. 256f.

16. Eissl'eldt, RGG, VI, I15.
17. Cf. M. Mansoor. "Some Linguistic Aspects of the Qumran'fexts," /SS 3 (1958) 44.
I 8. D. W. Beegle, "Proper Names in the Isaiah Scroll," BASOR I 23 ( 195 1) 29; BLe, $43u; cf.

W. Baumgartner, "Beitriige zum hebriiischen Lexikon," Von Ugurit nach Qumran. FS
O. Eissfeldt. BZAW77 (21961),29. According to W. Borde, Die alten Ortsnamen Paliistittus
(Leipzig, 21968) 27, no. 130, qilal > q"tOl.

19. "The Language of the Genesis Apocryphon: A Preliminary Study," Aspects of the Dead
Sea Scrolls. k:rHier 4 (21965) 23f .

20. Cf. the critical comments in this regard in J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of
Qumran Cave I. Bietor 18A 1219711, ,Ur.

21. GesTh, lI, 939, s.v. scdom. lnhis Lexicon manuale hebraicum et chaldaicunt in Veteris
Testamenti Libros (Leipzig, 1833), however, Gesenius mentions only the latter possibility.

,.n.rr.t.Simonis, 
Lexicon manuale hebraicum et chaldaicum, ed. G. B. Winer (Leipzig, 41828),
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sdh or sdm, "location, place of chalk [lime]," "enclosed place," from Arab. sdm, "en-

close."23 Gesenius interpreted Gomorrah as demersio, from Arab. {mr ("obruit
aqua").z4 From the perspective of the unusual rcot'mr III, "cut into," Fi.irst-Ryssel in-
terpret it as "tear," "cleft, fissure," "incision." These and other interpretations of the

names often proceed from the idea that the names of these cities will already anticipate

something of what the stories narrate; it is thus understandable that today one is no lon-

ger so quick to risk an etymological derivation.2s

Scholars occasionally try to find traces of Sodom and other cities of the Pen-

tapolis in what remains of the literature of the ancient Near East, though this has not

yet yielded results free of problems. Evidence from Ugarit includes idmy,26 which
one can probably view "according to form as a gentiliciaru of Sodom" without being

able to identify it with the Sodom of the OT.2z There is even less occasion to find
Sodom in the Ebla tablets, even though si-da-muki does occur.28 Although at the be-

ginning of the discoveries the assertion was made that the entire Pentapolis is men-

tioned in the tablets,2e this identification is now rejected, and the mention of Sodom

and Gomorrah has been called into question.3o By contrast, it is no surprise that

Sodom and Gomorrah are mentioned several times in the much later Nag Hammadi

codices.3l

III. OT Tradition.
l. Occurrences. Sodom occurs 39 times and Gomorrah 19 times in the OT, though

the latter only in connection with Sodom. Together with Gomorrah, Sodom occurs in

Gen. 10:19; 13 10; 14:2,8,10f.; 18:20; 19:24,28; Dl 29:22(Eng. v. 23): 32:32; lsa.

23. J. Fiirst, Hebriiisches und Chaldriisches Handwdrterbuch iiber das AT ed. V. Ryssel

(Leipzig, 31876), s.v. So also, e.g., W.Gesenius, Hebrciisches und Aramciisches Handwiirrer'
buch iiber das AT, ed. F. Miihlau and W. Volck (Leipzig, e1890), s.v.; cf' Borde, Die alten

Ortsnamen, 2'7, no. l3O:. Arab. ^sadama, "f'asten, fix."
24. GesTh, s.v. Cf. GesB; Bor6.e, Die alten Ortsnamen, 39 n.5; T' H. Gaster, Myth, Legend,

and Custom in the OT (New York, 1969), 161.

25. E.g., HAL, l, 290; Keel and Kiichler, 254, hesitantly suggest for the pair Sodom/Gomor-
rah and Admah/Zeboiim a hendiadys: "covered city" and "pastureland for gazelles."

26. KTU, 4.244, 13: cf . PNU, 184: sudumu.
2'7. UT no. 1742; cf. C. Virolleaud, "Les nouveaux textes alphabdtiques de Ras-Shamra," Syr

30 (1953) 190.
28. Text 6522; G. Pettinato and A. Alberti, Catalogo dei testi cuneiformi di Tell Mardikh-

Eblc (Naples, 1979).
29. D. N. Freedman, "The Real Story of the Ebla Tablets: Ebla and the Cities of the Plain," BA

4l (1978) 143; M. Dahood, "Ebla, Ugarit and the OT," Congress Volume, Gdttingen 1977. SW29
(1978), 99; also G. Pettinato, "Gli archivi reali di Tell-Mardikh-Ebla: riflessioni e prospettive,"

RivB 25 (1977) 236 (cited by A. Archi, "The Epigraphic Evidence from Ebla and the OT," Bibl 60

11979) 562t. and n. 19); "BAR Interviews Giovanni Pettinato," BAR 615 (1980) 46-52'
30. R. Biggs, "The Ebla Tablets: An Interim Perspective," BA 43 (1980) 82. See P. Matthiae's

letter to the editor in BA 43 ( 1 980) 1 34, as well as Pettinato, "Ebla and the Bible," BA 43 (1980)
213, contra Archi, Bibl 60 (1979) 563 n.21.

31. H.-M. Schenke, "Das Agypter-Evangelium aus Nag-Hammadi-Codex III," NfS 16

(1969t70) 202ff.
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l:9f.; l3:19; Jer.23:141'49:18;50:40;Am. 4:ll;Zeph.2:9(5). Sodom occurs alone in
Gen. 13:12f.: 14:12,17,21f.; 18:16,22,26; 19:1(bis),4; Isa. 3:9 (conj. 1:'7):Lam.4:6;
Ezk. 16:46,48t.,53 (0,55f. Two other cities of the so-called Pentapolis that also appear

together, Admah and Zeboiim, occur only in Gen. l0:19; 14:2,8 (conj. 19:25);t291.
29:22(23); and Hos. l1:8 (Josh. 19:36 is probably referring to a city in Naphtalil.::
Finally, Zoar occurs in Gen. 13:10:, 14:2,8: l9:22f .,30(bis); Dt. 34:3; Isa. l5:5; and Jer.

48:34 (conj. 48:4). What we find is that the Pentapolis is mentioned only in Gen.

l4:2,8 with the names of all five cities, among which Zoar is earlier also called Bela,
and the first four names occur together only in Gen. 10:19 and Dt.29:22(23). In Gen.

l0: l9 (a J addendum to the Table of Nations), Admah and Zeboiim should probably be

viewed as an addendum to Sodom and Gomorrah whose function is to provide a paral-

lel to the latter.3a Dt.29122(23) is probably exilic.35 Hence one can clearly discern two
parallel traditions from the evidence: on the one hand Sodom (and Gomorrah) among

Jewish prophets, and on the other hand Admah and Zeboiim in the Northern Israelite
context (Hos. l1:8), traditions combined only in Gen. l4:2,8.:6 AMoabite city in the

Ghor es-Sdfijah ultimately became the fifth.

2. Genesis. According to C. Westermann, Gen. l4 is a composition with three dis-
tinguishable units: a campaign account (vv. l-11), a deliverance narrative (vv. l2-
17,21-24), and the Melchizedek scene (vv. 18-20). The deliverance narrative (vv. l2-
17,21-24) constitutes the foundation of the chapter, into which the Melchizedek
scene was later inserted; the account of the campaign was placed at the beginning
(vv. I - I I ). Abraham and Lot are not mentioned in this account. Only in this part do

we find enumerations resembling lists, perhaps an account corresponding to the

genre of royal inscriptions in the fashion of annals imitating the great Mesopotamian
powers.37 Within this account, lists were then secondarily inserted into vv. lf.,8f.
The Pentapolis, which in its complete form appears only here in the OT, represents a

later combination of northern and southern traditions.38 The disunity of the list is

also evident from v. 10, which speaks of "the king of Sodom and Gomorrah" (the an-

cient translations, probably correctly, add "the king of' Gomorrah), while the other
three kings are no longer mentioned. Among others, Westermann correctly sees that
the lists in vv. 2 and 8 are composite.3e It is difficult to say whether the names of the

32. H. Kornfeld, "Eine Konjektur betr. Gn 14,8 und 19,25: Admoh und Zwoim," BZ9 (1911)
26.

33. See GTTOT $335,5.
34. So, e.g., C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 524;

O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Synopse (Leipzig, 1922,repr. 19731), l6*; R. de Vaux, The Early His-
tory of Israel (Eng. trans.. Philadelphia, 1978),217 n. 179.

35. De Vaux, Early History of Israel, 211 .

36. See III.2 below.
37. C. Westermann,Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 190f.; J. A. Emerton,

"The Riddle of Genesis XIV," VT 2l (1971) 436.
38. Gunkel, G ene.sis, 2l4f ., 2'l 4-7 6; Westermann, Gene sis I 2-3 6, 194t.
39. Genesis 12-36, 194f.
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kings of the Pentapolis, which are mentioned only inv.2, are inventions, though this
is certainly possible.a0 For example, TargJ and Gen. Rab. 42 explain the names in the

manner of a midrash: Bera as ben ra'; Birsha as ben ra-.id'; Shinab as i6'db mambn;

Shemeber as pbreah fimebt'mambn.al One notices that no name is given for the king
of Bela (Zoar), even though the Midrash also attempts to explain this name: n4-
baile'A ddy)rehd. Neither does mention of the Valley of Siddim (appearing only in
this chapter in the OT) provide any geographical or historical point of departure, al-
though the bitumen pits in this valley (v. l0) might correspond to an actual geologi-
cal feature.a2

In the narrative fbllowing in vv. 12-24, Abraham's war of liberation corresponds
to stories of liberation from the period of the judges, and perhaps was even com-
posed during that period.a3 ln this story only Sodom and its king still play a role,
since Lot lived in this city and was taken captive by the eastern kings. In this way it
can also be shown that the hero Abraham would no longer be a savior "were he to

enrich himself on the spoils of the struggle."44 Thus Sodom's king here represents

the Canaanite royal city-state. The other kings have now disappeared (cf. v. l0). In
v, 17 the redactor has tried to combine the narrative with elements of a campaign ac-

count, and one result is that the word iaw/h (v. 5),+s which means "valley," has here

become a proper name (perhaps the "King's Valley" near Jerusalem?). The function
of Sodom (and of the other cities in this chapter, which was pieced together during
the postexilic period) clearly difTers from that in the other chapters of Genesis that
mention the city.46

In Gen. l3 the story of Abraham's separation from Lot follows the itinerary (vv. l-
5).17 Th'c J narrative contains P addenda, one of which (13:10;+s recounts that the

kikkar hayyar/en was well watered "before Yahweh destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah."
According to Gunkel, this addendum became necessary after chs. 13 and l8f. were

separated.aeAPaddendumisalsofbundin I3:I2(asinvv.6,11b),andrelatesthatLot

40. F. M. T. Biihl, Opera Mirutru; studies en bijdragen op Assyrioktgisch en Oudtestament-
isch terrein (Groningen, 1953), 44.

41. Cf. Astour, 74f.
42. K. Baltzen "Asphalt," BHIlW, I, 141; EMiqr IIl, 187ff. Westermann follows the assump-

tion of Ndldeke and Wellhausen that the text originally read hidym, i.e., "valley of the demons."
Cf. also Astour. 106. who fbllows KBL|.

43. So Emerton, VT2l (1971) 432ft.; Westermann, Genesis l2--16,203; see also S. Niditch,
"The 'sodomite'Theme in Judges l9-20: Family, Community, and Social Disintegration," CBQ
44 (1982) 365-78. On the redaction history of Gen. 14:17-24, cf. also M. Peter, "Redaktions-
geschichte v<rn Gen. xiv 17-24," V7'29 (1979) 114-20', and P. Theophilus, "The Interpretation of
Gen. 14: l7-24" (diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1979).

44. Westermann, Genesis l2-36, 2Ol .

45. Cf. also J. T. Milik. "'Saint-Thomas de Phord6sa'et Gen. 14,17," Bibl 42 (1961) 8lff.
46. Concerning Gen. 14. cf. also N.-E. A. Andreasen, "Cen 14 in Its Near Eastern Context,"

Scripture in Conte.\t: Essays ott the Comparative Method. PTMS 34 (1980), 59-77.
47. Concerning the meaning of this chapter, see also Helyer, 77-88.
48. Cf. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Sy-ru)pse, in loc.; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, inloc.
49. Genesis, 174.
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settled in the cities of the kikkdr "and moved his tent as far as Sodom" (perhaps the text
is saying that he was outside Canaan).50 This addendum is then followed by the asser-

tion (elaborated in Gen. l8f.) that the inhabitants of Sodom were extremely wicked and

sinned against Yahweh. Here the wickedness of the Sodomites has already become a
"sin against Yahweh," and as also in ch. 19, the word raim alltdes to the Flood narra-

tive in Gen. 6:6 and 8:2l.sr Now, if the wickedness of the Sodomites is already antici-
pated, it can become an example in Gen. 18f. to explain God's justice in the disposition

of history.s2 R. Kraetzschmar already showed that the narratives in Gen. 18f. in which
Sodom and Gomorrah play a role come from an independent circle of traditions and

were only secondarily combined with the Abraham narratives.s3 Deriving from local

tradition around the Dead Sea, the account of a catastrophe affecting Sodom (and Go-
morrah) existed independently at first and was then expanded into an exemplary case

in the Abraham-Lot narratives.s4

Gen. 18:16-33 contains a dialogue between Yahweh and Abraham concerning
whether Sodom should be destroyed.ss After the annihilation of Sodom (and Gomor-
rah) is announced in vv. 17-21, Abraham candidly raises objections against the divine
decree (vv.23-32).s6 Vv. 20f. fit well as a continuation of the narrative in 13:13, and

can be viewed as the "oldest bedrock,"57 originally having no relationship to Abraham.

Stylistically, too, these sentences diverge markedly from those surrounding them,

which are determined more by "theological reflection."58 God's intervention against

the cities was provoked by complaints about their wickedness. Although Abraham

does try, in a play of question and answer, to reach some clarity concerning the theo-

logically important question whether God really does intend to sweep away the righ-
teous along with the wicked, the judgment on Sodom is unalterable, and is carried out

in ch. 19.5e In this chapter "annihilation by water corresponds to annihilation by fire;
local features, however, are in evidence in the latter."60 The experience of some prehis-

toric catastrophe is extremely deep, and also constitutes the core that contributed to the

development of this narrative.6l The structure of Gen. l9 (iniquity 
- divine judgment

- deliverance of one person) recurs in varied forms not only within Israel itself (cf.

Jgs. 19:15-25) but outside Israel as well. According to J, the iniquity in Gen. 19 con-

sists especially in sexual license, human hubris, and a transgression against hospital-

50. See Helyer,79f.
51. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 178.
52. tbid.,287.
53. Similarly Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 299.
54. See I above.
55. Conceming the literary-critical analysis of chs. 18f., cf. Haag and Hossfeld.
56. Concerning the midrashic character of these verses, cf. Blenkinsopp, 121f.; on their late

dating, cf. Haag and Hossfeld.
57. O. Procksch, Die Genesis. KATt 1219241, l16ff.
58. Westermann, Genesis 12-i6, 290. On textual questions, cf. also Mulder, 7ff.
59. See Blenkinsopp, 119-32.
60. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 297.
61. A different view is taken by Haag, 187.
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ity.62 In the remaining OT',0: the demise of Sodom is usually mentioned in prophetic
judgment texts, which include the almost formulaic expression kemahpZf,al'elohim'e!-
s( ddm we'et-'u mori (Dt. 29:221231; Isa. I 3: l9; Jer. 50:40; Am. 4: 1 I ; cf. Jer. 49: l8 and

the discussion below). The portrayal in Gen. 19, however, does not refer to this sort of
mahpeftA, showing that authors in other parts of the OT alter the tradition based on

Gen. 19, and also portray "the sin" of Sodom and Gomorrah difl'erently.6a Fronr this it
becomes clcar that "the essence of the tradition consists in the divine judgment on the

cities, while the crime that gives rise to it is variable."65 Hence the account of the de-

struction of Sodom and Gomorrah represents a tradition that was independent of the

Ahraharn story, and the numerclus later prophetic references of this judgment do not

necessarily presuppose the tradition in Gen. 19.

Even though the transgressions committed by the people of Sodom (and Gomorrah)

that concern Gen. l9 are the kind threatening people all over the world, this particular
narrative emphasizes two above all others: fbrnication contrary to nature (cf. Lev.

l8:22) and transgression against the right to hospitality. Furthermore, "the attackers

have an absolute superiority in numbers."66 Hence it is clear that the Sodomites are

corrupted "to the last man" ( l9:4), and afier Lot and his family finally are rescued and

"the sun has risen on the land" (19 23),r,t the annihilation of the two cities is carried out

when God "rains down" gtytrtl vra'ei (v.24: cf . Dt.29:221231; Job l8: l5; Ps. I I :6; Isa'

30:33; 34:9; E tk. 38:22).68 Of course, this is not intended as an exact description of an

inctividual event rnaking possible a precise explanation of the process involved;6e

rather, it emphasizes that the annihilation o1'the region of Sodom and Gomorrah was

catried oLfi ntA'o! YHWH tnin-haiiamuyim. Only then does Abraham appear; early in
the morning, at the sarne place where he had stood before Yahweh, he looks down on

Soclonr and Gomorrah ancl the entire kikkur and sees sntoke rising fi'om the land "like
the srnoke of a furnace." According to Westermann, "this conclusion was not an <lrigi-

nal part of the narrative" of the destruction of Sodom.70

As mentioned above (IIl. I ), Gen. l0: l9 is one of the J narratives of the Table of Na-

tions that sketches out the region <lf the Canaanites.Tl This description of the area,

however. is difTicult to reconstruct.

62. Cf. W. Baumgartner. Zun AT und seiner Llmv'eh (Leiden, l9-59), 368, concerning the mo-
til'of theoxent'(hospitality to a god).

63. See 3.4 below.
64. W. Zirnmerli, E:ekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),349f .

6-5. Westermann, Genesis l2-36, 298f .

66. Ibid.,30t.
67. Acccrrding to O. Keel. ''Wer zerstiirte Sodom?" T'235 (1979) 10-17, this reference sug-

gests that the srory was originally to be attributed to the sun god as the preserver of righteous-
ness.

68. See also ['. Lang, "nt:p," I'DNT, VI, 936f., 942-46.
69. See I above.
10. Genesis 12*-16. 307.
71. See Simons.
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3. Ez.ekiel.Ez.k. l6 describes Jerusalem metaphorically as a faithless \ /ife, and in vv.

44--53 compares it with Samaria and Sodom. its neighbors living "to the left" and "to

the right" (v. 46). The comparison with Sodom is especially humiliating tbr Jerusalem.

"The specially chosen one has sunk very deep into sin, more deeply in fact than the one

who was not so chosen."72 V. 49 desigrlates Sodom's sin with the words "pride"
(gii'An), "surf'eit of bread" (iib'al-lehent), and "prosperous ease" (,iolv'at hoiqet)' while
not extending a hand to the poor and needy ('t1ni vs'"ebt'Arr). This represents a tradition

cliverging fiom Gen. 19, though notions of an offense to the right to hospitality and o1'

tirrnication cannot be categoricalll,excluded frorn Ezk. l6 (v.50). In any event, they

are not expressly mentioned. Zirnmerli considers it not entirelv inlprobable that in this

<livergence fkrm tradition "sirnply a straighttbrward adaptation arising from typical so-

cial conclitions in lsrael" rnight play a rolc.Tr Ezekiel probably had betilre'him a

slightly difterent Sodont tradition than that in Gen. lt), and used it in his description of
Sodom's sins. Ezekiel rnentions tlnly Sodom "and her <latrghters" (i.e., probably

"claughter villages," as, e.g.. in Jgs. l:27),.1ust as he also speaks of Samaria "and her

daughters." Although he does not mention Gotnorrah. this does not mean that he did

llot know of it. What is surprising is the turn that takes place then in vv. 53ff.; Yahweh

will restore the fbrtunes of Sodom and her daughters as well as those of Samaria and

her daughters, since although Jerusalem has sinned worse than "her sister," her rehabil-

itation is nonetheless ilssured.T4 Both Sodorn ancl Samaria will return to their former

circumstances (v. -55). Front v. 56 we' learn that Sodom u/as once a city of infamy. and

was ploverbial as such (.Ymfi'd), i.e.. an instructive example.Ts V.56 is best understoocl

as a question, confirming only that Sodom's "reputatioll" lived on as a tradition in pop-

ular stories.

4. In tlrc Remoining OT. ln the remaining OT, Sodont and Gomorrah occur espe-

cially in prophetic judgment discourses, discourses possibly olten constituting the ma-

terial for traditional curses.76 This rs the case in Dt. 29:22(23.), where Sodom and Go-

morrah, Admah and Zeboiim are mentioned together in a curse in which "the

generation to come" ancl "the fbreigner rvho comes tiorn a 1ar land" compare Israel's

clesolate condition with the once wasted cities: "the whole land britnstone and salt, and

a burned-out waste, uns()wn, and growing nothing, where no grass can sprout, an over-

throw like that of Sodom and Gomorrah, Adnrah and Zeboiim. which Yahweh over-

threw in his anger and wrath."77 In the Song of Moses (Dt. 32). which theologically

stands quite close to Deuteronomistic thinking,T8 Israel's enemies suppose that they

72. Zimnerll Ez.ekiel I, 350.
73. Ibid.
74. See Neher.
75. Zimmerli. E:.ekiel l.332.
76. D. R. Hillers,'Treat:--Curses arul the OT Prophet's. BietOr 16 (1964).74fT.

77.Cf .M. Weinfelcl, Deuterutrutml'ond the Deuteronotnit'School (Oxford, 1972), esp. ll0-
16.

78. See H. D. Preuss. Deuteronomiltm. EdF 164 (1982), 16-5'
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rather than Yahweh have conquered Israel (32:26t.). Yahweh, however, evokes the de-
pravity of this world of nations in vv. 32ff.: "For their [the enemies'] vine comes from
the vine of Sodom, and from the fields of Gomorrah; their grapes are grapes of poison,
their clusters are bitter; their wine is the poison of serpents, and the cruel venom of
asPS."7e

The so-called apples of Sodom can also be mentioned in this context (cf. also Gen.
19:25, wesemah hd'aQdmd). Wis. 10:7 already refers to a smoking wasteland as evi-
dence of the wickedness of the Pentapolis, with "plants bearing fruit that does not
ripen"; and Josephus (8.J. 4.8.4 $$484f.) also tells of fruit that while appearing good
on the outside is filled with smoke and ash on the inside. It is doubtful that the imagery
of the vine of Sodom in Dt. 32i32 is really alluding to such fruits from the region of the
Dead Sea.80

In the remaining prophetic discourses, the "depravity" of Judah, Jerusalem, or of
other nations, and the impending judgment are sometimes compared to the proverbial
wickedness of Sodom and Gomorrah, and with the "overturn" of these cities. Am.
4: l1; Isa. 13: l9; and Jer. 50:40 all attest the extended formula l(mahpC$a1 'eldhim 'e!-

sejsln we'e!-vmarA.8t This recalls the judgment of God or of the gods ('eldhim) on
these cities in a distant past.82 A somewhat shorter formula occurs, in addition to Dt.
29:22(23), also in Jer. 49: l8 and Isa. I :7.83 Although in the latter text the MT does read
l(mahp€fta1 zartm, it is often emended to l(mahpdka! seQom since this allegedly fits
better with l(mahpdf;a1.ta In the community's response (in the "we" style) to the read-
ing of the prophet's words, Isa. l:9 alludes to the utter annihilation of Sodom and Go-
morrah (cf, iemdmA in v.7), and the following verse challenges both the leaders and
the people of Jerusalem (and Judah) as qestnA seQdm and'am am1rd to take a critical
look at their own sacrifices.ss H. Wildberger considers it possible "that Isaiah is mak-
ing more specific allusions to that which we are unable to recognize, possibly that, in
those cities, offerings were presented and festivals were celebrated with great zeal, but
that they made no time available when it came to taking care of their social responsibil-
ities."86 Isa. 3:9 reproaches Jerusalem, insisting that its partiality (hakkdral penAhem)

79. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 198f.; according to KD, in loc.;
Preuss, 168; and others, it is probably the "enemies" who are speaking here; according to
E. Baumann, "Das Lied Mose's (Dt XXXU 1-43) auf seine gedankliche Geschlossenheit
untersucht," W 6 (1956) 418f., it is the "Judeans"; cf. the comms. on this issue.

80. -+ lDl gepen (gephen) III, 6l ($III.2).
8l . -+ "lDil hdpal (haphakh) rfi, 425f. ($nI.2).
82. Kraetzschmar, 87; and B. D. Eerdmans, Die Komposition der Genesis. Alttestamentliche

Studien I (Giessen, 1908), 36,71, among others, point out that this is the only time Amos uses
'"l6htm absolutely in his writing, whereas he otherwise (52 times) uses it with YHWH, etc.

83. Cf. Kraetzschmar, 87f.; C. J. Labuschagne, "Der Gebrauch der Gottesnamen ?f und
'elohim in den Schriften der Propheten," HerTS 14 (1958159) 73t.

84. This has been the case since H. Ewald; see H. Wildberger,Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Min-
neapolis, 1991), l9; a different view is taken by, e.9., L. A. Snijders, --r lllnf zir/zdr [Y,54
($III.1.a).

85. Cf. Mart. Isa. 3:10, and IV.2.a below.
86. Isaiah l-12, 39.
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witnesses against it, and that it proclaims its sin "like Sodom." These words are often

held to be a gloss,87 though without sufficient text-critical reason. Later tradition testi-

fies to the self-consciousness and pride of the Sodomites, while here they are presup-

posed. The tradition is variable and is altered according to which particular aspects of
Sodom's "wickedness" the context is referring.

Jer.23:14 relates that the false prophets committed horrible acts (iaflritrim): adtl-
tery, trafficking with lies, strengthening the hands of evildoers, suclr that "no one turns

from his wickedness." Thus these prophets resemble the inhabitants of Sodom, and the

Jerusalemites the inhabitants of Gomorrah. An oracle against Edom announces de-

struction "as when Sodom and Gomorrah and their inhabitants [better: neighbors]88

were overthrown" (49:18). This also applies to the inhabitants and the lands of Baby-

lon (50:40) and Israel (Am. 4: ll). Zeph.2:9 contains an oracle of doom against Moab

and Ammon, who according to legend (Gen. l9:36ff.) are descendants of Lot and his

two daughters. They are accused of having taunted and reviled the people of God

(fterpd and giddfrptm, Zeph.2:8), and will therefore become like Sodom and Gomor-

rah, a land overgrown by nettles (mimiaq hdrfil) and a salt pit (mif,reh-m.elcth). This de-

scription of Sodom and Gomorrah is doubtlessly referring to the area where once, ac-

cording to tradition, the cities were situated. Furthermore, all the texts mentioned

indicate that the "overturn" of Sodom and Gomorrah was viewed as a "classic" exam-

ple of the punishment resulting from an abrogation or even suspension of a covenant

with the deity, with the deity employing traditional means for punishing the one break-

ing that covenant.se
It is striking that in the third part of the oT, the Kethubhim (writings), Sodom is

mentioned by name only in Lam.4:6 (occasional allusions are made elsewhere to the

wasteland and isolation of Sodom's terrain, e.g., in Ps. 107:34; cf. also Jer. 17:6). Lam.

4:6 relates that Jerusalem's guilt was greater than the transgression of Sodom (hafia'L

se/6m), which was "suddenly (kem6-rdga') ovefthrown, without hands trembling in

it,"eO a description underscoring the abruptness of judgment. Here the sin is viewed in

connection with the disaster it reaps for the wicked.el

The northern kingdom of Israel probably had a tradition of the catastrophe of
Admah and Zeboiim (Hos. 11:8), places later combined with Sodom and Gomorrah

and localized along with them on the Dead Sea. Here, too, the focus is on a possible

punishment fbr Israel, one that in view of "the inextricable entanglement in guilt and

the stubbornness" of the people could only consist of annihilation itself.e2

87. 8.g., Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 125; cf . BHK and BHS.

88. See Astour, 73 n. 40.
89. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuterononic Sch.ool, I I l; see also Hillers, Trea5r-

curses,52f.; on Amos 4:11 see also W. Brueggema.n, "Arnos IV 4-13 and Israel's covenant
Worship," Yr 15 (1965) 1-15.

90. H. J. Kraus, Klagelieder (Threni). BK XX (41983)' 71,76; cf . HAL, 1,29'7, s.v. hwl:
"hands did not move."

91. J. Renkema, "Misschien is er hoop. . . " (Franeker, 1983),269t.
g2.J.Jeremias,DerProphetHosea.ATDXXIV (1983), l44t.H. S.Nyberg, Studienz.um

Hoseabuche (Uppsala, 1935), 90, attributes the legend of Admah and Zeboiim to the 'al circle'
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IV. Sodom and Gomorrah in Ancient Versions and in Later Jewish Ttadition.
l. Ancient Versions. Translations of the names Sodom and Gomorrah in the ancient

versions generally follow the MT. In addition to the OT occurrences themselvss,e3 ths
LXX attests Sddoma also in Gen. 14:16, andGdmorra in l8:16. The Vulg. does not
mention Sodoma in 14:22 or l9:4, and in l3:13 reads (homines autem) Sodomitae.

2. Jewish Literature after the OT.

a. Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. The apocryphal and pseudepigraphical books
frequently mention Sodom (and Gomorrah) and the Sodomites. In a prayer of the high
priest Simon, 3 Mc. 2:5 mentions the Sodomites, who committed arrogant acts
(hyper€phanian ergazomdnous; cf. also Sir. 16:7, which speaks of Lot's fellow citi-
zens). Notorious for their wickedness, they were burned in fire and brimstone, becom-
ing thus a warning example for their descendants.

The legend of T. Abr. 6:13 mentions Sodom only as the place where Lot once
dwelled and from which he was abducted. The Greek Apocalypse of Ezra(2:191,7:12)
speaks only in a general fashion about Sodom and Gomorrah as cities on which a rain
of fire fell, incinerating them.ea ln 4 Ezr.7:106, Abraham prays for Sodom, and Wis.
19:13-17 (in addition to l0:6; see I above) alludes to the Sodomites, juxtaposing them
to the Egyptians. The ameliorating circumstances applying to the Sodomites were that
they refused to take in strangers without further ado, while the Egyptians initially
feigned friendship, then turned their guests into slaves and mistreated them through
harsh labor.

Jubilees mentions the fate of Sodom and its inhabitants. Jub. l3:17 relates that Lot
settled in Sodom and that the Sodomites were great sinners, l3:22ff. that the eastern
kings defeated the kings of Gomorrah and Sodom, and that they killed the king of Go-
morrah, while the king of Sodom fled. Sodom, Admah, and Zeboiim were conquered,
with many killed after being wounded in the Valley of Siddim. The request of the king
of Sodom (Gen. l4:17,21-24) is also mentioned. Jub. l6:5 only briefly mentions God's
judgment on Sodom with its attendant features. The entire region of the Jordan is af-
fected by the catastrophe as well. This annihilation is exemplary for all places in which
one acts according to Sodom's "impurity" (16:6), which consists above all in harlotry,
as shown by 20:5. Jlb. 22:22 tells all "idol worshipers" that they will be snatched
away, just as Sodom's children were taken away from the earth. Isaac's final discourses
also hold up Sodom's "burning, devouring fire" as an example. Gomorrah is men-
tioned only once in the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs (T. Levi l4:6), Sodom more
frequently (T. Levi 14:6;T. Naph.3:4; 4:l;T. Ash.7:l;T. Benj.9:1). The Sodomites'
"perversion of nature" is mentioned in connection with prostitution, etc. (e.g., T. Naph.
3:4: hina md gdnEsthe hos S1doma hiitis endllaxe tdxin physeds autiis).

Mart. Isa.3:10 alludes to Isa. 1:10, where Isaiah calls Jerusalem Sodom and de-
clares the princes of Judah and Jerusalem to be people of Gomorrah.

93. See III.l above.
94. See U. B. Mtiller, Die griechische Esra-Apokalypse. JSHRZV/2 (1976),93, 100.
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b. Qumran. only in lQapGen do Sodom and Gomorrah play a more or less inde-

pendent role.e5 21:5ff. relates Lot's separation from Abraham, as well as his settlement

in the Jordan Valley as far as Sodom, where he bought himself a house. The story of the

war of the eastern kings against the kings of the Pentapolis (Gen. 14) is found in
lQapGen 2l.23-22:25. Several alterations to Gen. 14 occurring in this narative are

also in Jubilees, e.g., the notice that Sodom's king fled and that Gomorrah's king fell
into the birumen pits (21:32 cf. Jub. 13:22ff ;.ee lQapGen 22:l2ff. relates that

Sodom's king met Abraham in Salem, i.e., Jerusalem, while Abraham camped in the

valley of Shaveh, i.e., the King's valley (but cf. Gen. 14:17). Only once more is selom

found in the Qumran texts (3Q l4), and Gomorrah's audacity (pkz'mwrh) is mentioned

in 4Q172 4:3. In both cases, however, the context has been disrupted' 
Mulderf

95. See II above.
96. Cf. Beyer, 178ff.

Conrents: I. Etymology and Evidence. II. 1. OT Occurrences and Sirach; 2. Phraseology and

Synonyms. III. l. OTUsage; 2. Sirach. IV. l. LXX; 2. Qumran'

I. Etymotogy and Evidence. The oldest occurrences €ue in the OT' Later periods

also attest sdg II as "fence in, around," adducing support from Syr. sag, "fence in,

around," Middle Heb. sr2g II, and Arab. sayyaja,"fence in'"I More recently, scholars

add a question mark to this etymology.2

ll. 1. OT Occurrences and Sirach. In the protocanonical OT, srig occurs 25 times,

and once in Sirach. Its usage goes through the entire OT (2 times in Deuteronomy; 1 in

2 Samuel; I in Job; 7 in Psalms; 3 in Proverbs; 4 in Isaiah; 2 in Jeremiah; I in Hosea; 2

in Micah; I in Zephaniah). The qal occurs 3 times, the niphal l4 times (including Sir.

46:11 and discounting the disputed Mic.2:6), the hiphil 6 times (not counting Mic.

6:14), and the hophal once.

l. GesTh, lI,94O; LexHebAram, 547 M. J. Dahood, "The Language and Date of Psalm

48(47)," CBQ 16 (1954) l1t.; O. Loretz, Das althebriiische Liebeslied. AOAT l4ll (1971), 43

n. 10. For the cognates see, respectively, LexSyr, 462; WTM, III, 486; Wehr, 446.

2. Ct. HAL, rr,'745.
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The basic meaning is the change of direction "move away."

2. Phra.seology and Synonyms. The following observations are significant as re-
gards phraseology. The most frequent expressions are sfig 'Ahbr (11 times, niphal and
hophal), then sr?g me'ahdrA (once, and Sirach), sfig min (once), and silg m?'ahar The ex-
pression siiig (hiphil) gelttl is also fixed. What we find is that, except for the qal, sfig ap-
pears almost exclusively in fixed combinations. Although Yahweh is never the subject,
this does not exclude the possibility of attendant religious-theological relevance.

Whereas ift| and 'md m?rdhdq are easily comprehensible as synonyms, others (Dgd,

pi', b6i, klm, futr, htt, ktt, and nfis) become clearer only in context.

lll. l. OT Usage. a. The meaning "turn back," "shrink back," for sfig is attested in
2 S. l:22 and secured by the par. ifrf;. The so-called Song of the Bow (2 S. l:19-27)
mentions that Jonathan's bow never returned from battle without success (cf. the vari-
ant orthography Sttg). The relatively old passage Prov. l4:14 is guided by the funda-
mental belief that the good person can expect welfare according to his or her deeds,

while the one who sates oneself according to one's conduct (midderdf;dv-w) is to be
classified as "one turned away of heart." It seems extremely doubtful that the reference
here is to one who loves sin3 or to one who has fallen away from God. It is more proba-
ble that one should view -+ ), leb as the center of a person to be interpreted mentally
("one who does not use his understanding") or ethically.a What remains clear is that
slig ref-ers to the shrinking back from the good, and certainly to the avoidance of what
is really desirable.

In the final dialogue between King Zedekiah and Jeremiah (Jer. 38:14-32), the
prophet announces a sharp threat by anticipating a lament of the women of the court (v.

22). According to this lament, the king has been deceived by his officials, and in his
hopeless situation they have now turned away from him. The sense both of "withdraw-
ing" and of "turning away" is evoked in the expression nasAgi'ahdr.

Jer. 46:5 points much more strongly in the direction of shrinking back, indeed of
headlong flight, in its account of the flight of the Egyptian army before the Neo-
Babylonians.s The verbs in this context specify more closely the content of nesogtm
'ahbr: htt, "be dismayed, terrified"; ktt, "beat in pieces"; and nfrs, "flee." Isa. 50:5 also
involves a context in which hostility predominates: Yahweh's learned pupil (vv. 4,5a)
is violently assaulted. The author moves into first position the statement that the person
so affected did not shrink back ('ahbr l0' nesitgdlt), thus emphasizing his reliability.

The occurrence in Cant. 1:3(2) (a belly "encircled with lilies") raises considerable
difficulties. The word is frequently classified according to a root sttg ll, "fence in,
around" (cf. I above). According to L. Krinetzki, sttgA underscores "the notion of femi-

3. G. Lawson, Expo.sition o.f Proverbs (Grand Rapids, 1980), 289.
4. For the former see H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD Xyl (31980), 60; for the latter, R. B. Y.

Scotl, Proverbs. Ecclesiastes. AB I 8 (1964), 97; C. H. Toy, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on
Proverbs. ICC (1899), 290.

5. Cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXII (31968), 269-71.
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nine curves," strengthening thereby the enticing effect of the lilies.6 M. Pope rejects re-

course to sr2g II and views the basic meaning of sfig l, "separate," as sufficient support

for the sense "hedge."z The substance of his interpretation comes close to that of
G. Gerleman, though the latter rejects any erotic focus, asserting that the issue is rather

"a lyrical intensification within a decorative, pleasing framework."8

b. The expression hesig ge!frl apparently involves an extremely old terminu''

technicus referring to the shifting of a boundary (the causative, activating element, one

including willful action, is always maintained). It appears certain that Prov. 22:28 has

been influenced by ch. 6 of the Instruction of Amenemope. The prohibition of this fun-

damental abuse, one universally opposed throughout the ancient Near East, is
grounded in the reference to the fact that the long valid boundaty ('6ldm) may not be

moved because the ancestors ('ob6!CkA) set it. This justification is accordingly based

on tamily or clan rights, and one should not precipitately introduce theological judg-

ments.e The insight is probably also correct that such boundaries guarantee the neces-

sary vital living space, without which alliances and nations break apart, and indeed

even peace itselfbecomes endangered.l0 Prov. 23:l0f.juxtaposes such boundary shift-

ing with intrusion into one's personal property, i.e., with illegal appropriation of the

foundation of one's existence. Prov. 23 10f. makes explicit reference to widows and

orphans, i.e., to typological social groups hardty possessing the legal means to litigate

such injustice with any hope of success. "The recourse to God as their advocate is char-

acteristic here."tl The redeemer (g6'el) is the one who reappropriates the former family
possessionl2 and steps forward as legal advocate.

Dt. l9:l4a stands out like a foreign body in its context because it is not character-

ized by Deuteronomistic terminology.l3 The core sentence was appropriated from a

much earlier period;la although the justification does mention the organizational struc-

tures of the men of old, it shifts to a theological emphasis. God has given the land as an

inheritance and as a gift, "and so the misuse of it was a violation of the sacral order."l5

In a short but incisive 'arfir formlla, Dt. 27:17 prohibits the questioning of divine law

by shifting a boundary in the land given by God, and the resulting dispossession of the

vital foundation of one's fellow citizens. The characterizing feature of the capital of-

fenses listed in27:15-26 seems to be that they occur in secret (bassaler in v. l5). The

6. Kommentar zum Hohenlied: Bildsprache und theologische Botschaft. BET 16 (1981), 194;

cf. the divergences from the interpretation given in Krinetzki, Das Hohe Lied. Kommentare und

Beitrdge zum Alten und Neuen Testament (Di.isseldorf, 1964)' 215.
7. Song of Songs. AB 7C (1977),622.
8. G. Gerleman. Ruth. Das Hohelied. BK XVIII (21981), 198.

9. Cf. in this regard, e.g., W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),3'79.
10. Lawson, Proverbs, 613.
11. Ringgren, Spruche, 92.
12. -+ )Nl ga'al (11,350-55).
13. A. D. H. Mayes, Deuteronomy. NCBC (1979),286.
14. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans' 1966), 129;, J. N. M. Wijngaards,

Deuteronium. BOTIU3 (1971), 208.
I 5. Mayes, Deuteronomy, 289.
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curse formula is chosen "because the curse is yet able, as an auxiliary legal device, to

bring about a guarantee or realization of legal claims when other legal means fail'"16

This effect is not attained through magical practices but rather through the authority

vested in clan thinking, authority enabling the clan leader eff'ectively to exclude a per-

son who acts contrary to the interests of the community.lT

Hosea (5:10) associates with the fraternal war between the northern and southern

kingdoms the threat to existence involved in such shifting of boundaries, shitting that

the war itself had prompted from both sides. Thus this fraternal war is assessed in

terms of divine law. l8 The wrath of God directs itself against this breach of the basic di-

vine order. The observation that both Hos. 5: l0 and Dr. 27: l7 use the hiphil participle

suggests dependence on Deuteronomistic tradition. le

The question arises in Job 24:2 whether this "removal of landmarks" has not already

become a fixed symbol for grievous injustice, injustice perpetrated especially by the

rich and robbing the poor of their basis for existence.2o The formulaic introductory

statement is concretized in 24:2b-12.
c. A different group of texts emphasizes the religious elements. The oldest occur-

rence seems to be Zeph. 1:6. For the "day of Yahweh," Yahweh threatens the destruc-

tion of all worship of foreign gods, e.g., Ba'al and Moloch (vv. 4f.). Although in this

context the reference to "those who turn their backs on Yahweh" (nesigim me'ahdrA

YHWH) might be summarizing the apostates, the parallel verbs biqqEi and dara.f mili-

tate against this.2l Zephaniah's reproach is that these people are rejecting Yahweh as

God in his divinity.22 During the postexilic period, the observation is made several

times that the Israelites are not observing Yahweh's ordinances in the promised land.

The psalmist contends that they, like their ancestors, have fallen away (way.vrs,sd.gr?, Ps.

78:57). As has already become clear, an element of insidiousness often inheres in the

sfigmovement;thesecondverb,wayltiPgelfi,ditectlydescribesthe"insidious'mali-
cious breach of faith."23

Even though the majority of exegetes follow B. Duhm in considering Ps. l4 as the

precursor of its parallel Ps. 53, the context of 53:4(Eng. v. 3) or l4:3, according to

which "there is none that does good," supports the assertion that,sag might be prefera-

ble to sar which is used in Ps. l4:3 ("all have gone astray").24

The substance of Isa. 59: l3 stands close to the lattet statelnent. Beginning in 59:12,

16. W. Schottroff , Der abisraelitische Fluchspruch. WMANT 30 (1969), 125.

17. rbid., 199,206.
18. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), ll4'
19. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (1980),408.
20. G. Hcilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT XYll (21952), 6l .

21. C. Westermann, "12'''l'I dr.f to inquire after," TLOT, I, 350; contra G. Krinetzki,
Zeftmiastudien. Regensburger Studien zur Theologie 7 (1977).50.

2r. Cf . J. M. p. Smith et al., A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on Zephanialt, Nalum,

Habakkuk, Obadiah, and Joel. lCC (l9ll), 190; W. Rudolph, Micha, Nahum, Habakuk,

Zephanj a. KAT XIIU3 (197 5), 266.
23.H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989)' 129.

24. Die Psalmen. KHC XIY (1899), 53f.
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the petitioners refer to their sins (pe ia'im, lta11a'fu and nwon61); cf. the verbs in v. I 3a
(pi'and ft/zi: which according to E. J. Kissane negate Yahweh's divinity).2s The paral-
lel line v. l3b summarizes this massive self'-incrimination and enumerates its conse-
quences. Justice was turned back (the wordplay between nasbg me'ahar and yussag
'dhbr is noteworthy), a situation paralleling the falling away of righteousness or good
conduct (;"ddqd).26 This breaches the social order desired by God and renders compre-
hensive salvation impossible.

In Ps. 80, a late preexilic lament of the people,27 v. l9( l8) contains a vow commenc-
ing with welo'-nasbg mimmekkd. Even if it is possible to understand these words as a
fulfillment of God's wi11,28 this more likely represents the fundamental act of acknowl-
edging Yahweh as the protector God. 'Ihe grouping of vital hope and of worship of
Yahweh (since they turn to his essence [name], yet also subject themselves to his au-
thority) supports the fundamental character of this statement. In Ps. 44, alate postexilic
lament of the people, one learns during the description of distress in vv. l8f. that the
petitioner has neither forgotten God nor deceived (iaqqar) him in the berit.ze This is
the only time sr2g and beril are used in the same context, with bertl addressing the basic
relationship between God and his people. V. I 9( I 8) develops this condition <tf be ril fel-
lowship in two ways: attitude and conduct ('6rah).

d. A different element of content is evident when sr2g niphal 'ah6r emphasizes the
passive aspect. In the unit Isa. 42:14-11 , the promise according to which God intends
to intervene for his exiled people concludes with a theological accent; for God's deeds
also attest Yahweh's divinity and radically preclude the worship of other gods. As for
the rest, nasogft 'dh6r (v. 17 a, "they [those who worship idols] will disappear").:o 16ic
includes a particularly shameful aspect (ycbaifi boieA. This prophetic urrerance is nor
directed toward Gentiles who worship other gods - sfrg is never used for such - but
rather against Israelites who during the exile have turned to graven images and other
gods.3l

In Ps. 129, a collective, postexilic lament,32 v. 5 most closely approximates the ter-
minology inlsa. 42:17. It picks up the "ancient tradition according to which the nations
storm Zion."33 If Yahweh does not live up to his qualification as ;addtq, which identi-

25. The Book of Isaiah, II (Dublin, 1943),249.
26. Cf. F. V. Reiterer, Gerechtigkeit als Heil (Graz, 1976), 147f .

27. W. Beyerlin, "Schichten im 80. Psalm," Das Wort und die Wdrter. FS G. Friedrich
(Stuttgart, 1973), l6f .

28. J. Schreiner, "Hirte Israels, stelle uns wieder her! Auslegung von Psalm 80," BiLe lO/2
(1969) l r l.

29. -+ I1!''lI beri! (bertth), II, 261 ($IIL4). On the dare see M. Buttenwieser, The psalms
(1938, repr. New York, 1969),749.

30. Cf. K. Elliger, Deutero.iesaja (40,145,7). BKXUI (1978), 265, 185.
3 I . W A. Beuken, J e saja I IA. POT (197 9), 1 49;' J. D. Smart, I/istory and Theolo gy in Se c ond

Isaiah: A Commentary on Isaiah 35, 40-66 (Philadelphia, 1965), 90f.; contra P. Yolz, Jesaia II.
KAT IX (1932, repr. 19''14), 3Ot.; C. Westermann, I.saiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), lO7 .

32. A. A. Anderson, The Book of Psalms. NCBC, 2 vols. (1972), 11,872.
33. Kraus. Psalms 60-150.462.
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fies him as both salvific and victorious, then his claim to be God is unfounded' But this

cannot be! Thus one holds fast to the event focused on the future (hence the imperfect)'

namely, that Zion's adversaries will be put to shame and turned back (weyissdgfi

'ahbr).

The aspect of shame, a characterizing element in similar contexts, comes to expres-

sion in ps. zo::(z) and 40:15(14) in klm, and in 35:4 in hpr.ln Ps. 70, an individual la-

ment, the petitioner employs a verbose accumulation (b6i, hpr or klm) to wish shame

on those who seek to ao nim ill (v. 3b,d), and to wish indirectly for his own justifica-

tion. The formulaic character and absence of any concretely identifiable occasion for

the lament suggests that older elements were picked up and fused. As tegatds nas6g

'dbbr we finJinat this word combination has acquired an accent of disqualification

and public shame for those affected. Ps. 40:14-18(13-17), exhibiting literary depend-

"n". 
on Ps. 70,3a attests that during a later period this formulaic expression was still

able, with no demonstrable alteration of content, to express a fundamental concern of

the lamenting petitioner. concerning 35:4, compare what was said earlier about

70:3(2).
From context one can see that n.fg constitutes the verbal basis in Mic. 2:6 and 6:14

(cf. the comms.).

2. Sirach. Within the framework of the "praise of the fathers," Sir. 46: llf. addresses

the'Judges." Sirach asserts that each was a unique personality (biiemb); they were not

ln*u.oty arrogant (v. I 1b), nor did they go astray from following Yahweh (v. 11c), i.e.'

from acknowledging him (cf. Zeph. l:6 above)'

lY. l. LXX.The LXX employs the following words that can be evaluated as transla-

tion rerms: apostr\phein (9 times), aphistdnai (4), metatith|nai (3), ekklinein (2),

metakinein, methairein, apochorefu, and hyperbainein (once each)'

2. Qumran.In Qumran the dimension explicated in III'l.c above is enhanced' The

niphalof swgreferstoapostasyfromYahweh(lQS8:12;thehiphilof swg ge!frlisalso

understood in the religior, ,"rr" as "seduction" [CD 5:20]; this also includes the literal

citarion from Hos. 5:10, which is used with a different meaning in CD 19:15f'); such

apostasy can express itself in a turn to other gods (lQS 2:1 1f.), and unavoidably results

ln curse, disaster, and destruction (lQS 2:16-18', CD 7:13; 8:l)' 
Reiterer

34. G. Braulik, Psalm 40 und der Gottesknecht' FzB l8 (1975)' 197-200'
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Contents: I. l. Etymology and Evidence; 2. OT Occurrences; 3. Syntax; 4.LXX.II. Concrete
Meaning in the OT: 1. The Secular Assembly; 2. Yahweh's Council; 3. Religious-Cultic
Community. III. Abstract Meaning: 1. Secular; 2. Theological. IV. Qumran: 1. Abstract;
2. Concrete.

l. l. Etymology and Evidence. KBL2 derives s64l from a Semitic root *swd, "come
together, combine,"l though such a verb is not attested. Suggested connections with
ydsaQ l, "ground, found," or ydsaS II, "gather togetheq conspire," while theoreti-
cally possible, are less likely.z Hence HAL again prefers to forego altogether any
suggestions for derivation.3 While previous scholars considered the root to be unat-
tested in East and Northwest Semitic,a HAL now adduces an Ugaritic witness, KZU,
1.20,I,4, whose reading, however, is extremely uncertain. C. Virolleaud reads wt'rb
s4 while also considering gd to be a possibility.s He compares the expression with
b6' bes68 (Gen. 49:6). If this reading is correct, then sd parallels 'd, "assembly" (1.

2); hkl, "palace" (II, 1), grn, "threshing floors" (II, 6), mt't, "planting" (II, 7, 9), all
envisioned as the Rephaim's places of assembly. A. Caquot et al. suggest the transla-

s61. P. A. H. de Boer, "The Counsellor," Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS
H. H. Rowley. Syf 3 ( 1955), 42-7 l; R. E. Brown, "The Pre-Christian Semitic Concept of 'Mys-
tery,"' CBQ 20 (1958) 417-43; G. Cooke, "The Sons of (the) God(s)," ZAW j6 (t964) 22-a7;
F. M. Cross Jr., "The Council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah," JNES 12 (1952) 2'14-78; H. J. Fabry,
"'tiO. Der himmlische Thronrat als ekklesiologisches Modell ," Bausteine biblischer Theologib.
FS G. J. Botterweck. BBB 50 (1977),99-126; idem, "srudien zur Ekklesiologie des AI und der
Qumrangemeinde" (diss. hab., Bonn, 1979),6-47; A. R. Hulst, "Over de betekenis van het
woord sod," Vruchten van de uithof. FS H. A. Brongers (Utrecht, 19"14),37 -48; E. C. Kingsbury,
"The Prophets and the Council of Yahweh," JBL83 (1964) 279-86; E. T. Mullen lr., The Assem-
bly of the Gods: The Divine Council in Canaanite and Early Hebrew Literature. HSM 24 (1980);
H. P. Miiller, "Die himmlische Ratsversammlung. Motivgeschichtliches zu Apc 5,1-5," ZNW 54
(1963) 254-67; H. Muszyfski, Fundament, Bild und Metapher in den Handschriften aus
Qumran. AnBibl 6l (1975); F. Niitscher, Zur theologischen Terminologie der Qumrantexte. BBB
10 (1958), esp. 76f.; M. E. Polley, "Hebrew Prophecy Within the Council of yahweh," Scripture
in Context: Essal,s on the Comparative Method. PTMS 34 (1980), 14l-56; C. Ramirez, "El
vocabulario tdcnico de Qumran," Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas (Madrid,
l97l), 325-443; H. W Robinson, "The Council of Yahweh," JTS 45 (1944) 151-57; M. Srebo,
"1iO srid secret," TLOT lI, 793-95; F. J. Stendebach, "Versammlung 

- Gemeinde - Volk
Gottes. Alttestamentliche vorstufen von Kirche?" "/ad 40 (1984) 2ll-24, esp. 215; I. willi-Plein,
"Das Geheimnis der Apokalyptrk," W27 (1977) 62-81, esp. 70f.

l. K8L2,651. Cf. P. Humbert, "Note sur ydsad et ses ddlrivds," Hebrciisches Wortforschung.
FS W. Baumgartner SVT 16 (1967), 137.

2. For the former see BDB, 69la; for the latter, -+ 10\ yasa/ (VI, 109-21).
3. HAL, 11,745, as already GesB, 537f .

4. Cf. Sabo, Fabry.
5. "Les Rephaim; fragments de poEmes de Ras-Shamrai' Syr 22 (1941) 2t.
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tion "secret (place)" for differenti atirtg s68, while M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor sug-

gest "counci1."6
In contrast, the root seems to be more widely represented in South Semitic' The fre-

quently attested Arab. sawada, "talk secretly," and sdd, "secret," probably represent

,""oriu.y semantic developments (from swd, "to be black," or sdd, "hinder").7 There

is no connection with Arab. sayyid, "lord, master" > "princeps consilii"S (cf. sild,

"chieftaincy, chieftainship"). Our root is doubtlessly the source of later Syr' sewAdd'/

sfiwddd', "intimate conversation," and OSA maiwad, "council assembly," the latter re-

ferring to a panel composed of full citizens of the country or of tribal princes'e The un-

certain swd in the Punic inscription of Maktar,lo with the meaning "vault of heaven,"

however, is related to ydsaL, "found, ground." Talmudic s6y' means "secret."ll

2. OT Occurrences. Aside from the verbal occurrences (Ps.2:2;31:14[Eng.

v. 131),r2 s6gl occurs (only in the singular) 21 times in the oT, including only once in

the Plntateuch (Gen. 49:6, J?), though 6 times in the Psalms, 5 in Proverbs, 3 in Job,

then 4 times in Jeremiah and once each in Ezekiel and Amos. The word prefers clearly

poetical language (cf. also the verbal occulrences in Sir.7:14 [piel];8:17;9:3,14;
42:12 lhithiaelD, and in contrast is not part of the vocabutary of narrative literature.

Correspondlngly, apocalyptic literature prefers the Persian loanword rdl in referring to

the mysteries.l3
Atiested personal names include s6li (Nu. l3: l0), and perhaps already Ugar. sdyta

and bes6QyA (Neh. 3:6, "in the counsel of Yahweh")'ts

3. Syntax. The following construct combinations include sbd: sbd'aher "anothet's

secret" (Prov. 25:9), s6d zl6ah, "council of God" (Job 15:8; cf . 29{ and the emenda-

tions suggested by G. Fohrerr6), s6! YHWH (Ps. 25:14; Jer. 23:18), s6Q qe86itm,
.,counciiof the holy ones" (Ps. 89:8t71), sbd bahfrrim, "circle of chosen ones" (Jer.

6:ll), s6d yeiartm, "circle of the upright" (Ps. 111:1), s68 mereim, "circle of the

wicked" (Ps. 64:3t21), s68 meiahaqtm, "circle of merrymakers" (Jer. 15:17), and s68

6. Caquot et al., Textes Ougaritiques,2 vols. (Paris, 197 4-89),1, 477f '; Dijkstra and de Moor'

"Problematical Passages in the Legend of Aqhatu," UF 7 (1975) 214'

7. For the former iee SabO, 793. For the latter, GesB, 537; HAL, il, 417, s'v' ysd'

8. LexSyr (21968),463; GesB, 53',7b; cf. G. R. Driver, "L',interpretation du texte masordtique i
la lumidre de la lexicographie hdbraique," ETL26 (1950) 345; J. Barr, Comparative Philology

and the Text of the OT (Oxfbrd, 1968),251'
9. Cf. Brown, 418. See also cIH, 601,4; REi,2959,3; ContiRossini,254;W. W Mtiller'

"Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963) 312'

10. DNS1, II, 781, s.v. rrltr; KAI' 145:4.

l. wrM,III, 486f.
12. Cf. Humbert, 137.
13. On synonymity and differences, cf. Ntitscher, 76f'; and Brown'

14. UT no. 1741.
15. cf . rPN, 152.
16. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963),402'
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'ammt, "fellowship of my people" (Ezk. 13:9). It occurs as nomen rectum only in the
combination mef s68t, "men of my circle of familiar friends" (Job 19:19).

The following verbs are used with the noun: , 7rl gdh, "uncover (a secret)," mtq
hiphil, "cultivate fellowship," 'rmhiphil, "conduct a devious discussion," b6'bes68,
"enter into the circle," and -+ aLi' yaia! bes6Q, "stt in a circle." These expressions are
singular, so that the connection with s68 never generated fixed linguistic expressions.
Not until Qumran is there evidence of more linguistic virtuosity in employing s6gl.

4. IXX. The LXX has its own difficulties with s68. Since it never uses mystiirion as

a translation, it apparently no longer sensed the semantic component "secret," while
later LXX recensions did again (though cf. Theodotion Ps. 24:14; Prov. 20:19; Job
l5:8; and Symmachus Prov. 1l;13). The LXX translates 4 times with boul6, thus con-
siderings6q/as synonymous with'7sd, etc. (cf. also Sir.37:10),3 times withsyn1drion,
and once with synagdgd, revealing semantic proximity with qdhdl.

For the rest, the LXX sensed the obstinate nature of this term and used another ten
different terms for it, though these must at least in part be viewed as focused interpreta-
tions. Hence the rendering of sbQby paidefu inEzk. l3:9 and Am. 3:7 is less the result
of misreading (yissLr instead of s6/) than of the LXX interpreration of the prophetic
office, according to which the prophet participates in God's "plan of education."l? The
rendering by hyp4stasis in Jer. 23:22 is to be viewed similarly. I s In addition to gn6m€,
episkopi. krataloma, sfntagma, systroph/, and hyp6stEma, we also encounter the ver-
bal renderings eidein (Job 19:19) and synedridzein (Prov. 3:32). Even though the LXX
recensions make the translation more consistent, they (like Sirach) nevertheless do
confuse the issue funher by inserting other terms.

In any event, these translators view s68 primarily from the intellectual rather than
from the ecclesiological perspective.

II. Concrete Meaning in the OT. OT usage clearly reveals multilayered semantic
possibilities for s6Q.

l. The Secular Assembly. In what is probably the oldest occurrence (Gen. 49:6
[J)), s6d refers to the assembly of the two tribes Simeon and Levi (par. qdhdl),
though the goal and purpose of this assembly are not clear. This concrete, collective
understanding is increasingly limited during the preexilic period to smaller groups
such as "circle of youth" (Jer.6:ll), "of the merrymakers" (Jer. 15:17), and in the
postexilic period to "circle of friends" (Job 19:19) or "circle of the faithful" (ps.
I I 1: I ), the latter already exhibiting a clear cultic association. L. Kcihler suspects that
the original form of the Heb. sdql is to be found in the "free meeting together in time
of leisure . . . in the evening circle" of village inhabitants, as the "place for the hand-
ingonof theancientwisdomof lif'e"(cf.Ps.55:l5[14];Jer. l5:17;cf.alsothes6dof

17. Cf. G. Bertram, "nar8erjt0," TDNT, Y,611.
18. Cf. H. Krister, "0n6oraorq," fDNZ VIII, 581f.
19. Hebrew Man (Eng. trans., New York, 1956), 86-89.
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20. Fohrer, Hiob,269.
21. Cf .H.J. Fabry, "'Ihr alle seid Sdhne des Allerhcjchsten' (Ps 82,6)," BiLe 15 (1974) 135-

47., O.Loretz,"Aspeicte der kanaanziischen Gottes-So(6)hn(e)-Tradition," IJF 7 ( 1975) 586-89'

22. See I.4 above.
23. Cf. W. 'fhiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25' WMANT 4l (1973)'

25r.
24. Cf. KTU, 1.10, I, 4.

25. -ui1? qdi.
26. Cf. IL3 below.

the elders and older women in 4Q502 24:4).s Fohrer suggests that the term s64l ex-

presses "the intimate fellowship obtaining within a group, and grounds the knowl-

edge that can arise from that fellowship."zo This indicates that the meaning of sbd

*J, uppu."rtly always somewhat ambivalent, referring both to an assembly and to

its group-specific intentions.

2. Yahweh,s Council. During the early preexilic period, s64l was already understood

theologically as well. Ps. 89:8(7) relates that God is feared "in the council of the holy

ones,'-(besbiS qe!6iim), referring to the smaller circle of Yahweh's heavenly entotr

rage.zt This notion - elsewhere combined with the benA 'dhm 
- is picked up again in

ler. ZZ:ZZ, and finally is used in Deuteronomistic Am. 3:7. According to this under-

standing, the sign of a true prophet is membership and participation in the sOd YHWH;

accordiig to the LXX tranilators, prophets are taken as coeducators into the divine

cosmic pedagogical plan.22 During the postexilic period, this notion of Yahweh's

throne 
"orn"it 

i.s developed further in Jer. 23:1823 and Job 15:8, with Job 15:8 estab-

lishing the connection with the other terminology associated with the heavenly throne

"orn"il 
(cf. Job 1) and with the notion of an assembly of divine beings. As regards ter-

minology, in addition to s68 YHWH we also encounter the s6d qed6iim, the qehal

qrd6iii, the eQal 'El, and the yahaQ ka{pA b1qefra parallel with benA 'eltm, etc., up to

iria'haXamayim (l K.22:19-21). Only after profound monotheistic purification were

suctr Ugaritlc and Mesopotamian mythological elements adopted by Israelite tradition;

Yahweh becomes the monopotentate within a polytheistic council of the gods, a devel-

opment accompanied by vehement terminological and theological controversies' The

members of this s6gl around Yahweh are kept clearly on the terminological periphery'

and finally their designation as q'd.6itmzs even opens up the possibility that human be-

ings also telong ro this s6d (cf. Job 15:8; Ps. 89:8t71), though this involves primarily

thl prophets (t K. 22:t9-22; tsa.6; 40:1-8; Jer. 23:18,22; Am. 3:7). In the postexilic

ps. iS:i+ every limitation is suspended, and Yahweh's throne council is democratized

to the point that every person "who fears Yahweh" is able to participate in his s6l' This

democratization constitutes an important stage in the semantic transition of sdql into a

reference to the OT cultic community.26

Yahweh's throne council has three functions: (a) demonstration of Yahweh's omnip-

otence in the form of accompaniment (Dt. 33:2), praise (Job 38:7; Ps. 19:2[1]; 29:lf .)'

fear (Ps. 89:7f.t6f.l), 
"o.,rr"l 

in the form of obedient response (Job lf.; Isa. 6:8; cf' the
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resistance to polytheistic notions in Isa.40: 13f.); (b) mediation of Yahweh's salvific
will to the world of human beings (l K.22; Isa. 6; cf. Dl32i8f .; Jer.23:22): (c) imple-
mentation of social justice (Am. 3:7; cf. Ps. 82:3f.).

3. Religious-Cultic Community. After cautious probes during the preexilic period
(Ps. 89:8[7]: sbQ qeS6itm [cf. 1QH 4:25 par. beri!);Ezk. l39: s6/ 'am), it is only dur-
ing the postexilic period that sbQ undergoes the definitive transition to the religious-
cultic community. This is signaled especially by the expressions s68 yeidrtm (Ps.
I I l:l; cf. Prov. 3:32) and s68 YHWH (Ps. 25: 14 with a completely democrarized un-
derstanding).2l The notion of Yahweh's throne council is now applied completely to
the cultic community itself, which as a community of the holy, God-fearing, and up-
right conducts its cult in the Jerusalem temple (cf. Ps. 55: 15[14]).28 Here the psalmist
laments as a particularly odious betrayal the breach of trust committed by his'friend,
who belonged to the same cultic community (s68). According to Ps. I 1 l:1, the suppli-
ant intends to praise Yahweh "in the sOQ of the upright and in the congregation ('Cdil."
According to F. Baethgen and B. Duhm, s6Shere refers to an "ecclesiola in ecclesia,"2e
though the parallelismus membroraru excludes this. The expression sbQ yeiartm refers
to the cultic congregation in whose center the psalmist praises Yahweh's mighty histor-
ical acts, a congregation simultaneously implying the entire congregation of the con-
fessing people of God ('CdA). At the same time, through yeiarim the "communally ap-
propriate behavior"3o of the s6ql members can be viewed as an indication of the
ecclesiological valence of the sbQ concept. Thus here the specifically theological use
of sdgl acquires contours insofar as sdgl "appears in human society cast in terms of reli-
gious characteristics; in this context s68 in the sense of 'community' can refer to or
even express, negatively, a hindrance to, or, positively, a means for true community
with God - its religious significance in the final analysis."3l Not only can one evalu-
ate the notion of Yahweh's throne council as a hermeneutical model addressing the
specific quality of the s68 congregation, one can also attribute at least a remnant per-
spective to its etymological connotation in the abstract meaning "secret."32 A conflu-
ence of the two semantic levels, however, is first visibly actlalized only in the
esotericism of the Qumran community.The sOQ reflects the religious-cultic fellowship
from the internal perspective of intimacy among members and from the external per-
spective of the fear and praise of God. This comes to full expression in NT
ecclesiology, though "in the NT, the concept of God as enthroned, surrounded by be-

27. See II.2 above.
28. On the textual problems here, cf. Fabry, "Studien zur Ekklesiologie," 26ff.; cf. also H.-J.

Krats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 521: "the delight of the cultic community
in the sanctuary of Yahweh."

29. F. Baethgen, Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 (1897); B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHCXIy (21922).
Cf. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),357f.

30. -+'112r y.ir (VI, 463-72).
31. Sebg,794.
32. See III below.
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ings, has been recast so that it is the community of the end time which sings God's

Praises."33

III. Abstract Meaning. In connection with the proverbial wisdom associated with

the period of the monarchy, an abstract wisdom connotation already emerges, etymo-

logically grounded, in the sense of "resolution, plan, secret," a connotation that Sreb6,

p.oUuUty without justification, designates as the "more significant" usage.

l. secular In Prov. ll:13; 15:22;20 19; and 25 9, s6d refers to that which can be

viewed as the object of the discussion within a ,s6Q panel (cf. esp. 15:22 lpat.

mah'tid[61) and Sir. 8:17). Keeping a "secret" is a matter of honor (Prov' 25:9; Sir'

42:l); a person betraying it is viewed as a slanderer or gossip (rdktl, Prov. ll 13;

20: l9). One should conduct confidential discussions only with the wise (^rwd hithpael'

Sir.9:14), not with afool(pe!t), since the latter is unable to keep a secret (sdd) to him-

self (Sir. 8: l7). The notion of s68 as a neutral "resolution, plan," with the connotation

"secret," is used in ref'erence to human activity only twice outside proverbial wisdom,

referring perjoratively to the deceitful plans of one's enemies (Ps. 83:4[3] [par. -+ fll'
y s hithpaell; cf. the postexilic tone in Ps. 64:3[2]).

2. Theological. The theological use of the abstract meaning of sbd as "Yahweh's

counsel, plan" (the component of "secret" is utterly lacking here), is semantically iri-

descent and is also intended concretely in every instance. Naturally, it is the basic re-

quirement for every true prophet that he stand in the saQ YHW|I (cf., e.g, Isa. 6; Jer.

j:, t g), not only in the sense of the notion of a throne council but also abstractly as par-

ticipation in Yahweh's own immediate planning. A clearly abstract usage, however, is

found in the wisdom fbrmulation gdh s6Q appropriated by the Deuteronomist in Am'

3:7; Yahweh does nothing without revealing his s6d first to the prophet, i.e', without

revealing to the prophet his salvific plan. The promulgation of these plans within the

human world, however, is at the same time the essential function of the throne courr

cil.3a In the theological sense, then, the abstract aspect of .s6ql represents a more or less

artificial differentiation within the concrete phenomenon' The two aspects refer to one

and the same thing.35 The term sdql shares this bivalence with, e'g', Akk' pufiru' Ugar'

pbr and EgyP. (m)sh.36

IV. Qumran. The texts from Qumran attest swd 62 times, though it tiequently alter-

nates with synonymous yswd. The hymnic literature attests a particularly high concentra-

tion of occulrences, while in the writings concerning the community rule the term swd

ranks far behind -+'I11! yah(id, i.e., it has lost organizational-ecclesiological significance.

1. Abstract. The term sd4l occurs with the abstract meaning "secret" (synonymous

33. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 278'

34. Cf. II.2 above.
35. Cf. Brown antl W. H. Schmidt, "Die deuteronomistische Redaktion des Amosbuches,"

zAw 77 (1965) 186.

36. See, respectively, AHw, tl,876f .; UT, no.2037, and 1VUS, no' 2215 WbAS' lll' 465'
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with rAz, IQH 4:21; ll:9; 12: l2), clearly occurring in contexts touching on the anthro-
pological cognitive (in)capabilities of the suppliant. This generates completely new
word combinations: swd h'mt, syvd 'mt wbynh, swd pl'kh,tt but also swd 'niym, "secret
of human beings" (4Q512 frs. 36-38, III, l3; cf. CD l4: l0), swd ryiyt kwl m'iy yi, "the
secret of the commencement of all human actions" (4Q5 I I fr. 63, III, 2). Llke rciz, s6Q

takes us into the sphere of Qumran-Essene esotericisrn. What cannot be determined,
however, is whether this esoteric connotation is consciously intended when sd4l takes
on more concrete meaning (cf., however, IQH l4:18,21).

2. Concrete. In the concrete sense .s64l expresses a specific aspect of the community
in Qumran.

a. In the first place, when it is radically individualized it apparently loses any refer-
ence to plurality. In this sense it occurs within anthropological contexts when the sup-
pliantreferstohimself as swdbir "assemblyof flesh"(lQS ll:7;cf.4Q51126:3),swd
bir'wl, "company of the ungodly flesh" (IQS I l:9), swd rmh, "company of worms"
(lQS ll:10). Similarly, he refers to himself as swd h'rwh, "ground of shame" (lQH
l:22), swd rih, "ground of wickedness" (4Q491 l0,II, l7), or swd pi: "fbundations of
dust" (4Q51 I 28-29,3), someone whom (according to 4Q5l l) God himself makes ca-
pable of praise.

b. The term s6y' then also refers to various groups of people, groups that - when
not ref'erring to the Qumran community itself3S - are consistently characterized in a

negative fashion. These includethe swd,iw', "assembly of deceit" (lQH2l.22par.'dt
bLy'l), swd hms, "assembly of violence" ( I QH 6:5 par. 'dt iw), swd n'ltnym, "council of
the cunning" (lQH 7:34 par.'dt iw). The driving tbrce behind these groups is Belial.
They gather around this "priest of iniquity," constituting thus the adversaries of the

Qumran-Essene community.
c. On the one hand, s6/ as a designation for the community itself is used abso-

lutely (1QH l4:l8,2lf .) with the community form practiced here characterized more
specifically as a yahad form of life. On the other hand, s68 enters into significant
word combinations, picking up on the OT notion of Yahweh's throne council. These
include swd qdwiym, "council of the holy" (lQH 4:25 par. bryt; IQH fr.63:2;
4Q502 19:1), swd qwdi qwdiym. "assembly of supreme holiness" (lQS 8:5 par. 'sr

hyhd), swd'wlmym, "company of the everlasting" (1QS 2:25; lQHT:34); cf. swd
'wlm (lQH 3:21; ll:ll) and swd'lym, "community of divine beings" (4Q181 1:2;
4Q5 1 1 I 0: 1 1). Even more clearly ecclesiological combinations include the (almost?)
tautological swd'm, "assembly of the people" (CD l9:35; IQH fr. 9:10), swd hyhd,
"assembly of the congregation" (lQS 6:19; compare 4QSe L4Q259l with IQS
9:18f.). In only one passage is the technical usage of s6Q visible: 1QS 6:19, where
the novice's access to the swd hyhd constitutes an intermediate stage between exter-
nal approach to the community (1. l6) and acceptance into the highest stage of purity

37. Cf. Ncitscher,'7 6f.
38. Cf. IV.c below.
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(1.22). This stage is characterizedby the purification baths and admittance to the

community cult. The swd 'niym, "assembly of the men," in CD 14:10 must be inter-
preted similarly as a designation for the community itself or for a specific panel. Ac-

cording to IQS ll:6ff., this sdy'has aclearly cultic orientation, understanding itself
as a link between the earthly sanctuary (swd mbnyt qwdi) and the heavenly sphere.

According to lQH ll:1lff., the function of the s6Q consists in conducting the wor-
ship service together with the heavenly beings "rejoicing together" (1. 14). Member-

ship in the s6/ leads to the elevation and renewal of those involved (lQH 4:25; 10:5)

from their sinful frailty into heavenly insight (lQH l0:5), and to expiation of the

land (1QS 8:5).3e Here the Qumran community understands itself ultimately as the

inner-worldly realization of the heavenly throne council on the one hand, and as the

only legitimate realization of the temple itself on the other. The sbd is the congrega-

tion of the end time (lQH 3:21), membership in which one loses through apostasy

and disobedience to the Torah (CD 19:35). The sbQ acquires its highest eccle-

siological value in 1QH 7:9 (cf . 6:26): "You have made me like a strong tower, a

high wall, and have established my edifice upon rock; eternal foundations for my
congregation (sbdt) and all my ramparts are atried wall which shall not sway." On

the basis of the rich terminological resonance, a connection with Mt. 16:18 can

hardly be questioned.ao

Although the largely synonymous yes6/ developed from its basic meaning "ground-
ing" into an ecclesiological term (esp. in 1QS), it nonetheless belongs together with

Ydsad' 
Fabrtt

39. Cf. W. Paschen, Rein und Unrein: [Jntersuchung zur biblischen Wortgeschichte. SANT 24

(19'70), t45t.
40. Cf. Muszyriski, 215; Fabry, "Studien zur Ekklesiologie," 46f.

:llD sa& -+ 1oJ ndsak

Contents: I. Linguistic Evidence. II. Cultural-Historical Considerations: l. Appearance and

Spread of the Horse; 2. Cultic Associations. III. OT: 1. Secular Usage;2. Mythological-

Theological Contexts; 3. Theological Considerations. IV. Qumran.
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I. Linguistic Evidence. The word sr2s (fem. sfisd) occurs in several Semitic lan-
guages. Akk. sisr2 or sisa'u is to be viewed as a loanword of unknown origin. Lexical
lists write it as anie-kur-ra.t It appears in Ugaritic as ii/ssw.z The Canaanite glosses in
the Amarna letterts have zuzima.3 It occurs in Phoenician as ss, in Old Aramaic as

swsh, in Egyptian Aramaic as swsyy'l, in Nabataean-Palmyrene as swsyfl, and in Jewish

sfis. W. F. Albright, "Mittanian maryannu, 'chariot-warrior,'and the Canaanite and Egyptian
Equivalents," AfO 6 (1930131) 2l'7-21; A. Alt, "Die Herkunft der Hyksos in neuer Sicht,"
KlSchr III ( 1959), 72-981' D. R. Ap-Thomas, "All the King's Horses?" Proclamation and Pres-
ence. FS G. H. Davies (Richmond, 1970), 135-51;M. C. Astour, "ANorth Mesopotamian Lo-
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M. Mayrhofer, Die Indo-Arier im alten Vorderasien (Wiesbaden, 1966); W. D. McHardy, The
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"A Mare in Pharaoh's Chariotry," BASOR 200 (1970) 56-61; J. A. H. Potratz, Das Pferd in der
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l. AHw,II, 1051f.; CAD, XV,328-34.
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Aramaic and Samarital as sfisa'.4 Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic

attest sr2sya',' Middle Hebrew, sris,' Arabic and South Arabic, slsls Egyptian attests

ssm.t alnd {im.t, deriving from Can. sws.6

The etymology of s,s is disputed. Derivation from Sanskrit afva(s) was widely sup-

ported.T G. R. Driver refers to Hitt. aiiuiani, "rider," which is of Hurrian origin.a He points

out, however, that the loss ofthe initial a- creates difficulties, and thus suggests understand-

ing sas from the perspective of a repetitive susu or srsl, either an onomatopoeic term or

lnllwort. Sibilants are characteristic of words describing quick, impetuous movements.

The word sr?s occurs about 140 times in the OT; its word field includes relei, "team

of horses, steeds" (1 K. 5:8 [Eng. 4:28]; Mic. l:13) or "courier horses" (Est. 8:10,14)'

as well as parai, "rider" (2 S. 8:4; 1 K. 20:20), "riding horse" ( I S. 8: I l; lsa. 22:6),

rakkdb, "chariot driver" (l K. 22:34), "rider" (2 K, 9:17).

The LXX renders both sl2s and strsd with hippos. The deuterocanonical writings at-

test the word in Jth. l:13; 2:5; 6:3:7:2,6;9:'7; l6:3; Wis. l9:9; Sir. 30:8; 33:6; 48:9;

1 Mc. 3:39; 4:1,7,28,31;6:30,35,38; 8:6;9:4,11; lO73,77,79,81,82,83; 12:49; 13:22;

15:13 16:7; 2 Mc. 3:25: 5:3; 1024,29 ll:2; l5:20.e

II. Cultural-Historical Considerations.
l. Appearance and Spread ofthe Horse. The horse is at home in Europe and the ad-

jacent zones of Asia all the way to the steppes of Mongolia. It was domesticated in the

middle Asiatic, south Russian steppes probably during the late 5th or early 4th millen-

nium, reaching Mesopotamia then during the 3rd millennium. The northern Meso-

potamian area attests the domesticated horse ca. 23OO B.c., the oldest written witness

being the Sumerian Shulgi Hymn.l0 The earliest certain attestations in Akkadian texts

are found in the Cappadocian Tablets. The earliest witnesses for southern Mesopota-

mia come from the Old Babylonian letters of the Hammurabi period; the Code of
Hammurabi does not mention the horse.ll

The Sumerogram ANSE-KUR-RA cannot be deciphered reliably in its older occur-

rences; only since the Hammurabi period does it definitely mean "horse."l2 In the Old

4. See, respectively, J.-T. Milik, review of G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Cen-

tury B.c. (Oxiord, lg54), RB 61 (1954) 594; DNSr, 11,795; Z. Ben-Hayyim, The Literary and

Oial Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic amongst the Samaritans, 5 vols. (Jerusalem, 1957-77),

II, 538a.
5. See MdD, 322b; M. A. Littauer, "The Figured Evidence for a Small Pony in the Ancient

Near East," Iraq 33 (1911) 2aff.; cf . HAL, 11,746.
6. See WDAS, ll1, 474; lY,2'76; H. Donner, "Die Herkunft des iigyptischen Wortes lSim.tl =

Pferd," zAs ao (1955) 97ff., contra Albright,2lS n. 4.

7. Albright,218; Salonen, 2l; A.F. Rainey, Tell el-AmarnaThblets. AOATB (21978),77'

8. Driver, Aramaic Documents, 73 n.2.
9. E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint and Other GreekVersions of

the OT (Oxford, 1897), s.v.

10. Heimpel, 275f .; cf . ANET, 584-86.
11. Salonen, l2f.
12. Salonen, l8-21.
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Babylonian period the horse was a rare animal, one reserved for the royal court and
cult.l3 It was not until the Kassite period that the horse came into general use.la

The Kukkuli text from Boghazk6y, dating to the 14th century, contains prescrip-
tions for the care and training of wagon horses.15 It stands in close proximity to certain
Middle Assyrian fragments, and this is probably a case of two different treatments of
the same material.16 Kukkuli bears the title aiiuiani, "horse trainer, stablemaster," and
comes "from the land of Mitanni." The Hittite text contains numerous specialized ex-
pressions oflndo-Aryan provenance. But several factors suggest that nothing more can
be concluded from these findings than that we can attribute to the Indo-Aryan groups
constituting the upper classes of the Mittani kingdom a special appreciation, mastery,
and probably also improvement of the horse-drawn chariots. First, the horse and
wagon were already known in Mesopotamia before the beginning of the 2nd millen-
nium, and the Hittite Anitta text already mentions chariots.lT Furthermore, there are no
other witnesses for the appearance of Aryans in the Near East until shortly before the
middle of the 2nd millennium, which also renders any participation of Aryan elements
in the Hyksos movement undemonstrable.l8 Finally, any derivation of the Semitic
word for "horse" from Indo-Aryan aiva(s) has proven to be extremely doubtful. In any
case, these groups influenced the concept of the nobility of the mariannu on the basis
of the possession and the mastery of wagons. le After ca. 1 600, the horse-drawn chariot
with two spoked wheels appears as a new weapon of war, as shown by numerous por-
trayals from Egypt and written witnesses from many parts of the Near East and from
Amarna.20 In contrast, only rarely is the horse attested as a riding animal.2l

Horses appear as royal gifts in the Ugaritic Legend of King Keret, this, too, an indi-
cation that the appearance of the horse had nothing to do with the arrival of the Indo-
Aryans in the Near East.zzIn addition, a guide to the medical treatment of horses (com-
posed in Hurrian) was found in Ugarit.z: The beginnings of horse domestication in
Egypt date to the waning Middle Kingdom or the early Second Intermediate Period.
Terminology relating to horse and wagon, as well as the tutelary gods'Anat, Astarte,
and Resheph, suggests Asiatic provenance for the use of horse and chariot, the transi-
tion taking place probably at the beginning of the Hyksos rule.24 The widespread no-

13. Cf. M. Noth, "Remarks on the Sixth Volume of the Mari Texts," "/SS I (1956) 322-33: a

different view is taken by Moorey. 48.
14. Concerning the use of the horse as a draught animal after ca. 1800, cf. Gilg. VI,20.
15. Potratz, Das Pferd in der Friihzeit.
16. Ebeling, 57f.
17. Moorey; Weippert, 250.
18. J. von Beckerath, Abriss der Geschichte des alren Agypten (Oldenbourg/Munich, 1971),

31.
19. Mayrhofer, 15-27; Albright.
20. ANEE no. 390; EA, 1:5; 8:6.
21. Littauer and Crouwel, 82-97.
22. Astovt, 39:' KTU, 1.14 VI, 8 and 20; ANET 144 (ll. 128f.).
23. KTU, l.7l and 1.72.
24. St6rk, 1009f.
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tion that the Hyksos overpowered Egypt with a force of chariots is, however, extremely

doubtful.25 The development of a chariot force in Egypt did not commence until the

Asiatic campaigns of Thutmose I.26

Not until the early lst millennium was the horse used increasingly as a riding ani-

mal, something indicated by ample pictorial evidence especially from Assyria.2T An

actual organized corps of riders does not appear until Ashurnasirpal II. Reliefs of
Ashurbanipal depict the horse as an animal ridden during the hunt.28 In the Persian pe-

riod the use of the chariot finally receded in favor of the strengthened implementation

of cavalry, a development continued in Hellenistic armies. The horse acquires special

significance in the courier service instituted by Darius I throughout his empire.2e

2. Cultic Associations. The horse already appears quite early in cultic contexts. It
became a symbol for the hastening of the sun and moon in their courses.3o The naked

goddess holding her breasts appears frequently in connection with the horse. This was

originally the goddess of the chariot, who in Syria blends with Astarte, who rides na-

ked on a horse and carries a bow.3l She bears titles such as "powerful by horse," and

"mistress of the horse and chariot."3z ln Egypt during the Ramesside period she ap-

pears as'Anat or Astarte.33 The two goddesses, together with Resheph, were viewed as

the protectresses of the horses of the royal chariots.3a Along with the lion, sphinx, or

ox, the horse can symbolize the victorious king. In the pantheon, however, it has left

hardly any traces. Only Horus exhibits any associations with the horse.3s

Since the late 2nd millennium, the Babylonians and Assyrians venerated horse heads

placed on altars. In the l st millennium the horses of the temple precinct counted among the

lower gods who were to pull Assyria's chariots, and who themselves enjoyed religious ven-

eration. In addition, hybrid horse-beings appear on seals during the 13th century.36

Among the Hittites, the deity Pirwa is associated with the horse, her attributive ani-

mal.37 Influence from Ugarit cannot be excluded, since there a goddess appears as the

"mother of stallion and mare," indicating perhaps an Indo-European or Hurrian back-

ground.38

25. Von Beckerath, Abriss,3l.
26. Yan Seters, 184.
27. ANEP, nos. 360f.
28. W. Orthmann, Der alte orient. Propylaen Kunstgeschichte 14 (Berlin, 1975),242f .,245.
29. Littauer and Crouwei, l10ff.
30. Lurker, 235.
31. ANEP, no.4'19.
32. WbMyth,1,230,251.
33. W H;lck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens und Vorderasiens zur Agciis bis ins 7. Jahrhundert

v. Chr. EdF 120 (Darmstadt, 19'19), 187.
34. WbMyth,I, 333, 338.
35. St6rk,1011.
36. Brentjes, "Equidengeriit," 93-95.
31. WbMyth,l,l9l.
38. Dietrich and Loretz, 16'l-69.
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In southern Arabia the horse is perhaps a symbolic animal associated with the sun.3e

III. OT.
l. Secular Usage. In most of its OT occurrences, sr2s appears in secular contexts.

Gen. 47:17 presupposes the presence of horses in Egypt (cf. Ex. 9:3). In Ex. 14:9,23;
l5:1,19,21, horses and chariots are counted among the pharaoh's forces whose demise
is extolled in the hymn (cf. Dt. l1:4;Ps. 76:7lBng. v. 6l; Isa. 43:17). When the series

sfis - refte! - pdrdiim occurs (Ex.14:23; cf.14:26,28; l5:19; Isa. 3l:l), sr?s repre-
sents the overriding concept "equestrian troop," which consists of chariots (rekeU with
their teams (pdrditm).ao

Josh. ll:4-9andJgs.5:22(cf.Jgs.4:3,7,13,15f.;5:28)speakof horsesandchariots
among the Canaanite forces. That Israel was unfamiliar with this weapon is shown by
the fact that Joshua hamstrings the horses taken as spoils and sets the chariots on fire
(cf. 2 S. 8:4).

The first use of the horse in Israel is associated with the name of Absalom. 2 S. l5: I
relates that the prince acquired a chariot and horses, apparently for symbolic purposes.
Absalom was probably also intentionally breaking with the tradition according to
which the mule was considered the royal mount (cf.2 S. 13:29;18:9; I K. l:33).

Not until Solomon are horses and chariots found among Israel's own forces. I K.
5:6(4:26) speaks of4,000 stalls ofhorses and 12,000 chariot horses, corresponding to
one stall for three horses, or a chariot team with an additional horse in reserve (cf. 1 K.
5:8[4:28]; lO:25). I K. 10:26-29 speaks of 1,400 chariots and 12,000 horses (a peculiar
ratio, rendering the first number suspect) stationed in special chariot cities as well as in
Jerusalem. The context shows that Solomon's chariot strength is being judged "not so

much as an effective or even necessary means of conducting war than as a portrayal of
royal splendor." We hear further about the import of horses from Musri (emended

text), an area in the Taurus region, and Kue (emended text) in the Cilician plain. In
conclusion, a price is noted of 600 shekels for a chariot imported from Egypt (or from
Musri?) and 150 silver shekels for a horse. The details of this transaction, which also
allegedly included the smaller northern and eastern Syrian states, raise several ques-
tions.al

I K. l8:5 presupposes horse domestication in lsrael during the time of Ahab, and
I K.22:4 presupposes chariot troops among the forces of Judah and Israel (cf. also 2 K.
3:7 [the same expression as in I K.22:4);7:13 9:17 -19 [mounted messengers];cz 9:33;
l0:2; 1l:161' 14:20). Edifices from the period of the Omrides, initially interpreted as

"horse stables," were excavated in Megiddo and Hazoq these more likely represent
public storehouses.43 I K. 20:1,20f .,25;2 K. 6:l4f .;7:10 mention chariot forces in the

39. WbMyth,1,522t.
40. Galling, 133 n.2.
41. On this issue and the other passages, cf. M. Noth, Kdnige l-16, BKI){./l (1968); a differ-

ent view in some respects is taken by Weippert, 251.
42. Cf. Mowinckel.
43. Yadin et al., Ha7o4 4 vols. in 3 (Jerusalem, 1958-61), l, 12-14.
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army of the Arameans (cf. also 2K.5:9 Q).In2 K. l8:23 (par. Isa.36:8), the Rab-

shakeh of the king of Assyria proposes to Hezekiah a wager for 2,000 horses if the king
can provide riders for them - an indication that a mounted troop was known in As-
syria during the time of Sennacherib.

The Chronicler's history mentions horses in several passages dependent on

Deuteronomistic thinking (2 Ch. l:14-17 par. I K. lO:26-29;2 Ch. 9:24-28 par. 1 K.
5:614:261; lo25f .,28;2 Ch.25:28 par.2 K. 1420). Ezr. 2:66 notes the number of 736

horses among those returning fiom the exile. 2 Ch. 23:15 and Neh. 3:28 mention a

"horse gate" situated at the location ofthe royal palace (cf. Jer.3l:40).
lsa.5:28 mentions chariot horses in the army of the Assyrians, and Jer.4:13 and

6:23 speak of riders in the forces of the enemy from the north, referring probably to the

Neo-Babylonian Empire (cf. Jer. 8:16; 46:4,9; 50:31a [addendum from 5l:21]; 5O:42:

5l:21,27; Ezk. 23:6,12,23 fvv. 12 and 23 are secondary]; 26:7,10f .; 38:4,15; 39:20;
Nah. 3:2f.; Hab. l:8).

In Isa. 66:20 horses and chariots are mentioned as a means of transport for those re-

turning from the exile. Jer. 17:25 (cf.22:4) anticipates that as a result of the obedient
keeping of the sabbath, the kings of Judah and their entourage will enter Jerusalem

with horses and chariots. Ezk. 17:15 relates thatZedekiah sent ambassadors to Egypt,
"that they might give him horses and a large army." Ezk.27:14 mentions draught
horses (sAsfu) and riding horses (pdrditm) from Beth-togarmah in Asia Minor, involv-
ing trade with Tyre. In the comparative style of nascent apocalyptic, Joel 2:4f. com-
pares the enemy host with steeds, riders, and chariots. The background here is the no-

tion of an actual army with mounted troops and chariots, as was customary during the

Persian period. Am. 2: l5 mentions that during judgment the charioteer (rakeU will not
rescue his horse.aa Am. 4: 10 mentions horses as spoils of the enemy. Eccl. I 0:7 identi-
fies the horse as the mount of princes; similarly also Est.6:8-11;Est. 8:10 speaks of
courier horses,as familiar from the Persian Empire.

Gen. 49:17 compares the tribe of Dan with a serpent that bites a horse's heels, causing

the charioteer to fall.a6 The comparison implies that the small tribe is too weak to attack

the Canaanites openly, who are equipped with chariots; it can, however, dare a sudden

ambush attack. The metaphor in Isa. 63:13 relates that Yahweh led Israel "through the

depths; like a horse in the desert, they did not stumble." The reality of mounted troops

during the Persian period probably provides the background for this metaphor.

Jer. 5:8 compares the Jerusalemites to stallions, "each neighing for his neighbor's
wife." This same notion of the stallion's passion underlies the blunt imagery in Ezk.
23:20, though here it is applied to "the power of Egyptian political conspiracy," to
which Judah falls prey.aT Jer. 8:6 compares the apostasy of the Judeans to a horse

44. H. W. Wolff , Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 171f., with ref'erence to Galling,
131: The verb ralp! ref'ers primarily to driving and only secondarily to riding.

45. H. Bardtke, Das Buch Esther KATXVII/4-5 (1963), 366.
46. H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965), l8f.; a difl'erent view is

taken by C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), in loc.
47 . W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 187 .
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plunging headlong into battle, running wildly out of control in the wrong direction. In
Jer. l2:5 Yahweh addresses the prophet: "If you have raced with men on foot, and they
have wearied you, how will you compete with horses?" That is, if Jeremiah has already
failed at an easy task, how then is he to fare in even more difficult ones?

Am. 6:12 uses the horse in a wisdom riddle that presupposes the horse as an animal
used with chariots, which are useless on rocky terrain. Israel's own practice of perverting
justice into injustice is as absurd as trying to operate horse and chariot on such terrain.

In an admonition, Ps. 32:9 refers to the horse's lack of understanding. Only with bit
and bridle can this animal be restrained, and Israel should be mindful not to act similarly.

Job 39: l8 draws attention to the paradox that the ostrich, which cannot f1y, nonethe-
less can outrun the horse. Job 39: l9-25 describes the battle horse, though the weapons
mentioned in the context sooner suggest the mount of the cavalry than the animal that
pulls the chariot.a8 The horse also appears in a proverb (Prov. 26:3). The fbol, who can-
not be reached by the understanding, will perhaps understand the language of chastise-
ment - as does the disobedient horse.

Cant. l:9ff. compares the beloved to the mare (the only occurrence of sr2sri) of Pha-
raoh's chariot, emphasizing her comely cheeks and neck with its string of jewels. This
motif suggests the influence of Egyptian love poetry, though the point of comparison
there is the haste with which the lover comes to his beloved. Such praise of beauty has
parallels in Greek thinking.ae

2. Mythological-Theological Contexts. A mythological background underlies the
rapture of Elijah on a fiery chariot with fiery horses (2K.2: I I ). Widespread interpreta-
tion associates this with the chariot of the sun and its steeds, which allegedly alludes to
the presence of God.s0 K. Galling adduces Aramaic evidence, which attests a god rkb
7, whose symbol is the yoke of a horse span. This god is the "master of the chariot,"
and is countered by prophets filled with the Spirit of Yahweh, especially Elisha ( I 3: I 4)
and Elijah, who receive the name "chariots of Israel and its horsemen" (2:12), alleg-
edly leading to the motif of Elijah's rapture on a fiery chariot.5l H. C. Schmitt finds the
nearest religio-historical parallel inZec.6:l-8.52 Galling's thesis is supported by the
vision of the fiery chariots and horses round about Elisha in 2 K. 6:17 and 7:6f ., a vi-
sion that tiom the traditio-historical perspective is inseparable from 2: I l.

2 K.23: I I mentions the horses that the kings of Judah dedicated to the Babylonian-
Assyrian god Sama5, and chariots of the sun that Josiah destroyed. It is uncertain
whether the ref'erence is to symbols or to living horses that pulled the processional
chariots of Sama5.s3 Hab. 3:8 speaks of the horses and chariot upon which Yahweh

48. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 515.
49. G. Gerlemann, RutMDas Hohelied. AK XVII (21981), 106f.
50. G. Fohrer, Prophetenerz.cihlungen. Die Propheten des AT VII (Ciitersloh, 1977), 84.
51. Galling, 142-48.
52. P. tt4.
53. E. Wtirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige, part II: 1. Kdn. 17-2. Kdn. 25. ATD Xllz ( 1984),

459.
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storms down during his theophany; the background is the Ugaritic myth in which the

"rider of the clouds" Ba'al measures himself against the sea god Yamm.sa In contrast,
Hab. 3:15 (emended text) speaks of the horses of Yahweh's enemy that are destroyed.

lnZec. l:7-15 we encounter scouts on horses whose various colors are probably to

be interpreted mythologically. In view of 6: l-8, four colors are expected, and the color
black is to be added. The four steeds are related to the four heavenly directions and the

four winds. The myth presents the winds as God's messengers (cf. Ps. 104:4) in the

form ofeither birds or steeds. The colors refer to the four planets ofthe cosmic corners:

red for Mercury, black for Saturn, white for Jupiter, and green for Mars. In this vision
the light reddish color has replaced green, a concession to the natural coloration of
horses.55 A nonmythological interpretation is also possible, however, according to
which the horse domestication conducted under the Persian high king provides the

background for the colorful multiplicity of horses, representing thus "the majesty,

power, and presence of the universal divine kingship of Yahweh."56 Derivation of these

colors from a doctrine of winds or continents5T is probably untenable.

In Zec. 6: 1 -8 the prophet sees four chariots, which are to go out to the four winds of
heaven and are drawn by horses of different colors (in v.3,'amussim is to be deleted as

a variant of beruddim). The interpretation of these colors is similar to that in l:7-15.
Reference can also be made to 2 Mc. 3:25; 10:29-31 ; both passages deal with epiph-

anies during which God comes to deliver his people, epiphanies deriving from Helle-
nistic religious thinking (cf.2 Mc.5:2-4; l1:$).sa

3. Theological Considerations. The horse occurs with theological significance from
the 8th century, the oldest occurrence being Hos. 14:4(3), which juxtaposes Israel's

trust in its own military might with trust in Yahweh. The comparison of military power

to idols, as also seen in Isa.2:7f. and Mic.5:9ff.(l0ff.), is noteworthy. Hos. l:7 is a
Judean gloss assuring Judah of Yahweh's compassion, compassion resulting from
God's freedom, "not by horses, nor by horsemen." Trust in one's own military power

leads to ruin (cf. Isa. 30:16; 3l:1). For Egypt too, along with its military forces, be-

longs to the sphere of frail, powerless humanity,se and is "flesh" (baiar), not "spirit"
(rfiah; cf.Isa. 3l 3iZec.10:5). This same rejection of military means in juxtaposition

with trust in Yahweh occurs in Ps. 20:8(7);33:17; 147:10.
A close traditio-historical connection obtains between this notion and that of the de-

struction of military equipment, including horse and chariot, by Yahweh or the messi-

anic king. This motif occurs in Mic. 5:9(10); Hag.2:22; Zec.9:10 (the verb should be

emended to the 3rd person sg.); l2:4; 14:15. The source of the polemic against military
equipment is found in the tradition of the Yahweh wars of the early period, albeit bro-

54. F. Horst, Die zwi)lf kleinen Propheten: Hosea bis Micha. HATXIy (21954), 185.

55. tbid., 220.
56. Seybold, 72f .; cf. C. Jeremias, 130.
57. Gese. 33f.
58. C. Habicht,2. Makkabrierbuch. JSHRZ V3 (Giitersloh,21979), l87f .
59. Huber, 126.
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ken "against the background of the narrative tradition of the Yahweh wars, in which
Yahweh increasingly becomes the only actor, while the former warriors become mere

spectators of Yahweh's activity." The view thus emerges that Yahweh and military po-

tential are contrasted as mutually exclusive alternatives.6O In contrast, Prov.21:31
seems to take a "more realistic" view. "Even if preparations are undertaken ever so

carefully after a far-reaching decision, success nonetheless remains the prerogative of
Yahweh alone."6l

Both the law regarding the king in Dt. 17:14-20 and that addressing war in Dt. 20

belong in this same context. Dt. 17:16 forbids the king from keeping many horses and

from taking the people back to Egypt in order to acquire horses, referring probably to

an exchange of Israelite soldiers for Egyptian horses (cf. I K. 10:28), an act that is in-
terpreted as a reversal of the exodus.62 Above all, however, the king is being required

to renounce the arrogance of sovereign power (cf. 2 S. 15:l; 1 K. l:5), for horses and

chariots are attributes of royal power. Thus does Ashurbanipal declare on the Rassam

cylinder: "chariots, horses, mules were all part of my gift to him for majestic travel."63

Dt. 20:l exhorts the people to trust in Yahweh, even in the face of superior, hostile
chariotry.

Two peculiar passages remain to be mentioned. Zec. l0:3 asserts that Yahweh will
make his flock like proud steeds in battle - a daring metaphor. The assertion is that in
the final battle between Judah and its enemies, Yahweh will fight on the side of Judah.

Zec.14:20, an addendum to Trito-Zechariah, says that the distinction between holy and

unholy will disappear in the end time, an assertion then taken to the extreme. Even the

ringing metal bells on the horse tack, originally apotropaic in nature, will be sacred to
the Lord, as sacred as the adornments on the high priest's head (cf. Ex. 28:36; Zec.

3:9).

IV. Qumran. The word sis occurs 8 times in Qumran. While lQpHab 3:10 refers

back to Hab. l:8f. (see above), and the occurrences in the Temple Scroll refer almost
exclusivelytoOTpassages(llQT56:16f.toDt.17:14-20; llQT6l:13toDt.20:l-18;
1lQT 58:7 belongs to the further Qumranic development of the Deuteronomic law re-

garding the king), very few occulrences shed any light on the Qumran-Essene under-

standing of horses. According to 1QM 6:8ff., horsemen will play a central role in the

decisive eschatological battle. According to l. 12, the sfistm used here are to be stal-

lions (zkr), swift (ql), sensitive of mouth (rlcy ph), and sound of wind ('rwky rwh). The
occurrence in 6Ql0 l5:3 is in a broken context.64

Stendebach

60. Bach, 21f.
61. O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BKXVII (1984),250.
62. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 119f.
63. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), 108.

64. Cf . M. Baillet, J. Tadeusz, and R. de Vaux, les 'petites grottes' de Qumrdn. DJD lll
(1962), rzs.
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t]iD ,ap; llD swp

Contents: L l. Root; 2. OT Forms; 3. Parallel Words; Word Combinations. II. General Usage:

1. Heb. and Aram. swp; 2. sbphbpa', "End." III. Theological Aspects. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

l. l. Root. The root swp is used primarily in the West Semitic linguistic sphere; in
addition to Arab. safa, "vanish," it occurs - with verb and noun - most frequently in
Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic, as well as in OT Hebrew (usually late) and Post-Biblical
Hebrew usually with the basic meaning "cease," and for the noun, "end."l

2. OT Forms. The root swp and its derivatives are attested in the OT in both Hebrew
and Aramaic, in both cases with verb and noun(s). The verb svt/p occurs 4 times in the

qal (Isa. 66: l7; Am. 3:15;2 Ps. '73:19; Est. 9:28), and either 6 or, more probably, 4 times
in the hiphil (Jer. 8: l3; Zeph. l:2-3, though these passages are extremely uncertain).3

Some understand the form'asap (Jer. 8:13; Zeph. l:2) as a special infinitive abso-

lute of swp (hcsip), but most derive it as an infinitive absolute from'asap, "collect," or
change itto'osdp; here'asipEm (Jer. 8:13) is often emended to'as?pam, "her harvest."4

The 3 occurrences of 'asEp in Zeph l:2f. are sometimes emended, to either 'oseps ot
'e'esdp.According to BDB, 'dsdp (from'asap) was chosen because of assonance.6 To

my knowledge, however, the possibility has not yet been considered that'dsdp (from
'asap) and 'astp€m/'dsEp (from hEstp) represent a contamination of two alternative
readings, on the one hand of 'asap and on the other of hEstp.

The verb swp would have one additional occurrence if a iaph'dl form of this verb
were assumed to be present in the hapax legomenon wayeiassep in I S. 15:33.7

The noun sbp, "end," occurs 5 times, and only in later texts (2 Ch.20l. l6; Eccl. 3: l1 ;

7:2: 12:13; Joel2:20 [as an object]).
In the Aramaic portion of the OT, both the verb and the noun sdpd' (sbp only in the

construct state) occur, the verb twice, once in the peal (Dnl. 4:30[33]) and once in the

haphel (2:44), and sbp/sbpd'5 times (4:8,19|1,221 lwith which 4:17(20) can also be

comparedl ; 6:27 [261; 7 :26,28).

s6p. J. Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen zum hebrriischen und aramciischen Lexicon (Le\pzig,
1902),32; E. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im AT (Halle am Salle, 1902), 67f.,96: Wagner, 87.

1. See Kautzsch; Wagner; DNSI, II, 196;Beyer, 645; CSD, s.v.; MdD, 323a; J. Ouellette, "An
Unnoticed Device for Expressing the Future in Middle Hebrew," HAR 4 (1980) l27ft.

2. Mandelkern, 802, lists it under sdph, "take away."
3. Compare Mandelkern, 794, with Lisowsky, 129,991.
4. See the comms.; GesB, 539; HAL, 1,74.
5. GK,972aa.
6. 8D8.692.
7. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography XI," Bibl 54 (1973) 363, following G. J.

Thierry and L. Wiichter.
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3. Parallel Words; Word Combinations. In some passages this group has direct par-

allel words, or stands in specific word combinations that are revealing for the word's
meaning. As regards the verb, in Am. 3:15 its par. word is 'd[eitr, "they perish," and in
Ps.73:19 tammfi, "they come to an end/are destroyed." In Dnl. 2:44the par. word is
taddiq, "break in pieces." As regards Heb. s6p, two antonyms are noteworthy: r6'i,
"beginning," in Eccl. 3:11; and panim (lit. "face"), "advance guard," in loel 2:20,
where sdp has the specialized military meaning "rear guard." Aram. sdp is character-

ized by a certain formulaic quality.s

II. General Usage.
7. Hebrew and Aramaic swp.In its basic stem (qal/peal), the verb expresses the ces-

sation of the existence of something (e.g., houses, Am.3:15; people, Ps.73:19; lsa.

66:17; memory, Est. 9:28), or that something reaches its intended end (Dnl. a:30[33]);
in the causative stem (hiphil/haphel), it expresses the action of bringing something to
an end in some fashion, resulting in meanings such as "snatch away" (Jer. 8:13; Zeph.
l:2f.) or "destroy" (Dnl.2:44).

2. sbph6pd', "End." Accordingly, s6p appears in widely varying contexts in refer-
ence to the end point of something. The reference can be geographically local (2 Ch.

20:16) or even geographically global (Dnl.4:8,19[1,22], formulaic: l"s6p lkol-l'ar'd'
[cf. v. 17(20), otherwise Zeph. l:2f.)).e Or the word can refer temporally or existen-
tially to the end of human life, i.e., it can function as an expression for death (Eccl.7:2:
cf. Ps. 73: l9; Isa. 66: l7), or in the intellectual-literary sense to the conclusion of some

project (Eccl. 12:13; Dnl.7:28), Together with the antonym "beginning," it encom-
passes the widest possible extension (Eccl. 3:ll, here in reference to God's work in
creation). The military-technical use in Joel 2:20 is highly specialized.

III. Theological Aspects. Although the element of conclusion expressed in both the

verb and the noun s6p suggests that they could have been employed in prophetic ora-

cles of judgment, only the verb was so used (cf.Isa. 66:17 Jer.8:13;Am. 3:15;Zeph.
I :2f.), while only Aram. sbpa'preserved some of this eschatological formulaic quality
within an apocalyptic framework (Dnl.6:27[26]; cf .7:26; also2:44), a formulaic qual-
ity that in earlier prophecy characterized nouns such as qe;, "end," and -+ nrlnN
'aharil ('achartth) in several passages, and which still attaches to these words in the

book of Daniel (cf., e.g., 8:17,23; ll:27,35,40; l2:4,13).to Otherwise, the "end" repre-

sented by death bestows the insights of wisdom (Eccl.7:2) as well as liberating conso-

lation in the temptations of theodicy (Ps. 73:19, cf . v. l7).

8. See II and III below
9. In this connection cf. also W. C. van Unnik, "Der Ausdruck 'EOE 'EEXATOY THX fHE

(Apostelgeschichte I:8) und sein alttestamentlicher Hintergrund," Studia biblica et semitica. FS
T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),335-49.

10. Cf. M. Wagner, "YP qc; end," TLOT III, 1153-56; otherwise also W Zimmerli, Ezekiel l.
Herm (Erg. trans. 1979), 203f. Also E. Jenni, "'111N 7r after," TLOT, I, 83-88.
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IV. Qumran. This group of words occurs only rarely in the Qumran writings: the
verb not at all, and the noun sbp, "end," only 3 times (lQH 18:30;4QpPs37 l:6;2:7).tl
Every passage involves an eschatological context, with the use of these words here
most closely approximating that in the book of Daniel. l lQPsaSir 2l:12 contains a ci-
tation fiom Sir. 5l : l3f. (sfipd, "end of life"). In Mur 453 sfip refers to the depletion of
a store of grain. The noun s6p is used to indicate the end point of a given period of time
(ref-erring to a lease) (Mur 24 B14, Clz, E9). It is used adverbially in the sense of "de-
finitively" in a purchase contract (Mur 22:1-9, 5).

V. LXX. The LXX makes use of a series of Greek words. The verb is rendered by 7
different verbs (Isa. 77:17: [kat]analiskein; Zeph. l:2-3: eklefpein; Dnl. 4:30t331:

lsynltelein; Dnl.2:44: aphanizein or [Theodotion) likmdn). The noun s6p has 5 equiva-
lents, among which special mention should be made of piras (Dnl. [Theodotion]
4:8,19[1,221;7:28) and especially tdlos (Prov. 3:ll; 7:312: l2:3; Dnl. 6:26127126):
7:261.12 Apart from a few preferred eschatological terms, no clear pattern of usage is
evident here.

StpbO

I L Cf. H. Stegemann, "Der Peier Psalm 37 aus Hcihle 4 von Qumran (4QpPs37)," RevQ 4
(1963) 258 n. 127.

12. Cf. G. Delling, "r6troq," TDNT, VIII,49-57, esp.51-54. Cf. also G. Kiuel, "6oXcrroq,"
TDNT il,697-98.

l]lD 
^rilp; llo El yam sap

Contents: l. l. Derivation, Meaning;2.LXX. II. The So-Called Sea of Reeds in the OT:
1. The Gulf of Aqaba; 2. The Sea of the Exodus; 3. The Crossing during the Exodus fiom Egypt;
4. History of Transmission.

sip. G. W. Ahlstrrim, "Judges 5:20f. and History," JNES 36 (1977) 287f .; B. F. Batto, "The
Reed Sea: Requiescat in Pace," JBL IOZ (1983) 27-35: G. J. Botterweck, "Israels Errettung am
Meer," BiLe 8 (1967) 8-33; H. Cazelles, "Les localisations de l'Exode et la critique littdraire,"
RB 62 (1955) 321-54; B. S. Childs, "A Traditio-Historical Study of the Reed Sea Motif ," VT 20
(1970) 406-18; G. W. Coats, "The Traditio-Historical Character of the Reed Sea Motif ," VT I7
(1967)253-65; idem, "The Song of the Sea," CBQ31 (1967) 1-17; idem, "History and Theology
in the Sea Tradition," ST 29 (1975) 53-62; M. Copisarow, "The Ancient Egyptian, Greek and
Hebrew Concept of the Red Sea," VI 12 (1962) l-13; F. M. Cross, "The Song of the Sea and
Canaanite Myth," JTC 5 (1968) l-25; idem, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge,
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l. l. Derivation, Meaning As a designation for a water plant, the term sfip is gener-

ally regarded as a loanword from Egyp. Uf, "papyrus."t This trvf, however, is first at-

tested only in Late Egyptian.z Attempts have also been made to derive sfip from the Se-

mitic languages themselves, consistently postulating a biconsonantal etymon:
a. M. Copisarow assumed the existence of xsp (not attested) with the meaning

"end," which was transformed morphologically and semantically during the course of
time into -+ liO sdp, "end, boundary." In addition, a noun silp allegedly also existed,

originally with the meaning "end, boundary," as a designation for the banks of the Nile,
in whose region the Israelites lived during their sojourn in Egypt. During this period,

sfip then allegedly also acquired the meaning "marsh, marsh plants." Copisarow does

not explain how this transition came about.

Mass., 1973); G. I. Davies, The Way of the Wilderness: A Geographical Study of the WiLderness

Itineraries in the OT. SOTSMS 5 (1979); P. Dhorme, "Le ddsert de la mer (Is. XXI)," RB 31

(1922) 403-6; H. Donner, Geschichte des Volkes Israel und seiner Nar:hbarn in Grundzilgen.
ATD Erg. 4lI (1984),84-971' O. Eissfetdt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der
Israeliten durchs Meer. Beitrrige zur Religionsgeschichte des Altertums I (Halle, 1932): F. E.

Eakin, "The Red Sea and Baalism," JBL 86 (1967) 378-84; G. Fohrer. Uberlieferung und
Geschichte des Exodus. BZAW 9l (1964); M. Haran, "The Exodus Route in the Pentateuchal

Sources," Tarbiz 40 (1970171) ll3-43; M. Har-El, The Sinai Journeys: The Route of the Exodus
(San Diego, 1983); L. S. Hay, "What Really Happened at the Sea of Reeds'1" JBL83 (1964)397'
403; O. Kaiser, Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypren. IJgarir und Israel. BZAW78
(21962): A. Lauha, "Das Schilfmeermotiv im AI," Congress Volume, Bonn 1962. SVT 9 (1963),

32-46; M. C. Lind, Yahweh Is a Warrior: Theology of Warfare in Ancient lsrael (Scottdale,

Penn., 1980); D. J. McCarthy, "Plagues and Sea of Reeds: Exodus 5-14," JBL 85 (1966) 137-58;

P. D. Miller Jr., The Divine Warrior in Early Israel. HSM 5 (1973); J. A. Montgomery,
"Hebraica. (2)yamsup('theRedSea')UltimumMare?" JAOS58 (1938) l3lf.; A.Nibbi,"The
Lake of Reeds of the Pyramid Texts and the Yam S0ph," GM 29 (1978) 95- 100; E. W. Nichol-
son, Exodus and Sinai in History and Tradition (Oxford, 1973); S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das

Meer CB 9 (1977); M. Noth, "Der Schauplatz des Meereswunders," FS O. Eissfeldt (Halle,
1947), I 8l -90 = Noth, Aufsiitze zur biblischen lnndes- und Altertumsturde (Neukirchen-Vluyn,
1971), I, 102-10; J. Pedersen, ILC, lll-[Y,728-37; K. von Rabenau, "Die beiden Erziihlungen
vom Schilfmeerwunder in Exod. 13,17-14,31," ThV | (1966) 7 -29;P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie et
sa signification dans l'AT. SyI 6 (1958), esp. 165f.; J. Scharbert, "Das 'Schilfmeerwunder'in
den Texten des AI," Mdlanges bibliques et orientaux. FS H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981),395-
417; R. Schmid, "Meerwunder- und Landnahme-Tradition," TZ 2l (1965) 260-68; J. M.
Schmidt, "Erwiigungen zum Verhiiltnis von Auszugs- und Sinaitradition," ZAW 82 ( 1970) 1-3 1 ;

H. C. Schmitt, "'Priesterliches' und 'prophetisches' Ceschichtsverstandnis in der Meerwunder-
erziihlung Ex 13,17*14,31," Textgemciss: Aufsritze und Beitcige zur Hermeneutik des AT. FS
E. Wiirthwein (Gdttingen, 1979), 139-55; N. H. Snaith, "r]lD El!: The Sea of Reeds: The Red

Sea," VT 15 (1965) 395-98; J. R. Towers, "The Red Sea," "/NES l8 (1959) 150-53; R. de Vaux,
The Early History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978), esp. 376ff .;W. A. Ward, "The Se-

mitic Biconsonantal Root sp and the Common Origin of Egyptian iwf and Hebrew si?p.' 'Marsh
(Plant),"' VT 24 (1974) 339-49; P. Weimar andE. Zenger, Exodus: Geschichten und Geschichte
der Befreiung Israels. SBS 75 (1975); G. R. H. Wright, "The Passage of the Sea (Ex 13-14),"
GM 33 (1979) 55-68.

1. Cf. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BKll(1974),'70.
2. WbAS, V 3s9.
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b. W. A. Ward picks up Copisarow's suggestions and similarly postulates a *sp,

"bowl, basin"; cf. Heb. sap,Ugar. sp, Phoen. sp, Akk. s/iappu, and Egyp. ip.r. According
to Ward, the association between a bowl filled with liquid and a watery, swampy region
seems evident. The root sp allegedly meant originally "attain, arrive," whence the deriva-
tives ^rdp, "end, boundary," sp, "bowl," "basin,".and sip, "marsh plant." Ward, however,
suppofts this explanation not with etymological considerations but rather with the geo-
graphical argument that at the "end" of ajourney to the north in Egypt, one arrived at the
Nile Delta, which thus constituted the boundary of the country.

c. The derivation from.rp, "bowl, basin," however, presents difficulties. On the one
hand, the etymological double p (cf. Akk. s/iappu; Arab. suJfat) is present not in st?p

but rather in Heb. sipptm, "bowls."3 Hence the etymological *sp(p) is fixed in Hebrew.
On the other hand, this hypothesis leaves unexplained the origin of the w in its function
as a full consonant in sfip.

d. Similarly, the emended pointing to yam.sdp, "border sea," ofien postulated with
reference to the Samaritan Pentateuch, cannot be text-critically secured,a and a textual
emendation on the basis of geographical considerations is also impermissible (see

above). Neither does the reference to I K. 9:26, where the LXX rendering is dschata
thdlossa, "farthest sea," take the discussion any further, since this yam sl?p cannot be
reconciled with that associated with the exodus of lsrael from Egypt.

Lamberty-Zielinski

The meaning "water plant" occurs in the OT in Ex. 2:3,5 (Moses in the rushes); Isa.
l9:6 (reeds fqdneh] and rushes in the Nile dry up), and Jon. 2:6(Eng. v. 5) (reed-grass
wraps itselfaround the prophet's head). Thus 3 ofthe 4 occurrences are associated with
Egypt.5

2. LXX. The LXX translates Ex.2:3,5 and Isa. l9:6 with hdlos, "marshy area," and
circumscribes Jon. 2:6(5). The expression yam sfip is rendered with hz erythrd
thdla.ssa.6

II. The So-Called Sea of Reeds in the OT.
l.The Guff'ofAqabct. The expressionyam si?p is ambiguous. It refers not only to the

sea of the exodus miracle ("Reed Sea"), frequently also called simply yam, "sea," buf
also to an eastern sea, probably the Gulf of Aqaba. According to 1 K. 9:26, Solomon
built a fleet in Ezion-geber, "which is near 'cl6y (LXX Ailath) on the shore of the yam
sftp, in the land of Edom." The parallel text 2 Ch. 8:17 has only "on the shore in the
land of Edom ." ler. 49:21 is also clearly associated with Edom, but otherwise the loca-
tion presents enormous problems. Nu. 33:10f. is probably speaking of the Gulf of
Aqaba; the passage through the sea is already mentioned in v. 8, though not by name.

3. AH-', l, lO27; HAL, ll,762.
4. See RHK, BIIS; cf-. Snaith.
5. Cf. B. Couroyer, "Quelques Egyptianismes dans l'Exode," RB 63 (1956) 14,73.
6. Concerning I K.9:26, see I.l above.
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In the determination of the boundaries of the land in Ex.23:31 ,1,am sfip might be refer-

ring to the Gulf of Aqaba:7 "from the yam sr?p to the sea of the Philistines, and from the

wilderness to the river" (cf. 1 K. 9:26). Similar geographical terminology also occurs

in the description of the route in Ex. l3:17f.: "the way into the land of the Philistines

. . . the way through the wilderness toward (?) the vam sfip," a passage that because of
its difficult syntax (deref; hammilbdr yam-sfip) is probably to be taken as a secondary

addendum, and thus geographically useless (cf. the syntactically correct formulations
in Nu. l4:25; 21:4; without explicit reference to the wilderness in Dt. l:40; 2:l)' Per-

haps Ex. l0:19 also belongs in this context. According to v. 13, Yahweh sent the east

wind (rfrah qdQim) fiom the desert, which brought locusts; then a west wind drove the

locusts into the yam sfr! (Gulf of Aqaba?).8

The relation between the sea and the desert provides some clues to the location of
the "Reed Sea." The desert is the region around Kardesh-barnea. In the pertinent texts,

the sea lies east of or ad.iacent to the desert. One cannot derive any persuasive geo-

graphical statement from the constellation of the individual exodus motiti, since these

motifs can be combined in various ways (cf. Ps. 78:51-53). The word se'aqd in Jer.

49:21, however, contains an allusion to the events during the departure fiom Egypt (cf.

Ex. l4:l l; Josh.24:7).

2. The Sea o.f the Exodus .from Egypt. There is another yam sfip, however, if the

wildernesses of Zin, Shur, Paran, and Etham are ref'erring to the region of Kadesh-

barnea, and if the wilderness wandering took place in a logical fashion after the de-

liverance at the sea. Several texts locate lhe ysvn.rr?p west of the wilderness and at

the eastern boundary of Egypt. The Israelites themselves traverse this sea without
getting wet, while the pursuing Egyptians drown in the waters f-looding back on them

(Ex. 15 4.22; Dt. 11:4; Josh. 2:10;4:23;24:6; Neh.9:91 Ps. lO6:7,9,22;136:l3ff').
Almost every body of water between the Mediterranean Sea and the Gulf of Suez has

been suggested as the location of this sea.e This results from an identification of the

Egyp. ps lwf with the Heb. yam.sr?2 as the designation of a marshy area in the north-

eastern part of the Nile Delta, an area for whose location various suggestions have

advanced.l0 lf one is looking for a "sea" around which papyrus (sfip) grows, then

only a shallow lake or a marsh can be considered, suggesting the region in the east-

ern Nile Delta. This is not necessarily contradicted by the fact that in the traditions
involving this passage, the sea is portrayed as deep, and the quantities of water as

massive and powerful, since one must reckon with different degrees of mytholo-
gizing attaching to the various sources.

The question is just how the sea associated with the exodus acquired the name 1'am

sfip.The connection with Egypt, where, as is well known, papyrus grows (Ex.2:3,5;

Isa. l9:6), might have caused a secondary process of naming and some contlsion with

7. Montgomery, 132.

8. Cf. de Yatx.3'77.
9. See Cazelles; Donner, 92fT.

10. Cf. Bietak, "Schilfmeer," LexAg, y,629-34.

r93
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the original yam sbp, the "border sea." In some texts (such as Ex. 15:4; Josh. 24:6; Ps.

lO6:7), yam sfip is used as a more specific explication of yam with reference to the sea

of the exodus (as a later addendum?).ll B. F. Batto argues similarly with reference to
N. H. Snaith, who believes that yam sfip refers to the primal sea; it is the yam sdp; the
sea at the end (of the land), whose boundaries are known to no one.l2 Batto adduces
support from Jon. 2:6(5), where sttp has nothing to do with vegetation but rather is to
be translated by "annihilation."13

3. The Crossing during the Exodus from Egypt. In tradition this passage through the
sea became the salvific act surpassing all others. In contrast to preexilic texts, P espe-

cially describes the parting of the sea in formulaic, mythological categories.la As in
Canaanite mythology, the sea and river function as parallel expressions for the powers
ofchaossubduedbyYahweh(Ps.66:5f.;74:l3ff.:89:26[25):ll4:3ff.;Isa. ll:15;50:2;
Nah. l:4; Zec. l0'.1 1). In general, although a clear association with the exodus miracle
is present, the sea is not mentioned by name (though Isa. 11:15 speaks of the "gulf
[RSV 'tongue'] of the sea of Egypt"). It is clear that this event has acquired the form of
myth, and that it involves the creation of Israel and its genesis as a people. This imag-
ery is also used in reference to reestablishment in the future. Isaiah does notattestyam
strp (only sfip in 19:6, though the association with Egypt is clear). Isa. l0:26 relates that
"he will lift his rod over the sea as he did in Egypt" (cf. also 43:2 and 43:l6f ., "he
makes a way in the sea, a path in the mighty waters"). The same theme recurs in
5l:9ff., which proclaims that the exiles will return from Babylon in the same way. It
should be noted that the prose account in Ex. l4:2ff. does not mention the sea by name

either. Here the sea is situated west of the wilderness (v. 3), though the people are in the

wilderness. Nah. 3:8 mentions the sea as the "wall of Egypt."
The word field exhibits a more or less mythological character in the portrayals of

the passage through the sea as part of salvation history. The event transcends geogra-
phy and history.rs Moses' role is hardly mentioned. Yahweh is the subject of the verbs
describing the subjection of the sea (or river). The verbs used in this context include
baqa', "divide, part" (Ex. l4:16,21;Neh. 9:11;Ps. 74:15;78:13); -+ 191 ga'a4 "re-
buke" (Isa. 50:2; Nah. l:4; Ps. 106:9); nkhhiphil (Zec.l0:ll); hrm hiphil (Isa. 11:15,

one should probably read hrb\; -+ lPf'ybi hiphil, "dry up" (Josh. 2:10; 4:23;Zec.
10:ll); hdpaft leyabbdid (Ps.66:6); swp hiphil, "make overflow, flood" (Dt. 11:4);
mdial, "rule" (Ps. 89: l0[9]); raga', "distttrb, stir up" (Job 26:12); ibhpiel, "still, bring
to rest" (Ps. 65:8[7]). We also read that he cast (ydrA) chaiot and rider into the sea (Ex.
15:4), or that he drove (n'r) Pharaoh and his host into the sea (Ex.14:27; Ps. 136:15),

11. Cf. Norin, 94, 105
12. Ct.,however, I.l above.
13. Batto, 3lff. Cf. also Ahlstrdm, 287.
14. Cf . E. Zenger, "Tradition und Interpretation in Exodus XV 1-21," Congress Volume, W-

enna 1980. SVT32 (1981), 452-83;, N. Lohfink, "The Priestly Narrative and History," Theology
of the Pentateuch (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1994), 136-72.

15. Cf. Hay; Coats, "History and Theology."
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and that the sea covered the enemies (Ex. 15:10; Dt. 1l:41 Josh.

106:11).to
The purpose of this divine action - and its description reflects this - is always to

create a path or dry ground in the sea so that Israel can pass through ('dbar). Yahweh al-

lows the people to pass through (hiphil: Ps.78:13; 136 14:'Zec.10:ll); the people pass

through (qal: Ex. 15:16;Ps.66:6). He makes a way through the sea (Ps.77:20[19];lsa.

43:16; 51:10f.), or creates dry ground (Ps. 106:9; Neh.9:11; Isa.50:2; further with
yabbaiA: Ex. 14:16,22,29;15 19 Josh. 4:22', Ps. 66:6; 95:5). To this end, he uses the

wind (storm): rfiah, sfipd, se'ard, sa'ar, terms often used in theophany portrayals to em-

phasize Yahweh's power. Just as the wind causes the waters of the flood to subside (Gen.

8: l), so also does the east wind divide the sea (Ex. l4:21ff.; l5:8). The east wind is a dry

desertwind (Gen.41:6,23;Ex. l0:13),calledthe"windof Yahweh"(Hos. 13:15).Inthe
poetic version of the exodus miracle, Yahweh causes his wind to blow in order to drown

the Egyptians (Ex. l5:10; cf. Dt. l1:4; Josh.24:7; Ps.78:53; 106:11).

In the J portion of Ex. 14, the dramatic events atthe yam sfip are characterized by

the force of the elements, with the storm playing a significant role. According to this

version, this does not involve a sea with papyrus growth. The few bits of information

about yam sfip as an allusion to the Gulf of Aqaba characterize it as a stormy sea. Thus

the ships of Jehoshaphat were destroyed in the harbor (l K. 22:491481 par.2 Ch.

20:36f .). Perhaps the place-names s07 and sfipa (Dt. l:1; Nu. 21:14) point in the same

direction' Although the common denominator for yam sfrp = sqs'6^ and the sea of the

exodus is the strong wind, this fits other areas as well. For example, O. Eissfeldt refers

to Lake Sirbonis, in which during antiquity entire armies were allegedly destroyed by

wind and shifting sands.lT The passage on dry ground, however, turns this event into an

act of creation during which the dry land becomes visible just as during the creation of
the world (Gen. l:9). The sea of the exodus is hardly a geographical sea but rather

mythological.l8

4. History of Transmission. The evidence in the history of transmission is unclear.

The complex surrounding the Reed Sea stands between the portrayal of the plagues in

Egypt and the wilderness wanderings. General consensus holds that all three

pentateuchal sources are represented, though opinions differ regarding details. In gen-

eral, J allegedly includes: Ex. l2:37f.; 13:20-22; l4:5b-6,10b,13f.,20,21a,24,25b,

27ab,30,31 E includes 13 17 -19; 145a,7 ,llf .,19a,25a; and P includes l4: l -4,8- l0a,

l5-18, 2lab, 22f .,26,27a,28f.re The J version describes how the east wind dries out the

sea; Israel stands by and watches while the Egyptians become confused and drown in

the masses of water. J does not even mention the passage through the sea! According to

the other cohesive version by P, Moses waves his rod so that the water divides and

stands up on both sides like a wall. After the passage, Moses extends his rod and the

16. + E' ydm (Y1,87-98).
17. Pp.6lff.
18. Reymond, 172ff.
19. Donner. 93.
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waters return.2o According to M. Noth, the events at the sea constitute the core of the
exodus tradition, but the complex surrounding the Reed Sea belongs neither to the
Passover nor to the plagues (contra Pedersen). The miracle at the Reed Sea comes
completely unexpectedly.2l According to Coats, however, the episode at the sea is not
part of the exodus tradition, since the formula "Yahweh led us out of Egypt" is not as-
sociated with it; it belongs rather to the wilderness wanderings. The enormous incon-
sistencies in the text have also prompted B. S. Childs to understand the episode at the
sea in JE as part of the wilderness wanderings, while in P it constitutes part of the exo-
dus tradition.22 According to this understanding, J contains nothing about the passage
through the sea, and the episode at the sea would have been transferred gradually dur-
ing the process of transmission from the wilderness wanderings to the exodus, where it
ultimately acquired a central position in the departure account. The miracle at the sea

became the high point of the liberation from Egypt. Childs finds proof for this in Ps.

106:l3ff. and Neh. 9:9ff.; in the latter text the sea tradition was finally identified com-
pletely with the exodus.

On the one hand, geographically, Lake Sirbonis would fit the P tradition (cf. Ex.
l4:2); this generates difficulties, however, since P calls the exodus waters yam instead
of yam sftp. On the other hand, according to P the yam sDp is reached only after (!) the
wilderness wanderings (cf. Nu.33:10). Despite precise analysis of the texts, it is im-
possible to determine the location of the sea of the exodus. The process of transmission
leads to a mythologizing of the event, so that it is characterized as an act that Yahweh
alone is able to carry out.

Ottosson

20. Norin, 2\ff.
21. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), 104
22. Pp. 407ft.
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sttpd. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (196\ 3a2; H. Lugt,
"Wirbelsttirme im AT," BZ 19 (1975) 195-204.
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l.l. Occurrences. The noiut sfrpA occurs 15 times in the OT with the meaning

"storm wind," once in Sirach (Sir.43:17), and once in the Qumran writings (CD

19:25). The place-name sfrpd in Nu. 2l:14, referring to a locale in the land of Moab, is

not considered here.l
The passages discussed more specifically below show that sr2pd belongs to poetic

language, since all these passages stand in the prophetic and wisdom writings of the

OT. This unique usage is accompanied by the fact that sfrpA is hitherto unattested in re-

lated Semitic languages. G. Dalman does not include the word sfrpi in his index of He-

brew words, since it obviously no longer represents a conventional designation for any

wind, though he does describe in detail the occurrences and effects of various types of
winds.2 According to H. Lugt, sfrpA is to be rendered in most passages by the meteoro-

logical term "whirlwind," a phenomenon he explains with the appropriate specialized

knowledge.3

2. Etymology. The meaning listed by Gesenius, "turbo, quippe qui omnia abripiat,"

derived from the verbal root sfip l, "rapere, auferre," is confirmed by the word's use,

finding an appropriate translation in the rendering "driving storm wind, gale."a HAL

associates it with + ll0 swp, "come to an end."5

3. Synonyms. Synonymous terms include sa'ar/se'ari/i"'drd (Isa.29:6; Nah' 1:3; Ps.

83:16[Eng. v. l5];Sir. 43:11);alsorfial.tqadtm, "eastwind" (Job27:21),mezarim(Job

37:9), and 'al'dl, "north wind" (Sir. 43:17), as well as i6'A, "thunderstorm" (Prov.

1:27). The term sfipd clearly refers to a more violent movement of air than usually ex-

pressed by rfiah, as evident in the proverb in Hos. 8:7: "Indeed, they sow the wind and

mow the whirlwind."6 This is why I K. 19: I I also uses rfiah Seddh to express the ve-

hemence of the storm accompanying Yahweh's coming.

An additional difference between sfipd and rfiah is that the latter brings needed rain,

the former only disaster and destruction.T

II. Meaning and Usage.
l. As a Natural Phenomenon. a. In Nature Wisdom. Two poems in the book of Job

provide examples of the nature wisdom of that age. In Job 38: l-39:30 Yahweh demon-

strates his unfathomable wisdom through a series of questions addressing the realms of
animate and inanimate nature. Elihu has already attempted something similar earlier

(32:2),referring especially to meteorological phenomena such as rain, wind, and storm

(36.27-37:12). These natural phenomena are associated directly with Yahweh's per-

1. Cf. J. Simons, GTTOT 5441 n.229.
2. AuS, l.
3. P.202.
4. GesTh,943; GesB,539; see II below'
5. HAL, t,'147.
6. Translation according to H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng
7. -+ ']UD mafir (Ylll,250-65).

trans. 1974),732
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son: "From its chamber comes the storm wind, and cold from the north wind; from the

breath of God ice is given" (37:9f.).s The same notions recur in Ps. 104:4, as well as in
Sir.43:17: "The whirlwind of the north, storm and tempest, like sparks he shakes his
snow."9

b. Theological Contexts. Whereas the governing notion in the previously discussed

passages is that Yahweh is the initiator of these natural phenomena, Nah. 1:3 describes

these as phenomena accompanying his coming. "When [v. 3b] a storm or whirlwind
suddenly breaks loose, terrible in the might of its strength, then Yahweh is on the way
(cf. Ps. 83:16[15]; Isa.29:6), and the gusting, quickly shifting clouds . . . are caused by
his strides."lo

In this context the reference is not to a theophany in the strict sense, which else-

where in the OT is associated with thunder, lightning, and earthquakes, but not with a
storm wind. Hence J. Jeremias does not list sfrpk in his index of Hebrew words.ll I K.
l9:11f. cannot be considered here, since its point is precisely that Yahweh cannot be

found in the rfiah ge16ld. The association of Yahweh with meteorological natural phe-

nomena, however, does make clear that the OT understanding of God did appropriate
elements of non-lsraelite weather deities.l2

2. As a Metaphon Apart from these 3 occurrences, sftpd thus occurs only as a meta-
phor, though in widely varying contexts.

a. Military Usage.Isa. 5:28 describes the advancing military might of the Assyrians
with the words: "Their horses' hoofs seem like hard stones, and their chariot wheels

like the storm wind." Jer. 4:13 describes the mysterious "enemy from the north" with
similar words. In both instances sfipd finctions as a synonym for war chariots

@erkApA) or their wheels (galgal).In Isa. 66:15 it is Yahweh's own war chariots that
resemble the storm wind or whirlwind. Media and Elam, as the powers that Babylon
will sweep away, are also compared with the storm wind (Isa. 21:1). Am. l:14 uses the

image of the devouring fire and the "day of the whirlwind" in describing the judgment
Yahweh will visit on Ammon.

b. Theological Usage. The storm wind emanating from Yahweh then also functions
as a symbol for his salvific intervention on behalf of his people in their political or es-

chatological afflictions. In Isa. 29:6 Yahweh's sfipd and se'ard deliver Jerusalem,

called "Ariel" in this context (similarly also Isa. 66: 1 5); Ps. 83: l6( 15) describes the de-

struction of Israel's neighbors Edom, Ammon, and Assyria with reference to Yahweh's
aid during the period of the judges (v. l0[9]; similarly Isa. 17:13). Enemies are often
compared with chaff (qai, Ps.83:14[3]; -+ lD mos, Job 2l:18; Isa. l7:13), straw

8. Concerning the translation of mezartm, cf . HAL, Il, 56'7; and G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob,
KAT XVt (r963), 481.

9. Translation according to G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ 3/5 (Giitersloh, l98l),613.
10. W. Rudolph, Nahum. KATXIIU3 (1975), 155.

11. Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT l0 (1965).
12. Cf . L. Kdhler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957),26t.
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(te[en, Job 21:18), or with the dried thistles that roll up into wheellike configurations

(Lat. Gundelia tournefortil, Heb. galgal, Ps. 83:14[13]; Isa. 17:13).13

c. Wisdom. Just as in the military-political sphere, so also in the life of the individual

does the storm wind (sfrpA) function as a synonym for disaster and ruin. Whereas in

Iob 27:20 and Prov. 10:25 silpd symbolizes the destruction of the wickedla brought

about by Yahweh, in Hos. 8:7 it is the person himself who through his own misdeed

causes enormous misfortune to befall both himself and others. This is probably also the

sense of CD 19.25; the person falling away from the "congregation of the new cove-

nant in the land of Damascus" "goes according to the wind (rttafi) and bears storm

winds (s[p61) and preaches lies to people."ls One might also note that this text in-

volves the same juxtaposition of rfialt and sfipA as in Hos. 8:7'

In contrast, Prov. l:27 expressly designates the image of the storm wind as a compari-

son: "when panic strikes you like a storm, and your calamity comes like a storm wind,

when distress and anguish come upon you." 16 Job 21 : 1 8 again expands the image, com-

paring the wicked - like Israel's enemies earlier (Ps. 83:14f.[13f.]; Isa. 17:13) - with

chaff that is blown away by the calamity symbolized by the storm wind (gnD has the

sense of "carry off, abduct" here; concerning this imagery, cf. also Ps' l:4).

IIII. LXX. The LXX uses seven different terms for sfipd, especially kataigis (8

times), orgii 1Ps.83:16[15] [LXX 82:16]),r7 and synt4leia (twice).
Beyse

13. Cf. AaS, I, 53; H.-J. Kraw, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans', Minneapolis, 1989), 163;

M.Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Eng. trans., Cambridge, 1982), 163.

14. +YV)a raiA'.
15. Cf. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 219'11), 102f.
16. Cf. B. Gemseq Sprilche Salomos. HAT XYI (21963)' 22.

17. Cf. J. Fichtner and O. Grether, "6pYi," TDNT, V,399, 4l0f .

'll0 sr)r; irJQ sdrd

Contents: L Etymology and Occurrences. II. Semantic Field and Concrete Meaning.

III. Figurative Usage: l. Deviation from the Right Path; 2. Deviation from the Commandments;

3. Deviation from Yahweh; 4. Deviation from the Way of the Father; 5. Yahweh Turns Aside

from Individuals; 6. Turning Aside from Evil. IV' sarh. Y. Qumran.

sr?r: S. E. Balentine, "A Description of the Semantic Field of Hebrew Words for 'Hide,"' VT

30 (1980) 137-53 M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography vII," Bibl 50 (1969) 337-56,
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I. Etymology and Occurrences. The term srTr is not widely distributed in the Se-
mitic languages. It is found in Akk. sdru, "to circle, dance," in the Ugar. PN bTsr in
Phoenician and Punic as a verb taking an accusative object with the meaning "re-
move," and in OSA .rtrur "separate off."l

The qal is attested 158 times in the OT, the hiphil 133 times. A polel form is found
in Lam. 3:11, and a hophal form in Lev.4:31,351 I S. 2l:l(Eng. v. 6); Isa. 17:l: Dnl.
2:11. The verb is distributed fairly evenly, with a concentration in Samuel, Kings,
Chronicles, and Isaiah.

ln Jer,2:21, where God says that although he planted Israel as a choice vine, it
turned into sfirA heggepen, BHS follows B. Duhm in reading lesbriyA gepen, and asso-
ciates it with Jewish Aramaic seri "stink" (Targ. Ex. 7:18,21 ; Prov. 11:221.2 Isa.5:2
and 4 refer to be'uitm, i.e., bad, sour grapes, "unripe, wild grapes." One then also ex-
pects in v. 2lb a substantive parallel with i6rdq in v.2la. Perhaps this involves an oth-
erwise unknown sr2r (from sr2r "deviate from"), i.e., "deviating," contaminated grapes.
in contrast with zera' 'eme! (v. 2la: "a genuine growth"). This fits gepen nollfivA
(v.2lb: wild, overgrown vine). In Isa.8:11 one should follow lQlsaa and point
wayestreni (hiphil of sttr) instead of MT weyisserent (from ysr).3

Individual passages confuse the letters s and.(. For example, on the one hand, in I S.

22:14 one should follow the LXX and Targs. in reading iar "leader, commander," in-
stead of sai: "deviating." In contrast, Hos.9:12 should readbesfiri mehem instead of
beittri mehem.a On the other hand, there is no need to emend the expression sar1
sbf rim (Jer. 6:28) to iarA sbf rim, as does BHS.s M. Dahood has suggested interpret-
ing the expression histir pantm, "hide one's face," as a hiphil of sr?r with an infixed t,

the reference then being to a turning away of one's countenance. The LXX concurs
with this, since except for Job 13:.24 and 34:29 it translates with apostriphein.o lf this
is a sound suggestion, then the occurrences of sfir would increase by about 30 pas-
sages. Although J. A. Thompson appropriates this interpretation for Isa.8:17, both
S. B. Wheeler and A. S. van der Woude reject it.1

The LXX has no specific equivalent for sfir using instead more than 40 different

esp. 343; E. Jenni, "Dtn 19,16: sara 'Falschheit,"' De la Tbrah ctu Messie. FS H. Ca:.elles.
AOAT 212 (1981), 201-11; L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum
Bibelwrirterbuch," VI8 (1958) 161-215; S. Schwertner, "''llD.rr2rto deviate,* TLOT, 11,796-97
J. A. Thompson, "A Proposed Translation of Isaiah 8,17," E.rpT 83 (1971172) 376.

1. See, respectively, AHtr;, II, 103 lf.; PNU, 184; DNSI, II,78l; Bielta, 503f.
2. Cf . HAL, I1,749, s.v. sir I; B. Duhm, Das Bttch Jeremia. Die poetische und prophetische

Biicher des ATs 3 (Tiibingen, 1907).
3. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 355.
4. See III.5 below.
5. See III.3 below.
6. M. Dahood, review of G. Garbini, Il Semitico di Nord-Ovest (Naples, 1960), Or 32 (1963)

498t.
7. Thompson, 376; Wheeler, "The Infixed -t- in Biblical Hebrew," JANES 3/l (1970/71) 28-

31; van der Woude, "dtlD pantm face," TLOT II, 1008.
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renderings, including especially apirchesthai, apostrdphein, aposchizein, exafrein,
epistrdphein, ekklinein, and aphistdnai.

II. Semantic Field and Concrete Meaning. The verb sfir means "turn aside, devi-
ate (from the path)." The cows before the cart with the ark "went straight in the direc-
tion of Beth-shemesh along one highway, lowing as they went; they turned neither to
the right nor to the left" (l S.6:12). The antonym to sr2r is "go straight ahead" (vir
piel), "walk in the way" (2 K.22:2). The expression "turn aside neither to the right nor
to the left" occurs no less than l0 times (Dt. 2:27;5:32:17:ll,2O;28:14; Josh. 1:7;
23:6; I S. 6: 12; 2 K.22:2;2 Ch. 34:2). For example, Moses sends emissaries ro Sihon,
the king of Heshbon, with the message, "I wish to pass through your land; I will go
only by the road, I will turn aside neither to the right nor to the lefi" (Dt. 2:27). The
verb -> iil07 nilA is used similarly (Nu. 20:17; 22:26;2 5.2:19,21), and the rwo verbs
are parallel in Isa. 30:ll: "Depart from(sfir) the way, turn aside (nthhiphil) from the
path." Other semantically related verbs include -+ Illl 'aza!, "forsake" (Jer. 17:l3a-b).,
-r }I0 sttg, "fall away, turn apostate" (Ps. l4:3; 53:4[3]); iat6, "err onro rhe wrong
path, deviate" (Prov. 4:15; 7:25); -+ l2)D mfii, "depart from a certain place" (Ex.
13:22); yasa' min, "go out from" (Isa. 52:ll); -+ f f D sdf;a!, in its basic meaning "turn
away" (e.g., Josh. 7:9; Nu. 34:4; Ezk. l:9); and -+ ''111 zfiti "turn away, become es-
tranged" (Job l9:13;Ezk. l4:5). In the Targs., Aram. zfir sometimes corresponds to
Heb. silr (Gen. l9:2; Nu. l6:26).

Although the point of departure for such turning aside is usually not mentioned, the
goal is; for example, Moses says, "I will turn aside and see this great sight" (Ex. 3:3; cf.
Jgs. l4:8). "Who will turn aside to ask about your welfare?" (Jer. l5:5). Turning aside
from a path is often associated with an invitation to enter someone's house. Lot sits in
the city gate of Sodom, sees the angel, and speaks: "My lords, turn aside, I pray you, to
your servant's house . . . and they turned aside to him and entered his house" (Gen.
l9:2f .). When the "redeemer" comes by, Boaz invites him to "turn aside, friend; sit
down here" (Ruth 4:l). Similar expressions occur in Jgs. 4:18; l8:3; l9:l lf.,l5; 20:8;
I K.2O:39;2 K. 4:8,10f.; Prov. 9:4,16;Jer. l5:5. The hiphil can also have this meaning,
e.g., "David did not allow the ark to turn aside into the city to him," i.e., he did not al-
low it to be brought into the city (2 S.6:10 par. I Ch. l3:13). Commensurare wirh this,
Aram. sayyer must often be translated as "visit" in the Talmud; that man sins who vis-
its his possessions on the sabbath (Bab. Git.38b; cf. B. Mes. 76b: HuL l05a).

The goal or change of direction is indicated by le or 'el, e.g., "Come now, let us turn
aside to this city ('el ir) of the Jebusites, and spend the night in ir" (Jgs. I 9: 1 I ). Jgs.
20:8 uses hdlaf; le as the equivalent of silr le: "We will not any of us go to his tent, and
none of us will return to his house."

The place from which one turns away is indicated by min: "the pillar of cloud that
led them in the way did not depart from them" (mCal4hem, Neh.9: l9). "The swarms of
flies will depart from Pharaoh, from his servants, and from his people" (mippar'dh,
etc., Ex. 8:25). The prophet admonishes the people to leave the land of exile: "Depart
(sttr), go out (ydsd') thence" (Isa. 52: I I ). There is a promise that God "will no more al-
low Israel's foot to depart from the land" (2 Ch. 33:8).

20t
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The departure from a certain path is not always presupposed. Objects can "depart

from" their places when they are removed or destroyed; in such instances, sfir then ac-

quires the meaning "vanish." The Deuteronomistic history asserts formulaically that

although the kings acted properly and were believers during their reigns, nonetheless

the high places did not "disappear" (1 K. 15:14 22:44;2 K. 12:413); l4:4; 15:4'35);

2 Ch. 15:17 says unmistakably: mtyiird?/, "from Israel." The LXX reads a hiphil in

several passages, translating accordingly as "remove, eliminate." The noise of carous-

ers(Am.6:7;cf.5:23),thedrinkingparty(Hos.4:18;cf. I S. 1:14),orthebitternessof
death (1 S. 15:32) can vanish or disappear.

The construction si2r 'al in 1 K.22:32 is unique. Both the LXX and the parallel pas-

sage 2 Ch. 18:31 read waytasobbfi, from sbb, "surround, encircle." The combination

sbb 'al, however, is also rare (elsewhere only in Job 16:13). [t is possible that the prep.

'al here has the meaning "down upon."tl This then presupposes that the Syrians are sit-

uated in a strategically favorable position and can attack the enemy in the valley from

above. Bfi'al can also refer to the concept ofburden or superior power.e The niphal of
sbb can also mean "turn around. change direction." When this happens with hostile in-

tentions and with superior forces, the expression is nasa! 'al (Josh. 7:9; Gen' 19:4: the

men do not encircle Lot's house - something difficult in a city with houses close to-

gether - but rather "they turned in against the house"). The expression sfir'al has the

same meaning in 1 K. 22:32 The thirty-two captains of the chariots turned toward the

king of Israel in order to attack him.

The hiphil hesir means "eliminate, remove," and is usually used with the prep. min:

"But my steadfast love (heseQ) will not depart [qal] from him, as I caused it to depart

thiphill fiom Saul, whom I rernoved thiphill from you" (2 5.7:15). "I will take every

sickness away from the midst of you" (8x.23:25), "the name of Ba'al from her mouth"

(Hos. 2: l9t l7l), "its blood from its mouth" (zec.9:7), Such removal similarly includes

foreign gods (Gen.35:2; Josh. 24:14), foreign altars (2 ch. l4:2[3]), high places and

images of the sun (2 Ch. l4:4151), abominations (2 Ch. 34:33), heads (from shoulders'

1 S. 17:46; 2K.6:32), and garmenrs (Dt.21:13; Ezk. 26:16).Immaterial things can

also be eliminated, however, such as reproach (l S. 17:26), one's right (lob27:2;34:5),

commandments (Josh. I l:15), words (Isa. 3l,2;the translation "he [God] did not take

his words back" yields a different sense, one not intended), a prayer (Ps. 66:20), sin

(Isa.27:9), and the foreskin of the heart (Jer. 4:4). People are driven away: kings from

rheirthrones (1K.20:24 2Ch.36:3),thequeenmotherfromherposition(l K. 15:13

par. 2 Ch. l5: l6), the proud from their positions (Zeph.3:11), mediums and wizards

out of the land (l S. 28:3). "Removal," in the sense of "put aside, separate out" (por-

tions of offerings), is intended in 2 Ch. 35:12.

The single occurrence of the polel also has causative meaning: the lion "has driven

me off my way and torn me to pieces" (Lam. 3:11).

The hophal is attested in 5 passages : Lev. 4:31,35 (fat is "removed" fiom sacrificial

8. K8L2,704, s.v. 6.
g. K8L2,704, s.v. 8; in HAL, II, 826, the passages s'v. 5, "against," might be adduced'
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meat); I S.2l:7 (the bread of the Presence is "removed" from the table); Dnl. l2:ll
(he daily offering is "taken away"); Isa. 17:l (Damascus is put aside mzit i.e., it
ceases to be a city).

III. Figurative Usage.
l. Deviationfrom the Right Path. "Making a turn" presupposes the notion of a path

that is left behind. This is also the case when the reference is to one's life course and
behavior. People tell the seers, "leave (sfirfi) the way, turn aside (hattfi) from the path"
(Isa. 30: l1), i.e., from the mode of life prescribed for Israel (cf. Jer. 12:16). When the
people make a golden calf, Moses is admonished: "Go down. . . . They have turned
aside quickly from the way that I commanded them" (Ex. 32:8; cf. Dt. 9:12,16). Their
-+ ''ftT dereft is not the way of those delivered from the house of slavery, those who
fear Yahweh and trust in him and Moses (Ex. l4:31). By worshiping the calf and as-
serting that it is the god who led them out of Egypt, they are following the "Egyptian
way" (Ex. 32:4). Jeremiah speaks of the "way of the nation s (gbyim)" (lO:2), which Is-
rael should avoid; in this context the reference is to idolatry.

One should not turn aside from the way and serve foreign gods (Dt. 1l:16;31:29).
The law pertaining to the king in Dt. 17 decrees that the king is not to take many wives,
"lest his heart turn away" (v. l7). 1 K. 11:2 uses +;]Ul ndtdfor such turning: "for
surely they will turn away your heart after their gods." Following other gods results in
a person turning aside from God's word (Dt. 28:14). One should walk in the way which
Yahweh has commanded, turning aside neither ro the right nor the left (Dt. 5:32f.). This
path of obedience is "the way in which their fathers walked"; departure from it is asso-
ciated with the worship of foreign gods (Jgs. 2:17). Those who do not obey Yahweh's
commandments, who turn aside from the way and pursue foreign gods, will be cursed
(Dt. 11:28).

One notices that in these passages, such deviation from the way is always associated
with the worship of idols. The ultimate false change of direction is idolatry, a turning
aside after a vain thing that cannot help (1 S. 12:21).to

Isa. 8: I I does not specify more closely the way of the people from which God de-
ters the prophet, though considering the context it seems to refer to political alliances
that betray a lack of trust in God. According to Mal. 2:8, it is the priests who have
turned aside "from the way" by causing many to stumble by their instruction.

2. Deviation from the Commandments. The way commanded by Yahweh is the way
of statutes, hence the admonition is often issued to turn away from the commandments
"neither to the right nor to the left" (Dt. 17;20; Josh. l:7;23:6). "David" asserts that he
has kept the ways of Yahweh, has kept his ordinances before him, and has not turned
aside from his statutes (2 S. 22:22t; the parallel passage in Ps. 18 uses the hiphil, as-
serting that he did not allow the statutes to depart from him; cf. also 1 K. l5:5). A per-
son can turn aside from the law of the Lord (Ps. ll9:102; Dnl. 9;5,11; Mal. 3:7), as well
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as from the commandments of the king (2 Ch. 8;15), the instructions of a teacher (Prov.

5:7; 22:6), or the decisions of a judge (Dt. 17: I l).

3. Deviation Jrom Yahweh. Deviation from the way or from the statutes is also a de-

viation from Yahweh himself. Thus we read that the wicked "turned aside from follow-

ing him, and had no regard for any of his ways" (Iob 342',7); Hezekiah "held fast to

Yahweh; he did not depart from following him, but kept the commandments that

Yahweh commanded Moses" (2 K. 18:6). In contrast, Amaziah did turn away from

Yahweh (2 Ch.25:27). "Cursed is the man whose heart turns away from Yahweh" (Jer.

l7:5); but whoever fears Yahweh will not turn from him (Jer. 32:40). I S. 12:20 also

equates turning aside from Yahweh with idolatry, with Samuel saying to the people:

"Do not turn aside from following Yahweh . . . do not turn aside after vain things that

cannot profit or save" (cf. Dt.7i4; 2 Ch. 34:33; Ezk. 6:9).

Jer. I 7: I 3 contains the difficult sentence ye sfiray bA'ares yikkalCbfi. The Qere reads

wesfiray, which is no less problematical. Perhaps a w has been put in the wrong place,

and one should read wesaraw; "and those who turn aside from him shall be written in

the netherworld (?)." This would correspond to kol '1zebAftd in v. l3a.
Hos. 7: l4 is also problematical. The text reads yasArfi &i. Since silr is not otherwise

associated with be, some interpreters have followed the LXX and Targ. in reading

yasdrfi (from srr), though sarar be is also a hapax legomenon. According to Dahood,

this represents a Ugariticism.ll Since lJgar. b also means "from," one might translate:

"they have turned aside from me." The context involves mourning rites associated with

the cult of Ba'al, i.e., adherence to other gods.

Jer.5:23 and Ps. 14:3 use sr?r absolutely. The prophet accuses the people of being

stubborn and rebellious, and adds: "they have turned aside and gone away (hlk)." Ac-

cording to the psalmist, Yahweh looks at his people and finds none that seeks God:

"they all have gone astray together, they are corrupt (ne'elah), there is none that does

good" (the par. passage Ps. 53:4[3] uses sag [from sr?g] with similar meaning). Jer.

6:28 also associates depravity (here.iftt hiphil; cf. Ps. 14:l) and turning aside. One is

tempted to identify the verb srr twice in sarA s1f r?m, and many thus emend the text to

sof rA s6f rim, a kind of superlative meaning "extraordinarily stubborn people."l2 But

sbf rtm more likely represents an abstract plural,l3 "stubbornness," yielding the trans-

lation "apostates with stubbornness." Prov. lll22 conta\ns a similar construction: a

beautiful woman wesara! (fem. ptcp. of sr?r) la'am; i.e., to deviate with regard to tact,

without discretion, is compared with the gold ring in a swine's snout.

4. Deviation from the Way of the Father. Accounts of the kings of Judah and Israel

often conclude with a brief judgment on their conduct. In the Deuteronomistic history,

such evaluation of the kings of the northern kingdom is usually negative, as in the ste-

11. "Northwest Semitic Philology and Three Biblical Texts," JNSL 2 (1972) 20'

12. GK, $133i.
13. GK, $123d,e.
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reotypical formula: "So-and-so followed in the sins of Jeroboam and did not turn aside
(sttr) from them." The reference is always to the bull cult in Bethel and Dan (2 K.
10:29). This formula is used in reference to Jehu, Jehoahaz, Jehoash, Jeroboam II,
Zechariah, Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah (2 K. l0:31 13.2,11; 14.24 l5:9,18,24,
28). The people also allegedly did not turn aside from the sins of Jerobo am (2 K. lj :22;
1 3:6). Jeroboam was the founder of the sanctuaries in Dan and Bethel, and was viewed
as the "father" of all apostasy.

In the positive evaluation of Josiah, David is the "farher" of the faithful; he walked
completely in the way of his father David, "and he did not turn aside to the right or to
the left" (2 K.22:2;2 ch. 34:2). we read similarly rhat Jehoshaphat "walked in alr the
way of Asa his father; he did not turn aside from it, doing what was right in the sight of
Yahweh" (l K.22:43:2 Ch.2O:32).

5. Yahweh Turns Aside from Individuals. With Yahweh as its subject, slr indicates that
God "turns away tiom" a person, withdraws, and no longer aids that person. Thus does
Yahweh leave Samson and Saul (Jgs. I 6:20; I S. l6: 14; I 8: 12: 28 15:2 S. 7: I 5). Earlier it
is said that the Spirit of Yahweh comes on both (Jgs. 13:25 14:19; I 5: l4; I S. l0:6; cf. in
contrast the evil spirit in I S. l6:23). A false prophet denies that the Spirit of Yahweh has
left him in order to speak to Micaiah ben Imlah (l K.22:24;2 Ch. 18:23).

In Hos. 9:12 beifiri should probably be understood as besfiri:ta "when I turn away
from them," i.e., withdraw my help from them. The assertion is more specific when
Yahweh's anger (Ezk. 16:42) or steadfast love (2 S. 7: l5) turns away from someone.

God's nearness, however, can also be perceived as a burden. Thus Job says: .,Depart

from us, we do not desire the knowledge of your ways" (Job 21:14: cf.22:11.); in other
words, we want nothing to do with you.

6. Turning Aside from Evil. Finally, wisdom literature also addresses the necessity
of turning away fiom evil. The teacher instructs his "son" and shows him how he
should travel the correct path: "Fear Yahweh, and turn away from evil" (prov. 3:7).,,A
wise man is cautious and turns away from evil" (14: 16). "By the fear of yahweh a per-
son avoids evil" (16:6). The avoidance of evil is understanding (Job 28:28). we read
that Job "feared God, and turned away from evil" (l:1,8;2:3). The hiphil is also used:
"Do not swerve (ndfi) to the right or to the left; let your foot turn away (hdsEr) from
evil" (Prov.4:27).

wicked people embody that evil which one is to avoid, hence the cry: "Depart from
me, you evildoers, that I may keep the commandments of my God" (ps. 119: I 15). ps.

139: 19 has a different focus, with the psalmist demanding that the "men of blood" no
longer harass him (cf. Ps. 6:9[8]). one should avoid trafficking with rhe wicked, lesr
one be visited by the same punishmenr as they (Nu. 16:26; cf. I S. l5:6). By following
theteachingof thewise,onemay avoid(sfir) thesnaresof death(prov. l3:14)orthe
realm of death beneath (15:24).

14. See I above.
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viewed positively, turning away from evil is the same as doing good (Ps. 34:15[14];

37:27).The person who turns away from evil and guards his way preserves his own life

(Prov. 16:17). Itisthesignof badtimeswhenapersonwhoavoidsevilisexploited
(Isa.59:15).

The notion that the wicked cannot escape (srir) darkness is familiar in wisdom liter-

ature (Job 15:30a). The second yasfirinthis verse, however, is problematical:weyasfir

berfiafupiw (RSV freely translated: "will be swept away"). Dahood associates v. 30c

with itre negation ld' in v. 30a, translating: "nor will he escape from its massive

mouth."ls A. van Selms reads yiJJdr from a postulated nir (cf' Arab. nasara, "take

away"), translating: "he takes him away by the breath of his rnouth'"r6

lY. sdrL. The subst. sard occtrs 8 times, and many derive it from sfif translating it

as "apostasy, defection, turning away." HAL, however, associates it in 7 instances with

,rr ..t" stuLborn, rebellious."lT Both suggestions are possible, and the meaning is ap-

proximately the same. The expressi on dibber sard 'al suggests a derivation from srr"
;,preach rebellion against Yahweh" (Dt. 13:6[5]; Jer.29:32;28:16; in the latter passage'

'al strouta be read instead of 'el).Isa. 59:13 speaks of '6ieq wesarA, and the continuing

context speaks of transgression and rebellion (peia'), denial (th.i piel), and turning

away (srig niphal) from God, all of which suggests the interpretation "turning aside,

uportury.; HAL suggests "speak falsely" (cf. Akk. sarratim dabdbu, "tell lies").18 Isa.

3l:6 advises to "turn to him from whom the Israelites have so deeply committed sdrd."

Here both "turning aside, apostasy," and "rebellion" are possible. Isa. l:4 accuses Ju-

dah of having forsaken (azau Yahweh, despised (n ,r piel) the Holy one of Israel, and

retreated kAr niphal). This same movement is mentioned in v. 5 with sdrd, "falling

away" (from sAr). Ot. 19:16 speaks of a false witness ('Cd hdmAs) who speaks sard;

HAi follows E. Jenni in translating "to make a false declaration (in court)," while

G. von Rad translates "to accuse him of wrongdoing" ("turning aside, apostasy," is also

possible here).le The expression lA'sard (derived from srir) in Isa' 14:6 is usually

translated "without ceasing," though it could just as easily be translated "without devi-

ation": he does not miss the mark.

V. Qumran. The term silr occurs about 40 times in the Damascus Document and the

Qumran literature. Here we find biblical expressions such as "turn aside from the

way," with and without "to the right or left" (lQS 3:10;9:20; CD 1:13,15; 8:4;4QFlor

14Q17411-3, I, 14), .,turn aside from commandments" (lQS 1:15; 8:17), from the To-

i*tfco t6:9; 1eH 15:11; llQT 56:7), from unrighteousness (1QS 6:15), and in one

instance from "the way of the people" (CD 8:16, as in Isa' 8:11)' lQSa 1:2 speaks of

those who refused to walk in the way of the people. As in lsa. 7 :17 , the schism in the

15. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," 343.

16. Job I ( 1-21). PoT (1982), r3'7.
17. HAL, ll,769.
18. HAL, 11,769; AHw, l, 147a; II, 103lb'
lg.HAL,ll,769;Jenni,"Dtn18,16";G.vonRad, Deuteronomy'OTL(Eng'trans'1966)'727'
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Solomonic kingdom is described with sr2r.' "since the day that Ephraim departed from
Judah" (CD 7:12;74:l: sar is written here with i). In 3 instances, IQM speaks con-
cretely about the enemy vanishing (1:6;9:2: 18:l l).

The term sard occurs in 4QCata (4Q111) frs. 1-4:14 with a meaning close to that in
Dt. l9:16 (see above). I IQT 20:6 uses silr hiphil to refer to the removal of the entrails
from sacrificial meat (cf. Lev. 4:31,35 hophal). llQT 56:19 cites Dt. 17:16; lleT
63:12 is a free rendering of Dt. 2 I : 1 3.

Snijders

Contents: I. Occurrences and Etymology. II. Basic Meaning. III. Usage. IV. Summary.

I. occurrences and Etymology. The root swr (only in the hiphil) occurs in the or
in the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic literature, and subsequently in the Chronicler's
writing, as well as in the biographical portions of the prophetic books (Isaiah, Jere-
miah) and in the book of Job.

No reliable etymology can be provided, since this root is not attested in any other
Semitic idiom and since historical connections are discernible neither within nor out-
side Hebrew. This root was originally biconsonantal and was in part expanded into a
hollow root (II w) (in 12 instances), and in part expanded by the augment n with pro-
gressive assimilation in the hiphil irnperfect and participle (in 6 instances).

II. Basic Meaning. According to W. von Soden the II w,verbs indicate "the transi-
tion or conversion from one condition into the opposite" (dilktum, "kill"; mdtum, .,die,,;

tdrum, "turn around," etc.;.t Accordingly, swlhiphil has the basic meaning..be con-
verted/changed from one course/behavior into the opposite one." This sense probably
appears most concretely in the statement, "and Yahweh helped him [Jehoshaphat] and
turnedthemltheattackingenemyl away.fromhim"(2Ch. 18:31).Anemendationwith
BIIS following the LXX (Syr., Targ., Vulg.) to wayestrEm is thus unnecessary.

In contrast, the root with the augment n inclines more to the semantic nuance "se-
duce in the political sense."2 It is used in this sense in 4 parallel passages in reference
to Hezekiah, who in the opinion of the Assyrian Rabshakeh is seducing his people into
rebellion with false political and religious hopes (2 K. 18:32 par. Isa. 36: l8 par. 2 Ch.
32:ll,l5).

swt. A. Oepke, "dnan&a ri,.," TDNT I, 384f'.; W. von Soden, "n als Wurzelaugment im
Semitischen," WZ Halle l7 (1968) 175-84.

l. GaG, 9104d.
2. Von Soden, "r als Wurzelaugment," 18If.
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The LXX renders this root with the augment n 5 times with apatdo,3 which in secu-

lar Greek has the sense of "entice, deceive," along with exapattio and in connection

with pseidos. Elsewhere the LXX uses apatdo as an equivalent for ii'i'ii', "deceive"

(cen. g:t:; Isa. 37:10; Jer.4:10). In other passages ^slr, is translated by Gk. epise{6,

"stir up, incite" (4 times), or with other words.

Parallel terms to sw, include -+ i'lpl ntuAhiphil, "turn aside, seduce" (Job 36:18)'

and also -) Nl,J n.f'II hiphil, "cheat, deceive" (Z Ct't' ZZttS), as well as +))' ydkal'
.,be superior,,, here in the sense of "obiige, coerce" (Jer.38:22), and even -+ 1)D mkr

hithpael, "let oneself be sold, condescend to do something, give oneself up for some-

tfrin!" ( t K.2l:25;cf. v. 20). Use of the verb sw, thus suggests the sense "move or mis-

lead someone into doing something against that person's will and original intentions'

delude someone." This ioot is not used in the OT in the sense of sexual seduction'

III. Usage. The form of such misleading influence is understandably largely an in-

terpersonal process.

l. Subjeits. As a rule, the subject of such influence is a person: a biological brother

or relativl (Dt. 13:7[Eng. v. 6], an unnamed person ( I S. 26:19), a concrete person such

as Achsah (Josh. 15:18 par. Jgs. l:14), Hezekiah (2 K. l8:32 par.Isa. 36:18 par.2 Ch.

32:ll,l5), Jezebel (l K.2l:25), Ahab (2 Ch. l8:2), friends and advisers (Jer.38:22),

Baruch (Jer. 43:3).

2. Objects. Objects are also persons: collectively the people itself (the subject being

Hezekia-h), individually othniel (Achsah), Saul (an unnamed subject), Ahab (Jezebel),

Jehoshaphat (Ahab), Jeremiah (fallegedly] Baruch), Zedekiah (his friends and advis-

ers).
In a few instances God/Yahweh himself, viewed anthropomorphically, can also mis-

lead people: presumably Saul (1 S.26:19), David (2 S.24:l), Jehoshaphat's enemies

tZ Cfr. f S::f i and Job dob 36:16). In 1 Ch. 21:1 Satan assumes the role of David's se-

ducer, deceiving him into undertaking a census. According to Job 2:3, Satan even per-

suades yahweh himself to test Job's steadfastness and wisdom. Finally, according to

Job 36:16, extraordinary circumstances - unlimited abundance, boundless well-being

- can mislead a Person'

3. Forms. The attempt to seduce someone into involuntary behavior is always struc-

tured verbally. The seducer does not employ force or pressure' but rather persuades' "If
your brother, your son or your tlaughter . . . entices you secretly, saying, 'Let us go and

serve other gods,' which neither you nor your fathers have known . . ." (Dt. 13:7161).

Jezebel's seduction of Ahab is preceded by the queen whispering to him (l K.2l:7 ,25)'

The warning of the Assyrian parliamentarian Rabshakeh culminates in the statement:

"Do not listen to Hezekiah," presupposing that Hezekiah delivers a political address to

his own people. But the Rabshakeh's promises in the event of Jerusalem's capitulation

3. Oepke, 384f.
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constitute no less an attempt at political seduction: "until I come and take you away to
a land like your own land, a land of grain and wine, a land of bread and vineyards, a
land of olive trees and honey, that you may live, and not die" (2 K. 18:32).

The book of Job describes in detail the verbal duel between Satan and Yahweh, with
the goal of persuading Yahweh to test Job by withdrawing from him and visiting afflic-
tions on him (Job l:8-11; 2:2-6). Nonverbal seduction, ofcourse, is involved in any at-
tempt to mislead a person 

- including Job here - with enticing pleasantries such as

the alleviation of hardship or beguiling with well-being (36:10,18). Force is not used in
these cases, but rather only words or seductive circumstances that mislead a person
into originally unintended behavior. Strictly speaking, the substance of the conversa-
tion between the serpent and Adam's wife (Gen. 3:l-5), with its goal of seducing the
human being into partaking of the forbidden fiuit, exhibits all the characteristics of the
concept swl, though without being so described (cf. Gen. 3:13, where the parallel term
/riiJi'is used). The human being resists at first, but is then brought around to engage in
forbidden behavior by the serpent's beguiling words and by the seductive appearance
of the fruit itself.a Chastisement follows immediately (Gen.3:12-19).In this way the
concept of swt encompasses not only the process itself of deluding or persuading
someone but also its disastrous consequences.

4. Intentions. The intention of seduction is always destructive, seeking to bring a
person down a path that is neither intended nor wanted nor advantageous to that per-
son, one that is perceived rather as ill-advised and later also proves to be such. Such de-
viation runs contrary to divine will and to the pious judgment and wise understanding
of a person. Moses warns his listeners against allowing themselves to be persuaded by
apostate family members into transgressing against Yahweh's commandment and join-
ing a foreign cult (Dt. l3:7[6]). According to the Assyrian, Hezekiah is misleading the
people of Jerusalem and Judah, contrary to all sound political judgment and to their
own detriment, into trusting in their God Yahweh (2K.18:32 par. Isa. 36:18 par. 2 Ch.
32:11,15). Jezebel persuades Ahab to violate traditional, sanctified property rights in
Israel ( 1 K.2l:25).s Ahab of Israel persuades Jehoshaphat of Judah into undertaking a
campaign with him against Ramoth-gilead (2 Ch. l8:2); he himself is killed in the cam-
paign, and the alliance is reckoned to Jehoshaphat as sacrilege (2 Ch. 19:2). Zedekiah's
friends and counselors incite him, against his own judgment as well as against Jere-
miah's advice, into resisting the Babylonians (Jer. 38:22), resulting not only in the
king's death and the fall of Jerusalem and Judah but also in a loss of the dynasty itself
(2 K. 25:. I -21). The Judean refugees insinuate that Jeremiah's warning against retreat-
ing to Egypt is based actually on Baruch's whisperings, the intention being to deliver
all of them into the hands of the Babylonians (Jer. 43:3). In this sense swl refers not
only to a seduction into undertaking something (bad) but also a seduction against
something (good), all of which must end badly.

4. -+ 'lDll l.tamaQ (chamadh), lll.l (IV 456f.).
5. Cf. A. Alt, Der Stadtstaat Samaia. BSAW 10115 (1954) = KlSchr III (1959), 258-302.
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5. TheoLogical Usage. Only rarely is swr applied to Yahweh and thus used theologi-
cally. Thus David considers it at least possible that Yahweh himself has stirred up Saul

to pursue him (1 S. 26:19). Yahweh also provokes David into undertaking a census,

even though knowledge of the number of persons among his people is obviously re-

served for Yahweh alone (2 S. 24:1). This portrayal presumably represents the attempt
to trace a terrible pestilence (2 S. 24:10- l7), understood as punishment, back to an in-
comprehensibly presumptuous act on the part of David, while at the same time to es-

tablish etiologically the holy place in Jerusalem through the theophany, David's en-

counter with the pestilence angel(2 S.24: 16). In contrast, I Ch.2l:l interprets such

seduction of David, which it perceives as quite malicious, as the work of Satan. In a
similar tashion, Satan does indeed also set out to persuade Yahweh into testing Job's

integrity and wisdom through suffering affecting his property, physical person, and

honor (Job 2:3). The author of the framework narrative of the book of Job was not re-

ally able to attribute such a questionable undertaking to Yahweh, and transferred it in-
stead to Satan (Job l:8-11; 2:2-6).

IV. Summary. This theological corrective of transferring such beguiling from
Yahweh to Satan shows that the concept swt - as the expression of objectionable se-

duction - encompasses both the enticement to transgress against a familiar order (or

at least one perceived to be valid) and the burdensome consequences. Such an under-

taking is always negative, disrupting order and destroying lif'e, and always ends up

damaging the person so beguiled and proving disadvantageous to the community at

large (as in the case of Zedekiah).
Yahweh is presented as the subject of such seduction, however, only under the pre-

supposition that Yahweh sovereignly holds human history in his hands, and in the final
analysis is able to turn things fbr the better (cf. Job 42:7-17). One can proceed on the

assumption that his good intentions remain unbroken despite attendant temptations
(25.24:10-17). In this case such seduction by Yahweh can also be evaluated in the

sense of his salvific will, thus resembling affliction by stubbornness or hardness of
heart as initiated by Yahweh.6

Wallis

6. -+ PIn ftazaq (chazaq), III.5 (IV 308); cf. also A. S. van der Woude, "Pln bzq to be firm,"
TLOT l, 405; --> 1)) kdbcd,IL3.d (VII, 20f .); --+ i1u)l qdid.
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1f;Q sahar:1DQ sahar; iJnO sehdrd; i1Jl16 sdfier|

Contents: I. Cognates. Il. s1her lll. sal.tar IV. The Verb. V. soherd and (Aramaic) Qumran
Evidence. VI. LXX.

I. Cognates. Reliable cognates occur only in Akkadian, Aramaic, and Syriac. The
meaning is uncertain for the Ugar. PN s[r(n), and for Pun. shr, shrt.t ln Akkadian the
verb safiaru exhibits an extremely broad semantic scope, beginning with "turn, turn
around, repeat," or, with reference to persons, "go around."z The subst. safi(fi)irureferc
(rarely) to a loiterer or peddler; from a sociohistorical perspective this seems to have
been preserved in Middle Heb. sdhdn The ptcp. sdfiiru means "going around, sur-
rounding," sifiru means "border, perimeter," and sifiirtu "surroundings, environs, total-
ity." Finally, the (rare) term safii/erturn seems to refer to some sort of merchandise.

Jewish Aram. shr means "go around, engage in trade." Christian Palestinian Aram.
and Syr. shr pael mean "go around as a beggar." Mand. sahura refers to a beggar, and
Syrian Arab. mesahherrefers to the person who during Ramadan goes from house to
house waking people.3 One might also mention Aram. selrbr, "round about," as well as

sehOrA, "trade, merchandise," Old Aram. s/rrfr, Jewish Aram. sahranr2l, "surroundings,
environs," and Arab. sahira, "get up early, go" (btt: sahara, "conjure, perform magic";
cf. Heb. .iftr).4

ll. sdhdr. Because of its straightforwardness, it is best to begin with the nominalized
participle, which occurs 16 times (in Isa. 47:15 one should follow B. Duhm in reading
id|f rayif,; but one should emend Ezk.27:15 with the conj. sohar61,' see below).s fhg
feminine participle is used only in reference to collectives (Ezk.21:12,16,18,15 conj.;
see below). Hence let us first cite the meaning of the masculine participle ("merchant,
buyingagent"),whichisnotproblematic. I K. 10:28(2 Ch. l:16)mentionstraders/
buying agents of the king; their exceptional reference might, if the usual conj. Q6'is
correct, have something to do with the long distances they had to traverse, In any
event, something similar also applies to the Midianite traders in Gen. 37:28, who were

saharW. F. Albright, "Abram the Hebrew," BASOR 163 (1961) 36-54;C. H. Gordon, "Abra-
ham and the Merchants of Ura," JNES 17 ( 1958) 28-3 I ; A. A. Macintosh, "Psalm XCI 4 and the
Root s&r" VT 23 (1973) 56-62;' E. A. Speiser, "The Verb SflR in Genesis and Early Hebrew
Movements," BASOR 164 (1961) 23-28; T. L. Thompson, The Historicity of the Patiarchal
Narratives. BZAW 133 (1974), l'12t.,183f.

l. DNSI, il,782.
2. CAD, XV 37ff., alone enumerates 19 possibilities; cf. specifically AHw, ll, lOO5tr.; CAD,

xv,43-46.
3. All references HAL,11,749t.
4. For Aramaic see Dalman, ANH, 287; for Old Aramaic see Sefire, KAI, 224:7f .
5. Jesaja. HKATlllll (1902), in loc. Macintosh takes a different view.
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encountered on the way to Egypt near Dothan, northwest of Shechem (Tell Dotha), and

apparently also to the merchants/buyers of Tarshish (Ezk. 38:13, probably Taftessus/

southern Spain).0 Similarly, Isa. 23,2 mentions the "merchant of Sidon, who passed

over the sea" (so MT; LXX has pl.; lQlsaa differs; see below concerning sahar).Tyre
functions virtually as a paradigm for expansive trading relations in Ezk. 27. From a

sociohistorical perspective, it is noteworthy that lsa. 23:8 calls Sidon's merchants/buy-

efs iarim, i.e., either high officials or highly placed persons fiom the upper classes.

(Was that so different in Israel during the monarchy? Cf. I K. 20:34. Unfortunately' ev-

idence is too sparse.)
Ezk.27 requires more detailed analysis not only because of the variety of usage but

also because of the parallelism s6hcr/r6kdl, s\herey'rdkelel. 0) one should follow
Zimmerli in viewing vv. 12-24 as an insertion (one prompting additional addenda).7 lts

basis is a list of Tyrian imports (exports are not mentioned). Because of this insertion

into a preexisting context, one can probably not be quite certain that the list is pre-

served in its entirety. (2)Zimmerli has ascertained that this list probably nowhere re-

f'ers to a trade partnership but rather always to commercial help from other cities/peo-

ples/lands commissioned by Tyre, hence "buyers, buying."8 (3) The term sdherel (but

not s6hdr!) is always associated with some justification, e.g., in v. 12 Tarshish "be-

cause of the great wealth of every kind" (h6n, fiom 'Iyre), v' 16 Edom "because of
abundant trade" (masiA(a, products?), v. l8 Damascus, with both expressions as en-

ticement to put oneself at disposal as buyer. V. t5 (conj.) lacks this kind of justifica-

tion; it must be so, however, since "Rhodes" and many coastlands, surprisingly, are to

delivertribute ('eikdr)insteadoftheusual goods. Isthisaref'erencetosomesortof po-

litical/mercantile dependency'? It should also be noted that only in v. 15 do the two

roots shr ancl rkl occur together. (4) A semantic distinction between sbher and 16\€l in

this list has not yet been discerned (HAL, in contrast: wholesaler/retailer).e V. 3 refers

to Tyre with its expansive trade relationships as rdkele!ha'ammim (probably an adden-

dum), so that one is advised not to take diff'erences in trade volume as the point of de-

parture. But we encounter ydjef; only in combination with shr (v. 2l: sohorA yAd.k;

v. 15 conj.: sohoril ydd.cb. This might indicate that sbhdr/s1herel derles more from

the extensive traveling activity of the merchant, and thatyAQe[ adds to this an under-

standable reference to reliability, while r\kel/r1kelet derives more fiom the sense of
mercantile activity (dealing, selling). Because of the peculiarities of the list, one proba-

bly cannot without turther investigation generalize beyond this difl'erentiation between

shr and rkL regarding their usage.

We can add here that Prov. 3l:14 mentions merchant ships, and Gen.23:16 silver,

commonly used among merchants (fixed in its value as currency). If one were to sum-

marize the use of sbhZr one might refer to an "itinerant merchant, traveling dealer,"

addressing thus its specific difference from rbkel.

6. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. I983), 65

7. Ibid., in loc.
8. rbid., 63.
9. HAL,II, 750.
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lll. sal.tar. The term sahar (const. sehar') refers to the profit from trade or itinerant
business.r0 Its synonyms include ydgta'and te!fi'A Gsa.23:3; see below). Isa.45:14
demonstrates this quite well: "The revenues of Egypt and the trade profits of Cush."
Prov. 3:14 contains both direct and figurative usage in one: "For the gain from it is
better (for wisdom) than gain from silver" - also quite appropriate insofar as wisdom,
too, represented an itinerant phenomenon.

The use in Isa. 23: I 8 is clear enough, albeit discredited by the metaphor "wages of a har-
lot": "Ref-erring back to the simile introduced in vv. 15f., he [i.e., the one who added vv.
l7f.l calls the highly profitable trade'playing the harlot.'. . . Since the profits oftrade are

only referred to metaphorically as the rewards of prclstitution, Deut. 23: l8 does not apply to
them."r I Thus Tyre (like the nations in Ps. 96:8; Isa. 60:9- I I ; Hag. 2:7: Zec. l4:21 ) is to
bring its treasures to Jerusalem fbr the enjoyment of those who dwell before Yahweh.

The occurrences in I K. 10:15; Prov. 3l:18; and Isa.23:3 are problematical. Al-
though the text in 1 K. 10:15 is obviously corrupt,r2 the reading missahar hdr6f ltmis
probably reliable, "(besides) the trading profits of the merchants" (2 Ch. 9: l4 changes
mshr to shrm, so that rklm ancl shrm are mentioned together as in Ezk. 27). Without de-
pendable information concerning the context, however, we can deduce very little that
is reliable, as much as we would like to know more about the revenues of such mer-
chants (rdfteltm, not sohartm).

lsa.23:2f. is also severely corrupt, though the pertinent verse in this context, v. 3b,
does yield a good translation: "tt [Sidonl became the (itinerant) profit of nations." But
most scholars elide wattehi since the LXX does not attest it and it can be explained as a
result of dittography of the consonants ,ft from the preceding word. In my opinion,
however, this reconstruction does not yield good sense, since the translation "his in-
come [wasl the profit from trade with the peoples" represents a sentence composed of
two synonyms, and the alternative, "the grain of Shihor [the harvest of the Nile] is its
gain, the profit of the nations," does not constitute real parallelism. l3 Kaiser's assump-
tion seems correct that "grain of Shihor, harvest of the Nile" are doublets (the LXX
does not read "Nile" 

- was this successively appended?).t+ 14es1 scholars take the
first two words in v. 3 with v. 2b, so that one maintains v. 3 MT and for the most part
also the consonants in v. 2, then reading vv. 2f. as follows: "Wail, you inhabitants of the
coast, you buyers [LXXI of Sidon!/they passed over IQlsaa] the sea as messengers
(mal'dktm) [v. 3]: and on many waters./The grain of Shihor [the harvest of the Nile] -their [Sidon's] gainl It became the profit of nations."ls According to this rendering, the

10. rbid.
11. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), l7lf.
12. M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BKlxll (1968), in loc.; nonetheless, J. Gray,l and II Kings. OTL

(21970), in loc., considers the text reliable, though he does not address Noth's concerns.
13. For the former see H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),404.

For the latter see Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39, 160 and n. e.
14. Adifferent view is taken by Wildberger, Isaiah l3*27,403f., with bibliography.
15. Cf. also W. Rudolph, "Jesaja 23 1-14," FS F. Baumgtirtel. EdF A l0 ( 1959), 168, cited by

Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27, 406.
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grain of Egypt, as the crown of distant, also maritime, trade relations, is referred to as

Sidon's gain, gain with reference to which (or from which?) the change (cf. v. 4) then

comes about, reducing Sidon to the profit of tourists.l6
Prov. 3 I : 18 can be translated without reservation as "her profit is good." This profit

is attained by the clever wife through the products mentioned in the context, not

through travelling activity. The meaning "profit" here seems to have acquired an inde-

pendence detached ftomOT s6her.

IV. The Verb. The verb (5 occurrences) has in its scarcity undergone an interpreta-

tion based on the participle, though this interpretation lacks other evidence.tz Although
cognates especially from Akkadian make the basic meaning "pass through, etc.," rela-

tively certain (the Aramaic and Syriac might be secondarily influenced), the attendant

debate is probably not without value, since it draws attention to a particular nuance in
usage.

As is well known, Jer. 14: l8b MT presents problems. As a result of the elision of a

w before the second clause, the LXX yields good sense: "Priest and prophet pass over

into a land that they did not know." The line would admittedly be thrown into relief
over against the previously described horror, and might possibly represent a gloss. One

can understand the MT without conjecture as a qal of seharhar (Ps. 38:l 1 [10], violent
beating of the heart): "Priest and prophet turn to and fro toward the land [because the

word of God is not in Jerusaleml; but they have no knowledge."l8
Gen. 42:34 intends something similar. Although the feared Egyptian ruler had sus-

pected Jacob's sons of espionage, when they bring along their youngest brother as

proof of their honesty - tishdrfr, i.e., they were able to move about in the land without
further making themselves suspicious of espionage. Such moving about no longer had

to be undertaken on a fixed route in order not to awaken suspicion. Gen.34:2I refers to

the same thing. Shechem wants to persuade the leading men of the city that the

Jacobites are not dangerous, and that intermarriage can be recommended. The acc. obj.
"land" here does not suggest commercial activity but rather use of the openness of the

land lying "before them."le If they were not peaceful, precisely such access would
have to be prevented.

In contrast, Gen. 34: 10 is clearly formulated differently than v. 21.20 In connection

with v. 9, whose resemblance toDt.7:2f . is unmistakable, v. l0 emphasizes the settle-

ment of the Jacobites (y.iD as the framework, the P expression h€'dhaztt as culmina-

tion), whereas in v. 2l such dwelling does not exhibit the more committed character of
sedentary living, and v. 23 emphasizes only the ownership of flocks or herds' Only in v.

l0 is there an inclination to consider commercial activity, since it refers so clearly to

16. Concerning the pertinent historical circumstances, cf.
17. See Gordon, Albright; cf. Speiser.
18. Cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT XII (31968), in loc.;

sa$aru.
19. Contra Speiser.
20. H. Holzinger, Genesis. KHC I (1898), in loc.

Kaiser and Wildberger, in loc.

and the basic meaning of Akk.
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the acquisition of property. Here too, however, the acc. obj. "land" allows no other
translation than elsewhere.

Y. sdhdrd and (Aramaic) Qumran Evidence. Ps. 9 1 :4 does not itself offer any reli-
able clues to the meaning of sdhdrd. In its position as a parallel to sinn1, "large shield,"
it can mean many things. Neither does the context offer much help, since v. 4b stands
in an isolated position. Macintosh believes there can be no doubt concerning derivation
from the root shr in the sense of "surround, encircle, encompass" (cf. Akk. safiaru as

well as sifuru and sifuirtu).If this is indeed the case, then it seems more correct to under-
stand "encompassing one" (so Aquila, literally) not as supernatural protection but
rather as a protective wall enclosing round about, since the preceding shield leads one

to expect something more concrete.2l
ln any case, here one may add several Aramaic occurrences fiom Qumran (none at-

tested in Hebrew): 4Q213 (4QTLevia ar) 6: I : May the wall of your salvation be round
about me (sehbr); 2Q24 (2QNJ ar) l:2 (bis): an arcade round about a block of houses;
5Q15 (5QNJ ar) fr. l, 2:3,(4),5: a spiral staircase winding about a pillar (shr); cf. also
Syr. se harla', "fortress, enclosed ramparts."22

In addition, shrt in lQapGen 2l:16-18 (3 times) refers to a distant journey (with
mshr twice in 2l:15), and the distant (circling?) course of the stars in 4Q210
(4QEnAstrb ar) 23:6: the stars of heaven assemble in the north, complete one circuit
(shryn), and turn toward the eastern heavens; similarly also 4Q206 (4QEne ar) fr. l,
20:1 (on 1En. l8:15)and(withreferencetotonguesof fire) 4Q204 (4QEncar)fr. l,
6:22 (on I En. 14:9).

V. LXX. The LXX probably had no trouble with this root when it consistently
rendered the passages with emporertesthai and its nominal derivatives. The term
metabolil ktL also derives from the semantic field of commerce. In Ps. 9l :4 the basic
etymological meaning comes through again in the rendering hdpl/ kykl6sei se hd
aldtheia autoti.

Seebass

21. HAL, lI,'750, contra Macintosh, on the basis of context and Isa.47:15, which is a ques-
tionable parallel; see II above.

22. KBL2; H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 (s1968 = 41926), in loc.
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Contents: I.Occurrences: l.sinai; 2.Horeb;3.Mountof God. Il.EtymologicalDerivation.

IIL Oldest Understanding: l. Theological Considerations; 2. Idiomatic Considerations (eeft

sinay); 3. Geographical Considerations. IV. Literary-Critical and Traditio-Historical Problems'

V. The Sinai Event in the Pentateuch Sources: l. Yahwist; 2. Elohist; 3.JEl'4. Deuteronomist;

5. Priestly. VI. Suggested Locations: 1. Serbal; 2. Volcano Hypothesis; 3. Around Kadesh-

barnea; 4. Traditional View (Jebel M0sa).

sinay. Y. Aharoni, "Kadesch-Barnea und der Berg Sinai," Die Wiiste Gottes: Entdeckungen

auf Sinai, ed. B. Rothenberg, Y. Aharoni, and A. Hashimshoni (MunichlZurich, 1961), 107'71;
L Biick, "i'llo und ,JrO," MGWJ 46, N.s. 10 (1902) 299-301; C. T. Beke, Mount Sinai a Volcano

(London, 21873): idem, The Late Dr Charles Beke's Discoveries of Sinai in Arabia and of
Midian (London, 1878); W. Beyerlin, Origins and History of the Oldest Sinai Traditiors (Eng.

trans., Oxford, 21965)t A. F. Bdnhofi "Die Wanderung Israels in der Wiiste mit besonderer

Beriicksichtigung der Frage'Wo lag der Sinai?"'fSK 80 (1907) 159-217; H. Cazelles, "Alli-
ance du Sinai, alliance de l'Horeb et renouvellement d'alliance," Beitrcige zur ahtestamentlichen

Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Gctttingen, 1977),69-'79; G. I. Davies, "Hagar, el-Helra and the Lo-
carion of Mount Sinai," VT22 (19'l.2) 152-63; E. Dennert, "War der Sinai ein Vulkan?" Glauben

und Wissen. Volkstilmliche Bkitter zur Verteidigung und Vertiefung des christlic'hen Weltbildes 2
(1904), 298-306;C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot: Seine Entstehung und seine Entwicklung im AT.

BBB 62 (1985); O. Eissfeldt, "Die iilteste Erziihlung vom Sinaibund," zAw'73 (1961) 137-46 =
KlSchr IV (1968), 12-20 idem, "sinai-Erziihlung und Bileam-Spriiche," HUCA, 32 (1961),

l7g-lg} = KlSchr IV ( 1968), 2l -3 I ; idem, "Das Gesetz ist zwischeneingekommen: Ein Beitrag

zur Analyse der sinai-Erziihlung, Ex 19-34," TLZ 9l ( I 966) 1 -6 = KlSchr IV ( 1968), 209-141.

idem, "Die Komposition der Sinai-Erziihlung Ex. 19-34,* SSAW 113/l (1966) 5-31 = FUF 40

(1966) 213-t5 = KlSchr IV (1968), 231-3't; K. Elliger, "Sinn und Ursprung der priesterlichen

Geschichtserziihlung," ZTK 49 (1952) l2l-43 = Kleine Schriften zum AT. ThB 32 (1966),174-
98; V. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt: Studien zum Tempelbau in Israel und zu dem Zeltheiligtum der
Priesterschrift. WMANT 47 (1917); J. Gabriel, "Wo lag der biblische Sinai?" WZKM 39 (1932)

123-32; H. Gese, "Bemerkungen zur Sinaitradition," ZAW 79 (1967) 137-54; idem, "Tb 6l AVdp

Ervd 6poq €miv tv 11 Apapig (Gal 4,25)," Das ferne und nahe wort. FS L. Rost. BZAW lO5
(196'7),81-94 = Vom Sinai zum Zion. BEvT 64 (1974),49-62;M. Gorg, Das Zeb der Begeg,nung:

lJntersuchung zur Gestalt der sakralen Zelttraditionen Altisraels. BBB 2'7 (1967): H. Graetz,

"Die Lage des Sinai oder Horeb," MGWJ 27 (1878) 337-60; J. Gray, "The Desert Sojourn of the

Hebrewi and the Sinai-Horeb Tradition," VT 4 (1954) 148-54; H. Haag, "Das 'Buch des Bundes'
(Ex 24,7)," Wort Gottes in der Zeit. FS K. H. Schelkle (Dtisseldorf, 1973),22-30; M. Haelvoet,
,,La Thdophanie du Sinai," ETL 29 (1953) 374-9'.7; J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes: Ex

34,10-26. FRI-A.NT 'll4 (1975); P. Haupt, "Midian und Sinai," ZDMG 63 (1909) 506-30;

G. Hdlscher, "Sinai und Choreb," FS R. Bultmann (Stuttgart/Cologne, 1949)' l2'l-32; F. L.

Hossfefd, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982); H. B. Huffmon, "The Exodus, Sinai and the Credo,"
CBQ27 (1965) 101-13; J. P. Hyatt, "Were There an Ancient Historical Credo in Israel and an In-
dependent Sinai Tradition?" Translating and Understanding the OT. FS H. G. May (Nashville,

lgTO), 152-70; J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen GattunS.

WMANT lO 1z197rr' E. C. Kingsbury, "The Theophany Topos and the Mountain of God," '/BL
86 (1967) 205-10; K. Koch, "Die Eigenart der priesterschriftlichen Sinaigesetzgebung," ZTK 55

(1958) 36-51; idem, Die Priesterschrift von Exodus 25 bis Leviticus 16. FRI,ANT 71, N.s.53
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I. Occurrences.
l. Sinai. Although as afree morpheme the name sincy occurs only 5 times in the

Hebrew Bible (Ex. l6:1; Dt. 33:2;Jgs.5:5; Ps.68:9,1S[Eng. vv.8,l7];Greek also in

(1959); J. Koenig, "La localisation du Sinai et les traditions des scribes," RHPR 43 (1963) 2-31;

44 (1964) 2OO-235; idem, "Itin6raires sinaitiques en Arabie," RHR 166 (1964) 121-41; idem,
.'Le Sinai montagne de feu dans un ddsert de tdndbres," RHR 167 (1965) 129-55; idem, "Le
probldme de la localisation du Sinai," Acta Orientalia Belgica: Correspondance d'Orient l0
;oSeO tlZ-Zl; idem, "Aux origines des th6ophanies jahvistes," RHR 169 (1966) 1-36; idem, Le

site rle Al-Jaw dans l'ancien Pays de Madian (Paris, 1971); E. Kramer, "Die Wanderung durch

den Sinai als Weg durch eine vulkanische Landschaft - Biblische Texte in der Sicht des

Mineralogen," Dielheimer Bliitter zum AT 20 (1984) 159-68; E. Lohse, "Etv&," TDNT Yll,282-
87; P. Maiberger, Topographische und historische Untersuchungen zum Sinaiproblem. OBO 54

(1984); B. Ivloritz, "Der Sinaikult in heidnischer Zeit," Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. Phil. Hist., N.s., 16/2 (1916), l-64; M. L. Newman Jt., The Sinai

Covenant Traditions in the Cult of Israel (New York, 1960); E. W Nicholson, Exodus and Sinai

in History and Tradition (Oxford, 1973); D. Nielsen, "The Site of the Biblical Mount Sinai,"

JPOS'7 (1927) 187 -208; M. Noth, "Der Wallfahrtsweg zum Sinai (4. Mose 33)," PJ 36 (1940) 5-

28; idem, The History of Israel (Eng. trans., New York, 1958;21969;, 127-381' E. Oberhummer,

"Die Sinaifrage," Mitteilungen der k. k. geographischen Gesellschaft 54 (Yienna, 191 1), 628-41;

L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969); idem, "Sinai und Horeb," Beitrtige zur
alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS l,11 Zimmerli (Gtittingen, 1977), 302-22; W. J. Phythian-

Adams, .,The Mount of God," PEQFS 62 (1930) 135-49:' 192-209; idem, "The volcanic Phe-

nomena of the Exodus ," JPOS 12 (1932) 86- 103; J. Pirenne, "Le site prdislamique de al-Jaw, la

Bible, le Coran et le Midrash," RB 82 (1975) 34-69; G. von Rad, "The Form-Critical Problem of
the Hexateuch ," The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essoys (Eng. trans., New York, 1966)'

1-78; idem, OTTheology,2 vols. (Eng. trans., New York' 1962-65), l, 187-279; A. Reichert,

"Der Jehowist und die sogenannten deuteronomistischen Erweiterungen im Buch Exodus"

(diss., Tiibingen, 1972); R. Rendtorff, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrift: Eine Sattungs'
geschichtliche Untersuchung. FRLANT 62, N.s. 44 (1954): H. Graf Reventlow, Das Heilig'
Leits.gesetzformgeschichtlich untersucht. WMANT 6 (1961); L. Rost, "Sinaibund und Davids-

buni," TLZ 72 (194i) 129-34 W. Rudolph, Der Autbau von Exodus 19-34. BZAW 66 (1936),

4l-48; H. H. Schmid, Der sogennante Jahwist: Beobachtungen und Fragen zur Pentateuch-

.forschung (Zurich, 1976); J. M. Schmidt, "Erwiigungen zum Verhiiltnis von Auszugs- und

Sinaitradition," ZAW 82 (1970) l-31; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Mose. EdF l9l (1983);

H. Seebass, Mose und Aaron, Sinai und Gottesberg. Abhandlungen zur Evangelischen Theologie

2 (1962); R. Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1970); R. L.

Smith, "Covenant and Law in Exodus," SWJT 20 (19'77) 33-41; J. J. Stamm, "Elia am Horeb,"

Studia Biblica et Semitica. FS T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),327-34; J. A. Thompson' "The

Cultic Credo and the Sinai Tradition," RTR 27 (1968) 53-64; K.-H. Walkenhorst, Der Sinai im

liturgischen Verstiindnis der deuteronomistischen und priesterlichen Tradition. BBB 33 (1969);

E. Zenger, Die Sinaitheophanie. (Jntersuchungen zum iahwistischen und elohistischen Ge'

schichtiwerk. FzB 3 (19'71);idem, Israel am,sinai: Analysen und Interpretationen zu Exodus

t7-34 (Altenberge, 1982); idem, "Psalm 87,6 und die Tafeln vom Sinai," Wort, Lied und

Gottesspruch. FS J. Ziegler. FzB l-2, ed. J. Schreiner (Wiirzburg/Stuttgart, 1972),11, Psalmen

und Propheren, gT-lo3; W. Zimmerli, "sinaibund und Abrahambtnd," TZ 16 (1960) 268-80 =
Gottes Offenbarung. ThB 19 (1963),205-16; idem, "Erwiigungen zum'Bund.'Die Aussagen

iiber die iahwe-lttif in Ex 19-34," Wort, Gebot, Glaube. FS w. Eichrodt. ATANT 59 (1970),

171-90; B. Zuber, Vier Studien zu den (Jrspriingen Israels: Die Sinaifrage und Probleme der
Volks- und Traditionsbildung. OBO 9 (1976).
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Sir. 48:7), it occurs more frequently in the determinative compound har stnay, "Mt. Si-
nai": 16 times, though only (excepting Neh.9:13) in the Tetrateuch (Ex. 19:ll,
18,20,23;24:16 31:18;34:2,4,29,32;Lev.7:38;25:l;26:46;27:34;Nu. 3:l;28:6).ln
place of this, the simple expression hdhdr "the mountain," occurs twice as frequently
(Ex. 3 :12 l 9 il 2 timesl ; 20: 1 8 ; 24 11 times); 25 :40; 26:30; 27 :8; 32: 1, 1 5, 1 9; 34:2,3ab,
29).ln addition, the name also occurs (only) in Exodus-Numbers in the appositional
compound mi/bar sinay, "desert of Sinai" (Ex. 19:1,2; Lev. 7:38; Nu. l:1,19; 3:4,14;
9:1,5; l0: 12; 26:64;33:15,16).

The Targs., like Hebrew, write the name with yodh at the end, which Onkelos (and

the Syr.) vocalize as the diphthong ai, while the LXX transcribes it with a final vowel
as Sina. It also occurs 4 times in the NT with this monophthong (Acts 7:30,38; Gal.
4:24,25; similarly also in Philo Her 5l $251). But Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion reflect Masoretic pronunciation already in the 2nd century by using the
more correct form Sinai. The Greek forms used by Josephus already in the I st century,
Iivqrov (Sinaion, Ap. 2.2 $25) or Lrvaiov (Sinafon, Ap. 2.37 $264), also point to this
pronunciation.

2. Horeb.In contrast, the book of Deuteronomy refers to Sinai exclusively as hdrEp,
"Horeb" (l:2,6,19;4:10,15; 5:2;9:8; l8:16;28:69[29:l]). This laterreplacementname
also appears in Ex. 3:l; 17:6; I K. 8:9 = 2 Ch.5:l0l I K. l9:8; Ps. 106:19; Mal.
3:22(4:4) (Sir. 48:7, chordb). In one instance (Ex. 33:6) the reference is to har hdrd!,
"Mt. Horeb." As is the case with sinay in the Tetrateuch, so also is hdrd! often replaced
by hdhda "the mountain," in Deuteronomy (l:6;4:lIab 5:4,5,22,23;9:9ab,10,I5aq-
p,2l;10:1,3,4,5,10; I K. l9:ll).

3. Mount of God. The designation har ha'eldhim, "mount of God" (cf. in contrast
the sacred "mount of the gods," har'elohtm [without the article] in Ps.68:16[5]; Ezk.
28:16[+14]) is used in Ex. 3:l; 4:27; 18:5; 24:13; I K. l9:8. The use of har YHWH,
"mount of Yahweh," in reference to Sinai in Nu. l0:33 is unique, since this expression
otherwise ref'ers only to Mt. Zion (Ps. 24:3; lsa. 2:3;30:29; Mic. 4:2; Zec. 8:3).

II. Etymological Derivation. The etymology of sinay is as obscure as its exact geo-
graphical location. Scholars are not even sure whether it represents a Hebrew or even a

Semitic name (nomen proprium or appellativum?). Derivation from Hebrew is prob-
lematical insofar as one cannot determine which yodh belongs to the postulated
triliteral basis. The yodh n the second position can be a radical or represent fluJl (plene)
writing; the yodh in fourth position can be a radical or an afformative. One possible
root, ryn (or swr) or *sny > srh, however, is not attested in Hebrew. Comparable deriv-
atives would be Syr. sina, "moon"; Aram. seyan, Syr. seyana, "mud, slime, loam";
Aram. and Syr. .sanya', Heb. seneh, "thornbush"; Arab. sana, "senna"; sana, "glisten,
radiate, shine"; sana', "glitter, radiance, shine"; santy, "high, splendid, majestic"; stna,
"stone." The numerous etymological explanations reflect this variety.

J. Fiirst claimed to ascertain the designation "rocky, craggy, jagged mountain," from
the root swn Il, a root related to syn but similarly unusual within the OT, which he pos-
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its with the meaning "be jagged, pointed, peaked."r A. Freiherr von Gall also advo-

cated the meaning "the jagged mountain" with reference to the combination Sind 6ros

with Hagdr in Gal. 4:25, which allegedly could be associated with Arab. ha(ar,
"stone."2

Many scholars today consider the most plausible thesis to be that of F. Baethgen, ac-

cording to which Mt. Sinai derives its name from the moon god Sin.3

R. Lepsius derived it from the wilderness of Sin (which others similarly associated

with the moon god), explaining it as the Nisbeform Stni, i.e., "the mount of Sin."a

The secondary association of thornbush and the divine mountain Horeb in Ex. 3:l
supported the etymological association of sinay and seneh, which plays an important

role in tradition and is occasionally still advocated today.s It occurs already among

early Jewish exegetes.6 According to R. Eleazar Modi'in (died ca. 135), the mountain

was originally called Horeb; after God revealed himself to Moses in the seneh, how-
ever, it was called sinay. This etymology, also advocated by Jerome, predominated into
the 1Sth century. For E. Auerbach, too, stnay cannot be separated from seneh, so that it
means virtually "mountain of the thornbush" or "the thorn mount, the pointed moun-

tain," etymologically related to the rocky crag (iEn hassela') in 1 S. l4:4, to be trans-

lated as senneh, "thorn rock."7 According to P. Haupt, Sinai means approximately
"Senna mountain," because many senna plants grew in abundance there (Arab. sana'u,

sand, or Cassia angustifolia, in his opinionthe seneh of Ex. 3).s

Since it cannot be determined with which mountain Sinai is to be identified, how-

ever, these explhnations can be verified neither according to concrete topographical
considerations nor philologically.

An etymological allusion also occurs in Gal. 4:25, where Paul uses t6 dd Hagdr
Sind 6ros estin en t( Arabia to establish the connection between Hagar and Sinai, two
terms not naturally associated with one another (the tertium comparationis of this alle-
gory is slavery), referring to the identity between the name or word (t6!) Hagar and Mt.
Sinai: "namely, because Hagar means Sina(i)." As a matter of fact, Arabic dictionaries
do attest a word slnd with the meaning "stone" = ha$arle Paul is apparently alluding to

this Arabic equivalence Srna = ha(ar ("stone") in order to establish a connection

I . Hebriiisches und Chaldciisches Handwdrterbuch iiber das AT (Leipzig, 2 I 863), ll, 7 4, '19

(cf. also A Hebrew and Chaldee Lexiconto the OT [Eng. trans.41871]).Cf.his Concordantiae
Hebraicae Librorum sacrorltm Veteris Testamenti (Leipzig, 1840), 1285.

2. Altisraelitische Kultstcinen. BZAW 3 (1898), 16.

3. Beitriige zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin, 1888), 106. Cf. GesB and BL
(21968), rs94.

4. Reise von Theben nach der Halbinsel des Sinai'(Berlin, 1846),46.
5. Cf. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 39f.; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BKlll2

(1977), 1 16; also K8L2, 656.
6. Cf. St.-B, lll, 572, which lists additional folk etymological interpretations of the name Sinai.

7. Moses (Eng. trans., Detroit, 19'75), 149.
8. "Midian und Sinai," 509; and "The Burning Bush and the Origin of Judaism," Proceedings

of the American Philosophical Society 48 (Philadelphia, 1909) 364.
9. Cf. also Lane,U4, 1487: slnd\, "certain stones."
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through popular etymology between Mt. Sina (homophonic in the LXX), which he
thus probably understood as "rocky mountain," and Hagar.

III. Oldest Understanding.
1. Theological Consideratic,ns. The oldest understanding of Sinai is found in the po-

etic writings Dt.33:2; Jgs. 5:4f.; and Ps. 68:8f(7f.). Here Sinai funcrions nor as rhe goal
of the wilderness wanderings and the locus of revelation, covenant, and the giving of
the law, but rather merely as Yahweh's dweliing place. It is not Israel that comes to Si-
nai, but rather quite the contrary, according to the prologue of Moses' blessing:
Yahweh (emphasized by its prior positioning) "comes (bd') from (min)" sinai to Israel.
The tiaming text Dt. 33:2-5 and26-29, which resembles a psalm, conrains an older,
formerly independent tradition into which the actual corpus of tribal sayings (vv. 6-25)
were then inserted;to thus according to the original context, Yahweh, the God of
Jeshurun, comes from Sinai in order to aid his people by destroying its enemies (vv.
26f .; cf . Ps. l8 = 2 5.22: Isa. 59:20; Hos. l0:12; Hab. 3:3). The theophany rakes ptace
amid brilliance (zaral.t; cf. Isa. 60:lf.) and radiance (hbpia';cf. Job l0:3; ps. 50:2;
80:2il l; 94:l; ct. also Hab. 3:3f.,1 1; might rhis suggesr an etymological connecrion be-
tween stnay and the Arabic root .rn), "glisten, radiate, shine"?). Jgs. 5:4 and Ps. 68:8(7)
also portray Yahweh's coming as a mobilization against the enemy (ydsa'in the mili-
tary sense with Yahweh as subject: Ex. 1l:4; Jgs.4:14;25.5:24= I Ch. 14:15; ps.

44:lO[9];60:12[0]; 108:12[1];Hab.3:13;;a'aQpar.yasa' alsoin 25.5:24 = I Ch.
l4:15;cf . also Mic. 1:3). Here, however, the theophany is accompanied by earthquakes
(rc7'ai;cf.2 S.22:8-- Ps. l8:8[7];Ps.77:19[8]; lsa.24:18f.), thetremblingof moun-
tains (zdlaL niphal; cf. Isa. 63:19164:ll;64:2131; further Hab. 3;6,10), and cloudbursts
(ndlap only here; cf.Ps.77:18[7]; Hab.3:l0).

2. Idiomatic Considerations (zeh s?nay). Since according to Dt. 33:2 yahweh comes
out of Seir from Sinai, and also according to Jgs. 5:4 goes fbrth from Seir, many schol-
ars explain the expression zeh sinay in v. 5c as an epithet of Yahweh. Standing immedi-
ately next to "Yahweh" (in Ps. 68:9[8] next to "Elohim"), it is usually viewed as a
gloss; because it parallels the epithet "God of Israel" (v. 5e), however, A. Globe refers
to metrical considerations to support his view that it constitutes part of the original
text.rr After H. Grimme referred to the comparable name of the Nabateandeity Qa-
iarr? (Dushara, Dusares), w. F. Albright and others also explained zeh .stnay after the
model of the Arabic construction with /a as "he [i.e., the master, owner, proprietorl of
Sinai" (cf. Vulg. Ps. 67168:9, Dei Sinai).rz Although H. Birkeland objected that this

10. G. von RacJ, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966),204f . According to I. L. Seeligmann,
"A Psalrn liom Pre-Regal Times," VT 14 (1964) 90f., this tradition did not use any specific Sinai
narrative as its source.

ll. "The Text and Literary Structure of Judges 5,4-5," Bibl 55 (19j4) l7l.
12. Grimme, "Abriss der biblisch-hebriiischen Metrik," ZDMG 50 (1896) 573; Albright,

"The Names Shaddai and Abram," JBL 54 (1935) 204; idem, "The Song of Deborah in the
Light of Archaeology," BASOR 62 (1936) 30; idem, "A Catalogue of Early Hebrew Lyric
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particular function of the demonstrative pronoun is specifically Arabic, and does not

extend to Hebrew (cf., however, z,eh idl6m, Mic. 5:4[-5]), J. Jeremias refutes this with
ref'erence to Ugaritic parallels in which d is used quite similarly. l3 Comparable names

include Akk..iu-^sirz, "he of Sin," and zu-fiatni(m) in Mari. Accorclingly, e. Llpiristi,
drawing on the analogy with the South Arabic divine name combined with the demon-

strative d-/dt-, considers zeh s'inay tct be an archaic name construction.la In any case,

the translation postulated by grammatical considerations, "that is Sinai" (LXX totito

Slna), possesses no syntagmatic relationship as a gloss, since Yahweh (or Elohim) can-

not be considered as a reference word, and only in Jgs. 5:.5 can it cogently ref'er to the

preceding (pl.!) hArtm, "mountains" (Yulg. Montes.fluxerunt . . . et Sinai: although, as

A. B. Ehrlich suggests, zehrefers tbrward and not, llke hfi', backward;rs cf. Jgs.7:4b
and 7:1, etc.), but not in Ps. 68:9(8), since it does not occur there (cf. Jgs. -5:-5 with Ps.

68:9[8]).
Ps.68:8f.(7f.) obviously depends on Jgs.5:4f. (according to Jerenrias, both are

based on the same oral tradition).r6 The indication of place miiie'tr (cf. Dt. -j3:2) was

replaced by lipnA 'ummeku (a prepositional phrase occurring otherwise only in conltec-

tion with Yahweh war in Jgs. 4: 14: 2 S. 5:24 = I Ch. 14:15), and mii{'Qeh "'16m by

biiimin (which circumscribes the desert situation in Dt. 32:10; Ps. 7tl:40; 106: l4;
107:4), whereby Yahweh's mighty, delivering assistance was reinterpreted as protec-

tion during the wilderness wanderings. Vv. 4b and 5aa were elirninated (as a doubling
of v.4ay), particularly since they are appropriate only its circumstances aec<lntpanying

a theophany, and "Elohim" replaced "Yahweh," so that the tlrreetbld mention of

Elohirn in v. 9(8) - contra H.-J. Kraus - is not to be taken as excess.

Following Dt.33:2, BHS emends the unclear passage Ps.6ti:ltlb(l7b). '(tldnav

"f;ant sinay" baqqOQei (similarly LXX, ho k!rio,s "en autois en Sina" en tQ hugiQ),

with the conj. bd'misslnay, "the Lord came from Sinai into the holy place."t7 Ac-
cording to this understanding, during the early monarchy Sinai was still considered
to be Yahweh's dwelling place, since Kraus regards the lif'e setting of Ps. 68 to have

Poerns (Psalm L,XVIII)," HUCA 23ll (1950/5 l) 20; H. S. Nyberg, Hcbrei'sk grummutik
(Uppsala, l9-52), $84j n.2; J. M. Allegro, "Uses of the Sernitic Demonstrative Elernent: in
Hebrew," yf 5 (1955) 3ll; C. Brockelmann, Hebrtii.sche Sy'rra.t (Neukirchen, I956), $75;
J. Jeremias, Theophanie,8f., 105.

I 3. Birkeland. "Hebrew :ar and Arabic 4u," ST 2 (1949) 20 I f. Objections are also raised by

W Richter, Tradition,sgeschichtliche Untersuchung,en .um Richterbuch. BBB 18 (1963), 69 n.

35; andH.-J.Kraus, Psalms60-150(Eng.trans..Minneapolis. 1989).46.Cf.Jeremias.9; sirni-
larly M. Dahood, Psalms 51-100. AB l'7 (1968). 139. See UI $$13,7-5.

t.{. Lipinski, "Juges 5,4-5 et Psaume 68,8-ll," llibL 48 (1967) 198f. Cf. A. Jamme, "Le
panth6on sud-arabe pr6islamique d'aprds les sources ipigraphiques," Mus 6O (1947) 64f .: and

M. Htifner, "Orts- und Gijtternamen in Siidarabien," bS H. wtn Wissmann (Ttibingen, 1962),

181-85.
15. Randglossen zur hebriiischen Bibel, T vols. (1908-14; repr. Hildesheim, 1968), III, 82.
16. Pp. l0f.
17. Cf. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, in [oc. M. Dahood, Psalms 5l-100, 13l. 143, reads'odon

yalam, "who created Sinai as his sanctuary."
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been a "festival of the epiphany" of the God of Sinai on Mt. Tabor during the time of
Saul.l8

The meaning of this Sinai tradition, the oldest actually attested in literature and one
that according to J. M. Schmidt was strongly influenced by cultically based traditions,
was obviously restricted both geographically (northern kingdom?) and according to
genre (theophany).le The original focus was probably only the particular understand-
ing of God entertained by a single proto-Israelite group (one related to the Shasu Bed-
ouin of Seir mentioned in Egyptian texts?),20 namely, veneration of the Yahweh who
dwelled on Sinai and went forth from there to aid his people; this veneration was grad-
ually expanded to include all Israel, and began to play an increasingly significant role
only through its association with the exodus events and the figure of Moses identified
with those events.

3. CeographicaL Considerations. According to Dt. 33:2 and Jgs. 5:4, Sinai is situated
in Seir. Although the context does not specify whether this freestanding morpheme "Si-
nai" (also Ex. l6: I ; Ps. 68:9[8]) refers to a mountain, a mountain chain, or a region in the
mountainous area of Seir, later tradition as well as analogous notions of mountains asso-
ciated with deities suggests that the reference is probably to a specific, individual moun-
tain. The parallelism between Seir and the mountain/mountain chain Paran in Dt. 33:2
(which according to M. Noth "is almost certainly identical with the modem jebel fdrdn
on the western side of the wddi el:araba")2t seems to point in the direction of the ex-
tended surroundings of Kadesh, since according to Nu. 13:36 (cf. 13:3) this locale is situ-
ated in the wilderness of Paran, presumably named after the mountain chain (Gen. 2l:21;
Nu. I0: 12;12 16; I S.25:1;cf.alsoGen. 14:6,"fromMount[orthemountainchain]Seir
as far as El-paran on the border of the wilderness").

This would support the conj. Meribath-Kadesh in Dl33i2 instead of MT mdrile!61
q08ei (LXX syn myridsin Kades), though this place reference otherwise occurs only in
connection with ma, water" (Nu. 27:14; Dt. 32:51; Ezk.48:28; conj. 47:19).zz
B. Margulis also reads Kadesh instead of qd/ei in Ps.68:18(17): "The Lord comes
fiom Sinai, God from Qadesh."z: In Jgs. 5:4, Seir stands parallel to Edom (similarly
also Nu. 24:18; Isa. 21:ll;Ezk.35:15). According to Gen. 32:4(3), Esau lived in Seir,
in the country of Edom (cf. Gen. 36:8f.; Dt.2:12,22,29). According to Hab. 3:3, God
comes from the mountain range of Paran and from the region of Teman, a region other-
wise mentioned in connection with Edom (Isa. 49:7,20; Ezk. 25:13; Am. l:12), since

18. Psalms 60-150. 50.
19. P.22.
20. Cf. R. Giveon, Les bddouins Shosou des documents dgyptiens. DMOA22 (1911), docl-

ments 6a and 16a, and pp. 267-71.
2l . History of Israel, 132.
22. So BHS and G. von Rad, Das fiinfte Buch Mose (Deuteronomium). ATD ylll (41984),

1.14. (The Eng. trans., Deuteronomy. OTL[1966),202, uses the RSV: "from the ten thousands of
holy ones.")

23. ")N-!l: r''lD nlloD]ur-nt; lto E');'ln. Ps 68:18 and the Tradition of Divine Rebellion,"
Tarbiz 39 (1969/'10) l-8.
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Teman was a grandson of Esau (Gen. 36: 11,15,42; Ob. 9), who was also called Edom
(Gen.36:1).

Even if Seir and Edom are situated on either side of the Arabah, the parallelism be-

tween Seir and Paran nonetheless suggests that Sinai (and thus the home of Yahweh) is
to be sought southwest ofthe Dead Sea in the extended region (probably to the east) of
Kadesh.

IV. Literary-Critical and Tiaditio-Historical Problems. In contrast to the older, ar-

chaic understanding, according to which Yahweh "comes fiom" his dwelling place "Si-
nai" to aid his people, the classic Sinai model always speaks of "Mt. Sinai," "onto" which
Yahweh "descends" from heaven under the veil of natural fbrces as mysterium
tremendum, speaking then to Moses, the charismatic leader and mediator who alone is
permitted to approach God, while the people remain at a reverential distance at the foot of
the mountain. In the course of time, this core, especially Yahweh's own words and his re-

lationship to the Israelites, was augmented by various sources of tradition, legal collec-
tions, and commentaries; the result of this gradual process of growth, a process involving
the insertion an! shifting of these different texts by redactors, is the complex and huge Si-
nai pericope now extending from Ex. 19 to Nu. 10. The subsequent referral of almost all
legal and cultic statutes back to Sinai resulted in the construction of a marvelous theolog-
ical didactic edifice that long ago lost any basis in historical or topographical recollec-
tions. Sinai increasingly became an ideal mountain transcending all earthly regions, one

in which Israel honored the "summit" of its lif'e institutions and wisdom.
Despite considerable effort and patience, literary and tradition criticism have been

unable to disentangle completely the snarl of transmitted traditions bound up with the

topos "Sinai," "an apparently hopeless jumble."z+ Although essential structures of in-
dividual sources and redactional strata (such as various notions oftheophany; the cove-
nant procedure; relationships between Yahweh, Moses, and the people; models for the

tablets; and legal corpora) have been more or less clearly delineated, the source classi-
fication of many passages (including, of course, the views presented here) is still dis-
puted,2s and many questions remain open.

Primary among these is the question whether the Sinai tradition and the exodus

events were originally separate complexes of traditions, each with its own distinct set-

ting in life (cult) (since, e.g., Josh. 24:2-13 mentions the exodus, the wilderness wan-
derings, and the land conquest, but not the events at Sinai [cf. also Dt.26:5-9; Ps. 78;

105; 135; 136; and since the insertion ofthe Sinai pericope sundered the Kadesh narra-

tives in Ex. 17-18 and Nu. l0-141.20 If this is the case, then when and where was the

exodus tradition combined with the (older or younger)27 Sinai tradition, i,e., how did

24. H. Gressmann, Mose und seine Zeit. FRLANT, N.S. I (1913), 181.

25. In the case of Ex. l9:23f.,32-24, this can be seen clearly in the table presented by Zenger,
S inaithe op han i e, 206-3 I .

26. According to von Rad, "Form-Critical Problem," 13ff.
27. Older according to M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. trans., Engle-

wood Cliffs, N.J., 1972), 61; and Gese, ZAW 79 (1967) l39ft.; younger according to Smend, 84f.
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Moses and "Israel" come to be at Sinai? The earliest literary stratum in which this is
discernible is the Yahwist, who according to G. von Rad was the first to combine to-
gether the exodus and Sinai; in contrast, M. Noth thinks this was already the case in the
(disclosed) basic source (G'. Grundschrift) the Yahwist had before him.28 While
E. Zenger suspects the factor precipitating this connection is the process of tribal de-
velopment commencing after the land conquest, W. Beyerlin and J. M. Schmidt believe
it took place already in Kadesh, the gathering point of the Sinai and exodus group.2e

Although the Sinai tradition plays a special role in J and E, not a single allusion ei-
ther to Sinai or to the Sinai tradition - either explicit or implicit - is made in the en-
tire preexilic prophetic canon, a most peculiar situation. Yahweh's claim to Israel is
neverjustified through reference to the revelation at Sinai, nor is the people's sin ever
reproached as transgression against his legal will as proclaimed at Sinai. Von Rad ex-
plains this strange "Sinai silence" by suggesting that "the fusion of the Sinai tradition
with the Settlement tradition" was for a long time not "fully accepted," and acquired
"popular approval" only during the exilic period.3O In contrast, H. H. Schmid attempts
to explain this lacuna in tradition through a reference to the later commencement of J

himself (in the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic period).3 I

Taking as his point of departure the "cult legend" of a prestate (amphictyonic)
covenantal celebration in Shechem, von Rad already identified in the Yahwistic Si-
nai pericope, albeit in austere fbrm, all the essential elements of theophany, cove-
nant, proclamation of the commandments, Decalog, and tablets32 (elements that ac-
cording to Beyerlin are rooted in Kadesh);33 the essentials of these elements
allegedly were maintained in their basic conception through the final redaction,
and were merely amplified f'urther. New studies, however, show that despite vari-
ous deviations relating to details, the basis of the Yahwistic portrayal is actually
much slirnmer.34

V. The Sinai Event in the Pentateuch Sources.
| . Yahwist. According to Zenger, the Yahwistic Sinai story is divided into three acts

with variously changing scenery.35 The first act (mountain summit) portrays Yahweh's
descent onto Sinai before the encamped people. The second (beneath the mountain) re-
counts the sacritices for Yahweh. The third (mountain summit) recounts Yahweh's sol-
emn promise to the people.

Yahweh, who dwells in heaven, must (as elsewhere in J) "come down" (ydraQ, Ex.

28. Von Rad, "Form-Critical Problem," 53ff.; Noth, Ilisrory of Pentateuchal Traditions, 40f .

29. Zenger, lsrael am Sinai, 125; Beyerlin, l65ff.; Schmidt, 23.
30. "Form-Critical Problem," 54.
31. P. 157.
32. "Form-Critical Problem," l5ff.; and following him also Noth, Ifislory of Pentateuchal

Traditions, 31; idem, The History of Israel (Eng. trans., New York, 21960), l27tf .
33. Pp. 165-71.
34. Perlitt, Zenger, Reichert.
35. Israel am Sinai. 156f.
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l9.2Oa: cf. Ex. 34:5; Mic. 1:3) to earth (Gen. l1:5'7). to the summit of Sinai, whereby

the "whole" (kull6) mountain smokes. i.e.. is enveloped in smoke, and its smoke goes

up"likethesmokeof akiln"(Ex. l9:18a4-ba; "fire"inv. l8apisanaddendumfiom
JE). Although the rising smoke (which does not. however, envelop the whole moun-

tain) does recall volcanic activity, it does not prove that Sinai was a volcano,36 espe-

cially since other volcanic phenomena are completely absent in J; rather, its purpose

(similar to that of the pillar of cloud in Ex. l4:20 J or the smoke-filled temple in Isa.

6:4:cf . also Gen. 15:17 25.22:9 par. Ps. l8:9[8]: 104:32 144:5) is merely to signal

Yahweh's presence; the comparison with the smelting oven indicates that Israel is puri-

fied at Sinai (cf. Ps. l7:3; 66:10: lsa. l:25: 48:10).

In the conception ofJ, Israel's institution of worship is established at Sinai. The the-

ophany is followed by the construction of the altar (as in Gen. 12:7t). as well as by

burnt ancl animal offerings (8x.24:4a0,b,5 [and 6?l). ttre sacritlcial celebration in the

wilderness, which runs like a red thread through the Yahwistic exodus narrative (3: l8l
5:3,8,17r 7:16,2618:11:8:4.16,2418.20.2811 9:l'13: l0:3: l2:31). "lsrael" sets out f'or

Sinai, for the source of its Yahweh faith. in order to worship "its" God there. To be

sure, according to J, Yahweh is no longer bound to Sinai itself: rather. this "mountain"

is merely a venerable holy place upon which he descends and where, as it were, he

"passes by" (Ex. 34:6) and reveals himself to Moses as the representative of the people

(cf. I K. 19:11f.). InadialoguewithMoses,Yahwehpledgeshimself toperformmar-
vels before the people (Ex. 34:10; the absolute use of kdral D"rd, without preposition,

in the presentative in reference to an individual, future action, continued with x-viqtiil,

refers to a one-sided self-obligation).
The descent of Yahweh to a specific mountain, where at the same time he withdraws

from the vision of human beings, the altar construction with the sacrificial celebration,

and Yahweh's special attention to his people at this place all point probably to Zion,

which appropriated the role of the old Sinai (which is why a later "pilgrimage" to Si-

nai, as postulated by Noth, was superfluous).37

2. Elohist. According toZenger, the Elohistic Sinai theophany in Ex. l9 is dis-

cernible only in a fragmentary form due to the fusion of J and E to JE (which oc-

currecl after the demise of the northern kingdom in 722 s.c.).38 The Sinai event itself,

however, while maintaining the same basic narrative form. did undergo a significant

theological deepening. E divided his divine epiphany into three scenes: preparation

(Ex. l9:2f.,10f.,14f.), theophany signs (19:16-18). and theophany (19:19;20:20),

and oriented it more closely to the people itself, structuring it after the model of a

festival assembly (behind which, on the basis of common f'eatures with Hos' 6:2 and

Am. 4:4,12, various scholars suspect a three-day covenantal festival in the northern

36. According to M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962). 156, 159f.; Jeremias, 104,20'7:

and J. M. Schmidt, 16, the accompanying circumstances of the theophany in J, D, and P are of a
volcanic nature.

37. "Der Wallfahrtsweg zum Sinai," 8.

38. Israel am Sinai, 130-38, 179-85.
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kingdom).:r E speaks in a generalizing fashion about the "mountain" on which "the
God" (ha'e l5htm) is present (permanently or at a given point?); Moses climbs up to
God and is addressed from the mountain (19:3a-bq). The theophany itself (19:16),
occurring on the morning of the third day after the consecration of the people, is ac-
companied by a violent storm with all its attendant features; this thunder, lightning,
and thick cloud ('anan) "upon the mountain" ('al-hahar) represent a traditional trio
borrowed from the Canaanite sphere, one signaling especially the coming of Ba'al,
who lives in his royal palace on a sacred mountain,4o while the loud blast of the
ram's horn recalls a cultic celebration (cf. Lev. 25:9; Ps. 8l:4[3]; lsa.27:13; Joel
2:15). Moses leads the people, who are seized by divine terror, out of the camp (cf.
hbst', Ex.3:10f., E) to God at the foot (tahttl: lare nominal construction?) of the
mountain (19:11), where they come to stand, ready lbr service, as if before a royal
throne. While the people (MT "the mountain," hdhar; LXX ho /arj,s,. similarly 9 Heb.
mss.) tremble more and more (hdra4 is used only of persons, not of an earthquake;
cf. I S. 14:15), Moses as their representative and mediator speaks with God, who, as
Moses relates to the people, has "come" (bA') rc test them and to encourage in them
the fear of God (cf. this characteristic feature for E esp. in Gen. 22), so that they do
not sin (20:20).

3. "/E According to Zenger, the .lE historical work introduced a fundamentally new
element into previous Sinai theology: proclamation of the law.al To the promise culmi-
nating in the Yahwistic Sinai pericope in Ex. 34l.loa, JE appended a small legal collec-
tion deriving in part from ancient legal traditions of the prestate period (34:lla,l2-
15a,18-21*,25-27x), known as the "cultic Decalog" or the "JE privilege code" (which,
according to L. Perlitt, however, is actually Deuteronomistic).+z Inspired by the motif
"fear of God," one determinative fbr E, he introduces it with a programmatic prohibi-
tion of foreign gods; in view of the bull cult in Bethel that contributed to the clemise of
the northern kingdom, this prompted the insertion of the story of the golden calf (Ex.
32*),a polemic against false worship of Yahweh.a3 What in J (Ex.34:l0a) is a one-
sided self-obligation on Yahweh's part, JE reinterprets into a mutual covenant (34:27)
made "by virtue of these words" ('al-pt haddePdrim hd'Elleft) between (kara1 beril: x-
qdtal indicating the coincidence or the so-called declarative perfect with the prep. 'e!)

Yahweh and Moses ("and with Israel" is syntactically secondary; cf. Jer. 3l:31) as the
representative of the people. In this covenant relationship conceived after the model of
feudal law, Yahweh claims certain feudal obligations from Israel contingent on the

39. W. Brueggemann, "Amos IV 4-13 and Israel's Covenant Worship," VI l5 (1965) l-15;
J. Wijngaards, "Death and Resurrection in Covenantal Context (Hos. Vl 2)," VT 17 (196'7) 226-
39; C. Barth, "Theophanie, Bundschliessung und neuer Anfang zum dritten Tage,,' EvT 28
(1968) s2l-33.

40. Jeremias. 199.
41. Die Sinaitheophanie, 200,228-30; Israel am Sinai, 186-95.
42. Bundestheologie im AT,228f.
43. Cf. Dohmen, l44f .
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promised privilege of the gift of the land. Thus Sinai as the locus of promise (J) be-

came that of Israel's obligation, establishing the connection between history and law,

evangelium and lex, that was to prove so significant for the entire biblical tradition.
Maiberger

The motif of the tablets plays a significant role in the theological conception of the

JE Sinai theophany. The oldest evidence of the tablets is found in JE, namely, Ex.

24:12* and 31:l8x; removal of later redactional activity reveals that both passages

speak of luh61 'elen.aa The term luhd! 'eben represents a translation of the Assyrian le-

gal term tuppu danrut/dannatu, which is important especially in view of the absence of
any indication of the content of these tablets, since tuppu dannu refers to a particular

form of publication for a legal decree, namely, public announcement. Only this ex-

plains the meaning of these tablets "without text" mentioned by JE. By employing this

particular juridical terminology, JE is lending expression to the notion that it is Yahweh

himself who publicly attests and thus lends binding character to the events at Sinai

(theophany and sacrifice).
This conception is significant particularly in view of the introduction of the basic

narrative ofEx.32andespeciallyalsoof theprivilegecodeof Ex.34byJE; forinthe
first instance the manifestation of the relationship between Yahweh and the people is

an act of Yahweh himself (through the tablets), and in the second an act of the people

(through obedience to the commandments). The point of intersection between the two

forms is the story in Ex. 32, which makes clear that the people were unable to do jus-

tice to Yahweh's offer; they turned away from God, who was himself turning toward

them, and instead conducted what amounted to a counterevent to the Sinai theophany.

This becomes especially clear in Moses' juridical act of breaking the tablets in Ex.

32:20.
This "counterevent," however, accords completely with JE's conception of the Sinai

theophany, since it, too, takes places over three days, corresponding to the explicit

three-day Sinai theophany of E (Ex. 19:11,14ff.) and the implict one of J (19:2ff .;24:4;

34:2,4). Altogetheq JE composes here a three-stage drama. JE appropriates: ( I ) the en-

tire conception of the three days from E along with the first two days from J (the first

stage ends with the handing over of the luh6!'epen in 3l:18); (2) the three-day

counterevent in Ex. 32 with the symbolic breaking of the tablets tn 32:19; (3) the high

point is the bestowal of the privilege code on the third day of J's original Sinai the-

ophany, and the conclusion is then the command to write this (the privilege code) down

as a covenantal document (34.27). This creates an enduring relationship in the connec-

tion of Sinai and law by JE, the presupposition for the cumulation of legal materials in

the Sinai pericope by later redactors.45
Dohmen

44. Dohmen, 133f.
45. On this entire complex, cf. Dohmen, 132-41.
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4. Detttennomlsl. Deuteronomic redaction (at the time of Josiah?) reworked the
core naffative relating to the commandments in what is known as proto-Deuteronomy
(chs. l2-25*)andessentiallyaddedtheintroductorydiscoursesinchs.5-ll'k,shifting
the making of the covenant and the giving of the law to "Horeb." the exclusive name
given to Sinai in the book of Deuteronomy.

a. origin and Etvmologv o.f Horeb. The provenance of the designati on h6rd! (LXX
choreb) is not clear. According to Noth, the name in any case does not derive, as ear-
lier consensus believed, fi<lm E but rather from an older, no longer extant tradition, a
fiagment of which might be preserved in the gloss DL l:2.16 The suggestion that Horeb
originally represented a different mountain, one associated with some sort of law proc-
lamation that Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic circles then fused with Sinai, would be
plausible only if the Deuteronomist had introduced the idea of a giving of the law, an
idea that JE, albeit on a rather spartan foundation, had already associated with the Sinai
event.47 H. Cazelles preferred to trace the two mountain names back to two originally
separate "covenantal" traditions. According to Perlitt, however, Horeb does not repre-
sent a geographical name primary to the source itself, but rather a substitution intro-
duced by Deuteronomistic circles for the traditional Sinai, a cipher (derived fiorn the
root -) )111 hclraf;, "be dry, dry up"l "lie desolate. be desolate") to be translated as
"desert area," one that in view of Sinai's location in Seir (cf. Jgs. 5:4f.) was supposed
to purge any association with (at that time) despised Edom (and perhaps also with the
moon god Sin), and suggest simply the desert situated south or southeast of Palestine.a8
Older etymologies are based on a difl'erent distinction between sources and the result-
ing geographical and topographical notions.ae

The designation "Horeb" does not occur prior to Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic
literature. It occurs only in the secondary portions of the book of Deuteronomy
(l:2,6,19; 4: 10, l5; 5:2; 9:8; 1 8: l6;28 69129 I l) and in rexrs dependenr on rhese occur-
rences ( I K. 8:9 par. 2 Ch. -5: l0 has been influenced by Dt. 9:7b-10:1 l; Ps. 106 presup-
poses the Deuteronomistic theology <lf history; and Mal. 3:2214:41 represents a late
postexilic admonition cast in Deuteronomic language).

b. Mount of God. Because the statement of direction has obviously been repeated
(prep. 'el and he locale), some scholars consider the clumsy expression "to [the]
Horeb" to be a gloss in the indication of location "to the mount of God and to lthel
Horeb" ('el-har ha'eldhim lr1re!2A, Ex. 3:l).stl G. Fohrer, W. Richter, and P. Weimar
dispute the suggestion that "Horeb" represents a redactional addendum intending to

46. The Deuterononristic Histoty. JSOTSup l5 (Eng. trans. 198 l), 27f.
47. So Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT,228f.
48. "Sinai und Horeb." 310-32.
49.8.g., According to Haupt,509, Horeb = "bare mountain" represents a later name for the

defbrested crown of the "Sinai volcano"; A. Freiherr von Gall, Abi.sraelitische Kultst(itten.
BZAW 3 ( I 898), 19, alleges that Horeb probably means "barrenness, aridity"l for Auerbach, Mo-
se.r, 149, it means "swordrock."

50. Noth, Deuterorutntistic Histort. 109 n. l0; idem, Exodu.r, in loc.; Seebass, 5; perlitt, Sinal
und Horeb, 309: and W. H. Schmidr, BK lll2, 137.
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identify more closely the unnamed "mount of God."5t Weimar considers Ex. 3:lbB'
which Fohrer and Richter ascribe to E, to be a redactional connector from the hand of
RP. In any event, regardless of whether one ascribes this doubling ("to the mount of
God, to [the] Horeb") to one or two different redactors, it does support the allegation of
a combination of two originally separate entities that in I K. 19:8 have been fused into

the "Horeb the mount of God," where the indicator of direction (prep. 'ad) is given

only once, the result being that Horeb (which for Noth gives the impression of being a

Deuteronomistic gloss)s2 becomes an apposition. According to H.-C. Schmitt, the text

of the Horeb scene in I K. 19, a text whose temporal classification is yet disputed,

dates at the earliest from the exilic period.53 Thus Weimar traces the name "mount of
God" back to a contemporary, perhaps even postexilic redactor (not, as is customarily

the case, to E) in I K. l9:8, as also in Ex. 3:1;4:27; l8:5; and 24:13), a name represent-

ing a theological rather than a geographical designation whose intention is to empha-

size the religious significance of the events associated with it, as evident within the

framework of the call of Moses.sa

If, as suggested by the preceding discussion, both "Horeb" and the "mount of God"

represent literarily late, fictitious names, and if thus the Yahwistic thornbush scene,

which takes place in Midian (Ex. 3*), was only secondarily relocated to the mount of
God/Horeb = Sinai, then Sinai, Horeb, and the mount of God cannot, as has occasion-

ally been the case, be viewed as three different, geographically or topographically dis-

tinct mountains, and none of them can be located in Midian.
c. Concerning the Location of Horeb. It is not clear just what understanding of the

geographical location of Horeb the late Deuteronomistic gloss represents: "it is

eleven days' journey from Horeb by the way of Mt. Seir to Kadesh-barnea" (Dt. 1:2;

cf. in contrast the forty days'journey from the vicinity of Beer-sheba to Horeb in

I K. I9:8. as well as the distance from Sinai to Kadesh in the itinerary in Nu. 33:16-

36). In any event, this information is all but useless in the determination of a loca-

tion, since the location of Mt. Seir cannot be exactly determined, and because the ab-

sence of any additional place indications makes it impossible to determine the course

of the route given (leading from Kadesh in the direction of the Seir mountain range

to the east). This gloss apparently does not, as does the oldest understanding of Si-

nai, seek Horeb in the mountain range of Seir itself, but rather at a far distance from

it. According to Perlitt, the intention is merely to separate this mountain "by many

days' journey" (but why specitically eleven?) fiom Seir, which was discredited on

account of despised Edom.ss By contrast, H. Gese calculated from the eleven days a

distance of 560 km. (348 mi.), arriving at flallat al-Badr in northwestern Arabia, and

51. Fohrer, Uberlieferung und Geschichte des E.rodus. BZAW 91 (1964),39; Richter, Die
sogennanten vorpropheti.schen Berufungsberichte. t'-RteNT l0l (1970), 103 n. l;Weimar, Die

Berufung des Mose. OBO 32 (1980), 32f.; cf. also 368 and 374.

52. Deuteronomistic History, 109f. n. ll; and History of Pentateuchal Traditions,60f. n. 186.

53. Elisa (Giitersloh, 1972), 126.
54. Die Berufung des Mose, 32t.,338f .

55. "Sinai und Horeb," 314.
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for Y. Aharoni this route leads into the high mountains of the southern Sinai Penin-
sula.s6 Those who lived in the age of the Deuteronomist presumably no longer had
any geographical knowledge of ancient Sinai, since over the course of time it had be-
come ever more theologized and detached from the real world. In the didactic narra-
tive of the golden calf (not to be taken as an historical event) Moses scatters the
powder of the ground-up idol "into the water" and makes the people drink it (Ex.
32:20, Detteronomistic), whereas in Dt. 9i2l (Deuteronomic) he "throws it into the
brook that descended out of the mountain"l this probably attests less an exact famil-
iarity with the locale (associated with a concrete mountain that the Deuteronomist
considers to be Horeb) than a differing understanding of the symbolism of destruc-
tion or of judgment.sT

Typical features of the Deuteronomistic Horeb theophany include the "mountain
burning in fire" (wehdhdr b6'er bd'Ei, Dt. 4: I I ; 5:23; 9:15), terminologically recalling
the "thornbush burning in fire" (hasseneh b6'€r bd'Zi, F,x.3:2, and according to W. H.
Schmidt also appropriated thence),58 and Yahweh's speaking "out of the midst of the
fire" (mitt6[ hd'ci, Dl 4:12,15,331. 5:4,22,26; 9: 10; l0:4). Covenanr theology moves
most prominently and clearly into the foreground among the Deuteronomistic
redactors, something already expressed compositionally in the placement of the verses
Ex. 19:4-8, reflecting the notion of covenant, before the JE Sinai theophany. Moses
functions as the mediator between the two covenant partners Yahweh and Israel (cf.
Ex. 24:3) insofar as he speaks of the "covenant that Yahweh has made with you
('immdf,em)" (Ex. 24:8; Dt. 4:13,23;9:9; 3l:16; cf. in contrast "with us" in Dt. 5:2f.,
where Moses stands on the side of the people). In Ex. 19-24 and 32-34 the
Deuteronomistic redaction develops its covenant theology in the tripartite making of
the covenant (L9-24*1, breaking of the covena\t (32*), and renewal of the covenant
through forgiveness (34x). Differently than the obligating covenant of 34.27, this cov-
enant is presented for the people's willing acceptance, and - following the Yahwistic
sacrificial scene (24:4,5x; 

- is sealed through a blood rire ('1he blood of the cove-
nant," dam-habbertl, 24:6-8). The covenant is made "on the basis of all these words"
('al kol-haddeldrim hd'Clleh,24:8), refering to the expressly mentioned (24:7) "book
of the covenant" (seper habberil 2l:2-23:33*), a legal collection whose basic contents
derive probably from the period of the early monarchy; in the course of the
Deuteronomistic redaction, this collection was inserted into the Sinai pericope as a
contractual document, being reworked in the process (20:22aa,24-26; 2l:l), so that
this covenant is best interpreted as a "contractual covenant" that makes Yahweh's
salvific gifts dependent on behavior commensurate with the contract itself, placing Is-
rael before the alternatives "blessing" or "curse."

The tablets of life and tablets of stone in JE became "tablets of the covenant" in the
basic text of Dt. 9:7b-10:ll (lfihd1 habberil,9:9,11,15) in Moses'hands, through

56. Gese, Das ferne und nahe Wort; Aharoni, 153f.
57. Cf. Dohmen, 13If.
58. Exodus, ll9.
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whose shatrering (9: 17) the narrative of the golden calf was developed turther into the

paradigm of a breach of covenant.se

Within the fiamework of a revision of the JE Sinai theophany for Deuteronomy (the

basic text of Dt. 5 and 9f.), an early Deuteronomistic author composed the basic text of
the Decalog (5:6-8a*,9b* ,l0a,l7-21*) as a universal, perpetually valid basic law, plac-

ing it before the parenetically introduced Deuteronomic law. A later Deuteronomistic

redactor (also responsible for the insertion of the book of the covenant) expanded this

basic text into the "ten commandments" (5:9a,11-16), associating it with the tablets.

From now on, Yahweh writes the Decalog, which now advances to become the content

of the covenant.on"two tablets of stone" (ienA fuhd!'abanim,5:22;4:13; cf. 9:10, ll;
l0:1,31 Ex. 34:1,4), which Moses now holds in only one hand.60

A Deuteronomistic redactor, who while combining Deuteronomy with the

Tetrateuch had to clarify the relationship between the privilege code within the JE cov-

enant of obligation (Ex. 34) on the one hand, and the Decalog of the Horeb covenant on

the other. transfbrmed Ex. 34 with the aid of Dt. 9f. and Ex.32 into a covenant renewal

(Ex. 34: l,4aa,b[9b],1 1b,11,27x,28), whereby the privilege code acquired the function

of a second Decalog.6l

5. Priestly. The most extensive passages in the Sinai pericope come from P and its

redactional expansions. General consensus obtains regarding the basic components of
P, even though opinions diff'er occasionally concerning just what belongs to PG and

what to PS or RP. The variety of the events and activities P locates at Sinai is also evi-

dent in the fact that according to the P chronology the Israelites camp there for almost a

year before moving on to Kadesh (Nu. 10:1lff.).
According to PG, the Israelites come to the Sinai desert in the third month after the

departure from Egypt (Ex. 19:1). There the theophany takes place according to P's

transcendent understanding of God; the "glory of Yahweh,"62 whose appearance was
,,like a devouring fire" (cf. Dt. 4:24;9:3), descends onto the top of Mt. Sinai, "the

cloud" then covering the mountain for six days (cf. Ex.40:34), until on the seventh day

(cf. Gen. 1:l-2:4a) God calls to Moses from within the cloud, and Moses enters into

the mysterious darkness (Ex. 24:14-lSaa)'
Here at Sinai, Israel's cult is established in three revelations of Yahweh's glory (Ex.

24;40; Lev. 9), constituting thereby "the congregation" itself.63 Here P has radically

eliminated the covenant and covenantal obligation as well as the giving of the law, the

specific elements of the older Sinai tradition. W. Zimmerli sees this as a conscious re-

action to Israel's failure regarding the law.6a This is why P displaces the establishment

-59. Hossfeld. 159.

60. Hosst'eld, 160, 28-1.

61. Hossfeld,2l0,212.
62. Cf . C. Westermann. "Die Herlichkeit Gottes in der Priesterschrift," Wort, Gebot, Glaube.

FS W. Eichrodt. ATANT 59 (1970), 227-49, esp. 230ff.
63. -+ i11! 'c{h.

64. TZ t6 (1960) 278t.
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of covenantal status from the Sinai covenant, standing under the auspices of the law,
into the more strongly accentuated covenant with Abraham (Gen. 17); the latter, how-
ever, was not a "pure covenant of grace"6s insofar as the programmatic exhortation to
perfection ("walk before me and be blameless," Gen. l7:l) comes across like "a
prolepsis of the Decalog."66 The place of the proclamation of the law is taken by the es-
tablishment of the expiatory, apotropaic cult,67 whose heart, commensurate with the
covenant formula "Israel is Yahweh's people, Yahweh is Israel's God" (cf. Gen. l7:8),
is God's presence in his sanctuary, in the midst of his people (8x.29:45). Thus during a

forty-day sojourn on the mountain, Moses receives precise instructions for the con-
struction of the "tent of meeting" (a combination of tent, ark, and Jerusalem temple)
with its attendant cultic accoutrements, and for installing Aaron and his sons as priests
through anointing and otherroyal symbols (Ex.25-31*). As soon as the sanctuary is
built (Ex. 35-40* tPs?l), "the cloud covered the renr of meering, and the glory of
Yahweh filled the tabernacle" (Ex. 40:34). After Aaron and his sons have been conse-
crated as priests (Lev. 8), they present for the first time both for themselves and for the
people an expiatory and burnt offering (Lev. 9:l-21).

After Moses and Aaron bless the people, the glory of Yahweh appears for a third
time, eliciting (not fear and terror, as with E, Ex. 20: l8ff., but rather) joy and worship
(Lev. 9:23). P's strong emphasis on God's transcendence, no longer allowing any di-
rect access, makes a special caste of priests necessary. This mediating function of the
clergy is expressed symbolically in the organization of the camp in Nu. 2: 17, with the
priests and Levites encamped like a protective wall of separation between the sanctu-
ary and the people. After a census of the people (Nu. 1*) and the Levites (Nu. 3f,), the
Israelites depart from Sinai.

In the course of time, three extensive textual blocks of a cultic-ritual nature were in-
serted (along with many other expansions) into this PG, taking up almost the entire
book of Leviticus: the sacrificial torah in Lev. l-7*, the purity torah in Lev. l1-15*,
and the Holiness Code in Lev. 17-26*. These sections are by no means unified but
rather possess a long and varied pre- and posthistory. Thus according to H. Graf
Reventlow, the Holiness Code represents an originally independent, successively ex-
panded law collection, whereas according to K. Elliger it is a collection conceived for
P from the very beginning to ameliorate the lack of any extracultic giving of the law as-
sociated with Sinai.68

In the final redaction of the Pentateuch, the role of Moses was amplified (Ex.
l9:3b8,9) and the holiness of the revelatory mountain (the "torah mountain") was more
stringently reinforced (19 l2b-13,15b,22,24 = RP). The Sinai summit is displaced into
the transcendent, and becomes a glittering sapphire surface (Ex. 24:9-ll*). Zenger
now ascribes this text, one customarily viewed as "extremely old," to RP, and no longer

65. rbid..279.
66. Elliger, 197.
67. Cf. Koch.
68. Reventlow, Das Heiligkeitsgesetz formgeschichtlich untersucht. WMANT 6 (1961);

Elligea Leviticus. HATIV (1966).
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to JE.6e According to M. Haelvoet, this piece belongs to the oldest parts of the Sinai
pericope, whereas according to H. H. Schmid, as an independent tradition not specific
to the source, it neither originally belonged to the Sinai pericope nor presupposes it in
any way.7o

Since the Pentateuch redaction had pushed the Deuteronomic Decalog to the pe-
riphery, a Priestly redactor, reacting to its dignity, reworked it slightly (cf. the sabbath
commandment) and placed it before the entire Sinai event in Ex.20:l-19,21 as the
quintessence of all cultic and social regulations.Tl He saw in the Decalog the "basic or-
der" that Yahweh gives directly to his people fiom heaven, without any prophetic or
cultic mediation (20:22).In view of the Exodus Decalog, RP appropriates in 34:29 the
Deuteronomistic understanding of the tablets and creates from it the "two tablets of the
testimony" (ienA hhdl hd'zQu7 3l : l8; 32: l5;34:29), emphasizing that rhey were writ-
ten on both sides (32:15b) and that God was their author (32:lg1.tz

Thus the notion of Sinai as a mountain upon which Moses received the two tablets of
the law - a notion that has now become primary 

- belongs to the latest literary stratum,
i.e., to the stratum with the historically least and yet theologically greatest significance.

VI. Suggested Locations.
1. Serbal. Until the mid-l9th century, no one doubted that the traditional Jebel

M0s6, near the Monastery of St. Catherine, was the Sinai of the Bible. After J. L.
Burckhardt aired his suspicion that the imposing Mt. Serbal (2070 m. [6790 ft.]), situ-
ated farther to the west in the central Sinaitic mountains, might have been Sinai (it was
already identified as a holy mountain on the basis of its numerous Nabatean inscrip-
tions), this theory (since abandoned) was defended most decisively by the two
Egyptologists R. Lepsius (1846) and G. Ebers (1872).73 Burckhardt's hypothesis, mosr
recently revived by Htilscher, according to which the veneration of Serbal as Sinai was
transferred to Jebel M0sd in the 6th century, has long been repudiated by the
Peregrinatio Aetheriae (Egeriae) discovered in 1884.7a

2. Volcano Hypothesis. In contrast, the volcano hypothesis continues to find adherents
even today.Ts Already opposed in 1634 by A. Rivet, this hypothesis was typical for the
Enlightenment but was unable to establish itself, since Jebel M0sd, revered without criti-
cism as Sinai, was not a volcano. Thus the English geographer C. T. Beke sought Sinai,

69. For the former see Israel am Sinai, 134; for the latter, Sinaitheophanie,178,216f.
70. Haelvoet, 389; H. H. Schmidt, llt. Cf. also E. Ruprecht, "Ex 24,9-ll als Beispiel

lebendiger Erziihltradition aus der Zeit des babylonischen Exils," Werden und Wirken des ATs.
FS C. Westermann (Gottingen, 1980), 138-73.

71. Hossfeld, 212f.
72. Cf. Hossfeld, 146, 212.
73. Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy l,and (18221' repr. New York, I 983), 604- 14.

On the Nabatean inscriptions see B. Moritz.
74. Itinerarium Egeriae. Egeria's Travels (London, 1971); also Egeria: Diary of a pilgrim-

age. Ancient Christian Writers 38 (New York, 1970).
75. Most recently B. Zuber and E. Kramer.
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whose volcanic character he once again emphasized,To outside the peninsula named after

it; he believed to have found it 15 km. (about 9 mi.) northeast of Aqaba, in the Jebel en-

Nur or Jebel Bagir (1592 m. 15223 ft.)),17 but then abandoned the volcano hypothesis

again after learning that this was never a fire-spewing mountain. The hypothesis was re-

vived by pentateuchal criticism, after J. Wellhausen made the distinction between the

mount of God in Kadesh (the "true setting of the Mosaic story") and Sinai, situated else-

where, which G. F. Moore and B. Stade locate on the east side of the Gulf of Aqaba, an

area also identified with Midian.78 In contrast to the Sinai Peninsula, the partly volcanic

origin of this region (called Arab. harrat) supported H. Gunkel's view that, based on the

portrayal of the theophany in Ex. l9:16-19, Sinai must have been a volcano.Te

Since then, location suggestions have not been lacking that are based in part on the

dubious similarity with modern Arabic names. A. H. McNeile sought Sinai near

Kadesh, and Horeb, in contrast, in northwestern Arabia in the Jebel Harb (2350 m.

[7710 ft.];.ao A. Musil suggested that the volcano Hallat al-Badr in the Harrdt region

was Sinai, whereas later he suspected Horeb = Sinai to be located in the vicinity of the

Seib al-Hrob.at J. Koenig remained with Hallat al-Badr, since the Arabic designation

al-Badr ("full moon") corresponds exactly to the biblical name Sinai, which derives al-

legedly fiom the moon god Sin, which is why E and D replaced it with Horeb, having

found the lunar allusion offensive. According to Gese's calculations, the (pilgrimage)

route of eleven days given in Dt. 1:2 leads to the same mountain.S2

This obstinate volcano hypothesis cannot be reconciled with the oldest tradition of
Sinai,83 which speaks of a mountain in Seir; it is based, as are attempts to locate it in
Midian, on dubious and in part outdated literary and traditio-critical analyses, but

above all on an impermissible naturalizing combination of theophany phenomena in

the individual Pentateuch sources, phenomena that should be given varying theological

interpretations.

3. Arouncl Kadesh-barnea. The original location is probably best approximated by

those who, albeit with differing justification, seek Sinai in the extended environs of

Kadesh. Thus G. Holscher considers one of the mountains southeast of Kadesh to be

Sinai, but then locates Horeb, following Dt. lt2, in Midian.8a H. Graetz identifies Sinai

as the Jebel 'Ara'if, situated 32 km. (about 20 mi.) south of 'Ain Qade$; R. Kittel also

76. Mount Sinai a Volcano, 8-14,39-44.
77 . Beke's Discoveries, 387-488.
78. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Israel (1885; repr. Atlanta, 1994),342ff.;

Moore, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Book of Judges. lCC (1895)' 140; Stade, Die

Entstehung des Volkes Lsrael (Giessen, 1897), 12.

79. Gunkel, DLZ 24 ( 1903) 3058f. Cf. O. Loth, ZDMG 22 (1868) 365-82.

80. Exodus. Westminster Commentaries (London, 1908; 219171, O. .r.
81. Musil, Anzeiger der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Phil.'hist. Kl. 48 ( 191l ), 154;

idem,The Northenr fleidz (New York, 1926),269,296-98.
82. ZAW 79 (t96"1) 137-s4.
83. See III above.
84. Pp. 128f.
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favors this mountain, which G. westphal views as Horeb, the historic mount of God of
Moses in Edom.85 T. wiegand favors the monumental Jebel Yelek (ya'allaq; 1075 m.
13527 tt.)), situated southwest of Kadesh and visible from afar.86

A location farther removed from Kadesh is favored by c. s. Jarvis, who suggests
Jebel Hil6l (914 m. [about 3,000 ft.]), approximately 40 km. (25 mi.) ro the west, and
M. Harel, who suggests Jebel Sin BiSr (618 m. 12027 ft.l), approximately 40 km. (25
mi.) southeast of Suez.87 H. Grimme and S. Landersdorfer believe Sinai to be the
Sardbil al-Sddim, whereas D. Nielsen locates it in Petra.88

4. Traditional view (Jebel Masd). The traditional view, that Jebel M0s6 (2285 m.
[7500 ft.]) is Sinai, called by this Arabic name since the l6th century, can be rraced
back to Christian hermits who settled there ca. e,.o. 320. As shown by the account of
the Pilgerin Egeria (Aetheria), by the year 400 they had already "located" near all the
biblical backdrops associated with Sinai. Since Eusebius saw two different but adja-
cent mountains in Sinai and Horeb, from the l4th to the lTth century the Mount of St.
Catherine (2,638 m. [8,650 ft.]) was usually identified as Sinai, and the Jebel M0sd as
Horeb, though sometimes this was reversed.8e E. Robinson declared RAs es-Safsafeh
(2,085 m. [6,840 ft.]), situated in fronr of the Jebel M0sd and easily visible from the
plain of er-Rf,ha, to be the real mountain of the law.eO

The basis of the identification of the Jebel M0sE as Sinai is not known. In any event,
Nabateans were already making pilgrimages there in the second and third centuries, as
attested by numerous inscriptions. Although the anchorites possibly traced this venera-
tion back into the Mosaic period, another explanation is also conceivable. According to
the Arabic geographer Yaqut (1179-1229),the Nabateans (i.e., Aramaic-speaking peo-
ples) called every mountain covered with trees and bushes TEr SIn6. It is thus possible
that they bestowed this name on the mountain groupings there on the basis of the nu-
merous dendrites (plantlike and bushlike crystallizations in stone caused by hydrous
oxide of manganese) that pilgrims repeatedly mentioned and viewed as a miraculous
memorial to the burning thornbush. Thus the hermits believed that this was the Sinai
(LXX Sinal) of the Bible.st

Maiberger

85. Graetz,357f.; Kittel, Geschichte desVolkes Israel,2vols. (Stuttgart/Gotha, s1916), I,535
(not in Eng. trans.); Westphal, Jahwes Wohnstiitten nach den Anschauungen der alten Hebrder
BZAW t5 (1908),42f.

86. Sinai (Berlin/Leipzig, 1920), 53t.
87. Jarvis, "The Forty Years'Wanderings of the Israelites," pEFeS 40 (1938), 32,37;Harel,

Masa'A Sinai (Tel Aviv, 1969),274ff .

88. Grimme, Althebrtiische Inschriften vom Sinai (Hannover, 1923),87-90; Landersdorfer,
Kdnise. HS llVz (1927), 118t.

89. Eusebius, Das Onomastikon der biblischen Ortsnamen, ed. E. Klostermann (1904; repr.
Hildesheim, 1966), 172.

90. Biblical Researches in Palestine and in the Adjacent Regions (Boston, 1856), 3 vols., esp.
vol. l.

91. Cf. Maiberger, 82-84.
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I. Etymology. Whereas most earlier scholars postulated only one root skk in Bibli-
cal Hebrew, some current scholars assign the OT occurrences of ^rftk to three diff'erent
roots.l Others assume the presence of two roots skt.2

According to HAL, the basic stem of the root skk I, to which most or occurrences
are assigned, means above all "to shut off as a protection"; cf. Arab. sakka, "stop up,"
"repair," etc.; Mand. sftk I, peal "be hindered"; pael '.hinder, prevent',; Akk. sakdku(m),
"be stopped up, closed (an ear, sense, etc.)"; Tigr. iekieka, ..be stopped up"; Jewish
Aram. sekak, "fence in"; Syr. sakkef;, pael "close off."3 The two hapax legomena *sat
(Ps' 42:5[EnS.v.4]) and s1f;eft (Nah.2:6[5]) are viewed as conceivable derivarives.a

HAL distinguishes two other roots from this one root stk I. First, skt II, fbr which in
the qal (only Ps. 139: l3) one assumes the meaning "weave, shape" (otherwise only in
the niphal, Prov. 8:23, if this is nor to be assigned to nsk II;s also conj. ps.2:6: finally,
polel, Job l0:ll); according to HAL, the postulated root is otherwise attested only in
Middle Hebrew and Aramaic.6 No noun in the OT can be traced back to this root. Sec-
ond, .rkk III, believed to be artesred in the OT only in the hiphil (Jgs.3:24; I S. 24:4t31)
and possibly in the qal (conj. Lam. 3:43,44 conj. Job z9:4), with rhe meaning .,cover,'

or "conceal"; cf. Arab. sakkaYlrl, "become dense (vegetation)," and Middle Heb. piel
"cover."7 HAL associates with this root the nouns *so(, ,,thicket.,, ,,booth,,: sukkh,
"thicket," "booth," "Feast of Booths"; and *mesuftA, "covering"('/),8 as well as the
place-names sukk61 and seftdlSd (see below). The term sukkA is perhaps not deverbal; cf.
Akk. sukku, "chapel."o

This survey already shows that the division of the OT skft occurrences into three
separate roots undertaken by HAL cannot without further study be considered defini-
tive. The uncertainty becomes even greater considering that the boundaries between
skk (l-lII) and, e.g., swft I and n.sk I-II are not always clear.l0 Furthermore, consider-
ation must also be given to, among other things, the close relationship between skk and
ikk.U

II. OT Occurrences. The difficulty in determining the character of the biblical root
skk can be illustrated best by trying to register the exact number of OT occurrences.
The fbllowing numbers are according to HAL. The verb sakaf,occurs l3 times in the
OT in the qal: 3 times in Exodus (25:20;37:9;40:3); twice each in Job (l:10;40:22

1. Earlier, e.g., GesTh, II, 951a-53a; most recenrly, HAL, 1I,754.
2.E.e., BDB, 696b-9"7b; CHAL, 256a.
3- See,respectively,HAL, 11,754;Lane, 1386c; MdD,33}b-3la;AHw, lOl}b;WbTiga223b,

and Leslau, Contributions,36; Jastrow, 990: LexSyr 464.
4. See V below.
5. Ct. HAL, \,754.
6. Cf. Jastrow,990: Heb. sAlall, piel and hiphil, "weave,,; Aram. s"f,aft, pael,,,weave.,'
'7. Lane, 1387a; Jastrow. 990a: stk I.
8. See V below.
9. AHw,II, 1055b.
10. HAL, ll, 7 45, 703, respectively.
lI. Cf. CHAL, 352a.

\-
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conj.), the Psalms (139:13; 140:8t71), Lamentations (3:43,44), and Ezekiel (28:14,16);

and once each in I Kings (8:7) and I Chronicles (28:18). Ofthese 13 occurrences, 12

are assigned to sftk I (although KBL3 has mistakenly omitted Lam.3:43,I1A1includes
it), and one to sftt II (Ps. 139:13); to this is added lob 29:4 conj. (sftk I or III); finally,

Lam.3:43f . conj. can possibty be assigned to skk III (cf. skk I). The niphal of sftt oc-

curs only once (Prov. 8:23, skk II);12 also Ps. 2:6 conj. (skk II). The hiphil ofstft is ar
testedTtimes:5timesassfttI(Ex.40:21;Job3:23;38:8;Ps.5:12[11];91:4)andtwice
as skt III (Jgs.3:24; I 5.24:4). Finally, a polel form is attested in Job 10:11 (skt II). Al-
together, this yields 22 OT occurrences for the verb stl< (I-III).

At the same time, however, many elements of uncertainty attach to this enumera-

tion. On the one hand, for example, IIAI classifies ial3ta in Job l:10, although written

with ,f, to stt I; Gesenius and Mandelkern, however, correctly understand it as the qal

of Swk.t3 On the other hand, HAL does not list weiakk^lt inBx. 33:22 s.v. skk, which,

peculiarly, both Gesenius and Mandelkern do.la Additional uncertainty attaches, e.g.,

to sdkEk in Nah. 2:6(5), which HAL and Holladay understand as a noun. 15 By contrast,

Gesenius and Mandelkern take it as the qal active participle. Regarding the term

ye sukkuhfi in Job 40:22, HAL does list it under s/<ft I qal, but then actually claims it as a

conj. from *sok.t6 HALidentifres nissakti in Prov. 8:23 partly as the niphal of stft II,
and partly as the niphal of nsl II.l7 One might also note that both Gesenius and

Mandelkern see pilpel constructions of stt in forms such as yesaf;sef; and wesi[salltt
(Isa. 9: I 0[ 1 I ] ; 19 :2), whereas HAL and Holladay understand them, probably correctly,

as the pilpel of swk I.ts Similarly, the former understand yussaf; (Ex. 25:29;37: 16) as

the hophal of stt, the latter, correctly, as the hophal of nsl< I'le
According to HAL, the derivatives listed for skk I-III are distributed in the OT as fol-

lows: *sd( and sObEk (from skk I) occur once each (Ps.42:5[4]; Nah. 2:6[5]); *sd&

(from sk& III) 5 times (Ps. l0:9; 27:5;76:3121; Jer' 25:38; Lam.2:6; additionally conj.

Job 40:22;Ps.42:514)); sukk| (from sftfr III) 30 times (cf. below); and xmesuf,A (ftom
sftl< III or swk) once (Mic. 7:4).

The term sukk\l also functions as a place-name in the OT. Here, on the one hand,

the Egyptian Succoth, the first encampment during the departure from Egypt, can be

eliminated (Ex. 12:37; 13:20; Nu. 33:5,6), since this name is apparently merely a

hebraizing of Egyp. !kw, and is presumably to be identified with Tell el-Mask0tah in

the Wddi fumilAt east of Pithom.2o On the other hand, the OT itself associates Trans-

12. Cf ., however, the niphal of ns& II, HAL, ll,7O3.
13. GesTh, lll, 1323a; Mandelkern, 1116b; so also CHAL,349b.
14. GesTh,951; Mandelkem,797b. CHAL,352a, again correctly, lists it s.v. .f&ft.

15. HAL, 1I,754; CHAL, 256a.
16. See, respectively, HAL, ll,'154,753.
17. See, respectively, HAL, 11, 7 54, 703.
18. HAL, 11,745; CHAL, 254a.
19. HAL, II, 703; CHAL,239b.
20. See W. F. Albright, review of F.-M. Abel, G4ographie de la Palestine 11 (Paris, 1938),

JBL58 (1939) 186f.; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BKll(1977),36. On the identification see GTTOT

$420.
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jordanian Succoth, near the mouth of the Jabbok River (= Tell Deir'A116 or Tell el-
Ekhsas [Ahqaq]), with sukkd, "booth, tabernacle" (explicitly in Gen. 33: l7; see further
Josh. 13:27; Jgs. 8:5,6,8,14[bis],15,16; I K. 1:46;2 Ch.4:l11.zr The "Valley of
Succoth" ('dmeq sukk61, Ps. 60:8[6] par. 108:8[7]) refers probably ro the area berween
ed-D6jme and Tell Deir'A11a.22

The place-name sef,df;A (Josh. l5:61) is possibly also related to skk (III) (cf . /h/skk'
in 3Q15 4:13; 5:2,13).2: This is probably to be identified either with Khirbet eumran
or, more likely, with Khirbet es-Samrah.2a

lll. sakak I-AI.
l. Qal. The 12 (1 3?) occurrences in the qal of the verb skk thatllAl adduces under

skk I (to which are added in the qal Ps. 139:1325 and several conjs. [Job 29:4;Lam.
3:a3,44)) are found especially in the following contexts: ro express the isolating,
shielding, covering function of the cherubim associated with the ark in the Jerusalem
temple as well as with the slab over the ark in the tent of meeting of P.26 Compare also
the function of the cherubim in the sanctuary (Ezekiel).

The or uses skk in secular situations only as an exception. Indeed, the only exam-
ple occurs in Job 40:21f., which relates of the hippopotamus: "Under the lotus plants it
lies, in the covert of the reeds and in the marsh. For its shade the lotus trees cover it
(yesukkuhtr se'el?m silali); the willows of the brook surround it." Since "shade" is more
likely the subject of the sentence, however, the text is often emended to sok na%sfrstm,
"the leaf arbor of alhagi (is his shade)."22

The majority of OT occurrences of skk in the qal, however, ref'er to the cherubim.2s
From the account in the Deuteronomistic history (more exactly: of the Deuterono-
mistic historian) concerning the temple construction (l K.5:15[5:1l-8:66) we learn
that at the consecration of the sanctuary, the priests brought Yahweh's ark of the cove-
nant to the "most holy place" (debir) "underneath the wings of the cherubim." The re-
lation between cherubim and ark is described as follows: "The cherubim spread out
their wings to l'el-, or "over," 'al-, with 2 Ch. 5:8 and LXXI the place where the ark

21. K. Elliger, "Sukkoth," BHHW III (1966), 1887f.;H. J. Francken, Excavations atTell Deir
'Alla I (Leiden, 1969),8f.; idem, EAEHL,l,321ff.; M. wtist, IJntersuchungen zu den siedlungs-
geographischen Texten des ATs L Beihetie zum Tiibinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients. Ser. B,
Geisteswissenschaften 9 (Wiesbaden, 1975), l3l; cf. also Abel, Gdographie, ll,4j0; GTTOT
$415.

22. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), in loc.
23. M. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, Les 'petites grottes' de eumrdn. DJD lll (1962),

263,288t.
24. GTTOT $320; F. M. Cross, "Explorations in the Judaean Buq6'ah," BASOR 142 (1956) 6,

9ff.
25. Which HAL, 11,754, lists under s/<t II.
26. -+ );'tN 'ohel (t,l l8-30); -+ 'rv'tD m6'cd Nilt, 167-73).
27.E.9., with B. Dthm, Das Buch Hiob. KHC XVI (1897), in loc.l and orhers. See G. Fohrer.

Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 522.
28. -+ f]-tl kerfib, with additional bibliography.
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stood; and they covered/separated off (protectiyely) [wayyds,kkfi; 2 Ch. 5:8 has

waykasstt; cf. LXXI the ark and its poles from above." Perhaps we can assume with

O. Keel that the two cherubim themselves, with outspread wings, actually constituted
yahweh's throne seat.2e The two cherubim stood parallel in the debtr the two outer

wings touching the wall, and the two inner wings touching each other, creating thereby

a seat; thus did they cover the ark (so also in the Chronicler's parallel, 2 Ch. 5:7f .; cf .

also I K. 6:23-28',2 Ch. 3: l0- l3). This function of the cherubim appears once more in

connection with David's final instructions to Solomon concerning the temple construc-

tion. David developed a model (tabntil of the throne/cherubim chariot (hammerkdbA)

with golden cherubim "that spread [their wings] and covered/shielded the ark of the

covenanr of Yahweh" (leporaiim ll(ndpayim; cf. I K. 8:1;2 Ch. 5:81 weso(f;tm 'al'

'ar6n beri!-YHWH, 1 Ch. 28:18).

A related conception of the shielding/covering wings of the cherubim also occurs in

connection with the tent of meeting of the wilderness wanderings (Ex. 25:1-31: l8' or

35: l-40:28), where P apparently draws on several older tent traditions.30 The account

relates that "the cherubim shall spread out their wings above, so that they (protec-

tively) separate off/cover the slab with their wings" (sdkekim bef,anpAhem 'al'

hakkappdrel, 37:9).
A iifferent usage of sftk is visible in Ex. 40:3: "You [Moses] shall put in it the ark of

the testimony, and you shall shield/screen off the ark with the veil lwesakkdg 'al-

ha'ar6n'e!-happdrdfte!1." lt is also possible, however, that this text, too, originally re-

ferred to the atonement slab covering the ark (cf. Sam. hakkappdre!)'

The qal of skk is also used in the lamentation over the king of Tyre, which mentions

the cherub as the "covering" (hassdket) inhabitant of the garden of God (Ezk. 28:11-

l9). This text is extremely difficult, and has possibly even been comrpted or interpo-

lated with glosses. It seems the king of Tyre is being portrayed here as a cherub; emen-

dations that separate the figure of the cherub from that of the king are hardly tenable.3l

yet this cherub of Tyre exhibits its own features, as shown by the divine oracle con-

cerning its demise (vv. 14-16). This impressive text does not say that the cherub is

identical with the first human being, but only that it was once on a mountain of God

covered with precious stones. The "covering/protecting" task of the cherub might have

been appropriated from the temple tradition (see above), though it might also imply

that the cherub of Tyre was once "the protector" of the mountain of Godl cf'

W. Zimmerli: "The sacred object which he 'blocks off' (skk) is, as opposed to Ex

25:20;37:9, not the covering of the ark over which Yahweh appears, but the lofty

2g.TheSymbolismof theBiblicalworLd(Eng.trans.,NewYork, 1978), 169; cf.a1soT.N.D.

Mettinger, The Dethronement of Sabaoth. CB l8 (Eng. trans. 1982),20-24'
30.-Cf. B. S. Childs, Book of Exodus. OTL (1974),529-43,633f'
31. See esp. W. Zimmerli, 

-Ezekiel 
2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),81-95. Cf. H. J. van Dijk'

Ezekiel's profhecy onTyre. BietOr20 (1968), ll3ff.; concerning traditio-historical connections

with the Adapa myth (ANET, 101 -3), the Enkidu episode in Gilgamesh (ANET, 73f.' Tablet 1),

and Gen. 2-i: Iob l5:7-8, cf. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984)'
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mountain seat of God, far removed from human proximity."32 Ezekiel is also familiar
with the notion of the cherubim as keepers of the ark and as throne bearers, or the
throne, of Yahweh (10:1-3). We cannot determine with certainty the extent to which
the prophet is also employing notions appropriated from Tyrian royal ideology.

The qal of sftk can also have Yahweh as its subject. Lam. 3:40-47 prays to the deus
absconditus: "You have separated yourself in anger [from the people of God] (sakkAl0
bd'ap) and pursued us, slaying without pity. You have separated yourself [from us]
with a cloud (sakkdld be'anan lab, so that no prayer can pass through" (3:43f.).::

The Israelites, however, knew Yahweh not primarily as the angry God who conceals
himself but rather above all as the Lord who shields his people from all hostile fbrces,
as expressed in the prayer of the individual: "Yahweh, my Lord, my strong deliverer,
you shield my head on the day of battle (sakkdld lero'ii bey1m naieq)" (Ps. 140:8[7]).

Yahweh's protection against all of Israel's enemies is naturally also evident in the
daily life of the believer. Thus does Satan speak in the prologue to Job: "Have you
[Yahweh] not put a hedge about him [Job] [i.e., closed off any (hostile) access ro him;
saf,td bavQb in some mss.l, and his house and all that he has, on every side?" (Job
l:10; MT reads iaftta from .rwt, with a related meaning).3a

The only occurrence in the qal of the root skt II postulatedby HALis in Ps. 139. In a
section (vv. 13-18) clearly influenced by the priestly understanding of the creation of
human beings,35 Yahweh is addressed: "Indeed, you are the one who created (qanild)
my kidneys" (par. t9sukkcnt beleten'immt, recently understood to mean "who knit me
together in my mother's womb," v. l3).36 This interpretation, however, remains uncer-
tain; of course, it is dependent also on the understanding of the par. qnh as "create,
fbrm"3i (cf. also Prov.8:23;peculiarly, here HAL identifies skk, parallel withqnh, as

gastr6s metrds mou; cf . Syr.
The existence of a special root skk III, "conceal," is questionable. First, for the basic

stem one can only adduce conjectures; second, the substance of these reconstructed
texts is quite comparable with occurrences of sftt I. Thus in Lam. 3:43 W. Rudolph
reads 'appef;a instead of MT ba'ap, translating: "you concealed [your countenance]
and pursued us, slaying without pity, you concealed yourself in a cloud, so that no
prayer could pass through" (vv. 43f.);:s neither is an interpretation according to sftk I
really plausible. One should stay with the MT. The other passage adduced by HAL is
Job29:4. While it is indeed probable thatbes6S here is a scribal error, and that one

32. Zimmerll Ezekiel 2, 92.
33. Concerning la[, see B. Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of l.am-

entations (Lund, 1963), 157; concerning W. Rudolph's suggested emendarion, see below.
34. Cf. Fohrer, Hiob,79f.
35. Cf. M. Sreb0, "Salme 139 og visdomsdiktningen," Tidsskrift for teologi og kirke 34

(1966) r67-84.
36. E.g., Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 5lO.
37. See W. H. Schmidt,"il'Jp qnh to acquire," TLOT, lll, l15l-53.
38. W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth. Das Hohelied. Die Klagelieder KATXYllll-3 (1962),229f.
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should follow LXX, Symmachus, and Syr. in reading besdf; (qal inf. const. of s/<k),:l
the sense (with reference, e.g., to Ps. 140:8[7]; see above) is "(if only I were) as in the
days of my early time, when God protected by tent," i.e., when God "separated off,
blockaded my tent" from enemies of all kinds, meaning essentially "enveloped it pro-
tectively."

2. Niphal. The niphal of skk occurs possibly once in the OT. The passage (Prov.
8:23) is not unequivocal. In the present context of the self-attestation of Wisdom con-
cerning its own origin (vv. 22-31 , MT?), the expression me'6lam nissa$ti is to be inter-
preted from the perspective of the preceding qanani (v.22, "acquire,"40 ""r"u,e,"41 or

- perhaps best - "beget, bring forth";42 cf. Ps. 139:13; see above); compare also the
following h)lalfi Q. 24, "be brought forth [amid labor pains]").a3 If nissaftri is under-
stood as the niphal of skt lI, "be formed, made," then Wisdom is saying: "I was made
before time, before the first, before the beginnings of the earth" (perhaps conj.
nesakkdfil;++ however, cf. also nsk II niphal.a5 The most natural understanding, how-
ever, remains an interpretation of nissaf,ti as the niphal of nskl'. "I was set up before
time."a6 If this is correct, it eliminates one further argument supporting a root stt II in
the OT.

3. Polel. The third occurrence ofthe postulated sftk II (Job 10:11) contains the
only polel form of skk in the OT. Job asks whether it is conceivable that the Creator
wants to destroy his artfully constructed creation (the human being) (10:8-12). Ac-
cording to Fohrer, Job says: "Your hands fashioned and made me. . . . You clothed
me with skin and flesh, and knit me together with bones and sinews (fibas;dm6!
wegilim f sd eftdnt)."47 The extent to which Job portrays the Creator here as the art-
ful weaver of human beings is, however, questionable. Is Job not thinking rather of
God as the constructor of the housing that is the body itself (cf. Wis. 9:15)?+a Per-
haps Job understands the human body as sukkA; the translation would then be: "You
clothed me with skin and flesh, you covered me [set me up as sukki] with bones and
sinews." This renders extremely questionable all 3 passages adduced by HAL for the
root skft II in the OT.

39. So, among others, C. F. Houbigant, Notae criticae in universos Veteris Testamenti libros
cumhebraice (Frankfurt, 1777);1. C.Dtjderlin, BibliaHebraica(Leipzig, 1791);J. A.Dathe,
Jobus, Proverbia Salomonis, Ecclesiastes, Canticum Canticarum (Halle, 1789); Fohrer, Hiob;
cf. BHS.

40. cf. Schmidt,TLOT III, 1151f.
41. Ibid.; H. Gese, Vtm Sinai z.um Zion. BEvT 64 (1974), 139.
42. O. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BKXVII (1984),85,87.
43. See Cese, Vtm Sinai, 139:Ploger, Spriiche, 85, 87.
44. So Gese, Vtm Sinai, 139.
45. HAL, II, 703, with reference to Gemser and Keel.
46. So most recently P16ger, Spriiche,86f.
47. Fohrer, Hiob,197; cf.200.
48. Cf. further St.-B.. III. 517 on 2 Cor. 5:1.
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4. Hiphil. According to HAL, sftft I occurs 5 times in the hiphil, and skk III twice.+e
Among the 5 occurrences of skk I, Ex. 40:21 can be interpreted without difficulty; the
instructions given in 40:3s0 are carried out as follows: "and [Moses] screened off the
ark of the testimony [with the veil]" (wayydseft 'al 'ar6n hd'38fi1,' Sam. reads the qal
here: ylssdf,). The other 4 occurrences describe God's activity as shielding or separat-
ing in a positive sense, or blocking off in a negative sense.

The psalmist in Ps. 5: l2(l l) speaks of the joy that the righteous experience within
Yahweh's protective sphere: "But let all who trust in you rejoice, and ever sing for joy
. . . you shield them (wegsz!'dbm6), that those who love your name exult in you" (the
emendation welds€!'dldyw with transposition in v. 13 is not very persuasive).sl

Ps. 9l:4 describes how Yahweh protects the persecuted like a bird with outspread
wings:s2 "With his wings he shields you (be'e\rdldw [MT be'e!rd16, haplography?]
ydsel ldfu), under his wings you will find refuge." This might be alluding to the cheru-
bim; "The wings of the cherubim are symbols of the protective area into which the
deus praesens takes the helpless person."53

Job 38:8 mentions Yahweh's actions of separation and delimitation during creation:
Yahweh "closed off [in the beginning] the sea with two gates, when it burst forth from
the womb" (wayydseft biSlAlayim ydm be gtl.tb merehem yd;d'; the frequently suggested
variant mt sdk, "who closed off," is unfounded).s+ The Ugaritic myth of the conquest of
the primal sea may be providing the background here,55 although in this case there can
be no allusion to any struggle with chaos, since Yahweh is the omnipotent creator. In
his unfathomable wisdom, he immediately closed off the sea with two gates as it broke
out of its womb during the primal age, and these gates 

- in a fashion similar to that of
ancient oriental door gods, though robbed of their autonomy - function as trustworthy
guards.56

Job's first discourse (3:l-26) also mentions a completely negative divine act of sep-
arating and delimiting. Whereas in the prologue Satan had objected against Job that
Yahweh himself had once put a hedge around him (l:10),sz Job himself now asks in
3:23 why God gives life "to the man whose way is hid, and whom God has hedged in
(wayydsef; ?l6ah ba'add)" (cf. also sgr be'a/, Jgs.3:22; I S. l:6; htm be'a{, Job 9:7;
and gdr be'a/, Lam.3:7). God has not cut Job off in order to protect him against ene-
mies, but rather to cut off any access to help.

HAL ascribes 2 hiphil occurrences in the Deuteronomistic history to the presumed
root skk III. Both instances (Jgs. 3:24; I S. 24:4) involve the euphemistic expression

49. See I above.
50. See III.I above.
51. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 152.
52. Concerning this motif, cf. --> ''ll?1 neier glll.2.b.
53. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,223.
54. Contra Fohrer, Hiob, 487f.; cf. BHS.
55. + E' yam, YI,87-99, esp. gII.3.
56. Cf. Keel, Symbolism, l23ff .; A. S. Kapelrud, "The Gates of Hell and the Guardian Angel

of Paradise," JAOS 18 (1950) 151-56.
57. See III.I above.
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"he covers/shields his feet (with a garment)" (hdsel3'e1-ragldyw), i.e., he relieves him-

self.s8 Expressions of this sort hardly attest the existence of a special root sftft III; the

function of covering cannot be distinguished from that of separating off or shielding.

lY. sukkd.
l. Booth. The noun sukkd, deriving from sft/c, occurs 30 times in the OT.se In ap-

proximately half the occurrences, sukkd reters to the "booth" constructed from

branches thick with foliage or from reed mats,60 and once simply to the natural "arbor,"

"thicket," "covert," as the lair of lions (Job 38:40; cf. xsof,, Jer. 25:38; Ps. l0:9), paral-

lel with me'onA.6t Otherwise the noun is used in connection with the "Feast of Taberna-

cles" ( hag has sukk61).62

According to the OT, the "booth" or "tabernacle" played a varied role in ancient Is-

rael. The basic function of the sukkA was to provide temporary protection (for travel-

ers, nomads, field laborers, soldiers, f'estival pilgrims, etc.).

Aclear illustration of the daily use of a sukkiis found in Isa.4:5f., transt'erred into

the theological sphere. The passage speaks on the basis of individual elements of the

exodus tradition of the absolute protection enjoyed by the congregation of Zion. Here

this protection is described (by a glossator?)63 as follows: "For over all the glory (of

Yahweh) will be a canopy (huppd), and a booth (sukkA) fbr shade by day fiom the heat

and for a refuge (mahseh) and shelter (mist6r) tiom the storm and rain." The two expli-

cative terms mahseh and mist\r underscore just this shielding function of the sukkd;64

so also the par. huppd, which in this text (as in Sir. 40:27) presumably means "canopy"'

although the meaning "bridal chamber" may also be resonating (cf. Ps. l9:6[5], Joel

2:16).
The use of a sukkA as a shield against the heat of the sun can also be illustrated in

Jon. 4:5. Jonah makes a booth for himself outside Nineveh so he may sit in its shade

$el; cf .Isa. 4:6). Protective booths of various sorts are used in connection with daily

work. In lsa. I :8 the daughter Zion is compared with a "booth (sukkA) in a vineyard"

and a "nocturnal lodge (melfinA) in a cucumber field." Booths of this sort were erected

for those who guarded the fruits of the field against thef1.65 Because of their limited pe-

riod of use, such booths were naturally constructed somewhat haphazardly, so that the

"booth that a watchman makes" (sukkA'a(A nosEr Job 27:18)oo could accordingly

serve as a metaphor for the impermanent house of the wicked (in a song about the end

58. Cf. Josephus Ant 6.13.4 $$283f.t H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YllUl
(1973),434.

59. According to HAL,ll,754, from sftt III; see Il above.

60. See Alt,233-42; K.-H. Bernhardt, "Hiitte," BHHWII (1964),"754 D.Irvin, "Laubhtitte,"
BRL2.202.

61. -+]lyD ma'6n (Ylll,449-52). See V below.
62. See IV.2 below.
63. See H. Wildberger,Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), 17 l-73.
64. -+ il0ll hasA (Y,64-75); -+ '1110 srr
65. Cf. AaS, II, 55f.t on melinA cf. lsa.24:20.
66. Cf. AuS, II, 61; IY 333f.
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of the godless). Of course, the sukkd might also be erected as a temporary place of
dwelling or safekeeping for livestock (miqneh), as evidenced in the geographical-
etiological remark concerning Transjordanian Succoth6T (Gen. 33:17, J?).

The notice in H is also of a cult-etiological nature, namely, that the Feast of
Booths68 is to be celebrated "that your generations may know that I [Yahweh] made
the people of Israel dwell in booths (bassukkil hbialtt) when I brought them out of
the land of Egypt" (Lev. 23:43). Yet this remark also reveals something about the
normal use of such booths: they were erected by wanderers and nomads as occa-
sional dwelling places. The entirety of ancient Israelite wilderness traditions, how-
ever, militates against this view, since they assert that the wandering Israelites lived
in tents.6e

Such booths were also used in ancient Israelite military camps (cf. also such camps,
e.g., in the Egyptian New Kingdom [Egyp. imsw) or the greater Assyrian Empire,7o as

well as in the Syrian camp on lsraelite soil [cf. I K. 20]). Ben-hadad has a drinking
bout with his allies in these "booths" (vv. 12, l6). J. Gray's suggestion that this refers to
the locale "Succoth" is unlikely in view of, among other factors, v. l.zl Ultimately, mil-
itary camps also include tents ('oholtm, 2 K. 1:7ff .).

According to 2 S. lO-12, the ark, Israel, and Judah dwelled in booths, while the
commander Joab and his servants all camped in the open field ( I I : I I ). The sources say
nothing about the construction of these booths for such mobilization.

It is not known whether special booths were used for the king in the Israelite mili-
tary camp, as was the case among neighboring peoples. In any event, during the time of
David the ark of Yahweh still constituted the sacral focal point within the camp (cf.
I S. 4:3ff.), corresponding thus in part to the royal booths among Israel's neighbors.
There is no indication whether the booth with the ark of Yahweh was set up outside the
camp itself, like the "tent of meeting" ('ahel m6'dfl according to the older tradition
(Ex.33:7-ll), or inside it, as suggested by the later version (Nu.2).

The royal booth is also the subject of the otherwise perplexing statement Yahweh
makes about the sukkal ddwiS in Am. 9: l l (as a postinterpretation?);zz "On that day I
will raise up the tallen booth of David, and repair its breaches, raise up its ruins, and I
will build it as in days of old." No connection with any Succoth tradition is discernible
here,7-r and it is unclear just what is meant concretely by "the fallen booth of David."
The reference may be to a restoration of the Davidic dynasty (cf. 2 S. 7:ll-16), are-
buildingof thecityof David(cf.Isa. l:8;58:12),arestitutionof thekingdomofJudah,
which was persecuted by Edom (cf. Lam. 4:21f .), or even the anticipated reestablish-
ment of the greater Davidic kingdom itself (cf. 2 S. 12:28). What is clear is that this

67. See II above.
68. See IV.2 below.
69. -+ );rN '6hel (r. I l8-30); Att,24tf.
70. Alt, 235-39.
71. I & II Kinss. OTrpt9711, Orrr.
72. CI. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),350-55
73. Richardson, 375-8 l.
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booth of David will be "the focal point of the coming global reign of Yahweh,"14 i.e., a

visualization of the royal booth of Yahweh in the midst of the military and cultic com-

munity of Israel.
Yahweh's "booth" is also mentioned in connection with a theophany portrayal in the

ancient royal thanksgiving psalm Ps. 18 (= 2 S' 22): "He made darkness his covering

around him, his booth (sukkd!6) clouds dark with water" (MT v. 12[11]; cf. 2 S. 22:12;
the textual emendations suggested by H.-J. Kraus are not compelling; cf. BIIS): "as the

revelatus God remains absconditus"zs (cf. Ex. 19:16,18;Ps.97:.2;Ezk. l:4).
The hymn in tob 36:27-37:13 is similarly cosmological-theophanic in nature. If the

reconstruction suggestions of N. H. Torczyner and G. Fohrer are correct, this difficult
text is saying: "Can any one understand the spreading of the clouds, the cushioning of
his booth" (v.29), i.e., the clouds serve as the "cushioning" (taswiT hapax legomenon)

under Yahweh's heavenly booth.z6

God's otherworldly booth, however, can also descend, especially over Jerusalem's

sanctuary and its believers. Thus we read in the (preexilic?)Ps.2'7:l-6: "[Yahweh] will
hide me in his booth lbesukkb, foltowing Q, Aquila, Jerome, Theodotion, Sinaiticus; con-

trabesukkkin K, cf. LXXB, Symmachusl in the day of trouble; he will conceal me under

the cover ofhis tent (besdler'ohol6)" (v. 5). In an evocation ofancient Israelite cultic tra-

ditions, the psalmist views the Jerusalem temple as Yahweh's "tenf' ('dhel; cf. Ps. 15:1;

Lam.2:6) and "booth" (sukkd; cf . *sdlg Ps. 76:3[2]). In the present context the two terms

evoke especially the asylum function of the holy precinct in which Yahweh is the deus

praesens. This function can also be generalized with reference to Yahweh's protection of
the believer, as Ps. 31 suggests: "In the shelter ofyour presence you hide them [that fear

youl from human plots [uncertain: rdf,es, hapax legomenon]; you hold them safe in a

booth (besukkd.) from the strife of tongues" (v.2ll20l). Yahweh's shielding booth is de-

fined through the par. s7le4 "cover," "hiding place," "covering."

2. Feast of Booths. a. Introduction. In the remaining OT contexts the noun sukkh

functions in the plural as a terminus technicus for the Israelite "Feast of Booths (or Ta-

bernacles)" (hag hassukkAl,Lev.23:34,42f.; Dt. 16:13,16;31:10;2 Ch. 8:13;Ezta3:4;
Neh. 8: l5- I 7', Zec. 74:16,18f.;.zz

The Feast of Booths grew out of the ancient Israelite autumnal festival. In addition

to the Feast of Unleavened Bread (p;x.23:15;34:18; cf. Dt. l6:3f.) and the Feast of
Weeks (Ex.34:22;Dt. 16:9-12), this festival is the third and most important "pilgrim-
age festival" (esp. Dt. 16:13-15);zs all these festivals were from the very beginning ag-

74. Wolff, Joel and Amos,353.
75. Kraus, Psalms 1-59,255, quotation 260.
76. Torcyzner, Die Bundeslade und die Anfringe der Religion Israels (Betlin' 21930),26f.;

Fohrer. Hiob, 480: translation after Fohrer, 478.
77. For an introduction see esp. Kutsch; Cazelles; Aalen; K' Elliger, Leviticus. HAT ly

(1966),32lff.; R. de Vaux, Anclsr;495-502; Kutsch, Jakobovits, and Kanof; Martin-Achard;
Springer; Wilms, 355-71; Bischofberger, Otto, and Mach, 100f., 105f.

78. -+ ll1 hag (chagh) (IV 201-13).
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ricultural festivals, bound to the annual cycle of harvests (ct. h7g, "turn around"; hwg,
"make a circle"). In addition to New Moon and Sabbath (Ezk. 45:17), the Day of the
Trumpet Blasts and the Day of Atonement (Lev. 23:4,24,21), these three main festivals
can also be classified according to the more comprehensive term "appointed time"
(m6'c41.t't

Since time immemorial, the autumnal festival/Feast of Booths was the most signifi-
cant festival in Israel, "the festival" (hehag, I K. 8;2,65; 12:32:2 Ch. 5:3; 7:8; Neh.
8:14; Ezk. 45:25) or "the feast of Yahweh" (hag-YHWH, Lev.23:39; Jgs. 21:19).80

In the oldest commandment tradition, this festival is defined as the "feast of ingath-
ering," i.e., "the harvest festival" (hag hd'dstp.), and is associated with the "circuit of
the year" (f qttpal haiidnd, Ex. 34:22) or "the coming forth of the year" (se'! haiidnA,
Ex. 23: l6), i.e., "the beginning of the year" or more likely "the end of the year."8l This
festival was determined apparently by the status of the harvest of wine and fruit trees,
or, in the Deuteronomic version, "when you make your ingathering from your thresh-
ing floor and your winepress" (Dt. 16:13). Like the Feasts of Unleavened Bread and
Weeks, the autumnal festival in Israel was of Canaanite origin (Jgs. 9:27).

Unfortunately, the sparse and often unclear OT sources leave a great many ques-
tions unanswered concerning the derivation and character of the ancient Israelite au-
tumnal festival/Feast of Booths. The earlier mentioned connections with the cult of
Adonis-Osiris or with the cult of Bacchus at the wine harvest are today discussed only
in exceptional instances.82 Furthermore, derivations from a presumed tent festival
among desert nomads or from a reconstructed prestate covenant renewal festival are
now considered improbable and unfounded.S3 The main issue is rather the relationship
between the autumnal festival and the New Year's Festival. On the basis of older stud-
ies, especially P. Volz and S. Mowinckel have advocated the thesis that the ancient Is-
raelite Feast of Booths, which at a later time was celebrated between l5-22 Tishri, was
originally the New Year's Feast on I Tishri.8a In analogy to the Mesopotamian akttu
festival,8s Mowinckel reconstructed this autumnal New Year's Festival as an Israelite
enthronement festival for Yahweh, full of mythical themes and themes associated with
sacred history, intended to bring about a renewal of blessings and a change of fate for
both human beings and nature.

The English (esp. S. H. Hooke) and Scandinavian schools (e.9., G. Widengren,
L Engnell) further developed Mowinckel's thesis regarding the cult as the most impor-

79. See G. Sauer, "1Y' y'd to appoint," TLOT, 11,551-54; -+'I91D m6'ed (Ylll, 16'7-73).
80. See esp. Sauer, "lsraels Feste."
81. For the former see HAL, 11,426: for the latter see esp. Kutsch, "Von den israelitisch-

jtidischen Hauptfesten."
82. Wilms,356.
83. For the former see H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel (Eng. trans., Richmond, 1966), 63ft.,

132. For the latter see M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. trans., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1972), 59-62: G. von Rad, "The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexatetch," The
Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essay^s (Eng. trans., New York, 1966),33f.

84. De Moor, 5 n. 3; Volz; Mowinckel, 83ff.
85. See Zimmern.
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tant institution of Israelite religion, and focused on the mythical aspects of the dying
and resurrected god represented by the earthly king. German scholarship has in the
meantime emphasized the specifically Israelite elements in the Jerusalem enthrone-
ment festival of Yahweh by drawing attention to ancient, pre-Israelite mytholo-
goumena associated with Zion. On the one hand, Yahweh's accession at the convey-
ance of the ark (Ps. 47) was actualized as the historic date of the Davidic possession of
Zion for the blessing of all the world.86 On the other hand, other aspects could also
move to the center of the festival, e.g., the royal festival of Zion celebrating the elec-
tion of Zion and the dynastic promise (Kraus) or the renewal of the covenant.8T

Against this identification of the autumnal festival with the New Year's Festival sug-
gested by Volz, Mowinckel, and their successors, others maintain that the ancient Israel-
ite autumnal festival was originally not celebrated on any specific date but rather was de-
termined exclusively by the harvest of wine and fruit, implying the possibility of local
variations.ss As a rule, this view rejects any particular Israelite festival celebration at the
beginning of the year. The existence of two New Year's festivals is occasionally as-

sumed, one in the autumn, another in the spring; or one asserts that the preexilic festival
on I Ethanim has been identified with the postexilic festival on l5 Tishri.se

Indeed, the OT sources do not allow any certain resolution of these questions. We
do not know whether the preexilic calendar in Israel began in the autumn, or whether
the Babylonian calendar was introduced ca. 605 s.c.eo Hence one cannot determine
whether the ancient Israelite autumnal festival/Feast of Booths was identical with the
New Year's Festival either locally or generally. It is clear only that this autumnal festi-
val, appropriated fiom the Canaanites, exhibits numerous points of contact with the
Ugaritic New Year's Festival.

b. Canaanite Autumnal Festival. The Ugaritic autumnal festival is known to us only
from traces within the mythical-epic literature from Ras Shamra. Whereas J. C. de

Moor and others find in the myths of the weather god Ba'al-Hadad a description of the
seasonal cycle with dry and rainy periods ("seasonal pattern"), and accordingly assert
that one can glean a great deal of specific information concerning an autumnal festival
as well, others are essentially more cautious.9l At issue are those texts attesting the

86. Otto; Bischofberger, Otto, and Mach; E. Otto and T. Schramm, Festival and Joy. Biblical
Encounter Series (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1980), 45-78.

87. Weiser; Wilms, 359-401.
88. E.g., L. I. Pap, Das israelitische Neujahrsfesr (Kampen, 1933), 34-41; J. Ridderbos,

"Vierde Oud-IsraEl een herfst-nieuwzaarsfeest?" GTT 57 ( 1957) 80f.; G. Fohrer, History of Isra-
elite Religion (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1972),203-5.

89. For the former see, e.g., Pap, Das israelitische Neujahrsfest, 18-32. For the latter see

Snaith, 9ff., 88ff.; H. Cazelles, "Le nouvel an en Isra€I," DBS, VI (1960), 635ff.; A. Caquot,
"Remarques sur la f6te de la 'n6omdnie'dans l'ancien Isradl," R/1R 158 (1960) l-18.

90. Cf. Clines.
91. E.g., C. H. Gordon, "Nunti Personarum et Rerum: Sabbatical Cycle or Season Pattern?"

review of A. S. Kapelrud, Baal in the Ras Shamra kxrs (Copenhagen, 1952), Or N.s. 22 (1953)
79ff .:H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0l2 (1970), 68f.,
79; J. M. de Tarragon, Le culte d Ugarit. CahRB 19 (1980), 17-20,26; and others.
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month expression r'i yn, "firstling of the wine."e2 On the first day (new moon) of this
month a grape offering is to take place, and on the thirteenth/fourteenth day a royal rit-
ual at a consecrated site. According to de Moor, a location on the temple terrace was
assigned to the king as the site for the presentation of the offering and for the purifica-
tion rites; on this terrace, "four and four dwellings of cut-off foliage" were erected
('r[b'] 'rb'mlbt zmrl.tt Although a comparison with the sukkdl of the Israelites is invit-
ing, it is at the same time hypothetical.

c. Israelite Autumnal Festival in the Premonarchic Period. The OT tells us very
little about the autumnal festival during the premonarchic period. Neh. 8:17 asserts
that the Israelites who had returned from the Babylonian captivity celebrated a festi-
val at the beginning of the seventh month, during which they also made booths
(sukkdfi and dwelt in them, something they "had not done since the days of Jeshua
the son of Nun to this day" (cf. 2 K. 23:22;2 Ch. 30:26;35: l8). This probably repre-
sents an attempt to associate the Feast of Booths with the Israelite wilderness tradi-
tion as well as to extricate it from the original agricultural, Canaanite autumnal festi-
val.9a

Jgs.9:26-29 does indeed attest this Canaanite background, relating that in Shechem
the festival was celebrated at the sanctuary after the treading of the grapes and with
communal eating and drinking. Jgs. 2 I : l9-2 I reveals that the Israelites soon appropri-
ated the Canaanite gathering/treading festival and celebrated it as a "feast of Yahweh";
in Shiloh it was celebrated annually at the wine harvest with a dance of the young girls,
i.e., as an autumnal festival. There is no mention of booths, though many of the partici-
pants in the joyous autumnal festival may have dwelled in temporary harvest booths. It
remains questionable whether the annual pilgrimage festival mentioned in I S. I has
anything to do with the autumnal festival.es

d. Israelite Autumnal Festival during the Monarchy. During the monarchy the au-
tumnal festival was more closely associated with the Yahweh faith in conscious oppo-
sition to the Canaanite Ba'al autumnal festival (cf. Hos. 2:16-25|4-231) and was insti-
tutionalized as one of the three pilgrimage festivals (Ex. 34 18-26 23:10-19).e6 But
especially under Solomon - 

prepared by David's Zion politics - the autumnal festi-
val at the Jerusalem temple was appropriated with the three-festival cycle and (as a
continuation of the Shilonite tradition?) was turned into the main festival (1 K. 9:25).
The farmers'thanksgiving harvest festival bound to the agricultural rhythms became a

royal festival with a religio-political perspective and with cosmic, in part pan-oriental,
elements (l K.8:l-13,62-66). Pre-Deuteronomistic I K.8:2 even sets the Solomonic
temple consecration within the autumnal festival. The essential character of the regular
celebration of this royally oriented autumnal festival at the Solomonic temple is

92. KTU, l.4l; UT no.l73.
93. De Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Legend of Kirtu (l)," UF 14 (1982) 161. See

KTU, 1.4t, 50.
94. J. M. Myers, E1ra. Nehemiah. AB 14 (1965), 157.
95. Springer, 18f.; a different view is taken by de Moor, 12.
96. Springer, 29-33; see 2.a above.
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strongly disputed.ez In view of I K. 8:l-13, however, several psalms (e.g.,24;29;47)
can possibly be interpreted within the context of the autumnal festival (processional,
theophany and global reign of Yahweh, petition for oracle/priestly torah, blessing, de-
mand for purity, etc.). To be sure, in the period of the greater kingdom the autumnal
f'estival clearly became not only the main festival as such but also a royal festival with
a theological signature, i.e., with a confession to the national deity (Yahweh), repre-
sented in his earthly king and elected people. After the division of the kingdom, Jero-
boam I followed Solomon's politics in employing the autumnal festival to strengthen
his own kingship and turned it into a royal festival, albeit not as comprehensively as

Solomon (l K. 12:25-33).
The Deuteronomic f'estival calendar (Dt. l6:l-15; vv. l6f. are probably secondary)e8

uses the designation "Feast of Booths" (hag hassukk)l, vv. 13,16). Scholars often inter-
pret this as an expression directed against the Jerusalem autumnal festival and associated
with the festival customs of local sanctuaries.ee This is more likely an expression that,
while picking up on older calendars (esp. Ex. 34 and 23), seeks to equate the various local
autumnal festivals and to define them as pilgrimage festivals, centralizing them then in
the sanctuary chosen by Yahweh. In this process, the booth festival is assimilated to the
Passover-Unleavened Bread paradigm (by being extended to seven days? v. 13), and the
circle of participants is considerably expanded to include also those who are socially de-
pendent and the needy, 100 and the element of festive joy is emphasized. Deuteronomy ev-
erywhere associates the exhortation to joy with the Feasts of Weeks and Booths.lot
Above all, however, the three great, originally agricultural festivals are more closely as-
sociated with the history of the people of God.r02 It is decisive for the two harvest f'esti-
vals, howeveg that according to the Deuteronomic festival theory they are to be cele-
brated explicitly le YHWH (vv. 10,l5), but not lipnA YHWH (cultic formula), and are thus
to be distinguished from all other 

"u11i" 
u"1s.lu3 The instructions fbr a Torah reading dur-

ing the Feast of Booths, instructions also preserved in the book of Deuteronomy (3 l:9-
l3) and conceived as Mosaic in origin, must be viewed as Deuteronomistic or even post-
Deuteronomislis,l04 and are presumably to be interpreted from the perspective of the
postexilic association between the Feast of Booths-wilderness wanderings (Lev.23:39-
44) and the autumnal festival-Torah reading (Neh. 8:13-18).

e. Israelite Feast oJ'Booths during the Postexilic Period. In the exilic or more likely
postexilic festival theory within the more recent strata of the draft constitution in Ezk.
40-48,105 the autumnal festival acquires its special role as "the feast" (hehAg,45:25).

97. See 2.a above.
98. Cf. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 53.
99.8.g., Bischofberger, Otto, and Hahn, 101.
100. Braulik, "Die Freude des Festes" (1980), 153,167;' (l983),33,45.
101. -+ llDW iamah; Braulik, passim.
102. Preuss, Deuteronomium, 135.
103. Braulik, "Die Freude des Festes" (1980), 159.
104. Preuss, Deuteronomium, 60.
105. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,547-53.
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Now, however, the festival is disassociated from the harvest thematic and acquires an

atoning function. The festival date is fixed on the fifteenth day of the seventh month (at

the beginriing of the year in the spring).
This festival date is appropriated by H (Lev. 23:33-36; also yet in Nu' 29:12-38),

where the autumnal festival is similarly extricated from the harvest theme (though not

in the complementary section Lev.23:39-44).t00 1n" seven-day festival first prescribed

at the time of cultic centralization (Dt. 16) is maintained (so also Neh. 8; Nu. 29),

though its expansion to an eighth day signals its preeminence (as yet in Neh. 8; Nu.

29). The name "Feast of Booths" (l.tag hassukk6l) is appropriated from Dt. 16. Cessa-

tion of work is prescribed (so also Num. 29), and the character of a pilgrimage festival

(bag) is underscored (Dt. 16; Nu. 29). In Lev. 2333-36, however, the daily fire offer-
ing now occupies the central position (cf. Nu. 29; Ezk. 45). The addendum (Lev.

23:39-44) reintegrates the original harvest thematic into the priestly booth festival:

"when you have gathered in the produce of the land" (v. 391,rot and the element of fes-

tive joy is emphasized (cf. Dt. 16; Neh. 8). A unique feature within the OT, however, is

the interpretation here of the custom of foliage booths with reference to Yahweh's own

salvific activity during the exodus, namely, that he had the Israelites dwell "in booths"

(bassukk6!); quite apart from the "tents" of other wilderness traditions, this apparently

represents a reference to the divine legitimation of the priestly direction of the festi-

val.r08

The prescriptions in Nu.29:12-38 more clearly emphasize the atoning function of
the sacrifices belonging to this festival; the number of offerings is more significant

than that of the other primary festivals.
Probably somewhat contemporaneous with P, the Chronicler's history deals with

the Feast of Booths with approximately the same presuppositions. Neh.8:13-18, like

Lev.23, emphasizes the element of festive joy, the seven days the community is to-

gether, the concluding assembly on the eighth day, and so on. New elements include

the zealous attentiveness to the instructions of God associated with the festival (v. 16;

see the discussion above concerning Dt. 3 I : 1 0) and the use of branches of olive, pine

(LXX: cypress), myrtle, palm, and of leafy branches (LXX: wild pine branches), all

brought in from the hills, to make the booths, "each on his roof, and in his courts"

(Neh. 8:16), implying a prescribed, general dwelling inthe sukkd. No particular sym-

bolism is attributed to the requirement of specific branches from the Judean hill coun-

try. The reference to "the days of Jeshua" is unique.loe Ezr.3:4 and 2 Ch. 8:13 retro-

spectively allude to this association of the postexilic booth festival with the older

traditions; the Jews returning from exile were concerned with keeping the prescribed

festivals, even before the rebuilding of the temple (Ezr. 3:4).tto From the consecration

106. Concerning the literary criticism of this passage, cf. K. Elliger, Leviticus, 302-24.
107. Concerning additional concrete features, cf. Elliger, Leviticus,322.
108. Springer, 83f.
109. See 2.a above.
110. W Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia samt 3. Esra. HATXX (1949), 30.
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of the first temple onward, King Solomon already sacrificed at the Feast of Booths ac-
cording to the Mosaic law (2 Ch. 8:13).

Among the or texts of the later period, only zec. 14:16-21 expressly mentions the
Feast of Booths (after 333? cf. somewhat earlier rsa. 66:lg-24; Hag. 2:l -9), though it
does not include any instructions for the external disposition of the festival. Whereas
Lev.23:42 excludes non-Israelites from the f'estival, Zec. 14 prophetically anticipates
an annual pilgrimage of the nations to Jerusalem for the Feast of Booths: "Every one
that survives of all the nations that have come against Jerusalem shall go up year after
year to worship the King, Yahweh of hosts, and to keep the feast of booths,' (weldh6g
'ethag hassukk)T v. 16). Here the Feast of Booths becomes a universal affair lcon-
cerning the motif of a pilgrimage of the nations, cf. Isa. 66:lg-22; further also lsa. 2:3-
4; 60; Mic. 4:l;Hag.2:l-9); under the threat of harsh punishment, all the nations are to
come to Jerusalem, albeit not to deal with general religious and political matters within
the fiamework of the autumnal f'estival (cf. Jgs. 9:26-29: l K. g: l-13;2 K. 23:l-3), but
rather to pay homage to the king, Yahweh, the world ruler. This text reveals that an ele-
ment of competition existed at this time between the diaspora cultic sites and the tem-
ple in Jerusalem, and that certain Jerusalem circles wanted to turn this voluntary pil-
grimage of the nations into an imposed tribute obligation.rrr

During the Hellenistic-Roman period the Feast of Booths preserved its older, pre-
dominant position in the f-estival calendar; it was "the most holy and greatest festival
among the Hebrews"ttz (cf.2 Mc. l0:l-8). The original fertility thematic also reas-
serted itself (libations on the altar, processional around the altar, waving sf the f'estival
bouquet, erection and beating of the willow on the seventh day, etc.).u3 The NT also
attests the significance of the festival in ancient Judaism.l14 The rabbinic regulations
and discussions concerning the Feast of Booths are concentrated above all in the great
halakic works of tradition in the tractate Sukka (Setler Mo'ed.).ns

Y. *mesuftd, *saft, *soft, and sokek. The remaining derivatives of the root skk play
no theologically significant role in the OT.

The hapax legomenon *mesuka (Ezk.28:13) functions apparently in the manner of a
keyword anticipating the ensuing kerfi! hass)f,Ek (vv. 14,16:;tro..the shiel<1ing/cover-
ing (hass)fteft)" cherub 

- the king of ryre 
- was himself a miraculously ..coverecl,'

one: "Every precious stone was your garment/covering.,'ltz
The term *sak is also a hapax legomenon in the or (ps. 42:5[4]). In light of the par.

11. De Moor, 28; Springer, 101-4.
12. JosephusAnr. 8.4.1 9100.

_. 1.13. D. Flusser, "Hag hassuk6l babbayig hasieni," Mah,nayirn 50 (1960/61) 2g-30; Safrai;
Bischofberger, Ono, and Mach, ll0; bibliog., ll4f.

114. K. Hruby, "La fote des Tabernacles aux Temple, ir la synagogue er dans le N.T.,"
L'Orient SyrienT12(1962) 163-i4; W. Michaelis,..orqvf rrX.,,,fbNi Vtt,:OS_S+.

I 15. Cf. St.-B., II, 774-812, Fabricant; Gasrer; Kutsch, Jakobovitz, and Kanof; Snaith; Zevin.
116. See III.l.
I 17. On the various interpretations attempted by the ancient versions, cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,

82r.
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bAy'eldhtm, this is either to be vclcalized as ^lo( or otherwise viewed as an equivalent
(cf. LXX, Sinaiticus). The accompanying'eddatldem ("1 led in procession") is rnore

probably to be read as the divine predicate 'addtr (cf . the LXX). rrE In this (preexilic'?)

prayer the singer is thus recalling how he once "entered the booth of Yahweh." i.e., intcr

the temple (cf. 5: l2[ lllt 21:5: 31:21[201] 9l :41.tiv

The noun 'ksd! is semantically and functionally related ut,sukkti. lt rct'ers to the nat-

ural "canopy" or "thicket" that serves as the lion's lair (c1'. sukk? in Job.llt:'l0t"fhc
(postexilic'l) hymn and petition Pss.9-10 says that the wickecl "lurks in secret like a

lion in his thicket" (10:9); and a postexilic interprelation of Jer. 2-5:-14--17 is presunrably

describing Nebuchadnezzar as a lion that has lcft his thicket and is now devastating the

Judean counrryside (v. 38 according to W. Rudolph:tltt according to the M'l'the lion is

Yahweh himselfl). Otherwise, this noun rel'ers to the Jerusalem sanctuary as Yahwch's
"tabernacle," whereby "ancient sanctuary traditiorrs ol'lsrael's premotrarchy periocl are

transt'erredtothesanctuarytbundedbyDavid"lll (cl'.sukki inPs.27:-5.l.ThustheZion
hymn Ps.76 reads: "His tabernacle (sukkA)has been establishcd in Salen'r. his dwelling
p|tae (me'6rttt1(t) in Zion" (v. 3[2]). The same notion is tirund in Lant. 2. irnitating a

<lirge (if one firllows the many mss. that read srrtl;ri instead o1' MT iukkit)'. Yahweh "'has

destroyed his booth like a garden ILXX: like a vinel" (v. (r).r::

The hapax legomenon sr)(Z( occurs in Nah.2:6(-5).rr't-l'he enetny assault is de-

scribed: "They hasten to the wall, the lnatltelet (hu.s:;1kOL) is set up"t:+ \cl . hutsokck

with a diffbrent meaning in Ezk. 28 14,16).

VI. LXX. The LXX usually understands the vcrb ,rft/' to nlean "cover.' "ovcr-

shacl<rw," etc., though its renderings can varv widcly (e.g.. diu-/epi-/.tv-/.tkiti:.t'irt: diu-/
epi-/.skepiz3in: perikaLyptein; kotaskerunin).'l'he noun srlkki is rerrdered 26 tinres with
.stane- (otherwise, e.g., with skEnop€14{u/ela; sk?nijnru):'r',sr)( is rendered' e.g.' with
skOnO and kutdlt,nru.

VIl. Quntran. ln Qumran the t'estival ordinancc of'I-ev.2l and Ntr. 19. ltrtthttri(a-

[ive also tor the postexilic corlununity, was nraintained.'l'his etltcrges thrttr a lcstilal
calenclar published by J. 1'. Milik.lr5 This calendar. r'epresctttitt-g a pLtre sttlar calcttdar

of 364 days (like.lubilees: I Enoch). stipulates a rveckday firr cach t'estiral. On

Wednesday, the fifteenth day of the seventh nronth, the cycle of l'estivals is concludecl

I 18. On Ps. 42:5(4) see Kraus. P,sulms l-59, 435-31 .

ll9. On the last two texts see IV. I and lll.'1, respectrvely.
120. W. Rudolph, Jerctnio. HAT Xll ('r 1968). 166-6t't.

l2l. Kraus. Psalnts 60-150, 109: see also IV.l above.
122. For alternative interpretations see W. Rudolph. Die Klagclitder KA'l-XVlll2 ( 1962).

219:on *.sr)(inPs.27:5Q, seelV. I above; ontheconj. inJob20:22,seelll.l above;ontheconj.
in Ps. 42:5(-l), see above.

123. KBL2.7l2b. incorrectly as Neh. 2:6; corrected in HAL, 11,154.
124. Benzinger. 310; III.I above.
l25."Le travail d'ddition des mss. du ddsert de Juda,'' Con,qres.s Volutna. Strasbourg 1956.

SV7'4 (1957),25; cf. E. Vogt, "Kalenderfiagmente aus Qurnran." Bibl 39 (1958)12-11 .
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with the Feast of Booths. That this is mentioned as the last festival indicates that the
year commenced in the spring (with Passover as the first festival; cf. Ex. l2:2).Both
the date and the name of the booth festival (hS hskwt) are the same as inLev.23:34.
The calendar says nothing about the actual celebration of this festival in the Qumran
community, though the Temple Scroll does provide regulations for the Feast of Booths
( I I QT 27 :10-29, 213; cf . ll :13l, 42:l0ff .; 44:6ff .). 126 In comparison with Lev. 23:33-
36, Nu. 29:12-38, and Ezk. 45:25, these texts do not contain anything new except for
the Temple Scroll's characteristic preference for the sin offering over the burnt offer-
ing.t2t

The interpretation of sikki! (Am. 5:26) in CD 7:14-17 is of interest from an

exegetical perspective. The context involves those who held fast and escaped to the
land of the north (i.e., into the area of Damascus), with a reference to Am. 5:26f ., "1
will exile Sikkuth, your king, and Kiyyun, your statue, beyond the tents of Damascus";
and Am.9:ll, "the books of the law are the booth of the king (swkt hmlk), as (the
prophet) said: and I will raise up the booth of David that is fallen. The king is the con-
gregation." Here "Sikkuth" becomes "booth" (sukkd), and "king" (melek) becomes
"congregation" (qdhdl). The background to this exegesis is found in the OT association
between the (Feast o0 Booth(s) and the wilderness/Sinai tradition.l28 "\tr/i1[ the help of
Am. 9:11, the exile of the Torah (and of the congregation) is interpreted as a raising up
of the law. The congregation receives . . . messianic features. It understands its exile as

a salvific exile, and the Torah as the space granted to it for its existence during this ex-
lle."tze The citation from Am.9:ll also occurs in 4QFlor l:12f., which is interpreted
eschatologically/messianically with reference to the interpreter of the law who will ap-
pear in Zion at the end of days: "This is the booth of David that is fallen, which will
stand in order to deliver Israel." Finally, in the sabbath regulations in CD 11:8f. we
read that if on the sabbath a person "is in a booth (bswkh.), let him neither take anything
out nor bring anything in."

Kronholm

126. Haag, l27f ., 132. See Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll, 4 vols. (Eng. trans., Jerusalem,
1983), r, 108f.

127 . L Maier, The Temple Scroll: An Intru., Translation, and Comm. JSOTSap 34 (Eng. trans.
r985),8sf.

128. See IV.2 above.
129. P. von der Osten-Sacken, "Die Biicher der Tora als Hiitte der Gemeinde,* 7AW 9l

(1979) 422-35, esp. 435.
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Contents: L Etymology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. II. 1. Biblical Occurrences; 2. L){X.
III. Meaning. IV Qumran.

I. Etymology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. The root skl is attested in pre-OT texts

only in Akkadian as the adj. saklu, "simpleminded, dull, foolish," a term that according

to the evidence of several kudurrus is applied to a person whose intellectual shortcom-

ings preclude any correct estimation of his own actions and their consequences.l This

corresponds in Hebrew to -+ )O) kslz and sk/, Based on the Akkadian sequence of con-

sonants, one should not assume a metathetical formation of sk/ fiom ksl.3 F. Delitzsch

postulates averb saftal, "which signifies 'to twist together, . . .'and is ret'erred partly to

a complication and partly to a confusion of ideas."a This might be indicated by the

Arabic verb he adduces, iakela, "hobble, be dubious," which can also be associated

with .fkl II, "lay crosswise."S

Since KIU 3.1.38 is to be read as skr instead of sft/,6 and the only Aramaic occur-

rence in Ahiqar 147 is usually not translated as "be foolish,"T but rather in the sense of
the Hebrew root iftl I, "have understanding, insight,"8 the only reference remaining is

that to the appropriation of skl into Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic,

Syriac, and Mandaic, where the verb has the meaning "act foolishly, sin," and except in

Mandaice coincides graphically with ,(t/ I.

ll. 1. Biblical Occurrences. Of the 23 occurrences of the root sk/ in the O1', 8 in-

volve rhe verb (niphal 4 times; piel and hiphil twice each), distributed in l-2 Samuel (4

st/. T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of 'Folly' in Proverbs, Job, Psalms, and Ecclesiastes,"

VT 13 (1963) 285-92; M. Held, "studies in Comparative Semitic Lexicography," Studies in

Honor of B. Landsberger AS 16 (1965), 395-406; S. A. Mandry, "There Is No Godl A Study of
the Fool in the OT, Particularly in Proverbs and Qohelet" (diss., Pontifical University, Rome,

1972);W. M. W. Roth, "A Study of the Classical Hebrew Verb $KL," VZ l8 (1968) 69-78;

G. Vos, "Fool," HDB, ll,43f.

l. AHw,II, l0l2; R. Borger, "Vier Grenzsteinurkunden Merodachbaladans I von Babylonien.

DerTeheran-Kudumr, SB 33, SB 169, SB 26,* AfO23 (1970) 2,II8f.; l4,II 15ff.

2. B. Landsberger, Brief des Bischofs von Esagila an Kiinig Asarhaddon. Mededelingen der
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen. lfd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe reeks 28/6
(Amsterdam, 1965), 6l n. 114; Held, 406.

3. Contra Vos,43; cf. Roth, 78 n. 1.

4. F. Delitzsch, Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes. KD (1950), 238.

5. Wehr, 563f.; cf. HAL, 11,754; GesB,786.
6. Whitaker.464.
7. Wirh A. Ungnad: W. Baumgartner, "Das Aramiiische im BucheDaniel," ZAW 45 (1927) 102.

8. M. Sebo, 'i)w ikl hi. to have insight," TLOT,lll,1270-71; DNS1, II, 785.

9. MdD,312.
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times), l-2 Chronicles (twice), Gen. 31:28, and lsa. 44:25 (ikl = 5ft/).to The adj. sdftal
(7 occurrences) as well as the subst. siklfr! 0 occurrences; Eccl. I : 17 : Si[Ifi1 = siklfi!)tl
are favorite words of Ecclesiastes, and with the exception of 2 occurren ces of saf,al in
Jeremiah occur only there. Some scholars conjecture ikl = skl piel in Job l2:l':..t2 Ott-
side the Hebrew canon, the adjective occurs in Sir.5l:23.

2' LXX. The LXX translates the verb inconsistently with matai1omai, moraino,t3
diaskddo, agnoid, and aphr6n6s (prdno). The adjective and noun are usually rendered
with dphrdn or aphrosltne, excepting Jer. 5:21 (mdr6s), Eccl.'7:17 (skldr6s), and 7:25
( skl? ria).

III. Meaning.
l. verb. The semantic content of the verb can be grouped according to the three

stems. The piel sikkZl aims at the disqualification of that which human ratio prodvces,
asshownclearlybyitsassociationwithrheobjects'c;d(2 S. l5:31) andela'a1(lsa.
44:25,par.with'dsdinv.26). Hencein2S. l5:31 Davidpetitionsyahwehto"rurnthe
counsel of Ahithophel into tbolishness." It is disputed whether the verse is redactional
and is intended to disdain Ahithophel's first counsel (16:2lff.) as being contrary to the
ancient Israelite ethos and hence "foolish" in an "essentially if not exclusively reli-
gious and moral sense,"l+ or whether l5:3 I belongs to the older basic stratum and rep-
resents a request fbr an "inappropriate" plan that is fulfilled in 17:l4a with the accep-
tance of the better (76!) plan of Hushai.ls A translation of skl in l5:31 with "frustrate"
is to be rejected, since sikk?l refers to the quality rather than to the realization of such
counsel.l6 This is confirmed by Isa. 44:25, where Yahweh relates that he makes "fool-
ish" the knowledge of the wise, thus causing their counsel to be "useless as far as ap-
propriate behavior is concerned."lT

The hiphil hisk?l characterizes as a laulty decision any concrete act that itself ac-
quires the character of culpability in view of the consequences for those affected, con-
sequences of which the "perpetrator" is not yet aware at the moment of such action.l8
In Gen. 31:28 (E), Laban can accuse Jacob of having acted "foolishly" ('atta hiskalya

10. Cf. K. Elliger, Deuterojesajo, part [, 10,145,7. BK XIll (1978), 454; HAL, lI, j54.
I l. cf. BHS; A. Lauha, Kohelet. B K xlx ( I 978), 4 I ; a different reading is found in the LXX:

epistitrtc; K. calling, Der Prediger. HATXylil(21969),87; Eccl. l0:liaccordingto BHK.
12.8.9., G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT xvl (196-3),237; a different view is taken by F.

Horst, Dle zwdlf kleinen Prcpheten. Br( XIV (31964), 180.
13. On 2 S. 24: l0 see G. Bertram, "pop6c rr),..," TDNT IV, 835.
14. See Fl Langlamet, "Absalorn et les concubines de son pdre: recherches sur II Sam., XVI,

2l-22," RB 84 (1977) 16l-209, esp. 195f.; E. wiirthwein, "Die Erziihlung von der Thronfolge
Davids 

- theologische oder politische Geschichtsschreibung?" ThS l15 (1974) 37tf.
15. Cf., e.g., J. Kegler, Politisc'he.s Geschehen und theologisches Verstehen (Stuttgart, 1977),

l79t'.; Roth,72;Langlamet. RB 84 (1977) 185 n.69.
I 6. Contra HAL, ll, 154.
17. Elliger, Deuterojesaja, 469.
18. H. J. Stoebe, Das I. Buch Samuelis. KATYlll/l (1973),465.
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oi6ye 6"ruuse through his flight Jacob has slighted the usual customs of farewell (cf.

Gen. 32:1[Eng. 3l :551). C. Mabee identilies Jacob's omission in the fact that he did not

officially allow Laban to transfer to him authority over the latter's daughters.z0 In I S.

26:21 Saul acknowledges that his persecution of David was a faulty decision, but at the

same time excuses it as a result of human error.2l

The niphal niskal, unattested in preexilic texts, emphasizes through its ret'lexive as-

pect the element of excessive contidence in oneself and in the correctness of one's own

decisions as the root of foolish behavior. lt is used in connection with the prophetic re-

proach of a king who has acted willfully and against the will of Yahweh (l S. l3:13

DtrN), or who trusts more in human allies than in God (2 Ch. l6:9): by taking the cen-

sus, David has incurred gullt ('clwbn) and "acted very tirolishly" (2 S. 24:10 DtrP =
I Ch. 2l:8).22 The lblly of the various thulty decisions is always that at the moment of
decision, the person (here always the king) is not aware that he is deciding against

Yahweh, and thus does not anticipate the consequences of his actions, namely,

Yahweh's chastisement. This tblly is all the more grievous because this chastisement is

never directed at the king himself. Rather, he must accept responsibility for a disaster

that ultimately overtakes the innocent. Hence niskal oscillates between "act foolishly"
and "sin."

2. Adiective and Nourt. Jer. 5:21-25 emphasizes the willful aspect of such decisions

against God much more strongly. Here the adj. sdf,al is applied to the people' who de-

spite the evidence of God in creation nonetheless look past God (v. 2l ) and are appar-

ently unaware of the chastising consequences of their denial (cf. v. 25). Jer. 4:22

equates folly (sd[al, par. -+ ]t'lN "wil, antonym ->li) bin, niphal) and an incapacity

for the good, a disposition emerging from inadequate knowledge of God.23

Eccl.7:17 similarly juxtaposes rs'' and hdv| sAkal (cf. also siklfi! in F.ccl.7:25),

commensurate with the ancient wisdom teaching according to which a person who

does not hold to the law will die prematurely. Further. .ri(/ri1, "ignorance," is contrasted

with holSmA as that particular knowledge and ability wlrich can be turned into techno-

logical advantage or personal power, and that particular training which confers social

status (cf. Eccl. I :11; 2:3,12f .: also 2: I 9;.2+ 1n" threetbld parallel between siklfi! and

h\l\l6t25 is striking, and even occurs again in 10:13. In this chapter Ecclesiastes uses

the substantive (vv. 1,13) and adiective (vv. 3,14) in condemning human stupidity lack-

ing in any rational basis and selt'-understanding, stupidity that simply prattles on

thoughtlessly. To the extent that education was a prerogative of the wealthy during the

19. On this construction see JM, II, $124n n. 1:S-vrt', 93k.

20. "Jacob and Laban: The Structure of Judicial Proceedings (Genesis xxxi 25-42)." VT 30

(1980) 192-207.
21. On igh cf. G. Quell, "dpoptdvo," TDNT 1,274f .', -+i\W iag'n.

22.Foradiscussionof thecensus,cf.w.Rudolph,chronikbiicher.HATXXl(1955). 143f.

23. -+ llD tab, Y,309f.
24. Cf. N. Lohfink. Kohelet. NEB (1980)' 24.

2s. -+\)n hil, r\,411-13.

L.
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time ofEcclesiastes, he is able to contrast the stupid and uneducated (10:6, sef;el, refer-
ring the abstract through the concrete) with the rich ('ditr).26 These texts do not support
the assertion that the root stl here and in the other passages in Ecclesiastes refers to av-
arice and a striving for power.27

A lack of wisdom in the sense of a knowledge of life characterizes the sef;dlim
(apaideutoi) in Sir. 5l:23, whom the wisdom teacher advises to attend the house of in-
struction.

IV. Qumran. The Qumran literature once attests the noun si&/rit (leS 7:14): "who-
ever has guffawed foolishly shall do penance for thirty days." The noun (Aram.) skl,
"fool," occurs in I lQtgJob 5:2.

Fleischer

26. See Lohfink, Kohelet, T5; M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Background of eoheleth," Blbl
47 (1966) 278; -+ 1!)9 'aiar.

27 . Contra Mandry, 83f.

Il\Q ,aun; nle sailah;;rq,1e s"nha

contents: I. Etymology. II. or Usage: l Denial of Forgiveness; 2. Granting of Forgiveness;
3. Yahweh's Willingness to Forgive; 4. Plea for Forgiveness. III. Sirach and eumran. IV. LXX.

salah. S. Brihmer, Heimkehr und neuer Bund. CTA 5 (1976), 74-79;R. Bultmann, ,.d0iqUr,',

TDNT l, 509-12: D. Daube, Sin, Igrutrance and Forg,iveness in the Bible (London, 1960);
w. Eichrodt, "Sin and Forgiveness," Theobgy of the oT 2 vols. (Eng. trans., philadelphia, 196 I -
67),11,380-495; C. Gcibel, "'Denn bei dir ist die Vergebung' - sil1im AI," ThV 8 (1977) 2l-33;
A. H. J. Gunneweg, "Schuld ohne Vergebung?" EvT 36 (1976) 2-14; G. F. Hasel, ,.Health and
Healing in the Ol" AUSS 2l (1983) 191-202; S. Herner, Siihne und Vergebung in Israel (Ltnd,
1942); B. Janowski, siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982); B. Kedar, Biblische
Semantik (Stuttgart, l98l), 107f.; J. Kciberle, Siinde und Gnade im religirisen Leben des Volkes
Israel bis auf christum (Munich, 1905); L. Krihler, or rheology (Eng. trans., philadelphia,
1957), 21'7t.; K. Koch, "Siihne und Stindenvergebung um die Wende von der exilischen zur
nachexilischen zeit," EvT26 (1966) 217-39; c. Levin, Die verheissung des neuen Bundes in
ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRLANT 137 ( 1985); M. McKeating,
"Divine Forgiveness in the Psalms," s"/r l8 (1965) 69-83; K. D. Sakenl'eld, "The problem of Dl-
vine Forgiveness in Numbers 14," cBQ37 (1975) 317-30; A. Schenker, versdhnung und siihne.
BibB 15 (1981); J. J. Stamm, Erldsen und vergeben im AT (Bern, 1940); idem, "nlD .r/ft to for-
give," TLor, 11,797-803; C.-H. Sung, "siindenvergebung Jesu bei den synoptikern und seine
voraussetzungen im Ar und friihen Judentum" (diss., Ttibingen, 1984); w rhiel, Die
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I. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root s/lz occurs in Arabic as s/! in the sense of
"strip off," in Syrian Arabic in the meaning "impose a ransom," and in Middle Hebrew,

Jewish Aramaic, and Samaritan as "pardon." Akk. saldbu(m) probably represents the

original, concrete meaning of the verb: "asperse, sprinkle," mentioning water and oil

as well as urine and tears as the means of aspersion.l Objects can also include cultic

utensils. Differently than in Hebrew, the root s/i is used in Akkadian especially in non-

religious contexts.2

Ugarit attests the expression slfu npi within a ritual text in which J. Gray finds evi-

dence of "the Canaanite counterpart to the Hebrew Day of Atonement," and accord-

ingly translates "forgiveness of the soul."3 The uncertain context, however, precludes

any unequivocal understanding of this expression.a Thus both C. H. Gordon, who re-

fers to the Akkadian, and Gray, who refers to Arab. s/!, suggest other translation possi-

bilities with "asperse, sprinkle" or "unclothe," "come to an end."s

The root ztl1, probably deriving also from .s//r, similarly occurs in the sense of "as-

perse, sprinkle," in Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic, as well as

in Ethiopic as zalha with the meaning "draw [e.g., water; haurire, exhaurirel."6

II. OT Usage. In the OT the root s/& occurs with the meaning "forgiveness of sin"

(often in connection with -+ 9l?D p,i'and -+ Npn /z/) 46 times as a verb, 33 of those in

the qal and l3 in the niphal, once as the verbal adj. salldh (Ps. 86:5), and 3 times as the

sttbst. seltfud (Neh.9:17; Ps. 130:4; Dnl.9:9). Almost all these occulrences can be

dated to the exilic-postexilic period. It is striking that there is no evidence of secular

use. Rather, the one who grants s//r is consistently Yahweh, and sll.t is not used in refer-

ence to forgiveness among human beings. The evidence for this root can be summa-

rized according to the following main areas of use: denial of forgiveness, granting of
forgiveness, Yahweh's willingness to forgive, plea for forgiveness.

l. Denial of Forgiveness. The root slh is used only rarely within the OT in connec-

tion with the denial of forgiveness (Dt. 29: l9[Eng. v. 20]; 2K.24:4;Jer.5:7;Lam.3:42

- all [early] exilic texts). Dt.29:19(20), which like Dt. 29 as a whole derives from a

context of "early theological examination of Israel's guilt in colrespondence with

deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),26; H. Thyen, Studien

lur Si)ndenvergebung. FRI,ANT 96 (1970); F. E. Wilms, "Du bist ein Gott voller Vergebung

(Neh9,l7): GeiankeniiberSiihneundVersdhnungimAT," LebZeug 30(1975)5-21;forfurther
bibliog. see TWNT, X/2,996-97;, -+ -tD) kipper.

l. AHw,II, 1013.
2. For specifics see Stamm, Erliisen und Vergeben, 57f .

3. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan. SVI 5 121965), 193; see KTU, 1.46' Cf' C' H' Gordon,

Ltgaritic Literature. SP/B 98 (1949), ll3.
4. Cf. M. Dahood, Psalms 51-100. AB 17 (1968)'293.
5. Gordon, IlT, no. 1757; Gray, "Social Aspects of Canaanite Religion," Congress Volume,

Geneva 1965. SVT 15 (1966), l9l. Cf. Stamm, TLOT 11,79'7-98; concerning the name yslh oc-

curring in the Elephantine papyri, see ibid.,798.
6. LexLingAeth,1034.

L-
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Yahweh's pardonins."T rejects fbrgiveness (as does also Jer.5:7) whenever the guilt
c()llsists in having tbllowed foreign gocls. Similarly. neither does Lam. 3:42 counte-
nance tirrgiveness. since the people have tallen away fiom Yahweh. According to 2 K.
24:4. Yahweh denies forgiveness because the blood of innocent people has been shed
thrcrugh Mauasseh. Both Dt. 29:19Q0) and 2 K. 24:4 notonly confirm that fbrgiveness
is ncrt granted but also ernphasize that Yahweh does not have the will to .l//z (16'+'abd).

2. Grunring of' F'orgivene.s^s. The granting of forgiveness is found especially in cultic
texts. One such lbcal point includes the prescriptions for sin and guilt offbrings in Lev.
4 and 5 (4:20.26.31.-35; .s:10,13.16.1u.2616:71). Excepr for 5:26(6:7). this always in-
volves the tbrgiveness of sins comrnitted inadvertently and unconsciously. of which
the culpable person becomes aware only later. Lev. 4:20 assures the f<lrgiveness of the
entire congregation cll'Israel fbr some indeterminate guilt fbllowing a completecl sacri-
l'icial rite, while the tirllowing passages involve individuals. Lev.4:26 grants ^r/fi to the
prince lirr unconscious transgrcssion against a commandment of Yahweh, and vv.
31,3-5 ret'er to an undetermined rnernher of the people. again in view of a transgression
against a divine commandr.rrent not qualit'ied more specifically.

Lcv. -5: lfl'. regulates the possibility of atonement fbr an error consisting in one of the
people failing to report an overheard curse, touching something unclean, or uttering a
rash oath. V. l6 assures lbrgiveness. tollowing the appropriate atonement rite, to the
person who inadvertently transgresses regarding ob.lects consecrated to Yahweh, and
v. l8 once more addresses in a general fashion the question offbrgiveness for the per-
son who has inadvertently transgressed against one ol'Yahweh's comntandments. Ac-
cording to vv.20-26(6:l-7). fbrgiveness is also possible ftrr the person who trans-
gresses with regard to another's property. providing the corresponding atonement rite
is carried out by the priest. Lev. l9:2tJ-22 regulates the case of a man who lies with a
f'emale slave who has not yet been fieed. He, too, is forgiven following the perfbr-
mancc ol'the at()nemenl rile.

Nu. l-5:22ff. oftbrs the possibility ot'lirrgiveness alter a corresponding rite if one o1'

the ofterings mentioned in vv. lfT. is inadvertently omitted. This forgiveness is granted
to the entire congregation as well as to the sojourner within it (vv. 25f.), though it also
applies to the individual who inadvertently sins (v. 28).8

The t'eature common to all these tcxts is that the requisite atonement rite is per-
fbrmecl by the priest, whereby the verb -+ '1D) kpr variously plays a role.e Each indi-
vidual case conclucles with the fbrnrula vt'ni.slah 16 or lohem. That is,.s//r is used in the
rriphal. so that no direcl subject is specitied for the verb. Based on the use ofthis root
elsewhere. horvever, one may conclude that here, too. the subject ofthis torgiveness is
Yahweh. ln this connection the priest possibly functions to grant this fbrgiveness in the

7. Following L. Perliu. flurulestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969),23.
8. on the relationship betwen Nu. 1.5:22ff. and l-ev.4, cf. D. Kellermann, "Bemerkungen

zunr Slindopf'ersesetz in Num 15.22fT.." W)rt und Geschit:hte. FS K. Elliger. AOAT 18 (1973),
l()7- 13.

9. Cf. Janowski.
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form of a declarative formula, though this formula cannot be directly reconstructed

here. The formula actually occurring in the individual passages does not itself exhibit

any declarative features. lo

Nu. 30:6,9, l3(5,8,12), the only passages representing "casuistically formulated sa-

cral law,"ll also point in a direction similar to that of the previous texts. Each involves

a woman's failure to keep a vow.l2 In contradistinction to the previous passages, how-

ever, this vow is consciously broken. Yahweh will, however, yet grant tbrgiveness if
the reason was actually her father's opposition (v. 6t5l) or her husband's objection
(v. gl$l), or if the latter nullifies the vow (v. 13[12]). Hence in the final analysis the

woman's guilt does ultimately become unintentional. An atonement rite is not required

in these cases.

Apart from these passages within the context of the Priestly source, such granting of
forgiveness is found in a higher concentration in the book of Jeremiah (Jer. 5:l;31:34;
33:8; 36:3;50:20). These passages focus on the people itself, with the exception of Jer.

33:8, though even there a collective is again addressed, namely, Jerusalem. A recollec-

tion of Gen. 18:22ff. is found in Jer.5:1, probably an authentic Jeremianic verse ac-

cording to which Yahweh is prepared to forgive ('eslah) the community/Judah if a per-

son can be found who does justice.l3 Hence one discerns a fundamental willingness on

Yahweh's part to grant forgiveness, even though the possibility of its realization is not

necessarily given (v. 7). On the basis of the experience of the exile, the Deuter-

onomistic text Jer. 3l:3lff. presents forgiveness as the basis of the new relationship

with God.la When Yahweh makes the new covenant with Israel, knowledge of Yahweh

will stand in the fbreground because he will forgive their guilt and no longer remember

their sins ('eslah lalw,Andm filehatta'1am ld' 'ezkor-'6/). As a result of this forgiveness,

then, the guilt now separating the people from Yahweh no Ionger plays a role; rather, a

neu, relationship is possible without any consideration of guilt.
A similar promise of forgiveness is found in the post-Deuteronomistic chapter Jer.

33.1s Yahweh will turn the fate of lsrael and Judah, cleanse them of their guilt, and for-

give their stn (wesalahti 33:8). "The forgiveness of guilt is the presupposition for the

granting of salvation."l6 Yet another Deuteronomistic passage, Jer.363, expresses the

hope that Judah will turn fiom its evil path so that Yahweh can forgive it (wesalahti).

Jer. 50:20 picks up 3l:31-34 with the assurance that after the fall of Babylon, the iniq-

uity of Israel and Judah will be sought in vain, because Yahweh will forgive ('eslah)

those whom he leaves as a remnant. That is, forgiveness is understood here clearly in

the sense of an extinguishing or elimination of guilt, so that "Israel's future would be

10. Cf. Gttbel, 24, however, who postulates a declarative formula here as well as a connection

with the notion of ex opere operato.
11. Gobel. 24.
12. + ''ll) nadar (lX, 242-55).
13. W. Thiel. Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25. WMANT 4l (1973),120.

14. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645, 26; Bohmer, 74ff.
15. Thiel, Jeremia 2645, 37.
16. J. Schreiner, Jeremia II, 25,15-52,34. NEB 9 (1984), 197.

26t
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one of perfect harmony with God, when never again would rebellion and sin separate
her from him."l7

According to Nu. 14:20, forgiveness does not preclude punishment. As a result of
Moses' intercession, Yahweh will indeed forgive the people for their apostasy but will
not suspend punishment (vv. 2lff.), though the text does not indicate wherein this for-
giveness will become visible. This is not the case in the Chronicler's version of
Yahweh's response to the temple consecration under Solomon (2 Ch. 7:12ff.), in which
forgiveness is granted underthe condition of repentance (v. 14- with no parallel in
I K. 9:2-9). After they turn from their evil ways, Yahweh will forgive the people
('eslah) and heal their land. According to this view, forgiveness manifests itself in con-
crete acts, in this case in the reestablishment of the previously devastated land.

3. Yahweh's Willingness to Forgive. Yahweh's willingness to forgive is more prominent
in prayer texts. Hence in his great petitionary prayer (Neh. 9), Nehemiah recalls the experi-
ence of Yahweh in history and reminds Yahweh (v. l7) how despite constant apostasy he
did not completely give up on Israel: "For you are a God of forgiveness" (vf 'atti 'ebah

seltft61). The term selil.t6l represents the sum of all these positive experiences. "Thus it re-
fers to Yahweh's ever renewed love for his people 

- 
grounded in his innermost being."l8

The prayer in Dnl. 9 similarly recalls Yahweh's forgiveness, again with the pl. subst. seltfu61

in v. 9. Yahweh's forgiveness is contrasted with the people's apostasy, and then v. 19 refers
once again, through itspleaseldhd, to Yahweh's willingness to forgive. Here, too, reference
to s/fr is associated with suspension of guilt and the resulting distress.

While Ps.25:11 implores forgiveness,86:5; 103:3; and 130:4 focus more on ad-
dressing forgiveness as a characteristic feature of Yahweh. Although Ps. 86 (like Neh.
9 and Dnl. 9) is also ultimately concerned with an improvement in the present circum-
stances of the petitioner (or of the people in Neh. 9 and Dnl. 9), there is no direct plea
for forgiveness. Rather, Yahweh is again reminded that he is a good and forgiving
(salldh) God. The grammatical construction of the qatal verbal adjective, a form oc-
curring only in this passage, underscores "that here a divine attribute is being de-
scribed, not merely a mode of action."le The enduring aspect of this forgiving element
in God's personality is being emphasized.

Among those particular beneficent deeds for which Yahweh is to be extolled, the
hymn Ps. 103 also mentions his forgiveness of sins. Within the framework of hymnic
participial style, s/ft occurs as the ptcp. hassoldah next to the ptcp. hdrdpd'. Forgive-
ness and healing are juxtaposed in parallelismus membrorum slch that forgiveness
must be interpreted in the sense ofhealing.2o So again, forgiveness expresses itselfin a

concrete event of change toward a positive future.2l

17. E. W. Nicholson, The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah Chapters l-25. CBC (1973),209.
18. Ciibel. 25.
19. Kedar, 107f.
20. Cf. in this connection also N. Lohfink, "Ich bin Jahwe, dein Arzt (Ex. 15,26)," Ich will

euer Gott werden: Beispiele biblischen Redens von Gott. SAS 100 (1981), 11-73.
21. On the interconnection between forgiveness and healing, cf. also Hasel,201.
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In Ps. 130:4, within a lament, this recollection of Yahweh's forgiveness manifests it-

self in a fashion similar to that in Ps. 86. Atthough the petitioner knows that everyone is

inadequate befbre God in view of human guilt, he also knows of the forgiveness (selihd)

that is inherent in God ('immekd) and leads to the fear of God. This makes clear that se lthd

is not an entity to which one has a claim but rather a gift from God's free will.
Apart from prayer texts, such reference to Yahweh's willingness to forgive is also

fbund in lsa. 55:7, where again, forgiveness is associated with repentance. The call to

repentance and the hope in Yahweh's compassion are grounded in Yahweh's abundant

forgiveness (k?-yarbeh Lisl6ab. As in Jer. 3l :31ff., this involves an association of for-

giveness and a new covenant (according to Isa. 55:3 as bertl'6lam), with Isa. 55 think-

ing of the Daviilic covenant, and Jer. 31 of a heightened Sinai covenant. After the expe-

riences of the exile as punishment, however, this sort of new relationship with God is

conceivable only if Yahweh first forgives the people's apostasy.

4. Pleafor Forgiveness. One further area in which s/h is used is actually a continua-

tion of the previous one, though with a direct plea for forgiveness. According to Ex.

34:9, after receiving the two tablets of the law Moses asks Yahweh to forgive

(wesalahtd) the people's guilt and to make the people his own possession. This pas-

sage, whose literary-critical elements cannot be clearly classified,z2 stands in the con-

text of covenant, as does Jer. 3 I :3 I ff. Here be ri1 and slh are associated such that it
seems as if .s/h represents the prolepsis for beri1, Nu. 14:19 similarly contains a plea

Moses issues for forgiveness of the people in view of their lack of trust during the wil-
derness wanderings. Yahweh is petitioned to forgive (selah-nd'), just as he has already

forgiven since Egypt (here together with -+ XWI naSa1. Yahweh hears and answers

this petition (v. 20). The prophetic intercession as well as the assurance of its fulfill-
ment stands within the framework of a Deuteronomistic insertion whose plea for for-

giveness and thus for sparing the people draws attention to God's honor, which should

be preserved (vv. 15f.).23 The basis rendering such forgiveness possible is the divine

hesej (vv. 18f.; cf. Ex. 34:6f.). The actualization of this forgiveness is not viewed in

any suspension of specific punishments, but rather primarily in the preservation of the

relationship between Yahweh and his people.2a

Similarly, Amos's intercession and plea for forgiveness in view of his vision of the

locust attack (Arn. 7: l-3, selah-na') are granted. The immediate context, to be sure,

does not mention guilt as such, prompting C. Gtibel to conclude that slh here is not be-

ing applied to sin.2s But the broader context of the book of Amos suggests that the at-

tack of locusts in this vision is to be understood as anticipated punishment for guilt,

guilt for whose fbrgiveness Amos now petitions and is grantedl as a result of Yahweh's

own words, this swarm of locusts. which exists only in the vision, does not become a

22. According to M. Noth, Exodus. oTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 260f., the passage is secondary;

according to B. Baentsch, Exodus, Leviticus, Numeri. HKATll2 (1903),282, it is part of R:".

23. Thiel. Jeremia 2645,26; Gtjbel, 23.

24. Cf. Sakenfeld,321.
25. Pp. 2tf.
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reality. On the basis of the energetic hdl in Am.7:5, G. Bartczek concludes that Amos's
plea in 7:2 comes "extremely close to being a demand for one's right to forgiveness."26
Although the amplification na'does indeed lend emphasis to the prophet's plea, an ac-
tual demand for forgiveness can be derived neither from this element nor tiom the hdl
in the following vision.

The petitioner in Ps. 25 appeals to Yahweh's name and thus to his honor when he
asks Yahweh to forgive his great guilt (v. I I ). L. Ruppert's analysis of the structure of
this psalm clearly demonstrates that v. I I constitutes the center ofthis prayer, and that
the forgiveness of sin thus becomes the content of the petitioner's hope.27 Although the
concrete actualization of this forgiveness is not specified more clearly, it conceivably
consists in enabling the petitioner to walk in the ways of Yahweh (vv. 4,5,12).

The plea for forgiveness occurs with a certain concentration in the Deuteronomistic
section of Solomon's prayer at the temple dedication in I K. 8 (vv. 30,34,36,39,50)
with the parallels in 2 Ch. 6 (vv. 21,25,27 ,30,39).28 I K. 8:30 already petitions before-
hand for forgiveness (wesdlahtd) in consideration of those who will come to the temple
to entreat Yahweh in view of their own guilt. Yv. 34,36,39 then add the plea for for-
giveness 

- a plea similarly presented beforehand - to various possible concrete cases
of punishment resulting from incurred guilt (similarly wesalahta); in this context v. 39
also addresses the problem of the relationship between forgiveness and individual re-
quital,2e though without any resolution. v. 36aB is to be viewed as an addendum, since
the motive it presents for forgiveness disrupts the connection with v. 36b and also sub-
stantively does not fit the context.30 In view of the contemporary situation, vv. 46ff.
then address the possibility that the people sin against Yahweh and as punishment are
deported by foreigners. If in such a situation they yet turn back to Yahweh, the petition
asks that he might hear the supplication of the people and forgive them (wesalahta,
v. 50). The function of these frequent proleptic references to forgiveness is probably
the opening up of a positive future in view of the people's own distressful and guilt-
ridden past.3l

At the conclusion of this discussion of individual passages is a text distinguishing
itself from all others insofar as it asks for the forgiveness of a non-Israelite. According
to 2 K. 5:18, the Syrian Naaman asks Yahweh - again, proleptically 

- for forgive-
ness (yislah YHWH) for a transgression that witl be repeated consistently when he re-
turns home, and even more, a transgression consisting of Naaman bowing before a for-
eign deity in the service of his master. G. Hentschel sees in this plea the addendum of a
postexilic redactor: "Naaman is wrestling now with a problem experienced by later
proselytes: How can the confession to monotheism be reconciled with the professional

26. Prophetie und Vermittlung. EH 23, Theologie 120 (1980), 129.
27. "Psalm 25 und die Grenze kultorientierter Psalmenexegese," ZAW 84 (1972) 576-82.
28. Cf. G. Braulik, "Spuren einer Neubearbeitung des dtr Geschichtswerkes in I K<,n 8,52-

53,59-60," Bibt s2 (1971) 20-33.
29. M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK DVI (1968), 186.
30. Ibid., 187.
3l . Cf. Gdbel , 23', and Braulik.
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obligations of a high state official?l'32 Although the granting of this petition does not
occur expressis verbis, a tentative assent can be gleaned indirectly from Elisha's an-
swer, so that not only the petition itself is unique within the OT but also the answer as

regards the worship of foreign deities.

III. Sirach and Qumran. The root s/y'r occurs 3 times in Sirach (5:5,6; I 6: I I ). Both
5:5 and 6 warn against the notion that forgiveness is possible without repentance or
that sin is automatically forgiven (selihd, v. 5; yslh, v. 6). In contrast, 16: I I speaks posi-
tively about forgiveness in the sense of a statement concerning Yahweh's attributes. He
has both compassion and anger, he pardons (wnwi') and forgives (wswlh), and he pours
out his anger upon evildoers. Here the problem offorgiveness and individual requital is
picked up once again. Sirach does not provide any more concrete notion of how for-
giveness manifests itself.

In the Qumran texts s/ft occurs both as a verb and as a substantive. The Temple
Scroll consistently attests verbal usage. In the extremely problematical text I I QT I 8:8,
one should probably reconstruct wenislah in analogy to Lev. 23:14. llQT 26:10 attests
the niphal wenislah lehemd (cf. Lev. 4:20) in connection with the summary of the bibli-
cal texts concerning the theme of the day of reconciliation. Both l lQT 53:21 and 54;3
refer back to Nu. 30 regarding the problem of a woman's oath that lacks the consent of
her father or husband. Here the Temple Scroll replacgs yislah with Yahweh as the sub-
ject (the form found in the biblical passage) with a Yahweh discourse in the lst person
singular. Apart from the Temple Scroll, the root is used verbally also in IQS 2:8
(yislah) and IQH 14:24 (hassdldah). The remaining passages attesr the no:un selthd
(1QS2:15; lQH5:2;6:9;7:18,30,35;9:13,34;lO:21;11:9,31:CD2:4).Thedesirefor
a denial of forgiveness for apostates is taken as a theme in IQS 2:8(14),15, and perhaps
also in the unclear text of IQH 7:18.

Such references to forgiveness, however, find their center of gravity in the hymnic
texts, where it represents one of the factors prompting the praise of Yahweh, occurring
also in connection with references to hesei and rahamtm. It is striking that except for
IQS 2:14; IQH 6:9; 7:18, the noun is always used in the plural, thus lending an ele-
ment of amplification to the statement.

IV. LXX. The variety of aspects encountered in the use of the root sllr is especially
evident in the renderings of the LXX. A great many translation possibilities are em-
ployed, among which especially aphi/nai, exildskesthai, and htleds e{nai with their de-
rivative forms should be mentioned.

Hausmann

L-.

32.2 Kdnige. NEB (1985), 24.Cf.Levin,134n.2
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Distribution in the OT. lll. LXX. N. Meaning and Theological

Use: 1. The Verb; 2. Nouns. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root sll (with its Sam. variant .swl) is attested primarily only in

Hebrew. It occurs l2 times as a verb (qal 10 times; pilpel in Prov. 4:8; hithpolel in Ex.

9:17 lcf . Sir. 40:281), with all these passages sharing the common semantic component

of "lift up high, pile up," understood either concretely or in the figurative sense: "hold

up" in the sense of "praise," "honor," reflexively as "behave haughtily/insolently." The

semantic evidence in Post-Biblical Hebrew accords with these findings: 'Jump, rise

up," and in the pilel/polel "engage in lewd behavior";l and the meaning of the deverbal

nouns soleld, "siege ramp" (11 occurrences), mesilh, "road, highway" (27 times),2 and

mashl, "road, highway" (once) in the sense of "banked highway." It is still disputed

whether sullam, "stepped ramp, staircase" (Gen. 28:12), is to be ascribed to the root in

question.3 Only m,silld/mashl is also attested in other Semitic languages: so perhaps

A1y;1.. muitalu, "a temple or palace gate with freestanding staircase in Assyria,"a and

lJgar. msl in the combin ation mslmt as the name of a mythical mountain;5 Moab. hmsLt,

"the road, highway";e and in South Semitic, Tigre salal, "mule track"; Amhar' masalal,

"ladder."7

II. Distribution in the OT. The distribution of the verb is not particularly signifi-

cant. The word already occurs quite early in Hebrew poetry (Ps. 68:5[Eng. v. 4]), then

extends through J (Ex. 9:17), the proverbial literature of the monarchy (Prov.4:8;

15:19) and Jeremiah (18:15; 50:26), postexilic Trito-Isaiah (lsa.5'7:14 62:10), to the

late postexilic poetry of Job (19:12;30:12).ln the meaning "bank up (a road)" it se-

.sdlaL. l. Eph'al, "The Assyrian Siege Ramp at Lachish: Military and Lexical Aspects," Zel

Aviv ll (1984) 60-70; A. Schulten, "Masada: Die Burg des Herodes und die romischen Lager,"

ZDPV 56 ( 1933) 1 - 1 85; H. Strobel, "Das romische Belagerungswerk um Machiirus," ZDPV 90

(1974) 128-84; R. de Vaux, Artclsr 236-38; H. Weippert, "Be1agerung," BRLz,37-41; Y. Yadin'

The Art of Warfure in Biblical Lands in the Light of Arc'haeological Study, 2 vols. (Eng. trans.,

New York, 1963); idem, Masada: Herod's Fortress and the Zealots'Last Stand (Eng. trans.,

New York, 1966).

l. ANH, 291; WTM,III, 532f.
2. -+ '1ll dereft (derekh), lll,278t.
3. On this discussion cf. HAL, 1I,757; W. Baumgartner, "Das semitische Wort fiir'Leiter,

Treppe,"' TZ7 (1951) 465ff .

4. AHw,II, 684; CAD, X12,277.
5. KTU, 1.10, III 28;WllS, no. 1612; cf. M. Dietrich etal.,"zur ugaritischen Lexikographie

(VII)," Uf 5 (1973) 84f .; UT, no. 1761, associates this with Heb. sullam.

6. KAI, 18l26.
7. WbTigr 167; Leslau, Contibutions, 37.
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mantically resembles -+ ;'l:D pan6, "clear (a way)" (cf. Isa. 40:1; par. with sc-la/ in Isa.
51:14), and is specified more closely through siqqdl min, "clear of stones" (Isa. 62:10).
Objects include paronomastic mesilld (Isa. 62:10), dereft,'orah, and'orh6, and figura-
tively also wisdom. The term sdleld, like ddydq,s represents a term used primarily for
describing military events (2 S. 20:15; 2K.19:32; par.Isa. 37:33), whence primarily it
found its way into the prophetic portrayal of judgment in connection with the conquest
of a city (3 occurrences in Jeremiah;4 inBzekiel; once in Daniel). It occurs 9 times in
the singular, primarily as the object of -r ''lDlll idpaft (cf . Neo-Assyr. eprt iapaku,
translated literally in Hab. 1:10);e a different situation obtains regarding ddydq, which
occurs only as the object of nalan or banA.

III. LXX. The LXX obviously experienced problems with this verb. It renders the
concrete meaning with hodopoietn (lsa.62:10; Job 30:12; Ps. 68:5[a]) and tibein
(Prov. 15:19), and the figurative meaning with pericharakortn (Prov. 4:8), empoiein
(Ex. 9:17), and epaitetn (Sir. 40:28). In other instances it relies on paraphrases. It ren-
ders mesilld as hod6s (12 times), tribos (9 times), and aruibqsis (4 times). The under-
standing of sdle16 is again more varied: chdrax (4 times), prdschoma (3 times; cf. the
differing translations in Isa. 37:33 par. 2 K. 19:32), charakobolia, and 6chlos (once
each), paraphrased in Jer. 6;6 (dfnamis), and obviously mistaken in a technical military
sense in Dnl. ll:15 (d6ru). The LXX does not seem to have had a clear understanding
of sdleld. According to 2 S. 20: 15, the reference is clearly to apr1schomareachingto
the city wall (a siege ramp), while according to Ezk. 26:8 it understands ir as a
circumvallatio (lqklQ cfuiraka). Similarly, the LXX is somewhat uncertain concerning
cfuirax (cf. Ezk. 2l:27). Finally, in Isa. 35:8 it (like lQlsaa with mswll) no longer un-
derstands the hapax legomenon maslfrl, misreading it instead from thwrtU or brwr
(BHS) (ct. the similar misreading of the verb in Isa. 57:14).

IV. Meaning and Theological Use.
l. The Verb. The verb might already be used in the figurative sense in its earliest oc-

currence. In the hymnic introit Ps. 68:5(4) (ancient Israelite Tabor tradition)ll we f'nd
the exhortation to sing to God (itrfr) arrd to praise his name (zammerfr) parallel with the
imperative: s6ilA hrdftd! bdard!61, which in this context can hardly be interpreted dif-
ferently than "exult to him who rides upon the clouds." A literal rendering (as in the
LXX: hodopoiein) is not indicated by the parallels. One might, however, take note of
M. Weippert's reference to Akk. suilA, "invoke" (an Akkadian loanword?).tz ,n" r""-
ond passage using s// figuratively, Prov. 4:8, is probably to be dated to the late monar-
chy: "Prize her [Wisdom] highly (s// pilpel), and she will exalt yol (rwm pilpel); she
will honor yolu (kibbeQ if you embrace her." The chiastic structure of the verse places

8. Cf. HAL, t,220f.
9. CAD, Y 187; concerning this usage, see further Eph'al, 64.
10. H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BK X/3 (1982), in loc.
11. H.-J. Kraus, Psalns 6U150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),50-51.
12. AHw,II, 1056; CAD, XV,366ff .
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s/l pilpel and hbq piel, "embrace," in correlation. O. Pldger suggests that the choice of
the latter term was prompted by similarities of sound.13 Since v. 8a does not pay atten-

tion to this, however, it seems more as if a language with rare terminology was chosen

for a hieratic characterization of wisdom discourse. The only protocanonical occur-

rence of the hithpolel ,8x.9:ll (J), turns the figurative meaning into the reflexive in

the sense of "holding oneself high, playing oneself up." C. F. Keil's suggestion is in-

structive, according to which Moses' threat to Pharaoh preserves the fundamental

meaning of sll, namely, "stack, gather oneself up = resist": "if you continue to play

yourselfup as the great Lord over my people"; this suggestion has not, however, every-

where been accepted. Sir. 40:28 also points in this direction: "My son, do not lead the

life of a beggar; it is better to die than to be importunate (s//,)" (EU).

All the remaining occurrences stay with the literal meaning, "to bank up (a road)."

Prov. I 5: 19 compares the way of a sluggard with a path overgrown with thorns, while

the path of the upright is level (pass. ptcp.). Sir.39:24 picks up the same notion; the

ways of God are straight (tmym) for the upright, and commensurately constructed

(ystwllw) for the wicked. As indicated by the LXX (prosk6mmata), anegative qualifi-

cation is associated here with s/l hithpael. Since this cannot otherwise be seen in the

passages attesting the literal usage,14 one can observe here in late Hebrew the negative

qualification of a retrospective association of the figurative meaning (cf. Ex. 9: 1 7) with

the literal meaning.
In an invective against godforsaken Israel, Jeremiah proclaims that Yahweh causes

them to stumble in their ways, the well-worn roads, so that they must proceed on an

"unprepared way" (dereft 16' selfrld), an allusion to the procession of exiles not immedi-

ately clear from the context (Jer. 18: l5). Here, however, a specific terminology is fixed

that in the Isaiah tradition first is reversed and made into a designation for the home-

coming of the exiles (Isa. 40:3f., -+ i'llD pdnd lderek), and then - with terminological

differentiation - becomes a designation for the preparation of the future way of salva-

tion (with s// in Isa. 57:14;62:10).ts
In what is certainly a post-Jeremianic invective against Babylon (Jer. 50:26), we en-

counter a unique employment of s// in the sense of a piling up of grain for the purpose

of incineration. Not until the late postexilic poetry of Job is s// used in its original basic

meaning. Job laments that his oppressors cast up paths (i.e., in the metaphor of military

rhreat: siege ramps) against him (Job 19 12',30:12).In and of itself, this imagery al-

ready evokes the terror of imminent siege, and is amplified even further here through

the fact that God himself is Job's oppressor'

2. Nouns. The paradigmatic banked entity indicated through s// is the damlike

mesilld,t6 and in the military sphere the soFlA, a siege ramp that is banked up against a

city wall for bringing forward siege engines and battering rams. The locus classicus fot

13. Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 45.

14. See discussion below.
15. Cf. C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL(Eng. trans. 1969), in loc.; and IV.2 below.

16. -+ "l''11 derek @erekh) (111,270-93).
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a siege with a ,soleld "reaching to the ramparts" ('amaj bahcl) is the account of Joab's
siege of Abel-beth-maacah (2 S. 20:14f.).tz According to this account, the city is her-
metically sealed ofT during the siege (perhaps by means of palisades; cf. the siege of
Megiddo by Thutmose III;.ts g"o. dayeqrefers to this kind of encirclement(cf. saQt!,
2K.25:l , et passim), though without any more specitic description.le During the Ro-
man period,2O such enclosure by ramparts becomes customary; compare the 2 km. (1 .2
mi.) circumvalLatio before Machaerus and the 4.5 km. (2.8 mi.) circumva.llatio around
Masada.2r The actual siege itself is prepared by banking up a soleld and by undermin-
ing the city wall, a technique also associated with Sennacherib inl0l.22 For reasons of
stability such a siege ramp consisred of banked up (ipk) srones wirh abullt-in (bnh)
wooden framework.23

In addition to Masada, Sennacherib's Assyrian city ramp in Lachish has generated
special archaeological interest. A surprising revelation, however, has been the recently
discovered counterramp on the city side of the wall,2a apparently serving to strengthen
the city wall and to facilitate bringing forward a larger number of defenders at the mo-
ment of assault. Since the construction of such a counterramp involved creating
breaches in the existing structure as well as tearing down houses for flll material, the
existence of such counterramps throws new light on several biblical passages.

In an invective, Jer. 6:6 demands the felling of trees and the casting up of a soleld
against Jerusalem, since nothing but oppression is fbund there. This summons contra-
dicts the stipulation in Dt. 20:19f., according to which the besiegers are to protect the
trees around a besieged city.2s The prophet's own utterly realistic observations provide
the background to the statements in Jer.32:24 and 33:4. Since the Iatter passage must
be referring quite precisely to the construction of a counterramp, it can be dated reli-
ably to the siege of Jerusalem itself immediately after the beginning of the construction
of the Babylonian siege ramp.

Ezk.4:2;17:17; and2l:27(22) are also alluding to Nebuchadnezzar's siege of Jeru-
salem, with the prophet giving a precise account of the military-tactical elements: siege
(mds6r), enclosing siege wall (dayeQ, siege ramp (sdFh), troop camps out front
(mahandfi, siege rams (kdrtm). In the invective against Tyre, the prophet seems in 26:8
to be describing proleptically the spectacular siege and assault of this island tbrtress by
Alexander the Great. A siege wall (dayefl cuts off any land access. Then a 600-m.
(1,970-ft.) siege ramp is built, a shield mantelet is erected (.sinnA),20 a siege ram (meht
qabal) set up, and iron jimmies or axes (ltaraQfu) applied to the towers. Since the vo-

17. On siege terminology -+ i1111 hand, V 8-9; -+ ''l'lX swr.. lrllD mas6r.
18. TGr /r95O), t9-21.
19. HAL, t,220t.
20. Ct. KAI,202A:10, which may already attest a circumvallatio for the 8th century
21. On Machaerus see Strobel; on Masada see Yadin, Weippert, et al.
22. Weippert, BRU,39.
23. Cf. Yadin, Masada; Eph'al, 65.
24. Personal communication from H. and M. Weippert; cf. Eph'al, 67ff.
25. For further discussion, cf. Eph'al, 65.
26. -+ flD magen (Ylll,74-87).

\-
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cabulary of this particular passage varies considerably from that of Ezekiel's other

siege accounts (cf. also Isa.37:33; 2K. 19.32), we are probably colrect in assuming

the presence of a later redactor here.z1

The text of Isa. 35:8 is overloaded. Precisely the term maslfrl, which later was no

longer understood (cf. lQlsaa mswll), prompted more specific explanations. This

salvific promise (probably secondary) combines the motif of 40:3 with the continua-

tion of 5':-:14 and 62:10,28 and develops this further in the sense of a universal cosmic

peace. This banked highway, a way, a holy way, is intended solely for those returning

home; unclean persons and wild animals are kept away from it (35:9f.). The assump-

tion of this sort of motif combination spares us any uncertain text-critical procedures.

V. Qumran. The root occurs only 5 times in the writings of Qumran, with only I of
these involving the verb: 4Q177 (4QCatenaa) frs. l-4, 10 in an uncertain context, per-

haps with the meaning "be elevated." The term mesilld occurs 4 times (lQS 8:14 in the

basic citation from Isa. 40:3. 4Q185 frs. 1-2, 2:2 and4Q5ll (4QShirb) fr. 2, l:6 seem

to be alluding to this founding document of the Qumran-Essene movement. The occur-

rence in 2Q23 6:2 is comrPt. 
Fabry

27. Cf . W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983)' 33f.

28. Cf. IV.l above.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: l. Geographical Meaning; 2. Figurative Meaning. III. LXX.

IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The noun sela', "rock, rocks/boulders (collective)," occurs also

Samaritan (sila), Jewish Aramaic (sal'd), syriac (so/el'd), and Ethiopic (;ala').

sela'. F. M. Abel, Gdographie de la Palestine 1-11 (Paris, 1933/38); C. M. Bennett, "Fouilles

d'Umm el-Biy edja," RB 73 (1966) 372-403; G. Bertram, "Der Sprachschatz der Septuaginta und der

des hebriiischen Nl," ZAW 57 (1939) 85-101; O. Cullmann, "trtrpg'," TDNTYl,95-99; H' Donner,

"Der Felsen und der Tempel," ZDPV 93 (1977) l-ll; D. Eichhom, Gott als Fels, Burg und

ZuJlucht. EH 23/4 (1972); t<. nUige., "Sela," BHHW,III (1966), 1761; M. Lindner, ed', Petra und

dis Kdnigreich der Nabatder (Munich, 41983); H. Schmidt, Der heilige Fels in Jerusalem

(Tiibingen, 1933); A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Tbrminologie im Hebriiischen des AT

iI-"iOer', 1954); J. Simons, GTTOT;I. Vogt, "Vom Tempel zum Felsendom," Bibl55 (1974)23'64.

in
In
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Arabic the root s/' appears in the verb sali'a l, "crack, become cracked," VII, "split,
burst," and in the noun sal, "cleft, fissure."l In ugaritic the root s/'occurs in the place-
names sila and silhana, and in the PNs si/'anu and sl'y/n.z

In Middle Hebrew, s/'means "rock, stone," though also "weight stone" (Biblical
Heb. 'e!en, Dt. 25:13), "weight" (frequently made of stones), and "selah" as the name
of a coin valued at the biblical shekel.: As a coin designation, "selah" also occurs in
Aramaic, Nabatean, and Palmyrene.a

II. OT. The noun sela'occurs 63 times in the OT, is semantically related to the more
frequently used noun -+'1l3 sfir and is used with both geographical and metaphorical
meaning.

l. Geographical Meaning. a. Geological Forms. Crags and rock crevices offer vari-
ous animals both habitat and hiding places. Thus the high mountains with their crags
belong to the mountain goat (Job 39: l), while the rock crevices offer both a home (ps.
I 04: I 8) and refuge (Prov. 30:26) to the rock badger. The dove nests on steep rock walls
(Cant.2:14), though above all this is true of the eagle, which dwells on the crags of the
mountains (Job 39:28). The habit of flies and bees in settling in the steep ravines of the
valleys and in the clefts of the rocks provides the image to which a prophetic oracle of
judgment alludes, asserting that on the day of eschatological reordering Yahweh will
whistle like a beekeeper to the flies at the mouth of the Nile in Egypt and to the bees in
Assyria (Isa. 7: l8f.). In its present form,s the saying envisions a mighty army occupy-
ing the entire country, even into its smallest hiding place; this army, like the eschato-
logical assault of the nations similarly called forth by Yahweh (cf. Ezk. 38-39: zech.
l2-l 4), threatens Jerusalem and Zion.

Rocks and crevices also serve as hiding places for people and things. In his judg-
ment upon fudah, Yahweh calls forth hunters with the task of pursuing the wicked into
their hiding places in the rock crevices, there to slay them like game (Jer. 16:16).
within the framework of an apparently only visionary symbolic act, the prophet Jere-
miah hides a belt, purchased at Yahweh's behest, in a cleft of a rock near the Euphrates,
where after many days it spoils (Jer. 13:4). This symbolic act alludes to the deportation
of the inhabitants of Judah to Babylonia, where the honor of this once proud people
vanishes.

This context probably also includes Ps. 141:6 
- whose textual peculiarities can

be understood only with difficulty - and its assertion that during persecution the
leaders of the righteous, their'Judges," had to withdraw from their enemies and hide
in rock caves. The expression the psalm uses here, one seemingly incomprehensible,
that the judges "had plunged freflexive niphal of irr?/, corresponding to the qal of

l. HAL, II, 758; Wehr, s.v.
2. PNU,185.
3. WTM, s.v.
4. WTM, s.v.; DNSI, II, 788.
5. For literary criticism of the passage cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. rrans., Minneapo-

lis, 1991), 321f.
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napalin the meaning 'flee, run away to'l into the rcckslbidA se,a'after a verb of
movement: into the rocksl," can be explained on the basis of the language used by

the psalm itself (cf. miSA pah in v. 9) and from the inclination of the inhabitants of
Israel to hide in rock caves in times of danger (cf. I S. 13:6;23:25, etc.). The whole

verse then reads: "And even if their judges have plunged into the rocks, they shall

hear that my words are beneficial (for them)." Those who are threatened shall ac-

cordingly hear that the petitioner has friendly words, wishes, and prayers for their

salvation and their deliverance.6
The court official Shebna, whom Isaiah views as an upstart, has a splendid tomb for

himself hewn out of the sela' (lsa.22:16). This refers not to a cave tomb but rather to a

block hewn out of the face of the rock into a shape similar to a house and containing a

grave chamber created through hollowing out.7

The sela' in the account of Gideon's call (Jgs. 6:20, an account later than the con-

text) appears as a sacrificial site; on this sela'bread and meat are consumed by a flame

springing up from the rock (v.21 sfir; cf. also Jgs. l3:19). This portrayal reflects the

relationship between altar and sacrifice, since in Palestine offerings were made on the

natural surface of the rock, though also on a hewn stone, a single stone block, or an al-

tar built of stone. That the flame springing out of the rock consumes the bread and meat

is here an expression of the consummation of the sacrifice.S By contrast, those who

worship idols offer child sacrifices under the overhanging crags (taha1 seipA hasse-

ldim) in the valleys (Isa. 57:5).e This remark (one probably influenced by Ezk. l6:2 I )

alludes to the worship of Molech forbidden in the Holiness Code (Lev. 18:21), at

which children born during the course of a fertility cult are sacrificed back to the god.l0

Hence on the day of Yahweh's judgment these idol worshipers will seek refuge in vain

under the rocks of these sacrificial sites (lsa.2:21).
At the miracle of the water at Meribah, Yahweh instructs Moses to speak to the sela'

before the assembly of the people of God (in contradistinction to Ex. l7:1,6, where he

is to strike his staff on the sr?r), so that the rock will readily give forth water (Nu.

20:8,10f.). According ro this porrrayal - rypical for PG - Yahweh's word, attested by

the holder of the spiritual office, is able to transform the rigid reality of this world.ll
An echo of this giving forth of water from the sela'is found in an apparently already

fixed element of tradition within the account of Yahweh's salvific deeds in guiding his

people (Neh.9:15; Ps.78:16). The poetic-hymnic witness of the Song of Moses also

refers to Yahweh's miraculous guidance of Israel, according to which God made hi6

6. So maintaining the MT, H. Junker, "Einige Riitsel im Urtext der Psalmen: Ps. 141,5-7,"

Bibl 30 (.1949) 204-6; a different result emerges after textual emendation; cf. R. Tournay,

"Psaume CXLI: Nouvelle interprdtation," RB 90 (1983) 321-33.
7. So H. Wildberger, Isiah t 3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 387 , who in this connec-

tion refers to the tomb of a house steward in Silvan near Jerusalem, since this particular site pro-

vides a good illustration of the tomb of a distinguished man from the time of Isaiah.

8. R. de Yatx, Anclsr 407-9.
9. Cf . HAL, ll,762, s.v. salp I.
10. W Zimme rli, Ezekiel L'Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 344 -+ 1)A molek (Ylll, 375-88).

71. E. Zenger, Israel am Sinai (Altenberg, 1982), 65.
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people suck honey out of the sela'and oil from the hard sfir (Dt.32:13), meaning that
God bestowed the bounty of the promised land on his people in great abundance.

b. Proper Names. ln several instances sela'appears as the designation for a place or
region in the land of the Edomites. After defeating ten thousand Edomites in the Valley
of Salt, Amaziah, king of Judah (797-769), took hassela' by srorm and called it Jok-
theel (2 K. 14:7). Since the goal of the Judeans' campaign was to secure access to
Elath, with the Valley of Salt referring apparently to the Arabah, some have identified
hassela'with Umm el-Biyarah, the mountain with the high plateau rising 300 m.
(about I,000 ft.) over the western part of the stone city of Petra; this mountain became
the characterizing featwe of the later Nabatean metropolis. Excavations have revealed
that on the peak of Umm el-Biyarah an Edomite settlement did indeed exist, though its
archaeological late dating (7th-5th centuries n.c.) cannot be reconciled with the biblical
portrayal.12 Neither is there any evidence for Petra having been called Joktheel. All the
same, some geographical relationship between the biblical account and the mountains
ofPetra and region ofEdom cannot be excluded in principle. Although archaeological
excavations in this area are still in their infancy, the discovery has been made - apart
from the Iron Age settlement of Umm el-Biyarah - of a 7th-millennium B.c.
preceramic Neolithic settlement in the village of Seil Aqlat in the region of el-Beda, a

few kilometers north of Petra; in the vicinity of this settlement there is an even older
settlement, a cave dwelling from the Upper Paleolithic period.l3 Another strong possi-
bility is the mountain settlement or refuge citadel es-Sela', about 50 km. (30 mi.) north
of Petra, where a complete settlement sequence from the Early Bronze Age (3rd mil-
lennium B.c.) to the Mameluke period (l4th-15th centuries n.o.) can be demonstrated.la
These sparse but archaeologically reliable data allow the assumption that the biblical
men(ion of hassela' (2 K. l4:7) is referring either to the mountainous region of Edom
in the larger sense, a region already with a long history of settlement, or, more likely, to
one of the many rocky sites there east of the Arabah that were suitable as fortresses and
refuge citadels, which could also have included Umm el-Biyarah. In any event, the
Chronicler later understood hassela'in his source to be a designation for a rocky
mountain formation from whose peak (rdi hassela') the captured Edomites were
thrown to their death (2 Ch.25:12).

Obadiah apparently also refers to the mountainous region in the eastern part of the
Arabah when he associates Edom's alrogance with its dwelling place high in the invul-
nerable rocky crags (hagwA-sela', Ob. 3). In any case, this understanding is supported
by the parallel tradition in the book of Jeremiah (Jer.49:16), where rhe rocky crags
mentioned in Obadiah appear in an emphatic generalization with the article (hagw€-
hassela', as in Cant. 2:14).

Similarly, the prophet's summons to the inhabitants of sela' to praise Yahweh (Isa.
42:ll) is not referring to a city with this name, but rather to the previously mentioned

Cf. Bennett.
P. Parr, "Vierzig Jahre Ausgrabungen in Petra: 1929 bis 1969," in Lindner, 139-49.
M. Lindner, "Es-Sela': Eine antike Fliehburg 50km ndrdlich von Petra," in Lindner, 258-

t2.
13.
14.

l..-
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Edomite mountain country in the eastern part of the Arabah. That is, this understanding
of sela'as an appellative with the meaning "rocky region" or "mountain range" is un-

mistakably supported here by its parallelism with the synonym "mountains" (hdrtm) in
the same verse, as well as by what in this context is apparently the intentional gradation
"coastlands 

- steppe - mountains."ls The same region is probably involved in the

evidence of the book of Judges - evidence whose textual problems cannot be resolved
unequivocally - according to which the region of Edom (so instead of MT Amorites)
extended from the "Ascent of Scorpions" situated in the southern part of Judah (cf.

Josh. l5:3) to the sela'(dittography of m) and upward (Jgs. l:36).
The understanding of sela'in Isa. 16:l also poses difficulties; here an unknown

prophet demands that one send rams to the ruler of the land, from sela', into the desert

to the mountain of the daughter of Zion ( 16: I ). This demand stands at the beginning of
the middle section of a collection of sayings dealing with Moab and its fate in
Yahweh's judgment ( 15: l-16: l4). This particular section ( l6: I -5) is probably the work
of the redactor of the entire collection of sayings, since it differs both formally (ad-

dressed to Moab and its inhabitants) and thematically (concentration on Zion and Da-
vid's residence) fiom its surroundings (discourses on Moab and its cities), and since

the parallel tradition in the book of Jeremiah (Jer. 48: l-47) has no corresponding pas-

sages. As evidenced by the framing statements (Isa. l6: I and 4b,5), the content of this
middle section focuses on the restoration of David's theocracy, since it speaks of the

ruler of the land (on the use of rn.il, cf. Jgs. 8:22f .;2 5.23:3; Jer. 3O:21; Mic. 5: I [Eng.
v. 2l; Zech.6: l3), who assumes the throne of his ancestor David in Jerusalem (cf. Isa.

9:617 l) and as the lord of his people guarantees justice and righteousness (cf. Isa. I I :3-

5). Hence with an obvious reference back to the ruling claims of the old Davidic king-
dom to Moab (cf. Ps. 60: l0t8l), and by alluding to an earlier tribute (cf . 2 K.3:4), the

prophet issues the summons within the fiaming statement to do homage before this
new David. Within the horizon of messianic expectation structured in this way, the

core statement in this section directs itself to Moab, which has been humbled in
Yahweh's judgment (v. 2), summoning it to open itself with conviction to the dominion
of this new David and to give refuge and help (vv. 3,4a) to the people of God who were

scattered at the collapse of Judah (cf. v. 4: RSV "my outcasts"). Assuming this inter-
pretation accords with the redactor's intentions, the difficulty in determining the mean-

ing of sela' at the beginning (v. 1) resolves itself. The directive "from sela' (outward)

into the desert to the mountain of the daughter Zion" is then focusing on what for Judah

was still an ongoing condition of judgment (on the term "desert" in this sense, cf. 40:3;

41:18; 43: I 9), and on the other hand is contrasting li{t. Zion with the previously men-

tioned sela'. Analogous to the use of sela' in connection with Edom (2K. 14:7; Jer.

49:16; Ob.3), the reference is thus to the mountainous country of Moab as such (as

also in Jer. 48:28).
The cleft in the rock at Etam (se'tp sela' 'Afim) in which Samson hid from the

Philistines (Jgs. 15:8,11,13) is probably located in present-day'Araq Isma'in east of

15. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40:145:7). BKXI/l (1978),248.
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'Artuf near Beth-shemesh. Even today, this Samson tradition still attaches to a cavern
visible high and to the left shortly after one enters the mountains by train traveling
from Jaffa to Jerusalem.16

After their defeat at Gibeah, the Benjaminites fled to Selah Rimmon (sela'rimmbn,
NRSV "rock of Rimmon"), present-day Ramm0n east of Bethel (Jgs. 20:45,47), where
they also received the peace proposal of the assembly of the people of Israel (Jgs.

2l:13).
Jonathan reaches the advanced position of the Philistines at the rocky crags (idn

hassela') Bozez (b6ses, "the slippery one") and Seneh (senneh, "the thorn, the prickly
one"), both of which are located in the Wddi eq-guweinit at Michmash and Geba (1 S.

l4:4).
During his flight from Saul, David hides in the steppe of Maon at a place called

sela' hammablq6!, which is not identified more specifically; in this context, it is con-
sidered the "rock of separation [RSV 'of escape']" (l 5.23:25,28). This name, origi-
nally deriving probably fromhlq I, "be bald," referring to the appearance ofthe rock ir
self, is in this context associated with hlq II, "separate," since it was at this place that
Saul decided to cease pursuing David and to move against the Philistines who were in-
vading Judah.

In Balaam's Kenite oracle, the unusual comparison between the Kenites and preda-
tory birds that build their nest (qdn) in rocks (sela') (Nu. 24:21) is based apparently on
a wordplay, since the comparison encompasses both the name of the Kenites and the
topographical features of their dwelling place in the Negeb.

The assertion that the Israelites hid from the Philistines in the cavernous eastern
slope of the sela'extending from Benjamin to the Jordan (1 S. l3:6) refers to a specific
place as little as is sela'in comparison with Edom and Moab; rather, this refers in a

general fashion to the rocky region of the area in question with its abundant hiding
places and places of refuge.

2. Figurative Meaning. a. Metaphors. The function of sela'as a metaphor is evident
when Jeremiah compares the countenance of the stubborn people with the hardness of
a rock (Jer. 5:3), or when he says that Yahweh's word is like a glowing fire and like a
hammer that breaks rocks into pieces (Jer. 23:29; cf . also I K. 19:11). The use of sela'
is similarly metaphorical when Amos compares the perversion of justice and righ-
teousness, so mortally dangerous to the community, to the treatment of horses who are

driven on rocky ground and thereby ruined (Am. 6:12). This imagery is based on what
for Amos's time was the customary understanding that horses were used largely as

draught animals for chariots, which operated primarily on the plain. By contrast, rocky
terrain ruins horses.l?

Ezekiel accuses the inhabitants of Jerusalem of having shed innocent blood in the
city and of having put that blood'al-sehiah sela' (Ezk.24:7); in what follows, Yahweh

16. H. W. Hertzberg, Die Biicher Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD IX 1ot93tr, ,rrt.
17. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),285.
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conlirms that he has not covered the blood there and thus not silenced its cry for aveng-

ing intervention (Ezk. 24:8). Here the image of the "bare [lit. gleamingl rock" under-

scores the dangerous vivacity of the violent deed demanding atonement.18 The same

imagery recurs in the prophet's invective against Tyre, according to which Yahweh ex-

ecutes his judgment on this city and in the process washes away all memory of it, so

that only the "bare rock" remains as a place for drying fishnets (Ezk. 26:4,14).

The prophet's threat that Yahweh will roll Babylon down from the selaim in judg-

ment (Jer. 5l:25) obviously possesses metaphorical character insofar as it uses the lo-

cation of the capital on top of a rocky elevation by the Euphrates - a topographically

inaccurate image - as a circumscription fbr its generally accepted invulnerability.
The sela'appears as a metaphor for lethal severity when a psalmist considers those

to be blessed who seize the children of Babylon and dash them to pieces against a rock
(Ps. 137:9).

The prophet draws attention to the salvific significance - in contrast to the past - of
the responsible leaders within the people of God, comparing them with a protective shel-

ter from the wind, a place of refuge from the tempest, and the shade of a mighty sela' in

the wilderness (lsa. 32:2). Likewise, the security of the upright, grounded in God, is for

the prophet like the protection ofa citadel ofrefuge on high rocks (Isa. 33:16). The peti-

tioner similarly casts his own thanks in metaphorical language when he confesses that

God drew him out of the pit and set him on a secure rock (Ps. a0:3[2]).

According to the words of the prophet, at Yahweh's deliverance of Jerusalem from

the assault of the godless Assyrian the enemy will discover that his own sela'will pass

away in terror, and that his princes, full of panic, will abandon their standards (lsa.

3l:9). Both the parallelismus membrorum and the context itself suggest that selc'here
is a symbol fclr the king of Assyria, who thus appears as the counterpart of Yahweh, the

sela'of his own believers (Ps. l8:3[2]; 3l:4[3]; 42:1019);71:3).
b. Yahweh a.s a Rock. Several prayers of trust and of thanksgiving within the Psalter

use the term sela'as an address and designation for Yahweh; in connection with the

term -+ '1]3 si?r which adds an element of intensification, this term represents a cir-

cumscription of the tutelary power Yahweh possesses for his believers (Ps. 18:3[2l par.

2 5.22:2', Ps. 31:4[3]; 42:1Ol9l 71:3). Since the term sfir an apparent equivalent to

sela', is used both as an address and designation fbr Yahweh and also as a ret'erence to

the cultically distinguished site of Zion (cf. Ps. 27:5; 613-512-41), there has long been

a tendency to view the use of the two terms sela' and ;Ar as an allusion to the sacred

rock of the Jerusalem temple mount. le The assumption is that during the pre-Israelite

period this rock became associated with the notion of a towering cosmic foundation,

existing firmly since the primal age. After the establishment of the Davidic high king-

dom and the construction of the temple onZion,lsrael appropriated this sacral tradi-

tion concerning the sacred rock as the locus ofrevelation for the god ofthe Jebusites, a

tradition specific to Jerusalem, and claimed it for Yahweh. The address and designation

18. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 500.
19. See Schmidt.
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of Yahweh as the sela'of his believers then emerged in cultic acts that now mediated
the revelations of Yahweh at the sacred rock at Jerusalem, acts accessible only to that
particular circle ofpersons privileged through their respective institutions (king, cultic
prophet, Levitical temple singers, and preachers, as well as wisdom teachers loyal to
the law).zo This view, however, cannot be demonstrated, due to the continuing lack of
clarity concerning the significance the sacred rock has for the temple of Jerusalem,2l
and especially due to the absence ofany unequivocal witnesses concerning its meaning
during the pre-Israelite period. All the same, one cannot exclude in principle the possi-
bility that some measure of intluence has come from the cultic notions associated with
the sacral tradition of the Jebusite sanctuary on Zion. An explanation fbr the address
and designation of Yahweh as sela', however, and for this circumscription of the sacred
site with sr24 might more likely be found in the not unwarranted assumption that espe-
cially after the events of 701 s.c. (deliverance of Zion from the Assyrian attack) and
515 s.c. (dedication of the Second Temple after the exile), those in Jerusalem simply
transf'erred in a purely metaphorical fashion the notion of a rock - one not at all un-
usual for Jerusalem as such - to Yahweh himself, and to his delivering power as mani-
fested within the people of God.

IIII. Lxx. The common equivalent for sela'in the LXX is pdtra, a word that in sec-
ular Greek usually refers to a mature, firm rock. In its figurative meaning pdtra simi-
larly functions there as a symbol for firmness and immovability as well as for hardness
of heart and lack of feeling.2z The rendering of sela'wtth kremnls (2 Ch. 25:12) and
leopetria (Ezk. 24:7f .;26:4,14) is based apparently on some particular feature of the
rock. Surprisingly, the translation of sela' as an address and designation for Yahweh is
not pdtra (the exception being 2 S. 22:2), but rather the variously eluciclating expres-
sions sterdAma (Ps. 18:3[2);71:3), krata[oma (31:a[3]), and antil6mpt6r (42:10t91).
The background here is the attempt to avoid any misunderstanding of the rock as the
seat of a deity or even as its embodiment, a misunderstanding quite possible in the Hel-
lenistic world.23

IV. Qumran. The use of sela'in the writings of Qumran generally follows that in the
OT. The depression in the mature sela'appears as a collecting pool for water (CD 10:12).
The ordinance that on the sabbath a person may pick up neither sela' nor 'dpar in his
dwelling (CD ll:11) is apparently distinggishing tietween the contrasting pair "srone"
and "earth."2a Regarding God, petitioners confess that the way of their steps is on the
sela'of thetruthofGod(lQS ll;4f.),thatGodhasestablishedtheedifice(of thecongre-
gation) on sela'(lQH 7:8), and finally that God is rhesela'of rheir strengrh ( IQH 9:28).

Haag

20. See Eichhorn.
21. Cf. T. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem (Leiden, 1970), 1-20.
22. Cullmann, TDNT, Yl, 95f.
23. See Bertram.
24. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971),89.
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llAO samakr ;1)'Di2 Sem?kdt- ?

Contents: L Root and Cognates. II. Meaning of the Verb: 1. With the Accusative: "Support,

Help";2. With 'dl (Intransitive): "Lean On, Attack"; 3. With the Accusative +'al: "LeanOn,

Place"; The Ritual Laying On of Hands; 4. Passive Participle samfrll; 5. Niphal + 'al; 6. Piel.

7. iemikA; 8. LXX; 9. Qumran.

I. Root and Cognates. This root occurs in the other Semitic languages with mean-

ings similar to that in Biblical Hebrew: AY,k. samaku, "cover over,"l with the related

forms samku, "covered up," simku (?) and sumuktu, "covering";2 Old Aram' smfr, "sup-

port, prop up"; Palmyr. smk', "a support" (perhaps an altar base); Nab. and Palmyr.

smk', "feast, banquet";3 Jewish Aram. semaf,, "press on (hands), support, fit together";

sdmaf;. General: F. Stolz, "lDO smk to support," TLOT 11,804-5.
On hand leaning: K. Behr, Symbolik des mosaischen Cultus, II (Heidelberg' 1839), 288-93,

304-7,338-43; J. Behm, Die Handauflegung im [Jrchristentum (1911;repr. Darmstadt, 1968),

121ff.; M. Bernoulli, Vocabulaire biblique (NeuchateUParis, 1954), l30f'; J. Coppens,
L'imposition des mains et les rites connexds dans le NI(Paris, 1925);8. S. Easton, "Jewish and

Early christian ordination," ATR 5 (1922t.) 308-19; 6 (1923t.) 285-95; P. A. Elderenbosch, De

Oplegging der Handen (The Hague, 1953), l3-28; J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of
Qumran Cave L BietOr l8A(21971), 140f.; H. Gese, "Die Stihne: Zur biblischen Theologie"'
BEvT78(1977),85-106;B.Janowski, SiihnealsHeilsgeschehen.WMANT55 (1982)' 199'221;
H. Les6tre, "Imposition des mains," DB,lll (1903), 847-50; J. Licht, "il)!DD," EMiqrY (1968),

1052-55; E. Lohse, Die Ordination im Sp(itjudentum und im NT (Gtittingen, 195 1 ), 19-27 ; J . A.
MacCulloch, "Hand," ERE, Vl (1913), 492-99; H. Mantel, "Ordination and Appointment in the

Period of the Temple," HTR 5't (1964) 325-46; J. C. Matthes, "Der Siihnegedanke bei den

Stindopfern," 7AW 23 ( 1903) 97- 119; K. E. Mattingly,The Laying On of Hands on Joshua (diss.,

Andrews, 1997); A. Mddebielle, L'expiation dans l'AT (Rome, 1924), 147-58; B. J. van der

Merwe, "The Laying On of Hands in the OT," OTWSA 5 (1962) 34-43; A. Metzinger' "Die
Substitutionstheorie und das alttestamentliche Opfer mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Lev
17,ll,* Bibl2l (1940) 159-87,247-72,353-77; L. Moraldi, Espiazione sauificali e riti espiatori
nell'ambiente biblico e nell'AT (Rome, 1956),253-61; J. Newman, Semikhah [Ordination]: A

Study of lrs Origin, History and Function (Manchester, 1950), l-12; R. Pdter, "Uimposition des

mains dans l' Nl," W 27 (1977) 48-55; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Ahen

Israel. WMANT24 (1967),92t.,214-16,232;idem, "Zur Bedeutung der Handaufstemmung bei

den Opfern," Leviticus. BKlllll (1985), 32-48; A. Rothkoff, "Semikhah," EncJud, XIV (1972)'

1l4O-47; M. C. Sansom, "Laying On of Hands in the Ot" ExpT 94 (1982/83) 323-26; M. H.

Shepherd, "Hands, Laying On of," IDB, Il (1962), 521t.; H. P. Smith, "The Laying On of
Hands," AJT 17 (1913) 47-62; R. de Vaux, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Cardiff, 1964),28f .; P' Volz,
"Die Handauflegung beim Opfer," ZAW 21 (1901) 93-100; S. Wefing, "Untersuchungen zum

Entsiihnungsritual am Grossen Verstihnungstag (Leviticus 16)" (diss., Bonn, 1979); H. D.

Wendland, "Handauflegung," RGG,III 1:195rr,53f.;D. P. Wright, "The Gesture of Hand Place-

ment in the Hebrew Bible and in Hittite Literature," JAOS 106 (1986) 433-46.

l. AHw, II, l0l7; differently in CAD, XY 109, "to dam a canal."
2. AHw,II, 1058.
3. DNSI, tr,792.
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Mand. samka, "support base";a Syr. semak, "lay on, support, oppress, etc.,,; samkA',
"base, support, etc."; semaf,a', "feast, table fellowship";s Arab. samaka, '.be highly ex-
alted";6 samk, "hotse roof, etc."; OSA imk, "to support;7 Eth. 'asmaka, ..lay on,';
semkat, "act of leaning against"; masmaka, "base, support"; mesmak, "place of leaning
against."s Although the noun smkt does also occur in Ugaritic, its meaning there is un-
clear.9

II. Meaning of the verb. The verb samak occurs 48 times in the or, 4l of those in
the qal (including the active and passive participles), 6 in the niphal, and I in the piel.to
The noun iefif;a (a related form?) occurs once. I I Finally, samak also occurs in the pNs
semaf,yahtt (1 Ch. 26:1), yismaS,dhfi (2 Ch. 3l:13), and 'ahisdmdf, (Ex. 3l :6; 35:34;
38:23).In each case the verbal element means "to help, support."l2 The meaning of the
verb varies between "lean on" and "support," and the appropriate aspect emerges only
through the accompanying substantives. Three different constructions of the verb (in
the qal) with various nominal combinations exhibit this ambiguity. The verb is used
(l) with the accusative; (2) intransitively without a direct object, though with the des-
ignation of place indicated by 'al; (3) with a direct object and locative 'al. The seman-
tic distinction between the last two constructions is determined by 'al.

Furthermore, samaf; exhibits semantic variations extending from physical support-
ing or leaning to the abstract notion of helping and sustaining. The concrete meanings
of samak include: supporting someone who falls (Ps. 145: l4); holding someone by the
hand to prevent a fall (Ps. 37:24); leaning against or on something (pillars: Jgs. 16:29);
relying on somethinC Q K. l8:21; Isa. 36:6; Am. 5:19); laying the hand on some
thing.tr This literal meaning can easily be used figuratively: to help, support morally.
The niphal is abstracted to mean "depend on, trust in."l,1

l. With the Accusative: "Support, Help." Used with a direct object, samak means
"support something or someone" in either the concrete or figurative sense (Gen. 27:37;
Ps. 3:6[Eng. v. 5]; 5l:14112);1 l9: I 16; Isa. 59:16; 63:5b). The active parriciple 

- used
much more frequently nominally than participially 

- occurs as nomen regens in a gen-
itive object construction (Ps. 37:17,24;54:6[4]; Isa. 63:5a; Ezk. 30:6), and once in a
construction circumscribing the genitive relationship with sam€f; /e (ps. 145:14).

The relationship between God and a person can be described with samak.

4. MdD.313.
5. LexSya 480.
6. Lane, 1430.
7. ContiRossini, 255.
8. LexLingAeth,335f.
9. KAL 1, 16, I, 35.
10. See, respectively, l-4, 5, 6 below,
11. See 7 below.
12. ct. rPN. t76.
13. See 3 below.
14. See 5 below.
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a. God "supports all who are falling, and raises W kbqc?) those who are bowed

down" (Ps. 145:14). The falling person does not perish, because Yahweh steadies his

hand (37:24).
b. A more abstract sense of "helping" is meant when God helps ('dzar) and supports

the oppressed petitioner (Ps. 54:6[4]). The wicked will perish (37:10,15,17,20) be-

cause Yahweh upholds the righteous (v. l7).
In interpersonal relationships samaf; occurs in Ezekiel in the sense "ally oneself."

This book allows both the concrete sense "support" and the abstract sense "ally one-

self'to resonate when he explains that "all who support Egypt shall fall" (30:6). On the

one hand, the literal sense is underscored by ydra/ in the second halfofthe verse. The

combination with the verb napal enables the prophet to employ a wordplay with the

phrase napal bel.tereb Qv.4-6). On the other hand, the more abstract meaning is picked

up by '6zer (v. 8).
Finally, samaft also indicates that someone "helps" God. God trampled Edom's

winepress, and no one was there to help him ('azar) or support him (sdma$, Isa. 63:5a)

other than he himself: "So my own arm had to help me, and my wrath assisted me

(semakdtnt)" (v. 5b). Similarly, in eliminating unrighteousness, Yahweh is assisted by

his own "righteousness" (semaf;a1hfi, 59:16). Here we find the parallel verbs -+ 9lD
pdga'hiphil, "intervene for someone," and -+ Illll! y"i'.

c. With God as its subject, samaf, also refers to the deliverance that comes when a

person's life is threatened by death. The psalmist knows that even while he sleeps,

Yahweh sustains him (Ps.3:6[5]; an incubation oracle?). In ll9:116 he asks for
Yahweh's assistance (par.'azar v. 117) "that I may live."

d. The construction of samak with a direct object can be expanded by a second ob-

ject (double accusative), with one object referring to the person who is supported, and

the other substantively qualifying the manner of such support.ls
Isaac explicates the blessing of Jacob: "I have supplied him (semaf,tiyw) with grain

and wine" (Gen.27:37). A similar construction is found in Ps. 5l:14(12): "Equip me

(tismeuf,€nt) with a willing spirit." The piel has a similar meaning.16

2. With 'al (lntransitive): "Lean On, Attack." Intransitive samaft with 'al occurs

twice. Since contextually the reference is to enemies, one expects hostile connotations
to attach to samak 'al in the sense of "exert pressure on, attack." According to Ezk.

24:2, the Babylonian king exerts pressure on Jerusalem (sdmak'el; inBzekiel 'el is the

equivalent of 'al).rt According to Ps. 88:8(7), the petitioner describes his suffering

with the words, "your wrath lies heavy upon me."

3. With the Accusative + 'al: "Lean On, Place." With a direct object and locative
'al, sama! means "lean on" in the concrete sense, occurring exclusively in connection

ts. ct. GK, li$1r7ff.
16. Cf. 6 below.
17. Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), onEzk. l:17.
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with the ritual laying on of hands, the exception being Am. 5:1, where Amos describes

in a metaphor the impossibility of fleeing the consequences of the day of Yahweh:18

"As if a man fled from a lion, and a bear met him; or went into a house and leaned with
his hand against the wall, and a serpent bit him."

Wright - Milgrom

The Ritual Laying On of Hands. The gesture of laying on hands (or better: hand

leaning, since in the rabbinic view a person is to perform this gesture with considerable
pressure) accompanies various ritual procedures.le Since the OT does not itself explain
this gesture, various interpretations have been put forth in the history of scholarship,
and can, according to J. Licht and R. Rendtorff, be classified as follows:

a. Transference Hypothesis. By means of this gesture, Moses transfers his authority
to his successor, the priest transfers sins to the scapegoat, and the offerer transfers them

to the sacrificial animal (Jewish tradition).20 According to B. Janowski and Rendtorff
(Leviticus), this hypothesis can now be accepted only in connection with the scapegoat

rite, not in connection with sacrifice.
b. Identification Hypothesls. During hand leaning, a "transference of the offerer's

own person to the animal"2l takes place. According to H. Gese, expiation occurs "by
the surrender of life on the part of the sacrificial animal identified with the directing
participant through the laying on of hands."22

c. Modified Representational Hypothesis. B. Janowski begins with Noth and Gese

in asserting that "the essential element in cultic representation is not transference . . of
the materia peccans to a ritual bearer of sin and the following elimination of this
bearer, but rather the symbolic surrender of life on the part of the homo peccator in the
death of the sacrificial animal, into which the sinner is taken when he identifies with
this creature through the laying on of hands."23

According to Rendtorff, although these hypotheses (which are frequently mixed) do
provide a possible theory concerning the origin (baqal sacrifice) and original meaning
of the gesture, they cannot explain all its occurrences (e.g., with the zeQalt-(ldmt6).2+
The explanation put forth by S. Wefing, that such hand leaning occurs for the purpose

of holding the animal firm during the sacrificial procedure, can be noted as a curious
special case.

18. -+ El! ybm (Yl,7-32).
19. Cf. Bab. Hag. l6b; -+1' ya/, Y,423f .
20. See Volz; K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT lY (1966); Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte;

K. Koch, "Si.inde und Siindenvergebung um die Wende von der exilischen zur nachexilischen
zeit," EvT 26 (1966) 217 -39; Medebielle, 147ff. See also discussion below on Moses.

21. M. Noth, l*viticus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1965), 22i cf . also W. Robertson Smith, Lectures on
the Religion of the Semites (New York, 31927); A. Bertholet, Leviticus. KHC 3 (1901); R. K.
Yerkes, Sacrffice in Greek and Roman Religions and Early Judaism (New York, 1952); H. H.
Rowley, "The Meaning of Sacrifice," BJRL 33 (1950/51) 76-78; R. P6ter.

22. P. 19'.7.

23. Pp.215-21, quotation 220f.
24. Leviticus, 43.
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d. Declaration/Demonstration Hypothesis. This hypothesis fbcuses on the sacrifi-
cial rite, explaining that the hand leaning is the offerer's declaration that the sacrificial
animal is his possession that he is presenting to the deity in pertbrming this sacrifice,
and that the fruits of the sacrifice are to benefit him.2s This is also the point of depar-
ture for the following discussion.

Fabry

e. The decisive elements fbr a new interpretation of the gesture of hand leaning are
found in J. Milgrom's investigation of two types: (l) hand leaning with rwo hands
(apart from the sacrificial ritual); and (2) hand leaning with one hand.26 This distinc-
tion - not noted by Stolz - was worked out by R. P6ter and then expressly appropri-
ated by Janowski and Rendtorff. It can be consistently demonstrated, however, only in
passages with a singular subject (12 ot 23).

(1) Hand leaning carried out with two hands is principally a demonsrrarive gesture
identifying the recipient or focal point of a ritual act. Thus at the scapegoat ritual, this
gesture shows the goat upon which the sins are laid Qfi1an, Lev. 16:21). Aaron is to lay
two hands on the goat that is to be sent into the desert to Azazel. Although the sins are
indeed transferred here to the goat, it is not clear that this transference takes place
through the hand leaning itself. A literally understood transference of sins through
Aaron's hands is excluded by the fact that Aaron himself cannot be the bearer of sins.
Rather, the sins, external to Aaron, come to rest upon the place designated by the hand
Placement.2T

Through the laying on of hands, the authority of Moses is transferred to Joshua (Nu.
27:18,23; Dt. 34:9). Nu. 27:18 relates that Moses laid his hand (sg.) on Joshua, while
according to v.23 and Dt. 34:9 he lays both hands on him. Perhaps ydt in Nu. 27:18 is
to be understood as the scriptio defectivct of a plural form (cf. LXX;.za The practical re-
sult of transf'erring Moses' sovereignty2e (Nu. 27:20) and the spirit of wisdom (Dt.
34:9) to Joshua, however, does not seem to happen through the laying on of hands it-
self, since these blessings do not flow over to Joshua "through the hand" of Moses.
Rather, here, too, the laying on of hands serves to designate Joshua as the recipient of
the rite before the priest and congregation. The words accompanying this gesture
served the actual transference of the powers of office.

Jacob's laying on of hands on Joseph's sons is to be interpreted similarly with a
blessing formula (Gen. 48:13ff.; they are appointed sons of Israel, v. 5), although here
the verbs --> I.|rtl Jft (vv. 14,17) and -+ ElD iim are used.

The gesture of laying both hands on the blasphemer is not quite clear; before his

25. Matthes; Eichrodt; Ringgren; L. Moraldi, Espiazione sacrificale e riti espiatori. AnBibl 5
(1956); and esp. de Vaux.

26. "Sacrifice and Offering," IDBSup (1976),765.
27. cf . D. Z. Hoffmann, Leviticus, I (Jerusalem, 1953) [Hebrew],89 - Das Buch Leviticus

(Berlin, 1905-6).
28. Cf. also P6ter. 50f.
29. -+ 11i1 hbd (hodh) (III, 352-56).
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stoning, the witnesses are to lay their hands (pl.) on him (Lev. 24:14). This gesture has

been frequently interpreted as the transference of the defilement, generated by the mis-

use of the divine name, from the listeners to the blasphemer. Others have interpreted

the gesture as an act through which the witnesses unequivocally and legitimately de-

clare the blasphemer guilty. The gesture thus implies the symbolic empowerment of
their witness and of their responsibility for the execution of the delinquent. This legal

interpretation seems to be the correct one for several reasons:

(a) The interpretation of the gesture as a transference of the defilement issues from

the traditional transference hypothesis.
(b) No biblical passage suggests that the misuse of the divine name brings about de-

filement.
(c) At the stoning of an idolater, the witness had to cast the first stone (Dt. 17 :7 ; cf .

13: l0t9l). This refers to the extreme responsibility assumed by the witness in relation

to the accused or condemned. According to Lev. 24,the guilty party is similarly led out

of the camp, the witnesses lay their hands on him, and then the congregation stones

him.
(d) Finally, the two elders accuse Susanna of adultery through a laying on of hands

(Sus. 34 = Dan. l3:34 LXX), demonstrating that the late scribe of the Susanna nalra-

tive was familiar with the laying on of hands from Lev. 24 as a legal act.

(2)The laying on of only one hand (sg.) is a completely different gesture' and oc-

curs only in connection with a sacrificial ritual (Lev. I :4 [LXX 1 : 10]; 3:2,8,13: 4:4,24,

29,33). This laying on of one hand demonstrates that the sacrificial animal belongs to

the offerer, and that the benefaction resulting from the sacrifice is to flow to this partic-

ular offerer. If several persons function as offerers, all are to lay their hand on the ani-

mal (Ex. 29:10,15,19; Lev. 4:15; 8:14,18,22;2 Ch. 29:23). This rite is attested in con-

nection with the private burnt, freewill, and sin offerings.30 It is not mentioned in

connection with the guilt offering, probably because the appropriate sacrificial animal

could sooner be replaced by a money offering.3t The hand leaning was similarly absent

from both bird and grain sacrifices,32 as well as at public community offerings Qamtd,

festival offering; cf. Mishnah Men. 9:7; but cf. also 2 Ch.29:23); the exception here is

the sin offering of the community (Lev. 4: l3ff.). Immediately after bringing the sacrifi-

cial animal into the temple court (Mishnah KeL l:8) and before the slaughter, the

offerer performed this rite (cf. Mishnah Men. 9:9).
Although some have supposed that this rite was accompanied by a confession of

sin, this view is to be rejected. (a) The OT does not itself attest such a combination.
(b) The combination of a laying on of hands (pl. !) and a confession of sin at the scape-

goat rite (Lev. 16:21f.) cannot be adduced as evidence, since this is not a sacrifice.

(c) Confessions are made before the sacrifice is initiated (Lev. 5:5; Nu. 5:7).:: (d) The

30. -+ ih9 '6b; -+ nal zdlal.t (zdbhach) (IY 8-29); -+ NDll bafi' (chafi') (IY 309-19).
31. -+ EtllrN 'diam ('asham) (1,429-37). Cf. J. Milgrom, Cult and Conscience (Leiden, 1976),

15 n. 48.
32. See discussion below.
33. Moraldi, 258f.
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frequently adduced substitution hypothesis is not a valid sacrificial theory for Israel.3a
It is possible, however, that at the hand leaning the offerer was accompanied by a dec-
laration of the type of sacrifice for which the animal was brought.

It is doubtful that hand leaning should be explained by the substitution hypothesis
as a transfer of sins from the offerer to the sacriflcial animal, or as the transfer of the
person and his emotions.35 Hand leaning in connection with sacriflce instead func-
tions to show the relationship between offerer and sacrificial animal. In laying on the
hand, the offerer demonstrates that the sacrificial animal is ftis offering, that the
priest presents the sacrifice in ftls name, and that the sacrificial benefits are to flow
to him.36 This laying on of the hand is obviously the only activity performed by the
offerer apart from the preparation of the sacrificial animal, the result being that this
rite constitutes the "signature" of the off'erer, attributing the entire sacrificial proce-
dure to him. This explains why such hand leaning is not part of the bird and grain of-
ferings;37 here the sacrificial offering remains in the hand of the offerer until the ac-
tual moment of offering itself', so that the personal relationship with the offerer
remains continually visible.

The laying on of hands at the dedication of the Levites corresponds to that at sacri-
fice. The Levites are led into the sanctuary (qrbhiphil, Nu. 8:9) and brought before
Yahweh (qrbhiphll, v. l0). Then the priests lay their hands on rhem (v. l0) and dedi-
cate them before Yahweh ast9nttpd (v. l1; cf. vv. 13,15).38 Through this laying on of
hands, the Israelites signal that the Levites are their gift (instead of the firstborn) to
Yahweh.

Excursus. Hand laying among the Hittites exhibits essentially the same features.3e
The Hittite rite was performed only with one hand (SU-an QATAM or eATISUNU, in
the sg.), which was laid on the sacrificial object or held "at some distance" (tuwaz)
from it. This hand laying is found exclusively in the context of sacrifice, though not in

34. Cf. Metzinger.
35. Metzinger; W. Eichrodt, Theology d'the OT. OTL,2vols. (Eng. trans. 1961-67),1, 165f.;

T. C. Vriezen, An Outline of OTTheology (Eng. trans., Oxford, 1958),300f.; de Vaux,28 n.5.
For the former transfer idea see Volz; Medebielle, l47ff .; Elliger, Leviticus,34. For the latter see
Lesdtra, 848; Moraldi, 262;Behm, l36fT.; Riehm; cf. Elderenbosch, 21.

36. Cf. de Vaux, 28f.
37. Ct. Pdter. 52.
38. + rl'l: nwp (1X,296-99).
39. KBo, IY 9, ii, 5 I f. (cf. ANET 359); KUB, XX^, 83, iii, 10- l2; iv, 8; XXV, 1 , iii, 6f .; KBo,

XI, 51, r. iv, l2f.; SrBoT 12, i, 5lf.; ii, lt.,7f ., 19-21,24f .,38f.; iii. 2'f .; StBoT, 13, i,20f ..,
Mastigga (L. Rost, MIO I |9531345ff.) i, l8'; iii,49-53, 54-58: KBo,II, 3, iii, t2-14 (cf . ANET
351); Aifrella, KUB, [X,32+, vv. l8ff. (Ger. trans. of rhe most imporrant parts by H. Kiimmel,
"Ersatzkdnig und siindenbock," ZAW 80 [1968] 310f.); o. R. Gurney, some Aspects of Hittite
Religion (Oxford, 1977),48t; "MurSilis SprachlEhmung," KBo, IY 2, iii,54,60 iv,2t (ed.
A. Goetze and H. Pedersen, Muriilis Sprachlcihmung [Copenhagen, 1934]); StBoT 25, p.94,11,
1;p.108,no.46,7'f.;p.ll6,no.52,i,12'-14';p.150,no.73,r.col.4';p.t69,no.89,ii,6'f.;
p. 212, no. 127 , r. riii,8'; p.213, no. 129, ii,4'; p.233, no. 147, r. ? 12'; KUB, Il, 13, ii, 49 (cited
in StBoT, 12,75): Bo 2708, i, 5ff. (cited ibid); KUB, ll, 15, v, 22.
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connection with healings, blessings, or the transference of authority or sins. The hands

are usually laid on foodstuffs that are to be offered, e.g., bread and cheese, which are

then divided and assigned to various deities. Offerings also include wine and other

drinks, which are then ofTered as libations.
The sequence of events demonstrates the significance of the Hittite hand laying.

The king, a cult functionary, or a sick person laid his hands on the foodstuffs ex-

tended to them. Thereafter a cult servant attended to the division, libation, or distri-
bution. Hence here, too, the hand laying functions to demonstrate the relationship
between the sacrificial materials and the ofl'erer, so that the other parts of the rite
could be carried out by cult servants. The hand laying in "Mursilis's Speech Impedi-
ment" text and in the A5[ella ritual has the same purpose. Mursilis lays his hand on

the sacriflcial bull in order to document it as his own, since he is unable to be present

at the actual sacrificial event. In the A5lella plague ritual, an ofTicer lays his hands

on the sacrificial he-goats and petitions that the deity responsible for the plagues

might accept these animals.aO Since nothing here suggests a transference of sins,

this, too, involves a documentation rite.

4. Passive Participle sdmfrk. The meaning of the pass. ptcp. sdmfif; deviates from
that of the verb itself: "firm, steadfast, secure." God's precepts are constant
(ne'cmanim), they are established forever (sernfif,im), are perfbrmed in faithfulness
(be'eme1), and are upright (ydiar) (Ps. 111:7-8). The heart of the righteous is unde-

tened (ndk1n) and trusting (b1lcaD in Yahweh, i.e., it is steadfast (samhb (112:7t.).

The meaning is similar in the victory song in Isa.26: l-6: "You keep him in pert'ect

peace whose mind is steady (yeser sdmttb, because he trusts in you."

5. Niphal + 'al. The niphal nisma( 'al corresponds to samaf, + object in the ref-lex-

ive/passive sense. The concrete meaning occurs in Jgs. l6:29, where Samson grasps

the pillars of the Philistine temple and then leans against them, causing them to col-
lapse (v. 30). Isa. 36:6 par. 2K. 18:21 compares Egypt with a broken reed that pierces

the hand of the person who leans on it. The Israelites "steady themselves" on God (Isa.

48:2). The people "trust in" Hezekiah's words (2 Ch. 32:8). According to I lQPsa XIX,
13, the suppliant steadies himself on God's demonstration of grace.

6. Piel. The piel simmdll is found only in Cant.2'.5, where it exhibits a meaning sim-

ilar to samaf, in Gen. 27'.3J , "sustain." In contrast to the latter passage, however, the

verb is used here with instrumental be.

7. iemikd. The noun iemtld cannot be definitely associated with samaf;.ar In Jgs.

4:18 Jael covers Sisera with his iemikd. Targ.J has gfinkd', "bed cover"; LXXA has

ddrris, "leather cover"; LXXB has epib6laion, "garment, clothing"; while the Vulg. has

40. Cf. the text in Ktimmel, "Ersatzkcinig und Siindenbock"; and Janowski, 211.
41. Cf. K8L2,925; HAL, lll, 1337 .
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pallium, "garment, clothing," which may well involve a misreading of mesuftd. It may
be present with the same meaning in 4Q167 (4QpHosb) 3:3 (?).

Wright - Milgrom

8. IXX. The LXX uses a whole series of words in rendering this root. As regards the
qal, the dominant verb is epitithdnai (21 occurrences), which otherwise is used for both
(im and na1an, though also for nfip in the interesting passage 2 K. 5:ll, the only time
such laying on of hands is associated with healing a sick person.az In l0 instances the
LXX uses st7rizein + compounds, similarly also in all niphal and piel passages. The
most similar to samaf, semantically, it refers in the figurative sense to a "firm, unalter-
able purpose."a3

9. Qumran. The term samaf, occurs about 20 times in Qumran, in the scrolls from
I Q almost exclusively in the passive participle in the expres sion yeser sdmhf; in ref-
erence to the firm steadfastness of the Qumran Essene (lQS 4:5; 8:3; 10:25; lQH
l:35;2:9 [opposite nimhar4 bb),36 [opposite h6lat11.++ In IQM 8:7,14, sdmfift is
used in a characteization of the "sustained tone" of the eschatological trumpets.
Among the finite verb forms (qal), the subject is almost exclusively God, who up-
holds the teacher (lQH 2:7, par.'dmaQ hiphil) through an outpouring of his holy
spirit (7:6), through truth (9:32) and might (18:13). Inthe eschatonhe will uphold
the returning David (4Qplsaa 4:2). The inclusion of the verb in a gesture of hand
leaning is not attested, a situation commensurate with the overall character of
Qumran-Essene ritual. The citation of an OT sacrificial rite is perhaps present in
llQT 15:18, which anticipates hand leaning by the elders of the priests (at the
consecratory feast after New Year). Here, as in lQ22 4:9,the context is disrupted.
The occurrence in lQapGen 20:22,29 is especially interesting, since hand leaning
occurs in connection with the healing of a sick person, thus possibly providing a lin-
guistic model for NT usage.as

Fabry

42. --+ 1' yaQ, Y, 423f .
43. G. Harder, "orqp{(o," TDNTYll,653-57, esp.656; cf. G. Schneider,"aqpi(a," EDNT,

I[t,2'76.
44. On this contrast cf. H. Bardtke, "Acedia in Qumran," Qumran-Probleme. DAWB (Berlin,

1963), 29-s1.
45. See 8 above. Cf. Fitzmyer, 140; + '1, yA[, Y,423f .
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences, Meaning. III. OT: l. Ceneral; 2. Specific. IV' LXX
and Vulgate. Y. mis'a!.

I. Etymology. The root sZ is also commonly used in Middle Hebrew. Outside He-

brew it occurs esp. in Aramaic, e.g., in Biblical Aramaic (Ezr.5:2), already Ya'udi, as

well as in Aramaic personal names, Egyptian Aramaic, and Jewish Aramaic.l Aramaic

is probably the provenance of Akk. sAdu and sa'du 1.2 In the Behistun inscription Akk.
sAdu is the equivalent of Aram. s7. Its relationship with Ugar. sZ is undecided.3 The

root also occurs in Samaritan, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, and Nabatean.4 Several

of the homophonous roots have a special meaning, e.g., Mand. (cf . Arab.) sa'ad,

"huppy, fortunate."5 Related words include OSA s'd, "grant a favor," Arab. sa'idalII,
"help, support," IV "make happy, help," and Tigre sa'd, "happiness."0

II. Occurrences, Meaning. The Hebrew verb sa'ai occurs l2 times in the OT, ex-

clusively in the qal. Occurrences can be classified into two groups. The word is used 7

times with the general meaning "support, strengthen, help," and then 5 times in a more

specific sense, including 4 (Gen. l8:5; Jgs. l9:5,8;Ps. 104:15) with the obj. /e-f in the

expression "fortify one's heart" - "eat," and once without any object ( I K. l3:7) in the

sense of "strengthen, fortify oneself' = "eat, refresh." In Biblical Aramaic, sZ occurs

irrEzr.5:2 in the pael pl. ptcp. in the sense of "support, strengthen, help."

III. OT.
l. General. The use of sZ in the first group (Isa. 9:6[Eng. v. 7]; Ps. 18:36[35];

20:3121; 41.4131 94:18; ll9:ll7; Prov. 20:28) is fairly uniform. The word always oc-

curs in verse. It is also noteworthy that every form has what may be called a venerable

sa'aQ. C. F. Barth, Die Errettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des

AIs (Zollikon, 1947), l36f .; W Beyerlin, Die Rertung der Bedrtingten in den Feindpsalmen der
Einzelnen auf institutionelle Zusammenh(inge untersuclur (Gcittingen, 1970), 32,75ff .; F. Stolz,
""fDD smt to support," TLOT, 11,804f.; R. Weiss, "Textual Notes," Textus 6 (1968) 130'

1. See, respectively, KAI, 214:15,21; R. Degen et al., Neue Ephemeris fiir semitische
Episraphik,2 vols. (Wiesbaden, 1972-74), n,67f. (cf . HAL, II,761); DNS/, II, 795;Beyer,647;
and lQapGen 22:31.

2. AHw,II, 1034, 1002.
3. HAL, lI,76l, treats them together; a different view is taken by K. Aartun, "Beitrdge zum

ugaritischen Lexikon," WO 4 (1967 168) 295; I. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic
Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971),69 (with bibliog.), is undecided. Otherwise, Ugar. s'd is associ-

ated with Arab. sZ and sada II, sayyid.
4. J. Cantineau, Le Nabatden II (Osnabruck, 19'78), 152f .

5. MdD,313.
6. ContiRossini, 198b; Biella, 339f.; Wehr, 374; WbTigr 195a.

\
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subject, though given the small number of occurrences one cannot conclude with any
certainty that other types of subjects were not also common; in any event, in the psalms
it is always Yahweh (or, in direct address to him, "your right hand" in ps. l8:36[35]
and "your steadfast love" in 94:18), in Isa. 9:6(7) the promised ruler, and in prov. 20:2g
the king. It does seem, howeveq that this word was most often used in elevated style.

The verb has two different kinds ofobjects. (a) In ps. l8:36(35) and 20:3(2) it is the
king, in Prov.20:28 his throne, and in Isa.9:6(7) his rule. (b) In ps. 4l:4(3);94:lg;
119:117 it is the petitioner in need to whom Yahweh turns his attention or who entreats
Yahweh to do so.

The or attests only figurative usage with regard to the basic meaning "support, as-
sist." It is unclear to what extent a concrete image of support still resonated or could yet
be sensed; perhaps this was still evoked by the notion of supporting or upholding the
throne in Prov.2o:28,7 by that of the king being supported by yahweh's right hand in ps.

l8:36(35), or by the slipping foot in Ps.94:18. In its purery figurative use, the verb's
meaning is substantively shaped by the various kinds of "supporting," and in summary it
might best be rendered by "support" in the sense of "strengthen, help," with the meaning
"strengthen" also applying to the more specific usage discussed below.

whereas in each of the passages from the psalms it is always a person (the king,
someone in need) who is supported or assisted, in Isa. 9:6(7) and prov. 20:2g it is the
king's rule or his throne. Isa. 9:6(7) promises that "there shall be endless peace for the
throne of David and his kingdom," and then with the following two infs. kwn and s'd
(with /e) explains how and in what way this will be done;s all this will happen because
the king "establishes and upholds" his throne and rule "with justice and with righteous-
ness." This "establishing and upholding," stability and steadfastness (sa'a/ also ex-
presses this aspect), are the essential promises needed for successful rule (2 S.7:16;
1 K.2:12,45). Similarly, tradition also held that se/dqd (-+ /lr) and + oDwD miipdt
were appropriate means of establishing and preserving one's rule (cf. ps. 89:15[14];
also 97:2; Prov. 16: 12; Jer.23:5;33:15; no distinction need be made between the
throne of God and the king).e In Prov. 2o:28 the king uphotds his throne through heseQ
(LXX en dikaiosfnd). Although in both Isa. 9:6(7) and prov. 2o:28 sd'aj is used with
kwn (a word actually more common in this particular context) and thus often translated
as "establish,"l0 its meaning here is more likely "uphold, stabilize, strengthen" (cf. by
contrast the translation of -+ lll kwn with "foundation";.tt

Twice in the Psalms the person rhus supported or upheld is the king (lg:36[35];

7. Cf. the supporting figures in connection with thrones in M. Metzger, Kbnigsthron und
Gottesthron.AOATl5l1-2 (1985), l,zl0t.,pl. 100,{,no. l0l9andCandD;-+VII,250.

8. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. rrans., Minneapolis, l99l),405.
9. -) NDf ftlssa' (V[, 232-59). Concerning this tradition, cf. also the Egyptian representa-

tions of the throne on the ml't hieroglyph, H. Brunner, "Gerechtigkeit ili Fundament des
Thrones," yr 8 (1958) 426-28; cf. also the two ma'at ftgtres standing behind the throne,
Metzger, Kdnigsthron und Gottesthron, 1,89 II, 78f., no.2jl.

10. O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). B/<XVII (1984),239.
11. -+ VII, 100f.
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20:3[2]). Scholars generally view the middle part of 18:36(35), wlminela tis'a/ent, as

an addendum, since it does not occur in 2 5.22:36.t2 The addendum is probably play-

ing off the description of the king as a warrior such that the (concrete) image is evoked;
"your right hand supports me," i.e., it holds me up, strengthens me. In Ps. 20:3(2) the

petition "may he give you support fromZion" refers to help, assistance, and protection

for the king (cf. the parallel first half of the verse, "may he send you help from the

sanctuary," and the parallel preceding verse).

In Ps. 4l :4(3);94 18 ll9l17, sa'aQtakes the oppressed individual as its object and

refers to a more comprehensive notion of helping. In 4l:4(3) Yahweh sustains the sick

individual, i.e., he helps that person through illness, strengthens, and heals the person

(cf. the parallel second half of the verse). In 94:18 the context specifies even more

clearly that Yahweh's intervention and help will rescue the oppressed person from the

evildoers and thus from death (v. l7). When danger arises, Yahweh's steadfast love

holds him up (cf. the parallel v. 19; concerning hese{, cf. Prov. 20:28, where the king
upholdshisownthrough hesed). "Whatthespeakerrecountsinvv. l8f.of thispsalm
sounds less like a reference to a single, comprehensive divine deed at a critical hour

than to a recurring situation of help and support in ongoing distress." "This is appar-

ently referring to ongoing support in getting through a difficult situation."ls
In Ps. 119:l17 the plea "hold me up" means "keep, support, strengthen, and help

me." The result of that would be the petitioner's safety (y.i'niphal). Here, too, the refer-

ence is to ongoing assistance and deliverance in life (the preceding v. I l6 uses sdmal5

in a parallel way, the anticipated result being a similar preservation of life). In this

sense saby' can refer to diverse and more comprehensive help in life.
Parallels to sa'aQ thus include both idlafi 'dzer (Ps. 20:312)) and samall ( 1 l9: 1 l6);

the remaining parallel clauses illuminate the meaning of sd'a/ through their content
(help and healing in 4l:413), help in l8:36[35]).

InEzr.5:2 Biblical Aramaic uses sd'aql (with /e) to refer to the support and help the

prophets Haggai and Zechariah give to Jeshua and Zerubbabel in rebuilding the temple.

2. Specific. Among the 5 occurrences of sa'ai with specific meaning (Gen. l8:5;
Jgs. 19:5,8; Ps. 104:15; I K. 13:7),4 use lz! as the object; the image emerges of
"strengthening, sustaining the heart" as an expression for "eating, refreshing oneself,"
one used elliptically is 1 K. l3:7 (i.e., sd'a{ witholt ld! or any other object; but sd'aj
might have the meaning "strengthen = eat, refresh oneself," even without being in-
serted in a fixed expression). In the expression "sustain, strengthen the heart," the l€b

doubtless represents a person's entire vegetative system and vital energy.la Hence Gen.

l8:5 (and by extension Jgs. 19:5,8 as well) is better translated "refresh yourselves"

than "strengthen your heart." It is especially before or after a strenuous journey that

one is called to "fortify your heart" in this sense (Gen. 18:5; Jgs. 19:5,8), the means of

12.H.-J. Kraus, Psalms I-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 255.

13. Beyerlin, 32; cf. also Barth, 136.
14. -+ VII, 413f .; TLOT,II, 640f.

\
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such fortification being bread (lehem, Gen. l8:5; Jgs. l9:5; ps. 104:15), something
God bestows through nature (Ps. lo4:14). As such, part of his creation and a funda-
mental condition for human life is that "bread fortifies a person's heart,', i.e., gives the
person the requisite physical-spiritual energy for life (cf . I K. 2l:7).

Iv. Lxx and vulgate. The LXX renders sd'aj with antilambdnesthai (lsa.9:6ljl;
Ps. 18:36[35); 2o:312)1, perikyklotin (Prov. 20:28) , and boethein (ps. 41:4[3]; 94:tg;
ll9:117). one can see that the first 3 passages use a graphic verb, while the psalms
generally understand the notion of sustaining or supporting the oppressed as a form of
helping. "Fortifying the heart" is translated with phagein (Gen. I g:5), st€riTein (t6n)
kardian (Jgs. 19:5,8; Ps. 104:15), while I K. l3:7 tses aristdn.

For the first group, the vulg. uses 5 different words: roborare (prov. 20:2g; ps.
20:3); corroborare (lsa.9:6UD; confortare (ps. l8:36[35];41:4t3D; adiuvare (94:1g);
and auxiliari (119:117), undersrandin g sd'a/ thus in rhe sense of "fortify, help.,, The re-
maining passages translate sd'aj le[ with r:onfortare cor (Gen. I g:5); confortare
stomachum (Jgs. 19:5); paululum cibi capere (Jgs. l9:8); confirmare cor (ps. 104:15);
and sa'a/ in I K. l3:7 with prandere.

Y. mis'd!. Presumably a terminus technicus, mis'dj occurs only in I K. l0:12 and
cannot be interpreted with any certainty. Imported almug wood (v. I I ) was used to
make musical instruments (lyres and harps) for the singers and mis'd/ for the temple
and palace. Even if vv. I I f. are secondary, they still assume that mis'dQ and instruments
made from this wood could be found in Jerusalem.r5 The parallel verse in 2Ch.9:ll
mentions mesill6, "(raised) highway," I Ch.26:16, 18 a ramp on the west side of the
temple, though the meaning of this architectural term is still uncertain (LXX renders
themesill)y of 2 Ch.9:l I as anabdseis, vulg. as gradus). The LXX translates mis'aQas
hypost4r{gmara (underprops? in I K. 7:24 peqdim is also translated with this word, re-
ferring to gourd-shaped ornaments). The vulg. reads.lir lcra (neuter pl.). Jewish com-
mentators understand mis'd/ as "inlaid pavement" (risp6, so Rashi), as ..pillars sup-
porting the beams," or as "ceiling" (Kimchi), though also as ..landing', (maatqeh, Levi
ben Gershom).16

All these explanations are probably based on the given context or on the parallel
verse 2 Ch. 9: I l. No combination with the etymological interpretation provides more
certainty. Some suggest emending the text to read mis'd{, "footpath."l7 The exact
meaning thus remains uncertain.

A preliminary translation of mis'a/ might be "paneling, wainscot"; a kind of panel-
ing or external coating without any supportive function might also be so designated. In
that case mesilld would be a covered surface functioning as a path. This might also be

_ 15. Concerning almug wood, cf. also M. Noth, Kbnige t-16. BK IX/l 121933;, 227t.; J. C.
Greenfield and M. Mayrhofer, "The'algummim/'almuggim-problem Reexamined,,' Hebrciische
Worfforschung. FS W. Baumgartner. SVT 16 (1967), 83-89.

16. Cf. in this connection Weiss, 130.
17. So Weiss, 130, following W. Mayer.
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suggested by the kind of wood mentioned,ls though in that case this could only be re-

ferring to a limited and subsequent architectural measure, since chs. 6 andT "nowhere

mention the use of almug wood." Is the reference then to furnishings of some sort in-

stead?le
Warmuth

18. Cf. J. A. Montgomery and H. S. Gehman, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Books

of Kings. ICC (1951),219.
19. Cf. Noth, Kdnige 1-16,228.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology and Occurrences;2. Syntax;3. Meteorology;4. LXX. II.
Meteorological Phenomena in Theological Statements: 1. Metaphors; 2. Rapture; 3. Theophany;

4. Holy War.

l. l. Etymology and Occurrences. The verb sd'ar probably derives from a Paleo-

Semitic root ji one nominally attested in the oldest occurrences. Akk. idru, "wind,

breath,.breeze," though also "nothing, nothingness, lie,"l might be an onomatopoetic

construction attempting to imitate the blowing of the wind. For phonetic reasons the

word cannot correspond to Heb. sa'ar The root is attested in West Semitic in Hebrew,

Aramaic, and Mandaic.2 Although HAI adduces Arab. sa'ara, "to kindle," V[ "go

crazy," VIII "flare up, ignite," sa'r5 "insanity, frenzy," this is doubtful because it has s

instead of the anticipated .i.3 By contrast, the root was probably also appropriated as a

loanword from Egyptian onomastics, as shown by the PN yas'ar-kunQ, "it storms on

. . ." in the Execration Texts.a Since the root is quite poorly attested outside Hebrew,

any attempt at derivation remains questionable, including that of Gesenius, who asso-

sd'ar M. Dahood, ".('rr, 'Storm' in Job 4:15," Bibl 48 (1967) 544f .; J. Jeremias, Theophanie:

Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT lol2 (19'77); H. Lugt, "Wirbelsttirme
im AI," BZ N.s. 19 (19'r.5) 195-204; L. Schmidt, De Deo: Studien zur Literarkritik und

Theologie. BZAW 143 (1976),65.

l. AHw, lll, ll92f.
2. Cf. Beyer, 647, "storm-driven"; itpael, "explode in flight"; MdD' 314, "be terrified, trou-

bled, awestruck."
3. HAL, ll,762: cf. Wehr, 411.
4. Cf. A. Goetze, "Remarks on Some Names Occurring in the Execration Texts," BASOR 151

(19s8) 32.

t

YQ s a'o, ; 19-9 sa'ar ; 1J\9 se' arA ; aY-p id'ar II;'lYP ia' ar ; itJ\p ie'ard
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ciates sff7 with i'r I, "shudder," which for s'r yields something like "dreadful, ghastly
weather."s Barth located the etymon in Arab. i{r "take away," whence the meaning
"storm" might then be derived.6

within Hebrew-Aramaic, s'r is probably the earliest form; although the 4 occur-
rences of the verb (Ps. 50:3; 58:10[Eng. v. 9], Job 27:21;Dnl. I l:40) and rhose of the
noun forms (ia'ar rsa.28:2; ie'drd, Nah. l:3; Job 9:17) are of ditTering ages, they are
on the whole quite recent. An additional older feminine fbrm ending in -r and postu-
lated for Job 4:15 has not been demonstrated.T Context suggests that this is actually a
fbrm of ia'ard, "hair."

The historically more recent fbrm si occurs 8 times as a verb (including Job l5:30
conj., the first occurrence probably being Hos. l3:3 [between 725 and 722], though
here, too, the overwhelming majority of witnesses is postexilic). As a noun, sazr oc-
curs 8 times (definitely preexilic) and se'ard 2l times (including ps. 55:9[gl conj., and
Sir. 48: 12; largely exilic and posrexilic).

The Hebrew ostracon Arad 3l :4 contains the pN s'ryhw, to be interpreted ac-
cording to A. Lemaire as "YHWH has violently stirred up, has provoked the tem-
pest."8 Among the 3 occurrences in Qumran, in leH 5:18 the teacher praises God
because he has "changed the tempest (s'rh) to a breeze (dmmh)," a metaphor for
the repulsion of distress (cf. IQH 3:6; cf. also ps. lo7:29). lletgJob 39:26
(Aram.) asks, "is the hawk srartled up at your wisdom?" (par. gald hithpael, "raise,
lift oneself up").

2. Syntax. Neither the verbs nor the nouns exhibit any noteworthy construction pe-
culiarities. The verb sa'ar, "to storm" (also in the military sense; cf. Hab. 3:14; Dnl.
ll:40) occurs in the qal, niphal ("become troubled,,' 2 K.6:ll), piel (..blow away,
snatch away"),e and pual; additionally, ia'ar occurs in the hithpael. The activity de-
scribed by the verbs is not restricted to specific subjects. The niphal in ps. 50:3, ..it
storms, is tempestuous" (NRSV "a mighty tempest all around him") is to be under-
stood as pass ivum divinum. l0 In several passages the nouns enter into construct associ-
ations: rftah se'arA (Ps. 107:25; 148:8; Ezk. 1:4); rfrah se'ar6! (Ezk. l3: 11); sd.ar bela,,
"storm of destruction" (Ps.55:10[9], conj.); sa%161 ftman, "whirlwinds of the south"
(Zec.9: l4), and saqrat YHWH (Jer.23:19 30:23).Interpretive difficulties atrach ro rhe
ia'ar qatef;, "disastrous storm," in Isa. 28:2.11

The noun sa'ar is the subject of the following verbs: hayd, "come to be"; yasa',
"come out, go forth"; hwl, "roar over";'wr II, "be roused, get going,'; and, gwr hithpael

5. GesB.790.
6. J. Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen zum hebrciischen und aramtiischen Le.ricon (Leipzig,

1902),50.
7. Cf. Dahood; see also idem, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X,,, Bibl 53 (1972) 4Ol.
8. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions hdbrai:ques I: Les o.straca (paris, 1977), 200.
9. See HP.2O0.
10. A different view is taken by Dahood, Bibl 53 (1972) 4OOf.
11, CT. HAL, III, I092.
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(Jer. 30:23, disputed meaning). A se'ard can'amad, "get up, arise," b6', "come," baqa',

"break forth," naia', "carry away," and pws hiphil, "blow away."

3. Meteorolog.v. A whole series of parallels indicates that sa'ar is a meteorological

term. Its immediate environment includes geiem, "rain shower," and bc7rd8/'elgA!ti'

"hailstones" (Ezk. 13:11); ieleg, "snow," and qit1r, "thick smoke" (Ps. 148:.$;'ab/
'anan, "cloud," and qeiet, "rainbow" (Sir. 43:ll); though also sitpd, "storm" (Am'

l:14); ia'ag and ia'6n, "thunder and roaring" (Jer.25:30-32); and bdraq, "lightning"
(Zec.9:14). These are joined by less specific designations such as qbl gAdbl, "lotd
sound"; '€i, "fte"; and lahab/lehdbd, "flame." Synonyms include the various designa-

tions for "wind": nepei, rftah, rfiah zal'dpA, "raging storm" (Ps. 1l:6; Sir. 43:11); sttpd

and ra'ai, all of which can be specified more closely (mythologically?) through indica-

tions of direction or provenance sap6n, "north"; qddim, "south"; ftman, "southern

area"; rfialt ydrfl, "west wind"; qete!, "demon of destruction" (?), etc' The ultimate an-

tonym is deld calm. lz This meteorological word field is transferred more or less in its

entirety into descriptions of theophany.l3

4. LXX. The broadly developed Greek vocabulary for the meteorological phenome-

non "wind" corresponds to the numerous variations of this phenomenon in the partly

subtropical climatic conditions of the eastern Mediterranean. In Semitic terminology

differentiation in this sense is prompted less by phenomenological description than by

other aims.la Greek is entirely different in this respect. Because its different terms

stand for different phenomena, the LXX's extraordinarily varied rendering of 's'r is to

be taken as a differentiated interpretation, and a summary enumeration of the Greek

"equivalents" is thus moot.
The LXX understands 2 K.2:1,11; Jer.23:19; Nah. I :3 (sysseismtis) and Jet.25:32;

Job 38: I ; Sir. 48:9,12 (la{laps) to refer to the powerful and impressive upward suction in

a whirlwind. By contrast, although the fiery phenomena in Ezk' l:4 instead suggest a cy-

clone with electrical discharges, the LXX speaks of a relatively mild pneima exafton.

But Aquila emends this into prZstiiri the term for the most catastrophic form of "water-

spout."15 This deviation in Ezk. l:4, however, actually derives from the linguistic ten-

dincy of the translator himself, who renders all occurrences of s'r in Ezekiel in this way

(cf. also 13:11,13). The most frequent translation is kateigis (10 occurrences, 7 in the

psalms), which according to Lugt refers to the winds at the beginning stages of a whirl-

wind.16 Other renderings include klfd1n, "wave, surge" (only in Jon. 1:4,12), associated

with the relatively weak verb exegeire (1:11,13). Speculative implications attach to the

singular renderings gndphos, "darkness" (Job 9:17); ndphos, "cloud' mass of clouds"

(Job 40:6); seismris, "earthquake, storm" (Jet. 23 19 cf. the verbal rendering in Am'

12. --> iliE1 ll, d"ama, ilL,264t.
13. See IL3.
14. See I.3.
15. Cf. Aristotle Meteor 37|a.
I6. "Wirbelsti.irme," 200.

!-
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l:14); and'sdlos, "torrent, surge" (Zec.9:14), while theological implications attach to
o196, "anger, wrath" (Jer.30:23). The verb was understood as a verb of movement or
transport: ekkindd, ekbdlld, ekpipt6; both seismo, "to storm, charge" (Hab. 3:14), and
likmdd, "winnow, fan" (Job 27:21), better approximate the basic meaning.lT

II. Meteorological Phenomena in Theological Statements. Because meteorologi-
cal phenomena are nowhere portrayed merely for the sake of scientific aims, even the
completely realistic description of the mighty sea storm in Jonah I is already referring
metaphorically to Yahweh's theophany. Yahweh casts a rfiah geQbld upon the sea
(v.4aa), whereupon a sa'ar gdQbl, a "mighty storm," arises (v. 5a0), breakingup (ibr)
and sinking ('bd) ships (vv. 4b,6). Here sa'ar is understood wholly as a water phenom-
enon that can come "upon" (.a/) someone (v. l2). The sea becomes increasingly stormy
(hdldk wesd'44 vv. ll,l3;,ta but can in a reverse fashion also become calm again
(id!aq, v. l1) and cease to rage (za'ap, v. l5).

l. Metaphors. Whereas -+ ilD1D sfrpd refers metaphorically to the rapidity of a pro-
cedure,re sa'ar indicates a danger deriving from something unstable, something from
which people want to save themselves (plt, Ps. 55:9f.[8f.]). Hosea was already compar-
ing both those who serve idols and the idols themselves with that which is completely
unstable, namely, with the dew and with dissipating smoke (Hos. l3:3). The lot of the
wicked is similarly understood; they will sway or rock like a boat in a storm (Sir. 33:2)
that lifts them up and sweeps them away (Job 27:21). The wind even sweeps away the
wicked's fruit (Job 15:30, emended text). In his own message of salvation, Deutero-
Isaiah applies this image to Jerusalem: "O afflicted one, storm-tossed, and not com-
forted"(Isa.54:ll;cf.theinterestingmisreadinginlQlsaa: sehfird,"theonepurchased
[by traders]"). Zec.7: l4 understands the exile as punishment, since Yahweh has scat-
tered Israel "among all the nations that they had not known."20

2. Rapture. The OT speaks 4 times about Elijah's rapture base'ard, "in/by the (!)
whirlwind" (2K.2:ll;v. I is secondary; Sir.48:9,12 refers to this passage). The definite
article attachingto se'ard here is strikingzt and can be taken as evidence that the author
was picking up this se'arA as a familiar theophanic motif. The coupling of this word with
the refte! ?t "chariot of fire," and the sfisA 'Ei, "horses of fire," reflects the ancient orien-
tal notion of the ascension of various deities in a tempest or whirlwind .22 The transfer-
ence of this notion to Elijah does not articulate any polemic against the gods (cf. the par.
rttah YHWH in v. l6); rather, it documents in a positive fashion the exceptional status of

17. Cf. G. Bornkamm, TDNTlY,28Of.
18. Concerning this construction, cf. GK, g1l3u; Syrr, 9939.
19. Cf. Lugt. 201.
20. Concerning the Aramaism'dsdturEm, cf . GK, gg23h, 52n
21. Unless one accepts the explanation in GK, 9126n.
22. Cf. Jeremias, '76ff .; A. Schmitt, Entriickung, Aufnahme,

108f.
Himmelfahrt. FzB l0 (1973),
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this great prophet, something also indicated by the strongly formulaic language in the

passage as well as the historical influence of motifs from the Moses tradition.23

3. Theopharyt. The storm wind or whirlwind is a consistent motif in theophany por-

trayals. Yahweh's coming is accompanied by numinous and cosmic phenomena consti-

tuting fixed motif grouping in the portrayals, groups whose provenance in ancient ori-

ental mythologies J. Jeremias has thoroughly discussed.2a One significant feature here

is the transference of earlier mythologems concerning the weather god to Yahweh (cf.

ps. l8).25 Such portrayals of theophanies with metaphors of storm and thunder were a

widespread form in Israel and were possibly already incorporated into the cult at an

early period. But it is striking that the Sinai theophany, characterized as it is by volca-

nic motifs26 (Ex. l9; Jgs. 5:4f.; Dt.33:2; Hab. 3; I Enoch l:3-7), does not use the storm

motif at all; this suggests a certain distancing from the mythology of the weather god.

Finally, the theologically extremely interesting Elijah theophany (l K. 19) with its

cPmam7 motif ("dead calm")21 represents an isolated case, and differs so demonstrably

from the usual theophany portrayals that one must assume the presence of radically

monotheist polemic in the background.
In Ps. 50:3 (presumably an older psalm), Yahweh's coming is accompanied by fire

and storms. The prophets pick up on God's appearance at judgment here and in part de-

velop it further (Jer.25:32), with subsequent redactors sometimes adding even more

material tiom tradition (vv. 30f.). Ezekiel portrays his own call vision with theophanic

colors (Ezk. I :4). With the exile, however, the judgment theophany yields to the deliv-

erancerheophany(cf.Isa.29:6;ztNah.l:3;Zec.9'.14).OnlythepoetofJobcontinues
to use the earlier diction in portraying Yahweh's onslaught in the terminology of judg-

ment theophanies (Job 9:17; 38:1;40:6)'
The postexilic creation psalms use this collection of motifs to demonstrate God's

power over creation. He causes the stormy wind to arise (Ps. 107:25), then commands

it to be still again (v. 29; cf . Mt. 8:26); storms and winds are ultimately dispossessed of

any remnants of numinous power when they become Yahweh's messengers (Ps. 148:8;

104:3f .1.20

4. Hoty War Several of these motif's also occur in connection with portrayals of holy

war.30 The petitioner entreats God to engage the entirety of his cosmic power to rout his

enemies: "As fire consumes the forest, as the flame sets the mountains ablaze, so pursue

23. Cf. R. P. Carroll, "The Elijah-Elisha Sagas"'
24. Pp. "13-117.

vr t9 (1969) 410t.

25. L. Kdhler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957),26t.; + lJY 'anan.

26. -+ )7'D stnay.
2't . -+i1a1 ll, (l"ama, lrll,264f .;Jeremias, ll2-15 cf. c. Macholz, "Psalm 29 und 1 Kdn 19,"

Werden und Wirken des ATs. FS C. Westermann (Gottingen' 1980)' 329-33'
28. Though H. wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK X/3 (1982), in loc., dates this to 701.

29. -+ 'lNlD mal'ak (Ylll,308-25).
30. cf. w. zimmerli,Ezekiel l. Herm(Eng. trans. 1979),||9;Wildberger,Jesaja2S-39, llo9.

I
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them with your tempest and terrify them with your hurricane" (Ps. 83:15f.[4f.]). Am.
l:14 mentions wind and storm in addition to the cry of war (f rfi'A); Isa.28:2 describes
the destruction of Samaria in the image of a theophany of war. Yahweh's wrath "has gone
forth, a whirling tempest; it will burst upon rhe head of the wicked" (Ier.23 19;30:23; cf .

Ps. 58:10[9]), pummeling them with hailstones (Ezk. 13:13; cf. v. ll and Josh. 10:ll)
such that their walls crumble. His tempest carries off the powerful of the earth like stub-
ble (Isa. 40:24).In an oracle of salvation, the same prophet assures the exiles that they,
too, will have a portion of this divine power in overcoming the difficulties of returning
home: "You shall winnow them [mountains and hills] and the wind shall carry them
away, and the tempest shall scatter them" (Isa. 4l:16).

Fabry

Contents: I. Etymology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. II. OT: Meanings and Synonyms. IIL
Symbolism and Special Meanings.

I. Etymology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. The masc. noun sal occurs in most of
the Semitic languages. Akk. sippu is attested in widely varying texts; although it prob-
ably involves a Semitic root, a connection with Sum. zib cannot be excluded.lOther
witnesses include Jewish Aram. sippa', Syr. seppd', Mand. stppd, and perhaps Phoen.
sp.2 A Nabatean version of the root is also suspected.3

This term comes from the vocabulary of ancient Semitic architecture and refers to an
object involving a house entry, a gate, or the framework of a door, though an exact identi-
fication is rather difficult. For example, several different interpretations have already
been suggested for Akk. sippu, including "threshold" (so also for Heb. sap), and also
"door frame, stone frame, door hinge," as well as "door hingestone, stone socle," etc.4

The scope of the different translations doubtless derives from the technical varia-

sap. W. Dever and S. Paul, eds., "Architectural Elements," Biblical Archaeology (Jerusalem/
New York, 1973),30-42; K. Galling and H. Rrisel, "Tir," BRLz,348f.; A. van Gennep, "The Ter-
ritorial Passage," Rites of Passage (Eng. trans., Chicago, 1960), 15-25; J. Ouelette, "The
Shaking of the Thresholds in Amos 9:1," HIJCA 43 11972) 23-27; A. Salonen, Die Tiiren des
Aben Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B 124 (Helsinki, 1961), esp. 62-66; H. C. Trumbull, Ifte
Threshold Covenant (Edinburgh, 1896); H. Weidhaus, "Der btt [ildni," ZA 45 (1939) 123-25;
O. Wintermute, "Threshold," IDBSup, 905.

1. AHw, II, 1049; Salonen, 63.
2. LexSyr 489; CSD, 385; MdD, 329; M. Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitischen

Epigraphik (Weimar, 1898), 230.
3. HAL, 11,763; DNSI, ll,796f.
4. Cf. R. S. Ellis, Foundation Deposits in Ancient Mesopotamia (New Haven, 1968);

Weidhaus; and esp. Salonen.

E
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tions in the actual frameworks for doors and gates, variations themselves dependent on
the nature of the house and inhabitants in question. For example, many monumental
buildings in Mesopotamia had door hinge sockets on both sides of the portals that were
sunken into the threshold or sill stone. Accordingly, the sides of the door contained
pivots ('amm6l. The hollowed-out stones serving as hinge sockets were not identical
with the continuous threshold and were accordingly installed to be concealed. Akk.
s ippu probably sometimes refers to such hinge sockets ; cf. al so sap in Ex. I 2'.22, where
it is usually translated as "basin" (for the blood), even though it is used together with
mezirz61, "doorposts," maiqbp, "lintel," and pe1ah, "door."S

II. OT: Meanings and Synonyms.
The noun .rdl, occurs 24 times in the OT: 1l in the Prophets, 6 in the Deutero-

nomistic history, 5 in the Chronicler's history, and twice in Esther. The denominative
verb spp occurs only in Ps. 84: I 1 (Eng. v. l0) in the hithpolel with the meaning "stand
at the threshold." The OT uses the word primarily in connection with the entry to the
temple. In3instancesthereferenceistothepalaceportal (I K. 14:17:Est.2:21;6:2;
perhaps also Zeph. 2:14 in ret'erence to the palace at Nineveh), and twice to the door of
a private house (Jgs. 19:27;Ezk.43:8). In most instances the meaning "threshold" is
appropriate, esp. in Ezk.43:8, where sap parallels mezuz6l, "doorposts." Isa. 6:4 uses
saTr in connection with the difficult word 'amm67 which can also mean "doorposts."
The tragic conclusion to Jgs. l9 shows a woman lying at the door of the house "with
her hands on the threshold" (v. 27).The meaning "threshold" is illustrated by Palestin-
ian house design. The threshold was made either of a single piece of stone or of indi-
vidual stones mortared together; it was elevated slightly above the surrounding level of
the entryway to prevent water from seeping in.

Although the LXX has difficulty with this word, using several diff'erent terms to
translate it (most frequently prdthltron and stathm6s), the evidence from Qumran to-
gether with other architectural terms show that the reference is to the horizontal thresh-
old as the "foundational" element of the entryway. According to l lQT 49:13, any de-
filement of a house necessitates a purification or cleansing of the portal, including the
door locks (mn'wlym), doorposts (mzwzwt), thresholds ('spym), and lintels (miqwp1,m;
all this involves a differentiated explication of Nu. l9:14ff .); for this terminology, see

also llQT 36:9 and 5Ql5 I i l5ff. and the description of the new Jerusalem. Thresh-
olds are also mentioned in 3Ql5 2:12;12:2. The only meaning deviating from these
might be found in the unclear passage Ezk.4O:6f ., which may refer to the door space in
general.

III. Symbolism and Special Meanings.
The threshold plays an important role in the general phenomenology of the border

area between different human activities, the most important being that between the pri-

5. Cf . HAL, 11,763, s.v. sp I; A. M. Honeyman, "Hebrew rlD 'Basin, Goblet,"' JTS 37 (1936)
56-59.
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vate and the public, the "threshold" representing the neutral zone between the two.

Many cultures associate a great number of magic-religious rites with crossing a thresh-

old, and the ground beneath the threshold is often the locus of certain offerings and

even threshold-related magic.6 Inscribed hooks found in Ugarit may represent such

apotropaic threshold offerings.T Light was also thought to have apotropaic qualities,

which is why lamps were often deposited beneath thresholds.8

Special meaning attaches to such rites when they involve crossing a threshold be-

tween the secular and sacred spheres. Accordingly, sap in the OT corresponds primar-

ily to precisely this "threshold." The custom of jumping over the temple threshold

seems to have been practiced at the temple of Dagon in Ashdod (the apparent reference

in I S. 5:4f., though here the reference is not to sap but to the synonym miptdn).e

The religious significance ofthis separation between the secular and sacred spheres

within the temple complex was amplified by the fact that many economically and na-

tionally significant events took place within the threshold because of the requisite pro-

tection they enjoyed there. Similarly, the inhabitants of a locale also sought protection

from external danger by retreating to the interior of a house. The portal of a house thus

acquired critical significance in regulating the movement of people and goods across

the threshold.
For this reason, the three "guardians of the threshold" (iomerA hassap, Jer. 35:4;

52:24;2 K. I 2: 10[9]; 22:4;23:4;25: I 8; I Ch. 9: I 9; 2 Ch. 34:9) represent important of-

ficials within the temple hierarchy. !er. 52:24 = 2 K. 25:18 shows their precise rank to

be beneath the high priest and the second priest. Their service at the temple threshold

in both fiscal and religious matters emerges from their role in connection with Josiah's

(2 K.22:4;2 Ch. 34:9) and Jehoash's (2 K. l2:10[9]) cult reforms, and also from

Josiah's temple cleansing (2 K. 23:4). That there were three such guardians derives

from the temple's three main gate precincts (Ezk. 40:6,24,35), each of which had a

"threshold guardian" overseeing the traffic through that particular gate.l0 These high

officials should not be confused with the lower-ranking office of the Levitical iowrA-

hassap, who during the postexilic period performed their service in groups of hundreds

and who held office as "gatekeepers" in the literal sense ( I Ch. 9:22: 2 Ch. 23:4; cf .

also 1 Ch. 9:19, where i'r is replacedby imr). 
Mevers

6. Cf. B. Rehf'eldt, "Schwelle," RGG3,y, 1620.
7. Ct.H. Weippert, "Hacke," BRL2, 132 also M' Dietrich, O.Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Die

ftinf beschrifteten Axte aus ugarit," uF 6 (1974) 463.
8. R. H. Smith, .,The Household Lamps of Palestine in oT Times," BA 2'7 (1964) 2-31, 101-

24. esp. 13.
g. bf. tne interpretation in H. Donner, " 'Die Schwellenhiipfer.' Beobachtungen zu Zephanja

1,8f.," Jss t5 (t970) 42-s5.
10. Cf. W. McKane, "A Note on 2 Kings 12:10 (Evv l29)," ZAW 71 ( 1959) 260-65' who of-

fers a different job description for the threshold guardians.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Cognates;2. Meaning;3. Valence. II. Primary Use: Lament. III.
Figurative Use. IV. General Use: Lament in Situations of Distress. V. Summary. VI. Qumran.

l. 1. Etymology, Cognates. The root spd is attested in Akkadian (sapddu, "lament,
mourn"; sipdu, sipittutm, "mourning"),1 Ugaritic (mispdt, "wailing women"),2 Aramaic
(s"pad, "strike one's breast, sound a lament"; sipdd', "lament for the dead"; sdpe/d',
"lament singer"), Syriac (s"pad, "strike one's breast, lament"), and probably also
Ethiopic (sadafZ, "lament"). Both Isa. 32:12 and the LXX rendering with k1ptesthai or
kopetds seem to suggest that the basic meaning is "beat (one's breast)." It everywhere
refers first of all to ritual lament for the dead, and then also to gestures and cries associ-
ated with laments in other situations of distress. In Hebrew the basic stem is joined
only by the N stem (Jer. 16:4;25:13) and the derivative noun mispeQ.

2. Meaning. The frequent occurrence of the verb and noun in connection with news
of a person's death (Gen. 23:2; 5O:lO; I S. 25:l; 28:3;2 S. 1:12; 3:31; ll:26, etc.) and
the close association sdpaS-qdlar (1 K. 13:29; 14:13; Jer. 16:4;25:33) show that the
verb and noun refer to a custom or rite attaching primarily to lament for the dead. The
behavior so designated is accompanied by other signs of mourning: -+ i?D) bdftd
(batcnanl,t weeping (2 S. l:12;Isa.22:12;Ezk.24:16,23), fasting (2 S. l:12; Joel2:12;

sapaQ.F. Ahuis, Der klagende Gerichtsprophet. Studien zur Klage in der Ilberlieferung von
den alttestamentlichen Gerichtspropheten. CThM Nl2 (1982); M. Ayali, "Gottes und Israels
Trauer iiber die Zerst0rung des Tempels," Kairos 23 (1981) 215-31; E. Feldmann, "Law and
Theology in Biblical and Postbiblical Defilement and Mourning Rites" (diss., Emory, 1971);
E. Gerstenberger, "Der klagende Mensch: Anmerkungen zu den Klagegattungen in Israel,"
Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 64-72; C. Hardmeier, Text-
theorie und biblische Exegese: Zur rhetorischen Funktion der Trauermetaphorik in der
Prophetie. BEvT79 (1978); E. Kutsch, "Trauerbrriuche" und "Selbstminderungsriten" im AT.
ThS 78 (1965); N. Lohfink, "Enthielten die im AI bezeugten Klageriten eine Phase des
Schweigens?" W 12 (1962) 260-7'7; M. S. Moore, "Human Suffering in Lamentations," RB 90
(1983) 534-55; J. Morgenstem, Rites of Birth, Marriage, Death and Kindred Occasions among
Semites (Chicago, 1966); H.-P. Mtiller, "Gilgameschs Trauergesang um Enkidu und die Gattung
der Totenklage ," 7A, 68 (1978) 233-50, esp.234f .; G. S. Ogden, "Joel 4 and Prophetic Responses
to National Laments," "/SOT 26 (1983) 97 -106; H. R. Rabinowitz, "Terms for Eulogies in the Bi-
ble," BethM l7 (1971172) 235f .,255; G. Rinaldi, "TPPD," Bibl 40 (1959) 278; J. Scharbert, Der
SchmerzimAT. BBB 8 (1955),60-62;G. St6hlin, "roner6g, x6zrro," TDNTIIl,830-60; E. F. de
Ward, "Mourning Customs in 1, 2 Samuel," IJS 23 (1972) l-27, 145-66; C. Westermann, "The
Structure and History of the lament in the OT," Praise and lttment in the Psalms (Eng. trans.,
Atlanta, 1981), 165-213; -+ ):x ',abal (',dbhal) (1,44-48).

l. AHw, ll,1024,1048.
2. WUS, no. 1944.
3. TDOT il,116-20.
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Zec.7:5), putting on sackcloth, rending of clothes (2 S' 3:31, Est.4:1), crying out or

"wailing" (Jer. 4:8; 49:31 Mic. 1:8), and raising a lamentation (qind, Ezk.27:32). The

most frequent parallels to both the verb and noun are 'a[al and'df;el (Gen. 50:10; 2 S.

ll'.26', Jer.6:26; Mic. l:8; Est. 4:3; Sir. 34:17). Gen. 50:10 shows that'd!al and sapaQ

are not simply synonyms; here mispeQ is the ritual lamentation lasting apparently only

a single day and described as "very great and sorrowful," while'dlal refers to the atti-

tude or disposition of mourning lasting seven days. In addition, both the verb (Eccl.

3:4) and the noun (Ps. 30: l2[Eng. v. 1l]) are contrasted with expressions of joy, espe-

cially with "dance" (raqaQ, mdhbl).

3 . Valence. The verb is often used absolutely in the sense of "to conduct a mourning

ritual" (2 S. l:12; I K. 13:29', Eccl. 3:4; Jer. 4:8; 49:3;Ezk.24:16; Joel 1: l3; Mic. l:8;
Zec. l'.5; 12 12). Whether the corpse or thing about which one is lamenting is present

ornot.referenceismadetoitwith/e(Gen.232',5010; I S.25:l;28:3;1K. l4:13'18)

or 'al (2 S. 1l:26; I K. l3:29f .; Isa. 32: 12;Zec. 12:10).If one is emphasizing expressly

that the corpse is actually present at the lamentation, the verb is construed with lipnA

(2 S.3:31: "before Abner" INRSV "over Abner"l). The figura erymologica sapaj
mispd/ occurs only in Gen.50:10; "to make lamentation" is otherwise expressed as

'dSA mispdj Qer. 6:26; Mic. l:8). Isa. 32:72 construes the verb with double 'al in the

expression sdpaQ'al-idy'ayim'al. . . , "wail in lamentation (by beating) on your breasts

for. . . ." Passages such as 1K. l3.29f.; Jer.22:18; 34:5; and Am. 5:16 show that both

the verb and the noun can evoke the notion not only ofcertain gestures but ofvocal ar-

ticulations as well. A mispCi includes, among other things, the cries "alas, alasl" (h)y,

h6y), "alas, my brother, alas, sister!"; "alas, lord, alas, his majesty!"
The subject of the niphal stem of the verb is the person whose death is being la-

mented; thus "someone is the object of the lament, a lament is held for someone."

II. Primary Use: Lament. Both the verb and the noun most frequently refer to the

ritual lament for the deceased conducted soon after the person's death or after hearing

the news of that death. As a rule, the lament takes place in the presence of the corpse

and immediately before interment (Gen.23:2; I S' 25:1;2 S.3:31; I K. l3:29f.). Ref-

erence to "all Israel" having mourned some great person (Samuel in 1 S. 28:3; the royal

prince in I K. 14:13,18; the Maccabean heroes in 1 Mc. 2:70;9:20: l3:26) probably

means that public mourning ceremonies were conducted first at the place of actual

death and interment and in the presence of the corpse, and then throughout the entire

country upon arrival of the news of death. Similarly, David and his men (2 S. I : l2) and

the wife of Uriah (ll.26) mourn the fallen Saul and his sons or the fallen spouse as

soon as the news reaches them from the front. A longer period passes in Gen. 50:10 be-

tween the actual moment of death and the public celebration of mourning. Jacob died

in Egypt and was embalmed, a procedure lasting 40 days according to v. 3, and was

then brought to the land of Canaan in a solemn procession. While the body was still in
Egypt, before it was transported back to the land of the patriarchs, the Egyptians them-

selves held "a very great and sorrowful lamentation," one specifically distinguished

from the "weeping" for Jacob in Egypt, which according to v. 3 lasted 70 days. Al-
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though not expressly stated, the story probably presupposes that immediately after the
death of their father in Egypt, Jacob's sons held the customary mourning ritual in pri-
vate. Jer. 34:5 suggests that at least in the later monarchy, when a king died the mourn-
ing ceremony was conducted in close connection with the cremation of the corpse.

Jeremiah warns King Jehoiakim (22:18) and the inhabitants of Jerusalem (16:4,6;
25:33) that they will not be buried, nor will any lamentation ceremony be conducted for
themt in the chaos of war, their corpses will remain unintered. As a sign of this, the
prophet himself is not permitted to enter a house of lament or to take part in any lamenta-
tion (16:5).+ Indeed, when Ezekiel's wife suddenly dies, he is allowed neither to partici-
pate in her funeral nor to "weep" for her, again as a sign that the chaos of war will prevent
his fellow citizens from mourning their fallen sons (24:16,23). Eccl. l2:5 suggests that
the mourning rites designatedby sdpaQ were also conducted during the procession to the
grave site ("and the mourners will go about the streets"). Ben Sirach does not think much
of exaggerated, overly long mourning, advising instead to conclude the mispZQ and'Zpel
within two days and then to be comforted in one's grief (38: l7).

Zec. l2:10-14 mentions mourning rites held only after an initial disregard for the per-
son's death and after an initial denial of the usual rites. Only after Yahweh has poured out
his "spirit of compassion and supplication on the house of David and the inhabitants of Je-
rusalem" will they mourn "the one whom they have pierced . . . as one mourns for an only
child;5 on that day, the mourning in Jerusalem will be as great as the mourning for Hadad-
rimmon in the plain of Megiddo." This tells us that the death of an only son prompted an es-
pecially impressive lament, and that a mourning ceremony was customarily held for
Hadad-rimmon, probably annually, in the vicinity of Megiddo. Most exegetes assume that
this is referring to a mourning rite involving a vegetation deity; the fomrer northern king-
dom may well have had pagan inhabitants who conducted such ritual lamentations within
the framework of their fertility cult. As discussed abcve, mourning rites designated by
sapa! or mispe{ characteristically included the beating of one's breasts and the articulation
of short cries with the interjections hb hb (Am.5:16) and hby, "alast" along with a designa-
tion of kinship orthe title "lord" ('Adbn), thus "alas, my brotherl" (l K. l3:30); "alas,lord!"
(Jer. 34:5). Jer. 22:18 shows that such cries had even become clich6s; at the death of a king
one cried out, "'Alas, my brother!'or 'Alas, sister!'. . . 'Alas, lord!'or 'Alas, his majesty!'
(hddoh)." Although these cries were not strictly speaking part of the dirge (qind) they
probably did accompany it (cf. 25. 1:19-27;3:33f.). The frequently auested associarion of
sapaQ and mispd/ with other expressions of pain shows that pafiicipants in such mourning
rituals rent their clothing, sprinkled dust on their heads, wept and otherwise "wailed" in an
inarticulate fashion, and sometimes even fasted. These signs of grief, however, obviously
lasted beyond the actual mourning rite itself on the day of interment or arrival of the news
of death, and belonged to the actual "mourning" period extending over several days (cf.
discussion above). One must thus distinguish between the actual mourning itual (mispEQ)
associated with the sounding of the dirge on the one hand, and on the other hand the

4. -+ nllD marz€ah (tX, 10-15)
5. +'7llr yaha| (Yl,40-48).

30r
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,,mouming" ('€!el) extending over a longer period of time' with several expressions of

grief overlapping between the two'

III.FigurativeUse.Ezk.2T:3lf.usesthenounwithadoublefigurativemeaning'
EzekieldescribesthecityofTyreasasunken'hipo'"'which-merchantsmournasif
over a dead person' They make themselves yfA' nut on sackct3lf' weep"'mourn bit-

terly" (mispEd *or), uni'ise a lamentatior- (w'qbn"ntt qind)'-Although certain Akka-

dian texts also mentionlf'" U'"nt for a city' no*h"'" to my knowledge do they men-

tion one for a ship' ' ;on between the prophet's lament for his
Figurative use is also found in the compans

people and the *xpea ,r i":ackal and in".'eba of the ostriches. The only possible

ooint of comparison t 
"r" 

i, the howling cries these animals make, sounds recalling

ihore of lament (Mic' l:8)'

IV.GeneralUse:LamentinSituationsofDistress.Peoplewholamentagreatmis-
fortune or great distre,, u"t,u," similarly to trrose wtro lu*"nith" dead' Both the verb and

thenounaccordinglyappearfrequentlyinsuchsituations,thoughitissometimesdiffi-
cult to derermine *t 

"tiJ, 
tt 

" 
ir*" OoL, not involve a lament for the dead in the literal

sense. The ..great mourning with fasting and weeping andmisp.€/insackcloth and ashes"

(Est. 4:1-3) in which tUoiA""ui and the l"*' "ng[" 
throughout the Persian kingdom

might refer not only ;;i;-;;""t"t mou*i"g uJcJ-panying th3 
lnormous 

danger in

which they roona tr,"riJr"", u, u result of it" r.ingl aecte", but also to anticipated

mourning for the O""A,J"', f"t th"*'el'"s' since no one would be left to mourn the mur-

dered Jews. In propheiic oia"le, of judgment as well, oracles in which the prophets warn

theirownorforeignpeopleaboutbeingma"t"r"dinwar'theverbornountogetherwith
other expressions of ru.i"n, can refer-to tt e tument over the tenible distress in general

brought on by war, u, *"iL u, to an actual tu*"niro. the dead, for the fallen warriors and

those murdereauy r,"rtii" *ldiers (Jer. a,g;orio;48:38;49:3; Am.5:16f'; Mic' 1:8'11)'

The decimation or ri"las ano uin"yura, is prouuuiy the reason lsa.32:12 tells his readers

to ..beat your breasts in fu*"n,urion." Joei l:13 orders the priests to put on sackcloth' to

..wail,,,andtolament$apaQ)becauselo"u,t,huv"decimatedthevineyardsandfields.

This apparently refers L"i"rIi" ri rrgy or larnent, one prompted by a natural catastrophe'

in-;ilil the priests function as liturgical personnel'

AccordingtoZec.T:5,aliturgicallamentassociatedwithfastingatcertaintimes
over the course or tn" v"-, in ttr-e m*r and seventh months, took place for "seventy

years,, in Jerusalem ;;;;;;"-orate the destrucrion of the temple in 586 s'c'

Undercertaincircumstances,thenouncanalsorefertopenitentialrites.Thusac-
cording to Isa. zz,tii. iun*eh orders ttr" irt uui unts of Jemsalem "to weeping and

mispES,to baldness ;;;;;i'g on sackcloth"' only to discover that "instead there was

joy and festivity, kili;;;;"' Ind slaughtering sheep' eating meat and drinking wine'"

According to Joel ;r-l;f .,Yahweh sees the aiiaster ttrat hai smitten the people with a

plague of locusts, ,i"*"i here apparentry u, fonirt ment fof 
.sins, 

and orders the people

to .,return to me with all your heart, with rariing, *itr, weeping, and with mispEy'," arrd

to rend not their clothing but their hearts'
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V. Summary. In the OT the verb and noun constructed from the stem spd refer to a
complex of expressions of great suffering consisting largely in the gesture of beating
one's breast and in more or less traditionally standardized or spontaneous cries or
sounds of lament. The corresponding behavior cannot always be distinguished clearly
from 'd\al. The primary locus of the expressions of suffering designated by the verb
and noun is lament for the dead; although the dirge (qind) is part of this, it is not identi-
cal with it but rather is part of the mispZQ, i.e., of the "mourning ritual." The expres-
sions of suffering designated by the stem spd carry strong ritual overtones, something
shown by the fact that both the noun and the verb also refer to liturgical celebrations
commemorating painful events (e.g., the destruction of the temple) and to celebrations
conducted by priests to announce penitence and religious conversion. In this respect
misp4/ can allude to assembling for public mourning, something suggested especially
by Am. 5:16. In poetic diction one can speak about the "lamentation" for a destroyed
city or for a sunken ship, just as one can raise a "dirge" in the same situations. Zec.
12:10-14 confirms that spd refers to ritually strictly organized Iamentation celebra-
tions, since here the participants mourn the "one whom they have pierced," lamenting
in groups organized according to clans, the clans even being further subdivided accord-
ing to men and women. Although such ritual organization may not have been followed
this strictly in every case, and may not always have been observed, especially in the
case of lamentation over the calamities of war or other catastrophes, it does not seem to
have lacked formality altogether.

VI. Qumran. The Qumran documents attest but a single occurrence of misp€{
$ApaQ does not occur): lQH ll:22,which uses the term among the repertoire of its
synonyms. The petitioner adduces virtually the entire word field involving lament and
mourning. His anthropological insights prompt bitter grief ('C[el ydgbn) and grief-
stricken mourning ('dbel merbrtm). His meditations are full of sorrowful groans
(flndhd), and he breaks out in bitter lamentation (mispeQ merbrtm).

Scharbert

illQ sapa

Contents: I. Etymology. IL OT. III. LXX and Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root spy occurs not only in Hebrew but also in Jewish Aramaic
("collect, destroy, perish"), Syriac ("collect"), and Arabic ("stir up dust and carry it
away" [wind as subj.]), while Old South Arabic "destroy" is doubtful (perhaps a
Minaean causative of"fy).t Aramaic and Syriac "collect" is the semantic equivalent of

t--

l. ContiRossini, 198b.
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Heb. 'asap, which can also mean "take away, exterminate." The form sdpfi in Am. 3: l5

@ar. 'a!r/tt) might also derive from .r,?p, "come to an end," while the intransitive

iap"fi, "vanish," in Jer. l2:4 can only derive from sapL. One should probably read

sipel grom yasap, "add to, increase") in Nu. 32: l4 and Isa. 30:1 instead of ,sepd; simi-

laily, the hiphil form 'aspehinDt.32:23 should probably be read as'osipA and derived

fromyasap (or is this a form of 'asap? cf. LXX syndxA). This might involve various

expansioni of a base sp, though in that case the semantic development remains ob-

scure. It more likely involves orthographic variants.

This yields 6 certain occurrences of the qal (+ Am. 3:15) and 9 fbr the niphal (+

twice in Sirach).

II. OT. This word refers first of all to snatching away in a completely concrete

fashion. David spares Saul with the words, "As Yahweh lives' Yahweh will strike

him downt or his day will come to die; or he will go down into battle and perish

['be snatched away']" (1 S.26:10). The expression ybmi ydb6'wam€! refers to

natural death, bammithdmd yer\i wenispd to violent death in war' Yahweh's judg-

ment will find him in any case. Elsewhere, David fears that he will "be snatched

away one day by the hand of Saul" (i.e., be killed;NRSV "perish"; I s.27:l). Isa.

l3: l5 describes the routing of the Babylonian army; they will f'lee, and "whoever is

found (masa) will be thrust through, and whoever is caught Isnatched away,

picked out of the host of those who flee; sapiniphal) will fall by the sword." Ps'

40: l5(Eng. v. l4) mentions adversaries who "seek to snatch away my life." Finally,

I Ch. 2l: l2 is to be read with the par. 2 S. 24:13 as nusekd(h) ("you must flee") in-

stead of nispeh.
Among the theologically more interesting occurrences, 4 refer to the destruction of

Sodom. In his intercession Abraham asks God: "Will you indeed sweep away the righ-

teous with the wicked?" (Gen. 18:23). The alternative "fbrgive" (ndici', v.24) shows

that being swept away or destroyed is meant as punishment fbr sin. On the morning of

the day of destruction, God prompts Lot to flee with his family into the mountains to

avoid being swept away (niphal, Gen. l9: I 5,17). Nu. 16:26 also deals expressly with

punishment for sins. During the revolt of Korah, Moses orders the community to stay

away from Korah and his adherents, "or you will be swept away for all their sins." ln

his own farewell discourse ( I S. 12), Samuel advises that "if you still do wickedly, you

shall be swept away, both you and your king" (v. 25).

Although the text of Prov. l3:23 is obscure, one possible rendering may be: "the

newly tilled (?) field of the poor may yield much food, but possession (yCi) is swept

away through injustice (belo' miipdt)." The only thing clear in this passage is that a

causal nexus obtains between justice and being swept away. The announcement of
punishment in Isa. 7:18-20 warns that Yahweh "will shave with a razor hired beyond

the River - with the king of Assyria - the head and the hair of the feet [of Israel], and

it will take off (sdpA qal) the beard as well." One concrete image evokes the utter dev-

astation of the land. Jer. l2:4 uses sapd intransitively: "For the wickedness of those

who live in it [i.e., the land] the animals and the birds are swept away (sape!A)." As al-

ready mentioned, Am. 3:15 may also belong in this context; the beautiful houses of Sa-
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maria will perish ('alejit) and disappear (sapfr), or, deriving sapfi from si?p, "shall
come to an end" (cf . sapft tammfr, Ps. 73:19).

Dt.29:l 8(19) is not clear. The idolater speaks a blessing tbr himself and says: "I
shall have ial6m though I walk in the stubbornness of my heart lema'an sep61 hdrAwd
'e!-hassemZ'A." First, it is unclear whether lema'ctn is referring to his own intentions or
to the concrete result. Second, sep6ycan be either transitive ("sweep away") or intran-
sitive ("disappear"). Third,'e1 can be either nota accusativi or the prep. "with" tEU
chooses the first alternative: "so that water in plenty ends the drought," which would
thus be his careless intention). Bertholet's suggestion is worth noting according to
which saying that "the moist as well as the dry (land) [= everything without exception]
is swept away," for example, as if by a raging stream, actually represents a proverb of
sorts.2 That is, the idolater's hubris causes both the just and the unjust to be swept away
simultaneously.3

Sir. 5:7 says that Yahweh's wrath will suddenly break loose, "and at the time of pun-
ishment you will be swept away." Sir. 8: l5 warns against trafficking with the reckless,
"for through their fblly you will be swept away," i.e., such people will draw you into
misfbrtune along with then.rselves.

IIII. LXX and Qumran. The LXX's pref'erred translation is (syn)apctllinai (6
times), thenprostitltdnai,"hand over, deliver" (3 times in I Samuel), and finally also
aphaire in, exai rein, uphanizesthai, sympo ralambdne in, and syndgein.

Both occurrences in the writings of Qumran involve Dt.29:1 8(19). lQpHab ll;14
says that the wicked priest "walked in the ways of drunkenness lema'an.scp61
hasseme'A, which here must mean "that he might quench his thirst." IQS 2:14 quotes
the passage from Deuteronomy with several alterations and refers it to him who
wants to enjoy the advantages of the covenant but without penance. He says, "Peace
be with me, even though I walk in the stubbornness of my heart," to which the author
responds: "His spirit shall be swept away, the thirsty [spirit?] with the sated, wirhour
pardon."

Ringgren

2. A. Bertholet, Detieronomiuru. KHC V (1899),90.
3. A diff'erent view is taken by J. Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln

ll," VT 7 (1957) 98-102, here 99f., who identifies the root here as iph (cf . Arab. iffi, "heal"),
meaning "quench one's thirst."
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IEQ 'ap"q; ?29 sePeq; IDP iaPaq

Contents: I. Etymology.ll. sdpaq, "strike, Clap One's Hands." lll. Sapaq, "Suffice,

Abound." IV. LXX.

I. Etymology. Heb. sdpaq (spelled sdpaq in Job 27:23, in several mss. also in

34:37), "clap, strike," is apparently related to Arab. safaqa, "to strike in a clapping

fashion," "to shake hands." It also occurs in Jewish Aramaic. Yet another wotd, fupaq,

"suffice, abound," is attested in several Aramaic dialects (and as an Aramaic loanword

also in Akkadian) and is related to OSA .i/q, "suffice, be abundant."r Arab' iafiqa,

"have pity" (second and fourth form "decrease"), probably does not belong in this con-

text.

ll. sdpaq,,,Strike, clap one's Hands.,, Both Job 27:23 and Lam. 2:15 use "clap

one's ha-nds (kappayim) parallel with idraq, "hiss, whistle," as an expression of mali-

ciouspleasureorof derision. Inalengthyexposition (Job27:13-23),Zophar describes

the ultimate fate of the wicked, concluding with the words: "One claps one's hands at

him, and hisses lmocks] at him when he departs l? mimmeqbmdl." According to Lam.

2:15,"a11who pass along the way clap their hands" at Jerusalem; "they hiss and wag

(nita') their heads at daughter Jerusalem." The meaning of this gesture emerges from

the words they then speak: "Is this the city that was called the perfection of beauty?"

This is probably less a matter of pain and horror than of malicious pleasure and tri-

umph. The gesture may also originally have had apotropaic meaning.

Zeph. 2:15 offers a different combination with reference to the enemy's "exultant

city," using iaraq and h€nia' yd/, "shake one's fist," a gesture at once both defensive

and mocking. The verb is also used together with kappayiinr in Nu. 24:10. After Balaam

has already blessed Israel three times, "Balak's anger was kindled against Balaam, and

he struck his hands together," a gesture expressing the emotion of indignation.2

The meaning of Job 34:37 is disputed. Elihu maintains that Job deserves to be pun-

ished, "for he adds transgression (peia') to his sin ba$a'D; he strikes among w (bAnAnu

yispbq), and multiplies his words against God." Either one adds kappayim here to

mean he claps his hands together as an expression of his mocking attitude toward God

(NRSV "he claps his hands among us"), something fully compatible with the increase

of rebellious words, or one associates spq with Aram. spq pael, "occasion doubt, raise

doubts," and takes peia'as the object: "he casts doubt on his sins."

Twice the object of sapaq is yarEft, "thigh." According to Jer. 3l:19, Ephraim (the

northern kingdom) will turn back to Yahweh and say: "For after I turned back (ifril I
repented (nbm); and after I came to understand (yd'niphal) I struck my thigh; I was

L AHw,II, 1026; Biella,522.
2. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), in loc.
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ashamed (bdi), and I was dismayed (klm niphal)." The context suggests that this ges-
ture expresses the feeling of shame; it may represent a traditional gesture of remorse or
lamentation. According to Ezk. 2l:17(Eng. v. l2), upon receiving news of Yahweh's
sword, the prophet is to strike his thigh. The verse also contains the command to "cry
and wail" (ze'aq wehAbl), suggesting that this refers again to a gesture of lamentation
or to an expression of horror. It is also worth noting that vv. 19 and 22(14,17) also refer
to striking one's hands together (hikkd kap'el-kap).

Job34:26 involves striking in the sense of punishment. Elihu says: "He strikes them
like the wicked while others look on." The following verse supplies the reason: "be-
cause they turned aside from following him, and had no regard for any of his ways."

lll. idpaq, "Suffice, Abound." The hiphil form in lsa.2:6 is disputed. The prophet
reprimands "the house of Jacob" for being "full of diviners [read miqsdm] from the
east, and ofsoothsayers like the Philistines," and"yaspiqfr children offoreigners." The
usual understanding is that this is related to Arab. safaqa, "to shake hands,"3 i.e., to
making alliances with foreigners. More likely, however, it refers to ipq, "be abundant,"
which also fits the par. mdl€', "be full," i.e., the country is overcrowded with foreign-
ers.a The same ipq then also occurs in I K.20:10. King Ben-hadad of Aram swears
that "the dust of Samaria will not 'suffice' to provide a handful for each of the people
who follow me."

This verb also occurs in several passages from Sirach. "For great is the wisdom of
Yahweh;he is mighty in power and sees everything" (Sir. l5:18). ln31:12 spwqrefers
to the "abundance" of the table; in 3l:30 wine adds many wounds (mspq p;').

The noun sepeq ocours twice in Job. Despite their superfluous fullness (mel6'1
sipqb), the rich will still fall into distress (20:22). Job 36: I 8 is obscure. The MT reads:
"Beware that wrath [textual error?] does not entice you in sepeq." Does besepeq mean
"at the [God's] blow," "in abundance," or "at the clapping of hands in mockery"
(NRSV "into scoffing")? In any event, the second half of the verse mentions abundant
bribery.

IV. LXX. The LXX translates this twice with krotein (tds cheiras) (Iob 37:23;Lam.
2:15; so also Ezk. 21:17, which presupposes ydd'kd instead of ydr€!), then also
synkrotein tais chersin in Nu. 24:lO. For the rest, the LXX either circumscribes the
term or has a different reading.

Ringgren

3. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l),97tt.
4. J. Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text of the OT (1968; repr. Winona

1987),232f.
Lake, Ind.,
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JQQ sapari ]PPD mispar
-T

Contents: I. 1. Basic Meaning, Occurrences; 2.LXX. II. The verb spr: 1. Qal and Niphal;

2. Piel and Pual. III. The Noun mispar. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Basic Meaning, Occurrences. The basic meaning of the verb spr is "count." It
occurs 27 times in the qal (including twice the ptcp. sAper [see discussion belowl: ad-

ditionally, mt sapar is to be read in Nu. 23: l0 instead of mispdr),| 8 times in the niphal
(as passive to the qal), 67 times in the piel (with the resultative meaning "enumerate,

tell," 30 of which occur in the Psalms, though the text of 69:27lEng. v.261has been

corrupted, as probably also in 64:6151),2 and 5 times in the pual (as passive to the piel).
The noun mispar, "number," derives from this verb, and occurs 133 times (though

doubtful in I Ch. l1:113 and incorrectly in I Ch.27:24b5 [instead of seper]a and Nu.
23:10 [see above]; it also occurs once with the meaning "story" in Jgs.7:15 cor-
responding to the verb's use in the piel) as does the hapax legomenon sepa4 "census"
(2Ch.2:16, with aramaizing vocalization).5 The word sepArfu in Ps.7l:15 is unclear
("number"? denominated from soper or a corrupted text?).0 This word group is also at-

tested in the Hebrew portions of Sirach (the verb 7 times, mispar 8 times).
Apart from Hebrew, the word group is attested in Ugaritic and Phoenician-Punic

(mspr), in an altered form also in Ethiopic (safara, "to measure") and Old South

Arabic (.frr, "standard, measure").7 lt is not found in most of the Aramaic languages
(including Biblical Aramaic), and occurs only in some of the more recent (spr in Sa-

maritan [peal and pael] and Syriac [peal] in the meaning "tell";.t The equivalent from

sapar. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography. Y" Bibl 48 (1967) 428f .: E. Jenni, HP;
J. Ki)hlewein. "If p scper book." ILOTI II. 806- l3: S. O Steingrimsson. "Att riikna upp Herrens
under," SEA 44 \1919) 68-'73; S. Wagner, "9'Ii in den Lobliedern von Qumran," Bibel und

Qumran. FS Hans Bardkte (Berlin, 1968),232-52.

1. See BIIS.
2. See BHS in both cases; concerning Ps.64:6(5) also H.-J. Kra:us, Psalms 60-150 (Eng.

trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 23.
3. See BIIS; also W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HATll2l (1955),96.
4. See BllS.
5. See M. Wagner, Die lexikulischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen im alttestament-

lichen Hebreii,sch. BZAW 96 (1966), 88f.
6. See L. Delekat, "Zum hebriiischen Wrjrterbuch," W 14 (1964) 32f.; W. Beyerlin, "Die

tbda der Heilsvergegenw[rtigung," Z.AW 79 (1967) 218; HAL, ll,'168.
7. Concerning Middle Hebrew see WTM,III, 573f. (for the verb), 174,578 (derivatives); con-

cerning the Qumran texts see IV below. For Ugaritic see UI no.1793; WUS, no. 1947 (though in
the colophons not, as assumed here, the perfect of a basic stem "write," but rather the noun sp4

"scribe"; see UT no. 1793). For Phoenician-Punic, DNS/, II, 666. For Ethiopic, Dillmann,
LexLingAeth, 404; WbTiga 201a. For Old South Arabic, Biella,342.

8. J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon (Leiden, 1959), 52:' LexSyr; 492.
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genuine Aramaic is the word group mny, which is also attested in the Hebrew of the
OT, resulting in overlapping in the qal and niphal.e

It is disputed whether an etymological relationship obtains between this word group
and the noun -+ 1DO seper and the participial form -t \DO sdp€r. In any event, the for-
mer is to be distinguished semantically from the latter. Only s1p€r in Isa. 33: l8 (bis) is
to be derived as a participle directly from spr in the qal. One might note, however, that
in Ps. 56:9(8) and 87:6 the meaning "enumerate, write out" for spr in the qal, one at-
tested also in Middle Hebrew and in late Aramaic, is probable or at least possible.l0
Most likely, however, this involves a secondary semantic development influenced by
seper or sApCr or a secondary derivation fiom these. The assertion that this word group
actually has a different semantic content or a different derivation within the individual
occurrences is not justified.ll

2. LXX. With few exceptions, the LXX renders the qal and niphal of spr with
arithmefn or exarithmein, the piel and pual largely with diegeisthai, less often with
exEgeisthai, ekdidgeisthai, as well as with various composites of angdllein, in isolated
cases also with other verbs. In Ps.48:13(12) and 87:6, the qal is rendered with
diZgeisthai, in 56:9(8) with exangillein; while in Job 38:37 and Ps. 22:18(17), by con-
trast, the piel is rendered with arithmein and exarithmein (with grammatiko[ for soper
in Isa. 33: 18ba). The equivalent for the noun mispar is arithm6s, and only in isolated
instances do other nouns or verbal forms appear (e.9., anar(thmetos for 'An mispar;
didgdsis lexilgdsis] in Jgs. 7:15).

II. The Verb spr.
L Qal and Niphal. ln the qal and niphal, spr refers to the counting ofT of equal quan-

tities or entities for a specific purpose. For example, days, weeks, or years are counted
off to delimit a specific period of time or to specify a point in time (Lev. 15:13,28;
23:l5f .;25:8; Dt. 16:9; Ezk. 44:26). Temple furnishings and vessels are counted out
before being returned to Sheshbazzar (Ezr.1:8), i.e., their inventory is checked and de-
termined (cf. vv. 9-lla; cf. also the checking of an inventory accordingto Sir.42:7
[Ms. B|). This is at once also the official act through which these vessels are again put
at the disposal of the original owner. This perspective of having or being at someone's
disposal is also determinative for most of the other occurrences of the qal and niphal.
The houses of Jerusalem are counted to determine how many can be torn down to sup-
ply construction materials with which to strengthen the city walls during a siege (Isa.
22:lO). That is, the specific goal is to determine which houses would be available for
demolition in order to secure an effective defense.l2 According to I Ch. 23:3,theLe-
vites were counted in order to assign them to different duties (vv. 4f.). This act of

9. -, ;'1:D mand (Y11,396-401).
10. See WTM, Ill, 5'73f . Ct. MdD, 335a. See I[.I below.
11. Cf. F. Zimmermann, "Some Studies in Biblical Etymology," JQR29 (1938139)241f.;

L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen," VT 9 (1959) 268.
12. -+ fn) nts, I1.4.
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counting is thus first and foremost an expression of power, of having something or

,o-"on" at one's disposal. A foreign ruler demonstrates his power over a subjected

people by counting and weighing their tribute (Isa. 33:l8a-bcx). Solomon orders a cen-

susio pioriae labor for the temple construction (2 Ch' 2:l,l6l2,l7D' Here the enor-

mously high numbers are also intended to demonstrate how great is his power over

these people. By contrast, counting the number of defensive towers is supposed to

demonstrate the invulnerability and power of Jerusalem (Ps. 48: l3[12]; the addendum

in Isa. 33:18bp is dependent on the passage from the psalm)'13

Statements concerning innumerability are to be understood similarly.la The asser-

tion that Joseph stored uf grain "in such abundance . . . it was beyond measure" (Gen'

4l:49) demonstrates thai Egypt now had access to virtually unlimited economic secu-

rity and power with which io weather the coming years of famine. A people described

as innumerable is understood to be enormously powerful and at the disposal of no

other power in the world. Such was the promise of increase given to the patriarchs with

,"g-d to rhe Israel of the future (Gen. 15:5; 32:l3ll2l; cf. Hos. 2:l;in Gen. 16:10 this

noiion is transferred to the Ishmaelites, and in Jet 33:22 to the Davidides and the Le-

vites), This notion of not being at someone else's disposal becomes especially clear in

two passages that presuppose the fulfillment of this promise of increase: Nu' 23:10

(emendediex0ls in con- tion with v. 7, and 1 K. 3:8, according to which a people this

numerous cannot be governed by an inexperienced king'

It is Yahweh who gives this promise of increase' he who bestows this immeasurable

size on Israel. The promise and its fulfillment thus at once also attest that Yahweh is ca-

pable of things transcending by far all human understanding and action. The same ap-

plies to the n-otion of Jerusalem's invulnerability evoked by counting the city's defen-

sivetowers(Ps.48:13[12]).16WhereastheseStatementsaddresstheideaofYahweh,s
unsurpassed powers indirectly, Ps. 139:17f. address this specifically. His thoughts are

unfathomable,lT and cannot be counted. Within the overall context of the psalm, this

means that human beings are utterly subject to him and experience this as his caring

concern on the one hand, and as a burden on the other. The mention of innumerable

sacrifices at the dedication of the temple (l K. 8:5;2 Ch. 5:6) also refers in a general

and allusive fashion to Yahweh's greatness and power'

Only in isolated cases is Yahweh himself the subject of spr and here, too, the issue

is ultimately one of the power of disposal and decision. Thus does Yahweh count Job's

steps, i.e., examines them to establish the details of Job's transgressions and then to de-

cide accordingly concerning Job (Job 14:16;r8 31:4). According to Ps.56:9(8), he

"counts" the psalmist's miseiies, i.e., registers even their details that he might then in-

13. -+')]rD migdal II.2 (vII,7lf.).
14. Concerning=the compariror. ,uith sand and the stars, -+ )n lta kh^l) Il (IY 265f.); -+

a)D k6kab, II.2 (VII,80-82).
15. See I.1 above.
16. See previous discussion, esp. concerningvv' 2-9'

fi. ydqaa -+ -tl' ydqar III (VI' 285ff.).
r8. 

-Sei 
G. Fohier, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963)' 259'
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tervene and provide help. In this latter instance, spr could admittedly also have the
meaning "keep count of."le This particular understanding is very likely reflected in Ps.

87:6, which alludes to recording items in a heavenly register (lftab, emended text).2O

In Job 39: I f. the logical subject is Yahweh, who concerns himself with the time when
wild animals give birth2l and counts the months of their pregnancy. Although this is in-
deed an expression ofhis concern for them, within the overall context ofthe divine dis-
course (Job 38ff.) it ultimately demonstrates the sovereignty with which Yahweh also
disposes over those spheres of nature that are inaccessible to human beings.

David's census of those fit for military service constitutes unauthorized human in-
tervention into Yahweh's power of disposal over lsrael (2 S. 24:lO; 1 Ch.21:2).zz

2. Piel and Pual. In the piel and pual, spr has resultative meaning in the sense of "to
count off, check" a group whose overall number is already fixed.23 To the extent that a
genuine counting procedure is meant, the same basic aspects remain determinative as

for the qal and niphal. The petitioner beset by adversaries "counts off his own bones,"
i.e., grasps the full measure of his own suffering (Ps.22:18[7]). But when Yahweh
counts off or "numbers" (so NRSV) the clouds (Job 38:37) and gauges the wisdom that
is inaccessible to human beings (Job 28:27),24 or when by contrast his miracles and
plans fbr human beings prove to be too numerous to count off (Ps. 40:6[5]),25 all this
demonstrates the boundlessness of his powers of disposal.

Elsewhere, the focus is less on the actual procedure ofcounting offthan on the con-
tents thus counted. Thus does Haman adduce his wealth and advantages in order to
document his own influential status (Est.5:ll). Moses relates to the people all of
Yahweh's ordinances, making clear thereby what obligations they will have toward
Yahweh (8x.24:3). The believer enumerates all these ordinances themselves as a sign
of hisloyaltytoYahweh(Ps. I19:13; cf.bycontrastPs.50:16). Initslegaltrialwith
Yahweh, Israel is to present (all) its arguments in order to demonstrate that it is in the
right (Isa. 43:26).

All remaining occulrences deal exclusively with the process of relating or recount-
ing (successively and fully) specific content, so that the piel can in the larger sense be

rendered by "relate, tell" (commensurately also the pual in all its occurrences). Such
content encompasses personal or shared experiences (Gen. 24:66; 29:131, Nu. 13:27;
Josh.2:23) andparticularlysignificantevents(l S. l1:5; I K. l3:ll),includingfalsifi-
cation of events before a court (Ps. 59: 13|21).26 Special and especially significant ex-
periences include dreams one recounts for someone to interpret (Gen. 40:8f.; 4l:8,12)

19. So also NRSV; cf. the gloss in v.9b; on the origin of this meaning, see I.1 above.
20. See BHS; --> an) ka1ap,IV.3 (VII, 376).
21. -+ lll' ya/a'. lll.lf. (V. 46lff.)l --s aDVi .iamar.
22. See -+ illD mand, II.1 (VnI, 397-99).
23. See Hn 128f.
24. -+ d)t1 l.tdftam (chdkham), Yl.2 0Y 385).
25. -+ x)o pl'; -+ a$n hdia!,Ill.3 (v,239f .).
26. -+ ;'rlX'alA (aldh), ll.2 \1, 263); -+ trrr]) kahai, ll.2 (vII, 134).
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or that one passes on as a mysterious inspiration (Gen. 37:9f.; cf. also mispar in Jgs.

7:15) or as (alleged) divine revelation (Jer. 23:27f .,32).27 According to Ps. 2:7, the king
proclaims the divine decree sent to him.28 ln a more comprehensive sense, a petitioner
recounts his ways to Yahweh in order to receive an answer (i.e., aid; Ps. I 19:26).zr

The most fiequent content of such recounting, however, is Yahweh's mighty salvific
deeds; this is especially the case in the psalms. Such recounting is not, however, a sim-
ple retelling in the sense of a reporting of one's experiences (so in Ex. l8:8). The
salvific deeds one has either experienced oneself or learned from tradition are related
in order to evoke and proclaim Yahweh's salvific activity in the broader sense. This
means, however, that Yahweh is praised, and such recounting is thus commensurately
attested especially in hymnic (in part usually eschatological) statements (Ps.75:2[l]l
963 [= I Ch. 16:24); Ps. 145:6 [emended text],30 then expressly as a statement regard-

ing the future in Ps. 102:[9],22[(18),23]; cf. Isa. 43:21), and especially in the vow of
the individual as an element of the thanksgiving hymn and related statements
(cohortative in the sg. Ps.9:2,15[l,14];22:231221;66:16; Sir.5l:1 [cf. Ps.26:7)',Ps.
7l:15;13:28 [here also as a defense against being tempted to speak blasphemously
about God, v. l5; cf. vv. 8-l ll; I l8:17; jussive in the pl. in 107:22; dift'erently in the la-
ment, 88: l2[ I I ]). Commensurately, spr in the piel parallels verbs such as yaQA hiphil
(9:2[ 1]; ct. t6di, 26:7; 101:22) and hll piel (22:231221; concerning other verbs, see esp.

145:4-7), or in its own turn takes the nount9hilld as its object (9:15[4]; lo2:22l2ll;
Isa.43:21 ).:r ,n" salvific deeds themselves are described in a summary fashion as

nipLa'Q (Ps. 9:2[]; 26:7:75:2U l; 96:3 [1 Ch. 16:24)) or as maaiim (Ps. lO7:22;
ll8:17; cf .'aiA in 66:16), or are circumscribed with the noun ilm as an expression of
Yahweh's greatness and might as manifested in such deeds (22:23122); 102:2212 I I; Sir.

5l:l;cf. alsoge/ulld inPs. 145:6, kab6din96:3ILCh.16:24),theaspectof Yahweh's
concern and solicitation being expressed esp. in the nouns ;"ddqA and fitt'd, Ps. 7 I : I 5,

-+ lOl|hese{ and 'emfrnd, 88:12[ 1]).32

Such deeds are recounted because they are of enduring significance as sigrrs that
Yahweh is concerned with those who are his and who trust in him; this cannot be called
into question by distress or danger. As such, they have been and are to be recounted

fiom generation to generation as a witness to this care and concern (Ps.22:31 [30], cor-
rupted text? see BHSI;44:2lll;48;14[13];18:3f .,6;79:13:cf . Ex. l0:2;Jgs.6:13;also
Joel 1:3 [as the portrayal of a salvific deedl::;. Such witness, however, applies not only
within Israel itself, for Yahweh is the Lord of the entire world, and his actions with re-

27. See I.l above; -+ Oln hahm (chalant), lll.2,4 (lY, 429, 430).
28. --> lln ltiiqaq, ttt.1 (Y 146f.).
29. + Ill derek (derekh), V (III, 284-86).
30. See BIIS.
31. -+ i]'rr ydh, rr.t (Y 431-39); -+ ));r hu, Ill.2, vI (III, 406f., 410).
32. -+ x)l pl'; -+ i1w9 'aiii; -+ dv) iem; -+ \17 ga4al (sddhatl II.3.b (II, 400f.); + 'I1!l

kabOd (.Yll,22-38); --> l1l saQaq; -+ 9tD! yaia', lY.4 (Vl, 459-63); -+ IDR 'amon, VII.2 (I, 3 I 6-
20).

33. Cf .2:18-27 and W Rudolph, Joel - Amos - Obadja - Jona. KATXllll2 (1971),41t.
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gard to Israel and the individual have universal significance; similarly, he is active
everywhere. Hence his salvific deeds are to be recounted in all the world (Ps. 96:3

[= 1 Ch. 16:24], expressly as future events inPs. lo2:22f .[2If .]: cf. Ex. 9:16). Because

they, too, were made by the creator of the world, his works of creation also become the

object of such stories (Ps. 19:2[1], though here nonhuman creations function as the

subject; cf. by contrast the human subject in Sir. 42:15,111, 43:24).

According to prophetic proclamation, Yahweh can of course also act in ways that no

one has ever heard recounted; such stories then encounter unbelief (e.g., the acts with
regard to the Servant of God in Isa. 52:15; the subjection to the Chaldeans in Hab.

l:5).:+ g, contrast, according to Ezk. 12:16 he will justify before all the world the ca-

tastrophe he has brought on Judah by having the survivors recount their own abomina-
tions (t6'af;6fi.ts

In some passages in Job the use of .rpr reflects the special conflict between Job and

Yahweh. In recounting to Job the terrible fate that comes upon (only) the wicked,
Eliphaz otfers as proof his own experience as well as that confirmed by tradition
(15:17; cf. vv. l8-35). In Elihu's view Yahweh is so exalted that human beings can tell
him nothing, and thus Job, too, can only turn to him in futility in his own conf'lict
(37:20). But the animals can instruct human beings concerning Yahweh's creative
power, power eclipsing human understanding (12:8; cf . vv.7,9f ., probably a secondary

piece within Job's discourse).36

Only in isolated instances are the objects of such recounting or ofpraise (Sir. 3l:l I

[34: ll]; 44:15) the deeds of human beings themselves as carried out with divine au-

thority, or their behavior as informed by Yahweh's Spirit (e.g., the gedbl6! that Elisha
has done, 2 K. 8:4-6),

III. The Noun rnispa-r. The noun mispar picks up the basic meaning of the verb and

refers to the results of a particular procedure of counting or reckoning through which a
specific entity is quantified precisely and completely.3T Construed with the prep. be, it
can thus virtually acquire the meaning "(precisely) numbered off, counted out" (2 S.

2:15; I Ch. 9:28; Ezt 8:34). Above all, however, it frequently refers to the results
(sometimes broken down into individual sums) of an official census of specific groups

of people or other entities, either after an explicit reference to a preceding census (per-

sons: 2 S. 24:2,9', I Ch. 2l:2,5; 23:3; 2 Ch. 26:l lf.; other entities: Nu. 3l:36 [cf. vv.

25,311;Ezr. l:9 [cf. v. 8]) or such that a census must be presupposed (persons: Jgs.l:6;
1 Ch. 7 :2,40; 12:241231 lpl.l; 25:7 ; F,zr. 2:2 [Neh. 7:7]; Est. 9: I I ). It thus clearly sig-

nals the conclusion to a census or numbering as well as its completeness and precision.

The same applies to the forms in Nu. I and 3 (l:2,18, etc.;3:22, etc.), forms construed

with the prep. be and schematically repeated. Such a census, however, is conducted for

3.1. Concerning the understanding of ta',,mtnfi, --> l1ll 'Aman, V.4 (I, 300-303), though cf.
also W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT Xllll3 (1975),203.

35. + )Yn ru'ab.
36. See Fohrer, Hiob,244t.
37. Concerning Jgs. 7:15, see I.l and II.2 above.
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a specific purpose (usually for determining which men are fit for military servicet ac-

cordingly, the word group --) 1lD pdqaQ often appears in these contexts).38 That is, the
results determine which groups of which entities are accessible in any given case such
that one can decide concerning further measures involving them (concerning the latter,

cf. Est. 9: l lff.). To that extent, the noun mispar at once reflects both the power of ac-

cess and the power of decision attaching to a higher authority (corresponding thus to
the verb in the qal and niphal).3s The king as representative of the state is usually the
one who functions as this authority. This is not fortuitous but rather an expression of
the fact that a comprehensive and exact census, especially one dealing with such large
numbers, is possible only in a community organized along the lines of a state with ac-

cess to a corresponding bureaucracy.
Such a model for a state-authorized census has also influenced the examples cited

from the book of Numbers (all Pc and Ps), though in this case it is Yahweh who
prompts them and who in reality is the one making decisions concerning Israel. Fur-
thermore, according to I Ch. 27:23f ., the king as a human authority is in fact not autho-
rized to carry out such a census or to enter the results in any annals.ao It is for Yahweh
alone to determine and measure Israel's size. This means, however, that it is he who
possesses unlimited powers of disposal over this people (a secondary interpretation of
I Ch.2l, one in its own turn augmented by v.23a$).+r

In one series of occurrences, mispar refers specifically to a small number. In refer-
ence to persons (so esp. in the construction melA or'aniA mispdr), this evokes the no-
tion of powerlessness and of a threat to one's existence (Gen. 34:30; Dt. 33:6). On the
one hand, in prophetic pronouncements the survival of a numerically tiny remnant can

even signal the utter annihilation of an existing power through a catastrophe prompted
by Yahweh (Isa. 10:19; 2l:17 +z cf. Dt. 4:26f.; according to Jer.44:2lf.a3 and Ezk.
12:16 it can simultaneously demonstrate the fulfillment of the divine oracle or articu-
late the justification for the catastrophe). On the other hand, after such a catastrophe
precisely such a remnant preserved by Yahweh can also function as a sign of survival
and thus of hope (Ezk.5:3). Furthermore, Ps. 105:12 (l Ch. 16:19) attests that in Is-
rael's beginnings, Yahweh turned his attention to those who were indeed few in num-
ber and living an insecure existence, and through them demonstrated his power in its
entirety (cf. vv. l3-15; the same applies to Jgs. 7:6 in comparison to the superior num-
bers of the enemy, vv. 9ff.).

A large portion of occurrences involves innumerable quantities, usually in the for-

38. Concernin g I Ch. 23:3; Ezr. I :8f., see II. 1 above. The purpose of the list in Ezr. 2 (Neh. 7)
is disputed; cf. K. Galling, Studien zur Geschichte Israels im persischen Zeitalter (Tiibingen,
1964),89-108.

39. See II.1 above.
40. Concerning v. 24b8, see I.1 above.
41. See Rudolph, Chronikbiicher 183; concerning 1 Ch. 21 (25.24),see II. I above.
42. -+:|NtO ia'ar.
43. Concerning the redactional-critical problems, see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT ll12

(31968), 263, though by contrast also W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia
2645. WMANT 52 (1981),77-80.
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mulation 'An mispari i.e., inordinately high numbers. This expresses in a general fash-

ion that the quantity in question is ofextraordinary significance, or it alludes to the spe-

cial significance of some other entity. The number of participants at a funeral reflects

the status of the deceased (Job 2l:33). By contrast, the opulence of a royal harem un-

derscores the singularity of the one beloved (Cant. 6:8). Here too, however, the central

focus is on the element of power and access. The quantity of grain reflects Egypt's

enormous economic strength (Gen. 4l:49).aa The inestimable number of the enemy

symbolizes a superior power threatening one's very existence (Jgs. 7 :12; the abnormal

number in 2 S. 2l:20 also is the sign of special danger); that such disaster is imposed

by Yahweh himself simultaneously demonstrates his superiority (Jgs. 6:5; 2 Ch. l2:3;
ter. 46:23; cf. the various contexts; the same applies to the locust plague described as

aneventofwarinJoel l:6;cf.alsoPs.105:34).Inquitethereversefashion,theinesti-
mable number of the future Israel, illustrated graphically, demonstrates its extraordi-

nary greatness and strength, and as a divine promise also Yahweh's immeasurable

power (Hos.2:l[l:101;+s,1r" fictitious high numbers in Nu. I and 3 possibly express

this same aspecta6).

Hymnic texts directly address Yahweh's power as the creator and Lord of the world.
His "armies," the otherworldly powers at his disposal, are innumerable and immeasur-

able (gedfidtm, Job 25:3). The same applies to his works of creation (Ps. 104:25; cf.

v.24; innumerable quantities [stars] also in lsa.40:26;Ps. 147:4), his understanding
(Ps. 147:5), his miracles (Job 5:9; 9:10), as well as to the demonstrations of his stead-

fast love and help, which know no bounds Qeifi'A, Sir. 39:20; cf. v. l8).+z Finally, allu-
sions to Yahweh's greatness and power also include the Chronicler's statements con-

cerning the immeasurable quantities of materials David readies for the construction of
the temple (l Ch. 22:4,16) and concerning the great quantities of sacrificial animals

Josiah contributes for the Passover festival (2 Ch. 35:7; cf . 29:32).

The following passages address power of a different sort. On the one hand, Ps.

40:13(12) insists that it is the countless sufferings (rd'6!) resulting from self-induced

distance from God (cf .'dwbn in v. 13a0) that, like a hostile power, threaten to destroy

the individual. On the other hand, the almost unimaginable number of gods Israel now

worships (Jer.2:28; I 1:13) is a sign of how far they have fallen away from Yahweh and

how extensively they have subjected themselves to foreign powers'

One particular theme for which the noun mispar similarly acquires significance is

that of time, since time, too, represents a quantifiable entity (cf. I S. 27:7;2 S. 2:11).

Here one encounters largely passages from wisdom literature, especially from the book

of Job. They focus on the life of the individual human being as a limited span of time

proceeding inexorably to its end (Job 16:22;21:21; Sir.33:24 [30:32]). It is Yahweh,

however, who determines the length of this span, and for the beleaguered Job this

means that it is transient, full of incomprehensible toil, and void of fulfillment (Job

44. See II.l above.
45. See II.1 above.
46. See the preceding discussion.
47. +la *n,l.a GI, 106); -+ xlo pl'; -+9$\ ydia',1Y.2.a (VII,454f.).
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l4:5; cf. vv. 1-4,6-14). Similarly, Ecclesiastes is unable to offer anything apart from a
f'ew small joys that is good in the (brief) time of life measured out to human beings
(Eccl.2:3;5: l7[l 8]; 6:12).By contrast, Yahweh knows no temporal bounds and is thus
inaccessible and inscrutable (Job 36:26: cf . the ironic starement in 38:21). Hence it is
merely impotent posturing when Job claims he can number his own steps, i.e., give an
account of his entire lif'e, for all practical purposes thereby equating himself with (but
in reality placing himself above) Yahweh (3 l:37).+t It is a similar expression of power-
less despair when Job attempts to eliminate the day of his birth and in so doing change
the calendar into a numerically fixed entity (3:6). Contradicting Job, Eliphaz empha-
sizes that only the wicked rnust f'ace a (briel) Iif'e full of horrors (15:20), thus presup-
posing the traditional view that correct behavior leads to a long and fulfilled life (cf.
Ex.23:26). Although Sirach also emphasizes that the span of human lif'e is limited and
thus capable of only limited fulfillment, he immediately adds that those who have ac-
quired a good name (Sir. 4l : l3) or have benefited others through their wisdom instead
of merely themselves (31 25:, ct. vv.22f .) will live on, as it were, in a temporally un-
limited fashion (and under favorable conditions even life itself can be unusually long,
26:l).

Only in isolated instances rJoes mispar as a concept of time ref'er to Israel as a
whole. According to Dnl. 9:2, Yahweh himself determined the duration of the exile,
and lsrael's apostasy from Yahweh is thus viewed as being so grievous precisely be-
cause it has been going on fbr such an inconceivably long time (Jer. 2:32). Sir. 33:8f.
(36:8f.) oll'ers a qualitative evaluation in distinguishing between festival days and
(merely) numbered 1i.e., ordinary) days. Yahweh himself appoints this distincti<x, and
through this act, too, shows that he is the Lord of time.

Finally, mispar also indicates the numerical agreement or correspondence between
two entities. Here the notion of precision is determinative (cf. 2Ch.26:ll). Certain
standards can also be set in such instances. The manna to be gathered corresponds t<t

the number of Israelites; i.e., only what is necessary fbr their survival is to be collected
(Ex. l6: l6; cf. also Jgs. 2l:23). The purchase price fbr real estate or for slaves is con-
sidered just only if the number of years till the Year of Jubilee is taken into consider-
ation, i.e., the time still available for use (Lev. 25 15f.,50). The success of sympathetic
magic depends on the numerical correspondence between the images of the plague and
those who are affected ( I S. 6:4, l8a;.+u Sacrifices are appropriate and efTicacious when
the number corresponds to the obtaining ordinances (Ezr. 3:4; other examples of requi-
site correspondence are in Nu. 15:12;29 1 8fT.; cf. also Job l:5). A specific sin, as

something capable of quantification, corresponds to a specific punishment (Nu. l4:34;
Dt. 25:2). Ezk. 4:5 mentions a reverse correspondence; the number of days Ezekiel
must lie on his side reflects the measure of Israel's guilt.so

In some instances certain relationships and connections are disclosed. The number

48. Concerning counting one's steps, see also Il.l above.
49. For details, see the comms. in loc.
50. Concerning Ezk.4:4-8, see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), in loc.
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of nations corresponds to that of "the sons of the gods"; i.e., every nation is subjected

to one of them (Dt. 32:8, emended text).sl The equal number of stones and tribes of Is-

rael shows that the events portrayed here are of significance for all the tribes (Josh.

4:5,8; I K. l8:31; commensurately, according to Sir. 45: I I , Aaron is responsible for all
the tribes).

IV. Qumran. In the Qumran texts the verb spr occurs only in isolated instances in

the qal (counting off days in 4QOrdc (4Q514) 1:1,3:s2 11QT l8:10,12;19:13, etc.), but

then approximately 40 times in the piel (including 17 in lQH, here also once in the

pual). As in the OT, all these passages are concerned with hymnic praising and procla-

mation of God's salvific deeds and greatness. Thus here, too, the contents include

God's nipld'61(lQH l:30,33: 3:23, etc.; 4QShiru t+QSt ll frs. 63-64, 2'2st1, kA!6d
(lQH lt:6; t2:30',13:ll; fr. 2,4), ddaqil (lQS 1:21; 10:23; lQH 17:11), hasa{tm
(lQH ll:28), and sebAr6! (lQH l8:23; 4QDibHama [4Q504] frs. l-2, 6:954).

Compared with OT usage, however, these terms have in part acquired different values

or special accentuation.ss One concept or term specific to the Qumran texts is raZ,

"mystery" (as the object of spr in 1Q30 4:l).56 The close connection with the word
group ta/.a' is noteworthy (esp.in lQH, e.g., 10:20; 11 28; l2:29f;18:23; cf. 1QS

lO:24I'str being emended to 'spr in the mss.l; 4QShirb frs. 63-64, 2:2s1).

What must be specially emphasized, however, is that such "telling" or "recounting"
has universal significance. The subject is basically the circle of the Qumran commu-

nity, frequently represented by an "I" (so esp. in lQH, e.g., 10:20;11:6;1'7:17; cf.
4QShirb frs. 63-64 2:258), occasionally also by members of certain offices (priests, Le-

vites in IQS 1:21f., the mbqr in CD 13:7f.;5e by contrast, IQH 18:23 mentions heav-

enly beings l;b' d'*ol). Addressees, however, are by no means limited to the Qumran
community (so the "many" in CD l3:7f.),61 and include human beings in general ( l QH
11:6; 18.23; cf . kwl m'iykh in IQH l:33; 3:23; also dwrwt'wlm tn IQH 6: I 1 ; 4QDib-
Hama frs. l-2,6:9;7:3 is probably to be understood in a universal sense62). The content

of such "recounting" can also be human sin and guilt in contrast to God's salvific deeds

and greatness (1QS l:22f .;10:23f.; cf. IQH l:25).
In lQpHab 2:9 spr refers to God's own revelation (similarly also the pual in lQH

51. -+ Jf ban, lY.2.c (II, l57ff.).
52. DJD, VII, 296.
53. DJD, Y11,247.
54. DJD, VII, 148.

55. See the corresponding articles.
56.DJD,I, 133;concerningnhywt'wlminCD l3:8, -->if i1 hayA(hayah),II.3(III,375f.).
57. DJD, Yll,247; see S. Wagner,248f .; -+91' yaQa', III.5 (Y 481).
58. DJD, vll,24',7.
59. See HAL, l, l5l.
60. -+ NfI sala'.
6l . -+)aa rapa!.
62. See DJD, Yll, 148, 160; S. Wagner, 249.
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l:23). The r,our, mispar occurring about 15 times in the Qumran writings, exhibits the
same semantic spectrum as in the OT.

Conrad

1)O sopzr

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit;4. Phoenician-Punic,
Aramaic, and Moabite Witnesses. IL Etymology and OT Occurrences. III. OT Use: L Early
Monarchy; 2. Late Monarchy; 3. Exile; 4. Postexilic Period. IV. LXX.

soper. J. Begrich, "Sofer und mazkir, ihre Herkunft und Bedeutung fiir das Reich Davids und
Salomos," ZDMG 86 (1933) 10*; idem, "S6ftr und MazYJr," ZAW 58 (1940141) 1-29 = GSAT. ThB
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I. Ancient Near East.
L Egypt. In Egypt the totality of education at large derives from the scribal schools,

which began in the Old Kingdom with the royal school for the education of princes.

Scribes were also required for the development of a comprehensive state administra-

tive apparatus, and their tasks included the reckoning and registering oftaxes, the prep-

aration of census lists for military work and projects at the front, as well as computa-

tions for larger construction projects.l The Middle Kingdom had a government school

for training court secretaries, while during the later period one no longer hears of any

such central school at the palace itself, since those particular vocational groups in

which one learned reading and writing now trained their own successors.2 Beginning

with the New Kingdom, witnesses mention temple schools, suggesting again that every

vocational group (as with the priests here) trained its successors itself.3

The king's own scribe composed laws and decrees perhaps according to dictation,

though in contrast to Mesopotamia, the king in Egypt was himself able to write.4 The

king's scribe was responsible for diplomatic correspondence in foreign policy matters,

for which Akkadian was used.5 The Amarna letters mention a tupiar iarri as a repre-

sentative of the Egyptian administration.6
The apprentice scribe earned the title "scribe," attested in the form s.i or s!, after

four years of training.T Egyptian adopted the Canaanite designation sii-pur(a) as a

loanword;8 similarly, the title si-pu-ur ya-di:a appears in Papyrus Anastasi I.e

VonBi)chernund Bibliotheken. FS E. Kuhnert (Berlin, 1928), 1-15; A. F. Rainey, "The Soldier-

Scribe in Papyrus Anastasi I," "INES 26 (1967) 58-60; idem, The Scribe at Ugarit: His Positions

and Influenii. Proceedings of the Israelite Academy of Sciences and Humanities III/4 (Jerusalem,

1968); R. Rendtorff, "Esra und das 'Gesetz,"' zAW 96 (1984) 165-84; E. Rivkin, "scribes, Phari-

sees, Lawyers, Hypocrites: A Study in Synonymity," HUCA 49 (1978) 135-42:' U. Riiterswtjrden,

Die Beamten dei israelitischen Kdnigszeit. BWANT 117 (1985), 85-89; H. H. Schaeder' Esra der

Schreiber BHT 5 (lg3}),39-59; W. Schenkel, "Schreiber," LexAg, Y,698-700; N. Schneider, "Der

dub-sar als Verwaltungsbeamter im Reiche von Sumer und Akkad zur Zeit der 3. Dynastie von Ur,"

Or 15 (1946) 64-88; J. A. Soggin, "Note on Two Derivatives of the Root SPR in Hebrew," OI
and Oriental Studies. BietOr 29 (1975), 184-87; H. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter.
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1. Williams, 214; Mettinger, l4O-43.
2. Olivier, 55; Hermisson, lO3-7.
3. Otto,47-42.
4. Williams, 215; Brunner, 50; Rtiterswiirden, 87f'
5. Mettinger, 45-47; Williams, 219.

6. EA, 286:61 ; 287 :64; 288:62; 289:47.
7. WbAS,lll, 475,479-81 Williams, 216.

8. Riiterswdrden, 87.
9. Rainey, "soldier-Scribe," 58f.; A. Malamat, "Military Rationing in Papyrus Anastasi I and

the Bible," Mdlanges bibliques. FS A. Robert. Travaux de I'Institut Catholique de Paris 4

(1957),115 n. 10.
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2. Mesopotamia. rn Akkadian, scribes bore the title tupiarru(m) borcowed fiom
Sum. DUB.SAR, l0 and their tasks ranged from the temple and palace to the community
and scholarly learning in the larger sense. The result was that the tupiarru(m) was one
of the central figures of Mesopotamian civilization.ll Lexical lists distinguish fitteen
categories of DUB.SAR according to training and specialization.12 This Sumerian title
of "scribe" could also function as an honorific title for the king.13 In addition, all the
king's incoming and outgoing correspondence passed through the hand of the scribe;
as a result, the scribe, as a secretary ofthe king, occupied a key position at the court.14
This is also why some letters are addressed directly to scribes or contain postscripts to
them.l-5

. As early as the Sumerian period, scribal schools existed for training scribes
(E.DUB.BA),' an apprentice scribe attended these schools as a "son of the tablet house"
(DUMU.E.DUB.AI1,|6 ancl this tradition was continued in the training of Akkadian
scribes.lT During the Sumerian period, these schools originated within the fiamework
of the temple economy, whereas during the old Babylonian period the training of
scribes passed into the hands of individual families.ls

Palace administration distinguished between the tupiar ekal,li, who was counted
among the dignitaries, and the individual secretaries attached to various administrative
of1icials.le It is worth noting that the kings, priests, provincial governors, and judges
were themselves usually unable to write.2o

During the Old Babylonian period there were not only scribes at the court itself but
also street scribes for hire to anyone for money.2t That the title "scribe" is attested es-
pecially on seals shows that the scribe also functioned as a notary.z2 During the Old
Babylonian period there were also female scribes (lupiarratum) in both Sippar and
Mari.23 The Aramaic loanword septru/sepirru, "translator-scribe," is also attested in
Neo- and Late Babylonian.2a

10. Landsberger, "Scribal Craft," 123-26; AHw, lll, 1395f .
11. Oppenheim, 2-53.

12. Landsberger, "Concepts," 97; idem, "scribal Craft," 125f.
13. Falkenstein, "Schule," 133; idem, "Sohn," 172.
14. Oppenheim, 253; Olivier, 50f.
15. Forthe fbrmer seeARM,ll, 132 XILI,47-52 EA,286-89; cf. Oppenheim,254f. Forthe

latter cf. Oppenheim, 256, on ABL 1250, l7-22; 688, 15-17.
16. Falkenstein, "Sohn," 183; Kramer, "Schooldays," 199.
17. Olivier,49.
I 8. For the former see Falkenstein, "Sohn," t 86; tbr the latter, Landsberger, "concepts," 97.
19. P. Garelli, "Hofstaat," RLA, [V,449,451.
20. Landsberger, "Concepts," 98.
2r. rbid.. 99.
22. Schneider,64-79.
23. AH*-, III, 1395b.
24. AHw, II, 1036b; concerning the scribe in Mesopotamia, cf. esp. Kriickmann, "Beamter,"

R1,4., I,45 l, $22; Ebeling, "Beamter," RLA, 1,452, gg7, l5; Opitz,..Beamter," RLA,t,458, g4;
463, $20; Garelli, "Hofstaat," RIA, IV, 449, *4; H. Hunger, Babylonische und assyrische
Kobphone. AOAT2 (1968); Ouen, 181-89.
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3. Ugarit. In Ugarit the root spr is attested with the derivatives spr G/D, "write,

tell"; spr "writing, letter"; sp4 "enumeration, list, number"; and sp4 "scribe, notary'"2s

The title .rpr appears especially in the poetic colophons.26 One particular colophon re-

veals that the scribe of the epics, a certain llmlk, was the pupil of the high priest.27

Hence in contrast to Mesopotamia, the scribal school in Ugarit was still associated

with the temple.28

The title l'v used parallel to spr in some colophons probably refers neither to the

person who examined the texts nor to some clan designation but rather to the title of a

courtier.2e
Scribal training fbllowed the path of its Babylonian precursor, which is why the

Ugaritic scribe also composed Akkadian, Sumerian, and Hittite 1sx15.30 The designa-

tion .rpr refers both to the scribal copyist and to the independent author.sl According to
this distinction, the individual called Ilimilku several times in the colophon is to be

classifled as a copyist rather than as an author.32

The compound rb spr is used to ref'er to the chief scribe.33 Besides designating the

scribe by the title s2r Ugaritic witnesses also attest the titles tup.iarru and sukallu.sa In

addition to composing larger texts, the Ugaritic scribe also functioned as a notary pub-

lic by composing legal documents, lists, and administrative texts, as well as diplomatic
correspondence.-3s Several witnesses show that the office of scribe was passed down

from father to son.36

4. Phoenician-Puni.c, Aramaic, and Moabite Witnesses. The register of the temple

administration of Kition (Kittim) contains the title rb sprm, "chief scribe";37 that this
person worked in the service of the temple is demonstrated by the fact that he was paid

out of temple funds. The title rb spr(m) attested in Ugarit and in Punic inscriptions

shows that temple scribes were ranked hierarchically.38 The title spr appears frequently

in Aramaic inscriptions; the spr functions in connection with legal documents and as a

notarY.3e
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30. Krecher, 133.

31. Horwitz, 390f.
32. Ibid., 391-94.
33. KTU, 1.75, l0; cf. esp. KAI,37A:15.
34. Heltzer, 156f.
35. Rainey, "Scribe," '|,39-41: Heltzer, 157.

36. Rainey, "Scribe." 128f., l44f.
3'7. KAI, 37A:15.
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Although nothing much can be gleaned about the significance and function of the ti-
tle from its use in some inscriptions,4o the use of the title spr in the Words of Ahiqar ac-
quires more distinct contours insofar as Ahiqar refers to himself simultaneously as spr
hkmwmhyr (1:l) and as a keeper ofthe seal (1:7), positions his nephew also has (2:18-
20). Ahiqar's status is described further as y't wspr hkm (2:27 -28;3:35-36,42; cf . I Ch.
27:32).

Witnesses in Elephantine mention the spry'wsr'andthe spry mdynt'.4| Additionally,
the formulation "PN + spr"'is found as a colophon in the documents from the 5th cen-
turY.+z

Two Moabite seals also mention the title spr and here, too, the scribe seems to have
functioned as a notary.a3

II. Etymology and OT Occurrences. The subst. sopZr is a q\tOl construction of
the verb saparaa Its radicals suggest that it has an Akkadian morphological equiva-
lent in iapirum, "instruction giver,"+s though the lack of semantic equivalency
should be noted, since iapirum does not refer to a scribe.a6 Hence the following ety-
mological possibilities for sop/r emerge: (l) sopzr is a denominative of -+ seper, so
that the sopzr is to be viewed as the author of a list;+z (2) it derives deverbally from
-) sdpar "count" or "write," though here one must note that sapar only rarely has
the meaning "write" and is attested only by late witnesses with this meaning;a8 (3) it
derives etymologically from iapirum, with a semantic development into "scribe"
prompted by historical or sociological factors.ae This view has the advantage of ac-
counting for the morphological equivalence of s6pEr and iapirum and for the seman-
tic difference between the two lexemes. Such a relationship between s6p|r and
iapirum can also be found in Jgs.5:14, where the iEf;et sop?ris to be understood as
a "marshal's s12ff."5o

Although the title sopdr does not occur in the Pentateuch, the word does occur l3
times in the Deuteronomistic history,3 in Isaiah, 12 in Jeremiah, twice in Ezekiel,
twice in Esther, once in the Psalms, and 20 times in the Chronicler's history, for a total
of 53 occurrences. The occuffence of sop€r in Jgs. 5:14 is to be distinguished from
these.5l

40. E.g., KAI, 266:9;249:3.
41. AP, 2:12, 14; l'7:1,6.
42.Ct.G. R. Driver,Aramaic Documents of the FifthCentury A.C. (Oxfbrd,21957),4:4;6:6:

7:10; 8:6;9:3; 10:5. For additional Aramaic witnesses, cf. Beyer,648.
43. Colella,92.
44. Soggin, 186.
45. Soggin, I 86f.; McKane, 25f.; Schaeder,39,45f.; KBL2,1 1 04; no longer in HAL,11,765t.
46. Mettinger, 43; Dougherty, I l5f.; Eilers, 932; AHw, lll, 1172f.
41 . Mettinger, 45.
48. Mettinger,44f.; GesB,550f.; Ki.ihlewein, 163; Dougherty, ll4.
49. McKane,25-27.
50. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL (Eng. trans. 1981), 82, 89.
51. Ibid.; M. Tsevat, "Some Biblical Notes," HUCA 24 (1952) 107.
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Apart from OT occurrences, s1per also appears a number of times on seals.52

III. OT Use.
l. Early Monarchy. The sdpEr occurrences in 2 S. 8:17; 20:25; I K' 4:3 are to be

dated to the early monarchy and come from the Davidic-Solomonic lists of officials.

The first of these lists mentions the office of the sopEr behind that of the head of the

army, the recorder, and the priests. By contrast, the second Davidic list of officials (2 S.

20:23-26) ranks the military offices behind that of the sopEr. The Solomonic list (1 K.

4:1-6) exhibits several changes, the most important of which is that the priest is men-

tioned first, then two sopertm, and only then the recorder. The soperim mentioned here

are sons of the sdp1r mentioned in 2 S. 8:17 and20:25, suggesting a certain continuity

of the scribal office within a single family of the sort also observed outside Israel. Like

the offices paralleling s1per, so also is the soper a -+ \W iar i.e., a high official of the

king.sr To that extent, even though sources from the early monarchy do not reveal

much about the actual tasks of the sdp7r, this official was clearly not a simple scribe

but rather the head of the royal chancellory.54 One cannot determine whether the heads

of the royal chancellory under David and Solomon were Egyptians (as their names

might suggest) or whether the Egyptian scribal title was incorrectly understood as a

personal name.55

The parallel between s6per and mazkir in 2 s. 2o:24f. and I K. 4:3 has prompted

some to assume a close connection between these two offices.s6 Both officials occu-

pied the highest offices in the civil administration, and only during the time of Heze-

kiah were these eclipsed by the office of the'aier'al-habbayit.st

2. Late Monarchy. The tradition of the sopEr as the head of the royal chancellory at

court can be followed during the late monarchy as well. According to2K. 18:18'37

(cf. Isa. 36:3,22),the sApdr along with the person in charge of the palace and the re-

corder all belonged to the emissaries of King Hezekiah to Sennacherib, and in 2 K.

l9:2 (cf .lsa,37:2) to the emissaries to the prophet Isaiah. The position of the s1per can

be illuminated further here through comparisons with The Journey of Wen-Amon to

Phoenicia such that in this contextthe sOper is not to be understood as an emissary's8

The parallel between s1p7r and mazktr in these passages, one already attested in the

early monarchy as weti 1Z S. 8:16f.; 20:25; I K. 4:3), also militates against this.

Shebnah, whom 2 K. 18:18,37 calls sdp|ri is in part identified with the Shebnah in Isa.

52. P. Bordreuil, "Inscriptions sigillaires ouest-sdmitiques II," Syr 52 (1975) 107-18;

N. Avigad, Bullae and Seals from Post-Exilic Judean Archives (Jerusalem, 19'76)' 7-8, no. 6;

A. Lemaire, ,.Essai sur cinq sceaux ph6niciens," sem 27 (197'7) 33 N. Avigad, "Baruch the

Scribe and Jerahmeel the King's Son," 1E"/ 28 (1978) 53.

53. Riitersw<irden, 85ff.
54. Procksch, 2; Mettinger, 42; Rtitersw0rden' 88f.
55. De Vaux, 398-400; Cody, 387-93.
56. De Vaux, 394-4OO; Crown, 369f.; H. Eising, -r 1)l zdftar kakhar) (IV 64-82)'

57. Mettinger, 13.

58. Rtiterswrirden, 88 n. 127; ANET 25-29; contra Crown, 368.

L
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22:15-19, who here acquires the title 'aier'al-habbayil, and who, because a different
person occupies this office in 2 K. 18:18,37, is altegedly degraded to the status of
sdPerse

Jer.36l.10,20 mention the "chamber of the scribe" (NRSV "of the secretary"), i.e., the
royal chancellory in which the king's secretary discharged his duties and thus also where
the archives were kept.60 According to Jer. 37:15,20, some portion of the house of the
soper was arranged as a prison.6l If the sdp4r in these passages is to be understood as in
the early monarchy, namely, as the head of the royal court chancellory, then the seals dat-
ing to this period suggest that the soperwho is to be understood as a "scribe" was a public
official with the power of the sea1.62 lt is questionable whether Jer. 8:8 attests the exis-
tence of a circle of haf,dmim sopertm who occupied ministerial or priestly offices.os At
most this might say something about the didactic and religious function of the sopertm,&
a function then especially evident during the postexilic period.

The term lipsdris attesred twice in the 7th century (Nah. 3:17; Jer.5l:2j); it, roo, re-
fers to the scribe and is to be viewed as a loanword from Akk. tupiarru.6s The first pas-
sage (Nah. 3:17) refers to an administrative officiat, the second (Jer. 5l :2't) to a scribe
in a military context who is to be understood here as a conscription official.

3. Exile. The occurrences of soper dating to the exilic period (2K. l2:ll[Eng. v.
l0l;22:3,8,9,10,12)allreflectthepreexilicusageaccordingtowhichthetitle saparre-
fers to the head of the royal chancellory. Ezk. 9:2,3 refer in a broad sense to scribes,
and the qese! hassoper to the scribe's container or writing palette (NRSV "writing
case") or instrument.66

4. Postexilic Period. Not until the postexilic period does the term soper exhibit any
semantic change. The Aramaic text Ezr. 7 :12-26 adduces Ezra's title as kahana' sapar
ddld' di-'ehh iemayya' (vv. 12,21). Here the title of priest used in the stitus
determinatus clearly refers directly toEzra, while the title saparrefers to what follows.
The term dd1 is to be viewed not as a parallel to t6rd but rather as a specialized expres-
sion from the vocabulary of royal law,oz with the sapar dala'refering to a persian of-
fice title.68 This also applies to the use of the Hebrew title sdperin connection with

59. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 199'7),384.
60. Mettinger, 33; Galling, "Halle," 51-57; Muilenberg, 228f.
61. Riiterswdrden, 86.
62. Colella, 93.
63. See Weinfeld, 158; W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATtl12 (31968), 61; J. Lindblom, ,,Wisdom in

the or Prophets," wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS H. H. Rowley. svr 3
(1955), 195f. For the ministerial see P. A. H. de Boer, "The Counse1lor," Wistlom in Israel and in
the Ancient Near East,42-7l,here 61f. For the priestly see Hermisson, 131.

64. Weinfeld, 162.
65. M. Ellenbogen, ForeignWords in the OT (London, 1962), i.St.; Mettinger,5l.
66. GesB, 719; HAL, III, I I16.
67. Rendtorff, 167-69.
68. rbid., t72f ., 182.
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Ezra (Neh. 8:1,4,9,13; 12:26,36), paralleled in part by the title kohen (Neh. 8:1f.,9;

12:26), especially since there is no connection in Ezr.7 between the use of the title
soper and any public reading of the tbrA.

This use of soper/sapar in reference to a Persian office title is to be distinguished

from those expressing a person's familiarity with the Holy Scriptures. Ezra is de-

scribed as sAper mahtr be!6ra1 moieh (Ezr.'1:6) and as sbpZr dilrA misw61-thwh

wehuqqaw 'al-yiSrd'et (7:l l). The connection between the title sopEr in these passages

and the soper title in the sense of a Persian office. one otherwise associated with Ezra,

is unmistakable, revealing the compositional function of 7:6, 1l through which the im-

age of the officeholderF,zrafrom Neh. 8:1,4,9,13 is now associated with the image of
Ezra inEzr. 7 .6e Ezr. 7:6,1I understand the title sdper as "scriptural scholar," one then

picked up by rabbinic literature.T0

Ezr.7:6 also influenced the ideal of the messianic ruler in lsa. 16:5, which under-

stan<lsthisruleras d\reimiipil(cf.Ezr.7:10)and nrehtrsegleq (cf.7:6)inanalogyto
the soper of the postexilic period.il

Duling the postexilic period, 1 Ch. 27:32 also uses the title ,sope r in a list of ofticials

to refer to such scholarly expertise parallel with the term ,r'd?.r, and because this usage

has no correspondence in the Deuteronomistic history, it should be viewed as specific

to the Chronicler.
The construct expression sopEr mah?r inEzn T:6 in reflerence to knowledge of the

Holy Scriptures occurs in the absolute position in Ps. 45:2(l), where the title sop4r

mahtr refers to the "ready scribe" (NRSV). The model fbr the Hebrew formulation is

the Akkadian title tupiarru emqu.12

During the postexilic period, the term sop/r is used to refer to the "state scribe" or

"secretary" (2 Ch. 24:11 26:11; 34:15,18,20) as well as to the "scribe" (l Ch. 24:6:

34: l3; Neh. l3:13; Est. 3:12;8:9), and this usage can be followed through the talmudic

period.73
Twice in the postexilic period the PN sdperel appears (Ezr.2:55', Neh. 7:57), a name

similarly referring in the intensive sense to the scribe.Ta Sir. 38:24-39: I I compares the

vocation of the sopZt; a person devoted to the law and utterly taken by the fear of the

Lord, with that of a tradesman or craftsman. The text mentions the wisdom of the s(tp4r

(38:241, wisdom that remains closed off to the farmer, trade sman, or artisan because of

their workload. The activity of the sdper is characterized by a study of the law (38:34b)

and by the wisdom of ancients (39: I f.). This earns the sAp€r respect among the power-

ful and great, and among later generations (39:4-ll).7s

69. Ibid., 182.

10.Lang, 144; Rendtorff, l8lf.
71. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 144.
72. Riiterswiirden, 8?; concerning the alleged reading of this title in Papyrus Anastasi I, see

Rainey, "Soldier-Scribe," 58-60.
73. E. Levine, "The Transcriptions of the Torah Scroll." 7AW 94 ( 1982) 99f.; WTM,111.574f .

74. Mettinger, 51.
75. Cf. Meyer-Weiss. 23; Castellino, 30f.; Stadelmann; Lang, 148--52.
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The title sop?r is not attested in Qumran.

IV. LXX. The LXX translates sdpEr with grammateis, referring both to the secre-
tary and scribe and (in the usage of the Chronicler's history) to the person knowledge-
able in the law.76 The NT is the last witness to this use ol soper/grammarcrts, since both
Philo and Josephus no longer lse grammarcrts b refer to the scriptural scholar.

The LXX renders the expression soper mahtr in Ps. 45:2(l) with grammatefis
oxygraphos, and in Ezr.7:6 with grammateils tachys. The LXX omits the title sdpdr
from 2 K. 22:9; Jer.36:20,21 (LXX 43:20,21).tt

Niehr

76.
77.

Jeremias, IDNI
Mettinger, 2l n.

I, 740; Rivkin, 138-42.
7.
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l. l. Etymology. No genuinely unified semantic field can be assigned to the Se-

mitic root spr which occurs throughout the Semitic languages. Semantic differences

emerge not only between the individual language groups in the larger sense but even

more so between different verbal and nominal uses within individual languages or

groups. The scope of these semantic differences is so considerable that linear etymo-

logical derivations are to be rejected outright, even within a single language group.

One is better advised to seek possible connections to other Semitic languages in each

individual case.

Two semantic focal points can be discerned for the root Jpr in the Semitic lan-

guages: first, the meaning "count, etc."; second, "piece of writing, writer, etc." Both

meanings occur in Biblical Hebrew, with the first attaching to the verbal stem -+ -lDD

sapar with its derivatives and to -+ lDD sopEr.l

Apart from Biblical Hebrew, the only other individual language attesting the root

spr with these two meanings together is Ugaritic.z The frequently adduced occur-

(1954), 664-731; J. Kiihlewein, "1?p sEper book," TLOT, Il' 806-13; G' Lanczkowski,

P. Welten, and D. Fouquet-Pltimacher, "Buch/Buchwesen," TRE, Yll,270-90; B. Lang, "From

Prophet to Scribe: Charismatic Authority in Early Judaism," Monotheism and t.he Prophetic Mi-
nority. SWBA I (1983), 138-56; A. Lemaire, Vom Ostrakon z.ur Schriftrolle. Uberlegungen zur

Entsiehung der Bibel. ZDMGSup 6 (1985), llo-23; C. Levin, "Joschija im deuteronomistischen

Geschichtiwerk," ZAW 96 (1984) 351-70; G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttes'

tamentlicher Rechtsscitze. WMANT 39 (197 l); J. Liver, "The Book of the Acts of Solomon," Bibl
48 (196't) 75-101; N. Lohfink, "Die Bundesurkunde des Kdnig Josias," Bibl 44 (1963) 261-88,

461-98; idem, "Die Bibel: Bticherei und Buch," Jahrbuch Deutsche Akademie fiir Sprache und

Dichtung II (1983),50-64; idem, "Die Sicherung der Wirksamkeit des Gotteswortes durch das

Prinzip der Schriftlichkeit der Tora und durch das Prinzip der Gewaltenteilung nach dem

Amtergesetz des Buches Deuteronomium," Testimonium Veritati. FS W. Kempf. FThS'7 (1971),

143-55; W. McCready, "A Second Torah at Qumran?" sR 14 (1985) 5-15; A. R. Millard, "La
prophdtie et l'dcriture: Isradl, Aram, Assyrie," RHR 65 (1985) 125-45; F. Ndtscher, "Himm-
iisc'he Biicher und Schicksalsglaube in Qumran," RevQ I (1958) 405-11 = BBB 17 (1962),72-

79; L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969); H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF

164 (1982); G. Rinaldi, "Alcuni termini ebraici relativi nella litteratura 45," Bibl 40 (1959)

282f .; W. Riillig, "Die altorientalischen Literaturen," in R6llig et al., Altorientalische

Literaturen. Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft I (Wiesbaden, 1978),9-24; H. P. Riiger'
"schreibmaterial, Buch, Schrift," BRLz,289-92;G. Schrenk, "0i0loq, BrBtriov," TDNT,l,615-20;
H. H. Schaeder, Esra der schreiber (Tiibingen, 1930; repr. 1968); R. Smend, "Das Gesetz und

die v<ilker," Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 494-509;

H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRLANT 129 (1982); M. Weinfeld'

Deuieronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972): C. Wendel, Die griechisch-

rdmische Buchbeschreibung verglichen mit der des Vorderen Orients (Halle, 1949); T. Willi, Die

Chronik als Auslegung. FRI-A,NT 106 (1972); L Willi-Plein, Votformen der Schriftexegese
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rences in the South Semitic languages remain restricted to one or the other meaning
for a specific language, e.g., old South Arabic/Ethiopic "to measure; standard,', or
Arabic "book, etc." This observation, however, does not yet justify an internal ety-
mological derivation within Northwest Semitic such that a noun sZper with the basic
meaning "enumeration, list," might derive from the verbal stem .spr in the meaning
"count."3 Rather, one should keep in mind the special status of Ugaritic as a
canaanite language strongly influenced by foreign languages (including East Se-
mitic);+ the double meaning found in Hebrew was originally already present in
Ugaritic. This double meaning either represents a peculiarity of Ugaritic itself or is
the result of other linguistic influences. Morphologically equivalent East and West
Semitic lexemes with differing semantic elements may possibly have encountered
one another here.

Except tbr the more recent Semitic languages, the other west Semitic languages
also primarily assign the word field "writing material, writer" to sp15 considering also
that the meaning "count" attaches largely to the common Semitic word, mnw/y,6 the
most probable derivation of Heb. s€per/sop1r is the one originally presented by
F. Hommel and repeatedly adduced since: from Akk. iipru/idpiiu.l ln addition to the
verb iaparu, "send, write," Akkadian also includes the corresponding nominal deriva-
tions iipru, "commission, message, work," and iapiru, "instruction giver."8 Several
southern Babylonian documents also attest the Aramaic loanword srprrz, "document."e
The sound shift .f > .r presents no problem here, and might even go back to the Assyrian
sibilant shift (ca. ll00 e.c.; cf. also Amor..fp4 ..to send, to be beautiful',), which was
not consistently implemented in cuneiform writing.t0

The semantic development from "commission, message" to "document, inscrip-
tion" on to "book" suggested by this derivation does not present any real problems if
one considers the basic cultural-historical and communication-theoretical develop-
ments accompanying the development of writing.tt

Dohtnen

3. So T. N. D. Meuinger, SoLomonic Srate Officials. CB 5 (1971),42-45.
4' Cf. D' Kinet Ugarit: Geschichte und Kultur einer Staclt irt der llmyvelt des ATs. ^tBS 104

( 1 98 I ), 47-58.
5.Cf.inPhoenician-PunicKAI, l:2;24:14f.;37A: l5; 50:6-Aramaic; DNSI, 11,799t.;

Beyer, 648.
6. -+ ;]lD mand (Ylll,396-4Ot).
7. Hommel, NKZ | (1890), 69. Concerning the various suggestions since Hommel, cf.

Kiihlewein, Tl,oT ll,8o6; HAL, rl,765f .; w Eilers, "Zur Funktion von Nominalfo rmen,,' wo 3
(1964166) 127; s. A. Kaufmann, The Akkadtun Influences on Ararnaic. AS 19 (lgi4),29.

8. AHw, III, ll70f., 1245f., 1172t., 1589.
9. AHw,II, 1049.

^ l0 cf I J. Gelb, Computer-AidedAnalysis of Amorite. As2l (19g0), 32;Beyer, 100f. n. l;
G. Garbini, "The Phonetic Shift of Sibilants in Northwestern Semitic in rhe Firsr Millennium
B.C.." JNSa t (1971) 32-38.

tl. See II.2 below.
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2. Occuruence.t. The word sCper occurs 185 times in the OT, with 52 occurrences in
Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic texts (l I in Deuteronomy, 7 in Joshua, I in I Samuel,
3 in 2 Samuel, 16 in 1 Kings, 44in2 Kings) and23 in parallels in 2 Chronicles.

The frequent use of s4per in prophetic writings ( I 2 in Isaiah, 26 in Jeremiah, I each
in Ezekiel, Nahum, and Malachi) reflects the process of committing prophetic words to
writing. Here, too, numerous occurrences can be traced back to Deuteronomistic
redactors (see below).

Statistical studies add the following occurrences: I in Genesis, 4 in Exodus, 2 in
Numbers,3 in the Psalms,2 in Job, I in Ecclesiastes, ll in Esther,5 in Daniel,9 in
Nehemiah, I in I Chronicles.

3. LXX. The LXX almost always translates sEper with biblion or biblo,s, not distin-
guishing (as also in contemporary Greek) between biblos, "book," and the original di-
minutive form biblion, "little book."12 only in isolated instances does the LXX trans-
late seper with an eye on the context and with other Greek terms, such as griimma,
grammatikris, epistolii, l6gos, or syngraph/.

II. General Considerations.
l. Medium of Scripture. Each of the various writing systems of the ancient Orient,

especially Mesopotamian cuneiform and Egyptian hieroglyphs, settled on a preferred
means of committing words to writing, i.e., on a preferred writing medium.l3

The emerging consonantal writing in Palestine quickly developed a pref-erence for
the book in the form of leather or papyrus scrolls for Hebrew when faced with commit-
ting longer texts to writing, as was presumably the case especially for the ernergence of
the OT. la The OT does mention the tablet as writing material, but 35 of those 45 occur-
rences involve the tradition of the tablets of the law at Sinai.l5 Although written He-
brew seals and ostraca have indeed been found at archaeological sites in lsrael,l6 thsl1
use was probably restricted to daily matters and did not extend to the process of com-
mitting the biblical tradition to writing.

2. Medium of Tradition. With regard to the emergence of holy scriptures or writings,
it is precisely for the "religions of the Book" that the process of committing such tradi-
tions to writing plays a decisive role. Quite apart from addressing the possibilities and
limitations of oral and written traditions as such,lT every investigation of the phenome-
non "book religion" must deal with the questions of the origin and emergence of texts.

Contrary to the definition of texts as any form of speech act, a definition popular in
modern linguistics, K. Ehlich tries to distinguish more precisely by designating as

12. Cf. Schrenk, TDNI I, 615.
13. Cf. Riillig, 16ff.; L J. Gelb, A Study of Writing (Chicago, 21963), 60ff .
14. Cf. Beyer, 72-76; Rnger, 29l.
15. -+ n]) lfiah (Y11,480-83). See 4.a below; -+ rtro sina-y, V.3.
16. Cf. Lemaire. l10ff.
17. Cf. Wimmel.
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"text" only those particular speech acts preserved for a wider (in contrast to the origi-

nal) language context.ts Accordingly, a text is characterized by being "stable beyond

the actual speech situation";le i.e., its characteristic feature is the capacity for transmit-

ting or passing on the original speech act. The point of departure for understanding a

text in this way is the institution of the messenger, since the messenger overcomes a

diatropic and thus also a diachronic impediment to the original language situation.2o

In asking what generates this need for transmitting a given content, one finds a

strong need for "tradition" in this sense not only in daily registers such as those deriv-

ing especially from daily economic lit'e (presumably harboring the beginnings of writ-
ing itself), but also in the sphere of law and cult.2l The texts generated by this need for
transmitting certain material constitute the foundation for the subsequent development

of tradition. By being fixed in written form, these texts allow later creative and con-

structive engagement with that material. This in its own turn allows one to understand

the status of the "book" as a medium of transmission more precisely as the most signif-

icant form in which to summarize different speech acts. In the case of the Bible as Holy

Scripture in contrast to separately collected cult rubrics, legal texts, or narratives, it
represents a salient witness to theologically motivated assemblage of tradition.

III. OT.
l. Letters. In several passages the context suggests that s€per is best translated as

"letter" (2 S. 1I:14,I5; I K.21:8,9,I1;2K.5:5,6,7; l0:1,2,6,7; 19:14;20:12;2Ch.
32 17; Est. l:22;3:13;8:5,10; 9:20;25:30; lsa. 37:14;39: 1; Jer' 29 1,25,29).It is writ-
ten and sent to someone,22 who then reads it (qr'). Extrabiblically, sEper also exhibits

this meaning on several Lachish ostraca.23 Letters mentioned in the OT, except for
those in Jeremiah, are always written and sent by kings or higher officials. Although
Galling's explanation that "if a letter was intended for several recipients . . . one spoke

of 'letters"' is accurate, it still does not explain the plural in 2 K. 19:14; 20:12; Isa.

3'7:14 39 1.2a Because in these passages the letter is written by Assyrians, and because

letters were frequently written in cuneiform on several tablets,2s here, too, separim rs

probably to be understood as several pieces of writing.
Dt.24:1,3: Isa. 50:l; Jer. 3:8 refer specifically to the letter of divorce (NRSV "cer-

tificate of divorce"), and Jer. 32:10,11,12,14,16,44 to the letter as a purchase contract.

Hence in these instances seper referc to a legal document.

18. P. 32.
t9. P. 37.
20. Cf. Ehlich,31, as well as the discussion of the etymology of Heb. s,perin I.1 above.

21. Cf. the so-called Mesopotamian counting stones, D. Schrnandt-Besserat, "The Earliest

Precursor of Writing," Scientific American 23816 (1978) 38-47. For Egyptian cf', e.g.,

W. Schenkel, "Wozu die Agypter eine Schrift brauchten," Schrift und Gediichtnis, ed.

A. Assmann et al. (Munich, 1983), 45-63.
22. + )n) kaUb (YIlr,37l-82); -+ nlu ialafu 'el.

23. KAI, 193;195; 196.
24. P. 220.
25. + n]) lfiah (Yll, a80-83); cf. AHw III, 1395.
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2. Historical Records. In conclusion to their accounts of the era of a particular king,
1-2 Kings mention books in which additional details about that king might be found.
They usually use formulaic expressions whose basic form is: weyeler dibrA PN (weft6l)
'aier'dSd hal6'-hEm Wlubtm'al-sdper diprA hayyamim lemalgA yitud'dl or yehfiQd (l K.
ll:41; 14:19,29; l5:7,23,31;16:5,14,20,27;22:39,46;2K.1:18; 8:23; 10:34; 12:20.,
13:8,12; 14:15,18,28; 15:6,11,15,21,26,31,36; 16:19:' 20:20; 21:17,25; 23:28; 24:5).
Only in the case of Solomon are the final three words omitted; it reads simply diprA
ie ldmdh ( I K. 1 I ;4 I ). This reveals that the writers were familiar with a book specifi-
cally about the history of Solomon.

Four passages omit the halo'-hem (l K. 14:19; 2 K. 15:11,15,31). Most variations
occur after 'aier 'aii, and can include an insertion after the deeds of the king in ques-
tion. The expression s€per dilrA hayydmim occurs not only in Kings but also in Neh.
12:23; Est. 2:23; 6:l; 10:2, where it refers to records of daily events, i.e., to royal an-
nals.26 1-2 Kings use this both as a source and as a bibliographical reference. The dif-
ference between the titles suggests two different books were present at the royal
courts.27

Chronicles recasts the material from Kings according to its own theology and re-
ports only the histories of the kings of the southern kingdom. In the process it doubly
alters the source references from 1-2 Kings first with the apposition "from first to
last" (2 Ch. l6: I I ; 20:34: 25:26; 28:26; 35:27; without this apposition only in 24:27 ;

2'l:7;32:32), and second with changes in content regarding the kings'deeds.28
Chronicles cites prophetic sources to emphasize the significance of kings Solomon
(9:30), Rehoboam (12:15), Abijah (13:22), Jehoshaphat (20:34),Uzziah (26:22), and
Hezekiah (32:32). Each instance involves a king distinguished in the Chronicler's
view by a special proximity to David (esp. noticeable in the insertion l2:5f .). Even if
several prophets are mentioned as authors of a particular royal history, only one re-
ceives the title ndlt'and thereby also special authority.2e Hence in the passages men-
tioned, Chronicles replaces the source references from l-2 Kings with references to
prophetic sources. In the remaining passages of this sort as well, Chronicles exhibits
more variations than does Kings, with only the beginning (weyeler diPr4 PN) and
ending ('al-s?per maftA yehftQA weyiSrd'El) remaining relatively constant. Even
though Chronicles reports concerning the kings of the southern kingdom only, it un-
derstands them as kings ofthe entire people, and thus speaks ofboth yiSrd'Elwihfi{A.
The topoi "History INRSV 'Book'] of the Kings of Israel" and "Book of the Kings
of Israel and Judah" refer to the same source.30 The same applies to the midrashim in
2 Ch. 24:27 , which do not, contrary to S. Mowinckel and F. Michaeli, refer to an in-
dependent source to which the Chronicler had access quite apart from the canonical

26. -+1)'t ddldr (dabhar) (lll,84-127).
27. M. Rehm, Das zweite Buch der Kdnige (Wtirzburg, 1982),257.
28. Willi, 108.
29. R. Micheel, Die Seher- und Prophetenilberlieferungen in der Chronik. BET 18 (1983),

79.
30. rbid., 75.
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books of Kings.3l These source references serve the interpretation of the Deuter-

onomistic source information, in the process bestowing on the entire corpus of the

Chronicles the character of a midrash.32

Aseper in Ex. l7:14; Nu. 21:14; Josh. l0:13; and 2 S. 1:18 contains historical ac-

counts of -itit-y events. These are probably victory songs of the sort found in the

songs of Deborah and Miriam celebrating Yahweh as the victorious warrior God.33

The occurrence of s1per in the lists of Gen. 5:1; Josh. l8:9; and Neh. 7:5 reveals a

certain chronological interest. Here, too, the connection with the beginnings of writing

becomes evident in the form of registers.3a

3. Prophetic Books. The process of committing spoken material to writing has a

special function with regard to the prophets even though prophetic proclamation as

such is always directed primarily to a specific situation (cf. the significance of +'11'I
ddf;dr for the prophets). The prophets' words are committed to writing not because of
any literary ambition but rather as a stopgap solution'35

Isa. 8:1 contains one of the earliest remarks concerning such writing. Although it in-

volves only a brief oracle, it (like 8:16) does offer a reason for committing such mate-

rial to writing. Because the prophet's proclamation was unsuccessful, he is forced to

preserve his message in hope of finding a more receptive audience in the future. Com-

mitting it to writing is the most secure means of insuring its preservation.36 Isa. 30:8ff'

articulates this intention explicitly; Isaiah writes his message on a tablet and in a sEper

as a witness for the future. This also means that the vitality and power of the Yahweh

message as whose mediator the prophet views himself is no longer bound to the partic-

ular proclamatory situatioq;37 i1 'c now of enduring significance (cf. also Hab.2:2).

The book of Jeremiah describes with particular thoroughness this process whereby

the prophet's words are written down in a book. By dictating his auditions to his scribe

Baruch, who writes them down on a scroll (megillal sZper; Jet.36:4),he insures their

continuation beyond the present. This is Jeremiah's last attempt to bring about Israel's

repentance (36:3). Through being fixed in written form, the prophet's word is to ac-

quire an objective power independent of the actual speaker.38

The following portrayal of the book's fate makes even more dramatic the

Jeremianic theme of the great disaster.3e The renewed, expanded version of the writing
(Jer. 36:32; cf. 45:1), however, underscores the impossibility of destroying Yahweh's

3 I . Willi, 23lff . Cf . Mowinckel, "Erwiigungen zum chronistischen Geschichtswerk," 7Z 85

(1960) 1-8; Michaeli, Les livres des chroniques, d'Esdras et de Ndhdmie. CATXYI (1967),207 .

32. Willi, 233; O. Kaiser, Intro. to the OT (Eng' trans., Minneapolis, 1975), 243t.

33. N. Lohfink. "The Strata of the Pentateuch and the Question of War," Theology of the Pen'

tateuch (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1994), 179f.
34. Cf . il.z"
35. Cf. K. Koch,The Prophets,2 vo1s. (Eng' trans., Philadelphia, 1983-84), I' 163-68'

36. Cf. Gunneweg, 34.
37. Cf. G. von Rad, OT Theology,2 vols. (Eng.

38. Cf. Gunneweg, 38.
39. Von Rad, OI Theology,1,44f.

trans., New York, 1962-65), l, 43, 45.
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word. Not even throwing the book into the Euphrates can change this (5 l:63). Jere-
miah, too, is convinced that the de[artm, like the t6rd (see below), "can become funda-
mental, enduring instructions,"a0 and for this reason are written in a book (25:13;30:2;
51:60,63). As the verbatim citation of Mic. 3:l2in Jer. 26:18 shows, Jeremiah already
had access to a written version of the book of Micah. When the prophets' oracles are
not immediately fulfilled, writing them down is the only and most important way of
demonstrating later the truth of their words.4l

The seper already acquires enormous significance for Ezekiel at his calling. Indeed,
he must internalize (literally; Ezk.2:8-3:3) the oracle of judgment ("lamentation and
mourningandwoe")intheformof ascroll (megilla!sEpe42:9).IncontrasttobothIsa-
iah and Jeremiah, who later write down (or have someone else write down) their oral
proclamation, Ezekiel receives his book right at the beginning of his prophetic mission.

In part, the prophets themselves already wrote down various individual texts, ora-
cles, and visions; the prophets'pupils, concerned that their masters be acknowledged,
then assembled these into the books we have today (cf. Nah. l;l;.+z

The book of Jeremiah is already engaged within the OT itself, in Dnl. 9:2. This late
work already has access to several prophetic books that can be described as separim, and
the same applies to Sirach, who has access to the entire prophetic canon (e.g., Sir. 49: l0).

4. Written Law. This central section is concerned with illuminating the important
traces of the early process of writing evident especially in the Pentateuch.This devel-
opment is revealed in part by the occurrences of seper in connection with legal regula-
tions, though one must also draw on information associated with -+ )ID kdla! and i))
Itrah.

a. JE. By introducing the stone tablets into the Sinai theophany, JE is the oldest
pentateuchal stratum to mention material being fixed in writing.+3 ln Ex. 24:12* and
3l:18*, the tablets serve JE to "announce theophany and sacrifice."aa InEx.34:27
Yahweh prompts Moses to write down the covenant terms precipitated by the the-
ophany (34:ll-26), and to make them the basis of the covenant. JE views here in the
covenant terms the oldest written version of a text of the law within the fiamework of
its Sinai theophany encompassingBx. 19-34.4s Because the tablets of the law function
only as an announcement for JE, nothing is said about their content.

The Deuteronomistic/P redaction picks up the motif of the stone tablets and identi-
fies them as the tablets of the covenant, of the law, etc., and is the first stratum to asso-
ciate the Decalog with them. For RP inEx.24:12*, it is the tbrd that is written on those
tablets. The decisive problem is determining the actual content and scope of this tbrd,
which is also written down in the seper (see below).

40. Gunneweg,44.
41. Cf. Millard, passim.
42. Cf . F.-L. Hossfeld and L Meyer, Prophet gegen Prophet. BibB 9 (1973), 162.
43. Hossfeld, l45ff.
44. Cf. Dohmen, 138.
45. Ibid., 140.
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b. The Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic literature is numerically and substantively

the most revealing with regard to texts of the law, and in this context the reform ac-

count in 2 K. 22f . acquires particular significance. Here one notices both the frequent

occurrence of the word seper itself ( 1 I times) as well as the central role the book plays

in the course of the narrative. The finding of the book is recounted, and v. 8 identifies

the book as the sEper hax6rd, presupposing it thus as something already familiar. The

book they find contains statements that make the king "tear his clothes" (v. 11) because

"the words of this book" (v. 13) were not followed. The result of finding this book is

Josiah's reform (2K.23:4-27), whose center is a centralization of the cult. In this con-

text the "words of the tbrd" in the sEper legitimize the elimination of "foreign cults" (v.

24).lt 2 K. 23 the same book is said to contain the obligatory contents of a covenant,

and the scper itself is described as sEper habbert! (v. 2).

This particular designation is attested only 3 times. In 2 K. 23.'2the s€per habbertlis

the covenant document. Since only here is the sdper habberil organically interwoven

with the events of the narrative, it was probably already part of the original source or

Vorlage.a6

Late Deuteronomistic redactors inserted it from here into v. 21, according to which

it contained the prescriptions for the Passover. The content ofboth passages can be ex-

plained in connection with the account of the finding of the book.

The third occurrence is Ex. 24:7 . Here, in analogy to familiar ancient oriental con-

tracts, it represents the document of a contractual covenant between two partners

(Yahweh and Israel), with Moses as mediator and with an accompallying ritual of seal-

ing in v. 8.a7 The book contains "the words of Yahweh" (v. 4); hence the text Moses

writes into the sdper habberilis2O:22-23:33.a8 Redaction-critical considerations espe-

cially suggest this, since 24:6-8 corresponds to Deuteronomistic covenant theology

and derives from the same Deuteronomistic redactors that inserted the overall Book of
the Covenant into its present location.ae

By adding the Book of the Covenant, these redactors make it into the premier legal

text of the Sinai-Horeb theophany. The Decalog of Dt. 5 remains untouched in its sta-

tus as the basic law, while Deuteronomy now is classified as the second law in the lit-
eral sense and in this position interprets both the Book of the Covenant and the

Decalog.50
2 K.22f . uses s€?er han\rd, seper habber[, and simple sdper in free variation such

that one cannot distinguish them either from the literary or from the redaction-critical
perspective.st This variability reflects on the one hand the redactors' struggle to deter-

mine the correct name for the book in question, and shows on the other hand how they

46. Spieckermann, T3.
47. Perlitt, 195.
48. Hossfeld, 194; a different view is taken by Haag,227.
49.Zenger, Israel, 154; cf. also Spieckermann,77f'
50. Hossfeld, 194.
51. Spieckermann,5l.
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equate the book that was reported found both with the book of the law and with the
book of the Josiah covenant.

Both the contents as described and additional information suggest that the reference
here is either to Deuteronomy itself or to certain parts of it.sz The expression "book
of the law" (2K.22:8,11) recalls Dt.12-26. Norcan one exclude the Decalog in Dt.5.
2 K. 22:ll suggests that Dt. 28 also belongs in this sOper.53 The expression seper
hattdrd presupposes that the law is a text that can be identified precisely. The emer-
gence of this notion of a fixed, written document of the will of Yahweh presupposes the
presence of a text already viewed as canonical. Hence if one can determine when this
notion is first attested as well as its scope and context, one can say something about
when and how the law was committed to writing.

The identification of the Josianic book of the law with Deuteronomy in the preexilic
account of the reform suggests that one look first at the occurrences in Deuteronomy.
An initial look at Deuteronomy in its entirety reveals that many texts are based on an
oral form of transmission. Moses speaks (e.g., Dt. l:1; 5:l; 29:1[Eng. v. 2]); the people
listen (e.g., 4:l;26: l6-19) and.are instructed to recite and talk about this material fur-
ther (e.g., 6:7). The fiction of Moses' discourse acquires particular significance for the
composition of Deuteronomy. The entire basic stratum of Dt. 5-28 involves exclu-
sively oral transmission.

Dt. 6:4-9 and, dependent on it, ll:18-21 seem to contradict this.5a The anaphoric
understanding in 6:6, however, applies back to the words in 6:4f., and thus the refer-
ence in 6:8f. also exclusively to 6:4f. The significance oforal tradition exhibited in v. 7
is striking despite the existence of written confessional statements. It is not enough
merely for the individual believer to read! Oral transmission takes priority, especially
in the reading of holy texts during worship.

The core Deuteronomic law in Dt. 12-26 mentions a book of the law only once. Al-
though the royal law in 17:14-20 stipulates that the monarch always have a copy of the
Iaw for reading (v. l8), this represents a late Deuteronomistic insertion into the
Deuteronomic law on kingship. Since the Levitical priests are the guardians of the law,
it is they who acquire controlling function over the king. Mention of a miinEh hattbri
'al seper presupposes familiarity with 31:.9,26 (see below). Because the demand for
obedience to the written version of Deuteronomy is also typical of late Deuterono-
mistic redaction, l7:18 cannot be adduced as proof that Deuteronomy existed origi-
nally in a written form.55

The transition from oral to written tradition becomes clear in the addition of the tablets
(Dt.4:13; 5:22;9:10,15; l0:10-5) by a late Deuteronomistic redactor (following JE)s6

52. Preuss, 5, with bibliography.
53. A different view is taken by Levin, 369, who identifies the "book of the t6rd" in 2 K. 22f .

with the Pentateuch.
54. Cf. H. Donner, Geschichte des Volkes Israel und seiner Nachbarn in Grundziigen. ATD

Erg.4/2 (1985),355.
55. rbid., 353f.
56. See II.a.
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and especially in 3l:9ac. Dt. 31:9as is part of the following conception of the Deuter-

onomistic historian:57 Moses announces the 'Ed6l, l.tuqqim, and miipat?m in Beth-peor

(4:45,46a). He finishes speaking these words (31 : I f.), they are written down as tdrd (v.

9aa), and they are entrusted to the Levites. This strikingly simple description of the pro-

cess of committing this material to writing reflects exactly the transition from oral to

written tradition. "Dt. 3l:9a draws the ultimate conclusion from the Deuteronomic fic-

tion of Moses' discourse, namely, that Moses not only spoke but also wrote."s8 The re-

working of 2 K. 22t.by the same Deuteronomistic redactor may also be exerting some in-

fluence on this conclusion.
It is only by way of subsequent Deuteronomistic redactors that the t6rA finds its way

into the seper. One characteristic of this situation is that all the occurrences of seper in

Deuteronomy are in late Deuteronomistic, background-fiaming texts (in addition to the

occurrences of sEper as nomen regens in construct combinations with t6ri as nomen

rectum in Dt.28:61:29,2Ol2ll; 30:10; 3l:26, which are to be considered along with

the neighboring verses 28:58; 29 :19.26[20 
"27 ); 3 I :24).

This reveals when a seper hutfirA emerged. The notion of a finished, written ver-

sion of Yahweh's will is characteristic of late Deuteronomistic redaction.5e The exact

scope of this work described as the book of tbrd, however, remains in question. Only a

precise examination of the individual passages can determine this.

The rather circumstantial formulation in Dt. 28:58 is striking. Instead of speaking

simply about the book of the law as does 2 K.22t., it refers tct kbl-dibrA hafiirA haz.z.6'!

hakketfipim bas,seper haz.zeh. Through this choice of words the author is clarifying with

extreme precision the relationship between seper andfirA as well as introducing the

expression ,s€per hattbrd, which in the following texts is already being used as a termi-

nus technicu^i. Th. formulation with s€per hazzeh suggests that this author views this

text itself (Dt. 28:58) as belonging to the firA.
In Dt. 28:61 the emphasis on firA through the use of haz.zo'! as a demonstrative pro-

noun is singular among the occurrences of the expression seper hattbrd. This may pos-

sibly refer to a somewhat more remote legal text and simultaneously be attempting to

show that the verse itself is not found inthe seper. Because this consideration is based

merely on this one verse, however, nothing certain can be concluded.

The text-critical apparatus of BtlS shows that the distinction between hazzeh and

hazzo'lis already overlooked in many Hebrew mss. as well as in the LXX and Vulgate.

While the LXX always attaches the demonstrative pronoun to the law (tori n6mou

toiitou), thus taking the exception of Dt. 28:6 I as the rule, Hebrew mss. emend haz.zo'!

into hazz.eh and thus eliminate the distinction.
In all remaining occurrences (Dt. 29:19,26[20,27];30:10; 31:24,26), the law and the

book constitute a single entity, the reference text being Dt. 5-28*. Moses writes the

words of this firA into a book (31.24) and entrusts this to the Levites. The late

57. See M. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History. JSOTSup l5 (Eng. trans. l9tl1).34f.; Perlitt,

4t.
58. Perlitt, I17.
59. Cf. Perlitt, 42; Spieckermann, 56.
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Deuteronomistic portrayal of the emergence of the written law diff'ers from that of the
Deuteronomistic history through a certain degree of circumstantiality designed to em-
phasize the length and import of the text. At the same time, this remark signals the end
of the book of the law in Dt. 30. Since Dt. 4 and 291.* derive from the same late
Deuteronomistic redactors, they are apparently reckoning their own text as part of the
t616.

The command to place the book that Moses has written next to the ark corresponds
to the late Deuteronomistic notion that the ark contains the Decalog that Yahweh wrote
on two stone tablets.6o

Josh. l:8 associates the imperatives of l:6, which l:7 interprets as obedience to the
law, with the seper The author of v. 8 automatically associates the catchword firA with
the seper hattbrd. This identification of tOrd 'oier siwwef,a moieh (v. 7) with s€per and
Deuteronomy is typical of late Deuteronomistic redaction.6l

The redactor of Josh. 1:8 is also responsible for Josh. 23.62He inserted the entire
chapter into the text of the Deuteronomistic history as a retrospect from the exilic pe-
riod back into the time of the conquest with all its opportunities and especially with all
its dangers.

c. The text of Josh. 8:30-35 interrupts the narrative of the conquest. ln fulfillment of
the seper tOra! m1ieh, Joshua builds an altar. The context of building an altar suggests
that the reference texts here may be Ex.2O:25 and Dt. 27:5-8. Because Josh. 8:32 un-
derstands this inscribing of the miineh t1rct! moieh to be the fulfillment of Dt. 27:2-4,
the author of Josh. 8:3-35 must be concerned especially with Dt. 27.The insistence that
the commandments of Dt. 27 belong to the t)ral moieh reveals an interest in anchoring
Dt.21 in the s?per hattbrA, a suspicion confirmed by Josh. 8:34, which especially em-
phasizes tlrat both "blessings and curses" (Dt. 21) are read aloud with the firA. Thts
reading of the law in Josh. 8:34 has a parallel in 2 K. 23:3.63 Assuming that the reading
of the law in 2 K. 23, because of its association with the finding of the book, belongs to
the VorLage itself,ba then this passage served as the model tbr Josh. 8:34f. Indeed, the
expression qchal yiSrd'El (Josh. 8:35) as one typical of exilic ecclesiology even sug-
gests the worship of Ezra (Neh. 8f.) as a parallel and militates for an extremely late dat-
ing of Josh. 8:30-35 (possibly ca. 400).65

The expression seper tbray-moieh in 2 K. l4:6 is especially striking because of the
addendum 'oier siwwd YHWH and the verbatim quotation of Dt.21:16. This betrays
post-Deuteronomistic theology, namely, an understanding of the book of the law of

60. Cf. IIL4.a.
61. Because ofthe ditl'erent intentions evident in this passage. Smend (496f.) ascribes Josh.

1:6 to the Deuteronomistic history, and Josh. 1:7,8 to two successive redactors of the stratum
DtrN.

62. Smend, 501-4.
63. Cf. Perlitt, 43.
64. Spieckermann, T4.
65. With H.-J. Fabry, "Noch ein Dekalog," Im Gesprcich mit dem dreieinigen Gott. FS

W. Breuning (Dt.isseldorl', 1985), 75-96.
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Moses as a fixed expression for the entire contents of Deuteronomy. By being traced

back to Yahweh's own commandment, it acquires a higher dignity. Deuteronomy is the

interpretation of Yahweh's will.60

A different emphasis emerges in the Chronicler's account of the finding of the book

(2 Ch.34:14). The book of the law of Moses commanded by Yahweh has now become

the book of the law of Yahweh given through Moses' The Chronicler possibly under-

stood the seper tbra!-YHWH tobe an extensive work (17:9; 34:14), whereas Deuteron-

omy continued to be designated asthe firA sEper-moieh (25:4; Neh. 13:l). Because

2 Ch.35:12 refers back to Lev. 3:8-ll and yet speaks about the s.per mdieh, the

Chronicler is apparently not differentiating precisely here and understands the seper

mdieh to be the Pentateuch.

Neh. 8f. lends particular emphasis to Yahweh's legislation. Ezra reads ihe sEper

t6ra1 hd'el,him (8:18) and the s€per tbra! YHWH (9:3) in a period of seven days' De-

spite the necessity for translation and interpretation (8:8), this must have been a rela-

tively extensive work. The dating here as well as citations from Lev. 23:40-42 and

Zl:21-Zecertainly suggests that this was a reading of the Pentateuch. By assuming that

Yahweh was the author of this text (cf. 2 Ch. 17:9;34:14), this passage generates a the-

ology that understands Scripture to be a revelation of the divine will for all subsequent

generations.6T

By using the expression sdper tbral'elohtm, Josh.24:26 alludes to the development

of tnl entire Holy Scriptu.et is u declaration of the will of God' The course of events

parallels that in Deuteronomy (cf .31 1,9,24; see above). Joshua speaks before the peo-

pte ana then writes down in a book what he has spoken; as in Deuteronomy, this book

is called the seper hattbrA. Josh.24:26f. is an extremely late addendum provoked by

the catchwor db"rt1. "The law belongs in the book, and the two together are part of the

nr..ll.',68 The de\drtmrefer to the "statutes and ordinances" from Shechem in v. 25b.6e

Like Moses' words, so also are Joshua's words written down and in vv. 26f . canonized

as the "words of Yahweh." Indeed, this holy writing even seems to include more than

the Pentateuch (Josh. 24:26 includes the Deuteronomistic history).ro

d. One can observe an intense need in P to insert additional texts as having been

transmitted in writing. In Ex. l7: l4 RP has Moses write in a memorial book concerning

the battle against the Amalekites.Tl The linguistic and substantive proximity to Dt.

25:19 is.t.iking. The complete annihilation of the Amalekites becomes law, and the

recollection of their assault and their defeat, by being written down in a sEper, similarly

acquires the character of law.

The significance of what is written also becomes clear in Nu. 5:23. Curses written

66. Cf. c. Levin, Die verheissung des neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen

Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRLANT 137 (1985), 42f '

6'7 . Cf . B. S. Ct,itat, Intro. to the OT as Scripture (Philadelphia, 1979), 648'

68. Perlitt, 269.
69. H. Mdlle, Der sogennante I'andtag zu Sichem' FzB 42 (1980)' 97'

70. Cf. Levin, Verheissung, 714ff.
1 l. Cf. Zenger, Israel, 28t., 76f.
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onaseper (here pfobably best translated as "sheet") at ajealousy offering acquire mag-

ical power when the sheet is thrown into water. Nu. I l:26 is based on the notion that
even the elders chosen as leaders of the people are immediately registered in a list. The
predilection for such lists also emerges from the (similarly Priestly) passages Nu.
17:17(2) and 33:2.

Because this terminology is by no means unified, and especially because it does not
always involve the word s€per, these passages should be viewed merely as examples of
this tendency in the P stratum.

5. Heavenly Books. The religions of the ancient Orient and of antiquity frequently
entertain the notion of "heavenly books."72 Careful observation allows one to distin-
guish extremely varied notions here: (l) the book of fate; (2) the book of works; (3) the

book of life.73 The idea of a book of fate originated in Mesopotamia, where "tables of
fate" in which the gods have recorded the predetermined lives of human beings are

found in many different contexts.Ta Except perhaps for Ps. 139:16, this idea is not
found in the OT.7s Together with the idea of divine judgment,T6 quite varied views con-
cerning heavenly registers of human works are found. This notion resonates in the OT,

e.g., in Isa. 65:6 or Dnl.7:10. It seems to derive from Egyptian traditions and religion,
where it is best articulated and whence it also came into other Mediterranean reli-
gions.77

The final type of heavenly book, the "book of life," is closely associated with the

one just discussed, and indeed often cannot be precisely distinguished from it. Influ-
enced by the idea of secular lists of inhabitants, that of similar heavenly lists
emerged. These allegedly contain registers of those who will be spared judgment,
those who constitute a holy remnant, those predestined for life, etc.78 This idea, also

familiar from Akkadian texts (cf., e.g., the "tablet of life," le'uiu ia baldte), occurs
in several OT passages, though no direct dependence can be established because

both substantive and terminological connections are not evident (cf. Ps. 69:29[28);
Isa. 4:3; Dnl. 12: l; I S. 25:29).te The late addendum Ex. 32:32f . (RP) picks up the

idea of such a heavenly book and associates it with the theme of the relationship be-

72. -+ VII, 380.
'73. Cf . L. Koep, "Buch IV (himmlisch)," MC, ll, 664-731, here 725.
"14. Ct. B. Meissner, BuA, ll, 125.
75. Cf. G. Ravasi, Il libro dei Salmi 11l (Bologna, 1984), 819f.; Koep, "Buch IV

(himmlisch)," MC, II, 726; G. Lanczkowski, "Buch/Buchwesen I: religionsgeschichtlich,"
TRE, VIJ,270.

76. Cf. K. Seybold, "Gericht Gottes I: Nl," TRE, XII, 460-66 (with bibliog.); H. Cazelles,
"Le jugement des morts en Isra6l," Sources Orientales 4 (1961) lO3-42.

77.Ct.H. Brunner, Grundziige der altcigyptischen Religion (Darmstadt, 1983), 130tr., 150.
78. Cf . Zenger, "Ps 87,6," esp. 100f.; concerning the association with the stone tablets of Si-

nai, cf. C. Dohmen, 132-41.
79. See ABL,y[,545,8. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991),

168-70; F. Nritscher, Altorientalischer und alttestamentlicher Auferstehungsglaube (1926; repr.
Darmstadt, 197 0), 162t., 3l5f .
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tween the righteous and the unrighteous at God's judgment, a therne of importance

during the postexilic Period.80
This notion of a "book of life" is to be distinguished from that of a "book of remem-

brance," seper zikkar64, of the sort mentioned in Mal. 3:16 (see also the addendum in

Ps. 56:9t81).8r Probably also belonging to the same conceptual horizon, albeit not as

heavenly book, are the two late occurrences in Job 19:23 andEx. l7:14 (RP;'az

All this shows that the growing significance of books in various spheres of life re-

sulted in this form of the fixed word also being associated with ideas about heaven or

the beyond, as is evident in the various subsequent developments'

6. "Literature, Letters." ln Dnl. l:4,1'7, seper means "writing, type of writing," in

the sense of literature or letters. Here sEper is used synonymously with the substantive

forms of -+ f,Il) kdlab, Wlab, and mi[ta!.

IV. Qumran. Although the noun sEper occurs over 20 times in the writings of

Qumran, the text of many of the passages is so damaged that it can no longer be read

exactly; elsewhere, the context is irretrievable. 1QS 6:7;7:1,2 refer perhaps to the

community's own writings with abs. seper. Similatly, Is]pr srt in IQM l5:5 may also

refer to a community writing. In references to the OT, it is noteworthy that the expres-

sion s2r htwrh occurs but once (CD 5:2). The spry htwrh (CD 7; l5) is mentioned once

paraliel to the spry hnby'ym (CD 7: l7); the former is an expression not found in the OT

itself, which consistently speaks about only one totah (cf. the discussion of seper

hattbrA). The expression derives from the lengthy controversy concerning whether the

pentateuch is to be written on a single, continuous scroll or on five individual scrolls.S3

OTbooks are, however, also directly mentioned, e.g., the spryi'yh (4QFlor l:15), or

the spr yhzq'l @QFlor 1: l6).
The variously menrioned spr hhgw (CD l0:6; 13:2;1471?h lQSa 1:7) might first

be construed as "Book of Meditation" (from hghl,"read, contemplate, recite";.4+ yu.i-

ous identities have been suggested: lQS, 1QH, the halakah, the Torah, or a collection

of specific community regulations.s5 M. Goshen-Gottstein speaks of a s4per hahegeh,
..gootofsighs''(cf.Ezk'2:lOl.toThesuggestion..BookofPurifications''isprobably

off the mark (i.e., hgw = secret code for ,srp [reversal of the alphabet]).87

Based on substantive considerations, one might also consider the OT book of

Haggai. This would also explain the tiequent mention of this particular book in the

80. Cf. Dohmen. 1 lSff.
81. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 527'

82. Cf. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hioi. ATD 13 (195 l, 71980), l47ff.;Zenger, Israel, T6ff .

83. Cf. St.-B., Ml, 133f.

84. HAL, I, 238. Cf. J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer Il (1960)' 55'

85. For IQS see Dupont-sommer; for lQH, see Bardtke; for the halakah see Rabin;

Ginzberg; Baumgarten, ituclies in Qumran Law (Leiden, 19'77), 16 and n' 13; for the Torah,

Licht; S;hiffm ui, rh, Halakha at Qumran (Leiden, 1975), 53; for the regulations, Maier.

86. "'Sefer Hagu' - 
The End of aPttzzle," yf 8 (1958) 286ff'

87. Contra J. Sihonfield, Secrets of the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York, 1957),ztf.
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community of Qumran, particularly with the expectation inspired by this book of a

double (priestly and royal) Messiah (cf. IQS 9:11),88 especially considering that in
context the texts mentioned above do reflect this problem.

CD l6:3 also mentions a .rpr mhlqwt h'tym ("Book of the Divisions of the Times");
scholars have frequently suspected that this refers to the book ofJubilees, one quite fa-
miliar in Qumran.

The quotation of Mal. 3:16 in CD 20:19 introduces yet another occurrence of a spr
zkrwn, suggesting both here and perhaps also with regard to the spr imw, mentioned in
IQi|d l2:2 the notion of the "heavenly books."8e The noun sp4 "book," occurs only
twice in llQT (56:4,21) in citations from Dt. 17.

Hossfeld - Reuter

88. Cf. Koch, Prophets, II, 163f.; K. Schubert, "Die Messiaslehre in den Texten von Chirbet
Qumran," BZ I (1957) 177-97.

89. Cf. Ncitscher; Koep; see IIL4.c above.
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I. The Root s ql. The root sql is attested only in Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic (which
borrowed it from Hebrew). This root refers to a customary method of execution, and its
absence in other Semitic languages derives from the absence of stoning in Mesopota-
mia, Syria, and Asia Minor. By contrast, the semantically related + E)'1 ragam has
parallels in both Arabic and Ethiopic.

II. OT and Mishnah. The verb is used formulaically in the qal and niphal to ref'er to
a specific method of punishment. Though one cannot determine how far back this par-
ticular use of the root goes, the OT does also attest a nontechnical use (cf. the piel).

saqal. A. Alt, "The Origins of Israelite Law," Essays on OT History and Religion (Eng.
trans., Oxford, 1966), 79-132, here 114; H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT.
WMANT 14 1z19r0r, 148f.; Clemen,Islamica 10, l70ff.; D. Daube, Studies in Biblical Law
(Cambridge, 1947; repr. New York, 1969); J. Gabriel, "Die Todesstrafe im Lichte des ATs,"
Theologische Studien der Gegenwart. FS T. Innitzer (Vienna, 1952),69-19; R. Hirzel, Die Strafe
der Steiniguns (1909); G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtsscitze.
WMANT39 (1971), esp. 49f.; H. Schi.ingel-Straumann, "Tod und Leben in der Gesetzesliteratur
des Pentateuch" (diss., Bonn, 1969), esp. 131ff.; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 158-60.
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Two semantic groups are evident here, one that may be old, and one that was used dur-

ing the exilic-postexilic period. The first can be found in the account of Shimei and his

relationship with David. Shimei allegedly "threw stones at David and at all the ser-

vants of King David" (2 S. 16:6; piel with acc. of person; cf. v. 13 without an object).

Shimei threw stones in order to revile David, perhaps also to injure him, though this is

not an execution unless Shimei intends to evoke one symbolically.
Another use of the root can be found in two passages from different periods. In the

Song of the Unfruitful Vineyard in Isa. 5, we read: "My beloved had a vineyard on a

very fertile hill. He dug it and cleared it of stones (wayesaqqelehtt), and planted it with
choice vines" (vv. lb-2a). This "clearing of stones" means to "throw those stones

away" that were dug out of the field; i.e., here, too, the root involves throwing stones.

The much later text Isa. 62: l0 also reflects this usage: "Build up, build up the highway,

clear it of stones" (saqqelfi md'epen). This use, however, attested only in the piel, is not

the usual one.
As a rule, the root is used to designate a certain means of punishment. "If we offer in

the sight of the Egyptians sacrifices that are offensive to them, will they not stone us?

(wela'yisqelunA)" (8x.8:22lEng. v.261). Moses fears stoning will be precipitated as an

emotional reaction. "So Moses cried out to Yahweh, 'What shall I do with this people?

They are almost ready to stone me"' (17.4). The Book of the Covenant also prescribes

stoning as punishment for oxen, which in certain cases is not entirely incomprehensi-

ble. "When an ox gores a man or a woman to death, the ox shall be stoned" (2I:28).lt
its owner has been warned, "the ox shall be stoned, and its owner also shall be put to

death" (v.29). Similarly, "if the ox gores a male or female slave, the owner shall pay to

the slave owner thirty shekels of silver, and the ox shall be stoned" (21:32). These laws

are stricter than the parallels in the Code of Hammurabi, which stipulates that the

owner must pay only if he was previously warned, but otherwise incurs no guilt, and

which says nothing about killing the animal.r
Whereas most of the previously cited occurrences in Exodus derive from daily life

and represent laws for conceivable cases, the situation in Ex, 19 is different. "You shall

set limits for the people all around, saying, 'Be careful not to go up the mountain or to

touch the edge of it. Any who touch the mountain shall be put to death. No hand shall

touch them, but they shall be stoned or shot with arrows; whether animal or human be-

ing, they shall not tive" (19:12f.). It was the holiness of the mountain itself that made

the people or animals who touched it so dangerous that no other person was permitted

to touch them. This in its own turn necessitated a manner of execution not requiring
contact.

Deuteronomy clearly views stoning as the most stringent punishment for the most

abominable transgressions. A direct accusation sufficed for the death penalty in the

case of someone worshiping foreign gods or beings of any kind. "Stone them to death

for trying to turn you away from Yahweh your God, who brought you out of the land of
Egypt,outof thehouseof slavery"(Dt. 13:11[0]).Dt. lTrecommendsathoroughin-

l. CH, $$250-52; ANET, 16.
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vestigation; after hearing two or three witnesses, "then you shall bring out to your
gates that man or that woman who has committed this crime and you shall stone the

man or woman to death" (17:5).
In addition to apostasy from Yahweh, other transgressions also required stoning:

those of a sexual nature. If a man takes a wife and finds no sign of virginity in the

young woman, "then they shall bring the young woman out to the entrance of her fa-
ther's house and the men of her town shall stone her to death, because she committed a

disgraceful act in Israel by prostituting herselfin her father's house. So you shall purge

the evil from your midst" (Dt. 22:21). The situation is different "if there is a young

woman, a virgin already engaged to be married, and a man meets her in the town and

lies with her, you shall bring both of them to the gate of that town and stone them to
death, the young woman because she did not cry for help in the town and the man be-

cause he violated his neighbor's wife. So you shall purge the evil from your midst. But
if the man meets the engaged woman in the open country, and the man seizes her and

lies with her, then only the man who lay with her shall die" (22:23-25). Although in the

last case the root s4l is not used, the preceding verse suggests that the death penalty

was also carried out here through stoning.
Whereas in these cases stoning involves civil law, in the case of Achan (Josh. 7) it

exhibits sacral features, The Judean Achan violated the devoted things, was found out
through oracular lots, and stoned: "And all Israel stoned him to death; they burned all
that was his with fire" (7:25). Disappointment and rage, however, could also be ex-

pressed in such stonings. When the Amalekites burn Ziklag and carry off the women
and children, the people speak of stoning David because he was not able to help them
(1 S. 30:6).

I K. 2l addresses the misuse of stoning. The property owner Naboth the

Jezreelite refused to surrender his vineyard near the royal palace to King Ahab.
The queen has him falsely accused of having cursed God and the king, and de-

mands he be stoned (l K.2l:10). This execution by stoning, which indeed is car-
ried out (v. I 3; further occurrences of the verb in vv. I 4,1 5), was used here because

Naboth's alleged crime, blaspheming God and king, was so serious. Stoning as

punishment for blaspheming God and king has clearly become an institution here,
just as was later the case.

Mishnaic Hebrew uses the verb in the same way as Biblical Hebrew: "to stone"
(qal), "be stoned" (niphal), and "remove stones" (piel). "And they condemned him to
stoning" (frseqalfihfr; Sanh. 6.1; Bab. Sanh. 46a); "they take him forth to stone him"
(Bab. Sanh. 42b: lesoqtb). Tosephta Sabb. 6t7).5 attests that punishment by stoning
could also be employed to excess: "If one says: stone (siqltt) this cock, for it crows in
the evening, this is a superstitious act."

The same meaning, except in the passive sense, uses the niphal. "He is led forth to
be stoned (lissdqzl)" (Mishnah Sanh. 6.1). "A man is stoned naked, but a woman is not
stoned naked" (6.3). "All that have been stoned (hanni.rqaltn) must be hanged" (6.4).
"The stone with which he was stoned (iennisq€l)" (Bab. Sanh. 43a). As in Ex. 21:28,
an ox could also be stoned; "the ox to be stoned (hannisqdl) because it killed a person."
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According to Mishnah Sanh. 1.4, however, this case could be examined by twenty-
three judges.

As in the OT, the verb in the piel means "remove stones": "until the New Year, they
may clear away the stones fiom the field" (e.g., Seb. 2.3). Tosephta B. Qam. 2.12

makes clear that one may not remove stones from a field in order to lay them on the

road. Whoever removes stones must also carry them away. Nor may anyone remove

stones from someone else's fields for personal use (2.13).

III. Summary. Because the word -+ Dl''l rgm occurs parallel with sql with the same

meaning, no complete overview of the phenomenon "stoning" can be given using just

the root sql. The original meaning of the root s4l seems to be "throw stones," expanded

later to "throw stones in order to kill." The reference was to an immediate reaction in

order to counter an enemy, to punish a person or animal, or to express one's own rage.

The last can be found, e.g., in Ex.8:22(26); 17:4;2 S. l6:6,13. This is not what one

might call lynch-mob justice, but rather an emotional reaction.
The root ,s4l preserved its technical meaning in both Deuteronomic and Deuter-

onomistic writing: "stoning as punishment for serious offenses," including blasphemy,

touching the holy mount, worshiping foreign gods, sexual transgressions, or crimes of
a sacral nature. The punishment could occasionally also be used against animals.

IV. LXX. The LXX generally renders sql with lithoboliA, "to stone." In the account

of Shimeiin2S. l6:6, 13,however,theLXXuseslithdzo, asdoestheNTinseveralin-
stances (e.g., Jn. 8:5; l0:3lff.). In three instances the LXX uses katalithdzo (Ex. 11:4,

^r4l,' Nu. 14:10, rgm;Lk. 20:6).
Kapelrud

Contents: I. l. Semantic Ambivalence; Etymology; 2. Translations; 3. Eunuchs in the

Ancient Orient. II. l. OT;2. Theological Considerations.
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l. l. Semantic Ambivalence; Er1-mology. Two socially contrasting classes are in-
dicated by the term sarts. The first includes distinguished officials at the royal court
(l Ch. 28:l), the second the group of castrates excluded from the community at large
(lsa. 56:3). Because neither two separate etymologies nor a semantic change in one or
the other direction can be persuasively demonstrated, one cannot determine whether
this semantic ambivalence involves genuine homonymy on the one hand, or polysemy

on the other prompted by extremely divergent semantic development.
Some scholars postulate a root ,sr.s, "to castrate," and its derivative saris, "eunuch,"

distinguishing this from the loanword saris, "court official," associating it thereby with
.ir.i piel, "uproot, destroy," with nsr "saw off, plane off," and the resultant reduplica-
tion srsr (Arab. ir.ir "cut off').1 Others view it as a iap'el construction of rss, "crush."
None ofthese precarious suggestions has found much acceptance, however, and recent

consensus generally tends to view the Middle Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic
verbal forms with the meaning "to castrate" or "be impotent" as denominative deriva-
tives of saris (Paleo-Aram. and Egyp. Aram. srs, Jewish Aram. and Syr. srys', Arab.
sarts),z itself allegedly a derivative of Akk. ia rEii (pl. .ir7t re-Ji). Yet as transparent as

the Akkadian construction is (,ia re.ii means lit. "he of the head"), just as unclear does

its original meaning remain, nor is its later use any more comprehensible.3 The Akka-
dian word may originally have referred to a person who stood at the top, a "chief' (the

Sumerian ideogram in Middle Assyrian as well as in Akkadian texts from Ugarit is
sec, "head");a or it ref'erred to the one whose place was at the king's head, i.e., to his
personal servant. This latter suggestion might be supported by the apparently more

complete expression ia rZi iarri (iarru, "king"; cf. Heb. 16'A penA hammele!, "the
king's counselors," Jer.52:25). This is not attested with any frequency, however, and

could also be countered by the expression.ia rZii ekallim (ekallu, "palace"), referring
to the palace steward. The expression ia rEi iarri accordingly might refer simply to
"the royal ia reii."

In any event, the Akkadian word represents the title of a high court official. In no

small number of documents, however, these sYal rEii arejuxtaposed with the iut ziqni,
the "bearded ones," and must accordingly refer to those who are beardless, i.e., to those

who have been emasculated. This is also suggested by the expression ana ia reien
ta"uru, "make into a ia reii," r.e., "castrate," and by the curse directed at an enemy that
his descendants might wither and die as with the infertile iut reii.s Finally, rEiu alone

Egypte (Leuven, 1959), esp.4O-42; E. Weidner, "Hof- und Harems-Erlasse assyrischer Ktinige
aus dem 2. Jahrtausend v.Chr.," AfO 17 (1956) 257-93; E. M. Yamauchi, "Was Nehemiah the
Cupbearer a Eunuch'J" ZAW 92 (1980) 132-42.

1. See E. Ben Yehuda, Thesaurus Totius Hebraitatis, S vols. (repr. New York, 1960), Y
4217f .,4223f .; Cheyne; GesTh, 973; J. Fiirst, Hebrdisr:hes und Chaldeiisches Handwdrterbuch
ilber das AT, ed. V. Ryssel (Leipzig,31876),97f.

2. See HAL, 11,764.
3. AHw, ll,974.
4. Cf. H. Zimmern, ZDMG 53 (-l899) 116.

5. See Fenton.
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can also be used elliptically to mean "eunuch."6 Although this terminological connec-
tion between "courtier" and "castrate" is attested for the late 2nd millennium s.c. in
documents of the Middle Assyrian kingdom,T it does not seem to have been the case
originally or to have been valid for all linguistic periods. Hence one may also assume a
semantic narrowing, one attested elsewhere as well, from "court official" to "eunuch,"
in which the earlier general meaning, however, seems occasionally to have been pre-
served as well.8

with this semantic ambivalence and by way of Middle Assyrian, in which ,i became
s, the term ia r€ii became Heb. saris. The Hebrew form is thus not to be viewed as a
genuine qattil constntction,e something also suggested by the fluctuating linguistic ev-
idence. That is, the pl. is sarisim, the const. sg. seris, const. pl. serisd alongside
sarlse. tu

2. Translations. The LXX usually translates with eunortchos (3 1 times), and only
twice with spdddn (Gen. 37:36; lsa.39:'7, though the parallel in 2 K. 20:18 atrests the
standard translation). The latter word doubtless means "castrate," and although
eunortchos also has this as its normal meaning, its traditional etymology eunij + dcho,
"bedkeeper,"ll does allow for more possibilities. In the accounts of Ctesias of Cnidos,
this word also refers to the "bedside companion," i.e., to the close friend of the young
Persian lord.12 This might account for its undifferentiated use. Nor does the single in-
stance where sdris seems to be explicated semantically in being translated by dyruist€s,
"ruler" (Jer. 34:19), prove this equivalence. The Greek word might reflect the term
iarA,2 "princes," from the Hebrew text, a word the LXX seems to omit. Although im-
portant mss. (vaticanus, Sinaiticus) have eunoichos in Neh. l:l I as well, the better
reading is oinoch6os for maiqeh, "cupbearer." The office of cupbearer was not neces-
sarily occupied by eunuchs.l3 The Vulg. blindly follows the Greek translation with
eunuchus.

By contrast, the Targs. clarify this semantic ambiguity, albeit without any discern-
ible criteria, reading gwz'(also s4ys), "castrate" (e.g., 2 K. 8:6), over against rbrb'(also
rb, ily\, gbr),"prince" (Jer. 41: l6). The Jewish tradition at large tends to emphasize the
word's semantic ambiguity (Bab. Sanh.93b; Ibn Ezra on Dnl. l:3; Kimchi on 2 K.
10:18, etc.).

3. Eunuchs in the Ancient Orient. Eunuchs in the broad sense are men who are inca-

6. See Heltzer.
7. See Weidner.
8. See Kitchen.
9. Contra Ben Yehuda, Thesaurus, V,4217f.,4223t.
10. BLe, 968h.
11. A different view is taken by P. Jensen, "sumero-akkadische und babylonische

Gritternamen," ZA 1 (1886) 20.
12. F. W Kiinig, "Die Persika des Ktesias von Knidos," BAfO 18 (1972),33.
13. Yamauchi.
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pable of procreation as a result of a developmental defect or as a result of damage to
the testicles from accident or from a surgical operation (IN4t. 19i12; Mishnah Yebam.

8.4). In the narrower sense, this refers to the voluntary castration of males, a phenome-
non with cultural-historical as well as sociological implications.

Society viewed the condition of eunuchs the same way it did other physical anoma-

lies: as a sign of inferiority and as a disgrace. It considered eunuchs to be both lustful
(since sexual desire, even if diminished or altered, did not necessarily disappear en-

tirely)t+ and underhanded. They were mocked and officially shunned.ls Castration
served as a form of punishment or was an imposed disgrace. Prisoners of war and

slaves were castrated.l6 According to Middle Assyrian law any man who committed
adultery, engaged in malicious slander toward someone's wif'e, or engaged in homo-
sexual acts was also castrated.lT

Nonetheless, eunuchs gradually came to be valued. The castrated slave, who could
establish no family of his own and had to accommodate himself to living as an alien,
was utterly dependent on his master as well as devoted and dependable.l8 Eunuchs

were suitable as overseers in harems and often became confidants of the ruler. As such,

at different times and in different countries they did indeed acquire political influence,
as they did among the Persian Achaemenids, at the Chinese emperor's court, under
some Roman emperors, in the Byzantine Empire, and in the Eastern church. Meso-
potamian rulers obligated highly placed eunuchs through real estate grants; when the

owner died, he had no heirs, and his possessions reverted back to the crown. Egyptian
documents almost never mention eunuchs, though eunuchs can be discerned on some

grave reliefs as companions to women.19
Emasculation as a religious act deserves mention, especially as practiced in certain

religions in Asia Minor. Myths tell of gods who castrate themselves (Eshmun, Attis),
and some cults include eunuchs as priests (the ldtrtror, the priests in the Ephesian

Artemisium). Though the motives for such self-mutilation are not entirely transparent,

it seems to be the exaggerated expression of ideas deriving from nature myths (the

dying of nature; fertility rites) as well as of the inclination to engage in ascetic self-
torment. The OT rejects any self-mutilation within cultic ecstasy (l K. l8:28), and no-
where mentions religious emasculation, not even in connection with fbreign cults (un-

less Dt. 23:2lBng. v. ll is referring to such).

ll. l. OT. OT use of the word saris is intimately connected with terminology asso-

ciated with royal court titles. Only one text refers to the condition of a eunuch as a

merely physical phenomenon (Isa. 56:3f.). Significantly, not a single passage in
which scris refers to a court official allows us to demonstrate persuasively that the

14. Cf. Sir. 30:20; Jerome Ep. 101 .ll.
15. Terence Eunuchus 357; Gray.
16. Herodotus Hist. 6.32.
t'l. ANET. t8t.
18. Herodotus llist. 8.105; Xenophon Cyr 8.5.60ff.
19. Vergote.
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person so titled was not a castrate. similarly, no passage mentions that a particularsari's was married (cf. Gen. 37:36) nor that another wai a military commander (cf.2 K. 25:19). older sources report that eunuchs did have wives or were army or navycommanders' Nonetheless, the assumption that several biblical verses use the wordto ret'er to nothing more than a court iitle and are not referring to a castrate has en-joyed the justified as.sent of most rexicographers and comm"rrito.r. This assumptionis supporred primariry by the lact rhat, ipuit r.om the word saris itserf, no or writ_ings ever mention eunuchs of a primarily political nature. Neither the law nor histor-ical.writings nor prophecy nor wisdom *iiting, mention the castration of a courtier,his irnpotence, or his chirdlessness. Nor does the language attest any verb meaning"make into a sari^s'" But later accounts of much eailier events are sometimes in-clined to add the word to enumerations of courtiers in situations when the membersof a particular r.yar court need to incrude highly placed persons with titles; i.e.,these are not situations when castrates necessarily need to be mentioned (Gen.40:2;I S. 8:l-5; I Ch. 28:l). Authors were thus arready familiar with the word (probablysince rhe time of Assyrian infruence in Judah and Israel) as a simpre title, though thisobviously does not exclude. the possibility that some of these courtiers may in tacthave been eunuchs, especially thise who may have been non-Israelites or harem su-pervisors' The task is then to examine each context to determine the particular mean-ing- more precisery, i.e., "castrate," "court eunuch," or ..courtier.',

. Isa' 56:3f' speaks of a Jewish castrate as such, regardless of which social stratum isinvolved' Because he will have no descendants, this particular sartsviews himself as awithered tree. The ,rr7ri^r mentirnecl in the book of Esther will probably always evokegenuine eunuchs. as seefiLs self'-evident regarding the harem ou".r""., (Est.2:3,14,15),
the emissaries dispatched_to the womeni quarters (l:r0ff.), and the personar atten-dants of the queen (4:4).The author, who seems to be quite familiar with the persian
ssu11,2{r also classifles otrrercourtiers of this designation (7:g; cf. the name with l:r0)in the same categbry, including the conspirator, 

-urong 
;. UJVrru,O s (2:21).

The threatening oracle to Hezekiah pr",ti"t, that his .sons wilr t"n" ouy be sar?sim inthe palace of the king of Babyron (rsa. 39:7 = 2 K.20:rgr, ana is frouably to be rakenliterally. understanding the worcr here in the sense of ..chamberlain,, 
amounts to trans_forming a terrible punishment virtually into a privilege.zr The talmudic tradition attestsboth interpretations (Bt$. s.anh. r3uj. opponents of the literal understanding are of_I'ended because this fbrces the conclusionihat Danier ancl his companions, in whom theprophecies were fulfilred (Dnl. l;3ff.), were acrually eunuchs.2i This, they argue, iscontradicted by the foilowing verse, which states they were ..young 

men without phys-ical def'ect." As a marter of lact, the young Judeans were giren 
";;;" the tuterage ofthe raf sciris?m (r,. 3, the equivdenl of the iar iassartstm in v. 7; LXXarchieuncttichos).

,rfi], ff?i:tus 
Hiir' 3'92; E' Mever, Gesc&ichte des Altertums (21937; repr. Darmstadr,

21. Cf. the translations of T, Luther, Buber-Rosenzweig.
22' So the later Karaire commentarorJapheth ben Eli (1Oth century); cf. Ibn Ezra, in roc.
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The author of this work, writing a considerable time after the exile, probably inserted a

title that to him seemed appropriate fbr the Neo-Babylonian Empire. It must remain open

whether he thought this was a "chief eunuch" or a "palace master" (so NRSV); what is
certain is that he by no means intended to portray the young Judeans as eunuchs. The title
resembles that of the ra!-sarts borne by one of the Babylonian commanders (Jer.

39:3,13; 2 Kgs. 18:17, which attaches the title to an Assyrian, is probably a gloss; cf. lsa.

36:2). This corresponds to the rbsrs on an Akkadian-Aramaic inscription from Nineveh,
the official designation of a highly placed person, and resembles the seal impression
mrsrsy Sargon, "chief of the sartstm of Sargon." Even if the ofTice and its functions are

no longer known to us in their specifics, it is nonetheless clear that this is referring to a

high military or diplomatic functionary rather than to a chief eunuch.

The persons called saris at the Judean and Israelite courts were probably castrated

courtiers (Ebed-melech in Jer. 38:7; Nathan-melech in 2 K. 23:lL). This is suggested in
the first instance by the person's foreign nationality as well as by the apposition TJ

sa-ris (though cf. Ex. 2:141, Jgs.6:8, etc.), and in the second instance by the name with
the same theophoric element and the determination hassarts.

The refugees who survived the massacre at Mizpah included men, women, children,
and sarisim (Jer. 41:16).23 The sequence and classification within this enumeration sug-
gest that the latter were eunuchs who previously had served at the Babylonian garrison.

The sartstm identified as Jezebel's personal servants when the rebels arrive were

castrated harem overseers (2 K. 9:32), as were those who accompanied the king's
mother and wives into exile (2 K. 24:15; Jer. 29:2). Otherwise, however, e.g., also in
Jer.34'.19, the word refers simply to courtiers.

This is especially obvious in the anachronistic mention of sartsim in accounts of the

time of Samuel or of Saul and David (l S. 8:15; I Ch. 28:1), accounts seeking to em-

bellish the old royal court a bit more lavishly. The sari.s who is familiar both with the
political situation and with the atmosphere at the court and is sent on an important mis-
sion to the prophet Micaiah son of Imlah (l K.22:9) probably belongs to the upper
level court personnel, as does the saris who with royal authority reestablishes an old
right of possession (2 K. 8:6). The saris placed in command of the soldiers (2 K. 25:19

= ler. 52:25) is also a high functionary rather than a eunuch.

Similarly, only the background and experiences of the author himself rather than

circumstances at the Egyptian coufi can answer the question concerning the sarisim in
the Joseph narrative (Gen. 37:36; 40:2,7). Despite the considerable Egyptian coloring
of the story in the larger sense, the forms of address and titles actually reflect Assyrian-
Babylonian circumstances (cf. Gen. 37:36, iar hattabbdhim;2K.25:8, ra! hattab-
bahtm), which were familiar in Israel. The narrative is interested in introducing high ti-
tles, not in reporting about the presence of eunuchs.

2. Theological Considerations. As among other nations, ancient Israel, too, consid-
ered only the unblemished body to be cultically pure. Sacrificial animals had to be
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without blemish, and castrated animals were expressly forbidden as such (Lev.2l:20;
22:24). Because the organ ofprocreation was accorded special significance, it was also
surrounded by protective taboos.2a A man "whose testicles are crushed or whose penis
is cut off shall not be admitted to the assembly of Yahweh" (Dt.23:2fll, pesfia' dakka' . . .

l(rtr1 iopkd). Although the word saris is not used here, the Vulg. translates with the ex-
plication, "non intrabit eunuchus adtritis vel amputatis testiculis et absciso veretro
ecclesiam domini." Since accidental injury of this sort was probably not so frequent
that the law would have to accord it special attention, this stipulation presumably is di-
rected at least in part against cultic self-mutilation.

During the Babylonian exile, the question of eunuchs confronted the Jews as a prob-
lem cast in a quantitatively and qualitatively new dimension. Probably not a few of the
Jews became the victims of this bloody custom. But the spiritualization of their reli-
gious understanding in the larger sense made it possible to look beyond physical exter-
nalities and to arrive at an estimation of human beings that took into account a person's
essence and disposition. Thus does the prophet of the exile announce that the eunuch
who keeps the sabbath, chooses the things that please Yahweh, and holds fast to
Yahweh's covenant will not be cut off from the people of Yahweh; rather, "I will give

[to that eunuch], in my house and within my walls, a monument and a name better than
sons and daughters" (Isa. 56:3-5). Finally, the wise person teaches that the eunuch who
is upright in both deed and intentions will be blessed and will have "a place of great de-
light in the temple of Yahweh" (Wis. 3:14).

Kedar-Kopfstein

24.Cf.Dt.25:11 with the Middle Assyrian Laws, 98, ANET, l8l.

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Meaning; 2. LXX. II. Secular Use. III. Religio-Cultic Asso-
ciations.

srn. F. Bork, "Philisthische Namen und Vokabeln," AfO 13 (1939-41) 226-30;
M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), l26f .;Y. Georgiev, "Sur 1'origine et la
langue des Pdlasges, des Philistins, des Danaens et des Ach6ens," Jahrbuchfilr kleinasiatische
Forschung I (1950) 136-41; W. Helck, "Ein sprachliches Indiz fiir die Herkunft der Philister,"
BN 2l (1983) 3l ; A. H. Jones, Bronze Age Civilizarion: The Philistines and the Danites (Wash-
ington, D.C., 1975), 130, 154; K. A. Kitchen, "The Philistines," Peoples of OT Times, ed. D. J.
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l. l. Erymology, Meaning. The root rr,? occurs in the OT only as a noun (22 times,

plus once in Sirach), with only pl. forms attested (whence the sg. *seren is postulated).

Beyond Hebrew, the root also occurs in Ugaritic as well as in Jewish Aramaic and

Syriac texts.l One must, however, distinguish between the two meanings "axle" and

"ruler, prince." Whereas Ugaritic attests the root (as noun and verb) only with the

meaning "axle" and "lord, prince,"2 the meaning "axle" also occurs in both Jewish Ar-
amaic and Syriac. As such, the personal designation "ruler" would have to be viewed

as the earlier and original one from which the technical meaning "axle" emerged only
secondarily through transference of this basic meaning to the material realm; i.e', an

axle keeps two wheels together and to that extent rules, leads, and governs them.

Because OT use of the root with the meaning "ruler, prince," refers exclusively to

the rulers of the Philistines,3 the notn seranim has repeatedly been taken to be a gen-

uinely Philistine word that the Israelites acquired as a loanword. ln this context

scholars understood it as being of Indo-European origin, deriving it then from the

West Anatolian/Aegean sphere by associating it with the Hittite title kuriwana
(= tarwana) or with Gk. tyrannos (deriving probably from Lydian).4 Others sug-

gested some connection with the linguistic sphere of the Caucasus.s Still others ad-

duce the word ser "up," from Asia Minor,6 though the n as suffix does present prob-

lems here. G. Garbini has pointed out that n frequently occurs as the conclusion to
Phrygian or Lycian rulers' designations.z Finally, I. Eitan refers to Egyp. irn(.t),
"high officer of a city."8

(1976),78- l 1 I = (Munich, 1977),36-56; T. C. Mitchell, "Philistia," Archaeology and OT Study,

ed. D. Winton Thomas (Oxford, 1967),405-27; F. Perles, "B')1O iarrdnim," OLZ 8 (1905) 179-

80; F. Pintore, "Seren, tarwanis, tyrannos," O. Carruba et al., Studi orientali in ricordo di Franco
Pintore (Pavia, 1983), 285-322; A. Strobel, Der sp(itbronzezeitliche Seevdlkersturm. BZAW 145

(1976), 262f.: H. Tiktin, Kritische (Jntersuchungen zu den Biichern Samuelis. FRLANT 16

(1922), l0; G. A. Wainwright, "Some Early Philistine History," W 9 (1959) 73-84.

l. WUS, no. 1952; UT no. l'797; HAL, ll,77O.
2. Cf . J. C. de Moor, "REpi'iima - Rephaim," Z4W 88 (1976) 332 n. 68.
3. Cf. II.2 below.
4. For the Hittite see Kitchen, 67; Mitchell,4l3; Strobel, 262f .The first to suggest the Greek

was A. Klostermann, Die Biicher Samuelis und der Kdnige. Kurzgefasster Kommentar Zu den

heiligen Schriften Alten und NeuenTbstamentes, part 3 (Nrirdlingen, 1887), 17; cf. E. C. B.
Maclaurin, "Anak/ANAE," VT 15 (1965) 4'72tt.

5. Bork, 228,230.
6. Cf. E. Laroche, "Comparaison du Louvite et du Lycien," Bulletin de la Socidti Lin-

guistique de Paris 53/1 (195'7t) 178; G. Garbini, ":Nr (Ps 119,131); fNh (Amos 6,8s): ilfN
'volere,"' Richerche linguistiche 5 (1962) 178f.; R. Gusmani, "E.tlJQ," Annali del'Instituto
Universitario Orientale di Napoli. Pubblicazioni Sezione linguistica 4 (1962),45ff.; A. Heu-
beck, "Idg. sir-'oben,"' Orbis Christianus 13 (1964) 264ff.

7. "Elementi 'egei' nella cultura siro-palestinese," Atti Congr Int. di Micenologia, 712

(1967),73 n. 32.
8. "Les 'Princes des Philistins' et l'6tymologie de ElrltU)D !:'10," REJ 82 (1926) 223; cf.

Ellenbogen.
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In view of the Ugaritic witnesses for this root, however, all these hypotheses are

probably incorrect.e The word seranim is of Semitic origin, corresponding structurally
to Heb. melef,, pl. nf laf,im.

2. LXX. The LXX translates serantm in the meaning "ruler" largely as satrdpai,
thougtr in Jgs. 16, Codex B uses drchontes instead, which also occurs in I S. 6:4 and
Sir.46:18, while 1 Ch. 12:20(Eng. v. 19) translates as staftgoi. The LXX uses /ri
prcsdchonta to translate the noun in the meaning "axle."

II. Secular Use.
l. Technical. The OT uses this root only once with reference to an object of the mate-

rial world. In 1 K. 7:30 it refers to the bronze axles on the "basin wagons" in the

Solomonic temple; these wagons served as the chassis for large water basins, but were in
f'act only rarely moved.l0 We can no longer determine whether the axles of chariots,
transport wagons, or other covered wagons drawn by horses were also called seranim.tl

2. Persons. As a reference to persons with the meaning "ruler, prince," the OT uses the

noun serantm 22 times (including Sirach), though only in reference to the rulers of the
flve Philistine city states12 and temporally restricted to the time extending to the end of
the reign of King Saul. Afterward, the rulers of the Philistines are consistently called
"kings," as indicated in I K. 2:39; Jer.25:20;Zech.9:5, as well as in the Assyrian and

Babylonian royal inscriptions beginning with Sargon II.r3 Because the title of king was
alsousedinref'erencetothePhilistinerulerAchishof Gath(l S.2l:ll,l3[0,12];27:2)
even before the end ofSaul's reign, however, the apparent break in the use ofthe designa-

tion s? ranint cannot really be explained as a result of an altered political situation that ob-
tained beginning with the reign of King David.ra This designation, which is clearly dis-

tinguished from iarim (cf. I S. 29:2-91,rs probably ref'ers instead to a general designation
the Philistines themselves commonly used during their early period to refer to their rul-
ers, one that did not, however, exclude the title "king."

Thefunctionof rulerorthestatusofkingwashereditary(cf. I5.27:2; I K.2:39for
Gath; and Esarhaddon's prism for Ashdod and Ashkelon).16 No clearly discernible su-

perior ranking is evident within the circle of the se ranim, neither for a specific ruler nor
for a city. The individual rulers apparently constituted a consortium of equal regents
(cf. I S. 6:l-12) responsible especially fbr decisions concerning political and military
questions (cf. I S. 5:8,11; 7:7;29:6; I Ch. l2:20[19]).

9. Lehmann, 104.
10. M. Noth, Kr)nige 1-16. BK DUl 121933;, 157f.; A. Reichert, "Kultgeriite," BRL2, l94.
11. Cf. H. Weippert, "Wagen," BRLZ,356.
I 2. Tiktin takes a different, but not persuasive, view.
t3. cf. ANET, 284-86,29t,308.
14. So Jones, 130, 154.
15. See H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VIIVI (1973),498.
16. ANET 291.
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III. Religio-Cultic Associations. The root rr,? only indirectly exhibits any religio-
cultic associations. ln the meaning "axle," the noun refers to part ofthe so-called basin

wagons belonging to the inventory of the Jerusalem temple (1 K. 7:30) and symboliz-

ing the cosmic power of the ocean or serving cultic cleansing procedures.lT As a refer-

ence to the Philistine rulers, it comes into contact with the religio-cultic sphere only in-

sofar as these rulers control the f'ate of Yahweh's ark after it falls into the hands of the

Philistinearmy(l S.5:8,11).HeretheserantmmustacknowledgeYahweh'spowerand
superiority (6:12,16).

Schunck

17. Noth, Kdnige l-16, l6lf .

-'l-'lD sr I; ;rlQ sara;19 sar

Conrenrs: I. L Etymolo1y:2. OT Occurrences. II. General Use. III. Theological Use:

l. saror; 2. sdrfi. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

l. l. Et1tmoktg1,. The lexemes sararl, "be stubborn, rebellious," sdrA il, "rebellious-

ness, falseness," and sar, "bad tempered, morose," all derive from the root sr,! which in

Hebrew means "be stubborn, rebellious," in Akkadian "be unstable, false, untrue. de-

ceitful," and is probably related linguistically to the Arab. verb iarra, "be bad, evil,

srr I. A. B. Ehrlich, Randg,lossen z.ur Hebrciischen Bibel, T vols. (Leipzig, 1908-14; repr.

1968), II,288,306; IV 211f.; E. Jenni, "Dtn 19,16: sara'Falschheit,"' De laTbrah au Messie.

FS H. Cazelles. AOAT2l2 (1981),201-ll; A. Jepsen, "Gottesmann und Prophet," Pntbleme

bibli.rcher Theologie. FS G. wn Rnd (Munich, l97l), 171-82, esp. 179f. (concerning mara);

R. Knierim, "i1:|:,t mrh to be obstinare," TLOT, II, 687f.; J. van der Ploeg, "Notes lex-
icographiques," oTS 5 (1948) 142-50, esp. 142ff.; M. Schorr, "Einige hebriiisch-babylonische
Redensarten," MGWJ 53 (1909) 432f .

On I: A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, Textes ougaritique,s, l, Mythes et Ldgendes

(Paris, 1974),218 n. t; M. Dahood, "Ugaritic and Phoenician or Qumran and the Versions," Ori-
ent and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT22 (1973),53-58; A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic
Lexicography: A Comparative Study lll," Abr-Nahrain 3 (1961162) t-10, esp. 6; J. C. de Moor
and K. Spronk, "Problematical Passages in the Legend of Kirtu (l)," UF 14 (1982) 153-71' esp.

r 61.
On II: G. R. Driver, "Problems in 'Proverbs,"' ZAW 50 (1932) l4l-48, esp. 14lf'; M. Rot-

enberg and B. L. Diamond, "The Biblical Conception of Psychopathy: The Law of the Stubborn
and Rebellious Son," Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 7/l (Durham, N.C.,
t97 t) 29-38.

On III: F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im AT. BZAW 74 (1955).
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malicious."l Ugaritic attests the root .rrr once as ystrn with the meaning .,to be rebel-
lious."2 only the occurrence in Isa. 14:6, sardr,,,cessation,', derives from --1.l1p srir
"turn aside." The corresponding interpretive tendency in Samaritan and Jewish Ara-
maic is etymologically secondary.3 The original, quite concrete meaning of srr ..be

stubborn, rebellious" (cf. Hos. 4:16: a stubborn heifer), apparently developed in Akka-
dian into the more abstract sense of unstable, false behavior, and then acquired in
Arabic the completely general meaning ..be bad.,'

The paramount synonym for srr is -+ i't-lD mard, which similarly means ,,be stub-
born, rebellious"; cf. the formulaic expression s6rEr (sor€r) fim\rih @mareh) inDt.
2l:18,20; Ps. 78:8; Ier. 5:23. once the parallel rerm is the qal fem. prcp. of hdmd (prov.
7:ll). The paramounr antonym is -+ IIDII/.in', "listen, obey,'(ci. Dt.2l:1g,20; also
Zec.7: I l). The word field of srr also incrudes qJft (hiphil) 'orep, ,,stiffen one,s neck,,
(Neh. 9:29); halaft badderek la-r6b, "walk in a way that is not good" (lsa. 65:2); sfrr
"turn aside" (Jer. 5:23); hdlaft rdftil, "go about with slanders"; and i&r (hiphil), ..act
corruptly" (Jer. 6:28).

In the meaning "rebelliousness," sdrd ll is the object of the verbs ysp hiphil, ..add,

continue to do," or 'mq hiphil, "deepen" (Isa. l:5; 3l:6). Synonyms for sdrd ll,..false-
ness," include -+'1j21? ieqe4 "lie, deception" (cf. Dt. l9:lg;Jei. zg:15;29:31). In this
meaning sardoccurs astheobject of verbadicendi, including'nhbe,,,accursesome-
one" (Dt. 19:16), dibber 'al or 'el, "speak against someone" (including yahweh; Dt.
l3:6[Eng. v.5]; Jer. 29:32falso28:16); cf. also Isa.59:13 with the par. obj.,6ieq).+
The adj. Jar occurs twice in the expression sar weza'zp, ..resentful and sullen', (so
NRSV; 1 K. 20:43; 27:4; once as an artribute of rfrah, f f . Z t,S).

2. or occurrences. The verb is attested r7 times in the MT: 2 in Deuteronomy, 3 in
Isaiah, 2 in Jeremiah, 3 in Hosea, r in Zechariah, 4 in the psalms, I each in proverbs
and Nehemiah. To this one can add the conjecture in Hos. 7:14. Except for Hos. 4: l6
(sdrar) and the conjecture in Hos. 7:14 (ydsdrtt), all these occurrences are forms of the
qal participle used attributively or as predicates in nominal sentences. The verb srr
thus describes a condition or manner of behavior.

The 2 occurrences of sdrdil with the meaning ',rebelliousness, stubbornness,', are
in Isaiah; of the 5 with the meaning "falseness," 2 are inDeuteronomy, and the other 3
(Isa. 3 I :6; Jer. 28:16; 29:32) are suspected of being addenda.s The form sa4 ,.resentful,

vexed," is attested only in prophetic narratives (l K.2O:43;21:4,5).
The construct form sara in Jer. 6:28 is sometimes understood as a qal ptcp. of sr,!

l. cf. weha 42ob: HAL, ll,77o, s.v. srr I; AHw, 11,1028; K. Deller, ,.Lril-ul 
= Lriparrisu und

Lrisamr," Or 3O (1961) 255ff.; cf. also Jenni.
2. Dahood, 58; KTU, 1.4, vII,48; but cf. G. Del olmo Lete, Mitos y Leyendas de canaan(Madrid' l98l)' 597, who understands the word as a Gt form of sriyl and translates with

exaltarse ("become eager, enthusiastic").
3. Cf. Jastrow, 1023; also HAL, 11,769, s.v. sardll.
4. concerning the emendationto'iqqei, see KBLT,744b; or to'oqei, see Brls in loc.
5. Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BKX/3 (1992); and BtlS in loc.
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and sometimes derived from the adi. sat but is actually to be read iarA (from .far), or is

to be deleted entirely.6

II. General Use. The figurative expression wayyitfni kdlep sdrdre!, "and they

turned a stubborn shoulder" (Zec.7:ll; Neh. 9:29), still evokes the "stubborn heifer"

(Hos.4:16) that resists the yoke and will not be disciplined. The occurrences in Dt.

2l:18-21refer to analogous behavior within a family (cf. llQT 64:2f .).If a (grown)

son is incorrigibly "stubborn and rebellious" (vv. 18,20), the parents'last chance is to

bring charges against him before the elders at the gate, whereupon a guilty verdict re-

sults in the death penalty (v.21). Obstinate rebelliousness toward the family head is in-

tensified disobedience (cf. the repeated ld'im'beqblin vv. 18,20) and thus a capital

crime, albeit one whose penalty at the time Deuteronomy was authored could no longer

be pursued by the paterfamilias himself. The wisdom teacher (Prov. 7:11) finds the mo-

tive of "sexual promiscuity" behind the inappropriate behavior of the married woman

("loud and wayward") toward the young man.7

In the meaning "falseness, wrongdoin g," sarA II occurs only once in a secular-

historical context, Dt. 19:16 (cf. llQT 6l:8). This passage presupposes the suspicion

that a witness has testified falsely,8 something that in its own turn must be demon-

strated in the ensuing trial (vv. 17ff.).

The 2 occurrences ofsaf "vexed, resentful," in 1 K. 21 (vv.4f.) characterize the dis-

position of a king (Ahab) who has encountered the limits of royal power in a free Isra-

elite who refuses to sell his property. The third occulrence (l K. 20:43) probably

comes from the same hand as 2 K. 21:4. Ahab's resentful mood in this war narrative

(one transferred from Joash to Ahab) resutts from the king having been provoked by

the prophet's fictitious story (1 K.20:35-42) into passing a death sentence that in real-

ity would apply to himself.

III. Theological Use. Virtually all the occurrences of this root exhibit theologically

relevant features.
l. sarar. It was probably Hosea who first compared Israel's incorrigible behavior

with that of a "stubborn heifer" QtdrA sdrErA, Hos. 4:16), for they did not heed the

warning (cf.4:15) to turn away from a Yahweh cult ovemrn with elements of Ba'al.

"The imagery belongs within the purview of the obduracy motif."e

In the explicative oracle of threat in Hos. 7:13-16, Yahweh charges that Israel "re-

bels against me [completely?)" (7:14).10 Whereas the prophet is more inclined to un-

derstand the people's depraved cult (cf. the fertility rites in v. 14) as ingratitude (cf.

6. See, respectively, W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 (31968), in loc.; KBLz, 667a; HAL, ll'
768; BIIS in loc.

7. O. Pldger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BrK XVII (1984), in loc.

8. Cf. Jenni, 205.
9. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974)' 91.

10. BHS suggests reading yasdrfr for the conj. ydsfirfr according to the Targs., Syr., and the

context; HAL, 11,770, reads sdrdr yas6rir..
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v. 15) and insubordination or disrespect (cf. in v. 16 the comparison with the defective
bow) toward Yahweh, the Masoretes interpret this behavior as apostasy (silr).

Hos. 9:15 justifies Yahweh's decision to drive Ephraim from yahweh's house (i.e.,
from the land; cf.9:11-13) by pointing out rhar "all their officials are rebels" (ftol
ior4hem saf rim). This refers to the royal officials who by failing to implement God's
justice are rebellious toward both Yahweh and the prophet; by acting thus they falsify
their own commission, as suggested by the conscious assonance SorAhem (Leningrad
Codexl) sof rim. Considering that a similar (Isaianic) divine oracle qualifies Jerusa-
lem's leaders (idrayift, "your princes" [so NRSV], Isa. 1 :23) as "rebellious," this prob-
ably represents a familiar, standard expression.ll Instead of doing their duty, such as
providing for the rights of widows and orphans, these "companions of thieves" (hapra
ganndpim) and lovers of bribes (cf . '6hcb idltaS, rajdp ialmdnim) do exactly rhe oppo-
si te.

Foreign affairs is the sphere addressed by the cry of woe that Isa. 30:1 formulates as
a divine oracle (cf. vv. 2-5) against the "rebellious children" (bdntm sbf rim) who are
fbrging an alliance as an anti-Assyrian "plan" ('d;d) against yahweh's will, thereby
"heaping" sin upon sin.l2 These "children" are referring only to Judah's leaders (cf.
28:14;29:15; diff'erently in 1:2). Their political aims consritute rebellion againsr
Yahweh by contradicting the requirement to trust only in yahweh (7:9a). Dt. zl:18-21
shows what punishment awaits such rebellious children.

In the divine oracle Jer. 5:20-25, Yahweh insists that "this people has a stubborn and
rebellious heart" (lE! sorer fimbreh, 5:23). The author introduces a fine example of as-
sonance in pointing out that this willful and rebellious attitude manifests itself in apos-
tasy (sarfi wayyelcfttt) such that the rebelliousness (srr) itself is revealed in apostasy
(sfir). The prophet concludes in 6:28 that "all are srubbornly rebellious" (s6f rtm), "go-
ing about with slanders" (haYka rdftil) and "acring corruprly" (maihilim). Accorcling to
the postexilic prophecy in Isa. 65;1-16a, Yahweh held out his hands "all day long ro a
rebellious and stubborn people" ('am sbr€r fimbreh according to lQlsaa) "who walk in
a way that is not good, following their own devices" (65:2), an allusion to forbidden
cultic activity (cf. 65:3b-5a,7 a).

After a historical retrospective within the framework of a Yahweh response (Zec.
7:4-8:23'), those who were addressed by earlier prophets "turned a stubborn shoulder"
(wayyitfnA kdlAp sdrdre!,7:ll). The context here ("refuse to listen, . . . stop one,s ears,
. . . make one's heart adamant in order not to heaq" vv. l1f.) ultimately identifies the
obduracy of preexilic Israel as both conscious and wiltful.

The (chronicler's) prayer in Neh. 9:5b-37 circumscribes the people's rejection of
the prophetic message with the same expression as does zec.1:il (Neh. 9:29),then
amplifies it with the metaphor "stiffened their neck" and summarizes it in the expres-
sion "and they would not obey." This not only explains the "failing" of the preexilic
prophets but also traces the people's presumption (zrd hiphil), their refusal to obey

I l. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), in loc.
12. So BIIS.
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Yahweh's commandments, and their "sin" (ht') against his ordinances (Neh. 9:29a)

back to conscious obduracy. The Deuteronomistic theology of history is even more ev-

ident here than in Zec.7:llff .

The Deuteronomistically inclined historical Ps. 78 similarly confronts the errant

people (cf. vv. lff.) with their ancestors as a deterrent, as "a stubborn and rebellious

generation (dbr s6rZr fimdreh), a generation whose heart was not steadfast (d1r 16'

hCltn libb|), whose spirit was not faithful to God (we16'ne'emnA'ey'eL rtrhb)" (v.8).

Vacillation and weakness of taith are confirmed by the ancestors' attitude toward

God's "covenant" (beri!) and torah (v. l0) as well as by their t'ailure to remember God's

great deeds at the exodus (v. 11).

According to Ps. 66(A), "the rebellious cannot exalt themselves" in the t-ace of God's

majesty and power ('at ydrfimfi tQl, v. 7), referring originally (cf. v. 3) probably to God's

enemies, now (cf. vv.7-12) to Israel's enemies. According to Ps.6ti:7(6), it is only the

"rebellious" who "live in a parched land," i.e., in hopeless spiritual desperation.ll

2. sard. After Jerusalem is surrounded, Isaiah asks his f'ellow citizens what should

be done with them, now that they "increase" (.v.tp hiphil) "rebelliousness" (sarA), i.e.,

continue to behave rebelliously or persist in rebellious behavior (Isa. l:5). Their sin is

precisely this persistent abiding in apostasy from Yahweh ('z.b' n'; piel; l:4).
Isa. 3 l :6f. calls Israel to turn back (ifiD to him against whon.r they "have deepened

rebelliousness" (la'aier he'miqfi sard, v.6), i.e., toward whom they have fallen into

such profound rebelliousness; this is something ditfbrent tiom "profbund apostasy."

V. 7 foresees a turn away from idolatry, which is what in the redactor's opinion actually

constitutes Israel's rebelliousness, whereas Isaiah is more inclined to view it as lack of
faith.

According to Dt. l3:2-6(l-5) (cf. llQT 54:15), any prophet who with miraculous

signs entices one to fbllow other gods (v. 3[2]) is to be put to death "fbr having spoken

false things uit. 'falseness'; NRSV'rreason'l against Yahweh your God" (v.6[5]; ki
dibber-sard'al-YHWH). The construction here already precludes speaking of "rebel-

Iion." The prophet's false statement about Yahweh actually consists in denying that it

is Yahweh and no other whom Israel is to follow as its God.

According to the equivalent formulation in Jer. 28: l6 (here: 'el) and 29:32 ('al) (both

obvious glosses following Dt. l3:6), both the false prophets Hananiah and Shemaiah

have distorted Yahweh's historical plan by issuing tateful prophecies of salvation. In ad-

dition to apostasy, disloyalty toward Yahweh, and deviatiotr from fbllowing his ways

(v. l3a), the people's confession of sin in lsa. 59: 12-l5a enumerates the following trans-

gressions: "speaking (dbr piel) what is distorted (conj.'Oqei or 'iqq?fl and f'alse (sdrd)"

as well as "words of deception" (di[rA-iaqer v. 13b). All these sins are the results of

apostasy, and are the reason justice and righteousness have vanished (v. l4).

13. In Ps.68:l9b the phrase "and also rebellious ones - in order to be enthroned. Yahweh,

God," is incomprehensible, and is probably a gloss after v. 7b. Cf. H.-J. Kraus. Psalnts 60*150
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 47.

t-
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IV. Qumran. Occurrences of rrr within the characteristic Qumran writings are con-
centrated in cD (srr.' 4 times, twice as citations; dbr srh: twice). CD l: l3f. cites Hos.
4:16 and peculiarly refers it to those "who departed from the way" (sry drk). But this
can hardly be understanding srr in a manner influenced by sfia "depart from, deviate,"
since sry drk is correctly interpreting the immediately preceditg'dt bwgdym ("congre-
gation of traitors," CD 1:12). Rather, the author has added the Hosea citation associa-
tively in order to demonstrate, using early Jewish exegesis, that the "apostasy" or "re-
fusal" of the majority toward the Qumran community is actually commensurate with
Scripture. CD 2:6 clearly qualifies the same group as srry drk, "those who resist the
way," and as mt'by fiq, "those who abhor the precept." According to leS l0:20f., the
instructor must confess that he will have no pity on "all who resist the way" (swrry drk;
Maier: "who deviate from the way"; Lohse: "who depart from the way"), nor will he
comfort "the smitten" (nk'ym). The Community Rule is thus demanding delimitation
instead of mission activities. In IQH 5:24f. the petitioner (the Teacher of Righteous-
ness?) confesses (among other things) that "the men of my [following] have rebelled
(swrrym) and have murmured (mlynym, from lfrn hiphil) round about me." Here the
suffix of the lst person sg. suggests that "rebelliousness" is referring to community
members. According to cD 1ll.7,if a head of livestock is "stubborn" (swrrt) on the
sabbath, its owner shall not take it out of his house.

contrary to appearance (Maier, Lohse), the expression already familiar from the
OT, dbr srh ('l), does not have the meaning "dissuade (from)," and certainly not
"preach rebellion (against)" in Qumran, but rather "say something false (about)," as in
cD 5:21 (about God's commandments) and as suggested by the parallel statement,
"and they prophesied lies" (wynb'w iqr) in 6: l. Similarly, l2:3 (following Dt. 13:2-6)
is hardly talking about preaching apostasy (Maier, Lohse), but rather about the "false
(deceptive) statements" of a man who has come "under the dominion of the spirits of
Belial" (1. 2). Hence in Qumran both srr and srh are to be viewed against the backdrop
of the resistance and "apostasy" of the majority, and serve the sect's own understand-
ing of the traditional problem of religious obduracy.

V. LXX. The LXX uses various equivalents for srr and sdrd, including especially
forms of apeithdd, "be disobedient" (Dt. 2l:18,20; Ps. 67[LXX 68]:19[Eng. l8]; Isa.
59:13; Hos. 9: l5), though also parapikraina, "embitter" (ps. 67[68):716]; jjIj8l:8t71);
paraoistrdo, "rouse, challenge" (Hos. 4: l6[bis]); the nominal forms andkoos, "disobe-
dient" (Jer. 5:23;6:28); aposttit?s, "apostate" (Isa. 30: 1); dsotos, "morally corrupt"
(Prov.7:11). Extremely free and utterly deviating translations occur in Dt. 13:6(5)
(plandd); Isa. l:5 (anomia);31:6 (boul6 dnomos). The general inclination is rhus to
theologize (and moralize), and is especially evident in the rendering of the vivid ex-
pression in Neh. 9:29 (or Zec.7:ll): Addkan ndton apeithoilnta (or paraphronoilnta).
The LXX renders the adj. sar with parricipial forms: synkechyminos (l K. 21120):43),
and tetaragmdnos (l K. 2Ol2ll:4,5).

Ruppert
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salam; df;p iagm; df;p idlam

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. II. Literal Meaning: "Plug Up' Stop Up" (Flows of

Water, etc.). III. Figurative Meaning: "Keep Secret" (Messages, etc.). IV. ialam in the Balaam

Oracles. V. Qumran and LXX.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The root stm with the meaning "stop up, close off,"
is apparently restricted to OT Hebrew and to the later developmental forms of He-

brew (Middle Hebrew) and Aramaic (Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic). Connec-

tions with Akk. iutumma, "storehouse, reservoir," and the Arab. verbs sadama and

satama, "close (a door)," are uncertain (iutummu is a Sumerian loanword). Some

scholars have taken exception to the occurrence of the root in Imperial Aramaic
(Passover Papyrus from Elephantine; most read whtmw, "sealed," following Sachau

and Cowley; only P. Joiion and P. Grelot tead wstmw, "keep closed").r In addition to

the normal form, the orthographical variant Sdlam(Lam.3:8) also occurs in the OT.

By contrast, the two occurrences of the verb .fdlaru (Nu. 24:3,15) cannot without fur-

ther qualification be identified with salam or Salam or emended.2 The root occurs al-

together approximately 15 times in the OT, once in Sirach, and 3 times in the

Qumran writings.

II. Literal Meaning: .,Plug Up, Stop Up" (Flows of Water, etc.). The etiological

narrative about the disputes over wells between Isaac's people and Abimelech (Gen.

26) recounts that the Philistines harassed him by stopping up (s/m piel) his wells and

filling them with earth (vv. 15,18). The account of the common Israelite-Judean cam-

paign against Moab (2 K. 3:4-21) mentions a similar measure taken in war. "Every

spring of water they stopped tp (stm qal), and every good tree they felled" (2 K. 3:25;

the same expressions occur in the prophetic oracle, v. 19).

In reverse fashion, the defenders of Jerusalem try to make Sennacherib's assault as

difficult as possible by stopping up all the springs outside the city as well as "the wadi

that flowed through the land" (2 Ch.32:3f .). This refers presumably to the older shafts

leading to the spring of Gihon, perhaps in connection with the complex of the Siloam

tunnel as described with similar wording (stm qal) and in more detail in 2 Ch. 32:30

salam. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the God.t of Canaan (Garden City, N'Y.' 1968); J. M. Al-
legro, "The Meaning of the Phruse SETUU HA'AYIN in Num. XXIV 3,15," yr 3 (1953) 78f';

E. R. Oalglish, Psalm Fifty-One in the Light of Ancient Near Eastern Patternism (Leiden, 1962);

S. Mowinckel, "nlnu und !.l)lD. Eine Studie zur Astrologie des AIs," AcOr 8 (1929) l-44;
D. Vetter, Seherspruch und Segensschilderung. CThM 4 (1974).

l. Cf . AP, 2l :9; Jotion, "Notes grammaticales, lexicographiques et philologiques sur les pa-

pyrus aramdens d'Egypte," MUSJ 18 (1934) 65f.; Grelot, "Etudes sur le 'papyrus paschal'

d'El6phantine," W 4 (1954) 382f.; cf. DNSI, I, 413'
2. See IV below.
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(cf. 2 K. 20:20).In a diff'erent historical context, the gaps in the city wall are rebuilt,
i.e., bricked up (stm niph.; Neh.4:l[Eng. v.7]).

Zech. l4:5 is more difficult. At the final battle, Yahweh will stand on the Mount of
Olives. "The Mount of Olives shall be split in two from east to west by a very wide val-
ley," whereby 6'one half of the mount shall withdraw northward. and the other half
southward." Furthermore, "the valley of my mountains [Hinnoml shall be stopped up"
(.stm niphal). This reading adrnittedly requires an emendation, since the MT reads
nastem ("you shall flee," from ni?s).3 The same form occurs twice later in the verse,
where it probably needs no emendation.a The expression "a mouth that is closed" (plu
stwm) in Sir.30:18 has no OT parallel.

III. Figurative Meaning: "Keep secret" (Messages, etc.). The root stm occurs 3
times in the book of Daniel, again in an apocalyptic context, but this time with figur.a-
tive meaning. Here it involves "sealing up, closing off," i.e., keeping a message secret
until a certain time. After interpreting the vision of the ram and the goat, the angel tells
Daniel, "as for you, seal up (stm qal) the vision, for it refers to many days from now"
(Dnl. 8:26). These "many days from now" are actually the last days (cf. vv. 17,19), and
the idea is characteristically apocalyptic. The message is to be kept secret in written
form. The concluding section of the book insists that "you, Daniel, keep the words se-
cret (stm qal) and the book sealed until the tirne of the end" (Dnl. l2:4). v. 9 reads simi-
larly: "kept secret (^r/m qal pass. ptcp.) and sealed until the time of the end." Here apoc-
alyptic literature has begun using ^srn and htm as technical terms.5

These ideas appear in other apocalyptic contexts as well (e.g., I Enoch I :2) and can be
traced back at least in part to Ezekiel (cf. Ezk. 12:27). Strikingly, the book of Ezekiel ir
self uses the word salam in connection precisely with a Daniel figure. 'fhe prince of Tyre
is told, "You are indeed wiser (hdlam) than Daniel; no secret (sd!fim) is hidden fiom you"
(Ezk. 28:37.0 The wisdom of Daniel and of the prince of ryre encompasses knowledge in-
accessible to normal persons,T and perhaps includes esoteric teaching.8

Ps. 5l:8(6) similarly associates hkm and stm. The verse has usually been translated:
"You have pleasure in truth in what is hidden (battuh6!), and in what is secret
(besdlum) you teach me wisdom (hokmd)."s In this view the verse is interpreted in con-
nection with v. 7(5) and is understood to be speaking about "insight into the hidden
depths of the degeneracy of guilt."l0 or the two words refer to "the hidden inward be-

3. Cf. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8, 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT"XilIl4 (1976),231 .

- _4. 
Additional suggestions in B. Otzen, Studien iiber Deuterosacharja (Copenhagen, 1964),

267f .; and M. SabO, Sacharja 9-14. WMANT 34 (1969), 110-1-5.
5. + Dnn hayamY (V 268f.).
6. Concerning the last verb, see W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), j4t.; HAL,

Ir, 846.
7' cf. H.-P. Mijller, "Mantische weisheit und Apokalyptik," Congress volume, upp"-ala

1971. SVT 22 (19'72),277f.
8. Albright, 216.
9. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms /-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987),499.
10. Ibid., 504.
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ing," i.e., a person's conscience.ll E. R. Dalglish finds a better understanding: in con-
nection with v. 7(5), both tuh6l and satum rcfer to the womb.l2 That is, a person experi-
ences the divine will already as an embryo, and is thus already responsible even before
birth. This interpretation draws supporr fiom Ps. 139:15 (cf. Bab. Nid. 30b), according
to which a person becomes acquainted with the torah as an embryo. t3 ps. t 39 empha-
sizes Yahweh's ability to know even what is hidden.

other interpretations of Ps. 51:8(6), in part influenced by Job 3g:36, tend more in
the direction of mythology and astrology. In this view, tuh61 is associared with the
Egyptian god of wisdom, Thoth, and.salum is understood as a cocle name for his star.
Saturn.la W. F. Albright and M. Dahood take slightly different approaches.rs

The figurative meaning in Lam. 3:8 is quite transparenr. "Though I call and cry for
help, he shuts out my prayer" (fun, a secondary fbrm of srm,' many mss. have salam it-
selfl.to God has blocked the path of the petitioner's words to heaven, something ex-
pressed even more unequivocally in v. 44.

lY. idlam in the Balaam Oracles. The Balaam cycle twice contains a fbrmula in
which Balaam is described as haggeler ielum ha'ayin (Nu. 24:3,15). Treatment of the
root ,\tm touches on the problems attaching to the root itm. The versions offer different
interpretations of the expression, and modern commentators and translators accord-
ingly also take different approaches.

l. The Vulg. apparently associates Jtru with stnt and translates obturatus, "stopped up,
closed." Several exegetes off'er a similar translation: "whose eye is closed," either under-
standing itm as a secondary form of itm or of stm, or altering the form to ietum.tT

2. The LXX and Targs. understand the text differently. The LXX translates as /rr.r

dnthropos ho al€thin1s hor6n, the Targs. as ga!2ra'd,'sapptr haza, both yielding ,.the

man who truly sees." Taking this as his point of departure, J. wellhausen suggests
reading "iettammA'ayin (ie - 'aier + the root tmm),*whose eye is perfect.',r8 With
fesser modifications and a reference to the Arslan Tash inscription and to ihtm in
4QTest (4Q175) 10, this particular reading has atrained some populariry.re

IL R. Kittel, Die Psalmen. KATXlll (3t41922), l9I.
12. Dalglish, 67 -69, 123-27.
r3. Ibid., t24f.
14. Mowinckel, 8-14, 28-43.
l-5. Albright, 212-16', Dahood, Psalms 5l-100. AB lj (1968),4t.
16. But see GesB,795; J. Blau, On Pseudo-Crtrrection.s in Some Semitic Languages (Jerusa-

lem. 1970), l2l.
17. For the former see KD, Ill, 186f.; G. Htjlschet Die Pntfeten (1914), I 19. For rhe latrer see

A. Dillmann, Die Bticher Numeri, Deuteronomium wtd Josua. KEHAT l3 (Leipzig, 2 l gg6), 156;
HAL,lll, 1363: BHK.

18. Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der histuril;chen Biicher cles ATs (Ber.lin, :1899;
41963), 351.

19. See BHK and BHS: KAI.27:16; Albright, 13; J. Alegro, DJD, y 0968),58. Cf.
s. Mowinckel, "Der Ursprung der Bilamsage," ZAW 48 (1930) 246: K. seybold, "Das
Herrscherbild des Bileamorakels Num. 24,15-19," TZ 29 ,l9'..3), 2; Vetter, 2i, 101:
M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Ind., 1980), 190, etc.
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3. The Syr. follows an ancient Jewish tradition in translating degalyd"eneh, "whose

eye is opened." Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi, and other medieval rabbinic sources keep the

form ie1um, understanding the passage on the basis of various mishnaic and talmudic

occurrences of a verbal form ia1am.20 In Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic the verb

means "bore through, open (a wine barrel)."2t This understanding is preferable (cf.

also Luther); it is supported not only by the parallelism with the formulation at the end

of vv. 4 and 16 ("with eyes uncovered") but also by the apocalyptic expression,

"Enoch, a righteous man whose eyes had been opened by God" (1 Enoch 1:2).22

4. Unpersuasive attempts have been made by A. B. Ehrlich and J. M. Allegro to un-

derstand i/lzz in Nu. 24:3,15 on the basis of the Arab. yetb iatama, "be malicious," or

of the adj. iatrm, "atstere, grim-faced."23
Otzen

V. Qumran and LXX. The root s/rn occurs 3 times in the writings of Qumran
(4Q50375:l iscorrupt,though hstmisconjectured).Accordingto3Q15 lT,stwmre-
fers to a "stopped-up, closed" cistern as the repository for an extremely large amount

of money. 4Q503 frs. l-6, 3:7 cites a prayer: "Blessed be the GOd of Israel who hides

[the moon?]."
The LXX usually translates the verb with phrdssein or its compounds.

instances it also uses ka$ptein, katakalyptein, sphragizein, and krlphios.

20. See Allegro, "Meaning," 78.
21. ANH, 415.
22. Cf . M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 149; N. H. Snaith, Leviticus and Num'

bers. NCBC (1967),296f .;H.-P. Miiller, "Die arameiische Inschrift von Deir'Alla und die iilteren

Bileamspriiche," ZAW 94 (1982) 240. On 1 Enoch see S. Uhlig, Das iithiopische Henochbuch.

JSHRZ st6 (1984), s07.
23. A. B. Ehrlich, Randg,lossen zur hebrciischen Bibel, II (1909), 203; Allegro, "Meaning,"

78f.
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V. Qumran and LXX.

III. Verbal Use: l. Niphal and Hithpael;

I silrd; 2. mistar mistbr and mastdr
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I. Btymology. While not entirely absent from the earlier Semitic languages, .sfr
seems to be a root attested primarily in the later ones. Akk. iitru, "ve1l,"t might be re-
lated (cf. Syr. setra and Mand. sitara, "veil"), perhaps also Egyp. mitrt,*apron ', Ugar.
z/r is uncertain.z The oSA root J/r means "protect,"3 while Sam., Jewish Aram, syr.,
Mand., Arab., Eth., and rigre str are translated as "hide." The fundamental meaning
"hide" seems to remain consistent across the spectrum, and modifications such as
"protect" (old South Arabic), "cover" (Mandaic) can easily be traced back to it. The
root itr in the meaning "destroy," "be broken up" (Hebrew, perhaps also Samaritan),
represents an independent root. Apart from the OT, s/r also occurs relatively frequently
in Qumran, and several times in the Hebrew text of Sirach.

II. Occurrences and OT Use. In OT Hebrew, s/r occurs altogether 128 times (plus
3 in Sirach) in both verbal (81 times) and nominal forms. The word also occurs once in
Biblical Aramaic in the pael (Dnl.2:22). occurrences include 30 in the niphal,44 in
the hiphil (understandingmastcr in Isa.53:3 as a derivarive noun),5 in the hithpael,
and once each in the piel and pual. The transitive meaning ("hide") comes to expres-
sion in the hiphil and piel, the reflexive and passive meaning ("hide oneself," "be hid-
den") in the niphal, hithpael, and pual. Adverbial qualifications are rendere d with min
(hide from someone) and be (in a hiding place). The meaning "hide" can be understood
in the sense of "being removed" or "withdrawing" on the one hand, and in the sense of
"take flight" or "protect" on the other. All these semantic nuances can be derived from
the basic meaning "hide." Nominal forms include 34 occurrences of szlea "hiding
place, shelter," l0 occurrences of mistar with the same meaning, and once each of
si1rd, "refuge, shelter," mistbr perhaps "shelter," and master'.veiling, cloaking', (un-
less one understands this derivative as a hiphil participle). Twice this root seems to
have contributed to personal names: silrt (Ex.6:22) and selilr (Nu. l3:13).+

Use of s/r always involves a personal relationship. The subject is almost always a
person (exceptions being Job 3:10; Isa. 59:2), while the other relational elements (ob-
ject or circumstances or both) can be either a person or circumstances (also in the figu-
rative sense). Although most occurrences involve the description of theological rela-

salar S. E. Balentine, "A Description of the Semantic Field of Hebrew Words for 'Hide,"'yr 30 ( 1980) 137 -53; idem, The Hidden God: The Hiding of the Face of God in the or (oxford,,
1983); E. R. Friedman, "The Biblical Expression masttr pdnim," HAR 1 (1977) 139-4g; J. G.
Heintz, "De I'absence de la statue divine au 'Dieu qui se cache"' [Isa. 45: l5], RH1R 59 (lg].g)
42'7-37; P. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht. Milst 13 (1971),59-116, l47ff.;L. perlitt,,,Die
verborgenheit Gottes," Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l),367 -g2;
H. Schrade, Der verborgene Gott: Gottesbild und Gottesvorstellung in Israel und im Alten Ori-
er?/ (Stuttgart, 1949); G. Wehmeier, "'ilto srr hi. to hide," TLOT ll, g13-19.

l. AHw, IIl, 1252a.
2. See HAL, ll, '77 1, with bibliography.
3. Biella, 347.
4. Concerning si1rt, cf . G. Rinaldi, "lli?, :lBt," BibOr 3 (1961) 129, who refers to Amor.

siffe bablum (ARM, VIll, 40, 12), "my shelter is Ba'al"; concerning se1fir, cf .1pN, l5g; A\NM,
253t.
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tionships and connections, the OT also uses the root in secular contexts. Most

occurrences are found in the later OT writings, with a striking accumulation in the

Psalms (37 times), wisdom literature (13 time in Job, 8 in Proverbs), and in Deutero-

and Trito-Isaiah (l I times). Noteworthy parallel concepts include -+ Nfll bb', -+\Dtt
tmn, 41n) khd,-) Dly 'lm, --+ ]DI spn. Certain figures of speech (e.g., God hides his

countenance from someone) prompt a wide spectrum of parallel notions depending on

the account and the situation. God can reject, refuse to listen, etc. The same applies to

contrasting concepts, none of which is really characteristic as such except perhaps for

-+ ;1h glh, "reveal," "disclose."

III. Verbal Use.
l. Niphal and Hithpael. If we view the accounts of saul's pursuit of David (1 Sam-

uel) as something resembling the story of David's ascent to the throne, then the oldest

witnesses for the secular use of s/r niphal and hithpael are found precisely here. David

was repeatedly able to hide from Saul (baiiAdeh, iam, "in the field," "there," I S.

2015,10,24 [niphal], according to his arrangements with Jonathan; or in the account of

the ziphires'denunciation of David to Saul in Gibeah, 1 S. 26:1;23:19 [hithpael]; cf.

Ps.54:2[Eng.v. l],using betoindicatelocale, e.g.,bammesdd6!,"inthestrongholds,"
1 S. 23: l9). In war the weaker hide from the stronger (Dt".7i20, here the nations of the

cultivated land before the intruding Israelites, whom Yahweh has strengthened; this

secular notion is used to serve the Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic agenda).

Even when Elijah receives God's orders to hide at the Wadi Cherith, this is still a
purely secular event (l K. l7:3). Similarly, Jeremiah and Baruch are advised to hide

irom Jehoiakim (Jer. 36:19). In one lament, although the helpless and oppressed peti-

tioner is well able to hide from adversaries (Ps. 55:13[12]' we'essdler mimmennfi) and

even to bear taunts (yye'eiia'), he cannot stand up to the fiiend who has now become

wicked. Here "hide" is to be understood in the sense of "protect oneself."

The antithesis in Prov. 22:3 (cf.27:12) reflects practical experience. "The clever see

danger and hide [K]; but the simple go on, and suffer for it." Prov. 28:28 similarly ad-

dresses this theme in the form of an antithesis. "When the wicked prevail, people go

into hiding; but when they perish, the righteous increase." Elements deriving from cre-

ation hymns are coupled with wisdom experiences in the general aphoristic assertion

that (ultimately) no one and nothing can hide from the heat of the sun (Ps. 19:7[6]:

we'An nistar mehammalb; also old). Prov.27:5 is often considered difficult to under-

stand. "Better is open (meguilfl rebuke than hidden lmesuttere!, only occurrence of
pualf love',s (concerning Piov.27:5, cf. Sir. 4l:14: "concealedltmn) wisdom and hid-

den [pual ptcp.] treasure - of what value is either?"). The second, antithetical element

would have to represent a negation of the first (false, not seriously intended, or half-

hearted love).

5. Cf. W. Biihlmann, Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO 12 (1976)' 113-16; see also

B^FIS, which suggests reading mC'Ald, "than hidden hostility," instead of me'ah"bd, albeit without

offering any textual witnesses.
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Sacrally secured legal regulations can also involve secular circumstances from daily
Iife. The procedure for determining divine judgment in the case of suspected adultery
(Nu.5:11-31) presupposes the wife's infidelity, which has remained hidden from her
husband (5:13, including both s/r and 'lm niphal, along with the prepositional qualifier
me'An4 iidh, lit. "and she remains hidden from the eyes of her husband and undetected
after she has defiled herself ' (read ne'elmA with Sam. mss.l).6 In the contract between
Laban and Jacob, an external sign is to witness the validity of the contract in case the
contractual partners themselves are absent (Gen. 3l:49: cf . the context: kt nissaler ii
mere'zhft, "when we are hidden [NRSV 'absent'] one from the other"). These legal
regulations are doubtless already quite old, and we thus observe the secular use of s/r
(niphal, hithpael, pual) primarily in relatively early OT traditions.

An understanding ofthe theological use ofsrr (niphal, hithpael) can take as its point of
departure the fundamental wisdom conviction that wisdom itself is basically accessible
only to God (Job 28:23-27), being hidden from both human beings (kol-hay) and animals
(v. 21 'lm niphal and srr niphal, both times with min). The birds of the air cannot find
wisdom, nor can even the personified figures of Death and the Underworld (v.22). Hu-
man wisdom and cleverness are unable to attain Yahweh's wisdom in judgment and sal-
vation. They must perish and hide (str hithpael), as expressed in an Isaianic oracle func-
tioning as a justified announcement of disaster (rsa.29:14; cf. v. l3). Not only yahweh's
activity but also his very being is such that, ultimately, no one can hide from this God, not
even in the depths of the sea (Am. 9:3, slr niphal with be and me'anay), nor in any other
undetermined, secret places (Jer. 23:24, 'im yissaler ii bammistarirz). yahweh's pene-
trating vision (Job 34:21) finds the evildoer, who can find no gloom deep enough ftaiek)
nor any darkness dark enough (salmawel in which to hide (lehissdlcr iam, Job 34:22; cf .

also Jer. l6:17, next to,srr niphal also spn niphal).
This peculiar characteristic of Yahweh's being and activity also has its comfbrting

side, since the sighing ('ondhd) of the lamenting petitioner is not concealed before
Yahweh (Ps. 38:10[9]). Similarly, the exiles' fate (dere[) is certainly not unknown ro
Yahweh, nor is their right (miipAt) a matter of indifference to him (Isa. 4O:27, nisrlrA
darki meYHWH). When Yahweh himself wishes to forget and conceal, earlier troubles
and distress as judgment for sin and apostasy are hidden from his eyes (Isa. 65: I 6bff.),
and he creates everything anew, along with salvation (cf. vv. l7tT.). But if he wishes to
chastise, then even compassion ( ndham) conceals itself from his eyes (Hos. 1 3: l4). Job
must lament that God is also capable of blocking off (lif'e) paths, such that the dereft is
hidden from the miserable and embittered (Job 3:20,23). The fratricide Cain must cer-
tainly leave the presence and protection of God and hide before him (Gen. 4:14,
mippdnAf,d 'essa!Er). Yet even those who are pious and wise experience dread before
God's puzzling nature and must protect (hide) themselves from his countenance (Job
13:20, str niphal). Precisely the story of Cain makes clear that Yahweh himself is a ref-
uge in misfortune for those who seek him and act according to his ordinances, a refuge
in which one can hide and protect oneself(Zeph. 2:3, niphal passive, "perhaps you may
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be hidden on the day of Yahweh's wrath"). In a reverse fashion, the godless and mock-

ers among Jerusalem's upper classes have made lies and falsehood (kdzAb, ieqer) their

shelter where they try to hide from judgment (Isa. 28: l5). By contrast, the person dedi-

cated to the law asks that even hidden (unknown) transgressions (nistdr6!) be forgiven

him (Ps. l9:t3l12l).
Two interesting theological statements can conclude this section appropriately. Isa.

45:15 contains a summary of Deutero-Isaiah's message: "Truly, you are a God who

hides himself [or: 'a hidden God,' 'El mistatterf, O God of Israel, a Savior (m6iia')."

This confessional statement expresses the entire freedom of Israel's God, a God who

withdraws, hides, cannot be comprehended, and who at the same time is engaged as Is-

rael's savior. The statement in Dt. 29:28(29), drawing formally fromthe language of
wisdom, is no less dense. "The secret things (hannistdr1l belong to Yahweh our God,

but the revealed things (hannigl6l)belongto us and to our children forever, to observe

all the words of this law." The tbrA is seen in what is revealed; everything else may be

left to Yahweh, including but certainly not limited to the fate of the widely dispersed

people of God. What is revealed suffices for both life and death. Hence Sir. 3:22 rec-

ommends humility and modesty, and that we not concern ourselves with "what is hid-

den," but leave alone that which transcends human powers. Only where God himself

reveals "hidden things" is darkness illuminated (Sir. 42: l9; cf. also DnL2:22: "He re-

veals lgdldl deep and hidden things lmesatt9rd!d1").

2. Hiphil and Piel. The transitive use of the verb s/r is represented by the hiphil and

piel. Here, too, a broad spectrum ofsecular usage can be presupposed even though only a

few actual examples can be adduced. Jehosheba rescues her nephew Joash from

Athaliah's murderous plans by hiding him from the queen (2 K. ll:2; cf .2 Ch.22:ll).
Jonathan assures David that Saul will hide nothing from him concerning Saul's relation-

ship with David (l S.2O:2, yasttr mimmenni hadddbdr hazzeh; the contrasting term is

glh). Job 3:10 perhaps also belongs in this context; here Job laments that the night he was

conceived did not "hide trouble from my eyes" (wayyaster'amdl me'Anay: the preceding

sentence contains lA). All other occurrences have theological implications.

The acc. obj. of str hiphil is often pa-niz. Moses (ceremoniously) conceals his face af-

ter being addressed by the Deity (Ex. 3:6, E). To hide one's face means to withdraw one's

presence from another personal entity. Although the Servant of God could easily avoid

the insults ofhis adversaries, he does not even hide his face (Isa. 50:6). By contrast, those

around him reject him by hiding their faces from him (533, A(mast?r panim mimmennfi,

either hiphil ptcp. or derivative noun). The context suggests understanding this gesture as

an expression of derision and as a refusal to associate with someone.

Only in 25 occurrences do we read that God conceals his face. The negative effects

of this sort of (variously justified)7 behavior are unmistakable. Isa. 8: I 7 is perhaps one

of the oldest passages in this connection. Isaiah wants to hope in precisely the God who

has hidden his face from Jacob (the northern kingdom?) and has delivered his people to

7. Balentine, "Description," 152.
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the enemy. Mic. 3:4 uses the same figure of speech in an oracle of disaster (weyastlr
panaw m€hem), evil deeds having prompted this disaster. Also of interest here is the re-
lationship between Yahweh's refusal to hear their prayers and his "hidden counte-
nance." The announcement of disaster in Jer. 33 (v. 5) circumscribes Yahweh's judg-
ment over Jerusalem similarly. The concealment of the divine face is concretely
identical with the Babylonian threat to Jerusalem.s Ezk.39:23,24,29 also use this ex-
pression to refer to the oppressive historical events that Yahweh quite consciously in-
flicts on his people as judgment and punishment for sin and transgression (v. 29, within
the framework of an announcement of disaster).e Both Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah look
back on this catastrophe and essentially prophesy salvation. The actual time of this
judgment is considered a "moment" (rega') over against which yahweh's steadfast
love and compassion will reign far into the future. "In overflowing wrath for a moment
I hid my face from you" (Isa. 54:8). Trito-Isaiah says the same thing, though without
pdntm (57:17). A Deuteronomistic outline of theological historical reflection virtually
fixes as dogma this automatic correspondence between the people's disloyalty and
apostasy on the one hand, and Yahweh's judgment on the other (Dt. 3 I : l7f.). The Song
of Moses also recounts that Yahweh responds to transgressions against him in the
course of history by hiding his face before the people (32:20), somerhing manifesting
itself in natural and historical catastrophes.

This figure of speech and the notion itself of God's hidden countenance play a sig-
nificant role in the Psalms, especially in laments. Cultic predications make clear that
the presence of God's countenance means life, prosperity, and health (Nu. 6:24-26; ps.

31:17[l6]; 67:2Il); 80:4,8,2013,7,191; 119:135), while its absence elicirs reror and
confusion (Ps. 104:29, tasttr paneylga yibbdhclfin; cf. Ps. 30:8t71). Even though one
basically concedes God the freedom to "keep quiet" (yaiqtt) and hide his face (who, af-
ter all, is permitted to reproach him for ir? Job 34:29), still rhe (innocenr) oppressed
and persecuted petitioner does ask in his lament why God is hiding his face (from him)
and why he, who is innocent, must be delivered over to distress. This is the case in Ps.
l3:2(l) (an individual lament), where the parallels to God's hidden countenance in-
clude God's forgetting, the petitioner's own sorrow and grief, and the hostility of oth-
ers (cf. Ps.89:471461 [niphal: Yahweh hides himself in burning wrarh]; and Job 13:24,
where the lamenting petitioner perceives Yahweh's self-withdrawal [again with pantm)
as a sign of God's hostility). rnPs. 44:25(24), a communal lament, the petitioners in-
quire not only "why" (lammd) God has hidden his countenance but also why he has
forgotten their afflictions. Yet another communal lament acknowledges in a confession
of sin the justification for God's withdrawal (Isa. 64:6[7]; cf. 63:15-64:lllt2l; cf.
59:2,"yow sins have hidden his face [see BFls] from you so that he does not hear").
The penitent can even request that God hide his face from the sinner's transgressions

8. Concerning the dating of this passage, cf. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von
Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981), 34, 49, 66 (posrDeuteronomistic); and w. Rudolph,
Jeremia. HATVl2 (31968), 199 (genuinely Jeremianic).

9. concerning the various strata of the passage, see w. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng.
trans. 1 983), 283t., 319-21 .
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and blor our his sins (Ps. -5 1 : I I t9l). In the individual lament Ps. 88, the parallel line of

the "why" question asks about the reason tbr being cast off (v. l5[14]. tiznah napii).

The psalmist asks Yahweh to hide his face no longer (27:9;69:18[17]; 143:7) and to

turn away all the distress and misfortune that this gesture means'

In this context the figure of speech regarding God's "hidden face" virtually comes

to mean that God refuses to hear a person's prayer (Ps. 102:3[2]; cf' Isa.59:2; Ps.

69:l8tl7l [cf. with v. 17(16)]: 143:7; formulated positively in22:25[24l, "for he did

not despise or abhor the wailing [see BHSI of the poor; he did not hide his tace fiom

him. but heard when he cried to him"). Indiviclual hyrnns of thanksgiving tiequently

portray the <listress itself (30:8[7]: "you hid your face; I was dismayed"; cf. 104:29). In

view of this expression's use in psalms of lament and thanksgiving, and considering

the contrasting notions concerning the salvific and beneficent results when God's tace

is in fact not hidden, one might assume that the setting in life of this fixed formulation

involved some worship context.
The blasphemer speculates (ultimately incorrectly) that God hides his face and does

not see what the godless ( raia') do, especially their repression of the poor and misera-

ble. Inanyevent,thisisreasonfbrlament(Ps. l0:ll). Isaiahimposesthecryof woeon

those who, apparently as political leaders of the people, believe that no one sees them,

not even Yahweh, nor knows about them when "in the deep" they "hide their plan

lZsA, i.e., their autonomous secret diplomacyl from Yahweh" (lsa' 29:15)'
yahweh's .s/r activity includes other objects besides panim. He hides Baruch and

Jeremiah fiom Jehoiakim (Jer. 36:26). The Servant of God feels that Yahweh has hid-

den (preserved) him in his quiver like an arrow, that he may later fulfill his callittg (lsa.

49:2. par. /rD'hiphil, "in the shadow of his hand he hid me"). The persecutecl petitioner

would like Gocl to hide him in the shadow of his wings (Ps. l7:ti), "in the covert of

your countenance" (3 l:211201, beseler panAftfl,i.e., in the security of God's presence.

Because the parallel line mentions that God hides (^lpn) those who trust in him in a

booth or shelter (sukkil "from contentious tongues," one might think of the security

and shelter one finds in the temple and in God's presence in the cult (cf . 27 :5) ' In a gen-

eral sense the petitioner wishes that God would hide him fiom the wicked and evildo-

ers (64:3[2], tastir€ni min . . .). Job's request is quite unusual: that God might conceal

him in ,i€?/ "until your wrath is past," and then remember him and give him the oppor-

tunity to live again (Job 14:13, par. spn hiphil). The person devoted to the law is con-

cerned that Yahweh mighthide his commandments from him (Ps. ll9:19; miswAre-

places panim, and Yahweh's beneficent presence is guaranteed by the unhidden

commandments). God's honor, freedom, and glory allow him to conceal things, while a

king must search things out for the sake of his prestige (Prov' 25:2)'

Very f-ew passages include human beings as subjects. Isa. l6:3f. charges the

Jerusalemites with sheltering and offering the rights of denizens to refugees and out-

castsfleeingthecatastropheinflictedonMoab (satteriandhewis|ler; the restof the

text is difficult).r0

10. cf. H. wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 103f., l4l-45.
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IV. Nominal Forms.
L sefer und siyri' The noun seler contains all the functional and semantic peculiari-

ties of s/i: It can mean "hiding place," "ref'uge," "security," "shelter," "covering,"
"son.rething inaccessible/hidden," and is similarly construed with min. The parallel
terms belong to the same roots as those accompanying the verb. The noun is often used
without any theological background. For example, the dove "in the clefts of the rock,
in the covert of the cliff'' (Cant. 2:14), is the beloved whom the lover desires and fbr
whom he yearns, but who is apparently still inaccessible. The hippopotamus is hidden
"in the covert of the reeds and in the marsh" (Job 40:21). The adulterer draws the veil
over his tace (Job 24:15) to avoid being recognized. Jonathan advises David to stay
hidden tiom Saul in "a secret place" (l S. l9:2). Abigail comes down toward David
"under the cover of the mountain" ( I S. 25:20, be seler hahar). Shelters must be strong
enough to withstand being swept away by masses of water (Isa. 28: l7b, here as a threat
against the "notables" in Jerusalem and their unsuccessful policy, about which they
continue to brag, v. l5; cf. also the par. mahs/h kazab. During the time of salvation,
the righteous king and his ofTicials will be "a hiding place from the wind and a covert
fiom the tempest" tbr their subjects (lsa. 32:2, mahbe'-rfi(a)h and s|ler-z.erem).

The fbrm ba,sseler "in a hiding place," "under cover," has in some instances be-
come a fixed adverb meaning "secretly." The legal regulations of Deuteronomy brand
or curse sins cornmitted in secret (Dt. l3:7[6], anyone who secretly entices another to
apostasy fiom Yahweh;27:15, anyone who secretly sets up an idol; 27:24, anyone
"who strikes down a neighbor in secret"). The concrete illustration of this theme of
curse involves a portrayal of the "pitiless abandonment to cruel enemies"lt that adapts
elements ol prophetic proclamation, including the topos of secret cannibalism within a

besieged city 1Dt.28:51). According to the royal pledge in Ps. 101:5, the sovereign
pledges to silence anyone "who secretly slanders a neighbor." Wisdom knows that a
tongue that speaks secretly (lei6n sZler) creates angry looks (Prov. 25:23). l2 Nathan's
penitential discourse exposes David's secret adultery (2 S. 12:12). The Judean king in-
terrogates Jeremiah secretly concerning Yahweh's word (Jer. 37:11) and swears se-
cretly to protect Jeremiah's lif'e (38:16). Gedaliah tragically fails to take seriously
Johanan ben Kareah's secret advice (40:15). By contrasr, Ehud's (deceitful) delur-
selerto the Moabite king Eglon does indeed tulflll its purpose (Jgs.3:19). Job con-
demns his fiiends because they have already secretly (basseler) and prematurely taken
God's side against him (Job l3:10). In his oath of purification, Job is able to conf'ess
that not even in secret has his heart been enticed (31:27).

T'he qualification "secretly" can be negatively or positively charged depending on
the context. Prov. 2 I : I 4 is unclear in its assertion that mattan basseler averts anger (se-
cret gifts are apparently being juxtaposed with bribery). The woman "Folly" insists
that "stolen water is sweet, and hidden bread (lehem selarim)is pleasant" (Prov. 9: l7).

ll. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 175.
12. Cf. in this regard F. Vattioni. "Ancora il vento del nord di Proverbi 25,23," Bibl 46 (1965)

213-16.
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As an analogy to "stolen water," "bread of hiddenness [NRSV'eaten in secret']" can

only be meant negatively, namely, as illegally obtained bread. For Deutero-Isaiah,
Yahweh does not speak in secret; from the very outset he has stated clearly what awaits

the addressees (Isa. 45:19,16'basseler; 48:16, with reference to Cyrus's emissaries).

Both passages presuppose a negative understanding of s€ler Ps. 139:15 understands

s€ler in the sense of inaccessibility and mystery; here the petitioner knows that God

has created him personally (par. tal.ttty\tr'eres; M. Dahood understands s€lerhere tobe
a metaphor for Sheol as in Isa. 48:16). t: No mystery, no secret, is hidden from Yahweh.

Finally, Yahweh himself is understood to be a seler, a "refuge," "shelter," "place of
security." Noteworthy confessional statements include silrt umaginnt 'axd (Ps.

I l9: I l4) and 'aftA sdler lt (32:7 , par. missar tisse rZnt). The lamenting petitioner confi-
dently flees (hAsA) fi the seler l(ndp1\A ("shelter of your wings," 6l:5141, par. "let me

abide in your tent forever"; the cultic reference is unmistakable). Whoever is able "to
live in the shelter (sE!er) of the Most High and abide in the shadow of the Almighty"
may confess to Yahweh, "my refuge (mahseh), my fortress, my God, in whom I trust"
(91:l;.t+

The only occurrence of siyA is in the Song of Moses (Dt.32:38), where it means

"shelter" or "protection." This song, which is doubtless to be dated no earlier than the

exilic period, ironically addresses the powerlessness of the idols, since they should

have risen, offered aid, and functioned as shelters.

The word sEler also has its place in the portrayal of theophanic phenomena. Dark-
ness is like the covering in which God hides, and "thick clouds dark with water" are

like his canopy (Ps. l8:12[11];25.22:12 omits se.1er). Yet this divine "hiding place" of
clouds does not obscure God's view of what happens on earth, as Eliphaz says in his
rebuke to Job (Job 22:14). The cultic-liturgical reflection of events in salvific history

recalls how Yahweh hearkened "in/through the secret place of thunder" (beseler ra'am)
to the people's cries of distress (Ps. 8l:8[7], possibly an allusion to the Sinai events or

to experiences ofdeliverance during the wilderness wanderings [in view ofv. 9], at any

rate to a theophany).

2. mistdr, mist6r, andmastEr. The l0 occurrences of mistar do not add anything sub-

stantively to the semantic nuances of seler We find that mistar can similarly be used in
both secular and theological contexts as well as adverbially (in the sense of"secretly").
Jeremiah must weep secretly for his people because they will inevitably be subject to
Yahweh's judgment if they do not obey his word (Jer. l3:17, where bemistartm has in-
correctly been understood as a faulty transmission of bemisrartm < srr or of
bemisraltm < srb, "be obdurate, stubborn").1s The innocent but persecuted petitioner
laments that the wicked will secretly (bammistartm) strangle him, apparently without
everbeing held accountable (Ps. l0:8), and in the process is like a lion that "lurks in se-

13. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 344f.
14. Cf. Hugger, l47ff.
15. Cf. BrlS.
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cret (bammisfir) il its covert," waiting for its prey (v. 9; cf. the reference in 17:12 to
the "young lion lurking in ambush"). One lament bemoans the secret slander against
the innocent (6a:5[4); the poisonous words of slanderers are arrows that have been shot
in secret). The petitioner suffers a particularly concentrated form of such distress when
he discovers that Yahweh himself is like a lion in hiding, waiting in ambush for him
(Lam.3:10).

The impossibility of hiding from Yahweh is a familiar theologoumenor, (Jer.23:24,

figura etymologica). According to Jer. 49:10, Yahweh himself uncovers the hiding
place in which Edom (Esau) thinks it can conceal itself.

The meaning of mistar in Hab. 3: 14 is incomprehensible, though W. Rudolph is prob-
ably correct in viewing v. 14b as secondary and in thus having v. 15 follow v. 14a.16 In
content, v. 14b could fit well with v. l6b; or the verse segment might be a gloss deriving
from the lament (cf. Ps. 10:9b). Finally, here, too, bammistdrmight conceivably function
adverbially, insofar as the wicked (v. l3b) secretly considers devouring the poor.

The matmunA mistartm in the Cyrus oracle (Isa.45:3) that Yahweh gives to Cyrus
are to be understood in a completely secular sense, and parallel the "riches hidden in
secret places" whose capture is part of the inexorable victory campaign of the young
Persian king.

The only occurrence of mistbr is in Isa. 4:6. Unfortunately, the entire passage is dif-
ficult to understand. Only the context allows a modest understanding of the climate ac-
companying this (presumably postexilic) salvific oracle. At Yahweh's behest a com-
prehensive nexus of shelter and protection against the devastating forces of history and
nature will be set up on Zion (the parallel term here is mahseh).t1

In Isa. 53:3 the novn mastCr exhibits extremely pronounced verbal features ("the
hiding of faces before him"), frequently prompting translations as a verbal clause (e.g.,
NRSV "as one from whom others hide their faces").

V. Qumran and LXX. The numerous occurrences of s/r in both verbal and nominal
forms in the Qumran writings preserve the general semantic field of the OT word (cf.
l lQT 54:20 with Dt. 13:7161; I IQT 66:4 as an explication of Dt.22:25).Interestingly,
the niphal and hiphil here arejoined by occurrences ofthe qal (lQH 5:11,26; 8:10)
with transitive meaning (5:11l' selartani negeQ benA 'adam). The topos of "hiding one's
facefrom"(hiphil +min) alsooccurs(CD 1:3;2:8; llQT59:7),aswellastheniphal
ptcp. nistdrdl (lQS 5:ll;CD 3:14; IQH l7:9, presumably also 17:22), with the "hid-
den things" (cf. 4Q508 2,4 withDt.29:281291) being viewed in close association with
the law, the "covenant," and the commandments. These are revealed in the study of and
obedience to the law. Among the nouns only sEler seems to have been used (1QS 9:22,
berftah hass€ler "in a spirit of secrecy";18 IQH 8:18, waters that suddenly gush forth
after being hidden in secret, mehubbATm bass€1er). In IQH 8:10 swlr is probably used

16. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT Xllll3 (1975), in loc
17. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), in loc.
18. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971),34, reads haster.
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adverbially like the two following participles (niphal), and represents an abbreviated

pual ptcp. (fmelsuttar). In 4Q5 12 fr. 34, 5:3, the petitioner asks for forgiveness of hid-

den (nstrwt) sins (cf. Ps. 19:13[12]).
Finally, the LXX renders this group almost exclusively with the root kryptein, only

7 times with skepdzein.
Wagner

Contents: L Meaning, Word Field, Etymology. II. Occurrences, Distribution. III. Secular

Contexts: Imagery and Metaphors. IV. Theological Contexts. V. LXX. VI. Qumran'

I. Meaning, Word Field, Etymology. The OT attests a considerable number of
words for "cloud," "fog," and similar phenomena. The most frequent are 117Y 'anan

(87 times + anan and snanA once each), 'db GO times). -+ iTnU iahaq (21 times), and

-+ )tly atrapel (15 times). Less frequent terms include nait'(4 times), qitbr (4 times),

haziz (3 times), and '€d (twice).
As a designation for cloud, 'd! as a rule ref'ers to dense rain clouds, and corresponds

best to the meteorological terms stratocumulus, cumulonimbus, and cumulus'r The'd.b

shelters against the summer heat (Isa. 25:5), and is associated especially with powerful

cloudbursts (Jgs.5:4; I K. l8:44f.;Job 26:8; Ps.l7:18[Eng. v. l7]; Eccl. 11:3;Isa.5:6)
or with the spring rain (Prov. l6:15).2

Half of theoccurrencesattest'd[inthe singular,theotherhalf intheplural(13
times 'df;im, "cloud accumulation,"3 twice as 'dp61, "individual clouds"). Twice the

word occurs with the 3rd person masc. sg. suf. (Job 26:8; Ps. l8:13[12]). In 3 instances

it is used in construct with another word to mean "cloud": 'db he'andrl (Ex' 19:9) and
'd!0 iehdqim (2 S. 22: l2 = Ps. l8:12[l l]).

'db. F. M. Cross Jr., Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass., 1973), 163-69;
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IV," Bibl 47 (1966) 403-19, esp. 414ff.; G' Gar-
bini, "Note linguistico-filologiche," Henoch 4 (1982) 163-73 B. Holmberg, "Herren och molnet

i Gamla testamentet," SEA 48 (1983) 3l-47; J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer
ahtestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT l0 (1965); l.Luzarraga, l,as ffadiciones de la Nube en la
Biblia y en el Judaismo primitivo. AnBibL 54 (1973); P. D. Milter Jr. , The Divine Warrior in Early
Isrttel. HSM 5 (1975); J. C. de Moor, "Cloud," IDBSup, l68f'; S. Mowinckel, "Drive and/or Ride
in O.T.," VT 12 (1962) 278-99; L. Sabourin, "The Biblical Cloud: Terminology and Tradition,"
BTB 4 (1974) 290-312; R. B. Y. Scott, "Meteorological Phenomena and Terminology in the Ol"
ZAW 64 (1952) ll-25; L. L J. Stadelmann, The Hebrew Conception of the World. AnBibl 39

(1970); E. F. Sutcliffe, "The Clouds as Water-Carriers in Hebrew Thought," VT3 (1953) 99-103.

1. So de Moor.
2. Cf. Scott and Stadelmann.
3. D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebrciischen Syntax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), I, 51.
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Jer. 4:29 is the only passage in which Z| means "thicket" (an Aramaism?).a In yet
another passage, the grapheme 'a! is used as an architectural designation, perhaps
"passageway."5 This actually presupposes the root bb, whereas "cloud" and "thicket"
involve 'wb (cf. Arab. {dba, "be dark, covered"; Syr.'dbd', "forest";.6 J.Llzarraga
suggests that an original 'b/'p was then variously expanded and developed.T

The word 'd! is to be distinguished from 1!a1, "rope, cord." For the pl. form aP\ytm

inEzk. 19:II;3I:3,I0,I4,however,manyread'd!67 "clouds"8(theLXXsupportsthis
reading in the last 3 passages with nephdl€).

II. Occurrences, Distribution. Of the 30 occurrences of 'd!, "cloud," only 3 are in
prose texts (Ex. l9:9; 1 K. l8:44f.), the rest in poetic texts. Among words meaning
"cloud," 'dp is the most frequent in poetic texts; 'anan occurs 20 times in poetic texts,
67 times in prose; iahaq 21 times in poetic texts; and srapel I I times in poetic texts, 4
times in prose.

Very f'ew occurrences of'd! are in the Pentateuch and historical books (once in the
Pentateuch: Ex. l9:9;5 times in the Deuteronomistic history: Jgs.5:4; 25.22:12;23l.4:
I K. l8:44f.). Among the prophetic books, af occurs only in Isaiah (7 times), then 5

times in the Psalms and 12 in wisdom literature.

III. Secular Contexts: Imagery and Metaphors. ln those occurrences where bf
exhibits no specifically theological l'eatures, it is generally used metaphorically. Only
in isolated instances does it actually refer to the concrete meteorological phenomenon
(1 K. 18:44f.).e

Various metaphorical references attach to 'd!. On the one hand it can refer to
something positive and pleasant. Clouds can, after all, bring the vivilying rains, and
one can accordingly say that "his [the king's] favor is like the clouds that bring the
spring rain" (Prov. 16: l5). The judgment of the vineyard owner on the vineyard/Je-
rusalem means among other things that the clouds will "rain no more rain upon it"
(Isa. 5:6). Clouds can also provide shade as shelter against the sun, and just as the
heat is buff'ered by the shade of the clouds, so also is the victorious song of the ruth-
less (Isa. 25:5). On the other hand, 'd! can refer to something negative. Clouds can
block the sun and hinder its vivifying warmth. Nonetheless, in this sense a cloudless
sky can acquire positive features. The God-fearing ruler "is like the light of morning,
like the sun rising on a cloudless morning, gleaming from the rain on the grassy
land" (2 S. 23:4). Eccl. l2:2 associates clouds with the "days of trouble" of advanced
age, and in 11:4 they refer to disruptive and distracting elements: "Whoever ob-

4. Cf. BDB, s.v.
5.HAL,II,773;M.Gorg,"ZurDekorationderTempelsiiulen(1 Kon7,13-22),"8N11(1980)

10ff. (probably no etymological relation).
6. Concerning Ugar. !b, see L. R. Fisher, RSB ll, 134, 142.
1. Pp. 22t.
8. Cf. Brls.
9. Cf. Sutcliffe.
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serves the wind will not sow; and whoever regards the clouds will not reap." Similar
to 'anan, 'a! can occasionally refer tb something fleeting and transient in both a pos-
itive and a negative sense. Yahweh sweeps away Israel's transgression like a cloud
(lsa. 44:22). The suffering Job laments that his prosperity "has passed away like a

cloud" (Job 30: l5). Similarly,'d! can refer to something rapid and quick. In connec-
tion with Jerusalem's future glory, Isa. 60:8 asks, "who are these that fly like clouds,
and like doves to their windows?"

In Isa. l8:4 the clear heat of summer and the "cloud of dew in the heat of harvest"
evoke Yahweh's lofty repose, and at the same time allude to the harvest, i.e., to chastis-
ing judgment. Eccl. I l:3 adduces the clouds and their function as examples of the ines-
capable workings of natural laws: "When clouds are full, they empty rain on the earth"
(concerning this notion, cf. also Isa. 55:10).

On occasion, 7& used parallel with "heaven" refers to something extraordinarily
lofty. "Even though they mount up high as the heavens, and their head reaches to the
clouds, they will perish" (Job 20:6). "I [the king of Babylon] will ascend to the tops of
the clouds, I will make myself like the Most High" (Isa. 14:14).

IV. Theological Contexts. In statements concerning Yahweh's creative power and
in theophany portrayals, 7| acquires theological significance.

1. God's Wisdom and Creative Power In response to Job's insistence on his own
righteousness, both God and his friends point out his paltriness and lack of compre-
hension in comparison with God's omnipotence and wisdom. In these vivid descrip-
tions of the Creator's sovereignty, his power over the clouds is a frequent motif. "He
binds up the waters in his thick clouds ('d!), and the cloud ('dndn) is not torn open
by them" (Job 26:8). "He loads the thick cloud ('d!) with moisture, the clouds
('dndn) scatter his lightning" (37:11). "Do you know the balancings of the clouds,
the wondrous works of the one whose knowledge is perfect?" (37:16). "Can you lift
up your voice to the clouds, so that a flood of waters may cover you?" (38:34). "Can
anyone understand the spreading of the clouds, the thunderings of his pavilion?"
(36:29). Both iahaq and 'Andn also frequently occur in such contexts; for example,
Ps. 147:8 speaks of Yahweh's sovereignty over nature ("he covers the heavens with
clouds").

2. Theophanies. Theophany portrayals consist basically of two elements. (1) God
comes; (2) nature reacts. In the second element, storms with thunder, lightning, and
rain play an important role (Jgs. 5:4f.;2 S. 22:8-16 [par. Ps. l8:8-16(7-15)]; Ps. 77: l7-
20116-19); Isa. l9:1ff.; cf. Job 36:29-33). Clouds can have various functions here.
Sometimes they gush forth in powerful rains (Jgs. 5:4; Ps. 77:18[11]).In Ps. 18: l3(12)
the clouds give way ('dpar; 2 S. 22 reads [probably more correctly] ba'ar, "burn" =
"radiate") before Yahweh's glory, and hailstones and coals of fire rain down. In the
preceding verse God conceals himself in darkness and thick clouds (although the
wording is different in 2 S. 22:12, the meaning is similar). See also Job 22:14.Inci-
dentally, clouds function as characteristic expressions of God's revelation and
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hiddenness in the Sinai and wilderness traditions as well.r0Indeed, the epic description
of the divine revelation at Sinai (cf .'ab in Ex. 19:9) can be viewed as a historicizing of
the ancient theophany portrayals. I I

The image of God in theophanies is usually that of the divine warrior.12 Several of
the motifs associated with the cloud derive from war, e.g., the cloud as God's chariot
(Ps. 104:3f.; cf. Isa. 19:1) with the winds as his messengers (mal'aktm) or servants
meidf !tm). The lightning bolts coming from these clouds are Yahweh's arrows (2 S.

22:15 = Ps. l8:15[l4];Ps.77:18[17];Zec.9:14). Although the original life setting of
the theophany is to be found in the victory celebrations of the Israelite army, some con-
nection may still obtain with the Jerusalem temple cult whereby the cloud might be as-

sociated with incense. l3

The notion of the divine warrior is also associated with the expression rdftEP 'al-'d!
("who rides on a cloud," Isa. l9:1). Other passages, too, speak of Yahweh riding on the
clouds (Dl 33i26, ial.taq) in the ancient heavens (Ps. 68:34[33]) or on a cherub (2 S.

22:ll = Ps. 18:l1tl0l). The most unequivocal statement in this context is Ps. 104:3:
"He makes the clouds his chariot" (haSfdm'dlim fftu!6; cf. Jer.4:13).

The expression rdlg€! bdardb6! in Ps.68:5(4) is disputed. It is usually associated
with Ugar. rkb 'rpt, "cloud rider," as an epithet of Ba'al (although "who rides through
the steppes" is also contextually possible). It is worth noting that rAkab refers to driv-
ing a chariot rather than to riding a horse.l4

Portrayals of the day of Yahweh are related to theophanies.l5 Here, too, the cloud re-
appears, although these texts do not use 'a! but primarily 'dndn (Ezk. 30:3; Joel 2:2:
Zeph.l:15) and srapel (Joel2:2; Zeph. l:15).

V. LXX. The LXX usually translates 'd! as well as both 'anan and iahaq with
nephdl€ or niphos. By contrast, srapel is as a rule rendered by gn6phos, and only in
exceptional instances by nephild. The most frequent rendering of cloud in the LXX is
nephilZ, with niphos used primarily in wisdom literature (of the 9 occurrences of
niphos as the translation of 'd!, 8 are in wisdom literature and one in the Psalms);

nephdl€ is used 19 times, of which 4 are in wisdom literature. The LXX translates the
expression 'dp? iehdqtm(25.22:12 = Ps. 18:12[ l]) asnephdlE airdn, and'd! he'dndn
(Ex. 19:9) as stylos nephdlds, "cloud pillar."

VI. Qumran. The use of 'd! in the Qumran writings offers nothing new. Although
the text of IQM l0:12 is corrupt, the context involves the Creator's power and wis-
dom. lQM l2:9f. is interesting in asserting that "the hero of war is with our congrega-
tion; the host of his spirits is with our foot soldiers, and our horsemen [are as] clouds

10. -+ 119 'andn.

ll. --> tlrO sinay,' see Cross.
12. See Miller.
13. For the former see Jeremias, 136-50; for the latter, Holmberg,45f,
14. See Mowinckel.
15. -+ E'l! yem (Y1.7-321.
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('unanim), as clouds of dew ('dbA d) (covering) the earth, as a shower of rain shedding
judgment on all that grows on the earth" (concerning 'aP| pl, cf. Isa. l8:4, here too in
connection with judgment). The comparison of the riders with clouds recalls OT pas-
sages in which clouds and similar phenomena appear as divine messengers (Ex. l4: l9;
Job 31:12; 38:35; Ps. 104:3f.).

Holmberg
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l. l. Etymolog),. The root 'bd occurs in most of the Semitic languages. It does,

however, exhibit a measure of semantic diversity. On the one hand, Ugar. 'bd, Heb.
'dlaQ, Arab. 'abada, and OSA 'bd all mean "serve" (this group perhaps also includes

(1955) 5-5 l; 8,. W. Conrad, "The'Fear Not'Oracles in Second Isaiah," VT34 (1984) 129-52;
J. Coppens, "La Mission du Serviteur de Yahwd et son statut eschatologique," ETL 48 (19'72)
343-71: P.-E. Dion, "Les chants du Serviteur de Yahweh et quelques passages apparent6s d'ls
40-55," Biltl 5l (1970) l7-38; O. Eissf'eldt, Der Gottesknecht bei Deuterojesaja (Jes. 40-55) im
Lichte der israelitischen Anschauung von Gemeinscha.fi und Individuum. BRA 2 (1933);
I. Engnell, "The'Ebed Yahweh Songs and the Sufl'ering Messiah in 'Deutero-Isaiah,"' BJRL3I
( I 948) -54-93; N. Ftiglister, "Kirche als Knecht Gottes und der Menschen ," BiKi 39 ( I 984) 109-
22; G. Gerlernan, Studien zur alttcstamentlichen Theologie (Heidelberg, 1980), esp. 38-60;
P. Grelot, Les poDmes du serviteur; de la lecture critique d I'herm€neutique. LD 103 (1981);
H. Cressmann, Der Messius. FRLANT 26143) (1929); E. Haag, "Die Botschaft vom Gottes-
knecht: Ein Weg zur Uberwindung der Gewalt," Gev,alt und Gewaltktsigkiet im AT, ed.
N. Lohfink, OD 96 (1981),159-213;' H. Haag, Der Gottesknecht hei Deuterojesaja. EdF 233
( 1985); H.-J. Hermisson, "Der Lohn des Knechts," Die Borschctft uncl die Boten. FS H. W. Wffi
ed. J. Jeremias and L. Perlitt (Neukirchen-Vluyn, l98l), 269-87; idem, "lsrael und der
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Idea," "/NES 3 (1944) 79-86; O. Kaiser, Der kiinigliche Knecht. FRLANTT0 (1959; 21962;' 4. t.
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4048.9VT31 (198 l);T.N.D.Mettinger,A FarewelltotheServantSongs: ACriticalExamina-
tion of an Exegetical A.rknt (Lun<l, 1983); idem, "Die Ebed-Jahwe-Lieder: Ein fragwiirdiges
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mann, Sprache und Strukrur der Prophetie Deuterojesajas. CThM l l (1981), 89-131; H. Ring-
gren, The Messiah in the OT. SBf 1/18 (1956), esp. 54-67; L. Ruppert, "Der leidende
Gottesknecht," Concilium l2 (Einsiedeln, 1976) 51 l-75; E. Ruprecht, "Die Auslegungs-
geschichte zu den sog. Gottesknechtliedern im Buche Deuterojesaja unter methodischen
Gesichtspunkten bis zu Bernhard Duhm" (diss., Heidelberg, 1972); R. Schwager, Brauchen wir
einen Siindenboc&? (Munich, 1978), 134-42; A. Schoors, I Am God Your Saviour: A Form-
Critical Study of the Main Genres in Is XL-(.V. SVT 24 (19'13); O. H. Steck, "Aspekte des

Gottesknechts in Deuterojesajas 'Ebed-Jahwe-Liedern,"' 2L4W 96 (1984) 372-90; J. M. Vincent,
Studien zur literarischen Eigenart und zur geistigen Heimat von Jesaja, Kap. 40*55. BET 5

(1977); C. Westermann, Sprache und Struktur der Prophetie Deuterojesctjcts. ThB 24 (1964),92-
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Eth. 'abata, "impose compulsory labor," though cf. OSA 'bt, "exaction, compul-
sion";'t on the other hand, Aram., Syr. slaj and Phoen. 'bd mean "do, make." By
contrast, the subst. 'ePe{, Ugar. 'bd, Phoen. 'bd, Aram. 'aldA', Arab. 'abd, and OSA
bd consistently mean "slave, servant," though the noun is absent in Ethiopic and ap-
pears in Akkadian only as the loanword abdu; the genuine Akkadian word is
(w)ardu.2

im ersten Gottesknechtslied (Jes 42,1-4),* VT 22 (1972) 3l-42; J. Koenig, "L'allusion in-
expliqude au roseau et i la mbche (Isaie XLII 3)," VT l8 (1968) 159-72; A. Lauha, "'Der Bund
des Volkes.' Ein Aspekt der deuterojesajanischen Missionstheologie," Beitriige zur alttesta-
mentlichen Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Gcittingen, 1977),257-61' R. Marcus, "The 'Plain
Meaning' of Isaiah 42,1-4," HTR 30 (1937) 249-59; F. V. Reiterer, "Das geknickte Rohr
zerbricht er nicht," HD 35 (1981) 162-80; H. Simian-Yofre, "'Manifesterii su destino ante las
naciones'(Is 42,1b)," Simposio Biblico Espafiol (Madrid, 1984),309-24;J. J. Stamm, "Berit'am
bei Deuterojesaja," Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l),510-24;
M. Wada, "Reconsideration of miipat in Isaiah 42,1-4," Seisho-Gaku Ronschil 16 (1981) a6-79;
cf. OT Abstracts 5 (1982) 168.

On Isa.43:8-13: H. Simian-Yofre, "Testigo y servidor," II Simposio Biblico Espafiol (Cor-
doba, 1985) (Valencia/Cordoba, 1987), 255-64.

On Isa. 49:1-'7: N. Lohfink, "'Israel'in Jes 49,3," Wort, Lied, und Gottesspruch. FS
J. Ziegle4 2vols. FzB2(1972),11,217-29; R. P. Merendino, "Jes 49,7-13: Jahwes Bekenntnis zu
Israels Land," Henoch 4 (1982) 295-329.

On Isa. 50:4-9a: R. P. Merendino, "Allein und einzig Gottes prophetisches Wort: Israels Erbe
und Auftrag ftir alle Zukunft (Jesaja 50,4-9a.10)," ZAW 97 (1985) 344-66.

On Isa. 52:13-53:12:D. J. A. Clines, I, He, We andThey: A Literary Approach to Isaiah 53.
JSOTSUp I (Sheffield, 19'16); M. Dahood, "Phoenician Elements in Isaiah 52l.13-53 12," Near
Eastern Studies in Honor of W. F. Albright (Baltimore, 197 1), 63-73; idem, "Isaiah 53,8- 1 2 and
Massoretic Misconstructions," Bibl63 (1982) 566-70;J.Day,"Da'a1'Humiliation'in Isaiah 53
in the Light of Isaiah 53:3 and Daniel l2:4 and the Oldest Known Interpretation of the Suffering
Servant," yf 30 ( 1980) 97 -lO3 K. Elliger, "Nochmals Textkritisches zu Jes 53," Wort, Lied, und
Gottesspruch. FS J. Zieglea 2 vols. FzB 2 (1972),11,13'7-44; G. Fohrer, "Stellvertretung und
Schuldopfer in Jes 52,13-53,12," Studien zu alttestamentlichen Texten und Themen (1966-72).
BZAW 155 (1981), 24-43;E. Haag, "Das Opfer des Gottesknechts (Jes 53,10)," TTZ86 (1977)
81-98; E. Kutsch, Sein Leiden und Tod - Unser Heil: Eine Exegese von Jes 52,1 3-53,12. BSt 52
(1967); R. Martin-Achard, "Trois 6tudes sur Isai'e 53," RTP ll4 (1982) 159-70; D. F. Payne,
"Recent Trends in the Study of Isaiah 53," Irish Biblical Studies I (1979) 3-18; F. V. Reiterer,
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52,13-53,12)," HD 36 (1982) 12-32; L. G. Rignell, "Isa. lii l3-liii r2," VT 3 (1953) 8'7-92;
L. Ruppert, "Schuld und Schuld-Ltisen nach Jesaja 53," Schulderfahrung und Scltuldbewcil-
tigung, ed. G. Kaufmann, Schriften zur Pcidagogik und Katechetik 3l (1982), 17-34; J. A.
Soggin, "Tod und Auferstehung des leidenden Gottesknechtes Jes 53,8-10," ZAW 8'7 (19'15) 346-
55; O. H. Steck, "Aspekte des Gottesknechts in Jes 52,13-53,12," ZAW 97 (1985) 36-58; T. C.
Vriezen, "The Term hizza: Lustration and Consecration," OTS 7 (1950) 201-35; R. N. Whybray,
Thanksgiving for a Liberated Prophet: An Interpretation of Isaiah Chapter 53. JSOTSup 4
(1978) (cf. the review by H.-J. Hermisson, TLZ 106 [1981] 802-4); W. Zimmerli, "Zur
Vorgeschichte von Jes 53," Congress Volume, Rome 1968. SVT 17 (1969), 236-44.

1. Biella. 350.
2. AHw,lll, 1464f.
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2. Cognates. a. Ugarit. As already mentioned, Ugat. 'bd means "serve": "serye the

Aliyan Ba'a1," par. s'd, "honor, venerate as lord," otherwise par. to kbd (the context is

not entirely clear, and the following lines seem to suggest the meaning "serve").3 11r"

subst. bd occurs numerous times. The expression 'bd 'lm (cf. Heb. 'ef;eQ '6ldm, Dt.
15:17: I s.27:12;Job 40:28[Eng.41:4]) is usually construed as "slave for life," though

some think the reference is to some sort of vassal relationship.a One list of vocations

includes 'bdm together with n'rm, "Servants," kZym, "charioteers," etc.5 Another list in-

cludes them together with kbsm, "fullers, felters."6 One list of deliveries for a construc-

tion site mentions a bt 'bdm, "[a door for] the slave quarters."T The 'bd mlk is probably

a royal official.8 The word's special semantic nuances are expressed by using it to-

gether with sg/t, "possession," and ml'k, "messenger."e The word is also associated

with a document of release (spr tbrrt) for a slave.l0 In letters 'bdk, "yotr servant," as a

self-designation of the sender corresponds to mlk, "king," ot mlkt, "queen," and 'dt,

"mistress," for the recipient.tl
In connection with the temple construction for Ba'al, Lulpan asks: "Shall lbe an'bd

of Athirat, shall l be an 'bd who busies himself with the trowel?"12 An'bd can thus be a

mason. When Yamm defeats Ba'al, El says to him: "Your 'bd (slave, subject) is Ba'al,

O Yamm, your slave is Ba'al forever, Dagon's son is your 'sr (captive? bondsman?)."t3

When Ba'al is overcome by Mot, he capitulates with the words, "your slave I, your

bondman forever (d'lmft)."r+ That is, an 'bd is a person who is subject to someone

stronger. Keret is called'bd 7, "servant of El."ls Similarly' of Danel it is said that "El
takes his servant, blessing Danel . . . strengthening lmr also 'blessing'l the hero'"16

This seems to be a fixed expression referring to the close relationship between God and

the king.
A great many personal names refer to their bearers as "servants" of a specific god.17

b. Old South Arabic. The OSA term'bd seems to mean "subjugate, enslave," and in

3. KTU, 1.3,1,2.
4. F. C. Fensham, '.Notes on Treaty Terminology in ugaritic Epics," uF ll (1979) 269.

5. KTU, 4.126, ll, 72; -s ],9J na'ar.
6. KTU,4.7l,lll,5. Concerning 'bdm as the designation for a guild or corporation, cf.

T. Yamashita, RSe II, 66f ., no.32.
7. KTU,4.195,9.
8. KTU,2.45, 14.
9. For the former see KTU, 2.39,7; cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII,"

Bibl 50(1969)341. Forthelattersee KTU, 1.14, 137, 138; cf.2.23'3.
10. KTU, 2.19,9f .; cf . 2.12;2.11.
11. With mlk see KTU, 2.33, 2: cf . 1.49, 15. With 'dt see KTU, 2-16, 4.

t2. KTU, 1.4, IY 59f.
13. KTU, 1.2,1, 36f .; ANET, l3O.
14. KTU, l.5,ll,12; ANET,138.
15. KTU, 1.14, III, 49, 51; VI, 34t.; ANET 144, 145 (n. 6 on 143: "This epithet [Lad of E1],

like 'servant of El,' has the connotations of 'favorite' and 'intimate'; cf. Nu. 12:6-9;Det.34:5-
10; Isa. 41:8; etc.").

16. KTU, 1.11,1,34f.; ANET 150.
17. PNU, 80, 105.
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the /- form "subjugate oneself." The subst. 'bd clearly means "slave." Occurrences in-
clude "whoever buys a male or female slave ('mt)," "the children and community of
Almaqah, his freemen (hr) and his slaves." It can also refer to a person as the "servant"
of a particular god ("may Almaqah grant his servants happiness") or as the subject of a
king.ts All meanings luse 'dm as the plural form (cf. Heb. 'ddAml.ro

c. Akkadian. The Akk. term (w)ardu exhibits a broad semantic spectrum. It can refer
to the unfree slave (prisoner of war, purchased, one who can be set free),2o to the sub-
ject of a king and others, and to the "royal servant" as an official. It is used in letters
and prayers as a devoted self-designation, and can refer to people as servants of gods
(also as a royal epithet).zl

d. Amarna Letter.s.In the Amarna letters the person sending the letter often refers to
himself as the ardu of the pharaoh, of his lord (bdlu), often underscoring his obsequi-
ousness with expressions such as "the dust beneath your feet, the ground upon which
you walk."22 In the corpus of the letter, he calls himself aradka, "your servant," "your
loyal servant i' etc.zt Both the term ardu and the denominated verb aradu, "serve," ex-
press the subjugation and loyalty of the letter writer. He hears and obeys; he takes the
king's yoke on himself; the king can do with him what he will, etc.2a One letter from
Abimilki is especially characteristic:

As for him who hearkens to the king, his lord, and serves him in his place, the Sun-god
shall rise over him, and the sweet breath fiom the mouth of his lord shall give him life; but
as fbr him who hearkens not to the word of the king, his lord, his city shall perish, his dy-
nasty shall perish, his name shall not exist in the whole land forever. Behold, the servant
who hearkens to his lord, it shall be well with his city, it shall be well with his house; his
name shall exist fbrever.25

e. Phoenician nnd Aramaic Inscriptions. Among the inscriptional evidence for the
verb, only the Phoenician witnesses are of value, since Aram. 'bd means "do, make." In
three instances the Karatepe inscription mentions persons subject or not subject to
King Azitawadda and his house of mpi.26 Both Phoenician and Punic inscriptions at-
test multiple occurrences of the subst. 'bd, which here usually refers to the servants of a

particular god. King Azitawadda is the servant of Ba'al, the citizens of Hmn are ser-
vants of Milk-Astart, as are those of Cadiz.zt A certain 'bd'sr is the servant of Melqart;
Harpokrates should grant life to his servant'Abd-Eshmun.28 Nonetheless, an inscrip-

18. Documentation in Biella, 349.
19. Ibid., 5.
20. See IIL2 below.
21. See III.6 below; cf. Seux, 360-63.
22. Lindhagen, 13-17.
23. rbid., t7tf.
24. tbid.22ff .

25. VAB, ll, 147 , 4 1 -5 I ; Lindha gen, 25; translation according
26. KAL26A,1,15; A, III, l0; C, IY 11l' ANET, 653t.
27 . On the first, see KAI, 26A,l, l; ANET, 653; on the second,

71:2.
28. KAI, 47:2;52:2.

to ANET,484.

KAI, l9:3; on the third, KAI
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tion from Cyprus mentions a governor as the servant of the King Hrm of Sidon,2e and

one from Carthage a servant of Eshmun'azar.

One Aramaic inscription describes King Barrakib of Sam'al as an 'bd of Tiglath-

pileser,30 probably referring to a vassal relationship. In one of the Setire inscriptions,

Barga'yah stipulates that his contractual partner destroy anyone who might attack him,

even if that person be "one of my brothers or one of my slaves ('bd; in a sirnilar list,

L l0 mentions ngr 'officials') or one of my officials (pqd) or one of the people under

my control."3l The Ashur Ostracon contains the sentence, "they are slaves, those who

are mine ('bdn zty); they have escaped(?)."32 Those who have fled are apparently

slaves in the literal sense (cf. l. 7: "My lord, the king, gave them to me").33

3. OT {Jsage. The verb 'alaQ ocatrs 271 times in the qal; of the remaining forms,

the niphal occurs 4 times, the pual twice, the hiphil 8 times, and the hophal 4 times

(though some questions remain; see below). Of the nouns, 'elei occurs 805 times'
sb1dA ru5 times. The weak showing in the Psalms and prophetic books is striking.

With the exception of Jeremiah (36 occurrences), the verb occurs only 21 times in the

prophetic books, 8 times in the Psalms, 3 times in Job, and twice each in Proverbs and

Ecclesiastes. Similarly, 'ebed is only sparsely attested in prophetic literature (the ex-

ceptions being Isaiah with 40 occurrences and Jeremiah with 32). Here the Psalms con-

stitute an exception with 57 occurrences, including the self-designation'apdefta.3+

Nouns with 3 occurrences each include 'abdfit, "slavery" (Ezr.9:8f.;Neh.9:17), and
abuddd, "servants" (Gen. 26:14; Job 1:3; conj. Ps. 104:14).

Among the personal names that include the root 'bd are 'ebed-meleb, 'apde'El,

'abdi'cl, 'abdi, "abdd', 'o!€y' 'e86m, 'apdbn (also a place-name), 'o!a/yi, and Aram.
.abed_ne g6.35

4. LXX.ln rendering 'Abad in the qal, the LXX usually luses doulefiein (ll4 times) or

latrefiein (75 times), though also ergdzesthai (37 times) , leitourgein ( I 3 times), and in

isolated instances other verbs as well. The other stem forms are translated commensu-

rate with these choices. The LXX renders 'ebed with dotilos (314 times), pais (336

times), and therdpon (42 times), and nbddd usually with leitourgeia ot irgon, though

also with douleia, ergasia, and latreia.

II. The Yerb'abad.
l. Without Objects. Without an object, 'af;aQ uf,ually means "to work." In the sab-

29. KAl. 31:1,
30. KAI, 2163;217:4.
31. KAI, 224'.13:. ANET, 661.
32. KAI.233:13.
33. Concerning Phoenician and Aramaic PNs with 'bd see KAI,

Amorite PNs see APNM, 189.
34. Concerning the remaining distribution patterns, see Riesener,

35. See also IPN, 91; Riesener, l3ff.

III, 50f., 55; concerning

r 07f.
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bath commandment (Ex. 20:8ff.; Dt. 5:12ff.), for example, it is qualified more closely
by 'aid kol-meld'kd. "do all kinds of business" (vv. 9f.,13f.). Its contrasting expression
is then iaba!, "cease, celebrate."36 In the shorter sabbath commandment in Ex. 34:21,
'apa/ seems to refer particularly to agricultural work.37 Ex.2l:2 is concerned with the
work of slaves, and Ex. 5:18 with the harsh work of making bricks. Although Eccl.
5:11(12) does not specify the work, the expression "sweet sleep" and the contrast with
the "rich" do suggest that the focus is on hard work.3s Ex. 1:13 and 6:5 use the hiphil
form to render the idea of imposing hard work on someone; cf. also z ch. 2:r7 (r81.tt

Job 36: I I is uncertain: "If they listen, and 'bd, they complete their days in prosper-
ity." This is usually translated as "serve him [God]" (so NRSV). It may be possible to
understand 'bd absolutely here as "to do," i.e., obey. A similar case occurs in Isa. l9:23,
which announces that in the future both Egypt and Assyria wlll 'bd, which probably
means "serve [Yahweh]." The versions, however, translate "Egypt will serve Assyria."
ln ler.2:20 lA' 'eebdd means something to the effect "I will be free" (NRSV "I will not
serve"). Israel's "freedom," however, is deceptive, since they will become dependent
on the ba'als.

ln lsa. 43:23f. this usage acquires theological significance. yahweh has not "made
Israel work" (i.e., burdened Israel) with imposed offerings. By contrast, Israel has in-
deed burdened Yahweh with their sins (par. yg'hiphil; note the wordplay).

2. With be.Inthe sense of "work, serve," 'ala{occurs 6 times with the be pretii,
which indicates the price for which a person works. Jacob works "for Rachel" (Gen.
29:18,20,25: cf .30:26;31:41, and the allusion in Hos. t2:13[12): "Israel worked for a
wife"). Nebuchadnezzar receives Egypt as compensation, "for which he labored" (Ezk.
29:20), i.e., Nebuchadnezzar carries out Yahweh's work and is rewarded with his vic-
tory over Egypt. A comparable expression is'dpa/ hinnam, "work (serve) for nothing"
(Gen. 29:15; Jer. 22:13).

In other cases the prep. be instrumentale acquires significance. As a rule, the expres-
sion "carry out work through someone" means "make that person work" (Ex. l:14;
Lev.25:39,46; Dt. l5:19; 2l:3 [pual]; Isa. l4:3 [pual]; Jer.22:13;25:14:2j:7;30:g;
34:9f .; Ezk. 34:27). The question is whether this is not a construction comparable to
Arab. ba' at-ta'diya or "transitivi zing bi."4o The expressi on 'df;a/ be is indeed semanti-
cally equivalent to the hiphil he?bid.+r

3. With Inanimate Objects. With inanimate objects, 'apa{ means to "work on, de-
velop, cultivate," and its object is usually 'a jdmd. After Adam is no longer allowed to
work (till; 'apa/) andkeep (imr) the garden (Gen. 2:15), he must till the ground with

36. Floss. 12.

37. Riesener. 112n. l.
38. Floss, l2f.
39. Concerning mas 'o!eQ, -+ OD mas (ylll, 427-30).
40. S. Reckendor'i, Arabische Syntar (Heidelberg, 1921, repr. 1977), *129.4.
4 I . Lindhagen , 5l n. 4; cf. Floss, 23f.
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great effort (3:23). The curse against Cain is that when he tills the ground, it will no

longer yield its fruit to him (4:12). The expression'6!cQ'adamd means "fatmer" (4:2,

the opposite being the shepherd; Zec.l3'.5, the opposite being the ndbt'; Prov.l2:ll
par.28 19 the last two passages praise the farmer in comparison to those "who follow
worthless pursuits"). Other inanimate objects include vineyards (Dt. 28:39, par.
..plant," ndta) and flax (Isa. 19:9). The expression 'dbed hdir in Ezk. 48:18f. is proba-

bly modeled after '6bdd 'adami and means "inhabitant of the city, one who works in

the city," not "worker of the city." The content of Eccl. 5:8(9)' "a king for a plowed

[niphal] field," is obscure; the only thing that is clear is that this involves some advan-

tage.

4. 'dlaj sbddA. The figura etymologica 'Abad nb^dd can refer to the performance

of some secular service (Gen.29:27;Lev.25:39;Ezk.29:l 8), though more frequently

it refers to the performance of certain cultic acts, for example, the presentation of an of-

fering (Josh. 22:27), the adherence to certain customs (Ex. l3:5, the Passover celebra-

tion), or the various activities at the tent of meeting (e.g., Nu' 3:8;4:23,27;7:5;8:22).az
lsa. 28.21 merirs special attention here. It uses 'abad "bdda parallel with 'di6

mavieh, then characterizes the two substantives with nof;riyd and zdr Yahweh intends

to perform "his strange work, his opus alienum."43 namely, of the sort he performed

earlier at Mt. Perazim (2 S. 5:l7ff.) and at Gibeon (Josh. l0:9ff. or I Ch. 14:16 = 2 S.

5:25, where the two locales are juxtaposed) when he destroyed his enemies. This time,

however, his actions will be directed against his own people. It is an incongruous piece

of work, an opus alienum, that is not commensurate with Yahweh's essence and is alien

to him.

5 . With Personal Objects. With personal objects 'apaQ means "serve" and expresses

the relationship between an 'elei and his or het 'd86n, "lord, master." This relationship

can take on various forms itself. It can be one of subjugation and dependence, of total

claim on a person, or of loyalty. Indeed, all these nuances resonate, with one or another

feature being more or less emphasized in any given case. The dependency can be legal-

social, as when a slave serves a master (Ex.2l:6), or political, as when a vassal serves

a lord (2 K. l8:7).++

The Hebrew -+ r'lfy 'if;ri, "slave," serves his master his entire life (Ex. 2l:6) or for a

specified length of time (Dt. 15:12,18; Jer.34:14). Jacob serves Laban (Gen. 29:15,30;

30:26,29 31:6,41), and his compensation (the daughters) is indicated with De.a5 A son

can "serve" his father (Mal. 3:17). Hushai wants to serve Absalom as he earlier served his

father David (2 S. 16:19), an example of maintaining one's allegiance.a6 Even an animal

can serve (Job 39:9, domesticated animals; wild animals are different).

42. Cf. Milgrom, Levitical Terminology,60; Floss, 19'

43. O. Kaiset Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),255.
44. Cf. Floss,24ff.; Riesener, ll2ff.; Lindhagen,62-71'
45. See II.2 above.
46. Floss, 26.
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A true vassal relationship is reflected in Gen. l4:4 (five kings serve Chedorlaomer)
and2 K. l8:7 (Hezekiah will not serve the king of Assyria). In both cases the contrast-
ing term is -+ 'I'1D maraL, "revolt, rebel." Such service also inclucled paying tribute
(minha, 2 s. 8:2,6 par. I ch. 18:2,6).In other insrances, 'a[aQ refers in a cornpletely
general f'ashion to the dependent relationship between one or several nations and a king
or another nation (Jgs.3:8, Israel serves the king of Aram;3:14, the king of Moab;
9:28, the Shechemites are to serve Abimelech; cf. v. 38). The oracle in Gen. 25:23 pre-
supposes the dependency of Edom on Israel ("the elder shall serve the younger"), and
the patriarchal blessing to Jacob promises him that nations will serve him (be subject to
hirn) and nations will bow down to him (hiitahawd, Gen.27:29). I S. 4:9 and l7:9 also
involve the political dependency of one nation on another, whereas Gen. l5:13f. and
Ex. l4:5,12 are probably evoking the memory of slavery in Egypt.

This usage recurs in two royal psalms. In 2 S. 22:44 = ps. lg:44(43), David be-
comes the head (ro'i) of nations, who then serve him. ps. j2:ll asks, "may all kings
fall down before himlhiitahawdl, all nations give him service." see also the idealizing
statement in I K. 5:l(4:21), according to which all the kingdoms from the Euphrates to
the border with Egypt brought gifls (tribute) to Solomon and served him. This brings to
expression the Israelite king's claims to world dominion.

Jeremiah often predicts the dependency of Judah or of other nations on the king of
Babylon (ler. 25:ll 27:6,7,8,9,11,12,13,14,t7;28:14; cf . 40:9 par. 2 K. 25:24). Both
Dt' 28:48 and Jer.5:19 portray the "serving" offoreign nations as the result oflsrael
having neglected to serve Yahweh, and in Jer. l7:4 yahweh in his wrath makes Judah
"serve" (hiphil) their enemies. According to the law of war in Dt. 20: I l, the inhabitants
of a besieged city that capitulates are to be made into force<I laborers to "serve" (be
subject to) the victor. According to I s. ll:1, when Nahash the Ammonite besieges
Jabesh-gilead, its citizens otl'er to serve him, andin2 S. l0:19 par. I Ch. 19:19, the
kings dependent on Hadadezer off'er peace to David and agree to serve him.

The use of 'alad acquires a unique coloring in the account of the clivision of the
kingdom (l K. l2:l-19). The representatives of the norrhern tribes demand to be
freed fiom the yoke ('61) and work (!!djd) Solomon has imposed on rhem. Then
they are prepared to "serve" Rehoboam (v. 4). when Rehoboam consults with the el-
ders, however, he receives the answer: "If you will be a servant ('ebeil to this people
today and serve ('ala/) them . . . then they will be your servants fbrever.', As is well
known, he does not tbllow this advice. Here'd!a/ refers to a relationship of mutual
loyalty that the Chronicler llnds offensive; he thus changes the king,s serving into
"being good."17

6. serving Yahweh and the Gods. of course, passages in which 'alaQ takes yahweh
or "other gods" or "fbreign gods" as its object are of particular theological interest.

a. The first category includes passages implying cultic service. At his calling, Mo-
ses is charged with leading the people out of Egypt that they might ..serve God on this

47. Concerning this whole section, cf'. Floss 24-32; Riesener, 142-49.
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mountain" (Ex. 3:12), a statement recalled many times during subsequent events (4:231

7:16,2618:11;8:16[20]; 9:1,13; 10:3,7,8,11,24,26 12:31). The cultic reference is se-

cured by the parallel words used in similar contexts, including hgg, "celebrate a festi-

val" (5:1; cf. l0:9), and.d\ah, "to sacrifice" (3:18;5:3,8;8:4,21,22'23.24,25[8,25,26,

2j,28,2g1).48 The same applies to Ezk. 2O:4O.ln contrast to its earlier sacrificial service

to idols (v. 38), the future Israel will "serve" Yahweh on his holy mount, and Yahweh

will accept (rdsd, ddrai) the sacrifices (t!rfrm6!, maiid'61).

Dt. 28:47 is probably also referring to cultic service, since it is to take place

beiimhA, and iimhd basically belongs in a cultic context. Isa. l9:21 says explicitly that

the Egyptians will serve Yahweh with sacrifices (zelah, minhA). Zeph- 3:9 associates

foreign nations' service to Yahweh with the invocation of his name, and v. l0 mentions

the presentation of offerings. Mal. 3:14 is equivocal' The statement "it is vain (idw')to

serve God" occurs in a context that speaks of keeping God's regulations (miimerefl'

I. Riesenerconcludes from the mention of the righteous and the wicked in v' l8 (the

fbrmer "serves" God, the latter does not "serve" him) that this involves some cultic-

religious matter. though no reference to actual cultic service can be strictly demon-

strated.ae

Ps. 100:2 calls to worship: "Serve Yahweh with gladness; come into his presence

with singing." Ps. 22:31(30) is similarly cultic: "Posterity will serve him; (future) gen-

erarions will be told about the Lord." In Ps. 102 the juxtaposition with praise and narra-

tive (vv. 19,22t18,211) suggests that the reference to serving inv.23(22) is to be asso-

ciated with cultic service. Although "serve Yahweh with fear" in 2:11 might be

referring to the subjugation of rebellious kings, much suggests that it refers instead to

cultic worship of Yahweh.5o In 2 Ch. 35:3 service consists in celebrating the Passover

festival.
Worshiping other gods is the antithesis to serving Yahweh. Only in isolated in-

stances cloes this particular usage appear outside the Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic

writings ancl the book inf'luenced by it, Jeremiah' Ps.97:7, however, insists that "all

worshipers of images ('obedA pesel) are put to shame, those who make their boast in

worrhless idols (hammilhalelim ba'eliltn)"; and Ps. 106:35f. describes the apostasy of

the Israelites as follows: "but they mingled with the nations and learned to do as they

did. They served their idols ('a;ail."
The expression "serve other gods" appears first in the Decalog: "You shall not bow

down (hiitahaw7) to other gods or serve them" (MT to'old€m looks like hophal but is

probably ro be raken as qal) (Ex.20:5 = Dt.5:9; similarly also Ex. 23:24). Warnings

against serving ('bd) other gods occur frequently in Deuteronomy, often in connection

iitn hiitopowd as a designation for cultic veneration (Dt. 4:l9t 8:19; 11:16:.17:3;

29:25L261;30:17) or with htilaf,'ahorA (28:14). a frequent reference to the cultic festi-

val procession.sl Within the Deuteronomistic history, this combination with hiitahawA

48. Concerning the problem of determining sources, see Lindhagen, 93'

49. Riesener. 254.
s0. rbid.. 2-13.

51. Ibid., 207; cf . F. J. Helfmeyer, Die Nachfiilge Gottes im AT. BBB 29 (1968), 190f., 2loff
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occurs in Josh. 23:16 1K. 9:9; 22:54(53);2 K. 10:lg; 2t:3,21,52 while Jgs. 2:19 adds
halaf, 'ahara. The same usage recurs in Jeremiah, i.e., 'dpa/ alone (16: l3; 44:3) or to-
gether with hiitahawd andlor halaf, 'ahara (ll:10; 13;10; 16:ll; 22:9;25:6;35:15).
The association with "breaking" or "forsaking the covenant,'(11:10; 22:9) is worth
noting insofar as it implies a theological interpretation of such worship of other gods.

Other expressions with foreign gods as objects of 'd[aQ include "their [the nations,]
gods ('ebhAhem)" ('d!a/ alone in Dt. 7:16; 12:2,30: Jgs. 3:6; 2 K. 17:33: with
hiitahawd or other synonyms in Ex. 23:24; Josh. 23:7), ,.foreign gods (,eldh| ndf,dr),,
(Iosh.24:20; Jer.5:19, in borh instances with..forsake I'dzabl%nwen),', ba.al/be.altm
(sg. Jgs. 2:13;1K. l6:31; 22:54[53];2 K. l0:t8f .,21-23; ti:16,i.e.,primarily in con_
nection with the struggle against the Ba'al religion during the period of the waning
omride dynasty; pl. Jgs. 2:l I : 3:7 : l 0:6, l0; I S. I 2: I 0 as a froieciion back into the ear-
lier period),s3 "host of heaven" (seld' haiidmayim) and other celestial designations
(DL 4:19; 2 K. 2l:3 par. 2 Ch.33:3; Jer. g:2), also gilrurtm (2 K. 17:r2; 2r:2r; Ezk.
20:39), "objects made by human hands, of wood and stone" (Dt. 4:2g), pesel (ps.
97:7), and'asabbtm (see above). Only in isolated instances is'dbad associated here
with other cultically anchored verbs. though the expressions other;is; usually occur in
cultic contexts. In all likelihood 'dpa/ has an extended meaning here in the sense of
"venerate," "follow."5a

b. Almost exclusively in Deuteronomy and in the Deuteronomistic history, .a!a/ 
is

used with Yahweh as its object in a sense that, as the synonyms show, f-ar transcends
any specifically cultic context. Thus we read in Dt. 6: l3: .,yahweh your God you shall
fear; him you shall serve, and by his name alone you shall ,*"*,, (similarly also
10:20). Hence here the correct posture toward Yahweh is circumscribed with the verbs
ydr€', 'dpa{, and ib'niphal, and the issue is thus faithfully to worship yahweh alone.ss
Dt. 13:5(4) expands the number of descriptive verbs even furthei to include hdlaf,
'ahara (see above), iamar misw61, "keep commandments,', im'beq6l,..heed the voice,;
ddpaq, "follow," yare', and 'd!aQ. This is rhus a religious and eihical disposition en_
compassing a person's entire life, one coming to expression especially in the obedient
keeping of the commandments. This also emerges from l0: l)f.: .,so now, o Israel,
what does Yahweh your God require of you? only to fear yahweh your God, to walk in
all his ways, to love him, to serve yahweh your God with all your heart and with all
your soul, and to keep the commandments of Yahweh and his decrees." This series thus
also adds 'dha!, "to love," and it is worth noting that the qualification ..with all your
heart and with all your soul" otherwise occurs primarily with this verb (6:5, 

"t".;. 
e

passage such as 29:24t.(25f .) shows that "serving other gods', simultaneously means
"forsaking Yahweh's bert! (cf. the preceding discussion of Jer. l1:10). In a reverse
fashion, serving Yahweh means keeping his covenant.

The term 'dQaQ constitutes a central motif in the narrative of the assembly at

52. Riesener, 219.
53. See Floss, 163
54. rbid., 164.
55. Riesener, 205.
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Shechem in Josh. 24.The core statement is v. 15: "Choose this day whom you will

serve, whether the gods your ancestors served in the region beyond the River or the

gods of the Amorites in whose land you are living; but as for me and my household, we

iuill ,"ru" Yahweh." The people must choose, and they choose to serve Yahweh (vv'

18,21,24). Precisely this decision then becomes the foundation of the covenant itself

(v.25a).This service is specified more closely as putting away (hdstr) the foreign gods,

inclining (hittd) one's heart to Yahweh (v.23), and "hearkening to his voice" (v.24).

By contrast, ;'serving other gods" means "forsaking" ('azaU Yahweh (Jgs. 10:10'13;

cf . 3:'7: "forgetting tiakabl Yahweh").

The book of Judges mentions in several passages that because the Israelites serve

other gods, Yahweh withholds his political help from them (Jgs. 2:19-21;3:7f.; 10:13:

"You have abandoned me and worshiped other gods; therefore I will deliver you no

more"). When the Israelites then do away with those foreign gods and serve Yahweh,

he is compassionate toward them (Jgs' 10:16; cf. 1 S' 7:3f')'s0

The term 'd[aQ againrepresents the keyword in the great discourse Samuel delivers

concerning the introduction ofkingship (1 S. 12). First' Samuel cites the people's con-

fession ofsin from Jgs. 10:10: "We have sinned, because we have forsaken Yahweh,

and have served the Baals and the Astartes; but now rescue us out of the hand of our

enemies, and we will serve you" (v. l0). In what follows, the familiar motifs from Deu-

teronomy recur. They should fear Yahweh, serve him, and heed his voice (v. l4); not

turn aside from Yahweh (sfir mZ'aharA) but serve him with all their heart (v' 20), feat

him, and serve him faithfully (be'eme1) and with all their heart (v' 24)'

l-2 Kings actually speak only about serving other gods (see above). Only once is

the distinction made between 'abda 0 YHWH and'6beda habba'al (2 K. 10:23).

Jeremiah, too, is concerned almost exclusively with serving other gods; the expres-

sion'dbad 7HWH occurs only once. In the coming time of salvation, Israel will "serve

Yahweh their God and David their king" (Jer. 30:9). Mal. 3:14 equates "serving God"

and "keeping his commandments."
In Job Zt:tS ttre wicked say: "What is Shaddai, that we should serve him?" Here

"serving" is apparently the approximate equivalent of "venerating, honoring." In the

passage already discussed, Job 36:11f., "heeding" and "serving" are used together and

are almost synonymous; 'Abad, however, has no object here'

III. The Substantive 'ebed. The subst. 'e!e/ refers to a person who is subordinated

to someone else. This subordination can manifest itself in various ways, however, and

'e!e4 accordingly can have different meanings: slave, servant, subject, official' vassal,

or "servant" or follower of a particular god.

7. Slave. The term 'ebed with the meaning "slave" (with the corresponding fem.

forms'amA/iipbk: cf .Ex.2l:7) is clearly distinguished ftom idktr "paid laborer, wage

earner" (so Lev. 25:38f.). According toEx.2l:21, slaves are "the money" (kesep), i.e.,

the property, of their master. According to Lev. 25:46, they ate 'alluzzd, "possession,"

56. rbid.,2l4.
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and can be bought (Ex.2l:2;Lev.25:44;Eccl.2:j [note -+ it)7o segultd in v. g]) or
given as a gift (Gen. 2o:14). Slaves are mentioned in..property formulae,'as the prop-
erty of another in addition to livestock, gold, and silver (Gen. 12:16; 20:14: i+,1-s;
30:43;32:6[5]; I S. 8:16; 2K.5:26;Eccl.2:j). The laws concerning slaves are fbund
inEx.21:2-ll(3-12), Dt. 15:12-18, and Lev. 25:39-55. The Book oithe covenant ad-
dresses the issue of "Hebrew"sT slaves. They are to serve six years, and in the seventh
year are to be released. If they choose to stay, however, they must ..serve,, (be a slave)
le'6lam, i.e., for life. The female slave becomes a kind of concubine of her master, and
is not to be released in the seventh year, though under certain circumstances she can be
redeemed for a price @aa61.st

Dt. 15 also provides for the release of a "Hebrew" slave (who is also called
"brother" here) in the seventh year. Furthermore, the master is to "provide liberally',
from his own "flock, threshing floor, and winepress" to help alleviate the problems of
provisioning that the former slave may experience, a stipulation justified with a refer-
ence to Israel's own time of slavery in Egypt (v. l5). The slave owner is also motivated
to release by the recollection that the slave "gave services worth the wages of hired la-
borers" for six years. Female slaves were probably also to be released in the seventh
year. Jer. 34: l4 shows that this release stipulation was not always followed (here, as in
Deuteronomy, the reference is again to 'dh, i.e., to a ..fellow citizen,').

The Holiness code no longer uses the designation ..Hebrew,,' 
speaking instead only

of the "brother." Actual property now includes only foreign slaves (Lev. 25:44-46j,
whereas the indigenous slave (here the issue is debt slavery, v. 39) is to be treated as a
wage earner (idlta vv.39-41). The justification for this is that the Israelites themselves
are actually Yahweh's ,ldy'im whom he liberated from Egypt. The ultimate point of
this is that, strictly speaking, no Israelite can really ever become the slave of another
lsraelite.5e

Neh. 5:5 mentions a case of debt slavery. Amos criticizes the purchase or sale of the
poor (2:6;8:6), albeit without using the word 'epe/;here, too, the reference is probably
to debt slavery.

As far as the view of slavery itself is concerned, on the one hand some texts presup-
pose that the harsh existence and subjugation of slaves is quite ..normal- (Job 7:i;
19:16; Eccl. 10:7; cf . also Prov. 29:19,211.00 On the other hand some statements as_
sume that a slave's existence can be improved (prov. 17:Z,..he will share the inheri-
tance as one of the family"; cf. 30:10). Job 3l:13-15 demonstrates that the slave, too,
was created by Yahweh, and that yahweh thus intervenes to preserve his or her
right5.ot It is also noteworthy that Abraham's slave in Gen. 24 actsas Abraham's fully
authorized representative, and that slaves participate in circumcision (Gen.

57. --> 11a9 'i!ri.
58. S. M. Paul (Studies in the Book of the Covenant in the Light of Cuneform and Biblicsl

Law. SVT 18 [1970]) compares similar regulations in Nuzi.
59. Riesener, 127.
60. rbid.. 132.
6l.Ibid., 133.
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17:12f.,23tf.). in the sabbath celebration (Ex.20:9f.; 23:12; Dt.5:14f'), in Passover

(Ex. l2:48f.), and in orher festivals (Lev. 25:6; Dt. 1212,18;16:11,14). In Joel

3:2(2:29)the insistence that even male and female slaves receive a portion in Yahweh's

Spirit shows the change in social values. It is further interesting that the slave owner in

Israel is called'd86n, "lord, master," rather than ba'al, "owner" (as in Babylon, bdlu)'62

2. Excursus: Slavery in Israel's Environs. a. Slaves in ancient Mesopotamia (Sum'

ir Akk. wardum/ardu, Neo-Bab. usually qallu) were first of all prisoners of war who

were used for heavy labor in public works projects. A second source of slaves was in-

debted free persons; if unable to pay debts in any other way, such persons sold either

themselves or their children into bondage. The Code of Hammurabi stipulates that a

debt slave was to serve for three years, and in the fourth was to be released' A debt

slave (niputula), however, was not a slave in the normal sense and enjoyed far better

status.

The slave was basically an object in the hands of the master. The Sumerians counted

slaves by sag, "head," i.e., by "piece." Damage to a slave was viewed as a loss for the

owner. Slur", themselves, however, could acquire possessions to a limited extent' A

distinction was made between private domestic slaves and those in public service (e'g''

ofthe palace or temple). Court and palace s\aves (arad ekalli) seem to have enjoyed a

somewhat better status, as did temple slaves (oblates, Akk. ierku), who were given as

gifts to the deity and were not slaves in the real sense. Because Mesopotamia had no

ieal industry oi-o." broadly based economic structure, the number of private slaves

was relatively small, and only later did their numbers increase'

In general, slaves seem to have been treated fairly well, though the ongoing depen-

dencyls often emphasized: "Friendship lasts but a day, service a lifetime'"03 Although

slaves were identified by a special marking, we still frequently read about attempts at

flight. Slaves could attain freedom through adoption or redemption (iptiru, "redemp-

tio"n money"); in the first case, the freed slave was obligated to pay support to the for-

mer master for life. Such releases took place through symbolic gestures "on the shore

of the river, at the place of judgment." At certain festivals class boundaries were sus-

pended, and masters and slaves celebrated together; indeed, at the New Year's Festi-

vals they even exchanged roles.

b. The Egyptian terminology relating to slaves is fluid, and there were apparently

different foims of dependency, including serfdom, compulsory labor, and genuine

slavery. originally, alf land belonged to the king, and all were obligated to work for

him. 6uringlhe plriod of the Old Kingdom, private ownership gradually emerged with

regard to fields and persons. Designations fbr slaves include b1k, "worker," hm, "ser'

,unt, ,luu"" (also in reference to subjects of the king and "servants" of a god),64 mrt/

mrr-.t as collective terms for "slaves," /f, lit. "body," and its derivative b-d')t. Slave

62.Ct.A.Jepsen,UntersuchungenzumBundesbuch'BWANTllll5(1927)'25'
63. BWL,259,9.
64. WbAS, III, 87f.
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owners include temples, kings, and beginning with the old Kingdom also officials,
priests, officers, and others. The number of private slaves was relatively small.

Slaves were part of their master's possessions and were often mentioned along with
fields and livestock, being countedby tp, "head." In the New Kingdom, prisonirs of
war were often distributed to officers and were called ,,the people my ann won."
Slaves from Syria-Palestine are mentioned, as are those from Punq indigenous slaves
are relatively rare.

Despite all this, slaves did enjoy certain human rights. They could acquire property
and appear as witnesses, and in general were treated well.

Both the purchase and sale of slaves were officially registered and authorized. Only
once do we read about a release occurring through a simple arbitrary act of the owner,
and this was associated with an adoption.6s The loaning of female slaves for a certain
number of days is attested in the Eighteenth Dynasty. Slaves could be passed on as in-
heritance, and the children of slaves became slaves themselves. If a slave fled, the
owner could demand him or her back regardless of where the slave ended up.

3. The Israelites in Egypt. References to the Israelites as 'epeQ or ftd/tm in Egypt
(Dt. 5:15;6:21; 15:15;24:18,22; in Exodus, only the verb ,dlag is used: l:13; 5:lg;
6:5;74:5,12l. cf. Gen. 15:13f.) lend a unique coloring to the understanding of ,eleQ.

The work of the Israelites in Egypt is described as spdy'a qdia (Ex. l:14;6:9; onty asnbdddin 1:14;2:23;5:11;6:6), also as -+OD mas,..compulsory labor', (Ex. l:l1j.In
the "king's law" in I S.8:ll-18, Samuel says that the Israelites will be the king's%bddim, and although this could mean compulsory labor, it more likely refers to the
subjects' complete dependency.66

4. Vassals. Like the verb'dpa{, the subst.'elej also occasionally refers to the vassal
relationship. Thus Ahaz says to Tiglath-pileser: "I am yow'e!eQ and your son"; he
sends tribute and accordingly expects the Assyrian king to support him (2 K. l6:7f.).
Hoshea becomes Shalmaneser's vassal and pays tribute (17:3). Jehoiakim is the vassal
of Nebuchadnezzar for three years before rebelling against him (24: I ). 2 Ch. l2:g re-
counts that Rehoboam and the princes of Israel became pharaoh Shishak's s[dQtm.
The returned exiles call themselves nlaQtm of the persian king (Ezra 9:9), though
when 2 Ch.36:20 calls those deported to Babylon the vldgtm of Nebuchadnezzar, this
refers to dependency of a completely different sort.

Ringgren

5. 'eleQ of the King. The 'epej of the king is attested borh in the or and in inscrip-
tions on service seals found in Israel. The terminol ogy is 'bd hmlk or .Dd + the king's
name.67

65. JEA 26,23ff.
66. Riesener, 139. See the discussion of the verb above.
67. Lindhagen,36-39.
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The relation attaching to the word 'eleQ is dynamic.6s In this title construction, the

nomen regens indicates the master to whom the'ebed is subject. This is not the same as

the relatiJnship involving the iarim, the ministers ( I K. 4: 1ff.). In this meaning, 'far is

a status term.
Neither the OT itself nor any epigraphic witnesses from Israel suggest identifying

these two groups of functionaries in the sense that the tfirim, too, are actually servants

of the kin;.6e When in an address to the king a minister is described as his 'ebed (2 S.

l4:19f.; li:34; 18:29I this merely reflects a convention customary in both the OT and

the ancient Orient at large,7o and does not mean that the speaker is a slave of the ad-

dressee. The designation of ministers as lpAitm in 2 K. l9:5 par. Isa' 37:5 and Nu'

22: I 8 derives from their functions as emissaries; the emissary is always the 'ebed of his

commissioning client.
Several characteristic series mentio n the lf;dQtm of the king along with the king (or

Pharaoh), and some also in connection with the people (Gen' 4l:37l' Ex. 5:21;

7:28[8:3]; 8:2Ol24l;10:6;Dt. 29:ll2l:Jer.22:2;25:19). Series of this sortcircumscribe

a given king's sphere of rule, while enumerations in which iarim appeat are based on a

di-fferent perspective. The idrim, along with the kings, priests, and prophets, are Is-

rael's funitionaries (Neh. 9:32,34;Jer. 1:18; 2:26;8:l;32:32;4417,21;Dnl' 9:6'8)' a

concept already providing the foundation for the Deuteronomic draft constitution (Dt.

I 6: I 8- l8:22).
The middle position is occupied by those officials whose title does indeed contain

the element iarbttwho nonetheless do not belong to the group of ministers. These are

usually military commanders who can also be designated asthe'a[dQtm of the king

(1 K. 16:9; 2K.9:5,11;25:8).
As members of the court (cf. Gen. 40:20), the lbddtm of the king are also members

of his house (25.9:2; l5:l4ff.). The term bayilrefets to the followers or adherents of a

ruler and can also include those in the military sphere (2 S. 3:1,6); this suggests that

bayilinconnection with kingship should not be understood too strictly from the overly

nu.o,, perspective of "dynasty." A comparable phenomenon is the Aramaean organi-

zation of northern SYria.Tt

The functions of royal abddtm are determined by their close connection with the

king, a connection Max Weber suggests characterizes the patrimonial organization of

offi"iulr.r, Thus do they appear as messengers and emissaries of the king in 2 S. 10:2;

I K.5:15(1). The Ilddim in I S. l6:l4ff. are so concerned about the king's welfare

that they suggest engaging a lyre player to help Saul overcome his psychological de-

pression. tn t S. 28:i3iuch concern about the fate of their lord comes to expression in

iheir insistence that Saul eat even though he has just learned he will die on the follow-

ing day. In I K. l:2ff. this group is concerned with invigorating the king. Finally, such

68. Riesener, 268ff.
69. See RUtersworden, 4ff.
70. See L2.d above and III.6, 7 below.

71. Riitersworden, 15ff.
72. Economy and Society,2 vols. (Eng. trans., Berkeley,1978)' II, l006ff'

i
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attachment to the king comes to expression not least when it is the vliigim who bury
their king (2 K. 9:28; 23:30). As members of the king's ..house,,, the alajtm are also
involved in their master's family matters. They participate in courting a bride (l S.
25:39ff.; cf. 18:20-26), are concerned when the king grieves (2 s. l3:31,36), and con-
gratulate him when a joyous occasion calls for it (l K. l:47).

The king supports his'aQdilim by enfeoffing them with rand (l S. g:14; cf .22:l) or
by granting them tax revenues (1 S. 8:15), in the process enabling them to attain a cer-
tain level of wealth. The draft constitution in the book of Ezekiel also allows that the
ruler's'abditm could receive fiefs (Ezk. 46 17). Given the close relationship between
the 'ef;e/ and the king, it must have appeared particularly condemnable when an 'epe/
rebelled or conspired against the master, or actually killed him ( I K. I l:26 par. 2 Ch.
13:6:2 K. 12:2lf .120f .);2 K. l4:5 par. 2 Ch. 25:3;2 K. 2t:23 par.2 Ch. 33:24).

Word statistics show that the king's'e\ey' noticeably recedes in the parallel accounts
of Chronicles compared with the Deuteronomistic history.T3 One possible explanation
may be the Chronicler's adoption of the thesis that Solomon did not make any of the Is-
raelites into %!2a/tm (2 Ch. 8:9), a rhesis providing the basis fbr his own portrayal. This
is probably also the perspective from which to understand the occasional ref'erences in
Chronicles to foreign lbddtm of the king (24:25f .). Furthermore, the Chronicler's his-
tory also insinuates that the number of Solomon's apd{tm was comparatively quite
small (Ezr. 2:43-58), and one notices that they appear in connection with the temple
personnel' In the book ofJeremiah factions develop at the royal court along the lines of
the two titles iar and 'e!e/. whereas the iarim take Jeremiah's side in Jer. 36, the
%ldQim f<lllow the king's reaction.

Riiter,swiirden

6. Self-Designation as an Expressirn of Obsequiousness.In some instances the term
'e[ed becomes a formulaic expression of obsequiousness: subjects over against the
king, vassals over against the feudal lord, and persons in dependent relationships call
themselves 'apde[d, "your servant." This is the case with Jacob over against his brother
Esau after returning from Haran (Gen.32:5,19,21t4,18,201; 33:5; cf. .q[di,33:14),
withEsaubeingcalled'ttd,dni(32:5,l9ta,l8l;33:8,13f.).Althoughthisis,ofcourse,an
expression of courtesy, at the same time Jacob is acknowledging his dependency and
seeking his brother's favor. In 2 S. 9: I I Nathan calls himself 'apctef,ir and addresses Da-
vid as 'aQant hammelek. This probably represents first of all an example of "courtly
style," and, as is often the case elsewhere as well, the self-designation'a[def,a is used
in connection with a requesr (cf. I S. 12:19;20:8;22:15;25:g;26:191.;25. 13:24:2K.
16:7; 18:26). on the one hand, the formula expresses humility and subjugation,Ta while
on the other it reflects the hope that the 'e[e/ can expect a certain degree of goodwill
fiom his 'a164.ts Similarly, one king can refer to himself as the 'e[ej of another king

73. Rtterswtirden. l2f.
74. Lande. 68fT.
75. Lindhagen, 56-60.
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(l K.2O:9,32). The Arad and Lachish letters as well as a letter fiom Yavneh-yam con-
tain numerous examples of this usage.76

7 . Self-Designation in the Psttlms. The self'-designation 'ele/ is also used in religious
contexts, especially in the Psalms. Of the 57 occurrences in the Psalms, l4 are in Ps. I l9
(vv.17,23,38,49,65,76,84,91,122,124,125,135,140,176). Orherwise it usually occurs in la-
ments of the individual (27:9; 3l:17[l6]; 35:27: 69:18U7]; 86:2,4,16; 89:51[50];
102:15,29U4,281; 109:28; 143:2,12), especially in petitions (so also in l9: l4[13] and sev-
eral times in Ps. 119), thougir also occasionally in a thanksgiving hymn (l l6:16; cf. also
35:27). The petitioner is usually entreating God to show his concern and to oft'er help, and
by using this self-designation is hoping to portray hirnself as someone dependent on
Yahweh's goodness,TT and perhaps to adduce precisely his identity as'ele/ as a reason for
God's intervention (cf. the fti in 143:12, "for I am your servanr," and probably also
ll6:16).zaSynonymsshowthatinPs. 119'ele/isaboveallsomeonewhokeepsthelaw.Te

The aradka style of Akkadian penitential psalms is comparable, in which the peni-
tent is introduced as "your servant" (with verbs of the 3rd person). Although
B. Landsberger views this as a "disguised lst person," the alternation between aradka
and normal lst person forms in several instances suggests to some that the aradka
pieces actually represent the intercessory petition of the priest.8O In most cases, how-
ever, the explicit designation is anaku aradka, "I, your servant," indicating that aradka
is indeed a lst person designation.sl

This religious usage occurs only rarely outside the Psalms. The expressi on 'aldella
is used 3 times in connection with masa'h€n, "find favor."82 Abraham uses it in Gen.
I8:3, Lot in his plea to be permitted to flee ro rhe hills (Gen. 19: l9; cf. v. 2), and Moses
in his reproachful question to God, "Why have you treated your servant so baclly'l why
have I not found favor in your sight?" (Nu. I 1 : I I ). In other words this self'-designation
is always associated with the motif of having one's plea accepted, as Dt. 3:24 also
shows. According to Gen. 32: I 1(10), God showed both he,se/ and 'eme! to Jacob, his
servant. At his calling, Moses refers to himself as 'aldcf;a (Ex. 4:10), and in I S. 3:9
Samuel says, "Speak, Yahweh, for your servant is listening." In both cases the designa-
tion alludes to the future prophetic office.83 David ref'ers to himself as "your servant"
several times in prayers (l S.23:10f.;25:39;25.7:19,21,25,27 par. I Ch. 17:lj,l9,
23,27;2 S. 24:10 par. 1 Ch. 2l:8). Finally, Solomon uses rhis self-designation at his en-

76. Arad ostracon 40:4; Lachish Letters 2:3,5; 3:1,5,7:4:l; 5:3,6,10; 6:3,13;8:6: l2:4;
Yavneh-yam ostracon 2,3,4,8,9,13; see D. Pardee, Handbook oJ'Ancient Hebrew Letter,s.
SBLSB,S l5 (1982). in loc.

7'7. Riesener,224f.
78. Lindhagen.262-75.
79. Ibid.,263 n.2.
80. Landsberger, MAOG 4 (1928-29),309. Cf. SAHG, 2'70ft.
81. SAllG, 272,320,336,342,344,348. Cf. N. Mayer, IJntersuchungen 1ur Formensprache

der babylonischen Gebetsbeschwdrungen (Rome, 1976), 49t.; Seux, 362.
82. + Jn lten (v,24f.).
83. Cf. III.9 below.
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counter with Yahweh in Gibeon and at the temple dedication (1 K. 3:7-8; cf. v.6, masa'

henin connection with David as'ebed; 8:28-30,32). The first case involves thanks-

giving and petition, the second only petition.

8. Servant of Yahweh. Just as 'a\ai means to venerate or worship a god, so also can

a person be called the 'epeQ of Yahweh (though never of a foreign god;8a a worshiper of
Ba'al is called'6!ej ba'a\,2 K. 10:23). Only in isolated instances does'e|ei mean

simply "worshiper" (cf. Gen.50:17, where Joseph's brothers call themselves "the
%ldQtm of the God of your father").

Individuals called'ebed YHWH (or '.abdi,'a[defta) include Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, Caleb (Nu. 14:24), Joshua (Josh.24:29; Jgs. 2:8), David, Eliakim (Isa.22:20),

Job (1:8; 2:3),Hezekiah, and Zerubbabel (Hag. 2:23).ln the case of Abraham, Yahweh

promises Isaac blessing and numerous descendants "for my servant Abraham's sake"

(Gen.26:24, addendum to J), a statement that can refer either to Abraham as the recipi-

ent of the promise or to his special merits (cf. the similar formula with reference to Da-

vid in 2 K.19:34;20:6). To this one might add Ps. 105:6,42. In the prayer of his slave,

Isaac is called "your [Yahweh's] servant" (Gen.24:14). In Ezk. 28:25 and 37:25,

Yahweh calls Jacob, as the bearer of the promise, "my servant'" The three patriarchs

are collectively called Yahweh's 'ubadtm (F'x.32:13 Dt.9127), both times in a prayer

and both times in the expression zef;or /e as the reason for granting the plea.

Moses is usually called'e!e/ YHWH in formulaic references to him as lawgiver and

mediator of God's commands (Josh. 1:7,13; 8:31,33; ll:12,15;22:2,4,5;2 K. 18:12;

2l:8; I Ch.6:341491['elohtm); Neh. l:7f.;9:14; l0:30[29)I'elohtm];MaL3:2214:4)),as
a liberator (Ps. 105:6 par. Aaron), as leader in the wilderness (Josh. l4l.7), and as distribu-

torof the land of Transjordan (Josh. l:15;9:24; 12:6;13:8;18:7), and finally atthe men-

tion of his death (Dt. 34:5; Josh. l:2).lnthe book of Joshua, Moses appears especially as

the authority influencing Joshua's further activities. Ex. 14:31 (J?) is also rather formu-

laic; the Israelites believed in Yahweh and his servant Moses, who here appears as God's

representative in some sense. Nu. l2:7f. (RJ) justifies this designation by pointing out

that whereas Yahweh speaks to the prophets in visions, he speaks directly to his servant

Moses, 'rface to face." He is, so to speak, the prophet who surpasses all other prophets'

the mediator of revelation par excellence. He also appeals as such in I K. 8:53,56: he an-

nounced Israel's election, and the words Yahweh spoke through him were indeed ful-

filled. The 'ebed YHWH is thus an honorific title of the mediator of revelation rather than

an official title, and is referring to the special status of his relationship with God.

Whenever David is called 'ele j YHWH, the context almost always involves election

and the perpetual continuation of the dynasty. Yahweh will allow Rehoboam to keep

one tribe because of David's earlier election (l K. 1l:13,32), the city of Jerusalem will
be saved for David's sake (2 K. l9:34 par. Isa. 37:35;2 K. 20:6), Yahweh's covenant

with David will never pass away, and his dynasty will continue forever (Jer.33:2lf .,26

in a secondary piece not in the LXX). God made a covenant with his chosen one (cf.

84. Floss, 45f.
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Ps. 78:70) and promised David that his descendants would reign in Israel forever
(89:4[3]; cf . v.21[20], God anointed him). This is ultimately also the issue in the intro-
duction to the Nathan prophecy in 2 S. 7:5,8 ("Go and tell my 'e!e{,; cf. par. 2 Ch.
11:4,7), whereas 2 s.3:18 (like 2 K. l9:34) is concerned with deliverance from ene-
mies (cf. Ps. 144:10). The concluding words of Solomon's temple dedication prayer in
2 Ch. 6:42 (in part par. Ps. 132:10) are interesting: "Remember your steadfast love for
your servant David." At this point in I K. 8, a reference appears to Israel's election
through "Moses, your servant" (v. 53).85 only twice does the Deuteronomistic empha-
sis on obedience appear: when David is called the'eley' who keeps the commandments
(l K. 1l:34; l4:8). To these one can add the psalm superscriptions in ps. lg and 36
(MT v. I in each case), though these are not particularly revealing.

It is striking that neither the Deuteronomistic history nor the Chronicler's history re-
fers to Solomon as'epeQ. Among the other kings, only Hezekiah receives the title (and
then only once,2 Ch.32:16) as the one who trusted in God and did not capitulate.
Hence 'ebed YHWH does not represent a characteristic royal epithet,86 nor is the focus
on (David's) special obedience but rather on David as the chosen one and as the one
specially blessed. rnzec.3:8 'ebe/ is the epithet for the anticipared semall ("branch,"
probably a messianic reference).

9. Prophets as Yahweh's servants. Although it is Moses who in one instance appears
as the 'ebed YHWH in a special sense in comparison with the prophets, the prophets
themselves are generally also designated in this way. Only in a few instances is the ref-
erence to an individual prophet (1 K. 14:18; l5:29, Ahijah of Shiloh; 2 K. 9:36; l0:10,
Elijah; 2K.14:25, Jonah son of Amittai;lsa.2o:3,Isaiah). only in one instance does a
prophet refer to himself as 'e[e{: Elijah in his prayer at carmel ( 1 K. l8:36; the fire for
which he petitions is to show that Yahweh is God and that Elijah is his servant and has
done all this at Yahweh's bidding). A true prophet and a trw'efieQ YHWH does every-
thing at the bidding of his God (see the verb'd[aQ in Jer.5:19).

otherwise it is Yahweh himself who calls the prophets "bdday hanneliim. As such,
they are Yahweh's spokespersons through whom he warns Israel and makes his will
known. He has repeatedly sent these prophets to his people (Jer. 7:25;25:4;26:5;
29:19; 35:15; 44:4), and it is through them rhat he speaks ro Israel ( I K. 14: 1g; l5:29: 2
K. 9:36; 10:10; 14:25; 17:23;21:10;24:2, all from the Deuteronomisric hisrory; and
Ezk.38:17). Theyspeakinthenameof Yahweh(Dnl.9:6; cf.Ezr.9:ll;Jer.35:15;
44:4), and through them Yahweh makes his commandments known (2 K. 17:13; Ezr.
9:ll; Dnl. 9:10). They have access to Yahweh's s6Q and thus can proclaim all that he
intends to do (Am. 3:7). when he proclaims his words and decisions through them, so
also does it take place (zec. 1:6). Finally, he also avenges their blood (2 K. g:j).at

Ringgren

Concerning the hasQA dawtQ, -> 1Ol1 heseQ, IV.5 (y 58f.).
Lindhagen, 280-84.
tbid.,277-80.

85.
86.
87.

\-.
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10. 'ebed in Deutero-Isaiah. The word'ebed (sg.) occurs l9 times in Deutero-Isaiah,

including l2 times with the lst person suffix, twice with the 3rd person suffix, twice

with the prep. le, once with l(, and twice without any further qualification; the plural

occurs twice (54: l7;44:26a).88 Several texts identify 'dBaQ thtough an apposition with

Israel (41:8;44:1,21 [bis]; 45:4:49:3), with Jacob (41:8;44:1,2,21;45:4:48:20), or

with Jeshurun (44:2). Yahweh directly addresses the servant Israel as (we)'attd in

4l:8,9;44:21;49:3; and as "my chosen" in45:4. Election is expressed with the verb

bhr in 4l:8,9;44:1,2.
a.The'elej lsrael. (l) Isa.4l:8-13 is construed much like the oracles of salvation to a

king in situations of dangers,8e sharing with them elements such as address (name, role,

and title of the recipient; vv. 8-9), the formula "do not fear" (vv. l0a,13b; accompanied in

Isaiah by the formula of support, "for I am with you," vv. 10,13a), the assurance of God's

intervention and the defeat of enemies (vv. l1-12), and God's self-introduction (v. l3a)

with reference to his activities on behalf of those he protects (vv. 8b,9,10b).eo In the exilic

situation, the oracle addresses not the king but the humiliated people (even though they

are now occupying the king's place; yiird'€l 'abdi, v.8;'abdt 'affA, v.9), either in the Bab-

ylonian exile or amid the difficulties in rebuilding the country. It does not seem possible

to specify the oracle's life setting any more precisely. The expressions lrzq (hiphil) min (v.

9i'msinv. l0b;cf. Dt.31:6,7,23)et andtmk(v. 10;cf. Ps' 16:5; 17:5;41:l3ll2l;63:9[8])
confirm this impression. A description of Isa. 4 1 :8- 1 3 as an assurance of salvation or of
victory is more commensurate with the textual type than the problematic attempt to iden-

tify it as a priestly oracle of salvation.e2

(2) Isa. 44:l-2 is part of an oracle of salvation or response (43:2244:5), even if v. I

"represents a transition added only later."e3 The text's vocabulary also resembles 4l :8-

I 3 in its use of "my servant" (44 l ,2), the verbs bhr and 'u; and the formula "fear not."

(3) Isa. 44:21-22 is an oracle ofconsolation and admonitionea dependent on the pre-

ceding and following verses. "You are my servant" - this is what Jacob and Israel are

to contemplate (v. 2la). This is the ground of the assurance given Israel; their God will
never forsake them (v. 2lb). The expression ysr is shared with 44:2.

(4) A nominal clause in 454 explains the purpose of the choice and sending of
Cyrus as God's instrument; "for the sake of (lema'an) my servant Jacob, and Israel my

chosen, I call you by your name."
(5) Upon setting out for home from exile, the people are to proclaim, "Yahweh has

redeemed his servant Jacobl" (48:20).es

88. Cf. BIIS; a different view is taken by Hermisson, ZTK 79 (1982) 7-9'

89. Cf., e.g., the oracle to Esarhaddon, ANET 449-50.

90. Cf. Vincent, 124-76.
91. Cf. A. S. van der Woude, "Pfi hzq to be firm," TLOT' l, 405.

92. R. P. Merendino, "Literarkritisches, Gattungskritisches und Exegetisches zu Jes 41,8-16,"

Bibl 53 (1972) 1-42. Cf. Conrad, 151.

93. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BK Xlll (1918), 369.
94. tbid., 443.
95. Cf. Merendino, Der Erste und der Letzte' 533.
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(6) The identity of the servant in 49:l-6(1) is disputed. All mss. (wirh the exceprion
of Kennicott 96, which is of doubtful value in any case) and all ancient versions attest
the word "Israel" in v. 3.

The difficulty attaching to Israel being sent to Israel (v. 5) is resolvecl by assuming
that a "remnant" is the object of such sending. The identification of the servant with Is-
rael is not really off the mark, particularly since it is already asserted in 4l:g;
44 1,2,21; 45:4; 48:20.e6 The vocabulary contirms that this does indeed refer to Israel,
and also explains further the function of the text. Being called "befbre I was born/in the
womb" (vv. 1,5; cf. Jer. l:5, ysr) refers to an individual, and unequivocally refers to Is-
rael in 44:2,24 (ysr.). The notion of "hiding away" (kb', a9:2) also appears in 42:22
(hophal), and is described in 5l:16 with the verb ks/e and accompanied by the expres-
sion "put my words in your mouth"; both expressions refer to the people. The word p7
in 49:3 also occurs in 44:23 (hithpael), where yahweh glorifies himself in (be) lsrael,
and in 55:5, where Yahweh glorifies Israel. In Deutero-lsaiah toh| (v. 4) refers to the
nations (40:17) and their rulers (40:23), gods (41:29) and their images (44:9). ln
4o:28,30,31;43:22,23,24,yg'(v.4) refers to Israel, andin4T:12,t-5 to the "chaldeans.',
Fatigue is the sign of separation from Yahweh.

In 49:l-4a the servant Israel admits that he has spent his strength for tohfi and hebel,
and has forgotten his election and Yahweh's protection. In this contex t 'a[di 'attd is the
honorific title to which Israel has become disloyal. V. 4b articulates Israel's resolve to
improve: "Yet surely my cause is with yahweh, and my action with my God." Else-
where in Deutero-Isaiah p7 refers to yahweh's own activity (41:4; 43:l 3; 45:9, I I ), so
that here, too, "his pe'uila" belongs in Yahweh's sphere (40: l0). That is, the gods are
incapable of "taking action" (41:24).

Verses 5-6 constitute a foreign body within 49l-6. Contrary to its usual function
(43:l:44:l; 47:8; 48:16; 52:5), we'attd does not interupt the relationship with what
precedes it, nor does it really introduce the secondary clause within the same unit.
Yahweh's announced discourse is interrupted in v.5b by the servant's remark in the lst
person, and then taken up again only in v. 6 with wayy6'mer Nor is there any syntacti-
cal correspondence between the final inf. lei6!€! and the prefix conjugation niphal of
sp. Similarly, the negation /o'would have to be emended to 16 to provide a unified

Statement.

Verse 5 allows a hypothetical resolution if one vocali zes'dmar as'amar and adds
"Yahweh, who formed me," as part of the statement. The object of lei6[c! then be-
comes weyiira'€\, and lo' yz'dsdp must be translated, "he [yahweh] will not conceal
himself'('sp niphal as "hide, conceal" seems possible; cf. Job 2j:19;ps. 104:22:Jer.
8:2). Although this interpretation raises the problem of separating the subject Yahweh
from the predicate "will not conceal himsell'," it does allow vv. I -5 to be read as a unit
in which the servant Israel speaks in the lst person.

Verse 6 is probably an addendum. There are no linguistic connections with vv. 1-5;
nesftra (Q) is semantically peculiar; v. 6b is theologically improbable (yahweh seems

96. Lohfink, 218-28.
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to delegate his exclusive attribute, namely, to extend his salvation); v. 6b lacks any cor-

respondence with the emphatic assertion in v. 6a; finally, the compound expression

"covenant to the peopleAight to the nations," whose original context is 42:6, is here di-

vided between vv. 6 and 8.

Verse 6 is trying to coffect the overly political interpretation of the servant Israel's

role by ascribing to him features of the servan t from 42:l -7 . Isa. 49:7 is redactional (cf.

48:17), resonating with 52:15 and 53:3 to create a transition to 49:8-12(13).

Accordingly, the servanr of 49:l-5(6) is doubtless identical with the people. He is
given the commission to reestablish the land and to deliver the exiles (vv. 8-9), much to

the chagrin and astonishment of the kings of the earth (v. 7), who previously had

watched his humiliation.
b. The Anonymous'ef,e!. ( I ) Isa. 42:l-7 is a unit, even though some understand vv.

5-9 (as also 49:7-12) as a transition between the "song" and the prophetic corpus.eT

Yahweh describes his servant as his chosen one whom he upholds (tmk), with whom he

is pleased (rsh), and upon whom he has put his Spirit. The unusual expression ft6si'

miipdt means to present, implement, or make known justice, the law, righteousness,

and judgment, though in this case also to reveal his own agenda (cf. lQlsaa miipdtb).
V. 2 confirms that the reference is indeed sooner to the servant himself. He does not cry

for help. Isa. 53:7 will later pick up his silence, though it is introduced already here.e8

The metaphors in vv. 3f. describe both the activity and the disposition of the servant.ee

Just as the servant himself will neither break the bruised reed nor quench the dimly
burning wick, so also will it happen to him (cf. the repetition of the roots khh and rss in

v. 4). Despite his weakness, the servant will carry out his commission of implementing

the divine plan on eafih (miipdt here in a somewhat different sense than in vv. 1,3).

His commission is explained in vv. 6f. on the basis of the servant's calling; being a

covenant to the people is part of God's gift (berilhere as Yahweh's obligationll00 1e hu-

man beings. The light to the nations is closely connected with v. 7, the vocabulary of
which does not support a literal interpretation, "lead out of prison." Even though

masger, 'assir and bA1 kele' can indeed be understood concretely as "prison," a meta-

phorical meaning is more likely here (cf . masgZr in the broad sensei rerum angustia,

Ps. 142:8[7] par. ie'Ol).10t Isa.24:22 (par. bbr) allows a translation with "prison" only
by way of petitio principii. The word 'assir presents a similar situation; 10:4 is a diffi-
guh 1sx1.102 The expression bQ kele'suggests a storeroom rather than a prison in the

real sense; prisons for larger groups were unknown in antiquity.l03 The emphasis on

darkness suggests that "light to the nations" refers to deliverance from the darkness of

97. Cf . C. R. North, Second Isaiah (Oxford, 1964), 1 l3; Cazelles.
98. H. Simian-Yofre, "Manifester6 su destino," 3ll-20.
99. Cf. Gressmann, Der Messias,290; ANET,385.
100. -+ tt']) b"rt! (b"rith) (11,253-79).
lOl. LexHebAram,45l.
102. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), l88ff.
103. M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Pison (Eng. trans., New York,

1977). Ct. HAL,ll, 475, and I K. 22'.27;2 K. 17:4, etc.
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not understanding one's own situation. This understanding also concurs with the com-
mission to participate in blindness in 42:18-23 (bdtA Vhim in v.22) and to rhe illumi-
nation (understanding and making someone understand) in 43:8-13.

(2) Isa. 42:18-23 is a Yahweh oracle to a group concerning his servant. The blind
servant (s9., v. l9) cannot simply be identified with the blind and deaf (pl.) whom v. lg
summons to hear and see and v. 23 addresses rhetorically. The term mal'dft (par. 'elefi
is never used for Israel.l04 The form meiullam (pual ptcp., "who has been chastised")
corresponds to the piel participle (5 times in the or, with Jer. 32:l g focusing on pun-
ishment for transgressions).

The verb forms in the singular inIsa.42:20 confirm this interpretation. The MT vo-
calization for lm'n cannot be correct, since ips is usually construed with 'e!/be + direct
object or with /e + infinitive. Nowhere else is lema'an used finally. It seems possible to
read lim'unnelz (pual ptcp. + lamed relationis.' "Yahweh was pleased with his humbled
one"; cf. Isa. 53:4, also pual ptcp., and 53:7, niphal of 'nh,,,be miserable, humbled"). If
42:20-22 does indeed refer to the servant (sg.), hf in v.22 probably also refers to him;
though he is not himself the robbed and plundered people, he does identify with them.
By contrast, the people are understood as a group of bahfirim, tired and weak (v.22; cf .
40:30).

Accordingly, this text is a dispute between yahweh and a blind, deaf people incapa-
ble of understanding that no one can rescue them from their robbed and plundered situ-
ation (except Yahweh). Yahweh's servant, who is blind in a particular way (ki 'im em-
phasizes his figure in a strictly limiting sense), does on the one hand find favor with
Yahweh, and on the other identifies himself with the people. The text concludes with a
rhetorical question summoning the group addressed in v. l8 to pay attention to what
happens.

(3) Isa.43:8-13 is a dispute between yahweh and the gods (cf. 4l:l-5;41:21-29;
44:6-8; 45:20-221.ros The dispure concerns the ability expressed by -+ TIJ ngd hiphil.
With Yahweh as the subject of higgty', the verb has a revelatory function extending to
future events (cf.42:9;44:8;46:10;48:3,5) but also addressing present situations and
human conduct seen in a new light after Yahweh illuminates them (43:9 ,l2i 45: 1 9). roo

Yahweh's superiority is evident in his witnessesl0T who have understood the mean-
ing of the events he has interpreted (zA'!/ri'idn6t v. 9; reversed in 4l:26).

"My servant whom I have chosen" (43: l0) is frequently viewed as a second predi-
cate to "you," so that one reads 66you are my witnesses and my servant." This reading,
however, presents problems with the following final clause (lema'an). A preceding un-
derstanding is the condition and essence of being a witness, not its purpose. Further-
more, the connection between the pl. "my witnesses" and the sg. "and my servant"
presents problems, which is why some interpreters emend 'abdt to waabad.ay.tol Fol-

104. Differently -+ '1RlD mal'aft, VIJI,3Z4.
105. Cf. Simian-Yofre, "Testigo y servidor."
106. -+ 1fi ngd,IV.1.c(2) (IX, 181f.).
107. --> 119 'wd.

108. Cf. Hermisson, ZTK 79 (1982) 4f.
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lowing the MT, however, 'aldt canbe read in parallel with "my witnesses" as the sub-

ject of an incomplete nominal clause: "You are my witnesses, and my servant (is also

my witness)."10e The expression lema'an then depends on "whom I have chose1."

The servant is a chosen witness so that others may know, understand, and trust, so

that there can be real witnesses that "l am." The mysterious figure of the servant is thus

to open blind eyes (cf.42:1).
(4) In 50: lO 'abd| secures the identity of the anonymous figure of 50:4-9a. The text,

in the l st person singular, evokes the image of a prisoner anticipating judgment (note

thelegalvocabularyinvv.8-9a:;dq,ry'b,miipat,rj'hiphil),onewhohasalreadysuf'-
fered persecution (v. 6) but who through Yahweh is able to withstand his adversaries

(vv. 4-5).
In this context lAQa'a1l'wl means "be able to bend/det'eat him who is weak/tired"

(ref'erring to Yahweh's adversaries, who as such are weak; cf. 40:28,30,31 ; and l0(2)b

above). The term /wr might be vocalized as lc'awwe1/le"aww6! (piel inf. ot'wt/'wh)',

then "allow t9 deviate from the norm, bend, buckle," in a physical or ethical sense be-

comes "chastise" when Yahweh is the subject. This meaning approximates what was

suggested. The certainty of being able to defeat the adversaries at a trial is also ex-

pressed in 54:11, but is then cruelly disappointed in 53:7-8.
(5)Theterm'af;ditn52:l3and53:llandthedelimitationoftheMTupthrough53:12

as se1fima' justify understanding 52: l3-53 12 as a unit. The text has three sections. In the

first (ar least in 52:13) and third (53: 1 I - l 2), Yahweh speaks; in 53: I -6, a "we" speaks.

There is no reason to introduce an additional speaker for 53:7-10, particularly since

v. l0 speaks of Yahweh in the 3rd person. Despite philological ditTiculties, it is possi-

ble to understand52:14-l-5 as part of the "we" discourse. Yahweh can be the subiect

both of mih ("you have anointed"; cf. lQlsaa) and of yaz.zeh (from n7h, "asperse").

The relationship between the servant and the many is peculiar to this text. Several

expressions suggest only a certain connection or solidarity between the servant and the
..we"; "he has borne our infirmities and carried our pain" (v. 4); "upon him was the

punishment for our reconciliation" (v. 5bq); "he was numbered with the transgres-

sors, . . . he made intercession ftlr the sinners" (v. l2).
By contrast, other expressions suggest a genuine situation of substitutionary repre-

sentation. In the secondary clause of a casuistic law, n.f'he-r'+ suffix (Lev. 20:20',

24:15; Nu. 9:13) means "bear the consequences of ftis sin."ll0 Here, however, hEt'

rabbim ntisa' (lsa. 53 12) underscores that the servant bears the consequences of the

transgressions of other.s, indeed, that he takes the entire trial of their punishment upon

himself.
The expression sbl'awbn + suffix (Isa. 53:11) otherwise occurs only in Lam. 5:7,

where the Israelites must bear the'awbn of their ancestors. The term 'aw6n ts compre-

hensive, and includes sin, punishment, and guilt.ttt The author here is obviously also

109. Cf. also Gerleman. 59.
110. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATll4 (1966), 259 n.38.
111. R. Knieri*, "liY 'awan perversiry," TLOT, ll, 862-66.
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thinking of ni' 'awdn which describes substitutionary representation with regard to
guilt, at least in Lev. 16:22 (the scapegoat)r r2 and Ex. 28:38 (Aaron) and with regard to
punishment itself in Nu. 14:33.

In Isa. 53:5 filaha[ura16 nirpa'-hni introduces a theological corrective to the do-
ut-des principle (Gen. 4:23f .;Ex.21:25). The servant's stripes heal others, indeed, heal
the entire body of Israel, on which nothing is without l1a[ur| (Isa. l:6).

Despite syntactical difficulties, 'im-tditm 'didm napi6 (53: I 0) states that the servant
becomes -+ EiTN 'didm. Like 'awOn, 'aiam encompasses various aspects, referring
first of all to being or becoming obligated through sin, then to serving out or expiating
that guilt, and finally to the means of such expiation.ll3

Without completely concurring with D. Kellermann's interpretation,ll.l one cannot
deny that the servant acquires a special task before Yahweh as the representative of the
many and on their behalf. His death and his transfiguration underscore this special sta-
tus.

The expression nigzar md'eres ltayytm (53:8) can refer to a person's physical death
(cf. I K. 3:25-26; Ezk. 37:l lb;. tts The "land of the living" conrrasts wirh rhe realm of
death (Job 28:13; Jer. ll:19; Ezk.26:20 32:23-21).The interprerarion of lsa.53:10,
"he shall see his offspring, and shall prolong his days," and of 53.l2ttb must take into
account 53:Sba.

One thing is certain: God's actions with regard to the servant take place afier the
servant's death and beyond him, I l7 even if this exaltation or transfiguration of the ser-
vant is not to be equated with resurrection.lls

c. The ldentitv oJ'the Anonymous Servant. The anonymous servant is a figure about
whom others (Yahweh, "we") speak in the 3rd person. Only in 42:6-i is he himself ad-
dressed, and only in 50:4-9a does he speak in the lst person. The texts are interested
especially in the servant's harsh fate (see above). His commission consists in passivity
and identification. The servant neither announces deliverance nor leads the people
(tasks that Deutero-lsaiah ascribes to the prophet or to groups within the people). As a
"covenant to the people," the anonymous servant is part of Yahweh's gift to the people;
as a witness, he is capable of understanding. He is the light that opens blind eyes and
leads out of darkness those who are in it, since he himself has a portion in blindness.
The servant's commission, to carry out Yahweh's plan on earth (42:4), is always re-
lated to a group that is not identified as Israel but rather as g6yim,'az (without suf.),
le'ummtm, iytm, rabbim, and is described as blind, deaf', and imprisoned in darkness.
lsa.42:l -7 introduces the servant at least by way of imagery to an anonymous group.
Isa. 42: l8-23 addresses a group at the beginning with an imperative, and at the end

12. Cf. Elliger, Leviticus, 216.
13. R. Knierim,"09$ 'aiam guilt," TLOT l, 191-95.
14. -+ EtrN 'aiam ('asham) (I,435).
l-5. -, ']U gaz.ar (1I,459-61).
16. Cl. Hermisson, ZTK 79 (1982) 2l-24.
17. C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),265.
18. For views to the contrary, cf. H. Haag, Der Gottesknecht bei Deutercjesaja, 193ff.
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with a question; 43:8-13 describes the group more closely. In the monologue in 50:4-
9a, their presence is concealed and threatening. In the "fourth song," kings appear as

qualified observers, and the "we" appear as agents. The relationship between servant
and group develops from that of the former being an instrument on behalf of the group
(42:1-7), to participation as a blind person and as a witness (42:18-23;43:8-13), and fi-
nally to substitutionary representation (52:13-53:12) including an association in sin,
compensatory expiation in punishment, and presence in reconciliation. This identifica-
tion with the group results in acceptance of suffering willed by Yahweh (42:21;53: l0),
including physical suffering and spiritual blindness. The silent, representational accep-
tance of suffering (42:2; 53:7) distinguishes the anonymous servant in a fundamental
fashion from the "persecuted righteous person" ofthe Psalms, from Job, from the Jere-
miah of the confessions, and from 'elej Israel of Deutero-Isaiah.

These features along with the numerous liturgical and legal allusions in the
vocabularylle suggest that the author wanted to present an exceptional figure and
"task." Neither Israel nor any prophet (e.g., Deutero-Isaiah) nor any other OT figure
exhibits all the characteristics of the anonymous servant. The anonymous servant is an
open theological image not completely coincidental with any historical figure, neither
with an individual nor with a collective, and yet is one that allows anyone who takes on
his features to actualize this figure at least partially. These texts thus present them-
selves as a theological and dramatized mediation on the fate of every human being and

on every person's ability to deal with both unavoidable suffering and temptation by
taking them on both along with others and to a certain extent also for others. Israel does

not seem to have any privileged relationship with the anonymous servant. Rather, the
latter appears as the model for a wider circle that also includes Israel. The luse of 'epej
for Israel, too, instead underscores its difference from the anonymous servant.

The texts regarding the anonymous servant share numerous expressions with the
corpus of Deutero-Isaiah and fit harmoniously into that corpus,l20 Although this may
well also support the thesis of a single author for the entirety of Isa. 40-55, it does not
allow one to eliminate the theological uniqueness of the statements regarding the anon-
ymous servant.

Simian-Yofre

No consensus exists in scholarship regarding the identity of the "anonymous ser-

vant." After B. Duhm isolated the four servant songs (including 49:l-4), they were
generally viewed as secondary within the overall context of Deutero-Isaiah.l2l Objec-
tions to this view have continued, however, insisting that the songs are an integral part
of the book of Deutero-Isaiah.l22

119. L. G. Rignell, W 3 (1953) 89; R. J. Thompson, Penitence and Sacrifice in Early Israel
Outside the Levitical Law (Leiden, 1963),224.

120. Most recently Mettinger, Farewell, 18-28.
l2l. Jesaja. HKATIIUI (1902; sl969;, in loc.
122. Concerning the history of scholarship, see most recently H. Haag, Der Gottesknecht bei

Deuterojesaja, 15-24.
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All this has encouraged the collective interpretation of the servant as Israel after a
number of individual interpretations seemed to have failed (the servant as Moses, Hez-
ekiah, Jeremiah, or the prophet himself). Those who support a messianic interpretation
include G. von Rad, who sees in the servant the new Moses who will lead the new exo-
dus, and G. Gerleman, who sees in him the new David.l23

O. Kaiser directs attention to the royal features of the servant (election, calling in
the womb, the gift of the Spirit, responsibility for justice, deliverance of the impris-
oned) and finds structural similarity between 49:l-4 and Ps. 2, aroyal psalm. Because
the OT nowhere else attests anything like representative suffering on the part of the
king, the servant's suffering in ch. 53 presents problems. I. Engnell's reference to cer-
tain Tammuz songs is unpersuasive; these songs are now understood differently.t2+
Parallels in a certain sense might include several psalms that treat the theme "through
death to life" and portray the petitioner as despised, suffering, dying, and revivified.l2s
These psalms can be associated only indirectly with the king, however, and it is doubr
ful whether they actually constitute an independent group.l26 The royal features that
are indeed present might be explained by the fact that the anonymous servant is actu-
ally (the ideal) Israel, described here with the aid of royal categories.l2T According to
Deutero-Isaiah, Israel has, after all, assumed the role of the king (cf. Isa. 55:3-5;.tzt 1r1o

conclusive resolution seems possible at this time.

tv..abdda.
1. Work. The term obdd.A refers to "work" in the general sense and to work as secu-

lar or cultic "service." It occurs frequently in the figura etymologica 'Abad vbddA,

"perform work."l2e The reference can be to "hard service" (Ex. l: 14;6:9), to "the work
of bearing burdens" related to the tent of meeting (Nu. 4:47; to be distinguished from

"bdda! obdd.a, cultic service in the strict sense),130 to the work of the field (l Ch.
27:26,qpajq hduddmA; Ex. 1:14, a[dQd baiidleh), normal daily work (Ps. 104:23,
par. po'al), the work of the wage earner (Gen. 29:27; 30:26, Jacob for Laban), or the
work of soldiers (Ezk. 29:.l 8), indeed even the work of slaves (Lev. 25:39). The term

"bAd.A also refers to the compulsory labor the Israelites performed in Egypt (Ex. I :14;
2:23;5:9,11; 6:9; Dt. 26:60), which was perceived as slave labor. The service or work
under a king is involved in I K. 12:4 (par.2 Ch. 10:4).t:l Isa. l4:3 seems to refer to

l23.VonRad,OTTheology,2vols.(Eng.trans.,NewYork, 1962-65),11,250-62;Gerleman,
38-69.

124. Cf. J. Scharbert, "Stellvertretendes Siihneleiden in den Ebed-Jahwe-Liedern und in
altorientalischen Ritualtexten," BZ, N.s. 2 (1958) l9O-213.

125. Ringgren, Messiah in the OT 63f.; ibid., Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia,
t966),23st.

126. I. Ljung, Tradition and Interpretation. CB 12 (19'78).
127. Ringgren, Israelite Religion, 293.
128. Cf. Lindhagen, 215; also the discussion of 4l:8ff. above.
129. See II.4 above.
130. cf. J. Milgrom. "The Leviticat 'ABODA." IQR 6t (t97ot7tl t32-54.
131. Cf. II.5 above.
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compulsory labor under hostile nations (cf. also "bada! mamldk6!, 2 Ch. 12:8). In I
Ch. 26:30 the Hebronites are charged with overseeing the mele'l1e! YHWH and the

"bada! hammelek. 2 Ch. l2:8 distinguishes between abodalt (i.e., serving God) and

"boda! mamldk6!; the lsraelites will be Shishak's 'tlbadtm.t3z

God's "alien" 'ab1dA parallels maaSeh in Isa. 28:21 (see discussion above). The
same parallelism occurs in 32:16, though here it involves the eff'ect or "yield" of righ-
teousness (a similar semantic development for pe'ulld).

2. Cultic Service. The majority of occurrences involves cultic service. Josh. 22:27
qualifies "bdda! YHWH more closely as the presentation of various offerings. Nu. 8: I I

defines the task of the Levites as service to Yahweh. 2 Ch. 35:10,16 is referring to the

entire cultic service. Ex. 12:25f . and l3:5 call the Passover celebration an qlaQd b be

"kept" (imr) or "performed" ('bd); the best translation here is "cultic custom."
In many occurrences the reference is to service at the tent of meeting (Nu.

4:33,35,39,43;8:24; 18:4,33, etc.) or at the "house of God" (l Ch.23:28,32; 25:6;Neh.
l0:33[32]; etc.). The kerc hasbodA (l Ch.9:28) are the utensils used in worship. The
expression vloQd wa%!61A (Nu. 4:47) refers to the individual cultic activities.

The term *'badA never ref'ers to the service to fbreign gods.

V. Qumran. The Qumran writings remain largely within the parameters of OT us-

age. The verb is used to refer to the worship of God ("in loyalty," lQH 17:7; l7:14) as

well as of idols (lQpHab 12:13; l3:2f.; CD 5:4), CD 20:20f. differentiates between

;ctddiq and raia', i.e., between "those who serve God and those who do not serve him."
In several instances the Temple Scroll follows Deuteronomy in referring to service to
other gods ( I I QT 54:.10: 55:4,7; 59:3). In addition, 'a[aQ also means "serve someone"
(62:8, from Dt.20:ll), and can be used in the expression denoting the "unworked"
(untilled) field fiom Dt. 2li4 ( I I QT 63:2). With be, tt can mean "use [cattle] for work"
(llQT52:8;cf.Dt. 15:19),andwith"tof'ear,""tohear,"and"toholdfast"candescribe
the proper relationship with God (l IQT 54:14).

Inthe Hodayoth'eleQ functions as the petitioner's self-designation (5:15,28;'7:16;
9:ll lO:29; I l:30,33; 13:18; 14:8,25; 16:10,12,14,18l' 17:11,23,25f .: l8:6,10; also

lQS 1l:16). In 4 instances "his [God's] servants, the prophets," are mentioned
(lQpHab 2:9;7:5;lQS l:3; 4QpHosb 2:5), and once "David, your servant" (lQM
1l:2). IQS 9:22 addresses the ditference between slave and ruler (moiEl). CD l2:10
prohibits the sale of a male or female slave, and similarly prohibits the chiding (mr') of
slaves(CD 11:12).l1QT-54:lTusestheexpressionb4lsldy'tminreferencetoEgypt.

The Temple Scroll uses "b1da several times in the combination kdl mele'[e1 "bddA,
"do any kind of work" (14:10; l7:11,16; 19:8; 25:9; cf. Ex.35:24). The Damascus

Document mentions work in general (CD l0: l9) and on the sabbath ( l0:20). The task

of full members is described as aldQal ha'edA, "the service of the congregation"
( lQSa I : I 3,19; cf. also l:22;2: I ; CD I l:23 and l4: l6 use 'bdt hhbr). Members are to

132. Concerning m"le'f;e! I,paQA, -->;:Dtl)D m,la'ka, Lz.b (VIII, 328f.).
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avoid community with outsiders "in property and work" (CD 20:7; IQS 6:2 uses
meh'ka wemambn). Otherwise, "bodA develops a broader meaning here than in the
biblical texts. Thus one can speak of the service of truth (lQpHab 7:1 1), of vanity (idw,
l0:ll), of righteousness (lQS 4:9; IQH 6:19), of impurity (lQS 4:10;cf. IQM l3:5),
or of violence (lQSa l:22). Human "deeds" ("bodA) are grounded "on the ways" of
the two spirits (lQS 3:26; cf . I QH l:16). In the War Scroll the word can refer ro "mili-
tary service" ( I QM 2:9,15; cf. I QSa 1 : 18). Two texts refer to serving God (s[dQd(la,
IQH 2:33,36). Finally, God has assigned all natural phenomena their tasks, "and they
fulfill their service according to his appointment" (lQH l:12).

VI. Judaism. In Judaism the figure of the Servant of God has drawn particular at-
tention because of its frequent identification with the Jewish people.l33

Ringgren

133. See the standard works by Loewe, Segal, Kaufmann, Friedliinder, Berkovits, M. Brocke,
I. Greenberg, et al. Concerning this discussion, cf. among others J. Jeremias, TDNT, Y, 6"77 -'t00;
M. Rese, "Uberprtifung einiger Thesen von Joachim Jeremias zum Thema des Gottesknechtes
im Judentum," ZTK 60 (1963) 2l-41, H. Haag, Der Gottesknecht bei Deutercjesaja. EdF 233
(1985), 34-66; idem, "Der 'Gottesknecht'bei Deuterojesaja im Verstendnis des Judentums," Jud
4t (198s) 23-36.

0)!- 'a[at:Y1)9- %!6t; 0,9)9- 'abtit

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. L Meaning; 2. Usage. III. LXX

l.l. Etymology. In both Akkadian and Biblical Hebrew the word family ob\t/'bt in-
volves the denomination of a verb; the term fiubutt(at)u(m)ftubuttutu, also ebuttum,

'a!at. J. Barth, NSS; F. Buhl, Die socialen Verhcihnisse der Israeliten (Berlin, 1899); M. Da-
vid, "Deux anciens termes bibliques pour le gage (U]:y, ):n)," OTS 2 (1943)i9-86; G. Eisser
and J. Lewy, Die altassyrischen Rechtsurkunden von Killrepe. MVAG T,35/1 (1930, 1935);
I. B. Gottlieb, "'AbOt, 'Abit, N'bpn," Bar llan Annual 16 (1979) 166-70; J. C. Greenfield,
"Studies in Aramaic Lexicography I," JAOS 82 (1962) 290-99, esp. 295f.; A. Guillaume, "He-
brew and Arabic Lexicography: A Comparative Study, ll," Abr-Nahrain 2 (1960161) 5-35, esp.
27; F. Horst, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes. FRLANT 45(28) ( 1 930) = Goues Recht. ThB 12 (1961),
l7-154; J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkilndigung in der sptiten Kdnigszeit Israels.
WMANT 35 (1970), on Hab. 2:6; D. Leibel, 'J1f,.ly!-l1U:!\," Lei 29 (1965f .) 222-25; for fur-
ther bibliograptry, -+ ):n halalII (chabhal) (IY 179f.).

L
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"an (initially) interest-free loan," yields fiabatu@) II, "borrow interest-free."l Accord-
ing to J. C. Greenfield, the noun derives from Aramaic, the point of departure possibly
being a Proto-Semitic verbal root x'bt with the meaning "bind."2

2. Occuruences. a. In the Middle East. Apart from the occurrences of the root 'Dr in
Akkadian and Biblical Hebrew, it does not seem to appear in the West Semitic lan-
guages, including Ugaritic. Use of both the noun and verb in Aramaic follows biblical
usage.3

b. In the OT. The noun v!6t occurs 4 times in the OT (Dt. 24:10-13), the verb ?r
twice each in the qal (15:6;24:lO) and hiphil (15:6,8). Because the piel form
ye'abbetfin in Joel 2:7 is semantically unclear and is either replaced by or derived from
a homonymous root 'bt ll,t it will not be considered here. Conjectures for 'asseldftem

in Isa. 58:3 include the qal pl. ptcp. 'dpeftftem, "your debtors."s One additional deriva-
tive is the hapax legomenon'alttt in Hab. 2:6, which again derives from the denomi-
nated verb 'bt. J.Barth classifies the word under the "nouns with repeated radicals" of
the qatlil type, and suggests as its meaning "probably 'pledge,' Hab. 2:6,"6

ll. l. Meaning. The point of departure for determining the meaning of forms deriv-
ing from 'br is the term s!6t, "pledge, security, deposit." In every case it refers to an
object that the debtor either stipulates or hands over as a security pledge upon receiv-
ing a loan, and that the creditor can keep and use if the debtor is unable to repay the
loan.7

By contrast, F. Buhl suggests that the terms hapbl/1!6t always refer to the "attach-
ment security," since he views the temporary return of a security pledge (according to
Dt. 24:l2f .) to be nonsense.8 G. Eisser and J. Lewy translate Akk. e-bu-tu as "property
held in trust," a translation that they derive from the circumstances presupposed in the
Old Assyrian legal documents they published and that they also find appropriate for
Dt. 24il}ff .e

Regulations governing pledges and loans occur in Dt.24:10-13 (in Ex. 22:25[Eng.
v. 26): Dt. 24:6,17 use -+ lln nUD.

Because H. A. Hoffner has already discussed loan terminology in the OT as well as

l. See AIlw, l, 352, 184, 304.
2. P.295.
3. Levy, WTM,111,608.
4. For the former see J. Wellhausen, Die kleinen Propheten (Berlin, 41963),201;F.Horst, Die

Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HATUI4 (31964),61. For the latter see HAL, 1I,778; Lisowsky; simi-
larly also Greenfield, 295 n. 51.

5. HAL, il,778.
6. NsE $144, p. 115.
7. Horst, Goxes Recht,92.
8. Pp. 99f.
9. MVAG 33 (1930) 302d, nos. 269,281.
10. -+):n \hdbal(chdbhal) (IV 179-84);-+Nt?t naia'; --s):.9'rb.
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the additional regulations the Mishnah offers concerning pledges and sureties, this
need not be addressed at length here.l0

An understanding of the verb 'bt can profit from taking as a point of departure (with
HAL) the concept of "entering into a pledge relationship," since this explains why 'bt

in Dt. 15:6 means "loan," and in Dt. 24:10 (with the acc. 1!6t) means "accept a

pledgs."lt These involve two different legal-financial measures, both of which are

summarized under the concept of the pledge.

2. Usage. Beyond the legal regulations formulated using hbl concerning pledges
and loans, the keyword "!6t is used in prohibiting the creditor from getting the
pledged object from the debtor's house himself; rather, he must wait before the house
for the pledge to be handed over.12 The instructions given inBx. 22:25 concerning the
return of a cloak pledged during the day to a poor fellow citizen for the night are re-
peated in Dt. 24:12,13, using the noun sQ6t.

The statement in Dt. 15:6 is noteworthy. Here the verbs bl and -+ )Un I mil are
parallel. A loan relationship always involves dependency, especially when the collec-
tion of interest becomes an oppressive burden (unlike with members of one's own peo-
ple; cf. Ex.22:24b:Dt.23:20; Ps. l5:5;Ezk. l8:8,17).r3 The following senrences issue
the urgent appeal not to deny the poorla among one's people the requisite aid (Dt. l5:8,
hal!€1 taapitennft). Although here, too, the reference is naturally also to loaning
against pledges, one should nonetheless deal leniently with the poor of one's own peo-
ple as stipulated by Dt. 24:10,13.

While the translation as "pledge" is certain for the noun 1!6t, the understanding of
'altit in Hab.2:6 has been subject to various interpretations. F. Horst understands this
as the "pledged debt" the Assyrians have from other nations.ls By contrast, J. Jeremias
finds in Hab. 2:6 a cry of woe over the wealthy commensurate with prophetic social
criticism.l6 Because the wealthy oppress the small farmers through harsh pledges that
do not even spare the debtor's vital necessities, they are in danger of provoking a

debtor's rebellion (he considers Hab. 2:8 to be a later interpretation).

IIII. LXX. The LXX usually renders ?]r with danetzein, and s!6t with enichyron
(once with himdtion). Finally, it translates 'aptit with kloi6s.

Beyse

11. HAL, 1,778.
12. Cf. the discussion in Mishnah B. Me;.9.13 concerning whether the court's servant may

enter the house in order to get the pledge.
13. According to R. de Yaux, Ancls4 171, interest rates in the ancient Near East ranged from

12 to 50 percent!
14. -; JI'IN 'epybn ('ebhybn) (1,2'7-41).
15. Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten, l8l.
16. Kultp ro phe tie und G e ric ht s v e rkiind i gun g, 7 O.
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nbarim: l\1i17 1l{ apar nahara'

contents: I. Etymology. II. Extrabiblical occurrences: 1. Egyp. 'py: 2. Canaanite
Inscriptions; 3. Ugarit; 4. Akk. eberu. lll. OT: 1. occurrences, Linguistic peculiarities,
Synonyms; 2. The verb 'Dr (Qal and Hiphil): a. Spatial Movement; b. Figurative Use; c. Fixed
Expressions, Termini technici; d. Theological Use; 3. 'eber; 4. qbArA; 

5. ma-bdr; 6. ma.bArd;
7. u'[arim; 8. atbar nahurd'. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

I. Etymology. The etymology of ?r is uncertain. Although a relationship with ->'iprt is occasionally suggested, this is not likely.r rhe same applies to the suspected
connection with -+ 'e[rd, "overflow > wrath."2 J. Barth is probably more accurate in
associating 'eIrawith Arab. {br; cf . i(birdr "rancor, resentment.',3 This suggests start-
ing fiorn two independent roots. The first is'brrr, "be angry," under whiih one may
classify the nominal derivatives 'ebra \ "anger, wrath," and'e[rd II, ..surge, 

"^."r.i,(Prov. 2l :24:22:8; Isa. l6:6; Jer. 48:30),+ and presumably also 'br piel wirh rhe mean-
ing "deliver semen, mount" (Job 2l : l0),5 and hithpael, "get excited, surge up, flare up,'

'a[ar. B. Gemser, "Be'eber hajjarden: In Jordan's Borderland," vr z (1952) 349-55;
R. Kiimpel, "Die 'Begegnungstradition' von Mamre," Bausteine biblischer Theologie. FS G. J.
Botterweck. BBB 50 (1977), 147-68; D. Leibel, "n)u: :,a:,,,' Tarbiz33 (tg$/64) 225-2j;
J. P- U. Lilley. "By rhe River-Side," VT28 (t9j8) 165-71 G. S. Ogden,.,eoheleth XI 7_XII 8:
Qoheleth's Summons to Enjoyment and Reflection," vr 34 (lgg4) 2l.-3g,-esp. 32f.; M. A. van
den oudenrijn, "'Eber HayyardEn," Bibl 35 (1954) l3g; L. prijs, ..Erganzungen zum talmudisch-
hebriiischen wdrrerbuch," ZDMG lz0 (1970) 6-29, esp. zot.; c. Rabin,:.Lexical Remarks,',
studies in Bible antl the Ancient Near East. Fs s. E. Liewenstamm, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, l97g),
39'l-107: Y' Ratosh, "D"r:y;'r FrN rN NrpDl "'lfv,"' BethM 16/4 (rg72) 549-68; w H.
Sirnpson, "Divine wrath in the Eighth century prophets" (diss., Boston university, l96g); N. H.
Snaith. "Time in the or," Promise and Fulfilmenr. rs s. H. Hooke (Edinburgh, 1963), 175-g6;
H.-P. stahli. *i'at 'br ro pass by, pass over," TLor II, g32-35; E. Vogt, ';Eber hayyarden =Regiofinitimalordani," Bibl 34 (1953) Ilg-l9; N.M.waldman,.,ont-')oit,-lfg,andAkka-
dian Parallels," Grotz College Annual of Jewish Stu(lies 2 (lg'73) 6-g; M. W"inf.lO, ..Burning
Babies in Ancient Israel: A Rejoinder to Morron Smith's Article in JAOS gS (lgi5),477-4jg,-
uiq l0 (1978) 411-13; H. Yaton,'l'r:rrDit ]trr))," Tarbiz3T (tg61lt68) t3t-34;E.zoli,,.sintesi
delle note esegetiche," Sefarad 20 (1960) 295-318.

_ _ 
l. See, e.g., R. Borger, "Das Problem der 'apIru ('Habiru)," zDpv'14 (lg5g) l2l-3zl cf., e.g.,

J L:yy, "origin and significance of the Biblical rerm 'Hebrew,'- HUCA 2s (1957) l - 13.
2,.Eae.'E Kdnig,HebrriischesnndaramciischeswdrterbuchzumAT(Leipzig,tsto;sislt),ztz.
3. Barth, Etymologische Studien zum semitischen insbesonder" zu* inbrdischen Lexicon

(Leipzig, 1893), 5; wehr, 595; J. A. Emerron, "Notes on Jeremiah l2:9 andSome Suggestions of
J. D' Michaelis about the Hebrew words naha,'nbra, and jadd'," zAw g1 (1969) lg9.

4 ct- H. wildberger,Isuiah l3-27 (Eng. trans.; Minneapolis, 1997), 146; Het,r,7g2; adif-
fer1n1 liew is taken by GesB, 56 l ; o. Grether and J. Fichtne r, TDNT, y, 392 n. 62; G. Sauer,
TLOT [t,835f.

5. A different view is taken by GesB, 559; HAL,7g0.
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(Prov. 14:16; 2O.2; cf . Sir. 5:7; 7:10,16; 38:9).6It is questionable whether Old Aram'

y'brnh derives from'br II.7 The second, 'br I, refers in general to a purposeful change

of location or position fiom A to B. The position of the speaker defines the course of
this movement as going or coming away from, by, or toward the speaker. This yields a

plethora of semantic aspects in both the literal and the figurative sense. This root, 'br l,
is attested in all Semitic languages: Akk. ebZru, Ugar. 'b4 Can. 'bn OSA and Arab. 'br;

cf. Eth. 'qdawa and Egyp. ir.y.8

II. Extrabiblical Occurrences.
l.Egyp.?y. Egyp. iry is frequently attested in royal tombs beginning with the Pyra-

mid Texts. With a direct object, it means "cross (a river), go through (a place)"; with hr
"enter (a room), go through (a gate), traverse a path"; with ru, "enter, step into, climb

into (a ship)"; with m[t, "walk behind a person, fbllow after." It functions occasionally

as a variant of 'ft, "enter." Most of the occurrences of 'py ate found in the so-called

books of the underworld (mortuary literature, Amduat, Book of Gates, Litany of the

Sun), which guided the deceased to his or her goal: becoming one with Osiris. The path

to this goal is difficult and full ofdanger, and the deceased must first of all cross over

the river of the underworld. To that end, the deceased must engage the services of the

ill-natured f'erryman or, a better choice, make her or his own boat in the "shipyard of
the gods."u Thus does the deceased arrive at the "gate of the primal waters" through

which she or he must pass in order to enter the realm of the underworld. This realm is

divided into seven or twenty-one sections closed off by mighty gates.l0 These gates are

guarded by frightening, knife-wielding demons "whom no one wants to pass bt for

fear of their torment." Unfortunately, the deceased must 2a.ss through all these gates on

the way to pert'ection, and must cross through all spheres of the underworld. Only the

pharaoh knows the threatening guards and "passes by them in peace" (Amduat). The

cyclical nocturnal course of the sun god is significant for the bodies of the deceased

and for all the creatures of the underworld. When the light of the shining sun reaches

the rigid mummies in their crypts, they are awakened and filled with breath. When at

the next course the sun god continues on further, everything reverses and all creatures

fall back moaning into the sleep of death. "They shout to Re, wailing to the great god/

After he has passed them./When he is gone, darkness envelopes them,/And their pits

are sealed above them."ll

6. Cf. the comms. by N. Peters and R. Smend on Sir. 5:7.
'7. KAI, 224:17; cf. DNS1, II, 821. See R. Degen, Altarameiische Grammatik der Inschriften

des 10.-8. Jhs. v. Ch. (1969; 21979;, 63.

8. See AHw, l, 182; CAD, E, 10-13; WUS, no. 1990; J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in

the ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu Accorcling to the Version of llumilku. AOAT 16 (1971), 156; DNS1, II,
821f.; Biella, 350f.; Wehr, 529; LexLingAeth, loll; WbAS, l, 179.

9. Amduat, 99, "Fetching the Ferry"; 136a.

10. Amduat, 144, 145.
11. Amduat, citation afterE. Hornung, The Valley of the Kings (Eng. trans., New York, 1990),

141.
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2. Canaanite Inscriptions. Among the many occurrences of 'br in the Canaanite in-
scriptions, figurative meanings predominate.

KAI, 27, the Arslan Tash inscription (7th century B.c.), reads: ..To the flier (who)
(dwells?) in a dark chamber: pass by, srep by srep(?), LLy!" (ll. 19f.). Here .brmeans
"overlook, not pay attention to, spare.,'

KAI, 224:l6f ., a Sefire inscription (gth century a.c.), reads: lkl 'lhy ,dy. 
zy bspr, znlt

whn yrb br[y] zy yib 'l khs'y hd 'hwh w y'brnh ltilh. The form y'brnh is probatly 3rd
person masc. sg. impf. haphel with a 3rd person masc. sg. suffix (nun energicum): ,,he
removes, i.e., he eliminates him" (cf. 2 ch. l5:g; Jon. 3:6; zec. l3:2). The synractical
relationships of the phrase are not entirely clear, but two possibilities emerge. First, hd'hwh is the subject of y.iD and y'brnh, and ay y.ib is a causal statement: .,and if my son
has a legal dispute because one of his brothers wants to set himself on my throne or
wants to eliminate him." Second, bry is the subject of y.brnh, and zy yib the attributive
clause: "and if my son, who sits on my throne, has a legal dispuie (with) one of his
brothers or wants to eliminate him." In either case, difficulties remain.

KAI, 256:6f . (lstl2nd century n.o.) uses an unusual metaphor: ..And prayer to .our
Lord' for every one among all human beings who l'bwr b-gwph." The term gwph cone-
sponds to Heb. "corpse," l'bwr is 3rd person sg. masc. impi. qal with preform atiye l:
"pass over into his corpse = die.',

KAI, 215: I 8 (8th century n.c.) uses 'Dr haphel, ..bring over," in the sense of ..lead,
guide (a corpse) over": whqm lh mslcy b'rh wh'br 'by mn-dmsq l'swr, ,,and,he 

set up for
him a monument along the way and led my father over from Damascus to Assur.,,

The interpretation of 'brtmin KAI, 162:4 is uncertain; ..you impregnated her" (?);
cf . 'br II.

3. Ugarit. Very few occurrences of 'brhave been noted for Ugarit.rz According to
KTU' 1.3, vI, El, who wants to secure a dwelling for Ba'al, dispatJhes emissaries to the
god's master-builder Kusaru-flasisu in Kaphtor. El sends two messengers of the god_
dess Asherah wirh the commission: ('b)r gbl'br q'l'br'ht np imm imir ldgy alri m{
lqdi amrr (7 -11): "Traverse Gabal, traverse ea'al, traverse Ihat-nop-shamem. proceed,
o Fisherman of Asherah, Go, o eadesh wa-Amrur!" Here ?r is used in its basic mean-
ing. t:

The situation in KTU, I .4, vII, j -12 is similar, albeit with a slight nuance prompted
by the context: 'br l['r] 'rm 1b lpd[r] pd.m !! lgm'frd'r ib'm ib,-pdr lmnym b,lm [frs]ti'm b'l mr: "he marched from city to city, turned from town to town. Sixty-six cities he
took, seventy-seven towns. Eighty Ba'lu beat, ninety Ba'lu expelled.,'14 Ba.al,s trium_
phal procession as described in this graded numerical saying takes the victorious war-
rior from city to city and into his sanctuary.

12. KTU, 1.3, vI, 7, 8 (3 times); 1.4, vII, 7 (textuar emendation from,dr to .Dr 
according to

de Moor, Seasonal Pattern, 156): 1.22,I, 15 (pl. ptcp. [bis]), 4.116, 14.
13. Cf . KTU, 1.22, l, 15; translation according to-A NET 13g.
14. De Moor, Seasonal pattern, 156.
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4. Akk. eb,ru. Llke Heb. 'br A]r]r.. ebcru covers a broad semantic spectrum. With a

direct object it means "to cross": tDza'ibam e-bi-ir-ma ana mat tabrd afifuabit, "I
crossed the Zab and invaded the land of Tabra."15 ldiqlat e-te-bir ina iEp ammate ia
Idiqlat matldattu ma'attu attafiar, "I crossed the Tigris and received rich tribute (from

the area) beyond the Tigris."to (J mamma ia ultu um sat ikiudu la ib-bi-ru tAmta e-bir

tdmti dSamai qurddummu alla dSamai ib-bir mannu, "and none who came since the

beginning of days could cross the sea. Only valiant Shamash crosses the sea; other than

Shamash, who can cross (it)?" (Gilg. X, 2,22f .).rt SamA i-bi-ir airatum ifiitamma,

"[Marduk] crossed the heavens and surveyed the regions" (EnEl IV 141).18 Without an

object ebEru means "pass by, go over, come by, etc.," in the figurative sense as well,

and as a terminus technicus "extend, go beyond" in extispicy: iumma padanu ana

imitti u iumdli maqit u ehtum ;tr fuait ia imitti i-bit "if the 'path' is sunken to the right

and the left, and the upper part extends beyond the back of the right lung."tr n 
" 

5

stem exhibits the causative meaning corresponding to the G stem: "cause to traverse,

lead over, bring over."
Nominal derivatives include ebertu, which as a noun refers to the (opposite) shore

or the other side (of a river): dlam GN ina afi Purattim e-bi-ir-tam annttam lpui, "he

took the city X on the shore of the Euphrates, on this shore."2o Alanfi kalfiiunu ia e'

bi-ir-tim ia mat GN, "all cities on the other shore in the country X."zt Aiar
inandinakku-muii u lu ana e-be-er-ti ia a-qa-a-wa lu e-be-erta ia e-ia-a-wa ia bit

PN mufiranniiu, "take (the barley) from him wherever he gives it to you, either on

(this?) side or on the (other?) side (of the river from) the house of PN."22 Apparently

ebertu refers only in Mesopotamia to the "other/opposite shore/side," while in Mari,
Boghazkdy, and Nuzi it refers only to the shore to which the specification "this side/

the other side" is referring. As a preposition ebertu means "beyond, opposite"; cf.

the advs. eberta and ebertdn.z3

The expressi on eber nari represents a fixed geographical term referring in a late text

(possibly) to a specific region beyond the Euphrates near Babylon and Uruk: m?riitu
ia eber nari.za Otherwise it refers to the land west of the Euphrates, "Transpotamia"

(i.e., Trans-Euphrates, called in the OT "Beyond the River"), Sytia'. iarrdni mdt flatti
u e-ber ndri, "the kings of the land of the Hittites and of 'Transpotamia,"'2s i.e., of
Tyre, Judah, Edom, Moab, Gaza, Ashkelon, Ekron, Byblos, Arvad, Samsimuruna, Am-

mon, and Ashdod; cf . Gubarra L0 pifrat Bdbili u KUR e-ber nari, "Gubarra, the gover-

15. RA, 7, 155, II, 15.

16. E. Budge and L. King, The Annals of the Kings of Assyria, 346, III' 1.

17. Translation according to ANET,91.
18. Translation according to ANET 67.

19. TCL, 6 5,45; CAD,lY, t2.
20. ARM, rr, l3l, 12.
21. ARM,Ir, 131, 31.
22. HSS, 9.5 12, 14.
23. CAD, lY,8f.
24. YOSR, 7.63 3, 5.

25. R. Borger, Die InschriftenAsarhaddons. BAfO 9 (1956),60,$27, episode 21 A'Y 54'
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nor of Babylon and 'Transpotamia."'26 The expression eber nari is found first in
Esarhaddon; all remaining occurrences are early Achaemenid.

III. OT.
l. Occurrences, Linguistic Peculiarities, Synonyms. The verb 'Dr occurs altogether

547 times.27 Statistically, the verb is distributed rather evenly across the entire OT.

The qal occurs 465 times:28 20 occurrences in Genesis; 12 in Exodus; 2 in Leviticus
(26:6;27:32); 31 in Numbers;46 in Deuteronomy; 53 in Joshua; 23 in Judges; 2l in 1

Samuel; 39 in2 Samuel; l0 in 1 Kings; 14in2 Kings; 34 in Isaiah;25 in Jeremiah (in-

cluding 2:20 Q; K: 'bd);22 inEzekiel; 3 in Hosea (6:7; 8:11; l0:11); 1 in Joel (4:17); 6

in Amos; I in Jonah (2:4);6 in Micah;4 in Nahum; 2 in Habbakuk (1:11; 3:10);3 in

Zephaniah (2:2,15;3:6);4 inZechariah; 25 in the Psalms; 15 in Job; I 1 in Ecclesiastes;

2 in Ruth (2:8; 4:l ); 5 in Canticles; 4 in Lamentations; 5 in Esther; 3 in Daniel (9:l I ;

ll:11,40); 3 in Nehemiah (2:14[bis]; 9:11); 3 in I Chronicles (12:16[Eng. v. l5];
19:17;29:30); 6 in 2 Chronicles. The niphal occurs once (Ezk. 47:58), and the piel

once (l K. 6:2\.ze The hiphil occurs 80 times: 3 times in Genesis (8:l;32:24123);

47:21);3 in Exodus (13 12 33:19 36:6);3 in Leviticus (18:21; 25:9[bis]); 6 in Num-

bers; 2 in Deuteronomy (2:30; l8:10); 3 in Joshua (4:3,8; 7:7);5 in I Samuel; 9 in
2Samuel(including l94lQ); I in I Kings(15:12);4in2Kings;3inJeremiah(15:14;
32:35: 46:17); 13 in Ezekiel (including 48:14 Q).

Nominal derivatives of 'br include: 'dler with 90 occurrences: 2 in Genesis

(50:10,11);4 in Exodus;7 in Numbers; l2 in Deuteronomy;24in Joshua (including

22:7 Q);4 in Judges; 7 in I Samuel; I irl2Samuel (10:16); 7 in I Kings; 4 in Isaiah; 3

in Jeremiah (25:12 48:28; 49:32);3 in Ezekiel (l:9,12; lO:22); I inZephaniah (3:10);

I in Job (l:19); l inEzra(S:36);3 in Nehemiah(2:7,9;3:7);4 in 1 Chronicles; I in
2 Chronicles (20:2):aldrdwith2 occurrences (2 S' l5:28 [K]; l9:19); mavQarwith3
occurrences (Gen.32:231221; I S. 13:23; Isa. 30:32); ma'bard with 8 occurrences

(Josh. 2:7; Jgs. 3:28; l2:5,6; I S. l4:4; Isa. 10:29; 16:2; Jer.5l:32); also the place-

name nlarim in Nu. 27:12; 33:47f .; Dl 32:49; cf. Ezk. 39:11; Aram. obar nahara'

with 14 occurrences inEzra (4:10f.,16f.,20; 5:3,6; 6:6,8,13; 7:21,25; cf. Akk. eber

nari).30
Various synonyms are found within the narrower and broader context of 'br Paral-

lels to br qal include g[2, "pass by" (Nu. 11:31; Ps. 90:10); hlpl,"continue on. pass

by,goaway,passaway"(Job9:11;Cant.2:11;Isa.8:8;24:5;Hab. I:ll);'tq, "gofur-
ther, advance, age" (Job 14:18; 18:4; 2l:7;Ps.6:8[7]); klh, "be over, at an end" (Jer.

8:20); mfit, "die" (Job 34:20). Parallels to 'br hiphil include sr2r hiphil, "remove" (Zec.

3:4); ndsa' peia', "take away iniquities" (Job 7:21). Finally, general verbs of motion

26. A. Pohl, Neubabylonische Rechtsurkunden aus den Berliner Staatlichen Museen. AnOr 8

(1933), 45,4.
27. S6hli, 832, counts 548.
28. HAL,l,'779.
29. Concerning Job 21:10, which some cite as a piel, see I above ('brll).
30. See IL4 above.
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frequently parallel 'br: -s1)7 hlk (e.g., Am. 6:2); -+ N)f
ng', "reach as far as, extend to" (Jer. 48l'32; cf. 1 S.14:1).

2. The Verb 'br (Qal and Hiphil). The verb 'br refets in a very general sense to a

change of location or position. The only connotation seems to be that the movement in

question is purposeful or goal-oriented. This indefinite quality attaching to the root en-

ables it to pick up various contextual specifications and thus to represent a great many

semantic aspects.

a. Spatial Movement. The first meanings to be noted are those expressing spatial

movement. Both the manner and the goal of such movement are determined by the use

of prepositions and objects.
(l) Go on one's woy, pass through. According to Gen. 12:6, Abram passes

through the land to the oracular oak at Shechem. Jacob passes through the flocks of
his relative in order to sort out suitable animals (Gen. 30:32). Jgs. ll :29 relates that

Jephthah "passed through Gilead and Manasseh. He passed on to Mizpah of Gilead,

and fiom Mizpah of Gilead he passed on to the Ammonites." The course of a bound-

ary extending as it were from place to place is described with 7r (Josh. 15:6,7'10,1l;

16:2,6; I 8: 13,18,19; l9: 13;.: t Mic. 2: l2f ., a secondary oracle of salvation about ls-

rael's deliverance, speaks of a pioneering figure who will "go up" before the rem-

nant of lsrael, "and they will break through and pass the gate (Abar), going out by it
(yasa')."32 The postexilic oracle of salvation in Mic. 5:4-13(5-14) portrays the rem-

nant of Jacob in the image of the lion who "goes through" (invades) the sheep in the

pen; thus also will lsrael destroy the nations. The concluding message of Trito-Isaiah
(62:10-12), formulated with words from Deutero-Isaiah, addresses the inhabitants of
Jerusalem: "Go through, go through the gates . . . clear it of stones," i.e., remove the

obstacles still standing in the way of the exiles' return. In a lament over the devasta-

tion of the land, lsa. 33:8 states that "the highways are deserted, the streets empty

[lit. 'one passing over a path ceases']." This corresponds to the prediction in the con-

trasting motif that "a highway shall be there, and it shall be called the Holy Way; the

unclean shall not 'travel' on it" (Isa. 35:8). The later addendum, "only his people (?)

may go on it," uses halak in parallel. According to Ps.8:9(8), the work of creation

Yahweh gives to the appointed ruler includes "whatever passes along the paths of the

seas."
(2) Go/come over (or beyond) someone or something. One of the regulations in the

nazirite vow stipulates that "all the days of their nazirite vow no razor shall come upon

('br) the head" (Nu. 6:5). The oracle of rhreat in Isa. 8:5-8 describes the people's dan-

ger as the mighty waters of the Euphrates that will overflow their banks "and will
sweep on into Judah as a flood, and, pouring over, it will reach up to the neck" (v. 8).::

3l. Cf. O. Biichli, "Von der Liste zur Beschreibtng," ZDPV 89 (1973) 6.

32. -+n)y 'al6; cf . T. Lescow, "Redaktionsgeschichtliche Analyse von Micha 1-5," ZAW 84

(1972) 46-8s.
33. Concerning the reading idtOp we'a!04 cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Min-

neapolis, 1991),340f.
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In bemoaning the people's depravity and the considerable part played in it by the
prophets (Jer.23:9-15), the prophet describes his own consternation in the image of a
man overcome ('dpar) by wine (v. 9). The description of misery in Jon. 2:3-10(2-9), a
secondarily inserted thanksgiving hymn, mentions that all the waves of the sea have
passed over the petitioner (v. a[3]). By contrast, the petitioner in Ps. 88 laments before
Yahwehthattheheatof Yahweh'swrarhhassweptoverhim(v. 17ll6l).Finally,thela-
ment on transience in Ps. 103:14-16 describes human fate in the image of a flower of
the field over which the wind3a passes ('d!ar),,.and it is gone.,'

(3) Go over hither cross over continue on. The verb 'alar also refers to crossing a
river. After outwitting Laban, Jacob secretly makes off with all his prop".ty urd
crosses the Euphrares in heading toward Gilead (Gen.3l:21). on the wiy io his
brother Esau, he crosses the ford of the Jabbok (32:z3l22l). Most (about one-third) of
the occurrences exhibiting this meaning involve the Jordan,35 and not surprisingly
'abar then also refers to crossing a border. As a visible sign of their agreement, Jacob
and Laban erect a stone heap and assure one another "that I will not pass beyond this
heap to you, and you will not pass beyond this heap and this pillar to me, for harm',
(31:52). The perhaps secondary insertion36 of Jer. 5:22-25 into the great chiding dis-
course 5:l-31 reminds the recalcitrant and rebellious people of the boundary yahweh
placed before the sea of chaos; its wild raging notwithstanding, the sea cannot cross
over this boundary and destroy the regular course of the fixed order of nature.

without any direct object, 'alar means "go (over) to." Jonathan tells his armor
bearer, "come, let us go over to the philistine garrison on the other side (m€.€!er),'
(1 S. 14:l). After sparing Saul's life again, David goes over ('dbar) ro the orher side
(ha'eber) of the valley to maintain sufficient distance between Saul and himself (l S.
26:13). After the bloodbath Ishmael brings upon Gedaliah and his followers (Jer. 4 I : 1 -
3,8,10-15), "he set out(hdlab ro cross over ('dpar) ro the Ammonites,'(41:10). Jgs.
9:26 has the opposite perspective: "Gaal son of Ebed came (b6') with his kinsfolk, and
they came over ('dprtr) into shechem [i.e., they settled in Shechem].,, The reproach in
Jer,2:9-l I demands that Israel "cross to the coasts of cyprus and look, send (.i/ft piel)
to Kedar and examine with care" (2:10) whether any nation in the east or in the west
has ever exchanged its gods for helpless beings that are no gods at all. The use of .agar

is similar in Am. 6:2, an expansion in the style of a disputation of the prophetic cry of
woe against samaria's upper classes (vv. 1,3-6a): "Cross over ('d!ar) to Calneh [cf.
Isa. 10:91, and see; from there go (hdlaft) to Hamath the great; then go down (ydraQ) to
Gath of the Philistines. Are you better than these kingdoms?', Amos's pupil under-
scores the self-confidence and carefreeness denounced in the basic saying und u.trul-
izes it for his own generation.

(4) Go furthe4 overtake, precede, go ahead, foilow behind, pass under something.
Prov.22:3 says that "the clever see danger and hide; but the simple go on, and suffer

34. --s 1111 rfrah.
35. See III.2.d.(4) below.

_39 P Yolz, Der Prophet Jeremia. KAT x (2192g),66. A different view is taken by
J. Schreiner, Jeremia. NEB (1981),46.
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for it" (cf. Prov.27:12). The messengers dispatched to bring David the news of Absa-

lom's death are racing. Ahimaaz overtakes the Cushite and reaches David first (2 S.

18;23). With the preps. lipnA and'aharA, the verb 'af;ar means "go ahead" and "follow

behind," synonymous with the corresponding constructions with halak. Anticipating

meeting his brother, Jacob sends servants ahead with flocks as gifts and tells them to

"pass on ahead of me" (Gen. 32:17116l).Immediately before the meeting, Jacob goes

to the head of his retinue and proceeds toward Esau (33:3). After what is for Jacob a fa-

vorable conclusion to the meeting, he asks his brother to "pass on ahead of [your] ser-

vant . . . until I come to my lord in Seir" (33: l4). According to Ex. l7:5, Yahweh issues

the order for Moses to "go on ahead of the people, and take some of the elders of Israel

with you." In 1 S. 9:27 Samuel wishes to deliver a divine oracle to Saul, and so has him

telt his servant boy to "go on before us." Accordi ng to 2 K. 4:3 I , Gehazi goes ahead of

the prophet Elisha to ascertain the condition of the Shunammite's sick child. In order to

puriue Sheba, who has rebelled against David, those loyal to David gather around Joab

and follow after him ('dbar'aharA, 2 S. 20:13). The same situation is then also ex-

pressed with b6"aharA when the Bichrites assemble around Sheba and follow after

him (2 S. 20:14). In connection with tithes from herds and flocks, 'dbar wtth the prep.

tuhalmeans "pass through (under the shepherd's staffl" (Lev.27:32). Together with'br
hiphil in Ezk.20:37, this describes the selection of those who will belong to the new

covenant with Yahweh.

b. Figurative use. The figurative use of 'alar is closely connected with the mean-

ings discussed in the preceding section on spatial movement.

(1) Pcss by, elapse. Forty days elapse during the embalming of Jacob-Israel (Gen.

50:4). After the time of mourning has passed, David brings Uriah's wife into his own

house (2 S. ll:27). According to I K. l8:29, the prophets of Ba'al fall into ecstatic

raving as midday passes by. Harvest passes by (Jer. 8:20 par. kalA, "come to an

end"). The oracle of judgment from one of Amos's pupils (Am.8:4-7) has the ex-

ploiters ask "when will the new moon be over . . . and the sabbath" so that they can

ingug" in business activities again (v. 5). The small poem in Cant. 2:10-13 praises

the commencement of new joy in life and love in the image of nascent springtime,

proclaiming that "the winter is past ('dbar), the rain is over and gone (hdlap)" (v.

i tl. t tQr 63:15 expands the regulations of Dt. 21:10- l4 by insisting that a prisoner

of war taken as a wife may touch what is pure only after seven years "have elapsed"

('a?ar ).
(2) Seep away, run dry, go out.In Job's lament over his friends (Job 6:14-30), the

poet compares them with water freshets that seep away ('dpar) and disappear when it is

hot(sdmalniphal, vv. 15,17). According to Zophar's instructions, if Job will but direct

his heart rightly, i.e., acknowledge and confess his sin, he will forget all his misery as if
it were water that seeps away or runs dry (ll:16; cf. Ps. 58:8[7]pat. hdlaft). According

to Est. 1:19, the king is to issue an edict against Vashti that will never be extinguished,

i.e., will be irrevocable. After the plan to annihilate the Jews has been foiled, the Jews

celebrate the Feast of Purim; "nor should the commemoration of these days be extin-

guished among their descendants," i'e., be forgotten (Est. 9:28).

(3) Scatter disperse. The apocalyptically influenced oracle ofsalvation in Isa. 29:1-

t

t
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8 compares the strangers (zarimlzt with small dust, and the multitude of tyrants with
flying, dispersing chaff. The threat in ler. 13:24 applies this image to the inhabitanrs of
Jerusalem. Because their depravity is incurable (cf. the preceding reproach, 13:23),
Yahweh will scatter them like chaff driven by the wind. The oracle of reproach in
zeph.2:l-3 summons the indifferent people to assemble before they drift away like
chafr and Yahweh's fierce anger comes upon them (v. 2). Finally, the iament over tran-
siency in Ps. 144:4 compares the days of life with a passing shadow.

(4) Pass away, die. In his description of misery in Job 17: I I - 16, the poet says that
hisowndaysarepast(v. ll).withinthecontextof v. l3(.,Sheol ismyhouse"),this
can only mean that he sees the end of his life coming. Elihu counters Job's assertion
that God is treating him unjustly by adducing God's immutable righteousness and his
power to actualize that righteousness. At God's command the mighty die (mfifi in a
moment, and the nobles pass away ('d.bar 34:20). Hence when God visits misery upon
a person, he does so to bring about repentance and to keep the person from peiishing
(33:18). After successful repentance, through the intercession of the mediator, God
sends the person new lif'e, and the pardoned sinner can praise God, saying, ..he 

has kept
my soul from dying [emended texr], and my life shall see the light', (v. 2g). one view
understands the expression'apar baiielah with reference to Ugar. ilh, to mean..run
into the javelin," another (probably more correctly) to mean .,to cross the river of the
underworld."38

(5) overflow. In portraying the (apparent) good fortune of the wicke d, ps. 73:3-12
points out that their hearts overflow with evil plans (v. 7). By contrast, the petitioner in
Ps. l7:3 insists that he has done no wrong, nor has his mouth overflowed with wicked-
ness.

(6) Escape, elude. ln the conclusion to the disputation in Isa.40:12-3 l, the clivine
discourse cites rhetorically and in indirect discourse the exiles, lament: .,My way is
hidden tiom Yahweh, and my right eludes my God" (v.27).In descriptive praise simi-
larly introduced in a rhetorical question, Deutero-Isaiah counters this by drawing atten-
tion to Yahweh's dominion as the creator whose unfathomable plan contains the possi-
bility of a new future for the exiles (vv. zB-31). The prophetic announcement in ps.
ttl:6-13(5-12), formulated in the style of Deuteronomistic historical preaching and
judgment, contrasts Israel's stubbornness and disobedience (vv. 12-13) with yahweh,s
act ofdeliverance at the beginning ofthe people's history: "I relieved your shoulder of
the burden; your hands came loose ('br) from the basket,' (v. 7).

(7) Turn awav, remove ('br hiphil). In ps. ll9:37 the petitioner asks yahweh to turn
his eyes away from vanities, and to turn away the disgrace of slander through a favor-
able hearing. Finally, Eccl. ll;10 advises us to keep our minds from anxiety (NRsv
"banish") and to enjoy the brief time of youth.

(8) sound, let resonate (?r hiphil). This meaning is evoked with the obj. q6l,

37. With O. Kaiser, Isaiah l j-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 263 n. e.
38. For the fbrmer see K8L2,976; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963),454. For the

latter, M. Tsevar, "The Canaanire God Selah,,' VT 4 (1954) 43: Leibel. 226f .
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"voice" (Ex. 36:6; Ezr.l'.1; 10:7;Neh. 8:15;2 Ch' 30:5; 36.22;cf ' l S'2:24) and with

the obj. i6par "hotn" (Lev. 25:9).

c. Fixeh Expressions, Termini Technici. Several combinations using 'alar appar-

ently represent fixed expressions or termini technici.In 3 instances the presumably old

,itual for determining divine judgment in the case of suspected adultery (Nu' 5: l0-3 I )

uses the expression 'dfiar 'dldw rfiah-qin'a (vv. 14[bis],30), "the spirit of jealousy

comes on him [the husband]." The exact meaning of this formulation, which variously

parallels "and he becomes jealous," can no longer be determined. In Job l3: l3 the ex-

p."ssion yaab1r'alay mA, "and let come on me what may," recalls a conditional self-

imprecation. In connection with the military dispute between Sattl's son Ishbaal and

Oavia, 2 5.2:12-17 recounts representational combat between twelve elite soldiers on

either side who come forward to'aBar bemi,spar (v. l5). Although this expression is

usually rendered as "count off," this seems questionable. This presumably involves the

selection of the dueling partners.3e lsa.23:2 describes the Sidonian merchants as "sea-

faring" or "sea-experienced." The expressi on kesep 'dl.r las,soh€f "(weights) accept-

able to the traders," also derives from the sphere of trade' and refers either to the nor-

mal currency in a country or to the usual value.4o Technical meaning also attaches to

'ibb,r (piel) in I K. 6:21, meaning to "draw chains of gold across a rootn," i.e., "deco-

rate with."
d. Theological LJse. Given the extremely high number of occurrences at large, 'br

qal and hiphil are not used very fiequently in a theological sense, though such usage

can be rather subtle. Here, too, meanings follow quite closely on those discussed above

(under a) in connection with spatial movement'
(l) Pass throug,h the fire. Several different word combinations with 'br hiphil ap-

pear in connection with so-called child sacrifice.al These include hevlir bA'ai (Nu'

31:23:Dt.18:9f .;2K. l6:3 par.2 Ch. 28:3;2K.17:17;2K'21:6par'2 Ch' 33:61Ezk'

20:26,31): he?f;ir lammolek (Jer.32:35; cf. Lev. 18:21'. nalan + inf . havf;ir); he?!?r

ba.eilammole\(2K.23:10); hezf;irle'okld(Ezk.23j7).AccordingtoNu.3l:23,1s-
rael is to pass through fire "everything that can withstand fire . . . and it shall be clean."

This quite obviously involves some sort of cultic purification. Dt. l8: l0 stipulates that

"no nr" shall be found among you who makes a son or daughter pass through fire, or

who practices divination, or is a soothsayer . . . for whoever does these things is abhor-

rent io yahweh" (cf. lleT 60:17). As in the Deuteronomistic framing sections of

2 Kings par. 2 Chronicles (see above), so also is "passing something through fire" here

urro"iut.d with magic, sorcery, and idolatry. This suggests that "passing something

through fire" refers not to a form of child sacrifice by incineration but to some sort of

consecration associated with rnagic.az Ezk. 2O:26,31 confirm this suspicion' There

39. On this entire complex cf . ANET,20; AOT 57f.;Y.Yadin,The Art of warfare in Biblical

Lands in the Ligttt of Archaeological Study,2 vols. (Eng. trans., New York, 1963). 266f.

40. HAL, 11,779; StAhli, 833. See EU.

4l.SomosrrecentlyM.Smith,"ANoteonBumingBabies,""/Aos95 (19',75)4'7'l-19;St'ihli'833'

42. O. Procksch, Theobgie r/es A7 (Giitersloh, 1950), I 88, thinks this might be ref-erring to an

ordeal.
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Yahweh denies his entreaty by the house of Israel by adducing their idolatry, which
:olri:!r in sacrificing ro foreign gods and in ,.passing their chilLn through the fire.,,Ezk' 23:37 does not contradict this even if interpreters have repeatedly understood aschild sacrifice the statement "they have even offered up to them for fbod (their) chil-dren'" This is rather a drastic expression quite typical of Ezekiel that refers to Israelhaving alienated its own children from yahweh, introduced them to fbreign cults, anddedicated them to other gods.

Ezk.15:4 and 6 (cf. Jer. r2:9) say rhar yahweh will..give (nd!an),, the vine branch(lsrael) or the sword of Nebuchad nezzar'.to the fire to e-at.,, Here, too, the expressionrefers metaphorically to annihilation rather than to actual incineration. when Israel al-lows its children to go to other gods, it is surrendering them to destruction. From aform-critical perspective, Ezk. 23:3j is related to the eipres sion hevQtr lammolek inJer.32:35, which in its own rurn is relared to he?ltr FiUWA in Ex.l3:;;. il;J;from Exodus is itself dependent on the demand that the firstborn be dedicate<l toYahweh' a demand extant in several different versions in Ex. 22:2gf .(29t.): 34:r9f .;l3:2,12f. These texts speak about "giving (nd1an) to yahweh,,,..belonging to him,,,"dedicating/consecraring (qiddei)to hi-,i "send/have go (hezlir) ro him.,, Not a sin_gle case speaks of sacrificing, but rather of offering, !."r"rtirg, and dedicating thefirstborn child to Yahweh. The sacrifice of a firstborn animal is associated with theterm zabah (Ex. l3: l5). Hence Jer. 32:35 is to be interpreted within the horizon of Ex.13:12 as a gift and dedication for Moloctr, from which it follows that the formulae
le?btr leYHWH, hevltr rammdreft or ndlan leyHWH, and nalan lammdref; (Lev.
2o:2ff .l betong together form criticaily, andlre to be viewed ;, ;;;;;y*r. The formu_lations he,lir bd'€i lammdrek eK.23:10) and nalan lehaalir immaleft(Lev. lg:2r)
are then secondary constructions employing existing formai elements.43

(2) Enter the ranks of the conscripted. Tie"^p."rrion 'dlar 'al-happequgimoccurs 3times (Ex' 3o:13,r4;38:26)- The pass. ptcp. p"qi4tm. "conscripts,', o.ir., 75 times andrepresents a term from military and administrative language. Conscripts are those men fitfor military service who are.entered into conscript lists at tle time of regular levies for thesake of acquiring an overview of the number available in the event o'r **. During theearly period these were the men fit for military service who moved out for rearguard ser_vice.InEx.30:ll-r6ppicksupthisoldernotionoftherearguardtojustifyaregurarper_
capita tax for the postexilic cultic community covering the needs tf tne cult (v. l6a).Even the motivation of countering the danger a census might provoke in the form of di_vine wrath (cf. 2 S. 24), which can be avoided only throufh puy.n"nt of ..atonement foryour lives," is extremely antiquated. Accordingly, .alar-,al'hippequ/tm 

means .,enter
into the number of those paying the cult tax," i.e., be reckoned as a member of the culticcommunity. The formulation is used in this sense in eumran.aa(3) Yahweh's advance in hor1, war Twice in connection with the rand conquest

43' Concerning this entire.comprex see D. plataroti, ,.Zum 
Gebrauch des wortes mtk im Nr,,,vT 28 ( I978) 286-300; -+ 1)a mate[ 1yilt.381f .1.

44. See IV below.
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Yahweh is said to advance before his people and to conquer the nations' "Know then

today that Yahweh your God is the one who crosses over before you as a devouring

fire; he will defeat them and subdue them before you" (Dt. 9:3). Although this verse

belongs to the unit 9:1-7, which in its own turn follows Dt.7-8 both linguistically and

conceptually, at the same time it introduces and provides the hermeneutical key to the

narrative in 9:8-10:11, and comes from the hand of the final redactor of Dt' 5-11' The

author presents the land conquest as a Yahweh war, which according to tradition is ac-

tually a legal dispute to be decided by divine judgment. The land conquest represents

yahweh's lnaccessible deed and the fulfillment of his promise to the ancestors. Dt.

31:3 is also to be understood within this horizon, even if one understands it as coming

from a different author. In the later Deuteronomistic strata, the understanding of
yahweh,s military acts no longer has anything to do with actual political events of the

day; rather, it has become a theory of God's actions quite independent of reality itself'

(4) Through the Jordan. The notion of crossing the Jordan became a theolo-

goumenon in a slightty different fashion. The expression'af;ar'e!-hayyard.n rcpre-

ients a formulation typical of the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic literature.as The lit-

erary-critical implicati,ons of the wide variety of 'dpar formulations, especially those in

Dt. 
-l-34, 

have not yet been studied, and could well cast new light on the literary gene-

sis of Deuteronomy. The Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic literature uses'a[ar as a ter-

minus technicus in connection with the land conquest.46 This explains why 'af;ar never

became part of the terminology associated with the exodus' Only P speaks of "crossing

through; the sea,47 and uses only b6' and hdlall. Josh. 3-5 portrays the crossing of the

Jordan as an act of quasi-worship. The people are to sanctify themselves (3:5) as if in

preparation for a sacred event in the temple worship service. The keyword of this tex-

iuai unit is'dpar occurring 22 times,with'dmai constituting its counterpart with 5 oc-

currences. This represents a clearly conceived theological narrative that intends to

present the crossing of the Jordan in connection with God's great plan' That plan itself

extends from the time of the patriarchs to the exodus and land conquest on into the

present, and is presented as proof of Yahweh's compassionate and mighty guidance.

iH, i, why the crossing of the Jordan and the path through the Red Sea are associated

theologicaity (4:23). This crossing marks the beginning of something entirely new;

with it a salvific future commences. Thus does the crossing of the Jordan or the Red

Sea become a theologoumenon and simultaneously the hermeneutical key to any cross-

ing into a new future. This is also the implication of the actualizing "today" in Dt' 9:1

et passim. Josh. 3-5 exhibits an overall theological concept colored by

Deuieronomistic thinking. This conception has in its own turn incorporated a plethora

of older material that in many cases is difficult to assess.4S At an earlier period, a wor-

45. Cf. H.-J. Fabry, "Spuren des Pentateuchredaktors in Jos 4,2lff.," Das Deuteronomium:

Entstehung, Gestalt ind liotschafi, ed. N. Lohfink, BETL 68 (1985), 351-56, esp. 353.

46. Ct: P. Diepold, Israels i'and. BWANT 95 (1972), 29, 57, 62; G' 
-Braulik' 

Die Mittel

deuteronomischer-Rhetorik erhoben aus Deuteronomium 4,1-10. AnBibl 68 (1978),93ff'

47 . -+ D) ydm (V1,87-98); + t'llD sfiP.

48. Cf. G. Kuhnert, "Das Gilgalpassah" (diss', Mainz, 1981)'
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ship celebration may have been conducted at a sanctuary such as that at Gilgal during
which the crossing of the Jordan was cultically evoked.+q The specifics of this celebra-
tion are obscure. In any event the celebration reflected in Josh. 3-5 does resonate in ps.
ll4 (cf. Ex. l5:1-21).

(5) God passing by in theophanies. Several texts deriving from different traditions
can nonetheless be viewed together insofar as they all speak of yahweh passing by in a
theophany (Gen. l8:3,5; Ex. 33:19;34.6; I K. l9:ll; Ezk. t6:6,g; Hos. l0:li). They
all use the same formulaic expression: DN 'dpar pN. Gen. 1 g: I - I 6 is perhaps the point
of departure for this understanding of theophany, and may have been based on an an-
cient sanctuary legend that told of a theophany of the divine trio in the f'estival cult of
Hebron.50 when Abraham's clan settled in the area in the l3th century 8.c., they assim-
ilated this local tradition into their own clan traditions and applied ii to their ancestor
Abraham. When the tradition was applied to Yahweh in connection with the composi-
tion of the patriarchal stories,sl the promise of the son was added. In the process
Yahweh's passing by Abraham becomes a blessed and promising encounter between
Yahweh and Abraham within the framework of a theopirany eveit.

A piece difficult to classify and internally disparate, Bx. 3g:lg-23 addresses yah_
weh's cultic presence as disclosed in the calling of his name, and then the promise of
his limitless but utterly inaccessible mercy. The paronomasia in the relative clause em-
phasizes both aspects: "I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show
mercy on whom I will show mercy." The unique theophany portrayal in I K. 19:llf.
resembles this text in many ways and may even have been influencei by i1.sz Although
the text mentions the traditional theophany motifs of storm, earthquake, and fire as
phenomena accompanying yahweh's coming, it arso assumes a plainly polemicar tone
in asserting that Yahweh is not really present in them; rather, a 

i.uoi"! of hovering si-
lence" (M. Buber) announces his coming. This particular theophany portrayal is with-
out analogy and may derive from a certain circle of traditionihat spoke of yahweh,s
cultic theophany as a coming in a kind of "dead calm." This portrayal vehemently re-
jects the Ba'al-Hadad theophany that has been transformed into the yahweh praise of
the Jerusalem cult (cf. Ps. 29).53 For this circle, which also includes Elijah, yahweh,s
cultic theophany is indeed without analogy, incomparable, and ineffable. yahweh's
passing by Moses and the proclamation of his compassionate actions serve in Ex. 34:6-

49. H. I. Kraus, Worship yn_l2rael (Eng. trans., Richmond, 1966), 152_Sg; H. Wildberger,
Jahwes Eisentumsvolk. ATANT 3'7 (1960), 59-02; brt cf. esp. n. otto,'bo, MazzotJesr in Gilgal.BZAW 107 (1975), passim; for eumran see IV below.

. 50. concerning the character of Gen. l g, cf. E. Haag, .,Abraham 
and Lot in Gen lg_19,,' Dela Tbrah att Messie. FS H. Caz.elles. AoAT 2lz (lggb, 1i3-99: F. L. Hossi.eld, .,Einheit undEinzigkeit Gottes im friihen Jahwismus," 1rn' Gesprcich mit clem dreieinigen Gott. FS

W. Breuning (Diissetdorf, l9B5), 5j-j4, esp. 63ff.
5 l . cf. E. Blum, Die Komposition der vritergeschichte. WMANT 57 (1gg4), 27 rtf .

.^-52. J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte"einer abtestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT lo(21977), n2.
53. c. Macholz, "Psalm 29 und 1 K<in 19," werulen und wirken des AT. FS c. wesrermann(Grittingen, 1980), 325-33.
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7 as a compositional hinge between the theophany in Ex. 19 and the mediation of the

covenant in 3+:tOft.s+ This theophanic element recedes into the background in Hos'

10:11 and Ezk. 16:6,8. Yahweh's passing by serves Hosea as a cipher for the election

of Ephraim, and Ezekiel as a cipher for Yahweh's compassionate and vivifying con-

cern for Israel.
(6) Human guilt in transgressing against God's commandments. Various word com-

binations with'alar refer to human culpability before God. These include 'a[ar beril'
,,transgress the covenant" (Dt. l7:2; Josh. 7:1 l,l5;23 16; Jgs. 2:20 2 K. 18:12; Jer.

34:18; Hos. 6:7 par. bdsad, "deal faithlessly"; 8:l pat. paia' a/, "transgress against")'

The expression itself 
"o-et 

from Hosea's hand. In his response to the people's lament

of repentance (6:1-3), composed in the I st person style of divine discourse, the prophet

u""u.", the people of having transgressed the covenant and acted faithlessly (v' 7)' In

this context iv. S), Citeaa is called a city of povld 'awen, "evildoers." Because this des-

ignation always implies foreign cults,'alar beriltefets to "going over to other gods"

(If. g: t ), and it is in this sense that the Deuteronomistic authors responsible for the re-

maining occulrences use the expression.s5

OthJr expressions include 'd[ar pt YHWH, "transgress Yahweh's command" (Nu'

14:41;22:18;24:13: I S. l5:24); '.alar misw6, "transgress the commandment" (Dt'

26:13; 2 Ch. 24:20); 'df;ar t6rd, "transgress instructions, laws" (Isa. 24:5 pat. hdlap

h6q and parar be rt!; Dnl. 9:1 I ). In the portrayal of his misery (vv. 3- 1 I t2- 101), the peti-

iioner ln Ps. 38 associates his physical suffering with his transgressions, which in a

sense have now become visible. He views his terrible condition as Yahweh's punish-

ment of his sin, sin that has increased such that, like a river, it goes over his head ('dbar

awdn\fi, weighing on him like a great burden (v. 5tal). Of course, the worst thing that

can happen to a sintut person is for God to turn away entirely and remain at a distance,
..*ruppirg himself in a cloud" so that no prayer can reach him ('dbar tlpilld; cf. Lam'

3:44j. Thus does Prov. l9:1 1 advise the wise to avoid sin at all costs ('af;ar 'al peia')'

(7) God's chastising intervention. The consequence of human transgression is God's

chastising intervention, expressed with'APar in Ex. 12:12,23 and Am' 5:17' In the

style of Jlament for the aeaa, Am. 5:16f. describes the commencement of the day of
yatrweh. Now, however, his passing through the people and his presence among his

own community means that he is coming not for salvific deliverance but to deliver

judgment of the sort that can be implemented only by his presence. Yahweh's salvific

it 
"ipt 

uny in the cult corresponds in the contrasting motif to his theophany in chastis-

ing judgment, and it is in this sense that P and the Deuteronomistic historian under-

stani yatrweh's passing by in Ex. 12:12,23. For the Egyptians, Yahweh's presence

means the death of the firstborn; for Israel, it means being spared'

(8) Passing by =.forgiving. The verb'alar is used several times in reference to com-

passionate sparing or for forgiveness of sins:'apar /e (Am. 7:8; 8:20); 'apar'al peia"

54. Cf. J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes, Ex 34,10-26. FRI-A'NT l14 (1975), 2'79-86'

55. ConcerningDt. 17:2, cf. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 3l (1969)

173.
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"pass over transgression" (Mic.7:18 par. ndid"dw6n); hevltr'aw6n,,,take away
guilt" (2 S.24:10 par. I Ch. 2l:8;Zec.3:4par. slrhiphil,.,remove"; JobT:21 par.
nafa'peia', "take away iniquity"); hev$ir hafia't,,,put away sin', (2 S. 12:13). pre-
cisely in view of the parallel terms, one cannot concur with J. J. Stamm that'd!ar is
"merely an imperfect and thus not widespread image for forgiveness, since it expresses
only the notion of overlooking and disregarding rather than genuinely canceling out
sin."56

(9) Entering into the covenant. The expressi on 'dlar biler{ is unique in its meaning
as "enter into the covenant" (DL29:ll[0]) with its attendant covenantal formula
(v. l2|ll). This particular covenant refers to the covenant of Moab, which Deu-
teronomistic theology views as the counterpart or even the substitute for the covenant
of Sinai/Horeb, which Israel broke through disobedience.5T Here alone in the OT does
the Horeb obligation stand over against the Moab obligation; i.e., "the Decalog is the
document of the first, the entirety of Deuteronomy that of the second as an interpreta-
tion of the Decalog, as a development of the basic commandments."58 one must ..en-

ter" into this (new) obligation. In this context, one can leave undecided the question to
what extent Dt.29:l-20(2-21) reflects the ritual of a covenant renewal ceremony or to-
gether with 29:21-27(22-28) represents a piece of late Deuteronomistic theology re-
garding Israel's sin and Yahweh's pardon.se The situation in Gen. 15 is similar. Does
the passing of the smoking firepot and the flaming torch between the dismembered ani-
mals recall a ritual involving Yahweh's promissory oath to Abraham, or yahweh,s self-
obligation, or does it reflect late Deuteronomistic covenantal theology?60 This com-
plex becomes more tangible in Jer. 34:13-16,18, an oracle of judgment developed into
a Deuteronomistic sermon. The prophet refers to a rite of self-imprecation performed
at the acceptance of a solemn obligation.0t

3. 'cper As a noun, '€!er refers to an extension > terrain > area; in connection with a
river > shore area, with further qualification > the near or far shore; in a weakened ver-
sion > side, as in "on one side or the other" (1 S. l4:4); "the opposite side" (l S. 26:13;
3l:7MT; 1K.4:12;Job l:19)>"overthere"(l S. l4:l);..onallsides',(l K.5:4[4:24];
ler.49:32); "in his own direction" (Isa. 47:15); "on both sides" (Ex. 32:15);,.on the
sides of the mouth of a gorge" (Jer. 48:28); "on the inside edge next to the ephod" (Ex.
28:26;39:19); "straight ahead" (Ezk. 1:9,12; 10:22).

The majority of occurrences include 'E[er together with the preps. min, be, and'al/

56. Erlbsen und Vergeben im AT (Bem, lg40), j2.
57. A. Phillips, Deuteronomy. CBC (1973), 199.
58. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), l53.
59. For the former see N. Lohfink, "Der Bundesschluss im Land Moab," BZ 6 (1962) 32-s6,

et passim; cf. G. Braulik , Das Testament des Mose. Stuttgarter kleiner Kommentar 4 (19'76),72.
For the latter, L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969),23.

60. See, respectively, N. Lohfink, Die ktndverheissung als Eitr. sBs 2g (1967), l0lff.;
E. Kutsch, Verheissung und Gesetz. BZ"AW l3l (1973),6ff.; --r )fi] .Cgel; Blum, 27lff.

61. J. Schreiner, Jeremia II. NEB (1984), 202f .; cf . Kursch, 8f.
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'el, and alone exhibiting prepositional characteristics itself. It is not always clear just

which side is meant, and whether the prepositional expression is to be rendered as "on

this side" or "on the other side."

The expressi on be'eler is usually translated "on this side" (NRSV "beyond") (Gen.

50:10,11; Dt. 3:8,20; Josh. 1:14; 9:l; 1 S. 3l:7[bis]; Jer'25:22)' For Josh' l;15;5:l;
l2:7.,22:7 , the translation "on this side" is supported by the context; cf. also Dl 4141',

Josh. 12:l; 13:8. In 2 instances the context suggests thatbe'eber means "beyond" (Dt.

3:25; Josh. 1:7).ln general ma'€ler means "beyond" (Dt. 30: l3; Josh. l4:3; l7:5; Jgs.

7:25: I K.4:12; 14:15;2Ch.2O:2;Job l:19;Isa. 18:1; Zeph'3:10)' In 3 instances the

context suggests that it means "on this side" (Nu. 32:19;34:15; I Ch. 26:30).In Num-

bers and parts of Joshua, b"'eber and mE'Cf;er are used synonymously'

The eipression'elfal'Eler refers to the opposite side inEx.25:37;28:26" Dt.

30:13; Josh. 22:ll;Ezk. l:9,12; 10:22.

The combination be'Ef;er hayyard€n occurs frequently, and can, depending on the

position of the speaker, refer to the area west of the Jordan (Nu. 32:19; Dt.320,25;
i t,30, 

"t..) 
or east of the Jordan (Gen. 50: l0f.; Nu. 22: I ; 32:32; Dt. I : 1,5; Josh. 1 : 14;

2:10, etc.). More frequently, the reference is to the area east of the Jordan, a situation

possibly reflecting settlement patterns and geographical considerations.62

4. aldrA.In 2 S. 15:28 and 11:16 the term 1ldrd refers to a "transition, crossing >

ford," here the "fords of the wilderness," i.e., the deeply cut wadis (cf. 2 S. 19:19[18])'

The occasionally suggested meaning "raft, ferry"' with reference to Arab. 'brt, cannot

be demonstrated.

5. ma%!ar.In Gen. 32:32(31) maglar refers to the ford (of the Jabbok), and in

1 Sam. 13:23 to a crossing in the mountains, i.e., a pass. The term has a different mean-

ing in lsa. 30:32. This announcement of salvation, composed in an apocalyptic style'

speaks of the final destruction of enemies and mentions kol mavQar mafieh m'AsdiA,63

"every stroke of the staff of punishment that Yahweh lays upon him [Assyria]."

6. ma'bar6. The expressi on ma'bard is one further designation for a ford (Josh. 2:7;

Jgs. 3:28; 12:5f.; Isa. StrlZ) or for a path leading through a gorge or across a mountain

gap (1 S. l4:4; Isa. 10:29).

7 . vf;dr?m. Place-names include slartm (Jer. 22:20), whose full designation is har

hdnldrim (Nu. 27:12; Dt.32i4g) and hdra hdnpdrim (Nu. 33:47f.). This name refers

to the northwestern part of the Moabite piateau as Mt' Nebo'

g. {!ar nahara'. The geographical designation for the land west of the (Euphrates)

river, oi Transporami a, is 'eper hannahar (l K. 5:4[4:24); Ezr. 8:36; Neh. 2:7 ,9; 3:7);

62. Lilley, 110.
63. Cf. BHS.
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cf . ,!ar nahard in the Aramaic parts of the book of Ezra (4:lof .,16f .,20, etc.) and Akk.
eber nari.6a Some texts still use this designation to refer to the land east of the Euphra-
tes (Josh. 24:2f.,14f.;2 S. t0:16 par.2Ch.19:16; t K. t4:15; Isa.i:20).

IV. Qumran. The Qumran texts use zr much the same way as does the or, though
the theological aspect does come more to the fbrefront while the broad secular seman-
tic spectrum is covered by corresponding synonyms. Nominal constructions of 'br are
entirely absent, unless with y. yadin one reads miny.bry,hi.r,,on both sides of the
gate," in llQT 37:7.

From the "secular" sphere, only the meaning "cross over" (the Jordan) is attested
(1Q22 l:9; 2:2; cf . lQl4 6:4; 4Q173 5:l). precisely this reminiscence occupied con-
siderable space in connection with the following thematic material.65 The other texts
address becoming a member of the community and with transgressions against the
community order.

"All those who come66 into the community (yhd) Rule shall enter (.br) into the cov_
enant (bryt) before God" (lQS l:16). As elsewhere, bryt here is synonymous with
community.6t This bryt is frequently specified more closely as ..the covenant of God,'
(lQS 5:8; 10:10; CD 13:14), "rhe new covenanr" (cD 6:19;g:2r; r9:33f.),.,rhe cove-
nant of Abraham" (12:lr), and "the covenant of repentance" (19: l6). In the liturgy of
the entrance ritual, priests and Levites first proclairn God,s mighty deeds or Israel,s
transgressions. The novices entering into the covenant (h'brym bbryt) respond with
"amen" ( lQs I :18,20). Then they make a confession of sin ( I :24), which is fbllowed
by forgiveness and the proclamation of blessing and curse by priests or Levites, all of
which is confirmed by the "amen" of the h'brym bbryt (2:l 0). But whoever ,.refuses to
enter (bw') the covenant of God shall not enter the community of his truth (t, l,,br vhd'mttw)" (2:25f .).ot After a ten-year period of instruction in the orders of the covenant,
and if he has reached his twentieth year and made the appropriate progress, the novice
canenterintothecircleof theenrollees ('brhpqwdym)(leSa l:gf.;cD l0:lf.: l5:6;
cf. Ex. 30:13f.; 38.'261.0e Each community member occupies his appointed place in the
holy council. The community comes together ('br) commensurate with this order and
ranking (cf. lQS 2:19-21). one frequenr synonym of 'br bbryt is bw' bba1,r (leS
2:12,18,25f.;5:20 6:14f. thiphitl; CD 2:2;3:10; 6:ll [hophal]; 8:l; 9:2f.; t9:13f.;
IQH 5:23; 18:28 [hiphil]); see also hib bbr1,t (reS 5:l l,lg). In connecrion with viola-
tions of the covenantal order, 'br means "transgress," either absolutely (CD l5:3f.),

64. See IL4 above.
65. Cf. w. H. Brownlee, "The Ceremony of Crossing the Jordan in the Annual Covenanting

at Qumran," von Kanactn bis Kerala. FS J. p. M. van ier ptoeg. A)AT 2ll (19g27,295-302.
66. -+ N1! b6' (rl,20-49).
67. + ill! yahaQ (Y1,40-48). See H.-J. Fabry, Die Wurz.el iLb in tler Qumran-Literatur. BBB

46 (1975),25f .,290f .; --+ Yt, 4jf .

68. On this covenant initiation and renewal ritual see M. Delcor, "Le vocabulaire juridique,
cultuel et mystique de l"initiation'dans le sect du eumran,,, eumran-probleme, ed. H. Bard-tke
(Berlin, 1963), lO9-34.

69. See above, III.2.d.(2).
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against God's word (lQS 5:14; CD 10:3; lQH 12:24), or against the covenant (CD
l6:12;1Q221:8, emended text; llQT 55:17).

V. LXX. As a rule the LXX renders 'br in the general meaning "cross over, pass

through," as diabafnein and pardrchesthai. In addition, it often uses di4rchesthai in
passages where the precise meaning of ?r was no longer familiar in the source docu-
ment (e.g., Ps. 42:5[4]; 4tl:5[4]; 73:7;88: l7[16]; 103: l0). Otherwise it tries to translate
precisely and with attention to diff'erent meanings. For the various nuances of "go/pass
through," it uses diaporeriesthai (Ps.8:8[7]), diodeiein (Gen. l2:6); for "pass by"
pardgein (Ps. 128:8; 143:4), paraporeiesthai (Gen. l8:5; Ex. 12:12), pcrrdrchesthai
(Gen. 18:3; Ps. 36:36[35]; 56:2111); fbr "pass by" in the sense of "pass away,"
pardgein (Ps. 143:4) and par4rc'hesthai (Gen.5O:4:2 S. l1:27; 1 K. l8:29; Ps.

140:l0t9l). The theological aspect of incurring guilt by transgressing or violating di-
vine commandments and ordinances is expressed with parabainein, variously referring
to t6 rhdma kvriou (Nu. 14:41; 22:18;24:13), t(tn l6gon kyriou (1 S. 15.24), tdn

diathdken (Josh.7:ll 23:16;lgs.2:20 2 K. l8:12;Hos. 6:7;8:l), and parirt'ltesthoi,
variously referring to tdn diathilkZn (Dt. 17 12), tdn ndmon (lsa. 24:5). The LXX ren-
ders 'br in the meaning "pass over, disregard = forgive," with hyperbafnein, e.g., /is
the6s h6sper s!? exa[rAn adikias kai hyperbainon usebekts (Mic.7:18; cf. Job 9:ll);
cf. Symmachus, kai aglditsma autoil hyperbainon adik7nro (Prov. l9:l I 1or NIT tp'rtw
br). God's passing by in the context of theophany is expressed by perdrchestfuti, and
in this sense one might understand the passing by of Jesus the Nazorean in Lk. lU:37 as

an epiphanic sign of his emerging messianic power and ma.iesty.

Fuhs
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l. l. Etymology, Occurrence.r. The noun 'ef;rA derives from the verbal root'a\ar
This root could be 'd\ar l, "go hither," "go over," "cross oveg" since in several in-
stances 'elrd has the meaning "arrogance" (Prov. 2l:24;22:8; Isa. l6:6; Jer. 48:30),
and the hithpael of 'dpar is also attested with the meaning "be arrogant" (Prov. 20:2;
24:21 conj.).In all likelihood, however, its basis is an independentroot'a[arII,"be
angry."r This root also occurs in Arabic as labira, "be malicious," (ibr, "malice," and
i$birdr "rancor, resentment."2 Following Sauer,3 however, I do not think farb, "pas-
sion, vehemence," and fariba, "disapprove," are associated with this root via an ex-
change of the second and third radicals. It cannot be unequivocally demonstrated
whether this root also occurs in Old Aramaic as y'brnh and in Jewish Aramaic as

ta'abfira', "wrath."1

2. Meaning. The subst. 'elrd occvs 34 times in the OT (with the exception of
Gen. 49 7, only in the Prophets, wisdom literature, Psalms, and Lamentations), in-
cluding 3 times in the plural (Ps.7:7[Eng.v.6]; Job2l:30;40:11). In 30 instances it
means "anger, wrath," or "expression of anger" (the latter esp. in the pl.), and in 4 in-
stances "arrogance." The relationship between these two meanings also obtains with
regard to the verb 'dbar ll, which occurs 8 times in the OT (only in the hithpael, and
with the exception of Dt. 3:26 only in wisdom literature and the Psalms), and yet is
securely attested only 6 times (Prov. l4:16 and 26:17 probably derive from a form of
'rb),s to which one may add one passage in which 'd[ar Il is conjectured (Prov.
24:21 ,readti!'abbdr).In 5 instances it means "be angered," and twice it means "be
arrogant." Hence both meanings, each of which is attested for both the verb and the
noun, are probably substantively related insofar as both describe actions deriving
from unbridled emotions in which someone is driven to words or deeds with unfore-
seeable consequences.6 Within the wider OT word field "anger, wrath," as covered
by several other terms as well ('ap, fiemd, harbn, za'am, z,o'op, qe$ep, ka'as), 'elrA
probably evokes specifically the element of unbridled emotion within anger as mani-
fested in corresponding actions.

3. LXX. ln cases where the meaning '6anger, wrath" is intended, the LXX translates
the substantiv e with orgil or thym6s, or with both terms in a genitive construction (as in
Isa.9:18[9]; l3:13); in passages where the verb means "be angry," the LXX uses the
terms anabdllO and hyperord1. By contrast, wherever the meaning "be arrogant" or
"arrogance" is assumed, the LXX is unsure; whereas it translates the verb with
paroxlno (Prov. 20:2) or apeith4o (Prov. 24:21 conj.), it either does not translate the

l. HAL, lI,782; Driver, "Some Hebrew Roots," 69; Sauer,835.
2. Cf. Emerton, 189.
3. P. 835.
4. For Old Aramaic see Sefire stela III, KAI,224:17; cf. DNSI, II, 821; as well as Degen,68.

For Jewish Aramaic, see Jastrow, 1683b.
5. Cf. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT I/16 (21963),67,95.
6. See in this regard H. Wildberger, lsaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 146.
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substantive at all (Isa. 16:6), misunderstands it (Prov. 2l:24), or replaces it with a dif-
ferent noun entirely (Prov.22:8).

4. Qumran. Although the Qumran writings do indeed attest the luse of 'elrd as a des-
ignation for "anger, wrath," they limit it to divine wrath ( l QM 4:l: 14:1; I QS 4; 12; CD
8:3; l9:16).

II. Human Arrogance. Use of the subst. 'e\rd and of the verb 'dbar ll in the mean-
ing "arrogance" or "be arrogant" is limited to Prov. 2O:2;21:24;22:8:24:21 conj.; Isa.
16:6; and Jer. 48:30. Because all these passages are exilic or postexilic texts, Jer. 48:30
being additionally dependent on Isa. 16:6,7 and because the occurrences in Proverbs
are concentrated in two subcollections, this meaning may well have developed first
only during the exilic period within a limited circle, one probably influenced by the
wisdom tradition.

Because 'elrd and 'dlar always refer to human arrogance, 'eprd is often used with
ga'awd, gd'6n, g€'eh (Isa. 16:6; Jer. 48:29f .), and with zdd, zddbn, and yahtr (Prov.
21:24). Those who act with arrogance are called "scoffers" (Prov. 2l:24) because in
their presumption they boastfully disregard the guidance offered by wisdom. Indeed,
because arrogance represents an unjust attitude, it cannot endure; according to the law
of recompense, however, injustice always provokes calamity (22:8). Concretely, this
means that whoever is arrogant toward the king is running the risk of losing life itself
(20:2), whence the advice that one never act with arrogance toward the king, and cer-
tainly not toward Yahweh (24:21 conj.: ienAhem).

This relationship between arrogance and calamity also applies to that between na-
tions. Soon after the 8th-century prophets announced judgment on both Israel and
Judah for their arrogance (Hos. 5:5; Am. 6:8), the general notion arose that it was
precisely also the foreign nations who would perish for their arrogance and false
gossip, all of which was directed ultimately at Israel and its God (Isa. 16:6; Jer.

48:30f.).

III. Human Anger. The OT luses 'e|rd in 7 instances to refer to human anger or to
expressions of such anger (Gen. 49:7; Job 40:11; Ps. 7:7161; Prov. l1:23; 14:35; Isa.
14:6; Am. 1:11, with exilic-postexilic texts predominating in this list). At the same
time, the frequent combination with the parallel term -+ D)N 'ap either in parallelismus
membrorum (Gen.497; Ps. 7:7[6]; Isa. 14:6; Am. l:ll) or in construct (Job 40:ll) is
noteworthy.

l. Causes. Human 'eprd is ascribed both to individuals (Gen. 49:7, Simeon and
Levi; Job 40:ll, Job; Prov. 14:35, the king) and to groups or nations (Ps. 7:7[6], ene-
mies; Prov. ll:23,the wicked; Am. l:11, Edom). It can also apply figuratively to an
object guided by a human hand (Isa. 14:6).It is always directed against another human
being (Prov. 14:35) or another human group (Gen. 49:7; Iob 40:ll; Ps. 7:1161;Isa.

7. Cf. ibid., 119.
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l4:6; Am. l:11). Accordingly,thereasonsforsuch'elriare thefeelingof havingbeen
betrayed (Prov. l4:35), the perception that another nation's behavior is unjust (Am.
I : I I ), the sense of being wounded by the prosperity of the wicked (Job 40: I I ), or that
the tyrant of a high power does not feel appropriate respect for smaller nations (Isa.

l4:6).

2. Expressions. The form of expression is closely linked to the particular factors
prompting the 'elr0 in the first placo. In this connection, the notion is unequivocally
clear that expressions of anger "pour out" (Job 40: I l). The nature of wrath, however, is
cruelty (Gen. 49:7); indeed, such anger can even kill (Prov. 14:35, read taharog or
tehegeh).lt is worth noting that'elrd is never attributed to a woman or directed specifi-
cally against women. Nor is it ever ascribed to servants or subjects.

3. Assessme,?r. Although human 'elrA is basically and overwhelmingly viewed
as something negative, the specifics of individual cases do permit positive assess-

ments as well. The characterization of wrath as cruel (Gen. 49:7) is unequivocally
negative, and is even heightened by the application of a curse to such anger (Gen.

49:7). Ps.7:7(6) is similarly based on a negative view of 'ef;rd when it entreats

Yahweh to intervene against the wrath of one's enemies. So also Prov. l1:23 asso-

ciates wrath with the wicked and juxtaposes them with the righteous and the good.
By contrast, the king's wrath at the shameless servant seems justified (Prov.

14:35), and Job's expressions of anger toward the wicked who always seem to be

in good fortune, expressions to which Yahweh himself incites Job (Job 40:ll), are

certainly understandable.
In any event, both the negative and positive assessments of anger hold that it always

leads to punishment and ruin. Hence in Gen. 49:7 Simeon and Levi are to be scattered

throughout Israel because of their anger; and according to Am. 1: I 1, Yahweh will chas-

tise Edom with fire because its anger against Israel did not cease. Isa. l4:4b-8 an-

nounces an analogous act of judgment on Yahweh's part against a world power as

Yahweh's own reaction to behavior prompted by anger;8 Ps. 7:7(6) entreats Yahweh to
undertake similar action against unnamed adversaries. By contrast, the king's justified
anger in Prov. 14:35 results in the ruin of the shameless servant, just as Job's own un-
derstandable expressions of anger in Job 40: I I are directed at the destruction of the

wicked.

IV. Divine Anger. In the majority of instances, the OT uses'e[rA or 'a\ar II to refer
to divine wrath. The slbst.'eprd occurs 23 times with this meaning; the verb 'dlarII,
meaning "be angry" exclusively with reference to divine anger, occurs 5 times. These

two terms occur most frequently in the prophetic books (15 times) and in Psalms and

Lamentations (10 times), and exhibit an inclination to be combined with other nouns

referring to anger. Apart from combinations with 'ap (Ps. 78:21; Hos. 13: I l; Hab. 3:8)

8. Cf. ibid.. 49.
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and hardn 'ap (Ps. 78:.49 85:4; Isa. l3;9,13), they are also used with za'am (Ps. 78:49;
Ezk. 2l:3613l} 22:31). The combination ydm 'e\rd (n!Ar6l developed into an inde-
pendent theological concept (Job 2l:30; Prov. I l:4:Ezk.7:191'Zeph. l:15,18; in sub-
stance also Isa. 13:9,13). Ezekiel's inclination to use the expression 'Ei'e\rali is note-
worthy (Ezk. 2l :36[35); 22:21,3 l; 38: I 9).

l. Causes. To the extent a cause is indicated at all, the emergence and expression of
Yahweh's 'elrd are always understood as Yahweh's reaction to inappropriate human
behavior. During the preexilic period, his wrath is occasioned largely by the false be-
havior of his own people (Isa. 9:18[9]; 10:6; Ezk.22:21) or their leaders (Hos. 5:10;
l3: I 1) and is thus directed against them. During the exilic-postexilic period, the circle
of those who provoke and suffer this divine anger is expanded to include foreign na-
tions (lsa. l3:9,13; Ezk.2l:361311; 38:19) as well as individual sinners (Job 2l:30;
Lam. 3:l) or the sinner in general (Ps. 90:9, ll; Prov. I l:4).

Various situations provoke divine anger. One primary cause is disobedience tcr

Yahweh and to his revealed will (Dt. 3:26; Ps. 78:21,49: Isa. 9:18U91;Ezk.22:21),in-
cluding specifically the concrete transgressions of idolatry or worship at the high
places (Ps. 78:59; Jer. 7:29) or social injustice (Ezk. 22:31;Hos.5:10). The arrogance
of foreignnations,however(Isa. l3:9,13;Ezk.21:36[31];38:19),orsinfulbehaviorin
general (Ps.90:9, 11) can also elicit Yahweh's wrath.

2. Expressions. With regard to the form in which the divine 'elrrd expresses it-
self, the notion of being kindled or flaring up (Ps. '78l.21 Hab. 3:8) or of incinerat-
ing (Isa. 9:18[19]), and closely related also that of burning like fire (Ezk.21:36
l3l);22:21,31; 38:19; in substance also Isa. 9:18[9]; Zeph. l:18) predominares,
though one also encounters the image of it being poured out like water (Hos. 5:10)
and of being struck like a rod (Lam.3:l; in substance also Isa. l0:6). This three-
fbld imagery is amplified by descriptions of the efTects of this 'ebrA. Yahweh's
wrath limits human life and causes it to pass away suddenly (Ps. 90:9); it leads the
individual (Dt.3t26i Ps.89:39[38]; Lam.3:l:Ezk.22:31; Hos.5:10), nations (ps.
78:21,59,62: Isa. 9:18[17]; Jer.7:291' Ezk.2l:36[31]), and even rhe entire earrh
(Isa. l3:9; Zeph. l:18) to calamity or destruction. It makes heaven and earth trem-
ble (Isa. 13:13; Ezk.38:19). The divine wrath is so powerful and mighty (Ps.
90: I 1) that neither wealth nor silver nor gold is able to counter it (Prov. I l:4; Ezk.
7:19; Zeph. l:18).

Portrayals of Yahweh's 'eprd culminate in the description of the y1m 'e!rd. As an
alternating expression to the ybm 'ap and especially with the y6m YHWH, this expres-
sion describes the day of Yahweh as Yahweh's day of judgment, understood in part es-
chatologically (Job 2l:30; Prov. l1:4; Ezk.7:19; Zeph. l:15,18) and in parr non-
eschatologically(Isa. l3:9,13).rltcanrefertoaforeignnation(Isa. l3:9,13),inwhich
case it is understood noneschatologically and as implying salvation for Israel, or it can
refer to both Israel and the whole world (Ezk.1:19; Zeph. 1:15).

9. + Elf y6m (Yl, 1-32).
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3. Assessmenf. In contrast to human wrath, Yahweh's wrath is always viewed posi-
tively, not least because it is always a reaction to false human behavior that runs coun-
ter to Yahweh's revealed will; as such, it is commensurate with Yahweh's holiness,
majesty, and power. Hence it is to be expected, and is a sign of Yahweh's righteous-
ness, that his'eprd is directed against the individual sinner (Ps. 90:9) as well as against
sinful leaders and influential classes among the people (Ezk.22:31; Hos. 5:10), and in-
deed against the entire people in their sin (Ps.78:21,59,62; Isa.9:18[19]; 10:6; Jer.
7:29;Ezk.22:21).It is similarly justified that the divine wrath is directed against Is-
rael's enemies, who are, of course, thus also enemies of Yahweh's people (Ps. 78:49;
Isa. 13:9,13; Ezk. 2l:36[31]; 38: l9).

Nor is this fundamental affirmation of Yahweh's wrath limited by this wrath's ap-
parent failure to overtake the wicked in every instance such that one might speak of a
preservation of the sinner before Yahweh's wrath (Job 2l:30). Those instances in
which Yahweh's wrath is genuinely averted, however, are always dependent on
Yahweh's own compassion and forgiveness, since his wrath always implies chastise-
ment prompted by human sin (Ps. 85:3[2]). Such retraction of Yahweh's wrath is simi-
larly viewed in a positive light (Ps. 85:a[3]).

Schunck
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use except in archaic passages. We thus discern a terminological development in the
description ofthe ancestors, the people, and the descendants ofthe old Israel from )|ri
(as an ethnic designation) to yiird'El (and ethno-socio-political designation during the
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40; idem, "Zur Chabiru-Frage," ZAW 46 (1928) 199-208; E. G. Kraeling, "Light from Ugarit on
the Khabiru," BASOR TT (1940) 32: idem, "The Origin of the Name 'Hebrews,"' AJSL 58
(1941) 237-53; J.-R. Kupper, "Sutdens et flapiru," RA 55 (1961) l9'1-200; M.-J. Lagrange, "Les
Khabiri," RB 8 (1899) 127-32; S. Landersdorfer, "Die Boghazkdi-Texte und die Sabiru-Frage,"
TQ 104 (1923) 75-83; idem. "Uber Name und Ursprung der Hebriier," TQ lO4 (1923) 201-32;
B. Landsberger, "Sabiru and Lula!!u," Kleinasiatische Forschungen I (1930) 321-34; S. H.
Langdon, "The flabiru and the Hebrews," ExpT 3l (1919120) 324-29; N. P. Lemche, " 'Hebrew'
as a National Name for Israel," Sf 33 (1979) 1-23; idem, "'Hebraeerne.'Nyt lys over habiru-
hebraeerproblemet," DTT 43 (1980) 153-90; J. Lewy, "Sabiru und Hebrdeq" OLZ30 (1927)
738-46,825-33; idem, "Sabiru and Hebrews," HUCA 14 (1939) 587-623; idem, "A New Paral-
lel between $abiru and Hebrews," HUCA 15 (1940) 47-58; idem, "Origin and Signification of
the Biblical Term 'Hebrew,"' HUCA 28 (1957) 1-131 M. Liverani, "Farsi flabiru," Vicino
Oriente 2 (1979) 65-'77: O. Loretz, "Zu Ltj.MsS sA.GAZ.zA a-bu-ur-ra in den Briefen vom Tell
Kamid el-Loz," UF 6 (19'74) 486; idem, Habiru-Hebrtier BZAW 160 (1984); G. E. Mendenhall,
The Tenth Generation (Baltimore, 1973), esp. 122-41; W. L. Moran, "Habiru (Habiri)," New
Catholic Encyclopedia, VI (1967), 878-80; R. T. O'Callaghan, Aram Naharaim. AnOr 26
(1948); D. Opitz, "Zw flabiru-Frage," ZA 37 (1927) 99-103; H. Ouen, "Zwei althethitische
Belege zu den flapiru (sA.GAZ)," ZA 52 (1957) 216-231' H. Parzen, "The Problem of the lbrim
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monarchy) to yehfi/A (an ethnic expression after the demise of the monarchy). The
people of Eber who conquered Canaan, however, are not identical with "Israel."l Bibli-
cal authors use the term to ref'er only to the proto-Israelites. Yahweh is the God of the
'ibrim (Ex.1:15).

II. Etymology. Although the gentilic noun 'ilrt is associated with the PN Eber
(Cen. l0:24), many derive it fiom the geographical term'ibr- (MT:'1ber), "the land
beyond the river," itself deriving perhaps fiom the etymon ?r I, "go over, pass by,
cross over."2 The apparent phonetic and cultural similarities between 'llri and other
expressions in both Semitic and non-Sernitic literature of the ancient Orient have
prompted numerous attempts at etymological derivation.3

In the 2nd millennium n.c. a particular group of people occupied a position o1'power
on the periphery of the societies of the Near East at large, and these people were known
as the SA.GAZ (or sa.ca,z.zR, sA.GA.AZ, sAG.GAZ, cnz) in Sumerian, laltiru (less accu-
rately: babira) in Akkadian, 'prm in Ugaritic, and 'prw in Egyptian. The semantic and
phonetic similarities between 'i[ri and the descriptivc terms applied to this group as

well as historical parallels between the biblical 'iprtm and the nonbiblical groups des-
ignated by this term have been the topic of numerous discussions. While some as-

sumed a connection between the biblical Hebrews and these groups, otlrers thoughl
they were two different ethnic groups with similar characteristics. The Surnerian ideo-

('Hehrews') in the Bible," AJSL 49 (1932133) 254-61', F. E. Peiser, "flabiru," MVAG 4 ( l8t)1 )
16,3llU.; A. Pohl, "Einige Gedanken zur flabiru-Frage," WZKM.54 (19-57) l-57-601 G. von
Rad, "lsrael. Judah and Heblews in the OT," TDNTlll,356-59; G. A. Reisner, "The gabiri in
the El Amarna Tablets," JBL 16 (1897) 143-45; I. Riesener, Der StamntlanJ im AT. BZAW 149
(1978), Il5-35; H. H. Rowley, "Ras Sharnraand the f,Iabiru Question," PEQ72(1940)90-94:
idem, "$abiru and Hebrews,'" PEQ 74175 (1942113) 42-53; idem. "Recent Discovery and the Pa-
triarchal Age," BJRL32 (1949150) 44-79 M. B. Rowton. "The Topological Factor in the Hapiru
Problern." FSB.LattdsbergerAS l6(1965),375-87; idern,"DimorphicStructurcandtheProb-
lenr of the 'aytirfi-'ibrinr," JNES 3-5 (1976) 13-20; T. Sive-Sdderbergh, "The 'prw as Vintagels in
Egypt," Orientulia Suecona, I (Uppsala, 1952),5-14:' A. H. Sayce, "On the Khabiri Question,"
ExpT l l ( 1899/1900) 377; idem, "The Khabiri." ExpT 33 (1921122) 431I.; V. Scheil, "Notules.
VII.Lesflabiri autempsdeRimSin," RA12(l9l5) Il4-l6lW.Spiegelberg,"DerNameder
Hebrier." OLZ l0 ( I 907) 61 8-20; E. Tiiubler. "flabiru-'lbhrim," FS A. Marx, 2 vols. (New York,
1950), I,581-84; R. de Vaux, "The I{ebrew Patriarchs and History." The Rible antl tlre Ancient
Near Ea,st (Eng. trans.. New York, 197 l), 11l-21;idem, "Le problEme des Hapiru apris quinze
anndes," JNES 2'7 (1968) 221-28; R. Weill, "Les irr-u, du Nouvel Empire :iont des $abiri des
textes accadiens; ces Habiri (exactement Hapiri) ne sont pas des 'Hdbreux,"' Revne
tl'dgvptologie 5 (Paris, 1946) 251f.; H. Weinheimer, "Hebriier und Israeliten," 'IIAW 29 (1909)
275-80; M. Weippert, "Abraham der Hebr:ier?" Bibl 52 (197 l) 40'l -32; idem, Tha Scttletttent of'
the IsraeliteTribes in Palestine. SBT2121 (Eng. trans. 197 I), esp.63-102; A. L. Williams, "He-
brew," HDB, 1.325-27: J. A. Wilson, "The'Eperu of the Egyptian Inscriptions." AJSL49 (19321
33) 275-tt0; H. Winckler, "Die Hebrder in den Tel-Amarna-Brief'en," Studies in Mcmon of Rcv.
Dr. Ale.rander Kohut (Berlin 1897), 605-9.

l. -+ )N.'tiP yiird'el (Vt,39"t-4ZO).
2. Docunrentation in Loretz. 243.
3. Cf. [.oretz. 235-18.
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gram SA.GAZ might be borrowed from Akk. iaggaiu, "murderer, attacker,"4 and was
occasionally read as fiabbatu, "robber, wandering nomad." The Hittite lists of gods and

the taxation lists of Niqmaddu in Ugarit show that the general reading of sR.caz was
Akk. !ap/bit'a.s Because the local dialects attest both ubhabiru and ubhapiru (phoneti-
cally also !a-BI-ri or, def'ectively, ha-'-BI-ru or [a-AB-Bl-ri), schoiars propose two ba-
sic etymological derivations. Some read babiru and assume a derivation either from
*hbr "bind. connect," or from *b4 "cross over, pass by," yielding hbrytn, "allies," or

fibrvm, "wandering nomads." Those who derive lttbinr tiom *?]r also assume a con-
nection with West Semitic 'i[ri and identify the fiabiru as the "Hebrews."

Ugaritic and Egyptian evidence, however, excludes this etymology. Both languages
attest the medial p rather than b. Because Egyptian normally retains an original b, the
appearance of irr lends credence to the reading lopiru rather than fiabiru, something
supported by Ugar. pi: This suggests that the medial consonant was p rather than D,

and that Akk. !3apiru is of West Semitic origin. The second conclusion is also based on
the tact that the initial consonant & in Akkadian suggests an originally West Semitic '.

The etyrnology thus reconstructed derives the West Semitic terms and their East Se-
mitic relatives fiom xlr albeit without semantic agreement, since ,'prcannot be the
West Senritic correspondent to Akk. eperu, "supply, provide," because the related West
Semitic wold is hbrt It is possible that the West Semitic root goes back to 'Apa4

"dust," whence the mear.ring "dusty person, wanderer, itinerant."T
The variously suggested etymologies of i|ri (*'br) and fictpiru, 'pr (1"pr) notwith-

standing, C. Mendenhall, Ibr example, insists on a common derivation, basing this on
his assumption ol a b/p shitt, especially under the inlluence of the voiced r Hence Heb.
b may correspond to Ugar. p insofar as the latter became voiceless. Mendenhall finds
no problenr in the vowel shifi fronr 'apir to 'ibr (cf. Can. malik > milk, "king").

Although no definite etymology and no definite solution to these semantic problems
can be presented, philological findings regarding historical use of the word suggest
that'if;ri and lctpiru ('apiru) are not etymologically or semantically related. The word

fiapiru/'upiru is a verbal adjective deriving fiom *)i: while'if;ri is a gentilic noun de-
riving fiom Eber,'k'br. Ultimately, however, the possibility does exist that some rela-
tionship obtains insofar as the biblical gentilic noun is a postmonarchical development
of the word that txce ret'erred to an "outlaw" or fiapiru (see discussion below).

III. Akk. s^.G^z/bapiru.
1. Sumer. The sn.caz first appear in Sumer during the Third Dynasty of Ur (2050-

1930 s.c.) and the Isin-Larsa period (1930-1691 s.c.). The sparse textual evidence
mentions sA.GAZ who earn their livelihood from cattle and sheep or clothing.8 Con-

1. AHw',lil, 1124.
-5.ForHittiteseeKBr;, I, 1.50; 2,27etc. ForUgaritseeKTU,4,4S, 1:1.73,12:4,346,'7;4,

6. AHvv, 223, proposes n'pr.
7. KTU,1,2,IV,2;1,3.III, 15: l.5, VI, l5; l, 17,I,28;II, 17.
8. e.g., RUL, 5lf.: RA, 12, ll5.
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text shows that the SA.GAZ were mercenaries or auxiliary troops employed by the

state.

2. Alishar. The term fiapiru appears in one text from Alishar in Asia Minor.e This is

the earliest witness to the syllabic orthography !a-pi-ru, and attests the widespread dis-
semination of this particular group in the Near East during the early 2nd millennium.
Their status parallels that in Sumer in being dependent on the state.

3. Mari. In the first half of the 2nd millennium, we find the fuapiru in Mari, where

they are described on the one hand as warriors of the state, and on the other as barr
dits. r0 The term fiapiru refers apparently in part to mercenaries of the state, and in part

to independent mercenaries who plunder cities.

4. Alalakh. In Alalakh the fiapiru appear in one text from the 1Sth century, and then

in numerous texts from the 15th century.ll The first text is a contract whose date is
noted as the year in which the "fuapiru soldiers made peace." This text attests the

fiapiru as an independent group with enough power to force the king to sign a peace

treaty. The later documents consist of lists of the fiapiru forces of various cities under
the sovereignty of Alalakh. One particular text constitutes an exception insofar as it de-

scribes the exile of King Idrimi and the hospitality he enjoyed among the fuapiru.Lz
Again, the fiapiru appear as both independent and dependent at the same time. The
names of the fiapiru soldiers are largely local Hurrian names, and their earlier voca-
tions are listed as thieves, slaves, mayors or city administrators, and priests. They seem

to be of urban rather than of rural origin.

5. Nuzi. The l5th-century Nuzi Tablets describe the fiapiru as people who have

surrendered themselves to dependency on either individuals or the state. Whereas

earlier texts attested the fiapiru as autonomous groups that occasionally "sold" them-
selves into state service as mercenaries, the Nuzi texts attest them even as domestic
slaves. Public documents attest the fiapiru as dependent on the state in a fashion re-

sembling that in Sumer. 13 One series of administrative texts from the court of
Tefiptilla shows that these fiapiru could actually redeem their service contracts
themselves; that is, they were not slaves in the strict sense but rather sold their labor
rather than their actual persons.14 Such an arrangement is better described as adop-

tion, and the fuapiru accordingly had more freedom than normal slaves. Furthermore,
and in contrast to the situation at Alalakh, where most of the fiapiru were local resi-
dents, those at Nuzi were largely foreigners. Whereas the Hurrians constituted the

9. Gelb, Hurrians and Subarians. SAOC 22 (1944),5,lll.
10. ARM, II, 131; Dhorme, "La question des $abiri," 175.

11. Alalakh Tablet 58, III; AB 180f.
12. Smith, pls. 9f.
13. E.g., SMN, 1120,3199.
t4. JEN, Y 453, 459, 488.
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majority of the population, up to two-thirds of the fuapiru were recruited from east-

ern Semites.

6. El Amarna. Arguments advocating the simultaneity of the 'ipri with the fiapiru
are based on the political situation in Syria-Palestine prior to the Israelite conquest,

particularly as described in the Amarna Tablets. These portray the sn.crz as hostile
groups, and mention specifically 'Abdi-A5irta of Amurru and his sons, who instigated
a revolt against Rib-Addi of Byblos; the latter entreated the pharaoh to dispatch rein-
forcements to defeat the sR.cez.ls Because the pharaoh hesitated, the sA.GAZ success-

fully assumed control over all the cities in Rib-Addi's region.l6 Hoping to become

landowners again through the downfall of the city-state princes, the population sup-
ported the se.cez.17 The same situation obtained in all of Syria.tt

In all these texts, the sA.cAZ represent the enemies of Egypt and its vassals, and con-
sist of princes, city dwellers, and others who rebelled against the prosperity and power
of those who had controlled the land for so long. That is, the SA.GAZ are by no means

merely nomads and seminomads. Although the situation was similar in Palestine, there

was one important difference. The letters of Biridiya of Megiddo, Labaya, Milkilu of
Gezer, ER-geUa of Jerusalem, and others entreat the pharaoh of Egypt to send rein-
forcements to put down the rebellion.le These texts also show, however, that agreat
many skirmishes took place between the various vassals, and that the se.cez were of-
ten signed on by one city-state prince in order to disrupt another.20 That is, this term re-
fers not just to rebels but also to the mercenaries of a rival ruler.

During the l5th/14th centuries s.c. in Syria-Palestine, the $apiru were thus a hetero-
geneous group consisting ofrebels and outcasts (from the perspective ofthe writer). In
Syria they appear as rebels against the political system, and in Palestine also as merce-

naries and occasional soldiers (subject to the local military leader who had signed them
on) and as plundering terrorists. The expression sA.GAZ was a designation of status

rather than an ethnic feature. Individuals or even entire communities and cities could
join this group. The se.cez and their leaders were often described as "dogs" (kalbu) or
"stray dogs" (kalbu fialqu).2l This pejorative term refers to those standing outside the

law who have run away from their masters.22

7. Boghazkdy. In the Hittite texts of Boghazkdy, the terms SA.GAZ and fiapiru indi-
cate a position of respect in regard to those so named. In the list of gods among the con-
tracts of Suppiluliuma (13'75-1335 o.c.) and $attusilis III (1275-1250 n.c.), they appear

15. EA,7l;'75.
16. EA,79;81;90;91; 104; 116.

t7.E4,74.
18. Cf. EA, 144;148.
19. See, respectively, EA,243:'254:'271;286 (here fiaBlru instead of se.ca.z).
20. EA, 287;289.
21. For the former see EA, 7 l; 7 6;'7 9; 85:, 91. For the latter, EA, 67 .

22. -+ a)) kele! (Ytr, 146-57).
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as respected members of society next to the Lula!i.23 One incantation against strife
lists the frapiru between the nobility and normal citizens.2a They are not slaves or
members of the upper classes of society or a separate ethnic group.

IV. Ugar. 'pr(m), The Ugaritic taxation lists no longer stigmatize the fiapiru as

"outcasts" and "rebels." The expression appears rather often in the taxation lists of
Niqmaddu in the place-name filb 'pnn, "Aleppo of the 'Apiru,"2: suggesting that this
was a peaceful urban settlement. The tcrm 'prm also perhaps appears in a list of alloca-
tions fbr the city Mihd.26 One letter (to Hammurabi[']l) mentions four hundred prz
who played a certain role in royal politics and who perhaps participated in a revolt that
led to the downfall of Ugarit.z7

In Ugarit the expression 'prm acquires new meaning. Although its ethnic signifi-
cance is unolear, the expression that in the Amarna Tablets referred to rebels and out-
casts now ref'ers to a settled group who pay taxes to the state, are active in some sense

in politics, and whose leaders (rb 'prm) occupy high positions within the royal admin-
istration.28

V. Egyp. 'pr(.w). In Egyptian texts of the I 6th- I 2th centuries B.c.,2e the term 'pr(.w)

ref'ers on the one hand to a particular part of the Palestinian population, and on the
other to deported slaves and laborers in Egypt. Three texts are of particular signifi-
cance. The Memphis Stela of Amenhotep II (second half of the l5th century) reckons
the 'prw among the prisoners he brought to Egypt. They are mentioned after the
"princes" and "brothers of the princes" and before the Shasu Bedouin and Hurrians. It
is questionable whether, possibly like the Hittite incantation text, this particular order
reveals something about their status. The Beth-shean stela of Seti I describes the prw
as forces that fought against the "Asiatics." [n Papyrus Harris 500, the account of the
conquest of Joppa by one of the generals of Thutmose lII, the pharaoh's general asks

the leaders of Joppa for permission to allow the mariyonnrz warriors to keep their
horses in the city lest some "'pr come by and steal them." These texts characterize the
'prw much as the Akkadian texts do: as irrdependent plunderers and bandits who ter-
rorize the population, including the armies. Their activities take place around cities,
and not necessarily in desert or peripheral areas.

VI. Summary. Extrabiblical literature thus does not use the terms sA.GAZ, fiapiru,
and 'apiru as ethnic terms or to describe any geographical or ethnic origin. They re-
fer rather to groups without any social or political connections. When they do appear

23. KBo. I, 1,50; 2,27:Y,3, I, 56; 9,LY, 12; IY 10, 3.
24. KUB,IX, 34, IV.
25. KTU, 4.48, l; 4.73, 12; 4.346,7;4.380, l6; 4.610,26.
26. KTU, 4.611, 8 (uncertain reading).
27. KTU, 2.47,7; Loretz, Habiru-Hebrtier 85.
28. KTU.4.752.
29. Documentation in Giveon, 953f.; and Loretz, Habiru-Hebriier 35ff .
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as a subordinated group, it is only in a military sense as voluntary mercenaries. Oth-
erwise they exhibit a certain autonomy in hiring out their labor to individuals and/or
the state. Above all else, however, they seem to have been an opportunistic group. In
the event of political agitation, the lapiru exploited the opportunity as mercenaries
of the state or as robbers and bandits. The accounts of their activities are subjectively
colored depending on whether the writer was sympathetic or unsympathetic toward
them.

One can state definitively that the fiapiru groups were neither 1'armers nor shep-

herds. They lived in cities rather than in rural areas, and kept domestic animals for their
livelihood. They do not appear as landowners, and when, as in Ugarit, they appear as

settlers, they live in cities. Hence the sA.GAZ, frapiru, and'apiru groups probably con-
sisted of those who were dissatisfied with existing conditions regarding landowner-
ship. They were not interested in working land for others. They were opportunists, and

thus must have viewed the independent life of mercenaries as being substantially more

rewarding, both socially and financially, than the life of farmers or shepherds in pe-

ripheral areas.

Any classification into separate groups must remain purely speculative. Some of
these people were refugees, vagabonds, thieves, former slaves, and prisoners of war.

Others were princes, priests, former mayors, musicians, and possibly retired military
personnel unable or unwilling to return to work whatever land was granted to them

upon discharge.

VII. OT 'ibrt. The term'ilri, "Hebrews," occurs 34 times in the OT as an adjective
(ii 'ilri, Gen. 39:14) or as nomen gentilicium. It occurs in both J and E, but never in P.

It is ordinarily used by foreigners (Egyptians or Philistines) to distinguish the descen-

dants of Eber and Abraham as a specific ethnic group from the Canaanites, Hurrians,
and other inhabitants of Syria-Palestine.

The oldest OT witness to use the term 'i[r? already delimits its meaning quite
closely. Gen. l4: l3 describes Abraham as a "Hebrew." Although the word is actually a

gentilic noun deriving from the PN Eber (Gen. lO:24t.), not all the descendants of Eber
(Hebrews, Arameans, and the Arabic tribes) are actually "Hebrews." The entire OT re-

stricts the term to the Israelites themselves, the descendants of the ancestor Abraham
and his son Isaac and his grandson Jacob (cf. I S. l3:3f. and the alternation between
"Hebrews" and "Israelites" in connection with Yahweh, Ex.5:1-3). The term 'ibriis
thus an early appellative for the descendants of Abraham, and is synonymous with
benA yi{ra'Zl and yehfiQA of later periods.

On the basis of Gen. 14, many interpreters are inclined to assume some connection
between the 'if;r?m and the se.cezlfuapiru/'apiru, if not a genuinely ethnic connection
then at least a sociopolitical one. That is, the term 'if;ri as a designation for a certain
people and family presupposes a social status similar to that of the fiapiru, albeit one

that at least at the time ofthe biblical authors had long ceased to be relevant. Abraham
is a foreign immigrant in a land where he possesses no rights at all; it is a politically
and militarily unsettled period in the 2nd millennium n.c. during which Ltapiru groups

could be found everywhere in the ancient Orient.
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Although this argumentation seems plausible enough, other considerations call it
into question.

1. As a keeper of livestock and sheep, Abraham avoids the cities of Sodom and Go-
morrah in favor of a rural existence. This directly contradicts what we know about the

lapiru, who exhibited a strong preference for urban areas and avoided shepherding.
2. The lapiru groups hired themselves out as mercenaries or lived as robbers and

plunderers during times of military and political upheaval. Warlike bands in the Negeb
notwithstanding, Abraham remains a shepherd and becomes active in this sense only
when his kinsman Lot (Gen. 14: 14) is taken captive. After he has rescued Lot, his fam-
ily, and the possessions stolen from the king of Sodom, he returns the goods (vv.2l-
24). This is not the deed of a fiapiru, whose opportunistic, selfish behavior is every-
where evident in ancient Near Eastern texts. Abraham reacts with consideration of
clan, not on the basis of any service obligation toward a king.

3. Finally, Abraham is a foreigner and as such is excluded from the protection
granted the "citizens" of these kingdoms. Even if this is comparable to the situation of
the fiapiru, the latter did also include local inhabitants, among whom some once occu-
pied political offices. The description of the patriarchs as wandering Arameans does
not necessarily connect them with the fiapiru. Accordingly, in Gen. l4: I 3 the term 'ilrt
is an ethnic term distinguishing Abraham and his clan from other groups (Hurrians,
v. 6; Amalekites and Amorites, v. 7).

The term 'ilrt then occurs another 5 times in the story of Joseph (J and E). The word
is used 3 times by a foreigner to describe Joseph's ethnic identity (Potiphar's wife,
Gen. 39: l4,ll lJl; the chief cupbearer, 4l:12 lE)). Gen 39:77 shows thar the word is
used more as an ethnic than as a social designation. In the expression hd'elej hA'ipri,
"the Hebrew slave," hd'elej indicates Joseph's social status, while hd'ilrt distin-
guishes him ethnically from other slaves. Its antithetical relationship to misrt, "Egyp-
tian," in 43:22 (both times in the pl. [J]; cf. Ex. 1:19) unequivocally demonstrates rhe
ethnic content of ilrt.

The final occurrence of ilrt in the Joseph narrative is in Gen. 40: I 5 (E). Joseph ex-
plains that he was abducted "from the land of the Hebrews" (md'eres hd'i\rim). Joseph
views himself as someone who comes from a country belonging to the Hebrews. This
militates against those who associate the patriarchs with the fiapiru by arguing that
both groups were nomads, refugees, and foreigners in a land belonging to others. Jo-
seph is unequivocally identified with a geographical area identified as the land of his
people. Furthermore, the only witness to the use of fuapiru/'apiru as a place-name
comes from Ugarit (l3th century). The Ugaritic expression filb 'prm, "Aleppo of the
'apiru," refers to a city rather than to an indefinite area where livestock and sheep
graze. The fiapiru/'apiru are in general never associated with landownership or land
possession. The expressi ot 'eres hd'ilrtm, however, refers to the area controlled by the
"Hebrews."

The term is next used in the Yahwistic biography of Moses (Ex. l:15-2:22) as an
ethnic term distinguishing the "Hebrews" from the "Egyptians" and other groups in
Egypt during that period. The pharaoh orders the "Hebrew midwives" (lameyallejdl
hd'iprty61, Ex. l:15) to kill any boys ro whom rhe "Hebrew women" (hd'ilrty61, vv.
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16,19, as a subst.) might give birth. The midwives, however, do not obey, and their an-

swer regarding why emphasizes the ethnic connotation of the word: "Because the He-
brew women (hd'ibriy6!) are not like the Egyptian women (hannaiim hammisr?ydfi;
for they are vigorous and give birth before the midwife comes to them" (l:19).
Whether true or merely an excuse, the response attests in any case the ethnic use of the

term 'i!riy61. The midwives argue that the capacity of the Hebrew women to give bi(h
quickly resides in their nature as "Hebrews," which is different fiom that of the Egyp-
tians. This has nothing to do with social status.

The remaining occurences of i\ri in this section essentially mirror the previous

ones. Moses is introduced as one of the Hebrews' children (mtya@A hd'ilrtm, Ex.2:6),
and Pharaoh's daughter employs a Hebrew woman (min hd'ilrtyd!, v.7) as a nurse.

The portrayal of Moses' crime and flight from Egypt again juxtaposes 'i|ri and mi;ri,
both clearly with ethnic meaning (vv. I 1,13). The remaining occurrence s of ibri(m) in
the chapters concerning Moses'calling and confrontation with the pharaoh use the ex-

pression 'ebhA ha'ibrtytm(8x.3:18 Ul) or'ebhA hd'if;rim (8x.5:3;7:16;9:1,13; 10:3

Ul), "the God of the Hebrews." This is the name of God under whose authority Moses

is commanded to go to Pharaoh (3:18).

At God's behest, Moses and the "elders of Israel" (ziqnA yiird'Zl) are to say to Pha-

raoh, "Yahweh, the God of the Hebrews (YHWH 'ebhA hd'ibrtytm), has met with us;

let us now go a three days' journey into the wilderness, so that we may sacrifice to
Yahweh, our God (YHWH'ebhAnfi.)" (8x.3:18 tJl). Yahweh (YHWH) and'ebhA
hd'iSrtytm are synonymous names of the same deity. Similarly, the expanded expres-

sion "the God of the Hebrews" is synonymous with "the God of Israel" (cf. Ex. 5:3).
Finally, in connection with the narrative, "the God of the Hebrews" is identified with
"the God of your [Moses'] father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God
of Jacob" (v. 6 [E]). This corresponds to the restriction noted earlier that not all of
Eber's descendants were considered "Hebrews," but rather only those of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. The ethnic signification of ilrt is discernible in its antithesis to the

Egyptians, whose land the Hebrews leave, and the Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites,
Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites, whose land the Hebrews will inhabit (vv. 8,17). Here

the term 'iPrt refers neither to social status nor to class but to the Hebrew people who
will soon establish the nation and state of Israel.

In Ex. 5 the Yahwist attests the connection between "the God of Israel" and "the

God of the Hebrews." Moses turns to Pharaoh at the behest of YHWH 'ebhA yifrd'dl
(v. I ) and 'ebhA hd'ibrim (v. 3). J intensifies this identification in the portrayals of the

encounter between Moses and Pharaoh (1:161,9:l ,13; l0:3) through the combination
"God of the Hebrews" as an apposition to Yahweh.

Hence the distinction between 'ilrim and yi(ra'el begins to blur as early as the

Yahwist. The former is an ethnic designation distinguishing the proto-Israelites from
other groups in the Syro-Palestinian region, the latter a religio-political word for the
'i!rim, who are in the process of becoming a political group constituted through the

covenant at Sinai. Although these terms gradually become interchangeable, the term
'i\rim continues to be the one chosen to express Israel's ethnicity.

Finally, the term 'ipri also occurs in the laws concerning slaves in the Covenant Code
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(Ex.2l:2; cf. Dt. 15:12; Jer.34:8-17,esp. vv.9,14:,cf.inthisregardLev.25).:ol4zhenaHe-
brew buys a Hebrew slave (kt tiqneh 'e[e{'ilrt), he must release him as a free man after six
yecns (cf. Lev.25:40). The slave is to leave just as he came (Ex. 2l:l-3; Lev. 25:41). If the
slave so desires, however, he may remain the slave of his master (Ex. 2l:3-6).

Notwithstanding the tact that a master buys the slave (tiqneh 'ebed) or that a slave sells
himself (nimkar; Lev. 25:39), this situation resembles more a contractual rendering of
services. That is, a person buys the services of a Hebrew for a certain period of time. "If
any who are dependent on you become so impoverished that they sell themselves to you,
you shall not make them serve as slaves. They shall remain with you as hired or bound la-
borers. They shall serve with you until the year of the jubilee" (Lev. 25:39f .). The period
of slavery is limited for a Hebrew slave even though voluntary lifelong slavery is indeed
possible. The Holiness Code develops the laws regarding slaves in an increasingly more
humane fashion by picking up the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic term "brother" as a
qualification,3 I consistently avoiding the term' i! rt (Lev. 25 :43,46).

Treatment of a "Hebrew slave" is utterly different from that of a prisoner of war or
of a "non-Hebrew" slave. This legally regulated situation derives from the fact that the
enslavement of a Hebrew by another Hebrew has a completely different meaning than
the enslavement of a person from another ethnic group. The Hebrew slave is a
"brotheq" or "member of the community" (so NRSV; 'dh, Dt. 15:12; cf . Lev. 25:35,
39), i.e., someone who participated in the common experience of slavery in Egypt.
This ethnic bond and the historical inheritance provide the foundation for this legisla-
tion (Dt. l5:15; cf. Lev.25:42,55).

Similarly eased regulations apply to the female Hebrew slave (cf. Ex.2l:7-11 Dt.
15:12). The legislation regulating the treatment of "Hebrew" servants recalls the

fiapiru who served in the court of Te[iptilla in Nuzi, whose documentation suggests
that the relationship between master and slave was more that of adoption than of slav-
ery in the traditional sense. Although creditors may indeed insist that foreigners settle
debts, obligations of Hebrews expire after six years (Dt. l5: I -3). A clear distinction ex-
ists between Hebrew servants on the one hand and foreigners or slaves from foreign
countries on the other (cf. Lev. 25:44-46), a distinction ref'erring directly to the Hebrew
people. The main diff'erence concerned the duration of service, which for non-lsraelites
was indefinite but for Israelites was limited to six years and included the possibility of
redeeming oneself at any time. Furthermore, members of one's own people were
treated with more sympathy than were fbreigners.

The book of Jeremiah also explicitly addresses the subject of the Hebrew slave ('eleQ
'ilrt: Ier.348-22), and in so doing is generally acknowledged as being dependent on Dt.
l-5:12-18.:2 Jeremiah suggests, for example, that Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Jeru-

30. + 'lfl, 'abad 0ll.l).
31. + llN 'dh ('ach) (I, 188-93).
32. Cf. Lorerz, Habiru-Hebrtier 16l-65; however, cf. also the opposing position of

H. Weippert. Die Pro.sareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (19'73),86-106; and I. Cardellini, Die
biblischen Skktven-Gesetz,e im Lichte des keilschiftlichen Sklay,enrechts. BBB 55 (1981), 312-23.
The release of the slaves is in accordance with the law of the Jubilee in Lev.25, however.
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salem is actually God's punishment on Judah for having failed to follow the laws govern-

ing the release of Hebrew slaves. All too late, the slave owners did agree to release their

slaves at the height of the siege (for obviously selfish reasons). After the release of the

slaves, Nebuchadnezzar withdrew his troops (to counter an Egyptian attack), after which
the Jewish slave owners enslaved their former slaves anew. Jeremiah denounces this deed

as hypocritical and as a betrayal of Yahweh's covenant.

Every Hebrew slave must be released at the release summons33 and may not be en-

slaved again (Jer. 34:9,14) unless he freely chooses to enter lifelong servitude, as de-

scribed earlier. Jer.34:9 uses 'ifri and yehfiQt synonymously, thus completing the ter-

minological development regarding the designation of Abraham's descendants from
'ilrt to yiird'?l to yehfiQt.

In all this, considerable similarities emerge between the economic assessment of
Hebrew slaves in regard to their Hebrew masters and the lapiru who served the state

or, in Nuzi, in Teliptilla's court. The most significant difference is that the biblical ma-

terial establishes a specific connection between people of the same ethnic group.

Legislation regarding prisoners of war and "foreigners" varies. "Brothers" and "sis-

ters" have more fieedom and certainly more protection within the slave-master rela-

tionship. By contrast, slave legislation in Nuzi does not consider this ethnic element;

the l-tapiru are first and foremost foreigners lacking any ethnic relationship with those

whom they serve. The fiapiru in Nuzi and the )fri slaves in the Bible are similar inso-

fhr as their enslavement represented more a contractual economic matter than a com-

plete loss of personal freedom. In the OT this agreement existed only among Hebrews

and was the result of the common ethnic bond rather than of social status.

The remaining occurrences of ibri(m) (excepting Jon. l:9) are in I Samuel. In ev-

ery instance (4:6,9; l3:3,7,19;14:11,21;29:3), the word is used alongside benA yiird'El
to designate the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob living under the covenant

with Yahweh, their God. All occurrences involve the wars with the Philistines, and the

last is in connection with Saul's death. Significantly, from now on the biblical authors

refer to Yahweh's people as the benA yiira'el or as yiira'el rather than as 'i!ri(m), sug'

gesting that even though these expressions were often used synonymously, 'ibri(m) had

tirst of all ethnic connotations, while yiira'el was a religio-political term that referred

to the ethnic group only when that group became Yahweh's covenant people and the

nation lsrael.
Those who continue to advocate an identification between the 'ilr?m and the [apiru/

'apiru assertthat the Hebrews in I Samuel resemble the lapiru in extrabiblical texts both

socially and culturally. That is, these Hebrews appear to be a peripheral group within
Philistine society. All of Palestine was experiencing political unrest and ongoing strug-

gles between Philistine and Hebrew bands. For example, David's situation with his own
group of "outlaws" resembles accounts in extrabiblical texts, especially the Amarna Tab-

lets, in which the !.apiru appear as mercenaries. One must note, however, that David is
never actually called a "Hebrew." Furthermore, in every instance I Samuel equates
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'ilrimwithyiira'el orwithbenA yiird'El. All these expressions are used to distinguish this
particular ethnic group, whose roots go back to Abraham, from the Canaanites and other
indigenous ethnic groups, the Philistines, and foreigners.

Other differences between tbe fuapiru mercenaries and the 'ibrim can also be found in
I Samuel. The fiapiru wanted to remain mercenaries, a lifestyle that suited them better
than agriculture or any other vocations. By contrast, David wanted to become king, and
his actions reflect the establishment and development of a loyal troop. Israel's goal is to
take possession of Canaan and to expel the indigenous inhabitants. By contrast, the
$apiru have no designs on land acquisition or settlement. Only the Ugaritic witnesses
concerning the fiapiru/'apiru suggest any settled lifestyle and peaceful coexistence.

Those assuming some connection between the frapiru and the "Hebrews" adduce
three passages in particular from I Samuel: (1) In l3:3 Saul uses the term 'iprimto ad-
dress his own people. "Let the Hebrews hear (yiime'fi hd'iQrim)!" In all other instances,
either foreigners addressing Hebrews use the word or the Hebrews themselves use it to
differentiate themselves ethnically in response to foreigners. This passage seems to
contradict every rule and to attest at least one instance where the ethnic connotation is
lacking. But because the entire books of Exodus and 1 Samuel use the word,'ilrim syn-
onymously with yiird'El, this argument (if an argument at all) is weak. Furthermore,
some commentators read paie'tt instead of yiime\fr (cf. LXX dthetdkasin), "the He-
brews have revolted," and place the clause "Saul blew the trumpet throughout all the
land" after hd'ilrtrn.z+ In this configuration the cry "the Hebrews have revolted" comes
from the mouths of the Philistines, and the passage is commensurate with the other OT
passages (cf. I S. 4:6; 13:19; l4:ll; 29:3). The problem with this textual emendarion,
however, is that the LXX also reads hoi doilloi, "the slaves," for Hebraioi ('bdym in-
stead of 'brym; cf . also l4:21 and 4:9, where Hebraioi and doiloi appear together; the
Philistines view the Hebrews as their slaves).

Whether it is Saul or the Philistines who speak of "the Hebrews," in neither instance
can the word be equated with fiapiru. Although the sociopolitical status of the Hebrews
during this period does indeed resemble that of the fiapiru in many respects, the ethnic
content of i|rim prevents any connection.

(2) The MT in I S. 13:7 seems to distinguish berween ii yiird'Zl and'ilrtm, tran-
scending the distinction addressed by a basically ethnic term. After Jonathan's attack
on the Philistine garrison at Geba, the Philistines begin an offensive Israel is unable to
withstand. The MT acknowledges this: when the ii yiird'El saw "that they were in dis-
tress . . the people (hd'am) hid themselves . some Hebrews crossed the Jordan
(we'iprim'dlerfi'e1-hayyarQzn)" (vv. 6f.). According to some scholars, in this distinc-
tion between "the Israelites" and "the Hebrews," the 'ilrtm represent a group that,
while indeed joining yiira'dl, is nonetheless not really an integral part of it, but rather
something like a mercenary group on the periphery of Israelite society.

Many scholars consider the passage corrupt and read wayya'alrfi ma'ber61
hayyardcn (cf. LXX: hoi diabatnontes diibesan t6n lorddnzn), eliminating the refer-

34. E.9., P. K. McCarter, I Samuel. AB 8 (1980),225.
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ence to the Hebrews and making hd'dm the subject. That is, the people either hide

somewhere in the countryside or flee across the Jordan to escape the Philistines.

The problems with the MT can be resolved even without assuming that the text is cor-

rupt. The three expressions ?,f yi.(ra-'El, hd'dm, and 'ilrtm might all refer to the same

group: the Israelites. The term 'if;rtm as an ethnic designation and yiird'dl as a religio-
political one might also have coalesced after a certain period, since political groups are

frequently inclined to emphasize their common derivation or ancestry as an additional

binding element, be it genuine or merely invented. The religio-political expression

yiird'dl thus gradually incorporated the ethnic component, describing thereby the politi-
cal state more precisely, a process beginning in Exodus and culminating in I Samuel, The

term'ilrim finally loses its independent status altogether when the later term itself in-

cludes the ethnic aspect of the older one. The term yiira'dl thus becomes the biblical au-

thors'designation for the political state even though their affinity and connection with the

older term remains in that, despite everything, Yahweh is still the God of Abraham.

(3) I S. 14,27 reads'. "Now the Hebrews I}'4T: hd'ibrim; LXX: hoi doilloi; cf. l3:31

who previously had been with the Philistines and had gone up with them into the camp

turned [from them] and joined the Israelites who were with Saul and Jonathan." On the

surface this verse seems to present a problem similar to that in l3:7: "the Hebrews"

and Israel represent two different groups. The Hebrews are either non-Israelites who

join Saul and his son, are a group similar to the fuapiru/'apiru, or are both.

A mediating interpretation, however, views hd'ilrim and yiird'Zl as interchangeable

and as representatives of the same retigio-political group. The Israelites were not united

in their political reaction to Philistine rule. Some resisted militarily, others remained neu-

rral, and still others (like David) played both sides. Those Israelites (here: Hebrews) who

until now had pref'erred to accept Philistine rule now changed over and joined Saul.

These are none other than those Israelites who emerged from their hiding places when the

Philistine threat had passed (v.22). The Hebrews in v.21 are then the Israelites who are

loyal to Saul if it is to their advantage. Even though their actions seem comparable to

those of the'prm in extrabiblical witnesses, the ethnic element of hd'ibrim is retained.

Biblical use of ilr?(m) as a designation for Yahweh's people ceases after I S. 29:3.

Because the political terms become much more important than the ethnic term during

the monarchy, the term yiird'€l and later the potitical states yi{ra'El andyehtriA replace
'ibrt(m). According to Jon. I :9, Jonah identifies himself over against the inhabitants of
Nineveh as "a Hebrew." We have already seen in Exodus that the Israelites identify

themselves as Hebrews over against foreigners. This late use of ilri can only be ex-

plained as an archaism.

VIII. Conclusions. Biblical evidence supports the view that'ilri and its variations

are ethnic terms referring to the descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. After these

descendants established a political state (based on the Sinai covenant), the ethnic term
'ipri was used along with the religio-political term yiird'dl, the term 'ilri itself primar-

ily in contexts where Israelites wanted to distinguish themselves ethnically from non-

Israelites. The slave laws demonstrate the significance of the different treatment ac-

corded Israelites and others.
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After the founding of the state, the ethnic aspect of the term 'ilrtbecame less signif-
icant and was incorporated into the term yiira'dl (or abandoned altogether). After this
point, biblical authors no longer used the term'ipri.

The philological problems attaching to the alleged connections between fuapiru/'apiru and'iprt arejoined by ethnic and social differences between the terms. The
fuapiru are composed of difl'erent ethnic groups, whereas Tfri defines a specific ethnic
group. The term fiapiru is primarily a social classification for a certain element in soci-
ety, while 'ifri denotes neither social stratum nor social function.

A comparison of the Hebrew groups of the conquest period with the fiapiru groups
of the Amarna Tablets reveals considerable antitheses between the two groups. Israel
kills or enslaves (as in the case of the Gibeonites) the indigenous population and occa-
sionally spares cities before ultimately settling the land itself. By contrast, the lapiru
were interested only in war booty.

Even though some scholars assert that the ethnic connotation of iprtwas actually
only a secondary development of the original social status of a lapiru in the case of
Abraham (e.g., Mendenhall), evidence militates against this theory. Abraham's actions
in rescuing Lot are those not of a lapiru but of a kinsman, at least in the eyes of the
biblical authors. One may thus propose hypothetically that although the essence of the
term (lapiru may originally have provided the foundation for the word 'ilri, this con-
nection had long been lost for the biblical writers themselves. But this proposal strains
the etyntological and philological evidence and ignores the extant witnesses. We con-
clude fiom this that the two terms are not related. The term 'i\rt is an ethnic term for
proto-lsraelites, descendants of Eber, and a gentilic term deriving from 'eper,.,territory
beyond," i.e., Mesopotamia, Abraham's original homeland.

Freedman - Willoughby

In many respects, the results of Loretz's monograph deviate from these findings.
According to Loretz, all biblical occurrences of i!rt(m) are to be dated to the
postexilic period, and refer thus to "those belonging to the postexilic Jewish commu-
nity.":s Ref'erence to the PN "Eber" (Gen. I l:14-li [p]) represents the attempt to ex-
plain the gentilic noun and its origin within postexilic language. Use of the eponym
"Eber" by J in 10.21 ,25 does not necessarily contraclict this. Although 'iQrt may in-
deed derive etymologically fiom fiapiru, the enormous temporal difference renders
any direct relationship inconceivable and any postulation of semantic proximity un-
reasonable.

In his review of Loretz's book, where he calls this late dating into question, w. voh
Soden points out that in Gen. l4:13 (LXX perdtes), the term 'iprt can mean ,.the man
from beyond (the Jordan)," which effectively eliminates this parricular passage from
any discussion of the Hebrews in any case.36

Fabry

35. Pp. l8lf.
36. W. von Soden, review of Habiru-Hebrrierby O. Loretz, UF 16 (19g5) 364tf .
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IX. LXX. The term 'iprt occws 34 times in the OT, and the LXX translates the

word 28 times as Hebraios/a, "Hebrew," as either an adjective or a substantive ac-

cording to context. In the remaining 6 passages, the term 'bdym (LXX hoi dofiloi),
"the slaves," is confused with'brym (1 S. 13:3; 14:21).In 1 S. 29:3,MT md hd'if;rim
ha'elleh, "What are these Hebrews doing here?" the LXX translates tines hoi
diaporeu6menoi hofuoi, "What are these passers-by doing here?" The Philistine
commanders ask this question when they see David and his men passing by in the

rear with Achish Qtareporetionto for the ptcp. '*6[erim) just as they themselves set

out (pareporeionto again for the ptcp. 'operim). The translators of | 5.29:2f . proba-

bly confused 'ilrtm ('brym) in v. 3 with 'operim ('brym) in v. 2 (bis) and simply
added on another prefix (dia-) to the root (porefi6), which had already appeared

twice in quick succession.
Avariation of the confusion between'ibrt/'ebed appears in Jon. l:9. The MT'i!rt

'anakt wee!-YHWH 'ebhA haiiamayim 'ant yarZ', "I am a Hebrew and worship

Yahweh, the God of heaven," becomes Doillos kyriou e96 eimi kai t6n kjrion thdon toil
ouranoil eg6 sdbomai, "I am a servant of the Lord and worship the Lord, the God of
heaven." The LXX reads'br as'bd (doillos), but now the translator must add kyriou to
clarify to whom this service is rendered. This confusion was probably also influenced

by the theological popularity of the expression "servant of the Lord" at the time of the

translation.
Finally and most significantly, the LXX translates Gen. 14:13, "Abram the He-

brew," with Abram t6 perdt€, "Abram the wanderer (Abram the emigrant?)." This may

be a conscious attempt to explain the etymology of ilri (as deriving from b4 "cross

over, pass through") and in so doing to provide an appellative based on Abraham's em-

igration and the patriarchs'pastoral lives. Because the Hebrew Abraham was never de-

pendent on or subject to a foreigner, the translator may have taken the unusual element

of this passage into consideration and thus translated it differently.
Freedman - Willoughby

\f,\ 'cg,r;itl\y 'egh
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'Egel. M. Aberbach and L. Smolar, "Aaron, Jeroboam, and the Golden Calves," JBL 86 (1967)
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l. l. Etymology. Heb. 'dgel, "cal?' (or perhaps better "young bull, ox,,), is in all tike-
lihood a primary noun and thus does not derive from 'g1 "be round," or Arab. 'a(ila,
"hurry, hasten."l It corresponds to Ugar. 'gl, Phoen. and Old Aram. gl Syr. .egld,

Arab.'igl, Eth. dgv'dl, and perhaps osA 'gl.2 The word is not found in Akkadian.

2. Occurrences. The word'Egel occurs 35 times in the OT, the fem. 'egld,*young
cow, heifer," l2 times. Lev.9:2 specifies 'zgel as ben-baqar An alternative to simple
'egld is in several instances 'eglal bdqdr (Dt. ZIi3: I S. 16:2; lsa.7:21).

II. Extrabiblical Occurrences.
l. Ugarit. In Ugaritic texts 'gl occurs 3 times in the concrete sense in the compari-

son "as a cow ('rfi) bellows to its calf," or "like the heart of a cow for her cali like the
heart of a ewe for her lamb, so's the heart of Anath for Baal."3 Similarly concrete use
of g/ occurs in reference to the killing of oxen, sheep, bulls, rams, and yearling
calves.4 Although one passage speaks about np.i'gl, it is damaged and incomprehensi-
ble.s Additionally, g/ occurs together with Yamm, Nahar, the Dragon (tnn), and the
fleeing serpent as Ba'al's enemy,6 though it is not entirely clear whether these represent
different names of the same enemy or several different enemies.

Finally, the fem. 'glr appears in apuzzling passage stating that shortly before his
death Ba'al "desired a cow (prt) in the wilderness steppe (dbr), a heifer on the edge of
the wilderness (bid ihl mm!),"7 the result being that "she conceives and gives birth to a

Klschr ll (1963), 282-305; F. c. Fensham, "The Burning of the Golden calf and tJgant," IEJ 16
(1966)191-93;R.Gnuse,"calf,cultandKing: TheUnityofHoseag:l-13," 8226(lgg2)93-g2i
J. Hahn, Das Goldene Kalb: Die Jahwe-Verehrung bei Stierbildern in der Geschichte Israels. EHS
Zlt_lS. + (!e9t); S. I ,ehming, "Versuch zu Ex xxxii," lrl 10 ( 1960) t6-50; J. Lewy, ,.The Story of the
Golden calf Reanalysed," w9 (1959)318-22; S. E. Loewenstamm, "The Making and Destruction
of the Golden Calf ," Bibl 48 (1967) 481-90; H. Motzki, "Ein Beitrag zum Problem des Stierkultes
in der Religionsgeschichte Israels," w25 (1975) 470-85; M. Noth, 'zur Anfertigung des goldenen
Kalbes," w9 (1959) 419-22;H. Schmid, Mose , Uberlieferung und Geschichte.-ozlw |o ( 196g),
esp. 81-85; H. Seebass, Mose und Aaron, Sinai und Gottesberg (Bonn, 1962), esp. 33ff.;
H. Utzschneider, Hosea, Prophet vor dem Ende: Zum Verhribnis von Geschichte und Institution in
de-r alttestamentlichen Prophetie. oBo 3l (1980); M. weippert, "Gott und stier," ZDpv jT (1961)
93-117; w. Zimmerli, "Das Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des alten Israel," schalom: FS
A. Jepsen. AzT 1146 (1971),86-96 = Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophetie.
Gesammelte Aufseitze 2. ThB 5l (19'74),24'l-60.

l. HAL, 11,784. Cf . GesB,585; w. Eilers, "Zur Funktion von Nominalformen," wo 3 (1964)
132.

2. See WUS, no. 1995; DNSI, n, 824; Biella, 351.
3. KTU, 1.15, I 5; l.6,ll 7, 28; ANET 140.
4. KTU, 1.22,113: cf . l.4.Yl42.
5. KTU, 1.5, V 4.
6. KTU, t.3,It 44.
7. KTU, 1.5, V 18f.; translation according to K. Aartun, "Neue Beitriige zum ugaritischen

Lexikon r," uF 16 (1984) 46. ct. ANET 139 "He desires a cow-calf in Dubr, i heifer in
Shihlmemat-fi eld ( id iftlmmt )."
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son (mt)." The heifer possibly represents the goddess 'Anat, and the text may be allud-
ing to a hieros gamos ceremony.

2. Inscriptions. Among inscriptional witnesses, the Marseilles Tariff mentions the
'gl as a sacrificial animal, and a Sefire text as an animal cut into pieces (gzr) symboliz-

ing and (magically) invoking the identical fate of partners who violate the contract.8

The Sefire text also apparently refers to similar punishment for breach of contract and

describes a situation when "seven cows shall suckle a calf, and it shall not be sated . . .

[and] seven ewes shall suckle a lamb, and it shall not be sated."

III. OT.
I . Concrete References. First of all, the term 'Z gel is used in the straightforward con-

crete sense in the OT. I5.28:24 recounts that the medium at Endor "had a fatted calf in

the house," which she slaughtered and served to Saul and his servants. Am. 6:4 cen-

sures the carefree and self-confident who eat lambs and "calves from the stall" at their
banquets. The sacrificial animals at Aaron's first sacrifice in Lev. 9:2,8 include a calf
as a sin offering, as well as a male goat, a calf, and a lamb as an offering of the people

(v. 3). Legislation does not otherwise mention calves as sacrificial animals; only in
Mic. 6:6 do the listeners offer to sacrifice yearling calves, something the prophet re-

jects in a well-known verse, since Yahweh requires only ethical actions (v. 8).

Jer. 34:18f. discusses the agreement for releasing slaves. Because the agreement is

violated, Jeremiah announces that Yahweh will inflict punishment by "making [those
who violated the agreementl like the calf when they cut it in two (kdraA and passed be-

tween its parts (be!er)."e Jeremiah seems to be alluding to a custom similar to that de-

scribed in the Sefire inscription (see above). At the same time, he may be alluding to

Gen. 15:9-11,17f., where Abraham cuts in two a three-year-old calf (btrpiel;'egld' ac-

tually a young heifer), a goat, and a ram, "laying each half over against the other." In

what follows, it is not Abraham himself but a smoking firepot and a flaming torch that

pass between the pieces (be1er). Thus does Yahweh, who is apparently present in the

firepot and torch, obligate himself to a covenant with Abraham.l0

2. Metaphors and Comparisons. The term'egel is also used in metaphors and com-

parisons. According to Jer. 46:27, although Egypt's mercenaries are like fatted calves

who have eaten their fill in the prosperous land,ll they will be unable to withstand the

Babylonian assault. This comparison is related to the description of Egypt itself as a

beautiful heifer ('egld, v. 20). Mal. 3:20(Eng. 4:2) compares those who will experience

the coming time of salvation with calves that leave their stalls and leap for joy. The im-

agery in Ps.29.6 has slightly different implications insofar as Lebanon skips like a calf
and Sirion like a young wild ox at the presence of Yahweh in a storm. Ezekiel is quite

8. See, respectively, KAL 69,5;222 A, 40; A, 23; for both passages, see ANET 659f.
9. Translation according to W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATI/12 (31968), in loc.; also NRSV.

10. Concerning this passage, cf. also -s l! 'Ez.

11. Rudolph, Jeremia, inloc.
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prosaic in comparing the soles of the creatures around Yahweh's throne with those of a
calf 's foot (Ezk. I :7). In Jer. 3l : l8 Ephraim complains thar yahweh disciplined him as
one does an untrained (ld'lummAfl calf. A similar expression, though used differently,
appears in Hos. 10:ll, where Ephraim is "a trained heifer ('egld melummada) that
loved to thresh," and that Yahweh was unable to use for his own purposes.

One metaphor fbr the peace initiated by the coming salvific king is the cohabitation
of calves and lions (Isa. 1l:6); i.e., predators will no longer devour domestic animals.
ln describing the desolation of the cosmopolitan city, Isa.27:10 says that calves will
graze there; the city is "deserted and forsaken, like the wilderness." By contrast, ps.
68:31(30) is utterly obscure. The anintals living among the reeds and the herd of bulls
(strong ones'l 'abbir) with the calves of the peoples are to be threatened (ga'ar), tram-
pled, and scattered. (Perhaps one ought to read basla 'ammtm, "the lords of the peo-
ples," instead of be'egl0 'ammtm)

3. Golden CalJ'and Bull Cult. The remaining occurrences refer to the "golden calfl'
(8x.32) and the "bull cult" in rhe northern kingdom (l K.12; Hos.).rz

while Moses lingers on Mt. Sinai, the Israelites make a golden calf (from wood
with gold overlay?), which rhey call the "gods (!) who brought you up out of the land
of Egypf' (Ex.32:4), and ro whom they bring burnr offerings (vv. 4-6). upon returning
and seeing what has happened, Moses becomes enraged, shatters the tablets of the law,
and destroys the calf.l3 Dt.9:16,2r as well as ps. 106:19 and Neh. 9:1g all ref'er to this
event.

The sentence "these are your gods, etc." establishes a connection with I K. l2:2g,
i.e., with the story of Jeroboam's cultic transgression of setting up the two ..calves',

(i.e., bull images) in Bethel and Dan (mentioned again in 2 K. 10:29; l7:16: cf .2 Ch.
I 1: l5; I l;$;. t+

Because the present text assesses both Jeroboam's golden calf and the bull irnages
negatively, interpreters have often surmised that Ex. 32 was created in order to con-
demn the later bull cult. Ex. 32, however, is hardly a unified composition. In v. g Mo-
ses receives news from Yahweh about what has happened, while in vv. 17 and 19 he
learns of it only when descending the mountain.ls Interpreters ascribe the chapter's
foundation to either J or E or to a JE source from the northern kingdom. 16 Although vv.
7- l4 resonate with Deuteronomistic elements, they deviate from Dt. 9:25ff . yv. 2l-34
also seem to contain heterogeneous elements.

According to J. P. Hyatt, the chapter originated as follows.lT The earliest narrative

12. -+ a1W i6r.
13. Cf. Fensham.
14. Concerning the connection between 8x.32 and 1K. 12. see Dohmen.
15. Adifferent view is taken by B. Childs, The Bookof Exodu.r. orL(1974),559.
16. J: Noth, Childs; E: Beyerlin, 126-33; J. p. Hyau, Exodus. NCBC (tg7l),301; JE source:

Dohmen, r27;cf. alsoJ.Loza,"Exodexxxlletlarddacrion JF.-vr23 (1973)3l-55,whoas-
cribes it to RrE.

17. Hyatt, Exodus, 300ff .
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was the cult legend of the bull cult in Bethel, in which Aaron played a positive role.

This cult legend probably predates the time of Jeroboam. ln any event, the latter took

over an earlier cult in Bethel. The Jeroboam story probably influenced the present nar-

rative (only the former [v. 28] actually mentions two calves/gods; the pl. does not fit
F;x.32:4).In its present form the narrative is critical of Aaron and must come from a

time afier prophets like Hosea had already criticized the bull cult in Bethel. Although

vv.21-24 try to rehabilitate Aaron, they do not yet represent the position of P. Vv. 25-

29 establish the priestly function of the Levites by referring to their loyalty to Yahweh;

this piece either is connected with Deuteronomy or comes fiom Levitical circles in the

northern kingdont. Moses' second intercession (vv. 30-34) has nothing to do with the

first (vv. I I - l4); v. 34 might be alluding to the northern kingdom; the idea of individual

responsibility recalls Ezekiel, though it also may be older. Yv.7-14 are a result of
Deuteronomistic redaction.

Accorcling to C. Dohmen, an older basic narrative liom circles associated with the

prophecy ofthe northern kingdom provided the JE source in taking as its theme a lead-

ership conflict between Moses and some leadership symbol directed against Yahweh.l8

JE then intensifies the adoption of prophetic critique (Hosea) and identifies this symbol

with the calf of Bethel (vv. 4a0j9,24bP,35). Hence JE restructured the narrative into

the fundamental, negative qualification of bull worship, which JE believes caused the

fall of the northern kingdom. A Deuteronomistic redactor, inspired by Dt. 9f. and by

the prohibition against images in the Decalog, creates the connection with I K. l2 and

with the Covenant Code (vv. 7-14,20,31b), viewing "Jeroboam's sin" as a continuation

and intensification of Israel's own basic sin. A concluding reworking in the priestly

spirit by RP (vv. l5b-18,26-29,3233r'35'F) carries out the reassessment and rehahilita-

tion of Aaron.le
As far as 1 K. 12 is concerned, it is thus possible that Jeroboarn, rather than creating

a new cult, took over one that already existed (at least in Bethel). Archaeological evi-

dence makes it less likely that the "calves" were understood as images of gods them-

selvest they were more likely pedestals for the (here probably invisible) god.20 Jero-

boam's intention was apparently to provide his subjects with a substitute fbr the

Jerusalem cult, not to introduce a new god. The Deuteronomistic history, however,

condemns this cult as apostasy from Yahweh and calls it "the sin of Jeroboam."2l

Hosea vigorously opposed this cult, accusing the people of having made idols

(.ilsabbin) from their silver and gold (God's gifts; see 2:10[8]) (8:4), and insisting that

"your calf is reiected,22 O Samaria; my anger burns against them . . . the calf of Samaria

18. Pp. 126tT., r4l-53.
19. J. Vermeylen, "L'affaire du veau d'or," ZAW97 (1985) l-23, is unpersuasive in trying to

understand Ex. 32 as an early exil'ic invention that was reworked in four stages by a

Deuteronomistic redactor.
20. Weippert; see bulls as pedestals fbr the Hittite weather god; for God on a bull in Hazor,

see Y. Yadin, Hazor 4 vols. in 3 (Jerusalem. 1958-64), II-IV, pls. CCCXXIVf.
21. Cf. Debus.
22. See J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD XXIV (1983)' in loc.
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shall be broken ro pieces" (vv. 5a,6b; v. 6a, which refers to the idols as a human product
and as a nongod, is perhaps a theologizing addendum). Noteworthy features here include
the connection with kingship in v. 4a and the association of ',spurning, rejecting,,' with
v. 3a, namely, the idea that Israel has "spurned the good," and now yatrwetr rejects the
calf. The prophet's words breathe passionate despair: "How long will they be incapable
of innocence?" (v. 5c). By contrast, in l0:5f. the tone is mocking: .,The inhabitants of Sa-
maria seek protection (gfir) with the calf-thing f'e9167 hardly the pl. of .egld, 

perhaps to
bepointed as'eglttt)z3 of Beth-aven [i.e., Bethel]."-Although there is -ouirirg and ixul-
tation, probably over the death and resurrection of the god conceived here as Ba'al, the
god's (idol's) elory (kab60 will be carried to Assyria as tribute, and .,Ephraim shall be
put to shame" (vv. 5f.). Here, too, the connection with kingship is discernible (vv. 3,7).
Hos. 13:2 speaks about cast imagesz+ and idols ({sabbim) as Israel's continuing sin
("they keep on sinning"). An addendum identifies these idols as "the work of artisans,"
and the verse concludes with the derisive cry, "People are kissing calves!" This final sen-
tence probably ref'ers to small, privately owned statuettes rather than to larger cultic im-
age5.2s V. 4 then contrasts the worship of idols with Yahweh, who has been Israel's only
God since the exodus tiom Egypt (note the resonance with the beginning of the Decalogj.

lY.'egh. The fem. form'egLd is used in the concrete sense inDt.2l:3,4,6. when a
murder has been committed Uut ttre perpetrator is not known, a heifer "that has never
been worked, one that has not pulled in the yoke," is to be taken into an unplowed wadi
with running water and killed there, thus removing the guilt in some magical fashion.26
I S. 16:2 mentions a heifer as a sacrifice.2T

According tolsa.T:21, even though a young cow and two sheep will constitute a
man's livestock, they will give an abundance of milk. Jer.50;ll discribes the joy at
Babylon's plundering as "frisking about like a heifer ('eglit) on the grass and neighing
like stallions." Samson speaks in a riddle to the men of the feast who have solved his
riddle with the help of his wife, "If you had nor plowed with my heifer, you would not
have found out my riddle." Here the word 'egra thus refers to a young woman. Jer.
46:20 describes Egypt as a beautiful heifer upon which a gadfly from the north (Baby-
lon) lights, a graphic metaphor from the animal world. This may or may not be allud-
ing to the cow goddess Hathor. By contrast, the comparison of mercenaries with fatted
calves (see above) doubtless involves wordplay with'egld. (see above concerning
Gen. l5:9 and Hos. 10:ll.)

Y. l. Qumran. The word'egel occurs only once in eumran and means..larvae of
bees" ( g/ hdbwrym) that may nor be eaten (cD 12:12).l1er 63:2 uses 'egldin a cita-
tion from Dt.21.

23. So W Rudolph, Hosea. KATXIIVI (1966); and Jeremias, Hosea, inloc.
24. -> I1)OA masseftd (YII[, 431-37).
25. Jeremias, Hosea, inloc.
2A. --> )nl nahal (1X,335-40).
27. concerning the ox as a sacrificial animal, -+ ti2r bdqar (11,209-16); -+ \D par.
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2. LXX. The LXX usually translates 'Cgel with m6schos or moschdrion, and 'egl|

with ddmalis. Peculiarly, Jeroboam's "calves" are rendered with ddmalis (cf., however,

2 Ch. l1:15; 13:8 with m6schos).In Jer. 50:11 'egh is translated as boidion.
Ringgren

7)\9 ',sara
?T-: Y

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. OT: 1. Transport Wagons;2. In the Cult;

3. Harvest Wagons; 4. Metaphors. III' Qumran and LXX.

l. l. Etymology. The word'agald is a feminine noun construction deriving from the

root 'gl, which occurs in the OT only in nominal derivatives (Zgil, designation for a

round decorative ornament; 'dg\l, "round"l ma'gal, "defensive circle of wagons" and

"track, wagon track"; un6 x'agild, "round shield"l); its basic meaning is "be round, de-

scribe a circle." The term 'agdlA, "wagon," is thus derived synecdochically from the

wheel as its main component. Because Hebrew distinguishes between the chariot drawn

by horses (merkdbd and --r ))1 rkb, rekeb) on the one hand, and the transport wagon

drawn by oxen on the other ('agAlfl, one may assume that in addition to the root 'gl the

resonance with'egl1,"heifer," and'0gel, "calf,"alsoplayedaroleinthechoiceof names'

A fragmentary Phoenician inscription from Kition on Cypress contains the combi-

nation ftr.i 'glr, which is to be understood as a vocational designation in the sense of
"cartwright, coachmaker, wheelwright."2 In a Punic inscription from Carthage, the

name of the founder of the inscription is followed by the expression 'glt 's, i.e.,

"wooden wagon."3 Since the analogy of Punic inscriptions shows that this cannot in-

volve a sacrificial offering, one is inclined to view this, too, as the vocational identifi-

cation of the founder as in the case of the Punic inscription just cited; either the word

ftrJ was omitted, or the word for "producer" is logically to be supplied according to the

sense, so that here, too, the reference is to a cartwright or maker of wooden wagons.

The Aramaic linguistic sphere contains numerous witnesses of the word for wagon,

including syr.'dgaltd" christian Palestinian and Mand. 'gla, andJewish Aram. lgalta'.4

'agal1. G. Prausnitz, Der Wagen in der Religion; seine Wiirdigung in der Kunst. Studien z.ur

deutichen Kunstgeschichre 187 (Strassburg, 19l6); M. Rodinson, "'Adjala," Encyclopaedia of
Islam, 9 vols. (new ed. 1960-97), l, 205t.; A. Salonen, Die l,andfahrzeuge des alten

Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B 7213 (1951); H. Weippert, "Wagen," BRLz, 356:' J. Wiesner,

"Wagen," BHHW III (1966), 2127-30.

1. See in this regard the discussion ofPs.46:10(Eng. v. 9) below.
2. RES, l2O'7,2. Cf . hri 'rnt in CIS, 3333.
3. CIS, 346,3.
4. See, respectively, I*xSyr;510; F. Schutthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinun (Berolini, 1903),

142b, secondary form of 'dgelta'; MdD, 34la; WTM' 201b.
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In Samaritan the corresponding form is 'agela) The Mishnah (Kelim 24.2) distinguishes
three different types of wagons: one made like a throne, one made like a bed. and one
made for carrying stones. The small wagon ('glh) for rams, which saves the heavy, droop-
ing, fat tail from being soiled or harmed and which is mentioned in both the Mishnah
(sabb.5.4) and ralmud @. Sabb.54b), is also attested in Herodotus (3.113, as hamaxis)
as one of Arabia's curiosities.

Arabic distinguishes three homonymous roots g/.. (a) haste; (b) calf; (c) wheel. The
word'a(alatun with the meaning "wheel," and in extrapolation also ..cart, wagon," or
even "waterwheel," occurs relatively rarely. As a cultural word for an object with
which the Bedouin were not familiar, it represents a loanword from the Northwest Se-
mitic sphere.6

coptic a{olte, "wagon," suggests that an Egyptian word was the precursor of the
coptic version, and Late Egyp.'agarara is a likely candidate.T w. F. Albright suspects
that a shift took place from an original 'a-ga-ar-ta.B The transport wagon (both the
word and the object were imported from Syria) was drawn by oxen and used for the
transport of provisions to the mines.e

2. occurrences. The word qgald occurs altogether 25 times in the or, including
twice each in 5 different uerues 1Nu. 7:3; I S. 6:j,14;2 S. 6:3 par. I ch. l3:7). The oc-
currences can be classified further according to specific textual groups (4 times in Gen.
45f .: 5 in Nu. 7; 7 in I S. 6; otherwise also 2 S. 6:3 par.l ch. l3:7; Isa. 5:l g; 2g:2j,2g.,
Am. 2:13; and Ps. 46:10[9]).

II. OT.
l. Transport wagons. Gen. 45:19,21,27;46:5 all refer to Egyptian transport wag-

ons.l0 To facilitate the move from canaan to Egypt, Joseph r"rdr hir father Jacob
transport wagons, on which especially women, children, and his elderly father (45: I 9;
46:5) are to travel.ll A literary-critical question remains concerning a "wagon version"
and a "donkey version" (45:17,2j).tz In Jth. l5: r l, too, mules and wagons are used to-
gether for transporting spoils.

_ 5 Cf Z. Ben Hayyim , The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic Amongst the
Samaritans, 5 vols. (Jerusalem, 1957-j'7), IV,2Ol.

6. Cf. Rodinson.
7. See W. E. Crum, A Coptic Dictionary (Oxford, 1929),26; ct. WbAS, 1,236.
8. The Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography. AOS 5 (1934), 3g.
9. A. Erman and H. Ranke, Lift in Ancient Egttpt (Eng. trans., New york, 1969), 491; J. H.

Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt,5 vo1s. (Chicago, tgbO-Z;, Ly,227.
10. cf. P. Montet, Everyday Life in Egypt in the Days of Ramesses the Great (Eng. trans.,

London, 1958), 172; Erman and Ranke, Life in Ancient Egypt, 4Og.
11. Cf. also ANEP, no. 167.
12. Cf .H. Donner, Die literarische Gestalt der alttestamentlichen Josephsgeschichte. SHAW

Phil.-hist. Kl. (1976:2), 20t., 24; H.-c. Schmitt, Die nichtpriesterlicie iosephsgeschichte.
BZAW 154 (1980), 55 n.225.
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2. In the Cult. a. Nu. 7:3(bis),5,7,8 also refer to transport wagons. The twelve tribal

leaders present altogether six wagons, described more closely as'eglO1 ,sdb Q:3), each

of which is {rawn by two oxen. These are to be put at the disposal of the Levites for

transporting the wilderness sanctuary; indeed, the Kohathrtes receive none because

they are to carry the holy things on their shoulders (cf. 4:4ff.), whereas the Gershonites

receive two wagons for the tabernacle covering, curtains, and hangings (cf. 4:25f.), and

the Merarites four wagons for the frames of the tabernacle and all other necessary

equipment (cf.4:31f.). The word sa-f specifies the wagons more closely, and is associ-

ated with Akk. sumbu or subbu,t3 "wagon, wheel" (in Late Babylonian, this is the des-

ignation for the ox-drawn, two-wheeled Elamite transport wagon). The pl. form

sabbtm in Isa. 66:20 stands in a series of transport means afler horses and chariots and

before mules and the kirkdr\l (female camels? dromedaries [so NRSV]'? or a certain

kind of wagon?), and is understood by LXX (hmpiinal), Aquila. and Theodotion as

"covered wagon," whereas the Vulg., Symmachus, and the Targs. understand it as lit-
ters. The LXX, Aquila, Vulg., and Targ.0 as well as Rashi also understand "covered

wagon" to be intended in Nu. 7:3.

Ps.46:l0(9) praises Yahweh as the one who "breaks the bow, and shatters the spear.

and burns the wagons with fire." The term 'ugdl6l here cannot refer to chariots,la since

markab6! is used in that case (concerning the burning of chariots, cf. Josh. I I :6,9). Ac-

cordingly, scholars since F. Baethgen have been inclined to point the word as ngil61,

since the LXX (thyreofis) and Targs. (gyl-vn) obviously rearJ 4gild, "round shield,"

here, a word not otherwise attested in Biblical Hebrew (cf. IQM 6:15, mgnv'-'glh,

"round shield").ts If one does want to preserve the MT vgdl67, one can fbllow H'

Schmid in understanding this as a ref'erence to those particular transport wagons of

critical importance for the retinue of any army.l6

b. According to Josh. 3:3,6,8,13,14,15,17 4:9,10,18, priests (according to 3:3, the

Levitical priests) carry the ark, and according to Nu.4:5f.,15, only the Kohathites

among the Levites are permitted to carry the ark with poles and without touching it af-

ter the priests have carefully packed it up. When the ark is returned by the Philistines,

however, a new wagon (NRSV "cart") is used and is drawn by "two milch cows that

have never borne a yoke" (1 S. 6:7). The young cows, whose calves were left behind

in their stalls, proceed straight in the direction of Beth-shemesh, "lowing as they went"
(1 S. 6:12), but "turning neither to the right nor to the left" despite the difficulties.

Upon arrival, the wood of the cart is split and both the wood and the cows are offered

as a burnt offering to Yahweh (l S. 6: l4). According to 2 S. 6:2f . par. I Ch. l3:6f., too,

the ark is transported from Kiriath-jearim to Jerusalem on a new wagon not yet pro-

faned by work(agald haddiA) and drawn by oxen (2 S. 6:6). In an accident the oxen

13. CAD, XYL244f .; AIlw, III, I I I lb.
14. So H.-J. Krats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), in loc.

15. Die Psalmen. HKAT luz (21897), 132.
16. Schmidt, Die Psalmen. HATlll5 (1934), 88. Cf. also R. Bach, ". . . der Bogen zerbricht,

Spiesse zerschliigt und Wagen mit Feuer verbrennt," Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von

Rad (Munich, 1971), 16 n. I l.
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begin to totter and are about to fall. lJzzah, son of Abinadab, who previously guarded
the ark, is going along next to the ark and reaches for it when he fears it will fall from
the cart, and Yahweh strikes him dead. Only after a three-month interim at the home of
Obed-edom in Gath is the ark then taken by bearers (6:13) to Jerusalem without being
placed on a cart again.

3. Harvest wagons. rsa. 28:23-29 is an "artistically constructed wisdom poem',
whose purpose is "to inform us how marvelously Yahweh instructs the farmer, so that
he can carry out all his activities in the right order and with the appropriate tools."17 In
so doing, it mentions the cart wheel'6pan egdtd (v.27) in connection with threshing
work parallel with the threshing sledge (fidrfr;), and also mentions the farmer's cart
wheel and horses (gilgal'egld16 fiparaiaw, v. 28). This text has given rise to suspicions
that in antiquity one had access not only to the threshing sledge proper (hdrfis) and the
board attached to the underside to which were fixed sharp stones or iron teeth and on
top of which the farmer stood and guided the draught animals, but also to a threshing
cart analogous to the complicated cart imported to palestine from Egypt only in mod-
ern times.l8 This mention of wagon wheels recalls A. Salonen's thesis regarding Meso-
potamia: "that farmers dismantled the disklike wheels from the carts that carried the
grain from the field to the threshing floor, laid them flat on the sheaves spread out on
the floor, and had draught animals draw them like a threshing sledge across the
sheaves."le Despite the opinion of HALand H. wildberger, however, H. Gese is proba-
bly correct in assuming that the term agala can refer only to the transport wagon as a
harvest wagon, not to a threshing cart or threshing cllindsl.z0

Finally, the text seems to imply that a transport wagon required for agricultural
work was drawn by horses. This mention of horses is peculiar insofar as in antiquity
farmers did not use horses for agricultural fieldwork; and though horses have some-
times been used in modern times for threshing in palestine,2l this cannot be applied to
antiquity without qualification. The MT is probably not referring to draught horses (as
a rule, the reference in such cases is to sr2s), but, quite independently of wagons, to rid-
ing horses (as suggested by the expression pdrai). of course, the MT may not be en-
tirely without flaws in the first place; the reading may be fi.perai6.zz

4. Metaphors. wagons also appear in metaphorical expressions. The threat of pun-
ishment in Am. 2:13 compares Yahweh's intervention with the splitting of the earth by
an overloaded harvest wagon. "Amos compares the furrowing and tearing open of the

17. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),25g.
18. AaS, III, 88-91, illustrations 2l-25.
19. Agricultura Mesopotamica nach sumerisch-akkadischen Quellen. AnAcScFen B 149

(1968), 170-83. See Weippert, 8RL2,64.
20. Gese, "Kleine Beitriige zum verstiindnis des Amosbuches," vr 12 (1962) 419,421t. cf .

HAL, fi,785; Wildberger, Jesaja (25-39). BK X/3 (tg92), t}g4.
21. F. A. Klein, ZDPV 4 (1881) 77.
22. Cf. BHS; Wildberger, Jesaja (28-j9), 1084f.
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earth by the heavily laden wagon with the corresponding phenomena associated with

the earthquake that Yahweh will visit upon the Israelites."23 Here, as in Isa. 28:27,
{gald refers to a harvest wagon rather than to a threshing carl.z4

Isa. 5:18 compares the behavior ofreal estate speculators (5:8) and revelers (5:11)

with that of people who unavoidably draw in guilt and sin as if with the cart ropes

(kaab6thdflgdld) with which draught animals are additionally tethered from the yoke

to the wagon. Sir. 33:5 (LXX 36:5; the text is emended according to the LXX) com-

pares the heart of a fool with a cart wheel, and his thoughts with the turning axle.2s

III. Qumran and LXX. The LXX renders qgdld22 times with hdmaxa, "transport

wagon." In Isa. 5:18 ithas ddmalis = 'egld; 28:28 lacks an equivalent. In Ps. 46:10(9)

the rendering thyreoi, "round shields," suggests the reading {gil61 instead of %gdl6!

(see above). The Vulg. always translates {gal6 as plaustrum with the exception of Ps.

46:10(9), where it follows the LXX with scuta, "shields."

The LXX tses hdmaxa in 3 other passages as well: in Isa. 4l:15 and 1 Ch. 2l:23 as

the translatio n for mbrag, and in Isa. 25: l0 in a free rendering of the MT' These 3 pas-

sages are often adduced as suggesting the existence of a "threshing wagon/cart."26 A

diiferent picture, however, emerges when one views the Greek texts without the aid of

the Hebrew source texts. I Ch.2l:23 might be referring to harvest wagons parked next

to the threshing floor. lsa. 25:10 uses the treading of grain by wagons as a metaphor for

destruction. Finally, in Isa. 41:15 the addendum "having teeth," pristeroeidiis, might be

alluding to the scythe chariots used by the Seleucid army as mentioned, e.g', in 2 Mc.

l3:2. None of these 3 passages refers unequivocally to threshing wagons.

The word vgdld plays no role in the Qumran texts. 
Kellermannf

23. H. Gese, ,.Kleine Beitriige zum Verstiindnis des Amosbuches," v7 12 (1962) 422.

24. Contra HAL, ll,785.
25. Concerning the textual problems in this passage, cf. V. Ryssel, in E. Kautzsch, Die

Apokryphen und Fseudepigrapien des ATs, 2 vols. (Tiibingen, 1900; repr' 1962),1,395'' 
26".'Ct. AuS, lll,88f.; i. Ziegle7 (Jntersuchungen zur Septuaginta des Buches Isaias. ATA

xrv3 (1934), l8sff.
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contents: I. Etymology. II. or: I occurrences: a. Prepositional phrases; b. Adverbial
Accusative; c. Construct Expressions; 2. Parallel Expressions; 3. Theological Considerations.
III. LXX. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The noun 'aQ occurs only with prepositions (la'aQ, {jA:ad, 'ad-
'6Fma 'a/, miruti-'a/), as an adverbial accusative ('6lam wti'e{, special pausal tbrrn),1
and in construct combinations (haf rA-'aQ, 'abi-'ad, gepere!'a/, ,i6!en 'a/). lt can
mean either "perpetual continuation, enduring future," or (with reference to the past)
"from time immemorial." It is related etymologically in Hebrew to the prep. 'aQ and to
the root 'dh, "continle on, pass by," as well as to Arab. {ad, "rhe morrow, the fbllowing
day."

M. Dahood's association of the noun 'aQ with lJgar. 'd, "throne room, throne,, (ad-
ducinginsupportPs.60:ll[Eng.v.9];89:30,38129,37);93:5;94:15; 110:t;tsa.47:7;
57:15;Jer. 22:30;Zeph.3;8), is neither linguistically secure norreally required by any
of the passages adduced.2 Dahood's other thesis has also been disproved, namely, the
assumption of a DN 'a/, "Eternal One," in the combination (by way of repointing fol-
lowing Ugar. m'd; cf. Heb. me'd/) 'aj ma'e/ allegedly in Ps. I 19:8,43,51, nor leasr be-
cause the meaning "large, great," for m'd is unattested in Ugaritic.3

II. OT.
1. Occunences. a. Prepositional Phrases. Within the framework of Amos's oracle

to the nations, an exilic prophet charges Edom with having "pursued his brother with
the sword" (referring to the defenseless Judeans after the fall of Jerusalern in 587 u.c.)
and with having perpetually (la'ail plundered him without ceasing fiom his anger
(Am. I :1 I ). By contrast, a confession of trust made by the people of Goct from the early
postexilic period emphasizes that Yahweh's anger does not last forever (ld'a!) but is
temporally limited because God "delights in showing clemency" (Mic.7:18). This is
why during the preexilic period the people of God plead with Yahweh not to be exceed-
ingly angry nor to remember his people's iniquity forever (ta'aQ, lsa.64:8[9|).

A psalmist similarly emphasizes in his own prayer that God does not always fbrget
the needy, and tl'rus the hope of the poor does not perish fbrever (ld'ad, Ps. 9:19[l8l).

'ttQ. J. Barr, Biblical Wtrds.for Time. SBT l/33 121969r. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexi-
cography Vll," Bibl 50 (1969) 337-56; E. Jenni, *1! 'ad always," TLOT, l,837f.; idem,,.D)tI,
'olom eternity,* TLor, 11,852-62; o. Loretz, "'d m'd'Everlasting Grand one' in clen psalmen,"
BZ t6 (1972) 245-48.

l. Cf. BLe. 548.
2. Cf. Dahood, Psalms 5l-100. AB 17 (1968),81; HAL, tt, 1.9Ttf .
3. Cf. Dahood, Psalms 101-150. AB 17A(1970), 174;Loretz; D. Marcus, "Evidence for ,The

Almighty/The Grand One'?" Bihl 55 (19i4) 404-7.
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Quite the contrary, fear of Yahweh, consisting in following the divine ordinances. be-
stows enduring(la'afl stability to the believer (19:10t91). In the divine salvific plan,
however, it is the messianic king whom God has appointed to be the mediator of bless-
ing for all eternity (la'ad,2l:7[6]). A petitioner thus alludes to the divine fellowship ar
taching to the sacrificial meal in expressing the wish that the hearts of Yahweh's poor
might be vivified forever (la'ad, 22:27 [26]). Yet another petitioner, in considering the
consummation of salvation, asserts that the righteous will possess the promised land
and will live there for all time (ld'ad,3l:29). In offering thanksgiving in the temple, a

petitioner hopes to abide forever ('6ldmim, v. 5) in God's tent, and there, in payment of
his vow, to praise Yahweh's name always Qa'ad, 61:9[8]). With recourse to the earlier
promise to Nathan, the exiled people remind Yahweh that he earlier prornised to estab-
lishtheruleof thelineof Davidfbrever (la'a!, andtomaketheirthroneasenduringas
the days of heaven itself (89:30[29]). Finally, in praising God's dominion in history,
the people of God confess that both his revealed righteousness and his glory will en-
dure tbrever and ever (ld'aj le'6ldm, I l1:8; cf. also vv. 3,10). The same applies to the
works of creation, which God established forever and ever (ld'a/ le'6ldm, 148:6).

Job would like to see his words inscribed in stone with an iron chisel and lead, legi-
ble to everyone, preserved forever (la'ufi, a witness to his innocence (Job l9:24). Wis-
dom confirms the everlasting value of truth by pointing out that "truthful lips endure
forever (la'ail, but a lying tongue lasts only a moment" (Prov. l2:19). Similarly, the
king's intervention on behalf of the poor enables his throne to endure forever (la'ctql,

Prov.29:.14; cf. Ps.89:30[29] above). By contrast, Solomon, David's son, should serve
Yahweh with an undivided heart to escape everlasting (ld'-cd) condemnation (l Ch.
28:9).

Because Israel resists the instructions of Yahweh, their God, and exhibits a danger-
ous inclination to allow false prophets to harden them in their perversions, Isaiah is

commissioned with writing down God's word in a book in the presence of his listeners
as if in an inscription "for the time to come, as a witness forever (ld'ail," indeed, fbr all
eternity (Isa. 30:8; cf. Job 19:.24 above). Contra the suggested reading ld'?Q, one should
follow the MT here (probably also in substantive agreement with the LXX) in reading
La'a{, since "in the present form of the text the three definitions of time form a climax:
fbr the future, for the farthest future, fbr the unending future."a

Following Yahweh's announcement that he will create a new heaven and a new
earth, and that one no longer need remember fbrmer things, the redeemed are charged
under the auspices of God's salvific dominion with rejoicing fbrever (vdA-'ad, lsa.
65: l8). With regard to the consummation of salvation, the people of God thus cont'ess

their eternal 1v]A-'ail trust in Yahweh, the everlasting rock (26:4).
In view of the anticipated revelation of Yahweh's dominion over the entire world,

the oppressed people of God hope that their enemies will be put to shame and dis-
mayed forever ('adA-'qil and then perish in disgrace (Ps. 83:18[7]). On the basis of

4. F. Delitzsch, Biblical Comm. on the Prophecies of Isaiah,2 vols., r(D VII (Eng. trans.
1890), rr, 29.
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the same salvific anticipation, one petitioner seeks consolation in the notion that al-
though the wicked sprout like grass, God will ultimately destroy them forever (1/A-
'ad, 92:8[7)). By contrast, if David's descendants keep Yahweh's covenant, they will
possess their father's throne forevermore (dA-'ail, fbr Yahweh has chosen Zion as his
resting place forever (QA-'ct/, 132:12,14). Against the background of the announce-
ment of Yahweh's salvation for his people Israel, the redeemed thus receive the good
news that to all eternity ('aQ '6FmA 'a/1 they need fear neither shame nor humiliation
(Isa.45:17).

Zophar asks Job whether he does not know that since the time of old (minnt-'aj),
i.e., since the time God placed human beings on earth, the joy of the wicked lasts but a

moment (Job 20:4). Here'aQ refers to the past, albeit not as a fixed term but only in cir-
cumscribing an unlimited period of time, in this case reckoned backward from the ob-
server's perspective.

b. Adverbial Accusative. According to Ps. 104:5, Yahweh as creator set the earth on
foundations such that for all eternity ('6ldm wd'eil it will never be shaken. After
Yahweh as the warrior against chaos defeats those who oppose his rule, he will be king
in history forever and ever ('6ldm wd'e/, Ex, l5: l8). Adducing this salvific deed in his-
tory through which God overcomes his enemies once and for all and extinguishes their
names forever (le'6lam wd'e/, Ps.9:6[5]), the people confess that Yahweh will be king
for all eternity ('6lam wd'e j)and will destroy all the pagan nations within the realm of
his rule ( I 0: l6). This God Yahweh, who has revealed his kingship for all erernity, thus
also deserves the eternal (le'6lam wd'eil praise of his believers (145:1,2,21).

As representative of Yahweh's eternal dominion, the messianic king participates in
the salvific fullness of his God. According to a thanksgiving hymn at the election of the
king, Yahweh thus fulfills the ruler's wish and grants him life forever and ever ('bldm
wa'ey', Ps. 2l:5[4D. The throne of this ruler, too, will endure forever and ever ('6ldm
wd'eil, since Yahweh's righteousness will shape his rule (cf. Ps. 89:30[29] above;
Prov.29: l4); accordingly, the nations will also praise Yahweh forever and ever ('bldm
wd'e/, Ps. 45:7,1816,17)).

According to the book of Micah and in connection with the announcement of the
nations' eschatological pilgrimage to Zion, the people of God will confess their iden-
tity to the nations as a people that "will walk in the name of Yahweh our God forever
and ever" (le'6ldm wd'e{, Mic.4:5). The people of God assembled on Zion similarly
confess that Yahweh will be their God forever and ever ('6ldm wd'eQ, Ps.48:l5tlal).
Since Yahweh guides the people of God to salvation, the righteous can say that they are
like a green olive tree in the house of God, and trust in God's steadfast love forever and
ever ('6lam wa'e{, 52:10[8]). This also means that they will follow Yahweh's instruc-
tions forever and ever (le'6lam wd'e{, 119:44). when Yahweh's eternal dominion is re-
vealed, the wise will shine like heaven, and those who lead their people to righteous-
ness will shine like the stars forever and ever (le'6ldm wd'e/, Dnl. l2:3).

c. Construct Expressions. In blessing the tribe of Joseph, Jacob points out that the
blessings of the father are stronger than those of the eternal mountains (haf rA 'a8 with
LXX) and of the everlasting('6lam) hills (Gen. 49:26). This image refers ro the power
and stability of creation, whose blessings are the foundation for prosperous life in the
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promised land. A comparison between this particular blessing and the parallel tradition
in the blessing of Moses in Deuteronomy, however, which speaks of the finest produce

of the ancient mountains (haf rA qeQem) and the abundance of the everlasting ('6lam)
hills (Dt. 33:15), shows that Jacob's blessing for Joseph apparently represents the con-
sciously transformed version of the apparently earlier parallel tradition from the bless-

ing of Moses. The reason for the reshaping is obvious. By placing the father's blessing

over those of the mountains and hills, Jacob's blessing clearly restricts the threat of a

potential deification of natural phenomena; as texts from Ugarit show, mountains and

hills were frequently viewed as the dwellings of the gods.-s

In lsa. 9:5(6) the name of the messianic ruler is 'abi-'ad, which appears linguisti-
cally to be a construct combination. Because 'a! can have different content, and be-

cause 'a4l can be understood from the perspective of two different, semantically dispa-
rate stems ("unlimited duration, eternity"; and "spoils"), scholars do not agree

concerning the interpretation of the name.6

lf one takes as a point of departure the father's status as head of the family unit, in
which the af holds the power of command and decision for a given group, then the
nu 

"'ttpi-'al 
means that its bearer will always, i.e., perpetually, possess the rule be-

stowed on him. If one focuses on the father's responsibility for the welfare of those de-
pendent on him, then the nu 

"'api-'ad 
expresses more the ruler's concern for the wel-

fare of his people, who expect aid from him for all eternity. Some interpreters have

drawn attention to the fundamental meaning of the term "father" as "begetter, origina-
tor, creator"; if one thus understands the name of the messianic ruler such that 'ttbt-'ad.

is the creator and producer of the years in the sense of the promise to Nathan, then the
figure emerges as the founder of David's eternal kingship.

These explanations, however, suffer from the excessive generality of their respec-

tive understanding of the concept "father," something complicated even further by the

similarly unclear relationship to eternity. In view of this difficulty, some have sug-

gested translating the name 'affi-'ad as "father of spoils," which is also possible in He-

brew, adducing in support the fact that the notion of the savior's eternal rule is not de-

veloped explicitly until v. 6(7), and that in v.5(6) this notion would inappropriately
interrupt the logical development discernible in the two first names, pele'y6'ds and'EL
gibb6r from plan to victory to consequences.T Several considerations militate against

this interpretation, however. The consequences of that planning, whose essential con-
cept is the messianic ruler, can hardly be merely the spoils of war. Furthermore, the no-

tion of the distribution of spoils has already been addressed in v. 2(3), and even with a
different term ( idldl).

It is worth noting, however, that Isa. 9:5(6) is referring not primarily to the savior
himself but rather to Yahweh, whose rule the savior actually represents, and that in this
context the word 26l refers to the consistent, irrevocable implications, from Yahweh's

C. Westermann, Genesis l-lI (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 201.
Cf. the overview in M. Rehm, Der kdnigliche Messias (Kevelaer, 1968), 156-60.
O. Kaiser, lsaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 204,21O.
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perspective, of election as manifest even in God's judgment on Israel, emphasizing
God's fatherly love, love revealed in this context in the forgiveness of sins (Isa. 63: l6;
64:7[8); Hos. l1:1-9). The name n[i-'aQ can then be translated "Everlasting Father"
(so also NRSV), an interpretation commensurate with the eschatology of the prophetic
oracle. The meaning is then that the messianic ruler, in his very person, represents the
irreversible revelation of Yahweh's status as father for the elect in all eternity.

lf in Isa. 47:7 one reads gelere1 'aQ with both BllS and HAL,a then the prophet here
has the personified high power Babylon speak in a style resembling the kind of self-
glorification found in the inscriptions of ancient oriental rulers, a style contrasting with
Yahweh's revelation as the savior-God of his people Israel (Ex. 3:14): "l shall be there
forever (le'6ldm), mistress forever." This statement exemplifies the success-based hu-
bris of a self-absolutizing political high power.

ln Isa. 57:15 Yahweh appears in the messenger formula as "the high and lofty one
who rules for eternity (i6[Cn'a4l), whose name is Holy." This reference to Yahweh's
eternal rule derives apparently from the Jerusalem tradition of God's kingship, a tradi-
tion also resonating in the call account ofthe prophet Isaiah (6:l-5).

The theophany portrayal in the book of Habakkuk recounts that the earth shook at
Yahweh's coming, and that the nations trembled at the sight of him; indeed, the eternal
mountains (haf rA-'afl were shattered and the everlasting hills sank low (Hab. 3:6).
The motif of the quaking earth, a constitutive element of theophany portrayals in de-
scribing nature's reaction to God's coming,e uses the example of the shattering of the
ancient mountains (cf. Gen. 49:26 above) to emphasize God's irresistible power,

2. ParaLlel Expressktns. The considerable number of parallel expressions greatly fa-
cilitates the understanding of 'aQ.The most important is + a)W 'Otam, occurring in
'aQ-'6lem0 'aj as an amplification of a prepositional combination with 'ad Gsa. 45:17),
in (le)'6ldm-wd'e! in emphasizing the adv. acc.'a{(Ex. l5:18; Ps. 9:6[5]; l0:16;
21:5[4];45:7,18[6.17]; 48:15[l4]; 52:l0[8]; 104:5; I19.44; 145:1,2,21; Dnl. l2:3;
Mic. 4:5), and in parallelismus membrorum with 'aQ (Gen. 49:26; Ps. 92:8f.[7f.];
l l l:8; 148:6; Isa. 26:4; 45:17; 47:7; Hab.3:6). Orher parallel expressions include -+
l1l7 nesah (Ps. 9:19[8]; Am. 1:11), beLol-ddr wdjdr (Ps. 45:l8t17l), y6m ybm
(61:9[8]), khA iamayim (89:3Ol29l), tdmtd Ql9:44), and bel5ol-y6m (145:2). Seman-
tically, these parallel expressions underscore the meaning of 'aQ as "perpetual dura-
tion" and "time without end."

3. Theological Considercttions. The term 'a8, occurring first of all with secular
meaning (Prov. l2: 19; Am. 1:l l), acquires theological significance only within the ho-
rizon of an eschatology whose central focus is the eternally valid manifestation of
Yahweh's universal kingship and, in connection with that, the appointment of a messi-

8. HAL, il,787f.
9. J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung. WMANT lO

(21977), 48f.
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anic mediator of salvation. This provides the backdrop for Yahweh's eschatological
revelation, one emphasizing the eternal nature of its duration on Zion in the promised
land (Ex. 15:18), where after a relatively brief period of wrath and judgment (Isa.

57:15;64:8[9];Mic.4:5) Yahweh irrevocably grants his people eternal deliverance and
salvation (Isa. 45:17) along with the corresponding living space (Ps. 37:29).ln the
present, adherence to the divine instructions (Ps. 119:44; Mic.4:5) already leads to-
ward these events, events encompassing the entirety of a creation appointed from the
very outset for eternal duration (Ps. 104:5; 148:6; Isa. 65:18). A similar situation ap-
plies to the announcement of the messianic mediator of salvation, a witness for all eter-
nity to Yahweh's fatherly love (Isa. 9:5[6]) and who in fulfillment of the promise to
David (Ps. 89:30[29]; 132:12) represents a kingship borne by Yahweh's irrevocable
salvific revelation (Ps. 45:7,18[6,17)).In view of Yahweh's royal dominion as mani-
fested for all eternity, the faith of the people of God speaks of an everlasting salvation
for the righteous (Dnl. 12:3), a notion developed against the backdrop of the corre-
sponding eternal ruin of the wicked (1 Ch.28:9; Ps.83:18[17]; 92:8[7]).

This connection between the theological meaning of the term 'aQ and the central
themes of OT eschatology is also commensurate with the form-critical observation that
'ay' occurs largely in passages characterized by a liturgical-hymnic style, a situation
doubtless related to the appearance ofYahweh's universal kingship as an event provok-
ing the acknowledgment and praise of the faithful people of God. All the same, the ori-
gins of this hymnic-liturgical style probably already extend back to the forefield of es-

chatological predication, i.e., to the grounding of the salvific-historical tradition at
issue here. Hence the election of Zion as the seat of Yahweh's throne fbr all eternity
(Isa.57:15) as actualized through the transport ofthe ark to Jerusalem and the con-
struction of the temple as God's dwelling place (Ps. 132:14) probably also led to the
adoption of several metaphors already extant in pre-Israelite cultic poetry, e.g., the
metaphor of the eternal rock (Isa. 26:4),which by all appearances is to be viewed in
analogy to that of the ancient mountains and eternal hills (Gen. 49:'26: Hab. 3:6). Simi-
larly, the announcement of the messiah's eternal dominion (Ps. 45:7[6|; Isa. 9:5[6]) as

well as the mention of eternal life and of the mediation of blessings for the people in
connection with the Davidic king (Ps. 21:5,714,6)) probably derives from notions asso-

ciated with ancient oriental courtly style of the sort already partly discernible in the
prophecy of Nathan.

Even though "no evidence of a well-conceived theological concept of time and eter-
nity" can be found in the passages adduced with regard to the term 'aj in the OT, and
"often only the finality and unalterability of a matter is emphasized,"ro still in the ma-
jority of cases Israel's faith in Yahweh and the consummation of his revelation as cre-
ator and redeemer has shaped the content of 'agl such that in the process, the biblical
understanding of time and eternity has also gained considerably in theological rele-
vance.
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III. LXX. As a rule the LXX translates 'a/ with ai6n. Exceptions include eis tdlos
(t Ch. 28:9), en kair6 (Isa. 64:8[9]), and apd tort iti (Job20:4).1n4 instances the LXX
reads 'ej instead of 'a91, translating eis martyrion (Prov. 29: 14; Am. 1: I l; Mic. 7:18)
and martyr[an (Prov. 12 19). The use of 'aQ in construct combinations usually
prompted the LXX to circumscribe the expression: ordon monimdn (Gen. 49:26); eg6
gdr tixo eirdnEn epi totis drchontas (lsa. 9:5[6|); eis trin ai6na dsomai drchousa (47:7);
katoik1n t6n ai6no (57:15). No rendering is provided for Isa. 30:8; 65:18; Hab. 3:6.

IV. Qumran. The writings in Qumran use the noun'aj in a theological sense simi-
lar to that in the OT. One praises God's holiness, which endures from before time into
all eternity (lc'6LCm0 Zql,' I QH l3: I,l3), and in connection with the revelation of God's
eternal glory also speaks of eternal .ioy (iimhul'aQ) and an eternal affliction (pequddal
adl of God's creation works ( l3:6,l0). Whereas in the final judgment God will destroy
the wicked fbrever, the righteous, i.e., those who are "in the design of his heart," will
stand before God fbrever (la'od, 4:21), for God himself establishes them there for all
eternity Qe'61(m0'a!,7:31). God will decimate the wicked forever (la'ail because he

always (la'ad) hates inic;uity (14 16,25). By contrast, the elect will enjoy his steadfast
love for alf eternity (Lc'6lenft'a/, l7:28). The blessings also emphasize that God's eter-
nal covenant with the believing people will endure fbrever (ld'ad, lQSb l:3), and em-
phasize in connection with the blessing for priests that God has established the peace

of the high priest firr all eternity 1lt''6lcmA'ud,3:21), and has transferred service to the
sons o{' Zadok for all time (kol.-qiss? 'a!, 5:18). In this context 'aj always appears

within the horizon of eschatological statements and with ref'erence to things and events
attaching to the eschatological revelation of Cod's glory.

The noun 'agl appears once in the Temple Scroll in reference to God's abiding with
the children of Israel forever (lc'6ldnr wd'e/, I IQT 45:14), but then in 3 additional pas-
sages as well wh<rse meaning in context is still rather obscure (29:8:35:9; 46:4).

Haag
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I. Etymology and Occurrences.
l. Etymology and Personal Names. Whereas Gesenius still spoke of merely one

verb'dQd,l scholars today generally and probably correctly assume the presence of two
different roots. The term'djd I is an expansion of 7 and has the basic meaning "go for-
ward" in Job 28:8 as a parallel to hi{rif;.zIts meaning in the hiphil is attested in Prov.

25:20 as "take off, lay aside" (clothing).3 This verb occurs frequently in Daniel, in the
Targs., Syriac, Ethiopic, and Arabic. Its presence as a noun is suspected in Ps. 32:9.4
The verb 'ddA I has the basic meaning "adorn oneself; adorn."s A derivation of this is
the noun ?4/i6 usually meaning "ornament(s)." The derivation with regard to Ps. 32:9;
103:5; and Ezk. 16:7 (and Sir. 3l:28) is disputed. A. A. Macintosh suspects the pres-

ence of a third root deriving from Arab. {y'' with the semantic nuances "gallop," "sus-
tenance," and "menstruation."

Peculiarly, the verb and noun never appear in the surrounding Semitic sphere with
the meaning "ornament, adornment," but only as personal names; in Ugaritic, Assyr-
ian, Neo-Punic, Edomite, and Old South Arabic,T the reference is often to the names of
women. Hebrew PNs include 'dQA, vQdyd', ndi'€\, flddyd, and perhaps 'idd6. From the
perspective of vocations, it is of semantic interest that queens, singers (male and fe-
male)andmusicians(Gen.4:19f.,23;lCh.6:26lEng. v.411),priests(l Ch.9:12;Neh.
ll:12), and treasurers (1 Ch. 27:25) receive this name.8 Origins extend especially into
the southern Palestinian sphere (Gen. 4:19f.,23;36:2,16; I Ch. 4:36; also Arad 58:1,

etc.), and the majority of occurrences are postexilic.

2. Verb and Noun in the OT; Objects and Synonyms. The verb occurs 8 times,

though only in the qal, including Jer, 4:30; Ezk. 16:ll; 23:40 in paronomastic expres-

sions with the noun 18t. The noun occurs 13 times, as well as in Sir. 6:30; 3l :28;43:9.
The majority of occurrences ( l4) are in the prophetic writings. The subject of this ac-

tion of adorning is often feminine, though in 2 S. 1:24 Saul adorns Israel's daughters,

and in Ezk. l6: l l Yahweh adorns Jerusalem. Occurrences in the masculine include Ex.

33:4,5,6; Job 40:10; Ps. 32:9;Ezk.7:20; and the passages in Sirach. The noun occurs

together with verbs of "putting on" and "taking otf' (it1, F,x. 33:4; 'al6 hiphil, 2 S.

l:24; ldbei, Isa. 49:18; yaraQ hiphil. Ex. 33:5; ndsal hithpael, Ex. 33:6), of "forget-
ting" (idf;ah, Jer.2:32), and of "glittering" (.fr4, Sir. 43:9). The adornment itself con-
sists of zdhA! {2 S. l:24; Jer. 4:30; Sir. 6:30) and Tdhdp waf,esep (Ezk. l6:13); direct
objects include nezem, he$A (Hos. 2:15), Wli (Isa. 6l:10), and top (Jer. 3l:4).

7. GesTh,II, 990f.
2. Thompson,227-29.
3. Cf. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmart(n, "Bemerkungen zur Schlangenbeschwcirung,"

uF 7 (1975) 122,125.
4. Thompson, 227.
5. HAL,II, 789.
6. Concerning its construction, cf. BLe, 457p'.
7. Documentat\on in HAL, II,789,791.
8. For queens see APM 12; for musicians, KAI, II, 136.
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Synonymous objects illustrate the different types of adornment, and include brace-
lets, necklaces, nose rings, earrings, diadems (Ezk. l6:1lf .:23:42; Sir.6:31), and rib-
bons (Jer. 2:32?). Putting on jewelry is part of beautification that also includes washing
(Ezk. l6:10;23:40), anointing (Ezk. l6:9), being clothed with fine fabrics (2 S. 1:24;
Jer.4:30',Ezk. 16:10,13), fine footwear (Ezk. l6:10), and eye makeup (Jer.4:30; Ezk.
23:40'). The purpose of all this extends fiom victory celebrations (2 S. I :24) to bridal
adornment (Isa. 6l : l0; Jer. 2:32) to coronation as queen (Ezk. l6: l0ff.) to the colorful
appearance of the harlot (Ezk. 23:40; Hos. 2: l5[ l3l).e

The comparative particle ft€ in Isa. 49: l8 identifies aji as a metaphor, as is the en-
tire sentence in Isa.6l:10. The obj. gd'6n is shared by Job 40:10 and Ez.k.7:20.

II. Concrete Use. Ex. 33:4-6 and 2 S. l:24use both the subject and the ob.ject in
the concrete sense. In Ex. 33:.4 the people take ofT their ornaments from Egypt
(12:35f.) in a mourning ritual (similar to Nu. l4:39; Neh. 8:9), ornaments otherwise
used merely fbr nonsense (the golden calf, Ex. 32:2f .). W. Beyerlin is probably cor-
rect in assuming the presence of a fixed custom behind this story. l0 Only dismissal of
the "requisites of Egypt"llmakes new dialogue between Moses and Yahweh possi-
ble (vv. 4,I I ). The sequence of vrJi 

- ydda' - 
'ohel nt6'?Q in vv. 5-7 is probably in-

tentional wordplay. 25. 1:24, in David's lament over Saul, addresses the lament of
the women. Based simply on the features it shares with Jer. 4:30 (iAni, ndi zAhAb)
and the utter absence of ,fint in witnesses from the period of the monarchy, apart
fiom the exaggerated style of the obituary to Saul (2 S. l:23b), one should probably
not date this notice too early.12

III. Israel/Jerusalem as Bride and Harlot. l. Hos.2:15(13) summarizes Yah-
weh's reckoning against his harlot wife Israel. Again and again (imperfect), Israel of'-

fered incense and sacrifices to the Ba'als (4:13 ll 2) and dressed herselflike a harlot
(v. 4[2]),13 whereas it is Yahweh who provides grain, wine, and oil as well as silver and
gold(v. l0t8l). Israel hasforgottenherhusbandandprovider,andhasalienatedherself
from Yahweh by putting on such ornaments (hely6 an6 ne?.em, v. l5[ 3]). Yahweh thus
withdraws everything and delivers her naked to her lovers (v. I 2[ l0]) as on the day of
her birth, "like a wilderness" (ci l3:5f.).

9. Concerning the actual adornments and religio-historical considerations, cf. Weippert, Win-
ter, Feucht (with bibliog.), and AuS, Y 340--53; S. Krauss. TaLmudische Archtiologie I. Grwdriss
der Gesamtwissenschaft des Judentums (repr. Hildesheim, 1966), 198-206.

10. W. Beyerlin, Orig,ins and History oftlrc Oldest Sinaitic Traditions (Eng. trans., Oxturd,
1966), r r rf.

11. E. Zenger, Das Buch Exodus. Geistliche Schriftlesung 7 (Dtisseldorf, 1987),237f .

12. Contra F. Stolz, Das erste urul z.weite Buch SamueL. ZBK9 (1981), 189; P. K. McCarter,
II SamueL. AB 9 (1984),66-791'D.L. Zapf , "'How Are the Mighty Fallenl' A Study of 2 Samuel
1:17-27," Grace TheoLogical Journal 5 (1984) 95-126; cf. W. H. Shea, "David's Lament."
BASOR 221 (197 6) 141-44.

13. Regarding such adornments as identifying features of those who belong to Ba'al, cf. Win-
ter,595.
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2. Jer.2:32 picks up on the image of Israel's bridal period (v. 2) in the wilderness. A
befth (Israel) cannot possibly fbrget her ornaments, or a bride her attire (cf. 13:l l).
Yetjust as grievously as in Hos. 2:15(13), the people have forgotten Yahweh, and her

lovers are now foreign powers (Jer.2:33-36) for whom the daughter Zion makes her-

self beautiful (4:30; as does Jezebel in 2 K.9:30). But this radiance is followed by the

cry of the naked woman, the woman in labor, who gives birth tcl trash (Jer.4:31). In-

stead of standing there beautitul (yph), she now gasps for her final breath (yph) and

stretches out her hands against those who are at her throat (nepei).

3. Ezk. l6: 1l tells of the fbundling Jerusalem and of how Yahweh provided for all

her vital necessities (cf. the image in Hos. 2:10f.[8f.]), of the fine clothing and glitter-
ing jewelry she puts on as Yahweh's bride. Yahweh adorns her, and she "grew exceed-

ingly beautiful, fit to be a queen." Vv. l5- 19, however (note the reversal of Yahweh's
gifts: clothing, jewelry, food), reveal the bride who has become presumptuous in her

beauty, giving herself to every passerby. The adulteress is punished as in Hos. 2

through being made naked befbre her lovers, stripped of her beautiful objects, then

stoned to death and cut to pieces with swords, her houses burned.

The ditTicult passage Ezk. 16:1 (watta[oi ba'ct/l aQaytm) is given widely varying

renderings. The LXX has eis pdleis pdleon, the Vulg. ad mundum muliebrem, similarly
also W. Zimmerli using'iddtm (lsa. 64:5[6]).14 In mY opinion, however, there is no

need to depart fiorn an intettsification of the root 'dhll, "ornatus." The word choice
parallels v. 8 with wa'db6'biber[, and one may also note the parallelism with the two-
fold hay, as well as the triad series tirbi - tigde li - tdbdi. The tbcus is less on corpo-

real rnaturity (v. 7b) than on the fullness of life (v. 7a), juxtaposed then with marriage

and kingship.rs Ps. 103:5 and Sir.31:28 also approximate this meaning.

Ezk.23 36-49, in the section where Oholar/Oholiba adorns herself, is in part textu-

ally ditTicult and dependent on Jer. 4:30f. and Ezk. l6:l l-14. Additional motifs recall

Prov. 7: 15ff .;9:2; Isa. 56: 12;57 3; Hos. 4: 18. ln Ezk. 23:48f . the image functions as an

adrnonition tbr potential adulteresses.

IV. The New Israel; the Anointed in Yahweh's Adornment. l. The image of the

wildernessandof Yahweh'smarital lovein Jer.3l 2-6recallsHos.9:10; l3:5;andespe-
cially Jer. 2:2f .The wilderness, however, is not only a symbol of Yahweh's abiding loy-

alty (per1'ect), but at the same time a reminder of present distress (ie riSA hareb; cf. 30: l2-
15), the lovers who have forgotten Israel (30:14), the wilderness of the promised land

(4:11,26;9:1,1112,12):22:6;33:10,12). But something new is coming, something resem-

bling the old (3 times bfl. Yahweh himself will build up the befih (paronomasia; cf.

246; 3l.28; 337; 42:10). Here, however, the virgin is less the adorned fddsr6 than the

herald of deliverance through Yahweh similar to that in Ex. 15:20 (cf. Jer. 30:19; 3l :7).

14. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),324; concerning the history of exegesis,

cf. Macintosh, 460-63, 469-71.
15. Cf. M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20. AB 22 (1983),2'16-79.
16. Contra J. A. Thompson, The Book of Jeremiah. NICOT (1979), 567.
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2.[sa.49:14-23 uses the image of the adorned bride (v. 18) for Zion, who puts on
her sons from the Diaspora like an ornament.lT Again it is Yahweh himself from whom
all events are to proceed. This is like a new bridal status for Zion, whom yahweh
seemed to have forsaken (vv. 14f., not just the forgetting of the mother),I8 and who had
been robbed of herchildren (cf.2 S. l7:8; Hos. l3:8), driven o:ut(glh,Isa.49:9), the
"bastard" (Jer. 2:21). She is promised the bridal ornaments of life, of children, of the
spaciousness of the world (cf. Isa, 52:9; 54:l) that the kings of the nations (49:22f .)
will bring to her.

3. Isa. 61:9f. speaks of the person gifted with the "spirit," the anointed, the herald of
Yahweh's glory and of joy with zion(vv. l-3). In the image of the bridegroom and
bride, he is the symbol of the people and of Yahweh in the marital bond and ornaments
(62:3-5). His office is priestly (v.6) and glorious (oftenp'r, chs.60f.), like abride in
royal jewelry (ct. 62:3). Yahweh clothes him in garments of salvation and righteous-
ness (cf. 62:lf .). Perhaps this adornment is also referring to the coming of the sons and
daughters (cf. 6l :9,1 I and 62:11f.).

4. The yoke of the fear of God is a royal-priestly ornament (Sir. 6: l8-37, esp. 30f.) for
those who accept wisdom. This yoke brings glory (kdb\d, 5l:17,26), its bonds a portion
of the priestly vestments of someone like Aaron or Simon (45:10,12: 50: 1 1 , l2).

Perhaps one ought also adduce here the peculiar reading in Sir. 43:9b (Ms. B, mg.):
w'dy miryq kmrwmy 7,' the entire verse would then read: "The beauty and glory of
heaven is the star [LXX: stars]; [its] ornament [var.: 'its lighr'] glitters like the [var.: 'in
the'l heights of God." The terms kakdb @t. CD 7:18f.) andmairiq also occur in Sir.
50:6f. in reference to the high priest Simon; is he also meant here? The LXX smooths
the text over.

V. Arrogance as Adornment. In the following passages, the term becomes increas-
ingly abstract.

l. In Ezk. 7:20 (secondary)le the expreslion seli'e/yb probably refers first to silver
and gold (v. 19), and then perhaps to the entire country (cf. 20:6,15) and its goods. The
country has misused its ornaments for arrogant ends, for idols (cf. 16:17), and Yahweh
now puts an end to this (7:24; 33:28 ibt); the reference here is probably not primarily
to the temple.2o

2. Job 4O:l-14 is probably a unified rexr.2l Yahweh challenges Job to a dispute.
Yahweh's ga'6n, an expression of his thundering power (37:4t.) and of his kingship

17. Cf. R. P. Merendino, "Jes 49,14-26: Jahwes Bekenntnis zu Sion und die neue Heilszeit,"
RB 89 (1982) 32t-69.

18. Contra Merendino, 327-29.
19. Zimmerll Ezekiel 1, 2llf .

20. Contra Fths, Ezechiel 1-24. NEB VII (1984),47f.
21. V. Kubina, Die Gottesreden im Buche Hiob. FThS 115 (1979), 120-23.
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(Ps.93:1), counters the overweening pride of evil (Job 40:l lf.; 33:11l,22:29'). Yahweh

is "high in the heavens" (gbh, 22:12). Job is merely to deck himself with Yahweh's

majesty and splendor (40:10; cf .37:2lf .)l [n that case, however, he is also to carry out

Yahweh's office of anger against the wicked and the proucl (40: llff .'.20:23,28; 2l: l7).

3. In Ps. 329 the term 'e/yb is difficult to understand, as reflected in the plethora of
readings and interpretations. The LXX has rr7.s siagrinas, "cheek," similarly also the

Vulg. with canxus, "mtzzle." The Targs. have t,*qwn', "ornatus eorum." Macintosh

and P. C. Craigie have "gallop" after Arab. !,uda.22 G. Castellino has 'do l, "ap-

proached," while H.-J. Kraus emends as 'u;:d, and S. Mowinckel reads '"9/i in the

sense of "passion, wildness, vitality."zr It seems appropriate to maintain "4/i in the neg-

ative sense of "arrogance, pride," referring to the wicked over against the believer
(v. 2; cf . also the parallel in vv. 8f.). The metaphor may ref'er to the wicked in their
blind, prideful wildness (cf. the animal metaphor in 2 K. l9:28), their adornment,

which is like that of a stallion; it may also ref'er to fbols (Prov. 26:3), who in their defi-
ance of Yahweh constantly bring suffering on thernselves (k'b).)1

VI. The Fullness of Life. l.ln Ps. 103:-5 the term'e4!t'0! has also prompted many

difTerent interpretations.2s The LXX translates as cpitltl'rnia, similarly also Vulg.; Targ.

has ywmy sybwtyyky, "days of your old age," perhaps in connection with aql, "lasting'

enduring." Macintosh, among others, translates as "sustenanca."26 l1 this passage 'tlqli

parallels on the one hand hayyd,vaft? (v. 4), and then the image of the eagle renewing its

youth (v.5b; cf. Isa.40:31). Finally, it is also interpreted through the verb ofadorning
(cf. Ps. 8:6[5]; 65 12ll I l).27 Based on the understanding of the notion oi Yahweh "sat-

isfying" (81:17[6];91:16; 105:40; 107:9; 132:15;145:16; 147:14),t(tlrefers less ttr

beauty than to the fullness of something precious or dear. This suggests (cf. the f'emi-

nine) a faint connection with Hos. 2 and Ezk. l6:7. Yahweh satisfies "what is most

valuable" to human beings - their very lives - with fullness (wealth?).

2. This complex also includes Sir. 3l:28. Wine, drunk in moderation, results in imht
lb, a"rejoicing of heart," sswn, "gladness," and 7w.,,; drunk in excess. it leads to k'b r'i, a
"headache," l'nh, "bitterness," and qlwn, "quanels" (c1lwn contrasts not with .(ir'r''n but

with'dwy; cf. 3:10 and 5:13 concerning klmd).zu Enjoyed in the proper way, wine does

not yield quarrels but joy, an adornment of the heart, and life (hat'y?m, v' 27). Its company

is not despising and reproach (v. 31), and itsjewelry is a "divine" song (32:5)!

22. Macintosh, 468; Craigie, Psalms 1-50. WRC l9 (1983), 26-5.

23. Castellino,41; Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis. 1987), in loc.; Mowinckel,
Psalmenstudien, 2 vols. (repr. Amsterdam. I 961 ), I, 52f.

24. -> )O) ksl (VII, 264-69); -+ VII, I l.
25. Cf. BHS; HAL, Il,79l.
26. P. 469.
2'7. -+ 113]j 'atar.

28. Cf. Macintosh. 471fT.
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vII. Lxx and Qumran. l. The LXX usually renders the verb 'dh rr with kosm66,
katakosm6o, and then in the extended sense as peritithEmi (Hos. 2:15) and
(ana)lambdnd (Jer. 3l:4; Job 40:10). The noun is usually rendered as k1smos (14
times), probably to be understood as "adornment, ornament."2e with the meaning
"splendid garments," the rendering is peristolii (Ex. 33:6) and storai tdn doxiin (33:5),
and with the meaning "mourning garment" as penthikoi (33:4). The LXX also uses in-
terpretive paraphrases, e.9., plleis p1leon (Ezk. ]6:7), tds siag1nas (ps. 3l:9 [MT
32:91), and epithymia (Ps. lo2:5). Sir. 3t:28 has psych6; Sir. 43:9 rranslates with
krjsmos photiTdn; the expression stol6 d6xes connects Ex. 33:5 with Sir. 6:29,31.30

2. In Qumran the word appears in the war scroll ( IQM 12:15 = r9:7), in allusions
to Isa. 60-62, and in the passage regarding the ornaments recalling Isa. 49:18. The im-
age of the sons coming from the Diaspora is admittedly not included, and the daughters
('?) of Jerusalem are called to rule over the kingdom of the nations. Otherwise, the terma/t also appears in a liturgical prayer ( I Q34bis fr. 3, I :4) in reference to the adornment
of heaven (cf. Sir. 43:9), and in 4Q148 1:5, probably in an interpretation of prov. 5 in
reference to the harlot's adornment.

Madl

29. Ct. H. Sasse, "xoop6o, r6opoq, r:o'," TDNT III, 880, 887.
30. Cf. W Wilckens, "orotrrj," TDNI VII,688f.

contents: I. Etymology, occurrences, Lxx. II. Definitions: l ceneral Assembly or
congregation; 2. "Primitive Democracy"; 3. Men Fit for Military service; 4.Legal Function;
5. Ritual Function; 6. organizarion; 7. Scope; 8. Figurative lJse q!a!-'el;9. Crowds of Animals.
IIL Special Meanings. IV. Summary. V. Qumran.

'edA. G. W. Anderson, "Israel: Amphictyony: 'am; kdhdl; '-ailAh,,, Translating and Understand_
ing the or. FS H. G. May, ed. H. T. Frank and w. L. Reed (Nashville, 1970), 135-51; J. M.
Casciaro, "El concepto de 'Ekklesia' en el AT," EstBfb 25 (1966) 317-48;26 (1967) 4-3g; G. Ev-
ans, "Ancient Mesopotamian Assemblies," "/Aos 78 (1958) l-11, l l4f.; z.Falk,"'Those Excluded
from the congregation,"' BethM 2ot3 [62] (1974/75) 342-51,432, esp.346; R. Gordis, "Demo-
cratic origins in Ancient Israel: The Biblical 'addh," A. Marx Jubilee volume, English Section
(New York, 1949), 369-88; J. M. Grintz, "The Treaty of Joshua with the Gibeonites," JAos g6
(1966) I 13-26; tdem, "Early Terms in the Priestly Torah," Lei 40 (197617'l) 18f.; H. G. Giiterbock,
Authority and l,aw in the Hittite Kingdom. JAos sup li (1954) 16-24, esp.18f.; H. w. Hertzberg,

L,;ll''-l
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1. Etymology, Occurrences, LXX. The noun 'EjA derives from the verbal root -+
1Y' y'd,"appoint," niphal "assemble, meet." This verbal root formed nouns quite early,

e.g., Ugar. 'dt and m'd in reference to the "assembly (of the gods)."1 It is precisely the

nominal formative 'CdAthat is so widespread.2 Since M. Grirg has already delineated

the etymology elsewhere,3 I will merely add a few witnesses here, particularly from
Elephantine. One document reads: "Tomorrow or the next day Anani shall rise bdft
and say. . . ."a The term'dh occurs several times in identical divorce clauses of mar-
riage contracts.5 A. Cowley translates "in the congregation," interpreting the term thus

as a borrowing from the Hebrew, while E. G. Kraeling views it as a prepositional
phrase meaning "on her account."6

The LXX usually translates 'EQd as synagdgii, though in isolated instances also with
paremboli!, "military camp," episfstasis, "tumultuous gathering," and boulii, "coun-

cil." This shows that by the time of the LXX the term had already lost considerable
ecclesiological significance. The rabbis narrowed the definition even further by under-

standing 'ddd as referring only to the local assembly in the synagogue, while the con-
gregation in its entirety was now known as the keniita'.1

Werdende Kirche im AT. Theologische Existenz heute, N.F.20 ( 1950); A. Hurvitz, "Linguistic Ob-
servations on the Priestly Term'edah and the Language of P," Immanuel I (1972) 2l -23; cf. idem,
"Linguistic Observations on the Biblical Usage of the Priestly Term'edah," Tarbiz 40 (19'7 l) 261-
67 (Heb.); T. Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia," JNES 2 (1943) 159-72:'
Y. Kaufmann, Joshua(Jen:salem, 1966), esp.265f.;P. Korngruen,'1'1ly1 nlly," Sefer E. Urbach
(Jerusalem, 1955), 19-26; S. N. Kramer, "'Vox Populi'and the Sumerian Literary Documents," RA
58 (1964) 149-56 J. D. W. Kritzinger, Q"hal Jahwe (Kampen, 1957); J. Liver, "illlr," EMiqr Y[,
83-89; S. Loewenstamm, ")y n'1y," EMiqr Y1,96-98; J. Milgrom, "Priestly Terminology and the
Political and Social Structure of Pre-Monarchic Israel," JQR 69 (1979) 65-81; L. Rost, Die
Vtrstufen von Kirche und Synagoge im AT. BWANT lYl24 (1938;21967); J. M. Shaw, "The Con-
cept of 'The People of God' in Recent Biblical Research" (diss., Princeton, I 958); F. J. Stendebach,
"Versammlung. Gemeinde. Volk Gottes. Alttestamentliche Vorstufen von Kirche'?" Jud 40 (1984)

211-24; J. A. Wilson, "The Assembly of a Phoenician City," JNES 4 (1945) 245: C. U. Woll
"Traces of Primitive Democracy in Ancient Israel," JNES 6 (1947) 98- 108; W P. Wood, "The Con-
gregation of Yahweh: A Study of the Theology and Purpose of the Priestly Document" (diss.,

Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Ya., 1974).
On V: H. J. Fabry, Studien zur Ekklesiologie des AT und der Qumrangemeinde (diss. Habil.,

Bonn, 1979), esp. 200-212; L. E. Frlzzell, "The People of God: A Study of the Relevant Con-
cepts in the Qumran Scrolls" (diss., Oxford,1974), esp.223-26; E. Koffmahn, "Die Selbst-
bezeichnungen der Gemeinde von Qumran auf dem Hintergrund des AT" (diss., Vienna, 1959),
esp. 150-58; J. Maier, "Zum Gottesvolk- und Gemeinschaftsbegriff in den Schriften vom Toten
Meer" (diss., Vienna, 1958); C. Ramirez, "El vocabularia tdcnico de Qumran," Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Cientificas (Madrid, l97l ).

l.WUS, no. 1195; UI no. 1816.
2. JM, $75m.
3. Vr, r35f.
4. BMAP, 2:7.
5. BMAP, 7:21; AP, 1522,26.
6. For further discussion see R. Yaron, "Aramaic Marriage Contracts from Elephantine," .,/SS

3 (1958) l-39, esp. l4ff.
7. Cf. Fabry, 203; Dahl, 66f .
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The term 'eii occurs in its various forms altogether 149 times in the OT, of which
129 are concentrated in the Hexateuch, here again almost exclusively in the Priestly
document and writings dependent on it. It occurs not at all in Deuteronomy, and apart
from Joshua only 7 times in the Deuteronomistic history (the last passage being I K.
12:20. in reference to the "assembly" of the renegade northern tribes; 2 ch. 5:6 is a ci-
tation from I K. 8:5). The term '€8A occurs an additional 3 times in the Prophers (Jere-
miah, Hosea) and l3 times in the Writings (10 times in Psalms).

The meaning of the noun is concentrated in two areas: (1) a general assembly; the
popular, legal, and cultic community or congregation; (2) a swarm of animals, in a de-
rogatory way also with ref'erence to people in the sense of "mob, throng, gang.',s

II. Definitions.
l. General Assembly or congregalior. Nu. l:2f. explicitly defines the'dda: "Take a

census of the whole 'Cid of Israelites, in their clans, by ancestral houses, according to
the number of names, every male individually; from twenty years old and upward, ev-
eryone in Israel able to go to war" (cf. also the census in Nu. 26). According to v. 46,
the result of the census was 603,550, excluding the Levites, who were not subject to
military service. With this one exception, the 'e/A thus includes every adult male with
no distinctions made between class or wealth. According to Ex. I 2:43-48, the '?1a in-
cludes every native ('ezra\, possibly also circumcised gertm. At least one of its func-
tions is military in nature. Jgs. 20-21 refers to the tribal army as the 'cda e\:l;
2l:10, I3,16), contra Rost, who maintains that the 'z/d was not military in nature. In
1 K. 12:20 the '€Qa has the power to crown Jeroboam I as king, and although nowhere
does the 'E/A acfially participate in deposing a ruler, Nu. 14: l-4 may be implying such.
when the '€ild hears the report of the spies, it begins to complain about Moses and
Aaron, saying, "Let us choose a captain, and go back to Egypt" (v. 4). Although Moses
is not a king, and although the'dQk does not carry out this threat, it is clearly aware that
its leader is to serve the'c/d according to his own discretion and can certainly be de-
posed or replaced. This level of power suggests that the institution was already quite
old, dating from before the monarchy. Accordingly, the '€Qa is the "general assernbly,
congregation," of all free adult men and is empowered with making decisions atfbcting
the entire nation.

2. "Primitive Democracy." An analogy from Mesopotamia, pu(1rum, has long
been known.e T. Jacobsen was the first to describe the pufurum in detail, calling it an
example of "primitive democracy." This Mesopotamian assembly existed alongside
the Old Babylonian institution of kingship. Jacobsen believes it unlikely that such an
institution could arise under a strong central power, and the kingship acquired more
power precisely during this period. Hence the pufirum must have roots that are con-
siderably older. Jacobsen's studies initiated a search for similar institutions in the an-

8. HAL, tr,790.
9. See Wolf and Gordis
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cient Orient, the result being the identification of the Sum. unkin and Akk. pu$rum
with the Hitt. pankui, Phoen. (Byblos) m6'Z/, Ugar. m'd and pbr and the Roman
comitia centuriata.to

Jacobsen's argument also applies to the 'ddd. In the southern kingdom the monarchy
grew and consolidated its power beginning with the Davidic period. This left little
room for the'1dd, and after the Solomonic period it is no longer mentioned in connec-

tion with the Jerusalem kingship. ln I K. 8:5 (par. 2 Ch. 5:6) Solomon calls the '€dd as

a witness to the transfer of the ark into the new temple. Jeroboam's coronation (1 K.

l2:20) shows that the concept of the '€dd was still alive in the northern kingdom after
Solomon's death.ll Here too, however, the expanding monarchy and aristocracy weak-
ened the 'dQA, perhaps permanently. It is inconceivable that the idea of the 'ZiA arose

during this period, and its existence during the monarchy excludes the possibility that
it actually arose in a later period, e.g., during the postexilic period. The'CQA must be an

ancient institution that is doubtless to be dated before the monarchy and perhaps even

before the conquest of Canaan.
These findings have important consequences for the relative dating of the Priestly

document. As mentioned above, the word 'eid occurs most fiequently in the Hexa-

teuch, primarily in materials fiom P and not at all in Deuteronomy. Until recently, the

consensus held that the'edA was introduced only by a postexilic Priestly writing,l2 and

the presence of '286 was a clear indication of late authorship or redaction. A. Hurvitz
and J. Milgrom have shown, however, that P uses the term 'e/d commensurate with the

usage of early history, and Milgrom cites evidence suggesting that later texts (Ezra,

Nehemiah) routinely we qdhdl instead of the Priestly terminus technicus 'CdA. N-
though P does indeed use the term qdhdl, it does not do so with the technical sense of
'C/d, referring rather to an assembly in general. Thus can P speak of the qehal ay'a1

yiSrd'dl, "the whole assembled congregation of Israel" or "all the assembly of the con-
gregation of the Israelites" (Ex. l2:6; Nu. l4:5). Only quite late, as in Deuteronomy,
does the term qdhdl acquire technical meaning (e.g., in Dt. 3l:30), something espe-

cially noticeable in Ezra and Nehemiah (cf. Ezr. l0:12; Neh.8:12).

3. Men Fit for Military Service. What powers did the 'zidhave? It could appoint

and dismiss leaders, as already mentioned. It could also wage war and make military
decisions. Nu. 32:4 mentions Gilead as "the land that Yahweh subdues for (lipnA) the
'cQA of Israel." In Josh. 22:12,16, the 'EQd threatens war against the tribes beyond the

Jordan if they erect an altar outside Canaan. In Josh. 9: I 8f. the '€iA plans to wage war
against the Gibeonites even though their leaders (neSiim) made a peace treaty with
them. Here, however, one also sees the limitation of the military power exercised by
the'e/d, since the oath of the neiiTm also binds the entire'Zdd.

10. See, respectively, Evans and Kramer; Giiterbock, l8f.; Wilson; J. A. Soggin, Das
Kdnigtum in Israel. BZAW lO4 (1967), esp. 136-47; Korngruen.

11. Cf. in this regard A. Malamat, "Kingship and Council in Israel and Sumer: A Parallel,"
JNES 22 (1963) 247-53.

12. See Rost.
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In one special instance, the war against the Midianites (Nu. 31), the 'CQA does not go
to war in its entirety, sending rather only one division ($bA') drawn from the various
tribes (vv. 3-5). When these warriors return with the spoils, the latter are divided into
two equal parts; one half goes to those who participated in the war, and the other half to
the rest of the'Z8A Qv.27,43). This makes sense only if in normal situations the entire
"eiA went to war and naturally also received all the spoils.

4. Legal Function. The assembly also had a legal function, and in Mesopotamia
this seems to have been the most important task of the pufirum, at least in the Old
Babylonian period.ls In Lev. 24:10-16 the'E/A is responsible for stoning to death the
blasphemer afier God has announced the sentence. In Nu. 15 32-36 the man who
transgressed against the sabbath is brought before Moses, Aaron, and the 'EQd to be
judged. God imposes the sentence, and the 'OQA carries it out. Even if it is God who
actually passes judgment, the understanding is that the 'e-qld possesses juridical au-
thority. Only in extrernely difflcult cases is God actually asked fbr counsel. A similar
situation obtains in Nu. 27:2, where the daughters of Zelophehad come to Moses,
Eleazar, the ne ii'tm, and the entire 'E jd to obtain a ruling. The case is again too diffi-
cult, and God rather than the ?-4ld passes judgment. The Reubenites and Gadites (Nu.
32:2) bring their petition befbre Moses, Eleazar, and the ne it'im. Rather than consult-
ing the entire'eflA, they consult only its leaders. The final example comes from P and
concerns the law of cities of asylum (Nu. 35:9-28; Josh. 20:l-9). Here the text is un-
equivocal. The slayer in search of refuge must appear before the ?/ri (Nu.
35:.12,24f .; Josh. 20:6,9), which decides whether that person may remain in the city
of asylum or is to be delivered over to the blood avenger. This particular instance is
especially important because it is the only law explicitly empowering the 'edd to
pass judgment. By contrast, Deuteronomy presupposes that such judgment takes
place in the city of asylum, and that the asylum seeker, if found guilty, is to be turned
over to the city elders, who in their own turn deliver him to the blood avenger (Dt.
l9:12).

Outside P, f'ew texts involving the 'E/d say anything about the assembly's legal
function. Ps. 1:5 insists that "the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in
the 'A/A of the righteous" (concerning this interpretation of miipdt, cf. Dt. 25 1 and
Eccl. 3: 16, both of which may allude to this psalm). The term 'eQA appears here in a le-
gal context recalling texts from Elephantine, where the deceived spouse rises in the
'€/d to present his or her divorce petition (see above).

Closely related to its juridical and military power, the'eQd also serves as an author-
ity alongside the leaders Moses or Joshua. In Nu.25:6f. the 'ejd stands with Moses
outside the tent of meeting weeping at the deeds of Zimri and the Midianite wornan in
Baal of Peor. In the Midianite war of Nu. 31, the returning division presents the spoils
to Moses, Eleazar, and the 'e/d. The leaders of the'€8d together with Moses and the
high priest greet the division outside the camp. In Josh. l8:l the ?-qld assembles in

13. See Jacobsen.
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Shiloh to apportion the land among the tribes that had not yet received their portion.
Joshua announces what will happen, and the ?q/r? carries it out.

In the account of the spies in Nu. 13-14, the'ejA plays a prominent role. The spies

deliver their account to Moses, Aaron, and the '4dA (13:.26). In l4: l- l0 Lhe 'eQA rebels
and tries (unsuccesstully) to assert its authority against Moses and Aaron.

It is interesting to note how Deuteronomy presents the account of the spies. Al-
though Deuteronomy never uses the expression'e/A, it is fanriliar with what is meant.
The account of the rebellion in Dt. l:22-4O diff'ers markedly fiom that in Numbers
(e.g., the people decide to send out spies, not God), even though it is clearly based on
the narative of Nun'rbers (Dt. I :39 is incomprehensible without ref'erence to Nu. l4:3).
In Dt. I :3-5 God swears that "this evil generation" (d)r) will die in the wilderness, ren-
dering thus the expression "this wicked'eQA" from Nu. l4:35. According to Dt. 2:14,
"this generation" consists explicitly of the "warriors, men capable of bearing arms"l
this is precisely the composition of the'ZQd - all men capable of bearing arms. Here
the word r/dr possibly ref'ers to more than merely "generation." In Ugaritic, r/r parallels
(nt)pfrr(t),la which we encountered above in the same semantic sphere as'dQi. Thus al-
thongh Deuteronomy was apparently well acquainted with the concept of the'C|A, it
does not use this particular expression. Why? If when Deuteronomy was conrposed the
'd/A no longer represented a functioning institution, then the expression 'edA ftself
would sound archaic. Hence Deuteronomy paraphrases the expression, e.9., with "men

capable of bearing arrns," or uses a synonym such as dir or c1ahal.t5

5. Rituul Functktn. The'ZqlA has an important function as the witness to signil'icant
events. ln Lev. 8:3-5 the ?/d assembles fbr the rites of priestly ordination. Although it
does not participate actively in the rituals, its presence lends legitirnacy to the proceed-

ings. In Lev. 9:5 the'Cjd approaches the tent of meeting on the eighth day of inaugura-
tion but still plays no active role. Since the priests function in the name of the people, it
is logical that the official assembly of the people must be present to authorize the ordi-
nation.

A similar situation obtains in Nu. 8:9-20, where the'0/A is present at the cleansing
of the Levites, though in this instance it plays a more active role. In v. I0 the Israelites
(or their representatives) lay their hands on the Levites. The laying on of both hands

transf'ers authority fiorn one person to another (21:23l.tt' Although not explicitly stated

here. this probably involves such laying on of hands. The Levites are to function in the
name of the '28d, and the 'ejd thus confirms and authorizes the Levites through the
laying on of hands.

The 'e{A is twice summoned to witness the transf'er of power and authority. In Nu.
20:27-29 lhe'Cjd attests Aaron's death and the transf'er of his high-priestly ofTice t<r

Eleazal ln 27:19-22 the transfer of Moses' oflice to Joshua takes place before lhe 'd{i.

14. KTU,1.40, t7.
15. Cf. Milgrorn.
16. -+ '?' Wd (Y,393-426); -+ lDd santal
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Both situations involve the laying on of hands, and in both instances the results sub-
stantively affect the interests of the'edA.

Verse 2l seems to differentiate between the "Israelites" and the "congregation," a

distinction that might conceivably be differentiating between the people at large, in-
cluding women and children, and the assembly of adult males. Another possibility is to
understand the 'c/d as an abbreviation for the leaders of the congregation, who then
stand over against the assembly as a whole, i.e., the "Israelites." An additional expla-
nation, one reflected in newer translations, assumes the presence of explicative waw. In
that case the'dQd is synonymous with benA yiird'El as in Nu. 8 (see above). This seems
the most likely explanation, since none of the other postulated distinctions occurs
again in what follows.

The 'CQA is summoned for the last time in this capacity at the dedication of the
Solomonic temple (l K. 8:5; 2 Ch. 5:6), where the ark of the covenant is transferred
into the temple itself. The leaders of the 'EQA, i.e., the elders, the heads of the tribes,
and the leaders of the ancestral houses (vv. 1,3) accompany the ark from the city of Da-
vid, while Solomon and the 'ddA offer sacrifices. Here, too, the event to be witnessed is
one of substantive interest to the whole people.

6. Organization. How is the 'e/A organized? In Nu. I Moses chooses twelve men,
one from each tribe, to help with the census. V. l6 refers to these men as those "chosen
from the 'E/A,baders (neiiim) of their ancestral tribes, the heads of the divisions of Is-
rael (rd'iA 'afuA yiird'€l)." The word for "tribe" here is --> ilUD matteh, which Milgrom
has shown to be an extremely early expression and here is juxtaposed with'djd. The
term'elep is a terminus technicus in P corresponding to bAt'abbt; in other sources it is
juxtaposed with miipdhd (miipdhA is not a precise terminus technicus in P). r7 This sec-
tion seems to imply that the tribal leaders (neiiim) and the heads of the divisions
(rd'itm) are the same. Perhaps the two designations refer in succession to their func-
tions outside and inside the tribes. Thus it seems that the'Zjd has twelve heads called
neitTm, "leaders," or qertTm, "those who are called or chosen."

The expression ziqnA hA'ZdA occurs twice (Lev.4:15; Jgs. 21:.16). It has been inter-
preted as a group distinct from the neiiim, though no consensus has been reached re-
garding who the zeqenim are.l8 Some think they are equivalent to the ziqnA yiird'€l or
of the seventy elders of Nu. I l. R. Gordis describes them as primi inter pores without
any official function. J. Liver views them as heads of the clans, while C. U. Wolf tries
to show that the term ze qZntm is another designation for the members of the 'EQd, and
in Ex. l9:7f. and Josh. 24:1f. corresponds to the entire people. Whatever the zeqenim
may be, nothing indicates that the ziqnA hd'CdA is anything other than a synonym for
the neiiim.

Nu. l:44-47 seems quite clear in organizing the 'CQA primarily according to tribes
(matteh) and secondarily according to clans (bA!'ab6!). The question remains whether

17. Cf. Milgrom.
18. See Liver, Wolf, Gordis; -->lpl zaqCn (IY, 122-31).
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the leaders of the individual clans have any official position in the'ddi: they are not
necessarily reckoned among the neiiTm. Josh. 22:30 presents an interesting case. Here
the clan heads seem to stand in court next to the tribal leaders. But they are not neces-

sarily different, since the waw might be explicative so that the situation corresponds to
that of Nu. I :16.

One important task of the tribal leaders is to represent the 'edA where the presence
of its full membership is either impossible or unnecessary. In Ex. 16:22 the neiiim tell
Moses that the people have gathered twice as much manna on the day befbre the sab-
bath. The second tirne Moses descends from Sinai, the people are afiaid to get close to
him. When Moses calls them, however, Aaron and the tribal leaders go to meet him
(34:31). Tribal leaders precede the 'C{A, setting a good example. When the entire con-
gregation is to present a sin offering, the elders ( zc q€ntm) of the congregation lay their
hands on the sacrifice, indicating that the animal is being offered on behalf otr the'djd
(Lev. 4: l5). Because it would be impossible in a practical sense fbr every individual Is-
raelite to lay his or her hand on the bull, the elders as representatives of the people as-
sume this task. Finally, when the army returns fiom the Midianite war (Nu.3l:13),
Moses, Eleazar, and the tribal leaders leave the camp to go out and meet them.

The neSiim also function as authorized representatives of the assembly with not
much less authority than Moses or, later, Joshua. As already seen, they help Moses
conduct the census in Nu.3l. They also aid in inventorying the Midianite spoils
(31 26) and in enrolling the Levites in Nu.4 (v. 34). ln27:2 the tribal leaders sir in
judgment of the daughters of Zelophehad, albeit separated fiom the 'zdd. ln Josh. 9 the
contract Joshua makes with the Gibeonites becomes binding only when the neiiim
swearthe oath as well (v. 1-5). When the Gibeonite deception is disclosed, the'€/Ais
angry with the tribal leaders, not with Joshua, presumably because it is only the oath of
the nei?'im, given in the name of the congregation, that binds the people to the contract.
Hence it is possible to view the participation of the tribal leaders as more important
even than that ofJoshua, at least as regards contracts. In Josh. 22:13-34 the tribal lead-
ers along with Phinehas (and possibly also the clan heads) release the tribes beyond the
Jordan fiom their obligation to fight for the conquest of Canaan. Joshua himself has no
part in this decision, and in Nu. 32:2, as well, it is the neitim of the'edA who accept the
petition of the Reubenites and Gadites.

7. Scope. The 'ejd does not always refer to the entire assembly of the tribes. Be-
cause this assembly can exhibit many different aspects, it is no surprise that the term
'EQi can fiequently ref'er to the people as a whole without regard to age and gender (cf.,
e.g., Ex. 12:19). According to Ex. 12:3, the entire 'EQA is to hear the Passover regula-
tions, and according to Nu. 19:9, the water for cleansing is to be kept for the entire 'e/it
(cf. also the regulations for the sabbath and for the terfimi sacritice, Ex. 35:1,4,20).

ln Ex. l6:l; l7:l;Nu. 2O:1,22, the term 'eglArefers to the wilderness camp of the Is-
raelites; here, too, the term encompasses more than the cultic congregation (cf. also
Nu.20:2,8b,11).

In several instances the'AQd is the object of divine wrath; to protect the'EQA from
Yahweh's wrath, the Levites guard the sanctuary (Nu. 1:53). The incident in Baal of
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Peor brought that wrath down on the 'CdA (Nu. 31:16; Josh.22:l7f .); similarly also the
actions of Nadab and Abihu (Lev. 10:6). During the rebellion of Korah (Nu.
16:22,24,26), Moses petitions God not to destroy the congregation because of only a
few, and he admonishesthe'd/d to separate themselves from Korah. Finally, God chas-
tises the '€SAbecause of Achan's transgression (Josh.22:20).

In Lev. l9:2 God pronounces the '€1A holy by virtue of its relationship to him.
Korah alludes to this, perhaps with a touch of irony (Nu. 16:3): "All the 'dQd are holy,
every one of them. . . . So why then do you [Moses and Aaron] exalt yourselves above
the entire 'Z/A?" Moses reproaches the Levites for having joined Korah's rebellion
(Nu. l6:9) even th<lugh they have been separated out of the'd/d for their special ser-
vice. When the congregation sins, it is often called the 'Cdd (so in Lev. 4:13 and Nu.
15 24-26 tbr unintentional sins, or in Lev. l6:5, where it participates in the atonement
of thesanctuary).Aaron'ssonsaretoremovethesins of the'dQA(Lev. l0:17);the'ejA
rebelled at Meribath (Nu. 27:14).

Although Jer. 30:20 is not entirely clear, within the context of the reestablishment of
the people the term 1t/a16 seems to ref'er to the entire people.

ln Nu. 27: l6 Moses addresses God as one who respects both the individual and the
congregation. Here'E/A is used in an extremely general sense in ref'erence to Israel. In
the next verse Moses tells God that the 'Cy'd, the congregation of Israel, is like a flock
of sheep without a shepherd. Here he calls the congregation God's 'CQd. This use ap-
pears again in Ps. l4:2, which entreats God to remember his'e/;6, which he acquired
long ago. Hence the term '€16 can ref'er to the entire congregation when its special rela-
tionship with God is being emphasized.

Can the expression 'ciA al.so ret'er to a subdivision smaller than the general assem-
bly or congregation'? lt is indeed used to refer to Korah's rebellious followers (Nu.
l6:5,6,I l). lt may be that the use of 'eda here is implying that Korah has for all practi-
cal purposes tbrmed a new people with its own'CQd.lc lf this is the case, then the ex-
pression probably always encompasses an entire nation (cf. another explanation be-
low). Y. Kauf'mann assumes that the term 'djd refers to the legal assernbly of any
individual settlement. He adduces the case of the blasphemer (Lev. 24:10-23) and that
of the man who transgressed against the sabbath (Nu. 15:32-36), in which the punish-
ment'is carried out by the '4Qd. If this is realistic legislation, then the local assembly
must be meant, since it would be impractical to bring all these cases before the general
national assembly. The decisive qualification in this view is that P actually reproduces
laws from the settlement period.20 Priestly legislation takes as its point of departure the
assumption that the life <lf the people is essentially unified and organized around a cen-
tral sanctuary and is led by the nation al 'ey'd. That this system was impossible to imple-
ment does not alter the fact that the 'eQA in these passages refers to the national rather
than to the local assembly. P is portraying an ideal.

The laws regarding cities of refuge is possibly also understanding the 'eQd in a simi-

19. See Milgrom.
20. See Milgrom.
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larly restricted fashion (Nu. 35 and Josh. 20). After fleeing to one of the cities of ref-
uge, the murderer must appear before the'e/d. Is this the national or the local assem-
bly? If the former, then one would expect a complicated to-and-fro. That is, first the
murderer flees to the city of refuge, then is brought to the location of the 'Ejd, and then
(if found innocent) returned to the city of refuge. The assembly would presumably
have to be summoned for every individual case of negligent homicide. The second pos-
sibility is that the local assembly of the city of refuge examines the case. This would be
much simpler and more practical, since a national assembly would not have to be con-
vened. Here, too, we find that P presents less the real state of affairs than an ideal pro-
gram. The assumption that the court does indeed take place before the national assem-
bly is supported by Nu. 35:25, where the'eQd brings the murderer to the city of refuge;
this assumes that the actual trial took place elsewhere. Nonetheless, the accused is
never explicitly taken outside the city for the trial; in Josh. 20:4 an initial hearing is
held by the city elders. This instance remains in dispute even though it is more likely
that the assembly in question is actually a general national assembly,

8. Figurative Use: sQal-'EL Ps. 82: I is the only passage that transfers the notion of a

human legal assembly to heaven by means of the expression'a/a!-'?/. "God has taken
his place in the divine 'edd; in the midst of the gods he holds judgment." The celestial
beings thus constitute a juridical assembly that hears the legal cases of the whole world
just as in P the 'dddhears all of Israel's legal cases. God leads the heavenly 'E/A just as

Moses leads the earthly one. A similar notion appears in Ugarit, where the expression
'dt ilm appears twice, a possible equivalent of pfrr (bn) ilm.zt The latter expression has
its parallel in Akk. pufiur ildni, "the assembly of the gods."2z Such transference of the
institution of the'CdA to the heavenly sphere suggests an early developmental stage of
these Israelite notions. The psalm refers to the members of the heavenly 'Zjd as
'el6him, "gods." S. Loewenstamm views them as the gods of the nations who are actu-
ally under God's control.23 This is perhaps the original conception, one that might have
been changed, through the degradation ofthe gods, into an'EQd ofheavenly beings all
of whom are God's creations.24

9. Crowds of Animals.In Jgs. 14:8 Samson finds a swarm ('zjd) of bees in the body
of the lion he had killed a short time earlier. Ps. 68:3l(Eng. v. 30) reads: "Rebuke rhe
wild animals that live among the reeds, the 'EflA of bulls with the calves of the peo-
ples." Here 'dQd must be translated as "herd." The best translation in Ps. 22:17(16) is
"mob": "For dogs are all around me; a mob of evildoers encircles me." What is the re-
lationship between this meaning of 'ZdA and that of "general assembly"? Both mean-

21. KTU, 1.15, II 7, l1; for the latter expression see 1.4, lll 14;1.47,29.
22. AHw, II, 876; Jacobsen; cf. also W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel.

BZAW 80 (21966),26tt.
23. Cf . the different view of H. J. Fabry "'Ihr alle seid S0hne des Allerhcichsten' (Ps 82,6):

Kanaaniiische Richter vor dem Gericht Gottes," BiLe 15 (19'74) l35tf .
24. See V below.
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ings are probably special cases of the more general meaning "group, crowd." The term
'EiA developed in two different directions, each of which refers to a specific kind of
"group."

A group ofpeople not constituting any official institution can also be called an'e/A,
though in this case the connotation is uniformly negative. Ps. 7:8(7) reads: "An 'e/A of
the peoples is gathered around you." This resembles the pack of dogs in22:17(16).The
peoples are viewed as animals or as a group of people behaving like animals, i.e., like
rabble. Ps. 86:14 mentions an"'ejd of ruthless men." Such usage is not restricted to
poetic contexts. Although "this wicked '€Qd" in Nu. 14:27 and 35 refers to the assem-
bly (see above), the connotation is that the assembly is nothing more than rebellious
riffraff with whom God has lost patience. Similarly also in Nu. 17:10(16:45), where
God commands Moses to "get away from this'ejd." The designation'Zllk in reference
to Korah's rebels perhaps implies that Korah has founded his own separate nation with
its own assembly. With respect to the meaning "rabble," however, another explanation
is possible. This derogatory connotation fits Korah's group quite well, and it is almost
always referred to as "Korah's'ed6" or "Abiram's 'edd" (Ps.l06:17), implying that
Korah used this'e/,d in his own interest, something quite in keeping with the actions of
a demagogue. Furthermore, use of the possessive establishes a contrast between God's
'd/A and that of Korah. God's 'ejd is such by virtue of its special coyenantal relation-
ship with him. Although Korah does in fact refer to this relationship in justifying his
own actions (Nu. l6:3), he has for all practical purposes broken that relationship and
separated both himself and his rabble from the true 'edl. The only reference to
"Abiram's 'eQd" is interesting (Ps. 107:17). Both graphically and phonetically, it
greatly resembles the herd of bulls in Ps. 68:31(30) (wdat'aptram,'adat'abbtrim).
This verse implicitly compares Korah's rabble with a herd of bulls; both are strong but
not very smart.

III. Special Meanings. Several cases remain that are difficult to classify, usually
because of a lack of clarity within the corresponding passages. For example, Job 16:7
reads: "You have made desolate all my 'd/d." On the one hand, Job is speaking to
Eliphaz, accusing him of having made his complaint worthless and meaningless. Here
the term ?-1ri possibly derives from the root 'wd with the meaning "attestarion, wit-
ness." That is, although Job's words had to provide a witness for him, Eliphaz consid-
ered his complaint worthless and thus destroyed his case. On the other hand, this text
may also refer to God, who has taken Job's entire possessions, his children as well as

his animals (l:13-19). In that case a metaphorical understanding of 'eQd would be ap-
propriate on the basis of the frequent cases in which God's wrath consumes the entire
'z/d (e.g., Nu. 16:22; l7:ll[6:45]).

Prov. 5: 14 is similarly unclear. "I was almost at the point of utter ruin in the qdhiil
and the 'ejA." The young man realizes too late how foolish it was for him to fall fbr the
strange woman ('iiid zArA). Although his sin probably took place in private rather in
the entire congregation or assembly, he can still be viewed as someone who has pub-
licly dishonored himself. This seems to be an unclear but fixed expression that cannot
be analyzed completely without further contextual information. Whatever the case
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may be, in view ofthe theory developed above regarding the lse of qdhdl in texts out-
side P as a substitution for 'c{A, this particular expression might reflect a kind of
hendiadys expressing this change.

Ps. 1l l: I seems to refer to some sort of advisory committee, though the exact refer-
ence is not clear: "Praisel I will give thanks to Yahweh with my whole heart, in the s6gl of
the upright, in the 'Zjd." Semantically, the term 'e/A seems to approximate -s 11O s68,
though the exact meaning is difficult to determine. This situation is possibly like that re-
garding qdhdl we'dQd in Prov. 5:14, with sbd we'ddd representing a fixed expression.

One might translate Hos.7:12 as "I will discipline them as announced to their'ey';d."
The 'eQd was, after all, already threatened with chastisement in the wilderness because
of its disobedience. This understanding is undermined, however, by the fact that i€ma'
/e should mean "report about (something)." One should thus read with F. I. Andersen
and D. N. Freedman: 'd/u1dm (root wd), "their oath, covenant," instead of ajdgm,
thus "I will chastise them according to a report about their treaties."zs This fits the con-
text, where Israel is reprimanded for preferring to make stupid treaties with the sur-
rounding high powers rather than to trust in God.26

The final obscure passage is Jer.6:18: "Therefore hear, O nations, and know, O
'dQd, what is against them."zl The parallelism seems to make clear that an'Ejd com-
posed of foreign nations is being addressed, nations summoned together to witness Ju-
dah's punishment. This constitutes an expansion of the juridical and witnessing func-
tion of the '€QA. The nations are neither judges nor sworn jury members, though they
will carry out the sentence. They are present primarily as witnesses to God's judgment
over Judah so that it is a public rather than a private matter.

Alternatively,'djd could be Israel, 'e!-'oier bam, "who dwell among them [i.e., the
nationsl." In that case God would be addressing the nations, then Israel, and finally the
entire earth (v. l9). Yet another resolution emerges if one reads fide'fi dC'A, "Hear, O na-
tions, and know what I will do to them." This renders unnecessary any singular expan-
sion of 'ddA b the nations.

IV. Summary. The original meaning of 'cjA was probably "group, crowd" (cf. Job
15:34). This basic meaning was developed in two directions. First, the word was ap-
plied to various groups of animals. A simple extension led to a derogatory designation
for a group of people that resembled a horde of animals. Finally, the word entered the
political sphere in the use of P and in early history, where it refers specifically to the
general assembly of Israelite tribes. If comparable to the Mesopotamian pufurum, the
'dQA was probably an essentially democratic institution accessible to all male adults.
Among other things, it was responsible for waging war, hearing legal cases, punishing
certain transgressions, and attesting important events in the life of the nation . The 'e/A

as a system might stem from the period of the conquest of Canaan, and it remained the

25. F. l. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (1980),4'71.
26. Ct. by contrast H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), lO1: "I will chastise them

according to the report of their wickedness (ra'd!dm)."
27. Concerning the textual problems attaching b Adei'eQ6, cf . BtlS and the commentaries.
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leading committee of the people up to the monarchy, when under the antidemocratic
pressure of the monarchy and aristocracy it collapsed. Although Deuteronomy seems
still acquainted with the concept, it no longer mentions it by name, while postexilic lit-
erature completely avoids the'Zjd except when citing from older marerial (2 Ch. 5:6 =
I K. 8:5). References in later literature to an Israelite assembly use the expression
qdhdl. Ezekiel similarly uses qahal where'E/d would actually be appropriate. Three of
the twelve occuffences of qdhal in Ezekiel are especially instructive insofar as they
deal with capital punishment by stoning (16:40; 23:46-49) lbr adultery and murder
( 16:38; 23:44f .). Although in P such stoning is carried out by the 'Cdd (Lev.24: l6; Nu.
l5:35), Ezekiel uses the expression qdhdl. There can be but one explanation fbr this
change: the tenn 'e/A was not part of Ezekiel's vocabulary.28

Levyt - Milgrom

The development sketched here builds on the early dating of P advocated by many
Jewish scholars2e or presupposes at least that P has preserved extremely old material.
The customary dating of P yields a different picture. According to L. Rost,3o P coined
the word 'E/d, an assumption that seems unwarranted after the discovery of Ugaritic
witnesses. By contrast, the technical use of the word is characteristic of P. According to
K. Elliger's more precise analysis, only the later stratum of P uses the "modern" ex-
pressitrn 'e!d, "whlle the older stratum uses the older word -+ );tp qahal, which origi-
nally referred to the 'contingent' of men and was theologically reinterpreted by the
Deuteronomistic school."3l In this view P presents not a realistic portrayal of circum-
stances obtaining during the oldest period but rather an agenda and an ideal program
lbr the postexilic congregation.

Ringgren

V. Qumran. The word 'e/6 occurs about 100 times in the Qumran writings. Al-
though it was largely adopted in the sense understood by P, the numerous constructions
and combinations show that it was by no means understood only in this sense of a pop-
ular assembly, legal assembly, and cultic congregation. While in the older scrolls the
'C/i still represents the self-designation of the Qumran community itself as a "holy
congregation" (CD 2O:2; IQS 5:20; 4Ql8l L:2),it is soon replaced almosr completely
by + Tl1! yahud, though the strongly eschatological Rule of the Cctngregation again
exhibits a retarding tendency (lQSa 1:9;2:8,21).Here'djA ref'ers to the overall com-
munity into which the yahaQ is incorporated (be ) as a subdivision. According to I QSa
1: l, the yahad is the 'd/A convened as an assembly (cf. also IQM 2:9). The community
associates this particular term with its theology of the poor (4QpPsa [4Ql7l,4QpPs

28. Cf. Ivlilgrom.
29. Cf. already Y. Kaufmann, The Religbn of Israel (Eng. trans., Chicago, 1960), 175ff.; cf.

Hurvitz; Milgrom; also M. Haran,Temples andTemple Service inAncient Israel (Oxford, 1978),
l46fT.

30. Pp. 38f.
31. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966),70.
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3712:9t.;3:10), and finds a connection between the earthly and heaverrly congregation
inthecult(1QM I:10,'a/a1'€limpar.qehillcL'anaiim;4:9; IQH 3:22:l2:1; I3:8).:z

The distance from P's understanding of the term becomes clear when 'e-Qk refers to
opposing groups as well (1QM l5:9, 'dt ri'h; 1QH2:22,'dt bly'l; 6:5:7:34,'dt iw';
IQS 5: I, 'dt 'niy h wl, etc.). Finally, the term 'dQd is also the ecclesiological terminus in

Qumran that by means of a suffix can be attached to a person or persons ( l QSb 3:3, the
chief priest; IQM l2:9, the Qumran Essenes; CD 8:13, the priest of lies).

Other aspects are possible as well, however. According to 4Qplsad l:2 (on Isa.

54:l 1), the lsa! haryahafl, the priests, and the 'am together constitute the '€/A of the
elect. By contrast, the construct combination njal ha.vyaha/ might suggest that the
'eQd actually constituted a subdivision of the yahaj (l QSa 2:21 ; 4QpPsa 1- 10, IV l9).
In any case this expression is "peculiar."l3

It is quite commensurate with the Temple Scroll's relationship to Deuteronomy that
the former hardly uses the term'Ejd at all. What occurrences are present are in the ma-
terial specific to the Temple Scroll itself (i.e., material not fbund in Deuteronomy). Ac-
cording to I 1QT 22:O2ff ., the entire '€QA is rc participate in the festival of new oil be-
fore Yahweh. According to 42:14, tabernacles are to be made on the roof of the temple
at the Feast of Tabernacles "for the elders of the'e1/jd, for the princes, the heads of the
fathers'houses ofthe children oflsrael, the captains ofthe thousands, and the captains
of the hundreds" (cf. Nu. I :16).:+

Fahrv

32. Cf. IL8 above.
33. Cf. Maier, 108; Fabry, 207.
34. Cf. II.6 above; -+ l)O stila!

17.!- 'edrn, 17\ 'a*m: ll'1Y oiind; E'IJY ilddnim: 7J1\ 'e/ni: E'IltlD
ma%Qanntm; nil{D ma'aSanno!

Contents: l. Etymology; Translations. II. OT Use: l. Verb, Adjective, Adverb; 2. Appellative;
3. ProperNames. III. l. Eden; 2. Ancient Notions of the Garden in Paradise:3. Garden of Bliss

in the OT;4. Theological Considerations. IV. Qumran.

'd/en. W. Andrae, "Der kultische Garten," WO 6 (1952) 48-5-94; J. Begrich, "Die
Paradieserzzihlung," GSAZ ThB 21 (1964), 1 I -38; A. Bertholet, Die Gefilde der Seligen. SGV 33
(1933); idem and H. Gunkel, "Paradies," RGG2,lV,947-52; F. M. T. de Liagre Bdhl, A. Jepsen,
and F. Hesse, "Paradies," fiGcj, V 95-100; K. Budde, Die biblische Paradiesgeschichte. BZAW
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I. Etymology; Tbanslations. Attempts to explain the various forms from the conso-
nants'dn in Biblical Hebrew have adduced lexemes from other Semitic languages with
the same corresponding consonantal sequence and yet with quite varied derivations
and meanings. Decisions concerning the etymological connections applying in any
given case are still often a matter of dispute, and we will have occasion to return to this
situation later. The first task is to adduce those particular linguistic constructions in re-
lated languages that are commensurate with the basic meaning of the Hebrew root'dn.
These include Arab. {adan, "softness, easy life of luxury," X[ "be lush, luxuriant, pro-
fuse"; Palmyr. 'dn', "favorable fate"; Middle Heb. 'iddfinim, "delights," 'dn piel and
Syr. pael, "delight, make pleasant,"l and recently the Old Aramaic witness 'dn pael,
"make flourish, fruitful, bestow abundance."2 A similar meaning must also be attrib-
uted to Middle Heb. 'dn piel in cerrain conrexrs (Bab. Ket. l}b; Sifre on Dt. 32iZ),
where we read that the rain me'adden the fields. The verb cannot mean "water" here,
since this was previously expressed by different verbs, but rather "make fruitful."3

The Ugar. 'dn remains extremely obscure.4 since this language distinguishes be-
tween 'and 

5i, one would expect aroot *gdn to correspond to this particular meaning.s
The LXX and later Greek translations render Hebrew forms of the base 7n almost

60 (1932); U. Cassuto, Biblical and Oriental Studies, vol. 2: Bibte and Ancient Oriental Texts
(Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1975), 104-7; idem, Comm. on the Book of Cenesis,2 vols. (Jerusalem,
196l-64), l, 7l-177; E. Cothenet, "Paradis," DBE VI, 1177-1220; F. Delitzsch, Wo lag das
Paradies? (Leipzig, 1881); T. H. Gasrer, Myth, Legend, and Custom in the OT (New york,
1969), esp. 24-50 (with bibliog.); K. Galling, "Paradeisos," pW, 18/3 (1949), ll3l-34;
R. Gordis, "The Significance of the Paradise Myth," AJSL 52 (1935136) 86-94; H. Gunkel,
schdpfung und chaos in urzeit und Endz.eit (Giittingen, 21921); F. Hommel, Die Insel der
Seligen in Mythus und sage der vorzeit (Munich, l90l); P. Humbert, Etudes sur le rdcit du
paradis et de la chure dans la Genise (Neuchdtel, I 940); B. Jacobs-Hornig , 

,,1\ gan,,' TDOT, lll,
34-39 (with bibliog.); A. Jeremias, "Das Paradies, der Siindenfall," Das AT im Lichte des Alten
Orients (Leipzig,4l930), 79-ll1; J. Jeremias, "nopd0erooq," TDNT V, j65-73; H.-J. Kraus,
"The Glorification of the City of God," Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 89-92;
G. Lambert, "Le drame du jardin d'Eden," NRT 76 (1954) 917-48, tO44-j2: J. A. MacCulloch,
ed., The Mythology of All Races (New York, 1964), index s.v. "paradise"; J. L. McKenzie,
"Mythological Allusions in Ezek 28:12-18," JBLl5 (1956)322-27; A. R. Millard, "The Etymol-
ogy of Eden," W34 (1984) 103-6; J. Morgenstern, "The Sources of the paradise Story,,, Journal
of Jewish Lore and Philosophy | (Cincinnati, 1919) 105-23,225-40; H. Schmidt, Die Erzrihlung
von Paradies und Siindenfall. SGV l5a (1931); A. Schulz, "Eden," ZAW 5l (1933) 222-26;
J. Skinner, "Paradise and the Fall," Genesis. ICC 1219:391,5l-97;E. A. Speiser, "?d in the Story
of Creation," BAS?R 140 (1955) 9-l l; w. watson, "Paradise in the Apocrypha and pseudepigra-
pha," International Journal of Apocrypha (1914) 74tf .; C. Westermann, "Excursus: ,Eden,"'
Genesis l-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 208-10.

1. BDB, 726t; HAL, ll, 792; GesB, 566f .; E. Ben Yehuda, Thesaurus Totius Hebraitatis, 8
vols. (repr. New York, 1960), Y 4337-43 (Heb.).

2. See Millard.
3. Cf. Cassuto. Concerning 'dnhfrom Kuntillet'Ajrud, cf. M. Weinfeld, "Kuntillet'Ajrud In-

scriptions and Their Significance," Studi epigrafici e linguistici 1 (1984) l2l-30.
4. KTU, 1.4 Y 68; 1.1211,53f.; cf. CMLz, 154: WUS, no.2}7tf.
5. But see CML2, 144.
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without exception with tryphil or its derivatives (tryphdn, trypher1s, etc.). The Greek

designation for "indulgence, luxurious life, mollycoddling," indeed also for "arro-
gance, pride," apparently no longer had any negative connotations for the linguistic
sensibility of these later writers, something evident, e.g., in their use of this form in ref-

erence to the sabbath delight (Isa. 58:13, sdbbata trypherd, Heb.'ng). Only when a
preceding preposition clearly identifies 'E/en as a designation of place (Gen. 2:8,10;
4:16) does the LXX prefer the transcription idem (sic). The Vulg. uses the transcrip-
tion eden only in 4:16, and usually translates with voluptas, rarely with deliciae (Ezk.
28:13) and teneritudo (Jer. 51 :34), and once with pa radisus (Ezk. 3l :9; cf. LXX).6 The

Targs. transcribe in many cases, and otherwise use derivatives of the root pnq with the

meaning "tenderness, spoiling, good living."

II. OT Use.
l. Verb, Adjective, Adverb. The meaning "luxuriate, feast, live luxuriously," can be

discerned with certainty only in the case of the verbal and adjectival forms, each of which

is attested only once. In the postexilic congregation's penitential prayer in Neh. 9:5a-37,

thanks is offered to God for having assisted them in taking possession ofthe fruitful land

Canaan, stating that "they [the Israelites] luxuriated lwayyil'addenr2; NRSV 'delighted

themselves'l in your great goodness" (v. 25). The latter words can refer either directly to

the material goods bestowed by God or, nrore likely, to the divine bestowal of their enjoy-
ment. This resembles a verse in a Qumran hymn: "You [God] will adorn him [the human

beingl with your splendor, and will cause him to reign amid many delights ('dnym) with
everlasting peace and length ofdays" (1QH l3:17f.). This does not, however, constitute
an unqualified approval of delighting ('dn) in earthly goods. In the context of a penitential
prayer, this expression intends rather to contrast on the one hand divine grace as mani-

fested in the bestowal of a good life, and on the other the human inclination to sin that is

unworthy of such grace. The preceding words, "so they ate, and were filled and became

fat," as well as the following words, "they were disobedient and rebelled against you"
(v.26), recalling DL32:15, show such luxurious excess as the first step toward apostasy

from God. The song of mockery over Babylon (Isa. 47) portrays the latter as a tender and

spoiled (rkh,'ngh) virgin (v. l) who goes about as a mistress untouched by suffering (vv.

5-8). The prophet reproachfully addresses her as aQini (v. 8). Given the context, this can

mean neither the "delicate one" (Ylulg. delicata) nor the "lustt'ul one" (Buber-

Rosenzweig, deriving from'ednA; see below). (IbnEzra also derives this from'e{nd,
"youthfulness.")7 Rather, the parallel statement "who reigns securely" makes clear that
{linA means essentially "who is accustomed to enjoying the luxurious life."

I S. 15:32 remains unclear. Here we are told that the captured Amalekite king came

to his judge maajann1! (adv. acc.).8 If one follows the translators (Aquila, Targs.) and

exegetes (Biblica Rabbinica) in preserving the usual meaning, one must at least mod-

6. Concerning parddeisos, cf. IIL I.
7. Cf . P. Joiion, Nores de lexicographie hdbraique. Mdlanges de la.facultd orientales (Paris,

1910), 7: "filled with vitality."
8. GK, $118q.
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ify it slightly as attempted, e.9., by Symmachus (habr6s, "delicately, daintily") and
Buber-Rosenzweig ("cheerfully"). The latter disposition would be commensurate with
the king's dignity and courage, or with his erroneous notion that he was about to be
pardoned (so the rabbinic comms.). A simpler solution is to begin with the root m'd and
translate the word as "trembling" (Lx1;.0 The assumption of metathesis of the root
'nd, "bind," is not particularly helpful, since one need not explicitly mention that the
prisoner approached his judge "in chains/fetters." The Vulg. translates skillfully as
pinguissimus, reflecting on the one hand the basic meaning of the root and on the other
hand that the Latin word can also mean "calm, composed."

2. Appellative. The pl. form qjantm refers to that which is associated with a luxuri-
ous life, either to a multiplicity of delights or, as a plural of amplification,lo to the
"highest bliss." We cannot determine whether this is a plurale tantum or whether the
singular is by chance simply not attested. The sg. form x'€den postulated by lexicons,
homonymous with the name of the garden Eden, is an inadmissible petitio principii.
From a purely linguistic standpoint, the plural might also derive from the sg. forms
x'dddn, *odan, or *'eden.

In telling of the blessings of God's fellowship, the psalmist in Ps. 36 also relates
how people "feast on the fat of your [God's] house, and the brook of your refreshments
(aQdneyftd)" (v. 9t8l). Given the context, parallelism, and other use, the latter word
must refer to something material, i.e., a refreshing drink. U. Cassuto's interpretation
"well-watered meadows" is accordingly not particularly persuasive, though neither is
it appropriate to decipher the metaphor in the translation as, e.g., "blisses, delights"
while maintaining the literal translation of din as "fat."ll At most the word can be un-
derstood as genitivus explicativus, thus as "your refreshing brook." The metaphor of
the sating house and refreshing brook may allude to the sketch, now applied to Jerusa-
lem, of paradise as characterizedby abundance and by the river of blessing, a sketch
additionally underscored by the choice of a term sounding much like that for Eden.l2
H. P. Chajes makes a similar suggestion in his commentary to the Psalms.l3 Adducing
in support Arab.'dn, Ah'k. adnatu, and the parallel word "house," he interprets this as
"dwelling place." The brook at this place would then be the temple spring (Ezk. 47: l).

The oracle in Jer. 51:33-44 brings serious charges against King Nebuchadnezzar in
the name of Jerusalem. "King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon has devoured me. . . swal-
lowed me . . . filled his belly mefiildndy, with my delicacies" (v.34). Here rhe word ob-
viously means "delicacies" or something similar.

9. Cf. S. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text and the Tbpography of the Books of Samuel
(Oxford, 1913), 130.

10. GK, $124e.
11. So Kraus, in loc.; but cf. also w. Staerk, Lyrik (Psalmen, Hoheslied, und verwandtes).

SAf IIUI (Gtittingen, 21920),208: "meal . . . delights.',
12. Cf. W. R. Farmer, "The Geography of Ezekiel's River of Life," BA Reader I (1961), 284f .:

cf. also R. J. Tournay, "Le Psaum XXXVI: structure et Doctrine," RB 90 (1983) 5-22, esp. l6f.
13. Psalms (Yitomir, 1903),79 (Heb.).
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Since the use of the prep. min after the verb n/'is attested elsewhere (Lev. 9; l7), our
word need not be emended to maeQannay.ta Contra the accentuation, some exegetes
associate the word with the following verb, reading "he expelled me from the place of
m] bliss."ls This, however, gives the verse an extremely weak conclusion.

The lament for Saul and Jonathan (2 S. I :24) says that the former clothed Israel's
daughters with crimson in aQantm and put ornaments of gold (ndi zahdU on their ap-
parel. In this context the word has presented problems for both translators and exe-
getes. Only the Targs. maintain the meaning "food delicacies" (tapnfiqin). Otherwise
the tendency is normally to read the immediately following word 1/atim, "orna-
ments," here as well.16 If one uses the more general meaning "delicacies" for v/antm,

however, the word can also easily be understood here as meaning "precious cloth
ing."tz One cannot really justify linguistically the adverbial understanding as "in a

charming way" (Buber-Rosenzweig: "in splendid display"), since the prep. 7m is not
otherwise so used.

The plural of the maqtdl nominal construction clearly means "selected delicacies,"
something demonstrated in the oracle of blessing for the tribe of Asher, which settled
in a particularly fertile area (cf. Dt. 33:24). The oracle states that it will provide
masjannA mekf,, i.e., food delicacies suitable for the royal table (Gen. 49l'20).

One medieval commentator (Rashbam) understands the word as referring to the
anointing oil for the king (cf. Bab. Men.86a); this, however, misses the parallelism in
the verse.

Lam. 4:l-12 portrays the horrible turn of fate experienced by the inhabitants of Je-

rusalem. It laments that those who were earlier accustomed to eating mafllann?m, the
"finest delicacies," now perish in the streets (v. 5; cf. Targ.; Vulg.: qui vescebantur
voluptuose). The word has the same meaning in Prov. 29 17 , where parents are admon-
ished that a well-disciplined child will "give delicacies [NRSV 'delight'l to your
heart."l8 Here, too, it is best not to weaken the vitality of the metaphor by rendering it
abstractly (LXX k6smos, "embellishment, splendor"; Buber-Rosenzweig: "bliss").

The word is used rather obscurely in the difficult verse Job 38:31, which speaks of
the mavQanndl of a constellation. The parallel word mdief;61, "cords," has prompted
exegetes to suspect metathesis of 'nd, "bind," yielding the translation or explanation
"bonds, fetters" (LXX, Targ., Rashi, et al.). The Midr. Gen. Rab. lO and several early
commentaries, however, maintain the word in its usual meaning, i.e., the constellation
associated with the spring makes the fruit "ripen" ('dn). According to Ibn Ezra, the
word stands for the fruit itself that ripens in this particular season.

The hapax legomenon 'ejndreferc to something an old person has lost. Sarah resists
believing the promise that she will have a son: "After I have grown old, and my hus-

14. Contra BHK: BHS; J. Bright, Jeremiah. AB 2l (1965), 350; and others.
15. Cf. Stenzel, Die Heilige Schrift des Alten und Neuen Testaments (Aschaffenburg, 1957),

988; Bright, Jeremiah, inloc.
16. Cf. LXX; Ben Yehuda, in loc.; Driver, Samuel, 238.
17. Cf. Kimchi, in loc.
18. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT1116 (21963), 100.
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band is old, shall I yet have 'e{nd?" (Gen. 18:12). Given the conrext, rranslators have
assumed the meaning "youthful vigor" (Targ.; Symmachus; Jotion) or, picking up on
Middle Heb. 'idd6n, the meaning "period, menstruation" (Gen. Rab. 48; Rashi). Al-
though in view of Old Aram. 'dn, "be fruitful," one might assume the meaning "fertil-
ity," in this particular text (the perfect refers to an individual act rather than an endur-
ing condition), it seems more appropriate to begin with 'dn in the sense of "luxuriate,
enjoy," to understand 'e/nd as a ref'erence to sexual desire, and to translate something
to the effect "bliss of love" (Vulg. voluptotem operi dabo). Sarah's other justification
fbr her unbelief also suggests this: "my husband [Abraham] is old."

It is merely etymological sleight-of'-hand, prompted by the desire to free the ances-
tress Sarah fiom the stigma of aging, when the Midrash (loc. cit.) analyzes the word as
a8i na'el4 "preci<lus ornaments," and interprets accordingly.

3. Proper Names. The personal names with the root morpheme 'dn ('d/en, 2 Ch.
29:12;'aQna', Neh. 12:15;'Adtn, Ezr.2:15, etc.), occurring especially in rhe larer OT
books, deserve attention here insofar as they demonstrate the positive connotation as-

sociated with the root. The name y(h6'addan (2 Ch.25: I ; so also the preferable Qere in
2 K. l4:2) adds the theophoric element to the root. Here the qottal construction, de-
pending on one's understanding of the root's meaning in this particular case, refers to
Yahweh as the one who either bestows the joy of life or makes things flourish.le

lll. l. Eden. The form 'djenis used 14 times in connection with the miraculous
garden ofthe primeval period, usually as the designation for that garden; as such, the
name Eden has also been adopted by many other languages. In this meaning the
word occurs only in the singular and undetermined; it occurs 9 times as nomen rec-
tum in genitive combinations, including 5 times after (the nomen regens) gdn, "gar-
den."

In the expression 'dn brkh in Sir. 40:27, it tnight itself be the nomen regens in the
sense "Eden of blessing," i.e., a blessed Eden (cf. 2 Ch. 20:26). The other interpreta-
tion, that on which the LXX is based, is also permissible: "fear of the Lord is like Eden,
a blessing."

This use might indicate that this is actually a personal name, either that of a garden
or of a region in which that garden is found. The former understanding is supported by
the overwhelming number of occurrences, especially by the expression "the garden
'C/en" (Gen.3:23),the latter by the phrase "a garden in'ejen" (2:8; cf. v. 10, which
stands, however, in an addendum dependent on that verse).20

This determination of place is then also explicated adverbially by ntiqqeSem, which
from a purely linguistic standpoint is ambiguous, meaning either spatially "in the east"
(cf. Gen. 12:8), thus correctly most exegetes, or temporally "in the most distant past"
(cf. Ps. 143:5), thus the later Greek translators and the rabbinic and church traditions,

19. M. Noth, IPN, 166,223; Loewenstamm, EMiqr III, 536.
20. A different view is taken by Schulz, who reads "garden in bliss."
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suggesting the preexistence of Eden: "quod prius quam caelum et terram deus faceret,

paradisum ante condiderat."2l
Rabbinic exegesis already felt compelled on the basis of Gen. 2:8 and 10 to distin-

guish between the garden and Eden (Bab. Ber 34b), raising the question regarding
which was the more comprehensive term. The phrase "the trees of Eden that were in
the garden" (Ezk. 31:9) suggests that the area of the garden was larger than that of
Eden, while the expression "garden in Eden" (Gen. 2:8) prompts precisely the opposite
conclusion (Gen. Rab. 16). In any case, Eden is the mysterious, otherworldly region
hidden even from the view of the first human beings, who were permitted to linger
only briefly in the garden (Bab. Ber 34b).

Since the days of the pan-Babylonian explanation of the Bible, many scholars have

accepted the derivation of the word'ZQen from Sumero-Akk. edinu, "steppe, wilder-
ness," describing the semantic development as follows.22 "'Eden,' which popular He-
brew tradition interpreted according to the Hebrew word Eden = bliss, is probably
originally to be understood according to the Babylonian as 'steppe' . . . the frightening,
enormous steppe region about whose terrible dangers the Canaanite farmer speaks with
horror. . . . The garden of God seems all the more splendid if situated in the middle of
this frightening wilderness."23 This etymology, however, is subject to serious doubts.

Not only is the insertion of the laryngeal 'in a word deriving from Sum. e difficult to
explain, so also is the transference within Hebrew tradition of a designation for a

wasteland to the verdant garden that precisely this tradition locates within that waste-

land.2a It would be especially remarkable that this process left absolutely no other
traces apart from these isolated biblical verses. Thus this attempt at localization more

likely represents only a secondary development occasioned either by an inclination to
demythologize or by false erudition, the reference perhaps being either edinu or the Ar-
amaic place-name btt adini (cf . bAt 'eien, Am. l:5).

Hence the word 'Zjen, its etymology, and its semantic development need a different
explanation,25 even if such explanation must remain hypothetical. In antinomy to
miQbdr "wilderness" (Isa.51:3), the word'cjen probably referred originally to a luxu-
riantly fertile area, a "fruitful land" (such as the 'eres pert, Ps. 107:34). (U. Cassuto's

explanation as "well-watered area," to be equated with maiqeh [Gen. l3:10], is sub-

stantively correct if linguistically imprecise.) The linguistic stage perhaps recalls the

fixed expression ?s2 'Zden (Ezk.3l:9,16,18), one that, like ?si mayim (v. l4), is used

in the sense of "trees typical of a well-watered, fertile area." This concept can easily be

associated with those from a neighboring conceptual sphere, namely, those associated

21. Jerome, Quaest. hebr in libro Geneseos, in loc.
22. See Delitzsch, 79f .; AHw, l, 187; CAD, lY,33.
23. H. Gunkel, Die [Jrgeschichte unddie Patriarchen. SATUI (21920),57f .;cf . E. A. Speiser,

Genesis. AB 1 (1964),16.
24. Concerning the region edin, cf. T. Jacobsen, "Formation Tendencies in Sumerian Reli-

gion," The Bible andthe Ancient Near East. FSW. F. Albright (Garden City, N.Y., 1961),272f.
25. Cf. also M. Gcirg, "Ijob aus dem Lande 7s.' ein Beitrag zur 'theologischen Geographie,"'

BN t2 (t980) 7-12.
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with a garden of the gods or of a god, or yahweh's garden, since a f'ertile area is viewed
not only as a giti of a deity but as the possession of that deity as well. Sanctuaries and
the gardens surrounding them belong together. Similarly, the notion of the gods, inac-
cessible. mythical garden of delights arises through the transf'erence of earthly circum-
stances to the heavenly world of the gods. The ancient gan 'c lrihim, a relic of a polythe-
istic myth, was later transf'erred to the one God and associatecl with the name yahweh
(Gen. l3:10;lsa.-5 l;3;cf.,e.g.,thealterationof theolderformula mahpef,a!'elahtm,
Anr. 4: I l, et passim, in Dt. 29:22lBng. v. 2-l l). The rerm '?Qen was then ecluated with
this garden (Ezk. 28: l3 ), yielding rhe combinatir>n gan 'e{en (Gen.2: l5); the elliptical
proper narne'eden (Gen.4: l6) rcturns in a certain sense to early usage.

2. Ancient Notiorts ttl the Garclert in Paradise. Stories about fielcls of unencumberecl
bliss are fbund all over the world. In talking about the proximity of Gcxl, opulence in
nature. eternal youth, eflortless existence, and peace among all creatures. these stories
lend expression to the deep human yearning fbr deliverance fiom the e.xistential tlis-
tress of powerlessness and renunciation, sufl'ering ancl cleath. The impossibility of such
fultillment is expressed by displacing these flelds into distant, inaccessible temporal or
spatial locations, e.g., into the primeval age <lr the end time, or into a space blocked off
by insuperable barriers, sttch as an island. a high mountain. or heaven. Although this is
not the place to examine the development of this notion in the various cultures. still
several motifs fiorn the literature of Israel's neighbors do deserve brief rnention. The
Sumerian myth about the lord of the waters. Enki, extols the land Dilmun, a land tacing
the rising sun where sickness and old age are unknown, where anirnals such as the wolf
and lamb live peacefully alongside one another, where the most beautiful fiuits grow,
ancl where a gardener, probably a subordinate divine being, works.26 Because Enki
then eats thrm the newly generated plants, the goddess o1'the land. Ninhursag, utters a
curse against him. In the Akkaclian Gilgamesh Epic. the hero, searching fbr eternal lit'e,
overconles high mountains and l'earsome guards befbre entering a marvelous divine
garden whose trees bear the sweetest fiuits and precious stones.27 In the Aclapa narra-
tive, which tells of Eridu, the land of rhe gods. the gocl Ea grants the hero knowledge
but not irnmortality.28 Ill advised, Adapa refirses the bread of lif'e and water of lif'e of'-
t'ered to him.

Ugaritic literature tells of the domain of the gocls, thousands upon thousan4s of
rniles away. situated at the source of the two rivers (nhrm) and primal seas (thmtm1.?()
Ba'al's seat is in the firr north (.r'pn).l0 Youthful Aqhat misses the chance to gain eternal
lit'e by not eating Ba'al's fbod.rr

The L,gyptian Pyrarnid and CofTin Texts as well as the Book of the Dead combine

26. ANET.37-11.
27. ANET. 88f.
28. ANET, ttJtf .

29. KTU, 1.6 I. 5f.
30. KTII. t.4IV. t9
31. ANIiT. t5lf.
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notions of lushly fruitful fields and of blessed human existence with belief in the be-
yond. Ifthe deceased are able to pass the tests ofthe underworld and reach the "field of
peace" (sbt btp), which is guarded by flames and monsters, the gods allow them to eat
from the tree of life from which they, too, eat.32 In this region, crisscrossed by rivers,
human beings eat and dress like the gods.33

3. Garden of Bliss in the OT. Several OT passages indirectly offer information about
the ancient Hebrews'understanding of the land of bliss and the time of happiness. Such
is the case, e.g., when the fruitfulness of the land (Dt. 32:13t.) and majesty of Jerusa-
lem (Ps. 48:3121) are described in effusive colors, or when prosperity and peace among
human beings and animals is foretold for the future (Isa. 2:4; ll:6-8;65:25;Hos.2:20-
23118-21); Joel 4:18[3:18]; Am. 9:t3f., etc.). In the present conrext only those pas-
sages are of interest that speak specifically about'eQen. In two different parables (Ezk.
28:31), the prophet Ezekiel uses several motifs based on earlier conceptions in order to
illustrate contemporary events. The extraction of these motifs, however, is rendered
somewhat difficult by the abrupt transitions between the metaphors themselves and
their decipherment (e.g., 28: l6- l8; 31: I lf .). Nor can one determine here the extent to
which these actually reflect Israelite-Jewish traditions. Because the parables involve
foreign kings, some degree of interweaving with foreign, particularly phoenician, ele-
ments would certainly be understandable and would also explain the strongly mytho-
logical coloring of the parables. Nonetheless, one may assume that the prophet was not
presenting his listeners with wholly unfamiliar material.

Aside from allusions to concrete historical details, Ezk.28 tells of a being of ex-
traordinary beauty and wisdom living in the seat of the gods - either in the midst of
the sea (v. 2) or on the mount of the gods (v. 16) - in the'dSenof the garden of the
gods (or ofGod), surrounded byjewels and fiery stones and with a cherub as guardian
(vv. 12-14, with LXX, syr., contra MT). That creature was godlike (v. 14, to be read
contra the accentuation: "I placed you on the holy mountain, you were an'el6htm"),
and blameless in his ways (v. l5). But because he then became proud (v. 17) and
equated himself with God (v. 6), Yahweh cast him to the ground and turned him to
ashes (vv. l7f.).

The oracle directed against the pharaoh (Ezk. 3l ) compares him with the mythical
tree of the world whose branches, nourished by the waters of the primeval sea (v. 4),
towered high into the clouds (v. 3; see BIIS). Birds and animals found shelter in the
tree, and all the other trees of Eden in God's garden envied it (v. 9). Because its heart
became proud, however, Yahweh delivered it into the hand of cruel foreigners, who
felledit(vv. llf.)andcastitdownwiththetreesof Edentotheunderworld(v. lg).

The actual paradise story (Gen. 2f.) exhibits sufficient points of contact with the ac-
counts in the book of Ezekiel to allow us to view all of them as variations of the basic
theme "Eden," variations that were obviously circulating in Israel. Within the frame-

32. RAR, t69t.
33. Egyptian Book of the Dead, ch. ll0.
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work of these possibilities, however, the paradise story itself does exhibit a clear ten-

dency to engage in demythologization. It never calls the garden the "garden of God,"
though it certainly understands it as such (Gen. 3:8). The garden has not existed since

the primeval time, but rather is planted specifically for the human being whom God has

just created (2:7t.). Apart from the tree of life and the tree of knowledge, no other mi-

raculous plants grow there, but only beautiful and useful trees (v. 9). The inhabitant of
the garden is not some half-divine figure but the first human being, who must take care

of the garden (v. 15). He is given a woman as his companion, providing an etiology for
the origin of human beings (vv. 23f.). The serpent is characterized more by fairy-tale

elements than by mythological ones; it is the serpent, not any pseudodivine human hu-

bris, that causes the fall of human beings (3:l-13). The expulsion from the garden of
Eden becomes the etiology of human fate, characterized on the one hand by the sub-

limity of the human consciousness of existence, and on the other by the tragedy of toil
and of death.

4. Theological Considerations. The changes that occurred in the understanding of
'€Qen can perhaps be described as follows from a conceptual-historical (rather than

chronological) perspective. The term 'E/en, the fruitful region, is equated with the gar-

den of the gods borrowed from foreign sources in which a half-divine being rules. In

the course of monotheistic interpretation, mythological elements recede. The garden

'eQen comes to symbolize a condition, inaccessible to human beings, of innocence and

carefree existence. The demythologization then continues in two diametrically op-

posed directions. In postbiblical Judaism (2 Enoch 8f.; Bab. Ha7. l5a; Cant. Rab. on

Cant. 6:9) and in Christianity (Lk. 23:43;2 Cor. 12:2-4), Eden becomes the heavenly

beyond for the deceased righteous, while in the OT itself the garden '€Qen pales into
the mere designation for an extremely favorable but utterly earthly condition. Prior to

its desolation, the land was like the garden 'Eden (Joel2:3); Yahweh promises that after

he has cleansed the people of their sins, he will again have them settle the land, work it,
secure it, and make it like'd{en (Isa. 5l:3; Ezk. 36:35). From a religious perspective,

divine compassion thus makes Eden - either in the beyond or in the here and now -
accessible again to human beings.

IV. Qumran. The term 7n occurs only 5 times in Qumran, exclusively in 1QH.

Among the texts, only 6:16 actually refers to Eden itself in comparing the righteous

with a tree whose branches are watered by the "rivers of Eden" (an allusion to Ps. 1).

Otherwise, it receives "glorious bliss" ( 7n kbwd, 8:20) from God, and the "fullness of
delights" (rwb 'dnym, 13:17; cf. t0:30; IQH fr. 5:7).

Kedar-Kopfstein
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aL!f- 'ed,,

contents: I. occurrences outside Israel. II. or and eumran; Etymology. III. or usage.
IV. Qumran, NT, LXX.

I. Occurrences Outside Israel. The word '€je4 "flock herd,,, corresponds to
words in other Semitic languages in the oT world. The Late Babylonian term fiadiru,
"sheepfold,"l is a loanw-ord; the Phoenician Kilamuwa inscription uses the noun in the
combination "flock of sheep."z Jewish Aramaic attests the following possibilities:
(l) flock, herd; (2) figuratively: crowd of people;3 (3) fold.+ Ugaritic wirnesses attest
'dr in a context difficult to interpret and in the PN bn 'dr.s

II. OT and Qumran.
l. OT. The nolun'e/er occurs 39 times in the OT in reference primarily to the small

livestock herd consisting of sheep and goats, so that 'Eiler and -+ ]Nr sd'n are fre-
quently used synonymously (Gen. 29:3; I S. l7:34; Ps. 78:52; F;zk.34:12;Mic.2:12:
et passim), while the expression 'EQer bdqdr occurs only once (Joel l:lg; in 2 ch.
32:28 and Mic. 5:7[Eng. v.8]'Eiler parallels -r itDi'll behc-md). G. Dalman's statisrics
concerning livestock holdings in the countryside west of the Jordan from the year 1920
are thus still impressive, since at that time he counted 531,479 sheep and goats and
only 108,500 head of cattle.6

whereas the place-name migdal-'ejer (Gen. 35:21; Mic. 4:8) is to be rendered "Flock
Tower" (NRSV Tower of Eder), the PNs '€Qer and 'aQrt'El deive from the root 'dr = 'zr.j

2. Qumran. The Qumran writings contain 2 occurrence s of 'ejer (4eljI [4eppsa,
4QpPs 37) 3:6; cD 13:9). while the first occurrence does not yield any clear meaning
given the lacunae in the text, the second will be treated in connection with the use of
'€Qer in the OT.8

'EQen G. J. Botterweck, "Hirt und Herde im Ar und im Alten orient," FS J. Kardinal Frings
(Cologne, 1960),339-52; G. Dalman, AuE VI (1939), 146-28].; J. Jeremias, .,norprlv, nofpvn,',
TDNT vl, 485-502; I. Seibert, Hirt. Herde. Kanig: Zur Herausbildung tles Krinigtums in
Mesopotamien. DAWB 53 (1969); Wagner.

1. AHw, 1,307.
2. KAr,24, 11.
3. See III.2.c below on Jer. 13:17.
4. WTM,ltr,624.
5. KTU' 1.4 vII, 7. see wus, nos. 2013, 2014; ur nos. 1800, 1826. on the proper name see

III.3 below.
6. AuS, YL,246.
7. HAL,ll,793; cf. S. Segert, Altaramiiische Grammatik(Leipzig,l975),545; see III.3 below.
8. See IV below.
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3. Etymology. The etymolo gy of 'dder is uncertain. GesB derives 'Eier ftom 'dr ll[,
"remain behind," but also mentions the interpretation advocated by R. RuZidka: a ref-

erence to "something separated off from the whole."e GesB also adduces a verb 'dr I
with the meaning "order, organize" (l Ch. 12:34,39[33,38]), which according to

Gesenius is the root of 'edent\ Recent scholars replace Zr in these passages with a con-

jecture or explain it as an Aramaic form of -+ "!Ilt 2rl1 The derivation suggested by

KBL2 mightbe correct, however, which denominates'dr in I Ch. 12:34,39(33,38) with

the meaning "gather, collect (intransitive)" from '€der "flock," which can certainly

also occur in the basic qal stem.l2

III. OT Usage.
I . Flocks in Narrative Texts. The passages using the word 'eQe6 "flock, herd," pro-

vide a vivid picture of a specialized branch of commercial agricultural life in the OT:

small livestock herding. Gen 29:2f. describes the activity of watering sheep at a
well;13Joel l:l8describesthelossoffoodfortheflocksasaresultofalocustplague.
Shepherds are charged with protecting the flocks, and as a rule they discharge this duty

in multiples rather than alone (Cant. l:7; cf . 1 S. 17:34). They drive the flock into the

protective fold accompanied by a certain sound known as the "piping of the flocks"
(Jgs. 5:16).la Although guard or observation towers were probably also situated near

the folds (Gen. 35:21; Mic. 4:8; cf. also 2 Ch.26:10),ls animals from the flock were

still sometimes purloined (Job 24:2). A similarly impious act is for a flock owner to
present a blemished, inferior animal for the thanksgiving offering (Mal. l:14). Proper

attention to one's flocks is a good investment (Ptov.27:23), which is why Hezekiah of
Judah has stalls and folds built for his flocks (2 Ch. 32:28). The story of Jacob and

Laban (Gen. 30:25-43) describes with both savvy and humor how a person skilled in

livestock herding can acquire wealth. Jacob knows how to protect his own consider-

able flocks from the vengeance of his brother Esau (Gen.32:17-20). Jeremiah de-

scribes farmers and shepherds as inhabitants who either enjoy a peaceful life (Jer.

3l,24) or are annihilated by the advancing enemy (51:23).

2. The Flock as a Metaphor. This more concrete usage, making up approximately

half the occurrences, can be juxtaposed with the metaphorical usage, which in its own

turn can be subdivided into several classifications.
a. Grazing flocks can symbolize coming disaster. Prophetic oracles often announce

imminent disaster to a city by using the metaphor of flocks grazing in meadows where

formerly great, prosperous, secure cities were located. Such oracles are issued to Da-

9. GesB, 567.
10. GesTh,II, 996.
11 . For the former see BHS,' for the latter, HAL, Il, 793; Wagner, no. 217 .

12. Cf. BLe, $38v'.
13. -+ '''rNf b"',cr (1,463-66).
14. Cf.ln this regard O. Eissfeldt, "Gabelhiirden im Ostjordanland," KlSchr III (1966), 65f.

15. -, )uD migddl (Ylll,69-73).
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mascus (rsa. l7:2), Jerusalem (rsa.32:14; Jer. 6:3, where the initiator of disaster is the
mysterious "enemy from the north," v. 1), and Nineveh (Zeph.2:1atl0l).

b. Grazing flocks can symbolize Yahweh's care and concern, something Israel al-
ready experienced during the exodus from Egypt. Ps. 78 accordingly describes Israel's
wilderness wanderings in the image of the shepherd who guides his flock through the
steppe (v. 52), and the promises ofa "new exodus" not surprisingly also pick up on this
imagery (Isa. 40:11; Jer. 3l:10; Ezk.34:12:Mic.2:12).

c. In addition to the grazing flock as the comparative element, authors also use the no-
tion of the flock or herd as a metaphor or even symptom of yahweh's people.l6 This is
clearly the case in Zec. 10:3, which metaphorically equates the leading personalities
among the people with shepherds (r6'efu).tt Jer. 3l:10 and Mic. 2:12 merely allude to this
equivalence by means of the verb -+ F:P qbg, attimes complementing this in the second
half of the verse with the metaphor of grazing flocks. l8 only one passage (Jer. 13:17 ,20)
uses the metaphor of Israel as a herd in an oracle of threat. V. 20 specifically calls Judah
the flock entrusted to the city Jerusalem.le Midr lnm. Rab., proem, g25, picks up on
v. 17, stating that "when they went into exile, they were merely 'a [God's] flock."'20

d. Flocks can be used metaphorically in several other contexts as well. Mic. 5:7(8)
states that the remnant of Jacob will appear among the nations "like a lion among the
animals of the forest, like a young lion in the sheepfold,"2l a statement that is both un-
usual and disturbing, especially following immediately upon v. 6. This recalls Zeph.
2:7,9, and almost certainly dates from the postexilic period.zz

The statements in canticles are of a completely different kind. They compare the
girl's beautiful black hair with the flocks of goats that move down the forested slopes
of Gilead (cant. 4: I par. 6:5), or her perfectly even, white teeth with the flock of shorn
ewes coming up from the washing (4:2 par. 6:6).

3. Personal and Place-Names. Personal and place-names constructed with 'eger oc-
cur in several or passages as well as in Ugaritic. Both a Benjaminite (l ch. g:15) and
a Levite from the family of Merari (23:23; 24:30) are called 'djea and one of Saul,s
sons-in-lawiscalled'aQrt'el (l S. 18:19; 2S.21:8).InUgaritthename bn'drispre-
sumably based on the Aramaic form 'dr - '2123 J. Simons suggests emending the
place-name 'EQer in Josh. l5:21 to Arad.2a

16. Cf. Seibet, 10-15.
17. -+ fl91 rd'd.
18. See IIL2.b above.
19. W. Rudolph, Jeremiah. HATlll2 (11968), in loc.
20. wTM, ril,624.
21. Translation according to T. H. Robinson, Die Zwdlf Kleinen propheten. HAT yl4

(21954), in loc.
22. Ct. H. W Wolfl Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), l5 1 .

23. UT no. 1826. Cf. IPN,63; Wagner, nos.215-17; pNU, loj.
24. GTTOT $317; so also O. Odelain and R. S6guineau, Lexikon der biblischen Eigennamen

(Ger. trans., Dtisseldorf/1.{eukirchen, 1981), 86 (notin Dictionary of proper Names ind places
in the Bible [Eng. trans., Garden City, N.y., l98l], 104).
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The meaning of the place-name migdal-'EQer in Gen. 35:21 and Mic. 4:8 is uncer-

tain. "Flock towers" were doubtless used for protecting the flocks while in their

folds.25 D. Kellermann thinks the reference is more likely to watchtowers or citadel

towers, and suspects that hammigdAl haggAddl in Neh. 3:27 is the same as in Mic.

4:8.26 The name of this particular tower in the city fortifications of Jerusalem (par.

'dpel) possibly recalls an earlier watchtower of the sort also known as the Tower of the

Fiock (NRSV "tower of Eder") near Bethel (Gen. 35:21).27 Some interpreters under-

stand migdal:eder in Mic. 4:8 as a synonym for Jerusalem.28 Understanding the ex-

pression here as a place-name (probably under the influence of Mic. 4:8)' Targ.

Pseudo-Jonathan on Gen. 35:21 states that the messiah will descend to earth at the

migdal-'cdev,ze

IV. Qumran, NT, LXX. Among the uses of 'eQer in the oT discussed above (III.2),

only the metaphor of the people of God as the flock under Yahweh's protective, shep-

herding eye continued to be used in theological statements. CD 13:9 states that the

guardian of the camp "shall love them as a father loves his children, and shall carry

them in all their distress like a shepherd his sheep." The NT then also uses this meta-

phor of the congregation as a flock (cf. Mt. l5:24;Lk. 12:32; Jn. 10:16; I P. 5:2, etc.).

In most instances (25 times), the LXX renders 'EQer as poimnion; in 8 instances, in-

cluding 6 in wisdom texts (Ecclesiastes, Canticles), it uses agdlE. Twice the translation

is pofmnE, once each mdndra (2 Ch. 32:28) and bouk6lion (Joel l:18).
Beyse

25. Cf . I. Benzinger, Hebriiische Archciologie: Angelos-Lehrbiicher I (Ti.ibingen, 31927),

142; C. Shick, "Die Baugeschichte der Stadt Jerusalem in kurzen Umrissen," ZDPV 16 (1893)

237-46, who provides a sketch of such an edifice on pp. 238f., figs. I and 2'

26. -+ YIll,72.
27. Cf . inthis regard M. Burrows, "Neh 3,1-32 as a Source for the Topography of Ancient Je-

rusalem," AASOR 14 (1934),115-40; cf. M. Avi-Yonah, "The walls of Nehemiah: A Minimalist
Yiew," IEJ 4 (1954) 239tr.

28. Odelain and sfguineau, Dictionary,265; J. Simons, GTTOT, $540, considers this, then

interprets it here as in Gen. 35:21 as "outpost of the Holy City near Bethlehem."

29. Jeremias, 490.
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tion de l'expression biblique 'Prendre e t6moin le ciel et la terre,"' w 16 (1966) g-25; B. w.
Dombrowski, "The Meaning of the Qumran Terms 'T'WDH' and .MDH ,,', Reve 7 (1969-7l)
567-74 Z. w. Falk, "Hebrew Legal rerms," "/ss 5 (1960) 350-54; idem, Hebrew Inw in Biblical
Times (Jerusalem, 1964); C. F. Fensham, "'d in Exodus xxii 12,,' W 12 (1962) 33i-39 J. A.
Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of sefire. Bietor 19 (1967); E. D. Freudenstein, "A swift
witness ('€d mimdh€r Mal 3,5)," Tradition l3/3 (1974) ll4-23; M. J. Geller, "The Surpu Incan-
tations and Lev v.l-5," "/ss 25 (1980) l8l-92; H. Gese, "ps.50 und das alttestamentliche
Gesetzesverstiindnis," Rechtferti7ung. FS E. KrisemaL,rn (Ttibingen, 1976),57-77; J. M. Grintz,
"nly, nll!|," Lel 39 (1974175) 170-72; M. Haran, Temples and Temple Service in Ancient Israel
(oxford, 1978); R. Hentschke, satzung und setzender BWANT 83 (1963); F.-L. Hossfeld, Der
Dekalog: Seine spriten Fassungen, die originale Komposition und seine Vorstufen. OBO 45
(1982); B. s. Jackson, "'Ttvo or Three witnesses,"'Essays in Jewish and comparative Legal
History. sJrA. l0 (1975), 153-71; M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT (zurich, tg64);
C. van Leeuwen, "'tp ?7 witn ess," TLOT II, 838-46; A. Lemaire and J. M. Durand, Les inscrip-
tions ararniennes de Sfiri et de l'Assyrie de Shamshi-llu. Ecole pratique des hautes dtudes,4th
section, IIl20 (Paris, 1984); G. Liedke, Gestalt und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtsscitze.
WMANT 39 (1971); M. A. Losier, "Witness in Israel of the Hebrew Scriptures in the Context of
the Ancient Near East" (diss., Notre Dame, 1973); c. Mabee, "Jacob and Laban: The Structure
of Judicial Proceedings (Genesis xxxi25-42)," yr30 (1980) 192-20'l; J. w. McKay, "Exodus
xxiii l-3,6-8: ADecaloguefortheAdministrationof JusticeintheCity Gate," W2l (1971)311-
25; R. P. Merendino, "Die Zeugnisse, die Satzungen und die Rechte: Uberlieferungs-
geschichtliche Erwiigungen zu Deut 6," Bausteine biblischer Theologie. FS G. J. Botterweik.
BBB 50 (1977), 185-208; J. Naveh, "The Titles Suoro and MNHM in Jewish Epigraphical
Texts," Studies in Bible and the Ancient Near East. FS S. E Loewenstamm. 2 vols. (Jeruialem,
1978), II, 303-7 (Heb.; Eng. summary in vol. I, 204);M. parnas, ."Ed0L .Ed6t, .Edw6t in the Bi_
ble, against the Background of Ancient Near Eastern Documents," shnatMiqr 1 (1975) 235-46;
J. van der Ploeg, "studies in Hebrew Law, I: The Terms," cBe 12 (1950) 248-59; A. phillips,
Ancient Israel's ciminal lnw: A New Approach to the Decalogue (oxford, 1970); w. Rudolph,
"Zu Mal 2,10-16," ZAW 93 (1981) 85-90; I. L. Seeligmann, *Zur Terminologie fiir das
Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen HebrAisch," Hebrciische Wortfuischung. FS
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l. 1. Semitic Cogruttes.
a. General Consideratio,rzs. The etymological relationships involving the root wd are

rather complicated. For semantic reasons, Arab. 'dda(u), "return," and Eth. 'oda, "go
around, surround," can hardly be related to Heb. wd. The OSA term 'wd means "return,"
causatively "reestablish" (often with "peaceful relationships," "alliance," or similar terms
as its object).1 Traces of this root can probably also be found in Hebrew ('I'ly I)2 and in Syr.
eltd/d, Palmyr. 'yd',t "custom" (cf. Arab. 'ddat with the same meaning). The Arabic term
corresponding to Heb. -+ J9t yd'ad is wa'ada, "to promise," III, "arrange to meet." These

probably represent different expansions of a single root'd.a The relationship between these

and Syr. 'hd, "remember," Arab. 'ahida, "know, be acquainted with," "entrust" ('ahd, "alli-
ance, contract"), and OSA'hd, "make an alliance, obligate oneself," is unclear.s

b. Aramaic. The inscriptions of Sefire contain approximately 33 occurences of
Aram. 'dy, "contract, pact," "contractual terms," "oath, agreement secured through an

oath."6 The word is otherwise undocumented in Aramaic.
c. Akkadian. The Akk. term adft appears first in the dependency contract that

Ashurnirari V forced on Mati'ilu of Arpad ca.755 B.c. ("the oaths of allegiance sworn
to Ashurnirari, King of Assyria").7 Such an "oath" (adtt) is a written agreement be-
tween a higher ranking partner and servants or subjects.8 The treaty was reinforced by
magical or religious customs (ceremonies, imprecations, incantations),e and was actu-
ally a law or commandment ceremoniously forced on an individual or people in the
presence of divine witnesses and attested by the liege lord. It contained a specific re-
sponsibility or obligation (depending on the perspective of the liege lord or vassal, re-
spectively) ceremoniously accepted on the basis of an oath.l0

d. Ugaritic. The Ugar. term 'd III has been associated with Arab. 'ada, "return,"
'adat, "custom," Eth.'dda, "go around," and translated as "repetition," "turning point,"

W. Baumgartner SVT 16 (1967), 251-78; S. Sharvil, "'Iy nliy'," Lei 41 (1976-77) 302f .;H. J.

Stoebe, "Das achte Gebot (Exod. 20 v. 16)," WUD 3 (1952) 108-26; J. A. Thompson, "Expan-
sions of the 7 Root," "/SS 10 (1965) 222-40; G. M. Tucker, "Witnesses and 'Dates' in Israelite
Contracts," CBQ 28 (1966) 42-45; T. Veijola, "Zu Ableitung und Bedeutung von he'id I im
Hebriiischen: Ein Beitrag zur Bundesterminologie," UF 8 (1976) 343-51; B. Volkwein,
"Masoretisches 'edfit, 'cdwoL 'edd 

- 'Zeugnis' oder 'Bundesbestimmungen'1" BZ 13 (1969)
l8-40; K. Watanabe, Die ddA-Vereidigung anldsslich der Thronfolgeregelung Asarhaddons.
Baghdad Mitteilungen 3 (Berlin, 1986).

l. Biella, 307.
2. HAL, il,795.
3. DNSI, II, 838f.
4. See Thompson.
5. Biella, 356. Cf. HAL,11,788, s.v.'e1.
6. KAI,222-24, ca.75O B.c. For the translations see Fitzmyer, 23;Lemaire and Durand, 95.
7.Ct.H. Tadmor, "The Aramaization of Assyria: Aspects of Western Impact," RAI 25 (1982)

456; ANET, 532f.
8. AHw, l, 74; cf . Tadmor, "Aramaization of Assyria," 468 n. 113.
9. CAD, r/1, 131, 133b.
10. Cf. D. J. Wiseman, The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon. Iraq 2011 (London, 1958),22-23,

27,28.
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"society."tt By way of conjecture, c. H. Gordon finds in several personal names the
term'd = Heb. 'ed, then translates /7/, "messenger" (similar b te'frdA, "witness, mes-
sage"), and suggests 7 accompanied by a question mark for 'dk.tz G. del Olmo Lete
translates "all around you" (cf. Eth.'Oda1.tt

e. Hebrew. Hebrew understands ?-ql, "witness, attestation," as a qatil with contrac-
tion deriving from wd or as a qal participle.la The fem. form of 'e/ is 'e jd, "atrestation,
female witness." The term te'fiQd with prefixed r indicates that the substantives derive
from a verbal root 'wd. The term'edfi! is constructed from '€Q with the abstract affix
and has two pl. forms, 'c/ew61 and'zd6!, with no discernible semantic difference be-
tween them (cf .2 K.23:3 with 2 Ch. 34:31).rs

2. Etymology and General Meaning. Despite traditional opinion, one can at present
hardly doubt the Aramaic origin of Akk. adt (from 7y; see above).16 By contrast, the
etymology of the Aramaic term itself is quite open to discussion. One possibility is a
connection with'wd, "attest, witness," probably in view of the gods as witnesses.l7 The
Heb. term 'ejtt1 seems to derive fiom Aramaic.ls

In any case, the semantic correspondences between Aram. 'dy, Akk. adfr, and Heb.
'€8fi1are evident, and aid in explaining the frequent secondary meaning ofthe Hebrew
terms as "regulations, commandments."le In all likelihood the meaning of 'e/A1, ,,con-

tractual regulations," in certain individual cases derives from this context.20 The aspect
of "entering into a relationship with another person by means of a formal statement"
remained associated with the term 'eQ as the person who testifies or is in a position to
testify to throw light on the facts of a case in a trial. The meanings of wd hiphil cover a
broad spectrum and can be classified in two larger groups depending on their (implicit
or explicit) connection with'€8 or 'edLt.zl

Hence it does not seem necessary to explain the various meanings of 'wd hiphil on
the basis of Arab. 'ada, "return," or Eth. 'dda, "go around," whereby one understands
the meaning "admonish," "warn," as implying "state repeatedly and urgently," and ,'at-

test, witness," as implying an act through which a person "brings something back," i.e.,
refers to a past event by means of the spoken word.22

11. WUS, no. 1999.
12. UT nos. 1817, 1832. For 'dk see KTU, 1.6 VI, 48f.; UZ no. 1815.
13. Mitos y leyendas de Canadn segrtn h ffadici1n de IJgarit (Madrid, 1981),235.
14. See, respectively, BLe, g6lc"'; LexHebAratn,573.
15. JM, I, $88 Mj. Cf. Volkwein, 19; Lemaire and Durand, 96.
16. Cf. Tadmor, "Aramaization of Assyria," 455.
17. KAI,222B:4, though cf. Fitzmyer, 81, 86f., who reads 'wrn, "who are watchful." See the

gods as "witnesses" in KAI,222A:12; Lemaire and Durand,94f.
18. Lemaire and Durand, 102.
19. See IV.2.
20. See III.2.
21. See III.l.2.
22. Cf . van Leeuwen, TLOT 11,839f.; Seeligmann,265-66; Thompson, 223-25; and the criti-

cism raised by Veijola, 343f.
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3. OT Occurrences.Tl,rc occurrences of the root 'lrd in the OT are distributed as follows:

Gen.
Ex.
Lev.
Nu.
Dr.
Josh.

Ruth
ls.
tK.
2K.
r ch.
2 Ch,
Neh.
Ps.

Prov.
Job
Lam.
Isa.

Dt.-Isa.
Jer.

Am.
Mic.
Zec.
Mal.

ecl

4
J

I
2

9

J

I
I
2

eatm eclul 'cQ(w)bt wdhiphil

2
)

I
I
I

2l
)

t2I
5

2
J

I
5

4

I
2
I
I
I

27

2
3

2

1

6
21

ll
2

8

I

3937462445

To these one can add 4 occurrences of 'edd (Gen.2l:30;31:52; Josh.24:27 [bis]); 3 of
f 'AdA Gsa. 8:16,20; Ruth 4:7), and I for the hophal (Ex.2l:29). Sirach contains 2 oc-

currences of wd hiphil and 3 of 'e{fu.

Personal names using the root'wd probably include y6?-d Neh. ll:7)zz and gal'EQ
(Gen. 3l:47). Questions remain concerning the identification of '6ded Q Ch. 15:1,8;

28:9) as a personal name or as an epithet for the prophet (one who warns?) and the as-

sociation of 'el'd//'el'dda 0 Ch.1:2Of .) with wd. In Isa. 33:8 MT 'drtm is probably to
be read '?{tm or 'd{im {"contracts"); cf. lQlsaa, 'dya.z+

4. Syntactic and Semantic Considerations. a. wd hiphil. Within the semantic field
of '€Q, the term'wd hiphil occurs with the dir. obj. '€dtm (Isa.8:2; Jer. 32:1O,25,44) or

23. Cf. rPN, 162f.
24. Cf . BHS; Fitzmyer, "The Aramaic Suzerainty Treaty," CBO 20 (1958) 456.
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"heaven and earth" (Dt. 4:26;30:19;31:28), with the meaning "seek out, appoint wit-
nesses, present as witnesses." The addressee of such witnessing is introduced by be
(Dt. 4i26;30: l9; 3l:28; Ps. 50:7) or 'c! (l K.2l:13), in the sense of a wirness "against
someone." The juridical aspect of witnessing is expressed by wd hiphil + bAn . . , ApAn
(Mal. 2:14). Both Yahweh and human beings can be the subject. Within the semantic
field "inform, notify,"2s be introduces the addressee of the action expressed by wd
hiphil (the only exception being Jer. 6:10, 'al; Neh. l3:15 is problematic). The verb is
construed as follows: absolutely (2Ch.24:19; Neh.9:30; l3:15;Ps.81:9[Eng. v.8];
Ier. ll:7; 42:19; Am. 3: l3); coordinated with a different verb as a hendiadys (l S. 8:9,
higgtj + dir. obj.; Neh. l3:21, 'amar; Jer. 6:10, dibber; lI:7, hiikim + l€'mdr); with a
direct object anticipated by 'aier and then picked up again (Dt.32i46;2 K. 17:15; Neh.
9:34); introducing a clause paratactically with l€'mar (Gen. 43;3; Ex. 19:23; I K.2:42;
2 K. 17:13; Zec. 3:6); introducing an object clause with ti (Dt. 8:19) or a subordinated
clause with pen (Ex.19:21), or a final clause (Neh. 9:26,29).

Yahweh is the frequent subject of wd hiphil. In this context he "warns" or "admon-
ishes" his people either directly (Ex. 19:23; 2 K. 17:15; Neh. 9:29,34 ; Jer. ll:7; 42:19;
Zec.3:6, "angelof Yahweh"; Ps.8l:9[8]),orthroughMoses (Ex. 19:21; Dt.8:19;
32:46), Samuel (1 S.8:9), orthe prophets (2 K. 17:13; Neh. 9:26,30;2Ch.24:19).
Other subjects of wd hiphil include Joseph (Gen. 43:3), Solomon (l K. 2:42),
Nehemiah (Neh. 13:15,21), and an undetermined plural (Am. 3:13). It is uncertain
whether in Jer. 6:10 the subject is Yahweh himself or the prophet.

b. 'Ay'. The term'€8 occurs with the prep. be, "witness against" (Dt. 31:19,26; Josh.
24:27 l'ejdl; I S. l2:5; Jer.42:5; Mic. 1:2), or with bdn . . . ApAn (Gen.3t:44,48,50;
losh.22:27,28,34; it is also construed with ti [so that, that] to designate the content of
the witness: Josh.24:22; 1 S. 12:5; Isa. 19:20). The expression hdyd le'E/ (Gen. 3l:48;
Dl 3l:19,21,26; Job 16:8; Isa. 19:20; Ier. 42:5; Mic. l:2) or le'€8A (Gen.2l:30; Josh.
24:27) expresses the anticipation, desire, and confirmation that someone or something
proves to be a witness against someone or has been appointed such. The verbs most
frequently appearing with'dQ include hzi/ + 'ejtm, "take as a witness" (Isa. 8:2; Jer.
32:10,25);'E/ + qwm + be, "appear as a witness against someone" (Dt. 19:15,16; Job
16:8; Ps. 27:12;35 ll);'dnd be, "charge, accuse" (Ex.20:16; Nu. 35:30; Dt.5:20;
19: 16,18; Prov. 25:18; cf.'dnd lepanayw, Dt. 3l:21); heptal.t, "utter" (in general, "lie,"
Prov. 6: 1 9; 12:17 ; l4:5; 19:5,9).20 The presentation of evidence is express ed by he\i' +
'ed (Ex. 22:l2ll3l, and the allusion to a witness's statemenr by lept/'al-pt 'EQim (N:u.
35:30; Dt. 17:6; l9:15). The term SdheQ (par. to'€8, Job 16:19) is an Aramaic loan-
word.

5. IXX. The LXX generally translates all the lexemes of the root wd with expressions
belonging to the basic verb martyrein. These include diamartjresthai (19 times);
epimartyresthai (7); diamartyrefn (3); also katamartyrein, martyretn, and poie{n

25. Ct.1t.2.
26. Ct. D. Pardee, "YPH 'Witness' in Hebrew and Ugaritic," W 28 (1978) 204-13.
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mdrtyras. It translates 'e/ 45 times with mdrtys, 9 times with martjrion, 6 times with
martyrein, and twice with martyria. The translations of 'd8 by dnthrdpos (Isa. 8:2),
engydn (Prov. 19:28) , and 4tasis (Job 10:17) were probably prompted by stylistic consid-
erations or by difficulties with the Hebrew text. The term'€dfilis translated 36 times with
martyrion (also the translation of f 'fidd),4 times withdiathike, and once withmartyria.
The two terms'€{d and'Ed(w)6! together are translated 4l times with martyrion.21

ll. 'ddf ddim/'Cdd. One can distinguish six different semantic fields for 'dy' depend-
ing on whether it refers to an individual, a group, an object, or Yahweh, and whether it
exhibits legal meaning (in the strict sense, i.e., in a trial before a court or outside a trial
situation) or figurative religious meaning.

l. In Legal Contexts. a. Meaning. The category that can be identified most precisely
is that of the witness before a court. Lev. 5:1 offers what is almost a definition of the
'?8 as a person who has either seen or otherwise learned of a deed with regard to which
a person is obligated to testify. This obligation is imposed by means of a conditional
curse.28 The expression qbl 'dld is not necessarily the curse that the victim utters
against the perpetrator, but rather the public summons by the "legal authorities" (el-
ders, etc.). Lev. 5:l thus describes the witness who has seen or learned and is obligated
to testify because o/the summons. Yet not every person who is an eyewitness is also eo

lpso a witness in the juridical sense.2e The seriousness of the witness's obligation de-
rives from the guilt that person would incur by refusing to testify (ndid'sw6n$).zo

The law concerning jealousy underscores the importance of the witness for justice
(Nu. 5;11-31). This law subjects the woman suspected of adultery to the judgment of God
in cases where the husband can produce no witnesses (v. l3). The absence of witnesses
immediately prompts the insertion of God into the legal process. The potential power of
witnesses made it necessary to limit their authority at a certain point and to demand moral
guarantees; at least two witnesses were required for cases involving death sentences for
murder (Nu. 35:30) or idolatry (Dt. 17:6). In the latter case the witnesses also had to carry
out the actual sentence of death to assume full responsibility for their testimony (17:7).

Dt. 19: 15 expands this standard of "two or three witnesses" to apply to all cases; such are

even required for beginning proceedings (qitm ddpdr; NRSV "to sustain a charge") "for
any crime or for any wrongdoing" (lekol-'dwdn frlekol-hafia'0. The standard regarding
multiple witnesses is not found in the earliest texts (cf. l9: l6-19).

b. Integrity of Witnesses. Many texts express concern with ensuring the ethical in-
tegrity of witnesses. The technical expressions 'and-be and'€8 in the apodictic state-
ment l1'-tuaneh bereaf,a 'eQ idqer "you shall not bear false witness against your
neighbor" (Ex. 20:16), refer to a specific regulation designed to prevent witnesses from
lying in court. Dt. 5:20 repeats this regulation using the term 'C/ idw'.

27. Concerning the nuances of these expressions, see H. Strathmann, "trrdpruq," TDNT IY,
47 4-514; Beutler, 106-18.

28. Cf. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATV4 (1966),73t.
29. Cf. the differing view of J. Scharbert, -i ;f?S 'ald rclaD,1,263.
30. --> 119 'awon.
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This distinction has often been explained as a corrective on the part of Deuteron-
omy, which expands the regulation in Exodus and makes it more precise. That is, every
kind of false witness is forbidden, not only the intentional one but the one given care-
lessly as well, and not only in the juridical sphere but in any circumstances. The ex-
pression 'ZQ ieqer emphasizes more the relationship of the witness to the rea', whrle
'd8 idw'characterizes more clearly the disposition of the witnesses themselves.3l For
F.-L. Hossfeld, the parallels to Dt. 5:20 (8x.23:l-9, iaw'and J4r occur in vv. la,7a;
Hos. 4:2; l0l.4; l2:12llll; etc.) show that the two terms are synonymous in the context
of adjudication.32 The association with the Covenant Code and with Hosea militates in
favor of Dt. 5:20 being older. That is, Ex. 20: l6 allegedly corrected Dt. 5:20 to attenu-
ate the relationship between the prohibition against misusing Yahweh's name (which
uses .icw) and the sphere of legal adjudication. At the same time the theological com-
ponent of this prohibition is emphasized.33

Dt. l9:16-19 explicates in casuistic formulations the precautions necessary for pre-
venting the abuse of the witness's position. The expression'dj hdmds (v. 16) may not
be understood in the objective sense as someone "who brings a charge of violent trans-
gression representing apostasy (sdrd) from Yahweh,"3a nor simply as a "false witness"
or "witness of a violent deed," but rather commensurate with the semantic spectrum of
l.tdmds itself as the plaintiff who is thinking of attempted murder.35 The expressi on'and
be X sarA, "to testify falsely about X (in court,":0 seems to allude to the dishonesty of a
witness, though only after a confrontation between the plaintiff and the defendant in
court and before the priests, and only after careful investigation is a witness declared
false ('E/ ieqer)because he or she has accused a neighbor falsely (ieqer'dnd be'dl.tia
v. l8), whereupon the false witness is declared guilty of a capital crime. This legisla-
tion closely follows the substance of CH 1-4.:7

The interpretation of 'eQ l.tdmds in Ex. 23: lb reveals slight differences depending on
whether one understands v. lb as an explication of v. la, "you shall not spread a false
report (i4ma' idw')," or v. la,b as two parallel clauses of one Decalog for dealing with
the administration of justice. In the first instance the admonition not to become "a ma-
licious witness" would be directed to all the members of the community who are in-
volved in a legal matter.38 In the second instance v. lb would be addressing the judges

31. Klopfenstein, 18-21, with reference to J. J. Stamm, Der Dekalog im Lichte der neueren
F or s c hun g (Bern, 2 1962).

32. Hossfeld, 75-78; cf . J. F. A. Sawyer, "N'![l ^iaw'deceit," TLOT ilL, l31O-12.
33. Hossfeld, 85.
34. Stoebe, 120.
35. Seeligmann, 263, with reference to G. R. Driver and J. C. Miles, The Babylonian laws,2

vols. (Oxford, 21956),l, 62. --> OQI hamas (chamas), IY 484.
36. E. Jenni, "Dtn 19,16: sard 'Falschheit,"' Milanges bibliques et orientaux. FS

H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981), 201-ll.
37. Cf. Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, 1,62.
38. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 172. Cf. also comms. by H. Cazelles,

U. Cassuto (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1967),and B. S. Childs, OTL(1974),inloc.
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and/or the witnesses. The OT, however, does not provide any positive information sup-

porting this hypothesis.
c. The other texts describing witnesses advise caution with regard to this obligation

and enjoin punishments for bearing false witness, referring to the witness as'ZQ ieqer
(Ps.27:12; Prov. 6: 19; l4:5;25:18) or as 'EQ ieqarim (Prov. 12:17; 19:5,9), "false wit-
ness." The expression 'cd-l(zdbim, "mendacious witness," appears in 2l:28. Parallel

expressions or synonyms include yapial.t kezd\tm (6:191, l4:5,25; 19:5,9), "who pre-

sents/breathes out lies" (or, understanding ydptah as a subst. = Ugar. ypft, "witness,"
hence "mendacious witness"), "filthy liar";3e yepeah (Ps.27:12) and'd/ l.tdmas (p1., Ps.

35: I I ; see above); 'cy' hinndm (Prov. 24:28; LXX presupposes ?q/ hamas), the witness

who abuses the legal process by testifying to satisfy his own personal vengeance or in
general intends to deliver testimony that will result in the defendant being punished;4O
'cQ beltya'al (Prov. 19:28; cf. I K. 2l:10,13), the witness whose testimony is destruc-

tive because the witness voluntarily falsifies the facts.al Antonyms include 'Ed'"me!
(Prov. l4:25) and'dy''emfrnim (14:5), a dependable, truthful,loyal, reliable witness (cf.

also ydptah'e mftnd, 12:17).

Prov. 25: l8 seems to allude directly to the eighth commandment: ii '6neh ber€'dhtr
'dd ieqe4 "one who bears false witness against a neighbor," is like a war club, a sword,
or a sharp arrow. In l4:5 it is not easy to decide whether the proverb is defining the 'ed

ieqer or characterizing the liar in general as a person who is as bad as an'ei ieqeraz
According to 14:25, the ydptah kezdpim is deception and falsehood (mirmd) personi-

fied. The mention of the '?d 'eme!in v. 25a as one who saves lives anticipates the con-

trast. Prov. l2:17 reverses the structure and accentuation of 14l'25.Prov.2l:28 is simi-
larly antithetical, asserting that the false witness whose testimony is untrue or cannot
be proved will perish because this deception cannot be maintained.The ii i6mda'who
listens attentively, becomes informed, and weighs his testimony will offer enduring
words, and one will always be able to count on what that person says. That is, this
proverb does not apply only to the juridical sphere.

Prov. 6: 1 9 concludes the unit of vv. I 6- I 9, which describe the 'Ed ieqer throttgh an

enumeration of eyes,.tongue, hands, heart, feet, i.e., the parts of the body that partici-
pate in the act of bearing false witness. This interpretation is supported by the explicit
association of mouth and'ed (Nu. 35:30; Dt. 17:6; 19:15; Prov. 19:28), of hand and'€Q
(Ex. 23 1 , possibly recalling the custom of laying one's hands on the defendant at the

moment of accusation), and of "hand" and "mouth" (Ps. 144:8,1 I ) in describing the ad-

versary's actions in an imaginary trial.a3

The contrast between 'Ej ieqer and'EQ'emfrnim,/'eme! (Prov. l4:5,25) characterizes

the mendacious, false witness not only as someone who utter lies (l(zdbim refers only
to false statements) but also as someone who is unreliable and untrustworthy in general

39. Biihlmann, 93-99, 161-69.
40. W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),574
4t. tbid., 529.
42. Biihlmann, 164-67.
43. Bovati,259.
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relationships with others, both in thejuridical (here the expression is strongest) and in
the more private sphere.4a

Psalm 27 refers to a legal procedure taking place perhaps before a priest. The men-
tion of the'dila-ieqer "who have risen against me (qdmfibt)" and "breathe violence"
(v. 12) summarizes the list of the psalmist's adversaries (mereim, ;drdy, 'dyrbdy,

i6rardy) and demonstrates concretely how the adversaries of an individual behaved
within organized society. The expressions of trust in Yahweh (vv. I -6 in the hymn of
trust, though also vv. 7-13 in the lament)+s indicate that the reference is no longer to a
legal proceeding. In that case vv. l2b and l3 must be interpreted as unreal conditional
clauses in which the protasis (v. l3) follows on the apodosis: "False witnesses would
rise against me . . . if I were not certain. . . ."46

Ps. 35 contains an even greater collection ofterms describing such adversaries. The
'EdA hdmds in v. l1 occupy approximately the central position within the list. Several
technical expressions from legal proceedings ("malicious witnesses rise up lqfim);they
ask me about things I do not know," v. l1; "they conceive deceitful words fdipr|
mirm61]," v. 20, by claiming that "our eyes have seen him," v. 2l) suggest that this
psalmist is involved in court proceedings and is encountering the kind of comrption
that can indeed arise there. The other expressions perhaps describe metaphorically the
witnesses and their behavior. Such portrayals of unjust court proceedings occur in the
Psalms especially in the laments of the individual.

2. outside the Court Setting. In two prophetic terts 'edtm (pl.) refers to witnesses
outside the court setting. Yahweh commands Isaiah to write down a peculiar sentence
(the name of his future son; Isa. 8:2) and have it attested by two reliable witnesses so
that the text with his message might be recognized in the public life of the city, and so
that one might not later accuse him of forgery.4T The presence of witnesses in the bus!
ness contract in Jer. 32 is of similar significance. The detailed description of the vari-
ous documents of the contract, repeated three times at important junctures in the ac-
count (vv. 10,25,44; 'ZQtm also in v. l2), shows the importance of the legal procedure
involved in Jeremiah's symbolic act. His gesture is to be as official as possible and to
include Yahweh's obligation to reestablish his people.a8 Only in these two texts does
'eQim (pl.)+t appear as the direct object of wd hiphil.

The distinction between summons and notarial actions of witnesses emerges clearly
in the old story of Ruth. Boaz takes (ldqah) ten elders with him to court and addresses
them with the formula 'EQtm'attem hayybm, "today you are witnesses" (Ruth 4:9f.), to
attest that he has acquired both the property of Elimelech and the right to marry Ruth.

44. Klopfenstein, 26.
45. Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 332f.
46. cf. J. Niehaus, "use of lfild inPsalm27," JBL98 (1979) 88f.; Kraus takes a different

view.
47. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL(Eng. trans. 21983), in loc.
48. -+ lll,267.
49. Cf. III.1.
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"We are witnesses" ('edtm, v. 11) is the formal declaration of the witnesses in confirm-
ing the concurrence of the purchase contract with normal law.

The function of the witnesses is clear despite a certain degree of textual ambiguity
that seems to associate the tradition of the levirate (Dt. 25:5-10) with that of the gd'dl
(Lev. 25:25-34;.so 1n" text also explains the gesture of taking off and giving away
one's sandals differently than does Dt.25:9 by defining it as a f'fiQd.5l H.-F. Richter
views the marriage between Boaz and Ruth as a levirate contract and not as a function
of the gd'el.sz The differences over against Dt. 25 would then betray the presence of
pre-Deuteronomic redaction of Ruth.

3. Religious Contexts. The formula fbr summoning witnesses (without hayy1m and
with the ptep. be, "witness against") also occurs in the Deuteronomistic redaction of
Josh. 24 (v.22), followed by the formula signifying acceptance of the summons. In the
case of disloyalty toward Yahweh, the people's own declaration becomes a witness
against them. Such use of formulae is no longer a strictly legal element but now essen-
tially religious, and includes the full consciousness of the people regarding its obliga-
tions when they chose to accept Yahweh as their only God.

The same religious meaning of 'c/ is discernible in several texts from Deutero-
Isaiah as well. Isa. 43:8-13 freely renders a court scene between yahweh and the gods
(to whom only the bdhem of v. 9ap alludes).ss yahweh has juxtaposed a blind and deaf
people over against the totality of nations. The dispute itself involves "declaring" (ngd
hiphil) the capabilities or lack thereof of yahweh or the gods, and "interpreting" the
present and past. The text mentions witnesses 3 times: v. 9ba, 'd/ahem ("their [the
gods'l witnesses"); vv. 10,12, 'attem 'ejay ("you are my [yahweh's] witnesses").
Yahweh challenges the gods to produce witnesses who can show whether they have
learned anything from the "history lesson" (the declaration and interpretation of z6'!
and ri'i6n61, i.e., present-future and past) of their protectors. The absent witnesses of
the gods are juxtaposed with Yahweh's witnesses ("you"), who attest kt'ani hfi'(v. lo;
cf. vv. 11,12),s4 "that I am he." These witnesses do not function to testify in favor of a
defendant (a meaning virtually unknown in the oT), something yahweh does not need
in any case. Nor do they function as witnesses for the prosecution or as notarial wit-
nesses who were present at a given event and testify accordingly before the court.
Yahweh's "witnesses" constitute an argument by their very presence. Isa. 43:10 and 12
reverse the formula of witness summons. The positionitg of 'attem before 'eQay (cf.
Ruth 4:9f.) draws attention to the quality of this "you." The fulcral argument attesting
the veracity of the statement "I am" is that precisely this blind and deaf people is capa-
ble of recognizing God's acts in the midst of his people. Because the idols offer no in-

50. + )*l ga'al (\,350-55).
51. G. Gerlemann, Ruth. Das Hohelied. BrxvIII (21981), 37;cf. J. J. Stamm, .9Nt g7 to re-

deem," TLOT l,29Of .

52. "Zum Levirat im Buch Rlth," ZAW 95 (1983) 123-26.
53. cf. w. zimmerli, "Jahwes wort bei Deuterojesaja," vr32 (1982) lo4-24. -+179 'abatl.
54. --> II,t.344.
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terpretation of history, they have no "witnesses/disciples"; "there were none who heard

your words" (Isa. 41:26b).
Isa.44:6-9 uses the same argumentation as 43:8-13 in introducing polemically its

mockery of those who make idols. Yahweh is the only one who can interpret (i.e., de-

clare) what has happened in the past and what will happen in the future (v. 7). For this,
"you are my witnesses" (v. 8), while "their witnesses" (those of the idols, v. 9) under-

stand ("see") nothing.
Isa. 55:4 applies the title 'eQ le'ummim. "witness for the peoples," to the king (ot 'ej

le + 'ummim, "witness for the tribes," which would be preferable, since ?4/ in the con-

struct state usually designates the characteristic of the witness rather than the addressee

of the testimony).
J. H. Eaton views the title '€/ as a summary of the king's duty as one who encour-

ages and admonishes, as one who has experienced Yahweh's salvation and revelation

and has proclaimed such to the nations, and as one who is himself a sign. These charac-

teristic features appear in numerous Psalms.s5 The question is why ?f/ allegedly refers

to the king only here if the nuances of the title were themselves so numerous and ap-

parent.
If one understands Isa. 55: l-5 as a text democratizing the messianic hope and trans-

ferring the expectations previously ascribed to the king to the people,s6 then vv. 4 and

5a must be read as an emphatic juxtapositton of hen. Yahweh appointed David as his

witness; but now "a nation that you [Israel] do not know shall run to you."
In Job I 0: I 7 the military tone of the passage suggests translating 'e/A[d as "assault,

attack" (adducing in support Arab. 'dw) or "wanior" (cf. Ugar 'dn),st 
"*rrriing 

the

(still frequent) translation "witnesses."

4. Yahweh as Witness.In 5 or 6 texts Yahweh himself is the "witness." ln 1 S. l2:5
Samuel reintbrces his own declaration of innocence with a kind of imprecation by call-
ing upon the witness of Yahweh and his anointed against the people (bakem). In the

event of some charge against Samuel for injustice, it is thus Yahweh himself and the

king who will intervene in his def'ense. By declaring 'cd ('he is witness"; cf. the discus-

sion of Ruth 4:9, I 1 above), the people accept this witness. Hence 'eQ must be added to

v. 6 (following LXX) as an explication of Yahweh being mentior"6.ss (Sir'. 46:19 al-

ludes to this event with hei/, with Samuel "bearing witness" ldeclaringl that he has

acquired nothing unjustly.)
Similar formulations that function dilTerently include Mic. l:2 (wiht . . . YHWH

bdftem le'€d) and Jer.42:5 (yehi YHWH bdnii le'Ed. 
aemet wene'eman'im Ld').ln Micah

this (redactional?) verse solemnly introduces an oracle against Israel in the presence of
the peoples.se Yahweh himself is the witness rather than summoning other witnesses,

55. "The King as God's Witness," ASTI 7 (1970) 25-40, esp. 26-27.
56. G. von Rad, O7" Theology,2 vols. (Eng. trans., New York, 1962-65),11,240.
57.KTU,l.l4ll,32-34 W.G.E.Watson,"TheMetaphorinJob 10,17," Bibl63(1982)255-57.
58. Cf. P. K. McCarter, I Samuel. AB 8 (1980), 210.
59. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990),40.
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so bdkem must be understood as "among you" rather than as "against you." In Jer.42,5
the people summon Yahweh against themselves in an oath formula of self-imprecation
to apply if they do not keep Yahweh's commandment as mediated by Jeremiah. This
expression thus proves to be the equivalent of the more frequent hay YHWH 'im 0A').

It is difficult to determine whether baiiamayim 'ddt in lob 16: l9 refers to Yahweh.
The function of this witness (v. 20 is parenthetical) is expressed in strictly juridical lan-
guage; the witness will defend the person over against God (wey6$ah le + 'im, v.2l).
Since the witness cannot be identified with God, who then can function as a witness or
judge between a person and God (cf. 9:33)? Is Job thinking of a "son of God" of the
sortmentionedin l:6 and2:1, orof anintercessoryangelas in33:23-24?60Orishe
juxtaposing a personal God over against the highest, transcendent God of the theodicy
of Deutero-Isaiah?61 The assertion seems justified that two different understandings of
God are at odds in Job, understandings that the book objectifies as antithetical.62

At the end of the announcement of punishment against the false prophets of salva-
tion in Jer.29:23, Yahweh refers to himself as the "witness who knows" (hayy6Q1a',

Q), possibly an allusion to the prerequisites for witnesses presented by Lev.5:l
(though possibly also an instance of dittography).0:

In Mal. 3:5 Yahweh announces his arrival for judgment (lammiipdt) as the 'dQ

memah4r, "swift witness" (against sorcerers, adulterers, etc.). Here the function of the
witness within the court proceedings is not secondary but rather identical with that of
the judge who can act swiftly because he was himself a witness.64

5, Objects as Witnesses in Legal Contexts. Various objects can function as juridical
witnesses in the case of arrangements and agreements. In Gen. 21:30 the seven lambs
Abraham gives to Abimelech serve as witnesses (haya F'eda) that he has dug the well.
The story of Jacob's contract with Laban (31:43-32:1, probably subjected to consider-
able redaction) mentions '€8 4 times.Ir is unclear what hdyd le'ej ban? frlaneftd means
in v. 44; the agreement itself cannot be viewed as an 'e/. In vv. 48 and. 52 the heap of
stones functions as an'dQ. v. 52 lacks b1fi apaneftd, while ?-y' stands before haggal
haueh and parallels we'€/d hammassef;A. The phrase 'elAhtm 'Cd bAfi fi!1neftd expli-
cates the meaning of '€Qin v.48. The heap of stones functions as representative and
admonisher for the will of the participants when they are separated (v. 49b), and God
himself effectively becomes the representative of the witness when one of the partici-
pants does not keep the agreement by taking advantage of the fact that "no one else is
with us" (v. 50).

The complex formulation of v. 52 betrays the intention of combining two different
functions encompassing both the heap of stones and the massepd at different
redactional stages. If they were "witness(es)," the formulation would be a condition

60. Cf . Traduction oecumdnique de la Bible (Paris, 1975f.), in loc.
61. Cf. J. B. Curtis, "On Job's Witness in Heaven," JBL 102 (1983) 549-62.
62. -) )N+ sa'al, r1,355.
63. CT. BHS.
64. Cf. W Rudolph, Haggai, Sacharja l-8,9-14, Maleachi. KATXIIU4 (t976),ZBO.
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with'im. The apodosis arranges tbr the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor to
judge. If one understands the heap of stones and masse[d as "boundary," the formula-
tion would fix the will of the partners by way of negation not to cross over the fixed
boundaries. Whereas the remarks concerning the boundaries address an issue between

tribes, the agreement between Laban and Jacob in its own turn addresses an issue be-

tween the families.
Ex.22:12(13) is part of the laws of the Covenant Code dealing with specific cases

of compensation for losses,65 and is the only OT text in which '3d refers to legal evi-
dence with regard to a previous deed. If a person has borrowed an animal, and the ani-
mal is "mangled by beasts," the person is to present the remains (before the tribunal,
yebi'4hfr.'€8 hatfrepd) and is released from further restitution.

In Josh. 22:27,28,34,'ei reters to an altar. This account picks up a preexilic tradi-
tion concerning a Yahwistic altar that stood near the Jordan and served as a boundary
sanctuary.66 A certain tension becomes clear between the (Yahwistic?) formulation in
v. 27, which ref'ers to an altar for the cult, and the priestly formulation in v. 28, where

the altar functions obviously and exclusively as a witness to the connection between

Reuben and Gad and the remaining Israelite tribes (cf. vv.24-25) without claiming to
establish a new cultic center. Both formulations betray a concern with preserving the

ethnic and religious connection with the "nine-and-a-half tribes" despite the physical
distance and the natural boundary of the Jordan . Y. 34, which concludes the narrative,
seems mutilated, since "Yahweh is God" cannot be the explanation of the noun "testi-
mony/witness,"

6. Religious Contexts. Moses' song, a monument, a masse\k, an unidentified "wit-
ness in the clouds," and Job's pain are the "objects" that function as religious wit-
NESSES.

Yahweh commands Moses to write down the song and teach it to the Israelites
lema'an tthyeh-lt haiiird hazzo'! le'cd bibn4 yiird'el (Dt. 3l: l9), and announces that if
the people break the covenant, *e'qne1A. haiiiri hazza'! lepanayw le'ed Q.21). These

two expressions underscore the two complementary aspects of 'EQ. On the one hand, it
is a witness for the defense on Yahweh's side against Israel. Israel will recall Yahweh's
history with his people and will have no right to accuse Yahweh when all has been ful-
filled. On the other hand, the song's content (v. 2l ) will be a continual witness for the

prosecution against the people. The song as'eQhas the same authority as the book of
the law alongside the ark of the covenant le'eQ bekd (Dt. 3l:26), as a witness for the

prosecution against Israel.

Similarly, the altar Joshua erects (Josh. 24:27 , twice hdyd le'e jA bdnfi/bdkem) futc-
tions as a witness against the people because it has heard everything Yahweh told his
people.

65. Cf. F. C. Fensham, "Das Nicht-haftbar-Sein im Bundesbuch im Lichte der altoriental-
ischen Rechtstexte,",INSL 8 (1980) l7-34.

66. Cf. J. S. Kloppenborg, "Joshua 22:The Priestly Editing of an Ancient Tradition," Bibl 62
(r981) 370.
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Isa. 19:19-22 does not explain in what sense the altar and masseld might function
as a sign and witness for Yahweh (v. 20) with regard to the Egyptians. Is the reference
to a monument erected for the Egyptians to remind Yahweh of his salvific acts in Egypt
(on behalf of the Hebrews during the early period)? or to a monument built through
Yahweh's inspiration emphasizing the enduring quality of his intentions? The ambigu-
ity of -+ n'lN 'dl provides no help in resolving this question.

The'dd baiiafiaq in Ps. 89:38(37) cannot be identified with certainty. The witness
is not explicitly identified with the sun and moon (vv. 37ff.t36ff.l); these comparisons
bring to expression the enduring validity of the promises with regard to throne and de-
scendants, though the allusion might be to one of the two, or in a more general sense to
one of the bena '€hm (v.7[6], which also has baiiahaq). The presence of this witness in
the heavenly court (cf. Job 16:19-21) secures "by law" that the promises to the king
will be upheld, and at the same time offers him an advocate who will represent his in-
terests before God.67

In Job 16:7 a8a1t is not to be emended to raalt. v. 7b + wattiqmetent addresses
Eliphaz: "You silence my witness and accuse me"; v. 8: "my suffering has risen up
against me as a witness and testifies to my face."68 Hence once again 'dda and'EQ are
juxtaposed. Job's own discourses are the witness that has been weakened by his
friends' incisive argumentation; if his pain finds no justification in the theological ex-
planation, it changes into a witness for the prosecution against Job's entire life.

lll.'wd Hiphiullophal. The use of wd hiphil encompasses two larger semantic
fields.

l. Hiphil in Connection with'€Q. As a denominative verb of 'Ej, 'wd hiphil appears
in either ajuridical context (inside or outside a court setting) or a religious context in
which a court situation is imitated. It reflects on the one hand the summoning or pre-
sentation of witnesses, and on the other hand their activities as such or in actually testi-
fying. In Isa. 8:2; Jer.32:10,25,44,'wd takes 'd/im as its direct object and musr be un-
derstood as "summoning/appointing witnesses," which includes the activity or
possibility of testifying. In neither instance does Yahweh's order include the securing
of witnesses, though Jer.32:25 does ascribe this to Yahweh despite the presence of "all
the Judeans who were sitting in the court of the guard" (v. l2), which would have suf-
ficed as testimony.

I K.2l:l-16, the Naboth novella, presents precise details about the procedures in-
volved in a certain type of legal assembly.6e 4, atonement assembly is convened to
conduct a fast, thus preparing for the appearance of the two witnesses. If one can dis-
cover the sin that has plunged the people into such distress, one can punish the guilty
party and thus eliminate the unfavorable situation. The people are thus willing to ac-

67. Cf . E. T. Mullen Jr., "The Divine Witness and the Davidic Royal Grant: Ps 89:37-38,"
JBL lO2 (1983) 207-18, with references to relevant Ugaritic texts.

68. Cf. L. Alonso Schdkel and J. L. Sicre Dfaz, Job: Commentario teol6gico y literario (Ma-
drid, 1983),248,250.

69. Cf. E. Wtirthwein, "Naboth-Novelle und Elia-Wort," ZTK 75 (1978) 375-97.
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cept any and all witnesses who can release them from responsibility. Vv. l0 and 13 dis-
tinguish between the choice of two false witnesses (wehditbfi Ynayim 'anaiim benA-

leltya'al) and the act of testifying in person (waye'iQuhtt I'e! X neged Yf le'mor: "tes-
tify, bring a charge against someone [X] in the presence of someone [Y]"). The testi-
mony of two witnesses is irrefutable. Because court proceedings in the OT take the in-
terested party him- or herself or the family of that party as the point of departure, the

testimony of witnesses as accusation functions as a means of the common defense of
both law and institution and is thus welcome. This is why the praesumplio always
stands in favor of the witnesses for the prosecution. The same meaning of "testify, give
proof ' (by way of exception on behalf of a person), is also found in the wistful mono-
logue in Job 29:11.

The formula wd hiphil be X 'e1-haiidmayim we'e!-hd'dres ("call/present heaven and

earth to witness against X") occurs inDL 4:26;30: 19; 31:28, in the first two instances

within the context of imprecations against Israel for disloyalty against their covenant

with Yahweh (cf .32.,23).If 32:45ff. continues 3l:28-29, and "words" refers not to Mo-
ses' song but to the laws, then the formula (paralleling the placing of the book of the

law near the ark of the covenant "as a witness," 3l:26) helps underscore the proclama-
tion of the laws (31 :28b). The formula seems to be inspired by the mention of deities

and natural elements, which in Hittite and Aramaic contracts are summoned as

judges,70 though here their function is clearly different. In Deuteronomy heaven and

earth are witnesses for Moses' certainty regarding the punishment Yahweh has deter-

mined for breach of the covenant (4:26; 30: I 9) or for future transgressions against the

law (31:28). The sense ofthe expression is that "as certain as heaven and earth exist,
just as certain. . . ."

Heaven and earth are also summoned as witnesses (without mention of '€{) in
Yahweh's oracles appearing in the prophetic discourses of judgment (e.9., Isa. l:2ff.),
where they guarantee the absolute certainty of imminent punishment. In Mal. 2:14 'wd

hiphil refers to Yahweh as the witness between (bAn) Judah and the wife of his youth,
concretely between the Judeans, probably inhabitants of Jerusalem (cf. v. 1 I ), and the

legitimate wives who were protected by marital contracts ('Eie! berileka).71 Because

Yahweh was a "witness" to this "covenant," disloyalty toward the latter is also disloy-
alty toward Yahweh himself. The choice of terminology here may very well have been

dictated by the importance attaching to the theme of the covenant in Mal. l:l-3-3:12.72
The expressionwe'aiQd bdftin Ps. 50:7 can be understood as a denominative: "I

will testify against you," i.e., "I accuse you." Indeed, vv. 1-7 do suggest a court setting
in summoning heaven and earth (as witnesses? vv. 1,4) to judge (ladtn) his people (v.

4) in the presence of his faithful ones. Yahweh is judge (v. 6) and simultaneously also

witness for the prosecution (v. 7). The mention of bertl in vv. 5 and 16 does not justify

70. Delcor, 11-14.
71. F. Horst, Die Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HAT Ul4 1219541,268; R. Althann, "Malachy

2,13-14 and UT t26,12-13," Bibl 58 (1977) 418-21.
72. Cf . S. L. McKenzie and H. N. Wallace, "Covenant Themes in Malachi," CBQ 45 (1983)

549-63.
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translating v. 7 as "presenting covenantal
conditions for the covenant but a juridical
them.

regulations." This is not a presentation of
accusation of having transgressed against

2. Hiphil in connection with 'cdfi/'e41e*161. The second semantic field of ,wd

hiphil is tied to its use with 'cilfi1/'eQ(w)r4g. This is still often rranslared as ..witness, at-
test, testify," or something similar, though this involves the use of neutral expressions
with no connection to the context. Although the translation .,point out, refer,,, might fit
in most cases, its semantic imprecision does not express the verb's nuances in every in-
stance. All the texts in this group involve a figure of authority (yahweh, a prophet, or a
public authority) who announces authoritatively a standard or a law in order to prompt
compliance with it' Depending on the supposed inclination of the recipient to u"."pt o.
not accept the message, and on the content of the message itself (commandment, piohi-
bition), translations can include:

a. Order command. Someone authoritatively announces a norm that must be fol-
lowed, with no reference to the inclination of the listeners. Whereas "order" refers to
the content of the commandment, "announce, proclaim" focuses on the laws as a cor-
pus.

b. Forbid. Someone authoritatively announces a prohibition without referring to the
inclination of the listeners.

c. Admonish. Someone authoritatively announces 
- invokes - a law, obedience to

which will be difficult for the listeners and in whose fulfillment the legislator has a
special interest.

d. Threaten. Someone authoritatively announces a law and stipulates punishment
for transgressing against it.

e. Reproach. Someone authoritatively announces once again an already familiar
norm that the listeners have not followed.

The basis for these translations is the etymological and semantic relationships ob-
taining between wd and 'zilff1tt and evident in the figura etymologica in 2 K. 17:15;
Neh. 9:34 (see below). Various texts in this group frequently and clearly contain legal
vocabulary while not really alluding to any juridical trial or procedure. Although the
term befi1is explicitly mentioned in the immediate vicinity of Dt. g:19 (v. l g) and Jer.
1l:7 (vv. 2,3,6,8), apparently not all these texts have a connection with covenantal or
contractual terminology. with the exception of Jer.6;10, all these texts construe vd
hiphil with be to refer to the person toward whom the action is directed.

a. In Ex. 19:23 Moses repeats in a positive formulation yahweh,s prohibition (v.21)
against climbing the mountain: "You yourself ordered us to set limits around the moun-
tain." In 1 s. 8:9 the direct object of wd hiphil is miipat hammeleft,..laws/ways of the
king." The expression ha'zd fiid bahem wehigga/td l,ahem mtst be understood as a
hendiadys: "Proclaim and teach them the laws of the king."

After concluding his song, Moses invites the people to observe all these words, 'djer

73. Cf. I.1 and III.1.
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'dndki meid bdftem, "with which I authoritatively admonish you" (Dt. 32:46).In his own
discourse, Nehemiah's argumentation (Neh. 9) juxtaposes Yahweh's loyalty to his cove-
nant (v. 32) over against the disloyalty "of our kings" and officials. In the context of offi
cial disloyalty toward the torah and the commandmerfts (misw6!), the phrase 'c/ewdleyftd
'aler haiQbg bdhem (v. 34) is to be translated as "your covenantal conditions that you
imposed on them,"74 and not understood as a mere allusion to "warnings." Similarly, the
Deuteronomistic reflections on the fall of the northern kingdom (2K. 11:7-18) summa-

rize the sin of discarding the statutes (l.tuqqdyw), then refer to the covenant (befi16) made

with "their ancestors," we'e!'edewdldyw 'aier h€i{ bdm (v. l5), here, too, suggesting the
translation "and his covenantal conditions, which he imposed on them."

b. "Forbid" (the negative equivalent of "order") is the meaning in Yahweh's com-
mandment to the people as mediated by Moses: "Go down and forbid the people lest
(pen) they break through to Yahweh to look at him" (Ex. l9:21); similarly also in Jer.

42:19: "Do not go to Egypt. Be well aware that I have forbidden it to you today."
c. "Admonish" is the most frequent meaning in this group. Yahweh himself admon-

ishes (Neh. 9:29;Ps.8l:9[8]; Jer, 6:10; ll:7;42:19), or does so through the prophets
(2K. 17:13;2Ch.24:19; Neh. 9:26,30), through his "spirit" (Neh. 9:30), or through his
"messenger, angel" (Zec.3:6). He warns Israel (Ps. 81:9[8]), Judah (2 K.l'7:13;2Ch.
24:19), the generation that entered the promised land (Neh. 9), the high priest Joshua
(Zec.3:6), and the house of Jacob (Am. 3:13). He warns all these parties to return to
him (2 Ch.24:19; Neh.9:26) or to his law (Neh.9:29);to keep the commandments,
statutes, and the entire law (2K. 17:13); to walk in his ways and to follow his laws
(Zec.3:6); and to heed his voice (Ps. 8l:9,12[8,11]; Jer. 1l:7), meaning essentially
"heed the words of the covenant" (cf. Jer. ll:2,3,6,8). Wisdom "admonishes" and in-
structs (lmd piel) all who respect her (Sir. 4:11; LXX epilambdnetai refers to the re-

ward mentioned in what follows). A degree of uncertainty remains in Jer. 6:12 regard-

ing the addressee of the admonishment (prep.'al instead of be) and in Am. 3:13

regarding its subject.
d. Joseph warns his brothers not to return to him without Benjamin (Gen. 43:3).

Moses threatens the people with total disaster if they are disloyal (Dt. 8: l9). Although
this formally constitutes a threat, it is difficult to use the verb "threaten" in our modern
languages in the present sense (e.9., "I threaten you today that . . ."). Hence one might
translate the expression haiQdli bdf;em hayybm as "You can be certain today that . . ."
(NRSV "I solemnly warn you today that . . ."). The problem disappears in an account

of the threat, e.g., "the man threatened us . . ." (Gen. 43:3), or in a recollection of it:
Solomon reminds Shimei, "Did I not . . . threaten you?" (l K.2:42); and Nehemiah
tells how he threatened to "lay hands on" the merchants from Tlre if they did not stop

selling their goods on the sabbath (Neh. 13:21).
e. The same Nehemiah had previously "reproached" the merchants for not respect-

ing the sabbath rest (Neh. 13:15). The expression using wd hiphil finds a parallel in
v. 17 in r@, "remonstrate with, reproach."

74. Yeljola, 349.
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The expression ma-'aidck . . . lak in Lam. 2:13 does not seem to fit any of the sug-
gested semantic groups for'wd hiphil. The meaning suggested by H.-J. Kraus,..coax,
encourage," based on the alleged "basic" meaning of 'wd as "to repeat words continu-
ally," encounters etymological difficulties.Ts rhe parallel with'alammeft suggests an
emendation to'e'eroft.

3. Hophal. rnEx.2l:29 wd hophal (as a passive form of the hiphil) has a meaning
similar to "proclaim/announce a law,"76 and is restricted to the private sphere. The
sense is "if one has notified" the owner of an errant ox, or "if one has called this to his
attention."

IV. Other Nominal Forms.
l. 'Cdfr!. a. The term 'd/A1 appears (outside legal contexts) particularly in the Penta-

teuch, and there especially in constructions as the nomen regens. The expression 1fih61
hd'edit! appears in Ex.31:18; 32:15; 34:29,Priestly addenda to rhe narrative of the
golden calf, a narrative of considerable complexity from both the literary-critical and
traditio-historical perspective (31:18-34:35).tt An identification of the 1fih61 'c/a1
with the stone tablets (31:18; 34:1,4), with the "two rablets" (31: l8; 34:1,4,29), or with
"the tablets" (32:19;34l.1,28) requires that one understand 'eQfu as a written document
kept in a chest. This makes it possible to speak of 'ar6n hd'edfu in texts that describe
the miikan, its dedication, or the rasks of rhe Levires (25:22;26:33,34;30:6,26;31:7:
39:35;40:3,5,21; Nu. 4:5;7:89); the expression in Josh. 4:16 probably represents
Priestly redaction. Nu.9:15 identifies the'6hel hd'cdfr! (the location of the'ar6n
hd'edtt!) with the miikdn, and 18:2 juxtaposes it with the miqddi. The srory of Aaron's
staff mentionsit(Nu. l7:22f.;noteinvv.19,25that'eQfilreferstothe'ar6nhd'€Qfifl,as
does 2 ch.24:6 (concerning dues for the sanctuary). In Ex. 38:21 the expression
miikan ha'edfi! defines the term miikdn more precisely. Nu. l:50 and 53 describe the
tasks of the Levites with regard to the miikan ha'c!u!, and Nu. 10: t I the lifting of the
cloud fiom the dwelling place of the law.

Moses is ordered to p\t (na!an) the 'CQfu in the '.tr6n (Ex. 25:16,21), and does so
(40:20). Ex. 27:21 (par. Lev. 24:3) and Ex. 30:6 recounr that a lamp and incense altar
stood directly before the curtain concealing the 'Cdfi!. By contrast, other texts say that
manna(Ex. l6:34)andincense(30:36)arelocatedinfront of the'€!fr1. Accordingto
Ex.30:6andLev. l6:l3,themercyseat (kapp1refi wasoverthe'edfitla Allthesetexts,
which are generally attributed to P, seem to be concerned in a systematic fashion with
using the tetm 'E{fi1 where the Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic tradition would have
used beril (1fih61 habberil, Dt. 9:9,11; 'ar6n bertl YHWH, Dt. 10:g; Nu. t0:33).7e The

75. Cf. I.1; H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder (Threni). BKXX (41983), 36, 38.
76. Cf.Ill.2.a.
77. -+ n1) LAah (YI,480-83). Cf. C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot: Seine Entstehung und seine

Entwicklung im AT. BBB 62 (1985); -+ rJrO stnay.
78. + VII, 298.
79. -+ t]rlt beril (b"rtth) (It,253-79).
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assumption seems iustified that this terminology was intended to underscore both the

character of covenantal regulations80 that in reality the laws are supposed to have, as

well as their character as testimony or witness (given the connection between 'C8fi1and

'ed, at least in popular etymology). The covenantal conditions are a witness to

Yahweh's loyalty to his covenant as well as a witness against potential disloyalty on Is-

rael's part.

b.2 K. 1l:l2.The meaning of 'eQfuin 2 K. 11:12par.2Ch.23:11is hotly disputed.

The priest Jehoiada crowns Joash king by giving him the 'd/fr1and nez,er {the diadem).

G. von Rad abandons the less plausible suggestion of emending the MT into
hasse'dQ61, "bracelet, arm bangle," as a parallel to 2 S. I :10, and understands '€dft! as

part of royal protocol, comparing it with Egyp. nfib.t and equating it with hdqinPs.
2:7.st ln his view the two terms document the legitimation of the king as a ruler in the

commission of the deity. The Egyptologist K. A. Kitchen, however, rejects this identi-
fication, and others have suggested understanding'EQfu in the same sense as P (?) as a

legislative document (summary of the law, including even the "tables of the law" them-

selves), as a symbol of the covenant, or as a document encompassing the main points

of Yahweh's covenant with the house of David.82 S. Yeivin suggests the rendering "or-
namented head cover, wrought from precious material, and fashioned in the shape of a
winged and tailed sun disk."83 In all probability the reference is to some sort of written
document.

c. Psalms. The sg. of 'C{fi1 appears in psalms from the wisdom tradition. In Ps.

19:8(7) it parallels tbrd and refers to the totality of Yahweh's ordinances (cf. v. 9[8].
piqqfrQ?m and miswd), while in 78:5 it refers to the stipulation that commandments of
the past be transmitted to following generations (vv. 2,5-6). In 8l:6(5) (par. to fi6q and

miipdt) and 122:4,'Cdfi!is merely saying something about the liturgical regulations for
an unidentified f'estival or for the pilgrimage to Jerusalem (the translation "instruction"

seems to fit all 4 texts).
The singular occurrence of 'eQfu in 119:88 suggests taking it as the pl.'Cd(w)6!

(22 ocatrrences), as do Qumran, LXX, and Vulg. It is still uncertain whether the

meaning of the superscriptions 'al-ifiian 'cdfrt (60:l[superscription]) and 'el-

i\ianntm'-Cdfit (80 l[superscription]) are to be understood in the same sense ("Ac-
cording to Lily/Lilies, a Testimony," or "Lily of Testimony"?)' The first version,
"After/According to Lily," would refer to a melody; "a testimony" might refer to a
genus litterarium.

d. Twice in Sirach 'e8fi1means "testimony." The praise of the people is a testimony

80. cf. r.1.
8l.A.R.Johnson, SacralKingshipinAncientlsrael(Cardiff,2l967),23-25;Dhorme, I'aBi'

ble. BibliothOque de la Pldiade (Paris, 1956f.).
82. See, respectively, Kitchen, Ancient Orient and OI (London, 1966), lO7; G. Widengren,

Sakrales Konigtum im AT und im Judentum (Stungart, 1955), 29; Falk, Hebrew Law,' Johnson,

Sacral Kingship, 23-25.
83. ''Edrth," IEJ 24 (1974) t7-20.
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for the largessse of the generous one (3[3a]:23). yahweh is asked to ..bear witness" to
his works "of the beginning" (33[36):20).

2. '28(w)61. a. series. The pl. form'dQ(w)d/ appears only in legal texts of Deuter-
onomy and in texts exhibiting Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic influence. Outside the
Psalms it occurs generally in a three-part sequence: with huqqim and, miipdttm (Dt.
4:45; 6:20); between misw61 and huqqtm (Dt. 6:l't; I Ch. 29:19; 2 Ch. 34:31); after
buqq6t, misw61, and miipdttm (l K. 2:3, four-parr series); after huqqim and bertl (2 K.
17:15);84 with bertg misw61, and huqq61(2 K.23:3, four-parr series); after firA and
misw61(Neh. 9:34); and afrer tbra and huqq6!(Jer.44:23); cf. also sir.45:4. In ps.
25:10 and 132:12 it parallels bert1, andingg:i it parallels fuaq.ltoccurs alone in 7g:56
and 93:5. In texts from Deuteronomy '81(w)6l probably refers to the entire ,.law,', the
parenetic part along with the legal corpus.8s

In Deuteronomy the expression l.tuqqtm fimiipdttm is said to be synonymous with
'eQ(ew)61 and of later provenance in the process of textual expansion.86 In any event,
"both Deuteronomy and Chronicles use this expression now only as a fixed formula."S7
The term mi;w61, at least in Dt. 5:10,29; 6:17; j:9; 8:Z; l3:5(4), seems to be reserved
for the Decalog commandments.88 An exact determination of its meaning is hindered
by the fluid, interchangeable meaning of such terms in many passages in Deuteronomy
and Deuteronomistic literature, and by the fact that '?/(ew)61 (like miimerel, 'dme4
'imrd, piqqfrQtm)has no technical meaning as a reference to any legal genres.8e Hence
in general the term'ey'(w)61 refers to legal statutes, and in immediate proximity to
berilprobablv to "covenantal regulatiort"eo lthough cf .2 K.23:3, where after 'dQ61 an
explicit reference is made to dilra-habberil.with the exception of Dt.4:45 rcdil. . .
'aier dibber mdieh), all remaining occurrences refer to yahweh's "commandments" or
'4ier siwwa YHWH (Dt. 6:17). The expressions containin g'e/(w)6! appear in general
(Dt. 6: l7) or specific admonirions ( I K. 2:3), in discourses (l Ch. 29:19), in decisions
(2K.23:3 par.2 ch.34:31), accusations (ler. 44:23), observarions (ps. 7g:56; 99:7), or
promises (Ps. 132:12) associated with the adherence to (idmar) or rejection of (ma'as,
2 K. l7:15; cf. hiqit! 'el, Neh. 9:34; hdlak be, Jer. 44:23) such ,,commandments,' or
"decrees."

b. Ps. 119. The term 'ad(w)6! occurs 23 times in ps. l19, including the presumed
emendation in v. 88 (MT 'cda), alternating with seven other lexemes drawn from ..le-

gal" vocabulary ft6rd, miipdttm, piqquStm, l.tuqqim, misw67'imrA, deparim), each of
which appears between l9 and 25 times. One hypothesis is thar eight originally inde-
pendent texts, each of which focused on one of these terms, were then assembled

84. Cf.Ill.2.a.
85. Braulik, 64.
86. Merendino, 207.
87. Liedke, 185.
88. Braulik,60; cf. Liedke, 194.
89. For the first, ) ?Pn ltAqaq, Y, 142t., 145. For the second see Liedke, 17 n. 3.
90. Cf.Ill.Z.a.
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(badly) into a single composition.el Perhaps a better suggestion is to understand the

psalm as praise of God's word (rather than of only the law). Of the terms mentioned,

perhaps only three do not transcend the legal sphere as such (h1q,'edfrt' piqqfifl, while
the others, though certainly sometimes used in the legal sense, occur more frequently

with a more comprehensive meaning, e.g., as Yahweh's promise, his word, his revela-

tion, or his decisions, and on the way all these intervene in the concrete history of the

world and of human beings. The term t6rd, which occurs quite frequently and summa-

rizes the meaning of the others, is also laden with secondary meanings derived from

Deuteronomic, prophetic, and wisdom thinking underscoring the fundamental charac-

ter of the ethical-religious demands of the "law."

3. te'fifld. ln Ruth 4:7 the author identifies and explicates the ancient custom of
taking off and giving one's sandals to someone else as f 'frdA, a symbol of transfer-

ence of property or of a purchase contract.e2 The te'fidd, "testimony, attestation," in

lsa. 8:16,20 is clearly a written document probably containing all the prophet's ac-

tions and words from chs. 7 and 8. Isaiah demands that these two chapters be pre-

served in a written and sealed form because they contain a summary of the prophet's

entire message. The parallel with t6rd, "instruction, teaching" (commensurate with

the prophet's frequent use of the term -+ il'l'll tbrd) refers to the unity of message

and decision, proclamation and commandment, and in an even broader Sense to the

relationship with Yahweh's word (cf. 1: l0; 2:3; 5:24;30:9)' Isa. 8:20 admonishes its

readers to return to Yahweh's word and to abandon any other occult means of dis-

cerning his ways.e3
Simian-Yofre

V. Qumran. Most of the occurrenc es of '?8 in Qumran exhibit a juridical meaning.

The errant community brother is to be admonished "in the presence of witnesses" ( I QS

6:l;CD 9:3). In matters of property crimes, two trustworthy (ne'eman) witnesses are

required (CD 9:23), and witnesses participating in trials of capital crimes require spe-

cial qualifications (10:1 ; read 'yd instead of wA. A fansgressor is unacceptable as a

trustworthy witness (10:3). The term occurs 4 times in the Temple Scroll (61:6,7[bis]'

9) in a citation from Dt. 19:15-21, and twice more in the law on crucifixion (llQT
64:8) with a citation from Dt. 17:6 ("two or three witnesses"). The word has an ex-

tended meaning in IQS 8:5f.; the community is "an everlasting plantation, a house of
holiness for Israel, a s61 of supreme holiness for Aaron, and witnesses to the truth at

the judgment."
The verb heil ocatrs once in a sentence concerned with "inculcating" the legal reg-

ulations of the tbrA (1QSa 1:l l); peculiarly, a woman does this over against her hus-

band. In CD 9:20 hCiS means to "give testimony, testify," in the juridical sense. CD

91. Cf. S. Bergler, "Der liingste Psalm - Anthologie oder Liturgie?" VT29 (1979)257-88.

92. -+)fi na'al (1X,465-6'7).
93. Cf. J. Jensen, The Use of t6rd by Isaiah: His Debate with the Wisdom Tradition. CBQMS 3

(1973), r1}-t2.
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19:30 speaks of the ancestors whom God loved and who "testified against the people
concerning him" (h€ififi,. ms. A 8:17 reads h6irfi).

The form 'eQfi1 ocatrs 3 times. In lQ22 2: I Israel is charged with keeping the laws,
"testimonies," and commandments. CD 3:15 refers to "the testimonies oi tris rigtr-
teousness" par. "the ways of his truth," i.e., his righteous ordinances and his true ways.
cD 20:31 refers to "his holy statutes (hdq), his righteous ordinances (miipdfl, and his
true'ddewbt."

The form t9'fiild undergoes a particular semantic development. It occurs several
times in the combination mbaSa f'nd6! (leS l:9; 3:10; leM l4:13; 4eMa ll), and
like m6'dj derives apparently from yd'aQ, "rurange, appoint a time,', referring thus to
"the divine predetermination."ea one can thus say "when they [humans] come into be-
ing according ro their te'frd6l they accomplish their task" (leH 3: l6); or ,,in the wis-
dom of your knowledge, you established their te'frg11before ever they were" ( l: l9); or
"and if there is a f 'frQd for something that is ro happen, then it happens', (12:9). So also
is the community to extol and praise God at the times appointed fiom eternity (m6aga
f 'frdbt'6ldmim) in rhe evening and in the morning (leM 14:13f.). commensurate with
this, the anointed prophets are the "seers of the preappointed events (b6za f,frd60,'
(lQM Il:8). The expression qEp f'frda oeH fr. 5:il; 59:3) probably also betongs in
this context, since in Qumran the term qes refers to a previously apfointed time. Ac-
cording to IQM l3:8, the "f 'frd61of your glory (ka!6o" together *ith zk, is a sign of
God's presence among his people. The expressionte'figalyeitt'd(14:4) possibly means
something like "announcement, proclamation." The expression F'fid6! mithdmd in
lQM 2:8 might refer to a solemn declaration of war (as is doubtless the case in leSa
l:26, since the same word in the preceding line apparently refers to an announcement
to the entire community).es If as in leH 2:37 te'fig61is associated with huqqtm, the
meaning "proclamation, declaration," seems even more likely, and one might even
equate it with 'ejew61in the sense of "ordinances, stipulations of the law.,' Similarly,
the nismeSa f 'frddli (lQH 6: 19) are probably those who accepted (adopted) the procla-
mation of the teacher but then allowed themselves to be lured away. It is unclear why
the nine congregations under the command of the chief are called i.men of his f .fiQd;,

(lQM 4:5). lQ36 12, containing the expression f 'figa1idl6m, is roo corrupt to permir
any translation.

Ringgren

94.
95.

Cf. H. Ringgren, The Faith of eumran (philadelphia, 1963), 53f.
D. Barth6lemy, DJD, I, 116, translates .,convocation.',
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Etymologically, Heb. 'wz corresponds to Arab. 'dda(w), "seek refuge" (e.g., in the

familiar formula 'a'frdu billdhi, "I take refuge with God"); cf. also ma'd/, "(place of)
refuge." The root also occurs in Nabatean, Lil.ryanite, Thamudic, Safaitic, and Old
South Arabic personal names.l

In Hebrew the root occurs twice in the qal (both times in the impf. ya'dz constructed

after the analogy of 'zz) and 4 times in the hiphil. The qal means "take refuge, find shel-

ter," and in Isa. 30:2 it parallels + ilDn hdsL. Judah seeks refuge and shelter in Egypt

without asking Yahweh first, an act that can only bring shame and humiliation. Here

wz is used with md'62 in a figura etymologica. Ps. 52:9(Eng. v. 7) speaks of a man

who, rather than taking God as his refuge @a'62), trusted in riches (bdla\ and sought

refuge (wz; or does ya'oz derive from 'zz, "be strong"?) in wickedness (hawwd; or

should one read hbn6, "his wealth," with Syr., Targ.?).

The hiphil means "bring to refuge, shelter," and in Ex. 9:19 takes miqneh, "cattle,"
as its object. In 3 other passages the hiphil is used absolutely with the meaning "bring
oneself/one's property to shelter," and all 3 passages involve hostile threats. Isa. 10:31

describes the Assyrian advance against Jerusalem during which city after city is taken.

Jer.4:6 and 6:1 use the term in connection with the enemy from the north.

Both occurrences of the qal are associated with md'62. Although at first glance

ma'6zmight derive from 'wz and mean "(place of; refuge," the suffix forms with dou-

ble z suggest deriving it instead from'zz. In all likelihood, two originally independent

derivations have coalesced here, and since in actual usage they cannot be distinguished

semantically,z ma'62 is treated under -+ llg 'zz.

Ringgren

we. Y. Avishur, "Biblical Words and Phrases in the Light of Their Akkadian Parallels,"
ShnatMiqr 2 (1977) 1l-19; P. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht. Miist 13 (1971), esp. 9l;
G. Rinaldi, "peqta 'o2," BeO 25 (1983) 104; -+ ll9.

1. W. W. Miiller, Die Wurzeln mediae und tertiae y/w im Altsildarabischen (diss., Tiibingen,
t962),82.

2. HAL,II, 610.
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Contents: I. Root and Distribution. II. 1. OT Forms and Occurrences; 2. parallel Terms.
III. General Use: 1. w/ ll;2.':hl;3.'awil;4.'6lel/.6lAl.IV. Theological Aspects. V. eumran and
LXX_

I. Root and Distribution. The root'wl seems to be attested throughout the Semitic
sphere (cf., e.g., Arab. 'wl, "feed, nurture"; Akk. urartu does no1 b"long in this
contextl), though it is attested with particular frequency in (North) west Semitic.
Forms are often abbreviated such that the medial w (or y) is not evident, as in Ugar. .l
"child"; Old Aram. 7, "child"; or pun. '/, ..infant, nursling.,'2 As already indicated, the
medial w can occasionally alternate with medial y (cf. Aiab. 'ayyil,,,smallchild',; and
see above; also syr ild', "foaling," next to 'awld', "suckling, small child,,; cf. also
sam. 'ylws).3 The basic meaning is probably "suckle," though among the most fre-
quently occurring nouns this meaning has been weakened in varying degrees.

ll. l. or Forms and occurrences. rnthe or the verb w/ II occurs 5 times, and only
as the qal fem. pl. ptcp.'dl6! (Gen. 33:13; I S. 6:7,10;ps. 7g:71; Isa.40:ll). Among

'wl. l. General: G. Bertram, ..vrjnroq xr\.,', TDNT IV, gl2_23, esp. 914_17.

- -2: On specific aspects: R. Degen, Altaramciische Grammatik ier Inschriften des 10.-g.
Jahrhunderts v.chr AKM-38/3 (1969),45.J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Ara maic Tbxts fromDeir 'Alla. DMOA 19 (1976), 239; w. w. Miiller, Die wurzeln mediai und tertiae y/w im
Altsiidarabisclrer (diss., Tiibingen, 1962); -; lJ, yanaq.

.. ^1._ol 
Ps. 8:3(Eng. v. 2): w. Beyerrin, "psaim g: chancen der uberrieferungskritik,,' zrK 73(1976) 1-22; M. J' Dahood, "Northwest Semitic Texts and Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bi-

ble,"_Questions disputies de I'AT. BETL 33 (1974),1 I -37, esp. 27; H. Donner, ,,Ugaritismen in
9:I_l:ulr_"{orschung," ZAW i9 (t967) 322-50, esp.324-i7; V. Uamp, ,lp" a,2b,3,,, Bz t6(l_972)-ll5-20; J. Hempel, 

-Mensch 
und Kr)nig: studien zu psalm g und'Hiob. FuF 35 (1961),

119-23; J. Leveen, "Texrual problems in the psalms,- vr21 (1971) 4g-5g, esp.48f.; o.Loretz,
"Psalmenstudien: II. Poetischer Aufbau von psalm g,', uF 3 (197 i 104-1;; H. Graf Reventlow,
"Der Psalm 8," Poetica I 

-(r.96j) 304-32; H. Ringgren, ',psalm g och kristolo gri,; iEi i)jld(1972/73) l6-20; w. Rudolph, "'Aus dem Munde d-er jungen Kinder und sfiugringe . . ., (psalm
8,3)," Beitrtige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS-w.2immerl; lcottirlin, 1977),3gg_96:
J. J. Stamm, "Eine Bemerkung. zum Anfang des achten psalms,,' TZ-13 (1957') 470_7g;
R. Tournay, "Le Psaume vIII et la doctrine biblique du nom,,'RB 7b (197r) rg-30.

| . AHw, Ill, l4O7: cf. otherwise HAL, Il, 797 .

. 2.ForUgariticseeKTU, l.l6vI,48;r.r9IV,40;cf. CMLz,r54;HALhashere,,young,nurs-
ing animal," with reference to ugaritica, v 551, no.2, 1.9; M. Dietrich, o. Loretz, and
J. Sanmartin, "Der 'Neujahr_spsalm, RS 24.252 (= UG.5, 5.551_5SZ Nn.Zl," UF j (1975) ll5,
118; cf' otherwise wus, no.2028, and u?l no. 1g53. For old Aramaic ,." DNsl, rr,643. g44; cf .
Sefire, KA{ 222, 22. For punic see KAI, 61, 2; cf . 9g, 2; 99, 2.

3' See CSO s.v.; Z. Berr flayyim, The Literary and oral Tratlition of Hebrew and Aramaic
Amongst the Samaritans, 5 vols. (Jerusalem, lg57_77),II, 550; also HiL. ll.7g7.
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the nouns, the forms 'fi\ and swtl are rare and of late provenance. Hence 'r2l occurs only
twice (Isa. 49:15; 65:20), though Job 24:9 may possibly also be included through the

conj. 'ul for the prep. 'al, whose presence in this passage is problematic.a The word
swilhas been identified as both an aramaizing form and as a loanword, and probably

occurs 2rather than 3 times.s In Job 16: 1la considerations of both content and textual

history militate against deriving the (homonymous) form lwtl ftom vvl II, and cer-

tainly not from yet another root wl, for the sake of then emending it immediately to
'awwdl.6 One should probably understand it as a special form of 'dwal*, "do wrong,
perform an injustice."T Opinion has long been divided concerning the derivation of
olel/ olal as well.

Although some (primarily earlier) scholars derive these nouns from 'll, "be active,"8

or from an otherwise unknown root'll il,e most derive the nouns from w/ II according
to a qattl construction.l0 The form me'61€l in Isa. 3:12 is particularly disputed, and

though occasionally associated with '61€1, "child," it can be explained otherwise and

need not be considered here.ll
Accounting for 20 of the 30 occurrences of the root'wl II (including '6/61?l ll times

and '6ldl 9 times), these nouns dominate the profile of this word group.

2. Parallel Terms. Several parallel terms alternate with the various nouns of this
group and can thus throw light on both the use and the meaning of the latter.l2 The par.

ben-bipA, "son of her womb," in Isa. 49: 15,13 and the association with ydmim, "days,"

in Isa. 65:20, i.e., "an infant [only a few] days [old]," show clearly that'il refers to a
newborn or extremely small child, a nursing infant (cf. also Job 24:9). By contrast,
nwtltm parallels yeldSim in Job 2l:11, and probably refers to "children" in a general

sense (cf. also 19:18). The most frequently occurring parallel word to '6lel/'6lal is

ybn€q, "suckling,"l+ which occurs 7 times in this context (l S. l5:3; 22:19;Ps.8:3[2];
ler. 447;Lam.2'.ll; 4:4; Joel2: l6), though in two instances the words are not directly
parallel (l S. l5:3; 22:19), occurring rather within the framework of a min-'aQ for-
mula. This shows that the content of the two words is not exactly equivalent.ls Other

4. Cf., e.g., G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 368; otherwise GesB,210a; HAL,l,
285; II, 798.

5. Cf. Meyer, II, $37.4; BLe, 471f.; GesB, s.v.; Lisowsky.
6. Cf . GesB, 570a; BDB, 732a; on emendation see, e.9., 31yt; HAL, ll,797 .

7. Cf. the versions; Mandelkern, 833; LexHebAram,578b.
8. Cf. LexHebAram, 579a, with reference to E. K<inig.

9. Cf., e.g., B. Stade, Lehrbuch der Hebrriischen Grammatik (Leipilg, 1879), $233; with
some reservation also BDB, 760b.

10. Cf. Meyer, II, $39.1; HAL, ll,798; Mandelkern,833; Lisowsky, l03l;GesB offers both
views without choosing, 57 la, 593a.

11. Cf. Mandelkern, 833; GesB,593a; HAL,ll,834; cf. otherwise H. Wildberger,Isaiah 1-12
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), in loc.

12. See III below.
13. Cf. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), in loc.
14. + i2)r yrzq (VI, 106-8).
15. See III.4.
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parallel terms include bAntm, "sons" (Ps. 17:14), and bahfirlm,6'young men" (Jer.6tl1;
9:20[211); in this context, different groups are being juxtaposed.l6

III. General Use. Although the above considerations concerning parallel terms
have already shed some light on the use and meaning of this word group, we have not
yet considered the verb.

l. w/. The verb is used nominally. That is, the fem. ptcp.'al6l refers first of all to
nursing mother animals, including both large and small livestock (Gen. 33:13; 1 S.
6:7,l0). This is most clearly the case in Ps. 78:71, where the participle stands alone (in
connection with the election of David, it states that God "took him [David] from tend-
ing the nursing [mother] ewes," me'ahar'al6l hebf\. The participial form also stands
alone in Isa. 40: I l, though now used in a clearly figurative rather than literal sense, and
in a context moreover that involves speaking about Israel as God's flock.l7

2. 'AL The noun 7/, "nursing baby, suckling," is used only in late prophetic texts,
occurring once in a consolation discourse (lsa. 49:15) and once in a discourse of prom-
ise (65:20). Although the use here is literal in and of itself, it does accommodate to
what is partly a figurative theological context.l8

3. qv,tl. The noun vw?l, "boy," occurs only in Job, and there only in Job's discourses
( l9:18; 2l:l l), which use it literally in order to make his statements a bit more incisive,
expressing the element of "even. . . ."

4. '6lel/'6lal. The nouns '61€l and '6lal are also used literally, and are often associ-
ated with y6n€q, "suckling."te One construction is worthy of particular mention, that
with the preps. min, "from," and 'a8, "to," in I S. l5:3 and 22:19, where an enumera-
tion reads: "tiom the small child to the sucklin g" (m€'6ldl we'a/-ybndq), after the verse
has just enumerated "from the man to the woman" (and afterward mentions various an-
imals). Such ntention of closely related yet different groups expresses the comprehen-
sive nature of a particular event; in this instance everyone, even down to the smallest
child, is affected. The events associated with a great many of the occurrences of these
nouns involve war, and the mention of the "small child" (or o'small child and suckling,"
'6lcl weydn€q) seems to be a figure of speech favored by descriptions of war and disas-
ter, one aiming to underscore the cruelty of war and the people's profound distress. In
several instances these words are associated with verbs such as r/J, "shatter" (piel, as
obj. in 2 K. 8:12;with pual, as subj. in Isa. 13:16;Hos. 14:1[13:16];Nah.3:10),'rp II
niphal, "languish" (Lam.2:11), hiftril, "eradicate" (as obj. in Jer. 9:20; 44:7),20 or nps
piel, "dash to pieces" (Ps. 137:9, as obj.) The last passage is part of a prayer for re-

16. + Jf bEn (11,145-59). See III.4 below.
17. See IV below.
18. See IV.
19. See II.2.
20. + l']']) krt (Y11,339-52).
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venge, as is also the case in Ps. 17:14. The remaining examples occur in a prophetic ac-
cusation (Mic. 2:9), a creation hymn (Ps. 8:3[2]), and a prophetic passage in which
'6ldltogether with the contrasting zeq1ntm, "elders," constitutes an expression of com-
pleteness (Joel 2:16, with 'sp, "gather").

IV. Theological Aspects. As the previous discussion shows, this word group is used
almost exclusively in the literal sense. The same applies to its theological meaning, the
exception being Isa. 40:ll.2t In that passage not only is the reference to the people in
the collective sense as "flock" and, individualizing, as "lambs,,and..ewes," but the
metaphor also serves to emphasize the theological sense of the assertion that God will
now take care of his people. Isa. 49:15 uses the noun 7/ in its literal sense in a theologi-
cally similar context (cf. also the salvific-eschatological context of the same noun in
65:20).

Most of the occurrences of the nouns '61€l and'6lal contast the positive theological
context of these particular passages. As already mentioned, they occur overwhelm-
ingly in portrayals of war and profound distress.22 It is probably of some theological
significance that war or disaster is not without some connection to God, especially
considering that some of these passages involve the fall of Jerusalem, the dominant
theme in Lamentations (which has no fewer than 5 of the 20 occurrences of these
nouns: 2:11,20 and l:5; 2:19:'4:4; cf. also Jer.9:20;44:7). Neither these nor the other
passages whete'6ldl or'6ldl occurs have any particular interest in "small children" as
such; their mention, especially mention of their death, is an expression of the total
eradication of a population or people, which in its own turn can be an expression of the
punishment of divine wrath (cf., e.g., I S. l5:3; ps. lj:14; l3j:9; Isa. 13:16; Hos.
14: I [13:16]; also Lam.2:17,22). By contrast, the prayer for God's compassion in Lam.
2:79, "Lift your hands to him for the lives of your children,', expresses hope in a
change of fate and the restitution of the people on the basis of God's mercy alone.

Perhaps the difficult passage Ps. 8:3(2) may also be best understood from this per-
spective. Without addressing the manifold textual and exegetical problems attaching
to this passage,23 one can ask whether v.3(2) is to be understood as a historically fo-
cused interruption of a psalm otherwise concerned with creation theology (if not vice
versa, namely, that the verse represents the substantive center of a psalm around
which a creation-theological grounding has been placed, similar to the way Deutero-
Isaiah grounds his own message of salvation in part with creation-theological ele-
ments).24

In contrast to the enemies of the people, whose mouth is open wide for devouring
(cf. Lam. 2:16;3:46; also Ps. 22:l413l:35:21; Job l6:10), Israel,s mighty creator God
begins with the mouths of defenseless small children and sucklings in "building a bul-

21. See III.1.
22. Seelll.4.
23. See the bibliog. above, and --> l)l yanaq, VI, 107f.
24. Cf. R. Rendtorff, "Die theologische Stellung des Schcipfungsglaubens bei Deuterojesaja,"

ZTK 5t (19s4) 3-13 = ThB 57 (1975),209-19.
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wark" against such enemies for the sake of preparing both salvation and new life for
his people.2s

V. Qumran and LXX. This word group occurs only rarely in the Qumran writings.
The noun 'fi| appears occasionally as a comparative element in theologically signifi-
cant assertions of trust, as in lQH 9:36 and probably also in 7:36 (and 7:21).26

The LXX uses a variety of terms in rendering this word group. Apart from I S. 6:7

and 10 (with pr1totokda), the verb referring to pregnant animals is used (lochertein,

Gen. 33:13; Ps. 78:71; and en gastrf 6chein, Isa. 40:ll). It renders the noun 'fil com-
mensurately with paidion (Isa. 49:15) and ddros (Isa.65:20), while probably not un-
derstanding the noun awtlin the first place (Job l9:18;21:ll).27In 18 of its 20 occur-
rences, the LXX renders the terms '6ldl and'6ldlby a single word, including 16 times
by ndpios, otherwise by tdknon (Isa. 13:16) and by the hapax legomenon hypotttthion
(Hos. 14:l[13:16]). The most important word regarding this word group is thus

ndpios.z8 Among the remaining occunences, the LXX integrates Ps. 8:3(2) more
strongly into the context by rendering MT 'dz ("bulwark") with ainos, "praise" (so also

inMt.2l:16].ze
Sreb0

25. So H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,
where a more detailed discussion of this interpretation.

26. See E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971), )

sage; cf. otherwise HAL, 11,797.
27. Cf . Bertram, 916.
28. See Bertram, 915f.
29. See previous discussion; cf. HAL, II, 805f.

)L\ 'arrt; 711\- 'awtd; )tv vt; rll 'iwwat
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1987), 87f. I will publish else-

140, who reads'6lEl in this pas-

Meaning: l. Word Field; 2. Basic Meaning;
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'awel. E. Beaucamp, "P6chd I, dans 1'AT," DBS, VII (1966), 40'l -'ll; K. H. Fahlgren, $"dakd,
nahestehende und entgegengesetzte Begrffi im AT (Uppsala,1932); A. Jepsen, "qdq und gdqh

im AT," Gottes Wort und Gottes Land. FS H. W. Hertzberg (Gtittingen, 1965), 78-89;
R. Knierim, 'h11 'awet perversity," TLOT II, 849-51 idem, Die Hauptbegrffi fiir Siinde im AT
(Gtitersloh, 21967); K. Koch, "t\pll hala' (chald')," TDOT IY 309-19 (with bibliog.); idem,
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1.1. Etymology. This root is attested in Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, and Ethiopic (Tw),
and is probably correctly associated with Arab. 'wl, "departfrom the right path." A der-
ivation from wh, "transgress" (Middle Hebrew, "act wrongly"; cf. Arab. wy, "bend")
with the nominal-constructive element / is unlikely.t The verb 'wl piel derives from the
noun 'dwel and refers to the action of 'awel, similarly also 'iwwdl as nomen agentis.
GesB and HALtranslate'awel as "perversity, injustice, badness, malice"; wl piel as "to
act unjustly, to spoil, act treacherously, rebel"; and 'iwwdl as "criminal, sinner, unjust
person, mean person." The LXX usually translates with adikia(-kdma, Ezk.28:15) or
ddikos, then also with anom{a in LXX Ps. 36(MT 37):l; 52(53):2(Eng. v. 1);
57(s8):3(2); 63(64):7(6);88(89):23(22); 106(107):42; 124(125):3; Ezk. 33:13,18; or
with dnomos in Job 27:4,7 (Symmachus) and dilios inPs.42(43):1. It thus under-
stands wl(h) as referring to a violation of justice (i.e., injustice) or of the law; in Ps.
42(43): l(superscription), it follows the context.

2- Occuruences. The word'dweloccurs 2l times in the OT (including l0 in Ezekiel,
3 in Psalms), 'awld 33 times (10 in Job, 9 in Psalms, including 4 occurrence s of wlth;
'lthinJob 5:16; and 2 occurrences of w/t), 'awwal5 times (4 in Job), wlpieltwice (ps.
7l:4;Isa.26:10). wl(h) is "done, committed" ('ih,Lev.l9:15,35; Dt.25:16; ps. 37:l;
Ezk. 3:20; 18:24,26; 33:13,15,18; Zeph. 3:5,13; p'l in Job 34:32; 36:23; Ps. 58:3[2);
ll9:3; t'b hiphil in Ps. 53:2[1]); it can be "spoken" (dbr piel, Job l3:7; 27:4; cf. also
5:16;6:30; Ps.l0'7:42; Isa. 59:3; Mal.2:6) or "devised" (hgh,lsa.59:3), "planned" (?
l.tp{, Ps. 64:7[6)), and it can "happen in court" (.ip1, Ps. 82:2). The wicked person is a
"man (?J) of 'awel" (Prov.29:27; Ps. 43:1), a "son (ben) of 'awld" (2 5.3:34;7:10;
I Ch. l7:9; Ps.89:231221; Hos. l0:9).

In the Qumran writings 'awel occtrs about 40 times, 'awlA about 30 times.

II. Meaning.
1. Word Field. Parallel words to wl(h) incluide "sin" (h"fa't, Job 24:l9f .;Ezk.3:20;

18:24; 28:l5f .; wn, Ezk. 28: 1 8), "abomination" (t6'CbA, Dt. 25 : 16; Ezk. 1 8:24; cf. Ps.
53:2U); Prov.29:27), "iniquity" ('dwen, Job 11:14; Prov. 22:8), "evil" (r'h, Job
24:20f .), "that which is bad" (hawwbl Job 6:30), "injustice" (reia', Job 34:10: cf.
34:12; Ps. 125:3; Hos. 10:13), "faithlessness" (ma?lA, Ezk. 18:24), "bloodguilt"
(damim, Mic. 3:10; Hab.2:12; cf. Isa. 59:3), "violence" (hamas, Ps. 58:3[2]; Ezk.
28:15f.), "deceit" (rcmtyd, Job l3:7;27:4; kahai, Hos. l0:13; kdzd!, Zeph. 3:13).

The person who has incurred guih ftaia') commits 'wl(h) (Job 27:7;Prov.29:27;
Ezk. 18:24,27; 33:15,19); similarly also the restless person (fudnCp, NRSV "the god-

"Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im AI?" ZTK 52 (1955) 1-42; idem, Um das prinzip der Ver-
geltung in Religion und Recht des AT. wdF 125 (1972); F. Nritscher, zur theologischen
Terminologie der Qumran-Texte. BBB l0 (1956); J. Pedersen, ILC, l-ll; S. Ponibdan, Sin in the
OT: A Soteriological Study (Rome, 1963); G. Quell, "dpaprdvto, rrtr.," TDNT l, 267 -89; H. H.
Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung: Hintergrund und Geschichte des alttestamentlichen
Gerechtigkeitsbegriffs. BHT 40 (1968); G. Schrenk, "&Orroe, rrl..," TDNT I, 149-63.

l. So Ponibdan, 16.
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less," Job 27:8),the wicked (mera', Ps. 37:1), the "man of deceit" (ii mirmd, Ps.43:l),
the enemy ('dyzb, Ps. 89:23[22]), a person who is faithless (la'-hdstQ, NRSV "un-
godly," Ps. 43:1), a person who does not know God QtaQa', Job 18:21), who does what

is bad (p7 'awen, Job 3l:3), or oppresses others ('nfr, 25.7:lO;Ps.89:231221). God de-

tests such a person and considers that person corrupt (Job l5:16).
Antitheses to wUh) include that which is right (;edeq, Lev. 19:15,35; cf, Dt.

25:15f.; Job 6:29 Ps. 58:2[1]; Hos. 10:12f.), righteousness (t'ddq6, Ezk. 3:20;
18:24,26;33:13,18; Hos. 10:12), that u'hich is in order or is commensurate with what

is right (miipdt, Dt.32i4; Job 34 12 Zeph.3:5; cf. Ps. 58:2[l]), faithfulness, reliability
(umfind, Dt.32:4), and reliable instruction (tbra1'eme!, Mal.2:6). The one who is up-
right$didrDt.32:4;Ps. 92:16[15):107:42;Prov.29:27), perfect (tAmtm, Dt. 32:4; Ps.

119:1; Ezk. 3:20), just (;addtq, Dl32:4;Prov.29:27;Ezk.3:20; 18:8,24,26;33:13,18;
Zeph.3:5), who does what is good (Yft 16!,Ps.53:2[];cf. Job 24:21), and who returns

to God (ifrb, Job 22:23) has nothing to do with 'wl(h).

2. Basic Meaning.If this word field offers any indication regarding the original con-

tent of 'awel and'awld, they refer less to a specific deed and express rather a general neg-

ative assessment of a person's behavior and actions. This is probably why hardly any dis-

tinction is made between 'awel as a designation for a person's underlying disposition on

the one hand, and 'awld as an assessment of a specific act on the other. Both aspects are

already discernible in the presumably earliest occurrence, 2 5.3:34.In eulogizing Abner,

David states, albeit cautiously and by way of comparison, that his death was not right be-

cause he was not a criminal and had not been found guilty through any legal proceeding.

The men (so v. 30) who killed him did not act rightly, and were not "in order." Their false

attitude and deed were not merely erroneous but were "un-right" in the ethical sense, i.e.,

an injustice. This constitutes a transgression because they departed from the right path,

from the legal system to which a person must adhere; they deviated from that system and

violated it. The sinful, wrong, and false aspects of their behavior and actions now cling to.

them; they are infected with injustice and belong to the "wicked" (benA'awld), those who

have committed an injustice. So according to Hos. 10:9 must one also describe the Israel-

ites (read 'awld instead of 'alwd),2 who have sinned since the time of the judges (at

Gibeah; cf. Jgs. 19-21). Both substantively and temporally, 'awldhere functions as a gen-

eralizing concept; the characteristic feature of such persons is that they do not adhere to

the proclaimed will of God. The same applies to the adversaries who would coerce the

king (Ps. 89:23[22)) and to all who oppress Israel (2 S.7:10). They turn against that

which Yahweh has decreed: the "eternal" duration of the house of David or of Israel's

dwelling in the land God has granted them.

3.CourtProcedure. Lev.19:l5,apassageprobablyoriginallyathomeinanancient
decalog: with no further embellishment, lends expression to a universally valid princi-

2. So BHK; cf. 8115.
3. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966),251t.
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ple: "You shall do no injustice in judgment (bammiipat)." Every proceeding must be
conducted correctly, in the proper fashion. V. l5aB makes this general prohibition con-
crete in stating that no partiality may be shown, and neither the poor nor the great may
be favored. v. 15b expresses the principle positively: "with justice (beseQeq)," com-
mensurate with the system and order God gave to the world and, in a particular way
through election and the torah, to his people, "you shall judge your neighbor." v. 16
adds yet another specification in pointing out that injustice comes about in judgment
through false accusation, preceded by slander and followed by bloodletting and execu-
tion (Ezk. 22:9), and through false wirness (cf. Dt. l9:16-2t). Lev. 19: l7 adds the pro-
hibitions against hating your kin or extracting vengeance, prohibitions that, although
not directly related to legal proceedings as such, can nonetheless provide the back-
ground of unjust accusation. In the account of King Jehoshaphat's concern forjustice
(2 ch. l9:4-ll), the chronicler falls back on the principre of Lev. l9:15 along with its
explication in v. l5b. Partiality toward one or the other party is an injustice; the same
applies to bribery (v. 7; cf. Dt. 16:18-20: judges "shall render just decisions . . . you
must not distort justice; you must not show partiality; and you must not accept
bribes. . . . Justice, and only justice, you shall pursue"). The example adduced is
Yahweh (see below), and thus also the valid system and order that he not only gave but
to which he himself adheres for the welfare of the peopte.

still, a person who suffers under false accusation may well ask, "Do you indeed
decree what is right, you mighty ones f'eltm instead of '€lem)? Do you judge people
fairly?" (Ps. 58:2[1]). The petitioner himself answers: "No, you work on the earth
with unjust l'awel with Syr., Targ. instead of MT '6161lhearts; you weigh out the vio-
lence of your hands" (v. 3t2l). The falsely persecuted person fears that he will en-
counter injustice if charged in court because ;eQeq is not practiced, which always
aims at "the right order."4 The wicked accuser should be punished, the accused righ-
teous person delivered. The oppressed person hopes in yahweh, "a God whojudges
on earth" (v. l2[11]). There is such a judge (82:8) who will make the gods account-
able: "How long will you judge unjustly and show partiality to the wicke d?" (g2:2).
They will be punished by death (v. 7). A later addendum to rhis myrhologically col-
ored text (vv. 3,4) indicates how such right judging will manifest itself: the right of
the weak and the orphan, the lowly and the destitute, will be maintained, and the
weak and the needy will be delivered from the hand of the wicked. Not to help such
people in court would be unjust. Indeed, petitioners in the Psalms do complain of in-
justice before the court, either from a former friend who acts deceitfully in the legal
dispute (43:l), from people who devise injustice and then suddenly raise a crushing
accusation 6a:7[6)), or from those who are themselves guilty of doing what is
wrong and then also oppress others (71:4). But whoever is just and stays away from
injustice will behave correctly in legal proceedings: "He executes true justice be-
tween contending parties" (Ezk. l8:8).

52s
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4. Jepsen, 80.
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4. tJnjust Deeds. Various individual deeds seem especially or primarily to be

viewed as'awel or'awlA. Lev. 1 9:35 prohibits using false measures of "length, weight,

and quantity." The term bammiipdy qualifies the weights and measures and was either

inadvertently incorporated from 19:15 or points out that the use of weights and mea-

sures is a procedure to be conducted justly. V. 36 then stipulates positively that the

weights and measures must be correct (;edeq, NRSV "honest") and must agree with
the standard fixed and recognized by the community. Amos (8:5) and Hosea (12:8[7])

already complain about reduced measurements of volume and false weights and bal-

ances. Dt. 25:13-16 forbids having two kinds of weights and measures, i.e., one that is

full and correct, and one that is smaller and false. Whoever does business with such du-
plicity commits 'dwel, does not act rightly, deprives his neighbors of that to which they

have a right within the obtaining order and system (cf. the stipulation in Ezk. 45:10),

violates God's will, and is a swindler and an abomination (t6'cbA) to Yahweh. Ezk.

28:18 condemns dishonest commercial transactions. David indirectly labels the killing
of Abner a misdeed by referring negatively to the perpetrators (2 S. 3:34; see above),

since this involved an illegal act of blood vengeance. To build Zion and Jerusalem with
bloodguilt would be 'awld (Mic. 3:10). Workers apparently die through exploitation,
mistreatment, or punishment during the busy construction activity under King Heze-

kiah (cf. also Jer. 22:13). Hab. 2:12 raises the same charge in an oracle of woe against

the Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar, with the preceding oracle (vv.9-11) denouncing the

injustice the latter perpetrated against the plundered peoples as he was "expanding" his

dynasty and building citadels. Both cases involve the use of lethal force rather than a

direct act of murder. A similar situation applies in Isa. 59:3, where a probable reference

to l:15 ("your hands are full of blood") understands the bloodstained hands as being

defiled with injustice, interpreting them in the sense of false accusation in court (vv.

3b,4; see above). Isa. l:15 shows that the prophet finds "bloodstained hands" not only
where blood is actually spilled but in any curtailment of a neighbor's rights.s

According toZaph.3:13, "doing 'awl6" means "uttering lies," referring not to false

accusation but to disloyalty and deception in daily human relationships and in one's rela-

tionship to Yahweh (cf. Hos. 7:13). "As pars pro toto, a lying tongue can reveal the atti-

tude, even the essence, of a person."6 Jer. 8:5 refers to apostasy from God and to the re-

fusal to return as "deceit" (cf. Ps. 78:36f., where the people's deceit and lies result from
not keeping their hearts steadfast toward Yahweh and from not remaining true to his cov-

enant). The use of force is doubtless the reason oppressors are called benA 'awb (2 S.

7: 10), referring to the nations and rulers of Canaan during the time of the judges, and per-

haps also to the Egyptians, who kept Israel in bondage. In his oath of purification (Ps.

7:413)), an accused person assures Yahweh that there is no wrong in his hands; he has

done his friend no wrong (v. 5[4]), and has neither misused that person's trust nor robbed

him, referring probably to infringement on the other person's property. Job 29: l5f. in-
volves the taking of someone else's possessions, an act considered especially reprehensi-

5. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Etg. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), in loc'
6. M. A. Klopfenstein, 2D kzb to lie," TLOT II, 607.
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ble when perpetrated on the poor. The wrongdoer ('awwdl) is compared with an animal of
prey. Job himself avows his innocence, admitting that he would have become such an
evildoer had he given in to his own lecherous glances at a young girl (31:1,3). Even an
unrighteous attitude or disposition, one running contrary to the ethical order, is classified
as 'awel. Finally, this term also refers to the false, incorrect exercise of one's vocation
(Mal. 2:6). One of the priests'main tasks, and something Levi did correctly, is to give the
people reliable instruction (tbra1 'emefl; by not doing this, the priests incur guilt.

Hence various individual acts are characterized as unjust, acts taking place within
the social context and involving interpersonal relationships within the community.
When all these acts are viewed together from the perspective of an overriding, generic
concept ofthis sort, an interpretation ofthem as "unjust" in the broader sense reveals a

generalizing tendency in the use of the terms.

5. Human Behavior at Large. Reference to a person as "unjust" focuses simulta-
neously on that person's deeds as well as the disposition to commit such deeds (cf.
Ezk. 28: l5). Such is the case when Ezk. 18:24 (cf .33:15) summarizes a whole series of
wicked deeds, deeds enumerated in vv. 5-18, under the expression "to commit iniq-
uity," i.e., to commit all the abominable deeds just enumerated. The prophet doubtless
does not intend to offer an exhaustive list of such wrongful deeds, but rather to show
through important examples how an evildoer behaves. Commensurately, he describes
the righteous person as someone who "withholds his hand from iniquity" (v. 8), an ex-
pression that, although indeed also appearing in connection with correct behavior in le-
gal contexts, is here (cf. vv. 24,26) to be understood in the more comprehensive sense.

Quite the opposite is to be expected from the wicked Qaid',33:13); in a general sense
that person does what is bad. Hence 'awel stmmaizes a general disposition in the
sense of a negative overall assessment. One might also consider that one or the other of
the transgressions adduced here already justifies such a verdict (cf. l8:10, if the comrpt
text is interpreted correctly).7 lob 3l points in the same direction as Ezk. 18. There
Job's oath of purification evokes the image of an evildoer by describing that person's
perverted and sinful disposition in the larger sense.

Similarly, Ps. 37:1 uses the expression "doing wrong" as a comprehensive super-
scription preceding any reference to specifics. The psalmist, doubtless drawing from
personal experience, describes the wicked and their fate in contrast to the righteous.
The wicked do not do what is good; they reject God and do not follow his established
order (53:2[1]); nor do they walk in his ways (119:3). The enemies of the Davidic king
reject Yahweh's decree assuring that the house of David will "endure forever," and
they are thus indicted for injustice (89:23[22]). Even more, they are evildoers, which
includes anyone who violates even a portion ofthe divine ordinances; such persons are
calledbenA'awlL. Job's friends suspect that he is hiding some evil deed (Job 11:14)
that makes him a sinful person in the larger sense. It would be even worse if wicked-
ness were dwelling in his tents (ll:14;22:23), since then he would be as familiar with

7. But see also I.4.
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evil as with a housemate; indeed, commensurate with its nature, evil would gain con-
trol over him and rule his life with wrong. Job, however, rejects all this, and what he

says in his own defense is by no means inconsistent with his self-assessment (6:30;

27:4). In view of the attacks of his friends, he considers himself delivered up to "the
wicked," to each of them who judges unjustly and thus are wrongdoers (16: 11).

Eliphaz's attacks on Job go so far that they find him virtually saturated with iniquity.
Such a person is so corrupt that doing wrong has itself become a need, and the person
drinks wrongdoing like water (15:16).

If this seems a bit exaggerated, Hosea must nonetheless say that even God's own
people, on the whole, has committed wickedness in both deed and disposition, has not
adhered to the divine will, and has not served Yahweh (Hos. 10:13). Only in the com-
ing period of salvation "shall the remnant of Israel do no more wrong" (Zeph. 3:L3).
Then, as the people petition in Ps. 125:3, the godless foreign scepter will not rest on the
land, "so that the righteous might not stretch out their hands to do wrong," i.e., be

tempted to abandon the correct way of life according to Yahweh's guidance. There are

those, however, the wicked, who do not "learn" what righteousness is even when God
shows them compassion; rather, "they deal perversely in the land of uprightness" (Isa.

26:lO). There will always be an antithesis between the righteous and the dishonest,
whose image and essence always includes injustice (Prov.29:27). The term 'dwel char-
acterizes those who are not "in order," those who are to be turned away ("detested").
The righteous must keep their distance from such people.

6, Revenge for Injustice. Basically, "whoever sows injustice ('awh) will reap calamity
('awen)" (Prov. 22:8). Deed and consequence correspond. Hos. 10:13 uses the metaphor
of reaping and sowing to point out that wickedness (reia') generates injustice ('awld!d),
and injustice, lies (kahai). That is, a disposition that in God's eyes is not in order will gen-
erate unjust actions and will not lead to the intended result. Job and his friends agree that
injustice in and of itself brings down disaster and misfortune on the perpetrator. Although
both sides address the deed-consequence connection, they take different points ofdepar-
ture. Job's friends conclude from his illness that, commensurate with the nature of human
behavior (15:16), he must have committed some wrong, something clearly following
from the fate of those who do such things (18:21). People such as Job, like the injustice
they do, are broken to pieces Qa:20). Yahweh intervenes and turns against every unjust
act (cf. 5: 16; Ps. 107 :42). The logical conclusion is to turn back to God and to stay away
from any wrongful, unjust disposition or actions (Job 1l:14; 22:23).lf Job will decide to
do what is just and right, God will accept him again, eliminate the consequences of his
wrongful actions, and reestablish him (22:21-30).

Job also takes the act-consequence connection as his point of departure (as shown
by his purification oath, ch. 3 I ; cf. Ps.'7:4-613-51), but argues from the reverse perspec-
tive. Precisely because he has committed no wrong, and has even thwarted such (Job
29:17), he can confess no guilt (6:29f .;21:4),is suffering unjustly himself, and must be

returned to his former condition. His friends, Job believes, are themselves wrong, and
are committing injustice (6:29; l3:7), becoming thus his enemies (27:7).

The book ofJob does not dissolve this connection between act and consequence. It
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remains in force. Hence "happy are those who keep his [Yahweh's] decrees, who seek
him with their whole heart, who also do no wrong" (Ps. 119:2f.); they will never be put
to shame (v. 6).

III. Yahweh and Injustice. Only God is capable of thwarting the evil consequences
of an act once the perpetrator has shown a willingness to return (Ezk. l8; Job l1: l3ff.;
22:21-30). Those who do wrong will not see Yahweh's majesty (Isa. 26:10), nor will
they experience the saving effects of his royal power. Yahweh has nothing to do with
injustice or wrong; he is completely free of it. Elihu defends him against any suspicion
in this regard (Job 34:10ff. ,32;36:23). God compensates justly, does nor bend the law,
does not err, and is never in a position where he must say, "if I have done iniquity, I will
do it no more." No one must teach him what is right. The thanksgiving hymn Ps. 92
concludes (v. 16[15]) by emphasizing that "there is no unrighreousness in him." He
makes things right, acts rightly, punishes his adversaries, the wicked and the evildoers,
and makes the righteous prosper. He is dependable, and is firm as a rock in his steadfast
love and faithfulness. On that the righteous can rely.

Zeph. 3:1-5 also speaks of Yahweh's just revenge; Yahweh "does no wrong." This
passage censures the evil deeds of Jerusalem and of its prominent groups (princes,
judges, prophets, priests), and extols Yahweh's just actions in court. Yahweh inter-
venes for righteousness, quite in contrast to these groups, who do quite the opposite
of what their position and vocation demand by exploiting others, putting their own
interests first, and falsifying Yahweh's will (v. 5). Yahweh always acts correctly.
Such evildoers ('awwdl), however, are not impressed by God's justified chastising
actions. In words of hymnic praise, Dt. 32:4 extols Yahweh as being "without de-
ceit," comprehensively denying thus any connection between God and what is evil
or false. It then contrasts his people with him as being a "perverse and crooked gen-
eration," and positively emphasizes how Yahweh is and how he acts, extolling him
further as a rock, i.e., as shelter, security, aid, deliverance, and as being of unshak-
able loyalty. His actions are perfect (tdmtm), all his ways are just (miipdt). He is just
(;addiq) and upright Oaidr). Nothing about him, nor his planning or his behavior or
his actions, is not just and right. In a discourse of accusation, Yahweh points out to
his faithless people that to abandon him and seek salvation from worthless idols is
thus utterly unjustified (Ier. 2:5).

IV. Qumran. The term 'wl occurs about 40 times in the Qumran writings, with
'r.r.,//r occurring about 30 times (including 'wl 13 times in lQS,5 in 1QH, and'wlh9
times in lQS, l0 in 1QH). Altogether this yields more occurrences than for hfh(t),
'wn, or p,i'. The kind of human disposition, behavior, and actions from which the
community wants to distance itself is indicated largely with'wl/'wlh. This is particu-
larly the case in the doctrine of the two spirits (lQS 3:13-4:26). God has "ap-
pointed" for human beings the spirits of truth and injustice (3:19) "in which to walk
until the time of his visitation" (3:18). These two spirits dwell and struggle within
the human heart (4:23), and a person acts according to his or her portion of each
spirit. A catalog of vices (4:9-ll) circumscribes what belongs to the "spirit of injus-
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tice": "greed, and slackness in the search for righteousness, wickedness and lies,
haughtiness and pride, falseness and deceit, cruelty and abundant evil, ill-temper and
much folly and brazen insolence, abominable deeds committed in a spirit of lust, and
ways of lewdness in the service of uncleanness, a blaspheming tongue, blindness of
eye and dullness of ear, stiffness of neck and heaviness of heart, so that a person
walks in all the ways of darkness and guile." Emphasis is on transgressions directed
against the community and against adherence to its pure doctrine. God has prepared
a judgment of purification "with the spirit of holiness" (4:20f .) for those whom he
has "chosen for an everlasting covenant" (v. 22), and an annihilating finaljudgment
for the others (4:11-14). "Men of the congregation" will separate themselves from
"men of injustice" (5:2,10;6: l5; 8:13; 9:9,17 ,21; 10:20) in order to live according to
God's will (5:10; IQH 6:6f.) and according to the guidance of the Zadokites (lQS
5:2ff.). Their deeds must be and remain purified from all injustice (8:18). The peti-
tioner laments his entanglement in sinful humanity ( 1 I :9), distances himself from all
injustice (10:20; IQH 16:ll; l4:25f .), demands the same from the righteous (1QH
l:36), expects God's help (11:22,26) and judgment(14:15,25; cf. 1QM 4:3) of all in-
justice, and in praise confesses his faith in the true God (lQH 15:25).
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I. General Considerations. The Hebrew word E)'tI '6ldm (22 rimes as ol9 'alam

in BHK3/BHS;t cf ., e.g., Ps. 45:7,18[Eng. vv. 6,17]) occurs almosr 440 times in the OT,
plus 20 times in the Aramaic parts of the OT (as'alam or 'alma', more often pl. there
than in the Hebrew parts). Its etymology has been and remains disputed or at best un-
certain, and the various studies suggest that no real progress has been made. On the one
hand, most scholars adduce the root lrn I, understanding '6ldm as similar to an adverb
ending in -am.z On the other hand, the debate between C. F. Whitley and S. C. Reif left
its findings open, while G. Gerleman made an unpersuasive attempt to deduce a basic
meaning of "horizon, boundary" (metaphorically as "exclusivity" in combinations
such as those with bertl on the basis of a rather narrowly conceived translation as "ex-
tremely old, ancient," and taking I S. 27:8 as his point of departure (where the text
probably must undergo some emendation).3

Following E. Jenni, most scholars translate '6lAm as "long time" or "farthest, remot-
est time."4 The various nuances of this translation must then also be distinguished con-
textually.s

Although the number of occurrences is often given as precisely 440 (plus 20 times
in Aramaic),6 textual problems prevent a whole series of (Hebrew) occurrences from
being adduced with absolute certainty. These include 1 S. 27:8; 2 S. l3:18; 2 Ch.33:7;
Ps. 73:12;87:5; Prov. 23:10 (cf. 22:28): lsa. 44:7; 57:11; 64:4(5); Jer. 49:36; Ezk.
32:27.7 The Aramaic occurrences are inEzra (4:15,19) and Daniel (18 in Aramaic in
addition to 5 in Hebrew).8 Only beginning with Jeremiah is'6ldm used with the article
(13 times), though no semantic shift seems discernible; it is used with a suffix only in
Eccl. l2:5. The plural occurs by percentage more frequently in the Aramaic texts than
in the Hebrew texts (Aramaic in Dnl. 2:4,44; 3:9; 5:10; 6:7,22,27[6,21,26);7:18; cf .

Hebrew in9:24); the Hebrew plural occurs only in Isa.45:l7b in the absolute state,
otherwise only in construct (Ps. 77:6[5]; 145:13;Isa.26:4;45:17a;51:9;DnL9:24;
with le in Ps.77:8[7]; as an adv. acc. in I K. 8:13 par. 2Ch.6:2; Ps.61:5[4]), That
'6ldm can have a plural at all might indicate that it can also refer to a "period of time,"
with the plural then referring to "periods of time, ages," or something similar. This sit-
uation, however, applies only to its later use in early Judaism and in the following pe-

l. See Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 222.
2. Ibid., 199,202; also Jenni, TLOT 11,852.
3. Reif, review of Koheleth: His Language and Thought, by Whitley, VT 3l (1981) 120-

26; Whitley, "A Reply to Dr. S. C. Reif," VT 32 (1982) 344; Reif, "A Reply to Dr. C. F.
Whitley," ibid., 347; Gerleman. Cf. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YllUl
(1973),474.

4. Cf. K. Koch, "Geschichte, Geschichtsschreibung, Geschichtsphilosophie ll," TRE Xll
(1984), 573, who translates "inconceivably long time."

5. Cf. II and III below; concerning the problems attaching to these translations, cf. also H. M.
Kuitert, "Die BeschAftigung der Theologie mit der Sprache," TLZ lO7 (1982) 404.

6. Jenni; HAL,Il,798.
7. Concerning the distribution of these occurrences (the term is not used in Nahum, Haggai,

Ruth, Esther), see TLOT II, 852f.
8. See III, IV below.
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riod.e A genuinely numeric plural occurs in the Hebrew OT at most only in Eccl. l: l0;
otherwise the reference is usually to the iterative, extensive, amplifying plural.l0

What the few plural occurrences of '6ldm already show becomes quite evident in the
numerous occurrences of the singular. In the OT (as also in Ugaritic texts), '6ldm is
used not as an independent subject or object but rather largely within construct combi
nations or as an adverbial accusative.ll Hence '6lam occtrs in connection with terms
for love (Jer.31:3), signs (Isa.55:13),joy (Isa. 35:10, etc.), shame and disgrace (Ps.
78:66; Jer 23:40), a heap of ruins (Dt. 13:17[16]; Josh. 8:28), appointments (Ex.
29:28; 30:21; Lev. 6: ll,l5ll8,22) etc.), possessions (Gen. l7:8; 48:4, etc.), beri! (16
times), etc.l2 Similarly frequent combinations with other future-oriented lexemes un-
derscore that'6ldm functions to express the highest possible intensification ("perpetual
holding," "unending joy," etc.); in such combinations with '6ldm, these lexemes are
themselves intensified (cf., e.g., the combination with --+1! 'a8, with -+ d\rll hayytm,
or with -+ "t'll ddn including examples in the pl.;.t:

Although '6ldm is not yet attested in extrabiblical Hebrew witnesses (ostraca, in-
scriptions), its corresponding equivalents occur relatively frequently in texts within the
OT environs.l4 Reference can be made first to Ugaritic witnesses, particularly since
combinations with the preps. /e and'a/ are also already attested here.ls Within Old Ar-
amaic, texts from Sefire and Ahiqar are joined by one witness from Deir 'Alla.l6 Oc-
currences in Phoenician are frequent, while the orthography nltx is found in Punic.l?
The findings in Old South Arabic are disputed.ts The Moabite of the Mesha inscription
attests both meanings for'lm: "for always, perpetual" and "since time immemorial."le

Following Biblical Aramaic, 'lm (or similar forms) occurs in numerous more recent

9. Cf. V. This may actually already be the case beginning with Daniel; see IV.
10. See IV; Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 244,247, who also calls this the "intensive plural of feel-

ing."
ll. Cf. Synt, $$89ff. On Eccl. 1:10 and 3:11 see IV.10 and Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953) 2ltt.
12. See II-IV below.
13. See II and III below.
14. Ct. HAL, II, 798; DNSI n, 858f.; Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 202-2L Concerning Sirach and

Qumran, see V.
15. See KTU, l.2IY 10; 1.4lY,42;4.360,2;2.19 5,15; 3.5, 14;2.42,9, "king of the world"?

Ct. UT no. 1858; WUS, no.2036; then also A. Schoors, RSf I, 62,no.48 on ps. 21:5(4); further
ibid., 80 $6.1.d; and M. Dahood, ibid.,29l, no.4l3 on Ps.48:9,15(8,14); also nos. 363,405,
411,413,425.For additional discussion see II-IV below.

16. Sefire lll,24f.; there also I C 9 and I B 7? Cf. KAI,224:24f.; and J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J.
Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Tbxts. Bietor 34 (1978),352b. Ahiqar, saying 13,
7:95? (broken text); Deir'Alla combination I, l. 7 (other numbering: l. 9); cf. also Beyer, 658f.

17. For Phoenician see Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician language. AOS 8 (1936;
repr. 1971), 133; J. Friedrich and W. Rollig, Phdnizische-punische Grammatik. AnOr 46
(21970), $$78a, 79b, p. 30; Jenni, TLOT ll, 858; W. Rdllig, "Sch0pfung," WbMyth, t, 309;
H. Gese et al., Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM lol2 (1970), 148,
203;cf.KAI,l,1;14:20,23;18:8;19:11;concerning KAI,l,1 (Ahiram),cf.Eccl. l2:5(?);Jenni,
ZAW 64 (1952) 207t.,211. For Punic see KAI, 128:2.

18. Jenni, 7Aw 64 (1952) 220t.
19. Ll.7, l0; KA1, 181.
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Semitic languages (Nabatean, Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Samari-
tan, Syriac, Mandaic, Ethiopic, Palmyrene, Egyptian Arabic, Arabic).zo Beginning ap-
proximately in the I st century e.o., several of these languages start using 'lm in a mean-
ing different from that of the OT, namely, as "world" or "aeon."2l Akkadian attests
only the substantively parallel lexeme darfr1m1.zz

J. Assmann has shown anew that the Egyptians did not distinguish clearly between
"time" and "eternity."z3 They used both the term nhh (the fullness of time, referring
more to what is coming and the change it will bring) and the term 8.t (as consumma-
tion, referring more to what endures, abides; the two words often occur together), re-
ferring to a long but finite period of time as something "unending," so that here, too,
context must determine whether the translation "time" or "eternity" is more appropri-
ate.

The LXX generally renders '6lam (236 times) as ai6n or ai6nios (95 times), less fre-
quently as aei or arch6, and 4 times as chr6nos.za

The previously mentioned occurrence of '6ldm in various word and phrase combi-
nations also suggests that the word field associated with'6ldm is considerable.z5 Terms
include -+ NlI, bd'6!, -+ 111 dbr -+ d1, ybm, hakk6l, + l't3l n€sah, -+ 19 'aQ, -+ Ili
'C!, + A1? qelem, and -+ 11Dn fimtd.26

II. (Long Ago) Bygone Times. About 60 occurrences of '6ldm (over 20 with the
prep. min) refer to a time long past, or to something extraordinarily old, albeit with dif-
ferent qualities of remoteness from the speaker/writer on the one hand, and the ob-
server on the other.

The expression me'6ldm can mean "from time immemorial" (Ps. 25:6; Jer. Z:20.,
3l:3;Ezk.35:5; then Isa. 64:4[5] (here an isolated '6ldm? probably also Josh. 24:Z and
the Mesha inscription;27 cf. Joel 2:2, NRSV "from antiquity"; also Job 22:15: the way
of the wicked "from of old"; and the Aramaic occurrences in Ezr. 4:14,19).

Mountains and hills are "ancient" (Gen. 49:26: Hab. 3:6), as are gates (ps.24:1 ,9:
cf. also Jer. 5:15; Ezk.36:2). Just how old or past the reference is usually remains open.
The point is merely to direct one's attention as far back as possible. The most distant
time (Ps. 93:2) can then also refer to an otherwise indeterminate "distant past" (Gen.
6:4)2aoreventothosewhodiedlongago(Lam.3:6;Ps. 143.3;cf.Ezk.26:20),orsim-
ply an "earlier" time (Josh.24:2; cf. the expression "as earlier" in Mic. 7:14;Mal.3:4).

20. Concerning Elephantine, cf. AP,304a. Concerning Hatra, cf. DNS1, I, xli; and II, 858f.
21. See V below, also Jenni, TLOT lI,862.
22. AHw, l, 164.
23. J. Assmann, Agypten: Theologie und Frcimmigkeit einer frtihen Hochkultur Urban

Taschenbiicher 366 (Stuttgart, 1984), 9Ott., l32f .; cf. idem, "Das Doppelgesicht der Zeit im
altiigyptischen Denken," Die Zeit, ed. A. Peisl and A. Mohler (1983), 189-223.

24. See TDNT l, l9't-209; TUWNT X/2,962t.: EDNT l, 44-48.
25. To be discussed in II-IV below.
26. On y6m see VI, l3f.; on kdl, VII, 138.
2'7. See KA1, 181:10.
28. Cf. KAI, l8l:10(?).
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Among the remaining occurrences (including Dt. 33:15; I S. 27:8; Isa. 44:7;51:9;
63:9,1 I ; Jer. 5 : I 5 ; 6: 16; 1 8: I 8; 28:8; Ezk. 25:15; 26:20: cf. Sir. 16:7 ; 44 superscrip-
tion,2;48:25: cf. also 42:21with the article, "one is from all eternity[?]"; then also
5l:8, or "already from an earlier time"? also Ps. 4l:l4[3l), Mic.5:1(2) and Am.
9: I I are noteworthy inasmuch as they refer this past time to the time of David as the
idealized past.2e Given Prov. 22:28, one might inquire whether 23:10 should not read
-+ if:D)N 'almdnd instead of '6lam}o In Prov. 8:23 (within the context vv.22-31)
Wisdom remarks in first-person discourse that she was created by Yahweh even be-
fore the creation of the world, and indeed was herself present at the creation of the
world.3l

This intensifying inclination is also attested in the combination min- @e) (hA)'6lAm
(we)'a8-'6ldm, which usually in later texts (cf. combinations with ml'ani in Ps. 113:2;
115:18; l2l:8:125:2;131:3; Isa. 9:6Ul;59:21;Mic.4:7)zz unO in the solemn, liturgi-
cally elevated language of prayers and doxologies celebrates hymnically God's "eter-
nity" or qualifies such praise as having already been sung much earlier and, indeed,
will be sung much later as well and ultimately even "for all time"33 (with the article in
I Ch. l6:36; Neh.9:5; Ps.4l:14[13]; 106:48; withoutthe article in I Ch.29:10; Ps.

90:2;103:17; Aramaic in Dnl. 2:10; then also in Sir. 39:20, already as "ages of the
world"? further also in the Qumran texts).3a

When '6ldm (with min) is negated with reference to the past (Isa. 63:l9a;64:3141;
Joel 2:2), it expresses the notion "never."35

III. The (Distant) Future. In over 260 instances'6ldm is used in reference to the
future. In many cases (about 160 times), the substantive is precededby le (more com-
mon when the reference is to something static or unchangeable) or (about 80 times) an
'ay' (focusing more dynamically on the temporal progression).36 The actual "duration"
is often specified as "for always," "perpetual" (esp. with /') in many combinations and
as an adverbial accusative with largely concrete and often plural referential words
(something also attested by the parallel expressions;cf. I S. l:11,22,28; Ps.34:1[su-
perscriptionl;71:15 89:2[]; 104:33).tt Such duration does not, however, necessarily

29. See IV.2 below.
30. But cf. M. Dahood, RSe I, 78.
31. --r'l0l rsk niphal; concerning this passage, cf. M. Dahood, "Proverbs 8,22-31," CBQ30

(1968) 515; on its interpretation and theological relevance, see esp. O. Plciger, Spriiche Salomos
(Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 9lff.; cf. Sir. 1:1,4.

32. See in this regard S. E. Loewenstamm, "Notes on the History of Biblical Phraesology,"
Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Literature. AOAT 204 (1980), 166-70.

33. Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 234.
34. See V below.
35. Cf. the analogous use with reference to the future in III below; there, too, with the mean-

ing "never."
36. For the former see DNSI II, 860, "everlasting"; for the latter, Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 236t.;

concerning the attendant verbs, cf. also 237ff.
37. Cf. in this regard also Long.
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mean "perpetually, for always," something attested by I S. 2:30f., where the time in
question must at some point come to an end.

This particular usage, occurring also in texts from the OT environs,3s is attested in
the most varied textual types and periods of OT literature (Gen. 3:22; 6:3; 13:15; Ex.
3:15; 14:13; 15:18; l9:9; 40:15; Dt. 5:29;23:4,713,6);28:46: like here and in Gen.
l3:15 also in I S. 20:42;2 5.22:51par., etc., together with + 911 zera' or + "1'l'I d6r
or with the latter in the pl.; then I S. l:22; 20:15; 20:23,45; Ezr. 9:12;2 S. 23:5; Ps.

30:13[ 12]; 49:9[8]; 61:8[7]; 66:7;73:12; 89:2,3,3811,2,37);90:2; 106:31; Prov.27:24,
"forever";Isa.30:8;35:10;55:3;60:19f.; Jer.20:7;23:40:Ezk.25:15;Jon.2:7[6]). Job
will not live "forever" (7:16), and the same is asked analogously with regard to the
prophets (Zec.l:5). The stones in the Jordan will be an "abiding" memorial (Josh. 4:7).
Ps.77:8(7); I K. 8:13; and 2 Ch. 6:2 all speak of coming times (pl.!).

With future reference, negated '6lamcan mean both "no longer" (Ex. 14:13) and
"never" (1 S.20:I5;Neh. I3:I; Isa.25:2; Jer.35:6;Ezk.26:21;27:36;28:l9; cf. Dt.
2314-7[3-6)).3e

The obvious use of '6ldm in Ex. 2l:6; Dt. 15:17; I S. 27:12 (cf. Lev. 25:46; I S.

l:22; Job 40:28[4]:4]) to mean "as long as one lives" (e.g., a slave for life) does not
necessarily contradict its other meanings, for even when the king is greeted with "may
the king live forever," this does not, despite the obvious presence of "courtly style,"
imply the wish that the king be granted eternal life, but rather that he live "as long as

possible" (contrast Job 7:16).+o

When referring thus to a time enduring long into the future, '6ldm is quite natu-
rally and often combined with and intensified or strengthened by other lexemes.
These include dbr (or its pl. or dual; usually with /e) (Gen. 16:7; Ex. 3:15; 3l:16; Dt.
32:7;Ps.33:11;45:18117);49:l21ll;61:7t.16f.):77:8t.I7t.l;79:13;85:6[5];100:5;
102:13U2);106:31; 119:89f.; 135:13; 146:10;Prov.27:24; Eccl. l:4; Isa. 34:10,17;
51:8; Dnl. 3:3314:31; 4:3ll34ll' Sir. 45:26). An analogous situation already obtained
in Ugarit.+l

One additional intensifying combination is the expression (le) '6ldm wd'ed (Ex.

104:5; 119:44;145:1,2,21;DnL l2:3; Mic. 4:5; Sir. 40:17), which Jenni calls a "sol-
emn formula of conclusion and reinforcement"42 (cf. also the noun -+ 19 'a8 together
with'6ldm in Ps. lll:8; 148:6; Isa. 45:17). The formula m€'attd (yrr)'ad:6ldm is simi-

38. E.g., KAI,14:20,22;18:8; 19:ll;26,{lY,2;CY:6;27:l4l?):34,5;35:2; l8l:7 (without
7e); 165:8; then with 'aQ: KAI, 43:12;78:l; concerning the Ugaritic evidence, see Jenrri, TLOT,
II, 857; and Dahood, RSfl I, 290f., nos. 4ll, 413; concerning Deir 'Alla 7 see H. and
M. Weippert, "Die 'Bileam'-Inschrift von Tell D€r'Alld," ZDPV 98 (1982) 93.

39. Cf. DNS/, II, 859f., with frequent funerary inscriptional witnesses.
40. See IV.2 below. Cf. Jenni, TLOT 11,857, who also includes Ugaritic witnesses for the

meaning "as long as one lives"; see also Dahood, RSP, l, 287t., no. 405; and idem, "Hebrew-
Ugaritic Lexicography Vll," Bibl50 (1969) 345.

41. Dahood, RSB III, 201, Sup. no. 8l: cf. Ex. 3:15; then R. Whitaker, RSfl III, 218, Sup. no.
3; and Dahood, RS4 I, 294f., no. 4251' see also Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 2O3.

42.7AW 64 (1952) 239.
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larly "solemn" (Ps. 113:2; 115:18; l2l:8;125:2;131:3;Isa. 9:6Ul;59:21;Mic.4:j;cf .

Sir. 51:30 [all these are probably later texts]).
Finally, the formula "for his steadfast love endures forever" ([kt] le'6lam fuasd|)

should be mentioned. Apart from Ps. 136, where it is a refrain in every verse, it occurs
16 times in the OT (1 Ch. 16:34,41 2 Ch.5:13; 7:3,6;20:21;Ezr.3:tL; ps. 100:5;
106:1; 107:1; ll8:l-4,29;136126 rimesl; Jer. 33:11; also Sir. 5t:12)!z

This context of reinforcement and intensification also includes the use of '6ldm in
oaths (Dt. 32:40, divine discourse; cf. Josh. l4:9; Jer. 49:13; Dnl. l2:7; Zeph. 2:9)aa or
in asseveration (2 S. 3:28;7:26,29).

The term '6ldmthen also occurs over 120 times in construct combinations, espe-
cially with a future orientation within theologically significant contexts.45

IV. Theological Usage.
1. within the narrative pentateuchal texts, Ex. l9:9 can hardly be viewed as

preexilic, The dating of Gen. 6:3f. depends on the one hand on the age of the material
used here, and on the other on the question whether one ascribes it to the Yahwist and
when one dates the Yahwist. This also applies to Gen. 3:22;21:33(?);a6 and Ex. 14:13.
With regard to the land promise 'a8-'6ldm in Gen. l3:15, one must note that this text, if
it is indeed old, is thematically isolated, or that similar statements (Ex. 32:13; Josh.
l4:9;Ezr.9:12;2 ch. 28:8; Ps.37:27-29) derive from a laterperiod (cf. also the discus-
sion below of the significance of '6ldmin p). Jer. 25:5f, is of interest by way of con-
trast.

The significance of this possession of the land "forever" is also addressed themati-
cally in the similarly non( !)-preexilic texts 2 Ch. zo:i ; rsa. 34:17 ; 6l:7 ; Jer. j :7 ; z5:5:
Ezk. 37 :25 ; J oel 4:20(3:20).

2. older texts among the historical books probably include l S. l:2r; 20:15,23;2 s.
3:28; 2 K. 5:27. Later texts, i.e., largely Deuteronomistic redactional strata, include
Josh. 4:7; l4:9; Jgs. 2:l;2 5.2:30;3:13f;7:13,16,24,25,26,29;1 K. l:31; 2:33,45;
9:3,5; l0:9; 2l:7; also losh.24:2(?); the use of 'bldm clearly increases within these late
texts. Even a cursory glance at these later texts shows that they refer largely to the
"eternal" duration of the Davidic dynasty, an or theme quite frequently addressed
through use of '6ldm (+ le or 'a/).

one might mention first the greeting to the king, usually a variation of "May my lord
King David live forever!" (1 K. l:31; Neh. 2:3; DnL 2:4;3:9; 5:10; 6:7 ,2216,211; cf . ps.
2l:5141; 61:7f.[6f.]; 110:4; cf. also I K. 3:tl,t4; ps.'t2:5; l8:5tt50l par.; 45:3,7,
1812,6,171;72:17; 89:5,37f .14,36f.1). One should nor make too much of this greeting,
however.4T Rather than a deification of the king, this is much more likely merely the wish

43. See K. Koch, "Denn seine Giite wiihret ewiglich," EvT 21 (1961) 531_44.
44. In this regard see S. Kreuzer, Der lebendige Gott. BWANT 116 (1993) 141f.
45. See IV below.
46. See 3 below.
4T.ContaJenni,ZAW 65 (1953) 5ff.
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that he might live as long as possible and "well." This greeting/wish is part of courtly
style (esp. at the Persian court? cf. the accumulation of occurrences in Daniel).a8

In the promises to David and to the Davidic dynasty, '6ldm is again used in its typi-
cal role as amplification and intensification (cf. already to Saul, I S. 13:13). This is it-
self then theologically developed into the -+ berit '6ldm applying to the Davidic dy-
nasty (l S. 2O:42;2 S. 7:13,16 cf . vv.24f .,29; then 23:5, beril; cf. also I K. 2:33,45;
25.22:51par. Ps. 18:51[50]; I K.8:25;9:4f.;10:9; Isa.9:6[7];55:3 [cf. inthisregard
2 Ch.9:8 expanded to include Israel itselfl;also I Ch. 17:12,14,22-24,27;2Ch.22:10;
28:4; Ps. 89:3-5,29,37f .12-4,28,36f.1; 45:3,7,18[2,6,17]; 132:llf .; Ezk. 37:25f.). This
obviously involves a typical Deuteronomistic theologoumenon and its subsequent in-
fluence.49

The Priestly document speaks analogously about a beril'6ldm, but refers it to the
patriarchal beri!(cf . Ps. 105:8,10 par. 1 Ch. 16:15,17; in a more general sense probably
inPs. 1l:5,9).50Concerningthebert!'6ldm,cf.alsotheearlywitnessfromArslanTash,
expanded in Isa. 24:5.5r

One additional, small, and probably also more recent textual group qualifies the
time of David as an ideal age and then speaks of it as the yem€ '6ldm (Neh. 12:46; Am.
9:11; Mic. 5:ll2l cf. also lsa.45:21;46:10;63:9,11; Mic. 7:14; Mal. 3:4).

3. Gen.21:33 mentions an ?/'6lamwhose veneration is tied to Beer-sheba.52 Here
'6ldm is to be translated as "mighty in perpetuity," leading to the divine title "eternal
one," which especially in extrabiblical witnesses is often intimately connected with this
deity's "kingship."s: Divine names (e.g., imi or ihr) are often used together with'6ldm.sa

Regarding the OT in general, the following texts are also of interest: Dt. 32i40;
33:27; Ps.9:6,8[5,7]; 10:16;66:7; 145:13;ss 146:10; Isa.26:4;33:14: 63:16; Lam.

48. See EA,2l:22f .,39;149:24ff . Cf. also H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapo-
lis, 1987), 285; -+ IY 335f.

49. Cf. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen B 193 (1975); concerning the promises
with '6ldm and b"ri1 '6ldm, see also M. Tsevat, "Studies in the Book of Samuel," HUCA 34
(t963) 7 t-77 .

50. --r t)I zkr (lY, 64-82); see 7 below.
51. KAI, 27:9f . (ANET 658), with 'lt and -+ l,a) krt (yl[,339-52), as the verb; cf. Dt. 29:11.

Cf. also M. S. Smith, "Bdrtt 'am / Birtt '6lam: A New Proposal for the Crux of lsa 42:6," JBL
100 (1981) 241-43.

52. Cf. Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953) 1ff.; O. Eissfeldt, "'67eyrih z16y'lifueyc)h und 'El '6lam," KlSchr
4 (1968), 193-98; and --+ l,242ff.

53. Cf. Ahiqar, saying 13,7:95? (broken text); Sir. 36:22.
54. Cf. F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Blessing of Moses," JBL 67 (1948) 201f.;

Jenn| TLOT II, 858, with bibliography. Cf. in this regard also K41, 26Alll:.19, and in general
KAI,ll,43;Jenni,ZAW64(1952)208f.; KTU,3.5,15;2.42,7;thenKTU,1,l08,l;andA.Coo-
per, RSB 11I,466, no. 41. Concerning the combination (God-) king and "eternal one," cf. also
Dahood, RSn L 266, no. 363; in general cf. W H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in lJgarit und Is-
rael. BZAW 80 12196Ur, 53f.; J. WoZiniak, "Ugaritic Parallel of Jahwe melek '6lam," Folia
orientalia 20 (Cracow, 1979) 17lff.

55. Cf . KTU, 1.2, IV 10.

L
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5:19;Dnl. 2:44;3:33[4:3);4:31134), here, too,liturgical courtly style;also Ex. 15:18;
Ps.29:10; 66:7;Jer.l0:10; Mic. 4:7b.In connection with the special meaning of '6ldm
ascertained in Deutero-Isaiah,56 one should also mention Isa. 40:28, which refers to
Yahweh as'ebhA'6hm; this is not, however, really identical with Gen. 2l:33 (or with
Dt. 33:7), nor should it be interpreted from that perspective. Context suggests rather
that Yahweh is conceived here as the God and Lord of creation, i.e., perhaps already of
the "world."57

This thematic group ("eternal God"; '6lam as divine title) also includes Ps. 90:2;
92:8t.(7f.); 102:12f.(llf.), perhaps also 75:10(9), and, if 3l:2(l);71:l; 86:12 (and
elsewhere as well?) do indeed contain vocative lamed, these texts as well (as refer-
ences to '6ldm as divine title).

4. In Deuteronomy le'6ldm or 'a/ '6ldm is used within Deuteronomic/Deuter-
onomistic parenesis again as an amplifying motivation (5:29 and 12:28; cf. also
23:4,713,6)). Concerning tdl '6ldm in 13:17 , cf. Josh. 8:28 (both of which are Deuter-
onomistic); concerning l5:17 (slave for life), cf. III above. That which is revealed in
Deuteronomy applies to Israel 'a/'6ldm (29:28[29)).

Dt.28:46tses'6ldm to strengthen an imprecation; in this regard see also 2 S. l2: l0;
I K. 2:33a, as well as the prophetic oracles of judgment, often with content similar to
that of imprecationss8 (cf. also Jer.7:20; 17:27;25:12).

5. Prophetic oracles of judgment and salvation are also enhanced by '6ldm. This
prevents the predicted judgment or good fortune from being associated with only short
duration, and gives it instead a more abiding or enduring character. Oracles of judg-
ment of this sort include (in addition to 2 S. l2:lo;2 K. 5:27) Isa. 14:20; 25:2;32:14;
34:10; cf. 30:8; then Mic2:9; Ob. 10, though probably only Mic. 2:9 and Ob. 10 are
authentic.

Especially in the judgment oracles of Jeremiah (17:4; 18:16;20:ll;cf .3:5; 25;9; Ps.

78:66), though also in those of later (Deuteronomistic) redactors of this book (Jer.

10:10; 23:40; 33:ll; 49:13,33;50:5; 5l:26,39,57 ,62), '6ldm nnderscores a cerrain ele-
ment of finality attaching to such judgment. If this aspect of finality is indeed viewed
as being constitutive for the disputed "eschatology" of the OT, one can say that'6ldm
acquires new content here insofar as it increasingly comes to characterize Yahweh's
own eschatological acts.se Other texts include Ezk.27:36;28:19;35:9;36:2;Zeph,2:9.

Prophetic oracles of salvation (whose authenticity will not be discussed here) use
'6ldm analogously (Isa. 9:6Ul;32:17 34:17; 35:10; Jer.3:12; 17:25;25:12 Hos.
2:21[19); Am.9:11f.; Mic.4:5,7;5:ll2)).Isa.58:12 and 6l:4 (cf. by contrast Jer.
18:16;25:9,112);49:13,33;51:26) show that the "everlasting desolations/ruins" threat-

56. See 6 below.
57. Cf. C. North, Ifte Second Isaiah (Oxford,1964),89f. See IV below
58. Cf. 5 below.
59. With lenni, ZAW 65 (1953) 14. Conceming this, cf. H. D. Preuss, ed., Eschatologie im AT.

WdF 480 (1978); R. Smend, "Eschatologie II: AI," TRE, X,256-64.
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ened in the book of Jeremiah are sufficiently equivocal that they can be offset by a re-
newed promise of reestablishment.

6. It is questionable whether the history of the word reaches a genuinely new stage
in the 15 occurences in Deutero-Isaiah.60 Isa. 40:8; 45:17;51:6,8; 54:8 (cf. also 47:7;
55 : 1 3) all use '6ldm to express the element of "forever" already expressed earlier and
elsewhere as well. The plural in 5l:9 (as often the case in Deutero-Isaiah, the pl. sig-
nals no conceptual change) refers to the distant past and yet at the same time demythol-
ogizes that past through a parallel use of the struggle with the -+ raha! and the cross-
ing of the sea during the liberation from Egypt; the reference is no longer to a mythical
primal age (cf. 42:14, "for a long time"; 46:9; 44:7 cort. "from the beginning";.6t 4n
analysis of Deutero-Isaiah's use of '6ldm alone, however, cannot demonstrate that this
writer is now concerned with eschatological, inbreaking, and goal-oriented salvation
rather than only with continuing desolation.

When Isa. 40:28 refers to Yahweh as'ebhA '61dm,62 one might ask whether this title
is not really already referring to Yahweh as "king of the world" (cf. Jer. 10:10), and
whether the meaning of the lexeme '6ldm does not seem to be changing here into what
clearly becomes its meaning in postexilic texts, especially in apocalyptic writing
("world": cf. also Ps. 104:5; 148:6).

7. P tends to use '6ldm frequently and in theologically significant combinations.63
With reference to the land itself, it speaks of "perpetual holding" ('ahuzza!'6ldm, Gen.
17:8; 48:4; Lev. 25:34; one Ugaritic witness already attests a gift "in perpetuity/eter-
na11y");64 then also of ge'ulla1 '6ldm (Lev. 25:32), d6r61 '6ldm (Gen. 9:12), l(hunna!
'6ldm(8x.40:15; Nu.25:13; cf. also I Ch.l5:2;2Ch.23:13; Ps. ll0:4;os according to
I S. 2:30 and 3:13f., however, this priesthood "forever" may well come to an end), and
'6!le'6ldm (Ex.3l:17; cf.Isa.55:13; Gen.9:12; only in Ex.3l:17 andLev.25:46 does

P use '6ldm with le within construct combinations; P never uses 'agl '6ldm). It is also
important for P that Yahweh's statutes and ordinances (hbq or huqqd, -+ PPn bqd re
everlasting (Ex. 29 :9,28 i 30:21 ; Lev. 3 :17 ; 6: l l, l 5 [ 8,2 3); 7 :34,36; lO:9,1 5 ; 16:29,
31,34; 17:3:23:14,21,31,41;24:3,9; Nu. l0:8; 18:8,11,19,23; 19:10,21;cf.Ex.12:14,
17,24; Ezk. 46:14; 2 Ch. 2:3l4l1.ee

It is of particular significance that P transfers the beril'6ldm to the Noachic Der[
(Gen. 9:16; cf. v. 12) and especially to the patriarchal beril (Gen. 17:7,13,19:Ex.

60. So Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953) 15.
61. Concerningtherecasting ofthe Davidic b"rtttoreferto thepeople (Isa.55:3), see IV.2.
62. Cf. IV.3 above.
63. Cf. Jerlni, ZAW 64 (1952) 240f.;65 (1953) 2lf.; idem, TLOT II, 857, 861; C. Feucht,

Untersuchungen zum Heiligkeitsgesetz (Berlh, 1964),59; C. Levin, Die Verheissung des neuen
Bundes. FRI-A.NT 137 (1985), 222ff. According to Levin (231), P is targeting the Jewish Dias-
pora of the fourth centuryl

64. KTU, 3.5, 14, 15, 20; see also TUAT U3,212.
65. Cf. F. B Knutson, RSe II,407ff., no. 3.
66. See also V 144.
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3l:16;Lev.24:8; also Nu. l8:19, "berit of salt" with '6la@.In Deuteronomistic litera-
ture and in writers influenced by it, this covenant was reserved for David and for the
Davidic dynasty.6T Similarly, the special theological interest in the longevity of this
bert1, one interpreted largely as a gift and promise, is underscored by P's inclination to
amplify these construct combinations by adding words that in their own turn under-
score this longevity yet again, e.g., -+ g1l zera', -+ 'l'll d6r (or its pl.), or banim. These
are then explicated by the expression "after you" (cf., e.g., Gen. 17:7-9) precisely be-
cause P has a special theological interest in underscoring the validity of these divine
salvific promises for Abraham's "descendants."

with regard to the use of bertl'6ldm in P, one might also compare the following (in
addition to those mentioned in IV.2): Ps. 105:10 (cf. v.8);Isa. 24:5;61:g;Jer.32:40;
50:5; Ezk. 16:60, then also Jgs. 2:1, though the "breaking', of the bertl'6ldm (l) in
Deuteronomistic theology and terminology refers to the Sinaitic bert1.

In these examples P is concerned not only with that which remains perpetually the
same68 but even more with what continues to remain valid, i.e., with that which will
also apply to the "descendants."

8. Postexilic texts inquire whether Yahweh's wrath, now manifest in the punishment
of the exile, will continue or even go on "forever" (ps. 7j:8Ul;85:6[5]; 103:9; Isa.
57:16; cf. already Lam. 3:31).oe They ask abour rhe future (Isa. 56:5; 5g:12:59:2t:
61:4) and try to promise neu enduring salvation (60:15-22;61:jf.; also 35:10; 5l:ll;
32:17; see in this regard Joel 2:26f .). The threats of perdition for other nations ulti-
mately also involve the resultant salvation for Israel "forever" (Isa. l4:20; 25:2;34:lo;
Ob. l0; Mal. l:4; cf. Ps. 9:8[7]).

9. In the Psalms the expressions le'6lam or 'aQ '6lam (and the combination with
m€'6ldm) appear first of all in the doxologies that organize the book of Psalms itself
(Ps.41:14[13);72:19:89:53[52]; 106:48).zo These expressions could be appropriated
into these doxologies precisely because they were already being used particularly in
doxological or hymnic language or in strongly assertoric discourse in any case
(5;12[1]; 9:8[7]; 30:1312);33:11;44:9181; 52:10f.[8f.]; 75:10[9]; 79:13; 8l:16[15];
89:2,31,21;9O:2;92:918);93:2: lO2:l3l12l; 104:31; I06:48; III:8; II3:2; II5:18;
119:44,93,98,111f .;125:2; 131:3; 135:13; 145:tf .,13,21). Concerning this ..everlasting

praise,"Tr cf. also DL33i27; Neh.9:5; I Ch. 16;36; 29:10; Isa. 26:4;Dnl.2:20;3:33
14:31: 4:311341: 6:7, etc.

It is particularly Yahweh's -+ 'I0l'l hesej and 1'ri, 'e*sv72 that have been in effect

67. See IV.2 above.
68. So Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953), 21; idem, TLOT tt,86t.
69. See lenni,ZAW 65 (1953) lSff.;idem, TLOTI,859ff.
70. Cf. Jenni, TLOT II,860.
71. Cf . W. Beyerlin, "Kontinuitet beim 'berichtenden' Lobpreis des Einzelnen," Wort und

Geschichte. FS K. Elliger. AOAT 18 (1973),17-24.
72. -+ JDN mn (1,292-323).
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"from of old" and are thus praised, or that at least are enduringly hoped for and thus
praised in the confidence that they will indeed be granted (Ps. 25:6;33:11; 89:3[2];
100:5; 103: 17; 105:8, l0; I I I :5,8f.; ll7 :2; 119:89,142,144,152,160; 125:2; 1 35; 13;
138:8; 146:6; 148:6; 136; then 1 Ch. l6:34,36,41;2 Ch. 5:13; 7:3,6;20:21; Ps. 106:1;
107:1 ; 118: 1,2-4,29; Jer. 33: 11).

Then it is Zion, which has existed "since of old" and will continue to do so forever,
that is praised for its longevity; after all, Yahweh has indeed taken up residence there
"forever" or has set his name onZion and made it its resting place (l Ch.23:25;2 Ch.
3O:8;33:4,7: Ps. 48:9,15[8,14];78:69;125:l;133:3; cf. I K. 8:13; 9:3; then also Ps.

3 1 :4[3]; 42:lOl9l;lsa. 26:2-4; Jer. 31 :40; Ezk. 37 :26,28; 43:7 ,9; cf . 2 Ch. 6:2;7:16; Jer.
7:71.t2

Ps. 119 demonstrates anew that the use of '6ldm (with /e, 'a8, and min) in many texts
functions (merely) as an amplification. The psalmist intends "forever" to follow and
reflect on Yahweh's + ;'l'l'ln tbrd, his + "lf'I ddbdr (or pl.), and his + UDllrD milpdt
(p1.; also miswd and 'd/fr), since all these things are themselves established "in perpe-
tuity"; they will always be valid ordinances (cf. vv. 44,52,89,93,98,111,112,142,144,
l 52, l 60).

Finally, numerous petitioners confess confidently that they (as righteous, faithful,
etc.) will be guided "forever," will neither vacillate nor come to shameTa (cf, 15:5;
30:7[6]; 3l:2ltl; 37 :18,27 ; 4l:t3ll2l; 55:231221; 6l :5,8[4,7]; 7 l:l; 73:26; 112:6;
l2l:8; 125:l:139:24); or they express similar petitions (l Ch. 29:18; Ps. 12:8[7]; 28:9;
6l:5[4]; 75:10[9]; 77:8Ul;85:6[5]) with regard either to themselves or to adversaries
who are to perish "forever" (9:6[5]; 37:28;81:l6tl5lt?l; cf.73:12).

According to the act-consequence schema, the good and the righteous should "al-
ways" experience good fortune. This is confirmed by wisdom aphorisms (Prov.

10:25,30) and by the wisdom poem Ps. 37 (vv. 18,27-29), as well as by 41:13(12);
55:23(22); ll2:6, whereas the "psalm ofJob" (Ps.73) brings the opposite experience
to expression (v. t2).ts

10. The unique use of '6ldm in Ecclesiastes also belongs in the critical discussion of
the wisdom tradition (also as an experienced tradition) as expressed in Prov. 10:25,30,
etc.76 Although Eccl. l:4 does indeed already :use le'6ldm in the customary sense of
"forever" (cf .2:16;9:6, though both times negated), the context clearly shows the criti-

73. -r EID idm; -+ ltlJ n,Aah; -+ f l?' yib (VI, 420-38).
74. ) vE bii (bbsh) (II, 50-60); --> 9'tD mwt (VIU, 152-58).
75. Cf. also M. Perani, "Sulla terminologia temporale nel libro di Giobbe," Henoch 5 (1983)

1-20.
76. See the ending of IV.9. Cf. Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953)22t.;idem,TLOT,II, 861 (in the latter's

bibliog., the excursus by Ellermeier is of particular importance in this regard); cf. also
M. Dahood, "Canaanite-Phoenician Influence in Qoheleth," Bibl 33 (1952) 216; idem, "The
Language of Qoheleth," CBQ 14 (1952) 232: idem, "Qoheleth and Recent Discoveries," Bibl 39
(1958) 316. Also Gerleman,34lf.; and W. Zimmerli, "'Unveriinderbare Welt'oder'Gott ist
Gott'? Ein Pliidoyer ftir die Unaufgebarkeit des Predigerbuches in der Bibel," "Wenn nicht jetzt,
wann denn?" FS H.-J. Kraus (Neukirchen, 1983), 108f.
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cal intention of this statement; i.e., life goes on "perpetually" in the same way (cf.
1:5ff.), which is why there is really nothing new under the sun, no possibility for
change, no chance to escape the present course ofevents. Eccl. l:10 says precisely the
same thing; here the expression le'dldmim is accordingly to be viewed as an intensive
plural rather than as a succession of ages.77 That is, everything has already been this
way once, and this is why the present offers little of particular interest. In the future
both the wise and the foolish will be forgotten (2:16; cf .9:6 after 9:5).

Within the occurrences of '6ldm in Ecclesiastes, 12:5 is of special significance. This
is the only time in the OT that '6ldm is used with a suffix, and only here does '6ldm

clearly mean "grave" (NRSV "eternal home"), though cf.Ps.29:12(ll). Jenni, how-
ever, has shown that this particular meaning was common in texts from the OT envi-
rons (cf., e.g., the Ahiram inscription).78

One must interpret hd'6ldm in Eccl. 3:11 within the context of the other occurrences
in Ecclesiastes.Te Accordingly, one should guard against an overly hasty comparison
with Gen. l:26ff. Similarly, Eccl. 3:14 can merely underscore that v. 1l in its own turn
is saying that the "duration" of which God has made human beings aware is not nor can
it be a consciousness of human existence as such, but rather again the experience of the
torment of existence as a burden through the passing of time and through the experi-
ence of the burdensome, inaccessible, and incessant nature of existence. This means
that 3:l I also involves a critical (!) response to the customary view of human beings,
but with no positive counterview.8o

11. The book of Daniel contains 5 occurrences in Hebrew (9:24; l2:2[bis],3,7), 18

in Aramaic (2:4,20[bis],44[bis]; 3:9,33[4:3);4:31[34][bis]; 5:10; 6:7,22,2716,21,26):
7:l4,l8lterl,27), of which 9:24 (Hebrew) and 2:4,44; 3:9; 5:10; 6:7,22,2716,21,261
(Aramaic) as well as one of the occurrences in 7:18 are plural. DnL2:4;3:9; 5:10;
6:22(21) belong to the royal greetings (cf. also 6:7[6]).8r Dnl. 2:44; 3:33(4:3);
4:31(34), and 6:27(26) also make clear that the concern here (as in the book of Daniel
in the larger sense) is not only with the coming divine rule "forever," but also with ex-
tolling the present and future rule as being perpetual.

The assertion that "everlasting righteousness" (9:24) will be brought to the people
and city (cf. I lQPsa l6) then focuses more unequivocally on the new future, and Dnl.
2:44; 7:14,18; l2:2f . make clear that, and how, the present "age of the world" will end
and the new age (this age, too, as a final one!) will commence. At that time "many"
will be raised to "everlasting life" (12:2), others to everlasting shame and contempt.
Resurrection thus functions here as a solution to the problem of theodicy and as an in-

77. With Ellermeier contra Jenni.
78.Jenni,7AW65(1953)27tr.;idem,TLOTII,S6lf.SeeKAl l:1,thoughalsoKAI,II,3in

loc.; cf. I above.
79. --> Y\,420f.
80. So with Ellermeier contra Jenni and Zimmerli; cf. also M. Filipiak, "Kairologie dans Ecl.

3, I - I 5," Ro c zni ki Te o lo g i c zno - Kanoni c zne 20 / I (197 3) 83 -93.
81. See IV.2 above.
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strument for balancing things out between the good and the wicked, neither of whom
will or may be permitted to end with death only.82 Here'6ldm/'dlam acquires the mean-
ing of "world/age of the world" (cf. already Ps. 104:5; 148:6? Isa. 40:28?), something
then developed further in early Jewish literature.83

V. Apocrypha, Early Judaism, Qumran.
1. Among the Apocrypha,8a the book of Sirach is of particular importance given its

original Hebrew version. Although the text of Sir. 1:1,4, which speaks of wisdom as

having been "forever" or from God (cf. Prov. 8:22-30), is extant only in its Greek
translation, the actual Hebrew corpus of Sirach contains 40 occurrences of '6lam, most
of which can be classified under the meanings and uses already discussed above with
regard to the OT.8s

In Sirach '6ldm first of all (and in various combinations, e.g., with hdq) has the
meaning "enduring, everlasting" (ll:33; 14:17;15:6; 16:13;30:17 [sleep]; 4l:9 [ms.
Bl; 43:6 [ms. B]; 44:13 45:13:47:ll;49:12; 51:30c; concerning 44:7, cf .8x.28:43).
It is uncertain whether occasionally or even in general this notion of "everlasting" al-
ready implies a genuinely eschatological "eternal." In any event3Tl26 (analogous to
Dnl. l2:2) speaks about "living forever";86 Sir. 43:6 also uses '6ldm together with -+
Y? qc;, andT:36 together with -+ nrlnN 'al.tart1.

Referring back to Gen. 17, Sir.44:18 mentions the'6!'6laminsteadof the bertg
whereas 45:15 (cf. 45:24 and Nu. 25:12- 13a) refers the bertl'6ldm to the priestly cove-
nant for Aaron and Phinehas.sT

ln 4:23 '6lam referc in a general sense to "time," in 42:18 [M]; 48:25; 51:30 to the
"future" (= "eternity"?), which according to 48:25 was revealed to Isaiah, and in 39:20
probably to the "age of the world," In 3:18 (ms. A) '6lam means something like
"world,"88 and the '€l '6ldm in 36:22 B (though this is textually uncertain) is more
likely the "God of the Cosmos INRSV 'of the ages']" (cf. 36:1) than the "eternal
God."8e Sir.42:21 is probably comparable in this respect ("he is from all eternity"; cf.
5l:8), though here, too, it is difficult to determine whether the reference is not (only) to
the expression "since an earlier period" (cf. 16:7; 44 S; 44:2;48:25).In all this, Sirach
stands clearly in a transitional situation with regard to the development of the term
'6ldm, with traditional meanings continuing. new ones announcing themselves, and

82. Cf. in this regard H. D. Preuss, "'Auferstehung' in Texten alttestamentlicher
Apokalyptik," "Linguistische" Theologie, ed. U. Gerber and E. Gtittgemanns (Bonn, 1972),
101-33.

83. See V; concerning Daniel, cf. C. Barth, 82ff.; K. Koch et al., Das Buch Daniel. EdF 144
(1980), 214ff.

84. Cf. Jenni, ZAW 65 (1953) 29-35; idem, TLOT 11,862.
85. Cf. in general O. Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira. OBO | (19'13),22tt.;

H. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter. WUNTIV6 (1980), 149ff.
86. Concerning this combination, however, cf. also Dahood, RSe III, 126, no.239.
87. Cf. Stadelmann.
88. See IV.11 above concerning Daniel.
89. See IV above.
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many texts clearly hovering between the old and the new and thus eluding unequivocal
determination.

2. In early Jewish literature the use of '6ldm (and its derivatives) tends increasingly
to imply the opposition first attested in the book of Daniel (and prepared by several
other OT texts that use'6lam to mean "world"?)e0 between "this world" and the "com-
ing world." In Greek texts this development is found in Wis. l3:9;Tob. 3:2 S; l3:18
(LXXBA); cf. Sir. 3:18 (ms. A;.et

3. Finally, the Qumran writings show convincingly that and how the use of '6ldmin-
creases in postexilic and early Jewish literature.e2 In addition to the almost 170 occur-
rences in the texts accessible earlier, one can now add almost 30 occurrences frorn the
Temple Scroll. (Fragmentary witnesses with textual lacunae, etc. [e.g., IQH l:3,7f.; cf.
Prov. 8:23?; IQH 3:4; l2:29lwill not be considered here.) Citations are involved in
4QFlor (4Q174) 1:3 (Ex. 15:18) and l:4 (Dt. 23:4tt.l3tt.l). Both IQM (excepting col.
7) and IQS 2-4 we'6lam in the plural much more frequently than does the OT and
much more frequently even than do the other Qumran texts, though no semantic
change seems discernible.

As in the OT,(le)'6ldmoftens means "forever" (lQSb 5:21; lQH l:24;9:29;14:23;
I QM I 1 : 14; 12:16; 4Ql7 I [4QpPs 371 3:2; etc.), which when negated means "never"
(4Q504 [4QDibHama] 4:4;6: I l). In IQM 7:4 one can then translate '6ldm as "perpetu-
ally." As is the case in the OT, it also occurs together withdbr (4QDibHam 2:11) or
with the subst. 'aQl (1QS 4:l; lQSb 3:21; IQH l3:6,13; 17:28); rhe meaning "from ev-
erlasting to everlasting" also occurs here (4QDibHam 6:10; IQS 2:1; etc.). Here, too,
the combination with -+ DlP qeQem refers to a distant, primal past (CD 2:7;|QH
l3: l,l0), then within the faith of the group itself refers to the divine counsel taken in
this "primal period."

In many instances '6ldm h construct combinations again functions to add emphasis
or amplification; these combinations remain largely within the broader confines of the
linguistic models already attested in the OT itself (eternal covenant, possession, peace,
joy, loyalty, glory, etc.; IQS 2:3,4,8; 4:3,7;8'.10;9:4; l0:4; ll:7; lQSb l:3; 2:25,28;
3:4,5;4:3;lQH 1:18; 3:18,20,21 6:11,31 [cf. Ps.24:7);9:25f.; l3:5f.,18; 14:6;
18:6,15; CD 1:15 [cf. Hab. 3:6);3:4,13;15:5; etc.). Menrion of the "everlasting
priestly covenant" (1QM l7:3) similarly draws on the OT model.e3

The construct combinations with '6ldmthat are new in comparison with those in the

90. See IV.l1 above.
91. Jenni, 7AW 65 (1953) 29tt., thoroughly discusses all the pertinent witnesses; cf. also

C. Barth; St.-B., IV/2, 799-976; and H. Merklein, Die Gottesherrschaft als Handlungsprinzip.
FzB 34 (1978), 112ff.; concerning 2 Baruch and,4Ezra, see W. Harnisch,Verhringnis und
Verheissung der Geschichte. FRI,ANT 97 (21969), 90ff.

92. Cf . Jenni, ZAW 64 (1952) 247f .; idem, TLOT II, 862; Ban, 67, ll8; A. Mertens, Das
Buch Daniel im Lichte der Texte vom Toten Meer SBM 12 (1971) 161f.

93. See IV.7 above.
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OT itself clearly show that these combinations have a stronger eschatological focus
than in the OT, and that they are used far more frequently in precisely such contexts
and for precisely this reason in the Qumran texts. Hence one reads not only about eter-
nal rule for Israel (1QM l9:8) but also about eternal help, deliverance, or redemption
(lQM l2:7; 15:1; 18:1,11,72) or eternal destruction of adversaries (leM l:5; 9:6;
l8:1; 4Q171 3:13). Reference is made to everlasting destiny (lQH3:22), fire (1eS
2:8), those who are cursed forever (2:17), everlasting ruin and destruction (4:12;5:13),
everlasring light (4:8; lQHT:25; l2:15; IQM 13:6; etc.), an everlasting parh (leH
4:4); cf., e.g., the accumulation of occurrences in lQS 4:7f.

Whereas the hymnic-doxological use again finds its precursor in the OT itself ( I QS
l0:12; ll:5; IQH I:31l. ll:25,27: l7:20 IQM 13:7), one particular group of rexts
demonstrates an interest in the problems of "time" within the eumran group itself
(lQSb 4:26;5:18; CD l3:8; 2:10; 1QM l2:3; 14:13;lQS 4:16; cf. also the frequenr
"everlasting beings/happenings": IQS ll:4; cf. CD 2:10; l3:8; IQH 18:27; leM
l7:5). As the context shows, an'€l'6ldm then also exhibits a different meaning (leH
7:31).e4

The Qumran texts use '6lam as a linguistic means of expression in connection with
both angelolocy (lQH l:ll) and anthropology (1QH 1:15) as well as wirh the dualism
typical of Qumran (1QS 4:1,17; 9:21).

Finally, the lexeme also occupies a unique place within the numerous self-designa-
tions and self-qualifications of the Qumran community itself (everlasting knowledge,
counsel, order, assembly, community of the everlasting covenant, everlasting planting,
everlasting building with everlasting foundations and at an everlasting spring, etc.; cf.
lQS 2:23,25;3:12;4:16,22;5:5f.; 8:5; ll:8; lQH 3:35; 6:15; IQM l7:8; teS 2:3;
IQM l3:9; also lQH 3;21; 8:6,8,12,14,20;6:17f.,10,31).es Accordingly,'6lAm serues
in a larger sense both to express the generally intense eschatological faith of the
Qumran community and to qualify this group itself as an eschatological entity.e6

The use of '6ldm in the Temple Scroll adds nothing to these findings. Virtually all
the occurrences here follow OT usage, and show only that this text was particularly in-
terested in the "everlasting ordinances"eT and in confirming that especially the cultic
regulations regarding, e.9., the altar or temple in the larger sense, as well as divine
promises regarding it (45i14), are valid "forever" (8: l3; 9: 14; l7:3; 18:B; l9:9; ZO:14;
2l:04,05? 23:01? 24:8;25:8;27:4;29:7f .;35:9;45:14; 46:3? 47:3; 50 19; 53:7;55: l0;
59:15, l8).

Preuss

94. Cf. IV.3 above.
95. +'IlD sdd; -+111'yahaQ ryI,40-48).
96. cf. H.-w. Kthn, Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. suNT 4 (1966); cf. there also

the index s.v.'6lam; also Beyer (see I above) and H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild
in Texten der Qumrangemeinde. SUNT 15 (1980), index s.v. '6lam.

97. A favorite use in P; see IV.7 above.
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119 'a*ar;7J|awA; 119- 'awwd; d'Y1Y 'iwim; !Y ?; 'YQ m'i; Aram. i'lllY
%wayd

Contents: I. Occurrences; Verb and Related Nouns. II. Meaning of the Verb and of
Derivatives Except'dwbn: l. Verb; 2. Derivatives.Ill.'awon in the Historical Books and Psalms:

1. Older Works; 2. Deuteronomistic Passages; 3. Chronicles; 4. Psalms. lY.'dwon in the

Prophets: 1. Preexilic; 2. Exilic. Y.'awon in the Priestly Document. VI. Qumran. VII. Biblical
Aramaic. VI[. LXX.

I. Occurrences; Verb and Related Nouns. Beginning with the exilic/postexilic pe-

riod, the noun'awan, attested 231 times in the OT, became the central term for human

sin, guilt, and fate in prophetic and cultic writings. It occurs most frequently in Ezekiel
(44 times), then 3 I times in the Psalms, 24 in Jeremiah, l5 in Deutero-Isaiah and Trito-
Isaiah, 27 inP, and 15 in Job. Of note are the relatively early multiple occurrences in
Hosea (11 times).

Morphologically this form involves a construction with the "abstract" suffix -dr. I

The plural occurs relatively rarely, largely (43 times) with the feminine ending as
lwon1y (e.g.,5 times in Ezekiel), and only exceptionally with suffixes as masculine
plural (5 times; once in Ezekiel).2 M. Dahood classifies 7 (with suf. y) in Ezk. 18:17

and Lam. l:3 as a contracted northern Israelite variant.3
This form derives historically from the root wy/w. The corresponding verb 'AwA,

with only 17 occurrences, is attested relatively rarely, albeit from the older strata (e.g.,

I S. 20:30) onward to the Qumran writings. Roughly speaking, the semantic scope ex-

tends from "transgress, incur guilt, sin," toward human beings or God to "be dis-
traught, destroyed."4 Semantic specialization is discernible only in the case of the

hiphil (9 occurrences), which is used in connection with the ritual confession of sin
(see below).

Other nominal derivatives of the root such as ? (5 occurences, usually pl.);'awwA
(3 times); 'iwim (once + Sir. 37:31?), and mei (once) recede even more (see below

'dwdn. R. Knierim, Die Hauptbegriffe fiir Silnde im AT (Giitersloh,21967), 185-256; idem,
"11\ 'awon perversity," TLOT, ll,862-66; K. Koch, "Die ganzheitliche Wirklichkeitserfassung
des alttestamentlichen Stindenbegriffs," Parola e Spirito. FS S. Cipriani, 2 vols. (Brescia, 1982),
I, 585-98; C. A. Ben-Mordechai, "The Iniquity of the Sanctuary," JBL 60 (1941) 3ll-14;
L. Rost, "Die Schuld der Vdter," Studien zum AT. BWANT lol (1974),66-71; R. Youngblood, "A
New Look at Three OT Roots for 'Sin,"' Biblical and Near Eastern Studies. FS W. S. LaSor
(Grand Rapids, 19'78), 207-5; -+ XVn hafi' (chala') (IY 309-19).

1. BLe,498.
2.Ct.D. Michel, GrundlegungeinerhebrriischenSyntax (Neukirchen-V1uyn, 1977), I,48f.
3. "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VII," Bibl 50 (1969) 351.
4. GesB, 569f .; HAL, 11,796.
5. GesB, 572.
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concerning their content). In Hos. 10: l0 the term llltll ynt, "funows" according to the
Targs. (K is meaningless), is today generally pointed as 'awonbt.s

Apart from the use of the noun yn in the Mesha inscription,6 other occurrences of the
root outside ancient Hebrew are uncertain. W. von Soden does adduce Ah,k. iwltu(m),
"maliciously false assertion," deriving this noun from the verb ewfi(m) lI, which is attested
at least once with "sin" (arnu) as its object and thus, in analogy to Hebrew, wy would al-
legedly mean approximately "burden with."7 CAD addtces but a single root ewfi, "to
change, turn into," and derives iwttu(m) from this without any connection to Hebrew.8

Influenced probably by Biblical Hebrew, both the verb and a noun wwayk later es-
tablished themselves in Biblical Aramaic (Dnl.4:24lBng. v.271), Jewish Aramaic, and
Middle Hebrew, albeit in only a limited fashion. Significantly, rhe Targs. generally use
Aram. h6!d in the singular or plural (Gen. 4:13; l5:16; l9:15, etc.) for Heb.'dwdn.By
contrast, when dealing with a fixed cultic formula such as that in Lev. l6,2lf ., or when
the central Aramaic term h6!6 is needed contextually for a parallel expression such as

Heb. hatta'1, the translators are inclined to use Aram. ewdyd (Ex. 34:7). Although the
Qumran writings make considerable use of both the verb and the noun'aw6n (7 and 40
times, respectively, according to Kuhn),1 the noun is apparently subordinated to the
similarly frequent 'im/'imh as a new central term for sin or guilt (see below).

Influenced by the efforts of earlier lexicographers to derive every Hebrew word
from a basic material meaning, GesB viewed 'wh as a union of the two Arab. verbs wy,
"bend, turn," and {vvy, "deviate, err from the path."to The latter corresponds to Eth.
'awawa, "err, stray, not know."ll R. Knierim thus deduces a basic meaning of ',bend,
curve, turn aside, twist."l2 Even if this etymological derivation is correct, one still can-
not determine whether any biblical writer was familiar with the original meaning.

In any event, the two "literal" passages adduced in support can also be understood
differently. Although Ps. 38:7(6) can certainly be rendered "I am uterly bowed down,"
the rendering "I am utterly destroyed" would also fit contextually. And although it is
certainly conceivable that according to Isa. 24: I Yahweh will "twist" the countenance
of the earth (Knierim), this nonetheless seems to weaken the statement's presumed in-
tention of asserting that he will in fact make the surface of the earth uninhabitable. As
with many other OT terms, here, too, etymological conjectures concerning a basic ma-
terial meaning contribute little to our understanding.

Given the Arabic parallels, BDB distinguishes two different Hebrew roots.r3 The
term'wh I, "to bend, twist," includes the derivatives'aww6, 'iwim, and i. Only 'dwdn
itself and the denominative qal and hiphil verbal forms derive from w/r II.

6. KAI, 181:27.
7. AHw, 1,266t., 408.
8. CAD, TY 4l3ff.
9. Kuhn. 158.
10. GesB, 569.
ll. LexLingAeth, 1008.
12. TLOT rr, 863.
13. BDB,730.
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II. Meaning of the Verb and of Derivatives Except 'dwdn.
l. Verb. The basic stem of 'dwA is used to mean "to commit 'awon" in only 2 late

passages (Est. l:16; Dnl. 9:5), prompting the question whether it might not derive from
the noun.la The piel is similarly attested with but 2 exilfc/postexilic occurrences, with a

divine subject, asserting that Yahweh intends to make either the "surface of the earth"
or its "ways" (= life paths) inaccessible for sinful humanity (Isa.24:l;Lam.3:9).ts

The hiphil (9 occurrences) belongs to the language ofpenitential confessions and to
the retrospective context of thanksgiving (with ifib, I K. 8:47 par.2 Ch. 6:37; Jer.
3:2lf .; cf . 4:9 LXX;to a context of thanksgiving in Job 33:27). Confessions tradition-
ally order the triad bafi'li - hevwAlt - hiria'ti (or pL ) (2 S. 24:17; I K.8:47 par.2 Ch.
6:37; Ps. 106:6; with 'dwd qal in Dnl. 9:5). It represents the expansion of the simpler
form of the individual or collective admission of guilt before either human or divine
authority, which can be expressed only with the verb batd'.tt This expansion of the for-
mula can be explained such that hdtd' refers to the sinful acts, with hevwd meaning
"(thereby) incurring guilt" (hiphil "inwardly causative," but hardly merely "prove to
be perverted")I8 and hiriia', "make oneselfevil = incur an evil occurrence" (cf. the dis-
cussion below concerning the corresponding three nouns).

The niphal, occurring 4 times (and in Sir. 13:3), attests a vernacular usage relatively
independent of the noun 'dwdn itself . A petitioner whose lwdn6l have gone over his
head finds himself "nenwd and prostrate" (Ps. 38:7[6]), with the first expression refer-
ring probably to being "oppressed (by guilt)." Whereas the house of the righteous will
endure and they will be praised by all for their good sense, the wicked, who has "made
his mind sinful/oppressed his heart," will be despised (Prov. 12:7f.). I S. 20:30 is diffi
cult to interpret; Saul calls Jonathan's mother anavwalhammardAl, which might mean
"one who has become unhappy through rebelliousness" unless one follows suggested
conjectures.ls Only in Isa. 2l:3 does the verb occur with no discernible connection
with a guilty or sinful subject. Here the prophet moans that the pangs of a woman in la-
bor have seized him and that he is "naswfii by hearing and dismayed by seeing"
(NRSV "I am bowed down so that I cannot hear, I am dismayed so that I cannot see").
Here the rendering "distraught, distressed," is doubtless preferable to "I am dizzy."zo11
remains unclear, however, whether the prophet's own shattered condition has resulted
from the sin and guilt of those whom he is to denounce and whether the judgment an-
ticipated in his very person will not soon be visited even more severely on those peo-
ple. If that is indeed the case, then no OT occurrence of this verb wh is not at once also
connected with some sort of guilty or sinful involvement. In any event, the use of the
individual conjugation stems already shows that the root expresses a "dynamistic ho-

14. Cf. GesB, 569.
15. GesB,570: "make impassable."
16. Cf. BHS.
17. Knierim, Hauptbe griffe, 2Of ., 28t.
18.Idem, TLOTll,862.
19. BHK; K8L2,686f.
20. For the former see HAL, 1I,796; for the latter, GesB, s.v.
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listic thought" that tries to conceive in a single sweep "the various phases of a mis-
deed-consequence process (deed-consequence completion)."2t

2. Derivatives. Other nominal derivatives (besides 'dwAn) occur so isolated and so

rarely in the OT that a more precise analysis is difficult. Three forms traditionally (and

without further explication) are translated as "rubble, ruins." This is the case for i de-
riving from the basic stem and occurring 5 times (usually pl. iytm or aramaizin g iyin),
and for mei, occur.ing only in Isa. l7:1 and not recognized by lexicons, but also forthe
intensive construction 'awwd, occurring 3 times in Ezk. 2l:32(271.22 The semantic dis-
tance from the alleged basic meaning "be bent, twisted" to a reference to ruins is ad-
mittedly considerable, especially if one postulates for ? a semantic development from
"stone heaps . . . that mark fords across water channels in the desert" to the notion of a
violently destroyed building.zl Hence W. L. Moran derives both ? and mei not from
wy but from an undocumented Hebrew root 'yy,' by contrast, he construes 'awwA as

"twisting."24 The reduplicative construction'iwim, attested only in Isa. 19:14, is con-
sistently understood as "confusion, tumult."25

Contextually, all four derivatives refer to entities that have transgressed and in-
curred guilt. In the famous prophecy from Mic. 3:12 par. Jer. 26:18, Zion will be
plowed as a field, Jerusalem will become iyin, and the temple mount a (cultic) high
place; although the translation "heap of ruins" is certainly possible given the alternat-
ing imagery, it is equally conceivable that it might become a "place of perdition to be
avoided," since the assertion was just made that the city itself had been built "with
'awld" (Mic. 3: l0). The rendering in Mic. 1:6 is more difficult; as a result of Jacob's
peia'(v.5), Yahweh will make Samaria a"i haffidjeh, aplace forplanting vineyards,"
and will "pour down her stones into the valley." If the stones fall into the valley, then
no ruins will remain on top. The suggested elimination of the construct combination
merely reveals the embarrassment caused by the usual translation.26 In Job 30:24 the
traditional rendering ("yet he [God?] does not stretch out his hand in the i and in his
disaster . . .") so clearly fails that, following A. Dillmann, the text is now generally se-

verely emended.27 This can be avoided if after the alternating image pi| one deduces
"(self-incurred) disaster." J. Reider proposes a correspondence to Arab. 'ayy, "weak,"
though this is otherwise unattested.z8 Ps. 79:1 laments that Jerusalem's enemies have
turned it into iytm, and the parallel statement asserts that they have defiled the holy
temple; vv. 5f. trace this back to God's own wrath. The coupling with fimc'here as in

21. TLOT Ir, 863f.
22.For i see GesB, 581; HAL, II, 816; BLe, 517t; cf., however, Wagner, 135; M. Dahood,

RSe II, 31f., no. 61. For mei see H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),
156. For 'awwd cf . GesB, 570; HAL, 11,797.

23. HAL,II, 816.
24. "Gen 49, 10 and Its Use in Ez 21,32," Bibl 39 (1958) 420.
25. GesB, 572: HAL, II, 800 (abstract pl., Michel, Grundlegung, 1,88).
26. Cf., e.9., H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 42.
27. GesB, 581; HAL, II, 816; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 414.
28. "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew," W 2 (1952) 129.
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Mic. 3:12 suggests a meaning related to 'awan. Finally, with regard to 'awwd in Ezk.
2l:32(27), the suffix of the attendant verb 'astmennd suggests a feminine entity. This
can hardly be a reference to the rather distantly mentioned (v.27) Jerusalem, nor to an
unreferenced neuter,2e but more likely to the turban and crown (both fem. in Hebrew)
of the nait' (v. 29) marked by 'awon, both of which are mentioned in the preceding
verse. The beneficial function ofthese royal insignia will in the future be distorted into
their opposite; they will become a source of perdition. Finally, rfrah 'iwim in Isa. l9: 14
refers not only to the spirit of confusion that will make the Egyptians "stagger in all
their doings," but also to a blindness leading to transgression. The noun recurs in
Qumran as an element obstructing the repentance or turn (^ir& hiphil) of the nepei
(lQH 6:23) or engulfing sinners because of their rebellion (peia', pl., 1eH 7:5).lo 1,
these two passages the translation "whirlwind" is probably too harmless (cf. also Sir.
37:31).: t

In Ps. 90: I the initially seemingly appropriate rendering of the noun md'6n as "hid-
ing place," and even its expanded understanding as "refuge," do not really fit the
psalm's tone of lamentation; hence one might follow S. D. Goitein's derivation from
'wy and his suggestion that one translate it rather as a "reminder of sin."32

The OT sensibility presumably perceived place-names resonating with the root wfr as
being ominous; thus the destroyed canaanite city of ha'dy (Josh. 7f., etc.) and the Assyr-
ian city Avva (LXX) whose inhabitanrs were deported ro Palestine (2K.17:24,etc.). The
Masoretic pointing 'awwd expresses perhaps an element of disqualification.33

lll.'dwdn in the Historical Books and Psalms.
l. Older Works. In older historical traditions 'awOn occrrs approximately 20 times

as a "vernacular term . . . qualified by a dynamistic understanding of reality.":+ 1, ,1r"
majority of instances it refers to the transgressions of human beings toward others,
transgressions inevitably prompting drastic consequences for the perpetrator. Typical
usage seems to include the admission of guilt (l 5.25:24;ZS. l4:9; cf. Gen.4:13;
44:16) and the petition for a remission of guilt (2 S. t9:20[19);24:10). Snch'awdn
arises through crimes such as fratricide (Gen. 4:13; cf . 44:16), disloyalty of an 'epeQ

toward the king (l S. 20:1; 25:24;2 S. 3:8; t9:20[19]), and cultic sacrilege (1 S. 3:13f.;
unintentional in 14:41 LXX), which also includes the census (2 s. 24:10). within rhis
semantic paradigm bdla' Q S. 20:1; 2 s.24:lo) is closely related. The opposite behav-
ior is viewed as heseS (2 S. 3:8). The term 'awonmeans more than an abstract value

29. For the former see A. Bertholet, Hesekiel. HAT ul3 (1936), 76. For the larter,
W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),439: "neutral generality.,,

30. A different view is taken by M. Wallenstein, "Some Aspects of the Vocabulary and Mor-
phology of the Hymns of the Judean Scrolls," VT 7 (195"1) 212.

31. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971), 136f.; J. Maier and K. Schuber, Die
Qumran-Essener: Die Texte vom Toten Meer (Munich/Base1, 1995),211,213. But cf. also
G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIV5 (1981), 5964.

32. S. D. Goitein, "'Ma'on' 
- A Reminder of Sin," JSS l0 (1965) 52f.

33. GesB, 570.
34. Knierim, Hauptbegrffi, 193.
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judgment, referring rather to an almost thinglike substance. According to one fixed ex-
pression, it is "present in" (yCi bel the perpetrator (l S. 20:8; 14:41 [LXX]; 2 S. 14:32),
indeed, even as a self-efficacious, combative power that eventually "finds" the perpe-

trating subject (2 K. 7 :9) or "happens" to him or her (qarA, I S. 28: 1 8), not resting until
the subject is killed, i.e., executed by others ( 1 S. 20:8; 2 S. 14:32; I K. 17:18) or "con-
sumed" rn'awon (Gen. l9:15). The reference is thus to fateful guilt caused by a per-

son's iniquitous transgressions; neither "guilt" nor "sin" nor "punishment" provides an

adequate translation in such cases.35

Semantic considerations provide an answer to the old dispute regarding this
lexeme's first occurrence in the Bible, in Cain's lament: gd86l awont minneio' (Gen.
4:13). Earlier exegetical tradition understood 'awonhere as "sin" and added Yahweh as

the subject of the inf. neS6', translating thus as "to fbrgive" (already Targ.). Beginning
with H. Ewald, however, exegetes have become increasingly inclined to understand
'awon here as "punishment" and Cain as the subject of n,f ': "My punishment is greater

than I can bear." The Hebrew notion underlying 'awan, however, allows no such dis-
tinction between transgression and punishment. The notion of "bearing" is, of course,
to be ascribed to Cain, who is thus faced with his own death (v. l4;.:o The expression
naid"dwan exhibits a slight shift here compared with its customary use only insofar as

it usually refers to being faced with certain death, whereas this passage understands
such "bearing" by the person in question as an enduring burden but not necessarily as a

death sentence. The latter enters only when the "bearer" is no longer capable of "bear-
ing" and has thus collapsed under the burden.

In Gen. 15:16 Abram is told that the'awon of the Amorites is not yet idlZm. This
sentence is usually understood to mean that the Amorites will be granted more time to
commit even greater sins because the sum of their evil deeds does not yet suffice for
judgment. From the perspective of the act-consequence schema, however, which the
notion of'Awon always presupposes, the accent here is probably on the consequences.
That is, the Amorite burden of guilt has not yet matured such that the inevitable, disas-
trous consequences will be triggered; thus Abram's offspring are to wait.

Given the self-evident experiential nature of the connection between misdeed and di-
saster, reference to 'awdn in many instances exhibits no discernible direct connection
with God; of primary interest was the question concerning the how and when. Nonethe-
less, from the very outset the Hebrew was aware of those particular institutions strength-
ening and supporting such connections within life. These included the king on earth, who
recalls 'awon, takes account of it, and addresses it (2 S. 3:8; 19:20). The same expressions
refer to the invisible divine power (Ex. 20:5; Ps.32:2; Hos. 8:13) that"finds" 'awon

(Gen.44:16) or condemns a family (idpafl "for the 'awon" (l S. 3:13).:r On the one

hand, a negative divine power hastens the misdeed-misfortune connection to its inevita-
ble conclusion; on the other hand, God is also the only entity capable of turning away

35. TLOT rr, 864.
36. Cf. Knierim, Hauptbegriffe, 193; C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapo-

lis, 1984),309-11; -->Nw, naia'.
37. Cf. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATYIIUI (1973), 122.
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such burden ofguilt from a perpetrator, thereby bringing about a positive outcome. God
can take away 'awOn from a sinner ('br hiphil, 2 S. 24:10) or can permit atonement,
though such is excluded for an 'awon with regard to "sacrifice or offering" (bzebab
ttpeminhd [1 S. 3: l4] refer to 'awon, notto kpr contrathe usual translation;38 pre-Chroni-
cler texts never recognize atonement through animal sacrifices).

An ancient, possibly pre-Israelite divine self-predication, probably deriving contex-
tually from a cultic theophany celebration, celebrates El as having the power both to
take away sin and to punish it:

I am Yahweh/El . . . abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness (heseil, keeping stead-
fast love for the thousandth generation, forgiving (ndie') iniquity and transgression and
sin (peia'), yet by no means clearing the guilty (nqh piel) but visiting (pdqdil the iniquity
of the parents upon the children.3g

InEx.34:7 and Nu. 14:18, this formula has been inserted into the J context and in an
expanded form appended to the prohibition against (foreign gods and) images con-
tained in the ethical Decalog (Ex. 20:5; Dt. 5:9). In the process, the formula has been
reversed: the reference to punishment comes first and the statement about the 'dl rahhm
wehannfin is transferred to the'el qonnd'.4o

2. Deuteronomistic Passages. Deuteronomistic redactors incorporated references to
'awon as a trigger for disaster into their own traditions, but apparently without genu-
inely appropriating the term themselves. Surprisingly, apart from the adopted Decalog,
the term 'awOn occlurs only once in Deuteronomy (19:15). At most one might find the
reformulation of a Deuteronomistic (?) redactor in Josh. 22:17 and 20 (Gen. l5:16). No
one has yet investigated why the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic circles apparently
avoid a term that in their own time became increasingly more common in prophetic
and cultic circles.al

3. Chronicles. The Chronicler is even more reserved in this regard. Chronicles ap-
propriates the term 'dwdn only once as a citation ( I Ch. 2 I :8 = 2 S. 24:10). Beyond this
it occurs in connection with the two penitential prayers inEzr.9:6f .,13 and Neh. 9:2,
doubtless deriving from cultic custom, and once in the memoirs of Nehemiah (3:37).

4. Psalms. The Psalter, with 3l occurrences, provides information about the cultic
use of this lexeme. Approximately half of these occurrences involve laments or
thanksgiving psalms of the individual that are concerned with warding off individual
suffering caused by 'dwdn. Hymns rarely mention 'dwdn except perhaps in praise of a

God who in both the past and the present has liberated his people from such burdens of

38. E.g., ibid., 121.
39. Cf. J. Scharbert, "Formgeschichte und Exegese von Ex 34,6f und seiner Parallelen," Bibl

38 (19s7) 130-50.
40. Rost takes a different view.
41. Again, Rost takes a different view.
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iniquity (65:4[3]; 78:38; 85:3[2);106:43-45). Synonymous parallel terms include the
two related terms for sin: hatta'! (6 times: 32:5; 38:19[18]; 5l:4[2]; 59:4f.[3f.];
85:3[2]; 109:14), with the variations l.tatd'd and het' (once each: 5l:7[57;32:l); and
peia' (4 occurrences: 32:5; 59:4f.l3f.l; 89:33[32]: lO7:17). This does not, of course,
establish complete synonymity. Because bafial appears in the plural next to 'dwdn in
the singular (85:3[2]), or in the construcr relationship 'aw6n hattd'lt (32:5), ttaga'1re-
fers presumably to the individual deed, the concrete sin whose sum then elicits'awan
as the enduring consequence.

Just which transgressions or crimes actually lead to 'awdn is not explicated. Only
one passage directly associates 'awon with transgressions against divine ordinances,
89:32f.(31f.), though this involves special guidelines for the king rather than a Mosaic
law The evidence thus does not really permit one to equate preexilic use of ?won with
transgression against the law. Clearly, the cause of 'awon is found not only in false be-
havior toward God, but also in misdeeds against one's fellows . The 'dwdn caused by a
wicked person surrounds (sbb) andinjures the innocent (49:6t51). This passage already
makes clear that in cultic use, too, 'dwdn is understood not as an abstract term but as an
existing, albeit invisible, substantive sphere. Furthermore, the subject of 'dw6n is af-
fected even more severely than is the object of the deed, and the psalms repeatedly pro-
vide examples of this "retro-effect." Leading up to the evil deed, the wicked find
(mdsd') the'dwdn and turn it into the driving force of their behavior (36:3[2]). Once
they have acted maliciously, however, their awondl grow over their heads and oppress
them (38:5[4]), proving to be stronger than they (65:at3l) and thus bringing about their
fateful ruin. They are afflicted by their 'dw6n (107:17), stumble in it (kll be,
31:ll[l0]), or are brought low through it (106:43). Because their vw6n61can be more
numerous even than the hairs on their heads, they inevitably destroy the wicked
(40:3[2)). The understanding of the act-consequence schema associated with this
lexeme undergoes a special expansion in the "penitential psalm," 51. The sphere of
perdition associated with'awon encircled the psalmist even before his birth: "Indeed, I
was born guilty, amid the burden of sin (h€t') my mother conceived me" (v. 7[5]).

To escape this fateful condition of sin, the believer stays away from'dw6n (idrnar
min, 18:24[23]). once having fallen prey to it, however, the believer confesses these
transgressions to God instead ofconcealing them (32:5;38:l9tl8l).

Even though slch'awon is actually an almost thinglike essence on earth, God is in-
deed aware of it and pursues it by activating the misdeed-misfortune sphere around the
perpetrators and hastening their ruin. God sets out human 'dwdnbefore himself so as
not to overlook it (90:8; 109:14f.). His remembrance (zdkar) of 'awdn represents not
only a cognitive act but a dynamic one as well (79:8), as does his conscious reckoning
(haiab, 32:2). God brings to fruition the fate of the wicked commensurate with the
'awon (gamal 103: l0), and where he marks (idmar) a person's 'dwon there can be no
recovery (130:3). In some instances God adds (nd1an) new 'awon as misfortune upon
previous 'awon, i.e., as yet another consequenc e (69:28[27]). or he remembers the sins
ofthe fathers and visits them on the descendants (109:14). God's chastising advent
(paqail causes the cloak of misdeeds around the wicked to turn into instant ruin
(89:33[32]).
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Not in every case, however, is God intent on bringing to bitter fruition the misdeed-

misfortune schema prompted by 'awdn. His occasional support of the pernicious power
of 'awdn can derive from his intention to chastise (ysr) sinners, i.e., to make them capa-

ble of good lives again through temporary suffering (39:12[11]). Above all, however,
God is interested in liberating the guilty through atonement. Hence the Psalter under-
scores his positive help in freeing persons from their burden of sin just as much as it
does his negative punishment of 'dwbn. This is why his sanctuary on Zion is extolled;
for "to you all flesh shall come because of 1wdn61. Our transgressions (peidim) are

too much for us. You atone for them" (65:3f.[2f.]; cf. 78:38).
Since atonement takes place in the temple, it refers (as in P; see below) to a ritual act

through which the human burden of sin is transferred to an animal functioning as a rep-
resentative (ka@'il.The same probably applies to the parallel statement concerning
the "pardonilg"4z of 'dwdn (25:ll; 103:3; 130:3f.), though this does not refer to a

purely spiritual "forgiveness" of the sort usually suggested by modern translations. For
in such instances, Yahweh himself bears away human 'dwdn (ndid', 32:5;85 312)),

washing (kibbes) or wiping (mdhd) it away (51:4,1 1t2l9l), redeeming all of Israel in
this way (pddl, 130:8; cf. Lev. 27:27;Ex.13:13).

This divine activity derives from the "characteristics" and metahistorical entities of
activity surrounding God. Such include wrath and fury that awaken wherever 'awon

arises in human society (38:4f.[3f,]; 78:37f.;90:7f.). More frequently, God's positive
actions in atoning deliverance of persons or a people burdened by 'awon are traced

back to his unique covenantal loyalty (hesed, 89:33f.[32f.]; 103:3f.,10f.; lO6:43f;
107 17-21; 130:7f.), and occasionally even explicitly to the beril associated with this

besed (25:lOf.; 89:33-35[32-34];106:43-45). Strikingly, God's seQdqd is never men-

tioned in this context, or is so at most in connection with the sphere avoided by anyone

entrapped "in" 'awdn (69:28127l).

lY.'dwAn in the Prophets.
l. Preexilic. Surprisingly, among the preexilic prophets united in the Twelve, all but

Hosea avoid the term 'awon. Amos does include a passage (3:2) that many exegetes

think contains the quintessence of the proclamation of the historical Amos: "You only
have I known of all the families of the earth; therefore I will punish @aqail you for all
your iniquities (1won6l." This saying does indeed delineate, in contrast to Israel's
preexilic self-understanding, the paradoxical manner in which God chastises 'awon

even more severely with regard to his chosen people. This language, however, is not
typical of Amos himself; because it corresponds more to the pentateuchal vocabulary
of J, it is thus probably part of the redactional composition of the book of Amos.43

Consensus ascribes Mic. 7:18f. (God is ndid''dwdn) to the later conclusion to Micah.
Otherwise this lexeme occurs only in Hosea, and although it occurs frequently and

42. +n o salah.
43. K. Koch, Amos, part2, Synthese. AOAT 3Ol2 (1976), l5; cf. part l, Programm und Ana-

lyse, 126.
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emphatically there, the context is not always transparent. It becomes clear that 'awon is
entirely a collective matter affecting the people as a whole. Here'awon arises from ille-
gitimate kingship (13:2) and from the degenerate cult in which his contemporaries
zealously engage (8:13; 9:8f.; 10:10 conj.). In this context 4:8 criticizes priests who
"feed on the hattd'! of my people and are greedy for their 'awdn.,,

Exegetes have long disputed whether hafia'I here refers technically to a sin "offer-
ing" (actually better suited for an atonement ritual using an animal)44 as in p (Lev. 4)
and whether 'awon has then been used ad hoc in analogy to this. This explains more
easily the priests'contradictory wish that the people might sin as much as possible.a5
Alternatively, both hata! and 'awon are possibly being used in a nontechnical sense,
distorting then in a sarcastic fashion the purpose of the normal cult - which among
other things provides for the priests' own income 

- into its opposite.+6 p, however,
uses hafia'! in referring back to earlier cultic rituals; this writing thus stitl views the
hafia't of a guilty person as being transf'erred realiter, as a kind of sin-substance, to the
animal, which thencefbrth bears that hatta'1.+t Hence Hosea may well also have used
the lexeme 'awon to refer to this act of transference.

For Hosea, too, the sg.'awon ref'ers to the result or consequence of individual acts of
sin(pl. lrutta'fuin8:13;9:9).ltis"boundup"({rr l3:12)asaburdenonthesinfulpeople,
who thus remain "bound" to this fate ('dsar 10:10 conj.) until they stumble "in if' (/<Jl
5:51 l4:2). These parallels can perhaps also explain the oft-conjectured statement in
l2:9(8). On this view Ephraim boasts of having found (ethically grounded and rhus en-
during?) wealth ('6n) compared with the notorious deceptions of canaan (v. 8[7]): "in all
of my gain no'awon has been found [yms w, pointing as niphal?] in me that would be sin
(h4!')."c8, The conceptual presupposition here is apparently that an 'Awon not only bur-
dens he perpetrators themselves but also becomes an invisibly burdensome part of their
actual works (1'c gia' here means not laborious toil but its products).ae

Hosea believes that Yahweh encounters his sinful people almost like an impersonal
dynamic that hastens to its conclusion the nascent perdition residing within them:
"When I would heal Israel, the 'aw1n of Ephraim is revealed [contrary to all divine in-
tention!1" (7:1: cf . 5:5). God's theophanic chastisement (pqd) calls forth "foolish"
prophecy (9:7) and forces Israel back to Egypt (8:13). At the end ofrhis catastrophic
period. however, he will make himself available to bear away (ni') the (remnant ofl)
'awon himself', thus making repentance possible (14:2f.tlf.l).

Proto-lsaiah refers 5 times to 'awon. on the one hand, the people irrationally drag

44. -+ NpF hatd'(chata'), IV 316ff.
45. A. weiser, Das Buch der zwt)lJ Kleinen Propheten. I. Die propheten Hosea, Joel, Amos,

Obadja, Jona, Micha. ATD 24 (u 1979), in loc.
46. So in loc. F. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton. KHC 13 (1904); T. H. Robinson, Die Zwdlf

KLeinen Propheten. HATrl14 (21954); similarly w. Rudolph, Hosea. KATXIIV| (1966); H. w.
Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 81, is undecided.

47. -+ Np[ hatu'khdta'),IV 316ff.
48. rbid.
49. Ct. HAL, rr, 385f.
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this power of perdition along with it with "cords of falsehood" (5: I 8), and they are thus

laden with it (1:4; cf. 30: l3); ultimately, the harvest will be death (22:14). On the other
hand, Isaiah also mentions the possibility of eliminating this 'dwdn through cultic
atonement. Indeed, the prophet has experienced this himself (6:7), but still excludes its
efficacy for the present community (22:14).

2. Exilic. This lexeme acquires greater significance among the exilic prophets. The
book of Jeremiah is convinced that the degenerate and foolish cult of its contemporar-
ies has brought forth'awan (2:22; 16:10,18). To a large extent it has also been left be-

hind as a historic inheritance of past generations (14:20;32:18). Slch'dwdn clings like
permanent filth to its perpetrators (13:22), and has even affected natural laws around
them (5:25) and enticed rapacious external powers on the perpetrators as a response5o

(13:22). Whoever reaps 'qwon will one day die in it (31:30; 51:6).
Wherever reference is made to Yahweh's power in connection with'dwin, he ap-

pears as the one who iilldm'dwdn (16:18;32:18). Although this verb is usually trans-

lated as "repay," it actually refers to "completing" a fateful sphere of action. This fate-
ful course of events attaching to such sin and guilt is set into motion by God's
chastising advent (pqd,25:12;36:31). For the sake of the covenant, however, God can

also take the opposite course of action and wipe away such 'dwdn taint from the guilty
through (cultic) atonement (kippea sdlal.t, 18:23; 33:8; 36:3; 50:20). Later, appended
passages promise that at the commencement of the period of salvation, Yahweh's
covenantal loyalty will remove once and for all the 'dwdn that has accrued through his-
tory (31:30,34; 30:8; 36:3;50:20).

Almost one-fifth of all occurrences of this term are in the book of Ezekiel. For this
prophet, who himself comes from a priestly family, 'dwan colstitutes "the great prob-
lem upon which life turns."5l The two terms hattd'! and peia' occur once as synonyms,
yet do so such that at the same time 'awon in the singular emerges as the comprehen-
sive result of the other two plural expressions (21:29[24]).In 36:31 "abominable
deeds" (fi'eb6!) parallels 'dwdn, and in 18:20 its antonym is seSdqd.

Although 'awon can be used without an alternating member even in parallelismus
membrorum, still the "wicked" (rdid') frequently appears as the instigating subject of
'dwOn (3:18f., etc.). A survey of these texts reveals that precisely in the book of
Ezekiel, God almost never appears as the subject of action involved with'dwdn. The
only clear statement is found in the prediction in 36:33 that Yahweh will rescue Israel
and cleanse (thr) it of the iniquities of its past. At most the day of divine wrath in 7:19
and the concealment of the divine countenance in39:23 might be associated indirectly
with the elimination of 'awdn predicted in the larger context. The peculiar assertion in
2l:29(24) that the wicked will "bring" their own guilt "to remembrance" (ztr hiphil) is
probably to be understood as a reflexive expression (so most commentators).s2 In any

50. -+ i1J9 'dnd.

51. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 306.
52. A different view is taken by Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 438, who prefers an impersonal transla-

tion: "because men denounce you in your guilt."
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event, the expression "before God" is to be added to the passage. These, however, are
all the passages that mention God.

In the remaining references to 'awon, although God is always the one who draws at-
tention to past sin and announces its chastisement or elimination, he does so not in the
fashion of divine intervention, but rather as the effect of the act-consequence schema
the perpetrators themselves have set into motion. A fatal 'dwon nexus emerges from
idolatry (14:3f.; 44:10), false prophecy (14:10), disregard for the poor (16:49), dishon-
esty (28:18), and other misdeeds that fill the land with blood (9:9) or profane the cen-
tral sanctuary (28:18). The book repeatedly emphasizes that those responsible for the
'awon must from now on bear the punishment elicited by such deeds (ndfd', 14:10;
44:10,12). The guilty waste away (mqq, niphal) under their 'dwdn, i.e., they receive
neither bread nor water, and ultimately perish (4:17; 24:23).In short the wicked will
die in this sphere of sin and gtilt (baawdnb ydmttl and lose the capacity for life itself
(ltdyA,3:18f.; 18:17f.; 33:8f.; cf.7:13). Ezekiel does, however, acknowledge the im-
portant limitation (for the time after the commencement of the interim period?) that
such a burden will not be inherited across the generations (18:19f.; referring to individ-
ual delimitation of the act-consequence schema).s3

To underscore this connection between sin and ruin, Ezekiel coins the peculiar ex-
pression miftidl 'dwdn, "the object of stumbling of iniquity [NRSV 'stumbling block of
their iniquity'1." Such includes greed for silver and gold (7: 19) and the idols placed as

milidl before the people by the adherents to such cults (14:3f.; cf. M:12). T\vo differ-
ent explanations for milidl 'awAn are possible here given the ambiguity inhering in
'dwdnbetween sin or guilt on the one hand, and punishment or ruin on the other. First,
it may be understood as the "opportunity for sin" and as the "entrance points of tempta-
tion."sa This, however, is problematical because'dwon hardly ever refers to the current
sin itself, but rather to its consequences for the perpetrator such that an act of resistance
(peia') then becomes a milidl 'dwdn; i.e., the reference cannot really be to a miftldl of
the peia'or of the ha!@'t.The preferable interpretation is thus that this expression re-
fers to the fateful turn for the worst attaching to the sphere of guilt in the first place,
i.e., to the "stumbling block" to ruin already concealed inthis'awon from the outset.

Another expression in Ezekiel (3 occurrences) is ?g vwon qes, "time of guilt of the
end." This cannot refer to some apocalyptic end stage, since contextually this'dwdn
time had already commenced for contemporary Israel with the catastrophe of 587/586
(35:5) and since the corresponding time commences for the normal sinner with "his
day" (21:30,34[25,29)), the day on which the sword is put to his neck. The reference is
thus to "the time of the guilt-end," i.e., to the date at which the sphere of perdition and
guilt comes to fruition over the perpetrator in a final, fateful end.

Although Ezekiel emphasizes the individual and each individual's fate as does no
other prophet, he does also point out that, through history 'awonhas been an ongoing,
collective, even evil power transcending time. This becomes particularly clear in the

53. K. Koch, The Prophets,2 vols. (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1983-84), IL 105-8.
54. So HAL, II, 582, following Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 306.
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symbolic actions in 4:4-6, where Ezekiel is lying on the ground immobile on his side.
The interpretation is that Yahweh lays on him (nd!an)or the prophet brings on himself
(itm) the 390 years of the northern kingdom's 'awon and the southern kingdom's corre-
sponding 40 years; during the fixed period oftime Ezekiel thus "bears" (nAiA') the sin
and guilt of both parts of the people.

He gathers together in his symbolic connection Israel's guilt as a burden on his own
life.s5 Of course, this frequent reference to "bearing" the sphere of guilt, naia' 'awon,

here refers not to any efficacious transference or representative suffering, since it was
precisely because of this 'awon that Israel was deported (39:13). First Egypt, then
Nebuchadnezzar functioned as the powers who in Yahweh's commission brought Isra-
elite guilt to remembrance (mazkir 'dwdn), thereby activating within history, through
their military actions, the power of perdition inhering in 'awrin and bringing it to its
logical conclusion.

Deutero-Isaiah mentions the people's fateful guilt in this sense in four passages. In-
deed, his writing opens with the jubilant cry that Jerusalem's 'dwonhas been paid (ra-sri

II; cf. Lev. 26) or was graciously accepted by God as a kind of blood ritual (Isa.
40:2).so This was preceded, however, by a long period in which 'awan wrought its di-
sastrous havoc, doing so even though Yahweh had tried through the institution of
atonement (transference rituals) at the Jerusalem temple to eliminate the sheer quantity
of sin among the people as well as its consequences (43:24). Indeed, it was not God but
the Israelites themselves who sold themselves (mkr niphal) to foreign domination and
economic disaster through their own 'awdn (50:l). Yahweh's mysterious servant will
participate in a special way in the imminent commencement of salvation. He was
wounded for the iniquities of the community, iniquities whose pernicious weight God
allowed to crush him, the innocent one (53:5f.); by bearing (ndid') this ?udn (here, in
contrast to Ezk. 4, clearly as exoneration), he will make "the many" ;addtq (53: 1 I ).

Trito-Isaiah applies these Deutero-Isaianic ideas to his own contemporaries. Divine
wrath awakens wherever there is 'dwdn (57:11;65:7). Nevertheless, Yahweh does
stand ready above all to render exonerating aid even though this is not always possible,
"for your iniquities have been barriers (bdl hiphil) between you and your God" (59:2).
Hence people will still have to recognize Oada') their vwon61 .59:12); elsewhere, the
Hebrew term for such "knowing" refers to "experiencing something on one's own per-
son" (cf. 53:3 in reference to illness).

The central focus of Zechariah's (appended?) vision of the high priest Joshua's
change of clothes is the divine extirpation of guilt: "See, I have taken ( br hiphil) your
'awdn away from you" (3:4). It is unclear whether this refers to the high priest's per-
sonal transgressions or to the 'awdn of those who have returned from exile and become
tainted in the unclean country, or to Israel's collective guilt, the guilt that precipitated
the exile in the first place.sz To this act on the person of Joshua, 3:9 now adds one for

55. Zimmerli, Ezekiel I, 164f.
56. H. J. Stoebe, "Uberlegungen zu Jesaja 40,1-l 1," TZ 40 (1984) 104-13.
57. Cf. C. Jeremias, Die Nachtgesichte des Sacharja. FRLANT ll7 (1977),208.
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Joshua himself, who on a kind of eschatological day of reconciliation and at the divine
behest removes the 'awon "of this land" by means of a mysterious stone with seven
facets.58

Y.'dwdn in the Priestly Document. The Priestly document (including the Holiness
Code) generally uses 'awon in connection with the verb nada', "bear" (18 of 27 occur-
rences). Commensurately, the reference is to a burden that weighs on the perpetrators
and ultimately oppresses and brings them down. Although such perdition unavoidably
accompanies grievous sins, it does not necessarily affect the perpetrators themselves;
for in the language of P, the subject of naia''awon changes.5e Generally speaking, the
expression actually refers to persons who have transgressed the law (12 times); more
specifically, it refers to their vital power (nepei,Lev.5:1,17;7:18; 17:16; Nu. l5:31).
Part of the task of priests and Levites, however, is to remove 'awon from Israel or from
the sanctuary itself, to "bear" that'awon representatively, and by virtue of their own in-
herent quality to render it harmless (Ex. 28:38; Lev. l0: l7; Nu. 18:1,23). Furthermore,
the high priest is also able through confession and leaning a hand on the animal's head
to transfer the'awon to that animal such that the "scapegoat" is now the one bearing it
(Lev. l6:21f.). In the larger sense, in the case of particularly grievous transgressions
the hattd'! animal or the'didm animal is the means by which the fateful Twdn nexus is
removed from people and atoned through the death of the animal itself, which is sent to
its death in their stead (5:1-6,17-19). Wherever + lD) ftpris correctly enacted, this
burden of 'awdn is removed forever (10: 17).

An 'awon arises when someone transgresses with regard to the sacred things or to
the ritual (8x.28:38;Lev.7:18; 19:8) orbecomes defiled in some way (tAme',Lev.5:2;
17:16; 18:25;26:43). To some extent, this also includes unintentional defilement and
certain unintentional transgressions against the divine ordinances (5:2,17), though Lev.
4 does not classify unintentional sins (iegdgd) under 'dwon. This seems thus to presup-
pose some degree of responsibility on the part of the perpetrator, though 'dwOn can also
be inherited from one's ancestors (26:39f .) or through the community of the people at
large (16:21f.). Such guilt is conceived as a substantive entity and now accompanies
and pursues the (circle of) perpetrators.

In P as elsewhere, 'awon does not refer to the actual act oftransgression itself. This
is presupposed as disloyalty (ma'al) or as sins (barya'il (Lev. 26:40; 16:21). Lev. 5:17
also suggests a kind of logical sequence: "sin (hata') 

- incur g\ilt ('diem) 
- bear

'dwon," whereas a different passage seems to tse'aiEm as the overriding term to'dwdn
(5:l; cf. with v. 5;22:16).

Whoever bears 'awon is already destined to perish. Such persons will "languish"
and "die" in this sphere of guilt (Ex.28:43;Lev.26:39). Only the person who is free of
'dwdn (nqh) can live unencumbered (Nu. 5:31). Because 'AwOn also perniciously af-
fects the surroundings, the cultic community is obligated in the interest of its own self-

58. Cf. W Rudolph, Haggai, Sacharja l-8,9-14, Maleachi. KATXlll/4 (1976),100-103.
59. + XU)J naia'.
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preservation to "cut off from their midst" every guilt-laden nepei (ftrt niphal, Lev.

l9:8:20:17; Nu. 15:31).00 Thus the notion of a pernicious, fateful sphere also underlies

P's use of 'AwAn. Accordingly, P also refers occasionally to the divine activation of this

condition that then drives the perpetrators to their deserved end. In the case of sus-

pected adultery the jealousy offering granted by Yahweh possibly brings to remem-

brance (zkr) an'awdn, activating thereby the imprecatory power of the drink conse-

crated by the priest (Nu. 5:15). Similarly, it is also Yahweh who punishes (pqd) the

land defiled by the nations with such 'dwdn; the result is that the land itself vomits out

its inhabitants (Lev. 18:25). It is worth noting here that God does not directly punish

the perpetrators themselves, but rather the sphere of guilt that has spread out across the

land they previously inhabited.
The thwarting of 'dw1n is mentioned much more frequently as a divine action than

is its punishment, something already supported by the cultic ordinances established at

Sinai, whose essential tasks include liberating the community from such guilt through

atonement rituals.6l The sanctity of the priestly vestments already not only protects the

priest himself from the effects of 'qwAn during altar service (Ex. 28:43), but also is able

to remove the'awon of the Israelites' own transgressions and make the community ac-

ceptable (v. 38; cf. Nu. 18:1,31). The atonement ritual itself (hafia'!) is entrusted to the

priest that he might bear the congregation's'dwdn in its stead and thereby "to make

atonementontheirbehalfbeforeYahweh"(Lev. 10:I7;cf.5:l-6).God'sactionsonbe-
half of removing this guilt are emphasized especially in the high priest's commission

for the great Day of Atonement; on that day he is to summarize in his confession of sin

the people's sins and transfer them to the "scapegodt," which then bears them off into

the wilderness (16:21f.). Use of the term 'awon is one example among many demon-

strating that the legislative concerns of the Priestly document focus on institutionaliz-

ing God's own activity in removing guilt rather than fostering some sort of nomism.

Lev. 26:40-45 speaks of those members of the people who finally humble their

uncircumcised hearts and their 'dwdn yirsfi, the result being that Yahweh again remem-

bers his covenant. In this case (as in Isa. 40:2), exegetes generally assume the presence

of a special root rdpA II, "pay off, discharge," whereas G. Gerleman proposes rsh I:

they have accepted their guilVpunishment.62

VI. Qumran. Reference to human 'dwon occ\pies an important place in the

Qumranwritings.Asbefore,'dwdnreferstotheresult of hata'1 andpeia' (lQS ll:9),
but is subordinated to the apparently more comprehensive term for guilt, Z,inri (lQS

5:15; 1QH 8:12; cf.lQS l:23; llQT 26:11f.). The anthropologically understood no-

tion of sinfulness that elicits an inclination to'awon in the human heart has generated a

60. -r VII, 348.
61. K. Koch, "siihne und Siindenvergebung um die Wende von der exilischen zur

nachexilischen Zeit," EvT 26 (1966) 217-39; B. Janowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT
55 (1982).

62. Gerleman, TLOT,I[, 1260.Ct.GesB,772;HAL,l[, 1281f.; K. E1liger, Leviticus. HATU
4 (1966),362.
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special substanrive, noqwta (leS 5:24; l0:ll; ll:9; leH 1l:19). one sees occasion_
ally the kinds of transgressions that actually evoke'awon, such as illegal accumulation
of wealthorpersecutionof theTeacherof Righteousness(lepHabg:12;9:9). yeteven
a neglected chance to rebuke or admonish a fellow member of the community can re-
sult in 'awon (lQS 6: I ). The earlier understanding of the misdeed-disaster schema is
maintained as well, e.g., in reference to the inevitable stumbling (kil or the noun
miki6l) of the wicked in their ?wdn (leS 2:12,11; lt:12; leH 4:15). As already
among the prophets, so also here the consequences of the people,s own .awrjn 

include
decimation by external enemies (lepHab 4:g).

The Qumran writings, howeveq emphasize even more strongly than do the psalms
or prophets the fateful historical inheritance of guilt. AII human beings are ruled by thc
service ("bdda) of 'awon ( I eH I :2j); the petitioner knows that he has been in ,aw6n

even from his mother's womb (leH 4:29).The merahistorical origin of such guilt is
ultimately fbund in rhe angel of clarkness or in Belial himself (te5::zz; t:z:1.

More clearly than in any or writing, the eumran writings emphasize and extol
God's aid in turning away the sphere of 'awon from the guiliy individual or people.
God wants to atone 'dwdn (kpr), cleanse it (thr), cast it away (.i|ft hiphil), or bear it
away (ni', IQS 2:8;3:7f.; leH l:32;CD 3:lg) as already announced by Moses (leH
17:12,17). This behavior is grounded in his covenant and loyarty (hsd, sctqh, CD 4:10:
IQH 4:37; IQS I l: l4).

IQS 8:3 suggests that, apart tiom the priest, who acts cultically at God's behest,
other members of the community might also be capable of warding off their own or
someone else's'awon and of thus avoiding min. on this view, the council of the com_
munity "shall preserve the faith in the lancl wlrst'wwn b.w.fy mipt.,, The usual transla_
tion is "atone for sin by the practice of justice."63 The particle before Z^fZ is thus con-
strued as be essentiae, though the flxed expression rasa be otherwise means ..be
pleased with someone."6a Is this perhaps the root rdsd ll (as in Lev. 26:41 ,43; lsa.
40:2): "to take away 'awon among those who (now) practice m.iipdt,,!os

vII. Biblical Aramaic. Although 'dwaya occurs but once in Biblical Aramaic, it
does so in a passage that has been discussed fbr centuries (Dnl. 4:2a27)).The Israelite
sage gives the following advice to Nebuchadnez.zar,who is threatened with hybris and
ruin: "tear yourself away (prq) from your sphere of sin [e htyk, equivalent to Heb.
he1l1o0 through loyalty [toward your subjecrs] and from your iniquitie s (.wytk)rhrough
mercy to the oppressed." The expression prq is to be understoodanalogous to,.break_
ing a yoke away from" as in Gen. 2t:40. Aseparation fiom the accustomed royal arro-
gance requires a decision for fundamental reorientation and future modesty. This will

63. [,ohse, Texte aus Qumran,28f.; Maier and Schuber, eumran_Essener l5g.
64. HAL, III. I 28 t .

__65tfo. other suggestions, cf. J. Strugnell, ,.Notes on leS l,l7_lg; g,3_4 and leM 17,g_9,,,
cBQ 29 (1967) 580-82

. .66' J. A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Comtn. on the Book rf Daniet. ICC (lg5}),
in loc.
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intemrpt or put a stop to the fateful nexus of guilt. One probably cannot, however, go

so far as to ascribe to the statement a complete compensation according to which the

previously accumulated awayd would be "atoned" if good works were performed from

now on (so many comms. following LXX' Vulg.).

VIIL LXX. The LXX translates 'awonlargely with adikia (79 times), hamartta (68

times + l0 times in Sirach) or anomfa (64 times), and in isolated instances with dgnoia

(Dnl.9:16),qitia (Gen.4:13), kakta(3 times), as|beia (Ezk.33:9), andparanomia

(Prov.5:22) 
Koch

t]l9 up; tle 'op

Contents: I. Etymology. II. General Usage: 1. !erb;2. Substantive; 3. LXX. |lI' Theological

Meaning: 1. Verb; 2. Substantive. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The rcot'wp occurs especially in the West Semitic linguistic sphere

as Ugar. 'p, though also in a 7th-century-B.c. Canaanite invocation text as 'pf (ptcp.

"flying one"), the name of a female deity probably conceived as a demoness.l In

A.utic the root 'wf ('dfa) refers to (a bird's) "hovering over something," and is attested

in Old South Arabic personal names and as Egyp.'py.z

In the Hebrew OT wp occurs 26 times as a verb and 71 as a substantive, then twice

in the Aramaic texts as a substantive (Dnl. 2:38;7:6). The basic meaning of the root is

"fly" in reference to the typical means of locomotion of winged creatures; hence the

.0p. J. Feliks, The Animal world of the Bible (Tel Aviv, 1962); F. D. Hubmann, unter-

,rchirgen zu dein Konfessionen Jer 11,18-12,6 und Jer 15,10-20. FzB 3O (1978); P. Hugger,

Jahwe"meine Zuftucht.-MiiSt 13 (1971), esp. 198; C. Jeremias, Die Nachtgesichte des Sacharja.

FRI-A,NT ll7 (1g77);J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlicher Gattung.

WMANT lO 12191rr. K. R. Joines, Sirpent Symbolism in the OT (Haddonfield, N.J., 1974);

o. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und siegelkuist. sas 84t85 (1917); idem and u. winter, vdgel als

Boten: Studien zu Ps 68,12-14, Gin 8,6-12, Koh 10,20 und dem Aussenden von Botenvbgeln in

Trrol*, oBo t4 (1971); M. A. Murray, "The Serpent Hieroglyph," JPA34 (1948) 117f';

eI Ot ter, "Die Offenbarung des verborgenen Gottes: Die Berufungsvision des Ezechiel ll," BiLe

1l (1970) 159-68; W. Thie-I, Die deutironomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l
(t9z:); rt. w"ipp"rt, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (1973); D. J. Wiseman,

"Flying Serpents?" TynB 23 (1972) 108-10.

1. For the former see UT, no.1833; llzUS, no. 2068; M. Dahood, Rs4 I, 162, no. 146; 230, no.

292. For the latter, KAI, 27:1, 19.
Z. Cf . GesB;W. S. Mtiller, Die Wurzel mediae und rcrtiae y/w im Altsiidarabischen (diss.'

Tiibingen, 1962),83; WbAS, l, 179.
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basic meaning of the root as a substantive is "flying creatures, winged creatures,,, func_
tioning thus as a comprehensive term encompassing birds and insects.3

II. General Usage.
l. verb. In the qal 'wp occurs l8 times; inDt.4:r7; Isa. 3l:5; Nah. 3:16; and prov.

26:2, this stem refers to the form of forward motion through the air typical of winged
creatures, focusing, however, on typical features of such movement. Isa. 3l:5 focuses
on the protective, guarding function facilitated by hovering above something (cf. Dt.
32:11). Prov. 26:2 addresses the apparent aimlessness of biids flying to and fro, some_
thing also characterizing the unwarranted curse.4 Most passag", ur" ,p metaphori_
cally in the qal while simultaneously focusing on the typical features of a bird's hight.
The term describes such movement through the air with yahweh (ps. l g: I I [Eng. v.
l0l; conj. 2 s.22:ll) or an arrow (hes, ps. 9l:5) as the subject. In Job 5:7 ,wp 

is to ue
understood as movement up into the air in connection with the subj. bbn|-reiep
("sparks"); fbllowing G. Fohrer, reiep is to be translated here in its basic meaning of
"spark, flame, lightning." since a mythological background involving the deity reiip is
incomprehensible in this passage.s Here the ascending motion through ttre air is em_
phasized as the natural movement for sparks. Isa. 11: 14 and Hab. l:g iocus on the mo_
tion of a predatory bird hunting its prey in flight; here the verb describes the predatory
campaigns of Ephraim and Judah during the period of salvation (or those of the
chaldeans), and emphasizes the surprising, surging element against which one's prey
is def'enseless. Isa. 60:8 focuses on the floating, joyous quality;f flight; here the fiig[r
of homecoming doves probably alludes to the Israelites' return from the Diaspora. ps.
90: l0 evokes the fleeting element evoked when the transitoriness of human life is con-
sidered, and Job 20:8 emphasizes that the wicked .,will fly away like a dream, without
leaving even a trace in external reality."o The petitioner in ps. js,zr.(or.) refers to fly_
ing as the quickest way to get far away, wishing for the wings of a dove that might take
him far away to a secure place. In prov. 23:5b (e), a puzzling passage,T wp refers to
something flying up into an inaccessible height, the subject ueing .weatth.,, 

The In_
struction of Amenemope provides an explanation in its assertior that "they [riches]
have made themselves wings like geese and are flown away to the heavens."s

Zec. 5:lf. uses the qal participle of 'wp in describing the scroll of the sixth vision.
This "flying scroll" "expresses metaphorically that the curse . . . will be able to reach
independently anyone anywhere and with no problem.,,e The scroll's ability to fly may

_ 3. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATI/4 (1966), 144. See HAL, ll,g01;C. westermann. Genesis l_ll
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l9B4), 13't.

1.9f.O Plitger. Spriiche Salomos (proverbia). BKXVII (1984).309.
5. Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), 132,148f .
6. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXVI (1963),329.
7. Cf. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos,2jl.
8. Ch. 7, l0:4f. See ANET 422; NERT 55.
9. c. Jeremias,lg2; cf. w Rudolph, Haggai, sacharja r-g, 9-r4, Mareachi. KATXTIU4(t9'16), n7.
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have something to do with the winged creature in 5:9 that will carry away the wicked-

ness from the land. Zec. 5:l-4 (secondary) describes the curse's eradication of the re-

maining wicked people in the land with the same flying movements used with regard

to the eradication of wickedness itself.
Prov. 23:5a (Q) isthe only occurrence of 'wp hiphil; here it describes the movement

of a person's eyes toward wealth and riches as a movement into an inaccessible sphere'

The expression mu'ap in Dnl. 9:21 is extremely difficult to interpret. G. F. Hasel be-

Iieves that the form represents a hophal participle of the root y'p II, a secondary form of
the root 'wp I; the expression in Dnl. 9:21 would accordingly be translated following

LXX, Theodotion, Vulg., and Syr. as "swift flight."to
ln Isa. 14:29; 30:6, the polel participle of wp is attributive to -> ||1t! iarap'

J. Feliks identifies the flying seraph as the extraordinarily poisonous cobra, while

M. A. Murray elucidates this more closely with reference to the naia nigricolis that

spits poison (= fire). According to Feliks, the cobra swings easily from tree to tree, pos-

sibly evoking thereby the notion of flying. By contrast, K. Joines thinks the flying co-

bra derives from Egyptian illustrations of winged serpents.lt Whatever the case, this

mythological notion of flying underscores the unpredictable and omnipresent power of
these creatures.l2 O. Keel emphasizes correctly that these winged creatures do not nec-

essarily represent demonic beings.13 In illustrations and representations from the an-

cient Orient, "the eerie wilderness areas were populated with creatures we would de-

scribe as mythological or demonic beings." Given the significance of winged seraphim

in connection with seals from the 8th century in Judah, and given the presence of a
(winged) serpent in Nu. 2l:6,8; Dt.8:15; Isa.14:29;30:6, one can probably assume

that this is the intended notion in Isa. 6:2 as well.
In Gen. l:20'wp polel refers to the form "that will from now on characterize flying

creatures; such creatures are visualized here flying in the space between the earth and

heaven."14 In Ezk. 32:lO'wp polel infinitive describes how Yahweh's "brandishing" of
the sword of judgment fills the peoples and kings with terror. Hos. 9: l1 uses wp

hithpolel to describe the scattering of a flock of birds.

2. Substantive. The subst. ?p functions first of all as a comprehensive term for all

winged creatures, birds and insects (cf. Gen. l:20;6:20;7:8,14;8:17,19; 9:10; Lev'

11:13;Dt. 14:20;l K.5:13[4:33]).tsInGen. 1:21 theexpression'6pkdndp viewsfly-
ing creatures from the perspective of that which makes possible the typical form of ex-

istence of flying animals in the first place, namely, as creatures with wings' The term

?p functions as a comprehensive expression in connection with the purity regulations

10. -+ r"lll! y'p, yI, l4g. Cf. O. Pkiger, Das Buch Daniel. lGI XVIII (1965), 133f'; J' A'
Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Book of Daniel. ICC (1950),3'12.

11. Feliks, 107; Murray, 117f.; Joines, 8'
12. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans.' Minneapolis, 1997)' 96t'
13. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen,73 n. 106.
14. O. H. Steck, Der Schdpfungsbericht der Priesterschrift. FRIANT 115 121931r, ur.
15. Elligea Leviticus, 144; Steck, Schdpfungsbericht, 61 n.217.
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(Lev.ll:13,46;20:25;Dt. 14:20;Ezk.44:3r) as well as in rhe prohibitions against eat-
ing blood (Lev.7:26:17:13) and in the prescriptions regarding sacrifices (Gen. g:20;
Lev. 1:14). The combination with ieres narcows the more compiehensive term down to
"small (winged) insecrs, vermin" (Lev. I l:2of .,23: Dt. 14:19; ller 4g:3ff.). one par-
ticularly striking semantic combination is'\p-haiiamayim (3g occurrences). The ex-
pression occurs alone only in ps. 104:12; gccl. 10:20; Jer.4:25;Dnl. 2:3g; Hos. 7:12; it
normally occurs together with the expression "the creatures of the field (of the earth),'
or "the living creatures of the earth and the fish of the sea.', Accordingly, the expres-
sion derives from those contexts that refer meristically to the totality ofanimals by ad-
ducing the three spheres of life: air, earth, and sea. This is the case in the commission
of dominion (Gen. l:26,28;9:2) and in reference to the covenant God makes with all
living creatures or wirh all animals on Israel's behalf (Gen. 9: l0; Hos. 2:20[lg]). These
three spheres of life are also mentioned in connection with Israel's sin and God's judg-
ment (Ezk.38:20; Hos. 4:3;zeph.l:3). Gen.2:19 mentions only the birds of rhe air
and the animals of the field as creations of Yahweh because it is d-escribing creation as
such from the perspective of people for whom the sea had no real vital significance.
Gen. I :30; 6:7;7:23 omit the creatures of the sea because of their fundamentally differ-
ent manner of life.

One fixed discursive topos occurs in connection with the terminology of judgment
in the book of Jeremiah. corpses ur" leas'alldl le(!ol)-'6p haiiamaltim filebehemat
ha'ares (Dt. 28:26; ler. 7:33; 16:4; l9:7: 34:20). w. Thiel believes that ihis ."p."r"nt, u
Deuteronomistic topos and that the passages in Jeremiah are dependent on Dt. 2g:26.t6
But one should carefully consider H. Weippert's suggestion that this represents an ex-
pression typical of the book of Jeremiah that was then inserted secondarily into Dt.
28:26.t7 In Jeremiah it appears as a continuation of the three plagues 

- here!, rd.d!,
deler - to indicate the utter eradication of those affected by thi plagues.ra

The parallelismus membrorum forces Ps.79:2 to introduce the par. bdidr to nepdld;
similarly, behemal ha'ares is replaced by hay16-'dres such that the iesult actually repre_
sents a poetic treatment of the topos.re The pre-Jeremianic passages are not stylisti_
cally consistent. I s. l7:44 uses bdidr for the "corpse" and iehial haiia/eh for the
animals; I S. 17:46 vses peger for "corpse" and hayya! ha'ares for the animals. Noth-
ing comparable can be found to, ,"*o'akal.

I K. 14:ll differentiates between those members of Jeroboam,s family who die in
the city and those who die in the open country. The former will be eaten by dogs, the
latter by birds. According to M. Noth, the Deuteronomistic redactor adopted th" 

"*-pression in I K. 14:11 and inserted it into l6:4 and2l:24,whichaccording to weippert
shows that he did not have his own formula for this motif.zO Rather, it was only a later
redactor who recognized in Dt. 28:20-25a the allusion to the triadic expression from

16. P. 130.
17. H. weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW r32 (rg73), rg3tf.
18. -+ ll] de[er (debher),Lil, t26.
19. Cf. Thiel, 130 n. 73.
20. M. Noth, Kcinige 1-16. BK IX/l (21993;, 311; Weippert, 1g6.

\-
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Jeremiah and then augmented vv.25b-26 according to the Jeremianic model.2l Ezekiel

then alters the expression in the prophecies ofjudgment against Egypt and the pharaoh

(Ezk. 29:5;32:4) and against Gog (39:4) (nebeh is omitted). In 32:4 the parallelism

generates two verbs. Ezk. 295 and 32:4 refer to the land animals with harya1 ha'Ares,

and 39:4 uses hayya! haiiA/eh. Instead of "birds of the air," 39:4 uses the expression

'At sippbr kol-kdnap.

3. LXX. For the root'wp, the LXX uses almost exclusively pitomai and peteindn,

the latter usually in the pl. fotm peteinci.

III. Theological Meaning.
l. Verb.In theophany portrayals (Ps. l8:8-l6U-151 par. 2 S' 22:8-16), God's ap-

proach is described with, among other notions, that of flying ( wp), hovering (d'h, te-

ferring actually to the plunging of the raptor) on the wings of the wind (rfra\, and rid-

ing (rkb) on the cherub (v. l l [10]).22 Even lacking an answer to the disputed question

whether the cherub represents a personification of the storm clouds,23 the use of 'wp

here is in any event connected with the expression kanepA-rfial2. Ernphasis is on

Yahweh's mighty, sovereign approach from his heavenly dwelling. "The procession of
the ark . . . is transformed into an 'insane flight' through the cosmos, with the cherub

changing into mighty winds."2a

The flying seraphim in Isa. 6:2 are also to be viewed in the context of theophany.

The four wings, with which according to ancient oriental traditions they are to protect

the enthroned Deity, they now use to protect themselves from Yahweh's terrible power.

The remaining two are used to hover above the Deity, which is nonsensical in this con-

text, since Yahweh no longer needs their protection. In Isa. 6 these seraphim function

only to emphasize all the more Yahweh's own holiness.25

In Sir.43:14 the expression "and the clouds f1y out like birds" emphasizes God's

mightiness within the framework of creation. Isa. 3l:5 uses the image of hovering

birds to emphasize that God is intensely concerned with protecting Jerusalem. Yahweh

protects Jerusalem the same way birds protect their nestlings by hovering above the

nest.26

The verb 'wp occurs in Hos. 9: I I in connection with judgment. Here the image of
the scattering flock of birds qualifies the consequences of Ephraim's surrender to

Ba'al. Just as a flock of birds scatters asunder, so also will Ephraim's kAbbd, i.e., the

quality and value of its life, be scattered because of its surrender to Ba'al. The singular

o""rrr"n"" of the expression "when I 'brandish' [let fly] my sword before them" (Ezk.

32.lO) emphasizes the terrible power of God's judgment.

21. Weippert, 152.

22. -+ Yll.3llf .

23. Cf . H.-1. Kralus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1987), 260.

24. G. Ravasi, Il libro dei Salmi / (Bologna, l98l), 329f .

25. Cf. Keel. Jahwe-\lisionen, 113; Ohler, 161.

26. Cf . H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BK Xl3 (1982), 1243.
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2. substantive. a. creatio,r?. Gen. l:20-22 and 2:19 refer to winged creatures as
God's creation, meaning that, like the rest of the world of creation, they are totally sub-
ject to God (Ps. 50:9-l l). This is why it is impossible to extol a cult as if it were God's
possibility for regeneration that one must or can accord to him.27 Any representation of
God's dominion in the dominant position God has granted to human beings will also
encompass the world of winged creatures (Gen. l:26,28:2:l9f .;9:2). commensurate
with God's ideal concept of the world as the house of Iife in which life is prorected, p
believes that flying creatures, like all other creatures, are accorded ..every green plant
for food" (l:30).

Like all living creatures, so also are flying creatures threatene d (6:7 ; 7 :21,23); they
are able to survive only because of God's own creative, saving bestowal of life (6:20;
7:3,8,14;8:17, l9); according to P, God's promise expressly establishes this for all that
are thus protected and preserved: "This assurance requires no acceptance or approval
of any kind. It is there in effect in the mere existence of animals in their rp""i", ,u.
long as the earth lasts."'28

b. salvific Deeds in History. In the poetic recapitulation of history in ps. 7g,
Yahweh's guidance in history has manifested itself among other ways in "raining flesh
upon them like dust, winged birds like the sand of rhe seas" (v.27). Hos. 2:20( l g) qual-
ifies the end of this guidance, which is consummated in judgment and reestablishment,
as a paradisiacal peace with both animals and the nations for the land of Israel and a
life in absolute security and safety for Israel itself. Among the other animals, the crea-
tures of flight are also solemnly charged with keeping the peace with Israel.2e

c. Judgment Hos. 7:12 elucidates the inevitability of yahweh's judgment for
Ephraim in the metaphor of the bird hunter. With regard to the Moabites, the gloss of
Isa. l6:2 emphasizes that where Yahweh's judgment is implemented, the confusion and
helplessness of those affected by the catastrophe can be described only with the image
of "fluttering birds."30 These birds can be the instruments of annihilaiing judgment or
document the totality of destruction insofar as no one is left who might bury the dead
(Dt.28:26; I K. l4:11; 16:4;21:24;Ps.79:2;Jer.7:33;15:3;16:4:19:7;34:20:Ezk.
29:5; 32:4).ln Zeph. l:3 rhe birds themselves are judged and entangled in the fare of
all other living creatures.

The convulsions throughout the cosmos attending yahweh's judgment theophany
are manifested in the fleeing birds Qtars pro toto for the entire animal world; Jer.4:2i1
and in the quaking of the birds along with the whole animal world (Ezk. 3g:20).

In connection with the fixed expression regarding the ,.mourning of the land,,,3r
winged creatures appear along with the rest of the animal world in an intimate sharing
of fate with human beings (Jer. 9:9[10]; l2:4; Hos. 4:3). Human transgressions throw
the entire world of life and its surroundings out of kilter; birds languish (,umlal, Hos.

27. Cf. Kraus, Psalms l-59, 493f .; Ravasi, Il libro dei Salmi, l, 907 .

28. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l9g4),471.
29. Ct. J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24/l (lg13),4gt.
30. Cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. rrans. tgl.4),70.
31. Cf. Hubmann, 139-43.
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4:3). flee (ncltl, Jer.9:9), and are swept away (sapd, Jer. l2:4). Such occurrences can be

either a warning or a symptom for sinful humanity, or can already signal the commenc-

ing day of judgment.

d. Ecclesiastes. Eccl. l0:20 warns against cursing the status quo even in one's

thoughts, "tbr thoughts are inclined to become wolds, and words to find an ear."32 The

unique t'eature in this passage is that the birds betray what is spoken in secret. The OT

does attest the notion that birds know more than other creatures (Job 28:21; cf. in this

regard 287:35:l l), attributable probably to their ability to f1y, which gives them en-

hanccd mobility and thus multipresence. No other inner-biblical writings, however.

state that birds pass along what they know to others.33

IV. Qumran. In the Qumran texts ',r1, hithpolel describes the deadly and accurate

movement of the arows of the pit (i.e., of death) threatening the petitioner ( I QH 3:27)

and the terrible approach of the annihilating waves (powers of chaos; 8:31). The sub-

stantive is used in the metaphorical description of the believer's tree of lif'e, which of'-

t'ers a nesting place for birds (8:9), and in a prohibition against selling clean animals,

including birtls, to Gentiles (CD l2:9).
The Ternple Scroll uses wp in the purity regulations (l lQT 48:3-6) commensurate

with Lev. ll and Dt. 14.31 The concern with preserving the sanctuary's purity is ex-

tenclecl to the area above the temple as well, into which no unclean bird may be permit-

ted to intrude ( I IQT 46 lf .; cf. Josephus B.J. 5.6 $224)' Finally, I 1QT 30: l5 is perhaps

allucling to special arrangements for bird sacritices in the sanctuary. Birds are men-

tionerJ as sacrifices only in the regulations concerning offerings in the fourth year

(hilliilint) alongside game and fish (60:4,8).
Stiglmair

32. Keel and Wintcr.
33. For extrabiblical
34. See IL2 above.

Vdgel ol,t Bote,t, 97.
witnesses see ibid.. 99-102.
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I. Etymology, Occurrences, Identification. The root'wr is richly attestecl in the Se-
mitic languages: ugar. 'r or 'rr "guard, stir up, excite"; Er "be stirred up, excited,' (,/);
Akk. aru(ml "awake"; Arab. 'arra vI, "be restless" (in bed), .g-v4 "agitarre, strive."l
According to the concordances, wr in the sense of "wztke up, becorne agitated/excited,,,
causatively "wzke," occurs 77 or 78 times in the oT depending on whether one counts
Hab. 3:9 or opts for'rh, "lay bare"; according to Lisowsky it occurs 2l tirnes in the qal, 7
in the niphal,12in the pilel,32 in the hiphil,4 in the hithpael, and once in rhe pilpel.
Yahweh is the subject in about 25 instances. This root is to be distinguished frgrl 'u,r "be
blind,"2 and'6r "skin," which is probably related to 'rh, ..expose, lay bare."

Nonetheless, 3 occurrences that are usually understood as meaning ..wake up,, re-
main problematic. Dt. 32: I I reads: "As an eagle stirs up its nest $a"ir), and hovers
over its young." The LXX translates this as skepdsai, which makes good sense within
the parallelism: Yahweh protects and guards Israel (v. 10) as an eagle does its nest ancl
young. Hence some scholars (e.g., J. J. stamm) have suspected the presence in v. I I of
aroot'frr/'tr which, as in Ugaritic (see above), means "to guard"; cf. also cD 2:lg,
yr1,' "(heavenly) watchers," and Biblical Aram. ir "(holy) watcher = angel" (Dnl.
4:10,14,20[Eng. vv. 13,17,23]; also lQapGen ar [1e20] 2:16). The MT (hiphil of .rur)

also makes sense: when the eagle comes to the nest, it excites the young, who are ex-
pecting fbod.

Job 8:6 reads: "lf you are pure and upright, surely then he will rouse himself fbr you
and restore to you your rightful place." For "rouse" (y-a'ir) one fiequently translates
"watch, guard," following the tJgaritic root; i.e., yahweh watches over the righteous.
Contextually, however, "rouse onesell', take action," fits just as well; i.e., yahweh will
surely reestablish the righteous petitioner Job (v. J).:

Mal. 2: l2 is difficult to interpret. "May yahweh cut off fiom anyone who does this
'zr wc'aneh," lit.; "one who watches and answers." w. Ruclolph construes this accord-
ing to 'ir ("watch, guard") as "protector and dialogue partner."4 The end of v. I I in-
volves mixed marriages with those of difl'erent faiths. Whoever enters into such a rnar.-
riage shall be completely isolated. lf one maintains the MT and the root 'urr which is
certainly possible, the text is probably saying that such a man will flncl no one in all of
Israel who will take action and speak (in his def'ense in court). An unclerstanding of the
3 passages in the sense of "protect" is possibre but not compelling. No corresponding
rneaning must be postulated for'wr.

Literatur des ATs. BZAW 77 (1958), 9-24; H. Fledriksson, Jahwe als Krieger (Lund, 1945);
B. Hartmann, "Mtigen die Gcitter dich behtiten und unversehrt bewahien," Hebri.ii.sche
wortforschung. FS w. Banmgartner. svr 16 (1967), 102-5; H.-M. Lutz, Jahw,e, Jerttsctlent Lrnd
die Vdlker WMANT 27 (1968); A. Oepke, ..tyeipr,:,,' TDNT lt, 333-37: J. J. Starnm, ..Ein
ugaritisch-hebriiisches verbum und seine Ableitungen," TZ 35 (19]9) 5-9: A. weiser. ..Das
Deboralied," ZAW 7 I (1959) 6'l -97 .

l. See l/AI, II, 802.
2. -+ l,19 'irw€n
3. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), in loc.
4. W. Rudolph,Haggai, Sachurja l*8, Sacharjag-14, Maleochi. KATXllll| (1976), in loc.
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II. Meaning.
l. Basic Meaning. A survey of the use of wr suggests that its fundamental meaning

is "to excite, stir up," in the sense of "become/make active such that someone or some-

thing becomes and remains engaged in some activity." This activation begins in the in-
terior of the person in question, who either becomes active or is prompted to do so, the

latter situation predominating (cf. pilpel, hiphil; less than a third of all occurrences are

in the qal). It is usually Yahweh who prompts someone (or something) to become ac-

tive.

2. Situational Considerations. One series of occurrences presupposes the situation

of sleep and thus refers to waking or awakening . Ps. 44:24(Eng. v. 23), a lament of the

people, addresses God: "Wake up ('fir|)!Why do you sleep, O Lord? Awake (hdqisd),

do not cast us off forever!" Here God himself is being solicited to become active, Hab.

2: 19 makes the same demand of the gods made of wood and stone, i.e., that they "wake

up" (qt$ hiphil) and "awaken" ('wr qal). Ps.73:20 remarks that at the sudden destruc-

tion of the wicked, they perish like a dream when one awakes (qi,s hiphil), a dream

whose image fades when one becomes active (wr hiphil). The angelus interpres wak-

ens the visionary from the dream and sleep in which he has received the revelation ( wr
hiphil, Zec. 4:1), upon which the vision is then interpreted. Isa. 14:9 and Job 14:12

seem to be speaking about the sleep of death. For Job, who is speaking about the fate of
death shared by all human beings, there is no resurrection @Am); and as long as the

world exists, which from the perspective of the author means never, we will neither

wake up (qis hiphil) nor be awakened ( wr hiphil) from the sleep of death. According to

Isa. l4:9, when the king of Babylon descends into the realm of death, that realm is

stirred up to meet him, and the shadow entities become active ( 14/r pilpel). In none of
these passages does 'wr refer merely to awakening from sleep, for which the roots 4is
hiphil and -+ FP' yq$ are used instead. The root 'wr refers rather to a condition of being

stirred up into action, i.e., to a kind of second stage of awakening or of being awake af-

ter the actual activity of waking up.

This applies as well to Cant. 5:2, where the bride, awaiting the bridegroom' says

that "I slept, but my heart was aroused ('cr)." The cry "Awake, O north wind" (4:16) is

to be understood purely metaphorically, with the wind "sleeping" in the language of
poetry. The meaning, of course, is that it would become active, i.e., start blowing. Nor

do 2:7;3:5; 8:4 refer to sleep in the literal sense, but rather to the two lovers being to-

gether at the consummation of their love. Contextually, wr is doubtless to be translated

here as "disturb." Cant. 8:5 is probably using "awaken" to indicate that the partner is

sexually aroused rather than awakened from actual sleep.

A condition of inactivity that is then brought to an end is either presupposed or con-

stitutes the background for one series of passages. The creator God vanquishes and

then condemns to inactivity Leviathan, the monster of chaos; according to Job 3:8,

however, conjurers are allegedly able to reactivate Leviathan such that chaos once

again descends. Job would like to see his own existence utterly extinguished, and in his

lament uses this daring metaphor. The crocodile is terrifying even when it is resting,

and no one is daring enough to stir it up (Job 4l:2110); read hiphil of wr with K instead

"ll!t wr
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of qal). The term Vr is also used in reference to objects and things that are put into mo-
tion or rendered active. 2 S. 23:18 recounts that Abishai put his spear into action and
kilied three hundred men with it. According to 1 Ch. I l: l l, Jashobeam did the same. A
salvific oracle for Zion uses similar imagery to say that Yahweh will activate his chas-
tising whip against Assyria (Isa. 10:26). The usual translation here is to "wield the
sword/whip." The reference, however, is more to what these weapons actually do when
put into motion or, as it were, prompted to act. Zec. l37 suggests this understanding
when it commands, "Awake, O sword, rise up ('frrt) against my shepherd.', The sword
then acts independently. Hos. 7:4 speaks ofthe fire in the baker's oven. The baker does
not "stir it up" or fan the flames when he prepares the dough for baking. It becomes
genuinely activated only when the dough is ready. The adulterers are compared with
the heated oven in which desire burns while they await the appropriate opportunity.

Literal rather than metaphorical usage is intended when 'wr is used in ref'erence to
persons. In a fundamental wisdom explanation probably representing an addendum
(vv. 8-10), Job 17:8 asserts thar the innocent stir themselves up (yi1'drdr) because of
the godless. According to the MT, he insists in his declaration of innocence (31:29:
hithpolel of wr) that he did not get excited when evil overtook his enemy. Given the
context, this must refer to joyous exultation or excitement (often emended to the
hithpolei of rw', "exult"). In an oracle of salvation, Deutero-Isaiah (5l:17) charges
Jerusalem, the personified city as the community of the Lord, to rouse itself ( wr
hithpolel) and stand up (qfim) after having drunk the cup of wrath of divine judgment
and having lain stunned on the ground. lt is to raise itself up (52: I with double impv.
'ttrt) and put on the garment of its power, i.e., become active once again after God's
salvific beneficence. Trito-Isaiah 6a:6[7)) conf'esses in prayer that no one rises up to
hold fast to Yahweh. The psalmist (57:9[8]; 108:3t21) summons both himself
(kebbdt)s and the harp and lyre to sing God's praises; standing at the beginning of
hymnic praise, this indicates that he is now about to begin. The volume and length of
an utterance can apparently also be expressed by a form of 'wr According to Isa.
l5:5, the def'eated Moabites keep the "cry of destruction" active. In Jgs. 5:12
Deborah is summoned with a fourfbld impv. 'frri ro sing the victory song after the
victory of the tribal coalition under Barak; this may be a reference to the commence-
ment of the cultic victory procession. Barak himself is summoned with qfim. The
text does not say whether a corresponding summons was issued in the cultic
thanksgiving liturgy (cf. Ps. 57:9[8]).

In the context of war and military campaigns, the nations are said to become active
and set out for battle. Jer. 6:22, which sees the enemy setting ofT from the north, an-
nounces disaster to its people. Again from the north, though this time also from the far-
thest parts of the earth, a great people set out together with many kings to visit punish-
mentonBabylon(Jer.50:41).rnavaticiniumexeventu(Dnl. ll:2),theangeltellsthe
visionary Daniel that the fourth king of Persia will begin a war against the Greeks; he
engages (ydir) everything, his wealth and his power, against the kingdom of yawan.

571

5. -+ 'r]r) kdb6d, vtl,24.
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Following the LXX in reading the qal here would require that one emend MT hakkdl to

hakk@ ("to defeat" the kingdom of ydwdn). The reader clearly sees that this involves a

war.
Finally, a wisdom text can be mentioned that addresses interpersonal relationships

in general: "Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all offenses" (Prov. l0:12). Hatred
prompts disputes; it is what makes them violent, and it is always looking for an oppor-

tunity to stir them up.

III. Theological Usage. The term 'wr occurs frequently (about 25 times) in more

strictly theological usage, i.e., with Yahweh as the agent.

l. (Yahweh's) War Such usage usually involves a situation of war or clearly presup-

poses war as its background. Whenever Israel's God is involved in military events, one

thinks immediately of the theme of Yahweh's war, what is known as holy war of the

sort in which Yahweh fights for his people during the exodus, land conquest, or the pe-

riod of the judges. Joel 4:9(3:9) provides a commensurate context: "Proclaim this

among the nations: Prepare holy war (qaddeiA mihdmd), stir up the warriors (hairfi)1"
Although the imperatives in Joel 4:9ff.(3:9ff.) may allow one to conclude the presence

of a genre "call to battle,"6 it remains uncertain whether such a genre derives from the

theme of holy war itself or was transferred there from secular usage. It is here, how-
ever, that the call to become active ('wr) has its place; the initiative comes from
Yahweh. It is also uncertain whether prophets participated in this and whether they is-

sued this summons already during the classical period of the Yahweh war. Deborah

does not qualify as proof (see above). The late text Joel 4:9(3:9) turns the older pro-

phetic statements about the Lord's activity in war into a promise of salvation. Yahweh
announces that the nations are to set out ( wr niphal) and come to the valley of
Jehoshaphat (v. l2), where he will judge them. They are summoned not to fight but to
be destroyed.

The cultic song brings to expression the notion that Israel's God stands on the side

of his people in the Yahweh war, rises tp ('wr), and fights for them. Ps. 80:3(2), com-
posed perhaps after the fall of the northern kingdom, petitions the Lord to awaken his
mighty power and hasten to the aid of his people. After a harsh defeat, a lament of the

people {44:24[23]) pleads with hirn to rise up himself as an active warrior and not to

cast offhis people and deliver them over to destruction through his own inactivity. Isa.

10:26 anticipates his taking action against Assyria and recalls how he once defeated

Midian at the rock of Oreb (cf. Jgs. 7 :25).In his victory song Deutero-Isaiah hopes that

the salvific God will go forth into battle like a soldier and awaken his fury like a war-
rior (Isa. 42:13). The background to this general war terminology is the announcement

of the new exodus introduced by this song. The individual, too, expresses the petition
for deliverance with reference to the theme of God's military campaign against the en-

emy, the point of departure being the assumption that one's own enemies are also

Yahweh's enemies, and that Yahweh will thus come to the aid of the innocent op-

6. See Bach.
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pressed person. He should take action in judgment (ps. 7:7[6]). Reference to the na-
tions (vv. 7f.[6t.]; cf. 59:5f.[4f.], where the oppressed individual also feels threatened
by the nations) as well as use of the term wr deriving from the terminology of war
shows that the oppressed are appealing to the salvific God who takes action and fights
on behalf of his believers.

Judgment prophecy turns the Yahweh war into its opposite. Rather than intervene
and take positive action on behalf of his people, God activates foreign nations that now
fight beside him against Israel. This is the case when they set out with his approval and
prepare for an assault (Jer. 6:22; 25:32). He rouses enemies against faithless Judah
(Ezk. 23:22) just as he does other peoples against Babylon (Jer. 50:9; 5 r : r , il ). This di-
rectly attributes to Yahweh himself any initiative and plan made by Israel's enemies in
entering into war against Israel. His rousing of enemies is his means of chastising his
people. The Chronicler uses this perspective to point out that Yahweh punished King
Jehoram because of his connection with the house of Ahab (2 Ch. 2l:16) and to explain
the disappearance of the Transjordanian tribes (l Ch. 5:26). of course, God can also
employ this means against other nations (Babylon). He remains the Lord of history
even within the most secret thoughts in the hearts of the mighty; indeed, he has been a
warrior God from the very outset (cf. Isa. 5l:9).

This also applies to the Persian Cyrus even though the military context, though cer-
tainly present (Isa. 41:2), recedes in favor of the activation of Israel's savior. Yahweh
has awakened him (41:2), placed him into a global framework (41:25), and started him
down his predetermined, predestined path. This salvific prophecy, however, is con-
cerned with the exiles in Babylon being freed once more and with Jerusalem, which
had been destroyed, being rebuilt. To this end and as an act of his salvific righteous-
ness, the Lord prompted Cyrus to take action (45:13).

The announcement of salvation also includes two contradictory texts from Zecha-
riah. Accordir,g to zec. 2:17(13), Yahweh rouses himself and sets out ( u,r niphal)
from his holy place, his heavenly dwelling, doubtless in order to assume his domin-
ion by taking peaceful possession of his people and land. This benefits not only his
own people, in whose midst he now dwells, but also the Gentiles. Zec.9:13, alate
text dating probably from rhe age of the Diadochi, picks up the imagery from 2 S.
23:18. In the decisive battle of the people of God with its adversaries, yahweh uses
Judah as his bow, Ephraim as his arrow, and zion as the lance he wields ( wr pilpel;
or as a sword: cf .zec. 13:7). The background here is the hostile world power. It is
not quite clear just how the Lord activates his people and with their help attains vic-
tory. The passage uses terminology from the Yahweh war only figuratively and met-
aphorically. The same applies to Ps. 78:38, which is to be read as yair with the MT.
Yahweh did not stir up his wrath in punishing his people by means of its enemies;
i.e., he is so much the salvific God that he must first activate his wrath before he
judges.

2. Awakening. Those whom Yahweh uses as instruments he activates in their inte-
rior. He rouses the rfiah of the person in question: of the destroyer (Jer. 5l:l), the kings
of the Medes (Jer. 5l:11), Zerubbabel (Hag. l:14), Tiglath-pilneser (l Ch. 5:26), and
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Cyrus (2 Ch. 36:22;Ezr. l:1,5).It is in this way that he prompts them to take action de-
pending on whether he is planning disaster or salvation, either of which those he

chooses then carry out. Although this sort of inner process may be called awakening, it
is not, even in the case of Cyrus, religious in nature except perhaps in the case of
Zerubbabel and his companions (Hag. 1:14), since they do build the temple, following
thus the prophetically announced will of God. By contrast, the awakening of Yahweh's
pupil is doubtless to be understood as religious (Isa. 50:4). Every morning the Lord
wakens his ear, obviously to receive the word so that this prophet can himself awaken
through God's word those who lack courage.

One should note that the OT does not use 'wr in connection with the resurrection of
the dead. lsa.26:19 and Dnl. l2:2,the only unequivocal statements, use qfim and qts,

respectively.

IV. Qumran. The writings of Qumran use 'w,5 "wake up, rouse," only sporadically.
Concerning CD 2: I 8, see I above. The term does not occur in I QM even though, given
OT usage, one might expect it. CD l9:7 uses it in a citation fromZec. l3:7, and CD
8:17 is to be read h'ydw ("who bore witness"), following l9:30. lQH 6:29 and 9:3 fol-
low the terminology of the Yahweh war, though the meaning and reference in 9:3 are
unclear.

Schreiner

1J.9 'iwwer; llV wr I. nl:l.y 'awwere!; Ji'lJi, lwwardr; Dlll]lg sanwertm;
yyu, i"
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l. 1. Etymology. The root 'wr I in the sense of "blind" or "one-eyed" is attested in
Ugaritic ( wr "blind, one-eyed"; wrr, "blindness"),1 Arabic ('awira, 'be one-eyed"),
Aramaic (adj.; verb in pael), and Ethiopic ('dra, "be btind"). Although the stem does
not occur in Akkadian, H. Holma nonetheless tried to identify it first in tfrrtu, which in
the expression tfrrfi and means approximately "blindness," deriving allegedly from an
earlier form ta'awartu, and then in the old Babylonian PN fiummuru, which allegedly
contains an allusion to blindness.2 The term fiummuru, however, is richly attested in
Akkadian as an adjective, and means not "blind" but "crippled, lame"; and tfirtu de-
rives accordingto AHw from tdru, "turn around, reverse."3

Wiichter

The customary derivation of sanwerim from the Semitic root nwr is untenable be-
cause no analogy exists for the assumed nominal form and because the meaning is in-
compatible with nwr This word in fact represents a foreign word from a non-Semitic
language in a Hebrew plural form perhaps better vocalized as sinnfirtm. It is related to
other Akkadian words of similarly foreign derivation referring to severe visual handi-
caps: sillurmfi with the artificially constructed secondary form stn-lurmd, "weak
sighted" or "(severely) visually handicapped at night" and probably also "night blind-
ness," and the approximate synonym sinnurba(m) with the secondary forms sinnuru
and Stn-nurmidtim.4 Although sanwErim was later misunderstood as "blindness," wit-
nesses and the rendering aorasia in the LXX suggest a severe but temporary visual
handicap leading to a loss of orientation. we have no way of determining the funda-
mental meaning of these words.

von Soden

2. or occurrences. The term 'iwwer "blind," occurs 26 times in the or, the verb
'wr piel 5 times, the noun 'awwere! once, and the noun 'iwwar6n, "blinding, blind-
ness," twice. The semantically related nourr sanwerim occurs 3 times.

3. LXX. The LXX almost always translates the adj. 'iwwer with typhl6s; verbal de-
rivatives occur in rsa.42:19 and 56: 10. The text in Jer.3l:8 and Lam.4:14 deviates
completely. The noun 'awwerelis rendered as typhl6s. The verb 'wr piel is translated as
ektyphldd. The term 'iwwarbn is rendered once as apotlphldsis (zec. l2:4) and once as
aorasia (Dt. 28:28), the latter translation also being chosen for sanwErtm. other LXX
occurrences of aorasia are2Mc. 10:30 and Wis. l9:17.

II. OT Usage.
7. concrete usage. Blindness is one physical handicap among others, and the or

laws advise consideration with regard to it. Lev. 19:14 charges: "You shall not revile

l. WUS, no.2020.
2. Kdrperteile, 15, 17l;' idem, Personennamen, 56f .
3. See, respectively, AHw, I, 355; III, 1332ff., 1373.
4. See AHw, Il, 1044a and 1048a, as well as, with emendations, CAD, XyL285b,294a.
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the deaf (lterei)s or put a stumbling block befbre the blind." Dt. 21: I 8 emphasizes es-

pecially the latter. Job (29:15) boasts of his own willingness to help the blind and the
lame (piss€aft). Such consideration in daily life, however, corresponded to neglect in
the cultic sphere. Lev.2l: 18 enumerates blindness and lameness among the first physi-
cal def'ects excluding a person from the priesthood. The same thinking recognizes

blindness as a blemish excluding an animal from sacrifice (Lev. 22:22; Dt. I 5:2 I ; Mal.
l:8; cf. I IQT 52:10).

2 S. 5:6-8 speaks repeatedly about lameness and blindness as physical defects or
flaws. The final verse (v. 8), "the blind and the lame shall not come into the house,"
might ref'er to the palace or, even more likely, to the temple, an interpretation supported

by the LXX, which translates with eis oikon kyriou, and by scriptural passages where
bayildoes refer to the "temple" (Ezk.4l:5fT.; Mic. 3:12;Hag.l:8). This axiom is then
following Lev.2l: l8 in stipulating that the blind and the lame are not permitted to per-

fbrm priestly service.
Nonetheless, Jer. 3l:8 asserts that the blind and the lame will be among those whom

Yahweh leads back in the time of salvation.

2. Figurative Usage. Yahweh can make a person "mute ('illem) or deaf, seeing or
blind" (Ex. 4:1 I ). Similarly, "Yahweh sets the prisoners fiee; Yahweh opens the eyes of
the blind" (paqealt'iwr?m). Here external and internal, spiritual seeing merge, as they
certainly do in later sections of the book of Isaiah, beginning with 29: l8: "On that day

the deaf shall hear the words of a scroll, and out of their gloom and darkness the eyes

of the blind shall see." Isa.35:5; 42:18,191,43:8 also mention spiritual blindness and

deafness. God can free a person from spiritual blindness (42:7,16). When it refers tcr

the sentinels as blind and as silent dogs, lsa.56:10 has a difTerent fbcus: those who
want neither to see nor to speak.

3. Blindness as a Result of Divine Wrath. Blindness and loss of orientation can also
be understood as resulting from God's punishment or wrath (Dt. 28:29', lsa.59: l0;
Lam. 4: 14; Zeph. 1: l7). Those struck by this wrath are said to grope around at midday
as do the blind in the darkness (Dt. 28129). The 2 occurrences of iwwarbn belong in
this context. Dt. 28:28 asserts that "Yahweh will afflict you with madness (iigga'6n),
blindness ('iwwardn), and confusion of mind (timhbn leba\." Flanked by "madness"
and "confusion of mind." 'iwwar6n here refers to utter loss of orientation of the sort
then described in v. 29. The same nouns, albeit now ref-erring to Israel's enemies, also
occur in Zec. l2:4, which is itself dependent on Dt. 28:28.

4. The Verb 'wr The verb 'wr piel, "to blind, make blind," is used figuratively in Ex.

23:8 and Dt. I 6: I 9, two virtually identical passages. Bribes blind the eyes (so Dt. I 6: I 9)
or those who see (so Ex. 23:8). The verb exhibits its direct meaning in the account of
Zedekiah's blinding by the king of Babylon (2 K. 25:1 ; Ier. 39:7; 52:11): "He made the

5. ) i'lD'I damd (damah) lI (III, 260-65\.
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eyes of Zedekiah blind." Elsewhere the verb nqr, "plut out," makes this act of blinding
concrete, either in the qal (l S. l1:2; Prov. 30:17) or piel (Nu. 16:14;Jgs. 16:21).

5. sanwertm. The term sanw€rtm is probably an abstract plural6 ref'erring, similar to
'iwwardn, to loss of orientation and blindness. Gen. l9:ll recounts how the divine
messengers strike with sanwerim those who try to seize Lot, "so that they were unable
to find the door." Similarly in 2 K.6:18, the prophet Elisha asks God to strike the ad-
vancing Arameans with sanwerim. When this indeed happens, the Arameans are ut-
terly without orientation, are unable even to recognize the prophet, and he succeeds in
leading them astray to Samaria (v. 19).

III. Qumran. The Qumran texts essentially use the root'wr commensurate with OT
usage. IQM 7:4 stipulates that neither the lame nor the blind may participate in (holy)
war; those excluded largely coincide with those the OT excludes from priestly service.
According to lQSa 2:6,the lame, blind, deaf', and mute are among those not admitted
tothecommunityof respectedmen(cf. llQT45:12). CD l:9usestheterm'iww€rfig-
uratively (alluding to Isa. 59:10).

IQS 4:ll mentions blindness of eye ('iwr6n'Anayim) and dullness of ear (kibbfiQ
'6zen) among those things that are part of the spirit of falsehood. According to CD
16:2-3, the time of the blinding of Israel ('iwr6n yifrd'el) is precisely predetermined.

Wcichter

IV. The Hardening of Israel. Only in the Isaianic tradition of the commission for
the hardening of Israel's heart (Isa. 6:10;29:9) does the verb i" occur, referring to
blindness under the aspect of guilt and sin. The prophet receives the fbllowing com-
mission: "Make the mind of this people dull, and stop their ears, and shlut (hdia') their
eyes so that they may not look with their eyes and listen with their ears." The semantic
scope of this word depends essentially on the understanding of the commission itself.T

Fabry

6. D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebrriischen Syntax (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), I,88.
7. -+)) leb Nll,399-437); cf. R. Kilian, lesaja t-39. EdF 2OO (1983), tt2-30.
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l. l. Etymology. "The word is . . . universally Semitic" and is attested in Biblical Ar-
amaic, Punic, Palmyrene ('z), Syriac ('ezzd), and Amorite (fiazzum).I The nonassim-
ilated form hz occurs in Arabic ('anz), Egyptian Aramaic, Akkadian (enzu alongside
ezzu), and perhaps also in Ethiopic and Egyptian ('nU? Whether it derives from origi-
nal'anzu or 'inzu3 is just as disputed as is the question whether the noun derives from
the postulatedrcot'nz or from 'zz, "be strong," "be impudent."a It is more likely that'Ez
is a primary noun.

2. Occurrences. The term'ez occurs 74 times in the Hebrew and once (Ezr.6:17) in
the Aramaic part of the OT: 25 times in Numbers, 12 in Leviticus, I I in Genesis, 7 in
Exodus, 4 each in Judges and 1 Samuel, twice each in Ezekiel, Canticles, Daniel, and
2 Chronicles, and once each in Deuteronomy, 1 Kings, Proverbs, and Ezra. To these
one can add an occurrence in Ugaritic and several witnesses in Punic and Aramaic
texts.5

3. Meaning. The occurrence of 'z together with ,i, "sheep," and 1't, "mother ewe," in
the short Ugaritic text clearly confirms the meaning "goat"; similarly, the OT also sub-
divides small livestock into sheep and goats (Lev. l:10;Nu. 15:11;cf. Dt. l4:4; I S.
25:2),In contradistinction to sheep, which require several differentiating terms, 'ezcan
refer without distinction to both male and female animals (cf. Gen. 3l:38; Lev.4:28;
5:6; Nu. 15:27; l8:17; Prov. 27:217.0 Greater precision requires additional words: com-
binations with -+'j17 ge/i, "kid" (Gen. 27:9,16;38:17,20; Jgs.6:19; l3:15,19; 15:l; 1

S. l6:20),withieTr "billygoat,malegoat,"particularlyintextsof P(Gen.37:31;Lev.

?e. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal Life in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935), 124f.;8. Brentjes, Die
Haustienrterdung im Orient. Neue Brehm-Biicherei 344 (1965),22-29: J. Clutton-Brock, "The
Early History of Domesticated Animals in Western Asia," Sumer 36 (1980) 37-41; G. Dalman,
AuS, Y,4t., 17t., et passim; Yl, 196-203;, P. Ducos, "Les ddbuts de l'dlevage en Palestine," Syr
44 (1967) 375-400; G. F. Hasel, "The Meaning of the Animal Rite in Genesis 15," "/SOI 19
(1981) 61-78; M.-L. Henry, "Ziege," BHHW, I11,2237; A. S. Kapelrud, "The Inrerpretation of
Jeremiah 34,18ff.," JSOT22 (1982) 138-41; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im
Alten Israel. WMANT24 (1967): G. J. Wenham, "The Symbolism of the Animal Rite in Genesis
t5;' JSOT 22 (1982) 134-37.

1. M. Noth, Die Ursprilnge des alten Israel im Lichte neuer Quellen. Verdffentlichungen der
Arbeitsgemeinschaft fiir Forschung des ktndes Nordrhein-Westfalen 94 = ABI,AK, Il, 269; see
AHw, l,339; cf. HAL, 11.804f.

2. Cf. DNSI,II, 835; AHw,l,221.
3. For the former see Meyer, II, $51 , 2a; for the latter, J. Friedrich and W. Rcillig, Phdnizisch-

punische Grammatik. AnOr 46 (1970), gl95a.
4. For the former see E. Kcinig, Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebiiude der hebrciischen Sprache,

2 vols. (Leipzig, 1881-97), II, 38; for the latter, Dalman, AaS, VI, 196; cf. HAL, I1,804.
5. For Ugaritic see KTU, 1.80, 4; cf . WUS, no.2022; and O. Eissfeldt, "The Alphabetical Cu-

neiform Texts from Ras Shamra published 1963 in 'Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit' Vol. II 1957,"
KlSchr X (1963), 399. For Punic see C1S, I, 165, 7 (= KAI, 69:7); 167,4 (= KAI,74:4);3915,2.
For Aramaic see Ai 33:10; Ahiqar 118 (bis), 119 etc.; cf. DNS1, II, 835.

6. Concerning the following discussion, cf. also AuS, Yl, 196f.
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4:23: 9:3; 16:5; 23:19: Nu. 7:16,22,28,34,40,46,52,58,64,70,76,82,87; 28:15,30;
29 5,11,16,19,25;Ezk. 43:22;45:23) or with Seiral, "female goat" (Lev. 4:28 5:6; cf .

also -+ a\!W Sdir III, "goat demon"T), with sepir, "male goat" (2 Ch.29:21;Ezr. 6:17;
Dnl. 8:5,8), and with benA, "kids" (2 Ch.35:7). The term 'attfrj means both "ram" and

"male goat." Finally, this word also means "goat's hair" (Ex. 25:4;26:1;35:6,23,26;
36:14; Nu. 3l:20).

4. LXX. The LXX translation largely does justice to this multiplicity of meanings.
The most frequent rendering of 'eZ is aix; Ex. l2:5 and Lev. l: l0 use 6riphos, which as

iriphos aigdn stands for geQt'izztm (Gen.38:17,20; Jgs. 13:15,19;6:19;15:l; 1 S.

l6:20) and for (eir'izztm (Gen.37:31;Ezk.43:22;45:23), though the latter is gener-

ally translatedby chfmaros (ch{maira) ex aig6n (e.g., Lev. 4:23,28, etc.). Only Gen.
2'l:9 and 16 translate geQi 'izztm with simple 6riphos. Dnl. 8:5 and 8 translate septr
'izzim as trtigos (t6n) aig6n, and2 Ch.35:7 renders benA'izzim as tikna t6n aig6n. The
LXX renders the meaning "goat's hair" as aigeia (Nu.3l:20), thrix aigeia (Ex.25:4;
35:6,23), dirmata aigeia (35:23), or by circumscribingit as diruis trichine (26:1).The
LXX translates Prov. 27:27 differently, and lacks Ex. 36:14 altogether.

ll. l. Secular Usage. Goats are classified among small livestock (Gen. 3l:38) and
are part of an Israelite's property. Nabal's enormous wealth is measured by his three
thousand sheep and one thousand goats (1 5.25:2). In the contract between Jacob
and Laban, both sheep and goats also play a role insofar as the reader is told twice in
slightly altered form how Jacob's wealth was increased through the considerable in-
crease of speckled and spotted goats (Gen. 30:32f.,35;.s Their value is also reflected
in Jacob's gift to Esau, which includes two hundred goats (32:15[Eng. v. l4]). Judah
sends Tamar the promised kid as a fee (38:17,20). Samson brings one to his wife as a

gift (Jgs. 15:l), Annareceives one as an additional gift (Tob.2:12,14), and David is
sent to Saul "with a donkey loaded with bread, a skin of wine, and a kid" (l S.

16:20).
The sign of special honor for a respected guest is to serve a kid at the meal (Jgs.

l3:15). Two kids prepared as game help deceive Isaac (Gen. 27:9).That goat flesh was
eaten otherwise as well is confirmed by the prohibition against boiling a kid in its
mother's milk (Ex. 23:19; 34:26; Dt. 14:21).e The reference is thus to goat's milk,
which was also an essential part of the Israelites'food sources (Prov.27:27).10 Women
wove the tent tabric fbr the tabernacle from spun black goat's hair (Ex. 25:4;26:'7;

7. Cf. also N. H. Snaith, "The Meaning of ioirtm," VT25 (19'75) 115-18.
8. -+ n) hh (Yr,5t2-17).
9. -+ '71 g"/t (g"dhi), II, 387ff. Cf. O. Keel, Das Bdcklein in der Milch seiner Mutter und

Verwandtes. OBO 33 ( 1980), who addresses this from the perspective of taboo; cf. the dissenting
view of M. Haran, "Das Bcicklein in der Milch seiner Mutter und das sziugende Muffertier," TZ
41 (1985) 135-59, who suggests rather the presence of a humanistic sensibility based on moral
considerations.

10. Cf. AaE VI, 199f.
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35:6,23,26;36:14),rt just as they probably also made their own tent fabric and carpets
from such material (cf. Cant. 1:5). Nu. 31:20 suggests that other personal items were
also made of goat's hair.l2 Isaac is deceived by means of finessed use of goatskins
(Gen.27:16), and Michal probably also used a piece of goatskin in deceiving Saul's
messengers with the clothed teraphim (l S. 19: l3).t: Finally, Joseph's brothers fake his
death by dipping his robe in the blood of a slaughtered goat (Gen. 37:31).

2. Comparison and Symbolism. Twice the OT uses goats in metaphorical compari-
sons. 1 K, 2O:27 compares the terrifyingly small number of Israelite warriors over
against the numerous Arameans with "two little flocks of goats."t+ Cant. 4: I and 6:5
compare the luxuriant black hair of the beloved with "a flock of goats, moving down
the slopes of Gilead."

A male goat symbolizes the Hellenistic power in Dnl. 8:5 and 8, and is portrayed as

a mighty animal coming from the west and overrunning the ram.15

III. Religious Usage.
l. Dietary laws. Just as goats were among the first animals to be domesticated in the

Near East,l6 the early traditions in Gen. 27 and 38 as well as witnesses in Judges show
that from the outset they were also among the domesticated animals that the Israelites and
their ancestors kept as livestock for slaughter and food. When Dt. l4i4 mentions goats af-
ter the ox and sheep in beginning the list of edible animals, it is merely stating in the sty-
listic form of imperative torah instructionlT what was already long familiar to the Israel-
ites, and elevating into the status of law what had already long been the custom. This
probably also applies to laws affecting slaughter at the beginning of the Holiness Code
(Lev. l7:3), which uses the same sequence of ox, sheep, and goat. The same series recurs
in the sacrificial laws (Lev.1:23;22:2'l;Nt.18:17; cf. the sequence of sacrificial animals
in the Punic sacrificial tariff: ox, calf and ram, wether and goat, lamb and kid and young
raml8) and consistently exhibits the influence of P. Materially Lev. 17:1-7 does, however,
require that the slaughter of sacrificial animals be carried out no longer in a secular fash-
ion but as it were cultically, the blood now being brought to Yahweh's altar such that it
might no longer run out "on the ground like water" (Dt. l2:I5f .,20-27). It is doubtful such
a requirement could have been implemented.te The prohibition against eating the fat of
these animals is similarly spurious (Lev.1:23). This prohibition, too, may be connected

11. -+ );'lN 'ohel (1, 118-30).
12.Cf.AuS, Y 1,4f., 17f.;Vl,30,whoalsopointsoutthattheiaq asamourninggarment(V,

165, 202) and the prophet's cloak (Y 248) were woven from goat's hair.
13. So H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATYIIUI (1973),356-58; a different view is

taken by Dalman, AuS, Yl,200: "weave made of goat's hair."
14. HAL, r,359.
15. Cf. A. Wtinsche, Die Bildersprache des Afs (1906), 53.
16. Cf. Brentjes, Ducos, and Clutton-Brock.
17. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), in loc.
18. KAI,69;74; ANET 656t.
19. So, correctly, K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966;),226.
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with Lev. 17:6, which requires that the fat of the sacrificial animals be presented as an of-
fering for Yahweh, a practice apparently not strictly followed in the earlier period (cf.

Gen. 4:4; Dt. 32: 14; Ps. 63 :6[5]).zo

2. Sacrificial Animals. Jgs. 6 and 13 show how closely connected during Israel's
early period the notion of honoring a guest was with the notion of offering sacrifices to
Yahweh. Manoah intends to off'er a kid to his guest, whom he does not recognize as

Yahweh's angel (13: l5). The angel, however, instructs Manoah to present it as a burnt
offering to Yahweh instead, which Manoah then does (v. 19). The Gideon narrative de-

scribes this procedure from the outset as a symbolic sacrificial act (6:19-21; similarly
also I K. 18:38). Hence H. J. Stoebe's suspicion is certainly well founded that David's
gift for Saul, consisting of among other things also a kid (l S. l6:20), actually derives
from the notion of sacrifice insofar as "what originally was ofTered directly to God is
now given first to the king."2t

Whatever its origin, the Passover celebration apparently always included a meal

consisting of an animal from the small livestock. While Ex. 12:21 speaks only in a gen-

eral fashion about "small livestock," P differentiates and precisely stipulates that the

Passover lamb is to be without blemish, a year-old male animal chosen from among the

sheep or goats (Ex. l2:5). Commensurately, according to 2 Ch.35:7 , at Passover Josiah

contributes to the people "lambs and kids from the flock."
Ezk. 45:21-25 prescribes different terms for future Passover celebrations after the

return from the exile. On each of the seven festival days, sacrifices will include among

other animals also a male goat as a sin offering.22 The prophet's instructions for dedi-
cating the altar of burnt offering are similar: On the second day, a male goat without
blemish is to be offered as a sin offering (Ezk. 43:22). W. Zimmerli has correctly
pointed out that this atonement for the altar corresponds essentially to the regulations
in Lev. l6:18f., where the altar is cleansed from the Israelites'impurity and conse-

crated for normal sacrificial service through the blood of two sacrificial animals.23 In
any event, the Chronicler has King Hezekiah, accompanied by his official after the

cleansing of the temple, go up to the temple and sacrifice seven bulls, rams, lambs, and

male goats as a sin offering, rendering the normal Yahweh cult possible again (2 Ch.

29:21). After construction is completed on the second temple, the consecration in-
cludes the sacrifice of bulls, rams, and lambs as well as twelve male goats as a sin of-
fering according to the number of Israel's tribes (Ezr. 6:17).

In general one notices that texts influenced by or closely related to P also include
goats as sin offerings, commensurate with the way the priestly "school theology . . . un-

derstands the entire sacrificial cult as an institution of atonement."2a This does not pre-

20. -+ lln hcle! (chelebh), lY,392tt.
21. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis,3l2;ct. Stoebe, "l Sam. VIII 16 and XVI 20," VT4

(1954) 183.
22. -+ Np[t hafi' (chafi') (IY 309-19).
23. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 434.
24. Elliger, Leviticus, 5 l.
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vent the continued adherence to other understandings ofthe law as well, such as that in
Nu. l8:17, which stipulates that Aaron is not to redeem the firstborn of cows, sheep, or
goats, or the notion that private burnt offerings can also include small livestock such as

a sheep or goat, albeit male and without blemish (Lev. l:10).
Upon completion of the "tabernacle," offerings are accepted from a representative

of each of the lsraelite tribes, including a male goat as a sin ofTering (Nu.7:16-82),
yielding altogether twelve male goats (7:81). For the period when Israel inhabits the
land, precise sacrificial regulations are given regarding oxen, rams, lambs of sheep,
and kids of goats ( l5:l l); unintentional sins of the congregation require a male goat as

a sin offering (15:24 or a yearling fenrale goat (15i27l. cf. Lev. 4:28). From a compari-
son between Nu. 15 and Lev. 4, K. Elliger concludes "that the male goat was originally
the sin ofI'ering of the congreBation."zs Male goats tunction similarly as sin ofl'erings
(Lev. 9:3) at the monthly sacrifice (Nu. 28:15), Festival of Weeks (Nu. 28:30; Lev.
23:19), at the first, tenth, and tifieenth days of the seventh month as well as at the
seven-day festival beginning then (Nu. 29:5,11,16,19,25; cf. also vv. 22,28,31,34,38)
and at the great Day of Atonement (Lev. l6:5 ). Whereas the sin of a prince is atoned
through a male goat without blemish (Lev.4:23), the unintentional sin of an ordinary
person requires a f-emale goat without blemish (Lev.4:28; cf. Nu. 15:27) as in the case
of a sin ofl'ering (Lev. -5:6). A goat can also be used for the offering of well-being (or
peace ofTering, Lev. 3:12). Finally,Lev.22 also stipulates that oxen, sheep, and goats
off'ered as sacrifices must be without blemish and male (v. l9) and that the young ani-
mals may be sacrificed only after they are eight days old (v. 27).

One stipulation worth noting is that found in Lev. 3:13:.4:24,29, and applying after
3:l2in a general sense to sacrifices: those ofl'ering the sacrifice are to lay their hands26
on the head of the goat and then slaughter it before Yahweh. By contrast the later text
5:5f. says that the sinners must cont-ess their guilt and bring "your penalty" before
Yahweh. Of the two male goats on the great Day of Atonement, lots determine which is
presented as a sin ofTering and which is sent into the wilderness for Azazel (16:5-10).

3. Gen. I5:9. Gen. l5:7-21 presents a unique problem. This narrative has doubtless
undergone a complicated growth process. The basic stratum narrates the events as such
quite clearly: At God's behest, Abraham, who has doubted Yahweh's promise, brings a

heif'er, female goat, and ram, all three years old; he cuts each of these in two and lays
the halves over against one another. He then also brings a turtledove and a young pi-
geon, and drives away birds of prey. That night, when Abraham is in a deep sleep,
Yahweh passes through the animals in the form of a smoking firepot and a flaming
torch. In conclusion, this is interpreted as the "making of a covenant" confirming
Yahweh's promise of land to Abraham (vv.7f.; differently in v. l8b).

The first question, whether the dividing of the animals represents a sacrificial act,
can be answered fairly unequivocally. Since no altar is mentioned, such does not seem

25. rbid., 58.
26. -s IDO samaft.
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to be required for this particular series of events, and this militates against a sacrificial
situation, though C. Westermann suggests that through the mention of sacrificial ani-
mals this scene was actually subsequently accommodated to a sacrificial act.27 The
threefold designation "three years old" allegedly also corresponds to sacrificial praxis.
As far as the animals themselves are concerned, even though "ram" and "pigeon/dove"
are indeed used in sacrificial rituals, only I S. l6:2 mentions'egld as a sacrificial ani-
mal,28 and g6zdl is not mentioned anywhere in this connection. This makes it question-

able that Gen. 15 was reinterpreted as a sacrificial act or that the subsequent addition of
the two birds intended to round out the totality of animals that might be sacrificed.2e A
look at the meiulldi also confirms this. A. Dillmann already notes in this regard: "used
in this sense only here and I S. 1:24LXX."30 Nor is this word found in connection with
OT sacrificial rituals. The resonance with Jer. 34:18f. and the extrabiblical analogies

instead suggest that this ceremony was from the outset intended as a rite sealing the

contract itself. But because here it is Yahweh alone who through this gesture is con-
firming the inviolability of his promise to Abraham, the reference is definitely not to a
contract. The expression "oath rite," however, also seems inappropriate,3l since neither
this nor comparable texts indicate the presence of an oath.

IV. Qumran. Among the Qumran writings, occurrences of '?z areconcentrated al-
most exclusively in the Temple Scroll. "Goats" are included in the sacrifices at New
Year's(1lQT l5:2),theFeastof UnleavenedBread(17:14:'18:4), Feastof Oil(B:0,
Feast of the Wood (23: I I ), Atonement (25:14), and Tabernacles (28:4,8,1 I ). The diffi-
cult text of 4Q502 8:2 is speaking perhaps about the paschal lamb. The Temple Scroll's
more stringent regulations over against parallel regulations in Deuteronomy are worth
noting. For example, 1lQT 52:5 goes beyond Dt. 17:l in prohibiting the sacrifice of
pregnant animals, equating them thus with blemished animals. It also makes more pre-
cise the regulations concerning secular slaughter (Dl12, esp. v.2l): "You shall not
slaughter clean cattle or sheep or goat in any of your towns, within a distance of three

days' journey from my sanctuary [in Jerusaleml" (llQT 52:13). No meat may be eaten

nearthe sanctuary unless the slaughter is carried out in the temple itself (52:19f.).
Only once is ?2 used with the meaning "goat's hair"; weaves made of this material

can, like clothes and skins, be purified after defilement (through contact with stillbirth)
through washing (l IQT 50:17).

Zobel

27. C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), in loc. Cf. W. Zimmerli,
l. Mose 12-25: Abraham. ZBK ll2 (19'16), 53.

28. On Dt. 2l:l-9, cf. von Rad, Deuteronomy, in loc., who wonders whether this involves a

sacrifice in the first place.
29. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, inloc.
30. A. Dillmann, Die Genesis. KEHAT XI 101392r, 249; see also Eng. trans. Genesis,

Critically and Exegetically Expounded, trans. W. B. Stevenson (Edinburgh, 1897), in loc.
31. Westermann. Genesis 12-36, in loc.
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Contents: l. The Root: l. Semitic Languages; 2. Homonymous Roots? 3. Derivatives; 4.

Translations. Il. Meanings: l. Forms and Distribution; 2. With Inanimate Objects; 3. With
Persons as Objects; 4. With Abstractions as Objects; 5. Passive Forms; 6. Problem Passages; 7.

Word Field. III. Specialized Use: L Law; 2. Prayer; 3. Historical Theology; 4. Wisdom. lV.
Subsequent Influence.

I. The Root.
1. Semitic Languatr4es. The root 'zD is found in Akkadian, East Canaanite, Ethiopic,

Arabic, and Ugaritic. A similar semantic scope as 'zb is exhibited by the widespread
Akk. eze-bu along with its derivatives (ezbu/uztbu, "abandoned child"; izbu, "mal-
fbrmed newborn, monstrosity"; ezib, "apart from, except"; izibtum, "pledge, war-
ranty"; u:.ubb[t, "divorce"; mui4z.ibu, "savior"; iuzubu, "saved") and stems (esp. G:
"abarrdon"; S: "raue"; N: pexsive to the G stem).1 The East Canaanite term hzb, "save,"
follows the i stem semantically.2 Arabic attests the verb meaning "to be fhr" and the
adjective meaning "single, only."3 The root of Eth. ma'sab is related.a As regards con-
sonantal makeup, Ugar. 'db, "lay, make," is possibly related,5 though the verb coin-
cides with Heb. 'aiA, 'araft, it1, etc., and by no means with 'zb. The OSA term 'db,

"make, do," belongs to the same semantic category.6

'2. Homon|mous Roots? The question ol possible homonymous roots, an important
one fbr lexicography, semantics, and exegesis, is strongly disputed.T From Neh. 3:8
scholars derive ':D II, "pave, construct," allegedly covered by Middle Heb. maqztpil,

'itzu!. L. Alonso Sch0kel, Moteriales para un diccionario biblic'o hebreo-espafiol (Rome,
198-5); J. Barr, Corttltorutive Philology and the Text of'the OI(Oxford, 1968); M. Dahood, "The
Root f,lll Il in Job," JBL78 (1959) 303-9; E. S. Gerstenberger and W Schrage, SuJJbring (Eng.
trans., Nashville, 1980); H. B. Huflhron, "Exodus 23,4-5: A Comparative Study," A Light unto
MyPath. t"S J. M. M),er,s (Philadelphia, 1914),27 l-78; O. Loretz, "Ugaritische und hebriiische
Lexikographie (Il)," UF' l3 (1981) 127-35, esp. l3l-34; H. Seidel, Das Erlebnis der Einsamkeit
irrtAT'. ThArb29 (1969); H.-P. Sr:ihli, "fly 'rb'abandon,"'TLOT, ll,866-68; I. N. Vinnikov,
"L'dnignte de'asir et'a7ub," Honttnages d A. Dupont-Sotnmer (Paris, l97l), 343-45; T. Willi,
"Die lrreiheit Israels," Beitcige zur alttestamentlichen Theologie. FS W. Zimmerli (Gctttingen,
1977),531-46'. H. G. M. Williamson, "A Reconsideration of IIg ll in Biblical Hebrew," ZAW 97
(r985) 74-85.

l. Cf . AHw, l, 267 -69; CAD, lY, 416-26.
2. APNM, 192.
3. Wehr, 610a; Lane, V 2033f.
4. l-exLittgAeth, 973f .

5. WUS, no. 2002; UT, no. l8l8; Dahood.
6. E. Ullendorff, "Ugaritic Marginalia, Il," JSS 7 (1962) 344. Cf . Biella, 353: "repair."
7. See Williamson.
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"composition/plastered floor." Equally questionable is whether Ugar.'db, "to lay, pre-

pare, make," might provide the basis.s Because none of the cognate languages attests

homonymous roots,e and because the linguistic similarity between d and z in this case

is doubtful, one ought not assume the presence of two difTerent roots in Hebrew. Dis-

puted occurrences can be explained on the basis of 'zbl (Ex.23:-5b; 1 Ch. l6:37; Job

9:27; lOl ; I 8:4; 2O:13:30:14). In Neh. 3:8 one might either translate "left standin.e" or

assume the presence of a special local use of 'zb; cf . Neh. 3:34(Eng.4:2): "leave be."

3. Derit,atives. The number of derivatives is rernarkably small (cf. the Akkadian).

The term 'izze!6n?m, "goods, wares," derives from the intensified stem,l0 though pos-

sibly with passive meaning. The term ''tzit[A occuts as a personal name and represents

a qal passive participle. t t

4. Translatior.s. The Biblical Aramaic equivalent is ibq (Ezr.6:7', Dnl' 2:44;
4:12,20,23[15,23,26]) with the meaning "leave. leave be/behind." The stem of ^i'a:lf,
"save," is related (Dnl. 3:15-28;6:15-28|4-271;cf. Akk. iuz.ulttt). The Greek transla-

tions use nineteen different expressions fot 'zb qal alone, the main ones being

enkatalefpein "abandon, leave, betray" (about 140 times) and kotuleipeln, "abandon,

leave, go away" (47 times). The NT uses these words only l0 and 25 times, respec-

tively; by contrast, aphidnai appears 126 times with the semantic nuances "release, is-

sue, leave, leave be." The LXX uses aphi,lnai 6 times to render'ib. 12

II. IVIeanings.
1. Forms ond Distribution, The root occurs in the Hebrew canon largely in its verbal

fbrms and is quite widespread, not occurring only in Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah'
Nahum, Habbakuk, Haggai, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and Esther, probably because of
the small size of these texts. Specific usage is suggested by concentrations of this word

in the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history as well as in the Psalms.

Statistically the following distribution emerges: According to Lisowski, the qal

forms, including 'zb II, occur 204 times, the niphal 9 times, and the pual twice. The

secondary noun'iz.z"b1nim occurs 7 times, all in Ezk. 27: the f'em. PN %z.iibi' "desola-

tion, abandoned one," occurs 4 times (l K.22:42 par.2 Ch.20:31; I Ch.2:lt3,l9).
According to A. Eben-Shoshan, the qal appears 32 times in narrative time (impJ.

consecutive), 74 times as perfect, 55 as imperfect, I 3 as active and I 2 as passive parti-

ciple, and 5 as imperative. The remaining l3 occurrences are infinitives, the infinitive
absolute occurring only in 8x.23:5 and Jer. l4:5.

8. Both HAL, 11,807; and B. Margalit, "Lexicographical Notes on the Aqht Epic (Part II:
KTU 1.19)," UF 16 (.1984) 157f., affirm this; both Williamson, 77: and O. Loretz, "Ugaritische
und hebriiische Lexikographie (II)," Uf'13 (1981) 131-34, deny this.

9. A different view is taken by Margalit, UF 16 (1984) l5'7f .

r0. GK {i84b.
lt. rPN.231.
12. Cf. R. Bultmann, TDNT, 1,509-12.
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2. With Inanimate Objects. The basic meaning is "leave." A person or a being con-
ceived with personal characteristics removes itself from an object, dissolving thereby
its connections with that object. In English, too, "leave" is often enough used transi-
tively, suggesting that leaving something behind or abandoning it involves less the
physical movement away than the establishment of a completely new condition.
Things formerly connected are separated. The person or entity doing the leaving sets
itself free of the thing left. This is the crucial feature T. Willi discusses with regard to
the use of 'zb in legal texts to mean emancipation. Someone can leave something over
("left over" in this sense in Mal. 3:19[4:l ]; cf. Dnl. 4:12,20,23[15"23,26)). Harvest sur-
plusistobeleftforthepoorandaliens(Lev. 19:10;23:22:cf.Ruth2:16),effectivelya
renunciation ofproperty claims. Potiphar leaves "everything" in the charge ofhis new
vizier (Gen. 39:6; cf . I Ch. l6:37), effectively a transfer of authority. In his own turn,
Joseph must leave behind his garment (Gen. 39:12,15,18), effectively a ceding of evi-
dence. The same coercive nature attaches to having to surrender or give up something,
as when inhabitants surender their city (l S. 3l:7 par.l Ch. l0:7) or land (2 K. 8:6;
Ruth 2:11; cf. Ezk. 8:12;9:9), when people give up their property (Job 39:ll; Ps.

49: I I [ 10]; Jer. 7: I 1), and when an inferior force abandons its property (2K.7:7;2 Ch.
28:14:cf .2Ch.ll:14) oreven its idols (2 S.5:21 par. I Ch. t4 12). These incidenrs are
narrated in the imperfect consecutive. Animal relationships show that even animals
can experience this sort ofseparation (Job 39:14l'Jer. l4:5;25:38). Although 2b is
rarely used intransitively (cf. Gen. 44:22; Ruth 2:16; Prov. 28:13; Jer. l4:5), these pas-
sages do exhibit an extremely strong emphasis on the action itself, quite independent
of any object, the reference to which is contextually given.

3. With Persons as Objects. With regard to persons, this sort of turning away or sep-
aration also generates juridical, economic, political, and emotional considerations. The
solidarity of the small group obligates a person to "being there" with others, and to mu-
tual help. "Abandoning" a clan membeq in extreme cases even an alien or an enemy
(Ex.23:5; Lev. 19:10), violates the elementary bonds of community and calls life itself
into question. A sick slave is left behind to starve to dearh ( I S. 30:13; cf . 2 Ch, 24:25).
David leaves behind ten concubines to an uncertain fate (2 S. 15: l6). Ruth leaves be-
hind all security in following her mother-in-law (Ruth 2:11). "Bearing and forsaking,"
a metaphor for the most extreme distress (Jer, 14:5; cf. Isa. 49:15), shows that anyone
torn from the security of the family is no longer capable of life itself. Abandonment
(see 4 below) means certain death (though dyingt: is rarely equated with "leaving" or
"being abandoned"; cf. Jer. l7: I I ; Ps. 88). This is why both wisdom and torah urge ad-
herence to this obligation to solidarity (Ex. 23:5; Dt. 12:19; 14:27; Prov. 27:10: cf .
Josh.22:3). The godless enjoy wickedness and are unable to let it go (Job 20:13), while
at the same time they abandon the poor and exploit them (Job 20: 19; textually uncer-
tain). Laments and petitions express the yearning for overcoming abandonment and for
reestablishing fellowship (Nu. l0:31; Ps. 22:2|l;27:9f .; Isa. 49:14). Asseverations

13. -+ nlD m,A1(Yll, 185-209).
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not to leave someone, often formulated as oaths, seek to stabilize the status quo (.Tosh.

24:16; Ruth l:16;2K.2:2,4,6;4:30; Ps. 119:87 lsa.4l:ll; cf. Gen. 32:27[26]: ilh).
The numerous passages in which Yahweh and Israel are the subject or object of such

"leaving" or "forsaking" all exhibit this kind of personal usage, something shown also

by the adoption of terms from the sphere of the family: "children who deal corruptly,
who have forsaken Yahweh" (Isa. l:4; cf. Jer. 5:7). No more than a mother can forsake

her child can Yahweh forsake his people (Isa. 49: l4f.). Yahweh is Israel's husband (Isa.

54:5f.). This two-sided personal relationship between Yahweh and people is always
presupposed: "Because you have forsaken Yahweh. he has also forsaken you" (2 Ch.

24:20;cf . Dt. 31:16f.; I Ch.28:9). The social implications must be considered from a

theological perspective as well.

4. With Abstractions as Objects. Beyond persons and inanimate things, abstract en-

tities can also be left or forsaken, since such abstractions can represent relationships,
valnes, or other features that can be actualized concretely or personally. Moreover, the

boundaries between abstract and personal concepts in the OT are otien quite fluid. The

following abstractions appear: commandments, laws, justice (2 K. l7:16; Ps. 119:53,

87; Prov. 4:2,5f .; Isa. -58:2; Jer.9:121, the proverb says of wisdom: "Do not fbrsake her,

and she will keep you; love her, and she will guard you" [Prov. 4:6]); the fear of God
(Job 6:14);Yahweh's loyalty and compassion (Gen. 24:27;Prov.3:3; Jon. 2:9[8]);mi-
raculous deeds (Isa. 42:16); counsel and guidance (l K. l2:8,13 par.2 Ch. l0:8,13;
Prov.2:13; Isa.55:7);harlotry, evil (Job 20:13;Ezk.23:8); strength. heart, spirit (Ps.

38: I I I I 0]; 40:13'12); Isa. 54:6[4] : ozfila1 rfiah). Pecr:Jiar examples include: "Where

will you leave your kdb\d?" (Isa. l0:3, meaning: "Where can you hide your
wealth?");14 "I will put off my (sad) countenance and be of good cheer" (Job 9:27).
This considerably broadens the semautic palette of 'zb. How can a person "leave" or

"forsake" a norm, counsel, or solidarity with others? By disregarding them'? Yahweh

will not forsake his announced deeds (lsa.42:16, meaning that he will not neglect do-

ing them; this establishes a future reference). One's own power or will have now be-

come the object: I perceive loss in myself.

5. Passive Forms. Examples of being abandoned are extremely widespread in the OT.

Existence itself is called into question for those who lose the vital connections with their
surroundings (see 3 above). To the extent that the root of'zb serves to describe this situa-

tion, it uses primarily passive participial fbrms from the qal, and the niphal and pual. Pas-

sives are negatively characterized; e.g., sacrifices are often thus described, as are women
(Isa. 54:6) or cities conceived as feminine (lsa. 17:2,9: 32:14: 60:15; 62:4,12:. Jer. 4:29:

Ezk.36:4;Zeph.2:4; cf. Josh. 8:17), and the land (Lev.26:43; Job I 8:4; lsa. 6:12:,7:16).
The abandonment of a woman results in widowhood, expulsion. or ruin.15 The fem. qal

14. + VII. 2-5f.

15. On widowhood -+ ill1)ll'almand @lmandh)(I,287-91): on expulsion -+n)w ilh; -+
l|'fi ndh. (Xl, 235-41); on ruin -; ll/'ll bbi (I1.50-60).
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pass. ptcp. of 'zb seems to have adopted these meanings to a far greater extent than has the
masculine form (cf. the PN qzttbd). Still, the abandonment of a man also evokes the situ-
ation ofthe orphan, oppression, and death.l6 One wisdom axiom asserts that "I have not
seen the righteous forsaken (neezdD" (Ps.37:25). The book of Job, of course, provides
the counterpart to this assertion even though the designation'dz,A! does not occur (cf.,
e.g., Job 19:6-22). The language of individual laments ardently describes alienation and
abandonment, though these lamentslT avoid the masc. pass. ptcp. of 'zb. Finally, the enig-
matic expression 'asfir we'azftb (occurring 5 times formulaically: Dt. 32:36; I K. 14:10;
2l:21;2 K. 9:8; 14:26) is not based on the notion of lament, referring instead with alliter-
ation to the entirety of the population.t8 What remains unclear is whether "bound" and
"free" refer to minors and those already come of age, to slaves and freepersons, or to the
impure and the pure.tq

The context of passive expressions also includes the term 'izzdbbn, "goods, stores,"
occurring in Ezk. 27 . The basic meaning is presumably "what is left, what is delivered
into commission."2o Trade goods are otherwise normally described according to their
value or according to the procedure of their production or exchange.2l

6. Problem Passages. A few passages seem not to fit the schema of the subject that
leaves and an object that is left. The syntax of these passages involves prepositional
phrases. The occurrences in which a local/final element is added to the direct object are
simple enough. An object is left "to/for someone" (Lev. l9:10; 23:22;Job 39:14; Ps.

l6:10; 49: I I [ 0]; such would also include Job 39: ll: 'zb 'el, "will you hand over your
labor to it?"). A similar situation obtains with regard to place references such as beya{,
'esel,lipnA, "with, before" (Gen. 39:6,12,13,15,18; I Ch. 16:37;2 Ch. l2:5;Neh.9:28;
Ps. 37:33). The object remains at the designated place, whereas its owner departs.

One problem passage is Ex. 23:5 (cf. Dt. 22:4),zz which seems top-heavy and con-
tradictory. Does 'zD have two different meanings here, "leave" and "lift up" (the sense
of Dt.22:41) ? The LXX seems to presuppose: 'al ta'az[Ehfi fif qimehf imm6, "do nor
leave him, but lift it [the ass] up with him [the enemy]." J. Halbe suspects that an origi-
nal'zb II, "lift up," was forgotten, and because it was incomprehensible, was corrected
as "cease from letting it lie."z: Is this perhaps an absolute usage of 'zb?za The preposi-
tional objects /6 and 'imm6 are referring to the owner of the ass. "Do not go away on
his account [away from him?],2s but leave [the ass] with him." Dt. 22:4 would then
provide interpretive clarification.

16. Respectively, -+ El1l1r ya!6m (Yl, 477 -81); -s l)9 'nh II; -+ hlD mAt (Yll, 185-209).
17. See III.3 below.
18. Cf. E. Kutsch, "Die Wurzel 1I9 im Hebriiischen," VT 2 (1952) 57-69; Vinnikov.
19. --> 119 'asar.

20. willi, 541f.
21. -+ IlU 16! (Y,296-318); -+ l''ll, ?D I; a different view is take by Margalit, UF 16 (1984) 157f.
22. Cf. also Hittite law, $$45; 60-62; 7l-73; TUAT I, 104, 107-9.
23. J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes, Ex 34,10-26. FRLANT ll4 (1975),430 n.26.
24. Cf. lI.2 above.
25. HAL, II, 508, no. 5.
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The verb appears twice with 'el, "oYer, on" (Ps. 10: 14; Job l0:1). Commentaries in-

cline to take Job 10:1 as a model case: "I leave my complaint on myself," i.e., "I bear

my complaint," This "leaving, letting," turns into an inner, personal experience of con-

flict. Job 9:27 is similar: "I will puUleave off my (sad) countenance and be of good

cheer."26 Ps. 10: 14 would then read, "The poor (?) leaves [his griefl on you'" These ob-

scure passages, too, confirm a basically transitive use of the verb.

7 . Word Field. Word fields involving synonyms and antonyms in which the root 'zb

occurs can be divided into three large groups.

These involve (a) spatial-geographical contexts: "leave, go away," and "remain"
(Nu. 10:31; cf. 1 K. 6:13;Jer. 9:ll2l 48:28), "go" and "return" (Jer. 9:18[19]; l7:1,1;

25:38', cf. Ruth 1:16; Lam. 5:20), "flee and be steadfast" (Gen. 39:12,15; I S. 31:7;

2K.7:7; Isa. l0:3), "leave and die" (Ps. l6:10;Jer.9:18[19]; 17:ll), "abandon and

retrieve" (Isa. 54:7), "turn aside and turn toward" (l K. 9:6,9; 2 Ch.7:19), "leave be-

hind and take along" (Gen, 50:8; 1 S. 30:13; 2 S. 5:21; 2 Ch. ll 14:. 24:25; Ps.

49:11[0]), "leave outside and bring inside" (Ex.2:20;9:21), "leave behind and take

away" (Lev. 19:10; 23:22), "free and hold" (2 Ch.28:la); (b) the social sphere:

"leave and stay with someone" (Gen. 28:15; 2 K. 2:2ff.;2 Ch. l2:5; Ps. 22:2ll);
38:22), "forsake and stand by" (Dt. 31:6,8;Josh. 1:5), "abandon and take up" (1 K.

8:57; Ps. 27:9;94:14; cf. Ps. 71:9), "forget and remember" (Job 39:14f.;Prov.2:17;
lsa.49 14;65:11), "leave and take up with someone new" (Gen. 2:24; cf.I K. 9:9;

Prov.27:10), "abandon and take care of'(Gen.28:15; Dt. 12:19 Josh.22:3',2Ch.
13:10; cf. Jer. 49:ll; Neh. 10:40), "disregard ordinances and keep them" (Dt.

3l:16f.; Prov. l0:17; 28:4), "become apostate and serve" (Josh. 24:16; JEs.2;12f.;
l0:6ff.), "leave behind and follow after" (l K. 19:20), "forsake and answer" (Isa.

4l:17); (c) emotional elements: "despise and respect" (Job 6:14), "scorn and love"
(Prov.4:5f.), "become apostate and sin/become harlots" (Jgs. 10:10; Isa. l:28; Jer.

5:7;Ezr.8:22), "despise and respect" (Isa. 1:4), "leave evil in its place and be righ-

teous" (Prov.9:6; Ezk.20:8;23:8), "hand over, abandon and trust" (Job 39:ll), "ig-
nore and pay attention" (Prov. 4:2).

Although this word extends into a great many semantic fields, nowhere does it turn

into a terminus technicus, remaining rather, even in its concentrated use, an arbitrary

choice, i.e, what seems to be a somewhat diffuse verb of "movement away from." Sev-

eral textual forms, however, do accentuate in certain, specific ways.

III. Specialized Use.
I . lnw. In legal texts 'zb refers to the end of a relationship of solidarity between mem-

bers of a community or group, with various legal consequences attaching to such "leav-

ing," Sons leave their parents to establish their own household (Gen.2:24;'zb - dbq =
cling to). Criminal issues can arise when parents abandon their children (cf. Ps. 27:10;zt

26. A different view is taken by G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 199; following
Dahood, 304f.: "make, do."

s89
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lsa.49 14f;Ier.l4:5; and CH S$170f., 191: inheritance and adoption 1aw28).According
to patriarchal law, a husband can dismiss his wife (Dt.24:l; Jer. 3:l), though she may not
leave him (Prov.2:17; cf. Mal. 2:16: ilh).zo In Akkadian, ezebu is the legal term for the
mutual dissolution of the marriage contract (cf. CH $S138, 141;.:o Since the divorced or
widowed woman is also called "zfrbA in the Ol:t 'zb may perhaps also be synonymous
in Hebrew legal terminology to.i//e. The transfer of property to an authorized person (ad-

ministrator) is intended as a legal act in Gen. 39:6 (cf. CH $172: a mother transfers her
marriage-gift to her children).32 Th's is why "forsaking the torah/commandments" (e.g.,

2 K. 17:16: Ezr. 9:101, Ps. 89:31[30): Jer. 9:l2ll3], etc.) does not mean "disregard en-
trusted goods" (contra Willi). The diverse uses of 'zb in the legal sphere show that the
word refers in a neutral sense to leaving a relationship of solidarity; the context then de-
termines the nature of each individual case.

2. Prayer The language of prayer, especially in the Psalms, uses 2b in lament, peti-
tion, and expressions of trust. The personal God has forsaken the psalmist (Ps.22:2ll);
7l:11; cf. Isa.49:14; Lam. 5:20),33 or is summoned (liturgically/in worship) in situa-
tions of extreme distress: "Do not cast me ofl do not forsake mel" (Ps.27:9;
38:22[21];71:9,18; ll9:8). The confession of trust counters with the assertion that
God will not forsake his believers (cf. Ps.9:ll[10]; 37:28,33:'94:14). All these pas-

sages use this verb in a fixed, sometimes formulaic fashion within a word field describ-
ing the destruction of personal bonds.3a This means that the personal relationship of
protection and solidarity between petitioners and their God is presupposed,35 with the
language of prayer here picking up on the legal language of family and clan. In the la-
ment of the individual, God is the one who in some unexplained or even neglectful
fashion has forsaken the suffering petitioner and abandoned the obligation to that rela-
tionship of solidarity.

3. H isto rical Theol.o gy. Most of the occurrences of ' zb are found in exilic-postexilic
theological reflections on history, texts that often use 'zb almost as a leitmotif. This ap-
plies both to the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history as well as to tra-
ditions related to them.

Rather than individual petitioners and their personal, protective God, it is now the
congregation or people who stand over against Yahweh, the God of Israel. The people
havesinnedandforsakenYahweh {Dt.28i2O;31:16;Jgs.2:12f.; l0:6,13; I S.8:8;2K.

27. Cf. BWL,70,l.
28. TUAT I, 63f .,67.
29. -+ n)w filah.
30. TUAT r,59f.
31. See II.5 above.
32. TUAT t,64.
33. KAR, 148,28; BWL, 253,4.
34. + iTlll rltq; -+ Uittl nti (lX, 407-12); -+ Illtt) .i/<ft.

35. Cf. H. Vorliinder, Mein Gott. AOAT 23 (1975); R. Albertz, Persiinliche Frdmmigkeit und

ffizielle Religion. CThM A 9 (1978),38-43.
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2l:22:22:17; Isa. 65:11; Jer.2:13,17 ,19;5:7 ,19 16:11; l9:4; Hos. 4:10; beyond Kings,

Chronicles also uses 'zb: 2 Ch.7:19,22; 12:1,5;13:l0f'; l5:2;21:10 24:18,20,24;

28:6;29:6). Passages in which the law, the covenant, or the commandments are for-

saken rather than Yahweh all follow this semantic model (even with analogous rhetori-

cal forms and identical content), and are thus to be understood as a violation of loyalty

toward anotherperson (l K. l8:18; 2K.17:16;Ezr.9:10;Ps. 89:31[30]; Jet.9:l2[3l;
22:9; Dnl. ll:30). Typical expressions referring to Israel's apostasy fiom Yahweh,

which prompted such harsh chastisement in the form of exile and dispersion, include:

the congregation's confession of sin (Jgs. l0:10; 12:10 Ezt.9:10); the argument for

chastisement in the style of question-response (1 K.9:8f'; Jer.5:19; 9:ll-15t12-161;
l6:10f.; 22:8f.; cf. additional stereotypical arguments in 1 K. ll:33; Jer. l9:4);:o gr.

formula ofrequital: "because Israel has forsaken Yahweh, Yahweh has forsaken Israel"

(l Ch. 28:9; 2 Ch. l2:5; l5,2;24:20;32:31; Neh. 9:17,19,28); sermon admonitions not

to forsake Yahweh (lest the horrible punishment be repeated! Josh.24:20; I Ch. 28:9;

Jer. l9:4); promises to the community that Yahweh will not turn away from them again

(l K. 6:13; 1 Ch. 28:20;Isa.4l:17); self-obligation on the part of the people never

(again) to become apostate (Josh. 24:16; I K. 8:57).
Together with the comprehensive vocabulary relating to apostasy (pra hlk, znh, s|r

'bd, ihh, bgd, etc.),37'zbhas in these exilic-postexilic texts a specific theological and

ecclesial function. Increasingly it serves (Chroniclesl) to ascribe culpability to the peo-

ple as a means of generating a consciousness of their sin, doing so in a liturgical con-

text. The usage here is strongly schematized, and we can no longer determine the

sources from which the theologians of the time were drawing (the language of law?

prayer?). They were probably preaching from the perspective of some form of
covenantal theology (cf. Jer. 22:9:DnL l1:30;:a only distantly related to the patriarchal

religion and early Yahweh religion. The original sin was now the forsaking of Yahweh,

betraying the confessional structure of Israelite society.

4. Wisdom. Amid the fixed discourse of the theologians of history, we find sentences

in which 'zD still means "leave" in a wholly unaffected and neutral fashion (cf. Neh.

l0:40t391; I Ch. 16:37; 2 Ch.24:25;2814), though this word never became absorbed

into theological jargon, not even in wisdom writings. These warn against leaving the

proper path or the appropriate order (Prov. 2: I 3; l0: I 7; I 5: l0; cf. Job 20:13; I K. I 2:8;

Ezk.20:8;23:8), against leaving wisdom itself (Prov. 4:5f.), and demand that one turn

away from foolishness and wickedness (Prov. 9:6; 28:13). The bipolar theological

schema "avoid evil and do not forsake good" is thus pedagogically prefigured.

IV. Subsequent Influence. Extrabiblical and postcanonical Hebrew writings use

'zb rarely, and then nontechnically. The Qumran writings contain 27 occunences, l4 of

36. Cf. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),

295-300.
37. Cf. M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972),339-41.
38. L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie. WMANT 36 (1969).
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which are found in the hymns (with meanings similar to those in the Psalms, though cf.
lQH 8:27: l(ii nevzap, "like one forsaken"). Rabbinic literature follows Ex. 23:5 in
maintaining the meaning "alleviate, help," as well as the traditional meaning "leave,
forsake," in all its variations.3e The word plays a more significant role in the NT (cf.
Mk. 10:28; Mt.8:22; 16:24; 19:21,27;Lk.5:28; 18:28).a0 "Look, we have left every-
thing and followed you" (Mk. 10:28) is an early Christian confession that ascetic
movements have cited repeatedly over the course of church history.

Gerstenberger

39. Jastrow. II, 1060f.
40. Albeit one that TDNT virtually ignores


